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PREFACE.

'

Our mpirstions on launching a fifth annual volume of the
Journal into the ocean of literatnre are no longer tremulone
horn a diffident anxiety as to it. reception ;the tide of popular
hvor, or at lead the diminutive wave of it which reaches the
seeluded estuary of oriental research, has buoyed ne up with the
moat flattering encouragement, and an increasing body of conaituents ha8 etill pressed forward to freight our humble bark
with the prodnctione of their induetry and talent. T o extract
any of the too complimentary phraees of our correspondents
in Paria, Vienna, and London, would be egotism ; and we mnet
not forget that a proportion of their praise may be merely
rtimulatory-&citing ne to take advantage of the golden opportunitiea commanded by our position a t the emporium, to
unses a rich cargo for their more deliberate and erudite d i e
camion hereabr. Our errors also have not eecaped their due
meamre of criticim, but even thus they have been productive
of a good effect in drawing forth more correct information
from other eonrces. The commerce in which we are engaged,
to continue the metaphor in the terms of a late French prospectm, c6 multipliers le capital de 18 science comme I'autre commerce mnltiplie celui du numeraire."
Howeper we may thus-boaet of having added to the stock
of knowledge, we fear the " capital dn numerairen hae but little
connection, beyond tGe analogy, with the out-turn of our apeculation ; although, if the pecuniary prospects of the Journal
are not much bettered this year, we have none to blame but
oarselvea for the unpromising aspect of our account current !
By incressing the letter-press more than 100 pagee, and the
plates in proportion,. we felt we were exceeding the bounds of
caution ;yet we could not resist the attempt to keep pace with
the commnnicatione entrneted to as for publication, even a t
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some sacrifice and risk. Had our edition been mfficiently extensive to allow a large reeerve for future sale, there might
have been hopes of retrievement-but the 500 copies have all
disappeared, and of our early volumes it is almoet impossible
now to procure a copy. The only method, then, left to meet
this difficulty, ie to levy a heavier aesessment on our supporters
for the future ; and to this step, however reluctantly, we shall
be obliged to resort from the beginning of the year 1837, &ill
always adhering to our engagement of giving the maximum
of matter for our'meaos, and reminding our subscribers that
we are not in fact heightening our charge, but enlarging our
work ; seeing that from 32 pages we have gradually augmented the monthly quota to 80, a quautity which experience hse
proved to be more than can be covered by a rupee subscrip
tiop. Our rates from 1837, therefore, will be 14 rupee per
number to subecribers, and two rupees to others. T h e p e e d ary details on which this measure is founded are aa follows:
PAYMENTB.

1836.
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If, in our last volume, we could not refrain from wticing, aa
the most prominent object of interest in its contents, the we
pension of oriental publications by t h e British Indian Qovernment, and the general discouragement under which oriental
mtudies were doomed to languish ; we must not on the present
occasion omiC to make honorable mentiom of the patronage and
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bvor which has once more dawned npon m i a m and literature
in India under the preeent administration. The proceedinga
of the Asiatic &iety, laet year eo full of pafnful discusion
and ansoceeeeful appeal, this year shine forth with tokens of
diotinguished consideration. Consnlted on the merit of pmpoeitiona oonnected with hietorical reeearch in the P a i n 4 1
and in Ceylon, ite recommendations have met that attention
which dignifiee ite proceedinga, and tende more than any thing
else to render it a substantive and ueeful institution. The
gnction of ita ampices has been courted, and hae been extended beneficially &J pnblicatione of great magnitude and imp o t h o e . I t has itself engaged in a new sphere of operations,
devolved npon it by the discuseions of laet year, which pcominee, by a judicious combination with the sister Societiee
ef France and England, to become equally advantageous to
the European scholar, and profitable to itself. The Society
of PIuie hae been the foremost to volunteer its co-operation in
the completion of the eeries of suspended oriental worke; bat we
have reason to know that the Royal Aeiatic Society of London
haa not espoused their cause less warmly or less succeeefully,
although the unavoidable delap of references to high anthoritiee have prevented our yet reaping the fruits of their influence and intercession.
Many will consider with omelves that the publication of
a-f d l edition of the oriental c l d c s is a perfectly legitimate
branch of labour for an Asiatic Society, and they may hope
to eee it permanently continued under endowment and protection of the Government itself.-It
may indeed be regarded
ae a jadicious modification of one of the earliest intentione of
the institution promulgated in July, 1806, but hitherto left a
dead letter on ite minutes, a that a series of vo~umks,to be
ABIATICA,
be published by the Society
entitled BIBLIOTHECA
dietinct from the Aeiatic Reuearck, coutaining translations of
rhort worka in the Asiatic languages, and extracta and deecriptive accounts of booh af greater length, gradually extending to all Asiatic books deposited in the Society's library, and
even to all works extant in the languages of Asia."
The translation and critical examination of Oriental works at
the p-nt
day can be better undertaken by the distinguiehed
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profeesore and philologists of Europe, and the only department
of which we can hope to relieve them, with any chance of
mccese, is the collection and correct printing of original texts
through the mpervision of our native Pandits and Marlavie.
W e therefore hope to see fresh volnmee put in hand now
that the series transferred by the Committee of Education is
M) nearly completed ; and we would ~espectfully
suggest, that
the Government should make over to the Society all of the
hnecrit, Arabic, and Persian works that have hitherto iwued
from the Educatiou Prem, in order that one system of distribution and sale may be regulated for the whole eeries ; and
ASIATICA,this body
that, under the name of the B~BLIOTHECA
of Indian claeaical lore may be encouraged and regarded in the
light of a national undertaking, entrusted merely to the vigilant superintendence of the Society as the appropriate organ
of their publication.
But we are dwelling too long on a favorite project, and have
but little space left to allude to the equally prosperous folc
tune of the natural wiences during the present year. The
sincere votary of science cannot have witnemed without pleasurable anticipations the introduction, altogether novel in this
country, of the delightful and instructive experiments of natural philosophp among the social recreations of Government
House. A t these parties may be kindled into action many
a dormant dispo~itiouto cultivate-the sciences that h a hitherto but wanted such a stimulus; and the community at large
may learn to appreciate the studies they have been accustomed to eschew as vain or recondite, by witnessing their practical application and attractions. w e have heard it suggeeted as an improvement on the plan adopted by the illustrioue
Patron of the Society, to hold these soirCes directly at the Society'smueeum, where the objects to be explained or exhibited might
be prepared more a t leienre, and where they would remain
classified with others in the same collection ;-others
again
have ~dvocatedthe giving of a more decidedly lectural character
to the
exposition. In London, where the President of
the Royal Society holds pimilar meetings, his visitors are already
gronilded in the snl?jects treated of, and need but a glance at
any new invention or experiment to comprehend its drift : but

in India the majority have not enjoyed the same opportunities,
and their curiosity ia merely raised without hope of e n t i n
mtidactioo. But againet thie view i t may be urged that a
monthly lecture would be but a tardy mode of communicating
knowledge, more especially if the subject were to be changed
on each occasion. A courae of lectures might be a good euccedanenm to the syetem, but the spirit ofthe monthly re-union
must be general and exhibitory, to anewer the object intend*
Again we are iheensibly falling into a review of matters beyond the proper mope of a Preface, which should condne itself
to the contente of the volume it precedes, or to the mutual
concerns of the editor and hie conetituents.
On the cover of more than one monthly Journal we have
already explained to what extent we here been enabled to
increase the number and accuracy of our. lithographed plates
this year, by putting in requisition the talente of our mofuesil
friende When the facilities of drawing on transfer paper for
lithograplric printing become more generally known, me may
expect still fnrther advantage from its adoption by travellers,
engineers, botanists, and naturaliete, who are, or ought to be,
artiste also. I t ie now known from actual experience that a
transfer drawing, packed in a tin roll, may be subjected to a
journey of 1000 milee,.either in the hottest or the dampest
period of the year with impnnity. Most of the imperfectione
in the plates of the Sewalik fossile are due to want of care in
+ng
them on to the stone, rather than to imperfectione in
the original drawinge.
Some conbeion haa arisen thie year, in the numbering
and placing of the platee, from continual and unavoidable
poetpnements which it is needless to particularize.
One
plate (of the BhitarS inscription) has been reserved for the
enming volume, that full justice may be done to the able
elucidation of its important contente. And here we may be
allowed a moment's exultation a t the highly curious train of
discovery, connected with thia monument, which haa been
developed in the pages of the Journal. Not only has a dynasty
before wholly unknown to the Indian hietorian, been traced by
coine and inscriptions through seven generations in its own
line, but two collateral alliances with other reigning princa

here been brought to light :while extraots from ancient Chinem
authore, independently scrutinimd in Europe, have helped to
determine their exact chronological epoch.
I n numismatic reeearch diecovery hoe been no lees rife. The
theory of a U-reeian origin hae been extended to varioua other
series of Hindu coina-and the only one (the Vardilra series)
which remained of a doubtful eource, hos recently been traced
in a most eatisfi~ctorymanner to the Saseanian coinage of Pereia, as will hereafter be shewn. We may here correct an ignorant
error into which wo have fallen in deecribing the legend of
Doctor SWINEY'Scoin of A ~ ~ ~ ~ o c ~ ~ a - - the
g i repithet
ing
Brorporr*, aa if derived from rpopu instead of rpcn, ;to thii our attention hss been called by several correepondenta-and we therefore thus conspicuously acknowledge our blunder. The tree
meaning of the epithet (written 8torpomm though united to
& d t a o o c ) we conceive to be " godly-diepoeitioned."
We muet aleo caution our readers against implicitly adopting
our vereion of the Bactro-Pehlevi character-for we are now in
poeseeaion of the comparative alphabet lithographed by M.
JACQURT,
which differs in many respects from our system,
grounding it upon the Syriac instead of the Zend.-Not having
yet seen the anthor's memoir on the eubject, we are nnable to
make known his eyetem, although we cannot doubt its superiority to our crude attempt.
In foesil geology one immenee step has been made thie year,
by the discovery of the remaine of a quadrumanow animal,
the neareet approach to the human being that has yet been
found in a fossil state in company with the extinct monetere
of primeval antiquity. This important addition has knriched the
Didupur mueenm ; but no lees interesting have been the additions to its worthy rival the museum of Sehiranpdr. It is perhaps right to explain how it hae happened that the papers of
Lieuts. BAKEE
and DUEAND
have moetly appeared in the jourand Captain CAUTLNY
have
nal, while those of Dr. FALCONEB
paced the new volume of the Researches. This eelection wae
made from no difference in the relative value of these most
interesting papers, but solely to accommodate beet the drawings which accompanied them. We hope a t some future
period, to ree the whole eerie8 collected together into a corn-
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plete aud luxurious work on the foeeil osteology of the Himilayan range ; but such an undertaking ehonld await the exploration of the whole line, and should be made a national concern. At preeent the great fear is, leet the quantity of specimens dispersed in private collectione on all eidee, may deprive
ue of many fragments requisite to work out the forme of the
carious new animals dieinterred from thia vaat cemetery of tho
ancient world.
We have partly redeemed our promiee to our meteorological
wntribntora : enfficiently eo, we hope, to revive their exertions,
and procure us a combined series of observatione in different
parts of India for the coming year, more extended than the
comparative tablea we have now publhhed. We regret having
been unable to eupply Barometers to the numeroue applicant8
who have volunteered to use them.
The duty now levied on
philoeophid iwtmments, will tend etill more to check their
importation.
Our readers will now readily excuse the absence of articles
on the progrew of the scienG in Europe, eince that department hse been zealously purwed by another periodical of extensive circulation, in conaqoence partly of our neglect of it ;
and a third rival ham recently entered the field under promieing and powerful auepices. -!I'hese have M, fully made-known
many local inventions of scientific intereet, that we have leaa
regretted our inabiity to find space for their re-ineertion. W e
would, on no account, however, wieh to confine our pagea to
abjects more strictly Indian ; on the contrary, we 8b.i ever
etndy to in-faeeinto them a pleaeing variety of original information on all subjects, of 'man'e performance or nature's prodnction, within the wide range prescribed to as by oar allegiance to
the Asiatic Society.
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In the 30-d for M
.
)
.
. 1834,
2 5 3 . f ~ ' 580' r e d ' minw 580.'
In the No. for Dec. 1835, p g e 655 et. .eq. the title of the U r k c k c h i d L print-

&b-

ed WAUO.i n s t u d of Wrne, or
The term L rendered the Misrionaria rcgdw. and L p e r l a p equivdmt to S j a under the Mu8h.l gormmeo@.
In the same volnme, p w 615,/or ' Zcnophon' read Xenophon.'
P q a 30 line 2 of note, for ' pntsrrcd,' Nul ' postponed.'
,, (et pauim) for ' Sangat.,' r e d a Sangah'
Page 30 line 3 of note, irucrt ' thu' before ' appearr.'
31 ,, 9for ' exotio,' rcod ' the u o # c origin of Boddhirm.'
32 ,. 18fw Boddhi.' reod Bodhi.'
34 ,, 8f m ' Snxaka,', d a S m ~ a k a . ~
36 ,, 6 of note, for ' B. (3. Elpliutone,' md e. 6. ELlpbtorn.'
,, 4 1 ., 29 for rbells,' nod ' dL.'
,, 4 2 ,. 21 erase ' on' after the rmi-colon.
,, 4 4 ,, 44 for ' platid,' read palatine.'
*, 4 7 ,, 27 for ' tbir.' rcad ' these.'
,, 5 7 48 for in vertical plates,' read into vertical pl.h.9
,, 4 9
1for inqmmetriesl,' +..d ' unrymmetrid.'
,, 4 9
23 fat circle; wad ' arebarebl
,, 72 ,, 6 for ' as.' read ' so.'
,, 74 ,, 4 from bottom, in note, for end, read ' enr.'
75 ,, I of note, dele the brackets.
* percipient powerr,' add the words, I the &rmik. tenet.
,, 79 ,, 23 after
amount to i d d i m . '
8 0 ,. I from bottom, for ' Banddhy,' read ' Bauddha.'
85
15for ' uhtence,' read ' rusistamm.'
8 6 ,, 26 for ' by,' r d ' but.'
,, 87 , 3 of the now, put the atop wore the word Smtra.
,, 8 8 ,, 1 and 3 of the note, for ' Dharmadya,' read ' Dharmodya:
,, 161 I n Col. Burneyls notice of Tagonng,fw being,' m d ' building.'
,, 167 ,, 10 for tiem,' read ' team.'
,, I70 ,. 32 for obatrneted,' read ' abrhcted.'
,, 172 ., 37 and elnewhere,fbr venous.' read rinoor.'
,, 175 ., 35 for ' mmr,' read ' marc.'
176 foot note, ditto ditto.
,, 176 ,, 19 for ' extraction,' read extractire:
, 7 , 1for ' padfa, converted,' read ' pdwa-converted.'
196 ,, 12 for same.' read Lama.'
11
,, 13 for Bir Bisa,' read ' Bi.'
,, 199 ,, 14 omitcut.
,, 200 ,, 29 for lines,' read ' Hillr.'
,,
,, 36 for ' Bum,' read ' Biu,' (in all.)
,, 202 ,, 18 jot coautry,' read province.'
204 ,, 33 for tAe rpirit; read ' that spirit.'
9.
34 for a Be.net,' reed a Burnett.'
,, 204 ,, 11 for .tonu,) r e d ;tone.'
vt
,, fw ' 05,' read !out.
,* 264 s, 1fwZ+'i
JJT
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,, 13 leava out the r o d
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Page 265 line 11, of the Tibetan text for khed. rcad khyed.
,, 228 ,, 3 from below, for ' npeculated' read ' operculated.'
,, 235 ., 19 irrert the full stop (now offer only) after ' presume.'
,, 443 ,, 31 insert ' at' before ' Cape Guarda fui.'
PS
,, 32 for ' inch' read ' inches.'
,. 351 ,, 11 from bottom, for ' satoren,' read ' sutures:
18 ditto, for ' Hylvoides,' read ' Styloides.'
,, 353
PP
- ,, 3 ditto, for ' confortissime,' r e d ' confertissime.'
,, 354 ,, 19 from top, for malawn,' read ' Malayan.'
11
- ,, 3 from bottom, for ' Gangetica,' read ' fsciata.'
,, 355 ,, 7 from top, for ditto,' read ' ditto.'
PI
- ,, 22 ditto, for * inrtroctis,' read ' instruct&.'
,, 356 ,, 5 ditto. (and in note,) for ' tabular,' read ' tubutar.'
PI
,, 23 ditto, for operation,' read ' operculum.'
,, 357 ,, 2 from bottom, a f ( w sinus, iruert to form a cloned circle,
the horns.
9,
,, 6 ditto, (note,) for Penticia,' r e d ' Justicia.'
,, 358 ,, 2 from top. for tabular,' r e d ' tubnlar.'
)I
- ,, 13 ditto, for ' Dematnra.' read Demerara.'
,, 418 ,, 8 afler about, ituert 27.

.,

-

-

,, 420 in heading of

,

4 2

,

lower table, for increment d+

2 for mmply, d

0

30

P

P

30
4, rcrd
P

- read simply, d -

9 , In heading of lower table, under Barometer apply p.
424 line 3 for of wet-bulb,' readLof the wet-bulb thermometer.'
721 ,, 13 f o r ' tbe god-noarisher,' read ' the heavenly-minded.' and
cancel the nubsrquent remarks.
,, 723 ,, 24 for ' General Arnold,' read ' Dr. Gerard.'
Capt. CVNNINQHAY
having pointed out that the p in the legend of the Sem d r a - g n p k coin described in Vol. ir. p. 635, as &pati rurha, haa an r subjoined ; we have again sought in the dictionary for a better explanation of the
epithet and have found it in the word
qratiratha, ' the warrior.'
Page 742 line 14 from top, for ' behind,' read beyond.'
744 ,, 1 from bottom, for ' Butt..' read' Bulla.'
,, 748 ,, 7 from bottom, f o r ' apora,' read ' spira.'
9,
5 from do., for ' ingrescentc,' read ' nigresctnte.'
750 ,, 19 from top, for ' salcis,' read sulcis,' and for ' rinis,' read
' binis.'
. ~9
7 from bottom. for
carino,' read 4 carina,' and f o r ' compresso,' read ' comfressh.'
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-
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I had the pleaswe last year to submit a Memoir on the c u i ~diac o d at Beghim, and now beg to o%kr s a e o n 4 containing the
remh of my collection of the present year from the m e pkee : the
obemationa which these c o b qgeat I shall prd.ce by a few remarks.
tending to iUuetrate the locnlity of the epot where they ua fan4 u
well .a some other pointn connected with it.
I shall also mbmit, in thin Memoir, the d t a of dbmvwies in
otha places, made dwing the year, so far aa they refvto namiclrmtdogy; in the hope to contribute to hther elucidation of the h
istory of
the copntria from which I write.
The d d t or plain of Begb4m beare N. 15 E. fmm the modern city
of K M , distant by compntation eighteen ordinary LOB; and as ths
line of road has few sinuosities or ddectiom, the direct dietana m y
probably be about twenty-five British miles. It ia uituated at the southeast point of the level country of the K o W b , in an angle formed by
the approach of a lofty and extensivemountain nnge, radiating fmm the
superior line of the CWCUJWon the one aide, and by the inferior muge
of Sf& Koh on the other. The former
eeparab the KO&&&
from the popdolls v d e p of Ni-,
G d the Ir#er; commenciug about
15 miles east of K W ,gradually sinks into the plain of & O W . Eaat
of the S U Koh is a hilly, not mountainous, tract, called Kob Sop;
which intervener between it and the extensive vallep of Ihg&ow.
Throngh the open space extending from west to east, between theae
two hill nnges, ibm the river formed by the junction of the stream of
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Gtiorbond and PwjsMr, and which forma the northern boundary of the
site of B e g k h . Through this apace also leads the high road from
the Kohtdn to N$row, T q h , Laghnuin, and JekilabJd. m e dasht of
Bcghrh is comprised in an extensive district of the Kohtcin called
K h j e h KedM; to the north, the plain has an abrupt descent into the
cultivated lands and pasturea of the Baltli Khee and Kariadat Kh&
K k k famjliee, which at the north-western point interpose between it
and the river for the extent of perhaps a mile, or until the river leaves
the base of a singular eminence called AbdrllaA Bdr~.,which from the
vaat mounds on its aummit was undoubtedly an appurtenance of the
ancient city. Eaat of this eminence another amall apace of cultivated
lands, with two or three caatles, called Kdrih{chf,interposes between a
curvature in the direction of the abrupt boundary of the dasht, and the
direct course of the river ; east of KdrdMcha' rieea a low detached hill,
called Koh & r t c k , which has an extent eastward of about a mile and
half, intrudmg for that distance between the level dasht and the river ;
at the eastern extremity of Koh Butcher is one of those remarkable
structures we call t o p . Parallel to Koh & t c k , on the opposite aide
of the river, are the castles and cultivated lands called Mdammd Rdkhi,
and beyond them a aterile sandy tract gradually ascending to a celebrob
ed hill and Zm'rat, named KAmjeh Raig Ravcin, m d thence to the
superior hill range befoce mentioned ; east of KoA Bdcher, the level plain
extends for about a mile, until the ssme character of abrnpt termination a& it into the low landa of JLilglkw. where we find nnmeroum
castlea, much crrltivatsd land, and M the name JLZghur implies, a large
extent of c
h or pa8tPre. The lands of JGkkr, to the east, from the
boundary of the daakt of B q t d m . to the muth, ita boundary may be
conaidered the stream called the river of Koh Dam&, which after
flowing along the eastern portion of KoA Dtunda, and receiving what
may be apared after the irrigation of the lands from the streams of
SAah Danuh, &Irdak, l'kgd, Idaljll. &c. fells into the joint river of
G h r h d and PmjuAfr at a paint below Jrilghar. Beyond the river
of Koh Dam&, a barren ssady soil aacende to the skirts to the Slih Kori
and Koh Safl. Among the topographical featwee of the dook of
may be noted three amdl black hills or eminences,detached h
each other, which in a line, and contiguous to each other, arise fmm the
surface of the soil a little north of the river of Koh Damdn. To the
weat of B q t d m are tht!level lands of MaMgKz; at the north west angle
of the plain is the small village of KiZkzA B o M , where reside about
even H i d tradere, aome of them men of large capitals ; and at the
south-west angle are three castles called KiUaR YczbdtiAi. distant from
Kim BoZaul about four miles. From gilU B o l d to JtUgAar e
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distrna occors of iinu and half to five milea ; from J e h w to the akirta
of the Sm K d about six miles ; from the termination of KoA S&%to
KilM Yezhhkfmay be dw about six miles, and from K U Ye&M
to K W Jhhd about fonr miles, 9s just noted. The whole of the
intermediate space between these points, and even beyond them to the
aauth-east and south-west, in covered with fragments of pottery, l u m p
af drme iron, kc. and here are found the coins, seab, rings. &c. which
ro much excite our cwiooity. Notnitbtandin~the vast numbers of
such relique~discovered on thie extent of plain, we have hardly m y
other evidence that a city once stood on it. so complete and u n i v e d
haa been the destruction of ita buildings. Bnt in many placea. we may
dimmer, on digging about the depth of a yard, lines of cement, which
reem to denate the outlines of shctmea, and their apartments ; on the
edge of the plain. where it abrnptly sinks into the low lands of BnU3
Khek, from K U Bolond to Kcir6McM. in a lime of artificial mounds ;
on the summit of the eminence called Abdrlld Bcij are a h some
ertturrdinnry mounds, as before noted. and contiguous to the muth
C a large square described by alike snrprising mounds ; on one aide
of this aquare, the laat year, a portion sank or subsided, and ~ l o s e d
that these m o d were formed or conatmcted of huge unburnt b r i c k
two qana square and one span in thickneon. Thie circumstance a h
cnsMed me to ascerCain that the original breadth of these stupendom
Ws, for such we must conclude them to have been, could not have
been less than sixty feet; probably much more. Among the mounds
near K W Bdard in a large tumtllue, probably a sepulchre, which
appeam to have been mated with thin squarea of white marble ; and
near it, in a hollow formed in the soil, is a large square stone, which the
Muhammedans call Bang-Rutam, or the atone of R n s ~ n uand
, which the
H i d b , without knowing why, reverence so far as to pay occasional
*te to it, light lamp, and daub it with S i d r or red lead. In the
Muhammedm burial ground of KiUd B o l d ia a fragment of edptured
green stone, made to m e as the head-stone to a grave ; about four
feet thereof is above ground, and we were told as much more w
concealed below ; thie is a relique of the ancient city, and we meet with
another larger but plain green stone, applied to a similar parpose, in a
bnrial gmmd called S h h t i h , o r the place of martyr%,under Koh Butcher.
In a Z e i d at Char&& is also a fragment of sculptured green stone ;
m d it is remarkable that all the fragments of etone which we discover.
and which we may suppose to have reference to the ancient city, are of
the same species of c o l d stone. The txaditions of the country assert
the city of Begtdm to have been overwhelmed by aome natural cataetrophe, and whila we vouch not for the fact., the entire demolition of the
B 2
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place, with the fact of the outlines of buildings discoverable b e n d the
ourface, seem not to discountenance the tradition. It is not however
improbable that this city, like many others, may owe ita destruction to the
implacable rage of the barbarous and ruthlees G a ~ a a r zwho
, like A n r u
describtd himeelf as the "G k b K M , " or "Scourge of God." T M it
existed for some time after the Muhammedan invasion of thew amntriem
is evidenced by the numerous coina of the Caliphs found on ita aik.
That it ceased to exist at the period of TIMU'B'Sexpedition into India,
rn.
we have negative proof furnished by his historian S a ~ u ~ u ~ nwho
informs us, that Truu'n, in his progreae from A d r u b to KJbrl, encamped
on the plain of 8wum (the modem Buyan, certainly)and that while then. he
directed a canal to be cut, which was called M W A i r , by which means,
the country, before deaolate and unproductive, became fertile and full of
gardens. The lands thua reetored to cultivation,the conqueror apportioned among sundry of hie followers. The canal of Mdighir exists at thie
day, with the same name it &ved in the time of TIMn'n. A considerable
village, about one mile west of Begka'm, haa a similar appellation. Thm
canal, derived from the river of Ghorbuad,at the point where it k n e s from
the hiUe into the level country, irrigates the lands of B 6 y h and M&ghir, and has a couree of about ten miles. Had the city of &g&
then existed, t b e lands immediately to the west of it, would not have
been waste and neglected, neither would'lhu'n have found it necessorg
to cut bis canal, M the city when erieting must have been supplied
with water from the same aource, that is, from the river of Ghorbad;
and from the same point, that is, at ita exit from the hills into the level
m ~ ~ t r and
y ; the canals eupplying the city must have been directed
through these very lands of B d y h and M W M r , which TIMU'B found
waste and desolate. The courree of the ancient canals of
are
now very evident, from the padel line6 of 'embankmentu still to be
traced. The site of Begtdnr has, to the north, the river formed by the
junction of the Ghorbmrd and Pmjohfr streams, and to the south, the
river of Koh Dam&; but neither of theae rivers are applicable to the
irrigation of the circumjacent soil, the former flowing in low lands,
perhapa one hundred and fifty feet below the level of the plain, and
the latter acautily furnished with water flowing in a sonken bed. It
may be farther noted, with reference to TIMU'U'scolonization of M i gMr, that the inhabitants of the district of Khwojeh Kcddtf, while forgetful as to whom their fondithers owed their settlement in this
country, acknowledge their ZLtki descent, and alone of all the inhabitanta d the KoAisrdn epeak the TLrh' language. We might expect
to detect a notice of Beg*
in the Arabian records of the early caliphs,
in the histories of the Ghaznavi emperors, and in those of GBNOHIZ

~~

KH~N.

Tht l k y b d m .M once a apital city is evidenced by ita top, a
.cpPlchrP1monument ofdeparted royalty ; while a second, situated in
Zbpe D a d , rbont nine miles west, may probably be r e f 4 to it, aa
may perhaps a third found at A M , at the gorge of the valley of
W m , distant about 12 miles east. The appellation B q b d m must also
be considered indicative of the pre-eminence of the city it-c
;
undoubtedly sjgnifying the chief city or metropolis. About three mila
art of K W ,we have a village and exteneivepasture mtaining tbie name,
which indicates the site of the apital in which ~ D P H I Sand his l i n q
raled, and whoee topes we behold on the slrirts of the neighbowing
hill.. Near JeUfbdd, a spot d e d &9b&n, about a mile and half
remt ofthe present town, denotes the site of the ancient Nysa; or, it the
pcmition of that city admit of controversy, of Nagara; its successor in
Mk and consequence. Near P
a*
we have a spot called Bqhrdm,
pointing out the aite of the original city; and that this epithet of eminence and distin&on wan continued, np to a recent date, to the city of
PuMwer, we learn from Bdsrn and h o t FAZL.
We have indications in the K o b t h of Kdbd of two other mcimt
cities, which were undonhtedly considerable ones, bnt which we cannot
nappoee to have rivalled Beghrim in extent or importance. m e
principal of these is found in Pmwn, abont eight miles N. 19 W. of
E e y h k . and consequently that distance nearer to the grand range of
(hcams, Mder whose inferior hills it k~in fact mtnated. The second
is found at K d w , a little east of the famed hill, and Zcdrat W e A ,
It+ Rtaom, distant from &gb&about sir milee N. 48 E. Them
are deo many other epota in variom parts of the K o W n which exhibit
su0icient evidences of their ancient population and importance; but
these must be considered to have been towns, not cities. In the d e y
of Paajuhit we have more considerable indications, and we are enabled
to identify three very extensive sitee of ancient citiea ; but which, from
the chaRcter of the comtry. and the limited extent of it8 resources, we
cpn hardly suppose to have flourished st the aame epoch.
In the
fib B m d a of KdM, or the country intervening between that city and
the K o h i s b , we discover two very important s i b , which unquestionably
nfer to once capital cities :both occur in a direct line from Beghrrirn to
K&, under the low hill nmgea which bound Koh Damtin to the east,
md oontiguody abo east to the river of Koh D&;
the first cornmnces about eight milea from Begbbm, and ia known by the name of
T m - Z m ; the second is about the same distance farther on, and
haa no p u h d a r name, but ia eaat of the wignorial castles of k h d
Kkaa. a d the viaage of K o h a k : at this site we find a tope,
indnbitable evidence of royalty, and connected with it is a atupendom
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M a 1 mound on the west bank of the river, c o n o h c t d with $.bomte
care : the base appeare originally to have been surrounded with a
ficent h c h , enpplied by the stream with water. Here no doubt .rras
rome important structure, a palace or citadel. At this day the summit
b crowned with dilapidated mud walls of modern construction, m d the
spot is known by the name of K W R*.
In the district of G k h d , west of the great hill range. which radiating h m the H S E d ,
or Crucnsua, forme the western boundary of Rob Dorrdn, we have very
mnny important vestiges of antiquity, both in the principal d e y md
in ita dependencies, particularly in one of them named FendAki.t&:
we have reasons to believe that coins are found there in considerrble
numbers, and that there are some interesting mounds ; but M we have
not seen this spot. we refrain from speculating upon its character.
We have thus enumerated the principal ancient aitm of oitiea in KoA
.Dan& and K o L t i . both as shewing the former importance m d
illustrating the capabilities of these fine countries, and re exhibitiq the
fluctuations, in ancient times, of the seat of royalty in them. Bqbk
Pcrumn, Tortrung-Zar, and Killah Rcihut have no doubt in w d o n
been the abodes of sovereigns, as have most probably Pq'ohir md
in
Korahta~~.Oor minutenew may moreover be excuaed, bepart of the county we expect to detect the site of A k a d & ad
Caurearm,or ad ealcrm Cawaai. I t may be remarked. with reference to
the sites of Beghrdm and Perwdn, that the former ia called by the
Hindirs of the collntry ' Bah-cinr,' and is asserted by them to have been the
&deuce of R6ja BAL; the latter they call M h d n , and aeeert to have
been the capital of R6ja M~LWAN.
MILWAN
may be a Hind6 appellation,
Muhammedans.
but it has been alcm reenmed
We have it not in our power to consult the ancient authorities, who
have noticed *A
ad Cwcns#n, or probably its F& might have
been definitely 6xed; but when we know that it was aleo called Na&&
or NilJbi, from being situated on or near the river Nauldbi or M a , we
have no ditliculty in aeeking for ita position, b e i i acquainted wi* the
pgmphiosl features of thia part of Asia. The name Nil& could only
.
have been conferred on the river o f G W , or on that of Pwihh-, or
to both, after their confluence ; in the latter event, we are brought ta
the eite of Beghrdm without the chance of error. The rivers o f G b &and and PrmjsMr unite at a spot called TokcM, besring north a li#le
west of Beghrcirn, distant about a mile and half or two miles, and nthe place called Inchdr,which is inserted in the map accompanying the
work. Incur is a solitary castle, picHonorable Mr. ELPHINBTONL'B
turesquely eeated amid a large extent o f fine ckman or pasture land.
From ib source the river of G h r W , which is aleo that of hf&.
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lma s greater extent of course than that of P q k f i ; but the latter b
the more comidenrble cthvam. At the point where the river ofpamjdhr
isrmee from the hille into the level country o f the Koktda, is a spot now
called NiiJb; also at the very mte of Bq*
a€&r its onion with the
GIotbrad river, the united stram h.s the same name, in both ktancea
daived from the great depth of tht water, and ita consequent limpid
and blue appearance. In the vdley of Glorduad i a spot called N U ,
which now by some contradiction ia conferred upon the hnd djaant
to the river, aad not upon the river itself. I indim to w ~ d e the
r
river of Ghodbd to be the N W d our ancient authom, and if it be
h d that the NQJdbi of PFOLIMY,h m o . or PLINY,
the writem who
have probably mentimed it, be conducted by Drapaca or DIW~OCU.
which m a y be concluded to be the modern &rkh, we can hare no
doubt of the fact, and the merit of being considered the rite of Alenndria ad Cancasam, or ad ealCaacPri, can only be contented by two
sites, that of NJ&, in the valley of Ghorbnmi,and that of Bqkbr. Neu
N U ,in G h d t d , we find the remaina of a most stupcndom fortrean;
bat h o w w v a h b h as a militq post, it does not acem calculated to
have been the site of a large city. B q k d m , on the contrary, pameam
wery advantage of situation, and would in these days, if revived, bid
faker to realize ita pristine prosperity, than any other aite in these corntries. With the term Alerrrndria ad & Couolui, the i t a d o n of
Wr16b would precisely agree, and we learn h tht the city no called
waa near the cave of Pnounsme. This appeam to have been j d y
located by W m m ,near the patm of Shibr ;and we iind at F h j a l , a
dependency of Gborband, between it and B a m h , or near S f i , a ma&
extraordinary cave, which we^ would fain believe to be that of Pmuzmrve. With the term A k m d r i a ad Cwccurm, the site of BegMm
would sutlkkntly coincide ;while its disbnoe from the cave of Ferinjal,
or that of P u o ~ s ~ n a u is
e , not eo great as to violate propriety in it8
beipg termed contiguem, while its propinquity to the baae of Hindu
Koeh, or Cauamue, wedd seem to jvm* its bein8 entitled Auudrk
ad dmr Cauctwi. That ALIXANDEU
e s t h h h d not merely a military
post, but foanded a large city, we ammtab, when we learn from Cun~rus,
that he peopled it with no leas then seven thousand menials of hia army.
beaides a number, of eonrse considerable, but not mentioned, of his
military fobwere, and are distiwtly informed, that the city in queation
became a large and Ienrishing one. No doubt, if this part of Asis
were to come under European control, the r e d c a t i o n of Beghim
would be deemed a neceesary megem, for a coneiderable city at 'thb
tpot would not only provide for the due submimion of the half-obedient
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t r i h of the Kohiatbn, but would secure the allegiance of thoee a b
btdy in rebellion or independence. as of Ptqkhir, N @ m , TqAoco, &c.
It is impoeaible to cast a retmpective view over the regio~uof Afghd&& and !lbkb&, to behold the cities still in existence, and the siten
of ench as have yielded to the vickitudes of fortune. which ane and
m GREAT,
without paying the
owed their foundation to b x m ~ Tar
tribute of homage and admiration to his geniua and foreeight. Above
t w e n ~centuries have ela@
since the hem of Macedon marched h
his triumphant career from the shores of the Boephorus to the b& of
%e Hyphasii, subjecting the intermediate nations, but rendering hir
conquda legitimate, by promoting the civilization and pmperity of
the vanquished. A pranntpre death permitted not po&.rity to wonder
at the prodigy of an u n i v d monarchy, which he alone of all mankind
aeemed talented to have erected and maintained. No conqueror bad
ever i e w s so magnificent and enlightened, and none ever left behind
him no many evidences of his.fame. Of the numerous cities which he
founded, many are at this day the capitala of the countries where they
are found; and many of thaee no longer eriating wuuld d
y be
revived, were these parts of Aeio under a government d&un to e&ct
their amelioration. The dection of Mittun by the British Government
of India for their mart on the Indus, while the most eligible spot that
could have been chosen. mu also a tribute of respect to the memory of
the illustrious ALSxm~ma; for there can be no doubt that M k
indicatee. the site of the Akmdria that he founded at the junction of the
united etreams of the P+db with the Indus, and which he predicted, from
the advantages of position, would become a large and flourishing city.
It may be that Mitttm under British auepicea may naliza the prophecy
applied by the hero to hie Alexandria.
To return from thia dignssion to the question of the aite of Akrmdricr ad
fhcammor ad colanr Camcad, we can only refer it to two spots. Nil& in
Ghorbcud,and Begbdm :I incline to prefer the latter, from the s u p e r i e
of its l d advantages, and from the certainty of its having been a la&
and flourishingcity, as Alexandria ie represented to have become. In favor
of NilJb may perhaps be adduced the itinerary of Droo~mreand B-N,
the surveying ofticens of ALEL~NDEE,
as preserved by PLINY.We there
find the measured distance h m the capital of Amhmi~to Ort~r~o?pclrrrr
stated to be 250 miles. and from Ortospawn to A k s a d r h , 50 mile,.
The capid of Aracho8ia was ~questionab1yin the vicihity of the
modern K d d i k b , and Ortoqaum, although by some ~1111idered
G W , may safely be referred to Kbbrl, when we find in PTOLXMYthat
it was also called Cabtwa, the first approximation to the p m n t name

KtiW, which we deQat in oar .neiSnt geopphen.

Tbe dhbme

between the modern citier of gaikl and K&&hb, agreeably to admeamuementa made under the Chghtitai Emperwr of India, in ninety-two
3 A b,
or nearly 110 Britirh milem ; tbs mila d ~ I N TM no
doubt Roman ones, which were. I believe, r little leoo than our Brithh

rt.tpteom:thin~&@diasraocswill n o t h o w m r w m ~ f o r t h r
exceaa in the distana 6xed by Atrxusemn's oiXcem; but then us
rauom to ~lepectthat tbe maid capital of Arrchoeia mu situated
wme eighteen or twenty milen wert ofthemodern Kun&k&, atthe
k of 8 hill d b d P
,
W k G MOIU
drill 8 luge CiQ
once huished, and of which there k abundmnt proof in the huge mounds
to be obsaoed there. The .neislrt city of Kcikl, which I infer to
hve been Ortoqmmm, wan d.Is0 rome thra or four milem tmt of
tbe modern one; the dietanow here gained, with the ditkame between
British and Roman milem on two hrmdred and 6fty of the ktm, (id
they be. a6 above e~pmed,lera,) d
ld
e the mau-Q
d
the o6icera of AL~XANDRL
with
of the cbrghiE.iEmperom, and
we an b v e little doubt but that Ottwpanum u repreaenkd by the
present Kdbrl- l h m Kdbd to BegIrdn,. the distance b not d
p
mare than twenty-seven British miles; but from KbM to N W of
G k h d , the diatana ir nenrly, if not folly. fifty miles, coinciding with
the accotmt d Dloenmm and -N.
It may however be observed,
that *rent
copies of Ptmr have in thin htance variouo nu~~bem,
BO
that we feel perplexed to select the genuine ones ; 6 f t y I believe to be
the least mentioned, and I have a a l m h f d with it, auppoeing it the
more probable one. The m e itinerary givm the distance between
Alrrrr*drio ad C h u m m and P&w,
et&d to be 337 Roman
milee: thie htter place bas generally been Looted near the modPukbar; from Kdbml to Puhiiwar are eathated 113 ordinary Lou,
which, cakdated at one mile and hdf each, yield nearly 170 miles,
k w j l l be neady equidistant from PaMwur with K W ,W o r e
distance noted in the itinexury will aoincide rather with the lacdity
d N U , which may be rboot SO &ibh mil- from *At.&,
and
-mtly
200 or more British miles from Pa-,
equivale.nt
pahrp. to 127 Roman miles. But I do not fwd confident that Pcycakda
b..been j d y r e f d to the site of P
*
.
It .ppara to kvt~
bkn the name of a province, the oapital of which was Perackr;in t h a e
we detect r c o d e m b l e m
t
yto the modem a p w o n Pwkoli.
.pplicdto a d h i c t with capitd of the aame name emt of the Iadw, and
.bme &td, which in ancient timea included a wmiderable territory
of tlae Indnr. It k not certain that AWXANDPRvisited the
rieiPit), d Pa*,
although H r r ~ 4 s ~ r ofl
u have done
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ao ; and it is probable that he m s e d the I&
above Attock, or a t a
point in the modern district of Puekoli, perhaps the ancient Peucokrotis.
A similarity of denomination may not always be depended upon, bnt
when combined with other accordances, it becomes, ps WANVILLB
expresses it, " nn moyen de convenance." I shall close my specnlatione on the site of Reg*,
by remarking, that ALEXANDER
in his
march from Baetra to Alexandria ad Caucaanm will have arrived at it
by the route of Bamfcfn and Shibr, became A a s r n ~informs us, that he
passed Drcrpsaca on the road. which can hardly be mistaken for the
former of those phces. ALEXANDER
crossed the H i d K w h or ~ a c a 8wr m the month of May ; when, supposing the seaeons and climate of
these couhtriea to have been the same as at preeent, any other route
over that mountain range was impracticable. The route from Bmnfdn
to Ghorband is passable to k d $ h at all seasons of the year, and ie no
doubt the high road ; but it has been closed during the last twenty-five
,
inhabit the
years, by the insurrection of the Shaikh All H ~ d r e Lwho
small extent of country between G h o r b d and Shibr. The route at
Bamidn will have conducted ALEXANDER
either to NiZdb or B e g h j m ;
m d these observations would have been unnecessary, had it not been
supposed by some that his atarting place was A&&
: this assumption
does not however seem warranted, and if grounded on the route that
'I'Imn'rt followed, it should have been recollected that the Tartar conqueror
crossed the Indian C a u c a ~in the month of July.

I t had been my intention thie year to have secured every coin of
every description that should be picked up from the cftrsht of Beghrdm,
and this purpose would probably have been effected, had I not been
compelled to be absent at Jeldldbdd. A young man was however
despatched thither, with recommendatory letters to my friends in the
Kohktdn, and to him was confided the collection of all he might be able
to procure. On my eventually reaching Kbbul, the young man join*
with 1320 coins, from the appearance of which it was evident he h;rd
selected, and not, as ordered, taken all that were offered. I t also
appeared, that in consequence of the distracted political state of the
Kohkt6n in the spring, the Afghdn pastoral families had not as asPal
visited the plains of Beghrdm at an early season. In the autumn, moreover, from apprehensions of a rising in this part of the country, the
MgUns sent their flocks to the Safi bills, the persone tending which
are the principal finders of these coins. Under these uohvoreble
circumstances, I twice repaired to Beg-,
and at various inten&
despatched my young men, and the totel reeult of our collection thin
pear was five silver and 1900 copper coins. These are of comse generally
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and typss .a those illustrated in my Memoir of

I.as year ; but a few were p r o d of novel types, and a few altogether
new,among which one or two may be deemed valuable. It is my object
r i e to
s , offer such remarks
in this Yemoir to detail t h e e fresh d i ~ ~ ~ ~ v eand
qcm them, and the topics they involve, as may arise upon their conaidaation. My stay at JelcilW was, during the season of the year,
m f i m b l e for the collection of coins; yet, independently of those
cxtmctd from topes, were procured 248 copper coins, among which
two or three are novel ones, to be noted in their place.
S h e q u e n t to my arrival in Kribarl, I purchased in the baz4r there, six
@den, 176 silver, and 142 copper ooins : some of these are important
ones. I had a h the fortune to secure a large parcel of silver Bachians,
a depaait discovered in the Haakhjtit: among thew are coina of a type
m y to excite some inmat.
The 6 extracted from the various topee opened this yew, may
.bo be deemed mtawhg, from the positive d o n they have with
the ~lMnmnentaarclosing them ; and valuable, from their superior prererwtion, having in many inetances been ineerted new ; and presenting
lpecimena aa perfect and intelligiile oa we may hope to p r o m .
I ahall o h m e in this Memoir nearly the order adopted in my
precahg one, with h c e to claseithtion and the succession of
&, making however such modifications and distinctions as fwther
dirwxweries seem to warrant.
G m r u ~OBSBBVATIONS.
W,
G h c k Series, No. 1.-Coins of the recorded Kirrgs of Bachj,.
ds daring the last year, we are without any evidence of THnow~ns
I. d Ta~owrne11.. the two drst Bactrian kinge ;and that their sway
was confined to Bactrian8 proper, or the regions north of the Indian
ClmasPs, is conhued by the non-discovery of their coins at +h&.
Thie factam scarcely be doubted, when we have historical evidence, that
a distinct and powerful kingdom existed, under SOPHAGASENUS,
in the
Pr;opamiaan range, at the timeof the expedition of ANTIOCE~
UB MAGNUB.
Thie year has yielded five copper coins of EUTHTDBMUO,
the third
Brrctrian king; one was procured at Jeldlibdd; the four others from
ZkgChrr :their diacoverg seems to prove the extension of this monarch's
Iple south of the Caucasab-a fact countenanced by probability, and the
slight historical evidences we have of him. The solitary coin found at
J&&b6d does not &rd podpositive that E U T E Y D Bgoverned
Y ~ ~ there
also, both because there is no certainq wlaere coins purchased in b a z h
were produced; and it in not impoauible but that it may have found its
way there from Beghrk, as the Afghb ehepherds, resident on its plain
during the summer, migrate to Lughuts and the viciity of J e U d .
c 2
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during the winter ;and the fea c o i they
~ m y bring with t h m , they
disperee among the dealem in the anall to-,
an their t d b g
of oil, t o b x o , &c. miiy induce them. E a a r n r v u s being denombated
of Magneb, it may be que.etioned, in what rnanner he ascended the
Bactrian throne, whether by the tight of lawful auccabn, or of muxusful usurpation. At dl events, he appean to have bem~a wverejgn d
great talents. worthy of hie^ exalted d .
Of APOLLODOTWS,
besides a large number of coppa &, we have
this 'yearprocured five dver quahngdar coins, the type varying from
those already Lnown.
Of the celebratedM B ~ N D Ethis
B,
hsr &ded uo m e copper
coins of novel types, and a h g e number of eilver
and hemidru:hmss, p r t ~ n t i n galike eome wrietia in the typm : we found not
one of this printx's coins at JelddbcSd, when
indeed met with trio
of A P O L L O ~ Tbut
U ~decline
,
to h w iderenoes from a o h y qe&nm.
When we consider the coincidenoes obawvable on the coins of
MENANDEB and ~ O L M D O T U Bsome
~
of which have even the same
on the m a s e a w i t h t h d ~ b h ~ e o f t h & f a h u e aa; d when
h d them conjointly commemorated by ABBIANand Tloens, the d y
two ancient anthom who have recorded the ktter'r nune, we ted evap
inclination to conjectnre that the ties of eansanguinity mast h.n
connected them. h A~OLLODOTWS
is previooaly maned by
thl~~~thorities,
he may be enpposed to have been the father, or pelder brother, of ~ ~ S N A N D;Band
~ that be preceded the latter in sovebeing borne out by every hreignty wodd meem nearly &,
stance attending the
we discover. That the reigns of b&
thw
princes was of coneiderable d d n b evidenced by the n-erorps
coins we find, and by the variety of types they exhibit, prothem
to have been struck at *rent
periods. The busts of APOL-B
on the two or three wine hitherto f-d,
which exhibit them. have m
extremely youthful appearmce; and the portraits of MENMDSB
the &tion
from youth to manhood. Th.t A P O L L O
reigned
~ ~ in
Btx~trianaproper, we doubt with BAYEP,although his prefenaians have
been advocated by Colonel TOD.That he W ~ Uthe son of E U T E Y D P ~ ~ ~ ,
we think c&,
and that he waa the father or elder brother of MENANDSU, we think prolmble. and rswredly his prdecemor; that he gov&
in the provinces bollth of Bactriana ie certain, and there, sccomling to
the qggehona of SCSLEOPI,
I indine to lohis o r i g i d
and that of MBNA~DER
;that this h g d a u ~
may have included some of
the provinces of Bsctriuur Latior, or the q i o m immediabely n&
the Caucuus, is very probable, snd wodd justify its monuchs' be&
rtyled Lings of Ik-trirr by tbek htorians. How far
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d e d astrrard, we may not be able now to determine; but the
non-dismverp of the coins of A P O L L Oat~ Jeldlbbdd
~ . ~ ~ (holdmg two
or three specimens procwed from ba&,
but found no one knowa
rhen, no exception to the r d ) neema to prove that in his time an
independent power muet have existed there : thin d v e e farther proof
rbmwe meet not thenwith the coins of his mccesmr MENANDBE,
which
dnnmd so nmnemnaly at Bqk6m. As A p o l l a m o e ce-y
invaded
India, we may suppoee him,without prejudice to the kingdom of Nysa,
to h v e marched by the route of Khouram, h k , and Multdn to the
H+wb, on e x d y the same mute that was followed by T r u u l ~ ;and
in combontion thereof, we find him brought to the H y p h b , where he
n-ali6ed the city of Sangdl0 under the aame of Eufljdemia. There
a n be little doubt but that Sangdla owed ita revival to Arouomrmr.
Th.t it sprang into new consideration under the auspkea d a mn d
Errramutna, can scarcely be questioned, and every ckmdmmx n
to point out th8t .on to have been h o l l a w ~ n r . The coin h e r e d
by Dr. Smmr, which bava the epithet P W p t u , not .little confirmr
this fact. ~ M D S E . whether the son or broths of APOLLODOTU~,
reems fairly entitled to be eonaidered his ancasmr. Thia prince followed
~ r pthe h d b conqaests,while he preserved bin dominion in the provinm
eouth of Bsctriura; but these latter, on his decease, probably will have
been manned by E u c u m ~ mthe I., or the Great, king of Bactriaru
m. MBNANDB~,
we know, WM interrupted in his warlike operation
by death ; but when, and where, is not recorded by h i y . which has
been alike faitbleaa to the actiom of one of the most illuutriow sovereigns that ever held a aceptre.
The coins of E ~ C B A T I D
I..Beo~ numerously found at Beghrda, are not
to be discovered at Jeldldbdd any more than those of APOLLODOT~U
and
M~ANDB
considering
~,
alwayu a uingle specimen no evidence that
ooims of that species were once current there, but rather that they were
not: this c h u m h n c e farther substantiaka the exiotence of an independent monarchy at Nysa, and that it waa sufKciently powerful
to maintain its integriq inviolate; for E u c n n n ~ r ewan no doubt a
warlike and ambitiow prince.
Before adverting farther to E U C X A T I Dwe
~ , may be e x 4 in
oll;ering two or three obmmwtiona aa to Ihrurrr~on,a recorded oon of
E n r a n r u n e , and employed by him in his negochtione with h o c a o r .
If he sbnd simply recorded aa a son, it neither proves that he waa the
dda son. although probable, or, that he wau the only son. As it wan
probably by hir mqns that E ~ H Y D B M
subverted
U~
the kingdom of
G u , m the Pampmhm rmge--an event which could not have occnmd
m d the doe of the reign of E m r ~ r u u;sM ~ O P H A O A I B N U ~the
, father
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of GAJ,was his cotemporary at the period of the expedition of ANTIocaus, we may snppose that D l r ~ x ~ n ~
retained
us
the sovereignty of
the countries he conquered, and extended his oonquests in A m b i a .
now thrown open to his arms. Accordingly, in a route of I s r ~ o ~ of
us
Charox the name of a city, Dcnuttias of Aracbosiu, occm, which
would seem referred with justice by scam or^ to the son of EUTHYDEMUS, and which points out the direction of hie empire. Without
power of reference to the route of I a l ~ o a u s ,in which the name Dnrctrias occurs, we may observe, should it be found in any of those
from the western provinces. as A h , &c. to the eastern ones on the
Indns, we should incline to place it in the valley of the Tunrek, between
Kandahdr and Mokur, in the country now inhabited by the Zbki
Gulzyes, where we have evidences that a powerful capital once existed,
which may have been that of DEMXTRIU~.
The attack of D l r u ~ ~ n x u e ,
or his son, of the same name, upon E U C ~ A T I D
may
E ~have a r h from
the irksomeness naturally to be felt at the vicinity of a powerful and
ambitious prince, who, by the extension of his empire, had eufiiciently
evinced his desire of aggrandizement. History, which records DEMETRIU~
as the aggressor in this war,&o records that E u c n a ~ l ~had
rs p a s a d
himself of Ariuna, and we find that lie wm also master of the regiom
south of the Indian Caucasus, thue pressing upon the conbnea of A r u c W
at the two extreme points of east and west. Aggression on the point of
DEMETRIU~
may therefore have been a measure of necessity, or even of
prudence, it being certainly more politic to aggreea than to be reduced
to repel aggression. I t has not been our fortune to meet with a coin of
DEMETPIUB,
or to be acquainted with the type of that procured by Baron
M ~ N D O R at
F FB o k h b i ; but unlesa the reverse be decidedly Bactrian,
boat adorned with the skin of an elephant would not be sn5cient evidence.
in our estimation, to allow its appropriatibn to the eon of E u ~ s r ~ r ~ u s .
I have a letter from M. M A R ~HNo ~ ~ o s ~ n ofrom
r r , BokhdrJ, by which
I learn that he has also procured there a coin of D a ~ r ~ n ~but
u s h, e
haa not described its character. I t may be noted that these two mine of
DEMETUIUS,
the only ones, we believe, hitherto discovered*, have been
elicited at Bokhdrd. Among the coins obtained by M. H o ~ l o ~ r a o r a
at BoWrd, and which he thought worthy of enumeration, probably
aa being both Greek and silver ones, are trammibedin hir memorandum,
1 V d e o e Antiochu.
1 Vaeileoe Dimitriu.
1 Vasileos Megalu Hiokrakau.
S Vasileos Euthidimu.
5 Eucratides.
Thcreua beautiful little Demetriurin theVcntuacollection; .w vol 1V.-Ep.

1
1

I

1

1

I
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A
m Drrrrnrns did - n d mcced hie &her in Bectriana proper, and
raaom may be alledged for s q e c t i n g that A m ~ ~ o m v r u
dsm did not,
the +an
natnrally a r k , to whom are we to essign the empire of
& d r k a in the mtaPal between the demise of EUTHTDEMU~
and the
mxeaeion of E u c u n ~ r s - - s space of fourteen yeam according to the
table of Scrwom. I have mentioned the dimvery of a parcel of
k l & a drachmas and hemi-drachmne in the Haxdnnjdt, which .rre
pnrchased h m a Hidti at Chawukur, who aome three years since received them from a Huamrek. I hove not yet been able to aacertab the spot, or under what circumstances these coina were found.
The percel. 120 in number, comprised m e n q u d r a q u h silver c o i ~
d A r o ~ m w r n s ,108 silver
of MENANDSE,
and five silter &
of ANTIMACEUP. The day preaeding that on which this parcel of
e o k came into my pooae&on, I received from the dushts of Beghrdm,
a silver coin of the some last-named prince. ANTIYACHU~.The
beauty of the coins of Amxxnc~us,the excellence of their execution
lrnd designs. with the purity of the Greek charactem of the legend,
d o w us not to p h this prince subsequent to E n c n ~ m ~ nwhom
s,
coins in these particdam they auqmm. Among 5000 or more copper
coins, procured from the dsaht of Begkdm, we have not discoverand the detection of a single silver coin does
ed one of ANTXNACEU~,
not aeem to aiford evidence that he ruled there. when the absence of
hia copper c o i eean
~
to prove that he did not. Where then muat he
be placed ? We &l the inclination to conjecture him to have been the
son and mccesaor of EWTHTDBM~~
in Bactriana proper. The reverser
on the.&of
A ~ o ~ l o ~ c vand
r n rMENAND~R
are not strictly Bactrian,or
in relati\-e connection with those we discover on those of the undoubted
kingsofBactriana, EIJTHTDBMUS
a n d E u c ~ n n ~ rthehomeman
s;
in charge
on the revrmes of thoseof ANTIMACSU~
ie so, and farms the link between
the hone at speed on the cains of EUTHYDBMU~,
and the two hareemen
m charge on those of E u c u n ~ ~ sThe
. monogroms on the coins of
h n ~ ~ c a coincide
o s
with aome an the coim of M ~ A N D Eand
R , if we
can suppose them to be numerical onee (which howwer I
not to
be certain) rugged the opinion that they were cotemporaneous princes,
it being possible both were deduced from a oommon era. We feel
perplexed w h a we are only allowed by the table of SCELE~BL,
an
intexval of fourteen years, and when we have three princes who m a y
daim to have reigned between Errramsxus and EUCRATID~I
; it may
bonwer be wapecte<l that the acceeeion to eovereignty of the latter.
unle.~historically ked, u antdated ten years. No one of the very many
c o b of this prince we meet with, presents a monogram clearly n u n s
rial, whicb yields a higher number than 85; M e the highest number
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d in 108, M preserved on the silver didrschPu in tho Eul af FEUl~rnnm
and
~ bdicatingthe doee of his reign.
Neitherdo the featuresof EUCRATID~~,
aspreaerved onhis coine, exhibitthe
6tdKbg vtWkti0n of youth to mQnhOOd 0 k e d th0W of MBNAUDBI~,
and do not authorize us to allow eo long a reign M 35 yeam. I incline
to date hie accession at the epoch 84, of the Bactrian cars. and to fir the
duration of hi reign to 25 yeam: thus gaining between it and the
demise of E m a r ~ r u o ean interval of twenty-hur yearn; but even tbir
increased interval does not su0ice for the reigns of Arouomvroe, MBNANDBR. and ANTIMACBUS.Thoee of the two former, pPrbcuhrly of
MBXANDER,
were cert.inly of some duration, an evidenced by their
numenma coim of various types discovered. APOLLODOTUS,
fnnn the
yoPthful bust displayed on his coine,may be infemd to have died young ;
but MBNANDBR,
we think, must be allowed to have attained matam
manhood, or the age of forty to forty-five yearn : while hie numemum
wine, shewing the traita of extreme youth. mxm to attest his accea&m
to sovereignty at an early period of his life, and conse~uentlyconfirm
the length of his reign. Many of the coins of both theae princes have
alphabetical monograms, which, if accepted as n
d ones, may 4
M in our conjectures. On the copper coins of MENANDBB
we find HA or
81, which can only refer to the B&
era. On the ailver coin found
by Colonel TOD,we 6nd IA or 14, which can only refer to his individual
reign. HB or 82 is also found on the mine ~ ~ M . ~ A N
which
D Ebrings
R,
FU nearly to the number indicated by HE or 85, the low& number to
be found on the coina of Encunnre. That thia prince eucceeded MENANDSB in the government of the counbia immediately south of the
Caucaaus appears unquestionable; but it wan most likely by fwcibla
aoaumption : for had he been the lawful mawasor ~ ~ ~ A N D he
S BWM
,
not of a chanrcter to have relinqpished his Indian pommeione, where
it would appear almost mt.D1 he did not reign: tkr olmenmtiona
are necessary, beawethe adoption of r monogram by WANDEB,
which
to indicate the Bsctrirn ma, might indua an opinion
may be sup@
in Bactriana proper; while
that he w& the predeceseor of EUCRATIDP~
other circumstances we have noted seem to prove that he wan not,
independently of the amb'lgnow nature of the monogram themrelvea.
The age depicted on the buets of APOLLODOTU~,
and on thwe of the early
coins d MENANDER,
seem eo nearly to rgree, that while we would f.in
coneider the latter as the snaxssor of the former, we oan w u c d y
suppoee him the son, and our alternative is to cottjechue him the brother. If &NANDEB be admitted to have reigned in B.Etria. we fancy
APOLLODOTW~
most be dm; and it may be granted that theirjoint re@
might conveniently fill the interval betwE ~ T E V D Bmd
~ ~EUCMII

h
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of torenty-four yean, if our calculation thereof be conceded; but
when we find the principal scenes of the military operations of these

p h e a were in India, joinedwith other circumstances, as well as the disooray of the coins of A N T I ~ A C Ethe
U ~probabiity
,
appeara to be that
rbey d e d originally, as before advanced, in the regions immediately north
and south of the Indian Caucasus. E U T H Y D E ~aUmonarch
~,
of great
capacity. would appear to have been fortunate in his sons, (possibly by
mioaa mdhere, for polygamy was a vice, according to C u a ~ l u s that
,
du Greekn adopted from the barbarism,) by whose means he extended
his territories, and greatly increased the dignity of the Bactrian empire.
It may be snppoeed that he apportioned his empire amongst hi sons,
&wing them to retain the countriea they had individually subjected:
tBm we may account for the kingdom of D E ~ B T R IinUArachoeia
~
; for
thet of AP~LLODOTU~
and MXNANDUR
in Bactriana Latior and the regiom
muth of the Caucasus ; and we may perhaps be allowed to consider ANTIr r m o a rre the eldest eon and sumemor of his father in Bactriana
That this distribution of power warm agreeable to the parties
concerned, we may conjecture. when, in absence of direct information,
them are grkunde for belief that no war originated between them. The
epoch of A N n v r c ~ o ecannot, we suspect. were only the excellence of
his coins add&, be dated posterior to that of E U C M T I Dafter
~ ~ ; whose
death, the Itnowledge of Grecian arts and sciences may naturally be
npposed to hare declined: indeed the copper coins of E u c ~ r T r ~ B e
hhself, although a powerful monarch, exhibit a etriking inferiority of
-tion,
compared with those of EUTHYDBMU~,
which the coins of
AXIYTIMACHU~
.tival. We may suppose the reign of EUTBYDPYU~
to
have been the most brilliant of the Bactrian monarchy, or that in which
Grecian arta were most cultivated and flourishing.
1amnotallowed to p h h ~ x u ~ c apur iso r t o A r o l ~ o ~ o m
;for1
s have
shewn how strong are the latter prince's claims to be considered the founder of Eutkydernia. which, if admitted, decide him to have been the son
of EUTHYDEMU~.
Neither can we place him subsequent to MLNANDER.
because we have indubitable proof that E n c ~ l r r ~by
~ esome
,
meana or
other, succeeded MENANDEB,
in the rule of the countries dependent on
k t r i a ad Cacamm :had ANTIMACEUS
governed there, his coin8 would
m
y have been found at Beghim, with thoee of E n ~ a r ~ ~ uwho
us,
must have preceded him, and of EUCRATIDE~,
who must have followed
him, and in common Kith those of A m ~ ~ o ~ and
o ~ MENANDEB.
u e
Neither did he succeed MBNANDLB
in the sovereignty of his Indian conquests; for the^ his coins would have exhibited Indian charactera on
the reverses, rather than Bactrian ones: there can be no doubt but that
the c o b of A ~ ~ r u n c u uare
s genuine Bactrians. convinced thptP

.
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have &@led p08teri0r to EUTHYDEMU~.
alldanb
to EUCBATIDPS,
while he could neither have preceded A r o ~ m w r o e .
nor succeeded MENANDPU.
we have no alternative but to p k hi8 reign
between the two former princes, and to suppose him odemporary with
the two latter : thus nearly yielding decisive proof that he was the son
and successor of E U T E Y D P ~inUBactriana
S
proper.
To omit no circumstances likely to throw light upon the subjecla
under discussion, I advert to the nature and charader of the depoeit of
Bactrian coins, which yielded five of ANTIMACHUS,
seven of A r o ~ ~ o w Tus, and 108 of MPNANDEU
; for matters apparently trivial may sometimes furnish valuable hints. A person, from some motive or other, conceals a sum of money, the coins of which he will possess the larger
number are those of the reigning prince ; it is however easy to imagine
that he may have a few of the prince who preceded in rule, and a few of
any neighbouring or cotemporary sovereign. The person, who made
the deposit thus preserved for us, we may presume, did so in the reign
of MENANDER,
which accounta for the notable proportion of that prince's
coins ; the few of APOLLODOTV~
seem to point him out as the predeceseor
of MENANDER.
and the fewer of ANT~XACAUS
intimate, that he was a
neighbouring and cotemporary prince. The length to which I have
carried my observations on these coins, and the topica they involve, might
justify my being taxed with prolixity, did they not relate to a subject
so interesting and intricate as that of Bactrian history; and I Bhpll
conclude them by inserting a new table of the reigns and successions of
the Bactrian sovereigns, agreeably to the suppositions, the probab'iq
of which I have advocated.
TABLI.
~ T ~ M A C Hmust
U ~

..

Theodotunl. est.Mished ht8 wmseAgnty B.C. %, reigued 19 yun..
I to 1gd-m.
Theodotu~Il.~.ntoreip
B.C.EU.reiguedP3y ern... 1Pto ~ b d &
Eu&ydemrubegmtordg
B.C . L 0 0 . r d & m y a n . . . .
Sta BDof
&.
Antinurhuam.ntorPign.....
B.C.195,rdpedPIleul.... 80to W d do.
Eueratideabegnn t o r d g
B.C. 171. r d p e d P0 yeam.. . . 84 to 10s of do.
Sum~m
of Eucratidu bqpa to reign. B.C. 146, relgacd JM unknom.lW to palod unkmm.
Note.-The period B.C. 1%. flrad l
a the deatmclion of the empire, llrblc to mu& &NU.

..-.......
.-.-...--...
......-

.-............

I continue to discover the coins of EUCRATIDES
in the same numbers,
but have met with none of new types. I have noted that this monarch's
coins are not found east of K&l, affording the presumption that hi
sway did not extend thither.
Among the coins collected this year, I have not diecovered one by
which we can identify the successor of EUCUAT~DB~;
but among the
new which may claim to be considered Bactrian, we have one with the
classical name of D ~ O M E D E ~ .
We are also without any trace of HELIOCLPS,
who would appear to
have no claim to be introduced among the early Bactrian sovereigns;

W6-]
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k t if the win dieixvered of him be clearly Bactrian, which the revprobbly would decide, he may still be admitted his rank among the
hter mvenzigm of the B.ctri9n dynestJr, or unong those e i g from
its d e o ~ o n .
W e have thie year procurecl intelligible specimens, which enable me
to decipher some of those left in doubt in my Memou of laet year;
d h v e frl)m upon two or three $together new, from tbe characten,
on the rev-,
might be canaidered m;
at d events, they are
Greek, and I submit my opinion on them in the succeeding obsemtions.
With m many coins before ua of princen who have more or less pwtenaiona of being =an
sovereigns, we may feel tempted to dmbt
whether the Grecian authority in Bactriana wm subverted by t& Get;e
at so early a pesiod as that wigned, unless the fact be supported by the
fdeat historical evidence. It may be, the recorded subversion mounted
to no more than a temporay inroad of barbarians, which may have
indeed involved the lot^ of royalty in the family of Eoonmnrs, and
hasmmpthn by mme fortunate leader, who repelled the invaeion; the
probdility appesrs to be that the Greek power in Bactl-iana, in the
6rst instance, weakened by the incurniona of the G e b and other Scythic t n i , wao ultimately a d h i k e d by the overgrown empire of
P.rthia But a Greek authority must have existed to a much later
paiod in the countries weat of the Indus, which would appear to have
been 6nally subverted by the Wyan princes, who had established themdvea in theregions east of the Indua. Without attachingextraordinary
i m p o w to the hyperbolical a
h of a Cbmm Smrlwe, we may
observe, that HOBACE.
who fbariehed about the commencement of the
-tian
awn, enumemta among the objects of sutlicient magnitude to
the attention of Aooosrue, the Bactrh empire, which we would
have to have been destroyed above 120 pesre before the time he mote :as Tu cirihtem quu d-t
htua
Curu, et orbir wKcihu, t i m a
Quid Serer. et regnat. Cjro
k t n puent, T w w direom."

d Kingr of Bactn'a.
Class Gre&n-Setiu
2. U
1have thought proper to include in thia general series all the coins, of
dexwxiption, which may have BDctrian charadem on the revem
legends. I by no meam however wish to aesert that all these princea
in Boctriana proper, perhaps no one of them did eo. Thie series
at preeent indndes ANTIYACUUS,
HSRY~US
I., 11.. 111.. DIOYPDLO,
ANTXLAXIDBS. Ans~ns*.~ D S L P H O E ~
P ~~,s s a s r sB
, A ~ I L I&
S O~U, O S E N ~ ~ .
Azu I.. II., I ~ ~ T B
(?)I
and
uthree
~ , other coins among the unidentified
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ones, or in all seventeen names: of these I am willing to trader
A ~ n r r c m u eto the regular Bactrian dynasty. H r n v r o s I.. 11.. to the
dynasty of APOL~~DOTUS
and MENANDER.
m d A b r t ~ m o n ~ lBA~ILIB.
s,
and Azo, to a dynasty which I hope to prove, one day. to have existed
distinctly at Mmwga.
Ciass Gr&S&
3. Coins of A ~ A T R O CPANTALEON.
L~~,
&c.
This year yielded me the same proportion of the coins of these p r i m ,
and I snspect we have found two other coine. wbich, with nference to
the characters, may be classed with them. viz. Nos. 30 and 32 of the
Greek coins now enumerated: if this be correct. we nhaU have five princes
of thie series.
C h Grecian-Serics 4. Coins of the Nysaan Kings.
Of theae kings we have the topes or cenotaphs at Jclo'lJbdd: there
appear to have been two great families; that of H r ~ r m u and
e his deacen- danta, whose coins are distinguished by the figure of HERCULES,
with hia
club on the reverse, and those of the princes, whose coins have a
horseman on the obverse, and the @re of CE- on the rev: to
t h e e must unquestionably be added the great k ' i whose coins bear
the legend BAIIAEVG BAZIAEWN M ~ H PM E ~ A C , and I make no doubt
UNADPESR~OS
: the latter family is the more ancient; and if ow v i m
are right, came originally from Massaga. 'here are thirteen topea certainly, perhaps fourteen, at Jeldklbdd, which may safely be referred to
these princen ;five or six to the family of Heauarvs, and the remainder
to h t of the others ;if three of theae be not the topes of saints, rather
than of kings: this I infer from their position on eminences. and the
absence of coine with the relice found in them.
Note.--Of the prince whose coinage is delineated as fig. 37 in the
last Memoir, I have procured many other coins : but none enabling
me to identify his name :these coins, like the former, all fr& &9Kc&r.
Ckrsr Indo-ScythioS& 1 and 2. Coins of h n m r o r amd I h ~ p a r s .
I have discovered that the topes of Kdbul refer to the familis of theae
princes, as do a number of topes near ChhdrbJg, or Jetddbdd; but
these latter I very much suspect to be duplicates of the former. This
year has given us a number of golden medals of these princes, which
u e noted below.
I have not been yet enabled to locate the capital of the princes
whose coins form the other aeries of this claes.
RecayituMiom qf Qreek coim collected from Bcghrdn, 1834.
Copper of Eothjdemw,
3
Apollodotn~.
31
Menander,
56
Ev~cratidu
92
Diomedu
1
Addpho~~
1

......................
......................
........................
.........................
.........................
,......................
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.......................... 5
...................... 31
...................... 5
.................... 179
............................ 267
...................... 16

Various ,
Hermuna I,..
HumausII,
Hercules type,
Megas,
U nadpherros,

...................... 21
P a n b h n,........................ 2

............................ 23
........... 14
...................-24

Leonine
As fig. 37 of Memoir 1833,.
Small Nynans,

TOW,
Siirer coin (drachma) of Amtimachua,
Total,

590 Greek copper coins.

.. -1

i91 Greek coins.

--

d ~ n c r a 1 So r COINS.

mtb the prermt memoir Mr. Mnsnoa furnirhed drawing of all the coins
here enmmwatd. Many of them however having been already figured in the
pl.ta pmhIhhed with A r notea on the Vent- collection in ~ n n leu t , re have
thonght it unncccaaary to lithqraph the whole, and hare conaequeutly
m d e .election of thoae only which are new typu, or have more lyible inscrip
tione than our own. The t a t , in justice to the author we, hare inacrted entire,
merely substituting the word No. for fig. and ~ i r e na second reference to the
p h t a where w c b u a n new rill be found.-ED.]
S e r i a 1st.-Recorded Kinga of &&ria.
Buthydanu~.
No. 1. Obwm.-Bearded bust. [PI. 1 I . a . 1.1
Betwm.-Home at speed. Legend Greek BAf lAm(lf ET~TARMOT.
NO. 2. Obocm.-Bded b u t . (Hg. 2.)
-.-Not
reprueuted, rame u preceding fi~nre.
No. 1. ia one of three coins of the same type, two procured from Beghrim,
.nd one from Jel&llbbd. There are the cnrious coins with a concave obrerae,
which w m noted in my laat Memoir of lsat year, having then one nnrecogmixable @men
from BeghAm. The fint intelligible rpecimen wan obtained
Fig.
U~
2.
a t JelQl4bid,on which I war delighted to find the name of E V T ~ Y D ~ Y
i n a .iPgle specimen from BeghrCm, the obverse not concave.
Apollodotw.
Nos. 3. 4, and 5. 06.crrct.-Figure
of Elephant. Legend Greek B A t I b E n l
M O M O A O T O T I6THPOT. (Fig. 3; rcc vol. iv. PI. XXVI. $9. 5.)
lhmsw.-Figum of Brahminicd Cow. Ltgend Bactrian.
Ffgura repment the types found among m e n silver coins of A ~ o L LDDOTOI, compriad in a parcel of 121 Bactrian silver coina, purcbaaed from am
individual r( ~ h dbat
, dimovered in the Huanrehjdt. There coinr canentidy
agree. the monograms on1J varying.
Tbir year's t m u e h u h u elicited a cirealar copper coin of this prince, bnt
#
mot ropraentod, bohg of similar type with his quadranplar roias.

ATo. 6. (Ag. 4.) 0bomie.-Bust,
the head bolurd with fillet or dirdem. h&end Greek BAZIAEAZ LnTHPOT MENAh'APOT.
Reeuue.-Warrior, standing to left; right h.nd upraised, holding a handle of
darts ;left hand holding forth an embossed shield. Moaogrammical characterr on
either side of the feet. Legend Bactrian.
This fine silver coin was purchwd at Kdbd.
Nor. 7 to 11. (Wgi. 6, 8.) 0bocrru.-Busta.
Legends an preceding.
Rmmiea.-As in preceding Figure. Legend Bactrian.
These types an, relected from 110 silver coins of this prince procured this
year, one receiked M 8 present in K6bul. one procured at Beghrdm, and 108
procured with the seven of APOLLODOTUB
just noted. These coins eraentially
agree, varying principally in the head-dress and position of the busts, and in the
position of the fignres on the reterrea. Fig.9 and 10 are distinguished by the
spear or javelin in the right hand, and the nakedness of-the bnst : the monognm,
mica1 characters on theae coins vary much, and it h remarkable that scarcely any
two of the 108 coins found in one parcel appear to have been struck with the
m e die, the differences in them, however slight, being conclusive as to that fact ;
i t may farther be observed, that copper coins of ~ E N A N D Eare
I I to be found, exhibiting all the types and monogrammid characters to be found on thesesilqmona.
No. 12. (Pig.. 5.) 0boctra.-But.
Legend Greek, M praeding figs.
Rmmae.-Fish.
(Dolphin ?) M n d Bactrian.
This fine copper coin wen prneured from Bag.hr&m, the monogrammicd cL.-

racten

M

H
a

No. 13. (Rg. 7.) 0boerae.-Wheel or emblematical 6gure. Legend Greek,
preceding 6gs.
&mmw.-Palm
branch. Legend Bactrian.
This 'mall copper coin, a single specimen was procured from B q h r d n , the
monogmnunical characters
are to be found on the silver coins noted above,

,B

as fig. 8.

Clrss Grecian-Series 2. Unrecorded Kings of Bactria.
Antinrcrchur.
No. 14.
9J 0baerie.-Helmeted and winged female (Victory ? ) standing
to the left, holding in extended right hand a palm branah. Legend Greek BAS^
NlKH4OPOT ANTIMAXOT. (See aol. iv. PI. x X 1 . 1 ~ ~3.).
bi me.-Mounted warrior at speed. Legend Bactrian.
This fine silver coin is one of six silver coins of similar type and size procured this year, one from BeghrBm, and five in the same parcel as the 108 of
MENANDBP
and seven of APOLLODOTUS
before noticed.
The monogram

(m.

-

M

on the obverse, is also to be met with on the coin8 of MENAIDE! ; LS fig. g of
these plates. Were this mowgram interpretable, we ahould have no difficule
in definitely appropriating there coins.

Hermsw.
No. 15. 0beerae.-Brast,

head bound with fillet and didem. Legend Greek
BAZIAEnI ZnTHPOT EPMAIOT. (See col. iv. PI. XXIV.)
Reaerie.-Figure of JVVITEB
enthroned. Legend Bactrian.
No. 16. ( Ag. 11.) 0hcrie.-Bnst,
head bound with fillet or diadem. Legend
Greek, or preceding figwe.

1896.1
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-.-flgan
of J u ~ r r a renthroned, witb eagle or bird of Jovn perched
extended rigbt hand. Legend Bactrian.
two fine silver coins were purchased at Kbbul. I have to apol&e
h hhrisg in my memoir of h t y w , asaerbd an opinion that H ~ n m & u swas
rie f m d a r of the Greek Nysmm dynasty of k i n g ; althongh it is certain that
be mkd there, (that is at Npa,) and even more uuterly, M is evidenced by h h
foand both at J e m b M and P d w a r . The Bactrian c b c t e r s
a the m
e of this prince's coins, were not then noted with the attention
tbq ought to have bean. And the discovery since of two of his silver coins,
( t h now delinubd,) Pod a single copper coin corresponding to No. 15,
compel M to form other ideas of this prince, and anthorue lu to consider him,
at least for tbe preaent, M one of the regnlrr Bactrian dynastry. The enthroned
&we om the r e v e m of No. 16, with the bird of Jovlr mated on the hand, we
pramme, admits not a doubt, that
figure ibself is intended to represent JVPIrrr ; and the similar tigurw on the rnsrres of the copper coins of this prince,
BU~+
not manifestly exhibiting the eagle, mar be supposed to pemonify the
u m e deity, and not H a r c n w s u before imhgined. I t seems probable, that the
om the rcvcllu of the rilver coinr of E u r a n r u u a may be intended to
i d a t e JUPITBU.
The copper mine, we hd previourly found, of HBBMRUB,
h e veq pointed fmtnres, and pourtray a princs considerably advanced in yenrathe two l i h c r coina now before no, with the siugle copper coin discovered this
p r , exhibit the fmhuw of youth, a d j d f y no in conchding that his reign
mrmepeal when he WM young, ar the great proportion of the copper coins jnstiQ the wnclusion, that i t terminated at an advanoed period of his life. We may
bdrly .Uor to thia prince a reign of twenty-four or twenty-five yema, a term
which would accnrntely fill up the period between the demise of EUTHYDEYUS
a.8d the mecession of E o c u r ~ ~ tor,
s , of that, from the demire of EUCBATIDES,
to the d e g d dertrnction of the Bactrian empire by the OETR ; but a ansidern h a of the general r v k of tbs execution of the coins of H n r u a u a , (althongh
t . two coina row under notics are beautiful onw, eepceidly No. 16,) will scarcely
rIlon na to inhPds him M the ruecensor of EUTHYDEYUS:
it is fair, however, to
o b r e n , that the coins of the two princes bear the same figures on the reverses,
nnd t h 3 the forms of both are circular. Neithea are we willing to admit him to
have ban the sumemor of E U C P A T I ~ Cfor
~ ,he m d d appear to have enjoyed
a luge reign, which we hardly suppoca a prince who war alike a parricide ronld
Lwe done. It w d d be gratifying to detect the ruecesror of E u c u r t ~ r in
s
Brtrko. proper, and amongat the whole of the coins dincovered at Begbrim,
holding their execution as the token of their precedence or antiquity, we find
woe which have equal pretensions with thme of H s a x ~ n :e but this only provm,
that he mnreded to his authority in the Cauaasian provinces, and this is what
re r w t to h e been the aa ; for when we obaerve his superior silver coinage, wham we us d e d that his reign was long, and that his dominion8 extended to the Indue, or beyond that of ~ V C ~ T I D ~we
S ,repeat we can scarcely
k k m this powerful p r i m , and (if we judge from his portrait) beneficent one,
to have bear the parricide of his father, or him who w u vanqui~hedby the GSTR.
T%e silver coin (No. 16), exhibits a atrong resemblance to the eilver coin of
Ymam~rr,(No. 6). as doer the bust in form and features ;the legend is also
rirnikrly unnged. TheM circnmrtancea may perhaps sanction an inquiry, whethr II.rY-s may not have bosn the son and mccemor of MBNANDPB,
depriv-

.-
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cd of him caucrsian prorincer by E u a n r ~ r n a aon the death of hia father. a n d
recovering them atter the murder of thia prince, during the anarchy that then
naturally prevailed. I t is however more probable, as we have before hinted. that
E n c r n r ~ o r scommitted t h u act of aggrcdon when M l m r ~ n r ru
r rtill liriug,
and this seems corroborated by all the coins of H r n r a v s found at Beghrlm
displaying an aged prince, while the coins before IU prove, that he abo ruled
when young ; whence we infer, that he mlut originally have reigned elstwhere.
and as we find that hi coinr are met with very far uc~hud,we may presume
that his original o u t of empire WM in that qnaer, a d that from thence h e
marched to the Caucasus, when the death of Encmrrrnrs &owed him the opportunity t and in confirmation of which we find, that the Beghrh coins of thia
prince refer to the latter part of hi reign. The proportion of hiu copper coins
fonnd at Begbrim, may a h guide IU im our =timate of the duration of his reign
there. E U C B A T ~ Dwe
X ~snpporc,
,
reigned 24 yeua ; in 1833. we fonnd 70 of hi#
coins, and in 1834, 92, or 162 for 2 yerro; in 1833, we found of the c o k of
H ~ m ~ a 34,
o s and in 1834, 31, or 65 for 2 p m . Now by the common rals of
t h e proceam, if 162 yield 21, 65 d
l yield 9+, say 10 yeua for the reign d
H ~ n a r s n sat Beghrim : but we find that he mart ham reigned much lolysr wmewhere elre, which =ems to verify the inferenma re Llc before drawn ; a d M,
r e hope, in A ~ x r r c e o we
s have found a ron and auccwmr for Enrmrnsuoe,
u, we hope that in H r m ~ k o awe hare diecovered the son and rnc-r
of MsNANDEB. The diUerence in the execution of the coins of thia prinee and of other
Bactrian kinga, as well u the striking diversity in the purity of the Greek characters, may perhaps be amounted for by ruppoeing, that the better coins ue
thore struck at the metropolitan minta, where Greek d a t a woald be found, and
that the inferior ones were straok a t provincial minta, where, if Greek u t u U
were not to be procured, the mom expert native ones would be employed. We
have discorued at some length the merita of the coins of H E P Y ~ U Bbut
, let nu
mislead no one ; on subjects M difficult these Bactrian coiu, much ir still left
to conjecture, and at prsrent, lit30 more can be done than to expow the di5c.Itiu that attend them.
Dianuder.
No. 17. (A#.10.) 0bamr.-Two emct6gurea,atrading to the front, right hands
bolding s p a n , sworda by the side. Ls(lend Greek XACtlI.nTHWf AIOMHAOT.
Reverse.-Humped cow. Legend Bactrian.
u
coin procured this par from
of a single q ~ u l copper
Thir is the
Beghrhm, fortunately pnrenting without doubt in the legend, the nomen and
copomen. D ~ o v s n r aSOTSB. The monogram on the m e n e W; in aLo found
on the coins of A r r l v n c a u s and APOLLODOTUS.
Anti~er.
No. 18. Obwrta.-Bunt, the iuir of the herd behind, bound into a kind of
pod resembLing a by-wig. Legend G r a k , obuure, but undoubeedly BAZlAEll1
N I K H W P O T ANTlAAKlAOT. (8ee sol. ir. PI. XXVI.$g. 10.)
Ramre.-Two conical emblems, with two palm branches 6xed between them.
b e n d Bactrian. This is a ungle specimen, (as to the circular form of the coin,)
procured this year from Beghdm. The coin no doubt refem to the n m e prince
whose coina are delineated in fign. 13 and 14, of Serier 2, C l ~ Grecian,
s
of my
l u t year's memoir. The features of the prince on this coin are much younger t h ~
those marked on the quadrangular coina, and the monogram vuier, being

x.
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dmncterr on the legend am pure Bactrian, am ue thore on the coin8 of
Ausrm (LY~IIWS),
6gs. 15 and 16, of Series 2, Cksr Qrechn, of l u t y u r .

Hennar.
with tuft or pod on top of head. Lyend
Greek, B - U I A E n t LdTHPOf EPMAIOT.
herre.-Horss.
Legend Bactrian.
The t ~ p eof this coin was given in our memoir of last year (dg. 38). The pre.
u u t yesr we procured a more perfect specimen from JelLlibAd : the coin is cerbin1y Bactrian, judging by the characters on the legend of the revem, and the
pod o n the head of the bust, together with the nature of tbe revern. stem to
militate againat the opinion, that thia coin may reprerant the qtudmngubr coiny e of H s u r a v a before notiad.

No. 19. ffi. 12.) 0boerae.-Bust,

rldcrpbrtea.
AToe. 20, 21. (PTga. 13, 14.) 0kerae.-Mounted
wurior. Legend Greek,
B b f w 1 LIIAATPIOT AIEAIOT bPEA+OF%IT. (8awl.ir. Pl.XXI.flg. 9.)
Rcmr.--Sutcd female deity. with mace or truncheon in rigbt hand. & e n d
Butrim.
Thir type ru repruJentsd h a t year an @J44.
. JelAlIbM tbir year yielded two
fair specimens, from which the G r a k legend u undonbtdlj u a h a inmted ;
the m e n a legend ia an manifeetly Bactrian.
Palrrkea.
No. 25. (Pig. 15.) 0kuac.-Stmddbgfigwe with trident in right hand. Legend
Greek,.
B A Z U E W N HErAAOT IIAAHPKOT. (8- w l . iv. PI. X X 1 . h . 9.)
Rcorrn.-Seated figure. Legend B.etri.n.
Thir type w u repraaenw hot year u fig. 40. A more perfect spedmen procured thir p r from gdbnl, identiiles the legend to be u above cited, the word
BGLIEWS
b e i q undoubtedly the one not plain.
BM'IW (kn'lirw.)
No. 23. (Kg. 16.) 0buerar.-Honeman. Legend Greek.. portion legible

...

'
I
I

..

muor. AZUGOT.

&sera.-Eleplmot.
Legend Bactrian.
Thir is a ai@e apedmen procnred at K W ,the legend entire would probably
h.re been BACIAEWC BACIAEWN WEl%loT BACIAlCoT.
dbuok(4.
(Xcg.Im
) Nonm I)
No. 24. (Pig 17.f 0hwac.-Figureof HEPCULIS erect, with club. Legend
Qrak, obaeprs. f8a w l . iv. Pl. X X 1 . A . 10.)
Rmeme.-Infantry
soldier, holding wreathe in right hand, and umed with
#word, qau and &el& Legend Bactrian.
figs. 39 and 43. We have not diecovered a
type
.. w u presented h t year,
8ingle coin of thir type during the present year, but introduce thir tlgure here
from the probabiliq. on referring to the rpccimen we held. that the nune of the
prince WM MOTOKHNOT ;the 0111 y doubt i#M regard8 the letters KHN.
Asm (drm.)

..

Legend G m k , portion vhible BAtIACCl..
9.)
' &oeae.-Hn~~ped cow.
Legend Bactrian.
This is one of two apecimens procllrcd at Khbwl; the entire l e n d mold
llndoubtedly be BAZUELlt BAZlAEaN M E ~ A A O T
NOT.

No. 25. Obacm.-Horsaman.

E..

..M O T AXOT. (8ew l . iv. PI. XXII.$9.

No. 26. Obm8e.-Humped bull, vith monogram over tbc hmmp, and uothsr
under the hud. Legend Greek, obreure. (5.rd.
iv. Pl. XXII.j!g;.
1, 2, 3.)
Rem~.-Monstroar animal, with # y m b o Wmonogram over the back. Legend,
characters doubtful.
One of three specimens procured at JelildMd ; the l y n d is in pure Greek
eharsctem, end by compuison is undoubtedly B A Z I W L B A L I W N UErMOT
AZOT. The characten on the revem legend I apprehend not to be Bactrian,
but rather Nyslean. The monograms on t h e coina vary : one #pecimcn g i v a tb
form
over the hump of the bull, and thii coincides with the monogram on
No.26,mth

m

over the mimal on the reverae :this form occam on No. 2
' 3.

uirpa

cod.

Lylend defaced. (Vol.iv. Pl. XXI.$#. 11.)
Rwcr;e.-Seated
figure with trident. Logend defaced.
bt
This u a &gle apecimen fma K&vL I n a k a - of the leg&, i t
pronounced Greek.
No. 28. 0boer.c.-Rampant lion. Legend Greek, obscnre.
Rmuae.-Humpedbd.
Legend Bactrian. (Omitted by mistake; like Azoa coin.)
Thia type rrs rep-ted
l u t year ;
prwcnt L s afforded no new specimen.
and we introduce it again, that it may not be lost sight of, and becam we SUEyect p u t of the legend to bear the cb.rrctcr AHMEW. We at first inclined to
r e d it AHMHTPIOT, but we pethe chureter E, which u decisively plain,
will not allow it.
No. 29. (PI.11.30. 18.) Ohme.-But,
h d bound with 6llet or dkdem.
Legend Greek. portion legible O H M W .
Rmuae.-Enthroned awe, prohbly JUPITBE. Legend Bactrian.
Thin k a single specimen from Begbhm, wbieh had nearly given u the nrmo
of another Greek king, for lflcr tbe insertion of the word BIUIAEAI, them
w i l l be on1y room for one or tno lettem more, the 6mt 0 may perlupa be a A.
No. 30. (1Sg. 19.) 0bocrae.-Helmed b u t , bearded.
Rmw;e.-Standing
figure. W n d , unknown characten.
This is a ringle specime~from Beghrbm ;the cbarecters on the revern are
mngular, and may have rowe affinity with thore on the coina of A o n r a o c ~ x o
mnd PANTAL~ON.
No. 31. (fig. 20.) ObcK*ue.-Burt, head b o n d with fillet or d i e m . L e g d
Greek, but defaced.
Thia ia a single specimen from Beghrbm. A fragment of 8 coin, the revquite smoothed.
No.32. (PFg. 21.) Bcaurc.,Fie
erect, legend, unknown characten.
This ia a single specimen from Eeghrhm, the obverse had been h a m m e d
-00th : the characters, besides being singular, appear to very on either side of
the inscription; those to the right resemble the legends of A e n r a o c ~ r and
s

NO.27. 0borr.c.-Elephrmt.

*

PAN~'ALEoN.
Ckau Creciaa-8dea
No. 4. Coinr qf Nyawn Kinyr.
Nor. 33 to 40. (Rig;. 23 to 29.) 0borr~ea.-Bwta, head bound with dllet or

diadem. Legen& Greek, but illegible.
Tbars figures reprerent the type^^ of the very numeroua coins of thia dmcription found, which have inruiably on the reverm an erect *re
of H ~ P C U L I ~
r-tiw on hia club. They are given to ahew the varieties of the legen&, u well

u t k i r incomprehdbility. Of dl tbo a o i o~f tbir elua those of I I ~ m t r vur a
o d y intelligible (figs. 24 and 25, of our b t p r ' a memoir), and this p r i m swmr
to be emtitled to bs held tb drrt of Us he. Frvm a tep at Jelilhbbd we
extracted ten copper coins similar to k.40. Tbo piwa of thb family appear
t o k . n b e e n n u ~ p u AtJd&h4drsbv6~8,ifnotd.kpertotmrdd
to them.
No. 41.
30.) -.-Honeamm.
hg&d Bmk, bmt e
m portla
*Me OAIAllIZI.
*.--Femde
6pre. Legend N
.
a+ q d m a m t.or PYd. Ths bonemu en the ohorma, and the k . p d
om the memet enable w to rater thir coin to the Qnek Nym-8 d p d y , b.t
rLe w
d L toe c l i f f i d far imterpmtmtian.
C&n hdo-8ryl&Barh
Nw. 1 and 2.
PI. 111.
1. O b m w - W
ot king looking to the right. 8espbe in right
b d , fow-pronged monogram behind the head. Legend Greek BACIMVC 0011YO U + l C H C .
TLi.i.oaeof d i g o h ~ 1 a d d r o f t b r r ~ ~ n ~ 0 , ~ f r 0 m 8atC 0 p e
Goo1 D u r d amr Khbal. The meroe is aot gitem, i.mo *ha &&-ring from that
&heated in w a o i r of krt y m , 4. U d Imde-8c)tbh1 ~ t m .Tbe six med.k
agree; bmt n tba @tiem of the kt mrh, and t k e am other
triri.l bmt .aimporLmt Uerenasr -o
on dl of tbra, thq will h e
kn &mck at ruiotu times.
R g . 2. Ohre.-Btut
ot kimg looking to the left. 8aptre in rigkt hand.
m
a
d oiaL cluncters, P A 0 N A N 0 P A 0 OOHPKI KOPANO.
Iber8e.-Ddty or rmnt looking to the right, lines of glory uound the bad,
four-pronged symbol in Irant ef -re.
Legend Om&, NANA.
' h i s golden medal w n f-d
in the &s
tope with tLe precedimg OM .ad
the nat to be de8cribed The reverse NANA, enabla ma iamsdl8tdy t0 idemthe prince M one of the h e r k e n family. The nature of the legend hubtan
m tally displayed in the Joumd at the Asiatic Society, that it beoomer .eedbw
Odwdloait.
Ag. 3. Okcm.-Bust of king looking to the left. Soeptrs In rigbt band.
Ir(lmd Greek, probably .~meu oa preceding coin, portion legible PAOOOKHPKIEO P W .
lheme.-Figum ot Deiq ot Uhbt )soking to t
h right. Rigbt band fftcndsd,
Ib.r.pongd symbol in front of 6gure. L q p d Greek HIIPO. (? mAw.)
!tWs golden d a fomtd with fba preaeding ones n o t d In m e tape.
Rg. 4. Okhuc.-Emct figve of prima looking to the I&, right h a d in re0
ot ncri6dag .pan an altar, lott bud holding rW. Legend Q m k NANOPAQKL
NBPEl KOPA
~ , - A g m e of Deity or u i n t looking to the right, with h e r - p e
*I
on rfgbt h.nd of, a d other in t r o m t at, the ftgure. Leg& &
MAWAPAO.
Gold coin pmrchwd in Kdbvl, the uldition of P A 0 on the obrerre legend
u y be noted eleuly, trom position indicating holy.
5. 0kr.c.-Helmed bwt of prince, looking to the I&, head aurronnded
with c i r d a of glory. h p t r e in either hand. Legend Gredk PAONANO
PAOOOVOKIKOP1L
-.-Figam
of Dotty et r h t 8to Pe la& & o h d glory uonnd

(e.

-.

*

....

e.

B

a

the head, r i ~ h thand
tow-pronged figure k front of 6gum. *d
Greek +Am.
Gold m e d . l ' p u m b d in K&l
Tbh coin ir intaredog from the fine blut on
the obvem, and from tha m u Lcgeed on the revem*.
NO.6. O h . - F i g u r e of prince clad in mail, in act of ucridw, left hand
mpporting tridental 8 t d . Iagund c b a c k m intended for Greek PONOWO
BONOO~VOBOKO. (see ob.crwliou .
I
zrdpas- WI. 111.1
w e , rhoding by aide of cow. L y e n d apparently intend, Rcwt8e.-Femde
td for OPNO.
No.7. Ohm.--&ma M preceding. Legend probably intslrded for U O
NONO POOBO RAONOKO NONO. (See data.)
&mer~e.-Same u premdiw. b g e n d probably OPNO. ( D o d l l r r OKPO.)
T h e two gold e o h were i u r c h k i t n b u l . They appear to be the gold
coins of the prince whom copper coinage u delineated in fig. 12, IndoScythia
coins of l u t yur.
- No.8. Obarrrr.-Seated 6gure. Legend Greek, portion legible KOPANO.
l&wm.-Deity
or mint, lookiq to the right. Pow-pronged aymbol in front
of figure. Legend Greek NANA. (See ool. iv. PI. L 1 . M . 4,lB.)
No. 9. ~
a
e 6gwa u
. in preceding.
~
Legend illegible. (Do.&. 6.)
Rmr~.-Deity or mint, looking to the left, with wreath in extended right
hand. Four-pronged aymbol in front of 6gwe. Legend not apparent.
T h e coins (copper) were procured at Khbul, and introduced b u m , with
refarenw to the reated e n r e on the obverse, they were of a tvpc different from
any we met with l u t year, dthough they clearly refer to the KANEBKOS
family.
Little need be remarked upon these Indo-Scythic coim, which appeu to ha
likely to become more inte~igible: 8uffiw i t to any, that eight t o p in the
neighboarhood of Khbnl, at leaat, may be referred to princer of the= f d i e r of
K n n r l u o a and K A D P ~ I ~ .
Gmmuior Cbinr.

At the foot of Flab 111. are inserted a few specimen8 out of the 187 silver
ooins of this d u n , extracted from the prindpd Tope of HUdoA, n c u JeUUMd.
Tb majority were 8m.U coins, like fig. 6.
iuonogr4((~.
Plate IV.comprises all the iarietiss of monogram hitherto okerred on the
coins of APOLLODOTU~,
MENANDER,
EUCBATIDES
and their derandanb. Most
of them .re at onw perceived to be combinations of Greek latter8 ; but whether
wed u expmsive of dates, or la the initiala of the die-enpaver o r mint-muter
of the day. ir not yet determined, although that they are the lattsr setnu the
more probable conjecture. The later qmbol. on the hdo-Scythic and Leonine
coiw, k c . u e of a different clans, and do not accm formed from alphabetical
--

- -

-

11.-QwtatioM from original Swcrit authorities in proof 4Rd i l b h a t h
of Mr. HODGSON'S
sketch of Buddhism.
m e following paper h a been printed in the Transactions of the London
Matic Society ; but, from accidental circumstan~erto which it h not n~eerrprl
fPrther to d u d e , somewhat inaccuratelv.
Probably thia ia a trrmrpodtjon of the letterm of A8PO.-ED.

The s h o r t a t way of unending thew errors, and s u p p l ~ i nat~ the u m e time
lome further information calculatnd to make the paper more generally intelligible,
is to reprint i t at Calcutta. Thir the author h u . accordingly, now enabled us
to do, the new information being given in the rhspe of additional notes, which
it r o d d indeed have been scarcely worth while to print separately from the
text to which they refer. It L not our custom to republirh articbs already
p r i m l e d , and we do so now only under expreea invitation from the author, whom
r w a r c k in Buddhism, aided by local advantages porlcaeed by no other writer,
it i.of the highat impoNmce to have correctly reported and preserved.-ED.]

Pasmcr.

I

I
I

I
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Several distinguished onentalieta having, whilst they applauded the
novelty and importance of the information conveyed by my Sketch of
Bnddhiam*, called upon me for proofs, I have been induced to prepare
for publication the following translation of significant passagea from
the ancient boob of the Sangattw. which still are extant in Nepdl in
the original Sanmd.
These extra& were made for me (whilet I wan collecting the workst
in question) some yeara ago by AMIETA
NANDA
BANDTA,the most
learned B d f h k t then, or now, living in ,this country ; they formed the
mPtaials from which chiefly I drew my sketch; and they would have
been long since communicated to the public, had the translator felt
1~u5cient.yconfident of his powem, or sufficiently.assured that enlightened Enmpeans could be brought to tolerate the ' ingens indigestaque
moles' of theae ' oriQ;mal authorities ;' which ho*ever, in the present
instance. are original in a far higher and better sense than those of
DBK6&, or even of UPHAH. Without stopping to question whether
the sages who f o d the Bauddh system of philosophy and rehgion
uaed S a ~ c r i tor high Prcfcrit, or both, or seeking to determine the
amsequent pretension of Mr. UPHAM'Sauthoritiea to be coneidered
original:, it may be aafely said, that thoae of Mr. DEKii~ijscan support
no claims of the kind.
Tranuctionr of the Royal Adstic Society of London ;--necnon, Transactions
of Bengal Society, vol. XI+.
t The collection comprises, berides 60 volumer in Smrcrit, procured in Ncgcfl,
the very namer of which had previously been unknown, some 250 volumes, in
the l m p a g e of ?Met, which were obtained from L h o aud Digarehi. But for
the existence of the latter at Calcutta, Mr. DE KOnGs's att3intnents in 'Abetam
lor* Jml been comparatively useless. The former or Sawrrit books of NtpcU
are the authoriticn relied on in this paper. Since the first collection was made
in Nep61, very many new works in the Sanscrit language have b a n discovered
and are yet daily under discovery. The probabilit~now is, that the entlre Kahgyur
and r
5
may be recovered, in the original language. The whole rerier har
ken obtained in that of Tibet, 327 l u g e volnmes.
:Thcee authoritiea however, even it allowed to be original, appear to oonsht
entirely of childuh legendr. I allude to the three publinhed volumes. Tbe

The native work8 which the latter gentleman relies an are avowedly
nbetm translations of my Sansm't origmals, and whoever will duly
reflect upon the dark and profound abstractions, and the infinite aimallymultiplied and mimscopicdy-distinpU;shed peraoni6cations of Buddhiam, may well doubt whether the language of Tibet does or can
adequately sust- the weight thot hae been laid upon it.
S m m m t ,like its cognate Greek, may be chmactaa a speech
" capable of giving a soul to the objects of sense, and body to the
abstractions of metaphysice." But, as the 2'Uett.m language can have
no pretensions to a like power, those who are aware that the 3cagat~1
taxed the whole powers of the Smcrit to embody in wards their g p tern, will cautiously reserve, I apprehend, for the BwdcUa boots atill
extant in the classical langvage of India, the title of original autharitia.
From such works, which, though now found only in Nepdl, wete composed in the plains of India before the dispersion of the sect, I have
drawn the accompanying extracts ; and though the merite of the
" doing into English" may be small indeed, they will yet, I hope, be
borne up by the paramount and (a3 I suspect) unique authority and
originality of my '' original authorities." a phrase which, by the way,
has been somewhat invidiously, as well as laxly used and applied in
certain quarters.
received hypotheair is that the philowphers of Ayadhya and Mag&,(the acknowledged foundera of B&iam)
prefeked the nae of Smcrit to that of Pt6cn't.
in the original expoaition of their subtle aptem, appears to me M absrud a it
doer probable that their raceerwrrs, u Mimion&,
morted to Pricrit remiom
of the original Sanrcrit hthoritks, in propagating the rystem in the remohrt
parto of the eontineat u d in Ceylon. On this ground, I presume the Pricrit
w o r k of Ceylon m d Ava to be tramlatioar, not originah :-a prernmption ro
muonable tbat nothing but the production from Ceylon or A m of originnI
P r 6 r i t works, wmparable in importance with the Saoscrit boob h o v s r e d ia
NepL1, will ruffice to shake it in my mind. Sir W. Jo~mm1 b c l i m to be the
author of the assertion, tbat tbe Buddwta committed their system to h k h
M c r i t or P61i ; and no long at least w. there were no Sanscrit works of the aect
forthcoming, the presumption waa not wholly unreasonable. I t is, however, so
now. Amd Sir W.J o ~ s sWM not unaware that Magadha or B a r waa the
original head-quartera of Buddhism, nor that the best Senwrit lexiwn extant
nu tLs work of a Bmrddha; nor that the BraAmana themse1re.a a c k n o w l ~
the pre-eminent litmay merib of their heterodox adversaries.
But for his B t M n i r i d bias therefore, Sir WILLIAMm i ~ h have
t
come at the
philoaophera emplol e d the cluaical hnguaga.
truth. that tbe B&E
Sir WILLIAM
waa further aware, that the old M h a inscriptions of Co)rb,
SoreAi, Carli. dcc ue S a n ~ r i t not
,
PrLerit. To me thir h a t circumstance m
i
deciiire against the hypothssis in qaertion. Throughout Madhya D@aand the
Upper Deccau, the numeroar mooumenb of the Buddhink bear inacriptionr in
s u l c r i t . m d Smaorit only. The Pkli inacriptiou at Gay&is reant, and avowedly
the work of Bunne18. [It ia chiefly Burmeae, not Phli.-ED. ]

It is atin, I oboerrre, queotioned amongst ue, whether B s h i a n or
bc the more ancient creed, as well as whether the latter be of
Indi.n or ertR Indian growth. The Bu&%i& themselves have no

&&&mn

doubts upon either point. They unhesitatingly concede the palm of
mperior antiquity to their rivals and persecutors the B r & m w ; nor

do they in any part of the world hesitate in pointing to India os the
aulle of their faith.
Formerly we might be pardoned for building fine-spa theories of
exotic upon the African locks of BUDDHA'S
images : but surely it is
ncnr wmewhat too late*, in the foce of the abundant direct evidence
which we poawsa, Pgaiaet the exotic theory. to go in quest of presumptions to the time-out-of-mind illiterate Scythians, in order to give to
them the glory of origi~tinga syotem built upon the m a t subtle phim h y , and all the copioun o r i g i d r e c a b of which are iashrined in
Smmitt, a language which, whenceeoever primevally derived, had been,
when l 3 d i A i m appeared, for agea proper to the Indian continent.
The Buddhiets make no seMrur pretenaiona to a very high antiquity :
never hint at an extra Indian origin.
S A K ~SA
uia~
is, avowedly, fihttriya ;and, if hi dx predemsorn
had really any hisbrical existence, the boob which affirm it, a5rm too.
that all the six were of Br-l
or KtLtriyd lineage. Sangata
boolce treating on the subject of c a ~ t enever call in q n d o n the antique
f a d of a fourfold division of the Hindu people, but only give a mom
L i d interpretation to it than the carrent BrakrordcrJ one of their
day:.
The Chineae, the Mongals, the Tibetam, the Ido-Chineae, the
Ceyloaese and other Indian Ielanders, all point to India ae the father)and of their creed. Tbe records of B d d h h in Nepdl and in TI$,
in both of which countries the people and their mother-tongues a n of
the Mongol stock, are still either Sanmil or avowed trnnulations from
it by Indian padits. Nor is there a single d or monument of
this faith in existence, wbich beam intrineic or extrinsic evidence of an
e x t Indian
~
origin§.
Recent di.ewaiea nuke It more and more oartala, that the cave templea of
thc Weatern coast rad it8 vicinity, w 6rclui.dy lkaddh. E r q part of India

ia illustrated by splendid remainr of B n d d h i .
t The difference betweenhigh Prdm't and Sunwrit, could not affect thlr qner.
tion, though it were oonceded that the fonndm of B u d d b ured the former
and not the latter-a concession however, which should not be facileb made,
and to which I wholly demur.
f Sec the Bandispntation on caste. Royal Asiatic Society's T r a n d o n r .
( Sac C R A ~ & D remarks
'S
on the purely Indian character of dl the p t
d p t m l and architectural monuments of Brddhinn in Java. Also BARBOW'S
remark8 to the u m e effect in hfr travek in China. The Chinese P d , ir Vlr.
or the polyform type of Diva Natura. Sea Oriental Q m t e r l ~
wrrpli
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The speculations of a writer of Sir W.J o ~ m ' rday (Mr. JOINVJLLB)
tending to prove argumentatively, from the characters of Buda%m
and BrMDlonism, the superior antiquity of the former, have been lately
revived (see Aaiitic Journal No. CLX.) with applause. But besidea
that fine drawn presumptions are idle in the face of such a mass of
appear
direct evidence as we now poesess, the reasonings of JOINVILLE
to me altogether based on errors of fact. B a u V h k (to hazard a
character in few words), is monastic asceticiem in m o d , philoeophid
mxpticism in religion ; and whilat ecclesiastical history all over the
abundant instances of such a state of things resulting
world &rds
from gross abuse of the religious sanction, that ample chronicle gives
us no one instance of it an a primitive syetem of belief. Here is a
legitimate inference from sound premlw. But that Buddhism was, in
truth, a reform or heresy, and not an original system, can be proved by
the most abundant direct evidence both of friends and of enemies. The
oldest Smgata works inmsantly allude to the existing nuperstition as
the MJrcharya or way of the eerpent, contradistinguishing their reformation thereof as the Bbddhi-charya or way of wise ; and the B r a h nical impugnera of thoae works (who, upon so plain a fact, could not
lie), invariably speak of B v d d n h as a notorious heresy.
An inconsiderable section of the Sangatas alone, ever held the bold
doctrine of mortal soula : and the Swcibhduikti denial of a creation of
matter by the fiat of an absolutely immaterial being springs, not out of
the obesity of barbarian dulness, but out of the over refinement of
idea of the speculative tenet.
philosophical ratiocination. JOINVILLI'B
of Buddhism is utterly erroneous. Many of them are bad indeed:
but they are of philosophy all compact, profoundly and pabfdly
subtle-sceptical too, rather than atheistically dogmatic.
At the risk of being somewhat miscellaneous in this preface, I mmt
allude to another point. The lamented ABELRBMUBAT
sent me, just
before he died, a copy of his essay on the Sangata doctrine of the Triad ;
and Mr. UPHAY,
I find, has deduced from REMUSAT'S
interpretation of
that doctrine, the inkrence (which he supports by reference to sundry
expressions in the eacred books of Ceylon), that I am in error in denyMagazine, No. xiv. pp. 218-222, for proofs of the fact that numberlea8 &udM.
remains have been mistaken for BdAmaiml b j our antiquaries. and even by tha
natives. In the aame work 1 have proved this in mfemnce to CUAWPUUD'JJ
Archipelago, Oriental Quarterly, No. xvi. pp. 232, 235.
Yet, no woner h d I shown, from original authorities. how thorougblj h d u a
Buddhism is, than it
immediately exclaimed ' oh I this is Nepdletr corruption I them are merely popular grafts from Br6hnuanism.' The very same character belongs to the oldeat monumentr of BddAinn extant. in India and beyond
it; and I have traced that character to the higheat rcriptwd authorities.
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b g that Budd&m, in its h t , .ad most cbarocteristic form, admita
tbe d i a t i n b of C k u s et Isicns. It is diiiicnlt expressly to define
thatdistinction; butit maybeaeenin all itabreadth inBrad in Popery ;whilet in lelamism, and in the moot enthusiastic of the
Cbrktjau sects, which sprung out of the Reformation, it is wholly loot.
Amording to my view. Apostolic Christianity recognised it not* ; the
o
-n
of the bsithful, the Church, was a m i c t y of peers, of
brethren in the faith, all essentiaHy equal, in gifts, as in place and
ebproccer. On earth, there were no indispenaable mediatom, no exclu.iVe pmfessional ones; and such alone I understand to be priests.
Again, genuine monachism all over the world. I hold to be, in ita own
notrre, essentially opposed to the distinction of clergyman and layman,
though we all know that monastic indtutione no sooner are rendered
mattem of public law and d exteneive popular prevalence, than, ex vi
d t a t i s , the dktindom in question is m p h d u c e d upon them. by

the major part of the monks laiciaing, and the reat beconing clergy-f.
There are limita to the number of those whom the public LZU support
in idleness : and whono would eat the bread of the public must perform
wnne duty to the public Yet who can doubt that the true monk, whethr amobite or eolihry, ie he who nbandona the world to save h
oar sod ; ae. the true clergyman is he who mixes with the world to

save the sods of n t h P The latter in respect to the people or laia ha distinctive function, and, it may be a h an exclusive one : the former
b n no function at all. Amongst entirely monaetic e,
then, the
adPeive chamcter d priest is objectless and a b e d : and who that h a
glanced an eye over desiastical l m t q knows not that in proportion
rr sects are epthuktic, they reject and hate, (though n o w tainted
with m o n a c b ) the exclusive preteneiona of the clergy ! Whoever
has been able to go along with me in the above dectione can need only
to be tdd tbat primitive BrddRMn was entirely monastic, and of an
unbanndedly enthuaiautical geni-1, to be satisfied that it did not recognioe the distinction in question. But if, being eusp~cio~m
of the validity
I would not be understood to lay streso on thiu opinion, which is merely
ddomd to illustrate my ugument.
t Hi.tOry b~formnua that, won after mmachism mperveued upon our holy
a d eminently rocid religion, there were in Egypt u many monks almost u
pmnnb. Some of these monks necessarily l a i c i d , land the r u t became clergy.
Tbe mmmunitj of the Coa6iRa, and m r a l othere, of strictly .acetical origin,
u b i b i t tbe came nececmnry change after the sect. had become numemuely followed.
f It. distinpimhing doctrine i# that finits mind can be enlarged to infinite ; all
the .ebod..uphold this towering tsnet, postponing all o t h m to it. As for tbe
rceptieism of the Swabhewih relative to thore transcendent marvels, creation
. and providence. it is mfficicnt to prove Its remotoneas from fkt Atheirm," simply to point to the cotrkiaue of the cardinal tenet firet named.

*

of argomentative inferences, he demand of
sionple f.ets, baP
,
d
are. In the Sata SahamiAo, P n y k P d d , or R.ch also in the nine Dhrmas (the oldest and higheat written d o r i t i e ~ )it, i
af6rmed more or less directly, or ia clearly deducible from the context,
in a thousand pasrages (for the mbject is not expressly treated), that tbe
only true followre of BUDDHA
are monlrs, the majority being camobi-,
the rest, s o l i i e s . The Mest mumemtion of these followers ( 2 ? A i b h
S r h k a or Srcincancl, Chadaka, and A r h e or A r b or Atproves them to ha\.e been dl monlrs, to~aured,aubject to the
vows. (nature teaching to all mankind that wealth, women and power,
are the grand tempters,) resident in monastetiea (Vikdd or in deaa-b,
and essentially peers, though of courae 8cknowledging the d+a of
superior wisdom and piety. The true church. the congregation ofthe
faitbfal, is con&antly mid to consist uf such only; and I am greatly
mietaken indeed if the church in this eense be synonymoue w i h the
clergy ; or, if the primitive church of BUDDHA
rea@aed an adistinct body mch aa we (i. e. Catholics, L u t h e r a ~ ,and Kirkmen)
ordinarily mean when we speak of the latter. The h
t mention of am
exchGve, profe~lrionalactive, minister of religion, or priest, in tht
Bauddha books, is in those of a compamtively recent date, aod not of
scriptural authority. Therein the Vajm AcMrya (for rn he hcalled)
first appears arrayed with tbe ordinary athibuten of a prieat. But hi.
character i anomalo~m,aa ie that of every thing about him ; m d the
learned B a d d h of Nepal at the present day mivernally admit the
falling atf from the true faith. We have in these b&,
B*h
Srdvakas, Chailaks, and Su'kya-Vam'ktw*, bound by their
rules for ten daye (in memory of the olden time) and then released fm
them ; t o d , yet married ; oetensibly monks, but r d y c i k of
the world.
From any of the above, the Vqira AcMrya, is dnlm in-ly
;
he k e e p the keys of the no longer open treasury ; and he ia-a

* An inwription at Carli identifiea the rplendid S a l i t d A u ~with the h& of
the Saka tribe, which u that of SAKYAS m a r . Tbe Sma-V W m , or peopb
of the ram of S6kga, appeared in Nep&l M refugee8 from Bbb*,
time after B d d M m had been planted in them billr. S6kya u o n i v e d y . U W ~
t o have bczn tbc W U of king SUDDRODANA,
~ 0 ~ e r e i gof
U Mq&
w
tf.
ir Mid to have been born in the I' A 8 t W of Kepila Md," a t -8
awarding to some ;in O d e . am others say. Hir birth p h e w u not nearurily
mthin hi* father'r kingdom.
He may have been born when his t.ther ru on
a pilgrimage to the shrine of the Saint KAPILA. SA'KTA died, a d c o w to my
authoritier, in Asum, and left one son named RAHULABannmr. Ths 5.kr w m
*K
of the solar line. according to B a d d h authoritisr : nor is it
proof of the contrary that they appear not in tha Brihmurid genul*.
&
note in the rcquel.

w.

e,

with c r t d Mowen, who now pnseat t i e n u d m for the fmt time.

Iprcamdnottotraceui&hi&orialnicetydthechangeaw~ch
dtbe prograss of
an a public imtitute and creed of
m i h up
~ to the period d the dirpvsiom :but I am well aware, that the
&e
d o d o e s were not, bmauae they d d not be, rigidly adhered
to. when wht I hdd to have been at first the closet apeadation d
saare phibophem, hd become the dominant creed of large Lingdome.
Thk the htta chander waa, bowwer, mrmmed by Badfbhn in the
phrins of India, long before the dispersion. seems art& ; and, re many
pmuma msy urge that the thing in queation ie the dominant public
. . not the closet specdabon, and that whatever discipline pre-,
nibd bekm the dhpembn muat be held for primitive ad orthodox. I
c a n d y obQmethat the ancient b o o h o f t h e 80ydm. whilst they
g b c c at such changen aa I have adverted to, do .o in the langnrrgs of
c a m r e ; and that upon the whole. I still atmq~Iyincline to the opinion

~ g e n u b e o r p r i m i t i v e & r l c l l i s n ( s o I ~phrssedit,
y
origid y ) rjecQd the distincCion of Ckrns et I..iens; that the une of ths
md priest by UPHAM.
ia generally imamate ; and that the Saagk
d the BmUU tri.d ought to have been invariably rendered by
RDXUMT into ' congm&m of the f p i W or ' church,' and never into
'clergy' or ' pritahod.' RBxne~rindeed seema to consider (Oh#twziar, %9, d 52). these phrases as synonymou: ; and yet the question
which their &uhi&
invdvw ia one which, in respect to our own
e o n , hae been fiercely agitated for hundredt~of yeam ; and atill, by
the vay ahdes of tht discriminrtion, chi* marks the wbaioting
. *
dhmcbm betnecn the vtuions Churches of Christ !
Followiug the authority he hss relied on. Mr. UPHAM
wna at liberty,
thedore, to adopt a sense which would consist with my interpretation
d phrases auch as he alluded to, and which, of course. I found copiously
rattered over the worb I wdted. I dways rendered them advisedly
hEngbh, eo as to udade the idea of a priesthood because I had
p v i o d y satisfied myeelf, by separate m q u j .ad rdection, that that
adid tenet wna repugnant to the genius of the creed, and repudiated
by its primitive teachera. This important point rnly have been wrongly
dektmined by me ; but assuredly the determination of it upon such
grwnds as Mr. UPEAM'~
is perfectly futile. Such wo& as Ar-a
and &dya. (which, by the way, are the correct forme of the B&ilht#and the Chinene Bonze,) no mom neceMlarily mean, priest, clergy.
than do the Latin, fidelea and militea, re applied to Christianity ;and
tor the word SarqL, it is indisputable that it does not mean l i t d I y
picrrt*, and that it dar mean literally congregation.
Obrvations, p. 29.
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If, as REMUSAT
and UPHAM
appear to idst in the case,every monastic follower of BUDDHA
be a priest, then Badya or B o n d must be
rendered into English by the word ' clergyman.' But t h will
~ still
..
remain as much ditkence between Baadya and SamgRa as, in Cbnsbon
estimation, between an ordinary parson of the present b y . and one d
the inspired primitive professore. Of old, the spirit descended upon dl
alike ; and Sagha was this hallowed and gifted c o n g r e n .
the glory has passed away, and the term been long sanctified and set
the word ArhJta. But
apart. So has, in part, and for similar re-,
Bandya, as a generic title, and Bhihhu, Sra'mika, and CkaiIa)o, aa spe&c ones, are still every-day namee of every-day people, priesta, if it
must be so, but, aa I conceive, e d c s or monks merely. h the thick
night of ignorance and superstition which still envelopes T&t, the
people h c y they yet behold Arhatos in the p
m of their divine
Ldnas. No such imagination however pogsesees the heads of the foL
lowere of Buddha iu N+, Ceylon, or extra Gangetic M a ; though
in the last mentioned country the ~ n r Arhata
e
is popularly applied to
the modern order of the clergy, an order growing there, aa in Nepdl, (if
my opinions be sound) put of that deviation from the primitive genim
and type of the system which resulted necesanrily from ita ppulu diffusion ae the rule of life and p d c e of whole nationo.
In conclusion I would observe, that, in my apprehension, R s ~ u s ~ r ' g
interpretation of the various senaea of the T h d k doctrine ia neither
The possible meaning of this word haa employed in raim the @Q
of
aundry critics. In its proper form of Bandya, i t is pure S,rigdying
person entitled to revereuce, and in derived from B m d a ~ .
EqnalIy curious and instructive is it to find in the Sawcrit records of
the solution of so many enigmas collected by travellem from all parb of b ;
E. G . EI.PHIN~TOXE'S
mound is a genuine Chritya, and ib proper name
M d & y a , or the place of the precioar relic. The mound is a tomb b m p h
The ' tamuli eorum Christi altaria' of the post, in more trw of
even of the moat perverted model of Christianity ; the crw being prokbly the
w e , originally, in reference to both creeds, rit. per8acution and m-4
with consequent divine hononrs to the suferera. The W b . ,
however, hie
in this matter gone a step farther in the descending scak of rep-*
adoration t b n the h t h o l i a ; for t h q wombip the mere image of th& a h which in devoted to the insbrining of tbe relica of their d n b ; theJ no*
tho
"chitectural model or form of the Cltmfya.
The Cbaitya of SAYBRUnaTa in .Y+l
is affirmed to c o w J ~ H
SWAYAMBEU,
or the self-existent, in the form of llune : nor wm thve e r a
thing -Inaioe of theism in the connexion of tomb and temple : for -Iwere always dedicated to the eclealicrl Buddha, not only in N#,
h t in t
h.
plains of India, as the Cbaitym of Sonchi, of Cyb, and of B Q , demonatrats Th.
D h y d Buddhm appear in t l ~ eoldeat monnments of the centineat .nd irL.&.

nor very rccmate. In a religiow point of vim, by the
bnt member ie m&x&od the founder of the creed, and all who, followinghbetepe,hverachedthefuUMLof aMda YcidAaBuddka; by
tb rscord, the hr or euipturer of the me&; and by the third, the
cmgm&on of the biW, or primitive church, or body of original
dkiplem, or even. any and wery maedhge of m,i. e. of m n u d d
oersical obsnrere of the law, p& or pnsent.
In a philomophid light. tlw pmxuhce of &&ha or of Dhanua
idcatea the this& or atheistic nchool. With the former, tlmddk ia
m t e k d a d ewence*, the efhcient crrrse of all, and underireti. D
h
is snated amen&, the p l d c cam, and ~mderived,a co-equal by unity
with Bmddka ; or else the p W c catme, an before, but dependent and
derived froan B d d h . Sangh is derived h m , an1 compounded of,
B d f h and D h , is their collective energy in the etate of action ;
tbe immediate operative cause of creation, its type or its agent:. With
the latter or atheistic school. D
h is Diva d m , matter an the mle
entity, invested with mtrineic activity and intdigmce, the &dent and

v q mqdete,

material cause of all.
B d i h is & d v e from Dharma, ia the active and inWligcnt ione
of nature, fint put off from it d then operating upon it. 8-h is
the d of that operation ; ie embryotic creation, the type and sum of
all specidc forme, which are spontaneously evolved from the union of
Brddlb with Dhmn@. The above are the principal distinctions, others
there are which I cannot venture here to dwell on.
With regard to & ~ o u ~ 'nrrmrb '' ou voit que lea trois noma soat
plac& m u le m h e niveau, comme les troie representations dee m h e
hen dans lea planches de M.HOD~SON
avec cette Werence que sur
allesa,
at h &vile, et Dhrma P g~w~he,"
I may juet add, that
the pladng of S t u g k to the right is a merely ritual technicality*
conformable to the p j d of the D&hb&hdrull,
and that all the philowphen and religionists are ngreed in postponing Sangha to Dharma.
B d d k , ' the i ~ t e l h t l u 09SOnCe
l
b BVDDEA.'
DIbranalaoka iH D k m w . ' the holding, sustaining or containing substance
i8 Dkmna.' Again, Prukritawari iti Pr*,
' the matarid &odden ir Pdjw.'
one of the l u m a of Dannun. The word Pdjma is compounded of the intensive
p t b pra. andjsymo widom, orto know. It imporb the supreme widom
of mahue. Dhaim the u n i i d suktrahm, is that which ~upportaall form
d q d i t y ia the verutilr world.
:S a d a y . h r i k a ili S q h , ' the mdtitudinoua ante ir Sagha :' m&t.de i.tbe d h p m h of the versatile mirerre, u unity ir of that of almtmotion.
) Pr+qmytmakamg
Jaggala.
fl The theistic recta ro d
l them.clvu, rtyling their oppo&es, the RwabAauik(~
and Z'tqhikan, Vbrrharn. The P d u , too, often derignatr the T&ae
by th latter name, which L equivalent to laf't-handed.
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I possess very many drawings exhibiting the arrangement mentioned
by REMUSAT
; but all aubeervient t o mere r i d purpwe6, and wnaequently worthy of no aerioue attention. The Md-,
or vtubum
&xt of the pt&rfk of the present day, display8 an infinite variety of
h n l a e * , illustrated by corresponding sculpturd and pictorial devioea,
embodied in those worke, pnd transferred from them to the walls and
interior of temples existing all over the valley of Nephl.
[To k centi#rrd.]
III.-Sivafh&u~~ Gigontewm, a ~ c r rFossil R u d ~ tG h w . from the
Val& of fbe Markundu, in the Sivdlik brench of iL Sub-HiMountains. By HUGH FALCONER,
M. D. S ~ ~ e r u t e n d e nRotaniral
f
Curden, Seh6ranpur. and Captain P. T. C A U T L BS~~. p i J 8 h ' ~ d m l
Dmib Canal.
IThe fossil here described is of such importance thnt we make no apolnm for
reprinting the following article entire ftdm the onteomiag d u m e of the Ph;jsid
Researches of the Soeietr. havinn a n w a i the enmavins of the h a d . so as to NrVe
both editions : it should &c rem."ried;in ryvd;the
en'-ring.
thdt the 6gwe of
the palate m d k e t h is on n t h e r n larger r a l e than the rest-ED.]

The fossil which we are about to daacribe forms a new d o n to
extinct Zoology. This circumstance alone would give much interest to
it. But in addition, the large o h , snrpaaaing the rbinocreos ; the family
of Memmalia to which it b e l o w ; and the tomu of struature whiek i t
exhihitn; render the S i w d h i u m one of the most remarkable of the past
tenants of the globe, that have hitherto been detected in the more recent
strata.
Of the numerous foanil mammiferous genera discovered and eatnhliabed
bv CUVIER. all were confined to the Pachvdermata. The sueeies belonainn
to other fahilien have all their living repkentatives on th'e earth. &on;
the Ruminantia, no remarkable deviation fmm d a t i n typm ham hitherto
been dimvered, the fossil being c l d y d i e d to !ling specieo. T h e
inolated poeitiun, however, of the Giratfe and the Camelide, made it
prd~able, that certain genera had become extinct, which formed tbe
ounnecting links between thoee and tbe other enera of the family, and
further between the Ruminnnth and the ~ u b & r m a t r l o the Sivatheriumt r e have s ruminant of thin d d p t i o n wnnecting the family with
See t t e classified enomeration of the principal objectr of Bvddh wonhip
appended to this paper. Appendix B.
t We have named the fossil. Siodheriun, from Srvn. tk Hind6 god, and h p i o v
W l u a . The Sitdfik or Sub-HimC1ayan range of hill.. is considered in the Hind8
mytholom, ns the Lriliah or edge of the roof of SIVA'Sdwelling in the H i d I a y a ,
and btnce they a n d e d the Sim-ala or W - a & , which by an easy transition of
sound baame the S d i k of the En lirh. The foazil hna been discorered in a tract
which may be included in the 8&ik
range, and we have given the name of Siratherium to It, to commemorate this remarkable Ionnation so rich in new animals.
Another derivntion of the name of the hills, as explained by the M a h a t or High
Priest at Dchra, is as follows :
S s d l i k n corruption of Sioa-&,
a name given to the tract of mountains between
the Jumua and Ganges, from haring been the residence of 1sSIVAand hls son
GANE'S,who under the form of an Elephant had charge of the W a t s r lJ portion
from the villrye [of Dhdhli to the Jumna, which portion is also called Oonm.a, gqja
being in Hindi M Elephant. Thnt portion Enatward from Dhdhli, or between that
v i l l q q and H m i d d r , is cnllecl Dcodhor, from itsbelog the especial reridence of Deota
or lswsra Slvr : the whole tract however between the Junmn8 and G M io called
~
Siw-ala, or the habitation of SIVA: unde der. S d l i k .
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pwhydmmab, and .t the mw time so marked by individud paeuU t i a ts to be witbout an analope in it8 order.
The f-il
remain of the Sivatherii~m,from which our dearniption is
*en, i.8 remarkably perfect head. When d i m v e r d , i t wso fortunntrly
m aompletely enveloped by a msss of atone, that dthouyh it had long heen
to be acted u p n as a boulder in a wnbr-course, all the more
iarport.nt parb of struoture had been preserved. The blwk might have
been passed over, but for an edging of the teeth in relief from it, which
ve promise of r u m e t h i additional concealed. After much l r k u r , the
crystalline mvering ofetone r r a nuc.nfully remord, t11.t the
h e d n o r atan& out with awuple of horna between the nrbite. broken
new their tips, and the 1b o w projected in a free uch. hi&
above the c t d m n . All the molarn on both aides of the ja.v are prsrent
and singubtly perfect. The only mutilation ir a t the vertex of the
h u m , w h e n the plane of the occipital meets that of the brow: and
at the mud^, which ir truncated a little way in front of tho first molar.
The only par*, which are still macedeid, are a portion of the oecipitd,
tbe rygoa~aticfusss on both eideq d the bus of the d u r n over the
@ m i d hne.
Tho form of tbe bead h so singular and grotesque, that tbe 6mt glanm
a t i t atriJ~esone with surprise. The prominent features are-let, the great
aise, approaching that of the elephant :Od, the i m m e developement and
width of the cranium behind the orbib: Sd, the twodivergent osmoour
oorea for horns starting out from the bmw between the orbits: 4th. the
form and directionof the ameal bonea, rising with paatgrominenoe out ef
tbe cha&on, and overhanging the external rumtrilr in a pointed arch :
bth, the great mrissiveners, width and s b o r t of
~ the f ~ c forwnd
e
from
t h e orbits: 6th, the great angle a t which the grinding plane of the
molars deviates upwarda from that of tbe base of the nkull.
Viewed in laterad profile, the form and d i r d i o n of the horns, and the
rine and oweeg in the bones of the nose, give a cbwactar to the head
widely m e r i n g from that of any other animal. The noeelooke lomdhing
like that of the rhinoceros; but the m ~ ~ ~ b l a nisodeceptivq
e
and only
owing to the m u d e being truncated. Seen from in front, t L h e d is some.
what w e d g e d q d , the greatest width being a t the vertex md thenee
gradually cam resod towade the r n d ; with oontraotion only at two
pinto behind &e orbitn and under the rlm. The sygomatic u
~
h
dmust c o d e d , and nowise prominent : the brow m broad, and 8 4 ~d
swelling laterally into two convexities; the orbits are r i d e ap-,
md
bave the rppePrPnce of being thrown far forward, from the great producl
tion of the frontal upwards. There ore no orest or ridgee : the r~ufroeoC
the cranium is unootb, the lines are in cuwea, with no ang~luitr.
From the vertex to the root of the nose, tbe plane of the brow is i n s
&might line, with a alight rim between tbb h o k The aocompnnying
drorinm w i l l at o m give 8 better idea of the form than 8nv d w o r i ~ t i u e
No< in detail of Fndividd parto ; and to ommsnoe A t h tb; moot
im rtaot end characteristic, the teeth :
r~~s
are
n *i a l u m on either side of the upper jaw. The third of the
series, or hot milk molar, hm given place to the oomeqooding parmanent
tooth, the detrition of wbicb and of the k t molar k well advancod, and
indiaten the animal to have been more than adulk
T h e teeth are in every respect thoee of 8 ruminant, with m e rligbt
individd peculiarities.
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no d d i t i o d complication, like that

~

in tbe correnponding tooth of the lower jaw. The plane of grinding dopa
from the outer margin inwards. The general form is exactly that of an
ox or camel, on. a large d e . The ridges of enamel are unequally in
relief, and the hollows between them u n e q d l y eoooped. Each w r n i
cylinder has ita outer surf-,
in horizontal d o n , formed of three d e n t
knuckles, with two intermediate sinuses; and its inner rurfece, of a
sirnple arch or curve. But there a r e certain p e d i t i e c l by whi& t h e
teeth di5er from those of other ruminaota
I n correspondence with the shortness of jaw, the width of the teeth m
mnch greater in proportion to the length thao ia umal in the f m i l y : the
width of the third and fourth molars beiog to the length u 2.M and 9.S
t o 1.66 nod 1.68 inches, respectively : and the arewidth of the whale
rerim being to the length M 2.13 to 1.76 inches. Their form i s h
prinmatic : the base of the ah& swelling out into a bulge or collar, from
which the inner surfvee slopes outward an it riaen : w, that the m n a l
becomee somewhat contracted : in the third molar, the width a t the c o d
is I .93, a t the bulge of the shaft 2%. The ridges and bollows on the
outer e n r f m desce~~d
lem upon the &a&, and diappear upon the bulge.
There are no aocesrvy p i l h on the furrow of junction a t the i n n s aid&
T h e crescentic plates of enamel have a character which distinguishes them
fwm all known ruminantn : the inner creeeent, instead of eweeping in a
nearly nimple curve, runs rig-q-wiw in large^ sinuoua flexures, mmewhat
reeembling the form in the El.enotherium.
The three- double molare differ from each other ooly in their rektire
~ h t e rof wearing. The nntepenultimate, beiog most worn, hao the
crewentic platen leu, curved, mom approximate a d Iem distinct: the
enultimate and Laet molus are l e a worn, and have the marking. mom
gintinct.
The three anterior or nimple molare have the omal form, which hold.
in Ruminantia, a single eemi-eylinder, with but one pair of ereecsnta. T h e
firet one ie much worn and partly mutilated : the m n d ie mom entire,
hnving been a shorter time in nee, and finely exhibib the flexuoue curves
in the sweep of the enamel of the inner crescent : the laet one haa the aimple form of the permanent tooth, which r e p h the laat milk molar : i t
also shewn the wavy form of the enamel.
Regnrding the position of the teeth in the 'aw ; the I& four molam,
r i a the three permanent and the 1 s t ofreplmement, run in a atmight
line, and on the oppoejta sidea ore parallel and equidintnnt : the two
mterior ones are suddenly directed inwcuds, w M to be a good deal
approximated. If the two first molare were not thur inflected, the opposite
linen of teeth would form e d y two mdecl of a square : the length vf the
line of tceth, and the intervals between the outer surfacm of the four la&
molars, being almoat equal, v i r 9.8 and 9.9 inches respectively.
The plane of detrition of the whole series of molars from rear to front
iu not horieonta1,kut in a slight curve, and directed upwardn a t a conniderable angle with the baee of the skull : so that when the bead is placed, so
M to rest upon the d p i t a l condyles and the la& molare. a plane through
these pointe is cut by a chord along the curve of detrition of the whole
reriea of molare at an angle of .bout 469 This is one of the marked
characters a b u t the hend:
Dimerrionr of the Teeth.

..................................
........................
..;........ 1.20
.................................
1.68
..................................
1.65
do. ...................................... 1.70
do..................................... 1.70

Lut molar right side,
Pendtlmate
do.
Antepenultimate do.
k t simple molar,

Second do.
pk.t
do.

hga.
Inch.

-

heha.

ads

1.S
1.10
9-24
1.96

1.0,

OJrr
8rr/.e1.
.............
..........
...............
..............

Inrr
Swfaca.

Intcrvd b c t m n the rwfacea of last molar,.
9.9
6.5
Do.
do.
do.
third molar,
98
6.5
Do.
do.
do.
reconddo
0.4
4.5
Do.
&.
do.
fl.rt do
6.4
S.9
8-pidb & h d -19.8 i h .
Bona fl th Bad md Fmm-Fma the age of the animal to whioh the
bcul had belonged, the bones had become . w b y l m d at their commiemrem, w that e v e q trace of autum hu d i i p e s r d , d their limitu and

oenn&iom are aot diibgubbable.
T h e h t a l ia b d and #at, u d T t l y a
e at it. u p W.
It upda h t e d l y ioto two umsiderd awelliuga a6 the vertex, and
me*
d w a to pin the temporal. in Mample c w e ;d with no ~ g u kritj. It beamem narrower forwuda, to behind the orbib ;and then
n in rending off an apo h
to join with the malnr bone,
the p o s t a k r drrrit o f t r d t . The width ofthe bom
w b a s narrowest, behind the orbit, hvery -t,
16.9 inoh- Partly
between d partly to the rear of the orhito, them uies by a brad bre,
passing innmaibly into the frontal, two abort thiak oonial -p
Thy
taper rapidly to a point, a littls way helow whieh they a m mmtil.tal m
the foaiL They d.rL w aed fmm the brew, k t t h d r ash ie peqmod i i h r to their b.remsnt: d th diverge a t a camidorable e e . From
their
-u
they are freeyram any msi&, their au*
beit.
mnooth and even. They a m evidently the omwew coma of two htre
orbitml hornr From tbeir paition and aha they form one of the moat
rsrmakrble faturea in the head. The aonatctiona of the frontal ue nowhere distinguiahahle, no mrk of a rukve remaining. At the upper end
of t h e bow the dull u f m h r d , and the atruetare of the bone ia sxpoaed.
The intorod sed omter phtea u e aeon to be widely mpamted, and the
interval to be occupied by lylarbslb, formed by an axpamion of the diploe
into phlee, aa in the elephanL T h e interval ax&a
!i!binch- in the
occipital. On the Aeft side of the frontd, theawelling at the vertex, h.e ~ t a
kmiar,of b..e removed, and the aaat 04 the celle exhiib a a&
:f%~ondahape~d or oblong eminencesl witb -t(1
b o U m between.
Tbe tanpod n gsrlj. amcsr3sd by a qlls~tityof theskmy matrix,
which b.e not been remred from the tsmp6ml foam. No tnrae of the
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in hmt, through the tubsroeitiua of tbe m d s r i e a , and to the rasr

rsl.oved.
There ia nothing in the fomil to d l e ue to determine the form and
limit. of the parietal bonea ; tbe cranium be@ o h i d y maLilated in
the region which they oocupy. But they appear to have had the rsmb
form and abuacter as in the ox : to hare beem intimately unitad with
the oca5pit.S and to have joined with the frontal a t the opper
oftbeakall.
T h e form and &roctern of the ocdpital a m very mukod. It occoapace, h i " width proportioned to that of the hrtd, d
p b8
comiderab e heigh+ It is upaDded i.tsnlly into two ah, r k h
0

menm a t the u q p n margin of the foramen magnum, and proceed upwards
and outwarda. hem a l e are mooth, and are hollowedout downwards and
outwards from near the condylea towards the maetoid region of the ternral. Their inner or axine marsine p
d in a ridge arisi from the
c r d e r of the occipital foramen, diverging frrm each other n a y y at right
angles, and enclose a large triangular f m into which they descend
abruptly. This foma is ch~eflyoecupied by stone in the faesil, but it does
not a pear shallow, and ecems a modification of the eame structure as in
the e!ephant.
Them is m nppearnnce of an aocipitd treat or protube.
rance. The bone is mutilated at the sides towards the junction with t h e
temporale Both here and a t its upper fractured margin its structure b
wen to be formed of Large d l s with the diploe expanded into plates, and
the outer and inner Jaminm wide apart. This character is very marked
a t ita up r margin, where its cells appear to join on with those ofthe
frontal. r h e umdylm are v e q large, and fortunately very perfect in the
f d l ; the Jongeatdiemeter of each is 4.4 inches, and the distance memured
acroa the foramen magnum, from their outer anglee, is 7.4 inches : dimeno i k exoesdiv those of the elephant. Their form is exactly as in the
Ruminantin, v ~ thelr
r
outer wrface eompoeed of two convexities meeting
a t a rounded angle : one in the line of the long axis, stretching obliquely
backwards from the anterior border of the foraakn mnqnum ; on the other
forwards and upwards from the posterior margin, their line of commimure
being in the direction of the transyeme diameter of the foramen. The ktter is also of l a w aim, itn antempaterior diameter being 2.3 inchen, and
the transverw diameter 9.6 inches. The large dimensions of the tbramen
and condyles mu& entail a corresponding developement in the vertebrm,
and modify the form of the neck and anterior extremities
The ephenoidal bone. and d l the parts dong the hue of the r k d from
the occipital foramen to the palate, are either removed, or ro conceded by
atone, as to give no characters for description.
The pnrt of the brow from which the nasal bonea commence ir not dik
tinguiehable. The ruture m e t i n g them with the frontal b completely
obliterated : and i t is not eeen whether they run up into a siuur In that
bone, or how they join on with it. Between the horns there is a riee in
the brow, which eiuke a p i n a little forward. A short way in advance of
a line connecting the anterior angles of the orbits, there is another riee in
h point, which may be considered their b m , the nreal
the brow. From t
bones commence amcatding from the plane of the brow, at a coneiderable
angle. They are broad and wdl arched a t their haw, and pmceed forward with a convex outline, getting rapid1y narrower, to terminate in a
point curved downwards, which overhamgo the external nostrila For a
w d d e m b l e part of their length they are joined to the maxillaries :
but forwMds from the point where they commence narrowing, their lower
edge is free and separated fnrm the muilluiea by a wide sinus : eo that
viewed in lateral rofile their form v
much resembles tbe upper
mandible of a h a r i , det.ched from t h x r e r . Unluckily in the fom&
the anterior marginr of the m a x i h i e s ue mutilated, m that the exset
length of the naeal bone that waa free from conneion with them cnnnot
be determined. As the foesil sbnda, about four inchem of the lower edge
of the Mnle, measured d o n g the curve, are free. The Bame mutilation
prevents its bein seen how nemr the incisivem approached the d,
with which they
not appear to have been joined. This point is one of
great importancq from the structure i t im lien in the #oft parts about the
noee. The hei ht and form of the n a r d gonee, are the moat remarkable
feature in the % e d : viewed k n o above they are eeen to taper rapidly
f h m a broad bsre to a sharp point ; and the vertical height of their m d
amvw part above the brow at their hse, ie 35 inchea
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T h e form of the m u i l l u i m L ntrongly marked in two rtupacb : Ist,
ibeir nbortnas oompored with their great width and depth : end, in the
upward direction of the line of alveoli from the last molar forwards,
@ving the . p p u ~ c e(with the lioence of lnngurge intended to convey
ur idem of re8embknoe without im lying more) aa if the faee had been
p d e d upwards to co-pond
w i g the rim in the nwab ; or tixed on a t
an angle with the base of the cranium. The tendency to shortnew of the
jaw WM observed in the dimeneiooe of the teeth, the mulam being wmpreb
d,and their width exceeding their length to en extent not usual in the
Ruminantin. The width apart, between the maxillaries, waa noticed befare; the interval, betweso the outer surfaces of the alveoli, equalling the
qmce in length occupied by the line of molara The cheek tubemeiticr
are very large and prominent, their diameter at the b u s being 9 inchand t h e width of the jnw over them beiig 12.9 inche9. wheream at the
alveoli it is but 9.8 inches. They ue situated over the third and fourth
mdars; and proceeding up from them toward8 the malar, there is an indLrimt ridge on the bone. The i n f ~ r b i t s r yforamen m
i of Luge rim,
ita vertical diameter being 1.2 inch ; it is placed over the tirat molar, re in
the ox and deer tribe. The muzzle portion of the bone is broken off a t
about %8 inches from the let molar, from the alveolar mugin of which,
to the s u b of the diaatema, there is an abru t d n k of 1.7 inch. The
m d e is here cuntracted to 6.8 inohm, and t!-uds
a t the trunoated
pm-t to about 4.1. The palatine arch in convex from rear to front, and
concave acrom. No trace of the palatine foramina remains, nor of the
suture with the pro er palstine bonea. The mphanapalatine apophyser
and all back ta the gramen magnum* u e either removed or nncealed
in s t o n s I n front, the mutilation of the bone, at the muule, does not
allow it to be seen, how the incisive bonea were connseted with the marillarieo : but i t appeam that they did not reach so high on the mnxillariw
as the union of the latter with the nasaIs. The name cause has rendered
obscure t h e connexioos of the maxillarieo with the o d , and the deptb
and size of the n a d ecbncrureor sinus.
The&uj
bone is deep, m d v e and rather prominent. It. I o w a
border
& abruptly in a hollow demoending on the maxillariea : t h e
npper entere largely into the formation of the orbit. The poeterior orbital
p
v unites with a wrzeeponding o physie of the frontal, to complete
t of the orbit behind.
zygomatic apophymim is stout and
the k
thick, and rather fat. No part of the arch, either in the temporal or
jugal portione, is prominent : the interval between the most eelient points
being greatly lees than the hind part of the cranium, and dightly less than
the width between t h e bodiem of the jugala
cnnnot be made out, M them
T h e extent and form of the la
is no tmee of a suture remaining.
pon the foeeil, the surface of the 1.chrymary @on pamen mnoothly into that of the adjoining bones. There
is no perforation of the lower and anterior margin of the orbit by Iachrymary f o e , nor any hollow below it indicating an infrrorbital or
k h r y m a r y mus. I t may be also added, what waa omitted before, that
there is no trace of a supendiary foramen upon the frontal.
T h e orbits are placed far forwards, in consequence of the great rodmction of the cramum upwudq and the nhortnsr of the b o n n of the
Their @tion ie also rather low, their centre being about 3.6 inches
below the plane of the brow. From a little injury done in c h i d i n g off
the etone, the fonn or circle of the W e r e n t orbits doea not exactly cornrpond. I n the one of the l& side, which is the more perfect, the long
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W& the aeaption of a portion of the buSly region, wMch resemble# that of
tL PLPlinub.
a2
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uie makes a mall angle with that of the p h e of the brow : the anteropoeterior diameter is 3.3 inches, and the vertical B7 inoher. Them ir DO
rominence or inequality in the rim of the orbits, u in the RumiorrotL
h e lane of the rim in very oblique : the interval betwaen the upper or
f r o n d margins of the two orbitr b e i i I%* inches, and that af the lower
or molar margin 16.9 inoher

.

Direnrio~uqf the Skull of the BIoothcrirn bigantrm.
Bug. I w b . M4b-e.
From the anterior mar& of the foramen magnum to the dveolus of
1st molar,
1885 .a78
From do. to the truncated atremit7 of the mUZZle,
90.6
.6=
From do. to the posterior margin of the Lut molar,
10.s
-011
From the tip of the nasals to the u p p f r . ~ R v c dm u f i n of the onnium,
18.0
.4568
From do. do.
to do.
dong the curve,. ................. 19.0
.UZP
From do. do. along the carve, to where the nasal arch bcginr t o
rise from the brow..
7.8
.lm
Fmm the lattnr point to tbs fmchrted margin of the crui.m,
11.9
.PW
From the tip of the d
r to a chord across the t i p of the horns,..
8.5
.a16
From the antorior angle, right orbit, to the first molar,.
0.9
.251
From the posterior do. do. to the fraetored margin of the craninm,
1.1
-3075
W ~ d t hof cranium at the vertex (muttlation a t left ride restored).
about
0
.SSJ
Do. between the orbits. upper borders,.
12.4
.ags
Do.
do. lower boderr,..
1.1
.nos
Do. behind the orbit8 at the contraction of the frontal,.
14.6
-3708
Do. between the middle of the qgomatic arches,
16.4
-4168
Do. between the bodies of the malar bones,.
16.6-2
Do. base of the rkull behind the mastoid processes (mutilated on
both rides),.
19.5
.4W
Do. between the cheek toberoaitiu of the maxilladen,
11.1
.3095
Do. of muzzle portion of the masillarier in front of the brat molar, 6.8
.I*
Do. of do. where truncated (partly restored),
4 .
.lo4
Do. between the outer surfaces of the horns at their base,
11.5
.s12
Do.
do.
do. fractured tips of ditto,.
15.65
. ~ 7
Perpendicular from a chord aerow tip8 of do. ta the brow,
4.1
-16s
Depth from the convexity of the occipital condyler to middle of fmntal behind the horns,
I 1.g
-302
Do. from the body of the sphenoidal to do. between the horns,. ... 9.94 .%a
Do. from middle of the palate between the 3rd and 4th molars do. a t
7.14
.Iroot of the nasals,
Do. from poaerior r n h x lut molar to extremity of the nmab, .. 13.0
.=I
Do. from grinding rurf.a penultimate molu to root of the naulr, 10.3
.SS
Do. from the wuvexit~near the tip of the nasal. to the palatial sur6.53
-14
face in front of the first molar,.
Depth from middle of the a l e of the oecipitai to the swell a t vertex
of frontal,
8.90
.Mg
Do. from Inferior marpjn of the orbit to grinding surface 5th d r , 7.3
.186
Do. fmm the grinding surface 1st molu t o edge of the pJ.te in
frontofit,
8.6
.066
Space from the anterior angle of orbit to tip of the nasals,
10.1
.259b
Antero-posterior diameter left orbit,
3.3
.OBI
Vertical
do.
do.
1.7
.o6BS
~ntero-porterlord i e t e r of the foramen magnum,
1.3
.om
Transverse
do.
do.
1.6
.a
Long diameter of each cond le,.
4.4
.I 1%
Short or transverse do. of
4.4
Interval between the external angles of do. measured across the
foramen,
7.4
.I88
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Among II quantity of bones collected in the neighbourhood of the spot
in which the skull aas found, there ie a fragment of the lower jaw of a
very large ruminant, which we have no doubt belonged to the Sivatherium:

* To f.cUit.te comparison with the l u g s .Irim.lr d u d b e d In C v r r u ' s Ossemen Forrilw, the dimenrionr are also given in French munue.

Regarding the first point, we have nothing mfficient to guide ur with
certainty to a conclusion, M there ue mminaots both with and without
incisivea and canines in the upper jaw ; and the Sivatherium d i e m m a t
materially in structure from both d o n a . But there are two c o o d i k
of analogy which render i t probable that there were no inoieivea 1. I n all
ruminants which have the m o h in a contiguous and normal aerier, nnd
which have horns on the brow, there are no incisive teeth. I n the camel
and ite congeners, where the anterior molus ia unsymmetrical and eeparat
ed from the r a t of the aeries by an interval, incieivem are present in the
upper jaw. The Sivatherium had horns, and ite molars were in a contiguous series : it is therefore probable that it had no incinivea Regarding
the canines there is no clue to aconjecture, .e there are speciem in thesamo
genus of ruminants both with and without them. % The extent and
connections of the incisive bones are points of great intereet, from the kind
of developement which they imply in the mfi parts appended to them.
I n most of the horned ruminantia, the inciaivee run up bv a narrow
apophysis along the anterior margins of the maxillary bones, and join on
to a portion of the sides of the nasals ;so that the bony baais of the external nostrils is formed of but two pairs of bonee, the n d and the incisives.
I n the camel, the npophysee of the incisivee terminate upon the m u i l k
ries without reaching the nasals9 and there are three pairs of bones to the
external nostrils, the nasals, maxillariem and incisives. But neither in
the horned ruminants. nor in the camel and its congeners, do the bones of
the nuse rise out of the planeof the brow with any remarkable degree of
saliency, nor are their lower margins free t o any great extent towarda the
apex. They are long slips of bone, with nearly p d d edges, running
between the upper borders of the maxillariea, and joined to the m d i
process of the incisive bone, near their extremity, or cunected only w x
the maxillaria; but in neither case projectingeo ss to form any considerangle, or sinus, with thsse bonea
able re-enteri
I n our
the form and connections of the nasal bones, a m very
difterent. Instead of running forward in the name plnne with the brow,
the rim from it at a rounded angle of about lSO\ an unonnt of naliency
witlout exnn~pleamong ruminants, and exceeding what holds in the rhii
noceroa, tapir, and paleotherium, the only herbivorous animals with this
oort of structure. Instead of being in nearly parallel dips, they are broad
and well arched at their bane, and converge rapidly to a sharp tip, which is
hooked downwards, overarching the external nostril& Along a considerable portion of their length they are u n c o ~ e e t e dwith the adjoining bonea,
their lower margins being free and so wide apart from the maxillariee, ae
to leave a gap or sinus of considerable length and depth in the bony
e b u of the nostrila The exact extent to which they are free, is unuckily not shown in the foaeil, as the anterior margin of the maxillariee is
mutilated on both sidea, and the connection with the incwivee destroyed.
But as the nasal bones shoot forward beyond the mutilated edge of the
mcuillariee, this circumstance, together with their well defined outline and
aymmetry on both Bides of the fossil, and their rapid convergence to a
point with some convexity, leavee not a doubt that they were free to r
great extent and unconnected with the incieives.
Now to determine the conditions in the fleshy partq, which the structure
in the bonv ~arieteeof the noetrils entaile.
The a n & i e s are to be mught for in the ruminantia and pachydermeta.
The remarkable saliencv of the bones of the nose. in the Sivatherium.
hen no parallel, in known riminants, to guide us ; and-the connection of the
nards with the incieivea, or the reverse, does not imply any important
differenoe in stmcture in the family. I n the Bovine &ion. the Ox and
the Bufialo have the w a l a and incieivtw connected: whereas they a r e
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mtparate in the YIL' and A u m h r I n the Camel, th are dm m-te,
and this animal h r greater mobility in the upper lip g n is found l.other
ruminante.
I n t h e Pachydermata, both thme conditions of structure are p m n t
and wanting in different genera ; and tbeir remnce or abaence is accompanied with very important diEerenca in t1e form of the c o n n p n d i n g
mft psrtr I t is therefore in this family that we are to look for an e x p l ~
nation of what is found in the Sivatherium.
I n t h e Elephant and Mastodon, the Tapir, Rhinoceros, and Palmotherium, there are three pain of bones to the external noetrils ; the nasals,
t h e maxillariem, m d incisivest. In dl these animals, the upper lip L
highly developed, so as to be prehensile, ae in the Rhinocerw, or extended
into a trunk, as in the Elephant and Tapir ;the amount of developement
being accompanied with corresponding difference in the position and form
of the n-l
bonea In the Rhinoceros, they are long and thick, extending
t o t h e point of the muzzle, and of great ntren@h to support the horns of
the animal : and the up r lip is broad, thick, and very mobile, but little
elongated. I n the &lepEnt, they are very short, and the incisivee e o r rmusly developed for the insertion of the tusks, and the trunk is of great
I n the Tapir, they are short and free, except at the baee, and KL
jetted h q h above the maxillaria ; and the etructure is accompanied
a
well developed trunk. I n the other Pachydermatous enern, there are but
two pain of b n e a to the extarnal ulmtrila, the n a m i and the incisiva :
t h e latter runniug up no M to join on with the former ; and the nserrl,
instead of being short and d e n t , with a sinus laterally between them and
the maxillaries, are long, and run forward, united to the maxilluiu, more
or less resembling the nearly parallel s l i p of the Ruminantia Of this
genera, the Horse has the up r lip endowed with considerable mobility ;
and t h e lower end of the n d i s a t the anme time free to a m a l l extent.
I n all the other genera, there is nothing remmbling a p r d e n d e organ in
the up r lip.
In X
t ed Sivatherium, the name kind of structure holds, M is found in the
Plchydermata with trunks. Of these i t moat nearly muemblem the Tapir.
It d i e m chiefly in the bonee of the none b e i i larger and more anlient
fian t h e Ch&n ;and in there W i g lean width and depth to the narcr.
mnxillary sinus, than the Ta i r exhibite. But an the essential point8 of
d m c t u n are alike in both, &ere is no doubt that the Sivatherium ru
inv*
with a trunk l i e the Tapir.
Thin conclusion is forther borne out by other nnalogiu, although more
M i e c t than that afiorded by the nand bonea.
1st.-The
large rim of the infraorbitary foramen. I n the f d , the
ex& dimensiom are indietinct, from the margin having been injured in
t b e Qiseliny otT of the matrix of stone : the vertical diameter we make
o a t to be 1.9 mnch, which perhaps may be somewhat greater than the truth ;
b u t a07 thing approaching this dse, would indicate a large nerve for
banmumion, and a highly developed condition of the upper lip.
--The
external plate oftbe b n e e of the m i u m ie widely se m t e d
from t h e inner, by an e x p a i o n of the diploe in vertical plates, krming
lsgs cells, aa in the cranium of the Elephant : and the occipital is expanded l a t e d into dm, with a coneiderale hollow between, as in the
Elephant. Bot6. thew conditions are modifiatione of etructun, adapted
fkr mpplyiPg an extemive surface for muscular attachment, and imply a
tbiGL fleshy neclr, with limited range of motion ; and, in more remote
mequence~,go to prove the necessity of a trunk.

w.

iy

C v v r ~ r .Osacmena FomUw, tome iv. p. 131.

t C o v ~ ~ Oasemens
n.
Fosniles, toms LU. p.
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3rd.-*he
very large size of the occipital condylm, which are greater
both in pro ortion, and in actual merrsurement, than those of the Elephant,
the intervaf between their outer angles, taken a m the occipital foramen,
being 7.4 inches. The atlas, an11 tile rest of the series of oervicd v e r t a
b r q must hare been of proportionate diameter to receive and sostain the
condyles, and surrounded by a large maw of flesh. Both these circumstances would tend greatly to limit the range of motion of the head and
neck. But to suit the herbivorous habits of the animal, it must have had
Bome other mode of reaching its food; or the vertebrre must have been
elongated in a ratio to their diameter, eufficient to admit of free motion to
t h e neck. I n the latter case,the neck must have been of great length, and
to support it and the load of muscles about it, an immense developement
would be required in the spinal apophysie of the dorsal vertehrm, and in
the whole anterior extremity, with an unwieldy form of the body generally.
It is therefore more probable that the vertebra, were condeased, as in the
Elephant, and the neck short and thick, vdmitting of limited motion to the
head : circumstances indirectly corroborating the existence of a trunk.
4th.-The face is short, broad, and massive, to an extent not found in
the Ruminantia, and somewhat resembling that of the Elephant, and s u i t
able for the attachment of a trunk.
Next with regard to the home :There can be no doubt, that the two thick, short, and c o n i d processes
between the orbits, were the cores of horns, raaembling those of the
Bovine and Antilopine sections of the Ruminanti& They are smooth, and
. run evenly into the brow without any burr. The horny sheaths which
they bore, muat have been straight, thick, and not much elongated. None
of the bicorned Ruminantia have horns placed in the same way, eloctly
between and over the orhits: they have them more or less to the rear.
T h e only runlinant which has horns similar in position is the four-horned
Antelope* of Hindustin, which differs only in having its anterior pair of
horns a little more in advance of the orbits, than occurs in the Sivatherium.
T h e correspondence of the two a t once suggest the question, '' had the
Sivatherium also two additional horns on the vertex ?" The cranium in
the fossil is mutilated across a t the vertex, so ns to deprive us of direct
evidence on the point, but the following reoeans render the supposition a t
least probable. :
I st.-As above stated, in the bicavicorned Ruminmtia, the oeseous cores
are placed more or less to the rear of the orbita
2nd.-In such known y i e a r have four horns, the supplementa pair
is between the orbits, an the nonnal pair well back u v the f r o n t 3
Srcl.-ln the Bovine section of Ruminantin, the g n t d is contracted
behind the orbita, and upwards from the contraction, it is expanded again
into two swellings, a t the lateral angles of the vertex, which run into the
bases of the osseoue cores of the horns. This conformation doed not eximt
in such of the Ruminantia as want horns, or aa have them approximated o n
the brow. I t is present in tke Sivatherium.
On either supposition, the intra-orhitary horns a r e a remarkable feature
in the fosail : and if they were a solitary pair on the head, the structure,
from their position, would perhaps be more singular, than if there hd
h u two additional horns behind.
Now to estimate the length of the deficient portion of the m u d e , and
the entire length of the head :In most of the Ruminantia, where the molars are in a contiguolm uninterrupted series, the interval from the fir& molar t o the anterior border of
the incisive bones is nearly equal to the space occupied b the molars ;in
.an greater, in some a little lese, and generally the k t e r . I n other
The Tetracerw or Antilope Quadricornb and Chekara of authora.
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Fw.1 Genw of the Sivdlik range.
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Ruminautia, such as the Camelids, where the anterior molars are ineymmetrical with' the others, and wpamted from them by being laced in the
k m the first
middle of t h e dinateme, this ratio doe. not hold ; the s

1

molar to the margin of the incisivea being lens than the c o f molIn
the Sivatherium, the molara are in a mntiguoua aerie+ and if on this a m logy we deduce the len h of the muzzle, we get nearly 10 inchea for the
space from t h e drst mo ar to the o h ~of
t the inciaivea ; and W.85 inches
for t h e whole length of tbe head, Xom the border of the occipital foramen
to the mar 'n of the incioives; these dimensions may be a little excemive,
k t r e d e v e t h e n not to be far out, u the muzale would UiU be abort
f o r t h e r i d t h of the face, in a ruminant.
Tbs orbite next come to be considered. The 8ize and p i t i o n of t h e
eye fosm a distinguishing feature between the Ruminantis and the Pachrdenumta. I n the former, it is large and full, in the lntter, emaller and sunken ;and the expreJsion of the fam ie more heavy in coneequenee. In t h e
Sivatherium the orbit in conaidorably amaller in proportion to the aim of
t h e head than in existing rumimnk. I t is alao placed more forward ir\ the
faee, and lower under the level of the brow. The rim is not r a i d and
prominent, as in the Buminantin, and the plane of i t is oblique: the interval between the orbite a t t h e k upper margin being I%P inches, and a t the
lower, 16.2 inohea T h e longitudmd diameter exceeds the vertical in t h e
ratio of 6 to 4 nearly, the lo- axis being nearly in a line from the nssamaxillary sinas acroua the hmd limb of the zygomatic circle. From the
above we infer that the eye wan d e r and lean prominent than in existing runiurnts: and that the expreenion of the face wru, heavier and
more ignoble, although l e a so thnn in the Pachydermata, excepting the
h o ~ ;sa h that t h e direction of vision wan considerably forwar&, M well
aa lateral, and that it wan cut off towards the rear.
This cloees what we have been led t o infer regarding the-organs of the
head. With respect to the rest of the ekeleton, we linve nothing to offer,
M we are not a t prewnt posseseed of any other remains which we can with
certainty refer to the Sivatheriumo. Among a quautity of bonest collected
from t h e eame neighhoarhood with the head f d l , there are thres singularly perfect specimens of the lower portiom of the extremities of a large
to three lega of one individuaL +hey greatly exm3noot, be1
ceed t h e site o any known ruminant, and excepting the Sivatherium
Giganteurn, there is no other ascertained animal of the order, in our coL
leetion, of proportionate aim t o them. We forbear from further noticing
them at present, as they appear small in comparison for our fossil : and
besider, there are indications in our collection, in teeth and other remains,
of other large ruminants, different from the one we have described.
T h e form of the vertebre, and more especially of the carpi and tarsi,
uc points of great intereet, t o be ascertained ; as we may expect modiiia t i o n s of the usual type adapted to the large size of the animal. From
it. bolk and armed head, few animals could be strong enough tu contend
rith it, and we may expect that its extremities were constructed more t o
give support, than for rapidity of motion. But, in the rich harvest which
we &ill hope to reap in the valleys of the .Harkanday it is probable that
+ens
to illustrate the greater part of the osteology of the Sivatherium
w i l l at no very & i t period be found.

f
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* See Note to page 17.-SPC.

t We note here a very rfect cerviCal vertebra of a Ruminant in our possesalou,
rL*h m w t h.*e b e l o n gto an animal of proportions equal to that of the Slvathedam,but from eertrin chuactera, we are inclined to suspect that it is d l e d to .oms
other -tic
rpedcs of Ruminant, of the existence of which we have a l r d r
tolerable certainty. Of the existence of the Elk, and a rpeaes of Camelih, Lient.
B u m of the Engineen hu ahewn ua ample proof.

a
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The structure of the teeth mgpta an idea reprdi* the p d i u i t i a
of the herbivorous h a b i i of the animal. I n the deecription it was noticed
that the inner central plate^ of enamel ran in a flexuois sweep, somewhat
resembling what is seen in the El.emotherium, an arrangement evidently
intended to increase the grinding power of the teeth. I t may hence be
inferred, that the food of the Sivatherium was less herbaceous than that
of existing homed ruminants, and derived from l u r e s and t r i p : or that
as in the horse, the food was more completely masticated, the digestive
orgnns 1complitxted, the hody las bulk and the necessity of regurthe p-nt
Ruminantis.
gitation from the stomach leas marked than
The f o l l o w i ~dimensions, contra&& with those of the E l e p b a ~ ~and
t
Rhinoceroe, will &rd a tolerably accurate idea of the aim of the S i v c
therium. They u e characteristic, although not numerous:Rlepiant.

I&
I - h d
Siacrthduu. Bhinocmn.

Prom m y i n of foramen mapurn to the Ilnt
molar,
B.10 inoh. 18.65 inch. N.9 inch.
Grutest width of the craoinm..
M.0
44.0
19.05
Do. do. of face between the malu bones,.
1S.S
16.81
9.U)
Greatest depth of the skull..
17.80
11.9
11.05
Long diameter of the fonmcn m nun,
9.55
9.6
2.6
Short.. ..do.
..do..
1.4
9.1
1.6

...............................
...........
...
...............
....
.. .... .....%. ........
Average of the above, .................... l5.M

- 10.99
11.38

If the view which we have taken of the forail be comet, the Sivatha
rium wee a very remarkable animal, and it fills up an important blank in
the interval between the Ruminantia and Paebydermata. That i t mas a
ruminant, the teeth and horns most dearly establish ; and tbe atrnctum
which we have inferred of the upper lip, the osteololly of the face, and the
rim and position of the orbit, approximate i t to the Pnchydermata. The
ammstnnce of any thing approaching a proboacis ie eo abnormal h r a ruminant, that a t the first view, it might raise a doubt, regarding theeorrect
nem of the ordinal position asnigned to the f d ; but when we ioquim
further, the difficulty ceases.
In the Pachydermata, there are genera with a trunk, and 0th- without a trace of it. This or n is therefore not ewential to the constitution
of the order, but aecidentayb the sira of the head, or habib of the animal
in certain genenr. Thus in the Elephant, nature baa 'ven aahort neck
to aupport the huge head, the enormous tuLs and
h g e grindiq
apparatus of the animal; and by euch m arrangement, the cimstructioo of
the rest of the fmme is saved from the diaturbance which a long neck
would have entailed. But ns the lever of the head beerrme ahorteoed, aorw
other method of reaching its fwd became neceamry; and a trunk waa
appended to the mouth. W e have only to apply a d o us conditions to a
ruminant, and a trunk is equally required. I n fact,
C a d exhibits
rudimentary form of this organ, under dikrent circumet.ncea T h e npper
lip is cleft ; each of the divisionm is eepsrately movable and extemble,
w MI to be en excellent organ of touch.
The f d was discovered near the Mmkando river, in one of the mudl
valleys which stretch between the Kydwkdh and the valley of P*,
in
the Siadlik or sub-Him6layan belt of hills, wsochted with bones of the
foseil Elephant, Mastodon, Rhinoeeme., Hippopotamus, &c. 80 fnr an our
researches yet go, the Sivatherium wan not numeroua Compued with the
Mastodon and Hippopotamue, (tl. Sidkuiu, Nobis, a new apeeim cb.mcteriscd by having mx incisors in either jaw ;) it w u r e v rus
NoPllitm Dobb, Sept. 16,1855.
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1V.-Hotory ObscrocrtioM of the Baremeta, -ter,
and Wet-brlb
2lbmonder. made at Calcutta on the 21rt a d 2 2 d of Damrber,
1835, by M r . H . BABBOW.
Artr. and Math. Inrt.-maker to tIh H. C.
p a r i n 6 ouraelra inadvertently omitted the hourly obaervrtionr appointed
t . Meteorologioal h o c u t i o n a t the C a p t o be tsken on the abors day,
r e are mat happy in being able to rnpply the omirion from Mr. Brarow'.
register. As the Ihrometrr regirted monthly a t the A s u y office stmda .014
bigher thu Mr. B.'a, that quantity m u t be 8dded to the Bar. indicatiolu at 32'
(im .d7) b producm an accorduea-ED.]

by
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The buometex and wet-bdb thermometer were in a luge room to
the north, the doors and windows of which were open dnring the whole
time In the reductions* '030 has been ueed as the constant for capiliuy -on.
and it is only neceesary to add that the barometer is of
the mountain construction, with a m e w at the bottom to bring the
a&
of the mercury to zero.
(Cdcutta reoa time.)
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(H aolnma 3, but not of column 7, which M fortunate, u we do not apply
m y correction for capil1uity in our own reginter.-ED.
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T h e Honorable Sir EDWARDRYAN,President, in t h e chair.
Sir CHARLESD'OYLY, Bart. ; E. A. BLUNDELL,
Eq.and Dr. H. FAL
CONEB, proposed a t the k t meeting were duly elected members.
T h e meeting then proceeded to t h e annual election of 05ce~bearers.
when by scrutiny of namee,
T h e Rev. Dr. MILL, W. H. MAWA~ETEN,Eaq. Sir J. P. G n r m , md
Sir B. MUKIN, were c h ~ Vice-Presidents
n
for t h e ensuing yew; a n d
MeSiIm. H. T.P ~ P ~ ~J.E R
P.,COLVIN,
Cs E. TEBV~YAN, H. C u r e n o n ,
D. HARE,I b x COWLSEN,Cnptaina Foand P s ~ a r a r o ~
and
, Dr.
PEARSON,
m e m h of t h e Committee of P a p e m
T h e Secretary communicated the results of t h e paat year's proceedings.
The number of new membem added to the lint in 1835 had been,
28
Ordinary membem,
Associate membem,
1
Honorary membem,
5
The loen by death, one; by departure to Europe, three ; and with5
drawal, one; in d,
The financial opentiom of the year were an f o l l o :
~Pnrrxats.
Rmcxrm
R. A. P.
T o Horrre EerMiahmet md conR. A. P.
an ma= lfom 1.t NOV. 1% to
~ . 1 . l l mor rur y e d -t~
s.101 10 4
Nuv. 1 B J S . - 9,868 8 lo By QUUtfSly C 0 l l e and adTO S.L.~J
of CUIUOT and Mustom
m i d o n fqg.,,,a
-&
d
.l
6.167 0 @
By two Dindendl on the atace of
-tbgmt.
born 1; May to JOth
Mackintosh and Cap
717 19 s
NW. !as,
------.--..1,478 3 4

c.

....................................
....................................

....................................
..........................................

-----ln Bmk
-

T o Copla of the Journal lupplLd
to mmbcn to lilt DeG
lp56 0 0
T o Pllntl 5Wcopi~Oflnder. 1.910 0 0
T o Dim,% ditto, cataiogue of

Li*

A*.ticSodeCY~-

T o B~nd~ng
charger.
T o Building Repaim.
TO Purch..e ofa Cabinet,
To B.kaa
d BengP1.

9(0 0
&W 10
1.176 8
100 0
SBO 16

SS 7

ByS.leofRemmrcha,-

•

0
0
9
0

9

-

SL RL 8
m 14 1

S8. Rr 8-

I4 I

-

R. A. p.

Subaipciaa due (pttly i
10-

-

2 . ~ 6a

o

ofoOrt Rpanotdnun, 1,417 1 I1

thru leaving an available balance. witbout encroaching on the c a p i d stock, of
about 3,000 r n p s to meet the expenctn of the current year, besides tbe q m r terly subscriptions, which by a resolution of the 6th November w i l l henceforth
be collected in Company's rupees.
The separate account of the publication of Oriental loorh from the d a k of
their transfer from the Committee of Public Instruction was as follows :
~nrumrs.
Rrcr~rra
R. A. P.
n. A. P.

----

TO pundir. for correcting P
-,
139 0
TO Mauhris for ditto,
417 0
T o Binding char@. papa, &c.,
1(*110
T o hintingpmpeaus, (tc ,
,21 8
T o Postaffe.
38 15
TO ~
d t and
g Package, &c
46 P

-

-

0
0

@
0

'1

-

-

go

h
w

o o

a 0

0
8

T o Printel's bills, due to S l d DGL
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9.8OJ 9 S
9 fmm lst%ov. to S1.t Dn- 1.W 7 6
s for bbnding UM
mIv m .
4b4 0 s

.

By Sale d !aumIt BooL.,
By Ditto of Anblc dicta.

US.ItdW

works d&~eredto thep.&,

-
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QI

8 0

7.m 0

0
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laving a profit of S.. It.. 3,367 2 7 upon the year's operations, to meet the
current printing expeoea, in addition to the chance uf furlhrr sale uf the works
now completed.
The ordinary publications of the Societ]r d u r i n ~the pant year, had been
eoa6ncd to the Index of the first I8 volumer of Rerurches, and a naw edition of
the ~ibmryCatalogue.
On the 6th May, i t nu resolved to give additional attention to the Society's
muscam of N & d Hitory. A Curator and establishment were appointed. and
nwsmma w e n taken to accommodate the mnrenm of antiquities, models, images,
in the gallery around the staircue. leaving the lower suite of apartments
mtirely open for ohjectr of Naturd History.
T o the g&ry &o w u added the fine cdle-ction of pictnres, munificently
pracnted by the sons of the hta Mr. HOYB,one of the oldest member# of the
These altmtiom anil the prepration of Mineral Cabinets had
Society.
&need a o ~ d c n b l ythe par's expen-,
but the good effect bad amply comd ramah, mme splendid additiona bad been
peed. T o the mll.cum of f
eo.Eursd by Colonel B u l r r r , Colonel COLIIN, and Mr. DEAN,and the collection of recent Olteology and of birda had been properly arranged and clrdfied.
A catalogue r h n n C e bad dmdtaneonrly been prrpuad by the Cnmtor which
roold h u d t e r be submitted to the Committee of Papera for pnhbcation. I n
the meur time tbe strenuom u r t t a n c e of membara and friends of the inatitntion
ms solicited to render tbe Society's museum worthy of public attention.
The resolution of the Government to make over the library of the College of
Port William to the " Public Library" lately institnted in Calcntta was coupled
with a r e m a t i o n of all the works exclusively oriental of which it is known that
the College poa very extensive and valuable collection, comprising the
whole library of TIPPU
SULTA'N.These, i t magenerally understood, the Government would be willing to tmnder to the Asiatic Society should a request be exp
d by thia body to obtain them. As their posm~sionwould necerruily intolre an increase of atablirhment, the Committee of Papera had hitherto hesitated
makinglay application on the subject, but it was evidently desirable that such an
opportaniq of enriching itm wllection should be hailed with u g e r desire by a
body devoted to the ct~ltivationand study of Indian literature and history.

&.

Lfbraq.

T w o books in manuscript and six maps in t h e Burmeqcharocter, together
with thirteen sketohee and maps in t h e Aeesmese character were present,
ed by Colonel G. COOPEU,34th &@
N.
. I. .
me Indian Journal of Medical Science, No. 9.5-6y the Editor..
T h e Meteorological Register for Nov., 1835-by thu Sumcyw Gmaal.
O n the ealutary effect8 of t h e Convolvulus N
i
l upon the h u m constitution. M. 9.43 G. Cooper,
& Author.
A Prospectus of an intended publication " Corpw Imcnptionurn Indi-rum," by M. E u a m r JAOQUBT,
P h , ww mbmitted for t h e information
of membsre, and intending eubreribera
m b l h h e d on the cover of the November nlunber.1

-.

Mweurn.
One bow, a birdcage, eleven arrow8 of aorta, and a specimen of the
copper coin In urn amongst t h e Choirn ; together with an Asearn arrowh 2 for k i n g tigem, were presented by G. COOP=, Eaq.
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A bit of petrified tamlvind from Triercurry on the Coromandel ( h a t ,
and a vulture, (VuUur Ponficeiunw,) and a Mandarin's cap, were prssent
ed by Dr. L. BURLINI,for 'I.. F. Dm CRIJZB, Eq.
A Pavooye (Acridotheru MduburicuuJ was preeented by Mr.J. 8rs
PEENSON.

-

Read a letter from J. BELL, Eq. f o r w d i q for impaction SO a n i d
coiled " the Slow Lemur" described in the 4th vol&ns of the Amiutic
Researches, by the late Sir W r w r m JON-and giving rome further puticulars of Iris habits.

Litoraq.
The Secretary apprized the meeting that he h u received from Mr.
W. H. SYOULT,the box of papem of the late Mr. Moou~morn~
which
were in poeeeaeion of the Lok W. FIU~DE,
Ikq. and which h e w.s willing
to place a t the dispoeal of the Society, on the canditiono u p r e r e d by the
deceamd: viz. that m y profit occnring fnmr their publication should go
to the benefit of Mr. Moomno~r'srektiver in Enghnd.
The Society entirely cancurring in thin view resolved, that they A d d
be immediately f u r w d e d to Profemor Wnson in E n g l d , to be made
use of h u g with the former rnannecripte, on the mnditions specified.
A letter from the V i m A-lic
of Cochin China, a m rend, requsa+
ing the Society to forward the specimen of the Dictionary, which he
mgretted to bear could not be printed in Calcutta, to the Oriental T r a n a
lation Fund in England, in caes that body should be inclined to patronize
its publication.
A letter wan read from Captain C. M. WADE,transmitting a ~ ~ e ~ n d
memoir by Mr. CHAR- M ~ A
on ~the, ancient 4 o a &vered
at
Be&b in the Kohisth, a t J e U b M and U b u L
The memoir had been dehined in Capt. W n ~ r ' spossession, since the month
of June hat, in conaeqnence of some official correspondence with Col. Porrmorr to whom the coins to which it relatu have been finally forwudcd for the
Bombay Government.
The p m n t memoir ad& the names of D r o u r ~ r sP, a ~ r r r o eAionorrsss
,
(?)
to t h m & u d y known, and 8 i v a some valuable information on the s i t a of
the ACsmdria ed c a l m Couoori, 6rc. It ia published at length in the premant
number.
Wainday Earning, the 3rd Fdnwny8 1836.
Sir EDWARD
RYAN,Preeident, in the chair.
Lieut.-Col. J. COLVIN,Engre., LieuL-Col. L. R. &ACY, JOHN
NMVE,
4.
C. S., and Lieut. A. CUN~INORAM,
were propoeed as Membern by Mr.
JAM=
PRINSEP,
seconded by Sir EDWA~SD
RYAN.
mjah VUAYAGOVINDA
SINOEABehadur of Pumea WM rlro proposed
by Mr. J A V
PRWBEP,
~
seconded by Koomar RADHAOANT
DEB.
Read, a letter from Mr. E. A. B L U N D acknowledging
~,
his election u
a Member of the Society.
Y ,k
Read the fullowing letter from Hie Highnese Prince E ~ ~ ~ E U AAZm
sador of Hie Imperial Majesty the Emperor of A&
at the British CoPrt :

1836.1

~ r o c d h og
f ~the Asiatic Sociuty.
" Lolwbr.
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A y u l 4 , 1835.

" In reply to the lettat you ddrersecl to me on the 25th January laat, I have
the honor to .eknowledge the receipt of the boxa containing ucb twenty-6re

m p i a of a Tibetan Dictiomry and Grammu, prepusd for publication by the
H l o y i a n Traveller Mr. ALEXANDEB
CSOYA K b ~ a a ~m,d printed at th.
u p e n a of the British Iodiuu Government, ooder the arupicu of the Asiatic
society.
"Tbcse 6% copier being destined by hlr. K8nJhr to be presented by the
diferent public Inrtihatioor of His Impend Majcaty'r dominionr, I lone no time
in m u r i n g yon, that the learned Author'r intentions rhdl be faithfolly fol6lled.
'* Tbe e n c l o d lettcrr m d the Oriental works you hare m t to the Antic Coon.
cellor Von H ~ m u a r hare
,
also k n forwarded to their datination.
'-I ham not f d c d to inform my h e r n m e u t of the liberality with which the
Indian Qorernment has replaced the rmm of 300 d a u b , trmnsmitted tl~roogb
t . Embuq to Mr. Crown DE K i a , which bud bean lort by the failure of
Hemre. A L ~ X A N Dand
~ BCo., and d o i p t i n g it. intentioar, 1 reire with grout
p b r e this opportuoity b expreu b you, aod throaglb your means
the
Indian Go.ernment, u well u to the Asiatic Society, the high m u c I entertain
of the kind protection dorded to my learned countryman in Hu Britannic
Majaty's dominions in Indii. Allow me to offer my anomeat t h n k a for ruch

'' I hare the honor b be.

drc.

" ESTERAAZY."

Copy of thia btter w u directed to be commaoi~tedto the Government and
to Mr. C m u n K b a r r , who left Calcutta a short time since on a tour through
Tirhmt and to the weat of India.
&d a letter from H. C a m q Rq., Chief Secretary to the Oovt. of
Fort St. George, directing thmt the S i Copier of Uh, 6th, and 6tb
volama of PstawA Alemgiri, rrobecribed for by the Madlrrr Govt.

mbould be forwarded, and &osing remittance for the name.
A b similar lettern from tbe Registar of the Sadu Dewanl, and the
BecretvJr of the College Council of Fort William.

Rsd a letter fraar F. MAR^, Esq., Becretary to the Socie(C de Phyiqae de Gemeve, forwarding vok. 6 and 6 of their Tramaction8 h r p w
m a i o n to the Society, and requesting an intarebaoge of publications.
Bad a letter hm M. Bloomn, 6ecre~kryto the b y . 1 Academy of
&t~,Sckmes, &&c at Bordeaax, scknowledgiog tbe receipt of vols. 17
18; hiatic R d a , and of a copy of M. C ~ H DII
A K6nan's Tibet.o D i c t i i y and Grunmar, and forwsrding for prerentation to the
Bociety, a copy of ita Tranemctionn from 1610 to 1834, inclwive, 6 vols.
b.ndamely bound.
The Indian Journal of Medial Mews, Nen. 1 and 11, for las6-6p

Corbp, Eq.
Report on €he StJe of Education in B e n d , proldntod by MW r t ~d
~ r EIPW, on bahalf of Rev. Mr. ADAM.

J'.
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Two copies of a Sketch of t h e Solar Syetem, translated into Bengdll, by
M a M RBjuh KALIK I WBehadur,
~
and preaented by t h e translator.
Meteorological Register for December, 1fW-by Uk Surcreyor Q e n d .

Mureurn
T h e Becretary prersntcd on t h e part of h
ie Excellency General B a m ~
S ~ B AMinister
,
to t h e k j a h of N e g :
T w o elaborate drawing8 of Kathmandu, and of a temple and bridge i n
t h e hills. A richly ornamentally Kukri and Khontu : two large elephant's
tusks, and three pods of musk.
A model se large as life, of a nativ-ing
a bullock on his sbouldem
was presented by Dr. F. Corbyn.
Li(rery and Antiquitim.
T h e Secretary read the following extracts from th correqondenee of
Mr. VIONB,from littleTibet and fromC&Lr,
of which valley this traveller
ie stated to have made a beautiful seriee of drawings, and an accurate pamrpmic view, which w i U be much pin Europe.
" Iakardo, 10th S q t a a b u , 1835.
1 have now been in this very wild and extraordinary place four d a p , and am
p l e a d with every thing. I set off from Cashmlr by boat to Bundurpur, seeing
every thing done myself to prevent delay, and took leave of the Governor abont
12 o'clock. We had a merry glide of it till night, when the mpsguitoes became
exceedingly numerous and troublemme ;amved at Bundurpdr on the great lake
the next morning, and heard the agreeable intelligence that a mounted gnard of
10 men rere awaiting my arrival in AHMADSBAH'Sfrontier. I spent the r u t
of the day in a viait to the Shumladier hill, and the next morning we were fairly
06. At that station I was joined by NASIYKerrr, the mmeman that had eaten
your salt for a month and some days, with a letter from A ~ M A SHAB.
D
He
told me he had b a n waiting threa days in the ncighbourhood, not likiig to make
his alqmrance among the Siklu. I l k e the man much, be 1.very i n t e l l i p t and
amnsing. What a glorioar view we had on the seeond morning, two-thirds of
Cashmlr and towards Tibet. o w monntain in particnlu of immense height, toWy
covered with snow from the shoulders upward, named " Diarmul."
'' l o three days we reached Ounss, a very pretty valley, a liUle higher than
Cmhrnfr, entirely smrroundedby the loftiest mountains, but bue; merely growing
back wheat, vetches, and barley. After leaving Garas, we pused a place which
a few men could defend against an army ;where the Sikhs and Tibetans fought
two days. Further on after passing over a most desolate country. I n u met by
A ~ Y A SDa r a ' s son. I had heard there were some marauders in the ndghboruhood, but did not really imagine there wan any truth in the account. H o m e r .
the young Rhjah, a very intelligent young fellow, assured me there r u e , and that
hi. father had sent him to protect me. Imagine the wildnw of this -me.
Discordnut but not dtogetber unn~ilitarymusic gave notice of his approach, l a d
at last, he appeared with some forty sepoys, and led horses. The next morning,
we marched in company with him, while the approach of the thieves wan hourly
expected. They had but one way to come, and when we arrived near the scene
of action, I observed parties stationed in diferent places on the mountains, to
prevent a l l escape. Suddenly an alum was sounded, and gave notice of thoii

n p p r ~ l ~ band
, the thiera were mom mrromnded, and cut up. ARMAD S H A ~
I met him on the Beld of kttb. H e mid he ru so hap^
a t baring destroyed the robbera. and m i n g me t h , that if he were at Iskudo,
he did not know what be should do to mmolfeat hia joy. W e all sat down in a
Iuge ring. His -7s
shewing their wounds, nod I administered pilla, to keep
off Cmr. Of the thieves aome returned, 72 killed, 15 eaeaped ;but I don't thid
thcre mc ao maoy. Tbey treated the wounded men hombly. The memy cam0
from tbe oeighbourhaod of Perhaur, and were driving off men, women, and at*.
I a m delighted with the old &j&.
He appeara to have mme axcellant Lngliah
idem about hi,and rnjoyed the acene amazingly. The book, u i d to hare beem
written by the old Miwionay, doea not, he u a r s s me. exist. H e s h a d w u
h e n u n Testament that he had bougl~tof some pedlar, which pmhbly gam
r*e to tbe report. His futb in the theory of hi. descent from A L B X A ~ D BnI
He talks freely of every thing in and about the country, l a d h a n n t
out men to procure me all kinds of curiositia. We make an excumion to a hot
apring on the mad to Yarkand in a day or two, and ahdl h.re aome rbPLr, &a.
I shall quit t h h extraordinary place. (*.vale partly desert, washed by the Attoek,
a nohie stream, quarter mile wide, mme 15 milea long, and rurrouoded by b u e
rngged mountaim on every side, of vast height,) in about 12 daysor M: the snow
will then begin to fall. I expect a cold much of it. He is very proud of bir rock
crystal, of which I can bring away u much .s I pleue. As to the productionr
of the valley, I am making m p l f f1111y muter of t h m . He retaws no aorr of
information. The fort ia on a rock covered with alluvial soil, rrJled in the very
a n t r e of the valley, from the
of what war once moat likely a lake. In h e ,
shape, and appearma, washed on two aid- of the river, i t beam some re#mblanee to Subathn ;as to the marks, a fen ahells for the wood, l a d round rbot for
tbc stone. would destroy them in a few honra. I t mdd be r i d i c u l o ~(csrt.in
~
death) to attempt going to Yarkand. Sin- M o o ~ c m r w
r u at Ldakh, they
L v e got the picture of an Englishman, so I am uured, pinted on the 4,
that -all who aee one may know him. Yarkand is about a month's much-4
barkam could go in 12 days. I nm going to a c l o r i d rort of c q n ~ t r i a naport
in a day or two, such u I w u happy to heru remarked rru played in the time of
ISKANDLB.
I t had struck me that the conroe war preciaelj the ahape of the course
of CAUCALLAat Rome."
C u h u k , 23rd Octobw, 1835.
" B e n I am mfe and well ; arrived yesterday after a very severe march of
25 daya from Iskardo, over aa rough roada, if they deserve the name, u can be
aeen any where. I have with me four Y U s and all kinds of things. I hope to
a b r t hence in about 10 days, and shall come the shortest road to Uhor. So
pray oblige ma by making mme arrangements about the Indar. I should like to
hire 8 boat. men, &c. I t muat be big enough to carry my Y k s . They are not
here in two or three daya, and sarpect I
tall but bar^. I expect Baron HUGEL
shall have a very oarrow escape of slopping another year in India, but mart do
every thing I can to get off in time."
&Atair, 3014 October, 1835.
*' I wrote to you a fen &ya ago, to mention my d e return, but for@ to rmd
tbe enclosed i n d p t i o n s . Pray post them o l a t your e8rliePt convenience to
C s o v r DE KtPJs. author of the Tibetan Dictionary, or some penon c o m p
tent to undertake their examination and request a translation, if possible, and
ruon ; with my compliments. I began my p o r u n i c view from the Tukht
w u then in penan.

I
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yeabrd.y, tbs weather continaea fine. Tbsre ir nothing new ta oammuaiats,
excepting that I hear the Buon is cornin8 the Jammci r o d , and manot b far 06
n w . I mnrt be at Bombay by the middle of Janunry."
Of the inscriptions alluded to in the last extract, one at least ia in clear Tibetnu
churckrr, and w i l l be doubtleer easily decyphered by M. CIIOYADE K ~ I ~ sto,
wbom they will be rent at Malda.
The Baron HVQELhad deviated from him proposed tour h r a m d i n g the
pass from Bundurpur to Iskudo into little Tibt, on ncconnt of the advanced
w o n ;he had rince joined M. VIGNLat L6hor.
T h e Rev. Mr. BATBYAN,
in a letter from Bombny, oomauniaated a frcM e of an inecription, supposed to be in Cufic o h ~ c t m found
,
by Cap
t.in T n o r r r Jmnq a t the villago of Wum.in the Southern Konkan; t h e
aci&d storre of which he h d preeented ta the Bombrry Literary Society.
The inscription ir apparently in the elongated form of Nhgarf ~ b a ~ t efomnd
r,
om the aoinr of the 8mrwktmgronp. (Sce Journal, vol. ir. Pl. XLIX. p. 684,)
and may in time be made out.
Mr. TBALLL,
Cornmiesioner of Kemaon, preeented further frcaimiler d
the M p t i o m at B a g h r , near Almorah, which were d e over to the
Rev. Dr. MILL, V. P. for examination.
Reod an e x h a t of a private letter from Lieut. A. Cummearm,
Engineers.
Iiat. C. pointed out, in refarcnee to the motto APAOXPO on one of General
V=NTU=A'so o i ~(6g. 9 of Pi. XXXVIII. rol. iv.) that the same name might
beaYoedonthecoindepictbd~Q.6, PI. I. vol. xvii. of theResearchea, of which he
poMaed a more legible duplicate : thus forming the moat perfect link b e t w o
tho Indo-BoJtLia nnd Cnnouj wins. The coreuoopia h borne by both the r h d .
ing and aitting b a l e s of thb type.
A n anonymous addrew " to the M ~ , o Mof the Asiatic Society,"
rigned '< V E ~ T A ~ Hobart
,''
Town, Vandieman's Land, September, 1 8 ~ 5 ,
denloped a IWU theory of the origin of the Yugar of the Hindus, and
d e d upon the Society to examine the aubject more closely.
Whatever may be thought of the address, which from its want of authentication cannot be noticed, it ir ratLPactory to find the Society'r &wareboa nude
the mbject of rtudy in the new colony.
Phjn'eal.
Lieut.-CoL COLVINpresented on the part of Lieutenants BAKER
and
DURAND,
three f d l s from the Dbdupur collection, of great interest.
1. Part of the jaw of a rhinoceros, with two milch teeth &ached.
2. The molar tooth of a mmel ; .of which new f 4 l genus, they ponow
the entire head. (See Journal for December, 1835.)
3. A very dirtinct heed of a fish.
T o these Colonel COLVINadded, on his own part, four fragmenb of the
foesil shell of a tortoise, of gigantic dimensiona
T h e Beme a a e r p e n t e d on the part of Lieutenant BAXEU,
a oerim
of the f o d &ells from the stiratam of Mue marl, underlying hard eand,
gravel, l ,yellow eand, inclined at an angle of 4SV in the low ranga of
b i b a t the head of the Delhi Canal. A sketch of the ntrata accompanied.
A note from Mr. B. R. R o w a o ~called the Society's attention to a paper
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and drawing of a new speciea of CoCumk, submitted to the Society a w e d
I - para
&we, of which by some inadvertence no notice had been taken.
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A dnplicab of the article wan now funrinhed.
It appeam that the bird ir dewribad u new by the Zoological Society in 1832,
thm depriving the author here of the priority of discovery and publication.

Bpeeimene of Cinnyrie Mahrattenais and Rynchm Capemis-presented
by M.llooo..i

A apecimen of Rsia Thouriniana-prerent
N.v.

by Captain

LLOYD,Indian

Bpedmeun of Sgualus Zpgana and Maximu#-prswnted by Mr. F. Snrw,
of t h e Surveying Veeael Fbra.
A d c e t i o n i f d i n e of birdo, of snakee, fishem, Cruetacea and Mduprmented by Lieut. Mo~rruoo,Indian Navy, and Mr. F. SHAW.
This collection was received only a f a days ago but the f0lloni.g genen and
rpeeia have been determined.
Bird., the Genera, Dicrluas, Ardea, and Carbo: 8 ~ k a DrJinu8
,
and Bydrophis : &her, Trichi-,
Polynemir, Golieida, Pleuronecter, T e t m h ,
C I g a . Chmda. and Pirneloder : Chutaceu, Sepia, Lolip, and M o n d n r :
B U , Balanus, P h o l ~ ,Paammotea, Arm, Cardium, Cythersr, Venam, CeriLbimm, IIhrritella, Pyrula, Nerita, Neritina, Ampv~llaria,Dolium, Curis, O h a ,
BoLell.. and Cdyptraea.
Of thae genera, the following specia have been ancertaised : Dicrurru Indicuss Trichiuror Argenteus, Polynernns Paradiscur, Golieidea Rubimnda, PlenIDPan, ~ e t r a d o nP a t o g ~ l u p e Aclara,
a
Chanda Bnooniar, Pimeloden Etor ;
MonoePhu Polypbemur ; Bdanua Striatua, Pholan Orientalir, Cerithiam Telermpinm, and 8 u l c a h ; Pyrula Vwpertilio, Dolnm Pomam, and Cassia Areola.
Ths Pflon h e t h p t i n a , prsnnted some m o n t b ago by Mr. C a r r ~ r died
,
during the very cold weather of laat month. He changed his d i n at the baghning of December, and refused to eat afterwar& ; remaining in a semi-torpid
madition till the corning on of the (for thir country) extreme cold of the middle
of 3.pp.r~.
A collection of akinr of birdr--prewnted by W. D. SMITH,Esq.

A memoir by Meeera. FAU)ON~R
a n d c ~ m won
, the peculiaritlea of two
new specks of f d Hippopotamus, found in the Siwdlik range, was read.
The great d*riaction between the Hippopohmu8 of the m b - H i d a y o r and
dermibed by CVVIEP,and alao the erirting animal of South Africa,
aos*rte in iQ haring aix inciror teeth, in lien of four. This muked difference
hm led tbs authon to a rubdivision of the p a a r into H e ~ i o d o rand Tetra-todon.
The former comprising the two or more varieties hitherto di8comrsd
in India, In a load1 atate. Their aecoant rilla p p u r in the ontaoming volume
ol the Physical Racarcha.
A nrics el Gedegical epecimens from the Bhdrhsw6ti country, w e n

the f&

presented by Mr. F A I E O ~ R .
A memoir on a Geologicid colledion made in the country hetween
Hydembad and Nagpur, and preseoted to the Society by the collecter,
&. M~~uo-zr, with a deocriptive map, war eobmitted.
will I o r t l y be pablirhed in the Journal.]
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I.-Aecart of Rumb6bc, one o f . t b 8 t d b
~ t h Interior of M h .
By Lied. J. F. NBWBOLD,
BrdRegt. Madra Natiue Iufaatry.
RumMioe

has generally been accounted by the Portuguese and

Dutch Governments at Malacca as the principal of the states ,inthe
interior; but their ideas, like our own, until of late years, of the
relative situation of these states, both political and geograpical, appear
to have been very erroneous. At the present time, indeed, much
interesting matter remains in obscurity, and must remain until the
peninsula has been more thoroughly explored.
These notions of the superiority of R#nb&loe over the sister state
vase probably from the circumstances of its proximity to, and early
connerion with, Nanirrg ; and from that of its capital being the crowning place of the deputed sovereign from Memangkcibdtoe.
Tradition ascribes its name to a large Marabdwe tree, anciently
growing near its western frontier, on one of the banks of the Mmab6ux stream, not far from its embonchement into the Rumbdwe branch
o f the Lingie river.
There was a small hamlet here, when I visited the place in 1832,
consisting of four or five Malay housea. The word Marabdtoe ir
supposed to have been corrupted into Rtmbdroe.
The area of Rumb6we proper, not including the dependencies, is said
not to be quite eo upacious as that of Nmisg. The nearest point of
it. frontier is distant about 25 miles N. W. from the town of Malacca.
Botmbk.-It
is bounded towards the N. E. by Srfmindnti and
81irgic V o a g ;towards the south, by part of Naning and Johdk ; to the
west, by part of Naning and Saleisgore, and to the east, by part of

w
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The boundary m a r b with SnhrincWi are the mountains of

IP'sa-

w,

Ccfjang. and Glinong tdjoh; with SLngie Vong, E d i t A-h, part of
the right branchof the Lingit?river, and Pcrrrnlian tirrgili ;with N d a g * ;
with JoMe, the hill of Bu'kit Pabef; and with Sakxngm, the Lingia

river.
Rrmbdvre contains two dividons, viz. Rmmbdm Ul6 and Rlrmb6ra
Ilir; each under ita four Su'k&, who are all subject to the control of
one PanghdtiW.
The Lingie river f o k s the channel of communication, by water,
of Rmrbdroe with the straits af Malacca, into which it falls about eight
miles to the eastward of Cape Rachddo. This river is about 450 yards
broad, and takes a north-by-easterly course idto the interior, to the
distance of about six miles, when it divides into two branches. The one
to the left, called Battang P-,
goes up to L+,
and the Sdngie
Vong tin mines, taking a N. W. by N. course ; and the one to the
right, called &rtt&g P d g b , takes a N. E. by E. course, to Baa&-,
in
I t hss ita rise among the mountains of this state. The
three principal posts of Rtanbdve are situated on the banks of Battang
Pencigie ; viz. Sempong, six miles from the mouth at the point of the
river'e bihrcstion; Padds, on the right bank, five or six miles further
up ; and Bander, about eight miles beyond Pa&.
The river, up to Sempomg, is navigable for veasela of 125 tons,
ranging frorr; 34 to 7 fathoms, high-water, and vessels of nine tons may
pass up, without much difficulty,to Padde; and to Lingie, on the other
branch.
In entering the mouth of the river care must be taken to avoid the
eastern bank, in consequence of hidden rocks, which run ofF to w.
The channel near the western bank is deep and safe.
Regarding Pa&, the following remarks are extracted from some
notes *ken during a trip up the river in 1833. Two or three m i l a
in advance of Ranwan China Kechil, on the right bank of the river,
on the summit of a small hill commanding it, is Rhja ALI'B(the 1d e p e r t h Bestir) stockaded house. The place is named Padds, from a
small stream that flowe into the river about a quarter of a mile nearer
Sempong. The river, several hundred yards above and below Pa&,
had been partially blocked up by large treesfelled completely a c m .
In one place we paeaed through a formidable chevaux de friee of pointed stakes, bound together, and running from bank to bank.
On this part of the river the stockade beam most: it is most
judiciously placed to annoy an enemy passing up with ao many
obntacles in his course. We contrived to get over them with consiSee paper on Naning, ml. IV. 297.

~~.

.daPble di&ulQ.

although the trees had since been cut in two, and
broken down. At high-water, they might however be readily passed.
The river wae blocLaded in this hahion dunng the N u i q disturbances, md the engineer on this occasion war no other than our friend
in the boat, the U - B n d r o of ZhaMve. Snrpoag, as before etated.
h dmated .t the point of the river's bifnrcption. In 1833, it consisted
d y of two or three huts ; in the foremoat of which was a small
kttag, c o u s d h g of seven swivels, and an iron 3-pr. of suflicient range
+J command both branches of the river.
It is the place selected by the
R n d d b chiefs to levy the dutp on the tin passing down from S&gk

u-.

At the o h e of 1833, and commencement of 1854, many fugitives
nttltd here, in wnaequence of the dbturbancea at Lingic, together with

a d colony from Sumatra,under a P q K w named Kmaur. The
pbcc is now strongly stockaded by the Iaag & p e r t h Mu'& SAYAD
SAW, by whom every encoumgernent is held out to settlers.
P+doa.-RumMme,
inchding Kmh and !ib+g,
contains about
8,000 inhabitants. The principd places are Bander, Sempong.CAenrbong,
Kdkg. and Bat& Amp?. C h m h g , with i b environs, is said to contain
w
t 600 howa, rod drivea a petty trade in timber, dammer, and
mu, which are bertered for opium, clothe, iron utensils, and tobacco.
CIcllborg is the residence of the PaaghiiIi of Rum&;
Ban&,
Pod&, and scfipomg those of the Iang d s p r t u ' a ~ .
Besidee Malap are aeversJ aboriginal tribea inhabiting the steepe
of the mountah., and the forests, who subsiet principally by hunting.
The natives give them the general appellation of Ortmg Benh, people
efthemilorcountry. .
They are subdividedinto several tribea : among the most remarkable
d which are the Udcii. Sukkye, J d n , and met Utm. I have seen
m e d specimeua of the two last, but do not perceive any material
dimhilarity between them, save that the latter, by enjoying freer
intercourse with the Malaye, have become more civilized; at least, as
far as a shew of drew and ornkmenta is implicated.
Tbey ditfer much from the deecriptions given of the senany in the
interior of &&h, and the thick-lipped, woolly-haired Papian. Their
feqtures are of the Malay caste ; their hair sometimes straight, like that
of the generality of Asiatics, but more frequently c u r l i i ; at the m e
time,very different from the frizzly locka of the A£rican.
Their stature is shorter, but they do not differ much in complexion
fram the Malay.
The Malays entertain a high estimation of the skill of those s i n ~ l a r
tribes in medicine, and the knowledge of the virtues of herbs, roots,
r2

plants, &c. investing their sages. Pu'y0ng8, even with mpematural
powers, such as the TGoh B e a q e , kc.
Them tribes are to be found over the whole of the interior of thk
part of the peninsula, particularly in Uld Cokmg, Sing& U$ong. Johdk,
Jompdk. Jellabu, Ulk M ~ Mand
, S q i k t . Thep are ddledin the ariaposition of the celebrated upas poison, with which they tip the points
of their arrows. The Srimpitan, a long tube, through which the poisoned darts are blown, and a spear, are their favorite weapons. The cloth
that encircles their loins is made from the fibrow bark of the Tnrqp
tree.
The infiuence of their B o t h , or chiefs over the election of the Panghu'lu' of S6@ Qkng. haa been mentioned. In J o M k , they exert a
similar power. I t may be also remarked here, that in Rvnrbdvrs there
are two distinctions of the high Malayan tribe called BdQotida,viz.
Bddainda Jakrin, and Bldodnda J m . The Panghilcis of dl these
states must necessarily be of one of theae two tribes.
Gowt-riment.-Rumbdwe was formerly under the imrneliate m y of
ita Panqhtli an& Ampat Su'ki; but of latter days, the Iung &pertian
M i d a claims equal, if not superior power to the Ponghlili.
The first chief who assumed the title o f Iang de pertjar, Mi& o f
Rumb&oe was R6ja A.SSIL,the eon of the eecond bfenangkdb6we prince
R i j a ADIL; he was appointed by the then Img de pertian Be& (hi.
son-in-law Rdja ITAY),with the concarrence of the Paaghcilris o f the
four states ; and it is stated, had assigned to him, ae, a subsistence,
two-sixths of the duty levied on the tin passing down the river from
Su'ngie Ujong. (the duty was then 2 dls. per bllnr.) and the revenues of
the districts of Kroh and Tampin, near the foot of the mountain of
that name.
In 1812, ASEILwas driven out of h ~ b b r a c as
, previously mentioned,
by the Panghu'lu' and SzikGs, assisted by Rdja ALI; a d died in
Naning in 1814 or 15. Mja ALI supplanted him ; but, being
elected as Iang de-pert6an B e a h in 1832, was succeeded in the Mdda&ip by his son-in-law, the present chief. SAYAD
SABAN.
This office being an innovation on ancient usage in, consequently,
secretly disliked by the Malays, especially where its privileges are s o
N deiiuedand unsettled ; and one in which right would appear spanymous with might.
Another change within the last few yearn has taken p l a a in the
constitution of this state ; instead of the council of the Ampat, or four,
Sfitis, it consists now of eight, or the Sbku' Iang de-lcfpaft; who. with
the Panqlrdlti, now form a deliberative body, like the Archons of
Athene, of nine.
'
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The PaagLdW is dtenmtdy elected from the two tribes, Bddociffda
Jakrir, and B&hda Jam. The following circumstances, according
to tradition. led to this cutom:
" When the king of J o b appomted nine Panghlillio over the
nine Negrir in the interior of M h , the heads of the leading tribes
in lhabhw, viz. t h m of ths Bddoddcr Jakkn and Jutoa, disputed
regudingthe superiority of their respective claim to the honor. Hie
Highnesl of Johore, after due deliberation, came to the decision that
the Ktection of a Panghilci should not be made from one tribe excluavely, but thnt each should have the privilege alternately."
Thia jodgment. we are wured, gave entire satisfaction, and at aIl
eventr. seema to have been adhered to.in subsequent elections.
I t must not be omitted here to atate, that the title of Lllak MdUwan given by the king to the Pamghlilrir o f the tribe Bdduckdo
J&I, and that of SMio R e to those of the B6doa'ndcr Jawa; with
the exception of this castom, the office of Pamgkdlu' is hereditary.
agreeably to the law of P+ti
S&trmg prevailing in ~ewngk6b&,
and provided the heir be not i n m e or an imbecile. The pnaent
pcag& is of the tribe BddoJda Jakkr, he wcceeded hie p&r
BaMgo, ofthe tribe B&&da Jawa, in 1819.
SriAu't.-UnderthePaagkriIu'mthe eight S i k h , or headsof the tribes,
is divided; and wbo act an
of Rum&
into which the
their rqnsenta&& in councils of state, where like the former SLkrir
of NU& and Sdngie Gong, they powas considerable induence.
Nothing of any public importanoe can be agreed on without their
concumence ; and their unanimom vote on disputed pointa bears down
that of the PmgWd. The Iaag &-pertkc# Besiir and M a alwap
aert more or l a influence over their councils. The sigcature of the
B i k h is neceasq to the ratification of any treaty, or other rimila*
public document.
Formerly there were only four SLkGt who had ahare in the councils,
via. thoae of Rwnbdwe Ilir ; but latterly thorn of Rumbdwe Ulcl have
been admitted, as duded to above. This change wtm effected by the
policy of the two Img &-pertGm~s,in order to lessen the influence of
the PanghLki and former Slikrir, and to increase their o m .
The namea of the tribes and titles of the individuals who represent
them are nu follow :
Rnmbdoe I*.

Rrmbdwr Ul4.

mibra.

To this list may be added the names of four inferior tribes, which.

being scanty in number, and most of
of
origin, are rrprerented by the heads of the more important tribes, viz. Tigo, Bat&,
A d Malama, A d Acbi. (children of Malacca and Achin,) and Tamd Dattar. The B6dobnda tribes are repneented by the Paagbdlb.
Malays, strangers to R m b h e , while reaidmg there, are Parenabk to
the head of the tribe to which they belong. Settlers are h d i a t d y
classed in their respective tribea. Those from M m m g i M b k g p e d y
enter that of Biittu Ampar, whioh is the prinoipd of the five triba thst
originally emigrated from MenangkBbowe ; viz. thoae of M d , BUt.
Ba.U(ug, lyga Bdthr, and Tannish Dsttar.
A man marrying into another tribe becomes a member of thrt of
the woman, as also tho children.
Some of the tribes have peculiar privileges ; it is mid that the
Bddodmb, though guilty of the highest crimes, are exempt from capital
punishment; banishment and lnea being the only pemlty to which
they are liable. The c i r m m c e of the PtzqMdi of the independant states being necessarily Bddutidaa has already been adverted to*.
Although the Malays, like the Greeh and Romans, entertain th.
highest veneration for old age, still the claima of deacent supezne.de
those conferred by yeare, particularly with regard to the h e uf
tribes, who have precedence in the councils of the state. conformably
to the rank of the tribe they represent. An instance of this, and the
power sometimes exercised by the S P b in election, fell under my own
observation. At Sing2 Si*,
on the h n t i e r of Rddwre, in 1833,
among the aasembly of Malay chiefs there, I obeerved a boy, whdress and weapons betokened some rank, and to whom a considerable
degree of deference waa shewn by the natives. On inquiring, I found
him to be the head of the principal tribe, and that, although a p u n p
brother, he had been elected by the S d k h as the head of hie tribe OW
clan, in consequence of his elder brother's imbeciity. This boy &red
hia name, or rather hie mark. (for neither he nor any of hie =-en
compeers could write,) immediately after the Punghlilri of h&&,
before the rest of the ShkLs, some of whom were venerable old men,
and grown grey in office.
Mdris.-There are two Mmtris in R d d t a e , viz. SWOH%ja, and
ANDIKAManhi, both of the tribe BddoJnda Jcaaa
Their functions are ill defined, but are principally, I believe, to -8
the chiefs with their advice.
The diviaion of the people of these stater into tribes, aome of which bear
the nama of pkcea in Menangkbbdwe, ia a atrong additional proof of their
origin,

s~bt~
in the rdcibr of ~ d . o a k
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~ k w n o - h ~ , m d ~ i n d a e n a m u t b o entirely pmonal.
-.-me
hkdawmwue Jlo two, P M ~ Aand
B KHATI~.
The
n a w m of tae river and maritime irt*n m entrusted to thaa

*.

pslgw.-Tht war-chiefs, or P a q l h w , u e four in number, vir.
P m g k Prag., PANDIRA
R e , and P m g k Ddkm. Their
~~similvtotborcofthefonmPaqlfll~~ofNaing.
par~m.-Thae is mother 06cersappointed by the Img I F O a r ,
&dt,whose hctions, forbunakly for the liege subjectr of R e ,
u, .cl&
into sxsrcirc This k the Psrtb*u. or exeautioner.
~BDoderofpttingcrimiaJstodeath u e geaarllyomfinedtothe
P
.and S d h g
m
e former is decapitation : the latter has been already d e s c r i i .
FBssing up the Rambdwe river, on some high ground on the left be&
between Sempong and P h ,a leafless, blighted tree wan pointed out
to me by one of the Lixks6mana~who dated the foot of it to be the
place where criminals, subjecta of R d w ,wen put to death by

'&
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R+.-The
inhabitants of Rumbdw, like those of the other statee
of the interior, with the exception of the aborigines, profew the tenets
of I s k . They are divided into seven M u ' h , or parishes, to each of
which is attached a mosque, with distinct establishments of priests, N
in Naning.
A IGzi named HA'J~HABHIM
Sri LUYYAE
presides over the whole.
The religiou customs, fasts, and festivals are similar to those observed
ill

N&y.

V i i to Rumb6we.-As RwnbdlOC has seldom been penetrated by Europeans, the following memoranda, from my note book, of a visit paid
to the chiefs at ita capital, B&,
in 1832. by the then Governor of
the Straits, the Honorable Mr. IBBET~ON,
and Brigadier WILSON. C.
B. may not perhaps be wholly devoid of intereat.
Early on the morning of the 2lst October. I joined from camp at
Alotgajeb, the Governor's suite at Tah, the principal Fillage of
N a A y , and late the residence of the ex-PangALlrl DHOUS ~ r m .
AAer breakfauting under one of the thatched qaarters that had escaped the pioneer's axe and brand on the late evacuation of this outthe party started on horseback along a foot-path, through a wooded country with the R u d h e hills on the right, to C h i h a plitiA, the
last village of Naning. Thia wan formerly a populous place. And the
residence of the ex-Panqhu'lL's sons, but we found it now entirely delerted, and its h o w falling into rapid decay and ruin. Here it war

*,

rtated that Daom SAYAD
had a manuhctory for--pow&
d
e hir
late resistance to the Company's troops.
Leaving Chrdna pitih to the left,the path abruptly tuna to the right.
.aver or ratha through a muddy &ah, and l d towards the foot of
GclTampin. Along the skirt of thie mountain, through a dcnsc
b m t , the party had to travel in Indian file,the narrow footpath bung
in aeveral places blocked up by large foreat b.aea lying .cnw to Qobrr
Fmmyi,or the W
r grave, which b a mere mound in the jungle.
Thie is one of the boundary marlre of the R u d h e and Nolirg tenitoriea, and is traditionally said to be the grave of a Partugaeee
*lain by the natives in one of those frequent akimdwa which took
place between the followern of the gallant A ~ ~ v o m w u
and
r the " rebellious Mmugk6b6wcs." The path to Cdnl&rg,from Q a h F
~ w ,
lay through the jungle at the foot of the h d d w e range, and gradlldly
improved as we approached that village. C d d n g b a populou~W e t ,
the h t in the Rumb6uw side of the boundary line, and is situated at the
foot of the mountain of G h n g Rumbdwe, on who= steep sides. amidst
luxuriant forests, appeared singular patches of partidy c l d ground.
and a few rude huts, the habitation of the lords of the woo& and rocks,
the Jakdas. None of their sylvan eminences however, nor their
attendant Hamadryades, condescended to favor the party with their
appearance.
From Cdndrlng to P6dang Ldko, the forest decreased in size and
denseness, and here and there were traces of clearing and cultivation.
A few small verdant patches. not deserving the name of plains. and
two or three rivulets. were passed through. The distance from Cdto PJdang M k o is about three miles.
From P i h g Llko to Ldgon, the road is bad, passing for the most
part over heavy rice-grounds. The cultivation increased progressively
as the belt of forest, the natural boundary between Naning and R m b 6 w .
was left behind, until we reached the banks of the Rrrnbdwe river at
Ligon. This stream was just fordable ; its watera muddy, and evidently swoln by the rains.
After passing by a miserable path over a very extensive and well
cultivated sheet of rice-ground, where the homes were frequentlp up
to the saddle flaps in mud, fording another stream, and crossing a
broad swampy plain, from the grassy tufts of which flew the startled
lapwing and whistling plover, the cavalcade halted before the mud fort
of Bander. From its gate issued a motley crowd of well-dressed
Malaya, brandishing spears, muskets, penurrusses. (a sort of blunderbuss,) and umbrellas of state, white and yellow, headed by the MSda
of R u d h x , and one of the sons of the Ipplp d e p e r t h Bmk, R6ja ALE.

-.
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The Governor, and Brigadier W ~ u o n were
,
received by t h e chiefs
w i t h every demonstration of welcome and mpect, conducted into the

fand ushered by Rblja ALI into a large temporary building, appam t l y erected for the occasion, oppoeite the Uja'a primitive palace of
thatch.
A ealute from the fort jinjals was then fired, much to the h m f i ture of m e of the pieces, which, poaaibly from not being actmatamed
to powder, b u n t into divere rust-incrusted fragments.
Ib&dmenta were served in, on a large flat. tray ; they consisted
principally of dried fraits, data, conserves, and sweetmeats, in which,
M usual, sugar and oil were manifestly predominant.
These were
plnced on small China dishes, and a number of minute cups of the
reme materipl,fiUed with the steaming infurion of Souchong, fre%h from
Chinr. taans sucre et sans lait, were warmly premed upon w.
In the evening, R6ja ALI introduced two antique ladies, dressed
with h o s t more than Spartan simplicity. The one hie mother, the
Prinam~Dowager T U ~ N KPUTIH,
U
and the other, his venerated kinsroman, his mt. These ogreEeea of hqgh degree would have rivalled
in 0ow of hguage and exuberance of gesticulation the most vivacious
dowagen. date 1770. Madame Dn DEFFAND
always excepted.
TU~NK
Pnrra
U is represented to be a woman of strong masculine
mind, and to have coneiderable influence over her son Rija ALI.
The fort of Bunder coneieta of low mud walls, now covered with
p,
inckming a apace of ground about 80 yards square.
Around and outEide of the walls rans a strong and high palisade.
Si high cavaliers of wood. roofed in with atap, overlook the faces of
the work. On each of their platforma two iron guns are mounted,
except on that over the gate-way. where there is a serviceable braes
grin, bearing the mark of the Dutch East India Company ; the date
1756. A. D. and the maker's name. h ~ r SEP~T.
n
Besides the 12 guns in the cavaliers, were 18 or 20 jinjals lying
about the parapets. The houses of the Rdja and his personal attenda n b are within the area comprised by the fort walle.
After passing the night on mattresees and pillows, covered with dirty
d k , embroidered in gold, and which had evidently been abstracted
from the Z&,
the party left B&
early on the following
morning.
The Governor and Rri@er WILSONproceeded en route to Malncca
via Pddos and the Lingie river. Lieut. BALFOUU,
of the Madras Artillery, and myself, returned by Brirrri, to camp, which we reached the
m e evening.
L
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S A ~S ~
DB Atbe
N , pnsent Iaag depertoicn Mi& d R m b d w , is the
of an Arab MU& SATAD
I B ~ ~ P by
I Yhim concubbe Sri k x e . a
NIPlPy alave girl. a K ~ a t a - of
s ~ZAIN-UD-DIN,
formerly
Mahip in Malaaa. He is a native of Chumbong in .Urn&
whitbu
hie father, a rigid z&t, had proceeded to promulgate and expound
the tenets of the KO&.
HSs mn, SATAD
S ~ B Aprincipally
~P,
&ed
in Rmbdw, b d ocac
sionally at Malacclr. Being naturdy ambiti0~11,
he early sorslght to
wmwt h
i by marriage with the d n g faniliea in Bwnkb, and
Siac, in Sumatrrr. He iiret married a daughter uf the Iaag & p a t h
Mkda of J a b u , u j a SABUN,a eon of the s&nd Mamag*
prince. Mja AD=.
We then moaned the a,
and obtained the
ahid'. drmglJaE. Hk next rnatrbonhl conhand of m e of the
nexiom were nith R6ja A m ' s W y .
S ~ T A D ~ S ~ B YAONW ,
and intriguii ; but I& p m t well
disposed to the British Government. Withopt the bigotry of hia father
he entertain8 a thomngh ~~llt8nxpt
&or the apathetic opium-eating
Malay chi&, h* collagwa in power. He hae a taste far war, und
proved of great d o e in placing his fathm-in-law, Iyja ALI, over
the hen& of his cornpetitore. His activity 'bath for and against the
troops in the Nming expeditions are well known.
By his own talents ad.addrean, the .religious iuflnence of hi^ iiatby,
m d from his Arab extraction, a circumetanae to which the Malays
invariably pay great deference and respect, and hie high aonnexiom, in
the securing of which he hae s
h great tact and forethought, this
adventurer has risen to the Mtidaahip of Rnmbhe, and is now aspiring
to the entire sovereignty of the states in the interior.
BPNNIE,
the present PqUlri af h d 6 w e , is an elderly. grave pereon,
an unpleasing cast of features purely Malayan. He is at heart
inimical to the claima d the Mddo and M j a ALI. During the dieturbancee at Lit@, in 1833, he ehunehlly daserted his atcrckode,
leaving it with several guns, and a quantity ,of ammunition, in the
hands of the v d ohid Kirrr ; not without being strongly ~ I M peptea of having reeci~eda wmsiderable bribe for this piece of treachery.
He wkted the e ~ - P q h d h iof N
during the time he wm in
+t
Government. BBNNIP
is addicted to opium-eating. m d
like other Malays of this class, is not, as experience has shewn, pmof
.gsinst the temptation6 af a bribe coming in the shape of thii h5mting dmg.
Among the S a b , few are men af any talent or worthy of m y
notice. PAKUT,an mpirant to the PrmgAili-ship, and Gunom
non

I

/

I
1

I
1

I?&, onc oftho Molltis, an much looked up to by the Mdays, with
whom their opimiona and cormcila have mlrsiderable iatluence.
I had an opportanity of hearing a very knq imprwiso speech from
the latter d tbess Malayan Ciceror, at Simgdo Sw,aa the boundary
goestion. H
im podtion, unlike that of firopean orstore. wna a equatting one, on his haw, with the baeer pliaatly folded in front. The
style of his address, like that of the generality of Asirtice. wae grave
ad gompous ;bat the flow d hh words errsy and unbroken, except by
a few little attentions bestowed on his betel-pounder (Cobik), by which
his righthand WM kept in almost continual motion.
The speech, however, waa so long, that the Paghblb of Rumbdu
wan fsirly snoring before the castonary Ak, bcrpltu kJ !announced
the 6 4 e of the & i .
Touching the gift of eloquence. I have
okwed that the Malaya of the interior have generally a better and
frew Hlrnner of exp-ing
themselves than thoee of the -t;
the
bgmge in which they cldhe their ssntimenta ia frr more 6gtudve,
sad fall of metaphorn, drawn from natural objeeb, and cannot fail to
strike tbe hearer M highly pleeaing and simply poetical. Their popular
..
t n w b o m are seldom put to writing, being committed to memory by
wme of their e l k , and sometimes by d d Malay ladies of rank, who
are regaded by the simple natives, much in the light of a c a s k
~~lltainkg
a valuable gem. Many of their custom an singular and
pxdiar, and dederving of more attention than ham hitberto been paid
them.

II.-QmotatioMfnrn Original Soffscra'tAutholitk in proof md illuotration
of Mr. H o ~ o 8 o ~Sketch
'a
of Bud-.
[Continued from page 38.1

QUOTAFIONB.
% SviibAchrika Doctrine.
things are governed or perfected hy S d A h * : I too run

1. M
gcuexned by StwbMtm. (Asha 6rJprriba.)
2. It is proper for the worshipper at the time of worship to reflect

1

&US : I am Nwlipe, and the object of my worship is Nirlipt ; I am
that God f l m ) to whom I address myself. Thus meditating, a e
worshipper b u l d make pctia to all the celeetiala : for example, to
V i a Sakw Bnddha, let him pay his adorations, firet, by r-tiag
that aU thiPgr with their Yea *IcrrJtor came from Bwabkiua in this or-

* 8 w q own, and &Ahwa,nature.

Idiomyncruir.

t Intact and intangible, independent.
L

a

der :-from the vija* of the letter Y, air ;from that of the letter R, fire ;
from that of the letter V, or B, water, and from that of the letter L,
earth ; and from that of the letter S, Mount Sum&&. On the summit
of S u d r is a lotos of precioua stones, and above the lotos, a moon
crescent, upon which sits, supremely exalted, Vajra Satwa. And rts
all (other) things proceed from Svabhctva, as also does Vojta Satwe.
thence called the self-existent?. ( P u j i kand.)
3. All things and beings (in the versatile universe) which are alike
perkhable, false as a dream, treacherous as a mirage, proceed, according
to some, from SruabhJva. (nature,) and according to others, from God.
(Iswara ;/ and hence' it is said, that Swabhtiva and I m r a are essentially
(Ashta Sahasrika.)
one, differing only in name:.
4. At the general dissolution of all things, the four elements shdl
be absorbed in SLnydkdr-Akbh (sheer space) in this order: Earth
in water, water in fire, fire in air, and air in Akdsh, and Akdsh in
Sinydta, and SPnyita in TathataQ, and Tathato in Bu&,
(which
Mahd StnydtalV and Buddha in Bhdvana, and Bhdvana in S d h d u a .
And when existence is again envolved, each shall in the inverse order.
progress from the other. From that Swabh(iva, which communicates
its property of infinity to Akdsh, proceeded into being, in Akdsh, the
letter A. and the rest of the letter8 ;and from the letters. Adi B u d d w
and the other Buddtins ; and from the Buddhm, the Bodhi-Satwas, and
from them the five elements, with their Vija Mantras. Such is the
Swabhdvika Sansdr; which Sansdr (universe) constantly revolvea between
Pravritti and Niruritti, like a potter's wheel. ( D i y a Avad6n.l
Root, radix, seed.

+ This map teach us caution in the interprehtion of terms.

I understand the
dogma to announce, that infinite intelligence is as much a part of the system of
nature an finite. 'I'he mystic allusion to the alphabet imports nothing more
than ita being the indispensable instrument and means of knowledge o r wisdom,
which the Buddhists believe man ha3 the capacity of perfecting up to the rtandard of infinity.
f See the note o n No. 3, on the Yatnika system.
j Tathda, 8ap8 the comment, is Satya Juyan; and Bhham is lU&ea or Sot(.,
i. e. sheer entity.
)I See note on quotation 1 of the section A'di Buddha.
p Here again I might repeat the caution and remark a t quotation 2. I hare
elsewhere observed, that Sw6bh6aika texts, differently interpreted, form the basis
of the Ainaarika doctrine, as well as that the B d d h of the Swdbhbaikw, r h o
dwive their capacity of identifying themselves with the first cauae from natt&.
which u that cmue, are as largely gifted a8 the Bud*
of the Ainwrikor, deriring the same capacity from A'di Buddha, who u that cswe. See remarka on
REMUSAT
apud Journal of Bengal Asiatic Society, Nos. 32, 33, and 34.

5. M d b Simydla is, according to some, S d h , and, according
to others. Iawra ; it is like the ethereal expanse, and self-rustained.
I n that Mah6 Sdmydta, the letter A, which the Vija Mantra of Updya*,
and the chief of all the Vija Mantras of the l&,
became manifeat.
(Rreha BiMgaoati.)
6. Some say creation is h m God : if MI, what b the use of Yazaa
or of Kornca tP That which made all things. will preserve and destroy
them ; that which governs Nirtm'tti, governs Pr-tti
also. (Bsddha
CAon'tddya. )
7. The sandal tree freely communicates ita fragrance to him who
tears OE its bark. Who is not delighted with its odour ? I t is from
Saoabhiiva. (Kalplata.)
8. The elephant's cub, if he find not leafless and thorny creepers
in the green wood, becomea thin. The crow avoids the ripe mango:.
The c a w is still SwabMva. (DO.)
9. Who sharpened the thorn ? Who gave their varied forms,
adours, and habits to the deer kind, and to the b i i ? Slwbkfva !It
ie not according to the will f i p k h o l of any; and if then be no desire
or intention, there can be no intender or designee. (Buddhu C M t r a . )
10. The conch, which is worthy of all praiae, bright as the moon,
rated first among excellent things, and which is benevolent to d
sentient being, though it be itself insensate, yields its melodious
music. purely by reason of Swabhdva. (Kalpalata.)
11. That hands and feet, and belly and back, and head, in fine,
organs of whatever kind, are found in the womb, the wise have attriUpoya, the expedient, the energy of nature in a state of aotivity. See the
note on No. 6, of the section A'di SagAa.
t See the note on quotation 9 of this head. Yatm and Karma may here be
rendered by intellect and morality.
:These art assumed facb in Natural Hirtory ; bat not correct.
( Here ia plainly announced that denial of self-consciousness or personality
in the a a s a mumram which conmtitntes the great defect of the Swabhdrika
philosopby: m d if this denial amount to atheism, the SodiM&w are, for the
most part, .theink; their denial also of a moral ruler of the unirerse being a necea.
r v .equel to it. Excepting, however, a amall and mean sect of them, they all
,firm eternal necolury entity ; nor do any of them reject the roul'a existence beyond the grave, or the doctrine of atonement. Still NEWTON'S
is, upon tbe whole,
the right judgment, ' Deus dne providentia et dominio nihil eat nisi fatum et
yt-9
The Sw6bMaika attempts to deify nature are but a a d confnaion of
uw and euect. But, in a serious religious point of view, I fail to perceive
any sapcriority pomase.d by the immaterial paotheiam of Brkhmans over the
~ k i J
panthdsm of the BuddAirlr.
Metemp~ychosia and absorption w
wmmon to both.

-

batedto S v a M b ;and the anion of the d or li£e (A'witb body,
i.rlso Swab&. ( B d d b Cbsritm Kthya.)
12. From 8&a
(nature) $I tbqp proceeded ; by S d M w
dl things are preserved. All their di&rencea of structnre and of habits
are from Swabhdva : and from SwabMva comes their deetauction. AU
.n regPlated
by thdkive. 8vubhiva is known or
the Supreme. (Pdd kaad,-hm the Ruth Bkigawti, where the subdance is found in sundry -).
13. Ak&h M Swdbhdvika, becaw it is established, governed, perfected fhd&) by ita o m force or nature. All things are absorbed in
it: it ia nncreated or eternal ; it is revealed by its own foeee; it h
the essence (A'tma*) of creation. preeemation. and demtruction ; it is the
essence of the five elemeat,; it n infinite; it M intellectual eawmce
@oU.ndtmika).
The five c o b u s pre proper to i t ; and the five
B d h m ; and the letters. It is ScinyJta; self-supported ; omniprerent : to its essena belong both Pmritti and Niruritfi. Thh A&,%,
which ia omnipresent, and eaaeafially intellectrrplt, became W t e things
are &-bed
into it, b.declared to be infinite. From the W
t
e nature
of thb A k a were produced a l l moving things, each in its own time.
in due plwsrsioa from another, and with its proper dSerence of tinm
and habitn. From the aecret nature of Ak&h proceeded likewise,
tugether with the V@Marrh.cr of each one, air with it0 own mobility;
and from air, fire with itr own heat ; and from fie, water with i b
inbhaical cddners ; and from water, earth with its own proper sdidity
or heavinean; and from dlMount Sawhi with its own substance
of gold, or with its own sustaining power (Dh6hudtmika) ; and from
Smhu,dl the wriows kinds of trees and vegehbles ; and from: them,
all the variety of coloura, shapes, flavonra, and fragrance, in leavm,
flowem, and fruits. Each derived its essential property (an of 6re to
bum) from itself; and the order of its procession into existence from
the one precedent, by virtue of SwabMva, operating in time. The
-era1 manuern of going peculiar to the six classes of animate beinsp
(four-legged, two-legged. &c.), and their several moden of b i i (ovi-

fm

One commeoL on the co-nt
r a p , d'taa here m a n s rth6n or &ye, i. a.
the rM of creation,
t b h h ir hem andemtood u synonymoar with Shyhta, that in, u the
010ment.l s t a b of all thilya, the u n i v e d ubi and m o d u of primal entity, in r
rt.ta of abrtraction from all rpeci6c forms : and it ia worthy of note, that ~ i & t
t h g e p r i d principlee., intelligence h.s admiorion. I t is therefore JBrmed to
br a necauuy end, or eternd portion of the system of nature, though reparated
from dLcon.cioarnsrs or personality. I n the u m e manner, P r q j ~ the
, sum
of dl thinp, Diva natura, is declared to be eternal, and e u e n t u l l j i n b l l i p t ,
though a matarid principle.

&.

prom, &c.*) dl .proceeded from S w a M k . From the S d b d
d maneion ar habitat @hummar) malted the Weyena?ai b t b g g
between tbe several aboder d all tbe n u orders d e t e beingo.
TheexistsnceafthefabPllinthewombpd~thcSdIh'waf
tbe micm of mak d feHlole: and ite g n d d growth and urolpption
d h h , ban- elri., red 0.ganr,5s ieby the joint energy of the
Sudbhx d the fatus. and tbrrt oftime, cu the S d w of the f m .
eparting in time. The p r d a n &all t h n p dhm b i d , through p
dual inareese, .tonmturiv ;end thewx, through gradual depoy, to death,
r e n u b r p ~ t a n e ~ fim
d y the rurtme rrf eacb being ; aa do tbe.diflerencen appropnxbd ip the fwultiea
the ae-naea and of the mind, and
to hextend thingia and ,internal. wbich .are perceived by them.
Speech and ~lstenancefrom clrewd lfpod be .rPaPLiad, and tbe want of
rpaach and the eating of gau.iP quadmpeda. together with the b i
d birds from egga, of bseote fmm sweat, and of the Gods ( B w t c f r )
*oat
pacentage .Qf;#qmort :dlthese InarVaL proaeedfrom Srwbhiw,
(comment an .the Pqjd k a d , .pwbpti~~~
.12.8)

fi . A W W * ~ I &urn.
~~
1. T h e d & t
.God .is the 8Ura ef @&,
inkite, eternal,
d o a t members or p.ssiws ; one with d
l tb&p . ( i P-tti),
and
seprah? Born all 4hilpcp1 (in Nirv*itti). i n t b k n d .end formless, the
~ d P ~ . a n d . o f N i n r r i # i t (&zpmbWPrrdrre.)
.
2. H e nhae image is SJl)c&, r k Q ,like a cyph.r or poipt,
b h i t e . ms~tained(in N-7,
and -a
(i&XW&i),
wb.m
essence ie Nirmitti, of whom all thing3 are forms (in PfowlfOWlth],
and
who is yet formless (in Nimrith), who k the Imam, thefirst intellectad
eseence, the A'di BYddlh, waa revded by 'him own will. This dBy etcetera, underrtrnd d w a p (mom BrPhmanorum). That B d d A h f o r m
an in*
part of rhe Indian philosophy ia su5ciently proved by the multihdo
of teama m d clui6mtions common to it, and to Bdhmmirm. The theg(pny
.ad atemagony of the latter are expreuly those of the former, with sundry additiom only, which wrve to prove the posteriority of &te, and schismatid reessmon, of the BsldMutr. M. Cousrx, in hi8 c o u m of philosophy, noticu the
h n c e of a sceptical school mongst the Indian philorophers. B u d d r l h , when
Ally srpLied, will rnpply the desideratum; and I would hem notiae the
preeipihtion with which we am now constantly drawing general conclodom
mhtive to rhs .cope of Indian rpeculation, from a knowledgs of the Brhhmaniul
w r i t i a g only-writings equalled or rurpassed in number and value by tho- of
the Wdddirtr, Jehu, and other diuenterr from the edrting orthodox qstem of
V y h m d Warm A'erCiya.
t Pnorilti, the rcmtib pnivene ; Nirsn'tti, ib opposite, t h u world and the
next. P r M t i t compounded of Pm,an intendtive, and oritti, action, occu+, from tbs'roqt v6, to blow aa the wind; Nim'fti, of Nit,. privative, and
d l f . u beform.

existent is he whom all know a s the only true Being; and, though
the state of N i d t t i be his proper and enduring state, yet, for the
sake of Prauritti, (creation), having become P ~ ~ h - j q d n d t m i he
h,
produced the five Buddhaa thus ; from Swi-mrddha-dliarma-Wujajay&,
Vairo c h , the supremely wise, from whom proceed the element of
earth, the sight, and colours ; and from Ador~hana-juycirr,AksLbAya,
from whom proceed the element of water, the faculty of hearing, and
all sounds; and from Pratymrcbhana-jnydn, Ratna Sambham, from
whom proceed the element of fire, the sense of smell, and all odotua ;
and from Samta-jnycin, Amitdbh, from whom proceed the element of
air, the sense of taste, and all savours ; and from Krityanu~htk-jlrgrdn,
Amogha Siddha, from whom proceed the element of ether, the faculty
of touch, and all the sensible properties of outward things dependent
thereon. AU these five Buddh are Pruuritti k h m g , or the authom
of creation. They poems the five jqmur, the five coloun, the five
mudra8, and the five vehicles*. The five element& five senses, and
five respective objecta of sense, are forms of themt. And thaw five
Buddhas each produced a BOW-S-,
(for the detail, see U i c
Society's Transactions, vol. xvi.) The five Bodhi-Saturn are Srisbtikdmang, or the immediate agents of creation ; and each, in hia torn.
having become S m a g u ~ (invested
.
with aU. qualities, or invested with
the three gunas,) produced all things by his fiat. (Comment on quot. 1.)
3. All things existent (in the vereatile universe) proceed from some
cause (hetu) : that cause is the Tathdgata: (Adi Buddha) ; and that
See Appendix A.

t The five Dhyani BuddAat are raid

to be. PancAu BAdta, Pancha Indriya, and
Pancha Ayatan bkm. Hence my conjecture that they are mere personifications,
according to a theistic theory of the phenomena of the sensible world. The
6th Dhydni Buddha is, in like manner, the icon and sonree of the th s e n e , and
its object, or Mamma and Dharma, i. e. the sentient principle, sou of the senses,
or internal sense. and moral and intellectual phenomena. I n the above paanage,
however, the association of the five elements is not the moat accredited one, which
(for example) associates hearing and sonnda to A&&h.
f This important word is compounded of Tatha, thus, and gata, gone o r got.
and is explained in three wnys. lst, thus got or obtained, viz. the rank of a
Tathdgata, obtained by observance of the r u b s prescribed for the acqniaition of
perfect wisdom, of which acquisition, total cessation of births is the efficient consequence. 2nd, thus gone, viz. the mundane existence of the Tathdgata, gone s o
tau nmer to return, mortal births having been closed, and Nii'taritti obtained, by
perfection of knowledge. 3rd, gone in the same manner en it o r they (birth o r
births) came ; the sceptical and necessit~rianconclusion of those who held that
both metempsychosis and absorption are beyond our.intellect (M objects ot
knowledge), and independent of our efforts (w ohjecb otdesira and aversion-u
contingenciu to which we are liable) ; and that that which causea births, awes

f

of (versatile) existence is the cause of the cessation
which is the
or utiDction of dl (such) existence : so s&d Sdhya Siaha. (Bhadra

4-

4. Body is compounded of the five element8 : soul, which &tea
it, ia an enamation from the d-existent. (Swuymnbk p w d ~ . )
5. Thoee who have sdered many torments in this life, and have
even burned in hell, shall, if they piously serve the 2% Ratna (or Wad),
escape h m the evils of both. ( A M n Kdpaldd.)
(a U j a of Benares) was childless. He devoted himaelf
6. SUBANDU
to the worship of I 8 m a (A'& &&%) ; and by the grace of I m r a
a sagar-cane was produced from his semen, fiom which a son was born
to him. The race* remains to this day, and u called IK~EAYA
AKU.
(Awda'n Kal&htd. J
likewise (proprio rigore) the ultimate oelsrtibn of them, The epithet T J M g J e ,
therefore, can only be applied to A'di Bw&,
the nlf-existent, who is never
incarnated. in a figurative, or at l e u t a restricted, rewe;--cerution of human
birth. being the essence of what i t implies. I have seen the question and
what is the TatAdgak I I t doer not come again,' proposed and solved
.omwar,
by the Rakaha Bhayawatf, in the very spirit and almoat in the words of the Vedor.
One of a thounand proof# that have occurred to me how thoroughly Indian
BrdcU*n is. Tath6gata, t h u gone, or gone M he came, aa applied to A'di
&rhU., alludes to hi. voluntary aecersion from the vsnurilc world into that of
a b h c t i o n , of which no mortal cur predicate more than that his departure and
his advent are alike simple rerulb of bis volition. Some authorr rubstitute thi.
iacrpmtation, arclpsively applicable to A'di Buddha, for the third r c e p t i d and
p n e r a l interpretatiou above given. The synonyme Sugata, or ' wellgone, for
ewer qait of rerutilc exiatsnce,' yet further illurtratea the ordinary meuning of
the word Tathigala, M well ar the ultimate rcope and geniu of the Buddhut
r e w o n , of which the end is, freedom from metempsychomin ;and the mmns, perfect
urd aluolute enlightenment of tbe understanding, and conrequent discovery
of the grand secret of nature. What that grand secret, that ultimate truth, that
single m l i g , is, whether a11 is God, or God is all, reems to be the sole propoatnm of the oriental philowphic religionists, who have all alike ronght to
dimcover i t by taking the high priori road. That God ir all, appear6 to be the
p m d e n t and dogmatic determination of the Brhhmurirta ; that all ir Qod, the
preferential but sceptical solution of the B d d b i r t r i and, in a l u g e view, I
W i e r e i t wonld be difficult to indicate any further asrential didemnce between
their theoretic rystemr, both, as I coucsive, the unquertionable growth of the
In*
roil, and both founded upon tranrcendentd mpecnlationr, conducted in
the very u m e rtyle and manner.
That of S6kya Sinha, and mid by the Buddh&tr to belong to the solar line
of1ndi.n Priucer. Nor h i t any proof of the contrary, that the Pauninika
genaalogier exhibit no trace of thin race. Thore genalogiem have been albred
y.in and again, to mnit current prejpdiw or p8rtilJitien. The BrihrrmPl who
Y

7. When all was void, perfect void, (Sdmya, Mahd Swa) the triliteral syllable Awn became manifest, the first created, the in-y
~plendid,surrounded by all the radical letters (Vcd & h a ) , 88 by u
necklace. I n that A m , he who is present in ell things, formless and
passionleae, and who poeaeses the Tn' Ratnu, was produced by hip
own will. To him I make adoration. ( S w a y 4 pa&).
The Kdmika System.
1. From the union of Updya and Prqjn6*, moae M(IMI,the lord
,of the senses, and from M C ~ M
proceeded
~
the ten virtues and the ten
vices ; so said SJkga Sinha. ( D i y a Av&.)
2. The being of all things is derived from belief, reliance. (pratyaya.)
in this order :from false knowledge, delusive impreasion ; from delwive impression, general notions ; from them, perticdare ; from them,the
six seats (or outward objects) of the senses ; from them, contact ; from
it, definite sensation and perception ; from it, thirst or desire ; from it,
embryotic (physical) existence ; from it, birth or a c t d physical existence ; from it, all the distinctions of genus and specie among animate
things; from them, decay and death, after the manner and period
peculiar to each. Such is the procession of all ttungs into e x i a w
from Avidya, or delusion : and in the inverse order to that of their
procession, they retrograde into non-existence. And the egress and
r e p s are both Karmas, wherefore this system is called Kdrmika.
(Sakya to his disciples in the R a c k Bhagavati.)
3. The existence of the versatile world is derived sheerly from
fancy or imagination, or belief in its reality ; and thii false notion is
the first Karma of MUMS,or first act of the sentient principle, ae yet
unindividdized ? and unembodied. Thin belief of the nnembodied sentient principle in the reality of a mirage is attended with a longing
after it, and a conviction of its worth and reality ; which longing ie
called Sansccir, and constitutes the second Kanna of M-.
When
Sanscdr becomes excessive incipient individual, coneciousnem k
(third Kanna) ; thence proceeds an organised and defite, but archetypal body, the seat of that consciousness. (fourth Ranra;) from the
last reaults the existence of [the six sensible and cognizable propertien
of) natural? obj-,
moral and physical, (fifth Karma.) When the
obliterated throughout India every rmtige of the aplendid and extenmve literature of the Bu*,
would have little rcruple inexpunging from their o m sacred
books the royal lineage of the great founder of BuddMnn.
see the note on quotation 6 of the rection A'di Sangha. Also the nota on
quotation 1 of the Yahdka q n b m .
.tSo I render, after much inquiry, the Shad Ayatan, or mix mtr of the remm
rxteraul and internal; and whiah are in detail M foUowr: Rup.,S&,
Om&,

lW6.1
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d d p d l y embodied d e n t principle comes to exercise itself on
these propetties of things, then ddbite perception pr knowledge in
pzduced, as that this is white, the other, black; this is right, the
other wmmg, (8K ~ M . )Thence arises desire or worldly affection
in tha a r c k t p d body, (seventh KwM,) which leads to corporeal
amception. (eighth,) and that to physical birth, (ninth.) From birth
result thevarieties of genus and species distinguishing animated nature,
(tea& &arma,) and thena come decay and death in the time and
manner psenliar to each. (eleventh and final K-.)
Such is the evolution of all thmgs in Ptomiili; o p d to which in N i d , and the

1

Rua. Speru. Dh-.
Them in an obviom difficulty u to Sparaa, and some
dm u to Dhrma. The whole category of the Ayatmu erpmner e r t w r d thinga :
ud after much invcotigation, I gather, that under Rrpo ia c o m p r i d not only
colour, but form too, l o far u itr discrimination (or, in K 6 d k a terms. ita
existence) depends on sight; and that all other nnapecified propertiu of body
are referred to Spano, which therefore incladen not only tempentore, roaghness,

.

I

and moothnus. and hardness, m d ita opporite, bat alao gravity, and even extended -re,
tbongh not extension in the ahatrsct.
H e n we have not merely the secondary or mnaible properties of matter, bat
.bo the. primary on- ; md, rr the exirtcnec of the A y a t m or outward objecta
perceived, ia raid to be derived from the Indriyb, (or from M h , which is their
collective energy,) in other words, to be derived from the sheer exercise of the
percipient powers. Nor is there any difficulty tbencs aruing in reference to tho
Kdn*r*ka dodtrine, which clearly affirms that theory by its derivation of all things
from P w t y q a (belief), or from Aoidya (ignorance). But the Zndriyd8 and
& d b , with the* w c u r a y eonnerion, (and, possibly, deo, the making Aaidya
the aoprae of dl things,) belong likewiw to one rction at l e r t of the Swabh6wika school ; and, in n p r d to it, i t will require a aim hand to exbibit this
Berkleyan notion exiating w-ordinatsly with the leading tenet of the Soabhdvi&u.
I n the way of explanation I may observe, first, that the denial of mrkrial entity
involved in the M d y 6 and Ayatdn theory (as in that of Aoidya) respects solely
the versatile world of P r W l t i , or of specificfitnrr mevely, and does not touch
(be Ni*sritt3k& state of formative powers and of primal mbstancea, to which
m,in that aonditioa, the qualities of graviQ, and even of extended Bgnre, in
m y reme m p h b l e by human hooltico, are denied. at the rame time, that the
-1 md even eternal existence of those mbstancer, in that state, M adirmed.
Second, though Dhsma, the aixth A y a t h , be rendered by virtue, the appro.
pri.ted object of the internal sense, it mwt be remembered, that moat of the
~ w a b h & k m whilst
,
they deny a moral ruler of the universe, affirm the existence
of morality aa a part of the mystem of nature. Others again (the minority) of
the ,qwabMai)m reject the sixth Zndriya, and dxth A y a t h , and, with them, the
sixth Dh+i Buddha, or Vqir6 Satwa, who, by the ray, is the Magntu Apollo
of the ThUdkh,a mct the myatic and obscene character of whose ritual is
d a r n e d by ita unwnally explicit enunciation and acknowledgment of a Cod
above all."
The pnbliahed explma&onr of the procession of all t h i n e from Aaidya appear
to me irreconcilably to conflict with the ideal basis of the theory.
M
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recurrence of Niruritti in the sheer conaeqnenct! of the absadonmmt
of all absurd ideas respecting the reality and stability of P d t i , or,
which is the same thing, the abandonment of Auidya : f o nhen
~
Avidya ia relinquished or overcome, Smur&a and all the rent of the
Karmas or acts of the sentient principle, vanish with it ; and h.of
course, all mundane things and hiatencea, which are thence onlp
derived. Now, therefore, we see that Prarritti or the vematile world
is the consequence of affection for a shadow, in the belief that it in a
nubstance ; and Niruritti ia the consequence of an abandonment of all
such &&ion and belief. And Prwritti and N i d t i . which divide
the universe, are Kmmns; wherefore the syatem i called Kdnnikr.
(Comment on Quotation 2.)
4. S i c e the world is produced by the Kamw of Monss, or sheer
act of the sentient principle, it is therefore called K d m i k . The
manner of procession of all things into existence is thus. From the
union of Updya and of Prdjna, Mmccrs proceeded ; and from Manat,
Avidya; and from Avidya, Sauscdr ; and from Smurcdr, Vgnydna; and
from Vqnydna. N k l i p ; and from NbmmGpa, the Shad Ayataa* ;
and from them. V e h ; and from it, W h n a ; and from it, Up&;
and from it. Bhava ; and from it, Jati; and from it, J&amarana. And
from Jdtirupya Mmccrs. (i. e. the sentient principle in organized animate
beinge) emanated the ten virtues and ten vices. And as men's words
and deeds partake of the character of the one or the other, is their
lot disposed, felicity being inseparably bound to v h . and misery to
vice, by the very nature of K a m .
Such is the procession of all things into existence from Maras
through Avidyd; and when Avidyd ceases, all the rest cease with it.
Now, eince Avidycf is a falee knowledge, and ia also the medium of all
mundane existence. when it ceases, the world vanishes; and Mmm.
relieved from its illmion, is abaorbed into Updya Prajnat. ProMifti is
the state of tlunga under the infiuence of Avidyd; and the d o n of
Avidyd is Niwritti : PrciWitti and Nirwitti are both Ktwmw. (Another
comment on quotation 2.)
i. e. colour, odoar, luvour. sound, the propertier dependent on touch, (which
are hardness, and ita oppodte, temperature, ronghneu and arnoothnee.r, and alao
I believe gravity and extended figure,) and krtly, right and m u g . They a n calld
the mats of the mix aenser, the five ordinary, and one internal. In thi. quotatioq
I have purposely retained the original t e r n . Their import may be gathered
from the immediately preceding quotations and note, which the carious ma]!
compare with Mr. C o ~ s ~ n o o ~explication.
s's
See hir paper on the Bmddiy
phiiorophy, apad Trans. Roy. As. Socy. quarto vol.
-f The V h m l d d r ~sly into Prqina U'ya : ree n o b on quotation 6 of the
aeetion A'di Sangha.

6.

The actim of a man'r fonner b i i constitate his destiny*.

mvaParod4.)

6. He who has received from nature such wisdom M to read his
own heart, and those of all others, even he cannot m e the characterr
which T
i hae written on his forehead. (A&
KalpcJcrtJ.)
7. Aa the faithful servant w d h behind hb maoter when he wake,

and etamb behind him when he stands, so every animate being in
bound in the chains of Karma. (Ditto.)
8. Karma aocompaniee every one, every where, every instant.
through the forat, and across the ocean, and over the highest mount a b , into the heaven of Indra, and into Pcftdkr (hell) ; and no power
1

can stay it. (Ditto.)
, of
9. K A N ~ Lson

king Aeonan, became in one birth he plucked

out the golden eyee from a ChaityaS, had his own eyee plucked out in

the next; and because he in that birth bestowed a pair of golden eyes
on a Ckuitya, received himeelt in the succeeding birth eyes of unequalled -dour.
(Avadan KcJpocrtdJ
SINHA'Beon, named RA'HULABHADUA,
remained six
10. SA'KYA

1
I

yearsin the womb ofhi0motherY~tio~Ad.
The painandanxiety of mother
and aon were c a d by the K a m of their former births. (Ditto.)
11. Although I had required (Sdkya speaks of himself) a perfect
body. dl,even in this body, defect again appeared; became I had yet
to expiate a small reaidue of the rins offormer births. @&?a Vietara.)
Tke P6tnrtnrh
Syrtem.
1. Inwre (A1di B d ) produced Yatna from PrqmtiaQ; and the
&e
of P&ti
and Nirvritti ie Y a m ; and all the difficulties that
Dhy&,identifiedwithA'diBuddLby the theistic,andwithFate, by the atheirtic doctors. The precise equivalent of the maxim itself u g r conduct b fate.'
t &amha, but here pndemtood to be K a m a .
f Chdtya is tbe name of the tomb templee or relic-connecmted churcher of
the h d d h t r . The essential p u t of tbe structure ir the lower hemirphere :
.bare this aaquare W m a n t or TDMI d w a p mupports the acutely conial or
~ ~ a m i d mperstmcture.
al
and on all four rider of that baremeat two eyer are
p l d .
Wherever the lower hemhphere is found, ir indisputable evidence
of &ddhbm, e. g. 'the topea' of MawiWaya and of P ~ A a w a r . In nicher at
the b u s of the hemisphere. are frequently enrhrined four of the fire DAycbJ
Buddlnr, one opporite to each cardinal point. Akrhobhya occupiea the emtarn
nieh ;ZWaa m i n b h , the louthern; Antitabha, tbe western, and Amogha&dAa,
the northern. V m r o c h , the first DAydni Buddha. is suppored to occupy the
Sometimer, however, he a p p e m visibly, being placed .t the
centre, invinbly.
right-hand of Ak8hobAya.
5 This, as I conceive, h an attempt t6 remedy that cardinal defect of the
older Bv&i6n'ka rhool, vis. the d e n i i of personality, and consciour power
and windom in the drrt caw. To the same effect h the Kwmika msertion,
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oocar in the dhim of this world and thenext are vanquieked by Y W
(or conscious intellectual effort). @ivy. Avadua.)
2. That above mentioned Is~arrr,by means of Yztma, produced the
five Jnydns, whence sprang the five IhddJm. The five B&,
in
like manner, (i. e. by means of Ydna.) produced the five Bdh' ~ ~ ~
and they again, by the same merns, created the greater Dcwfais from
their bodies, and the leaeer ones, from the hairs of their bodies. I n
like manner, BEAHMA'created the three L o k d and all moving and
motionleas things. Among mortals, dl difieultiea are weroome by
Yatna ;for example, those of the sea by shipe, those of i b e m by medicine, those of t r a v e h g by equipagee--and want of paper, by prepared
skin and bark of trees. And as all our worldly obstacles are removed
by Yatna, so the wiedom which wins Nbwitti for us is the result of
Yatna; because by it akme are charity and the rest of the virtu- acquired. Since therefore all the goods of this world m d of the n d
depend upon Yatm, SA'KYA
SINRA
wandered from region to region to
teach mankind that mdinal truth. (Comment on Quotation 1.)
3. That A'di &ddRa, whom the S d & h call Sumbh6va, and the
Aistobrikas. Iswarat, produced a Bodhi 8draa. who, having migrated
through the three worlde, and through all six forma of animate exis
tence, and experienced the goods and evils of every state of being.
to teach mankind the real sources of
appeared, at laat, as S&ya S*,
happiness and misery, and the doctrines of the four achoohs of philo.
sophy: ; and then, by means of Yatm, having obtained Bodlk'j"~r&,
and having W e d all the PdranriCds (tramcandental virtues}, he at
length became Nitvdn. ( D i v p Avadh.)
SINHA,
having emanated from that self-existent which,
4. SA'KYA
according to some, is SwabhJva, and according to others, is Istwra.
waa produced for the purpose of preserving all creatures. He first
adopted the P-tti
Mdrgo (secular character), and in several b i i
exercieed Yatma and K&,
reaping the fruits of hie d o u s in all the
tluee worlda. He then exercised Y a and Karma in the Nitwitti

.-

that MANASproceeded from the union of Uphya and Prbjna. Karma I underatand to mean conscious moral effort, and Yatno, cwscioua intellectual Mort,
Their admission in respect to human nature implies its free win, M their usignation to the divine nature implie8 its personality.
The celestial, terrene, and infernal divisions of the versatile universe.
t Pameages of tbia entirely pyrrhonic tenure incessantly recur in the oldest
and highest authorities of the Buddhhtu; hence the usertion of the prehce
that Sugatism is rather sceptical than atheirtically dogmatic.
1 Expreaaly called in the comment the Gwobhhvika, d i w b i l a , Yatnicf, and
K w h systums. I find no authority in Smrgata b o o b for the Brahminical
nomenclature of the Bauddh philosophical schools.

l l d

I
I

I

1

M 6 r p ( a o c d d or m t i c character) e a ~ y i n ga r e h from this
mil, fPltilling the tan virt~~a
from the Satya to the Dvdpm
Y I ,till at bat, in the Kali Yug.,having completely fre-ed himself
6rom sabtcores, having become a Bhihhuka*, and gone to Buddh
Oyd, he r+cted .ndreviled the Brhhmanical penance, did all aorta of
true penance for six yeam under the tree of howledge on bankn of the
W i i river; conquered the N ~ N ~ c - .
obtained W - j s y c L , ,
-the
moot perfeatdthe Budrulu, rertedhimselfamongthe BocUi
.rrhar, ( A d ' Bhikrh' and the nst,) granted widom to the simple,
fulfin%4 & deck of d i o ~ u
of people, and gave Mobha$ to them
and to himeeif. fLoUila VirJ6ra.J
5 . A hare fell in with a tiger : by means of Y W the hPre t h e w
over phythe tiger into a 4. Hence it nppem-8 that Y&a
&al force. knowledge, and the Mantra. (Bhadra Kalpamdan.)
@& of &muee) was a monstar of d t y . SATTA
6. NAB*SINHA
S w k ~ aRcija, by means of Ydm, compelled him to deliver up 100
sqikmn6r8, whom N A ~SINHA
A
had dudbed for a d c e to the gods.
( B h h K W . )
7. S u o ~ m nKuYIIB* found a beautiful daughter of a horse-faced
%js named DIIJQEA.By mru.of Y.b. he carried her off, and kept
her ; and was immortalized for the exploit. ( s ~ w y m b kP w h . )
A'di Buddha.
1. KIlMR that w h a , in the beginning, all waa perfect void (W&.y"rLa$),
and the five elementa were not, then A~diBuddlkr, the stain.
k,
wm rmcoled in the form of flame or light.
Mendicant :one of the four regular ordem of the &mdifka8.--Bse the Preface.

t A Doitya of Kbnebmpum, p ~ o ~ i 6 a t i o of
1 1the principle of evil. B a U f A u one of the 6mt and ableat of
jyk u tbe wiadom of B d d h i m . A N A N Dw
SA'IKYA'Sdiiipler. The Amt coda of B d d k i m L attributed to him.
f

Emancipation, absorption.

5 The doctrine of &nry&a u the darkest come: of the metaphyriul labyrinth. 18 kin& of BunyUa are enumerated in the Rakoka B h q a a # i . I andsr.

I
I

I

I

stand i t to mean generally space, which aome of our philo~ophershare held to
be plenum, &era a vacuum. I n the transcendental renee of the Buddhirb, it
@
si hs
aot merely the universal ubi, but also the modw e.ri8leudi of a11 thiagp
in tbe state of quiescence and ahtraction from phenomenal being. The Budhare etemised matter or nature in #hat state. The energy of nature ever
i.,but i. not ever u e r t r d ; and when not exerted, i t u conridered to be void of
.U thore qualitia which necessarily imply periahblenur. Most of the B d W
8 deem (upon dillerent grounda) dl phenomena to be u purely illusory
do the V e h t i s t s . The phenomena of the Latter ue rheer energiu of Qod;
tbow of the former ue rhear energiu of Nature, deified end subrtituted for God.
See note on quot. A'di tlaugka. The Aincurikw put their A'di Buddha in p1.w
of the nature of the older Swoahdoikw. See Journal of hr. Soc. No. 33, Art. 1.

2. He in whom are the three gumat?, who is the Mtak& 'Mdrti and
the Vkuarcipa (form of all things), became manifeat: he is the seK.
existent great Bprddlia, the A'di d h , the Mslwra.
3. He is the cause of all existences in the three worlds ; the a n s e
of their well being also. From his profound meditation (DAybr), the
universe was produced by him.
4. He is the self-existent, the I J J W ~the
, sum of pehxtkm, the
ingnite, void of members or paasions : all things are types of him, and
yet he was no type : he is the form of all things, and yet formlean.
5. He is without parts, shapeless, self-suetained, void of pain and
care, eternal and not eternal* ; him 1 salute. ( K d d Vy*.)
6. A'di Buddha is without beginning. He is perfect, pure within,
the esaence of the wiadom of thatness, or absolute truth. He knows a l l
the paat. His words are ever the same.
7. He is without second. He is omnipresent. He is Ncdmtqa
lion to the Kdtirtk deert. ( N msamgiti.)
8. I make salutation to A'di Bsrddha, who ie one and sala in the
universe ; who gives every one Bo&+nyrin ;whose name is Up40 ;who
became manifest in the greateat Saurydta, as the letter A. Who is the
Tathagata ;who is known only to thoee who have attained the wisdom
of absolute truth. (Ditto.)
9. As in the mirror we m o d s see our forms reflected. so A'di
&rddlia is known (in Pravritti) by the 32 Zakoknaa and 80 mwiqjw10..
(Ditto.)
10. As'the rainbow, by means of ita five coloure, forem o d
of the corning weather, so doea Avdi Buddha admonish the world of its
good and evil actions by mean8 of his five essential coleus$. (Ditto.)
One in Nirwilti ;the other in Prooritti ;and so of dl the preceding contrasted epithets. Nirwitti is quiescence and abstraction : Praeritti, action and
concretion. All the schooL admit these two modes, and thua solve the diffidty
of different properties existing in cause and in effects.
t Comment s a p , that Nmratmya is ' Sama Dharmandm nirabhb ~ U ~ J ~ U ;M' I
and that IIFrlha means Mokrha, and Khtirtha, any perversion of the doctrine
of Mokrha, ar to say i t eonaists in absorption into Brahm: and i t explunr the
whole thua, He thunders in the ears of all those who misinterpret Mokrha,
there ia no trne Mokrhu, but Sunyctta.' Another comment givea the sense thna,
dividing the aentence into two parts, ' There b no atnu rife or soul) without
bim : he h
r the wicked a8 the lion the deer.' The first commentator in a
Bwobhbaika I the wcond, an Aiaoarika one.
$ White, blue, yellow, red, and green, amsigned to the fire Dhyani Bud*.
For a detail of the IalIkrna~,anuoinjancu, baku, aaritcrr, Lo. rf the neighboarh g quotatione, nee Appendix A.

I ~

. II. H B ~ d e l i g h t a i n ~ h a p p y e v e r y c e n t i m t b d n g ; h e
ocderly loves
who acme him. His majwty blb dl with rev*
md me. He is the umuager ofpain and grief. (Ditto.)
12. He ia the pmxmm of the 10 virtuea ; the giver of the 10 virtoes :the lord of the 10 heavens ;lord of the Univerae :pment in the
10 hnrena. (Ditto.)
13. B y w o n o f thelOjayckr,hirmulisedightened. H e t o o h
the dightemer of the 10 jnybrr. He hna 10 forma and 10 rignifiations. and 10 sbengh. and 10 bcui*u. He is omnipresent, the chief
afthe M d . (Ditto.)
14. He haa 6ve bodies, and five jay&,
tmd five rights; ia the
d k d of the fire B a W a , without partner. (Ditto.)
15. He btheaeetorofdltheBdfh:thechiefofthe B d &was are cherished by him. He is the creator of w
d,
and of the
world; himeelfunmade. Alitsr.hemadetheworldbytheexintenced
Z++;
himself unmade. He b the author of virtue, the -per
of
dl tw*.(Ditto.)
16. H e b t k e a s e n a o f d e a s e n c t s . Heiethe Va_Eru-dtmo. He
m the instantly-produced lord of the univeme; the creator of A&&
H e asmuiea the form of &e, by reanon of the Pmjnya-mpi-jyh, to
consume the straw of @oreme.
(Ditto.)
A'& P+,
or D h .
1. I d u t e that P d j m C i P 4 & who by reamn of her
uaaes the tranquillity-neeking Srduuht to obtain abaorptiap ;who, by
Laknowledgeof allthewayad action,cauaeseachtogointhepath
to bin genius of whom niK men have maid, that the CItMPl and
mterarl di&
belonging to dl animate nature, ra prod& by her,
rho is the mather of Buddha (&ddh M h ) of that Bud& to whoee
rerrioa all the S d d a s and Bod&dedicnte th&vm.
(Pane h a v k g w i i ~ )
- air, thea tire, then water, then earth$, and in the centre of
I. F
earth. 5the ridea of which are the reridence of the 33 millionr
The comment on thii p u u g e ir very full, and very carious, in u much

M it

reduces nuny of thew rupreme ddtica to mere par## q/ rprsch. Here in the
summing up of the comment : ' He (A'& M d b J i r the inatpwtor of the BadUu m d of the Bodhiratwm. He k known by the knowledge of rpirihul

wisdom. He ir the creator and h t r o y e r of all thinp, the fountain of virtue.'
8pirito.l r i d o m is statad to conrirt of S i h , Smddhi, Pr6jr6, VimUhH, and

*ch.
. ) Naaw of one of the d

a i o h of Bnddhhta. Sea Refaca.
In LhL enurneation of materid elements, Akheh ir omitted : but i t ir mm.
Qd,
rod moU omphadcdlj, in quo. 4, u in the 50 other placer quoted. I.
n

of go& (Dmddr), and above these, u p a L o t ~
of pntom&.
the mansion of the moon (or a r n o o n ~ t nib
) Prdw
P a m i t a , in the Lallita-dm manner* ; Prdjd, th.mother of dl the
& (Pr~bi-bhtzpvatiing),and without beginning or end. ( i d . )
( B h h a Kalpadda.)
3. I make salutation to the PtGhd Dml, who is the A?ijmn P d a ,
the P&& rupa, the Nir nlpa, and the universal mother. (&&
M.)
. 4. Thou P r f i j ~
art, like Akhh, intact and intangible; thou art
above all human wante ; thou art estabUed by ihy own poaa. H e
who devoutly aerves thee m e s the Tathdgata a h . ( A d a
5. Thou mighty object of my wornhip ! thon Prbjr6, art the sum of
all good qualities ; and &&ha is the Gkrd of the world. The a
make no distinction between thee and BuddAo. (Askta &dumiku.)
6.' 0 thou who art merciful to thy w o r s h i p , the benevolent;
knowing thee to be the a01uce of B u d h a excellence. attain pazfecc
happinem by the wonhip of thee 1 (Ditto.)
7. Those B u d d h who are merciful, and the Gd& of the world, all
& &ddRao are thy children. Thou art all good, and the mi&
mother (Sawjagat Pitd Md). (Ditto.)
8. Every Bud& 8~emblinghis disciples imtmcb them how from
unity thou becomest multifomed and many named. (Ditto.)
9. Thou comeat not from any place, thou goeat not to any place.
the wine nowhere &id theet ? (Ditto.)
10. The B d d h . P r a t y k B-,
and 8fddatt. h m dl dev d y served the. By thee alone i s akorption obtained. These rn
truth m d e d in dl S u m . (Ditto.)
. 11. What t o n p e caf~ utter thy p h , thou of whoee being (m
madestation) there b no
bp thy own will. No P A hth
revealed any attribute bp which thou mayest certainlybe known. (Ditto.)
12. When all was Suqdta, P r b S h(
wra revealed out of Ak&A
with the letter U; %jd, the mother of dl the BudBR.r md B a in whom heart D
h ever reeider ; Rdjnb. who k ni&&
the world and the world's wisdom, full of the widom of ahlute troth :
Uke mmnsr, the fire elemmh u e frequently mentioned, without allprim to %
6th, which however occur8 in fit placer. Omiuion of thir sort u no denid.
i. 8. one kg tucked under the other, d v u ~ c e dand terting on ths borr of
the moon-cnucent.
The fom of the qoeatioa i~ this, the w b certainly 6nd thee.
'l'tm Bddhm are of three grades I the highest is AfaA6 Ybrcr, the madirl,
ptolydia, and the lowest, 8mv&.
These three grad- are called collwtirel~
the ~ - Y h aor, three. ohuiob, bearing thsk pouenwn to hn&ndont.l glory:

+

t h e g i k d theikon ofthtwiulorn; tbsctaliving(&otaui)~
the hcmbbb ; the mother of B M . (Pqjd had.)
13. 0 Ri*6 Dto/! thou ut the mother (J-)
d dl the Budh a , tbe p d m a h r of the Bodhi-sutvc~, and p a t grandmother of
dl (other) cza&am1 thou art the god*
(Id&). @itto.)
14. ThoP, Sri B & o ~ ~ ~ D Wd,
P o f art the s u n of all the aciclleq t
k motha of dl the B*1uclr, the enlightener of W j y k
the light of the Unimm ! ( c u l d d d Vy*.)
15. The hPmblcr of the pride of N.#c)i-+, and of all proud
ooa: thegiver ofthe qualityof&tya; thepmmorofdlthescienar,
tbe L a h h i ; the pratedor of dl rportala. rnrch k the D h m a R.tra.

CPitCo-1

16. AU that the B u d b have maid. UI contained in the MaW Y h
Sam ond the rsat of the SWrsr, ia Plso Dharmn M. (Ditto.)
17. Because B.drLh rib on the brow, the 6plendoor thance derived
to thy form ildl the etheral expawe, and Jeds over the
three ad& the light of a million of s u a , the four
Braha,
Vithr, M&, and I&, are o p p d b e n d thy feet, which is 4
.
rpaced in &&-ha.
0 Arjra Tki! he who hall xwdihte on thea
in this form d d be relieved from all future births. (M
Dm:.)
18. Tby manifeatation, slry some of the h e . io h a , fmm the
mob of the hairs of thy body qmng Akbh, heaven. earth, and U s ,
together with their inhabitants, the grater Dm#rdr, the leuer, the
Ddyua, the S(drUdr, G m d k h , and Nbgu. 60 too (from thy hah),
wom3erfd to tell ! were produced the various mamiom of the Ballhr,
together with the thouam& of &Pdrior who M
y themf. From
thy own bdng were formed dl moving d motionlam things without

/

@i#o.)
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19.

.

&dutation to Pmjmd DM, from whom, in the fonn of d&,

Swgetji, which the V&&A&m render. ' of whom Buddha ru born ;'
' born of B d d h , ' or goer to Buddha, u wile to h~uband.
t Hma the scripturn are worshipped an forms of AW Dhnea S h , mmnr
Wenlly thread (of dircoune), aphorism. W y a , Like other Indian s a p , h l y h t
e d l y , and it ia doubtfnl if he himself reduced his doctrines to a written code,
tbomgh the great ocriptnru of the sect are now generally attributed to him.
B&hr is now the title of the b o o b of highest authority among the Bardd.4~.
t Compord by B a r a a j ~Mtrapadcl of Kuahmlr, and in v e q high -teem,
though a a t of ocriptural authority.
5 T h e t h o n u n l of Bud*
of immortal mould are somewhat o p p o d to
the so d a d dmplicity of B r d d h h II whatever were the primitive doctrine,
of Mkya, i t is certain that the q r t e m attributed to him, and now found i~
the
rrittcrr mthmfctar of rho wt, L the very autipodsr of .impkity.
the Ik)rhh&h6ra,

r 2

the produotion of the world waa excellently obtained*, who is beautiful as the foll moon, the mother of A'di k&k( J m M d . )sod
wife of (the other) BuddAa, who k imperishable as admmrt. (SMbln.)
20. TImt Yoru',
f m which
~
the world was msde madest, is the
13.fkdkJr Y d m . In the midst of the Pmfm or trfkm (triangle) i s a
bin& (point, cypher) : fmm that M,A'& Pt@drev& h
d by
her own will. From one side of the triangle A'di Prcijd produced
Buddlia, and from another side, Dbunna, and from the third side.
Salogilo. That A'di Pr@d k the mother of that Buddka who hxd
from tho firet side ; end Dlhmra, who h i e d from the seccmd eidt, is
the wife of the Buddha of the first side, and the mother of the other
Buddb. (Comment on quotation 19.)
.21. Salutation to Prajaa P h i t d , the infiqh, wbo, when all was
void, was revealed by her own will, ont of the letter U. Prd*,
the Sakti
of Upbya, the sustainer of all things, (Dhamdki) the mother d the
world, (Jagat-mdtra;) the Dhydrrcipo, the mother of the &rdrUas. The
modesty of women is a form of her, and the prosperity of all earthly
things. She is the wisdom of mortals, and the eaae, and the joy, and
the emancipation, and the knowledge. Pri;irct is preaent every where.
(SJdhana Mdla.)
A'di Sagha.
1. That A'mitabL, by virtue of his Samtajngh, created the BodAigatura named Padma-phi, and committed to his hands the &tos+.
(CYMk6randa V y i k . )
~ h m v n a d ~ a - m ~Kmarupini,
ata
varioudy rendered, ' well got from the rise
pf virtue,' well got from tbs rim or origin of the world ;' also as in text, D h .
d y a , the source of dl tbinga, signifies likewise the Po'oni. of "hi& the
is a triangle. See 20. The triangle is a familhr symbol in temples of tbe B+d&
Saktir, and of t l ~ eTriad. A The point in the midst represent. either
ADdi Buddha or ADdi P r w , according to the tbeistic or atheistic tendency of
+is opinions who uses it. Our commentator ir of the V M c h & or AtheLtic
school, and nuch a180 is his text.
Type of creative power. A'tnitabha is the 4th D h y d or e~1uti.l B d h ,
Padma-pdni is his Ban and exeentive minister. Padma-phiis thewand creator of the exirling system of worlds. Hence his identification with the
third member of the Triad. He is figured as agraceful youth, m c t , and beuing
in either band a lolw and a jewel. The last nircnrmtanca wrplaim the m - b
of the celebrated 8 h a h k ~ h m iMantra, or six-lettered inrooation of him, vi..
Om! Mane pod- horn I of which so many corrupt versions and more corrupt
interpretations have appeared from Chinese, Tibetan, Japanese, Mongolera,
and other sources. The mantra in question i 9 one of t h m , addressed to tb*
several members of the Bid. But the pte8eM Dimu, whether be be hUgrutM
Paam-pckri, is every thing with the many. Hence the notorietr of

+

iw

2. hwn between hb (Padma-pdm".) h d d e n sprang B r h ;
hmhiafarehcad.Maki LMm; fmmhbtwoaper,the~mandmoon;
frum hie mouth, the air; from hir kath, S d ; fiOm hh
V w n a ; fromhbknees. U h f ;
fromhbfat, the arth; h h b
navel, water ; from the roote of his hair, the I
h md other JhWdr.

w,

rntt.0.)

3. For the d e of oMaining N M . I devote myae.lf to the feat of
SAgL, who, having p~umedthe three Qrrcu, created the three w o r k .
(WaW - )
4. lie (Pudna-pinil ia the p a e n o r of &ye D h ,the Bodhiphw, the lord of the world, the M J d J l h # , the muta of ail thr
D-.
(
~ Vyih). a
~
Sri-n6n, the D
h
5. The lord of all worlds. (-p,)h
&&a,
the Lokbwma, sprang from A'& IWdku* (Jirotnda.) hch in
he whom men know for the Sagha Rdra. @itto.)
6. From tbe union of the eaaenca of Up6ya and of &@tit proceeded the world. which is Sangk.
urlrr, w h i l t the o t h m r m hardly aver heard of, and have thua remained
80k00WIh to our travellem.

From A'mitabha Buddha immediately

: medktely from

A'di &rdU..

t Such u the Aiawotlka reading. The P d i j l i k . r a d ' from the union of
Prdrjna and Updrya.'
'
With the former, Up&ya is A'di Buddha, the e5cient m d plutic caws, or
only the former; and Pr&nb is A'di D h a ~ pllutic
,
canre, a binnity with
B d B e , or only a produat. With the latter, @&ya l the energy of
the Miversa1 material cause.
The ori@wI aphorum, u I bsliae, is, M p a y e h r u k r #j8prL.r' which
1 than trrndata : From the universal material principle, in r rtmta of sctivity,
proceeded the world.' T b original Sufra has, however, undergone two transformations to mit i t to the reapactive doctrIner of the Triadic Ai.utarikcu andof the
eungku ;that of tbo
Kkmitu. The remion of the former is, U ~ & - k a n g
W t e r ir, Up&pr+jwtnukung m a n ~ a .Of both, the Upbra isidentical with ~ ' d i
BwddAo, and the Pr6jtad with A'di D h a f l ~ . But the result-the anrophutijsgrr( of the Prqjrikao, hecame A0di Sangha, eteatw, with the Ainwti).r,
md MOUI.,the sentient principle in man, the 6 n t production, and producer
deli dAa tAbrge, with the K d r n s i , ~ . Aa'dya, or the condition of mundane
thine and existences, u an illurion. alike with the Pr$ninilar and with tho
K&miLw. But, whilat t b e f o m r consider Asidya tbe univemrl affection of
the m d u i a l a n d h&r
arweof all thiogr whatever ; the latter regard Avidye
as m d e a i o n of MO~
merely, which they hold to he an immalmal principle
and the mediute cause of a11 thing8 else, A'di Buddha being their final c a w .
The pbrnomena of both are homogeneous and unreal : but the Pr6jnikor derive
them, directly, from a material souroe-the Kdrmikar, indirectly, from m
immaterid fount. Onr .okr Europuo. thoughta and languages CAD warcelr

m,

,

P. 8. With regatd to the colrristeacy or atherwise of the view of
the aubjeot taken m the skatch of Bu&hk, with the general tsna of
the foregone quotatbas, I would observe, that the idea theory invdved
in the Prdjnika, Swabhiuika, and in the Karmika doctrines, woe omitted by me in the sketch, from aome then remaining hesitation aa to
its real drift, as well as ita connexion with those schools, ad m
dbr. Upon this Gtduioa connexion I have atill nome doubt. For
the rest, I retain u d w q e d the opinions upreamed in the sketch, that
the Kmnrika and Yitaika schools are more recent than the othtrtthat they owe their origin to attsmptr to qa$ifp the e s t r a w t quietism of the primitive S d M v i k . and evm of the Ainwriihr--mcL
that their c o n t r a d i e ~ h i n gmark is the preference given by than
mplctively to m o d , or to intellect, with o view to fina h t i t u d e .
The assertion of the A s ~ ~thataS ,
or naftule absolutely
disposes of ua, not lesa than the assertion of others, thrt an immoteri.l
-abstraction m dispoau~d us, very logidly leada the author of the
B e C&aritmto deny the use of virtue or intellect. To oppwe
these ancient notiolu wan. I conceive, the especial object of those who,
by laying due streas on Karma and Ydna, gave rise to the K&uika
and Pdru'h echoob. But that these latter entertained ouch just and
adequate notiom of W s providence, or man's free will, M we are
familiar with, it is not n e c e a q to suppose. and is altogether improbable. None mch they eorkl entertain if. M I believe, they adopted
the more general principles of their predeccseors. The ideal t h e ~ q
or denial of the reality of the versatile world, bas. in some of i@
'numerow ,pa philosophical foundation ; but its predence 4
popularity among the Buddhbt8 are ancribable principally to that enthu8iPetic contempt of action for which these quietists are SO remarkable.
Their pasahnab love of abstnctiolu is another prop of thia theorp.
cope with roch extrrvagancier u thue : but it wot~ldHem we mrut all tha om
doctrine material, the other, immaterial, idealirm.
The phrnomenr of the Pdjlikar us h e r eawgiea of matter, those of the
K a r i ) w , us sheer (human) peroeptioos. The notions of the former reat on
general groaudr-those of tbe latter, on particular oaea, or (u it has been
p h d ) upon the patting the world into a w ' r d f ; the Grwk " panton
metron m t h r o p . "

B n h r m 1n Na 49, Janum)r, 1836.
Dote, Jt preferred.' nod ;

db. lloe S d
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APPENDIX B.
C l a m Eamrrclh'onof the prirdpol O ~ u t qf
a E.udcU. W d i p .
B-dya.
Opb.
'Adi-Buddha.
Ma-Vmlrochana.
EMmd#i.
Pmjd.
Rnjoh-pbramiti.
Dvay&cmbyla.
1.

9.

Prajni.

Op6y.a.

{ Root of t i a b t i c doctrim.

lkag&mn&yo.
2.

Dharma.
1.

1.

5.

Buddha.

Sangha.

1.

Sangha.

Buddha.

1.

a.

3.

Dhuma.

Buddha.
Dbmw.
&ha.
Palch-Brddh&n6y..

Notes o@ Geologid Specimme from

2.

1.

3.

6.

4.

Mpankan Rahagubha. Vipugi. 8ikU. Vhwahhd.
1.

6.

9.

8.

Kakutundn. KanakamPlri. K L y a p ~ Bik]rsrinh..
M h w h i g a -N o w - Prajrdnnw.
2.

1.

7.

6.

5.

4.

3.

~ ~ M v a t ih. k s h a n a v d . VipuymU.

SiLMm&lid. Vi.wad&.
8.

9.

Kakudvatl.. Kanthanam6lid. Mahidhad. Yarodhad.
N a w BMahu-SungA6nvl6yM.
6.

7.

8.

9.

Saknlsmangala. Kauaka4a. Dharmodua. Amorla.
Iti Sri-Bk6mdddiNau6d.va-DmatMSom6pt6h.
N. B. The authority for these detnflm is the Dharma 8angraha, or eoldopre
rcdPolnl of the terminology of Bauddha system of philosophy and religion.

111.-Notes explanatory 4 a Collection of Geological Specineru from
the Cciunby between H y h a b a d a n d N+.
By J. G. MALCOLYBON,
Ashtaut Smrgetm. Madras ~ t a b l i a h m m t . PI. V.

I had the p h u r e of forwarding from Madras, a selection of geolgicalspecimens, collected in May. 1833, between the citiea of Hyderabad
and Nbgpur. I regret, that circumstances prevented my doing this
m n e r , and that the notes in explanation of the localities whence they
were obtained, muet now be short and imperfect ; I hope, however,
that the specimens themselves will be of use in illustrating the geology
of a tract of country hitherto nndeecribed, and which mnnecta the
formations of the south-east of the Deccan, with those in the neighbowhood of the valley of the Narbada.
h m my inability to identify, describe, and figure the numerous
f d s , discovered in the tract of country between the Godawry
and the town of HingangMt, 47 miles south of Nigpur, and the
importance of these, in reference to the questions aa to the relative
age of the great trap formation of the Deccan, and of the west of
India, and the clayslate formation of VOYBEY,
with its associated sandstone*, and the periods of elevation of the granitic rocks, on which
See hir account of the diamond mines of Burpnapi1ly.-Ar.
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they appcu universally to rest; I am induced. contrary to my former

intention,to take to England with me, tho= specimens of which
there are no duplicates. The separation of the collection would greatly
-1
its value, by depriving me of the opportunity of comparing,
with each other, and with arranged collections, the fragments of those
of which duplicah were not prenerved, and of thus restoring the
fd
of which no perfect specimen was found. A selection of the
moat perfect were, also, eent to Mr. L ~ L Lbut
, as he considera it
requisii that numerous species should be ascertained previous to
arriving at any concltmion aa to the age of the fmiliferoua rocke, it
may be for the advantage of Indian geology, to submit the rest of the
-=.to
him ; and on the charactem being determined, to return
a portion of them to India. There are, however, a enfficient number
of daplicatea to illustrate the outlines of the geology of the interesting
tract of country referred to, and to connect the ingular phenomena
observed, with others, to the west and east of the route, and in the
emutries of the peninsula to the south, and the Bengal provincea to
the north. The outline map includea aeveral places, inserted in the
p h publishedalong with Dr. VOY~BY'S
papers and Captain J ~ N K I N ' S
Accormt of the Mieralogy of Nbgpur, p. 199, of the 18th volume of
the Asiatic Researches; the interval between which, it will m i s t in
6lling up. I shall seldom nee mineralogical terms, except I have had
an opportunity of comparing the specimens with those collected by
persons well acquainted with the d e i c e ; and when they do occur,
an examination of the specimens will &rd the means of correcting
any errors that may be fallen into. The geological relations of the
otmta were ascertained with as much care aa the nature of the county
permitted, and no exertion was spared in tracing them as far as possible, both on the plains, at the foot of the hills, and their most
inacceseible summits. My avocations however were unfavonrable, and
n person more at leisure would find an ample field to reward his labom.
He must, however, be prepared to pursue his examinations in the height
of the hot season, when the grass and wood jungle are leas luxuriant.
md the plaina free from their covering of j d r i and other grain.
Some account has already been published* of the country between
Madipatam and Hyderabad, on which I had not an opportunity of
making many observations. One or two points, however, deserve to
be noticed, at3 the specimens collected in this part of the route are
similar to those found north of Hyderabad as far as Nirmal, and throw
borne light on appearances on which important inferences have been
too hartily founded.
U t i c Ele~uchca,vol. xvii.
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At page 70, volume ii. af the GLBININ~S
IN Scrmcs. a deaire i#
expressed by a gentleman @ home, stated to be of hiib 4enti6c
acquirements, that specimens should be collected fmm the face of the
hill of Beirwarah, where it baa been cut through by the K h u A
river; and the author of the queries seems to be impressed with a
bqlief, that a lake had formmly existed some way above it, towardo
Warapilly. The distance, however, between the Warapilly ghat and
Beimarah, is considerable; a d I do not thinl. that there u e any
decided appearances at the former of the blw limestone of the dayslate formation* having constituted the margin of a lake. The aat the upper part of the rising ground to the north of the river are m
hard as those lower in the valley, or on the opposite bank. A rpocimcn
of thie rock, of a pure white color, aad of great hardness, which I broka
from the summit of the ascent above Warapilly, well Itsown to travellers from the difficulty of riding over the large smooth sbbr of mar%,
and which would have been admirably adspted for lithogrrrphiep q m e a ,
had it been free from minute crystale of quartz, waa sent to you a b u t
three yeera ago by Captain SMITH
of the Madras Engineera. The
junction of thii rock with the granite to the north, could not ba
seen, the county being flat, and covered with low jungle. Jaspers and
h p e n t a of trgp are found in the bed of the river, and the granite ta
the north is intersected by numeroue dykea of greenrrtone, usually running from S. E. by E. to N. W. by W. To the south of the river.
the country is lower, and for some way beyond the town of Dachapilly,
the limestone, usually dipping slightly to the south, continua to be
the surface rock ; whi*. whenever I have met with it, on the Utnah.
at Cuddaph, near Auk, and a e diwnond mines of Banganapilly, and
at Tarputri in Bellary, or in the neighbourhood of the Wurdah, &orQ
the beet indicatiom of success to experiments in boring ; -pious springr
spontaneouely rising from it, or being loot in the intentima b e h r m
its nearly horizontal strata.
At Beirwarah, the river Kiatnah appears to have cut a channel
through the short ridge of hills, which t e r m i n a e on either side in
rather precipitoue cliis, and admits the stream into the great d l u d
plains extending to the mouth of the Kiatnah and Godavery. Above.
the country has much the appearance of having oace been an extensive lake, the bottom of which now form the rich plain extending ta
Condapilly to the N. W., and Munglegherry ta the south of tho river. It
thin term of Dr. Vorerr, bat think ita adoption mom objectionable
I
than argillaceous limertone, used by Colonel CULLSNin the M a d m finrmotionr. It would be better to characterin it M " blue limeatone," '' Cad&&
limmtone," or other term involving no opinion u to itr geological rslreions.

*-

probabb
here, that Captain Hrnsanr's correspondent observed that
and composition of the rock appeared to d i e r , accordto the pressure t h q have been subjected to." I believe, that, spe-em
of the locks of the bottom of the hill, have been sent to the
Asiatic &ety
by Dr. BENZA,and that they are composed of the p e a k p e i = of &e &.
F&par is common, and some of the varieties
y considerable beauty. There are the remains of a rock pagoda
cllt in a ma^ of compact fdspar, above the road, leading along the
edge of hplleeipice over the river, portions d which have fallen, the
natnral fissnrea of the rock exposing it to this kind of decay. On the
top of the hill the soft friable white rock, No. 2*, is found, and ie carried
away by the natives for the purpose of whitening the walls of their
home. It corresponds exactly with specimens from Vizagapatam,
&scribed as gneiss by HLTNE,and containing imperfect garneb. It
is not, 'however, either ita site ae lying above other rocks, or ita exposed &atioh.'&at has led to its decay. so much ae the composition of
the ridge where the edges of the strata rise to the south. The strata
iEp at a very considerable 'angle a little to the south of east. A careW h v e y of the hills from the summit shows, that they are short
wgea, such as are found over the Circare and other traa,
rising from a level country ; and that had a lake existed in the plain
abcwe, every sliiht rise of the river would have carried i b waters
round their shoulden to the north and south. The rise in the line of
bearing of the strata of the hill north of the river, and the app-a
of that to the south, do not support the opinion that the lake was
drabied by the river deepening ita channel. I do not know whether
it can be supposed to derive any support from a tale told of the river
god (Krisllna) having induced the patron of the hill, who seeme to be
a form of Shim, to permit him to get hiis head through, and that then
he forced a passage. The granitic hills of Condapilly are m n a few
miles to the N. W. ; and in the midst of the plain, rising out of it
-Eke an island, are some great massee of hornblende rock, No. 6 ; and
W.B ~ N Zinforms
A
me that he saw dykes of the same kind of greenmtone p d g through the gneiss at Beirwarah. A mile and a balf
rovther on the road to Hyderabad is a quarry of @tic rock, devoid
of hornblende, and containing only a very little felspar and a few scattered garnets. A little beyond this, the rocks a s s y e the decided chameters of the great granite formation of the Deccan, with which Dr.
VOTS~T'Spapers have made your readers acquainted. The geolo8;d
stmchre of the Circafa ia in nothing so peculiar, aa in the extensive
&

,I

~~

Tb awnbar ielbr to-rp.cimmr depbdted in the Society'r Cabinet.-ED.
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distribution of the singular san*ne-like
g n e i descnibed
~
by Hnwr-;
and which, in hand specimens, it is often impossible to distinguish
from the sandstone also fonnd in many localities : snd I do not know
. . whea more interesting subject of inquiry, than that of
&
by
ther this singular rock ia metamorphic, and the sandstone d
the intrueion of the great masaes of porphyry M, commonly found
near these equivocal rocks, and by the numerone m t o n e dykes and
massea scattered over the whole of these districts. The diamond miner
of Mulavelly are at no great distance from Condapilly, to the right of
the road, situated in a basin between hills covered with jungle. The
sides of which, one-third from the top, were fonnd by Dr. W. DAVI?
eoN to be strewed with a sandstone conglomemte; but he was prevented getting to the top by the approach of night. Fragments of
this are found in the gravel, of which I believe specimens have already
been sent to the Society, intermixed with much kankar : and from
some pita in the valley, moat of the Lime uued in the dhtrkt i procured. The soil of the county on the Hyderabad Military road, after
leaving the alluvial plain above F k i n v a d , is formed of decompoeed
granite, but contains much lime. This admixtun, and the h t a r
nodules, are probably of recent origin ; as I observed, in a valley to the
'right of the road north of the hill fort of Yeralagondah, about 18 milea
from Beirwarah, a stream trickling over granite rocks, and depoeiting
lime on all the branches and rocks around. Some pieces of stone af
considerable size have thus been formed, and recent specimens, containing remains of branches, or of gram, easily crumble to pieces, and
are carried away by the stream. The source of the spring I wan pnvented from ascertaining, by the approach of night ; and as an ~ C P K
for leaving this and other interesting circumstances unexplored. I
must state, that being in Medical charge of the European regiment,
during a sickly season. I could not command my own time of marching,
or snfiicient leisure.
The character of the granite of the Deccan continues well marked
thronghout the remaining part of the route to Hyderabad, and dykes
and imbedded masses of a fine crystalline greenatone or hornblende
rock of great hardness ax!frequently aeen. These last have occasionally irregular shapes, and in one or two instances, that of the italic
or other irregular curve; and near Secunderabad, they appear to be
connected with the dykes, in the neighbourhood of which they are
'toad. It was a . frequently observed, that the various aubstamm
entering into the composition of the granite in the neighbourhood of
these dykm or massea, formed very large and distinct crystals ; and
the imbedded greenstone, though often intimately llpikd with the

~ . ~ i ~ ~ m o n b o b ~ ~ ~ 8 d , d sby u i l y ~
tbs progrcu of dcamrpoaition, leaving rounded avitiem ia the rock.
A ckmwana d more ianportanae. however. b the ocmmma of
the bedm of luotar in this tract, beiog., ss far as I have observed, drnyr par name of the greenstone d y h ar bedo, .pd frequently under
ar m k d a g k l with rnof granite, wbich is in a rapid state of
decay: these are
ro~mded,partly from the proof decompadim, a d ~ w e from
h the fmdency to concentric forma, which
it m
y undoubtedly amumw. The mall detritus ia in mme
phea ~~to a gmat depth, d it has been stated by Dr.
C~mrns,
that thin deb ie, at a catsidesable depth, again c o d dded by pmmuv. In the Edinburgh Journal Ot Science, 1828-39, this
io dro mentioned as a fact, common to the rocl, of other parts of
Iaclh. With every reape& for his authoriq, I cannot avoid the cr.mrietion, thrt the inference wan founded on imperfect observation, and
tbat it hu since Bsen employed in Europe,in napport of an ill-founded

tbrory*
No. 15, h '' Mhumun" or g r a d found in deepening a well at
Bokaa~,(air milea from Secunderabad.) upwards of 50 feet deep,
during the very dry season of 1832, and is not in the alightcat degree
ooosdidated. A loose block, which had reristed decompoeition, war
h d above it, and contrins mica, (No. 15,) a rare ingredient in the
gaeite of Hyderabad. Much of the debrie at Gecunderabad is, how-

ar.amaolidated by lime, which is seen to agglutinate the fragments,
~ I B Min &-like
lines or nodules throllgh the gravel. Occaaiondly h m are only few fragments of quartz or felnpar scattered
tbrcqh the kankar, or they appear to be inwrtad into the ~urface,or
in No. 10, which ie extremely hard. Generally, however, the agglutinsid pd h friable, and the cement lean obvioun. The debria in
.Ira #Imetimes united into pulverulent maws, by the oxidstion of the
iron contained in the denite ; but thin takes place at the n u k e , and
nLloazr acqairer any great degree of hardne~. Specimens of the
granite in the neighbouthood of H y d m b d
numbered 14; and
the qpamnce d the nprfea of that polished by the continual peumge
of hin the enof the caverna formed in the pile of g n e h
or gRnite of the " Chid hill." near the cantonment, has been
ekscribed in the let volume of the J o d of the Lbiatic Society, (No.
18.) The peastone oecesionally has distinct crystale of felqw
rattaed through it, without the porphyry t h u farmed, losing the
remarkable degree of toughness ponaemed by the blauk rock ; but, as
obmwed by Sir W. DAVY,
the decompoeition of the felsyar is more
rapid than of the dher pcutr, (No. 19.) The -tone
is f t u d k l p

ar to
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'known by the name of" black granite," and form, when finely p o W
ed, the beautiful tombstones of the Golconda mau~oleums,and the
pillars of that in which HIDER and TIPPU
SULTAN
are deposited, a t
Seringapatam. The remarkable quartz veins in the neighbcnuhood of
Hyderabad have been described by VOY~SY
and C a ~ r s ~;ritr is therefore only necessary to mention, that they occasionally exhibit a more
or less regular crystallization, and at the.same time, acquire the fine
tints of the amethyst. I t is seldom that they are sdiciently regnlar
and perfect for the purposes of the lapidary; such specimens were.
however, discovered a few years ago, close to the European *,
and at a little distance from a great greenatone dyke, but not in direct
contact with the quartz bed containing the crystals, which, on the
contrary, passes into the ordinary sienitic granite of the country. The
colour of the amethystine quartz seems to be derived from magnetic iron
ore, which is disseminated in &11s
both through the rmlLy qaartz
and the granite, amongst which they are found, and has not been notioed
elsewhere in the neighbourhood. The amethystine quartz wae again
met with 60 miles north of Secunderabad, near BekanJrpettah. in loose
masses, along with that variety of laterite found near Beder, and
described by VOYSEY,and which is seen along the coasts of Malabar
and at Boranghur in the Southern Concan resting on basalt. The rising
ground on which they were found is composed of granite; but the
country around is of a black trap eoil, and numerous low &at rsnger
of b d t i c his are seen to the north, the eaet, and the west. A vein
of white quartz is also met with as a t Secunderabad, but the epecimem
di&r, in containing irregular shaped geodes of agate, lined with cryatala, or a red opake mamillary quartz, approaching to calcedony. The
iron in these is wually imperfectly mixed with the quartz, and from
the appearances above described, and the quartz having in several
specimens been changed into a red jasper, the eurrounding trap may
be supposed to have altered the rocks. The colonring matter eeto have been afforded by the laterite, which is found in the neighbmhood apparently in dykes, and in contact with the quartz which intersects the granite: but there being no section, and the water-worn
surface only being visible, no evidence could here be obtained, in
support of any of the opinions entertained by geologists, relative to
this singular formation. The amethysts are also found south of Jan.ganapilly, and at Kamareddypettah, and Mr. W. GPDDBSmet with
them, of a greenish yellow tinge, south of Balcondah.
Granite Tract between Hyderabad and the Nfmd Hi&.
The valleys and some plains about Bekanurpettah are composed of
black soil, mixed with calcedonies, &c. ; and to the weet of the road
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are m e flat hills, which 1 had not an opportunity of examiningnins.
They corresponded in their steep sides and h t summitn with the trap
hills to be presently described, and Mr. GPDDE~
informed me, that
they are formed of amygdaloidaltrap, baaed on decaying granite. With
these interruptions, the granite continues to Kamareddypettah, but
the mamillary eminences, and the tora and logging stonea formed
from their decomposition, are of more rare occurrence. The granite.
however, still continues to exhibit the lamellar etruchue, and is easily
q l i t into large slabs. In some instances, where the lamellae are thin,
the v e M fiseures which Muently intersect them in right lines, and
greatly assist the progrees of decomposition, cause the rock to break
into regular rhomboids. The last "tor stonea" observed on the road
to N&ur were north of Jalrampilly, where they o c m d on a lofty hill,
on which there is a small pagoda. After leaving the basaltic hills near
BekanGrpettah and Jungampilly, black soil ie seen in the valley below
a ltuge tank, and some dykea of greenntone pascl the road in the direction of S. by E. to N. by W. at Kamareddypettah: the granite is
larnellar white, with black mica and some hornblende, and fragments
of arnethyatine quartz are s c a t t e d about. A little to the north of the
town,on ascending a very gentle aecent, the red soil and granite give
way to black soil, derived from decomposed trap rock. which is concentric on the top, but lower down is arranged in imperfect strata. On
descending the hill to the north, the black soil conceals the granite
for a short distance ;but at the bottom of the hill, and in the bed of a
small water-course, it i seen of the same appearance as before.
Immediately beyond this, there is a very remarlrable hill, which ia seen
from a considerable distance etanding out from the gently indulating country, and poeseeeiq the peculiar form of the trap hills of the
Deccan. It lies five miles north of Kamareddypettah, and four mdea
south of the village of Nugger, and is marked on the specimens as
the " hill of Nugger." On approaching it by a very gradual ascent,
the soil changea to black ; and all at once the hill rises with nearly
pevndicnlar sides, constituting a narrow ridge, about half a mile in
length, and of a shape approaching to that of an Italic/ running
nearly N. by E. to S. by W. The hill is entirely formed of basalt, as
its form had led me to expect. Above and in the body of the hill it
has a concentric globular structure, the external layere of which are
markably soft, and on the top of the hill resemble a peperino ; lower
dona it is soft, of a greenish color, and soapy feel, (Nos. 66 and 69.)
The nuclei left undecayed on the top, are exceedingly hard and tough,
a deep black colonr, and contain large cryst& of olivine, and small
globules of calcedony. Many small but very characteristic specimens
P 2
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of this last mentianed mimed. which had been imbedded beaffeen the
wncentric d e e , were picked up (No. 67). At the bottom of the
hilt, the basalt heea its conceatric form, aad o c m in tablee or hminar,
having the appearance of ha*
baem subjected to violent hrces. Et
rounds under the hammer when struck. Varione 6 p h e m of the
trap are much loaded with iron, eometimee in graicm of a &h
brown
colour ; at othere, it apas if it had been pemallp smelted, and i
not very ditlkrent in its appearanca from some exanplea of laterite.
Much of the " kaukar" that abounde in the soil ir ccdoured with iron.
while other portions are perfectly white ; it is not, however, confined
to the soil, aa it was observed to have f
d betaem two I.mina of
the basalt, and by the gradual depoeition of the lime, to h e nearly
broken up the upper stratum. From between
of the v e r t i d
fissures in the tablee, and round the large rounded nmmm that ocmr
in them, a formation of " kaakar"
ia m e n d places hdf a foot
from the surface of the rock. It was evident, that the water loaded
with lime, percolating through the alluvial black eoil, or through the
rock ibelf, gradually deposits the eerth, where its sccrunulrtirm is
favoured by circumstances, ef which the mo& important ir the
rence of an impervious rock or mil below that supplying the lime;
and this explains the absence of q p k remclias m this recent Eormation, except where, in soils rich in lime, it forms round the roots af
planta, and unites with iteelf, here and there, a fresh-water
&.
47, is a specimen illustrdve of t h e views, taken from the south h&
of the Godavery. The rock over which We river flowr is ~I-&G,
intersected by some greet dykes 06 -one,
(No. 44,) whoae srrfsos
has a smooth metallic cmting where rPehed by the stream. T I q
project eight or ten feet, and are divided into numerous rhomboidal
maeses by fissures, into which lime bu been- deposited; and in
bed of the river, numerow fragmentsof celcedwiee, zeolites, and
m i n e d found in volcanio rock, are partially cemented by lime. The
banks are mostly composed of black cotton soil, a d the lower prt ie
covered with small .
m
r
~ u s , resembling the dried
ased for fire ; which ere f m d in sitd projecting from the bank, and
connected above with partions formed round the roots of plan* and
below with other layers spread out betarcen difFweat a t a of the
atlovial earth.
From the top of the hill of Nagger above s p o h d. M M ~ I KbI~
s&ted hills, and short ranger of a similar form, are een to rise from
the granitic tract to the ~t and west, but they do not observe any
p&icular line of bearing, although the whole group seeme to p m
in a direction from east to wept, like the other basalt ranges of &t
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M e had. Fram this hill to four or five miles north of Nirmul (8
town nine m h north of the Gadavery) am in Plmoet all other
puta of the peni~ulp,ir intersected by ~IIUUZOW p a m h m e dykea,

which g e n d y run from N.by W. to 6. by E. Tbare dykea are of
Q eu&cemelythip aud poor,
in the v d e p , rben the cloy fonnad bythe decom@*p
aammnlrrtee. d beotrfiw crop of
ria, for whish -tar ir odlected in tanks, o h in a grant lneawe formad of netarelnosld. of rounded or a
m fmgmemb of gmeaabm.
which ia little e&j&
te damnparition. At J.LrunpiiUy, there L a

/

mnarkabledykeofthiaLipd, ubiohcarrbatmcedforra~dmilesby
a ~ o f t a a k s o n o m s i & a f i t :iQLalmrsmvkablein exhibiting,
r b e it*
intearnrsY hillnmrtbevillagestbegRdval~tion
af the gmnita iato hgFeep.tone, u d in the latter, having a tendew
tp eplib ints. cqplw b o r n . Whim once e fbmue, h o r e v e ~smJ1, i
SFunued. therain w d e s a pdudlyinoresring portion of lime and
0 t h dublo\ perb of i(p s
h iaQths inbrrtieer, u&il the mu^.
u% a e p u a k d iihwhichthe dterstiep,d,
hqmatam prohbly miat.
Zik~to.~rrmiltforthemunerinwhishthe~~~
hta gnmiteinthieinstance; imtitbevidmt,thetithpl,bC411 r a w
by the g n u h above the oontiapotion of thedyLe at e i t k end of the
hill. ~ h a 7 F e b e e p - ~ i n t h e d e w r i p & m o f t h e b i l l o f N w q e ~ ,pdecipelly with the view of a f k d h g
i n h m h n &tin to
thedttinotionofthebnadt ~ , v h i c h h . v e b v r t ~ t h s g n r c

aiteafthe~,~mths~taasdy~,rhichprsafrmchfralamt
The p r # a n ~ e o f d i v b e ;the mftwaeke in which the
globrrlu Wt ie embedded; the lean c x y a t d b ~dmcttue; the psrrrgs inb amy&kidoonGining a k d ~ n i e s zeolites,
,
&o. and the granite in.& neighboarhaadof d the ravUer mawe d baoalt. diffariog
listls fmm that at a diatsllce, may perhaps be
to dihqpbh
tbeac hportlrnt rocks from ewh other- The sepamtion of the diihrrent &redie& d the grani(e into large cqvtab, and the inolrloted
of penstone found in it near the dykem, prove. that the rock
hnd begn roAened by heat ;but judging from the appearance and greet
Iemgth of
of these dykes. I do not think that they wem af con-eom
farmation with the rock through which they pase. Near
one of these, at Secnn&mkd, a smooth, wd-like dyke of white g r e
nibe patwe tbmmgh the eienite.
At Bahndah, 21 milee n&b of Jakrampilly, thew dykea o o m on
Ih.Iarge de. and the graaite is mu& qarated into its constituent
prb, the fabev
of e h e red colour. Nine milea farther north, in
the bed of the Godavery, the felspar ia of a still rnore beautiful red
ao~menee.
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colour ; but good specimens could not be removed. Veins of quartz also
occur at Balcondah, with turbid milky spots, as if altered by heat, on8
large imbedded crystals, (No. 42.)
* Stckl Hills; locally known as the NImul range.
Nirmul is surrounded by granite hills, containing much hornblende
and a little whorl ; and the summits of some of them appear to resemble the greenstone of Jakrampilly, but they were not examined. After
passing some small ranges of hills, the ascent of the Nirmul chain
commences five or six milea north of the town, and the road continues
amonget lofty hills covered with forest, by a eucceeaion of ascents and
descents, for 40 miles, when it deaoende by the Muklegandy ghat to
the town of EiUMd, nearly on the level of the flat country of M r .
The southern ascent of Nirmul ghat, is the moat deep and difficult,
the h i not rising in a series of terraces as they do to the north ; yet
it is not easy to ascertain the precise direction of the part of the hill
range over which this pass leads, on account of the projecting spun
and low h i at their base, the thick forest with which it is covered,
and from its having something of a curved form. The general direction is from W. N. W. to E. S. E.. which correspanda with that of
the Sichfl range, to which theae hills belong, and which ertenL
from the great lake water of Loner to the neighbourhood of Mmgapett, where the silicious fossil wood (marked " fossil wood." Mungapett), was found in 1828. On approaching the hills. the granite M
observed to become soft, and to decompose rapidly. In the bed of a
stream it has a remarkable concentric appearance, which was a h observed in the centre of the hills south of Thitnoor. where it is covered
.by trap, on which fossils were found. No schistose rock was found
here, but 20 miles to the east of Nirmul, and a few miles south of the
mountains, hornblende date ocmrs on the granite, and along with it the
in the Journal of the Asiatic
magnetic iron ore described by VOYSEY
Society, vol. 11. I t is not a sand, as might be inferred from his description ; but the grains of iron are either mixed with the hornblende
or occur in a sandstone-looking gneiss, from which the hornblende had
disappeared. Specimens of the rock, which I saw dug up, and of the
sand formed by pounding it on protruding masses of m t e , are forwarded. The softer pieces were at once reduced to powder, while the
harder were first. roasted; and the one was then easily separated by
washing in small shelving hollows dug in the clay. It is then melted.
and its quality said to be improved by using teak branches : the iron
is soft, but pmt is used in the mixture from which wootz nteel is formed. The strata of the schists have been broken and elevated, but the
Alao called

" Shssha."
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dip and direction are in no two p h the m e . Here also,the granite
Wm,in the bed of a torrent, in thin concentric scales, not unlike
the extremities of petri6ed trees, caused by the unequal waste of .the
com-parte,
the quartz projecting unaltered.
On approaching the hi,the soil gradually became black, with a t t e d fragments of calcedony ; and at the first part of the aecent.
which is for some dirtance very gradual, a singular fragment (No. 49)
of semi-vitrified matter was met with, containing small white crystals
of felspar. It could not be dietinguished from a piece of granite fused
in a steel furnace, with which it was compared by Dr. VOY~EY.
At the
same place there were fragment8 so much like iron slag, that till I
found them in a large mass resembling a dyke, I supposed that they
were the product of a furnace, (No. 49.) The granite continues the
surface rock a little further, passing into a black hard basalt, intermixed with many white spots, apparently of felspar ; but I aaw none of
them rounded or distinctly crystallized, forming arnygdaloid or greenstone porphyry, such as occur at the lower part of the pas8 leading to
Eidl6bad. On ascending the last part of the base of the hilla, the
surface was strewed with calcedonies, quartz. (No. 52) and other
minerals of the same family, and amongst them, a few fragments of a
eoftish white clayey and silicious stone, containing small shells of fresh
water families. The trap then became softer, more vesicular with
calcedonies, zeolites, &c. imbedded, and the surface covered with tabulor
mystahof the same kind as those so remarkable in thePoonah trap mks;
and latterly concentric, the external layers decomposing, and the nuclene
lying in a soft greenish wacke. I spent several hours in ascending the
@heat points of the range, but was unable to discover any beds of f m i l
shells ; large blocks of quartz were, however, observed, with a singularly angular surface, and sometimes with fine capillary crystals, much
of which was found with the fossil fragments ; and afterwards, in the
same poaition and partaking of the characters of the foeeiliferous
massee found in sitQ. These blocks were seen extending dong the
steep face of the hill at the same level as if they had been forced out of
the mountain, or rather, as if the basalt, when erupted, had covered,
and partially melted the bed on which it lay, and thus caused the singular appearance of those blocks. The highest summit east of the
pass is caped by some horizontal strata, having some resemblance to
sandstone that had been altered and blackened by heat ; what its red
nature was, I could not determine.
The hills, for 44 miles by the road, are arranged in terraces wi*
steep sides and flat summits, rising now and then into conical elevatione, with rounded or flat tope, and inclosing narrow valleys, abounding

in streama, or 8m9 table l

d with water e v q whae near the
nu6fQ. On some of bbe ridgea, the globalu basalt becomes
near which no truce of foslib, and M y any abed&
hrve beeo
found. A thick wood and g t a jmgle,
~
mmpo8ed of veT dhlkmnt

'

a
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plants from those most comma on the @te hills, cover the whole
tract. and render it unbeaWy fw the greater put of the yeu. Ia a
deep valley, about the middle of the hills. where the Klprm or K
m
river paeeee through them, ttie W t is eeen to reat on friable m t e ,
(as near Ntrmul to the Baath sad -bad
to the north, and at one or
two other places,) uid a level plain of coneiikable extent aad deep
black d o u r extend. to Etchoda to the neighbourhood of the
rock. The f o d s were h t found at Munwr, and between that village
and Thitnoor, which is near the top of the Maklegandy ghaat.
moet remarkable were found in the beautiful grey chert*, which eitha
project3 from the basalt in which it ie imbedded, or reeta in large
bl& on the surface. The side on which they wst k remahblf
smooth arrd even, while the others are rough and covered with bivalve
mheh of great size, and some of them having the epidermis still entire,
resembling a recent bed of shells on the sea shore. A few n n i d v a
rleo occru converted into Brit, md it is remkkable. that one d
bivalve. thus altered, retain8 ita [~)10m. The masses are evidently in
dM,and ha* probably been consolidated by the basalt, with which
they are surrounded, or on which they rest. Some specimens exhibit
a mixture of sand and mud, merely slightly agglutinated and intermixed
with frPgmenta of ah&; the p a t e r part is converted into chert
spotted mth fragmenta, or containing the shell~in a peafeet state ; in
o h placea, the mataials hove arranged themdvea into an enamellike substance around irregalu caoitiea containing fine crystab of
purpbh quartz, and in one rpedmen a formation of d c q w has taken
place. Throughout the rook perfect b i d v e shells, both closed or open.
occur in the situation in which they had lived and been entombed.
The most perfect are closed, and some of them are eaaily separated
from the rock to which they are slightly united at a few pointa only ;
they are 6lled with the stone, mixed with fragmenta of minute shells,
and some are entirely converted into chert. which retains the hrm
even of the ligaments eo oompletely as almost to lead one to expect to
be able to open them.
Between Mnnoor and Thitwor, masses of red chert project h m
amongst the basalt, and contain varioua shells, mostly nnivalvee of
mall size, and some of them evidently belonging to fresh water
garcro. Near to these many fragments of *rent
kinds were foand
Sea labela on rpecimenr.
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lying loose on the surface, and abounding in shelh of varions famiha.
(&e specimens.) Those in the green crpstalline m m , resembling an
ore of.eqpper, were in many instances convertad into quartz mptda,
nbining the perfect form of the shell8 ; one of these of exquisite
beauty, which has been unfortunately broken. WM found in the interior
of a larger one : others were imbedded in a tough white clay rock, so
soft as to soil the fingers. The greatest part consisted of a siliceous
rooL, partly converted into a black bituminous t h t , or a coarse qnartz.
p r t h n y altered into cnlcedony, into which the majority d the shells
were converted. Some, on the contrary, retained the structure of the
shell unaltered, and e6~wescedwith acids.
Among& these, the fragmenb containing the fossil seeds of chara,
amxhted with kh-water shells. were fomd. The gyrgonitea were
net observed at the time the @men was found, but the rock to
wbich it belonged could not be far distant, M the ahella are of the
eame species u, in other specimens, having a similar mineralogical
sitmdmm. In other fragmenb, remains of grasses appearing hdf w n maned were reen; a d in the large protruding mam of red chert.
containing A d l a caeverted into calcedony, I disoovered what I fake
to be the todh of an herbivorous quadruped. A few d the shells I '
believe to be marine, and at the distance of half a mile, the principal
masses of g ~ chert,
y
containing the large marine shells, were found.
On descending towards Thitnoor, granite is seen at one place, and h e , mnch quartz, having a slag-like surface of the kind seen above
Nimul occurs. A few specimens of blmk chert. with shells. were
picked up in the bed of a n d a at Thitnoor, where it was also foundm ait& A loose piece of reddish and green 0int. with shells, WM also
met with in a ravine three miles further north. Much lime and h k a r
WM here mixed with the blaok mil, or was deposited in the waterwwaea ; the greater part probably derived h m the decomposed besalt,
or from such layers of a soft white limeatone, as were found between
the lamine of basalt, in hging pita to obtain water for the troops,
rben emmnped at Etchoda. A compact stratitied limestone, however,
oecura in the vicinity.
The p a from Thitnoor, called the Muklegandy ghat, is formed
of a e v d terraces,of which three only are remarkable, and a steep
deecent between each. The surface rock of the eacond terrace is a
rough. white limestone, which appeared to be consolidated in nodnlea,
until it WM broken, and found to conaiet of a gnat variety of ahella.
mauy of great eke, but &dt to remove entire, forming a rock of a
crystdine texture. The strata are horizontal, and in one place, where
it ir cut through by a torrent, the rock is 12 feet thick, and w
&
Q
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reat directly oa granite of a reddish color. The ahella u e of very vario m forms : severd belong to the genus Ostrea of L I N N ~ U
; one
E very
perfect Cardia was entire, both valves being connected, and one fragment, of a very large shell, has the water-worn appearance often ten
on the sea-shore. The edges of the large nhella are harder than the
rest of the rock, and stand out from it, which hae led the natives to
compare its surface to the impression left by the feet of sheep, and to
name it " Bakri ke $un k6 patthar." Over the surface, many fragmenta of basalt, calcedonies, kc. are scattered, derived from a l o w
spur of the higher point of the mountain, which risen pncipitandp
from the terrace within a few hundred feet of the foeail strata. A very
remarkable mass of soft peperino, resembling ashes, of which a specimen
is forwarded, seemed to proceed from the limestone, where i t begins to be
lost amongst the debris of the mountain ; and amongst the loore fragmenu, were some very tough clayey stones, having the forma d 4
univalve shella adhering and embedded.
The facts above described, and the nature of the diikrent fossil beds,
more especially this great accumulation of marine s h e h rut*
dicrtely on g d t e , and the fossil seeds of cham, now perhaps h t fonnd
in India, leave no doubt on my mind, that thi wild mountain country.
now covered with a dense for&t, had once been the bed of an inland
sea or great estuary, on whose shore the cham and rsaociated freshwater shells had flourished.
On descending the paas t o w d EidKMd, the rock changes to
amygdaloidal trap. with occasional masses of greenstone porphyry.
having large crystals of felapar imbedded. The opake milt-whik
quartz, and the bkutifnl white porous crystalline mineral, which aacompany the fossila, were found here, and were not met with elsewhere.
At the foot of the pass, @te
re-appears. and protrudes in greaa
masses from the mil, for about four miles on either side of the town
of EidEbBd*.
Bmltic k t between EidkibJd and NGqpur.
The greater variety of rocks that occur between Eidlib6d and N6gpur, and the interesting appearances they exhibit, will render it
to enter somewhat more into detail in describing the localities whence
the specimens were collected ; so ae to affard the means of determtheir relations to each other, and to the fossil deposits already described ;
as well as to the great western trap formation, and the stratified rocks
to the north and south.
The localities of aome other minerals found in the Nirmul hills are marked
on the specimens. The blood-red chert found in the valley of Ankni is
remukfible.
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d river of EidUbBd (nee map) is covered by

numerous fragments of the a r g i l l ~ ~ ~
blue
a s limestone. eo well known
.s anderl*
the diamond breccia in the Cuddapah district eouth of
the Kistauh. Tbrse milee higher up, the stream runs over the slightly
indined etmta of r fine white snndstoac. having eome quartz fragments

imbedded, rising toeome lofty ranges of trap formation to the
e ~ t .(the b h i L t ; a r h W.)and are some placea converted into a
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--like
ME. IUJ is seen in eome of the Cnddapah sanbtonee. It
probabty re& on the blue limestone, which is eeen to paas into a soft
M.iah or reddieh clayelate in the bank of a etream a few miles north.
About 10 miles N. of EidlBMd, the limestone in found on the wrface,
ferming emooth slabs, having much calcareous apar and rock crystal
between the stmta, and in their v e b through the rock, and in the
collrse of the natrual figures, numeroua smaU round perforations are
urunged in linear, lrnd o c c a e i d y Wed with soft calcareow matter.
On a rising ground south of Zeynid, the marble had occasionally a dip
of 40 degrees ; but for the most part it was nearly horizontal, and the
direction of the dip was quite irregular. In the nala of ZeynBd, which
rrne over limestone, there is much t
d
,having emall pieces of the
limestone imbedded, and evidently fonned from the water of the stream
( q e c h e n s No. 85); a sim'~1arforrmtion is, however, found in a f m
places on the
level ground to the S. W. To the eaat of the village
a gmtly r i s i ground extends nearly N. E. and S. W. for about three
d m , and terminates in a amall hill, which risea rather abruptly. The
ia formed of nearly horizontal slabs of marble, the edgee of the
&ata being exposed by the gradual rise of the mrface. In followkg
&e ridge to within half a mile of the little h i to which it Mee. a
&ghr appearance presented ibelf : a dyke of perfectly vertical stratifitdon, about three feet in thickness,projects two feet from the general
w6Pca ; ita exterior is eingularly irregular and altered. the constituents
of the rock being formed into crystalline or fiint-lie minerals of lime,
argil, or siler, while the internal structure retains the characters of the
b k limestone. On following this natural wall for about half a mile.
ja concealed by globula~b d t . which has b u s t through the strata,
a d in forming the termination of the little ridge, has covered the
-dmg
limestone, of which a portion has been ao singularly diep-.
The W t is veeicular, and resembles much of that found in
the N h u l m e . No fossils were found here ; but in the ascent from
the second terrace of the Muklegandy ghht, where the great bed of
e n e shells W M incumbent on granite, the same limestone wae seen
The Manik-gurh h i b run from N. by E. to S. by W. almost at ri@t
.pLb.tO the Nlrmd range.
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in site, greatly broken up by the eruption of the precipitous trap ridge,
on which it w a ~seen. The thic'unew of the p a s and 4 jungle
prevqted ita being traced with sdicient accuracy. Fragments af ths
same rock were also seen, at Thitnoor ; and a very similar rock mu
observed in horizontal strata at Muneer, not far from some @
blocks, containing marine foeeils, in one specimen of which a m d
d v a l v e ehella were found. But as this locality w a ~only exambed
by torch light, I could form no judgment re to the formation being
the same ; although the total absence of foseils in the blue limesbe.
over extensive tntcta in which I have searched for them, incline me to
think that they are different.
The relative age of the blue limestone and grent trap formation, to
which these hills belong, being d n e d by theae and other facts ;it
may be hoped, that a careful comparison of the foa& d aaaist in
determining the period to which other mkn ocmrrbg to the north
and south belong. I have not been able to detect amongst them any of
the Hi~dlayafoseils ; but some fragments found in indurated clay rt
Jirpoh, near the hot springs in the valley of the Nerbada, and in a
specimen from the Gawilgnrh fossil rock, d d b e d by Dr. Vorrn. in
the 18th vol. of the As. Res. appear to belong to mme of the name
shelle.
The march to the P a y n p g a river ie over a 9at country of black
soil, m&ed in some plby a mixture of earth derived from slate
day, which appears occaeionally at the surface, and of the eame kind aa
that found below the limestone of Cuddapah, or which taken its place
under the diamond breccia of Banganapilly. Jaapers, striped red .ad
white, are found in the black soil. Scattered over this extensive plain
are a number of small conical hiiocke of white kankar, apparently
formed by springe issuing from the centre, and now dried up : in some
of them the apex is a little depressed. Several long straight r a q p
are seen at a distance, generally flat on the summits, but occPsionally
rising into cones, with a lengthened baee, corresponding to the direction of the hills. About half up the greateat height r remarkable line
extends all along, on which the eummits appear to rise as on a termce.
or like the p d e l made of Glen Roy.
The pebbles of the Payngunga are ++ally
calcedonk of a reddish color and the blue limestone. No. 93 b a epecimen of the
calcareous sandy tuff from the banh of thin 6ne river ; it b found or
high as 25 feet above the water at the fort; and is dwnp horizontal,
with blaak soil between the layers, which are from an inch to three
feet thiok. The surface is irregular, but seldom or ever ahoota into
bran&ea like the tuffa of the Godavery, and holes occmiondly occur in
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the lapas, fiam a deficiency of lime ; in other places, it projecta three
or four &t, in consequence of the soR mil being m h e d away. In one
af the qecbems, numerous recent eheh are imbedded, which correrpond m situation to a layer of these left in the sand by the last fall of
the river ; and it is evident, that the tuffi L formed from the infiltration of the lime with which the black soil and the water of the river
abomd, into layem of eand. In all these rivere, and in the strenm of
Bibberg and 0th- running into the Godavery above Buirachellam.
beds of limestone conglomerate, cementing Pgates and cnlcedonies, are
continually forming.
The country between the Payngnnga and Kair Am at rrll maom
many springs and streams of pure water; which give a lively and
beautiful grcen to the vegetation, when the surrou~ldingcouutry is
h e d up by the scorching heats of May*. The 6rst of these streams
ir at Lhgte, the water of which is loaded with lime, which it deponits on its bed in a thick incrustation of M. Loose pieem of branches.
m e d by lime, were found on the banks, and a wall of Lankar six
feet high in contact with No. 95, seemed to have been formed from a
opring which had gushed from a h u r e in the blue limestone, which is
here the surface rock, and rests on a reddiah, very friable date clay, as
is seen in a section a mile further down the stream. The black flint.
No. 96, resembling anthracite, was found higher up. Thb stream.
which, in the driest weather, ha8 suflicient water to drive a mill, is said
to have ita eource about six m i l a distant in a low range of hills, over
which the mad passea more to the east. a little to the north of Urjuaa, and three and a half miles from Lingtee. At this village, a
4strenm taken ita r h in a hot spring, whose temperatme, re it
gnshes from beneath the wall of a half rnined reservoir was, in December, 1833, almoat 870. Copions springs also rise in the bed of the
little stream ; and globulen of gas are extricated from round holea in
mud ; but on endeavouring to collect a quantity, it WM found that
them were considerable and irregular intervals between each jet of air.
nor did it alwnya insue fnrm the m e place. The springs rise through
the b l w limestone eo 0 t h mentioned, which, in a d o n in the north
b a d , is seem to have been r a i d by some violent forces, in a very
&@sir
manner, ao M to form a series of irregular piked gothic arches.
orcrlPid by partially bmkem but horizontal strata. The spaces within
the d e m u e 6lled with fragments of the name mck, all evidently
forced from below. The bed of the stream has a covering of cmnd,
T h e u m e nu observed of the beautiful stream 4t Bibbery, in the month of
May. 1838. m d inclina me to think, that it derirw its ronrce in ~ p r i n plike
t h a e of W,
te bm pmantJydwribed. It rim in the NLrmul rmp.
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which, some way below, is agglutinated by lime into a tolerably hard
rock. The sand is derived from a qasrtaze ~ndatone.which crops out
in two or three placee from the ascent eonth of tbe spring. The strat.
are not horizontal, but neither the dip nor line of bearing codd be
observed.
North of Ujuna the rock is concealed by the soil as far aa the
Pindee ghat, nearly a mile distant. which paaaee over the steep b
range, in which the Lingtee nulla risea. Ita tap is rounded, but on
either hand, several conical summita are seen outlying from the rmge.
which extends for some way from N. W. to S. E. On leaving the
plain of Ujuna, the blue limestone disappears, and the hill is f m d
to be composed of the usual black concentric basalt, the nuclei of which
are exceedingly hard, and cantain much olivine : they are imbedded in
a soft grey or greenish wacken. I was surprised to h d the road and
a ravine descending from the hill strewed with the limeetoae I had h&
below, and did not quite credit the gaide, who pointed to the top of
the hi as the locality from which they came. I, however, eaon came
to it in sit&, in its characteristic large smooth slabs, which render it so
ditlicult to pms on homebeck. They were observed to be slightly
convex upwards, to be very much hsured in rarioua directions, and if
taken in the mass, to have a slight mticlinal dip, although on the top
the slabs were horizontal and several placea remarkably altered, aa
if they had been half fused ;the argillaceous and siliceous matters having arranged themselves into beautiful streaks of a pale blue enamel,
passing into calcedony, or crystallized in minute prisms. Some parts
of thure ntrata had acquired a deep black color, and a flinty hardneee.
On descending the hiU on the opposite side, the same appearances
prese!nted themeelves, and left no doubt of the limestone having been
raised from its connections by the intruaion of the basalt, which had
slightly bent the strata, and in doing so, had caused the n u m a w 6ssmes, and the aiteration of structure. North 0T the Pindee ghat,
then are a number of very low rising grounds. flat on the top, and
compoetd of black globular trap rocks : and on the valleys, many large
coarse maasea of calcedony are ecattered ; of which, on a slrght ex*
mination, I saw none in the hills. Near thie, the limestone, No. 97,
was found in the bed of a nulla. A little further on, there are two
very black conical hills of trap, and at their feet, great fragments of
w k crystal, but of no beauty, and having cavities lined with d c e dony. From hence to Kair, the country is more level, rising however
a little, to the right of the road ; and four miles from the Piidee
ghat, and the same distance from Kair. I found the sandstone, Nos. 99
and 100. I t was only seen in a mall uulla where its etrata appeared
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to be h ~ d , ' a n was
d white, red, or of a h e yellow, easily deeom-
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poeed, and having small metallic veins passing through ita substance,
No. 100, and in m e or two places, passed into a breccia, cemented by
lime. No other rook is found at a higher level. I had been induoed
to erolaioe tbie extensive slope, as the occurrence of the blue limestone
mge;eeted the probability of a sandstone or breccia being found above
it, re at Cuddapah, before I discovered the sandstone at Urjuna, and
near EidUMd ; I was therefore much gratified by finding it, although
d&nmt in mineralogical characters. The country did not afford any
&on,
but the sandstone probably mta on the blue limeatone, which

I

I
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h met with at a lower level, two miles to the north-east. A mile and
a half wuth of Kair*, the mad crosaes a small river, where there are
some massea of travertine several yards square, which have been carried
down by the stream : they are entirely composed of petrified branches
and leaves, with a cement in some parta of considerable thickness, and
more or less crystalline, or resembling kankar.
The stream rises near the town in copious hot springs, whose water
is considered to be exceedingly pure and delicious ; but when faken
from one of the springs, where it can be directly received, was found to
be acid to the taste. and, on boiling, deposited lime, which the carbonic
acid had held in solution. Bubbles of gar, are also extricated with the
water, from one of the springe. The lime separates in its c o m e , giving
a whitish appearance to the water of the pools, while it sparkles near
the springs and in the rapide, re was the case also at Lingti. The
temperature of the spring. in 1831 and 1833. was 87' and ia the same
in May, June, and December ;but the difference to the feelinge, according to the temperature of the air, is so great, as to have led to the
belief that it is cold in the day and hot at night : the thermometer,
however, rhowed that it waa the same at 3 P. M. and 5 A. r. of the5th
Jone, when that of the air was 100' and 81'. The principal spring
rises at the root of a great Banian tree below the pagoda, and is stated
by the devotees to flow in the same profusion the whole year, which
tbey aecoant for by saying that it flows from the Ganges at Ben-.
Ti& and other springs form a stream, that increaser as its course is
f o l h d downwards, notwithstanding thab much is directed to gardens.
md a h e sheet of paddy in the bend of the river thus formed. About
BrJf a mile b e h the spring, the first formation of rock is fonnd crossing the stream Iike a dyke, but of considerable breadth ; othem more
remarkable are found lower down, and after a winding course of 24
6,
it seems to cease. The congeries of branches, roots, and even
Thia mmdl town mnrt not be confounded with a large phce of the u m e
a a m on the Oobvery.

trees, sometimes hollow, and always in concentric rings of deposit.
forms a beautiful sight when in mcreser of several tone weight. The
atrata were seen in one place to be 12 feet thick, and to rest on the
common black alluvial roil ; near this, it had filled the original bed of
the stream, and forced it to find another channel : and in two p h , a
fall of three or four feet, forming a pretty cascade, seemed to be occoaioned by the growth of the mck, and the wearing away of the channel
below. The deposit often conceals the remains of plants, with a smooth
coating of considerable thickness and 6rmne88, frequently rounded in
irregular eections of large circles ; in others, in nodulow forms of great
beauty, covering over the extremities of the smaller or larger branch-.
and occasionally preserving the wood in an hermetically-ded cavity.
The roots of the Banian now and then pass into the empty tubes, an
if +ey were the mould on which they ore formed ; others probably
form on the weeds, which flourish in the wildest luxuriance along the
banks : one of these I found to be 24 feet in height. Recent a h a ,
such as now inhabit the rtream, were found in many placea enveloped in
the stone. One fine specimen of lynuka was attached to the aide of
the rock, as if it had been arrested there by the deposit of stone aro~urd
it, and which has taken its shape ; its h e surface, where it adhered,
being that of the fresh shell ; while the coating exhibited the color and
fracture of the t& of the hillocks south of the Payqunga, and othem
exactly similar,. near the town of Kair. Roote and branchea were
seen b lie in the deep water without a coating of stone ; but the serier
of observations so accurately described by Mr. L n u waa completed,
by finding where the stream fell over some rocks, a plant still living,
whose rootswere thickly interwoven, and the leaves on a level, and jt&
above the water, cemented into a mam of 6rm white tdb. (Specimof the water and tnffa were formerly sent.)
The spray eeemed, therefore, to produce the d e p i t more quickly ;
but specimens of mom growing below the water were a h converted
into sharp brittle spicule.
Below, some blocks were aottened, and as if in part redidved.
Amonget the petrified plants, one tree 14 foot in diameter was
:
and a h a few leaves; but theee were rare. I suppose from their rapid
decay and smooth surface ; one of them seemed to belong to a speciem
of lotus eeen in a pool above. and another seemed to be the leaf of aloe.
In some places the tnffa was sandy, and in one or two slightly tinged
with iron ; Borne of it had a fine crystalline appearance, and considerable
hardness ; while other specimens could not be distinguished from kankar. A tendency to the formation of a bluish white scum was observed
on the surface of the atill water, both here and at h g t m : a Plight

smell n~emhlingsulphur waa a h o c c a s i d y perceived ; and at the.
latter. M people procured water of a very offensive taate, although perfectly dear, from a well which I did not see.
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The water abounds with animal life, and the banks are covered with
a ph vege-tation, a m m p t which many h e inaecta were men ; and
in the hot season, all forma of life seem to gather round thia oasis in
the black harped-up country around. The banks and water affording
m much food, vast numbers of bkde of Merent rpeciee, game, doves.
--fishere,
herons. &a. are collected together, whose habits a naturalist might spend months b observing, without &austing the field of
inquiry.
All the springs seemed to be e q d y loaded with calcareous matter,
and aimilar h t i o n s by springs now closed up are reen on a rising
ground down the river. Here too, the glpbular trap again appeared 04
the surface in several places, of s d extent ; one wan a little to the
west of the greateat formation of travertine, and another below the ford
where the bard nuclei were surrounded by I q e r s of a grey friable vacke
like that of the Nirmul hills, and are curiously divided into compartm w t s by tufFaceous partitions. Near to this, !he blue limestone is again
found in extensive slabs, alightly raised from its horizontal position ;
but as usual in nq regu]ar diregtion, the s t . occ~eiondymeeting
each other at an obtuse angle. Thg e a q e remark applies to the rock as
oeen to the uorth of the eprings on the r o d to Won, and to almost
every other place where I have met with it. Near the last mentioned
bed of basalt, m e irregularly inclined strata of blue r o d , having q
granular sandstone-like aspect, were seen, and at no great distance,
large loose masses of veabular sroriae were found, (specimem Nos.
109. 115.)
But the moat intereating appearances are seen, in a small irregular
rieiDg ground, above the pagoda at the principal spring, which will be
best understood by an inspection of the specimens 104. The basis of
the rock is a tough white limestone, projecting from the gentle r i s i q .
ground in very irregular masses, passing into curious and beautifd
jasperow minerals, often coated with minute rock and other crystals ;
and the whole iq perforated by large cavities, and even holes, evidently
formed when the rock hrrd been erupted in a aemi&lid etate. Much
tnfli is associated qith these altered rocks, filling up lpany of the cayities, and having various minerals imbedded. I believe that few places
exhibit so many of the most interesting dects of volcanic action, as the
r m l l dietrict around Kair ; more especially in altering a strati6ed rock
of appwently d o r m structure, so as to f o m 8 great vpiety of mineP
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rals*. A good deal of sandstone has been wed in the old buildings.
which the inhabitante stated to be brought from Sacra, five! mil- to the
west.
To the north of Kair,the limestone resumes ita blue color ; the soil
is black, and a little further on, mixed with calcedoniea, &c. In tbc
nulla at Won, quartz sand, sandatone, and a mineral n b b g pudding-stone were picked up ; and at the foot of the hill, the remarkable
vegetable fossil figured in the fifth number of the Madm Jonmal, and
now deposited in the museum of the Bengal Society. The small hill
of Won is composed of sandstone of dSerent colon, red, white, and
yellow, and waved lines of a black color from dirreminated iron, pam
through it in various directions-the composition of which is the same
aa that in which the fossil is contained, and No. 100, from between
Urjuna and Kair. The strata have been elevated by the convulsions
to which the reat of the district has been subjected, and have a dip
from the apex of the hill, varying from 35 to 55 degrees : their direction on the southern face of the hill, ia nearly from E. to W., but to
the west they turn off towards the rising ground on which the town is
situated, the line of bearing of the sbata being from S. E. to N. W.
The swell of the hill extends some way to the east. but the county is
on the whole level. This sandstone is also found to the eastward in
the baain of the Wurdah and Godavey, beyond Chanda.
Sand derived from t h e rocks forme the soil for two miles north
of Won : between that and the Wurdah, it consiata of the b-dtic
black soil, and the gravel of that river is composed of ~ a l c e d ~ ~ i ~ ~
bgates, &c. of which a calcareous conglomerate, in horizontal strata,
two or three feet thick, h a been formed. No. 123.
At Waronah, white sandstone and a yellow slate, apparently belongrefers the blue limeing to the clay slate formation to which VOYBEY
stone, id used in building ; and one obtained from a hill five mila a s wt, which I had not time to visit. Moat of the pagodas between
H i n p ghat and Chanda are built of the same materials. Between
Waronah and Chinee the country is level, well cultivated, and the
water within a few feet of the surface ; much fever prevails fir the
-s,
although there is no wood or marsh. Basalt protrades from
the level soil, and near it, the bed of a small ndla display8 s m g e l y
altered strata of the red alate clay, seen at Lingtee, which is broken
up, and intermixed with crystalline nodules and layers of c a l m U I
In rome rpecimem, the rnrface has the appearance of a remilured brick, which
had arrumed wmetbing of a rermqgement, whilrt the centre ia compored
of the blue limoatone little altered.
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.par, having a red cloy in the intetaticea. The specimen (No. R. 6)
given an imperfect idea of the ehgdsu appearance of this rock. At
D y e g h , two mila further north, and about the same distance south
from Chilmee, it is seen dipping to the weat of south at a considerd d e angle, ia much fissumd. and is reticulated with beautiful veins of
clrlcsreons spar, 6lling up the vertical intereticea. which vary from a
line to half an inch in breadth ; they intersect each other in all directiane withopt diatnrbance, and were evidently formed at one time.
To the eest of thb, and of the village of Chiknee, there is a very
gentle rise of the country, and concentric basalt and great round trap
b d d e r s rue seen w h m e r the soil has been removed. On this are
found numeroua great bloch of indurated clay, of remarkable hardneae, and &'biting all the varietiw of that mineral, of f i t y slate, of
compact schist, and of semi-opal*. Many of these massea are also
found imbedded in the b d t ; and on a very careful examination, the
inference could not be avoided, that they owed their different appearurces to the greater or lem heat to which they had been exposed.
Most of them are Nl of large and small univalve shells, many af
which are of freeh-water genera. Many of the shells are changed
into opal, others are covered, or their shape taken and preserved by
quartz crystals ; while the ahella of a few can be separated unaltered,
The spinea of the small ahella are often
o d c?&r~with ai&.
insin cavitiea in the rock, and their crystalline surface is often
ray beautiful, when examined with the microscope. Some vertebrae
.nd the head of a fish were met with ; but from the great toughness of
the rock, part only could be broken off, and a portion of the enme
converted into a red flint, with shells changed into opal. A
block
lsrge lo- block of a slaty structure was found near this, containing
fregments of very large bivalve ahella of great thickness, along with
w d converted into a black flint, intersected by h e veins of a light
p e e opal; and other bivalvea which had been crushed together,
were foond in a flinty state on the upper part of the rieing ground. I
Q not think that-1 go beyond the limits of correct inference, in suppeeing t h m &ells to have lived in a mud formed from the decampmof the clay-date found in the neighbourhood, and through which
the trap is seen to have barett.
Locne rpacimenr of thir rock w u seen by Mr. W. OEDDES,
Surgeon of the
European Regiment, in 1829, who directed my attention to ascertain
their position.
t Shelb were Umt found here by Mr. W. GBDDBS,
hk of the M d r u Medial Establibent.

a 2

The countrp to Naugri contihues to be c o m p e d of baaalt, wbiah b,
in some places tabular, with green earth b e m e n the lamias ; and the
aoil is covered with calcedoniea, ribbon and puddiag etbne, jaspen,
resembling those found m the Nirmul hille, to which the whole harader of the formation remarkably assimilates, and leaves no doubt d
their belonging to one great period of protrusive violehce.
At Nangri, fossils l i e those of Chiknee are h m e d ; and with the
c o n i d masses of calcedony, having a smooth flat base of cachelong, tbc
centre being filled with qnartz crystals and calc spar; which were
afterwards seen in sit&at Hingan ghat, inserted between the glob*
basalt with the apex downwards, the peculiar appearance d the bssc
being perhaps caused by slow cooling.
At Hingan ghat, a number of blocks, loose, of a black and red chert,
containing silicified branches of dicotolydonous trees, and a very perfect
portion of a palm (date 2) tree were diqcovered : and the same kind of
rock, but without fosds, protruded from the basalt a little belm
Colonel LAMBTON'S
tomb. The basdt was globular, but seems to hem
had a tendency to form five or six-sided prisms. The reat of the
route to N6gpoor is over s level country, from which a few insulated
trap hills rise abmptly, on whose summits basaltic columns are oc.csaionally met with. On the south side of the small range of hills n m
the city, these columns are very regular, and inclined'to the south, at
an angle of 450, in consequence of which many of them have fallen.
The flat top of the hi fortas a pavement of the ends of similar mlumns perpendicular to the horizon. The ronnd flat topped hill of
Sitabuldee, which is accurately described by Voresv in the 18th v&me
bf the As. Rs. is separated's few hundred yards from the extremity of
this range, and reeta oh a decomposing granitic rock ; itn great
irregular masses show a similar tendency to crystalline arrangement,
and thin sheetR of calcedony are found in the joinb.
To connect these obsetvations with those
in the As. Reaearchea and Journal, OII the countries south of the Nerbada, it is
necessary to mention, that at the cantonment of Kampty, eight milas
north of Ndgpoor, the and stone is met with in the north bmk of
Kanan river ; and a mile higher up, the granite has been forced tbm&
the strata, banor converting them into quartz rock. The c v t a l s of
felspar and plates of mica are remarkably large, and mica slate ie e n
in a quarry a few hundred yards distant. Beyond this are some small
hills of upraised gneiss ; near to which a conical hill of curiomly
altered rock, resembling that above the hot springs of Kair, has buret
through a limestone, which it appears to have converted into a fine
crystalline bed, like that found in the primitive districts af S c o b d -

Prom the summit of this voloenic rock the W t i c hill of Sitabnldee
u r d others are wen to the south and west ; and at the same distanoe
to the north, the m n d e d mica slate and granitic hills of Ramteak,
which extend into the Bengal territory m t h of S g u r .
An examination of the map will impress more strongly, than any
thing I can urge, the importance of examining the whole Sichel or
Shesba range, from the great lake water of Lonar, (to which the attention of pour readers wae called in the number of Journal for June.
1834,) to the foeail W of the N l h u l hills ;and from thence to Bibbery,
t h e fossiliferons localities above Mungapett, and the hot springe of
Byorah and Badrachellam. Other hot springs are also said to be
found in the Nirmul range, regarding which I could get no correct
information.
There are three other points to which it may be well to call the
attention of such of your readers aa may have an opportunity of vieiting these localities.
1st. Whether the Sichel hills really terminate about Mungapett.
o r are continued in broken rangea towards Rajamundry ? I have long
considered it probable that the dykes so common in the Ciraara are
cowith the great basaltic ranges which crm~the Decc~nin
nearly the same direction ; and Dr. BENZAham recently discovered a
bed of marine fossils on the top of a basaltic hill five milea south of
Rajamundry, and a little above the alluvial plains of the m o u t h of the
Oodavery.
2ad. Whether the basaltic bib near the Manjerah river, on whioh
Dr. VOYBEYdiscovered foseils, are connected with those of B e b u r pettah and Nugger above described ; and whether they belong to the
same geological period as the Nirmul hills ?
3rd. I entertain little doubt that the basaltic formation of the valley
of Berar and the basin of the Panah river, which falls into the Tapti,
bel?nga to the period of eruption which elevated the Nfrmul foesib
from the bed of the sea ; before, however, coming to this conclusion.
with reference to the northern part of the valley, the connection between the localities of the Nirmul and Chiknee fossils with tho= of
the Gawilgurh h i s (A. R. vol. 17th) must be ascertained.
4th. The exact relations of the crater of Lonar to the great voloanic
district to the N . W.where fossils have not yet been met with.
Bat as the difficulties opposed to the investigation of the greater
part of such wild and unhealthy tracts will probably prevent these
desiderata being soon supplied ;I hope that a d c i e n t number of organic remains have been obtained from the central point of the district,
to enable an experienced geologist to orrive at a tolerably correct esti-

mate of the relative age of part of the great trap formation of the

N. W. of India, which the President of the Geological Society in the
anniversary address to that body in 1833, stated to be quite unknown:
no vestiges of secondary or tertiary formations having been detected
within the region deecribed."

1V.-Dedmption of a Nev Species of C o l d . By B. H. Homnon,
Eaq. Redent in Nepal.
The following description of a new species was originally sent to the
Society six yeare ago, but it does not appear to have been published.
I t hae since been described as new by the Zoological Society in 1832.
With the description went a drawing, coloured, and large as nature.
Owing to the tardy appearance of the Society's quarto volume, the papers
that did appear there had been forestalled : thus red-bided Erolia, but
also my Cucreetus Nipaleusis, take precedence, by tlco years, of GOULD'~
Ibidorhynchu Stmthersii and his Hamatornis Undulatus,which are the
same species under new names. Both birds are types of new genera :
nee the Journal of the Zoological Society under date Dec. 27th. 1831,
quoted, pp. 170 and 174. 1 described them both two years and some
months previously : as the dates of the papers and the proceedinga of
your Society can prove*.
order RASORE~.
Family. COLUMBIDA~.
Genus Cokmba. Species new.
Colurnba Nipalensis, (mihi.)
Thi elegant species is found in the woods of the valley of Nbp61.
I t is. eeen exclusively in the wild state, and is very shy, seldom or
never entering the cultivated fields for the purpose of feeding, but
adhering almost always to the woods, and living upon their produce, in
the shape of grase, seeds, and berries.
Except in the breeding season, it is very gregarious, and it breed^,
I am told, only once a year, laying ita eggs in June and July. I cannot
bring it exactly under any of the ABCDariaRt. allotments of the numerWe can offer no further explanation of the lorr of the author'r MS. than
before given (J. A. S. IV.) neither can we find the plate to which he dluder. But we take this opportunity of circulating a lithograph of the Erolia
and bearded Vulture dercribed in vol. IV.. which may rerre an pslce offering
to the jwtly oUended author.-ED.
t A. orbits and tarsi plumose.
B. orbit. pl~amc~e,
t u s i naked, tail even.
C. orbits plumose, tnrai naked, rail wedgad.
D. orbits naked.
a. featherr of the neck and quills rimple.
b. fulthers of the neck notched at tips.
a. quilla bihd at tips.
WM

species of

I
t
I

I

I

thi genus, according to the specification of those allot-

ments in the 14th vol. of Ssaw'e Zoology, as will be perceived by the
following enumeration of characteristic particulars.
There is a naked space round the eyes. Two-thirds of the tarsi are
plumose, the remaining third only being naked, and the toes a h am
naked. The quills are simple at their tips. The feathers of the neck
are sub-elongated and acuminated at their tips. The tail is even.
the Abcdarian division of the qecies h
I n an earlier vol. of SHAW,
not camed so i i r as in the vol. just mentioned: and the following
disposition of species, to be found in vol. xi.p. 2, of that work, haa at
least nothing inconsistent with the enumeration of significant partidam
above given in reference to o w bird.
A. tail equal.
a. orbits naked, feathers of the neck elongated, and amminated
at their tips.
Comparing, for the sake of further illustration, o w bird with the
CokmPbo Livia, or common pigeon, it differs in being larger; in having
the soft membrane at the base of the bii leas tumid and mealy ; in
having a somewhat longer tail, and shorter, and more lowly feathered
t.ni,not to mention the naked space round it. eyes, and other d i m tic particulars, which have been separately explained.
The wings are about the same length as in the common species ; but
-g
to the tail being longer than in that species, they have the
appearance of beiig shorter, and they do not reach within two ipches
of the extremity of the tail.
What further illustration of this speciea may b& needed will be b t
from a p
d of the details of size and proportions given
below, and contrasted with those of the common pigeon. I now
proceed to the plumage, in respect to which our bird bears a strong
resemblance to the Parabolic pigeon. The principal colour is a dark
slaty blue, deepened into more or less perfect black in the quills and
tail feathers ; and shewing clearest on the lower part of the back, on
the leaaer tail and wing coverte above, on the thighs, and on tire whole
of the tail and wing coverts below. Vpon the lower part of the hind
Peck, the upper part d t h e back, the lesser wing coverts above, and the
most part of the body below, the principal colow is almost superseded
by a rich purplish tinge ; and all the feathere eo tinged, aave th- of
the upper back and of the sides of the body, are further adorned by being
broadly margined or pointed with pale clear bluish grey. The head
and top of the neck are wholly of the softest bluish grey, which colour,
as it dewendn the body, forming in ita descent the margins and points
j m t noted, gradually decreases in quantity, and fades in hue. I t pre-
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vaila rather on the lower than upper surface of the neck, and in
respect to the body, is no where seen above, except in the shape of
some roundish dots of nearly pure white on the lesser wing coverts.
The bill is black, shewing faintly a purplish tinge, which is more
clearly visible in the basal membrane qf the bill, Ad on the naked
orbits. In front, the legs and feet are black green ; elsewhere, they
The iris of the
are yellowish. The claws are clear, lively
eyea hoary grey or white.
The female is as large almost as the male, from which she differs
only in having the bluish grey of the head less clear and pale, and in
wanting almo~tentirely the purplish tinge, which adds so much beauty
to certain parts of the plumage of the male, especially the upper prtrt
of his back, and the lower part of his belly. 'JXs species is, I fancy.
questionlew new ; and as it seems to be peculiar to these mountains, if
not to N&p&lproper. Columba Nipalensis would be a very appropriate
name for it.
Dimensions and weight of the C o l d a Livk and Columba Nipa-

c. L.

c. N.

feet. ineha. feet. ineha.

........................
.....................
Ditto of tail, .................................
Ditto of e wing. ...............................
Expaurn of wing., ..............................
Length of tarsi, ................................
Ditto of centrd toe and nail, .....................
Weight, .......................................
Tip of bill to tip of t d ,
Leugth of bill (to the gape),

1 1
0 0,s
0 5
0 83
2 0
0 If
0 11

1130s.

1 24
0 1
0
0
2
0
0

6
9

lit
I,t

lf
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V.-Proceedings

of tlie Asiatic Society.

Wedneuduy Evening, the 2nd March, I8s6.
W. H. MACNAGITTEN,
EPQ.
V. P. in the ch:rir.
Lieut.-Col. J. COLVIX,
Engineers, Lieut. Col. L. R. STACY,
Jomn NICAvB,
E s ~C
. . S., Lieut. A. C~N~TNQEAX,
Engineers, and Raa VIJAYA& v m A
SINGHA
Behadur, proposed at the last meeting, were ballott+d for, and
dul elected members of the Society.
dead a letter from Mr. A L E ~ A N ~BE~I ~~ m rwithdrrtriog
r,
- from the
Society.
Read a letter from W. H.M A ~ A Q E TEsq.
P ~ ,Secretary to the Government of India, Political Department, acknowledging the receipt of a
of the communication from His Excellency Prince E ~ T E R ~ A Z Y .
Read the following reply from Goveroment to the Secretary'e letter,
written in pursuanw of the resolution of the last meeting, in reg& to

I
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I

I
I

I
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I

the oriental m ~ a s a i p t snd
s printed volumer of t h e Fort William College
Library*.
W. D q t .

To JAYIIP ~ I N I L P Eq.
,
Secretary to the Amalic Society.

Lr,

1 am directed te acknowledge the receipt of your letter, dated the 6th instant,

u d in reply to r u b , that the Qovernor of Bengal accepta the o6er of the Asiatic Society to provide rooms for the accommodmtion of, m d to hold accessible
to the pnblic, the Oriental portion of the late Library of the College of Fort
Witliam. m ~ dh n ordead the books to be made over on the following conditionr :
The books u e to be the property of the Qorsrnment until il Honormble Court
l y not, t l ~ e
of Diectors rball decide whether they shall be mmde over ~ b ~ o l u t e or
Society to be ruled of course by their decision. The Government to allow the
Asiatic Society a monthly sum of 78 Rupees, (sbted by the Secretary of the
Callqp? to be the minimum expence for custody of the bookr,) in con~ideration
of the Society's providing for establishment and keeping the books clean and
i n proper repair. All other clrarges to be provided by the Society. The above
Jlowancc to wane, in c u e of the properly in the books baing made over to the
Society.
F w t William,
H. T. PRINSEP,
tAe 24th Feb. 1836.}
Secy. to Ooot.
Resolved, t h a t t h e Society acquiesce i n t h e terms propoeed by t h e Govemment, and t h a t t h e 8ecretary do t r k e meaqures for receiving t h e
books and r t i n g r m i p b for them t o t h e Secretary of t h e College
Council in t e courre of their daily transfer.

Librcrry.

.

T h e following books ware presented :
Mernoin of the Astronomical Society, vol. 8th-by the Society.
Transactions of the Agricultural and Horticl~lturalSociety of Calcutta, 101.
2nd-by the Society.
The following by Profemor BOPP:
Gnmmatica Critica Linguae Sanscrihe, two editionr, 1829, 1832-by P*of-r BVP.
Glmsarinm Sanacritum, 1830-by ditto.
Nalru, Mahm-bharati Episodium, 1830-by ditto.
Diluimm, cum tribar alfis Mahm-bharati pmeshntissimis Epirodiir, 1829by ditto.
Uber einige DemonrWr#imme mad ibmn Znsarnmenha~gmit venebiedenen Propitionen mad Conjlmotionen im Sanakrit and den mit ihm r s r w ~ d tm S ~ m h e n 1830.
.
Uber den Eindurm der Pronomina a d die wortbildung im Sanskrit und den
mit ihm verwandten Sprachen, 1832-by ditto.
Ardmhnna's Reise ru Indra'r Himmel, nebst amderan Episoden der Mahabhanti-by ditto.
Conjugations Syrtem, 1 vol. 12010. 18lG-by ditto.
Die Snnddnt, 1 rol. 12100. 1829-by ditto.
Geological Raport of an examination, made in 1834, of the elevated eonntry
between the Missouri and Red Rivers, by G. W.~ ~ A T R ~ B ~ T O N H A U.
U QS.~ ,
~eologist,prmnted by the American ~ h i i o s o ~ h i cSociety.
al
T h e following books were received from t h e book-sellere :
Bridgewater Treatises, Prout's Chemistry, 1 vol. Kirby ou Animals, 2 rols.
Bagct's Physiology, 2 rob.
Inrdner's Cabinet Cyclopedia, England, vol. 5th.
---,
Greeks and Romans, rol. 2 n d
The resolotion, by inadvertence, was omitted in the printed proceeding#. It
nus to the effect. that as Government had been pleased to transfer the European

portion of the College Books to the New Public Library, the Society begged to
tender ammmodatim in it8 moms for the Oriental podon of tbe name, the Government agreeing to pay the est.blishn)ent necessary for its due prwmation while
in deporit.
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Illust~ationsof the Botany, kc. of the Him6layan Mmnt.ine, and of the
,
Flora of Kashmlr, by J. F. R o r ~ s Esq.
Mureurn of Antiguilier, 40.
Facsimiles of inscription8 on two slabs of stone a t t h e entrance of a
very ancient Temple, s u p p e d t o be Buddhist, on t h e Hill F o r t of GUIL.
lior, taken by Mrs. SALE, were forwarded by Major S U T H E ~ L A ~Resident
D,
a t Gualior.
Extract of a letter from Cnlonel H. BURNEY,
dated A v s 15th January,
announced t h e trnnqmission via Rangoon, of a smnll box containing some
Buddhint imngen found by Captain HANNAY
a t Tagoung, 100 miles above
Ava on t h e Irawadi.
Cnptain ~ X A X N A Y 'laat
S
letter is dated from Taen-bo, (the Sembooa of the
Map of thc Burmese Empire compiled in the Surveyor Genera1.'# Office in 1825,)
three stages above Baman. He must have reached Mogoung on the 5th inrtant.
H e speaks in the highmt terms of the general appearance of the country, and
estimatem the population, particularly on the right bank of the Irawadi, to be
much mare numerous than I bad imagined. At Barnan he wan much interested
by the Chinese, who were inquisitive but civil ; and he estimatem tbe breadth of
the Irbwadi at Baman, to be f i l l two mile8 durinq the rainy s w o n I The
Sherelee and other river8 falling into i t are too inconriderable to have any connexion with M. K L A P B O TTarn-po.
~'~
" 1 am writing to you in great I~aste. The cold at Ava t h u year is u n s m d ,
p e a t ; the thermometer at this moment has fallen to 459, and 1 am sitting in an
open verandab without B fire, and shivering under a piercing northerly air, which
seems to be coming directly from the snowy mountain^."
Extract of a letter from W. EWQR,
Eaq. was read on t h e nubject of t h e
interlined writing on t h e Lath a t Allahabad, which h e reported t o be i n
too imperfect n state t o be copied or decyphered.
reminded t h e Secretary t h a t he had communicated a draw,
Mr. EWEB
ing of the trident a t Barahnut and t h e inscriptions on i t 10 years ago.
A letter from Col. STACYwas received, on t h e point in diepute of t h e
relative a n t i q ~ ~ i of
t y t h e striking of coin in India.
A tabular view of t h e etatietics of Muttra was resented by Captain R.
W ~ o u a ~ n rmh ~o ,promised t o furnish similar t a b L of all divisiom of t h e
country measured by himeelf as a part of t h e grand revenue survey.
An accurate meteorological register, kept in Nip61 by Capt. R o ~ ~ n m n ,
for 1835 w a s rewived from t h e Resident a t Katmandhu.
A register of the thermometer for t h e name year, from Mr. R ~ e l r w o s m
a t Ambdla.
T h e fullowing models from Nip61 were preeeuted by Dr. A. CAYPBEL~.
1. Sugar-caue mill, or press, called Tura by the Newan, and RJy by the
Parbnttiah~.
2. Oil preu, called Chikon-.a.
3. Water-mill, called Par-ChaM of the northern Doab, and western hills,
and Kau by the Newars.
4. Spade, called Koo by the Newars, Kodali by the Parbattiabs.
5. Crutch, called Kurmughan by the Newarr, used for breaking the clods and
pressing the soil.
6. Roochi-mrqhan, used by the Newars to cover sown wheat, and Oayha, or
upland rice.
7. Charou-mughan, naed to smooth the flooded beds, in which the aceds of
the Mahi and 7bki m
i sown, and also prepare the roil for sowing vegetablw,
pepper (red), ginger, kc.
8. Roo Retcha, u d for weeding the flooded rice.
9. Chong KWH, uaed in weeding the Gayha, or dry land rice, eoud (a vetch)
or other drill crops.
10. Rod, used for spreading grain to the run, and collecting it in heaps after
ib removal from the straw.
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OaJh-O)u,ored for husking grain.
Rooti, used for making Chad (rice) from D h a , and for pounding bricka.
Chm Rummu. bhangy.
Plough, wed by Parbuttiahr.
Keka,
to separate lsedr from the cotton.
Y e a , .pinning wheel.
Wearer's loom.
Rool, carpenter's adze.
Phoho, used as a saw.
20. lhh,carpenter's chirsl.
21. Lamp.
22. Tnlip.
93. Specimen of Gappy upland rice.
24. Ditto of rice in the valley of Niphl.
25. Ditto of variety of rice cdlad Ma&.
26. Two specimens of mustard medn.
27. Specimen of pea stalactite.
28. Ditto of Nipel soap.
29. Two pen ca6m and inkshndr.
30. Two inkstands.
31. TWOB~ddhlu.
32. Nip41 sword.
33. ~ i i t oditto.
the following Nipalcse Mudcal Irutrumentr :
k. Phonga. (trumpet,) Newarl.
2. Mehalli, (flageolet,) ditto.
3. ~ i n g h a ,(horn.) NipLl.
4. h'ua P h n i , or firi. Parbattiah.
5. B ~ ; * H(flute
,
or Bfe.)
6. BeIi or KrisRna Bcli, Newart flute.
1 1.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Also, several specimens of Cotton and Woollen cloth manufactured a t
NipBI, Tibet, and Bhoote, marked from No. 18 to 85.
Phguiml.
The Secretary presented, in the name of Mr. W.CRACROPT,
a very fine
d e c t i o n of the foeeil impressions of vegetrblen nnd fosil woods in the
ma1 and shale of Kewcastle in New South Wsleq just received from that
place, along with a number of geological epecimens and many rare rhelle,
encrinite, kc.
Mr. C. B m presented a piece of fossil wood from the sandstone above
t h e awl beds of Burdwao ;to which the natives give the name of dturhdr,
o r 6s giant's bone."
Three a ecimens of mil, and five of minerals, of Nip41, and a collection
of Nipll.
of d i m ofbirds, presented by Dr. A. CAMPB~LL
A etuffed Albatross, presented by J. C ~ ~ LEeq.
D , H. C. Pilot Service.
A specimen of E u r i n o e u e Griwue, m Pigmy Spoonbii, presented
by
NEWWMB~,
Esq.

-bird is one of the rarest in the world

; but a single apecimen having been
found before : the Curator was requested to draw a description of it for publication.
A specimen of Remora, presented by C. W.S ~ T HEsq.
,
A note on the C h a m l M u m , one of the new pachydemntons genera,
discovered in the Bivtikik mnge, by Mmsra FALDONER
and CAUTLEY,ww
red.
The letter accompanying it notices the discovery also of the remains of birds,
in the same rich forsil field.
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of the Life and W~timgsof St. Nrrssrs CLAJINIIS, m.
d the Gracefil, P d a f of Armenia. By JOHANNEI
AVDAU.

I.-M-r

[Sabmittcd to the Asiatic Society, 1st May, 1829*.]

At a period when Armenia was labouring under the lamentable
c&cts of inteatine broila and foreign invasions ; when she was subjected to the ruinoua consequof dissensions that existed between the
ladera of the Armeninn and Greek Churches, when tyranny and persecution of the most violent kind etrode hand in hand in her territories,
Providence deemed it necesssry, out of sympathy for the sufferings of
hmnrn beings, to rake up a person. who, by a happy combination of the
@itka
ofn great mind, with those of a good heart, might be n proper
tof knitting more closely man to man, and of removing die-tea from the Church of Chriat, whose very easence is formed of
love, meekness, and peace.
The irr.divid-1, in whom the illustrious subject of this Memoir found
a &&erg was called APIEAT,a prince famed for uncommon bravey
md 80rioim achievements, who flourished in Armenianear the close of
the eleventh century. He claimed his origin from the Pehlavic race,
a d had the happinem of perpetuating hi memory by giving birth to
fo- sons, known under the appellationsof B A ~ I LSHAHAN,
,
Ga~oonr,
Thir paper was handed to ua by a Member of the Committee of Papen of
tbe Aaiatic Society for 1829, on him departure for the Cape. I t bad been unfortu.
mtely mialaid among hi# papers. Altboogh, (8s the author's paentation letter
MJI,) " i t ia not of a mientitic nature, and conwqoeatly little adapted to the
brte of the present age," rtill, conaidering that it is descriptive of the public
.eb of the greatat author and divine that flourimhed in Asia in the middle
of the 12th century, and illustrative of the religioum differences that separate
the Church of Armenia from that of Greece, it cannot fail to intarest many of
o u maderr.-ED.
a
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[MAPCH.

and N ~ s ~ s a s The
. latter was born in the year 1100, in the castle of
Zovs, which was the hereditary property of APIEAT. Allied by the
ties of consanguinity to GREGORY
VIKAYASER*,
who then wielded the
pontifical sceptre in Armenia, APIRATentrusted to him the education
of GRBGORY
and N ~ B R ~ who
E S , were, by the direction of their guardian,
admitted into the monastery raised on the summit of the Black Mountain. GREGORY
VIKAYASER,
when he had attained to a good old age,
was by the repeated solicitations of the prince BASILthe Sly, and his
illustrious lady, induced to change the place of his residence, and spend
the remainder of hi days near them, at Rapan, situated in the vicinity
of the city of Cheson. On his departure from the monastery of the
Black Mountain, he took with him his wards, GREGORY
and N I E ~ E S ,
having entertained favourable anticipations of their future greatnew
and celebrity. Some time after his having eventually settled in the
Red Convent, near Cheson, perceiving that his career was daily drawing
to a close, he sent for PARSICK,whom he had previously nominated
his successor, and for BASILthe Sly, to whose kind care and protecand NIEESES, the former being of
tion he intrusted-the lads GREGORY
the age of about 13 years, and the latter only 10 years, old. He also
added, in the presence of those by whom he was surrounded, that,
agreeably to his nomination, P ~ a s r c vshould immediately &r his
death be invested with the pontifical authority of Armenia. On the
elevation of the latter to that high station, he began to shew the
greatest regard for the welfare and education of his wards, Galroosr
and NIEESE~,
and accordingly placed them under the superintendence
of Bishop STEPHKN,a divine of high attainments and profound
tion, in order, that they might by his immediate tuition be instructed in
theology and the literature of the west. GREGORY
and NIERSEScontinued to proceed in their education with two other fellow echolare,
named S A R K I E and
P ~ ~GNATIUS,
whose valuable productione have petpetuated their fame in the recollection of posterity.
Vikayaser (Q~IJ-~P) ia the compound of q k martyr,
~ and dplove, rignibing IQVWq f m r t y r r , which is an epithet given to G a z a o n ~in conreqoence
of the extreme veneration which he displayed for the memory of martyr#, and
the great avidity with which be translated their liver from the Greek and Syrian
languages.
t These two worthiea are peculiarly dintinpished among the divines, who
flonrished in Armenia in the twelfth century. At the apecial desire of the pontiff Gszoonr, I ~ N A T Iwrote
U S a commentaq on the Gospel of St. Luke, which
i. held in general admiration for the perspicuity of its style and the rensibls
obmervationr with which it aboonda. SARSIE~
claims an equal share of veneration from his countrymen for him valuable productions, which have been handed
down ro w. They conlist of Commentariw on the seven General Epistler, on
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P ~ m r c rhaving d l i a h e d the seat of his pantificab at the desert
of Shnghr, in the vicinage of Cheson, felt great interest in. frequently
rZaiting the Red Convent, in order that his occasional presence might
enhame the utility and dGency of the institution. Two yeam
tbh, comidering that the quali6cations and good conduct of G u a o s r
were worthy of sacerdotal dignity, Pnmran conferred on him the order
at priesthood, when he had jmt attained the age of 15 y m . Removed
fmm the Red Convent, G u o o a r remained with Pnnsrcr in the pant&cal house, where the latter with paternal care and exertions instilled
into the mind of the former much principles of virtuom habits and
arnnd doctrine, a8 might belit him for the high oftice which he was
deained tofill.
Having enjoyed the pontifical authority for about eight years, PABu c r waa cut off by sudden death. Before, however, this melancholy
erent, he summoned the dignitaries of the church of Armenia, ae well an
some of the nobility of the country, and in their presence, nominated
his ward GBBWBYas successor to the pontificate, prebenting him with
his pont&cal robes and aoeptre. Accordingly, the bishops and clergy
of the nation having assembled in the Red Convent, anointed Garaour
with great honom Pontiff of all Armenia. Though of the age of twenty years only, the mental and moral qualities of G B B ~ O Bpeculiarly
Y
adapted him for the reuponsibility of the high situation.
G u o o a y having, by new improvementu, strongly fortified the castle
of Zovs, which had devolved on him after the death of his father, removed thither the seat of hi spiritual government. After the lapse of
averal years, NIEBIIES,at the particular desire of his brother G~sctoar.
qPitted hi monastic seclusion, and entered into clerical orders. During
the ceremoniesof his ordination, the pontiff GBBWRY
bestowed on him
the appellation of NIBRSB~,
in veneration of the memory of N r ~ a s the
~s
Gr&, who was of Parthian and Pehlavic extraction. By what name
he was originally designated, no mention is made in the w o r b of
m y of our hiitorianrr. His profound learning and exemplary virtues
-n
raised him to the high dignity of a bishop, in whose capacity he
from time to time sent by the pontiff on visitations to the moat
populolls provinces of Armenia, for the purpose of enlightening the
minds of the ignorant, and pouring the balm of comfort into the hearts
of the afflicted. Wherever he visited, his footsteps were marked with

-
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Pnyem of St. G e s o o ~ r o eN ~ r r r r ~ s land
s , on the Prophecy of ISAXAS.
That of the &nerd Epistles was published i n Constantinoyle in the year 1744 ;
bat thone of the two latter have not a8 yet been discovered.
For particulur of the life of N ~ s a s s athe Bremt, vide my translation of the
Hbtov of Armenim, vol. i. page 181.
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national improvements and spuitaal good. By his peculiarly mild tanper snd upright principles, he was held in general estimation, and considered a very valuable member of the fraternity to which he belonged.
At this period, it must be recollected, the aity of Antioch wan in the
possession of the Iatins, who found it necessarg to convene a general
assembly for the purpose of taking into consideration aome h-vy
charges that were preferfed againatR O ~ ~ ~ ~ . t h e A r c h b i sofhthat
o p aity,
to his holiness I ~ ~ o r r N T t Second.
he
Being deservedly distinguished
among foreignem for the intenee zeal they displayed both in the cause
of Christianity and humanity, the pontiff of Armenia and his brother
N ~ r a s a were
s
invited to become participstote in the proceedings of the
council. They met with a very honourable reception from the Latins,
whose admiration of the ~ f u tone
l of their convemtion could
only be equalled by the surprise with which they caught every sentiment which fell from the lips of those bright ornaments of the Armenian
church. On the d u e i o n of the meeting. which led to the deposition
of RODOLPB
from hi episcopal dignity, the p o n t S G n m m ~ rwent on a
pilgrimage to the city of Jerusalem. and his brother Nraarnrs having
returned to the castle of Zom, performed the dutiee of a proxy during
the absence of hi brother from the seat of his pontificute.
Dilraenaions now aroae among the Armenians and Syriam reaiding
in some part of Mesopotamia, through the dissemination of the heretical
doctrines of the Thondrakian sect*, which were calculated to mislead
the eimple and the illiterate. TAULKUBAN,
an Armenian nobleman,
eminently distinguiehed for his exemplary piety and benevolence.
viewed the progress of these heresies with great apprehensions for the
safety of the established Church of Armenia, and in conmequence.
endeavoured to check the evil, by communicating the state of tbings to
the pontiff G ~ r o o ~and
r , soliciting him to take meamrrea for effectoally
exterminating the sect.. The latter, cbter giving the mbject due conaideration, communicated with his brother NILRBPII
mthe best way of pro-

* The founder of this sect was an Armenian by the name of SUUBAT,who
flourished in Armenia in the beginning of the ninth century. He war born in
Zareharan, a village sitnated in the province of Zalcotin ; bnt in consequence of
his long reridence in Thondrak, he received the appellation of Thondntkensis, md
his followem were known by that of Thondrakians. His mind w u imbued with
the h m t i d principltw of the Panlicims, and the whole c o r n of hL life WM
marked with the greatert moral depravity, impiety, and wickedneu. Like the
Sadducees, he dibeliered thc doctrine of future reranla and paaishmenb. and
in imitation of the opinions of E ~ r c u a u ndenied that Qod was the creator and
preserver of the world. He refused his usent to the creed of the graces of the
'Holy Ghost, the sihcaq of the Sacraments of the Church, and the e&teaob of
sin, laws, and jrrsticc.
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tecting the C h a d from the impending dmger, and imposed upon
the task of addmahag a general letter to the Armenian inhabitantr
of Mesopotamia, dmsipive of the confession of the orthodox faith of tbe
Armmian Charch, and contradictory of the heterodox opiniom of the
Thondrakha. NIBMXSperformed the injunctions of his brother in
much a succeaaful manner, as to silence those who were inimically din# towards the Chnrch, and to restore peace and unanimity amongot
t h e community of that place.
In the year 1142, the Grecian emperor JOHANNS~
Pon~arnra~~r~nr
led a considerable anny into the country of Cilicia, in order to put
down the power of the Eicythians, which had already begun to aseume a
timaaidable appearance in that quarter. During his short stay in the
city of Annruba, the emperor expreoaed a desii of having an interview
with the h e n i a r ~
pontiff: GBE~ORY
and hie brother N~aaers.On their
baing w t e d to the emperor, they met with a kind reception, and
w a e scsted n a t t o hie imperial majesty. A conversation then ensued
relative to the doctrines and ceremonies of the Armenian Church, and
the oomd judgment with which they anewered the interrogations of
the emperor, excited his regard and admiration. Thb aflbrded him a
favourable opportunity of acquiring a correct notion of the state of the
Armenian Church, and of removing from his mind that unjust prejudice
with which he waa in the habit of viewing the Armenians. The example of their monarch was soon followed by the majority of the people,
who began to relax in the persecution with which they afl3icted a nation
whom by a conimon faith they ought to have protected from similar
cruelties. when idicted by the unbelieving Musuldns.
Apprehensive, through the perturbed state of the country, of an
attack upon his paternal castle of Zovs by foreign invadere, the yonG a ~ a o consulted
~r
his safety by quitting the place of his residence, and
dxing the eeat of his pontificate in the fortress of Hiromcla. Built on
the d u e n c e of therivere Manman and Euphrates, and strongly fortified
by nature, Hiromcla proved an insuperable bar against an i n d o n .
Formerly it was in the possession of the prince BASILthe Sly, and
now it waa under the control of the countess JO~CBLYN.
The pontiff
G p ~ i o and
~ r his brother NlrBSss met with a very hoapitable reception
.
from thb ill11(~trionslady, who felt the greatest delight in rendering
their sitoution comfortable, and was exceedingly pleased with their
charming and edifying conversation.
On the deceaae of her husband, who had been seized by NovaroDm*. the chief of Aleppo, and who died in confinement, the dowager
oomterr JOIICIMN
thought it safe to qnit Hiromcla for Europe.
MILU'I HLtory of the Crqaadtt, rol. i. p. 309.
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Previously, however, to her departure, she made over the management
of the fortress to the pontiff GREGORY
and his brother N ~ s a s r eon the
following condition : " I am about to quit this place," said she, '* and
proceed to my country. I leave this fortreas as a trust in your hande,
with a desire that in case my son happen to come to this quarter, yon
shall deliver it over to him as his patrimonial property ; but if otherwise, you shall be entitled to its posseasion." On the arrival of young
JOSCBLYN
in Hiromcla, he was made master of it in conformity with
the desire of his mother. After a short residence in this plaoe, JOSCELYN
determined to quit it for 'Europe. In consequence of this intention,
the fortress was sold to the Armenian pontiff GREGORY,
who, according
to the historians VARDAN
and KIRAKUS,
established in it the seat of hie
pontifical government, and raised there a very magnificent Church,
embellished with splendid cupolas.
About the year 1165, when GREWRYhad attained to a good old
age, and enjoyed the pontifical office for a period of 53 years, he began
to be. solicitous for the nomination of a successor. He expressed a
desire of conferring that spiritual dignity on his brother N~snsme,
who was also past the meridian of lie. The latter, though the offer
was several times made to him by GREGORY,
was unwilling to accept it.
Finally, anticipating the approach of his death, Gmaoay ordered ageneral meeting of all the Armenian bishops, monks, and priests to be held
in the pontifical house at Hiromcla, for the purpose of conaidering the
best mode of nominating a successor to the pontificate. In this assembly, after making an impressive speech on the approaching termination
of his career, and the necessity of electing a succeesor worthy of the
high station which be Wed, he expressed his choice of investing his
brother N I E ~ ~ with
E S the pontifical authority, which proposition met
with the unanimous and cordial approbation of the audience. N~aaems.
who had made up his mind to exchange the troubles of a busy life for
the sweets of solitude, in vain endeavoured to decline the offer of that
responsible situation. Overcome by the repeated solicitations of the
assembly, he was at last obliged to accept the office of the pontificate,
with a view of promoting the general welfare of the nation. Immediately after this, GREGORY
anointed NIERSESpontiff of all Armenia,
and adorned him with the pontifical robes. He placed in his hand the
sceptre of authority, and saluted him with the greatest reverence and
submission as the head of the Church. When the ceremonies of the
election were over, NIERSESrose and delivered a most excellent speech,
expressive of his acknowledgments for the high honor that had been
wnferred on him, and descriptive of the nature of the responsible duties
which he was bound to perform in the spiritual dignity to which he
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By this oration the audience were not only asswed of

the zed and intereat which he wonld feel for the welfare of his flock.
I

I

but were alao struck witha forcible conviction of thegoodnenn of the heart
and the grandeur of the mind, from which these graceful sentimento
emanated. I t was owing to a peculiarly sweet tone of his expremions,
and a remarkably fascinating flow of the sentiments of his inspired
mind, that he was dktinguiehed by the appellation of the Graceful,
c%mrSId,aa he was latterly known by the cognomen of C L ~ ~ N ~ I B ,
bL9%b in consequence of exercising the functions of his sacerdotnl
ofiie in the fortress of Hiromcla.. About three months after the elec~ , brother G a s a o a ~departed this life Anno Dmini
tion of N I E ~ S Phie
1166, and was entombed in a sepnlchre prepared during his life time.
Soon after the death of his brother, Nraasss, the pontiff, aet about
improving the state of the churches, and promoting the spiritual welh e of hi flock. And as the Armenha in that time, like those in our
were dispersed in various parts of the globe, that is to say, in the
tenitones of Armenia, in Greece, Persia, Georgia, A l m s , Egypt, and
other quartem, he found it essentially necessary to extend spiritual
cornforte even to hie distant congregation, by sendingto them pious and
able. missionaries,forthe purpose of curing the wounds oftheafilicted, and
enlightening the minde of the ignorant. Not contented with the good
that was likely to result from the zealous exertions of these preachere of
the gospel, he, at the early part of his pontificate, and by the unanimous
consent of his bishops, addressed a general epistle at great length to the
people of his Church, which was couched in sentiments full of heavenly
wisdom*. In this letter, after mentioning the death of his brother
Gmaony, and taking a short view of the relative dutiee impoeed upon
him by his being elevated to the pontifical throne, he stotee the
orthodox creed of the Church of Armenia, which is immediately followed by preceptive exhortations best adapted to persons of every age
Pnd rank. The letter itself is divided into &rent sections, the fimt
of which is directed to conventuals, who are assimilated to the stars ;
the second, to the primates of monasteries, who are compared to the
eyes ; the third, to the biihops, who are likened to the head, countenance, and atewar& ; the fourth, to the priests, who are made to reamble parents ; the fifth, to the nobility ; the sixth, to the military
order ; the seventh, to the citizens ; the eighth, to the husbandmen and
peasantry ; and the ninth, to the female sex in general. The immediate object of the writer was to excite a love of virtue and piety amonget
hie congregation, and to be instrumental in eradicating from their
Thia putoral epistle was published in Venice witb
in the year 1829.
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minds wch unwholesome principles, as are calculated to render h p ~ n
nature waste and deformed. There are also extant several epistles
written by N r s a s ~ eto different indmiduala, about mattera temporal and
spiritual, amongst which his correspondence with the authorities of
Greece, relative to the contemplated union of the Gnek and Armenian
Churches, claim8 pre-eminence. Of this I shall have occasion to give
a detailed account in the following pages :
The attention of NIEEBESthe Graceful waa chieily engrossed by a
fervent desire of introducing various useful plans of improvement into
the Church of Armenia. He succeeded in his endeavours of reforming
it from the remnants of those irregularities, which were some of the
baleful coneequencea of foreign invasions, and which were still predominant in several pwta of Armenia. He strove with p a t vigilance to
restore to the Church that splendour. which it enjoyed dnring the
glorious reign of the Christian kings of Armenia. He ordered old
copies of the Prayer Book of the Armenian Church to be brought to
him from various distinguished monasteries of Armenia major, and by
a careful comparison of their contents, he modelled the liturgy with
considerable improvements, which is to this day in general me amongst
all the Armenians. He made several additions to the Prayere that
were read on Good Friday and the Pentecost. According to the authority of MUKHITHAE,
the pontiff, it appavs that up to the time of NIER~SS
the Graceful,thechurch of Armenia performed the ordination of priests
and bishop conformably to the cnstom and ceremonies of the Greek
Church ; but Nrsasss, on his elevation to the pontifical throne, adopted a new mode of ordination, not materially ditkrent from thoae of the
aiater Churches.
Prior to the beginning of the twelfth century, poetry was a perfect
blank in Armenian literature. Though metrical pieces and mngs cpn
be tnrced in our history to have been repeated and sung by the Annen i m in Werent periods, yet no record is handed down to us aa to the
existence of regular poetry in the Armenian language. According to
a faithful writer* of that time, great credit is due to N ~ s s w ethe
N ~ s s a e sLAYBRONCNSIS,
a contemporary and relation o t Nxrrsua the
Graeefn1,:pays rn hndsome and just tribute to his genim, learning, and ririn a poetical panegyric which be wmpowd on him shortly after his d d . In
alluding to the honor due to him for his being the first wbo introdnod pork,
into the Armenian language, the panegyrist writes thus :
" Who Arrt with grace Homeric nomben strung,
(.Jbr+%
- l l d ~) J , *

nm~uLnp--,+
't,

G ~ L . ~ &

np,,~tmb,,4

And touchingly in fair Armenia sung,

+re?.

Hin vener soothe and elevata the soul,

,

And bend our rtubborn hurt# to their con trot^
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Grocefal as the first poetic writer in Armenia. whose talented productions have deservedly gained him the title of the Prince of Armenian
Po&. G i by nature with a great genine. N ~ r n s n sdevoted his
le@mto the composition of melodies, anthems, and hymns, which are
to thie dey sung in our Church to the admiration of all. Some of
these poetical piecee are acrostic, the 6rat letters of the stanzan can-

I

)

posing the name of the author or the entire alphabet of the Armenian
Ipngnage. He also wrote several treatiees and panegyrics, both in
prose and verge, on dominical feasts, patriarchs, martyrs, and an@.
During the days of his priesthood, he composed a brief histoy of Armenia in verse, from the period of HAICto the twelfth century. A
variety of miscellaneoue pieces are also extant by thia author, s e v d
of which he wrote before his elevation to the pontifiad throne. At
the express desire of his nephew APIMT, he produced in verse a pathetic Elegy on the destruction of the devoted city of Edessa by the
victorious army of Zr~aux.thechief of Aleppo, which memorable event
took place on the 23rd of December, 1144*. This little work, which
abounde with vivid descriptions and patriotic feelings, was for the first
time published at Madras iqthe year 1610. Another edition of it
was lately published by the Aeiatic Society of Paris. The European
may shortly expect m English translation of it, which I have
undertaken to executet. On his k i n g r a i d to the dignity of a bishop
N r ~ n s produced
~s
another excellent work entitled 6%np+C " Jesus
the Sont," which ie a poetical description of the principal events that
are recorded in the Old and New Testaments. During this time he
composed that admirable prayer which commences with " I codes8
with faith," C - L - N ~ fim-=i&JbJ,
and which is now so popular
amongst the generality of the Armenians. I t consists of twenty-four
verses, typical of the twenty-four hours of the day, and the number of
the books of prophecy. Reg~rdingthb prayer, the author s a p in the
records of old mannscripte, " I have written this in a plain and easy
style, that it should be intelligible to general readers." It is held L
nnch great estimation by my countrymen, that a translation of it into
twenty-four languages was pub1iahe.d in the year 1823 by the Mukhitharian Society in Venice ! NIERSB~
was not unaware of the benefit of
combining utile dulci in the variety of hie literary productions. He
M ~ L L ~
I ~h ~t

o r of
j the Crusades, rol. i. p. 307.

t The Armenian text war published at G~lcuttain

1832. Tbe translation ha8
not jet ap+ared.-~~.
Z Thu work in very popnlar with the Armenian literati, end hen run through
several editions, the l a s t of which war publirhed rt Venice in the year
1830.
T
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mote beveral entertaining fablee and pleasing enigmae, with a view of
effording to hie countrymen a source of innocent pleasure of the mind.
Beeidee tho= already enumemted, he produced several other h i e
works, which, like many valuable antiquities, have not eecaped the devouring jaws of time.
the Gfaceful havThe fame of the sanctity and wiedom of NIBR~SB
ing spread through rarioud countries of the globe, many distinguiehed
individuals addressed him letters comprising questions on the most difficult points of religion, which he answered with such skill aa to carry
conviction to the mind of every reasonable being. At the special
desire of V A R ~ Aone
N . of the venerable monks of the convent of Haghbat, he undertook writing a commentary of a sublime panegyric on the
Holy Cross, the production of David the philosopher, distingumhed by
the cognomen of the Invincible. When the work was completed and
he highly admired the profound learnihg and the
presented to VARDAN,
inspired sentiments with which it abounded. There are also a few
philosophid treatises extant ih our language, which some of our historians attribute to the pkn of this bright luminary of the Armetllaa
Church.
Great intimacy existed between Nrsasae and Gsoao~nr,primate of
the convent of Haghbat, who was eminently distinguished for his piety
and rectitude of conduct. The latter, who held a conetant communication with the former, solicited him in a letter to me his endeavom to
procure a copy of the Memoirs of ST. SARKIBB
the General. Nrsaese
mcceeded in obtaining the work, which waa written in the Sprian Ianpage. He ordered it to be translated into Armenian by a Syrian
priest, named MICAASL,
who w e tolerably c o n v e m t with the Arm*
hian language. This translation was subsequently revised by N I S ~ B
in the year 1156, while he was a bishop. A copy of this work, written
tn Hitomcla, in the year 1198, about twenty-five years after the death
of N I B R ~ Sis, preserved in the h
i of the M u k M a n S o c i q at
Venice. Anhexed to & work, which app"rs to have been transnibed from the manuscript of NIERSEShimself, is a commentq of the
general Epiatles af St. J A Y B St.
~ , Pama, St. JOHN,and St.JUDE,
nritten in a concise and comprehensive style, and compiled from the w&
of Greek and Syriac theologiuts, whose names are specified. Brit who
was the compiler of thie work is not known, as no mention ia made of
him in the old records. In another copy of the same, whioh was 6
ten in the year 1335 at the convent of St. TEADDBUB,
eitnated in the
province of Artsz, the compilation of the work is attn'buted by the .
transcriber to NIERSSS. This is, however, a mere conjecture, for it
can be clearly perceived from the atyle that it ia not the production of

i
I

Nrmnoso. Perhap a traoreript made by him from the origin4 wor
I& in the pontitical house at Hiromcla.
In the evenbag of hia life, Nre.ers commzwd writing a commentory on the Gorpel of s t . MAmarw. He had performed it aa far as
" Think not that I am come to dentroy the lew or the prophets : I w
net come to &&myI but to fulfil," when the terminatian of hia earthly
career put a .top to its completion. After the lapse of a considmble
time, it wm 6niehed by JOHANIMZOO~BBLNB~U.
There is another work
by the talented Nrrmra, which was intended as a guide for momtic
life, and which he wrote while he enjoyed the dignity of pri-,
The profound learning which cbaracteriw h h writings, the peculiarly
bemustyle in wbich they are compooed, and the divine rpLit of
bemvole~cewhich pervades every psge of bir coslporitionh are cow
vineing proofs that the author of them wor endowed with a mind of
mwt extram*
pwers, and tilled with divine inspiratk. Hir
vdumiuou hlarationr, which have been handed down to us by the
manhons applause of peat generations, are hghly creditable both to
head and heart as a awn, a patriot, a divine, and a philosopher. Few
rise from the perueal of his works without being moved by fee*
af m a n n c e and admiratioa for the greatnese of the mind from which
they hare emanated. NIBUSBP
L ~ M B B O N Ethe
N ~grandam
~S,
of General SHAUAN,
the brother of N ~ n n o ~the
o Graceful, who WM one of hi.
distinguiehed contemporaries, and had many opportunities of p e n m y
q r i e n c i n g his mental and moral qualities, pays a just tribute to the
of this paragon of leanuag in a poetid panegyric which
minutely treats of the many amiable V ~ with
W which he waa adorned.
The ~anegyriatproperly dwells on the meritoriou~exertione, which
N x g ~ rthe
r G
d made to promote the public good, on hia exemplary piety and devotion, his rigid and abstemious habits, hie continual
and philosophid reiktione, and the warm u p p a h e r with
which hir heart glowed in wlieving the diatrees of the poor,the ophan,
the wi&w, the sick, the captive, and others who were doomed to suffer
@eriea and damitiea.
the p o n t i h t e of Nrsnsro the Graceful, there atill appeared
in IUJIW prute of Armenia remnants of a peabar tribe of Armeniam,
known under the appellation of UpLfip+kAusvosnrss*, (the Sons of

-

Tbis p ~ p l ehad probably derived their mods of ronhlp from the anclent
Psrrianr, and perfectly agreed in the tenets of the Ooebrer of the p m . t day.
T b q adhered to the doctriner of Z S R D A ~ Ror
T Zoronsram, who oousidercd the
sna u the grrod receptaole of tire, and placed b h s erktcnce of t b Deity b b e
fiery alemeqt spread over all the universe.
T2

the Sun,) who had continued in their ancestorial supemtitime, and not
deviated from paying homage to the sun since the days of G a s a o ~ r
the Illuminator, the second Apostle of Armenia. Through the zealous
exertions of the Armenian missionaries, whom the pontiff NIEBSEB
cent to different quarters of the country, the darkness of paganism,
that had so long ovcrhung the heads of these unbelievers. @ d y
began to vanish, and after the lapse of a few years, the whole of that
tribe embraced Christianity, and were admitted into the fellowship of
the Church of Armenia4
Contemporary with N ~ e a s ~the
s Graceful, there was in Armenia
M ~ ~ ~ H X Tan
Has~iduoue
AR,
follower of & ~ C U L A P I U ~ , and eminently distinguished for his Medical and Astronomical knowledge. He had the
gratifiation of cultivating the friendship of N l s a s ~ s from
,
whose
conversation he derived the greatest delight and spiritual comfort.
At the particular requeet of this celebrated naturalist, NIERBBB
wrote
a beautiful poem, descriptive of the beauties and excellencies of heavenly bodies. He added to it another small poem on the Creation of
the World, and the mystery of the incarnation of o w Savioar*. The
latter is acrostic, the first letter8 of the verses of it composing
thii sentence vfibP+ rdbt4'
' b ~ l & * C 49- p-% a '' Doctor MUKE~THAB,
accept from N I E W P ~this poem !" 1 hope it
will not be considered here out of place to say, that this learned physician haa left a very valuable work on Medicine, which is replete with
wise observations and useful experiments. It was composed during
the time, and by the desire, of GILE~ORY
the pontX, the successar of
NIBUSESthe Gracefult.
One of the most remarkable actions that marked the earthly careet
of NIERSBSthe Graceful, waa the contemplated union of the Armenian
and Greek Churches. This desirable object, which originated from a
most unexpected event, waa undertaken during the life time of his
brother G a e a o a ~ the
, pontiff, and prior to his being invested with the
of
supremacy of the Church of Armenia. But alas for the pChristianity ! before the laudable undertaking was carried into execui
tion, both Armenia and Greece were unexpectedly deprived of the
only instruments by which such a happy change possibly oodd have
been dected !
During the last days of the pontificate of GILEGORY,
dissemions
arose between the two Armenian princes, T m o ~ o s rthe Great Pan*
These two little poems are also published in conjunction with the work called
14

Jesus the Son."

t Tbis rue Manascript work war diiovered in tho Royal Libnry of Paris,
and published in Venice two year8 ago.
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b d s b and Lwd of Cicia,and O ~ E I Nthe Sebastun and Lord of
Lambron. The reaeon of this unfortunate difference wan, that the
fonner insisted upon the latter to profess obedience to himself, and to
decline becoming tributary to the Greeka, while OSHINthought it
d e r to continue his allegiance to the Greek emperor, than to +owledge the asoendency of T ~ o ~ o a Blinded
r.
by selfishness, and provoked
by mutual resistance, they were at last necessitated to have recourse
to an appeal to arms, which was attended with fatal consequences to
both parties.
The.pontiff GBBOOBT,
viewing these unfortunate circumstanceswith s
*kit 06 national sympathy, imposed upon his brother NIEP~BS
the
task of effecting a reconciliation between the two princes by his mild
and fascinating address. N ~ r a s r asucceeded in his endeavours of
restoring to them peace and friendship, which were soon after followed
by a happy alliance bemeen them, T H O R O marrying
~E
his daughter to
H n ~ n u the
, son of OSEIN. On the celebration of this marriage, O ~ H I N
desired NIBMSS to accompany him to Lrunbron, with a view that its
inhabitants might be benefitted by his d i n g instructions and evangelical disco-.
During their journey they had occasion to enter
the city of Mamestia, which was then in the possession of the Greeks.
Here they met A ~ r x i n athe
, protostrator or generalissimo of the Greek
rumy, who was the son-in-law of the emperor M A N ~ and
L , had come
thither with the design of visiting the frontiers that belonged to the
Grecian empi*.
On his h t interview with NIPBSLSthe Graceful,
Axaxrue wan struck with admiration by the grace and learning which
pervaded every part of his conversation. One day reliion beiig the
topic of theii conference, ALBXIUB
expressed a desire of being furnished with information ae to the cause of the division of tbe Church
of Christ into so many doctrinal opinions. The promptitude with
which NIPMESanswered every question that was put to him, created
in ALnxros a deep sense of veneration for him ae an erudite divine,
and left no appearance of doubt in his arguments. N I B R ~convinced
E~
him that the &rence of .opinions between the Christian Churches
merely existed in words and forms, and asaured him that the creed
of the Armenian Church was consonant to that of the Church of
Greece.
h n x r n s desired NIrxsns to commit the whole of their conversation
to writing, which he promised to present to the emperor, and to exert
every nerve in effecting a union between the two Church-.
He also
propoaed to him the solution of a few important points, which fmm
their intricate nature had created a dXerence of opinion between the
divinep of the Greek Church.

r4a
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Nxolrsse accepted the proposition with great interest, and accordingly wmte an epistle to him full of sound doatrine and incontrovqtible
proofs. He commenced the latter by saying. " I was extremely
delighted by the opportunity of holding a conference with you, 0
philanthropic and pioue nobleman, r q e c t i n g the doctrinee and forms
of the Armenian Church! But as eentimenta embodied by human
utterance are liable to be etfaced from the bd4et.a of memory, by the
lapse of time, by reason of the ceeeation of our remembrance, I do not
hesitate to furnish you with a written account of all that you were
pleased to hear from me. I ahall endeavour to perform my taak with
as much propriety and precision, as my time and abilities will admit
of. Encouraged by the love of knowl*,
with which you are distinguiehed, I feel no small alleviation in the execution of my difficult
undertaking. It may not be perhaps superfluous to add, that all my
a r p e n t a are drown from that pure murce of r e l i p u e trnth, for
which our divine fathers of old are so deservedly characterkl."
This preamble is immediitely followed by an orthodox confession at
the Holy Trinity, and of the incarnation of our blessed Saviour. It b
here aeserted, that the Church of Armenia admits the duality of natun,
in Christ, and that the Armenians by the term " one nature," acknowledge by implication an unconfounded union of the divinity and h w
nature of our Saviour. I t is also added that the Annenian Church,
wording to old customs, commemoratee the nativity of our Saviour on
the 6th of January, and that it is a grose fabrication that the Armenians observe the Annunciation day on the preceding day of the Epiphany. That in consequence of a want of olivea, the AwePiane m&e
preparation of wction by the oil of odorous flowers. That they pay
due reverence to pichues. a t in UMstructing cmeaea of wood, naila
with no other intention affixed to them than with that of joining
the parts together ; while those made of silver and gold are without
nails. That the prayer Q = ~ p p " Holy God*," is &red in the Ard
meninn Church to Jesus Christ, and not to the Father, or the Holy
Ghost. That the custom of partaking of milk, butter, and cheese, os
About half an hour previously t o the commencement of high mars,
the following ahort prayer is addressed to the Son in the Armenian Church :
1) k p p @, -=Lrp C k ~ r n
mm~ppL -%,GS,m
r fi-L+P <-a% dbr, m Y r l a + &rs
" Holy God, Holy m d Mighty, Holy and Immortal; who wart cmcidedfor IU,
bare mercy upon US." An erroneous impresrion had been made on the mind6
of the Greeke, that tllis prayer was indiscriminately addreared to either of tba
pereons of the Holy Trinity, and by thin conviction, they traced a fundamental
error in the doctrines of the Armenian Church.
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Saturdays and Sundays during the lent, has now become obedete
amongst the Armenian people, and though it ia still continued by a
few of the nobility, its entire abandonment will be etFected in a short
time. That the custom of using pure wine, unmixed by water, in the
Holy Communion, haa obtained in the Armenian Church since the days
of the blased Gaaeonr the Illuminator. Finally, the writer explains
the nature of the abdomedal fasting, which ia observed by the h e nians a few weeks before the commencemmt of the Lent.
h x u n s , on receiving from NIERSES
the foregoing epistle, expressed
his grateful acknowledgments for the same, and permitted him to take
hi departure for Lambron, after having bestowed on him every mark
of honor suitable to his rank and office. Nreasxs having remained
in the latter place for a short time, quitted it for Hiromcla, where h e
met his brother GILEOOBI,the pontiff, and related to him every particular of the communication that had passed between him and the Grecian
generalissimo ALEXIUS.
On the fulfilment of the immediate object of the letter of N I R R ~ E ~
the Graceful, on its being put into the hands of the emperor ~ ~ I A N u E L ,
and the patriarch MICHAEL,
they . immediately ordered it to be t r w lated ioto Greek, and felt great satisfaction at the opportunity that had
offered itself of effecting a union between the Greek and Armenian
Churches. The perusal of the translation filled their minds with
admiration of the mild spirit and rare talents of the writer, and afforded them encouragement to carry the contemplated soheme into execution. Herenpon the emperor gent a deputation to Armenia, eoneisting of SUMBAT
and AUUKH,
both of Armenian extraction, with a letter
to G~lcaonrthe pontiff, dated September, 1167, expressive of his earnest desire of seeing the consummation of the happy union which was
in contemplation. In order to proceed in this undertaking with facility and success, he wished that N r x a s ~ sthe Graceful should be sent
to Constantinople, thinking that the presence of both parties might in
a great degree be oonducive to an amicable settlement of the existing.
The following is a copy of the letter in queation :
diff-.

" MARVELCOMNINO~
Po~~enlorr~~
ever
m smighty
,
and great, Augustus,
emperor of Greece, and faithful king of Qod 3esur Christ, to his holiness Lord
Gneaonr, the excellent pontiff of Armenia, sendeth love and greeting. I t ia the
impemtire dhty of all those, who by the medium of the baptismal font have
e~.bsrsdinto the fe8owahip of Christ, to have h e regard for the fal6lmeut of
justfa, and M display special care and zeal for the advancement of love,
p e s , and unanimity amongst that class of people, who have Chrirt as the foun& i o n of their religion. They are bead to use their unremitting end6amun
ta knit d
l the Christians with the bonds of union ; to make them followern of one
nhepherd, who became incarnate to save un from perdition, to bring them under
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the galdance of one paatoral crook ; to cause them to ' lie down i n green p s taresw of orthodox faith ; t o render them participators of the vital stream of
rholesome doctrines, and to gather them within the pale of one Catholic
Church. Elevated by Providence to the highest station that can be allotted here
to a human being, I consider the duties of governing my empire less sacred, less
beneficial, than those which oblige me to be instrumental in effecting an union of
the Christian Churches. Iaipremed with this couviction, I shdl, an far as time
and circumstances will permit, strive to, consummate an object, which involves
the temporal and spiritual welfare of mankind.
'' I t is not lens becoming to yonr excellent fraternity, who bave mule the
scripturea and the laws of God your chief studies, and rendered yonrselvea convemant m t h the orthodox doctrines of the fathers of the Church, to use y o w
friendly and influential co-operation in securing the welfare of the inward man,
by collecting from the only mource of life the dewr of troth and rdvation. Of
your desire to promote this laudable object, we have been informed hj. our beloved wn-in-law A ~ r x r n s ,who delivered t o na a letter bearing a detailed account
of the conference that had taken place between you and him concerning the
aontemplated union of the sister Churches. I t is our intention to give due
deliberation to the state of the Armenian Church, and t o institute inquirier into
the creed thereof. A translation of the letter of your holiness war read by an
with uncommon interest, and afforded na a source of the g r a t e s t satisfaction.
Aaured of the moral and Christian virtues, for which your holiness is so eminently distinguished, we feel real pleanure in rendering our u d to the conrum.
mation of an object highly desirable both to God and man.
" With this view we would propone t o you to dispatch your brother N r r r s r s
to our capital, as we are perfectly convinced that a man of his extensive iuformation, varied knowledge, v'irtuous conduct, and amiable disporition. will not
only be able to afford satisfaction to the Head of our Church, and the synod in
general, but particularly tend to remove the dificultiea which will otherwise be.
experienced from time and place. Let the inrigni5cant caurrre of division. which
sabsista between the two Churches, be removed if i t he within the scope of possibility; and let not Christ, who redeemed us from eternal pnnishmeot by his
precione blood, be considered a mtumbling block, but the Head of the corner and
the R u e Foundation of our faith, which unites us together in spirit. Let Christ
be the centre of all our religious inquiries, the Anchor of d l our spiritual =pirations, and the Director of all our ecclesiastical affairs. l a him we founded our
belief, to him our hearts were fixed, and by him our wounds were healed. From
the Great Bestower of so many bleasiugs you will no doubt obtain for your zeal
i n the racred cause of Christianity that recornpence which is resewed for the
enjoyment of the elect. We have tlrought i t necemry to d e p u b o w faithfd
nervant SUMBAT,
baaring this letter, with directions to induce you to despatch
your brother N r s n s s s to Constantinople. He is also authorised to give you
ruch other information, as might bave a connexion with the immediate object
of his mission. You may safely credit dl that will bs u i d by him on this mbject. Adieu I"

While preparations were in p r o p 8 8 at the capital of Greece for
depatching the embassy to Armenia, the pontiff Gnectoilr terminated
hie earthly career. The Church of Syria wae aleo at the Bame h e
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deprived of its supreme pastor, whoee station wan immediately filled
by an able and worthy succeesor. News of the proposed union of the
sister Churches having spread throughout the Christian counhies
which held a close intercourse with Armenia, the patriarch of Syria
deputed two learned bishops to Hiromcla, for the purpose of taking a
part in the proceedings of the council, which was shortly to be held by
N~sttsnsthe Graceful, for furthering the views of the intended union.
On the arrival of the embassy at Hiromcla, SUMBAT
delivered the
imperial letter to N l ~ n s the
~ s pont8, communicating to him m y interesting particdam on the part of the emperor, and persuading him to
accompany him to Conatantinople ; but the duties of his high office
rendering his absence from the pontifical house indispensable at that
very juncture. N r ~ a e ~sent
s a reply to the emperor, full of spirit and
wonderful observations. As the letter itself is of great length, I shall
here only give an outline of ita contents :

'' I had the honor to receive the letter of your Imperial M q u t y , d d r s u e d
to my late lamented brother and immediate predecessor in the pontiiiute of
Armenia. By the p a r d of the impired mentimenk sxplaued in i t by yow
godly MajertJr, our hearts thrilled with that inexpre~ibledsli(yht which a perwn
feel. on recovering from the iduence of rlwp, and enjoying the vivifying beams
of the glorious orb of day. I t ir gratifying to nr to observe, t l u t your Majerty
is worthy of not only buring the name of the true EXMANUSL,
but abo of h u
co-operation in ' breaking down the middle wall of partition between w.' Endowed with there peculiar giftr of haven, your Majaty is condescendingly
pleased to mart no with a cheering voice, and propore mwures for eradicating
f h m amongst na that hatred, which ha8 proved ro baleful to the interests of
Christianity, and the welfare of our country. I am WJ exceedingly delighted wirh
jour Majuty's invitation, thst I would, even if I wsre dead, like L ~ e ~ a uasr i, n
from the grave, and obey the divine voice which rummonr me to your pwence ;
but violent dirturbancer abroad, and the urgent dutiea of my avocation at home,
present insuperable barriers to my paying a visit to Conatantinople. Notwithstanding theme obstacle#, I should still feel diffident to attempt discwing a q u u tion of WJ much weight in your aagnrt presence, from a conviction that the
sphere of my knowledge would look like a mere drop in comparison mth the
vast ocean of your Majerty'r qnalifications. All that were great and noble in
Armenia, to oar national misfortune, have now a w e d to erirt. The only comfort, with which we cheer oar hearts in the melancholy gloom that overhangs
our civil dutinier, ir derived from the circumstance of our Church being bawd on
the rolid foundation of Catholic faith. We p b our confidence in the merciea
of God, that the divine power which excited love and good-will amonpt ur,
rhall consnmmate a happy d o n between the two Churchu.
" Should yonr Imperial Majuty be gracioumly pleased to d r i t Armenia, for
the farthemace of thin dedrable object, you will, by that act of condeenrion,
dirphy in yonr w d the stamp of that hnmility, with which the heavenly a g came
to the world to bestow idvation on manldnd. We u e sure that yon will join with
ru in the conviction, that the lartre of glory rdected on 10- *he
empire b r
V
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splendid dctorim, and the aggrandisement of tsmtoriw, will be cheerless and
evanescent when contrrrted with that of restoring peace to the Church of Cbrist,
by blnnting the weapons of the incorporate enemy, and suppressing e n v and
hatred, which Like cankers have preyed on the very vitals of our spiritual existence. Our Lord Jesus C h b t , viewing the baneful consequences of pride predominant in human nature, had recourse to humility as to an infallible cure of
the spiritual infirmities under whicb mankind were labouring ; and by means of
his divine lore and meekness, conciliated the hearts of those who were ertranged
from him by the infringement of his laws and ordinances.
In imitation of the
nample set to a r by our blcsatd Redeemer, i t behoves your Imperial Majesty to
make your dictatorial authority subservient to mi1dne.s and humility, in removing the cause of estrangement that exisb between the two nations., Aa a t n e
which is bent to the ground is liable to be broken by a sudden and violent eaort
to redore it to its upright ponition, so a division amongst the members of Christ,
rendered obstinate by time, is incapable of being removed by force. I t stands
in need of 8 long and patient application of spiritual ointment, I mean the exercine of a kind, mild, and conciliatory spirit on the part of yoor Imperial Majesty
to-ds
the Armeniann plaoed under the rway of yonr government.
4' Many of your people, to our great national misfortune, consider that the
only means of conforming to the laws and justice of God, and ofbeing worthy of
inheriting the kiagdom of heaven, consist in pouring upon us torrents of abuse,
in destroying our Churches, in breaking our crosres, in overturning our altar&
in ridiculing our religions ceremonies, and in harassing and persecuting the
ministera of our Church. This unchristian animosity is carried to such a pitch,
u to shame the horrid cruelties of the worst of unbelievers. Galled and pecuted by Moslem despotism, we have hitherto in vain sought protection in the
qmpathies of Christianity. Hence i t must be inferred, that such a course of
action not only fails to unite the divided, hut tends to divide the united. The
first effectual recipe, that can be applied to our spiritnal distempers, is to make
an exchange of the inveterate hatred for human love and kindnw, and as a m a t b
of consequence, to stimulate thereby the inhabitantr of Armenia major to an
acquiescence in the projected union. We humbly solicit your Imperial Majerty
to order special prayers to be olrered up in all the Churches throughout yonr
empire, tbat the Almighty may be pleased to crown our undertaking mth saccesa. We have taken care that similar measures rball be adopted by oar clergy
in every quarter of Armenia.
" We have also particularly to request, tbat in cme Providence assist us in
&cussing mattera on the intended union in a general council, no mark of distinction or superiority should be observed between the Greek and the Armenian.
Let no tone of authority be rssumed by the former in denoting such poinh d
the doctrines of oar Church as are not accordant with thore of yoom, m d na
fault be imputed to the latter in boldly supporting the truths and digniv d
their Church. Marks of distinction are only observable in the discassion of
civil and temporal affairn. I t is trne that you claim pre-eminence in the atbinmeat of knowledge and the exercise of earthly power ; yet a11 thow who u
.
~hengthenedby the graces of regeneration in tbe baptirmal font, ueacoording
St. Paul 'one in Christ Jerru.'
If, therefore, i t may he pleasing to the Nmighty to amilo on our edmvonrs, and to bring our undertaking to a s n o c e ~ t p l
termination, we r h d , in the aucrnbly to be convened for the p q c , Is, Chrirt

I
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u the Rock and the Had of the corner over the two rundered wallr of our
Churchen. Let not the rubject be diacurred with that frnitlws and violent
mode of controvemy, which baa hitherto been curied on by the & b r Churchas
with detrimental consequences on both rides. Let brotherly lore. unanimity,
and an ardour after divine t n t h s dirtingnirh tho whole wurse of the proceedings of the council. Let ur, in accordanea with the injunctions of St Paul,
bear one another'r burden, and the infirmitien of the weak, and u, fulfil the law of
Christ.'
I n laying open our spiritual distemperr to the obrerration of one
another. let each party reoiproc-slly look for, in tho other, a sppathiring and
confidential physician. Whatever may be beyond the rsroh of our penatration,
let i t be referred to the brtimony of those whom judgment and experience have
rendered them distingniahed in the decision of similar qneatiom. Able phyricians do not conrider their qualifications under-rated by taking medicines from
the handr of their rchokm, when they are labouring under the attacks of nickners. The eyes, though rharp enough in seeing the objects presented to their
gaze, fall short of beholding themselver and the memberr of the body by which
they are surrounded ; and on their being attacked with soreness, they reek a
cure from the eyer and hands of another. What has been rtated above, will, we
hope, be considered rufficiently satisfactory to your Imperial Majesty. We have
communicated to you mwltum in paroo, and have desired your ambusador to
f n r n i i you with ruch other information. .a may be thought to content the ardour of your curiosity. Adieu 1 Augustor Emperor ! May your Majesty lire
long under the protection of the Almighty."

At the express deaire of SUMBAT,
who was at the head of the embassy, N I P W P the
~ Graceful drew out another form of the Creed of the
Armenian Church, being aaaured that it would tend to throw more
iight on the disputed points of religion, and carry conviction to the
mind of every philanthropic inquirer. The contents of this letter
were a clear, distinct, and comprehensive recapitulation of all that he
had stated in the former one, presented to ALEXIUS,
the eon-in-law of
the emperor. The letter commenced with the following beautiful
preamble :
I t now becomu us to rddrens o u r d r e r to you, not with eloquence of npeech,
in which we a n deficient, but in the truth of the rpirit, in which we were in.trnetad by those faronred with divine inspiration. We do not attempt giving
d o u r to a schismatical darknera, by clothing our Creed with the light of orthodox faith, as r e have anjwtly been ruppored to do by others guilty of a similar
line of condnat ; bat what we l u r e rtored in the invisible spirit, we embody the
u m e in visible writing, by the testimony of our mindr, and the dictation of the
Holy Ghost, who s a , judgen and examines the utmort recesses of our hearts."

After making long and sensible observations on the mystery of the
Holy Trinity, and the incarnation of Jesus Christ, leaning on the incontrovertible testimonies of the Fathers of the Church, he proceeds

thna :
" Concurring in the fundamental principles of the Chrirtian religion, we believe that the word, who was made flesh according to St. J o a x , was not change9
into f1-h by being divatad of his divine mturo, but that by an anconfounded

u 2
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mion with body, he WM actually made flerh, and continued without flwh, M he
was from the beginning. We believe that there are not two pernons in Christ,
one with flesh and the other without fleah ; hut that the very Chrht is both with
flesh and withont flesh. He was made flesh by human nature, of which he partook,
and remained without flesh in divine nature, which he had from the beginning.
H e is both visible and invisible, perceivable and unperceivable by the touch, beginning and anbeginning in time, the Son of Man, and the Son of God, coergenrial with the Father in divinity, and concomitant with ar in humanity."

After taking a comprehensive view of the mystery of the incarnac
tion of our Saviour, he dilates on His divine and human wills, and
clearly demonstrates, that the will of the humanity of Christ waa
always and in every respect obedient to that of his divinity :
' 8 The l~uman
will had no ascendancy over the divine, as in us the prslionr
very often domineer over the reason ; but the divine will always exercised its
dominion over the human : for the actions of the human were all guided and
directed by the power and sway of the divine.
" In accordance with the doctrine of the wonderful union of the divine and
human wills that exist in the person of Christ, we concur in the consistency of
attributing his operations to a natural and supernatural agency. We do not
ascribehis superior actions only t o thedivinity, unconnected with the humanity;
nor his inferior acts only tdthe humanity, unconnected with the divinity. Were
i t not truly proper to connect the great with the little, how could it consistently
be aaid that the Son of Man descended from heaven, and that God waa crncihed
and bled on the cross ? To the unconfouuded union of both the divinity a d
humanity we attribute the divine and human operation0 of Christ, who sometimes M a God acted in the superior power of God, and sometimes Pda m.n, .ct&
i n the capacity of man, aa i t h easily demonstrated by the whole course of his
dispensations from the beginning to the close of his divine miasion. He felt
hunger as a man, and fed t h o u n d s with a few loaves as a God. H e prayed
for us and on our behalf as a man, and accepted with his Father the plryen of
a n his people as a God. I n humanity he was brought as a lamb to the slaughter,
and was dumb as a sheep before her shearem ; but he is the Word of God, ,b
whom the heavens were created, in his divinity. He died in hum- namre u
man, and r d w d the dead by divine power ar a God. H e euffered the pangs of
death as a man, and conquered death by death as a God. It was not the one
that died, and the other that conquered death ; bat i t WM Christ himself, who
died, who liven, and who vivifies the dead. For the same Christ, being a man,
and of a mortal nature, and being a God, and of an immortal nature, not diriding into two the unconfounded union of the divinity and hummib, so M b
render the one antormentable and immortal, and the other susceptible of torturn
and death, he suffered on the cronr for the salvation of mankind with the inexplicable combination of these contrarietiee, yielding in human n a b r e to torhues
and deatb, and in divinity, being free from pain, and immortal. He thot died
i n human nature, was alive in divinity ; he that was tortured on the crow,
remained also free from the pangs of torturea ; he that perspired through fear,
levelled on the ground his assailants ; he that wan unjuatly humiliated and
strengthened by angels, strengthens BU hi8 creatures ; he that is Creator of the
universe, coequal in divinity with the Father, was born froln his creature, m d
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putook of our natore. He in proclaimed by the p,reachers of the gospel to be
perfect God and man, uniting in his pernon divinity and humanity in a manner
h r mrprraing the anion of the s o d and body ; for the former, being commended
into the handr of the Father, wan separated from thelatter, hut the divinity con.
tinued inreparable from both of themm."

The preceding creed is immediately followed by a detailed account
of the forms and ceremonies observed in the Armenian Church, similar
to that which the writer had previously drawn out at the particular
reque~tof ALEXIUS. I t is concluded by the following short para-

graph :

1

I

" In the perusal of our letter, wherein the creed and the obrervmcen of oar
Churcb are explained in a comprehensive atyle, we humbly hope that your
Gmcions and Imperial Majesty will not deny us the candour and sincent). with
r h i h our sentiments u e embodied in writing. Let or not be suspected of
paruitial rnbterfupr in the communication of our thonghta, m d let it be
remembered that we have stated in tbin nothing which is at variance with rimple
bntb, rad tbe genuine eKuions of our hearts."

The motives of the writer in making thie assertion were to silence
the mouths of such miscreants of his nation, as had gone over to the
Church of Greece, and were invidiously endeavouring to b a e the
c o n e n t i o n of the proposed union, by rendering the doctrines and
ceremonies of the Armenian Church censurable in the eyes of the
Emperor and Patriarch of Constantinople.
On the return of the embassy to the Court of Greece, the letter of
Nrnae~awas put into the hands of the emperor MANUEL,
who pereonally presented it to the patriarch. A translation of it being read
before a numerous assembly of the dignitaries of the Greek Church.
they were struck with admiration at the irresistible arguments which
it comprised. They were stimulated by its contents to the abandonment of the inveterate hatred which they bore towards the Armenia-,
and unanimously agreed in effecting the contemplated union between
the two Churches. The emperor, excited by an intense desire of promoting this sacred cause, proposed to pay a visit to Armenia, accompanied by some of the learned theologists of Greece, with a view of
the Graceful, and holding with him a conference on
meeting NIBWEB
the r$igious differences that existed between the two nations ; but he
was unfortunately prevented from the fulfilment of his intention by the
Thi. clear, lucid and mqnivoeal confession of faith is enough to carry eonrlction to the minds of the most tastidious of our accusers, that the Church of AsmrNra is totally free from the heresies of EVTYCIXBS
I Let i t ulro satisfy cmeh
mi&formed, mbled, and mbgoided, d t u s M Mr. C E A ~ L E MAC
S
FARLANB,
author of the rublimTale of CONSTANTINOPLE,
entitled " Talc ABMENIANS,"that
we A n n d a n s are not Eutychiano, cu, he is led to believe from the miarcpresentations
of the Romanirtr.
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commotions which at that time prevailed in the west. He consequently chose the alternative of deputing in May, A. D. 1170, to
.Hiromcla. LEZIONMaster THEORIANEY,
a Greek divine, eminently
distinguished for his theological and philosophical attainments, with
JOHANNES,
the learned Abbot of an Armenian monastery, from Philippolie, generally known by the appellation of UTHYAN,bearing an
imperial letter addressed to the pontiff of Armenia, in these terms :-

'' It afforded us great joy to learn your willingnesr to ellect a happy noion
between the rioter Churcher, and acquiescing in your laudable views, we have
deputed learned and pioar men to confer with you on oar behalf, and use
every meana in their power to remove the wall of partition between ar."
On the amval of the deputation at Hiromcla, THEORIANEY
and

JOHANNE~
were kindly received by the Armenian bishops that were
assembled by NIERSSSthe Graceful in the pontifical house, for the pwpose of adopting the best mode of carrying the proposed union into
s , the letter of the emperor being presented to
execution. N ~ s a s ~ on
him by THEORIANBY,
shewed the latter every mark of honor and kindness, which his rank and the immediate object of his mission required.
THBORIANEY
had brought with him a copy of the letter of NIERSBS,
addressed to the emperor, with a view of obtaining an explanation on
some points that appeared doubtful to them, and of satisfying their
minds as to the reality of some assertions that were made by those
who were inimically disposed towards the Armenian Church. To these
ends an aesembly of the Armenian and Greek bishops was held in
Hiromcla, who commenced discussing the important points with decoram, mildness, and moderation. TEPORIANEY,
in the course of perusing
the letter of NIERSES
to the assembly, proposed, in proper order, several
questions for solution, to which NIEUSES
made replies, full of convinking proofs. The course of discussions comprised queries on the duality
of nature and will in the person of Christ. (about which point great
: " The incarnate Word is
stress was laid on this saying of CYRILLUS
of one nature," which admits of various constructions,) the exact day
of the commemoration of the nativity of our Saviour, the propriety of
the prayer '' Holy God," which was offered in the Armenian Church,
the preparation of the holy unction, the necessity of performing prayers within the Church, and the decrees of the council of Chalcedon.
At the conclusion of the meeting. NIERSES,
in his endeavours to remove
that the Armean erroneous impression from the mind of TEEORIANEY,
NR
philoso~
nians were monopkysites, cited from a work of J O E A Nthe
pher, a renowned pontiff of Armenia, several pro& corroborative of
the duality of nature in Christ. "The work in question." said he.
'< which was before imperfectly known but to a few of our nation, war
afterwards unanimoudy adhered to by my predecessors in the ponti-
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ficate of Armenia." The work was, at the desire of THBORIANEY,
produced at the meeting, and a few passages of the same being read to
him, he highly admired its wholesome doctrine. A transcript of it
was accordingly made out at the request of THEOBIANBY,
who wished
to take it to Conhntinople for the inspection of the emperor and
patriarch. The proceedings of this council were committed to writing
by THEOBIANBY.
as it appeara from the panegyric written by Nrn~sxs
LAYBRONENSI~
on N r ~ a s the
~ s Graceful. TREORIANXY's
account of
this meeting was, in the year 1578, published in Greek and Latin, in
conjunction with the records of the fathers of the Church.
Before the mission had quitted Constantinople for Hiromcla, the
emperor MANUEL
communicated to MICHAEL,
the patriarch of Syria,
his intention of acceding to an union of the Greek and Armenian
Churches. THEO~IANBY,
on his arrival at Hiromcla. wrote to MICHAEL.
soliciting his presence at the Council of union which wae shortly to
be held in the pontifical honse of Armenia. The latter deputed a proxy
bishop of Cheson, who, reaching Hiromcla
in the peraon of JOEANNEE,
after the meeting had terminated, felt great displeasure at the acquiescence of N i e a s ~ sthe Graceful in the doctrines of the Greek Church,
and began to censure him, as the representative of his patriarch, for
mch a line of conduct. NIER~BS,
by sensible observations, convinced
him of the propriety and necessity of the union, and desired him that
on his return to Syria he should use every mqam in his power to secure
the consent of M I C H A ~toL the removal of the reliiona differences
which had for ages disturbed the peace of the sister Churches.
On the deperture of TEEO~IANBY
for Constantinople in October in
the year 1170, N ~ s a e s saddressed a letter to the emperor, of which
the following is an outline.

" I n delivering your Imperial letter t o us, THEOPXANEYa m r e d nr of the
love and good-will, which you are graciourly pleared to exercioe in increasing
the spiritual and temporal welfare of our nation. The propoaal of effecting
tht happy union between the two Churchea could proceed from no otber source,
than from a mind gifted with the choicest blcsringa of heaven, and entirely
devoted to the service of its Creator. .Enriched with every thing that ir great
and good, you burn with the desire of becoming a partaker of our spiritual
poverty. On a conference held between nr and the learned divines, whom your
Majmty wan pleared to depute, the veil of the unjust uperrionr with which the
two natiow were covered, WM rent under. By the collision of contrary opinion., the truth, which was surrounded with a mist of falsehood, b u n t to light,
and rhone with redoubled splendour. The result of the council of union ir
wnducire to carrying conviction to the mind of every rearonable being, that
the Greekr are free from the herenj of the Neatorinn* divbion, and that the
For the Nert0ri.n hereriw, rea E u s r ~ r u s ' eEcclesiasticeJ history, tom. iii.
pp. 256 and 257.
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Arrnenianr are a b o h e from that of the E u t p h i n * cocrfudon. Concurrbg
in the fundamental principles of religion, the Armenian8 and Greeks are united
together by the grace of God in the similarity of the creed of the Catholic and
Apostolic Church. Fixed iu the determination of our bappy union, I ahdl
address all our bishops reaiding in different quarters of Armenia, and ask their
consent to some important point8 proposed by you for our acceptance, lest by
their being excluded from taking a part in the furtherance of this desirable
oljject, the rerult of our endeavours may prove contrary to our mnguine expectations. I have also, conformably with the desire of TEEOPIANEY,furnished him
with another letter dencriptire of the confession of our Church."
In this letter, after treating of the incarnation of our Saviour, in ac-

cordance with the tenor of his former one, he adds, that it is consistent with the orthodox faith to admit duality of nature in Christ, by
reason of his perfect divinity and perfect humanity ; that the Armenians, by attributing one nature to the incaraate word, on the authority
of CYRILLUS,
confess an unconfounded and indivisible combination of
the divine with the human nature ; and that the Church of Armenia
anathematizes those who, in the sense of the heretical doctrine of
EUTYCHES,
may confeesedly ascribe one nature to Christ.
On the return of TEEORIANEP
and JOEANNEB
UTEYAN
to Constantinople, they felt great satisfaction in presenting to the emperor the
letter of N~sssss,together with an account of the proceedings of the
council. The perusal of these interesting documents afforded the
greatest delight to the emperor, the patriarch, and the other dignitaries
of the Greek Church. Their joy at the favourable prospect of their
nndertaking could only be increased by a sense of veneration, with
which they were impressed on their being informed by THEORIANEY
of
the piety, mildness, and pleasant address of N r s s s ~ the
s Graceful. The
fame of the amiable qualities of the pontitf of Armenia rivetted the
hearts of the Greeks to the cause of the sacred union, and made them
exclaim with admiration, " Behold the wise course pursued by the
pontiff of Armenia, and consider the orthodox creed followed by himeelf and the whole of his congregation ! Thanks to Heaven, that in these
The heresies of EUTYCHEB
are thda alluded to by EUEEBIUE
in his Ecclesi-tical History :
*nsa O ~ Vn ~ r ~ e r El s' V ~ I I X + S obrr dh4hdc. .rh KCU rapoycvdpwos t h o .
y&p, b p o A ~ 0en 860 + b c m v y C y W i j d a 1 7 b K b p ~ o v&v
rrpb 7 f i s CvdUcrs. per& )&
-drgvmutv, pi^ +QULV b p 0 ~ ~ 85
0 . o L U +b u G TOG
~ KUPIOU &J*QO~UIOY +p& C ~ e y c "

a~~

c t m . xaerup~?ratpcv.

EUTYC~IES
igitur, cum ad synodum vocatur non venisaet, ac deinde coram
~onvictuaesset hrec dixiase : Fateor Dominam nostrum Jeaum Christum, ante
anitionem quidem duas bsbnisre natnras : Port unitionem Ten, onam duntaxat
naturam confiteor. Sed et corpus Domini negabat ejuedem erne rabstantim
cqjw runt nontm : deporitw e~t.--Bwebii Brrlsriort. Hutor. tom. iii. p. 261.
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daps of degenemcy we see a pastor of the Church adorned with soChristian and moral virtu- !" The hatred which the Greeks manifested towards the Armenha gradually began to abate, and a sort of
generow sympathy was felt by the former, for the lamentable degrada-

-

tion m which the latter were reduced in a political point of view. They
could not, however, reconoile themselves to the idea, that the Armenians.
a h r confonnbg to the fundamental principles of orthodox faith, and
admitting duality of nature in our Saviour, should still persist in asone nature inthe union of his divinity and humanity. Though
the argumente, with which the Armenians endeavoured to clear their
minds on thin subject, were perfectly sound and correct, yet the
Greeb could not overcome their reluctance to make such concessions
to them, and were c o q u e n t l y anxious that this obstacle to their
union, together with a few others of minor importance, originating
from certain observances of the Armenian Church, might prudently
and speedily be removed.
Hereupon the emperor came to the determination of ending another
cmbaeey to Hiromola, codsting of the abovementioned THBOBIANEY
and JOHANNE~
UTFIYAN,
who were furnished with letters from the
bearing date December. 1172, and
emperor and patriarch MICHAEL.
instructed to urge N ~ ~ n stor sapply himself with increased interest and
-duity to the fulfilment of the object in view, lest the death of either
of them might put a stop to the successful termination of their undere n g . Nine points connected with the creed of the Church of Greece
were distinctly stated in the imperial letter, for the consideration and
subsequent acceptance of the Armenians. I t was also proposed by
the emperor, that those points, but particularly that of the duality of
nain Christ, should be discuesed, and admitted by the Armenians
in a general aouncil to be held for that purpose. Should they, however, be reluctant in conceding to some of the points alluded to, they
might communicate their objections in a letter addressed by their
pontiff to the emperor. The proposed points are the following :
I. hathematine those who admitted one nature in Christ, that ia
to say, EUTPCHEB,
DBOSCOBUB,
SBVBBIUS,
TIYOTXPUS.
and the followers of their heresies.
II. Confees in our Lord Jesue Chriet, one Son, one pereon, o m
hypodeeia formed of two perfect natures, which are inseparable, indivisible, unchangeable, unalterable, unconfounded ; so M not to consider Christ in a separate sense the Son of God and the Son of the holy
Deiparow, but to aoknowledge in him upconfusedly the Son of God
d the Son of Man. aad to confese him to be both God and Man in
the W t y of hio nature. Confess in him the daality of a c t i o ~and
x
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natural will, both divine and human, not resisting each other, but the
human will following and obeying the divine. 111. The prayer " Holy
God" should be offered in your Church by the omission of " who toast
mjkl for us." and the conjunction "and." IV. You ahould conform
to the Church of Greece in commemorating the feasta, that is to say.
the Annunciation day, on the 25th of March ; the Nativity, on the 25th
of December ; the Circumcision, on the eighth day after the b i h of
Christ, to wit, on the 1st of January ;the Baptism on the 6th of January ; the Presentation of our Saviour to the temple on the fortieth day
after hie birth on the 2nd of Febmary, and in like manner, agreeing
with us in observing all the dominical fegeta, as well ss those of the
holy Virgin MARY,of St. JOHN,of the Apostles and of others. V.
The preparation of the unction should be mnde of the oil of the h i t
of trees. VI. The Communion Service should be performed with leavened bread, and wine mixed with water. VII. Let Armenian Christians, both clergy and laity, remain within the Church, during the
hours of prayer and the performance of communion sen-ice, with the
exception of public penitenta, who are prohibited by eccleaiastid
canons from staying in the midst of the Church during the time.
VIII. You should accept the fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh general
assemblies. IX. The choice of the nomination of your pontiff ehould
be vested only in the emperor of the Greeks.
On the arrival of the embassy at Hiromcla, ' ~ B O R I A N E Y and JoHANNB8 UTHMAN
met with a very kind reception from N ~ ~ a e the
sa
Graceful, who having respectfully received the letters of the emperor
and patriarch of Constantinople, communicated the contents of them
to the principal bishops and friam of the Armenian Church, who had
repaired to Hiromcla from the mountains of Taurus and the trontim
of Mesopotamia. Though they were easily persuaded to concede
to the chief points proposed by the Greeks, yet great di5culty
existed in obtaining the consent thereto of other Armenian bishop,
whose number amounted to upwarda of three hundred, and who
were living in different distant quartera, especially in the frontiers
of Armenia major, save the body of monks who reaided in monaateriea, and who were almost of an equal number. Consequently,
Nmrsxe thought it necemary to summon these worthies to the general
meeting which was shortly to be convened for taking into consideration the pointa proposed by the authorities of Greece, and communicating the result of the wsembly in a suitable letter to the emperor.
He conceived the unanimous voice of all the principal dignitaria of
the Church of Armenia indiepensably neceseary in the adoption of the
points, which were the connecting
of the aiater Churches, lest, be
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feared, an unfortunate division might be created amongst the Armenian ecclesiastics, and the w u l t of their undertaking be attended with
lamentable detriment.
The e m b a s d o n of the court of Constantinople applauded the
wine precantione which marked every act of the pontiff of Armenia,
brrt weing that the council could not pomibly be held before the setting
in of the summer, they determined to depart from Hiromcla. N ~ ~ . s s s ,
in conjunction with TUEOPIANBY,
addressed letters to MICHAEL,the
phiarch of the Syrian Church, communicating to him the points
which were proposed by the Greeka for their acceptance, and soliciting
the favour of his presence in the council that was shortly to be held at
L prevented by his various
Hiromcla for that purpose. M I C H A ~being
a v o d o n e from going to Hiromcla, sent in his room the friar TaaoDOEUS,
who WM eminently distinguished for hb profound learning
aonvasancy with the Syrian. Greek, Armenian, and Turkish languages.
On the arrival of the latter at Hiromcla,he was received by N r r ~ s r with
s
everg kind of respect due to his &.A diacuasion amae between them on
the import of the words " substance" and "nature." which, accord'i
to the doctrine of Arbtotla, admitted of varions constructions. T a ~ o Donos, andely differing from the sentiments expressed by N r r ~ s on
~s
th* subject, immediately took his departure from Hiromcla. In the
~ ~ ~ J O U UTHMAN
ANNB
returned
S
ta Con.
mean while, TE~OEIANBY
h t i n o p l e , furnished with letten addressed by Nrrlcss to the emperor
MANUM,and the patriarch MICHAEL. NISWS promised them to
mvene a general council for the decision of the. question of the intended union, and to endeavour to make the concessions they required.
I shall ~ d u o d try."
y
says he, " to overcome the long received
-tams of my countrymen, which prevail on them with the power of
a m n d nature, and to force them to an acquiescence in such of the
points p r o p o d in your letters. M may possibly be reconciled to their
minds. In so doing, we shall only be actuated by a desire of promoting divine love and peace amongst us, but not by an idea of turning
from errom into truth. The acceptance of the rest of the poinb either
must be overlooked by you, or left to time, and the happy union which
rhpll shortly be effected amongst un."
Immediately dter t h i s , N r ~ a s ~addreseed
s
lettere to a l l the Armenian
b i ~ abbots,
,
and friars residing in d i h n t quartera of Armenia,
Syria, Aim, Georgia and Persia, communicating to them all that
had pawed respecting the union of the sister Churches. He a h
desired them to pray to the Almighty for the consummation of the
laudable object in view, and to take an early opportunity of going to
Hiromcla for the purpose of being present in the council that was
x 2
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shortly to be convened. Moreover he deputed one friar STEPHEN
with
a letter, inviting the Armenian clergy of Ani and Haghbat to the proposed assembly.
But alas ! how often human endeavours and expectations are frustrated before they have attained to maturity ! On the lapse of a few
months, while NIBR~RS
was engaged in preparations for holding the
council of union, his earthly career was by the inscrutable distion of God terminated. Anno Domini 1173. in the seventy-third year
of his age. He enjoyed the supreme dignity of a ponW for m e n
years, and in that period ordained only seven bishops. His remains
lay in state for several days, during which time numbers of Armenians
thronged to the pontifical house with a desire of kissing the hand of
the deceased. Among those who had assembled there to pay their
last tribute of veneration to the virtues of the deceased pontiff of Armenia, were Nxsasxs L ~ v e a o ~ r ~and
r r several
s
bishops and friara of
distinction.
This melancholy event plunged the nation into the grea-t
distress,
for they had lost in N I B R S ~the
S Graceful a vigilant pastor, a kind
father, a faithful friend, a &kd divine, and a most zealons advocate of
BASIL,the nephew of the deceasthe truth of Christianity. GREOORY
ed pontiff, who was living at a great distance from Himrncla, on hearing of the dangerone illnes~of the latter, immediately repaired thither
to see his uncle ere he breathed hi laat. On his arrival at that place,
he found N~nnsssdead. He evinced the greatest sorrow at the lamentable catastrophe which had fallen on his family and the nation in
general. The funeral of the deceased pontiff was performed with the
greatest pomp and honors, that his rank and exalted station deserved,
being attended by almost all the dignitaries of the Armenian Church,
the nobility and other distinguished members of the nation, whose
heartfelt sorrow, at the irreparable loss which the Church and the state
had sustained, could distinctly be read in the melancholy expreesions
of their downcast countewnces. His remains were deposited in a
sepulchre which was dug near that of his brother GREOORY,
and a
very splendid mausoleum was afterwards raised over him, bearing
upon it a suitable inscription commemorative of his moral and Christian virtues.
News of this melancholy event reaching Constantinople, filled the
heart of the emperor with the most poignant grief, and spread general
regret throughout the Greek empire, every Greek sympathising with
the Armenians for the loss which they had sustained in the person of
their gifted pontiff. When his grief had comparatively subsided, the
BASIL,who had b y
emperor wrote a letter of condolence to GREOORY

t h e unanimous voice of the nation succeeded his uncle in the government of the Church of Armenia. The progress of the religious union
of the two nations, which was unfortunately impeded by the Church
of Armenia's being deprived of its head, was renewed by the mmmunications of the emperor with the pontiff GREOORY,
who, emulating
the laudable example of hie immediate predecessor, manifested equal
zeal and inclination in the restoration of peace to the bosom of the
Church of Christ. Before, however, the question of the long wishedfor union war,happily decided. Greece was deprived of her most illustrious, pions. and virtuous ruler, in the year of our Lord 1180, which
melancholy catastrophe proved a death-blow to the nearly-finished
structure of peace, and blasted in the bosoms of every Armenian and
Greek the hopes of their future union !

11.-Discovery of Buddhist Images with Dma-ncfgari Inscriptiom at
Tagoung, the Ancient Capital of the Burmese Empire. k?y Colonel
H. BURNEY.
Resident at Ava.
m a d before the Society, 6th April, 1836.1

I have the pleaure to forward to you a couple of images of GAUDAMA
in Terracotta. which Captain HANNAY
has just sent down to me from
Tqamg. On both there is an inscription, apparently in the same old
Deva-&gar[ character, aa in the inscription No. 2, of the Allahabad
column, and probably consisting of the same words as those on the
image of Buddha found in Tirhut, and in the other ancient inscriptions
described in No. 39 sf the Journal of the Asiatic Society*.
Tagomg. written Takoung, (or according to Sir W. JONES'S
system,
Takmng, but pronounced by the Burmese Tagoung,) you will find
placed in our mnps a little above the 23rd degree of north latitude,
and 9n the eastern or left bank of the Erawadi river. Captain HANN A ~ ;however, has ascertained its latitude by an observation of the
sun to be 23O 30' N., and several Burmese itineraries in my possession make its distance from Ava 52 taings, or about 100 miles. The
Burmese consider Tagoung to have been the original seat of their
empire, and the site of an ancient city, which was founded before the
by a colony that emigrated from Central India.
time of GAUDAMA,
Some faint remains of an old city are still to be seen on this spot,
where among the ruins of some pagodas. Captain HANNAY
found the
images I now send you. No one here can decypher the character of
the inscriptions, but on showing to some of the learned, the account
This is precisely the case :--even to the form of the letters-the dialect however seems to be Magadhl or Pbli, dhmnm6 and patihaw& for dharm6 and prab h d , &c. See the accompanying plate.-ED.

'

of the Batuldha inscriptions given in the 39th No. of the Journal of
the Asiatic Society, the worde " Ye dhmma. &c." were immediately
recognised, and supposed to be those placed under theae imagea of
GAUDAMA
also. The two figures seen standing on each side of GnuDAMA in one of these are not, as I had supposed, his two favorite
disciples, MOUGOALAN
and T H ~ R E P O U ~but
A Mfigures
,
of a preceding
Buddha named DI'PENKARA,
who first delivered the prophetical annunwhilst the latter wm existing in the state of
ciation to GAUDAMA,
THOOMBDA
hermit, declaring that after myriads of years, which he
would take in perfecting himself in every virtue, he would attain the
state of a Buddha. The learned Burmese confirm Dr. MILL^'^ opinion.
and Mr. HODGSON'S
information, that there is no connexion between
the last two lines and the first two produced by M. Csomr DE Ko~ija,
in the 39th No. of the Journal of the Asiatic Society. The last two,
they say, are intended to show the points of instruction delivered, not
by GAUDAMA
only, but by every preceding Bwidha, and they translate
the Pdli thus :
'' The not doing of every kind of evil, fulfilling of good, and pnrifying and cleansing the heart : these above mentioned are the precepts
of Buddhas."
With the first two lines beginning " Ye dlinmnur." the Burmeae
bmka connect the following anecdote :
On the third year after G A U D Ahad
~ A attained the state of a BudcUa,
wbilet he was residing at Welawoon monastery in the city of Pazagyo,
(Xajgiri,) one of his disciples, named A ~ H EAT,HAZI
N
Mrrr'ale~,went
into that city to receive charitable donations, and was met by OOPADEITTHA,
the son of the female Brahman THLRE, and a disciple of
THEIN-ZEN
PAMBAIK,some kind of heretics so called. OOPADEITTHA
d e d ASHENATHAZIM A ~ ' H E E
who
, was hie teacher. what were his
opinions ; the latter replied, " My teacher is the most excellent Lord
GAUDAMA,
his doctrines are as boundless as the sky. I am but lately
become a Yalian, and know a little of them only." OOPADEITTHA
begged that he would repeat a little of them only, when A ~ a n z r
MATT'HBB
recited the two lines beginning with the words Ye dhamm ;
but the moment he finished the firet line, OOPADEITTHA
was converted.
who received him as a
He then followed the other to GAUDAMA,
disciple, and changed hk name into TH~RIPOUTTABA,
or the son of
T ~ R the
E female Brahman, by which name he warm ever a h r dishguished ae one of the favorite disciples of GAUDAMA,
and ie always
A Nother
,
figured as seated on his right hand, whilst M O U ~ ~ A Lthe
favorite disciple, is seen on the left hand. Hence, these words have
ever eince been considered, as Mr. HODQSON
states. as a confeeeeio$dei
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among Bdihbta. Before giving the Burmeae explanation of these
two lines, I mrut premise, that according to their system of belief.
t,
fundamental truths, or moral laws in the unithere are four !Z!h&m
verse, a knowledge of which GAUDAMA
attained intuitively at daybreak of the morning on which he was perfected into a Buddha under
the pipal-tree at Gaya, and therefore, one of his titles is Thamrna
t b b o u & U a t t l , said to mean, he who intuitively acquired a knowledge of the four Theettsa. These four !l"hUttm are called Doukkha
!l%etiro. Thammdoya l k t t m , Nitadha Theettsa, and Megga Theettsa.
1. Doukkk %ttm means the law of suffering and being, to which
dl sentient beings are certainly subject whilst revolving, according to
the destiny of their good or evil conduct, in the three diierent states
of existence, whether as a Nut or inferior celestial being, a man, or a
brute.
2. Tlimnardaya Theettsa is the law of evil desires and passione, by
which all sentient beings are certainly affected.
3. Nu&
!l'heettoa is the ternination of or emancipation from
the operation of the two preceding lam. Not being subject to age,
sickness, death, or rnirery, and beiig in a state of ease, quieecence and
dnration uninterrupted. This is Neibban.
4 . Megga T h e e t f is
~ ~the cauae or the way of reaching the last, and
is explained by some to be the Memen Sheet ba, or the eight good
ways, which, a~ translated by Mr. JUDEON,
are right opinion, right
intention, right words, right actions, right way of supporting life,
rightly directed intelligence, caution, and serenity. Others explain it
to be the Meg k du,four grand ways, or four grand orders of Ariya,
each subdivided into two clessee, and an Ariya is a man who haa
extinguished evil deairea and passions, and attained proficiency in
certain virtuea and miraculous powers.
Now the Burmese my, that GAUDAYA'S
doctrine shows, that the
&st of the above Tlieensm is the effect, and the second the cause,
and that the third only can emancipate us from the eternal thraldom
and sdering of the two h t , and that this third is to be obtained
only by means of the fonrth. The lines are thus literally translated :
"The law (of sdering and being) proceeds from a cause, which
caw (the law of evil desires and pasaione) the Tdliagata preaches,
the means of overcoming or terminating those (two
and Ni-,
lawn). These are the opinions of Malh Thamunu, or the great Y b .
Dhamma, according to the Burmese, is not " human actiom," or
" all sentient existences" only, but the law which governs or a % i x t ~
them, the fundamenth law of the moral world.
All that the Burmese know of the emigration from CentraI India,

and of the founding and history of the old city of Tagoung,t given in
the 3rd volume of the Chronicles of the Kings of Avo. Here in
abstract of the tale.
a King of KartWa* and
Long before the appearance of GAUDAMA,
Pinjalarit, desiring to be connected by marriage with the King of
Kauliya, sent to demand a daoghter, but receiving a refusal on the
ground of his being of an inferior race, he declared war and destroyed
the three cities of Kauliya. Dewadzha, and Kappilamt, which were
governed by the Thdki m e of kinget. These cities were afterwards
restored, and the Thdki line re-established ; but on the occasion of the
above disaster, one of the TI& race of kings. ABEI'E~JA,
the king of
Kappllmoot, retired with his troops and followera from Central India.
and came and built Tagoung. which was then also styled Tliengat tlia
r a t k and 17rengd tha nago. Here had stood a city in the tiules of the
three preceding Buddlias. In the time of K ~ K K U T Hit
AN
was called
Thanthaya pdra ; in that of GOUN~OOUN.
R d k p i t a , and in that of
K A ~ E A BThendd.
A,
On the death of king A B H I ' R ~ Jhis
~ , two sons,
KANYlCzi OYEE and KANY ~ ZNOAY,
A
disputed the throne, but agreed
by the advice of their respective officers to let the question be decided
in this way, that each should construct a large building on the same
night, and he, whose building should be found completed by the
morning, should take the throne. The younger brother used planks
and bamboos only, and covered the whole with cloth, to which by a
coat af white-wash he gave the appearance of a finished building.
'
the elder brother, seeing the other'e
At dawn of day, KANY i z ~orelr,
being completed, collected his troops and followers, and came down
the Erawadi. He then ascended the K h y d w n , and eetabliehed himself for six months at Kukj Toungnyo, calling it Ya'zdgyo, and sent
~ m over
~
the Thoonaparan P y m ,
his son M o o ~ o o ~to~be~ king
Kanyan, and Thet, who then occupied the territory between P e p ,
A m c a n , and Pagan, and had applied to him for a prince. KANYA'z'AOYBE then built the city Kyowk padoung to the east of the Guttshupa
Radn, and resided there for 24 years. From thence he went and
took possession of the city of Diniuwadee, or Arracan, which had origiand having constructed fortinally been founded by a king MAYAYOO,
fications, a palace, &c. took up his residence there.
K a n t h h , ( h u l a ) Dr. W I L ~ O N
considen to be the same as the present
territory of Oude. Some of the Burmese conrider PiqjalarII to h r e been a
kingdom in the Punjab.
t See No. 20 of the Journal of the Aaiatic Society for an account of the
origin of the Shdkya race, wbich the Burmem call Th& and Thakya ThaH.
1 K& ia a territory to the routhward of Manipor.

The yormger brother, ICIN YAZANOAT, tOOL possession of hia
fatkds throne at Tag-,
where the undermentioned 33 kinga
reigned in eucceseion.
I

Abhaerbja.
1. Hia aon Kur Y L i ngay.
3. Hia w n Zaboodeep. Ykb.
4. His eon Thengatha Ykb.
5. His aon Weippana Y U .
6. Him w n Dewat. Y U .
7. His aon Munika YLI.
8. H t ptrrzul d e Nly Y W .
9. Hi. younger brother Einda YLI.
10. H t aon Thamoodi Y h A
11. Hi. son Dswa Yhzb.
12. His son Maheinda YhzA.
13. His son Wimala P U .
14. His ran Thihan6 Ybd.
15. H b son Dsng.lla YlsL
16. H t eon h t h a YL.lr,
17. Hi. aoa Kdeinga YLsL

18. Him w n Thendwe Yizi.
10. Him aon Thlhda Y bh.
20. HiayounprbrotherH(~~~-th.
Ylrlr.
21. His roo W u a Ybz6.
22. Hi. son Alonng YAaI.
23. His son KauLka YLr4.
24. Him aon Thuriya Y L I .
25. HM #on Tben-gyf YCc6.
26. H u aon Tning-pyUY k i .
27. His aon Wuln YbaP.
28. Him ron Menlhs-gyi Y b d .
29. Hia son Than thu thiha Yhzb.
30. His aon Duenga YA.6.
31. Him son Heinda YkL.
32. Him aon 16.wlya Y k i .
33. H t w n Bhelnnrrlr YluLi*.

In the reign of the laat-mentioned king, BHBINNAKA
YizL, the
Chin- and Tartars from the country of Tsein,in the empire of Gm&&red, attacked and destroyed Tagoung. That king, bllecting as many
of his people as he could, retired up the M d i river, where upon his
death his followers were divided into three portions. One portion
proceeded to the eastward and established the 19 Shun states, whence
&ey are called king BHEINNAILA*~
'mce. Another portion came down
t h e - ~ r d i and
, joined the Tbiapwarrta kingdom, which was inhabited by the K q a n and T k t people, and waa the seat of M U ~ U T s a ~ r r nand other kings of the mi race. A third portion remained
near the Mali river, with the last king's principal wife named
N~GA
ZPIN. About this period. GAUDAMA
appeared in Central
India, and a dispute occurred between king PATHANADI.
KAUTEA~
of Thmottbit &d a king of KappCkroot, named MAHAN A ~ A .The
former had applied for a daughter in marriage,and the latter, unwilling
to deteriorate his race, sent, instead of one of the princesses of royal
blood, a daughter named WATHABA
KERTTIYA,whom he had by r
slave girl. She was however received ae a queen, and bore a son.
who w m named prince WIT'EAT~HOOPA. When this prince grew up,
he paid a visit to Kappirawot, and on hia departure, the spot which
he had occupied was termed the place of a slave-girl's son, and
waahed with milk. Hearing this, the prince vowed revenge, and
The title of these kinga ia IUja, but the Burmeae pronounce it YIL.6.
f- Brrrocuti in Oude, according to Dr.

Wl~sow.

declared that as soon rs he became king, he would wash the necks of
the K q p p i h t people with blood. Accordingly, on his accession to
the throne, he set out three times with au army to attack the W
race of Kings, but was stopped by GAUDAMA.
On the fourth time,
GAUDAMA,
foreseeing the future destiny of those kings. would not
destroyed Kanilmaot, Dewadah,
interfere, and king WIT'HAT'EOOPA
and Kauliya, three cities in the empire or country of Thekka, the seats
of the Thaki race of kings.
On this orareion one of the M'race, named DAZAY i d , retir.
ing from Central India, came &st and established himself at iWmya,
which now goes by the name of Mwyen. Thence he proceeded and
founded the city of Tliendd ; and changing hia residence once
he m e to Mali, and met with the before mentioned q u e epnnn N ~ a ~
ZLIN, the widow of king BEEINNAXA.Finding her to be of the
same Thakl race as himself, he married her, and founded the city of
Upper Pagan. He next rebuilt the ancient city of Tqoyng, calling it
PfAjlrarb, and Phja Tog-,
or the fifthTagotmg, and tinally wtabkhed himself there, assuming the title of TEAM,Z A B O O DDnzA
I~
Yizi, dividing his fo~owweinto classes, organizing an army, and
granting titles and honors. The undermentioned line of kings reigned
in succession over this new Tagmrmg.
1. Thado Zabadipa D u a YLtlr.
10. Thado j a Hanla.
2. Thado Taing j a Y4zf1.
11. Thado Ponng shl.
3. T b d o Yat'ha ya.
j. Thado Tagwon ya.

5. Thado Lhan bjan ya.
6. Thado Shwe
7. Thado Galoun ya.
8. Thado Naga ja.
9. Thado Naga Naing.

-.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Thado Kjouk shl.
Thado Tshen louk.
Thado Tshen dein.
Thado taing gylt.
Thado Men gyI.
Thado Mahh YLI.

None of these k i n e reigned long, the country having been mnch
molested by evil spirits, mon8ters and serpents. The last mentioned
king having no EOI by his principal qUe& ~ I N N A R I - ~ W Imade
,
her
brother KHEEA~UTA
the heir apparent or Crown Prince. At thi.
time the people of Diniacoadi came to the spot inhabited by the Py&s,
a d attacked and carried off king TAHBULA,
who was of the mf
mce, and lineally descended from king MUDUTSEIITA,
the son of KAN
Y r z a a n ~ . His queen, NAN KHAN,retired with as many f o l l o w e ~
88 she could to the lake of Thakya.
In the 40th year, after GAUDAMA'S
death, whilst TEADOM n a i
Yizn' the 17th King of T q o q waa reigning, an immense wild boar
appeared, and committed great destruction in his country. The Crown
Prince went forth agai.net the animal, and pursued it for several days,

until he overtook and killed it near Prome ; and then finding h i l f
m
o far from home, he determined on remaining where he w a ~
as a
hermit. Here he was joined by two of his nephewm, n
d MAEA
T ~ A M B Aand
WA
TSULATEAMBAWA,
twins borne by his sister the
queen of Tagoung, but being blind, the hther had imiated upon their
being put to death. The mother, after secreting them for mme time,
placed them at last on a raft, and set them d m t on the J d .
The Royal Chroniclee give an interesting account of the voyage of
the two Princes, who are cured of their blindness by a monster at
Tsagain*, and who at length reach the country near Prome, and are
recognized and received by their uncle. The Kmyw and Pyih had
quarrelled after the people of Armcan had carried OE their king, but
the former, being victorious, settled themselves near Prone under their
queen NANKHAN,whilst the Ranyaw retired, and established themselves at SarrdoDwy and on the borders of Amcan. Through the
recommendation of the hermit Prince of Tagoung, the qneen NAN
who became
KHANmarried one of his nephews MAHATHAMBAWA,
king o f the P y b , and established the Prome or Thare K k t t m empire,
60 y e a . after GAUDAYA'I~
death, 484 B. C.
After the destruction of the h o m e Empire, a king THAMAUDDAB~T,
nephew of the last king of Rome, founded Pagdn; but the country
b e i much molested by certain wild animals, a young man named
TSAUDI'
destroyed them, and the king gave him his daughter in
marriage, and appointed him his mccesaor. He declined the throne
however in the first instance, and placed his old teacher YAT'THSerimo upon i t ; and on the death of the latter, the young man
ssanded the throne of Pagdn in the Pagdn era 89, A. D. 167, with
the tide of h u ' TSAUDI'. But this R n ' TSAUDI',or third king of Pagdn
also is said to have been of the Tagroyal race, and a T W P r i n c e .
His father, TEADO
A D A I ~Yizn',
~ A was lineally descended from the
17th king of Tagoung. THADOMABAYA'zA', but during his reign
Taghaving again been destroyed by evil spirits and monsters, as
well ae by the Chinese and Tartan, he had quitted the country, and
rettled with his family in a private capacity at MaE, supporting himself as a gardener. After receiving a suitable education, the son PYU'
TSAUDIcame down to Pug&, in order to seek his fortune, and then
distinguished himself by killing the wild animals aa before-mentioned.
No further mention of Tagowg can I find in the Royal Chronicles,
until we wme to the 6th vol., in which, after being told that a daughter of ATHSNKEAYA,
the founder of Tuagair, was married to THADO
C#HBN-DSIN. of the Tagr o d race, and had a eon named YnBu'LA,
City directly opposite Aw.
T 2
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who wan seven yeam of age, when king THESHAPADP
a l b 'MENBTOVK ascended the Tsagain throne, and to whom at the age of 16
that king had granted the city of Tagowg as a jagfir, together with
YEN-BYA. We are informed, that in the Burmeae
the title of THADO
vear 725, A. D. 1363, when the Shan chief Tao KHIPBN BWA came
down from Mogovng and M o d y m to attack Tsqain, his army was
first stopped at Tagourrg by TEADOMEN-BTA, but that the Shane soon
took that city, and completely destroyed it, its governor flying to
Tsagain with a single elephant. This 'governor, THADOMSN-ETA,
afterwards took possession of the Tsagain and Penya kingdoms, and
in the Burmese year 726, A. D. 1364, founded the city of Ava, and the
line of the kings of Ava.
Tagoung, after the Shans destroyed it, does not appear to have
been restored, and it is now but a village with a few ruins. The district of Tagoung is the jaghir of the late Wungyee of Rasgoor's
daughter, who is one of the inferior queens, styled T a g q Mekthami, princess of Tagoung. THADOwas a title p d a r to the
Tagoung royal race. It ie remarkable, that some of the names in the
two lists of the kings of Tagov~gcorrespond. The Burmeae chroniclea give no details of the reign of any of theee kings, excepting of
the first in each list, and of the last in the second list. One old
work, Zabudip ktoon-gya, takes notice only of the second list of
sovereigns ; and states that DAZA
YAZAretired from Central India, and
came to Tagoung, about 300 years before the appearance of GAUDAYA.
AJJ the last mentioned, or 17th lung, M n a i Y i z i , ie $so stated to
death ; this would
have ascended the throne 20 years after GAUDAYA'S
allow a duration of about 18 or 20 years to the reign of each of the king's
precedmg, corresponding with the average of. king's reigns as fixed
by Sir Ierac NBWTON.The great point with the Burmese historians is to show that their sovereigns are lineally descended from the
-race
of kings, and are " Children of the Sun* ;" and for this pur.
pose, the genealogy of even ALOMPRA,
the founder of the p m n t
dynasty, is ingenionsly traced up to the kings of Pap&, P r m , and
Tag-.
The countenances of the figures in the accompanying
images are very different from those you see in all modem Burmeae
mageat.

One of the king of Ava'r titlea ia Nt dwet bhuyen, Sm-descended Monueh.
are very nearly of the mame character as those found at Sirnath, .nd
may have been made there or at Qaya for exportation, M m
i the custom to the
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m.-oil t b ~ n p m ~ t oif o ~
fw t b china
rmittm ir,
March 1835, and then c o n d a t e d to the Benaren and &Mr Agencies.
By D. B n n s ~ M.
, D. Surgeor, 63rd B. N . I. hte opium exmrwmrWner
*the Bmm" A-.
1. In committing to paper, for the use of my saccesaor in office,
the following observations. I would beg, once for all, to disclaim the
idea of their being infallibly correct : for, although they are the iem l t of ten years' attention to their various subjects, I am aware of the
didvantages under which an individual labours, upon whom falls the
ta~kof 6rst writing upon any subject involving the discussion of obscare questions, and who is thus deprived of the benefit of the judgment
of other persons; and am prepared to find my remarks hereafter
greatly m a e d by the progresa of discovery.
2. The great object of the Bengal Opium Agencies is to furnish an
vticle suitable to the pecnliar tastes of the population of China, who
v&e any sample of opium in direct proportion to the quantity of hotdrawn watery extract obtainable from it, and to the purity and strength
of the flavour of that extract when dried and smoked through a pipe.
The aim, therefore, of the agencies should be to prepare their opium
IJO that it may retain as much as possible ita native sensible qualities.
and ita rolubility in hot-water. Upon these pointa depend the virtually
higher price that Benares opium brings in the China market, and the
lower p r i m of Behar, Malwa, and Turkey opium. Of the last of these,
equal (Chinese) values contain 1-r
quantities of the narcotic p ~ c i plea of opium ; but are, from their greater spissitude, and the less carefd preparation of the Behar and Malwa, incapable of yielding extract
in equal quantity and perfection of flavour with the Benares.
3. I t therefore becomes a question, how the whole process of the
production of opium, from the sowing of the seed to the packing of the
chests for sale, should be conducted so as to preserve with the least
injury its native Ilavour and ita solubility.
4. Them can be no doubt that the quantity and richneas of the
milk obtained from each poppy-head depend greatly upon the geological and other physical conditions of the locality which produces it ;
especially tbe soil, sub-soil, manuring, and irrigation; and also upon
the seed which ia employed. But as these matters are, in the present
circumstances of the Bengal agencies, little open to choice or control,
the fir& practical enquiries which claim our attention relate to the
extraction of the juice and ita treatment while in the hands of tho
koerie.
5. Of the various processes for the preparation of sugar and medicinal ertrade from vegetable juices, it is well known that distillation in
'
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vwuo is incomparably the most &cient in preserving unaltered the
original taste of the sugar, and the taste, solubility, and therapeutic
powers of the extracts. It is also known that this process owes ita
superiority to the exclusion of the chemical as well as the physical
agency of the atmosphere, to its rapidity of exsiccation, and to the
comparative lowness of temperature at which it is performed. When
sugar-cane juice, after even half an hour's exposure to the air, is boiled
in a narrow deep vessel, and under the pressure of the atmosphere.
vaporieation goes on so slowly that the sugar has time to undergo the
vinous and acetous fermentations, whereby a certain portion of it ie
converted into vinegar, before the heat can be raised high enough to
check this change ; and the high temperature, to which it is so long
exposed during this slow vaporieation, chars another portion, and
converts it into molasses. Other vegetable juices, under eimilar circumstances, undergo analogous transformations : much of their substance is converted into vinegar ; and the high temperature causea a
partial decomposition of the rest : oxygen also is largely absorbed
from the atmosphere, and greatly impairs the solubility of the dried
extract.
6. On the principles which flow from these fa&, it would be, chemically speaking, advisable to prepare opium by distilling in vacuo, large
quantities of the milk just as it has oozed from the capsules ; and I
have no doubt that opium thus prepared would possess in an unprecedented degree the desired qualities of solubility and strength, and
purity of flavour, as well as narcotic power; and can imagine, that
under a system of open trade in opium, this process would be commercially profitable. . It would, however, be inapplicable under a monopoly constituted as the resent system is; and I have mentioned it
1
only with the view of pmnting it out as the acme of that perfection in
the preparation of vegetable juices to which we can, with our present
means, only approximate.
7. That the approximation may proceed as far an possible, it will
be necessary, first, that the poppy juice shall at the time of oollection,
contain a minimum of water ; so that its reduction to the proposed
degree of spissitude may be effected in the shortest time, and be therefore attended with the least exposure to the air at a high temperature,
and with the smallest consequent loss of solubility and of specSc qualities that may be practicable.
8. The goodness of the soil, and the management of the irrigation,
are circumstances which powerfully affect the strength of the juice a t
the time of its collection : but a third agent, still less amenable than
these to control, now comes into play, the precipitation of dew on the
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sarface of the capsale. When a current of wind, or a cloudy sky,
prevente the formation of dew, it is found that the scrLri6cations made
in the capsule about the middle of the preceding day are sealed up by
the dight oozing of juice. which had immediately followed the incisions ; and the quantity of opium obtained is small. When, again,
the dew ie abundant, it washes open the wounds in the capsule, and
thus facilitates the flow of the milk. which in bmy dews is apt to drop
off the capsule entirely, and be waated. But when the dew is in moderate quantity, it allows the milk to thicken by evaporation, and to collect in irregular tiers, (averaging one grain of solid opium from each
quadruple incision,) which on examination will be found to have a
colour towards the
greater coneiatency, and a " rose-red" (W-1
external surface, while the interior is semi-fluid, and of a "reddishwhite" colour. This inequality of consistence constitutes the grain of
tolo opium, of which I shall have to speak hereafter.
9. I n the collection of theee d r o p of half-dried juice, it is very apt
to get mixed with the dew, which, in the earlier hours of collection,
continue to beeprinkle the capules, and which here doerr a double
mischief--6.
by retarding the inspiahtion of the general maaa of
the juice ; and, seoondly, by separating its two moat rernarkablc conntituent parts--that which is eoluble, and thdt which ia insoluble in
water. So little aware, or so reckless, even under the most favourable
uonstruotion of their conduct, are the kot?rL of the injury thus cauaed
by the dew, that many of them are in the habit of occasionally wwhing their scrapers with water, and of adding the wacihings to the
collection of the morning : in Malwa, oil is used for this purpose.
to the irremediable injury of the flavour of the opium. On examining the juice thus mixed with water, it will be found that it haa
separated, aa above-mentioned, into two portions, a fluid and a more
consistent ; the latter containing the most of the resin, gluten, caontchouc and other less soluble constituents of opium, with part of the
raper-meconiate of morphia ; and the former containing the gum, some
reain, and muoh of the super-meconiate of morphia, and much of the
eolouring prinGple, which, though pale at first, is rapidly affected by
light, and acquires a very deep " reddiah or blackish brown" colour.
Many kokis are in the habit of draining d thii fluid portion into a
reparate veaael, and of bringing it under the name of paskd, for sale,
at half the price of opium, to the Benarea agency, where it is used
rs I h . (paste for the petal envelopes of the cakes.) Others, after
allowing the soluble principles to become thus changed into an
acescent, blackened, sluggish fluid, mix it up with the more consistent
part of their opium, and bring the whole for sale in this mixed state;
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the consequence of which k that they are subjected to a penalty, called
battd upon paskob, and regulated by the estimate of the opium examiner, of the quantity of paskad contained. This penalty is the only
efficient check upon this most pernicious practice of the k o k r l : for
on the generality of the g o d h t a s , it is difficult to impress the neceesity of their looking after the koc'ris during the collecting season.
Were godshtas in general fit for their offices, the name of peskoct
might be banished from the Bengal agencies ; all that is required for
that purpose being that they should instruct all their d d r and
kohri's, to exclude dew as much as possible from the opium at collection-never to add water to their opium, then or at any other period ;
but at the end of their day's collection, to rub it together in a mortar
or similar vessel, breaking down the p i n of it above-mentioned, so as
reduce the whole to a homogeneous semi-fluid mass, which should be
dried as quickly as possible in the shade, in a current of air free from
dust, by spreading it on any clean flat surface, and turning it over ten
or twenty times. With this management, one afternoon in the dry
collecting season would sufiice for bringing to the spissitude of 70 per
cent. the collection of each day, which could then be secured, along
with the rest of the kok.fsDopium, in a vessel of any form, safe from
deterioration by internal change. I t is a common belief, that all new
opium must ferment* : but that is a fallacy occasioned by the low degree of spissitude at which opium b generally received at the Bengal
agencies, and by the consequent fermentation and swelling up which
almost constantly occur, when such opium is allowed to stand for some
hours in large vessels.
10. So very large wae formerly the admixture of paskod in the
opium brought to the Benares agency, that it was thought necessary,
for the sake of its appearance, to draw off as much as possible of the
black fluid, by storing it, for weeks, in earthen vessels, perforated with
a hole. Of late years, there has been a great amendment in this respect, and the draining system has therefore become unnecessary ; an
event which ought to be followed by the abolition of the inconvenient
receptacles in which it was carried on, and by the general substitution
of movable wooden cases and drawers in their stead.
11. PaskuJ, in a pure and concentrated state, is a viscid, dark
reddish-brown fluid, transparent in thin plates. Its homogeneous physical constitution prevents its assuming to the eye that appearance of
consistency which is presented by ordinary opium. In the former, all
Dr. Anal believed that fermentation was necennary for the developmoat of
the narcotic principles, and considered the fermentation u of a panary specie#,
n whicb the gluten played a principal part.
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the ingrediuib are in a state of h e ahemid combination. with the

water contained; while, in the latter, many of the ingrehenta are
only in a state ef mechanical mixture, a oondition which Jmost n e e
-17
gives an appcamnce of solidity beyend all pmportion to the
dquantity of d i d matter mntaiad. Heme,par&,
and opium
~~lltaining
per&, we lens consistent, and would, to the inexperienced
q.
appear to contain much more water than pure opium of the rame
mp~tsde;a source of much perplexity to any one who tries for
the h t time to e8timate. by the consistenoe, t h e red s p i ~ i t n d or
e dry
mntenta of difbnmt wnples of opium containing more or less of
padmi. A tentative pmcesa is the only one by which a pereon can
qaalify himself to estimate the spissitude with tdemble accuracy. He
rbould, before d o w i n g the pmkhiyu to state their estimates of the
spisaitude, form one in his own mind, and make a memoraadum of it.
noting his maeons for +kg
the degree ef spissitude on which he
%an fixed. The result of the steam-drying .test, to which smdl a m plea of d opium are subjected in the Benarea agency, will then enable
%im to judge on which side, whether under or over-estimate, he hos
indined to err, and to avoid the error in his subsequent operations.
12. The comtituenta of p k o 6 are in a state of chemical combination; and the rlow addition of water will not subvert that mndidon. But the rudden &sion of a large quantity of water on maentxatedperd instantly resolves it into two portions, a dark c o l o u d
fluid containing the gum, colouring matter, and super-meconiate and
acetate of morphia, and a lighter colonred povder, consisting of the
rssin and some gluten, and a minute portion of caoutchouc. In making Ikod, therefore, from pasetrrd, or from itiferior opium, the neceseary
qnantity of water should be slowly added, and thoroughly mixed prewioudy to the addition of more water. Pure opium is liable to the
same resolution of its component parta, from the sudden a%usion of
water : if the latter be slowly added and thoroughly mixed, the gelat i n ~opium
~ ~ will absorb it, forming a epecies of hydrate, and will
retain its tremnlous consistence ; but if the water be suddenly added in
considerable quantity. an immediate separation of the more and leas
soluble conetitaenta occurs, and the opium loses its gelatinous and
adhesive chpracter. When opium is dried up to a certain point, below
the qisritude of 80 per cent., it losea the power of abeorbing water
nitbod decomposition. and cannot be brought to the gelatinous state.
It might be expected, that by adding SO parta of water to 70 of drp
opium powder, we should prodnce a combination poaseseing the conb t e n c e and other physical cha~actersof fresh standard* opinm ; but
80 d b d , becruw this is the degree of opisdtude required at the Bsqd
Z
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the compound baa little c&tmce,
and will be found to contain i x w
luble portions, which have lost their power of forming hydrates with
water: yet its spiaeittrck remains exactly that of standard opium, the
precise quantity of dry opium employed in making it being renrerable from it, but in a darkened and deteriorated condition. The above
observations have a practical bearing upon the manufacture of l&J.
aa has already been noticed, and upon the degree of spissitude which
or in the agency godowns,
opium, either in the hands of the &k
should be permitted'to acquire : it should be limited to 66 or 67 per
cent. for the former. and 70 or 72 for the latter ; because. with every
additional degree of spissitude above this, the solubility is impaired in
an increasing ratio.
13. Among some thoughts on the subject committed to writing
six years ago. I find the following remark and query : " The whole
of the original milky juice will pass through a finer filter than that
used by the Chinese in making the extract for smoking : is it possible to dry the opimn, retaining its property of such minute diviaion
and diffusibility; or is it necessary for the complete separation of the
water from the resin, gluten, caoutchouc, &c. that sane absorption of
oxygen should take place, and some consequent diminution of their
solubility, or rather miscibility with water ?" My reaeon for noticing
this query is the aubsequent solution of the proposed problem by M.
P ~ V I TofBCalcutta, in the hghly similar case of animal milk. which
he appear0 to have succeeded in drying to a powder with no perceptible
injury to the diffiibiiity of its curdy and oleaginous principles. This
is the very result that should be aimed at in the prepamtion of opium
for the China market.
14. When the juice of the poppy has been properly dried, that ia,
rapidly, in a cool shade, and protected from dust, it poesesses, at the
qissitude of 70 per cent.. (that is, containing 30 per cent. of water,)
the following properties. I t hae, in the mass, a "reddish brown"
~
resembling
) that of, copper (the metallic lustre ohcolour ~
ahucted) ; and, when spread thin on a white plate, rshews consider&
ble tranelllceucy, with a *' gallstone yellow" colonr, and a slightly granular texture. When cut into flakes with a knife, it exhibits sharp
edges, without drawing out into threads ; and is tremulous, like jelly.
or rather strawberry jam, to which it has been aptly compared. It
hes considerable adhesiveness, a handful of it not dropping from tho
hand inverted for some eeconde. Its smell is the pure peculiar smell
agencies for the fall price allowed by Government. On parcels of opium, infs.
rlor to tbk in spinlitads, a penalty in levied, d e d butt6 npm cmrirlmce.

of opium, heavy and not unpleasant. In this condition it is mid to ba
standard" or *' ~ l b l ~ lopium.
"
r
15. When the juice, again, instead of being thus exposed to the
air, has'after collection been kept in deep v d , which prevent emp o d o n , it presents the following appearances. A specimen of it
which has the spiesitnde of only 60 per cent. has the apparent consistence or mbatantiality of standard opium of 7 0 per cent. But on
minuter examination, it will be found, that this apparent firmness of
texture is a deception. resulting from the mechanical constitution
of the maas ; it being made up wiih but little alteration of the origid itngYlm drops collected from the capeule. soft within, and more
inspissated without ; thie outer portion, aa long as it remains entire,
giring the general character of consistency to the mass, just am
the shells of a quantity of eggs would do. For when the opium is
rubbed smartly in a mortar, this fictitious consistence disappears.
exactly M that af the eggs, if pounded, would do; and in point of
a p p w u t COW,
a8 well as of real spiasitnde, it is reduced to the
proportion which it properly bears to etandard opium. When opium
thus retak the origznal c d g u r a t i o n of the irre,dr drop^, it is said
to be " kecW or " role :"when these are broken down into the mirrdr groin mentioned in the description of standard opinm, it is aaid
b be wpakkcl'' or "matured," whatever may be the actual spieaitude
of the opium, whether 50 or 7 0 per cent. An opinion has been entertained, but on WWgrounds I know not, that the breaking down
o f t , large grain is au iyury to the opium : to myself it e m s plain
that aa the large grain h a y s disappears before the opium attains the
rpiesitude of 70 per cent. and as this vesicnlar constitution of the raw
a p i m retards the evaporation of ita superfluous moisture, the more
h p k a t e d shell of each irregular drop checking the evaporation from
ite more fluid interior, the object should be to reduce the whole with
the leaat possible delay to a nearly homogeneous maas, in whiich state
the inspiseation of opinm advances with much greater rapidity.
16. C o m d with thie subject is a question which hae been
raised, whether the inspissation of opium stored in large quantities in
the agency godowns is dected more quickly, by removing, from time
to time, into another receptacle, the pellicle of thick opium which
f o r m on the surfam of the mane ; or by turning over the mass freqwntly, and thus constantly mingling with it the pelliclea successively
formed. An agreeably to the general law of chemical affinity, whereby
the last portions of any substance held in combination, and in course
sf gradual expulsion, are retained with increasing obstinacy, the inopissation of thin, is, cceteria paribw, alwaye more rapid in ita pro'#
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gress than that of thiek opium; it is clear that the removal of the
pellicle, by which opium of minimum episaitude ia constantly expolled
to the eir. muat accelerete the inspiesation more than the taming o w
of the whole mess wodd do: because the latter process eXpO808 to
the air opium which is gradually acquiring a greater degree of concentration, and from which the evaporation will &*
be dom~
md slower. Aa evaporation taka place from the external surface only.
k may be proper here 60 advert to the propriety of making all reaervoirs for opium below the st&d
spissitude as numerous and shallow aa may be permitted by the means of stowage ; every practicable
method beiig at the same time adopted to facditata ventilation
and to exclude dust from, the extensive surfaces erposed; and an
little light being admitted as may be suitable to the oonveoienoe af the
people et work.
17. It might be expected; fram the ingenuity of the natives of this
country, and from their imperfect notions of fair trade, that they would
resort to a great variety of means for increesiag, by adulteration, the
weight of such an article as opium, in which fraud might be made ea
di5cult of detection. But in fact, it is seldom that they attempt m y
thing of the k i d , beyond keeping their opium at a low spireitude ; an
act by whioh, under the present searching system of earmination, they
cannot profit ;and which, from ita occasioning a deterioration of their
opium through fermentation, entails the levying of a batta upon it6
quality, and therefore, in h e cases, an inevitable loen. I t ia impoeaible that opium left to itself in the open air, during the parching season of the hot winds, could remain at the low apiaeihuia3 of 50 ~ n 60
d
per cent. at which it is frequently brought to Gh6aipb tom& the
end of that season : and we m ~ therefore
~ t
conclude, that a r t i w
means are resorted to, in order to maintain it in that condition ; either
the frequent addition of water, or the burping it in a damp p i e
which is said to be sometimes done for the & of -9.
m e n these malpractices have been carried too far, the glut- u n k goes, in a greater or less degree, the proceee of pukefaction ; the
of opium first becoming covered with mould, and acquiring an opaque
grey" colour and a pasty consistence, in which every oestige of the translucency and grain of the opium is loot ; and &t smell
becoming venous, sour, and at laat abominably fatid ; in which
tion the deteriorated opium is fit for none d the p q of the
manufacture, and is alwgys dmtroyed, and its original value fortaited,
bp the k o h . I t ie to be hoped that their experience of the unvarping consequences of enoh f d y , and the intmhction of a superior elm
of g~&~htAs,will in time convince them of the a d v w e , rn
rn

tbe kdity, of bringing m d their o p i m at very nearly the standard
qkmitude.
IDeome a a e it
~ w d d appear, from the fluid atate in which they
bring it for d e , m if they e.x@
every drop of water which they
add to it, to be assimilated and converted into opium. Occaaiodly,
it would 8that they had admitted some surspicimr of it. having
been watnred too much; and their only remedy m to drive off the
arperflaoer watar by ba'limg : an operation which epeeddy reduces the
ntixhue to a blBcLened and charred condition, easily recognized.
18. A men ingeniou fraud, but whkh M reldom practised, is, that
of vm&g wt tbe salable md moet valuable part of the opium, and
bPingiPg for sale the residual m w . In thh process, the opium loeee
ib tranelucency. and the r e h of its colour : it loses ita adheeiveners
a h , not adhering to the hand like opium which has not been robbed
ofita duble principles ; and by these marks, without going further,
the fraud h detected. Sand is now and then added, to increme the
veight ;and is at once detectad by ita grittineas when rubbed between
plate and a spatula.
Sofl c h p y d is also, but very rarely, need for the some p~rpoee:
it alwayr impairs the d o u r and translucency; and can, ae well M
rand, be detedcd, and ite quantity accurately ascertained, by waslung
the opium with a large quantity of water, and collecting the eediment,
whiah is the clayey mud.
Srgcrt and gw,or coarae mohnea, are wmetimes employed to addkrate opium : they invariably ferment, and give it a sickly, sweetirh.
venou, or ~ceecentodow, easily known.
C o w - k g , the pulp of the dhtlra, or thorn-apple, and the gummy
d o u s juice of the Mi, or Bengal quince, are seldom met with M
M u l e n t ingredients: the first may be detected by d r y i i it to a
pow&, or by washing it with water, either of which processen bring0
& the eye the undigeeted ehrede of vegetable matter comtituting
animal's food ; but the two laet are extremely diflicult of d e b
tion, if not added in quantity su6icient to &ct the colour and
-ell of tlre opium. which generally happeas in the few inrtancea
of thew occwrence. The Beede of the dhcird are apt to get mixed
.rith the opium, and &rd a ready means of detection. A etrange.
h t not uncommon, mode oC adulteration i the addition of pmmdd
an&: if reduced to a fine powder, the oleagino~eseedo might
mtsr into an imperfect ohemid union with the kindred rerinoid princciple of the opium : but the fraud ia never no skilfully &ted as to
pr0aooe.Wresult ; and the bard particles of the seeds are perceptible
@ the touch and right. W w a opium, though 1-8 now than it WM
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eight years ago, is in general largely contaminated with oil. which is
easily separated by dissolving the opium in water ; and I have seen, in
a few instances, the same fraud attempted within the Benares agency.
Ae the oil is always in a rancid condition, its presence is betrayed by
its d o u r , as well aa by the glistening appearance which it communicatee to the opium.
19. By long exposure to the heat of the sun, the texture of opium, whatever be ita spissitude, undergoes a remarkable change,
through the conversion of part of its gluten into a species of bird-lime.
Its shrtneas or property of exhibiting sharp edges, when cut inta
flakes with a knife, disappears ; and it draws out into long th&.
These two varieties of texture may almost always be recognized in
cakes of BeGr and Benares opium respectively ; the former being aposed to the sun, in the process of drying the cakes, and the latte~
not. This diversity of treatment occasions a diEerence between thehygrometric properties of the cakes of the two agencies ; the Beh6r
cakes acquiring a more speedy but less permanent hardneaa than the
Benares : whereby. though tirmer in the shell towards the end of the
hot winds, they are more liable than the Benares to soften and lose
their shape during the rains. The imrnedirrte cam of this difkrence
appears on making a clean aection of the shells with a eharp knife.
I t will thua be found, that in the Benarea shells, the Ztbd remains
visibly interstratified with the petals, dark-coloured, and tenacious:
while in the BeUr, it is in a great measure absorbed by the petala,
which are apparently in intimate contact with each other, and is not
to be distinguished from them ; the combination being more easily ef.
fected by hygrometrie changes of the atmosphere than the indepcndnrt
strata of leaf and lhrd in the Benares cakes.
20. While, as at present, a considerable amount of inferior opium
is produced, not safely applicable to any other purpose than the manufacture of 14104, its sacrifice is no great loss. But if all the opium
brought to the agencies were of good quality, the substitution of some
less expensive vegetable paste would be an important desideratum.
Any strong cheap mucilage or farinaceous paste, or perhaps some
indigenous imitation of bird-lime, would answer for the inner portion of
the shell ; and an exterior coating of a resinous, waxy, or oily nat-.
impervious to water, would defend this from the moisture of the air.
21. In cutting open a cake for examination, the above point+
J o u l d be attended to. I t should also be observed whether the exter~
nal and internal surfaces of the shell are smooth: the former not
knotty or fissured, and none of the interior leaves of the latter detached among the opium : there ought, also, to be no vacuitien betweep
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the strata of the lea-,
such ae are sometimes found, lined with
mould,in faulty cakes, and the shell altogether ought to be thin, compact, and of equal thicknesr throughout. The shape ought to be as
nearly spherical as postible: that being the geometrical form which
under the r d e s t surface contains the greatest quantity of matter,
and which consequently &rQ the leaet scope for the extrication of
air and ultimate injury to the shape of the cake when that air escapes.
Greater attention to having the earthen cups, in which the cakes are
dried,perfectly hemispherical, instead of parabolical as they now are,
v d d contribute to the desired sphericity.
22. In opening a d e , the next thing to be attended to is the
roamer in which the two hemispheres of the opium separate: the
BeMr will be found to retain ita dartnesu, while the Benares draws
out into threads. The smell should then be attentively observed and
noted down, being strongeet immediately after the opening, and giving
at that instant the fairest indications of the state of the opium with
respect to preservation ; the pure narcotic, venous, or acescent odour
being then moat strongly perceptible : in this respect the Benares will
generally prove superior to the BehBr. It is an important character ;
for the Chinese are great epicure. in the flavour of opium, and object
to it when it smells at all sour.
23. The surface of the opium shoukl then be narrowly inspected,
d the tint and shade of colour, both by reflected end transmitted
light, noted down, in terms of Werner's nomenclature; also the apparent quantity of pasdaoci if any be present, which is almost conatantlp
the aee with BeMr opium, where it appears like dark glistening fluid.
lining the little cellr in the surface of the opium. As the depth of tha
cdour of opium in the caked state depends on the quantity of paskad
in it, or the degree in which it hae been deteriorated by exposure to
the sun, the lighter the shade, the better is the opium.
24. The chemical analysis of opium, after dl the trouble that hes
been bestowed on it, is still in an unsatisfactory state. A perfect a n a
lpsie, such as we possess of Peruvian bark, and of some other medicinal
planta yielding vegetable alkalies, ought to eliminate the whole of t b
active principles, leaving nothing at ita cloee but an inert mass p o c
8-d
of no therapeutic power : and the essential principles thus obtained should equal (or, as in the case of quina freed from its bulky
fibroue accompaniment, surpass) in activity, a quantity of the original
mbrtance eqnal to that from which it was extracted. But how greatly
inferior are the powem, over the animal economy. of a grain of morphia, in whatever state of purity or saline combination, to the quantity
ofopium that ia required to f d h that single grain ! Yet, for all t h t
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we can, chemically, see, we obtain by our analysis the whole of the
morphia that ie contained in opium. I suspect that the narcotic power
is pattly lodged in some unknown substance (not narcotine) insoluble
in water : for I have, after careful and repeated washing, mtil it teased to colour the water, found the insolable residuum to act aa an opia t e with considerable energy. Although morphia, in a state of
purity, can, like sdphur, be fased without change ; yet, when in corn,bination with the other constituents of opium, it is partly destroyed by
.a much lower degree of heat, greatly under that of boiling water ; for
'the pharmaceutical and Chinese extracts are found to contain very
little morphia : still, the former, as is well known, exert great medicinal power, out of all proportion to the quantity of morphii which
analysis evolves from them. F'rom all these considerations it would
result, that the proportion of morphia obtained, by the analysia d
present known, cannot be regarded as a true expenent of the total
narcotic power of the opium which yields it. An additional source of
fallacy in compring the produce of di&reat couatriea erista in the
varying proportions which they contain of colouring matter or extraction ; a principle for which morphia and narcotine have a strong a6nity, forming insoluble compounds* with it; and which, as well M
narcotine, is much more abundant in Indian than in Turkey opium.
Hence a considerable l o ~ sin the purification of morphia from the
former, and an apparent, and probably real, inferiority in ita qnantity ;
although we know that good India opium is equal to Turkey in narcotic power.
process is the one kmployed by the opium exam25. ROPIQUBT*~
iner in Calclatta. The chief yrecautionrr necessary to ensure rrucceas
and uniformity in it^ resulta are, not to use too much water at b t a
t o see that the magnesia is brought to a red heat ; not to expose any
~f the subjects of analysis to the sun, or to artificial heat, except in the
washing and final solution in alcohol of the morphia; not to use toe
strong a spirit in washing the morphia and excess magnesia; and
cto employ the strongest alcohol for its final solution before crystallizaprocess is useful where it is not necessary te
tion. SERTUEBNEB'S
obtain the morphia in a separate state : and in practised hands &A
.speedy and tolerably accurate information. I t is probable that RoerQUET'S process will in time be superseded by that of the late Dr.
WILLIAM
GRECIOBY
of Edinburgh, which does not acquire the expenaive m e of alcohol. and yields more morphia. by 30 or 40 per cent.;
affording, in fact, the cheapest medicinal preparation known of Turkey

* $his may partly account for the medicinal activity of the maw of opium
rbom noticed

opium. I t consiata in the exhaustion of the opium with water under
the temperature of 9W ; concentration of the solution at a low temperature ; precipitation by slight excess of ammonia ; elutriation of the
precipitate with cold water; exsiccation of it at a temperature below
21!2O, and reduction to powder; solution in cold water by mnriatic
tcid, slowly added in alight excess ; filtration and concentration to the
consistence of syrap ; aftar which, the preparation on coding, becomes
8 mam of crystals of mwiate of morphia, moistened with a dark-coloured solution of nncrystallizable muriate of narcotine and resinoid
colonring matter. This solution is abstracted from the crystnls by
.tmng pressure 'between folds of bibulous paper; and the solution,
aryshllization, and expression repeated once or twice ; after which, the
mlt is obtained in radiated bunchea of snow-white silky crystals, contai-g
37 parts of muriatic acid and- 321 of morphia. But for the
onfortonate super-abundance of narcotine, and comparative paucity of
obtcn'nabk morphia, in Indian opium, the manufacture of the muriate
en a large scale might advantageously be eetablished, at one of the
Ben@ agencies, for the supply of the Indian medical department with
this admirablepreparation, the marc (I)of which would be available for
the manufactwe of 1646.
26. Connected with the subject of analysis is another which claims
some attention from We opium examiner, the accuracy and sensibility
af the weights and balancea uaed in his department. Neither of them
should ever be allowed to be soiled with opium ; and the former should
occasionally be compared, to see that all weighta of similar denorninations mutually correspond within one-tenth of a grain, andthat the larger
and smaller weights are epnally accurate multiples and sub-multiples of
each other. The knife-edges of the balances should occasionally be sharp e d , eo that they may turn with as little friction as possible ; and the
three points of suspension, whenever deranged, should be brought into
a perfectly stRight line, by bending thebeam with the hand : if the
centre edges be too low, the balance will, when loaded with its proper
weights, be in a state of unstable equilibrium, and will cause great
misealea ; and if they be too low, the balance will lose its sensibility,
and cannot be depended upon within perhaps twcz grains. Care should
also be taken that the distance from centre-edges to arm-edges are
sxrrctly equal; from accidental violence, this element of accuracy is
rey apt to be deranged, and cauaes great confusion when overlooked.
27. Were all the opium brought for sale unexceptionable in quality,
free from padwd, and liable to bathi on account of deficient spissitnde
only, there would be, supposing t h e batta levied with tolerable accuracy, little Merace at the end of the maufactrving aeaaon, between
2 A
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the registered receipts and expenditure of opium: and, suppoeing it
levied with ah-ict accuracy, there would be a small loss, occasioned by
accidental spilling of semi-fluid opium, adhesion to the persons and
clothes of the work-people, and other unavoidable sources of wastage.
But ae, in the present state of things, batta to a caneiderable amount
is levied on quality, the e e c t of its deduction, if not kept separate
from the b a t d on spissitude, would be to shew, at the end of the year.
a deceptive deficiency of receipt compared with expenditure. B a t 6
upon quality, or pashci. therefore, should not be admitted into t h e
godown accounts ; and should be confined to the account between t h e
receiving-officer and the koCri.
28. There are no satisfactory experimental means, except perhapa
by the specific gravity, of ascertaining the precise quantity of pasJwd in
opium. I t will hardly drain at all from opium of higher spissitude
than sixty per cent. and not readily from opium of even that spissitude, unless assisted by a slight fewentation, which greatly facilitates
its flow : the pa&6
trickling down the sides af the air-vesicles thus
formed. The only convenient rule for the adjustment of batt4 upon
paskod, or upon quality generally, is, that absolute p k o d , if not toa
thin, and the worst opium purchased for the Company, being paid foa
a t half the price of standard opium ; for different grad- of inferiority
in quality between those two conditions, as fair a gradation of penal,
ties shall be fixed, aa can be formed from an estiqate of the sensiblq
qualities.
29. I t has been thought, that specific gravity might prove an ac.
curate index of the spissitude of opium ; which is, however, not the
case ; its soluble principles, and that portion af its insoluble -titu.
enta which, slightly madified, unite with the sduble in farming paskod
acquiring in their traneition ta thip altered state, a considerable increase of density. Opium, therefore, containing pasbu', is much
heavier than an equal bulk, at the same epissitude, of pure opium. 1
have found this condensation to bear same proportian to the quantity
of paskoii apparently contained: and it might, probably be found t~
indicate with considerable accuracy the proper amount of batt6 to be
levied for paskult, were such nicety desirable y cqnveniently attain.
able.
30. The Regulation of Government, which requires Civil Surgeons
to report upon the relative values of parcels of confiacakd opium, according to the quantity of foreign matter which they m y contain,
is obscure on two important pcints : 1st. whether, and beyond what
degree of thinness, water is to be considered as foreign matter;
md, secondly, whether and beyond what degree of deteriamtiep,

fermented and p h d , converted opium, when contained in the contraband article, are to be considered aa " foreign matter." I have
been in the habit of regarding them as foreign, when the water excesded 30 per ced., and when inferiority in quality was palpable ;
because a w e r e n t practice would defeat the end, for which the regulation was framed, of securing a fair reward to the informer. Under
a leas strict interpretation of the rule, he would be tempted to double
the weight of the seized opium, and consequently his own reward, by
adding to it, a sutEcient quantity of water. or of bad opium, such as
b a y at all times be clandestinely p u r c h d for-a tride in the poppy
.districts.

N.--Cut&gw of a Second Collection of Fossil Bones presented to tL
A&tic Socidy's M-m
by Colonel COLV
IN.
[Exhibikd at the Meetin8 of the 6th April.]

Colonel COLVIN'S
fimt dispatch consisted of six large chests of f o ~ i l
bones, in their rough state, attached to the matrix rock, aa they were
originally brought in from the hill8 by the xiative collectors employed
by him to dig. They still remain unclassified in the museum, but the
detailed examination that has been given to the second dispatch by
Lieutenants DURAXD
and BAKER,
whom experience has already made
expert in recognizing fragments, even much mutilated, will materially
assist in arranging the former specimens, while it leaves little to be
done with the present beyond publishing their catalogue at once fot
the satiefaction of geologists, and preparing the specimens for the
inspection of visitors. There ate among them many noble fragments
of known animals, which challenge comparison with those of any c o l ~
lection in Europe : these it will be a h t object to make known by accurate drawings or by plaster casts. There are also numerous skulls,
jaws, teeth, and bones decidedly new to fossil osteology, but the admire.
ble fidelity and scientific knowledge with which the major part of these
FALCOHIB
and Captain CAUTLET,
is now under illushation by Dr. HUOH
in the Asiatic Researches, from their own, even more extensive, cabinet,
supplants the necessity of attempting a full investigation here. All
pointa in which differences from their generic or specific descriptions
are recognized, it will be the duty of our curator to bring to notice.
The synopsis published in the Journal for December last, page 706,
comprised the varieties of atganic remains, up to that period ext-d
from the upper deposits of the tertiary strata of the Siviilik or SabNimdlaya range of h i s . Most of the same are to be fonnd in Colonel
COLVXN'scollection. Some recent additions of a hlghly interesting
a a 2
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nature have however been made above, of which I have been apprised
in my private correspondence with SehBranpur.
Lieutenant DURAND
has just dug out a nearly perfect head of a
P a k o t M u m , from the vicinity of the spot whence Captain CAUTLEY
had previously extracted the A n o p l o t M u m of CUVIER. The Dadhpur
museum possesses a fragment '* of the lower jaw of a huge new animal :
the teeth not sdciently perfect to determine its nature : it is probably
of some grand new pachydermatous animal, equalling the elephant in
size." Both the rhinoceros and the camel have characters of indubitable variation from known species. Of both these, hotices are now in
preparation. The acquisition of fossil birde was noticed at the meeting
of March : Dr. FALCONER
supposes them to be bones of large Gralla.
This is, as he says, a fair test of the justice he and his fellow labourers
are doing to the enquiry : it is not every mnseum in Europe that has
fossil b i d s to shew ! A note this moment received announces the acquieition of " a superb specimen of gigantic size of an unknown
species of crocodile : it forms an intermediate section in the genus between the true crocodile or magar, and the leptorynchus or ghnridl.
The muzzle is cylindrical, ae in the latter, but greatly shorter ; and the
teeth are thick and shorter, es in the magar : they protrude in relief
above the jaw three inches, and are 1 inch and 2 lines in diameter !"
There is also in Col. COLVIN'S
collection a Saurian head, apparently new.
I have ventured to alter the numbering of the catalogue, to save
repetition, by bringing bones of the same animals together, the original
having been written out by Lieutenant BAKERjust in the order
they came to hand. I t will be observed, that great paina have been
taken to mite together with cement specinieas which were broken in
extraction, and in clearing them from matrix, The necessity of the
latter operation will be acknowledged on p e d of the following extract from Colonel COLVIN'Snote to me of the 4th October lest.
" The quantity I found collected here on my return, and what had to be
brought in proved to be so great, that in the matrix they would have
loaded a boat ; during the rains, therefore, I employed a number of
people to clear them, and though a vast number have thus been rejected
as superf3uoua, or too mutilated to be useful, still a great deal has been
packed that might perhaps have well been left behind, had I not feared
to attempt a selection." The same letter adds :" I have been unfortunate in not meeting with specimens of teeth of
the Sivatherium, or complete heads of the hog. I had one lower end
of the radiua of what appeared to be the camel, but as a few epecimens
also deemed " camel" had come into the Dadupur museum*. I made
Sinoc certified by the discovery of an entire head.
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over this bone to it. with the view of identification, and should the
further search prove successful, you wili receive specimens of the animal
from Lieutenant BAKER.
" The clearing away of the matrix, besides rendering the specimens
leas cumbrous for tranamission, enabled. I should hardly say us, for it
was my young friend, here to give names to most of what are now
sent. The locality of each I found it impossible to particularize, as
the parties, whom L sent out to collect, ranged about in the lower hills.
np whatever they found, and heaping all together, until they had
amassed s e v e d cart loads ; but the eastern limits of their search were
the branches of the Sombe. which are about due south of the Chhr
mountain; and to the west, their search extended to about half way
between N d h and Pinj6r. The only distinction worth noticing is,
that the hard or brown fossils (those mineralized with.hydrated oxide
of iron) did not come out of the same stratum as the blue and friable
(calcareous) ones; the latter being from the west of Nalran. You
will perceive the difference of the matrix on several of the epecimens only partially cleared. I have never had leisure to visit the
sites myself, and would therefore add nothing on this subject until 1
shall have enjoyed the opportunity of a personal inspection."
The Society will doubtless be eager to do every honor to the munificent donor of these splendid fossils, if it has any real wish to acquire the
reputation of possessing a valuable museum. The foundation of our
fossil collection wae but laid four years ago, and already through the
contributions of Colonel BIIBNEY.Dr. SPILSBORY.
Captain SMITH,
Mr. DEAN.&c. now enriched by Col. COLVIN'Bvast. store of specimew, it has become necessary ta devote an entire apartment to this
instructive department of natural history. Our smallest return of
gratitude to those who have been at such considerable expence in promoting the Society's interests, will be to do honor to what has been so
generously bestowed, by making up fit cabinets to exhibit them to the
beat advantage, and by spreading the knowledge of them as expeditiously and widely as possible.
J. P. Sec.

Catalogue of Colonel Coluin'a Fossil Bones.
1
Upper jaw, very perfect.
2
---,
fragment.
5-6 Lower jaw, p?rt of the right half.
7
-,
d ~ t t oleft half.
8
Symphysis of ditto, (or of elephant.)
11 to 26 Fragmenb of molars. of both jaws.
31
Axis of a large mmtodon (?)very perfect.
32 Cubitw, upper extremity, with olecruion.
'
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@fnnca,

MASTODON
Lnm~r~8,identified
with Elephantoides,Fn~.
36

Lower jaw, right half.

E L ~ P HPBIMIOENIUB.
A~
41 Upper jaw, right half.
42 to 47 Lower jaws, left half, and frylmenb.
48-44 --,
right half.
left half of r younger animal.
50 --,
51-56 Molars, fragments of.
57 59 -,
of smaller animals.
Upper jaw of r small animal. much mutiktsdr
60
61 t o 80 Tusks, fragments of vrriour rizes.
Femur, npper and (? mastodon).
81
82-87 --,
lower end.
88-91 Humerur, upper end.
92-95 -,
lower end.
96
Cubitus, upper extremity.
97
Tibia, perfect specimen.
98-101 -,
upper extremities.
102-104 Calcaneum.
Axis, of very large size.
105

HIPPO POT AH^^.
111
112
114-11 7
119-123
124
125-126
127-129
130 135
136
140
141-143
144

Cranium.
Upper half of the head, very perfect in bone.
Upper jaw, perfect, and fragments.
Lower jaw, i n various premervation.
Fragment of ditto, with two central inciaon.
Condyles of ditto.
Fragments of molar teeth.
Canine teeth, fragmenb of npper.
,of lower jaw.
Pelvia, fragment of the.
Femur, lower extremity.
Cubitus, upper extremity, with olecranum.

R~~~oc~aos.
150
151-153
154

155
156-8
159-163
164
165
166-169
170
171
172-175
176-180
177-179
180
181

Upper jaw, fragment.
Lower jaw, fragments much mutilated.
Teeth, three fragmenb of molars.
Axis, doubtful.
Scapula, three fragmentr, doubtful.
Humerus, npper extremity.
-,
lower extremity.
Cubitur, upper end.
Femur.
Radius.
Tibia, with tarsal and metatarsal bonw a t W .
-, fragments.
Metatarral entire.
Metacarpus.
Calcaneum, perfect.
Artragalus, perfeat.
,

182
185
186
187-210
212

213-219

Sus.

Right jaw of some animal of this genus.
Bones of Pachydermatoua animale not ckrsa')W,
Lower jaw of a smull animal.
Molar teeth, murh u\utilated.
Vertebre, cervical ; 191, process of donal, 192. '
A very large specimen of do.
Humerus, fragmcnb of lower extremiv.
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220
221-223
224-229
2.30-232
233-235
236
237-238
239-246
247-248
249-250
251

Femur, upper cutremi@ o t
Coadyle of do.
Tibia.
Radius, lower extnmitp
Carpus and tarsus.
Metacarpus, r m d .
Metatarsus.
Phalangen.
htry(a1~~.
Ornoplate ; rocket d do. 251-253.
Pelvis; socket of do. 252.

260
g61-2f3
265
266
267
268
269
370-271

Upper jaw, attached to the hamem# of a I&-,
Mulrr teeth.
Atlu?
Femur, lower extremity.
Radius, ditto.
Caauou bone;
Astragalnr.
Phalanges.

185

Honsr.

Boc.
2FO
Head of some species of ox.
Left uppet jaw, fragment of.
282
283-289 Lower jaw, fragments.
290-293 Molar teeth.
291-293 Femur, upper extremity.
296-297 Horn, fragmentr.

&0.

-

ANTELOPE.
300
301
302-303
304
305--306

Head and horns, portion of the.
Occil~ut.
Upperjaw.
Lower jaw, or of a m a l l deer ?
Posterior part of head, (or of a deer ?)

310
311
312
3 16
317
318
31-21

Upper jar, molars enveloped in matrix.
Ditto uf rmaller animal.
Lower jam, with matataraal attached-alone 313, 314.
Left lower jaw of young animal with milch teeth.
Posterior mollr of l u g e deer : rm&r 318.
Germ tooth (?)
Antlers, frl~gmentaof.

Dsma.

,

l j m s of various Ruminants, unideniilfed.
325-326
327
328-344
345-353
I60
361-364
365
366-367
368-372
373
374-375
376-3711
3du-38:)
384-406
407 -4b9
410-429

Crmiunl with occiput.
Lower jaw, buck part, larga animal.
Molars of a large animal, 345.
Cervical vertebrr, amall : three connected, 359.
-, uf a gigantic: ruminant. (?Sivatherinm.)
Dorsal vertebrcc.
Lumbar vertebnc.
Sacral vertebrsc.
Very large vertebrcc.
Axir.

Atla, !awe, one broken.
Scq~ula,glenoid cavity of, 380.
Humerus, upper extremity.
lower extremity.
Yemur, fragments.

-.
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430-439
440449
450
451
453
454-466
467-597
528-537
638-531
552-562
563

of K a s h f i .

WAK~.

Radios. upper extremity.
lower extremity.
witb carpal and part of meheupd.
-,
perfect, with part of ulna, fragments, 452.
Calitus.
Carpal and tarnal boner.
Metacarpal and m e t a h r d boner.
Aatragalus.
Calcaneum, very large.
Phalanges.
Ribs, fragment of.

-,
-,

HYENA.
600
6UL

602
604
605

606

Upper jaw, in good preservation.
Canine and 1st molar of do.
Lower jaw, entire, and fragment, 603.
Cranium.
Three mulam of some canine animal.
Metatarsal bonca of some cunivorous a n i d .

SAURIAN.
i00-i17
7 18
i19-i24

Vertebrm of Saurian reptiler.
Cra~~inrn
of Gharial.
Plater of crocodilidm.

Besides about 120 fragments not identified, received with the second
dispatch ; the whole of the first donation unregistered, and some
gigantic testudinous plates, presented by Col. COLVINpersonally while
in Calcutta.
GIGANTIC
ELK, (presented by Mr. Conductor W. DAWB,)found in
the Gamwer Khd, near the HaripJl branch of the Smbs river.
D 3 4 Portions of tlle antler.
Axis of second cervical vertebra.
D5
Cervical vertebra of do.
D6
BUFFALO
? presented by the same.

D
D
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V.-Notice

Head of hos or bnbalo with one born.
Piece of horn, suppored to belong to the 8-0.

of a Visit to the Valky of Kmhmfr in 1836. By the B a o n
HUOEL.
[Read on the 6th April.)

On my way to Bombay to embark for Europe, I take the liberty of
addressing you a few lines, requesting your doing with them what you
think best: they relate to my journey to Kashmir. I was in hopes
of being able to send you s more elaborate memoir, but my time ia
very much limited, that I am afraid of postponement, and hasten rather
to offer you a few notes aa they were collected. I understand that
Mr. JACQUEMOST'Stravels are now published. I think therefore that
it may be of some interest to the Indian reading public, to have before
it some observations, not influenced by the abovementioned work.
made by a traveller a few years later, to compare them together. Aa

Notice of a Visit to tL Valley of Kashmfr.
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before a regnlar publication of my residence in 1835 can be made in
~ have lost much
Europe and reach India, that of Mr. J n c ~ o r l r r o Nwill
of ita interest aa a new topic, I do not hesitate to come forward with
my notea in their original form, how unfavourable to them it may be.
Kaahmir in a political and financial point of view, haa been muchoverrated : not in a picturesque one. The valley in ita length, from N. W.
by W. to S. E. by E. is little more than 80 miles long ; the breadth
croming the former line, varying from 30 miles to 6. I speak of the
actual plains: from the eternal snow of the Pir Panj6hl to the Tibet
Panjihl are 50 to 60 miles : both ranges run nearly parallel in the
h t direction, with a great number of p e h . The height of the passes
from Bimbar to Kaahmlr, and that from Kaahmir to Iscardo is the
same, 13,000 feet; the highest point of the Pir Panj4hl. 15,000 feet
by the boiling point. The city of Kaahmlr 6,300 feet* ; Kaahmir
town, W w e r I(h6n Bagh on the 19th November, gave meridional
altitude 72" 4, artificial horizon, which shews ita northern latitude to be

M035'.
Poprbtian.-Four years ago about 800,000 ; now not exceeding
200,000. The valley is divided in 36 perganahs, containing ten towns
and 2,200 villages. Kaahmir town contains still 40,000 inhabitante ;
Chupinian, 3000 ; Isl6maMd and Pkmpur, 2000. It waa not the bad
adminiatration of the Sikhs, but a famine brought on by frost at the
time the rice waa in flower, and cholera in coneequence of it, that reduced the population to one fourth of the former number by death and
deserted. Chirar town conemigration : many villagee are enti*
taina now 2000 houses and only 150 inhabitants !
Bavmw.--ht year very nearly nothing, RMJI'T SINOEwishing
that the country should recover : this year (1836) he aaka 23 lakhs from
the Governor-MOMANSINGE,which the country cannot give. The
emigration baa brought to the Panjib and Hinduat6n many shawl
mannfadorers, and Kaahmir will most likely neuer yield again what it
did a few yeara ago. Nhrpur, Lodsna, and many other places can
bring to the market shawls cheaper than Kaahmir, where every article
of food is dearer than in the PanjLb and Hindust4n.
Twelve passes, Paneahl in the Kashmir language (from which Pir
Panjldl of the Musalmans) now exist; three to Tibet (Iscardo and
La&) ; eight to the Panj4b ; one to the west. In former times
there were only seven : the defence of which waa entrusted to Malliks
with hereditary appointments : four paeees are open the whole year :
one to Lad&, the western paaa, (Baramulla,) and two to the south.
Throe thennometerr brought it very near to tbe same height.

2 .
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W d e r lake ia 90 miles from E. to W.
Brahmans, the only Hindhs in Kashmir, 25,000 in 2000 families ;
they are Viahnuvaitea and Sivaitea, divided into three divisions. who all
intermarry: they are darker than the other inhabitants, owing to a
colony sent for from the Dekhan about 800 years ago, after the aboriginal Brahman race waa nearly e x t i n m h e d by the persecution of
the Muhammedans.
There is not in the valley the alighted appearance of ita having
been drained : the pass through which the Jhelnm found its way is
one of the most beautiful of the world : its bed 1000-1500 feet deep :
I do not believe more in the traditions of the Kashmirian Brahmans
than in the fables of Manethon.
All the remaining temples are Bauddha, of a different shape from any
I have ever seen ; only one amall one reminds me of the caves of Ellora :
I have observed no Dagoba. Korbs Pandan, near IsL4mabhd. Anatnagh of
old, is not only the largeat ruin of Kashmfr, but one of the splendid ruins
of the world :-noble proportions ;-materialblackmarble. I wasnearly
1edintoerror.at first thinking its form Grecian. The building had nothing'
on a ciooer examination which conld justify such a hypothesis. Very
few temples remain in Kashmlr in tolerable preservation, having mostly
been deetroyed by a fanatic Musalman*, whose zeal did not succeed in
~veiturningthem all.
The only trace of fossil remains in the valley is in a limestone, which
containd small shells.
Nature has done much for Karhmir, art more ; the whole valley is
like a nobleman's park : the villager, being surrounded with fruit trets,
and having in their 6 h . e immense plane and poplar trees, form 1~
masses, having between them one sheet of cultivation, throogh which
the noble river winds itself in elegant sweeps.
The botany of K a s h d r is not rich, and is very nearly allied to that
of the Hinuilaya, between Massuri and Simlah : in the valley ibelf not
a plant is to be seen of indigenous origin :the northern declivitp of the
mountains k rich in vegetation, the southern steep and barren. The
Chnnar is the P l o t ~ v rOrientalis, which so far from beiig a native of
h h d r does there produck no germinating seeds, and is mnltiplied by
cuttings, which. eince the Moghd Emperor, have not been kept up. I t
k a very extraordinary phenomena to witness the N i l d i m s p e k
growing where the orange tree is destroyed by frost. Misri y&b ia not
a native of Kashmir.
I made a remark on the Pir Panjhdl, which I &enmu& had occlsion to observe r e v e d timee, and which is new to me :that the h

.
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ing point on the thermometer advances st great elevations in a similar
proportion as the b o i i point retrocedes : thus the water boiling for
instance with 191, the sun with 44 degrees Fahr., did not make any
impression upon a piece of ice lying on a black soil, the latter not
being moistened*. Thio must be the case, although I do not recollect to
have e n it mentioned : on a certain height above the srrrface of the
globe, the freezing point and the boiling point must meett, heat end
cold being phenomena belonging e x c l n s i v e l ~our globe. My obm a t i o n s led me to believe, that this may be at 84,100 feet above the
m r f a of the sea, or in other words that there finishes our atmoaphen.
The burning gases at Jwalamuki are of a very extraordinary nature.
nothing of sulphur or naphtha in them. They have a most delicious smell,
something like a French perfume with ambergris. The flames, about 10
in number, come out of a dark grey sandstone on perpendicular places :
temples are built over them : I attributed the effect to priestcraft, until in
one of the temples called Ghurka Debi, I was allowed to try experiments.
and remained alone : I blew out the flame. which did not re-ignite from
itself : there is nothing particular on the places where the 9ame came
out : no change in the colour or substance of the stone, or in its hardness. Water in wall quantity is,formed in little reservoirs under the
flames, being the produce of them : this water takes fire too from time
to time, when enough inflammable matter is collected on the surface. I
took a bottle of it for you, which Captain WADE
will be s o l r i d aa to
forward to you for examination: ; it has however now undergone a terrible alteration by putrefaction, and I am afraid that you will not be able
to a n a l p it. The taste of it when fresh can distinguish nothing of
ita composition : it is not unpleaeant to drink, and of a milky-greenish
colour. No traces of volcanic matter near it.
1have picked up many coins, which appear to me new ; of some I am
certain : those of the Kaahmlrian kings, of the Bauddha time, found near
the town Bij Bahara (no doubt a corruption of Vidya v i b a , temple of
Wisdom, ifmy Sanscrit does not forsake me) : I intended sendingthem
to you, but theyfound their way in oneof my tin boxes : I cannot guess
in which, and for thin reason do not open them : whenever I come ta
them I hall send you them, or their exact likeness.
The explanation of this circumstance should rather be sought in the d r p e ~
of the air at snch an elevation; and the connequent rapid evaporationwhich carried
06 the ice as it melted-ice .itself will, it is well known, whollyevaporatein a

ncu~~m.-E~.

t By DALMTP'O
tablea, the aqueouat8nPion of freezing water is 0.20 inch ; therefore water will boil rhd freeze together at a height of 130560 fwt, or about 25
Ma-ED.

t Thir hadnot yet r e a d d ua :nor tho ooinr, which mdaJrs much to we.-ED.
2m2
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on cm Inucription at BMIyliff. By Mr. C. MASSON.
[ b a d at the Meeting of the 6th April.]

Of the antiquities of Central Asia, the Idols at Bamyhn have long
been known and celebrated in Europe. To ascertain their character
is still a desideratum. An inecription found in so fortunate a situation, as at the summit of the niche in which stands the larger, and by
inference, the more ancient of the idols directly over ita head, will,if
capable of being i n t e w t e d , dispel much of the mystery attaching to
it and its associates. I t contains but six charactera as here exhibited*,
appears to be entire, and although the copy of it was taken four years
since, I think itm fidelity may be depended upon.
When in possession of Mr. Pa~~srnp's
plates of the Pehlevi Alphabe& this inscription was compared with them, and ita characters
appeared to me to approach nearest to those of the Pehlevi of Sassanian coins from MARSDEN.Observing the apparent recurrence of the
two first; letters, and concluding that the alternated characters muat
be c~monontsand vowels, of the latter of which A was the more
likely to be used as the more common, I sought its equivalent in the
Pehlevi alphabet noted, and found it might be expressed by u. Marking
also the number of the characters of the inscription, in union with the
duplication seemingly of A or U , the word h'AKAIA occurred to my
imagination, and attempting to write it in the Pehlevi of the alphabet,
I produced
D l W

The first five letters were so similar to those of the inscription.
that I judged I might without imputation of temerity bring the
circumstance to notice ; and as for the final letter, if we are pretty sure
of all the preceding ones, we may reasonably be satisfied with that also.
The B of the alphabet, or 3 has indeed a ?, or doubt, attached to it.
while the final letter of the inscription resembles the A or B of other
alphabets.
The idols of Bamyrin, perhaps less ancient than many of the caves
or temples there, have not an antiquity beyond the reach of verification,
and while we pause whether or not to ascribe them to the princes we
call Indo-Scythic, we dare affirm that they were constructed during the
period of the Sassanian sway in Persia, or 220 A. D., and the era of
Muhammedanism.
Kdbul, 1836.
C. MASSON.
See Plate VI. fig. 1 ; we confesa the rimilitude of the marks, which Mr.
M ~ s s o ~ t : t k efor
a letters, to the PCl~levIalphabet ia but just sufficient to hazard
a conjecture upon. Nanaia, a female, would not be applicable to a male figure :
-Nanao or Nanano (lunua) would be more consonant with the P&levl, a d
even with thc form of the ruppored letters.-ED.

A&rtic Society.
V1I.-Proceeding8 of the Asiatic Society.
W e d n d y Earning, the 6th A H , 1836.

G. J. GORDOX,
Esq.Senior Member present, in the chair.
Lieut.-Col. C A U L ~ E L wse
D , proposed as a Member of the Soclety by
Mr. JAMES
Psmsep, eeconded by Mr. PIDDINQTOW.
Mr. J. 9. STOPFORD
requested that his name might be withdrawn from
t h e Society. Mr. STOPFORD
had deposited 80 Rupees with the Secretary, t o
cover the cost of four volumes unfurtunrtely 1 9 t by the wreck of his pinnace, until they shall be replaced from England.
Read letter8 from Lient. A. CUNNIN~RAY,
Engrn., and R4ja VWAYAGOVIXDA
SIN~EA
acknowledging
,
their election so Membern.
Also, from Profeeeor T. Roeea, acknowledging his election as an Honor,
ary Member.
A private letter from M. Euo. BURNOUP,
8ecretary to the Asiatic Society of Paris, noted the arrival of the 100 vols. of the Tibetan Kahgyur,
and of t h e other dinpatehw sent by General ALLABD.
Read letters from the Smretaries to the Britieh Museum, and tho
Royal Asiatia Society, returning thanks for the Tibetan Diationary and
other worka
Extract of a letter from Profeeror W X ~ O Ni,n t i m a d the distribution
of the Tibetan works sent home for the various oontinental learned w i e ties. It also reported that a portion of the Moonoaoa~papers had been
findly plsced with M u n s n ~and Co., for oommencement of publication.
Professor WILSONestimates that the whole will occupy, when re-written, and
shorn of repetitions and redundancies, two octavo volumes. The tertna agreed
upon a n , that 50 copiem a n to he at the Society's disposition. Any Bnal loss on
the publication to be made good by tha Society : and the relations of the author
to participate in any rnccess.
Read a letter from Y. CEOYAD E K B R ~saying
~,
that although the fao
simile from Iskardo, taken by Mr. Vrom, was evidently Tibetan, it was
in too imperfect a condition to be decyphered.
Library.
The following booka were presented to the Society :
A copy of the Appendix of the third volnnle of the Tran~actionsof the Royal
Asiatic Society-by the Society.
The Jownal of the Royal Asiatic Society, No. I-by the Society.
A children'n map of the world in Bengali-by M j a Kdlikrbhua.
A daily register of the tide in the harbour of Singapur, from 1st k t . 1834,
to 31st Aug. 1835-by IAe h n m c n t .
Msteorological Register for the months of January and February, 1836-by
I l k Surveyor General.
The Indian Journal of Medical Science--by the Editor.
The following received from the book-selkre :The Political and Statistical History of GuzerBt, translated from tlre Persian
s
Esq., and published by the Oriental Translation Pund.
by J ~ v r BIRD,
Ludner's Cabinet Cyclopedia-Literary Men,ool. 2nd.

T h e following letter from t h e Minioter of Public Inntruction in France.
addreseed t o t h e President, wee read :
" P A . la 24 Juilkt, 1835.
" Monsieur le PrCident, La Societ.4 Adatique de Calcutta, en mettant A la
disporition de feu M. V I C T OJ~A C Q ~ ~ M O N T ,toun lea matGriaux scientifiquea
qu'elle ponhdait, lui a donne les moyenr de rassembler den documenr d'uo haut
interkt aur lea Inden Orientales.
En temoignage den services rendus B notre compatriote, je vous prie, Monsieur le President, de vouloir bien faire agreer A la Societe de Calcutta nn exemylaire de l'ouvrage qui se puhlie en son nom, par les r o h r de sa fumille et
nous lee auspices du Gouvernement Frangais.
J e tiens A votre disposition, Monsieur le Pdsident, Ies livraironn qui ont
dejh paru :Vous pouwez lea Zaire retirer du Depbt des Livres de Souscription au
Miniatere de 1'Instruction publique par tel moyen que vous jugeres convenable.
Agerks, Monsieur le Prhsident, I'asaurancn de ma haute coneid&mtion.
Le Minirtre de l'lnrtructioa publique,
GUIZOT."
Resolved, t h a t t h e President be requested t o return thanks for this
mark of consideration in t h e French Government, and that t h e Secretary
b k e immediate steps t o obtain possedaiun of t h e work in question.
T h e Secretayt announeed t h e tr:tnsfer and deposit in t h e Bociety'a
rooma of the Bmocrit, Persian, Arnbic, and Hindu1 Manuscripts fmm t h e
College of Fort William.
The numberof the Sanscrit workair 1138 volumer :of the Arabic and Peraian2676
rolumen. A ~ . t a l o preuul~deof the whole had long .in= beso p e p a n d by
the meeting resolved it should be recommended
the College officer,, of wl~icl~
to the Committee of Papers to undertake the immediate publication, a d h g to
i t ruch other originnl works as tbs !Society might posseas on its own shelvea.
The Secretary apprized the Meeting of t h e completion of t h e end volume
of the MahBbharatu, copies of which were ready for distribution to t h e
Read a Note on an Inscription a t Bamynn, by M. C. M~eson.
[Printed in the prescut nurnber.]
T h e two Buddhkt Images, with Deva-n6gnri incriptions, mentioned in a
fetter from Colonel H. BURNLY,Resident tit Avr, read a t the laat MWL
ing, were received, and R paper wna iead on Tugoung, t h e place of their
discovery, an ancient capital of t h e Burmese empire.
[Printed in the present number.]
A drawing of the full sise of t h e eculptured impreeeion of G A W A Y A ' ~
foot in Ava, was presented by Ensign PUAYBB,
with a description of the
contents of t h e several compartments
T h e image brought to the notice of t h e Sooiety by .Lieutenant K m m ,
i n January 1836, mught ont by Mr. Dean and trananitted for t h e Muneum, had arrived with Col. COLVIN'Sdispatch.
Thii image does not seem to poswsr any charrctsriatlc dihrence from the
ordinary sculpture of the Hindu. M had bwn imagined. The drerr and attitude
are of common occnrrence ;the feet rest on the lotus plant. The h a d hu besm
#truck 08,doubtlera in the period of the earlier Muhammedm incwionr.
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Specimens of rpem and other warlike inrtrumentr from New Zealand
were presented by C. K. ROBIWN,Eeq.
Phymcal.
The Secretary announced the arrival of the second dispatch of Colonel
C o ~ v ~ n donation
's
of SubHim6layan fossils, which were placrd in the
Museum, and lighted up for inspection of the Members present.
n e catalogue of this splendid collection, drawn up by Lieut.. DURAND
and
BAKE., is printed in tbe present number. The meeting resolved that the spa.
&l t k k r of the Society rlrould be presented to Colonel COLVIN,and that
rmitable cabineta shonld be constructed for contdning and prcwrving his d~~nntion.
With the foregoing were received the remainr of the fossil Elk and
fossil Buffdo, presented by Cooductor DAWE,and alluded to in his letter
read a t the Meeting of the 6th May 18-35.
The cervical vertebra and portion of aatler were depicted in the 44th plate of
rol. iv. The Bovine head, a very fine specimen, and materially different from Dr.
Spr~ssurtr'sfrom Narrinhpnr, will be publisbcd sbortly.
The following acquisitions to the mumum of n a t u d history were made :
A live specimen of Hiatria Crirtata, common Porcupine, presented by
Mr. JAY^ P ~ u r s s ~k,, whom i t was given by Mr. S ~ E P ~ l m l o nwho
,
found it in the Bitkra mound in Tirhut.
A specimen of Cinmmbw S&iwDprewnted by C. C. E~PRTON,
Eq.
Specimeru of the skulls and hornu of Cemur dlutdjak, An(flop C&
apm, An4iIop Chikara, AntiCops T'lmr, and Copra Jamlahim, horns of
the Antilops Hodgmnii, and Cmw A*Ittddu, the skull of a specier of
Schmptmw, and the head and bids of B u m Mohbariow and PI&&
lkumdiu, presented by Lieutenant VIOABY.
A epecimen of C s * i ~ c a u rA u d w , and one of the N i g h e m Woodcock; presented by W. H. SMOULT,Eeq.
Specimens of PiUo Bmchyurw, Piour %a ( 9 ) and PLnwk. Q u a
dricindur, prerented by Lieutenant VIOABY.
m e P i c u Tip,fignred in H A X D ~ C and
K BGBAT,and described by Horn..
TISLD, Linn. Trans. rol. xiii. and LATEAM,Gen. Hist. 101. iii., has only
three toea; but both the figure and descriptions agree so exactly in dl other
respects, wi% the preaent specimen, which bar four, that I hare Little hesibtion
in referring them to tbe rame bird. J. T. P. fir.]
A specimen of St& Plcrnmm ;presented by P. HOYPBIY, EBQ.
Specimenn of the neut of Hirundo B W , the h u l e n t B W ~ O W
in.
a v e d etogee of preparation, by Ensign A. P. PHAYBB.
B e d e of the Cane tree, from the Straights, presented by Dr. Vos.
Mr. Howson transmitted an account of n new genus of Carnivora, to
which he propow to w i g u the name of U n i l m -The skull of the animal
was intruuted by him to the Becntary for the inspection of Memberr.
n h l s paper will appear in tbe Physical Researches.]
On the motion of the Beeretary, i t was rudacd, that the Right
Honorable Lord AVOKLAND
be solicited to accept the o5oe of Patron of
the Society ; and that the President be requested to communicate with
8 b Lordship on the subject.
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I.-Acco#lt of the Mountain lFibe.9 & the &treme N.E. h t i e r of
Beagal. By J. M c C o s ~ Civil
,
A e s i r f ~ ) r ' ~ u ~Godlpdm.
on,
[&ad

at the hemeating of the 4th Nor. i8s5J

The following pages have been compiled from original manuscripts
lately put mto my hands by Captain J S N ~ I N
'Agent
~,
to the Governor
General on the N. E. Frontier, with'kind pemission to makc what uw
of them I thought proper. Some of these letten were wiitten from his
own personal observation; others by Major ~ a 1 6political
,
Agent for
Aesm ; & dao by ~ r Bavoe,
.
commanding' the Gun Boats at Suddia, &that the information contained in this digest may be reli*
upon. From the' lively interest lately taken in the region; hereafter
described, on account of tea growmg there indigenously, and the
probability' of their speedily assuming an importnnt aspect in the
statisties'of .India, 'any facts concerning such districts 6ll, I hope,
prove not minkeresting to the public.
Few nations bordering upon the British dominions in India are
leas generally known than thoee inhabiting the extreme N. E. Frontier of Bengal ; and yet, in a commercial, a statistical, or a political point
of view, no country is more important. There our territory of Assam
is situated in dm& immediate contact with the empires of China and
Ava, being separated from each by a narrow belt of mountainous country,
possessed by barbarous tribee of independent savages, and capable of
being crowed over in the present state of communication in 10 or 12
days. m o m this mountain range, navigable branches of the great rivers
ofNankin, of Cambodia, of Martaban, of Ava, and of Assam derive their
'
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origin, and appear designed by nature as the great highmpof commerce
between the nations of Ultra Gangetic Asia. In that quarter, our formidable neighbows, the Burmese, have been accustomed to make their
inroad into Assam; there, in the event of hostilities, they are certain
to attempt it again ; and there, in case of its ever becoming necemary
to take vengeance on the Chinese, an armed force embarking on the
Bmhmaputra could be speedily marched across the intervening country
to the banks of the greatest river of China, which would conduct them
through the very centre of the celestial empire to the ocean.
This beautiful tract of country, though thinly populated by straggling hordes of slowly procreating barbarians, and allowed to lie
profitless in primeval jungle, .or run to waste with luxuriance of vegetation. enjoys all the qualities requisite for rendering it one of the
finest in the world. Its climate is cold, healthy, and congenial to
European constitutions ; its numerous crystal streams abound in gold
duet, and masses of the solid metal : its mountains are pregnant with
precious stones and silver ; its atmosphere is perfumed with tea
growing wild and luxuriantly ; and its soil is so well adapted to Idl
kinds of agricultural purposes, that it might be converted into one
continued garden of silk, and cotton, and coffee, and sugar, and tea,
over an extent of many thousand miles.
This valuable tract of country is inhabited by various races, several
of which have &knowledgeti our authority, some that of the Burmese,
and others that of China; but a considerable number have sworn
allegiance to no power ; and maintain their independence. Of these
tribes the most considerable are the Miris. Abora, Mishmls. Kangtis, Bor-Kangtis, Singphos, Muamfias, and Nlgas.

'

Mt'ris.

The Miria occupy that stripe of alluvial land along the northern
bank of the Brahmaputra, from the large island Majdi (the extreme
boundary of the present h'jah of Assam), to the river D i o n g the
northern branch of the Brahmaputra ; and are bounded on the north
by the hill country of the Abora. Till of late years, this district was
deserted on account of the ravages of the Abora ; but on our affording them protection, the original inhabitants have returned. The land
is still very thinly populated, and the only cultivation ie along the
badca of the great river. Their head village is Motgaon. The
manners and habite of the Miris are wild and barbarous, their pernow filthy and squalid ; they nse a language =rent
from the h a -,
and make use of bows and poisoned arrows aa a defence *t
. their e~emies. They are expert markemen ; and the poison needis so

M,
that even a scratch of their arrow in followed with certain death.
They eat all aorta of wild animals, not excepting those killed by their
own poinonone arrows.
The Miis are an indnrrtrione race, and partial to living in the
.Irirts of the forests, clearing new ground. which they cultivate for a
ye*r or two, and then move off to another place, when the soil is
exhnuated. A great deal of opium in grown by the Miris, which
they barter for pain with the Aeaamene.
These tribes inhabit an extensive range of mountainolm country along
the southern exposure of the great Himhlaya chain, from the 94th to
the 97th degrees of E. longitude, and border with Thibet and China.
It ie diflicult to form a conception of the extent of these tribes, but
they are not to be despised ;for during the insurrection of the Muam6rias, no lees than 17,000 Abors joined to drive that tribe out of
h.
I t ie probable that at no ancient period these two tribes were
unconnected, but the Miehmis are now considered by the Abors M
dependent upon them, and treated as slaves. Besides the Mishmis
here mentioned as subservient to the Abom,-. there are several other
tribes of them; such as Muzd-Mishmis and Taen-Miehmls, inhabiting the extreme branches of the Lohit or eastern channel of the
B r h p u t r a , who are probably independent. These tribes possess
one of the lowest grades of civilization ; they occupy numerous d lagea along the precipitous shores of the two great northern branches
of the Brahmaputra, the Dihong or Sampo, and the Dibong. Theu
boutsea are so constructed, that the perpendicular side of the rock
forms one wall : the floor is made of bambus, with one side supported on the rock. and the other on beams driven into the ground. The
rpace pnderneath is inhabited by the cattle, and the interstices in the
floor afford the double advantage of showering down all the
to
the herd below, and preventing the accumulation of 6 h and naatinas.
Hqitality.-Though
the snows of their mountain home have
narrowed their means of eubaistence, and limited their intemurmto tMr
immediate neighbours, yet they are a hospitable and even a eocial raoe ;
and a constant round of feotivity is kept up h m one end of the y w
to the other. Each chieftain Wls the fatted bullock in turn ; d hie
associatea are invited to partake of the good cheer : the hoat is in his
turn a guest at the next feast ; and thus a reoiprocity of e n t d n ment in insured. Nor are these hospitable rites dowed to be forgotten ; the ecull of every animal that haa graced the board, ir hung UP
as a record in the hall of the entertainer ; he who has the best *ked
2 c 2

Golgotha, is looked upon aa the man of the greatest wealth and hierality ; and when he dies, the whole smoke-dried collection of many
yeara ia piled upon hia grave as a monument of his riches, and a
memorial of his worth.
3f&atwn.-These
people, accustomedto a temperature at and about
the freezing point, seem t o dread an exposure to the heat of the low
countries during the summer, and make their descent to their markets
at Suddia only in the cold weather, and take their departure to their
snows aa soon as the S i d tree puts forth its blossoms.
Dm&.-They
bring along with them a few bags of musk, and
musk-deer elins ; some ivory; a few copper pots, which they obtain
from the same country; and a considerable quantity of a vegetable
poison called Bis-Bid, used in poisoning arrows. T h e they exchange
for glass beads, of which they are very fond, and cattle, for the purpose
of eating. The musk is for the most part adulterated ; a portion of
the genuine musk being abstracted to make into artificial bags, and its
place filled up with dried blood.
Poisrm.-The
poison is of a very superior quality, and is in p a t
request by all the neighbouring nations for destroying wild animals.
I t is contained in a small fibrous root, which they tie up into little
bundles. I t is prepared by pounding the root to powder, and mixing
it up with the juice of the Otenga tree, to give it tenacity, and make it
adhere to the arrow head. They keep the plant a great secret, and
take the effectual precaution of boiling it before leaving their homes,
so aa to destroy all possibility of its being propagated.
Road to ?Xibet.-The route to Thibet, adopted by pilgrims, lea&
through the Abor country, dong the course. of the Dihong or Sampu,
and is
in sixteen days from Suddia. The route, as
mentioned by Mr. BRUCE,
is as follows :
From Saddia to Kgm-jin,five days' journey; thence to Lak-pi, one
day ; Gk-lum, one day ;Ma-ma-nu, one day ; Drlld, one day ; Omom,
one day ;Hulli. one day; Sum-lay, one day; Hh-nay, one dsy ; Kumday, one day; Ri-ahdh, one day; Bh6-lu, one day. Bh4lu is the frontier
of Thibet. About four days' journey beyond it stands the city of
Ro-*M-mdh, containing fine buildings, and a large civilized populatioq,
and a government purely Chinese.
The Grand -a
himself, and all head officers throughout Thibet,
are appointed by the Emperor of C h i , and receive allowances from
b e
government. The chief of Suddia seems to have consi&rable influence with the mbetans, and the intermediate hill tribes.
Almost all pilapply to him for a passport, and he is in the habit

of sending an w o r t with them as far as Ma-ma-nu, whence they are
paased along from one tribe to another till they arrive in the country
of the Grand Lama. There is another route into Thibet vi&Brahmakhnd, through the country of the Mishmis; but it is at all seasons of the
year covered with snow. There is but little trade now carried on
with Thibet, and that little is chiefly effected by pilgrims. The few
things imported are smoking pipes of Chinese manufacture, woollens,
and rock salt. In exchange for these they give musk, ivory, and
Bird poison. Assamese captives at one time formed a considerable
trade; but since these latter came under the protection of the British,
that lucrative branch has been exterminated.
Duringthe flourishing period of the Assam dynasty. we are informed*,
that the Lings of Assam were in the habit of sending presents to
the Grand Lama, and that a caravan consisting of about 20 people
annually reeded from Lasea to the Aaeam frontier, and transacted
merchandise to a very comiderable amount with the Aseamese. The
ThibeW took up their quarters at a place called Chouna, two months
journey from Lasea: and the Assameee, at Geganshur, a few miles
distant from it. . The trade of the former consisted of silver in bullion
to nearly a lalh of rupees, and a large quantity of rock salt. Thi they
exchaaged with the Assamese for rice, ailk, lac, and other produce
of Bengal ; but this trade has for many years been discontinued.
Kangtir.
The Kangtia, the most civilized of all these mountain tribes, inhabit
that t x i a x g h tract of country bounded by the Lohit on the one side,
by the Dibong on the other, and by the mountainous country belonging to the Mishmis on the third. They are descended from the BorKangtb, a powerful race situated on the sources of the Irawadi.
About 50 or 60 yeare ago, they emigrated from their native country,
and availing themselves of the civil war then ragingthroughout h e a m ,
they took forcible possession of the country they now enjoy, ejected
the reigning chieftain, the Suddia Cowa Gohaing; and the Kangti
chief, asurping his name and jurisdiction, reduced his subjects to
dependence or slavery. The Kangtis, by a vigorous mode of government, and holding out an asylum to refugees from other states, soon
m to eminence. They are now a superior race to all their neighbonre ; they are tall, fair, and handsome, considerably advanced in
civilization, and are endowed with no small share of military courage.
Their religion is Buddhism ; but Hinduism is gaining progress. They
are amongst the few tribes who have a written character, and can
d and write the Burmese language, and understand it when spoken.
HAMILTON'S
Gazetteer.

Their own language, though written in a cbr*.acCer a good deal re.
sembling the Bnrmese, ie qaite differeht, and M y rmemb1ea the
originai Ahom.

Every boy is ~ u g h tto read and write it, by the
Suddk b the capital of the Kangti comrbry, and the chidtain in known by the name of the Suddia Cowa Gohaing, and claims
descent from the royal family of h a m .
Suddia is situated on the tight bank of the Kunil or Knadil
&b,
and about sir miles above ita junction with the Lohit. It ie a
place of soane importance, and has a population of about 4000 men.
exolhsive of women and children. Its trade is rapidly increasing; ail
the necessaries of l i i are procurable :ita exports are gold and silver ;
amber, mu&, and ivory ;Kampti dam, Chinese and Bwmeee &inketa ;
J3idpoison, and dye-stuffi, d e d Miahmi-tits and manjit.
The
Miehmi-tlta, manjit, a d lime, triturated with water, and allowed to
Bigsat in an e&n
pot for a month, makea a beautifd permanent red
dye. The daus are of a high order, and are so much prized aa to hring
18 Its. r piece. They are manufactwed by a rude wild raee, called
K
,
fslavcs to the Kangtis,) who cue situated on the extnxme
branches of the Inwadi, who can neither read nor write, and are
little removed above the bmtea.
8t&a rtatiom.-The country amand Suddia is composed of the
richst alluvial soil, well rpclspted for cultivation ; but i~ generally fiat
and liable to inundation. A k g e portion of it is waste, and overgrown with jungle : it is closely surrouncled by the enowy mountains.
which are. only about thirty miles distant ; and the water of the river
is so cold, that of iteelf it serves to cool wine for table.
Force.-Suddia ie the most advanced post we possess on the N. E.
Frontier. Three companies of the Aamm Light Infantry are stationed there, under the command of a European officer, invested with
polltical authority. Two gun-boats are also stationed there, also under
the command of a European : each boat has one 12-pr. mounted on
alides, and ia well manned and equipped for service : one of the boats
is manned by Kangtis, who give much satisfaction. There is also a
small stockade erected, with a few guns mounted. Suddia has hitherto
prerewed a healthy character. I t is likely soon to become the headquarters of the Assam Infantry. The Suddia Cowa Gohaing, though
he pays Government no tribute, acknowledges the Company's supremacy, and is bound to furnish a contingent of 200 men. That contingent is supplied by arms and ammunition at the expense of Government ; they are drilled by the Subadar of the Assam Light Infantry,
four month in the year, and the arms, when in want of repair, are
forwarded to head-quarters at Biahnath.
priats.
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The Suddia Cowa Gohaing is believed to be a 6nn frlend d Chmdra k t ' s , the ex-djjeh of Assam; when formerly driven from tho
kingdom, the Suddia Cowa hsd influence enough at the court of A m
to obtain the assietance of the Burmese to reatore him to his throne ;
and now that Chandra Kant is agoin deponed, he is thought to be
constantly intriguing to have him again placed on the t h e .
Bor-Kangtin.
The Bor-Hengti are a numeroue and powerfol race, tritoated emongat
tbe mountains whence the Irawadi takes it origin. They are n n d e
the government of Ava, and supply a contingency to the Burmese
m y . Experienced Burmeae d c e r s are constantly traveming their
-try,
for the purpose of drilling them, and inspecting their arms and
ammunition. The capital of the Bor-Kangtis is Manchl, on a re~llok
branoh sf the Irawadi. This place was vi4ited by Lie&.
Wrlcox
w d B U R L ~inN1827, by an overland route, cut acrom the moun*
Snddia. The journey occupied about 12 daya : they were kin*
received by the Bor-Kangti chief, who gave them every infomation
about the sources of the Irawadi, and convinced them that from the
.smallness of the streams, it was impossible for any of them to atfard a
channel for the waters of the Sampu. The main stream of the Irawadi is there fordable, and not more than 80 yard broad.
There is a silver mine in the Bor-Kangti csuntry ; but it baa never
pmduced more than 8000 rnpaea a year. I t might be turned. to mu&
more dvmtage ; but the p o a ~ o r are
s afraid of increasing its revqw.
leat by doing eo, they ahodd excite the avarice of their neighborn.
There are also mines of lead and iron in this county.
Mrl~~gluag
Kangtia .
We have lately come into intimate contact with another tribe of
Kangtie called M6nglnng: these from diaaeneion amongot themselves,
and from the oppression of the Burmese, have lately dispatched about
200 of their tribe to stipulate for settlements in the British dominim,
and report on the prospect of the country around Suddia. S h d d
their report prove favourable, about 5000 more have expremed their
desire to emigrate.
sinophos.
By tar the most powerful and the moet formidable of these hill
tribes are the Singphoe; they are also the moat numerous, snd are
scattered over the greatest extent of country. They are bounded on
the north by the Lohit river; on the east by the Langtan mountains,
which separate them from the Bor-Kangtis ; on the south by the
Patkoi range, which divides them from the Burmeee Singphoa, from
whom they are descended ; and on the west, by a line drawn south
from Suddia, till it meets the last mentionedmountains.

The Singphoa are divided into 12 tribes, each having its own chief
or Gaum ;but every chieftainmaintains his own separate independence,
and seldom unites with any other, unless it be to punish some aspiring
chief obnoxious to them all, or in making plundering excureions upon
neighbouring states. The Sigphoa have for several generations been
the terror of the wretched and degenerate Assamese, and were in the
constant habit of making irruptions into their country, sometimes aa
far as their very capital iteelf ; of plundering their temples, laying
waste their country, and carrying off the inhabitante into slavery.
Since the British troops have had possession of Assam, these inroads
have been prevented; but aa might be expected, they are mmewhnt
impatient of that restraint, and have once or twice endeavoured to
resort to their old habits.
To give an idea of the extent to which the devastations were carried
received from the Singphos alone
on, the late Captain NRVFVILLB,
upwards of 7000 Assamese captive slares, and perhaps there are 100,000
Assameee and Manipuris still in slavery throughout the dominions
of Ava.
About five years ago, a body of them amounting to about 3000 men,
armed with spears, &us, and a few musqueta and jinjals, under a
chid d e d WAKUM
KOONJIE,
made an advance againat the station
of Suddia, with the confident intention of carying away in chains every
aeapoy present, and of driving the British out of the country. This
was a plot of three years' concocting ; large stores of grain were accnmulated in convenient depbte, and shackles for 10,000 prisoners were
all in readiness ; but the whole force was shamefully repulsed by the
then political Agent, Capt. NBUPVILLE.
at the head of a handful of men
of the Assam Infantry. and a few armed Kangti and M u d r i a militia,
ahd driven in consternation into their limes.
The Lubona only of all the 12 chiefs took part in this irruption, and
he has taken an active hand in the late disturbances, headed by the
Duffs Gaum.
All the chiefs have claimed our protection, though no tribute is
exacted from them ; with one or two exceptions, they have acted up
to their engagements.
The Busa Gauh or chief is a man of superior understanding. and
was entrusted by the late Agent to the Governor General, the lamented
Mr. SCOTT,with a good deal of confidence, and had an allowance from
Government of 50 rs. a month, aa an organ of communication with the
other chiefs, and a spy upon their actions. The late Capt. NEUFVILLE
was also confident in his integrity, and made proposals to him to desert
his own country, and live on lands to be granted him at Burhath and
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Jdpnr, and allow his native hills to become a wildernem, and form a
natural barrier a,oainst the incureions of the other tribes.
The population of the Busa Gaum is about 9 or 10,000 men, exclusive of women and children. He furnishes a contingent of about 100
men, and is eupplied with arms and ammunition.
The most influential of the unfriendly chiefs is the Dt5a Gaum.
Only a few months ago he made a hostile incursion against our ally
the Bum Gaum, and massacred every man, woman, and child he could
get near; the Busa Gaum narrowly escaped with hisIlife, and some of
his own family were cut to pieces. After two or three skirmishes, the
marauders were dislodged. and driven to their hills, by the force at
Saddia; but the Duffi,instead of repenting of ,f atrocious act, and
retiring to his home to await the consequences, commenced playing
the despot in another qu(Mer, threatening every one with his vengeance
who acknowledged British protection, and even beheaded some who
r e b e d to conform to his will. By the latest accounts, the state of affairs
i n that district were very troublesome, and the whole of the Assam
Infantry disposable are already on the move for its protection.
A feud has for a long time existed between the Busa and the Duffi
Gaums, and the inroad lately made by the latter admits of some palliation, as it avenged a similar one formerly made by the Busa Guum.
Rude as is the state of society amongst the Singphos, they are not
without the distinction of caste ; but are divided into Thengah, Myyungs, Lubmngs, and Mirups.
They have no religion properly their own, but have patched up a
creed h m amongst the superstitions of all their neighboura, and decorated their rude temples with ruder idols of all religions.
The S i h o s are not a branch of the Shbn tribes : tradition traces
their origin to the confines of China or Thibet : the language is
entirely dierent from that of the Sh6us. and is unwritten.
Polygamy is patronised, and every man keeps as many wives as he
chooses, free women or slaves ; and treats the ofFspring of both without partiality. Infanticide in all its shapes they abhor.
It is the custom of the country to bury the dead. Those d the
poorer claseea are interred soon after death ; but the chiefs m d principal individual8 are sometimes not buried for years. The reaaon
alleged for this consummation of the funeral rites, is to allow the
widely scattered relations of the deceased ts have time to attend, who
would not fail to take deadly offence at their not being allowed an
opportunity of paying reverence to the ashes of the head of their family.
N o t knowing the art of embalming, the body after death is removed
to a diatance from any habitation, till decomposition is completsd.
2 D
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After that it is deposited in a coffin, and conveyed to the house of the

deceased chief, where it lies in state, surrounded with all the insignia
.the illustrious individual enjoyed when dive. When all the relatives
have assembled, or communicated their not being able to attend, the
coffin is committed to the earth, and a mound of clay, surrounded with
a curious trellis-work of bambue, is raised to his memory. If the
person has died a violent death, a b m o is sacrificed as a proyitiation to their deities, and the head is fixed to a cross, and placed near
the grave ; but if he has died in the course of nahue, no sacrifice ia
considered necessary.
According to the law of inheritance, the patrimony is divided between
the eldest and the youngest eon ; while any children that may intervene are left to push their own fortunes as they beet can. The eldest
son succeeds to the title and the estate, h e the younger, carrying
away all the personal and movable property, goes in quest of a settlement for himself.
&a tree grows d d all over the Singpho counhy, aei
Tea.-The
also upon all the hills in that part of the country, and is in general nee by the natives as a wholemme beverage. The tea tree,
according to Mr. BRUCE, known to be indigenous to these c l i i t e s
about ten y a m ago ; and during the Burmese war, large quantities of
it were sent into Saddia by the Buea Gaum. How long the subject
might have lain dormant is doubtful, had not the &air been again
brought to the serious notice of Government, at a time the moat favourable for doing eo, by the scientific investigations of Capt. J B N K I N ~
and Lieut. CEA~LETON
of the h s a m Infantry, to whom we must
acknowledge ouraelvea indebted for a revival of its existence, and for
the boon it must necessarily confer upon our country*.
Mr. B s u c ~has lately been on a tour to the Singphos, and mixed
in social intercourse with them. He saw many thousand8 of the trees
growing'in their native soils, and brought away some plants and
specimens of the leaves and seeds. The trees were of a very considerable size, eo aa to merit a higher rate of classification than a plant
or a shrub : he measured one of the largest, and found it 29 cubits
long, and about four spans in circumference at the base.
Mr. BRUCE
mentions the folIowing aa the native proceee of making
t&, though he does not seem to have witnessed it. First, the leave8
are collected from the tree, and put into large boilers containing
water. As soon aa the water boils, the decoction is drawn off, and
9
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thrown away, and the leaves, being taken out of the b o i i , are put
into a pit dug into the ground, and lined with some sort of lea\?es, to
prevent the tea coming in contact with the earth. When the pit is
Elled with tea leaves, it is then spread well over with a thick layer of
the other leaves, and after all, covered over with earth, no as to exclude
all air. In this rtate it is allowed to remain for two or three months,
when the pit is opened, and the tea sold on the spot to traders, who
pack i t closely up in the joints of bambns, earthen pots. &c. and
transport it to other parts of the couutry on mules for d e . He also
mentiona, that many thouand maunda of tea are mannfactured at a
place called Polong, and exported to China. Where k'olong is situated,
I have not been able to determine.
In addition to the tea tree, the Singpho country has lately been
discovered to abound i n p n y valuable gum, well adapted for varnishes.
Bwmeue SingpLs.-The Singphos of Assam are separated from t b
Singphos subservient to the Burmeae, by the Patkol chain of monn.
bins ; and though these two races are entirely unconnected with one
mother, and independent, yet a constant friendly intercourse is maintained between them. The Burmese Singphos occupy a very extensive tract of country on both sides of the Irawadl, and from the
Patkoi mountains eaatward to the borders of China.
!&a& dl China.-As
the Chinese carry on a very considerable
trade with these Singphos, and through the medium of their country
with Asaam, I shall endeavour to mark out particularly the line
of communication between the two countries. The Chinese province of Yunan being separated from a navigable channel of the
Irewadi, only by a mountain chain, inhabited by Shhns, tributary to
Bnrmah, the Chinese merchants, by a rhort land jonrney acroeq
these mountains, convey their merchandise on mules, to a place called
Catmow, on the banlrs of that river. There the Irawadi in a large
~ t m a m . The channel is unincumbered with rocks, trees, or sandbanks ;
the shores are composed of a stiff hard clay, not liable to tumble d o m .
and present every facility for navigation.
The exact position of
Catmow seems undefined. The merchants, having loaded their g ~ d s
on boatr, easily procurable, commit themselves to the gentle current,
dropping down with the tide due south, day and night, and on
the third or fourth day arrive at the mouth of therivercalled Nam-yang.
wending this river four or five days in a north-west direction,
they come to a town called Mung-kung, or Mu@-,
the chief
depSt of Chinese trade situated at the junction of two smaller r.ivera,
t h e o w d e d Nam-kung, or t& Mugaum ever, the other. N a m - ~ a n ~ ,
2
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retaining the name of the united stream. The Mugaum river is navigable for 4 0 or 50 milee above the town, and for small canoes, a good
deal farther, and extends in a northern direction. The Chinese warea
are transported up this river as far aa practicable, and afternards conveyed overland through H u b g and Busa to Assam. The journey
from Mung-kung to Aseam occupies from 15 to 20 days.
Route into Chinu.-There are two other routes to China besides the
one mentioned, the one by a place called Senwa, and the other by
May-nay, both of which run direct into Burmah, but little more is
known about them than their name. The intercourse. between Chins
and Assam by any of these roads is extremely tedious, and can only
be followed by a trading people. who traffic as they move along, without regard to time or distance. A knowledge of the extreme navigable eastern branches of the Brahmaputra haa pointed out a much
shorter and more convenient pass, and this was travelled by Lieuts.
W r ~ c o xand BURLTONon their visit to the Bor-Kangtis. Following
up the river No6 Dihing, which flows into the left bank of the Lohit, a
few miles above Suddia, they were able to proceed by water conveyance to within nine days' journey of Mung-lang, on the banks of the
Irawadi, and without experiencing any serious difficulty or inconvenience farther than the jungly state of the country.
Importance of a Road.-A
road passable even for mules ar oxen
between the navigable branches of the N d Dihing and the Irawadi
cmld not fail to be of great national benefit, and would open a channel
for the direct importation of all the valuable productions of Central
Asia. I t would also tend to the complete civilization of the mvage
who inhabit these regions, and enable a force to penetrate into the centre of the country, whither they can at present
retreat with comparative impunity. It is doubtful how far those tribes
would contribute to the formation of roads, or the furtherance of any
attempt on our part, to extend our intercourse into the interior ; they
have hitherto been jealous of any encroachment, and not many
yeam ago, gave proofs of the spirit by murdering the individnale who
to the Patkoi boundary.
conducted Lieut. BENNETT
But the time, it is to be hoped, has already arrived when these f d e
tracts will be taken under our especial protection ; when the untutored
barbarian must submit to civilization and improvement, and his wil&
and his wastes to the ploughehare and the hoe of British agriculture.
The most important articles of trade exported by the Chinese from the
Sigpho country are gold dust, precious atones of various colonrs, m d
ivory.
Gold Dwt.-The gold dust is procurable from most of the 0-
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of the Brahmaputra; but the gathering it is but a poor trade, and ir
now but little followed. The place most celebrated for ita preciooa
stones is Mung-kung or Mogaum.
Prcciow 8toaes.-On a range of hitla near it, a great number of deep
mines are dug, and the working of them affords occupation for many
t h o m u d inhabitant.. When a stone of moderate weight is found, it
in hoiated to the m d t h of the shaft by a windlass erected for the purpose. But they frequently meet with large masres, which they have
not the power of moving: these they contrive to break to pieces.
Miniv.-The
workmen begin by kindling a strong fire all over and
around the
stones, till it is well heated ; they then mark off
with some powerful liquid, the piece they wish to break off. a large
stone is ampended from the top of the shaft perpaukularly over the
piece to be broken off, and when all is ready, the stone in cut away,
and f&g
with great impetua upon the mass below, breaks off
the fragment exactly according to the line drawn with the liquid. I t
ie difficult h~account for this mysterioua liquid being able to prevent
the whole mass from being splintered, and how it ahould preserve such
a line of eeparation; yet such is the native belief, and it is not improbable that its dect is merely imaginary, or that is practised from some
superstition.
These stones are afterwarda cut into convenient pieces by means of
a bamba bow with a string of twieted wire, the string being applied
t o the stone and used as a saw, while its action is assisted by some sort
of pulverized mineral*. As might be expected, much bloodshed is
frequently the consequence of finding these hidden treasures. When
any doubt arises about the party who first discovered one, or about the
right of poaaession, bloody battles ensue with short sworda in hand between whole villages. Large emeralda are allowed to lie around the
pits unclaimed by any one : no one venturing to cany them away, lest
every one should fall upon them in vengeance. These precious stonea
are afterwards carried on mules to China, and are sold at very high
prices, dome of them bringing 7 or SO0 seem weight of eilver. The
Burmese governor levies a tax of two seem on every 10 that are
exported These mules are driven along in gangs of 20 to 30; the
drivers go armed with swords and matchlocks, and guide their beaatr
of burden by word of mouth. The route they pursue to China is vi8
Catmow or the Irawadi, and the overland journey from Mung-kding
to Catmow occupies about nine days.
Amber.-Besides
the mines of precioua stones, there are several
amber mines in the province of Hukhng, which are wrought to con-

* Doabtlers oormndurn : thin ir the common mode of cutting hard stoner.-ED.

aiderable advantage. The amber is cut into cylinders about f inch in
diameter, and two inches long, and is worn as an ornament stuck
through a hole in the lobe of the ear, both by Assamese and Burmese.
Ivory.--A large quantity of ivory is exported by the China merchants. I t is almost all obtained by the Singphos, from ehooting the
wild elephants with poisoned arrows fired from a loaded musket.
When once they get upon the tract of a herd, theppontinue the pursuit
for days together, taking up favourable positions upon trees, or lying
in wait in the long grass, till they can take a fatal aim. Vast numbere
of these noble animals are destroyed in this manner, both by the Singphos and Kangtis ; they are as susceptible to the fatal effects of poison
as the smaller animals, and fall down dead immediately after being
slightly wounded. Their teeth are struck out by the hunters, and the
carcasses are left to be devoured by the beasts of prey.
Chinese return.-In
return for these valuable commoditiee, the
Chinese bring into the Singpho country, nankins, silks, lacquered and
China ware, lead, copper, and particularly silver.
A great portion of the silver that comesinto h a m through the
Singphos is stamped with Chinese characters. I t can ecarcely be
called a coin, but a piece of bullion ; and appears to have been made
by scooping out a small round hole in a piece of clay, then filling it
with molten silver, and before it becomes cold, impressing it with the
Chinese stamp. Not two of these lumps of silver are of the same
value or size : their intrinsic worth is ascertained by their weight, and
is found to vary from two to 10 rupees.
Bullion.-Though the metal is very pure, it is called kacha rupa, and
one sicca weight of it is fixed as equal to only half a sicca of the properly coined metal. No inconvenience arises in purchasing articles
of small value ; the hill tribes take out their dau, and chop it into pieces
even to the portion of a pice. This kacha rup; is eagerly purchased by
the chiefs in Upper Asam, who, after adulterating it largely, cast it
into their own coin, and thus realize an enormous profit. These chiefs
have most of them mints of their own, and are in the habit of coining
rupees for any one who willgive them the raw material, retaining only
10 per cent. for their trouble.
MuatlpJrias or Mattuka.
The country of this tribe is bounded on the N. by the Brahmaputra,
on the S. by the Bwi Dihing; on the E. by a line drawn S. from the
mouth of the Kunili nallah to the Bwi Dihing, and on the W. by a
line drawn from the mouth of the river Dibunu to the Burl Dihing.
About 1793, these people rose in arms against the reigning Rijah
GOURINATE
SINE,
and after many bloody engagement8 with the royal
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troops, at last succeeded in driving him from hi throne and kingdom,
and in appointing a successor of their own choice. During the period
of their ascendancy, they committed the most dreadful ravages upon
the country, and the original inhabitants : great portions of it were
deserted, and even till this day, it has never regained any thing near
its former
But these lawless plunderers were not allowed
long to enjoy the fruits of their conquests ; they were speedily driven
from the:capital by'1000 siphhis, under Captain WLLSH,and retreated
to the districts which they now inherit. The head of this still powerful clan is known by the name of the MATTUKRdjal~, or more commonly, by that of the Rara shapatl (great general). During the Burmese
war, he maintained his independence ; but on our taking Rangpur, he
claimed our protection, and hae since manifested his sincerity, by a
zealous endeavour to render every assistance in his power in the
advancement of our plans.
The greater part of the country allotted them is a desert raste, and
only the b a n b of the river Diburi are inhabited. The population
amounts to about 60,000 men. inclusive of women and children. The
capital ie Rangagora. The state is allowed about 500 mueqnets and
ammunition according to treaty, and supplies a large contingent. They
profess the Hindu religion ; but act so little in accordance with its
tenets, that enlightened Brahmins scarcely acknowledge them.
The Bara senapatf, with all his affability and apparent deference
to our authority, is by some considered not entitled to perfect and
unlimited confidence. Situated between two powerful states, the
British and the Burmah, his policy seem to be to maintain good terms
with both ; and in the event of another Burmese invasion, it ia to be
feared, he would preserve neutrality, till he saw how the scale was likely
to turn, and then join the stronger party.
Ncigas.
The next border tribes met with in proceeding weshard are the
NSgae. To assign limit to their country seems almost impossible, and
even to number their numerous tribes, no less so ; they are scattered
all over the monntainons ridge that divides Assam from Manipur, to
which atate some of them are tributary, some to Assam, and some
even to the Burmese. There is no one individual tribe of any formidable consequence amongst them, and there is but little inclination
to coalesce, they being constantly embroiled in petty feuds. Their
houses are built on the most inaccessible points of the mountain, and
planned for every-day defence. They are represented by the inhabi.tanta of the plains as robbers and murderers, and are so much the
dread of all, that little of their economy is known.
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Brine S*ug.--One
of the most remarkable circumstances relating
to their country is the number of brine or salt springs in many parts
of it.
At Burhath, on the river Dieung, there are about 20 of these b'&e
springs, from most of which the Ndgas are in the habit of making salt.
Theat wells are dug to a considerable depth, and the brine varies in
intensity, probably according to the access of fresh water from the
rurface ;and being situated in a valley, and having no protection from
t h e rain, they are generally filled in the wet season. The consequence
is, that the manufacture is carried on only in the cold weather.
Mmwfoctwe of Salt.--Some of the best of these wells give 10 sicweight of dry salt to the seer of water, and others, only three or four.
The procesa of evaporation is carried on by filling the joints of large
bambus with brine and suspending them in an earthen trough, filled
with water, which answer for the purpose of a boilar, and in this rude
way, the brine in the bambhs is evaporated, till salt is formed. These
mud troughs are every season broken down, and being triturated with
water, afford a strong brine from which other salt is formed.
S o tedious and unskilful is the manufacture, that the salt made
from these wells cannot be made at less price than the same quantity
of salt transported from Bengal.
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tb Method employed to remwe the Vaulted Roof of St. Peter's
Church in Fort William, ilkstrated by a Section, (Plate VJ

W o r b of engineering skill come peculiarly within the limits pointed out by the motto on our title page, ae fitted for the Researches of a
Scientific Society or Journal : " The performances of man," of such
a class in this country, and under British rule, are, it is true, but rare
and trifling compared with the noble efforts of art, which grow up
from day to day under the eye of an observer in Europe. There,
letting alone tunnels and railways of gigantic enterprize, we hear
from a buttress
of half an elliptic arch sprung by the celebrated BRUNRL
and camed to a semi-span of eeventy feet. without centering, by the
mere adhesion of the cement !--of an iron suspension bridge at Fribourg
in Switzerland thrown over a ravine of 170 feet deep, in a single bold
span of more than 900 feet from rock to rock, far surpassing the Menai
bridge, or even the designed bridge from St. Vincent'~rocks at Clifton,
which latter we regret to hear has been abandoned, in consequence of
the note in Bristol, and the destruction of that wealth which would
have been so well bestowed upon this noble work.

,
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W e have but little indeed to bring forward in rivalry of such magnificent undertakings ; howbeit, there have been schemer of vmt
magnitude projected, and some under a Viceroy such M Lord W. BLNTXNCX, partial to engineering pursuits, might ere thie have been put in
execution. The draining of the Saltwater lake, (were it conceded to be a
salutary measure) wouldbe feacibleenough. The line of wharfs or jetties
on the Strand is actually planned and estimated for. The Rajmahl line
of survey is a splendid specimen of mapping; and although we have
no anticipation of seeing it undertaken, the reault! of the inquiry will.
we hope, be given to the public in a volnme, with all ita sections, by
its projector our Indian Belidor. Of architectural achievement! we have
less to boast. Twenty yearn since, money was bequeathed by a
rich native for the erection of a College at Hugli, and yet nothing
haa been done unto this day. Are architect! wanting, or are the
m t o m anxious to appropriate the money for other purposes ? We
have seen more than one tasteful design, but how is an artist ever to
'satisfy the views of a numerous committee, not more than one or two
of whom perchance have any notion of architectural propriety ? In
feeble imitation of the Parliamentary Church Committee at home, we
have a private fund created by rupee contributions for the erection of
plsces of wonhip in the interior; but it is far too poor to aim at ornament in it! humble structures. The Martiniere is the only public institution, erected within the laut year or two, that has real pretenaions
to comxt taste in its exterior elevation. I t is strangely disfigured
by a high wall r o d the ground, and the arrangement! of the interior
have been marred by an imperfect conception at starting, of what
would be required in it.
An observation forces itaelf upon us when viewing the noble portico
of thisbuilding, of the Scotch Church, or of themint, withtheirhandeome
flights ofstonestepr;-thatthe purity of Greciantemplearchitecture cannot or ought not to be preserved under the altered circumstances of the
present age. Men no longer resort on foot in daily processions to the
ratted vestibules of their gods. They drive in comfortable carriages,
and would fain dismount under shelter from the sun and the rain. Is
it not a fault of grievous magnitude then, that neither of these three
buildings possesses a carriage access ? and that at the Mint, for instance.
bullion cannot get within 100 feet of the hall of weighment, except on
~ ~ l i eheads.
t ~ ' The Government house is in this respect better provided; but here the basement entrance has been made an eyesore, and a
mere secontlary object, instead of theprimaryone, being in constant we.
Theporticoof the Martiniere was intended for comagee, but this object
WU s d c e d to the gaining of space for a play-ground, and the road
2 B
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ie now brought up at right anglecr with the foot of the steps. which
baa an unseemly and awkward effect.
The native architect in the palaces of the east provides not for cairiages, but how auitable is the lofty arched gate with its music galleries
for the train of towered elephants and horsemen iesuing from the
interior court. Under the sloping chAaja or cornice of the native
dwelling, or bairlk-khn'wh, the architect inserts iron rings for the striped pavilions it is intended to bear. They look natural to it, ss they are
necessary to the dimate ; whereas how may not the Ionic f-de
of the
Martiniere be disfigured hereafter, perhaps, by venetians run up between
the columns of i t . fine portico, as in the left wing of the Government
h-e,
or by matted hooda gracing the southern windows of each
wing ?
Too much atress cannot be laid on the proper adaptation of style to
the climate. The architect's duty is but half performed, if he provide
not for every contingency to which his building may be subject, whether
in respect to dnrabiity or to convenience ; and even when the former ia
attended to, the latter is too frequently neglected.
A striking inetance of the bad effects of inattention to apparent1J
trivial objeda of this nature is aflbrded in the subject of the present
notice. Major HUTCHIN~ON
deaigned and executed a gothic vaulted
church roof in brick, the first attempted in India. He neglected to
make provision for the hsnghg of punkahs, and upon a representatioq
of their being wanted, the executive department, with little calcplatiog
of the disturbance of equilibrium or strength of materials, ordered holto be cut at the head of the clustered columns, to admit beams c
awing them. Had the architect at first, as he has now done. let in iron
rods to sustain the punkah ropee, his work would have been uninjured,
and Government have been aaved double, nay triple, expendime ; and
his fame have been preserved from unmerited censure. Few people in
s&
cases calmly inquire into particulars; they ask, who raised
fabric, and upon hi head lay the onus of the failure.
We are glad, with reference to this last fact, at having obtained per.
m+.sion to make public the report of the real circumatanm given in
to the Military Board in June, 1832, with its explanatory section.
I t iu necessary to recapitulate to such of our readere as am m m
qaainted with the facts, that about six yeare ago the ~ d t e roof
d of st.
Peter'e wae condemned as uneafe, and waa ordered to he demolished.
The keystone or vertex of the central and side vaults had opened from
end to end, and other dangerous symptom8 were observed. Cornmiwere held, and a variety of opinion aa to the cause elicited, but the
necessity of demolition was general, and Major HUTC~INSON
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bhusted with a' taak seemingly as daficult as the original conatruction. and fraught with more danger to the workmen employed.
The true nature of the caae will strike every one who l o o b attentively
at the accompanying section, namely that the cutting of the holes for
the pankahs was the origin of the whole mischief. Had the cracks in
the roof existed at the time, it can hardly be imagined that orders could
have been issued to cut away the only prop8 of the superstructure.
The efect of such an improvident order was however fully reprenented
a t the time by Lieut. M ~ ~ l o c Major
r.
H. being then in England.
I t ie probable that the chief engineer relied upon his experience of
the 6rm tenacity of the materials : that he had good reaaon to do so i s
many reepecta is proved by the fact recorded in the report, that the
aemi vault stood firmly when the keystone was knocked out, and was
with diiculty broken away piecemeal.
Hence it appears, that after all, the roof might have stood with perfect safety had the punkah holes been refilled with care, and the sidevault been braced together with light iron rods, as in the well known
Mwde cta Arta et Mdierr at Paris. The continuity of the main arch
from the crown of the upper vault, though the flying buttreesea to
t h e ground, does not appear to have been broken ; and if so, the
of little consequence. Yet in face of all the
opening or crack
above faob, the restoration of the vault wan interdicted, and in lieu of
a solid " vaulted roof embracing the highest branches of constructive
&a, crtter the manner and principles pursued by freemasons in the
beautiful gothic edifices of Europe," it waa d v e d to descend to
imitation in wood-work with a flat roof above.
Though of minor importance and beauty, the wooden roof is
spoken of in the Report of the Committee of Survey : '* The groined
roof of the nave is, we believe, the first work of the kind w e t attempted
in thin country, and involving as it does the practical application of
mane of the most difficult principles of construotive carpentry. the sueceMfnl wmpletion of such a work under all the diaicultiee ~ttend-t
on the employment of native carpenters, who had to be instructed
in every stage of the work, is highly creditable to the s k u and science
of the exeoutive officer, Major HUTCH~NSON."
Before closing these preliminary remarke, we would fain notice the
painted glrrss windows of the west and east ends of the nave. n e y
u e de.idedly lions in our town. admirable specimens of rich m p o rent colonring, not frittered in small fragments, but in the new style, of
coloars burnt in on large panes of 24 by 16 inches.
The design of St. PETERreceiving the keys in from I ~ P H A BCarL's
toon ; MOEBBand AAEONare on either side, and tbe four Evan*
2 x 2
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the compartments below. The Faith, Hope, and Charity of the
west windows are taken from the designs of S
i
r JOSHUA
RZYNOLDI)
ih
New Church, Oxford.
F h m the great size of the panes of thin glass the di6culty of
repairing any of them, if broken, will easily be understood. Yet b y
an accident, two panes were broken in putting up. The head and
neck of Hope was @mashedto stoms by the falling of a b a m h ! Althongh it is hard to excuse the occurrence of any accident where precautions should have rendered it impossible, we cannot but praise the
ingenuity with which it wan repaired, ro that the damage is not perceptible. The fragments were united together with a transparent varnish on another pane of colourless glaes. The only question is aa to
the durability of the cement; we should fear it would grow brown
by age and exposure.
till

Rcpo*l on the Demolition of the Vaulted Roofa of St. Petcrf Church.
" A continuous and perfect equilibrium of tbe several parta of a building, and the concentration of all.the forces. whether vertical or lateral,
lon a few principal rmpports. which for the sake oflightness, e*
and economy, are calculated to sustain no more than their allotted
pressure, being fyndameatal principles in Gothic architecture ; the
demolition of such a structure (more especially if the equlibriurn has
been destroyed by the weakening of those supports) must at any time,
even with the aid of powerful means, be considered an undertaking of
much di6culty and danger ; but in this country, with the assistan~t&
native workmen alone, it becomes a duty demanding the utmost rig.ilance and attention ; canaequently in the removal of the vaulted roofs
of St. Peter's Church, it became of primary importance to aecewith precieion, the extent and character of the existing derangement of
equilibrium, as a correct basis for calculation and design, in the ope-tions to be pursued. With this view, a particular and moat minub
inspection of all the aeveral p& of the edifice was made, of w&&
the following was the result :
FdtiOM.-With
regard to the foundations, it wm ascertained,
that the sinking, which had taken place from the nature of the d u a
soil, waa exceedingly small* ; any tendency there might have been to
sinking in the main pillars having been counteracted by the h e a v
reversed archea extending under the basement from pillar to pillar.
The sinking of the pillars most injured by the pnnkah beams not exceeding
&h of an inch, which was as little aa could be expected from a (tenenlmttlement
in a brick bailding, and by no m e u u capable of alTecting the equiliMwu.
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vaulted roofs of the side

aisles were found in a moot dilapidated state, as likewise the main

pillars at the points d'appui of the springing of the ribs, npon which
rested the load of the side vaults. Upon the removal of the puhkah
beams (t*) shewn in the accompanying section, (which had never been
removed by any Committee) it was at once evident that the principles
npon which the equilibrium and consequent stability of the side vaults
and pillars depended, (and according to which they had originally been
comtructed.) were entirely destroyed ; viz. 1st. the thickness of butment
inwards, originally given to the main pillars, had been reduced in the
direct line of thrust from 4 to 2 feet, by the perforation of large holes,
for the insertion of beams upon which to suspend punkahs ; 2nd. the
adhesive continuity of the cemented materials (upon which the stability
-of pillars composed of brick and mortar so entirely depend) had been
completely disturbed in the vicinity of the holes, from the blows of the
iron instrnmenta by which they had been made ; 3rd. the springing of
the main ribs, upon which the side vaults rested, had been wholly cut
away on either side as exhibited at (8s). by which the vaults, deprived of
their mpportby points, sunk down both in haunch and vertex from their
original podtion, thereby greatly increasing the force with which they
pressed against the main pillarst; 4th. the main pillara being so greatly
weakened by the perforation of the holes, and the disturbance of the
cemented material, yielded inwardly: to the extent of 44 inches from
the perpendicular, and became cracked entirely across; the parts
marked (tt) splitting off from some of them. Thus all equilibrium was
inevitably destroyed.
vadt of the ;rmre,$ying buttresses, ckristory walls, &.-The above facts
being established, the examination waa carefully extended to the vault
of the nave, the flying buttresses, the external and clerietory w a s
and towera : but with the exception of some cracks in the flying
Ton. Cwt.
Weighingin each aisle,
1 3
Ditto Nave.
2
6
independently of the weight of the punkahs.
t The exact utimation of their increaed force is a question of mach d i a cnlty, from ita being eonnecbd with circumstauces not witl~inthe reach of
calmlttion, ti;. tbe amount of injury accruing to the arch and pillar by the
penetration of the rain into the spandrils and through thearch ; also the amount
of preaore from the sinking of the abntment of the cleristor? walls. wl~ichreated i n part on the arch c but that i t most hate been very great will be evident to
every one acqorinted with the ruler and principles of construction.
2 A sliiht ddlexion of the pillars inwardly had been ohaewed before the
punkah betma were inserted. This deffexion, Sir C a n ~ l r r o ~ Wrnn
a ~ r stater, is to
be observed in 111 the Gothic Cathedrala in Europe. from which it would appear
t o be a circumstance incidental to this style of Architecture ; hut that i t is not
productive of any important darngemeat of equilibrium, is fully proved by t b
p t duability of tho h t h i o &ucturcm i n Europe.

.................................
.............................................
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buttresses, owing to the sinking of the aide vaults, the whole war
found in such good condition, as to remove any apprehension as to the
firmness an4 stability of the main vault, 8rc. which being well supported by the flying buttresses, and those of the outer walls, no external
shores were judged necessary ; and as in its construction it was
wholly independent of the side vaulta, it wes concluded, that notwithstanding the shocks it might be expected to receive from their demolition, yet that they might, when properly secured, be proceeded with
in perfect safety, without any fear of danger arising thereby to the
main vault. Accordingly, the only point which demanded immediate
attention wacr the counteraction of the imminent danger to be apprehended, from the further sinking and spreading of the side vaults, by
which, the main pillars in their shattered condition were liable to be
forcedinwardly, and thereby to entail the consequent and sudden downfal
obthe entire building. As this danger could only be prevented by
the construction of such massive ehores on the nave side, which should
be able to resist every power that could possibly be exerted by the
spreading of the side vaults, the following plan of shoring, preparatory
to the removal of the side vaults, wae adopted, andpursuedwithsuccess.
Mode of shoring.-A solid bed of masonry (a) was laid for the firm
rupport of the foundation beam (b), upon the extremities of which were
fixed iu mortises tlie uprights (cc); these were hollowed out to fit closely
to the main pillars. their base or lower ends being enlarged and
strengthened by the additional blocks (gg) to which they were 6rmly
joggled, and bolted, in the manner-shewn.
The straining beam (d) being then fixed at one end in the upright
(on a line with the shattered part of the pillars and strain of the side
aisle$) by a semicircular tenon working in a similar mortice, the other
end cut to a tenon with a slight angle, waa by means of three jack
ecrews (as shewn in the distance, forced up a smooth inclined mortise
well greased, cut in the opposite upright, and thus brought into a
horizontal position. The shores or atruts (ee), let in obliquely upon
the foundation beam ( b ) , were then fixed in the mortises cut in the
uprights, and straining beam (d), and firmly wedged up into their places
and secured by the footsil(f); thus, the thrust of one aisle was bronght
into play against the thrust of the other, and further spreading of the
side vaults etrectually prevented.
Centres for supporting t%.e roofs of the side aisles.-The above work
having with great care and labour been accomplished, four strong mtres or framings were next constructed, aa shewn in jg, 2 ; which
when put together, were, by means of wedges underneath, bronght
firmly up to the masonry of the vault ; and thus securely supported, the
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work people were enabled by means of crow-bars and pick-axes tq
commence the dentolition of the side roofs without any apprehension
of danger. These frames being made movable, the expence of centreing up the entire side vaults war avoided. The vaulted roofs of the
d e s were thne safely removed, without the slighteat injury arising
to the centre roof of the nave, thereby confirming the correctneee of
the opinion formerly advanced that no danger would arise to it. Accordingly measures were now taken for the removal of the main vault,
together with the flying buttresses and cleristory walls. The erection of any erternal shores waa still considered wholly unneceeeary,
but from the great height of the nave (46 feet), it became indispensable to eeam the work people from all probability of danger.
during the progrem of demolition, by any portion of the vault falling
inwardly, when the vertex or keying should be cut away; but as the
construction of a frame-work of sufficient strength underneath the
vanlt could not have been executed without incurring considerable
erpence. the following plan was devised and put into execution.
M& of rmauing the great urn& of the nave.-The upper pinnacles
and battlements of the north and south cleristoy walls were removed,
and a plaolring laid upon the top of the walls, which admitted of a platform (k), &. 3, placed across the roof being eaaily slid along its whole
length. This platform, in order to give perfect security to the work
people, in the event of any part underneath giving way, was suspended by ropes from the four towers, as shewn in the section ; and upon
this the work people were enabled to commence the demolition of the
roof with prfect oonfidenoe ; but eo firm was the masonry found to be,
that they soon got off on to the roof itself, although entirely unsupported from below, and the continuity of the arch was destroyed by
cutting from the vertex downwards, thus giving the most unequivocal
proof of its exceeding firmness and stability. In thii manner the
entire roof waa destroyed ; after which the flying buttresses being cut
at their two extremities. .were Illlowed to fall inwardly ; and finally
the cleriatory walls were brought down to a level with the chattered
parb of the columns. Having thus briefly shewn the state in which
%hefoundations, roofs, and pillare were found, after a most careful
examination, and the plan parsued in the removal of the roofs, abundant evidence has been furnished of the ultimate cauae which destroyed
the aafety of the building, and i t can only be a matter of surprise, that
an e f i c e , conetrocted of brick upon the principles of Gothic architecture, should (after the main supporta of the side aisles had been cut
away, and the pillars reduced to hdf their original strength), have so
long resisted the fatal injury committed ; the punkah beams havisg
been put up in 1827."
G. HUTCHINION. Major, Engineers.
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IV.-Nder

or the State of the Rrtr of Cottoa Spinning, Wmving;Printing, and Dyekg in Napdl. By Dr. A. CAHPBZLL,
attached to the
Reitkey.

[ R d at the Meeting of the 2nd December.]
It M y safely be ossertcd, that the an8 genedly in N e ~ d have
l
not
hitherto arrived at any degree of advancement, beyond that attained
in the pof India. In regard of those which have attained to conaidarable perfection below, Nepeil is extremely backward in the prop s mode by her people, nor & I know of any in which the NipDese
am be mid to ewe1 their Hindu brethren of India, except the useful
one of agriculture, to which may be added, perhaps, brick and tile
making ; and, in more recent days, the mrrnpfoctme of flint-lock tire
PTmb.

In the art of waving, it k univemally admitted, that neither the
Egyptians of the olden, nor the nntiona of Europe in the modem, time.
have equalled, or do exoel, the Hindu of Dacca and Benares ; while
this art in Nip&, is still at the very lowest possible grade of advancement. It is matter of curiosity, as we4 as of eetonishment, that alt h o q h the N
&
claim, and not improbably hold, a title to considerable antiquity as a united people*, and have made great advancer
in hnrbondry, same p r o g r e ~in~ literature and architecture, they have
not got up to thi day, beyond the, threshold of civilization in that
art, which, among. the therudest notiom, hoe been found in a etate of
much e5ciency-t.
Some one of the Roman philosophem, I have read, gave credit to
~ B Y ~ I L A Nfbr
U I the
~ invention of weaving cotton ; and M I N ~ R Vherself,
A
WYS, I believe, an enthusiast, and proficiant in the labour of the loom.
Onr Ni@ese queens of the present day are too proud of their Rajput, or " Maan-born lineage$," to indulge in the practice of the useful.
mtu. And the goddesses, although' abundant as the graina of sand on
the ses share, are now but images of the olden personifications ; conaequently, the weaving art hae not dewended to the modem repre.
h v e s of:the a h n a m e d ladies ; but still cleaving to the sex, ae a
pastime, or profession, we find it confined solely to the women, among
the Newire. The men toil at other labours, but they weave not, " neither do they spin." Weaving is acarcely a trade in the valley of
Ho~son'sLegan& of the Origin of thir Tribe in the Asiatic Journal.
at the time ofthe conquest of their country by the Spu&u&,
M uunuhturcr of cotton olotb in oodderabl perfedion-" of cotton thoy
m d e luge mh,and M delioata and h a u thm-of HolLPd."
$ Chuldr. vanu.
See Mr.
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Ne*, for all the Newk women, of the poorer c h , (and there an
~ . s r c e l yany others now,) weave the cotton cloths required for the
com~linptionof themselves and h d i e s .
These fabric. of domestic manufactnre an all of cotton, and of the
co~rsestand most inelegant description. The cotton is grown in
Jnndance throughout the hottest valleys of the Niflese hilIs, and
in the Tarai skirting their plainward face. It k brought an men'*
shoulders*, as picked, with the seeds in it, to the di&rent t o m of
the valley, where it is exchanged to shop-keepem, for money, or other
produce, ae the case may be ; and thns each family,as itm means w i l l
admit of, purchanee, from time to time, ao many p o u n l of the raw
material M suffices for the employment at the cleaning machine and
spinning wheel of the mother and her daughters.
The cotton is separated from the seeds by the women, either with
the 6ngeru. or by the help of a moet primitive contrivance, of the following description, and called Keko. Two d e r s of wood, the thickness of a walking stick, and close together, are placed in an upright
frame, and made to revolve on one another by m e w of a handle
attached (through one eide of the-frame) to the lower of them. The
operator, sittmg on the ground, places the frame between her feet.
steadying it with her toea, and applies small portions of cotton to the
epaces between the-rollers with her left hand, while she plies the
revolving handle with the right : in this manner the cotton is dram
betmeen the rollers ; the A,being too large for the intempace,
eeparated and left behind.
Tbe spinning is equally primitive, but its mode not easily dencribed. The machine+ k a d , and easily portnble, even by a child of
six yeam old ; it is not raised fnnn the gronnd by meana of l e e , as
is the domestic one of the Scottish Highlandem, and Northern I r a ,
(the ones 1 am beat acquainted with ;) nor is the wheel set $ motion
by the p e w r e of the foot on a board connected by a thong of leather, with a lever or cramp fixed to its axle, as ie common in trvning
grind-stones, or turning lathe-wheels ; but, the spinner, as in the
cotton-cleaning process, sits on the ground, with one hand tnrning
Man is the only animal of burden employed in the valley of NepU, u well
circumstance of ikelf strongly pointing out, how
dart a way the inhabitante have advanced beyond sheer hsrbarirm. The anemn
rwface of their country is scarce1y rufficient to save them from this impntation.
Tbe rnlerr of the land drive English carriages, while the traneport of every utic b in their dominions h made on men and women's backs-. good .pscimen of
sutarn pomp, assocukd with it8 common r e c o m ~ o p t hud-worked
,
poverty.
f C.Ued Ye64 br the Nerks.
.r the interior of her hills-a

'

hrrheel by m u m of a handle, and with the other, drawing out the
cotton into thread.
An iron rod is attached by &ins of a string to the wheel. .nd
rcvohea in company with it, on which the thread, as spun, k collectad, and in thin manner. women and girln of all aged employ &emselves, when not assisting at sowing or reaping, either in tmnt of
their dadlinga, in the t o m , or at the road-side, as may best suit
their convenienea*. The spinning wheel may be best d b b e d by
mying, that it is but the andent dista6, improved by the addition of
rhoel for keeping it in motion ;for the sharp-pointed iron rod, to the
extremity of which the cotton k applied, and by which it k spun into
thread, is precisely the spike of the distatr, and like its prototype,
mrvea the double purpose of a bobbin on which the thread b accumul&d aa spun. The spinner tarns &e wheel from left to right while
forming the thread, and to allow the portion spun to be accumulated
oa the iron rod, givea the wheel a small turn in the opposite direction.
at the some time. lowering her left hand, so an to permit the windingup of the thread. This necesawy interruption in the spinning proems,
is a great drawback on the time of the spinner, and renden the f i t &
wheel very inferior, when compared to the common one of Europe.
When tending cattle, or watching their ripe crops, the famalea generally wile away the time, and assist in replenishing the family wardrobe by s p w or weaving in the open air.
Having thus imperfectly apun the yarn, we proceed natwaIly to the
warping and weaving of it, both of which procawa are performed exclruively by women. with the very simplest and rudest machinery,
equalled by the coarseat and moat un@y produce. The ordinary
breadth of the Nips cotton clotha is about half a yard, and rarely
exceede two feet. The average length of the webs is h 6 to 12 and 14
yardo, and the texture of the h e a t is not superior to the dosliri cloth
of &due&,
llsed for houee canopiea (chhaa) and floor cloths.
When a Nrrodr woman hae spun a sut6.cient quantity of thread for
the warp of a web, she winds it off the iron rod, on whiah it has been
spnn, into (or. on) large bobbina of about nine inchea long. and fit to
hold three or four pounds of thread.
With theae large bobbins, and a few reeds, about three feet long, ahe
repairs to the nearest g.aesy spot without her milage, or to the aide of
the causeway, if unpaved, and there, sticking the reed in the ground,
Tbe nnnenality of the rpinning wheel m y be readily orsdited, on tb.
mnounmmat of a cllrtom which enjoins every N e w i r parent to p r e ~ n thh
newly muriod dntyhter with a YdCi and Krko in addition to her dowry.
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(a few feat. aaandar,) ta the length d her pPrpored web, she haa prepared the only warping frame known throughout these regions.
Tying the thread to the reed on her extreme right, she moves rapidty up and'dowa along the l h , v i n g the tbread (aa it coma off
the bobbin, revalving on E shaft paued through its axle, and held in
her right hahd), on altomate sidea af each d,
until the " warp ia
hid."'
The dexterity acqairad by the womsn, in warping, is considerable,
and the quicheas with which thg entwine the thred,with.the wurpmg reeds, is remarkable ; and appaeatly, it is executed with little h.
ble. I have often seen t h women
~
moving up and dowa, and laying
the warp regnlariy on the h e , at a fast walk, and BU the whila talking and laughing with the
prenent, and aseisting them in &
pertormance of their Caslr.
Having "laid the warp," the reeds (or m h of wood, as the
may be), are p d e d out of the gromd, and the warp, frame and all,
up and carried home. All the 010th made in the valleJ
of
uncoloured thread, which ~ . e ~ d athe
n "elping a much eoaier a f f a L
than when striped webs are to be laid dowa.
When leisure o a r s for maving the web, the women on a s-fining day spread out the warp (the warping stickn still in it) and apply.
with a brush, made of a suitable kind of gtars, the paate n e a m s q for
rnoothing the thread prepamtoy to putting the web in the loom.
The mode of weaving do- not essentially d&r from that p&
in the mcivilized portions of ow OWXI C O U I I ~ with
~
whiah I am
acquainted. The weaver sitting on abench, with the loom in front of her,
plies the shuttle alternately with either hand, pulling forward the
swinging apparatw for laying the -of thresd, oloee to its pred-wr,
and plies the treddles with her feet*. The weaving is carried on under
a shed, within a small verandah, or in the house ; and as the
an
pnerally low, the mddles are made to play in a hollow dug in the
earhen floor under the loom. The loom in made of the commonest
materials, and very cllrmaily put b g e t h ~and
, is altogether of a piece
with the poor state of the weaving art. Leat it should be t h o e t
that it is intended to conned the wretched produce of the NepQ
looms, with the rudeness of the machinery,
inevitable cause snd

-

-

* This portion of the loom L extremely rude and primitive ; inatead of foot.
boards moving on a fixed point, to be deprer~dalternately, so M to make one
lajer of the warp threads cross the other, and t h u incorporate the woof with it,
we find two a d buttons snapended from the lower margin of the netting, whioh
the weaver roues between her g m t and Bnt toe, alternately deprersing each
foot u tho woof thred hi delirerod by tho nhuttlc.

ded.I may mention that the Nqd looar, and the wmqementa of
the weaver, are superior in aome nrpectr to thore of the unrivalled
xnanufachmo of the DBcca m m b . MILL'S account of the Hindu loom
corroborates this; he mya, I' It eonhta of little else than a few sticks
or pieces of .rood, nearly in the state in which aeture produced them,
connected together by the rudest contrivancer. There is not so muah
ss an expedient for rolling np the warp." The weaver is therefore
obliged to work in the open air, as his houre could not ctntain him
end his web at full length; "and every return of inclement weather
interrupts him." The Nepfrl weaver rolls up the warp on its original frame, and ties it to a peg driven in the ground close to her feet,
while a cross beam in f k n t of her receives the web as it ia woven*.
The Thibet woollen cloths am of idhite1y superior workmanahip to
the cotton ones of Ne@, and indeed, are of v e y fine make and material, although deficient in width. It ia thereiore evident that in the
earliest of the arb, one which mnst have been practised by all human
Societies, ao coon as leaves and skim were deemed unfitting clothing,
the N i i e bsve been left far behind, by the Hindus of India on
one hand, and by the Tartam of Bhote on the other.
Dyeing and printing come natwally enongh to notice, after spinning and weaving; and the advancement made in these arb has kept
an even pace with that in the former. As dyestere the Newire are
miserable artists ; they cannot at this day dye a decent blue, although
furnished with indigo for the purpose.
A d i i y red (&om madder) and a light fading green, are the coloura
most commonly dyed by them; but they are not fatand durable, nor
elegant when fresh. The only tolerably good dyeing done b Nep61,
ia by some CiudmM~,and people from the plains.
The coarse doths d the country are printed, io imiwon of the
chintzes of India and Enrape, and we much warn by all classes of
females, who cannot d o r d to purchase better EWE
; but the imitations are very badly executed, and the coloum not durable. The beet
Wipblese chintz is printed and.dyed a t Bhatgaon, in the valley ; and
in the h
ills east of the valley, at a place called Dunkutuah. In the
small valley of Punouti too, about 24 milee east of Kathmandu, thh
trade is carried to some extent, and with nearly eimilar ruccess.
The different parts of the loom are not aonwctsd 80 u to form one corn.
plete machine. For instance, the swinging beam and netting are yemerally 8118peaded from the roof of the honre.
In the commonert Enropean loom. the k h on which the wesrer rib, the
beam on which the cloth ir rerkred, u well M that on which the wary L rolled,
together with the rwinging bsrm and netting, u e all joined together.

A piece of best Parbattiah chintz 54 ya~dslong, d 6 c i e n t to pake
an entire dmm for a woman, costs at Kathmandu 1-8-0 Nip6lese rupees*.
The subjoined list of the cotton piece goods manufactured in the
valley and neighbouring hills, of which specimem are now presented.
may not be useless to the public, while it will tend in some degree to
give practical illustration to the above reanarks. As a mode of attempting to estimate the real value of t h e products, and to asdst in
throwing light on the condition of the people who make and use then;.
the value of money, in regard to the at& of life, may be conveniently
recorded*, especially as in Nep&, as well an India, the craftPmab doen
not, generally speaking, earn any thing in addition to the common
wrrges of agricdturei labour, or in other woriis, little more than suffices to fill hie belly, and that of a wife and children, with plain rice.
and a few spices, and to buy the raw cotton, for the manufacture of
hi^, and their coarse clothing. Models of the spinning wheel, and
cotton cleaning machine, accompany the specimens of cloth.
a t fl the principal cotton piece pooda B f a n q f a c t d

in NcpU proper, end
tkrarg.Lut the Hi& ; to which u added a notice of tL B h u n g e ~ or
. Coma
made from the buu Bork pf I r m , mul Ihr fno cwtw vooUaRI qf t h neigh&wing Ailla:.

1. Ckga.-Manufactured in almost ?very NewBr's house throngbout the ~ U e r ,
and generally in the hilb. I s coarse, hard and thin in texture. Is for
the most part in webs of 10, 12, to 14 yard8 long, and 18 inches broad,
and mga in the Kathmandu buu, from one rapes to 1-4-0 and 1-8-0 par
piece.
.

A N i p B l e ~raped equivalent to 124 annar of Compan~'s'cnrrency.
) A full grown 1.bowiug man requires for a day's good food, 14 mannu of rlos,
and hia wits, with (my an an average) three children, 1) mannas more, or in dl
three manMs.
The pruent price (November 1835) is 26 manuan, or nearly nine &yo' food
per e w e n t rupee; to this, add salt, spices, and other condirhcata, worth on.
rupee more, snd it will be seen that the wages of labour such am a man can live
on in tolerable mmfort, must be about four current rupees per month, and thii
without any aliowmce for clothing, house or lnxuriea.
The lowat c l . ~d laborers, and artizans, in some parta of the valley, and
thmlybout a great portlon of the hills, cannot come at rice, u their urdiouy
food ; but m u t be conteat with the coarser grains, such or murwa, bajra, kodo
and Indian corn. Two current rupees per month suBce for their suhirtenm,
u d in about the price of their labonr.
f The apeeimcns here dercribed are deposited in the Society'r mnreum.

.

2. 3 d . - n i c k ,
c0.m amd rboag; -nd.ahrd
la aoaddidmble qaanh'ty
in the valley of Noakot, rr well av in the g ~ d ~
l q tm d t-h-t
the
bids : is much worn by the cultivators of aU h i h , P a r k t t / ~ h b a, d N d n .
Cornea to market -1b
in pieces 01 63 p r d s long, 16 or 18 ineher
h d , and averagcr at &tbmr.du 12 mnar to one r u p e p a piece. Wurrr
)en8 and well 8 W e tL J o r e , ir wid rsbbacbad.
3. P u d CIUIJ-Is
an im-n
of Isdim Ohintz, manufactured at IhPnkufuah
other
tb. wkrn
gonerally wloord. blaet md red,
in a urd rtriped m
n 1 coma & Buv I s moah w o n by the p.onr
PmrkttLlu, a d N e d = (women). Comcn to K.thmamdu in piof fir0
yard. long, and loem than two f d brad, and may ha gemznlly boaght for
14 a n n u or one rupee per pica.
4.
C14nt.-Ah murdwhwai at DultLntuah and to the cartward; ir
very likethe above ; worn bf tL Parb.tL*h m d N a r l r womn, m d c into
ch6lis (boddim) .Id drb. A
1ri. y r d r bmg and 18 inchrr h a d .
aorta in Kathmandu abort m e r a p .
5. &hwi Cl(rt.-M.a.hakred
at Bh-m
in the valley. a d mrnd t o m
its being an imitation of the Indian Chintsar 8 u of different aobw and
patt8rn1, mot w wars8 and.hemvy u ths other kind., but thin m d flimsy.
I s uwd a s thing for jackets. mnd for women's drumem. A
six a r d r
long and half m p r d broad, a d in K . t h s ~ l l d labout
~
OM rn*
oc up

u,

.

to 1-8-0.
6. Ed4 ChC1.-Mmnufachred chiefly in the hillr r u t of Kathmanda~&
hamy, very rndely dyed and printed, but the breulert of
Nipilw f c

kia A pibce eight y u d . long by 26 f a t wide, c a b about ane r u p
eight a n w .
1. D ~ h e -.-M.nlrCaotorsd
d
prindpally i t Poktr and B L t d ; very -00
d b u r y , but ha^ a batter width than the Chintzes of the valley : vwd for
jacket linings, and women's d r m u ; six yards long and two fact brad ;
mu i a Kakhmando about one n p o e eight annnn.
8. w
r CHd.-Prom ita spotted pattern it hkcr ib name ; u a favorite one
of the Bhat(polr Chinha. A piece of 5) yard. long and U s y u d wide,
comb .boot o m rupee eight MMs.
9. H- CW.-Comes
almoat exclnairdy from the small v d e l of Rumpa,
39 milea e u t of Kathmandu; ooame and hard like the rent.
10. pgad.--Manufactured in the eaatsrn hills, ia brouler, and aomewb.L fimer tham the N o h b uticls (NO. 2.); a good deal of thu utiela
uportsd from Uep6l to Bhob. A piow of 14 yardr long md 24 foot
wide, wstr & prerent in Kathmandu three rupee&
11. xwo.-NipUsso imitation of the Indian mulmd or conmon ore,
-hod
mane'acture. Is mds in hr@ q n ~ t i t i ma t BWgmn, and gemby the Newkrs throughout the valley. 1. u r d for nuking t w b u u )
l pof eight yards long mod nix inchwwide k &cient for a pqrl, and
m b p n e d y four annu. Worn by th power Pubattiah., and some
w h r r , for the b i n t i c &urban k not g ~ ~ e among
r d
this latter race, a
w l l oonicd 3ull u p being the moat common hmd-drem among them.
12. BknOira.-A very coarse and strong =kcloth or c a n v ~ mannfmctlyed
,
from the i n n u b u k of treu, by the people of the W, mad much Prcd in

2

0

the r d l q of Nephl for nuking @.-by
and ucks, for the transport of
merchandim. The poorer people of the hills, who snbsist chiefly by woodcutting and curying, mmko this cloth in their h o u w and wear it. I canr o t at present ancertain the dercriptioa of trmr whon hmrk is converted into
this clothing, nor the detailed pr0WM employed in making i t into t l ~ r e a d
The hill people say tbat nveral different trots fnrniah the appropriate hark,
and tbat it is necenaary to bemt and pound it, M for paper makilyp, previona
to spinning it into t h d . The cloth ia axceedindy strong and dmrable,
and is mid to stand wet for a lorg tine without being rotted, or injnred in
tsxtnre. I t is brought to Ksthmandn, ir webr of a h t rive y u & long, and
12 inches broad, wbiclr cosk on an average eight annu.
13. R h d . - A coarse kind of woollen blanket manufactured by the Bhotoalu
of the Nepkl bills, and worn by them mlmomt exolarively : is brought to
Kathmandu iu piecer of 7) yards long, and I4 inchsl wide, and comb
about three rupees. Its texture is very thick and hear)., but it ia 4mirably suited for the rain J w o n , to the iaclemacy of which the bndenbearing. and wood-cnttiug Bhoteols, are much exposed. The Newin do
not wear this, nor i n d d (at a general practice) any woollen garments.
This is also for the most part of domwtic manufacture, as every Bhobah
who posaemu a few sheep, h u a web or two of i t mu& np arnnally by
his family. To add to the warmth and thicknem of the Bhari, it is freq n e n t l ~improved by beating wool into it, which g i r u i t the appearance
of felt.
14. Bbte.-HM i k name from that of the people making and wearing it.
The hill countrier north of Nyakote and the valley of Nepil, np to the
rnows, produce thin article. I! is a thick and soft woollen #RE, half blanket half felt, much warmer and ligbter than the rhari, but inferior to it u
a protection against r i a . A pieca nven or eight yard8 long, by 18 inches
wide, watd in Kathmandu about two rupssr bigbt annu.
p e d , he informed me
P. S. On submitting the above to Mr. HOD~SON'S
of tbe existence among the NerLm, of some coloured cotton ram&tures, omrlooked by me in this list. I have procured rpeoimeus ofthem
and of an onnoticed plain manufacture, both of which am d d e d ; ther
U W M follows :
15. Prturi.-So called by the Newbra. I t is a rtrong coun nort of check,
generally blue and whits, nometimen red and white ;is entirel~a domatic mannhctnre, and very rarely procurable for p n r c h e in the b a r , the
women not weaving more of i t than ruBlcas for their own wear. It woven
axclnsively by the Newlr women : a piece 54 yards long, and 26 feet wide,
m s b about 24 curreut rupees. There are r e v e d varieties of this stall, u
to colonr and pattern (nome of them W i g striped inrtead of checked), but
all are coatre and hear)..
16. Padk&.-An imitation of the table cloth manufacture of Diaapnr, and the
variety technically called '' Bird's eye.."
T b m or four sorb am mannfactured by the Newbm, but dl u r e one are coarn and heavy. I t Ir worn
by the better c b s of NewLrr, male and female, and by the Pubattiah solSee the Nepil paper-mmking process, ar dercribod by Mr. Boooron in the
Journal of the Ariatic Society.
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d i e q occufolldly. A web of ri. yards long by two feet broad, cost. threa
ourrant ru-.
The mu~dactureof t h u utlck is conbned principally to
the larger towns of the d a y .
17. Bh6m Poga.-(New4ri.)
An ancient manuhcture and article of clothing
of the New6m, but not worn by them In the prarent day. I s wore only by
clam of mrastr, and is witb dificalty procttnble ; its o d y m e at present ia, to roll the mrpa of religions pemons in pnriom to being baned.
The warp, is o t marre cotton t h m d , the woof of soft spa. woollen yam,
in addition to w h i l some fine roo1is andgatluted with the web in reswing
it. Ita texture Is very aoft, and ia well
a warm in-door wear ;
i t i a too fleecy to be kept out wet. A
feet long by two feet
wide, coats two current rupoas.

V.-Summory

Bumption of rome New Species of Falconida. By
B. H. HODO~ON,
Eq.

Genus Ap'la. Species new. Aquika Pmigra. Jetty Eargle, (mihi.)
Habitat, the central and northern regions of N W .
This species ia throughout of a black colour, but leas pure below
than above, and the tail is transversely marked with four or five broad
bands of a paler and brownish hue. The cere and toes are bright
yellow. The bill blue, with a black tip ; the talons black, and the iris
brown. It is a bird of somewhat elender form, and very graceful and
powerful flight, possessing all the influential characters of h e genus,
ss now restricted ; but distinguished from its type, or chryuactoe, by a
slenderer bid, rather longer toea, and longer and more acute talons. I t
is two feet five inches from tip of the bill to the end of the tail, and
five feet and a half between the wings ; and is chiefly remarkable for
the extreme inequality of size and acuteness of the talons. The orbits
are downy ; the sides of the cere clad in short, soft hairs ; and the
feathers of the bind head and neck are prolonged into a vague crest
of narrow composed plumes. The cere is rather large, but not heavy ;
the bill longer than the head, but slight rather in form. The wlngs
e q d to the tail, with the fourth quill longest, and all the great ones
strwgly emarginated, remotely from their tips ; the tips being inclined
a little inwar& : tail even, or subrounded.
The tarsi moderate an& plumed; toes nude and reticulate. with
three or four scales next the talons, which, as already noticed, are
very acute, and the inner fore and hind ones of extreme length and
m e . The inner fore talon is the largest, then the hind one, next
the central, and the outer fore, least.
The nares are obliquely cleft in the cere, and of an irregular oval
shape, with the npper margin arched and tumid
2 0 2

This is a sby bird, which adheres exelunively to the wild and mountainons tracta of the h i s . Its body is entirely free from &naive
odour and vermin, and ita prey chiefly the pheasants of the region
it frequents, aa well as their eggs. Ita weight is about 46 Zbr.
Genw Halibctw. Specien new. H.Albipcs, (mihi.)
This species ia two feet nine inchen long, and nix feet eight between
the tips of the wine. I n m l w r it n w i v resembles Ma&, having
the head, neck, and body, pale ruddy brown, darker on the thigha
and rump; the scapulars. wings and tail, saturate brown: a large
bar of pure white through the centre of the tail : and the cheeka, chin,
and throat, hoary. The bi and head are considerably narrower than
in the golden eagle, but the bill is fully as long in proportion to the
head, and even more so. The toes are longer and lees thick than in
that mpecies, and the talons rather more curved. In other respects,
b e member6 sdciently resemble those of the type of Aquila. But
the *i
are nearly nude : the acropodia, as well as acrotarsia, wholly
scaled; and the toea are cleft. The bill b longer than the head.
straight towards the base, and at it nearly twice as broad as
high. The lateral compression b, in general, moderate, and the
ridge acutish ; the hook, large ; the cutting edges, even. The cere,
large, nude, clad only on the sides towarb the base with soft hairs,
diverging from the fore angle of the eye. Nostrils, forward, sub-basal,
obliquely transverse, irregularly oval, simple, and inclined to a curve
at the forward extremity. The tarsi are low, thick, and gummy;
plumed over the knee, and a little below it. The toes, longish, unequal, stout, cleft to their origins ; but the outer not versatile. To the
front, both tarsi and toes are scaled, aa already noted ; but the junction of the toes and tarsi, as well as the sides and backs of the latter,
are reticulate. The central toe is as long as the tarsi. The talons
are long, arched, stout, and moderately acute : the hind one being the
largest. All are flat below. The wings are very nearly equal to the
tail, and have the fourth quill longest. Most of the great quills are
strongly emarginated, high up, on both webs. The tail is of medial
length, and square. The hook of the bin and the talons are black ; the
bill blue ; the cere yellow : iris hazel brown, and feet p h white.
This species b generally found on the banks of the larger riven,
near to where they issue into the plains, and it pieys on fish.
Genus Nisactw, (mihi.)
The birds of thk genus are distinguished by wings and tail formed
upon the accipitrine model ; but their nares are transverse and speculated as in the eagles. Their festooned bills have a fonn which is
oaculant between the hawks and buzzards. They have the long elm-
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der plumed tami of Lin~lshu,and the long, acute, and unequal talons
of the nobleat hawka and fdconm, to which moreovw they uoimilate
in their maanam, adhering exclusively to the wilds, and killing their
own prey, which consiata of pigeone, jungle fowle, and partridp.
Species Nipaltmair, mihi. Habitat, the lower hills and Saul forest.
Thir species is liable to vary very considerably in d o u r , and ia
sometimes found p o d of a drooping egret-like crest of two long,
narrow, composed plumes. I have eeveral specimens, procured within the paat 10 years ; but, M I cannot venture to determine the diverd i e s of appearance with reference to sex and age and wason, I shall
describe a bird in eech of the more striking aspects. it presents.
Irt. Thin in the unorested and paler aspect. The head, the neck.
the whole body below, with the basal and interior parb of the plumage above, are white ; the wings, back, and tail, brown.
The crown of the head, and the dorsal face of the neck, have a pale
fawn-coloured smearing. The cheeks, chin, and throat are immaculate ; the head, neck, and body, below marked lmgthwiae, with narrow
lines of saturate brown. The thighs are transversely barred with
paIe fawn ; and the plnmea of the tarai, with the lower fail coverta, are
unmarked. Several of the lesser wing coverts are broadly w g t r e d
with white. The wings and tail have seven crom bars of saturate
brown, which are vaguely seen above--clearly on the pale inferior
surface. The lining of the wings ia white, with here and there a
heart-shaped brown mark.
2nd. In thia, the darker and crested form, the head and neck are
brown, with broad white margins.---a cbangw caused by the expansion
of the central strenka of No. 1. The cheeks and chin have a triple
longitudinal marking of brown, one l i proceeding from the ~ h b
down the throat, and one from either side of the gape over the cheeks.
The tranavene bars of the thighs are darker, being'bmwn rather thrn
d o n s , and they are extended over the t m i and inferior tail mvwb.
Lastly, from the back part of the head proceed two long, narrow, wmposed plumes of brown cdour, forming a very graceful pendant vent.
I n both birdr, the bill is blue at the base, black at the tip ; the cere.
greenish yellow ;the iris, golden ; the toes yellow, and the nails, black.
The largeat specimen procured by me is 293 inches long and 60 wide :
the smaIleat is 25 incher long and 494 wide. The former weighed
4 268.. the latter. 2 Ibr. 19 oz. The intestines vary in length from 46
to 50 inches. There are two small caaca: the gut is much more
cnprcioas above than below. The stomach, though, of course, of
the solvent type, has a thickhh sub-muscular outer @oat, and tbere
are soft ridgee along itn inner surface.
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The following characters of the bill and other membem and organs apply equally to the foregone, and to that which will be preaently described. The bill is shorter than the head, moderately
compressed, ecarcely arched from the base, and scarcely straight at it,
distinctly festooned, and moderately hooked, with the tip of the
lower mandible very slightly truncated.
The cere is moderately sized, and covered on the sides with down
and soft hairs, which latter scarcely reach forward to the nares. The
narea are almost vertical, ovate, angulated, and smallish. The orbits,
clad ; the c a d a g e of the brows, nude and prominent ; the eye, rather large ; the tarsi, long. slender, and plumed ; the tow of medial
unequal length and thicknw ; rlenderer and longer than in Aquiii~or
in Btrteo, not so long or no fine as in the noble hawks and falcons,
although, as in them, possessed of rough soles and large balls ;
acropodia, reticulate. with three or four scales next the talons. The
outer toe is connected with the central by a membrane : the talona,
long, acute, and unequal, as much so as in the noblest of the hawks ;
the hind talon, largest, and all fiot beneath.
The
and tail are as strong and firm as in the finest of the
Falconine race. The tail coneiets of 12 equal and broad feathers.
The wings reach only to its centre. The fifth quill is the longeat :
but the fourth and sixth are nearly equal to it ; the Grst considerably,
the second and third, moderately and equally, graduated up to the
lopgest ; first to sixth inclusively emarginate, high up, on the inner
web, and second to seventh, on the outer.
(mihi.)
Species Cr&.
I have been able to procure but one speciea of thh bird, which wau
taken alive, and lived in confinement upwards of three years. It died
in December, in full plumage. It was a male, and answered to the
following description. The iris is brown ; the cere and toes, yellow ;
the bid,blue, its tip and the talons, black. Head. neck, body, and
w i n g , saturate brown above, beneath white, stained with rufous ; the
tail, above, slaty-blue. The cheeks, chin, throat, and breast exhibit
on each plume a central broad stripe of dark brown, following the
shaft, and margined on either side with rufous, on a white ground.
The thighs are, herring-boned with brown ; and the tarsi and vent,
narrowly streaked lengthwise with the aame colour. The under tail
coverts transversely barred with mixed ~ f o u and
s
brown: and the
ground colour of the thighs and tarsi, for the most pad, r u f o ~ .The
lining of the wings is an irregular lnixture of the hues of the n p p ~
and lower surfaces : or saturate brown and white, stained with
with
d o u s . There are six m w , irregular crors bare on the
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one broad terminal one, ef o blackish hue; but the tip itself is pale.
The winpi and tail, on their inner s d m , are whitish, irregularly

crowed with freckles of brown. &posed banvine.

The bird mesrared 27 inchea by 60, and weighed 5 1b.

Dctcriptim of Sundry New Anirnolr, enumerated in tbe
Catalogmr of Nipdleae Marnmak. By B.H. HOD~OON.
Euq.

VI.-S)"optical

S c ~ u n o m n u s Cuvier.
.
Species, Albonign. Black and white.
Flying Squirrel, mihi.
Habitat, central and Northern regions of Nip&
Sc. above black, faintly shaded with hoary or mfom ; below, white,
; tail. conwloroue with the body above,
with a slight tinge of y i ~ o w
disthctly distichow, flattened, and lather shorter than the animal.
Nude skin of lips, ears, and feet flmhy white. Snout to rump. 1 1
inchea ;tail, 84, without the terminal hair-9,
with it; weight, 9 oz.
Obmutatiolld. The sexes are alike : the young are pure black above,
pure white below. The species has but six teata, four ventral and
two inguinal. The intestines are 85 inches long. or eight timea the
length of the animal. They have o wide csacum of nine inch- in
length, placed at 18 inches only from the anal extremiq.
Species, MagniJScus. Splendid.
Flying Squirrel, mihi.
Habitat, as above.
Sc. Above, interne chesnut. (the h i t ;) below and the shoulders,
golden red; tail, paler than the body above, and tipped black: a
black zone round the eyes, and another embracing the mmtachios;
chin, pale, with a black triangnlar spot. Nude parts of skin, fleshy
white. Tail, cylindrico-depressed, and considerably longer than the
mimal.
Parachute, large, enveloping six inches of the tail. Length of the
animal. 16 inches, of the tail, 22 ; weight 34 Zbs.
O b u t i o M . Sexes, essentially similar in colour. In old animals the
chesnnt colour tipt hoary, and, in the young, block tipt. In all, the
tail, beyond the limits of the parachute, kt paler than the superior
surfnee of the body : and the black point is always present. So are
the facial marks, though they be lees conspicuow in young specimens. The intestinal canal ie fourteen feet two inches long, or 104
timen- longasthebody; 8.8tothe cecum; 5.6 belowit. The

cecum is 90 inches long, very capacions, t~nd~Oc.1Sted.Tbia +a
breed6 in the rains, and aeems to produce but one young a t a the.
In September, the offepring are tolerably indecent of their motha,
but their tlying membrane is much lsra developed than in maturity.
Genoa. Sc~naus.Auctorum.
Species, Lokriah, mihi.
Habitat, as before.
Above, aatarate brown, tipped with intense orange ; M o w , and the
thighs, deep orange. Tail, concolorous with the body above, distichow, tlattened, and broad, with a double margin of black and hoary.
Length from snout to rump, eight inches. Of the tail. 64 inches, without the termind hair, equal to animal with it; weight 8 oz.
Species, Loboides, mihi.
Very similar to the last, but hm the inferior parta d o n s hoary ;
the thighs, concolorous with the body above, and the tail narrower
aud void of marginal bands.
Obserwafionu. The sexes alike in bath the above species. Teats,
six in both*. Intestines, 66 inches, or but eight times the length of
the body, and of uniform calibre throughout. At 15 inches from the
anal extremity, a caecum of four to five inches long. and double the
calibre of the intestinal canal.
Genus. FBLIS.Auctonun.
Species. Viverriceps, mihi. Sharp-faced eat, mihi.
Habitat, open lowlands of lower region.
I?. V. Wild cat, with subvivemne face, s m d ears, and shott,
slender, and tapered tail, reaching one inch below the os calcis. Above,
and the neck, deep cat gray, or fulvoua gray brown. Below, the head,
tail, belly, and insides of the limbs, hoary. From the eyes to the
root of the tail, four subcontinaous black lines : two more parallel to,
and without, them, from the eyes to the shoulders; two perfeat
bands round the jaws, from the eyes : and three round the front of
the neck and breast. Ears, black outside. with a large gray central
spot, and rufous hoary on the inside. Body and limbs, wholly covered with roundish full black spots, having a sublmear dieposition from
the head towards the tail ; the feet only, from the os calcis and top of
the carpi, being immaculate. The tail exhibits above and below the
ground colours of the body. On the upper surface, six or seven transverse bands, the two or three next the body, composed of dots, arranged linearly. and the terminal one being large, forming a blackiah tip
to the tail on that surface. Length, from snout to mmp, 30 inches ;
In the Regne Animal, eight teap fire uriped b the rquirroh.

of the taili 1Of i n a h , or 11f with the hair :mean height, 15 : weight
1 7 Lbs.
C&~J*.
This species is afhned to the Viverrm by the form of
ite face, and to the Lynxes, by the &rtness of its tail, which extends
but little belcw the oe calcis. But it has no further resemblance to
either :ita ears being noticeably ahort and untuftd ; its body, f d , and
its limbe, strong and of medial length. The females are nearly an
huge as the malee, to which they bear a close external likeness. In
the catalogue, this animal is called a variety of the Serval; but the
inspection of several apecimem has satisfied me of its specific novelty.
I t is distinctly described in the catalogue, though summarily. The
i more than three timea the length of the body, and
intestinal cand m
the caxum is an inch long, with the diameter of the large gut, which
is sensibly more capacioue than the small.
Genus. FBLIS. Subgenns, Lyric*.
Species, L. Erythrotus. Red-eared Lynx, mihi.
Habitat, all the three regions of Nipil, and abundant in dl.
Lynx. Above, pale &hen brown, with a lively tinge of rusty red :
below, clear, but pale ferruginous ;the body, immaculate ; the cubits on
both aspand the femora externally, croesed with blackish zigzag
Lines ; tail slender, attenuated, and reaching one inch below thc os calcis ; condomus with the body towards the base, but towards the tip,
paler and canescent, encircled wit4 four or five blackish rings, and tipt
.rith black ; lips, jaw, and a zone round the eye, poateally, pure white.
Ears, externally intense, rusty red, with black tip and amall pencil of
the same hue; their lining, d e s c e n t white ; feet, from the os calcis
and top of the wrist, downwards, pale rnsty, immaculate, and blackened poeteally.
Snout to rump, 22 inches ; mean height, 16 inches ; length of tail.
10, without the hair, 11 with i t ; weight. 14 Ibu.
&mwb. The female in this species is considerably less than the
male, but neither sex nor nonage &ts the marking of the animals.
An imperfect state of the fur does so : for when the red-eared Lynx
is moulting (so to speak), the sides of the body exhibit some vague,
w a y , stripes, having a subvertical direction.
The tufts of the &usnre always present, and the molar teeth have
tubercles on the inner side, notwithstanding the general assertion of
anthore that the Lynxes want them. His lengthened limbs, large
pencilled ears, and shortish tail proclaim this animal a Lynx. Hie
resemblance indeed to the Chaus of R ~ P P EiaLso very striking, that in
the catalogue I identified him with that species. From the examination of nu~nberlessspecimens, 1am now satified, however, that our ani2 H

mal is specifically distmct from the Chaus, as well as from the Lybinn
Caracal, to which in some points of colouring, he bears a nearer likeness than to Chaus. This species is very ubiquitarian, being equally
common in all the three regions of Nep61. In the c e n t -and northem regions, he represents the wild cat, which is not a denizen of thmountains ; nor (I think) of the plains of India.
The red-eared Lynx breeds twice a year, producing three or four
kittens at a birth.
The intestinal canal of the species barely exceeds twice the length
of the body, and is of nearly equal calibre throughout. The cecum
is but half an inch long, with a breadth eomewhat lese than that of
the large gut. Preys on pheasants, parh.idges, h a m , and rats :breeda
in the woods, but wanders freely through the standing crops. One
of them, a female, took up ita abode, and bred. under the residency
mansion, in the past year.
Genus Mos, Auctonun.
Subgenus, Rrmne, (Mne.)
Species. R. Nivivmter. White-bellied Rat, mihi.
Above, saturate black brown : below, pure white ; tail, c~nnidernbl~
longer than the body, and paled on the inferior s h e . Sue and
aspect of Mus Rattus.
Obsetvationu. For some time I took this animal to be a variety
merely of the common types, but I have now d n e d that it L a
distinct species*. It is invariably pure white below, and even the tail
is paled on the abdominal sepect.
The tail, too, is considerably longer thPn in R a b .
Species, RA'FTUB.
N m o r k p . mihi. Throughout, dusky brown: the
-be
of the belly only being paler and hoary blue ; the brietlea of
the back, unusually long and numerous, but not erect or spiny;
tail shorter than the body, size large ; snout to rump. 12 inches.
Length of the tail. 94 ; ears, tail, and members strictly assimilatingwith
the ordinary tppe.
~murrks. The species avoida houaea, dwelling in bunowr in the
fields, and more especially in the small woods. In the catalogue, it
is called Setifer, to which species it beam much resemblance. The
females have twelve teats.
Genus, MANISauctorum.
Species, Auritus, mihi. Eared Ma&.
Habitat, lower and central regions.
In the central region of Nep41, there are four species of Rat, Dccumanus,
%ttus,Niviventer, and Nemortvagua. Each diatinglli~hd by an npproPi.Q
locd name, and by some pecuhrity of m q n e n .

Manis. with rounded, naked ears, varticallv developed ; thick tail,
more than one third thorter than the body ; and scales forming 23 longitudinal aeriea on the body and neck only. Snout to vent, 22 inchee.
Vent to tip of tail. 13. Weight, 12 to 14 lbs.
Remark In the English R e p e A n i i the genus Manis is said
to be devoid of external earn. Presuming the correctness of thia
statement. I have indicated a remarkable peculiarity of the prment
rpeciea by the epecific name Auritus. The external ear, though amall,
ir pakctly distinct ; the helix having a breadth or free exertion from
the herd, of more than half an inch, and a longitudinal course of one
and an eighth inch, in a direction vertically transverse. In the catalogue, this animal is mentioned by the name of the short-tailed or
common Indian species. (M. Pentadactyla of Linn.) with which I then
ruppoaed it to be identical. It d i k e however very materially, not
only by the preaence of ears. but by the much greater number of it.
scalea. In our animal, the longitudinal series consints of 23 for the
neck and body alone ;there being also 10 for the head, and 19 for the
tail. The Manis Javanica of D B ~ M A P is
B ~said
T to have a aeries of 17
for the body only. I preeume our's yet exceeds this number. The
general appearance of our animal is sdciently assimilated to Crassicandata ; the body being rather full, though elongated, and the tail
shorter than the body, and very thick at the base.
This latter member is flattened below ; broadly convexed above;
and its scales are shorter and wider than thoae of the body. The feet
are pentadactyloua ; the colour of the scales, earthy brown, and of the
nude skin, fleshly white. Aa I have been so fortunate as recently to
witneaa the gestation and parturition of this species, and have been
also enabled to note the animal's manners, with its anatomid structure. I purpose, ere long to give the results of these observations ; and
shall only add, on the present occasion, that if the incaution of authors
only h a led to the assertion, that the genue is earleas, and the epithet
A&
&xed to our species thus ceaee to be characteristic, I would
then suggest the trivial name Pldquamis, or the many-scaled.
Genua VIVBRBA.
$ubgenus, MANQU~TA.
(Herpestee.)
Species Auropnnctda, mihi.
Habitat, the Central Region.
Mungoose. Of an uniform saturate olive brown, freckled with golden
yellow, an aspect resulting from the five-fold annuhtion of each hair,
with black and anreoss ; cheeks, more or less rusty ; fur of the body.
rhort, soft, and adpressed ;1) an inch below os calcis furred ; size small ;
2 s 2

tail, shorter than the body, snout to rump, 11 incher ; tail, 9 or 10# with
the hair.
Rcmarb. In this species, as in the following, the tail is pointed,
much attenuated from a thick base, and clad in long lax hair.
naked skin of the lips and soles is fleshy brown : the iris, brownish
yellow ; pupil, variable, but usually oblong and subtramverse ; digits,
membraned crescentwise to the third phalanges. No anal pooch, bat
the folds of the skin on the caudal margin of the anus are suband furnished with some scattered glandulous points below the sarf.ce,
probably subservient m~relyto the lubrication of the parts. The mimal ernittiug no peculiar odour.
The intestinal canal is 36 inches long. or more than thra timee the
length of the body, and of equal diameter throughout. The caecum is
one inch long, and wide as the gut. The stomach has thickish -,
and is equally broad almost at either end. The molar teeth are bristled with points almoet as in the Insectivorr. In the catalogue, thi.
animal is identified with the M. Javanica of HORBFIUD. But in the
judgment of very competent persons, it is a distinct species. .It d i k a
materially from the common Munguose of the plains. not only ,by its
smaller size, softer shorter hair, and darker colour, but by a less vermiform habit of the body and shorter toes, the aoles of which, in the
hinder extremities, are less extended towards the os calcis.
Species Nyda, mihi.
The N y a of the plains. Habitat, the open Tm".
Mungooze. Varied, with mixed rich redbrown and hoarypllow, the
an,face, and limbs, redder and lese maculate ; the neck and body bb
low, pure pale ydlow ; hair of the body and tail, long and hush, with
10 to 12 r i n g of dternate brown and yellow; toes. long, and in the
hind extremities, nude to the os calcis ;tail, concolorone with the body
above, pointed and equal to the body in length. Snout to nunp, 1.5
inches ; tail, the same, or 18 with the terminal hair.
Remarb. This is the common Mungoose of the Nipaleae lowlands,
and of North Behar, and which is identified with Cafra vel Grieea in
the catalogue, perhaps justly SO : f leave it to others to judge. Both
of the above species d e c t the cultivated fields when the crop8
standing, and the grass after the crops are dam. T h q live in btumwa
of their own making ; and the structure of their extremities ie fossobut not typically so ; the nails being auited also to climbing treee,
a t which the anim kls are sufficiently expert.
The males me larger than the females ; and the young darker hued
thin their parents. The females breed in epring : have four; ventral
teats, md wually yroc!uce three or four young at a b i . .The food

of both specie8 consists of snakes, rate, mice, eggs, small buds, and
pr;Ui.
Mr. GRAY in -me recent valuable remarks on the Vivemdae.
observes, that the Mungooses have " long, slender, and free toee, and
d pouches of greater or leas depth." I have again and again examined freah specimens of Nykla and of Auropunctata. with a view to
these aeaertions, but the result of my observations is that they are
almmt wholly erroneom. Neither in the highland nor lowland m i mal is there any semblance d an and pouch ; and the toea of both are
connected by a membrane aa far forwards aa the hinder edge of the
thnd phalanx. In Nybla, indeed the toes are elongated, and the hind
feet nearly nude to the heel. In Auropunctata, however, the toes have
but a medial length, and the fur reach- fully half an inch below the
point of the heel.
The fact is, that the structure of the Mungooae, though digitigrade
upon the whole, is by no meam typically 80 : and, in the alow stealthy
motion to which they are much accustomed whilst questing for their
prey, they m e the plantigrade action. Their nails are foesorial in the
main ; and, like most diggers, these animals incline somewhat to the
plantigrade structure and movement. In fact, they lead off from the
typical digitigradea towards the plantigrades, through the Paradoxuri,
the Gluttom and the Rattela ; still, however, retaining the shortish
toes and lengthened compact metatarsi of the digitigrades.
Tribe, P w n o ~ a n r s .
Genus, GULO.English Regne Animal.
Species new. Grlo Ni-,
mihi.
Habitat, Central region of Nipal.
G. Above, earthy brown :below, with the edge of the upper lip, the
inaides of the limb. and tenniaal half of tail, yellow; a white
mesial stroke h m the nape to the hipa, anda white band acroas the forehead, spreading on the cheeks and confluent with the pale colour of the
animal's lower surface :head and body vermiformed ; digits and nails of
the anterior extremities stronger ; half way from the os calcis to the
fingers, hairy ; fur of two sorts, and abundant, but not lengthened
or harsh, nor annulated : tail, cylindrico-tapered, pointed, half the
length of the animal; snout to rump, 16 inches ; tail, 74, or 9 with the
terminnl hair.
Remarb. In the catalogue, thia animal is identified with the Gdo
Orientalis of Java (apnd HO~~FIBLD),
which is at all events, the insular
analogue of om's. The cheek teeth are
and the animal conseqnently belongs to genus Gulo, an defined in the English Regne
Animal.

m e form of this speciee is decidedly M~mtelinefrom the snout
to the tail ; and not merely the head, with ita several external organe,
but the skull also bears a close resemblance to thoae of Martea and
Putorins. The anterior limbs, however, are decidedly fo~~orial,
and
the hinder suited for walking in a subplantigrade manner : both wholly
unfitted for raptatory or scansorial pnrp-8.
Genus GULO. Species new.
C. Uwa. mihi. Habitat, Central and Northern Regions.
LirvJ of the Nip6lese.
G. Urv6. Above and the sides jackal m l m , or fulvous iron gray ;
abdominal aspect of the neck, chest, and belly, with the entire limbs.
dusky brown, a lateral band on either side the neck, from the gape to
the shoulders, white ;size and aspect of the preceding ; fur of two
sorts, and very abundant ; hair very long, and laxly set on ; quadrannulated with black and fulvou~; anterior and poeterior extremities of
equd strength, and the nails simply ambulatory, being suited neither
to raption, scansion, nor digging ; for the reet, the genend form of
the feet as in the preceding,

P. S. The whole of the above animala were dkovered by me
several years back (1823- 1829). and might have been described much
sooner, had I not deemed it improper to hazard the multiplication of
imaginary epecies by characterising from one or two specimens. There
is not one of these species of which I have not procured several specimene at all seaeons, and either dive or just killed. The indications of
the catalogue are such as to entitle me to date from its publication
(originally in 1629). Bnt, in truth, my object has Been, and Is, much
less to share in the scramble of nomenclatora, than to ascertain the
habits m d structure of species.
Nothing is so vague at present as the true limits of @es,
and aa
my f i t aim was rather to find reeemblances than difirencea, so perhaps it might wisely have been my last.
If, however, any person who chances to lay hold upon a single
shrivelled skin, may forthwith announce a new animal, the real student
of nature mnst be content to leave what is called discooey to the
mere nomenclator ; and the science must continue to groan under an
increasing weight of fictitions species.

B. H. H.
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Occasional esirtmcb ofjcesk wuter in the oceom.

VI1.-Note

on the occasional existence of fd
water on t k surf=
the ocean. By Mr. C. BROWNLOW.
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It is stated in a recent paper by Asaoo, on the subject of Artesian
Wells, upon the authority of one of our meet accurate observers-Buc n ~ n m - t h a t , when on his way to India, he found fresh water more
than one hundred miles from land, to the eaetward of the Bay of Bengal.
A m @ has adduced this fact to prove, t b t springe rise to the surface
of the globe from unknown depths. H e is doubtless correct in this asd n , .B long as he confines his obeervations to land phenomenamany ausee, however, led me to doubt that f m h water could rim to the
rnrfsce a t sea, among which may be enumerated the effects of tides,
fie di&urbance and friction of one fluid passing up through the other,
w d the strong affinity which aids their embination while thus-iu motion.
T h e fact that fresb water deposited in the ehape of rain, remains
-mixed with the d t water beneath, for many houm, during calm w a
w; that it is found at sea, around the mouths of large rivers, during
redays, a t an almomt incredible distance, led me to seek for an e x p h
of Bwanrarn's fact, in eome less embarrassing theory than the one
which Aanoo has adopted. I accordingly applied to Mr. BWOLAI~,
one of
tb
erperienced and iatelligent of the memkm of the Pilot service,
me with the following fact.
I n the month of October, 1803, in connection with Branch Pilot BAWN,
&erg9 of the Gungava, an Arab ship, from Muscot, laden with
be
bThe pamiage of the vessel had been long and tedious, and they
r e r e deliberating on throwing their homes overboard, when one of the men,
been Whing oa a hatch, came and reported that the water along
,
,
i
&
ru f&;
a buoket wae thrown over, which went something helor
t h e surf-, and the water brought up was ealt !--on further examination,
it
that the w a r on t k r u r f m was perfectly fresh. The vcmeel
gumlied from this ewrce, and the cargo eaved. Another member of
body informa me, that during the Burmese war, he obtained
fneh w a r thus when taking troops to Rangoon*.
more reamnOble to rrocount for thin fact, by referring to the
~t
in-d
impulse of the waters disoharged from the Ganges during the
Am,to the quantity of fresh water actually deposited on the surface of
t h e m , at this w a o n of the year, and to the lawe of the specific gravity
w&h determiae the relative poeitione of 5uid bodies, than to adopt a
theory which a t once rste them aside, and doen violence to an established
priwipk in phydcs: for these reaoone 1 think Asreo's inference open to
objection.

-

Them h t a m e c r oeaarred over that ramarkable p u t of the h y , the " m.tc&
qfro ground," the depth of which rendarn Arrao's theory ntill more untenable !
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Note on the Cenw Du~mceliiof Cder.

[APBIL,

on the C m u s Duvarcelii of Cwk, or C. E&p%&s and
Bahraiya of Ho48or.
I n the number of the Journal for last November, p. 648, PI. VIII. Mr.
H O I ~ hns
N given the specific characters, and a figure of the h e ~ dand
horns, of a deer which he describes a new species under the name of
~ e r v v sEInphoib. T h e author of this notice came to know this specim
in Pel,roarv 1834, from a fine s ~ c i m e nshot by Mr. Money in a jhil
near Mt~wffernagar,in the Kadir of the Ganges. Finding no mention*
m;tde of it in ~IAH~LTON
SMITH'S very ~0mpletesynopsis of the tribe in
C ; H I ~ P I T U ' S ' ~ ~ R I ~ ~ofR the
~ ~ OAnimal
~
Kingdom, he ass, like Mr.
led to consider it as an undescribed species, to which he attached, in his
eol]ectio~~,
the specific name of C. Enclodomur, and " Barn Si*,"
of
the natives. But he subsequently found that i t was known to C"vrRR
third
a distillet species. I n the fourth volume of the O#mmeng Fm*,
eclition, y. 505, the horns of the animal are described under the name of
C. Ducuuceiii, in honour of his stepeon, who sent them to C u v ~ n rf m
India ;and iu Plate XXXIX of the same volume, he gives outlinea of t h f f e
varieties of horns (figa. 6, 7, and 8,) which put i t beyond all doubt that
tile C. Dumucelii of the Om. Podri., and the Cemus Ehpihoider of now ~are
, the same species. CUVIER'Swords are these :
~ 6 Get infatigable naturalbte M.
D U ~ A V ~ Eme
L ,met enare m&me
de faire connoitre ii me8 lecteum deux m p b de
~ cerf dm Indea enti&merit nouvelles pour lee naturalistee.
rc La ~remibre, &c. (he then goes on to d m r i b e the C. @%&&i.)
~
0 n'avons
~
8 que lee bob de l'outre esphce, mais ile s u h n t parfoitemeut
pour lo caracte'riser.
cc A la premikre m e on lea prendroit pour ceux d'un vieux aerf commnn,
e t bien des voyageurs ont dh s'y tromper, mais c'est toute une outre murbure, et une autre distribution d'andouillers.
* # Le Merrain se dirige d'abord un peu un a m & me t ile &(I?, e t & a
partie superieure se recourbe en avant, en sorb que ee coneevite eat en
avant comme nu cerf de Virginie; maia cette courbuw n'y est pas m i foee.
61 11 ne donne q ~ i u n
seul andouiller de sn baae, &rig6 en avant.
Lea autres niiissent de sa partie superieure e t ~ a r i e u r ee, t se dirigent
an haut, et un peu en nrrikre et en dedans.
6 6 118 sent Rn nombre de deur, ou de trois, et l'infBrieur qui mt ordi*
meat le plus grand, se bifurque ou se trifurque suivent l'age; en
sorte q u ' ~ utotal on peut compter dana les bois que noua avuns eons lee yeux,
e t que nous reprbentont pl. xxxix. figs. 6, 7, et 8, de i n q B sept corn
c h q u e perche ; quelquefois il y'a un petit tubercule dans 1'aiewUe d e
]'andouille de la base."
VII1.-Note

Except in the note p. 116, ~01.IV. where HANILTONS M I Tquotes
~
C n v l r ~ ' sname, with n conjecture that it applied to some speciea of the group
Rusa.
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Note on the

Crrvtrs

Dtnracelii of Cwier.

[bfuh

appliee to the species, we have always anderrtood to belong to the Rnaa
of the Himaayah ;this name being given in &IhBilnaliyah trrmtr ; 4
Jarao (or Jerow) in the interior of the Rills, to one or more q e c h , but
these strictly confiued to the R u a group. Mr. Howson's aathority, am the
first among Indian Zoologists, will give great weight to anch names a~ he
attachea to the deer tribe; and i t is most h i r a b l e , that tho06 m a t
generally in use should be selected. If those who have the opportunity, in
different districts, were to communicate the names by wbicb they knoa the
different species of the deer tribe, much of the vagueam whiob at present
attaches to the native designations might be got over.
The following names me in common use in the plains sod h i h westward
of the Ganges, their synonyms are also given.
Mcrg, applied, as a general designation for all the deer tribe ;thmih
and Capridis.
Jhank, applied to all the Cervidsa, but more especially to the 1rpsoiaa
C. Duuaucelii, Cuv., and Elaphoidea of How., called Barn &#kg,
Bahraiya of the Nipblese, Horn.
C. Hippehphw? and A A a t W , or Rums, called Mah6 in the S u b
Himelayan tracts, and J a m (Jetnu) in the interior of the mountdm
Syns. Saums* of Bengal and Jarai of NepO.
C. Ratwa, How., called '' Kakor"-Ratow of NepO.
A. Ghoral, HARDW.,Qhord everywhere.
A. Thar, How., called " Sam" (Surrou~)in the hills between the
Ganges and Tonse ; between the Tonm and Sutlej d e d m,''
the
TMr of NepBl.
A. Tetrmmis, &led "Chouka" or " Chowiw." Chikota on the
authority of HAUDW.
;but this name applied to the
A. ~&icornie? or Subulata ? an elegant m a l l sized antdope, with born
on the females, numerous about Delhi, and there &led " Chiknm"
Capm Jharal, How. (Qundrimammi. 8 see p. 954) called T& and
m h r ;Jhardl of Nepbl.
C. Ibex P called Sukm in Kantiwm. Thin species, which is strictly .n
Ibex, id got along with the Bhuroor. I t does not appear to be known to
Major KENNEDY
had two stuffed specimens at S u b .
Mr. HODQEON;
Oaiu Nahoor, HODQ.,called B h u m r near the source of the G a n g ;
~
N&r of Nepbl.
C. P O ~ W U ,
The Antilope Ccraicnpra, (Hiran;) Cs*au d r , (t%&uZ;)
(Parah;) Antilw Pi& or Damnlk Rssk, (Nilgao,) are so generally
known by these names, that it ie hardly neceesary to mention them;
Note.-The

animal to which the above principally referr was k n o m to Mr.

Honason from 1820, when there was a live one in the Durbar Menagerie at
Kattnamdhu, though not accurately observed by him, he had, and used, the ocersion
of another specimen being there in 1845, to note the charactem of the beart.
Monsieur DUVAUCEL
was his friend and correspondent, and wka assisted by him
to the utmost ; two of his collectors lived in his house at Katmnndhu for a year
(1827-8,)and were furnished out of his own storea with sundry specimens.
M. D u v ~ v c may
s ~ therefore have procured the beast from him, or t h r ~ . ~ h
him ;it is certain that Mr. H . knew this stag before the latter came to Iudia.--Ep.

1X.-H#ory

Observatio~of the Barmneter, l%mwmdu, d caclbrlb lXcmoneter, node at Calcutta on the 21rt and 22ad af M a d ,
1836. By Mr. H. BABUOW,
H. C. Mathematical I~utrument-maker.
4
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me above observations were made with a Barometer in e v e y reaped the aune aa the one used on the 21at and 22nd of December last,
emapt that the bulb of the attached Thermometer is inserted in
tbe Barometer &tern to better asartain the Temperature of the mercury. The rcQction of the Barometer to S!P is made by the formula
and a constant -030 added for capillarity.
t
32 x.003

-

H. B.
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Horaty Observations of the Barometer, &.

[APR~~,

Note.-On referring to my manuscript meteorological table for the
month of March, I find that en error of -05 has been made in the
printed entry of the two barometers at 10 A. x. on the 21st* which
should stand 29.899 and 29,947. After correcting these, it will be
found that to reduce Mr. B ~ a a o w ' sobservations to terms of the barometer I have Bitherto registered -015 muat be added to the corrected
et 32O : and to compare them to the new standard by NBWMAN '029 must be deducted.
Theae discrepancies are nothing more than index errors ; but as it
is a matter of some importance to know which gives the correct altitude, and why an instrument commissioned with wch precautions from
the best maker at home should stand three or four hundredths of an.
inch lmer than tubes made, 6lled, boiled, and measured in Calcutta ; I
have with Mr. B a ~ a o w ' s aid ~emewuredthe d e s of the several
instruments respectively from 0 to the 30 inch mark, by a standard
brass scale of TROUQHTON'S
at the temperature of 95".

. .... .

Mr. Bnnnow's scale was laid off by himself exactly..
.
My compensation barometer to a ~ r a t c ben the glass originally marked by myself with the aame care, was found on
remeasurement to be quite correct.
.
NEWMAN'B
Strd. 1st trial 29,658
1,176-0,814 = 30,020
2nd do. 28,746 1,176+0,100 = 30,022
3rd do. 28,848 1,176 .
= 30,018

1
1

...... .... ........

+

+
+

. ....

30.000 inch-.
30,008

39,020

The principal dif6culty in measuring the column of N E W N ~in.~ ' ~
strument was to find the dietance from the lower end of the ivoV
cone (or the level of the mercury in the cistern) to the upper part of
the cistern :thi 1 made by several trials 1,173 to 1.176 ;Mr. BARROW
made it 1.182 and 1,183 ; Mr. P S A ~ ~ O
1.1N72 : I have taken it a t
1,176 as the mean, and feel confident the error of the whole measurement does not amount to 0,005 inch. The readings therefore of
instrument in every instance will be ,020 too low.
I am reluctant to suppose Mr. NEWNANshould have sent me a
barometer at such a vast cost so carelessly verified; but such seems to
be the case from the above measurement, wbich ia confirmed by the
register ; for allowing ,009 for the expansion of the brass scale, and
adding it to the index error above, we find almost the exact amount
by which the new instrument stands lower than my former s t a n d ~ d ,
which latter has been compared by three opportunitiee with the Royal
Society's barometer and found to agree very closely. Mr. NnwmlN
neglected to make this comparison, although 1 particular1J requested it.

~

J. P.

-
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X.-Procdinga

of the A ~ a t i cSociety.
Wdnsrdoy Eosning, the 4th May, 1836.

'

T h e Hon'ble Sir EDWARD
RYAN,Prerident, in the Chair.
la reference to the rnolution of the last meeting, the President stated,
&at he had a d d d the following letter to the Governor General,
whose acceptance uf the office of Patron he had now the pleasure t o
~OUIDCB.

&tic

Soeicty'r Aparlmd8, May 2nd. 1836.

M Y LO-,

I have the honor to inform yon, that at a Meeting of the Asiatia Society, held
on the 6th April lut, it n u reaolved that the Right Honorable Lord AUCXLAND
rhould be mpectfully lolicitd to accept the office of Patron ;" and it w u further
determined, '' that the Prenident of the SoeietJ should be requested to communicate
&sir wiah to his Lordship, and to ucertain hi1 pleasure on the object."
As President of the SocieQ, I have the honor to communicate their wisher, and
respectfully to request you will inform me whether it ir your Lordmhip'r pleuure
to accept thir O f i e .
I am. My Lord,
Your Lordrhip'r most obedient sewmnt.
E. RYAN.
The Right Hon'ble Lomu AVCXLAND.
G o o a s w n t H m e , May 3rd, 1836.

SIB,
I have to acknowledge the racsipt of your Ielbr, and to auure you, that I
grateidly accept the honorable title of Patron of the Asiatic Society, and r h d l
be glad if, at any time, 1 mhonld find it in my power to promote the objectr of
so excellent and ao intereating an Institution.
I am,
Mort futhfully, kc. your'a,
Hon'ble Sir E ~ w r n nRYAN,
AUCSLAND.
kc. &c. &c.
Lieut-Col. CAVWLD, proposed at the laat Meeting, WM ballotted for,
and unanimoudy elected a Member.
Mr. R W. G. F~rrnwas propoeed a member of the Society by Mr.
JA- P B ~ ~ Pseconded
P,
by Mr. W. MAUTIN.
Mr. WUAM BBUCI,p r o p o d by Mr. Pmaso~,seconded by Babu
RAYC O ~ Sm.
L
Mr. J ~ r sPRINSRP
s
proposed Dr. LOYQOA,
as an Honorary Member o n
t h e occsPion of hie return to China, seconded by Dr. COUBYN.
Read a letter from J. C. Monum, Esq., Secretar Madras Literary
k i t t y , acknowledging the reoeipt of the Index, and t i e Oriental Works
lately transmitted.
The Secretary submitted to the Meeting the Proceedings of the Cornmittee of Papers and Museum Committee, relative to the system of paid
Chratorsbip, of which the experimental year sanctioned on the 6th May,
1836, had juet expired.
[There proceedingm are given at length below.]
The President reminded the Meeting of the alternatives suggested by the
Report of the Committee : Members were to determine whether a paid Curator
ahodd still be maintained, under the certainty of the income of the ensning year
not being rnfficieut to cover even the ordinary expences, including the volume
now in the press ;-whether donation1 conld be reckoned upon ;-or whether
the rated edpitd ahould be touched. Bsbu RAYCOYDL
SEN hadproposd, that
the latter should be devoted to the publication of the Researcbee., an applica.
tiou which might accord with the original intention of t l ~ sdonors. There was
still an alternative-would any zealous Member undertake to look after the
Museum gratuitody ? All other offices in the Society were gratuitous; the
Seentrry, the Treasurer, although their labours were very heavy, even the
L i h r b , Dr. BUALIMI,
rcrcoivcd no pay. If none oEered tq lend tbeir aid, it
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was evident t h q mnat have a paid Curator, if the Museum, which waa ro easentin1 to the prosperity of the Society, were to be maintained at all.
Babn RAMCOMULSEN explained, that the inverted sum of 17,000 Rupees
was part of a legacy of 20,OUO by the late Mr. Bnuca ; this sum the Society
had resolved to reserve, and to devote the interest of it to the printing of the
Transactions ;he therefore now wisbed to sea the rum made np to the fell a m a n t
once more; the interest 1000 per annom, would pay for tha publication of a
volume in four years, about the average hitherto i ~ u e d .
The Secretary bad, with the President, misnnderatood his colleagnes' acamhg
in Committee ; he wconded his motion now mort warmly; aa long as the principal remained, it put the Society beyond the danger of dissolution: even
if deserted by all its Member#, there was a fund to keep up the rooma, the
library, and the name of the Institution at l m t .
The pnblicntion of the present volume was the chief cause of the deficit in
oar budget : it would be an expensive volume from the number of plates ; but
the prosperity of the Society war even mom concerned in tile immediite and
l
in Northern India, than in the mainfall publication of the f o ~ i discoverisr
the Aaairttenance of the Museum. l t should be remembered, that M. BOUCHEE,
ant and Working Cuptor, would be competent to set up all new specimens, and
be persuaded to lend
preserve the present collection ; and could Dr. PSARBON
his gratuitous raperviaion for the next year, after that the printing might be
suspended, and he might again be put on pay. There was still another plan by
which 1200 rupees might be mved, that of making Memben pay for the Jonrual
now issued gratin to them, or rather pud for out of the general fund.
O N Dr. C O ~ B Yconsidered
N
the anpport of the M u m m
Captain P E M B ~ L T and
aa a main cause of the Society'. %ourirhing condition, a d thougtt it would
bring an acoasaion of Membsra that would cover the expence ; they therefore
moved as an amendment :Resolved, that with reference to t h e probable advantages in a pecnniary
way t o the Society, from t h e continuance of the Museum, and i n t h e
absence of any other alternntive, it is expedient that t h e Cuntor'e e s t ~
blishment should be rnaintainedanother year on t h e present d e ;and t h a t
t h e funds necessary for its support, in cane of a deficiency of income, should
be supplied from t h e money now invested in paper.
T h e amendment wee carried by a majority of seven to five, t h e P r b
sident uot voting.

Libmy.
Read a letter from H i s Excellencv General Saint SIMON.
Pnir d e France.
Governor of t h e French eetabliehment in India, forwardjng on behalf ai
Mt~nsieurGAMINDm TAWP,
8 WRY of his edition of the text of Kbmadpa
i n Hindustani, of which h e had bef;;re preeented t h e translation; with o t h r
copies for distribotion.
Journal Aeiatique, Nos. 85, 86, 87, 88, were presented by the Asiatic
Sociaty of Pariu
Madras Journal of Liternturn and Scidnos, Nm. lo and 1I, were presented by t h e Mad. Lit. Boo and Auxiliery of t h e Reyal Asiatic Society.
M e t e o m l o g i d Register l r March 1 8 9 6 d ) the S v a q n General.
T h e Indian Journal of Medioal Bcienoe, No. 6Dr. P.Cotbyta.
Read r letter from Dr. LUMWA,pressnting t o t h e Society 363 volumee
of valuable and useful Chinese books, of which the foliowing is a catalogue.
No.
and
1. 5 vols. Tai hdk chung yong, 1st vol. works of the grandson, TICi-rti,
of a disciple of Confncius.
Shioag-Ion-hdr-Ion, 2nd and 3rd volr. Confucius' conversation
with his di~ciples.
Shiong mdng-kh-dng, 4th and 5th vols. ditto grandson's
scholar's work Maug.
2. 5 pols. Tai hdk chung yong dli, kc. Explanation of the above, 5 vols.
3. 3 voh. Ha-king, Con€uciue7work on moral duties.

.

1

4.

8 .oh.
7 volr.
6 vols.

Bki h b p ,

. 6AiI king.

1

Ancient rmorda cellschd by C o h c i m .
h i M.
Cha-trao, Confucius' works, moral talea.
8. 2 vola. If6 yfi, Ditto and his direiplea' conversations on the creation.
Howhi tcO p h , Chinese Dictionary, by the Emperor of Honght,
10. 32v0h'
130 yeam since.
11. 8 volr. Y-01.p yat to&, Chronology of Kingd Miniltern from the hagin.
ning to the Ming dynarty inolusiie.
12. 10 mlr. Qorhrg-.m, fl, Statistics and Curtoma of the Canton proviaa,
a new work ofaome reputation.
13. 33 iola. Kad Tai Bing, Law1 of the Tai Sing dynarty.
14. 14 vols. Po-org. Cues, arguments, and royal decreoa of the pruent
Emperor.
15.' 4 vob. Sai-M-lok, Collectioa of difficult emu, with decisions.
kwng-ang, of the same nature.
16. 5 rob. --lo
17. 4 voh. Tmap roi u r hk, addition^ to No. 15.
18. 38 vola. Shan-ren-thaw kdn, biatory of gods and aaints.
19. I vol.
Ym-fo-chf d m , the compass of childhood, (on their diaearer.;
20. 5 vola. Kam-Mn-no? fo, on Anatomy and Surgery, with preaorip.
tiona.
2
1 0 1 Paufo f6t fag, (Director of childhood,) medical.
22. 6 volr. You fa trap rhin, Collectiona of a11 the aathnn on dhaaaa of
childhood.
23. 6 vols. Y-fang pan cho, a glossary of medicamenb a d ailments.
24. 8 vols. W& ping fo? c h , preacriptiona for the cure of every oase
aurgical and medical, of all ages.
25. 4 rob. N6 than p h , on the mora1,prerenation of the life, and on amctification.
26. 6 iola. Chibng I&
cha yet rhl, Chang tsn sing on horoscopy, or
selection of fortunate days for building, marrying, kc.
27. 6 volr. Puk-yik, on fortune telling.
28. 9 iols. Sor-fb, the accountant's guide.
29. 2 vols. IZb-tat-king, book of the To (philosophers) religion.
30. 8 vok. Wud-f61-toy-ding, book of synonymes.
31. 6 vols. Kong-rQ-lolf&, complete epitome of Natural H h t o q .
32. 5 iols. S h i q yfi Aw, mythology of heaven, mrth, animal, W a d , (a
kind of Lempriere,) for enriching language, with anecdotes.
33. 2 rob. Yirg-mi,abridged general histov.
34. 8 vola. Yong chd leuin chP, Yoog chi's collection of poetical extract#.
t
writing, by C a o - T ~ U .
35. 4 rob. Chd-;J&, rpecimew of e l e ~ a n prose
36. 15 101s. Mba-tam, collection of beet eraaga.
37, 4 vols. 'IL6n long kfiRg triii, ditto of best poetry on the affections.
38. 10 vols. U-dm. Beat specimens of ancient composition.
39. 5 vob. T,hmg-10% Poetry of the Thong dynasty.
40. 7 rob. Y-wai-to&. Poehy adapted to expression of feelingr.
41. 4 voh. Chung-w6-fing teo kthong. Customs of the Cbin(~cempim.
42. 5 vole. ShO-pea. Forms of petitions, lebters, &c.
43. 20 vdr. Luo-tdm#rmtrLp, (a new work,) o ~ t o m s ceroamniea,lethrn,
,
&e.
44. 4 vols. Kd-y&-y. A poetical book of jest#.
45. 5 vola. %-At king nort rhi. Noreltien of the four rcwons.
46. 2 vols. Sit-yak. Gema of good writing.
47. 4 voh. lbom o h . Chinera Directory of m e r e 1 knowledge and oonrt
guide of ralarier, &c.
The following Burmese and Talain manuscripts were presented by
Capt. W.FOLEY:
Iarrplago.
Character.
Plli,
Barma..
312 p.
No. 67. Vajira Buddhi IYkI,
68. W-tar.
jktaka, Danakhanda 3rd. PPL-Talain, Talain. .. 64 p.
69. Ditto.
,chbr khattiya ditto,
ditto.
40 p.
70. Ditto.
,ditto,
ditto.
ditto.
34 p.
71. Janaka jhtaka,
ditto,
ditto,
ditto.
52 p.
72. T i a uipdta,
ditto,
ditto,
ditto.
48 p.
73. Patth4na,
ditto,
P4li,
Barma.
672 p.
5.
6.
7.

")

.
.........
........

..

PAW~A
Avcarc~'s
L
Armenian translation of ~ u m n ' sP . s d k Lost.
wee presented by Mr. JOEANNES
AVDAU.
Mr. HODWN, Resident in Neptil, forwarded to t h e Secretary several
specimens of the drawings prepmod for his proposed Illustrations of t h e
Geology of Nepb1.
Subscribers had held back from patronizing hi1 work because no mention i s
.made of price in Mr. H.'s Prospectus. Without consulting publisher^ at home,
thia cannot be done with any cprtainty ; bat as a guarantee that the charge shall
be below aciual eorl, Mr. Hoboson shtes that he is willing to devote 3000
rupees towards the publication, of what h u already cost him so much to aecumulate. Any subscriber may withdraw hereafter nhonld he disspprore of the
terms ;in fact, aa he quaintly but truly oberves, he does not seek to put himself
under obligatiuu to others, but rather other. under obligation to him, by h u
devotion of time, labour, and money to thia grand object*.
Resolved, that the Asiatic Society subscribe for two oopies of Mr.
Howeon's work, and t h a t the Prospectus becirculated among its Members.
T h e Second volume (or rather the preface) of the S a i d Mutukhtdn,.
ram presented by Maulavi ABDULYOJIUt h e editor and publisher.
Mwmm and Antiquitiu.
An elephant's tooth, cawed all over with images of Gautama, FUI object
of considerable curiosity and antiquity, procured in n cave near Moulmn'n,
wae presented by Captain W. FULEY.
Dr. WALLICH
presented irr the name of Captain Bootc, a woeden stan&
u d taken from t h e Bhotia army.
(See Plate VI. fig. 4.) I t is a bit of plank mounted on a'staff, painted red,
with an image of Buddha, belligerent (?)on one aide, and a Tibetan inscription
on the back, (copy of which has been sent to Mr. Csoua K6nJst for translation. " The Demangari Rdja alwaye had i t carried before him with great
solemnity, and under the special keeping of a lnrge guard of honor, who howi r e r in the affair of Snbang-kotta ran away without it, and it fell into our
hands.''
A Burmese mueical instrument was presented by Ensigh PRAYREL
A small antique Persian i m v , d u g up by a e m t near Bushire. B y
Capt. J. H E ~ N E U - T h i s is deplcted u fig. 3, o!~late
YI.
Mr. AVDALLpresented three Araakian and one Sawmian coin.

Literary.

Read tr note from J O B A N
AVDALL,
N ~ Esq.o n t h e rereme legend of erne
of t h e Indo-Scythic ooine found by Mr. C. MAESON at Begrim in the,
Kohistdn of Kbbul.
A census of the Armenian population of t h e city of Calcutta was alaopresented by Mr. J. AVDALL.
Read a letter from Ensign NEWBOLD,forwarding for presentntion to
t h e Society an account of the 3rd uf the fuur MenankPbowe states on t h e
Malay Pel~insula.
Read a letter from Major J n m s Low, dated Province Welleoley, . l o t h
February, forwarding two mnnuscripts on Siamese literature, games,
and music, and on the nature of t h e Biameee government, with specimens
of Burmese and Malayan music.
I n any other country i t wonld be termed w t i d object, hat k e suoh a
term might be misapplied l In France, the Qovernment, slim the mtiom,
publishes M. J a c o o s u o m ' s works,-purchases M. Vr~romn's collections,
d e v o t e s an a n n u l grant to the Asiatic Society of Paris of 12,000 francs, s,
part and parcel of the national instruction system.-We need nor pursue tho
parallel.

T'has manuorlptr Ibm a part of a maw of papers which the author had
compiled many yeus y o , with the view to g-iviag a connected account of 8 h .
The pmbliutionm of Mr. C n m r u n e and othera on thltt country, which satisfied
puhlic curiosity then, caused him to lay them uide ; the prewnt however con&
facts dther new or more circt~mstantinllv-dehiledthan hitherto.
A brief deecrildion of Marnd, o r Farid Shnkarganj, WM received from
M u m h i Moarn LAL,a t D&a Ghdd KMn.

Pbyaical.
Captain W. FOLEY
submitted n paper, illustrated by apecimene, and a
m a p of the geology of the country in t h e neighbowhood of Maulmein,
(correctly Mauhlnlysng.)
I t was from a care in the limertone range on the left bank of the Gyeng
river, the M A a -em, that the elephat~t'stusk. carved withimagea of B u d d a ,
and the Pnli manuscripts above mentioned, were obtained.
A paper by B. H. Howson, Esq. on three new species of Paradoxurur,
found in the NipU valley, WM ~ b r n i t t e d .
A collection of 148 mounkd biniq six birdd nesta with eggs, six mam..
mnlin, one reptile, and t h e head and legs of v u i o t u birds, were presented
by R Ineras, Eeq.
These formed part of the Macao mwenm lately abandoned. I t bad been
propoacd to transfer the whole collection to Calcutta. and u f u u concentration is beasticial, it is to be regretted that tbia munificent Intention had been
abandoned.
A wllection of mounted birds, procured by t h e Curator, in t h e neighbourhood of Calcutta
Specimens of shells, pmmnted by WH.Bavom, E
A etuffed A U i i r , preoerved *d p r e e e n t d by%. EVANS.A a u l l
specimen was a h exhibited t o t h e Meeting by t h e same gentleman, who
remarks :
" This is a specimen of the broad-nosed spciea, common to molt p u t s of
India, and the kind generally found frequenting old tanks, jhecls, a n d ~ d l a h s ,
and that aeldum attains to any very large rize. I t meuures eight feet two incber,
and M evidently not a very young animal.
" In comparing i t with the small specimen in the glass m e , wlaich waa taken
alive from the Hooghly, it n o d appear to be a dirtinct species ; u I find a conaiderable diflerence in the proportionate length of the tails of the two animals.
md .l.o in the number of the apinom procesaer, the large, having only 35
from the insertion of the thigh to the tip of the tail, while the smaller h u 42.
.menumher of carinated tubercles on the neck varies also, hut this latter deriatiou
may d n from difference of age or other circnmatances ; they both corrc#pond
u ta nnmbsr aod p d t i o n of their Wth, the upper jawshaving 36, the lower 30,
and so diipoaed u to alternate with each other when c l o ~ d: the larger animal
has agaia two perforations a1 the axtremity of the nome for the admission of the
two long sharp teeth of the lower jaw, which u e not perceptible in the smaller
one.
"Both have the power of diffusing a strong musky odonr when irritated, and
which I find is derived from two gland. opening externally, and situated on the
inner side ef the ramur of each jaw."
A ekull of a Chinese, presented by Mr. W. C A ~ R .
A o Albatroes, and a collection of ohella and inaecte, preeented by Mr.

3. T. PEAMON.

-

P W i n g a of the Committee of the P~ipmaand the .Mussurn Cornmi(&,
ousnabd oc Us A&
Society's Rooma .mFriday, Wth April, 1836.
The C a n t o r r e d the fullowing Report upon the Proof t h e Mumum
during the last y e w :
I n reporting on the present akte of the Moseam. we must revert to what i t
w u last year, when the Society appointed me its Cnrator ;in order to enable
you to form an opinion as to the u s e f u l n e ~or otherwise of that appointnsat.

2K

Many here present may recollect a t that time the general bad st.te of t h e
Museum ; the dark and dirty condition of the cabinets; the wmt of arrmgement of the rpecimens ; and the d a m p n e ~of the apartments containing them :
altogether giving a deplorable proof of neglect i rnd few who do recollect thir, will,
1 hope, be inclined to doubt that a great improvement has been effected.
The first step a s s to divide the Museum into two distinct parts; one
consisting of the work1 of a r t ; the other of the productions of nature. The
numeroar valnable specimens of the former, being lost in the r o o m below.
were removed into the entrance hall, stair. case, and gallery, where they now
are, and where they are reen, u we all know, to the greatest advantage : and
their removnl allowed of the apartments they occupied being entirely devoted t o
the Natural Hirtmy portion of the Museum.
On examination, the specimens of Natnral History were found, for the mort
part, in a very neglected state. I n osteology, they were nnmeroua, and mme
of them very valuable ; but many were more or leu mutilated, and the teeth of
t h e skulls lost; while no catalogue, nor even memorandum, of the gmatu
portion could be found. The Brat care n u to remedy t h u : the broken rpecimenr were repaired, ro far u they could be repaired ;and a catdogue n u
made, which includea every thing wncerning them, that can be gleaned from
the Researches, and other quarters ; whether, as to the specimens themselves,
o r the names of the donors. I n making thi8 c a t d o p e , some difficulty w u experienced from the want of any notices of the specimens ; and from there being
no objects of compuison, by which to dhcover the specie8 of an animal of
which we bad, perhaps, but a horn, or a single bone.
While this was going on, attention whs also directed to the forn~atiouof a
cabinet of reference to compare the fossil remains, in which the museum is so
rich, with tile living congeners, of the animals to which they belonged. This
ir, i n it1 very nature, a tedious and laborious work; bur already there have
been articulated and set np, skeletons of a monkey, weasel, cat, rat, musk-deer,
horse, parrot, and tortoise.
The rhinoceros, which WM before but badly put
together, has been made the most of that itr condition would allow ; and m
elephant's skeleton ; nud thole of another borre and tortoise are being prepared, As tbil branch of the museum is of the greateat importance, 1am anxious
t o render i t as complete ar possible ;and with t h b view, have written to rarioar
individuals, likely to further our object, who have promiwd the bones of the
camel, wild buffaloe, large deer of various kinds, the k r g e bullock of Upper
India, the tapir, and the alligator; and we may expect eoon to receive them.
The most valuable specimens in the osteological section of the museum u e ,
the skulls of the Malacca tapir ; the Dugong ; the Van Diemen's Land t i ~ c r ,
(whose dentition b u been heretofore mistaken i n all work8 of Natural Hirtory,
until i t was corrected i n s paper, publirhed l u t year in the Journal of the
Aniatic Society, written from thia very specimen;) and the jaw-bone of the
gigantic ape shot by Capt. C o n n r r o o ~iu Sumatla; a specimen unique, u d
valnable as the mort Ianting, and most striking remains of an animal so atrange,
that did not thia exist, the whole atory might be looked upon as a fable.
The rpecimeus of munmalia are bat few in number. aud their condition o n
my taking charge was m y thing but mtiafactory. Some were in such a state of
decay a8 to admit of nothing being done to improve them. Such war the c u e
of the Thylaciunr Cynocephalus, (Van Diemen's Land tiger,) t o which I batom
alluded, its skull and paws having been all that could be retained,-a
circnmrtance, however, in. the individual instance wlrich turned out fortunate, U
I
thereby its dentition was discovered. This department of the Mareurn b
increasing, and in a few years I hope it will be worthy of the Society.
I n ornithology, although the specimens were rather numerons, their condition WM ro bad that four-fifths were thrown away. But great accessions bave
been made during the year; and we are promised specimens from all quarters.
I have myself procured in the neigllbourbood of Calcutta more than 100 birds 8
and thare, togetl~erwitb wveral valuable donations, bave put the ornithologica~
department nn a tolerably respectable footing ; and I am therefore proceeding
.with the catalogue. This catalogne I propose to make something more than 8
mere numerical one, having been favoured witb the valuable notes of Mr. C. W.
SMITH,
with liberty to n u k e u t m t s from them ; which, together with my own

o b e e r v a t i o ~dnring several yean, will enable me to aorrect many erron, both
of dueription and habit, that hare beso committed by the best naturalists rep r d i n g the bir& of India. I may here state, that by followidg this plan, the
Catalogue or the Mnaenm of the Asiatic Society may be made a work of authority, such u to do credit b the Institution by which it is published.
The reptiles in the Munum are nnmerom and valuable ; but they cannot at
present be properly displayed, owing to the want of jars, in which to plam
them. Among them u e many of the rarer Indianserpents. To my friend Lieut.
C a r ~ n r r the
, Society is indebted for many specimena during the p u t year.
In hhes. the collection is not very extenrive, though it contains rome of
the ram kin&. Them alao cannot be rhewn, until our supply of jars and bottles shall arrive from Europe. In this branch, Lieut. Monmroas, of the Indian Navy, and Mr. S a ~ w of
, the Surveying Vesnl Flora, have k e n the
prinapal donon.
There was no cabinet of insects belonging to the Society. The whole of the
specimens in this department conrirted but of s few preserved in spirits ; and
thore purchased dong with the Sylhet collection of shells. During the rains I
employed my aewanb to collect ;and they procured what may be considered a fair
a m p l e of the Bengal Coleopteroua and Hemipterous insects of the season. They
eonsint of rery many genera and species, and in individual specimens amount to
a e ~ hundreds
d
innumber. n e collection ir purposely rich in duplicates, to allow of some being pl.oed in the abimet of the Society ;and sent to various societies
and aientisc men. I ua also selecting for the Society's cahiaet a seriea of
duplicatw from my own ;which, u it is the result of the labour of nine yearr in
Bemgal, Behar, and Orism, contains many specimens but rarely to be procured.
A t present our whole collection ir scarcely large enongh for ayrtematic arrangement ;the specimens therefore are plaad according to their locality and donon;
a plan which has also the advantage of mnrking their geographical diatribntion.
The American land and frerh-water shells, presented by Dr. LEA,a d thofrom Sylhet ; tqpther with afew apecimena presented by Lieut. HUTTON,and a
small number of marine shells, compoaed the Society's collection of rhella. We
have also had a few presented during the year ; and I have bean enabled to add
ccmriderably to this branch of the Museum, by collecting the land, freah-water,
and marsh shells of the neighboorhood of Calcuttr, and by transferring duplicatw
from my own cabinet.
I may sum up this part of the report by stating, that, during the p u t year
there have been added to the Society's Mnaenm, in osteology. 19 crania, nine
complete skeletons, and between three and four hundred detached bonw of
r&ona admala ; 12 specimens of mammalia ; 133 mounted birds ; from 30 to
50 reptiles.. and 15 h h e a ; in all upwards of 500 specimens of the vcrtebrated
animals ; and of the invertebrata, we have had 150 Pella, several cruatacea, and
n r e r a l hundred insects : that many of tbesc are r m and valnable ; many as yet
audascribed, and ooe bird, the Urinor~rachusGrimem, is d l but nnique.
To facilitate the collection of specimens for the Museum, a paper of brief
directions for collecting nod prescwing them war written : this hma been extena k e b circulated. A paper on the mme subject was also composed, in which ample
details were given ; and thir was pnblished in the Journal of the Society. We
am now reaping the benedt of thes.e iurtrnctiona, and we shall do so still mom
u the seasons for collecting come round.
With reference to catalogues, I have before stated that, that of the osteologia 1 section of ths Mureum is now in the printer% hand8 ; as b also that of the
mammalia. Tba catalogue of the birds is in progress ; and in consequence of
the aid I shall derhe from Mr. SMITH'Snotes, it will, I trust, be valuable when
completed. That of the reptiles and fishes cannot be undertaken until we have
the meanr of displaying those objects. That of the shells must be delayed
until the promised description of the land and fresh water shells, by Mr. BENson, shall be publiahed. In the mean time, no want of a catalogue ril! be felt in
this branch of the Museum ; the name of each specimen being written, together
with ttr locality, on the ebony tablet, upon which the shell is placed.
One rery important object to the Society is, I conceive, to become the means
sfextending a knowledge of the natural productious of India, to scientific men
in other conntries. I hare prepared duplicate specimcns of land and fresh-
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water shells t o mend to England, Rance, America, ths Cape of Good Hope,
and the Isle of France. I have also prepared duplicabe spedmena of insecta
from my collection, to send to various scientific societies a d i n d i w d u h i n
England. And I have sent some specimens of birds. pnrchased in Calcutta, t o
a gentleman, Monsieur VIPOT, who is celebrated for hi# labours in Taxidarmy at
t h e Cape. These were transmitted through Sir C R A ~ L ED'OTLY,
S
who had
kindly undertaken to forward them ; and 1 took the liberty of sending them i n
the name of the Society ; though, of course, u 1 was unanthorissd to do so. I
did not burthen the Society with the expence of the purchase. I t has been
proposed to Monsieur VILOT,to send African birds to our Muaenm in exchange,
and Sir CEAEL.EShas no doubt of his acceding to the proposition. Should he
agree, the Society will perhaps give me permiwion to forward to him the dnplicates now upon the table.
With referelice to the financial p u t . Of the 50 rape- monthly for contingencies, 1 have given 40 to M. B o u c a r z for his anmistance ; and subsequently
incre~sedhis salary to 50 Compy.'~ rupees, by reducing my own from 150 Sicca
t o 150 Compy.'~rupeea ; by thin the Society alao is a gainer to the amount of.
few rupees. Of the sum for contingencies, all has been expended, and about 180 i n
excess. This sum I am prepared to refund, should i t be-thought proper for
me t o do mo.
I t wan stipulated, tbat I ahould give up my occupation as Editor of the
India Journal of Medical Science; and that I shonld rent a house near the
Society's, if procurable, or entertain the m w s of daily attendance. I gave u p
the Editorship of the Journal on the publication of the number following my
appointment. But with regard to the house, I found ins~rmountabledi5culties
i n the way ; none being procurable but the one immediately opposite, and tbat
a t a rent far exceeding my means to pay. 1 had recoume, therefore, to the
alternative, and my attendance has been regular, always once, and generally
twice, a day.
With reference t o the present year, (~houldmy appointment be renewed.) 1 do
not anticipate the expenccs will equal those of the past ; the cabinets, being
now nearly complete, I propose to finish the Ornithological and Couchological
catalogues, sod to arrange the fishes, reptilea, and insecta. With Mr. PRINSEP'S
aid too, the fossil remains will be examined and the new ones described. While
generally, the new specimens in various departments of the aciance will be prepared and arranged in the Mu~eum,a s they come in. We have reason to believe
these will be very numerous.
Such have been the labours of the past year, and what I propose for the
present. I could have wished to have done more, particularly in completipg
the catalogues ; but the di5cultica in arranging a collection of Natural H i s t o q
from the beginning, are greater than any one not conversant with them can
imagine. I n all departments there was here much to be done; and of nome
there was not a vestige when I took charge.
The Museum will now, I
trust, go on thriving, and be worthy the name of the Society to which i t
belongs. Its establishment, as a focus into which may be collectad the natural
treasures of the East, is an object I have long had at heart : before I rra a Member of the Society, several years ago, I wrote to the President. and proposed
what has now been accomplished, and what i t will be my pride to be permitted
t o sustain. I intreat you to carry it on upon irr preaent footing, for at least
another year ; when I am sure yon will be as anxious for it to continue, so I am
myself. The attention of mankind is now directed to the natural sciences, an
is sufficiently proved by the publication of so many books concerning them : and
none is more attractive than zoology. To the attention the Society ha8 lately given
t o these sciences, the great increase of Membcra is b be attributed ; an increase
during the last year unparalleled in its annals ; but which I bclieve will be fully
equalled or surpassed in the present. Its reputation will also, I doubt not, be
as much enhanced by the researches of its members in Natural History, as i t h u
been, and is, by their labours in the learning of the East.
Gentlemen, upon this point I may quote the words of ourillnstrious founder.
who said, that, the inquiries of the Society '' will he extended to whataver i s
performed by man, or produced by nature." The former p u t of this prediction

our pred-on
bare accompluhcd with ability and ncoers ;it ia ew'r to perfom
the reat. And safely may r e progaodate. that, under thore who now direct
ita proceedings, tb A r i d c Society of Bengal, will, not only folly uphold the
repatarion it h u ro well merited, by inquiries into whatever ir performed by
man : but,. .lod n ~ it,u and i u c r u it,
~ by re~eucherinto the productions
d Mhlre.
J. T. P S A R ~ O N
Cumtor,
,
Muwmn, Aa. Soe.
Cakrtta, la: May, 1836.

Ratdud, t h a t t h e Report be adopted end presented a t t h e next Meeting,
mad t b e sxeese of expenditure for eontingencim above t h e sum noted on
t h e 6 t h May, 1835, (about W)O rupees) be recommended to be sanctioned.
R r d d further, that t h e Committee are highly p l d with the ar.
rangements adopted by Dr. P B ~ Rin~t hNe Moeeum, and with the progress i t has made under his supervision ; and they have n o hesitation in
recommending t o t h e Society a ountinurtion of t h e aame eyetem which hsll
proved so beneficial and effective during t h e experimentnl year.
T h e Treasurer, Babu RAYCUYULSEN,having laid before t h e Committee
mtabment of t h e funds of t h e Society, and a n estimate of t h e calls on
Unm during t h e enauing year.
m n a e of C u b ,
1,325 15 9
Oorernment Paper,
17,500 0 0
18,825 15 9
Number of Snbwribing Members, 9 2 ~ 6 4 = p e ran.
5,888 0 0

......................

....................

~~~ Redpta.

--

-........................
1,325 15 9
.................... 5,600 0 0
......................
875 0 6
locome,
7,600 15

Balance of Cash,
Batbated collection^,
I n t s n r t on Paper,

EHimated Chargcc,

..............
........
....................
....................
..................
.........
.....

Ertablishment and Charger,
Cabineta for forrib, &. (ordered),.
Journal Sobrcription,
Repain of the Honre,
Printing 20th Volume,
One month Curator's salary due,.
Excesa on Contingent Bills of do. any,.
Total Charge,

2,875
310
1,200
200
3,000
200
200

0
0
0
0
0
0

9

0
0
0

0
0
0
0 0

--

7,985 0 0

Add Money aclranced by the Secretary for
Cabinetr, &c.,

Deficiency on the ensnicg year,

............

Rsrdved, t h a t upon t h e above view of t h e means of t h e Society, i t doen
not ueem poesibl-e t o provide for t h e payment of Boo rnpeen per mennem,
lor t h e support of s Cumtor'a establishment during t h e ensuing year,
without encroaching upon the vented f i ~ n d sof t h e Society. T h e Committee therefore leave i t for t h e corniderntion of t h e Members a t large,
whether some other meane ma not be adopted for raining the amount
for this very denirabi. object. Various plans have been s u p
p t e d ~n Committee, euch ae;-1. reservation of t h e vested fund for the
a b l i a t i o n of t h e Trntwactione ; 9. voluntary donations, from such memEers, as may be interested in the support of t h e Mueeum, and from the
public ;3. charging for admimion of visitore. These p l w s the Committee
Qem it adviaable t o l e ~ v eopen to discumivn in t h e Society a t large,

kueting that mme ex edient may be devised for upholding the Museum,
which they do not thine i t r i l l be parible t o maintain in a state of eficie n q without having a paid Curator.
EDWARDRvnn,
Chairman.

Ariatic SmOM&y'rRoom,

XI.-Miscellaneous.
1.-Poutmipt lo the A m n t of: the wild Gont of Nepdl, printed in the ScpL.
Eq.
No. of the Journal, page 490. By B. H.HODQSON,
Carefully ns I thought my account of the wild goat of Nepll), recently
ubliehed by you, was executed, I find that there is one material error in
1)1, via the statement that the species has only two t a t s or m a m m a A
recent diwection of a fine male led to the notice of the fact that there are
four teats, which fact wasconfirmed by the examination of two live females. There can, therefore, be no question that this speciee of p a t hna
four teats : nnd the circumstance is 80 remarkable, that I propose. to sub.
stitute the name Quadrimammis or four-tented, for the popular name of
Jhiral, under which 1 desoribed it. Deer are distinpiehed by four teatn,
goate and sheep, heretofore, by two; the intermediate genus antilope, by four
or &no,in the several species. Capra Quadrimammis vel Jhiml, by its four
teata, &err a singular and unique approximation (in this genus) to Cewus ;
and another proof that the infinite vnriet of nature cannot be designated
by our artificial signs nnd peremptory &vision& Antilope, Capra, and
Ovie, how shall we contrndietinguish them? Solid-cored horns, in the
first, is no unerring mark : and now we have a crpeeiea of the ~econd,and
a hrdlcu specia too, nbnndoning his oongenem to ally himself with
Cervua, quoad the number of mammm.

S.-Noticc

of the BM'loldunrr, a new matins f w d Saurian, dircowrad in
Amerioa By H. PIDDINBTON,
Eq.
The discovery of this most gigantic foaail species is due to Judge BREE
of Arknneae, by whom, in 1831, the first fossil vertebrn was found in the
marly banks of the Wnshita river, in the Arkansas territory. In the
latter end of the year, more vertebrm, f r w e n t s of the lower jaw, &c.
were discovered in Alabama, about 30 miles north-west of Chairborne;
another portion of jaw, with several teeth ;an os humeri, several immer~ee
vertebra, ; numeroue fractured ribs ; n molar tooth ; the extremity of a
tibia; portion of the shoulder, pelvis, &c. &c. were now found : and
recently (May 1835), another ekeleton has been discovered, and a large
collection of the fossil remnins is promieed. Near the name epot a specimen of the caudal vertebra, of the Moeaurus or Maestricht monitor w.s
also found.
I t is aas~med,that the bones, though great disparity exists in their
proportions nnd size, constitute portions of one specien, and the etructure
of the lower jaw, which is h o h , place it amongst the Saurians aa a lost
genus. The comparative smallness of the bones of the extremities reem
to indioate the tail ae the principal or n of motion, and the superior
extremities must have been fins or pndd e&
The train of vertebrm extending upwards of 100 feet in length in one
locality, and estimated to be 1.50 feet in the Arkaosclr, specimen, ehew, that
this gigantic animal must have probably attained upwar& of thin Ion@,
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meriting thus moot fully the name Basiloesurue ; which our honorn
member. Dr. H ~ n w n Professor
.
ofCom~arativeamtomv to the philade7

phia MU-seum,har he&wed upon it. 11;the ~ranurotiohsof the Geological Society of Pennnplvania, which I have p l d upen the a b l e for the
inspection of memhem. previous to sending it u to Dr. Fnuroarn, is a
detailed paper by Dr. HABLAH,
u d two be~autifuf~htes,
illustrathg thin
splendid dlcovery.
H. P.
3.-The BaUoon.
W e should not be exercising due vigilnow as editor of a ecientiflo
journd, were we to omit recording the first aecent of a balloon from the
pbina of Bengal on the Plat of the past month (March.) M. Roara~sorr,
t h e aeronaut, a Frenchman, who had made sixteen previous ancents in
various pnrts of RUT,
came ex m e l y to India for the purpae of uton i a h i i the natives with the novertomasha of a huniun beins wahedout of
night into ethereal space in his fairy car : and such competition ie mid to
have prevailed at Psrid, for the glory of beiug the&rl, that M. ROBIIRTSON wan fain to hurry hither before the balloon itrelf was ready.
The
Lad sueceee of hie attempt may be partly attributed to the imperfwt
manner in which t h b indispensable article was eupplied here.
The 1-1 and peouniary arrangemente wem ta have been very ill judged;
the selection of a spot of difficult accese, a t the further end of Garden
who had subcribed from attending ;
Reach, tended on1 ta prevent thchoking the only Lnd road, and the river, with noapaping vieitom, who
expended, r h a t would have m p l y remunerated the aeronaut, in oonveya c e s thither I The distillrrtion of the gas war dective, and the balloon
rose well, but ere it hd attained a mile of height, it wsr men to return so
rapid1 earthward, that great apyrehsnrions were entertained for the
travedr's neck. It q p a r e d to us that when H.ROBERIUON
entered
t h e car, end attached the valveatriogs to the netting, the vnlve waa
open, thus enabliry the pto eacnpe freely from the l i d ;for the
found quite sound at its return. The aeronant himeelf talked of a sudden
c o l k p of the balloon from condennntion of the p;but thir was a
deception :when i t begnn to M I rnpidly, the resistance of the air below
presaed up the slack of the bnlloun like an umbrella, and aided in drivingout t h e e from the open valve above ;in fact, the car WM supported
in its descent ar by a parnchute, and wuld not consequently quicken its
pace to any dangerous extent.
Theexperienceof such an nccident shot~ldvery much aid to increase the
confidence of the aeronaut ;for it is plnin that with r little contrivance the
balloon may in all caeee be made to nct as a arachute on the low of its
-ue
contents. W e trust the next uscent w d be made uuder more auspicioue circumatnncw, and we hope that it may beposeible to turn it to some
emall use in a ecientific point of view, by ancerti~iningat least the decrement of heat and moisture at increasing altitudes, an well as the height of
the reverse current of the upper atmosphere.
(?r11is notice could ttot find a place last month.-Mr. Ronrnrson h~ mince
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departed fur the more cheering prospects of an ascent at Luckww.]
Thls competition reminds u s of the rivalry in America to sapyly nu with
ice. wUeh has at laat led tu a confirmed and durable scbeme for rcltalinq us with
tb8t luxury at a very chenp rate. Having noticed at Ien th the h n t ice cargo,
r e hare thought it unnecessary to recur to the subject ; gut tbe eompletlon of a
permanent ice-lrouse mill ennhle us hereafter to judge, of the best mode of prescniug
the fmren element. The tan bed iutcuded for this object, from becoming wet, had an
opposite d e f t . and WM indeed nearly the cause of a conflngrntion I while the earbonk d d gw extricated from ita fermeutation, killed a man who incautiously
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d to dexamine the chamber.
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I.Joh6te rmd il. fwnrr Depedncb~of Jornpdle Corninchi. By L k t .
NEWBOLD.
A. D. C. to B+igr. Cefietol WILSON,C. B.

~ ~ atill
JoMk. Of Johdk, the third of the four M t n a n g k d b ~states,
is known than of Rnmb4ve and Sungie Ujong.
An Englishman of the name of GUAY,(whose information is to be
taken, however, with caution.) is said to have been the only European
who has penetrated into the interior of thii state. He passed through
part of it in 18.27, on his return to Malacca from Pahung. whither he
had performed a journey overland, across the peninsula, to barter
opium for the gold duet of the latter place.
Hi route lay through Nuning. part of R d h . Srfmcndnti,
J+k.
Ulu Sernting, Ulu B r ~ hand
, Ulu Poliang. The journey was
prformed in 14 days.
From Tabu, in Naning, to Jompdle, he was four days passing over
mount Lanjut, to the villages of Gadang and Tanjong; over mount.
Mike. Pabi, and Plinting PuLt, through the villagee of Pamir. J h .
-d Plla, in Srlmendnti; and from Pfla to Jomp'le. '* one day's.

1-

walk."
Mr. GRAYdescribes the country he passed through, to have been
in a state of high cultivation, particularly at Miko, and in the vales of
Pinting Piihat, JLino, and Passir.
__
He observes that the paady at Miko is preferable that of Malacca,

--

and that it is supposed by the people that the ground there is better
for cultivation, one guntang of seed never producing less than a hundred-fold.
The produce of mount Mtko ie eapan wood, daromer, and canes of
the species termed Piang-lawyers in abundance. Jompdk, he con2 L

jectnres, to be about 90 miles distant from Malacca. P&g
in -timated at 900 miles distance from Jompdk. From Jomp6le to Pahang
the journey is by boat down the river S m t i n g to the large lake of
Braugh, called Tapoek Bruxgh; which is said by Mr. GRAYto be
nearly fifty miles in circumference, and is formed by the flow of water
from the neighbouring mountains.
If this account be correct, the lake Bruxgh exceedn in dimenaiom
the recently discovered inland lakes in Sumatra.
The natives, however, have described this lake to me to be of much
lees extent; narrow but long. Its communication with the Pahang
river, which empties into the China eea, is by a river called the
Braugh.
Regarding the navigation of these rivers, Mr. GRAYobserves : " I n
some parts of the Seruting and B q h , a brig might go up, and in
other parts, nothing but a small boat ; on account of the water being
above the fallen trees, so that the boat must be lifted before it can
proceed, on account of the overflowing banks of the river."
The Pahang river, from the place where it receives the w a h of
the Braugh, down t o the town of Pahang, is wide and deep. These
streams are deepest in the months of November. December, and January. From the month of March to that of August, Mr. GRAYwas
informed, that it is impossible to proceed from the Seruting river to
Pahang, on account of the paucity of water. The general depth of
these rivers, in January, he ascertained to be between 40 and 60 feet ;
but on his return in February, he found their depth diminished by onehalf.
There are a few villages on the banks of these rivers, but for the
most part they are covered with lofty forests, tenanted by the rhinocerous, tapir, tiger, elephant, and scarcely more civilized Jacoon.
Mr. GRAYmet with great kindness and hospitality from the inhabitants of the different estates through which he passed. He fell.
however, a sacrifice to his exertions, dying of jungle fever, contracted
during the journey, twenty-five days after his return to Malacca.
Boundarie8.--Johdle is bounded on the north by Ulk Pahang and part
of Rumbdwe :to the south by part of Naning and Mdar or S e g k t :to
the east by Segdmet, and to the west by Sn'mendnii and part of Rumblwe.
The boundaries with Malacca are from Bdkit Puttcie to Battang Malacca,
and from Battang Malacca by Bcfnkdng* Ch6Rddng to Mount Ophir.
BInkdng Chbnddng is a large tree, growing in the forest that separates AraaAa
from Mount Ophir. The tree war still in u i ~ t e n c ewhen I virited Mount OpYr
in 1833.

With Segand Mriar, its boundaries are M u r h e sa rdtb ((the
hmdred M a r h trees) and Bhkdng Chdnddng; with Rumbdtoc, Bu'kit
Pobi ; and with Srlmencinti, Bikit Pila.
Population, &.-The
population of Joule is estimated at '2,080
inhabitants. The principal villages are Nuri, Londong. T n y , T~M,
pnd Berlrorg.
Joik6l.e is governed by a Pangh~ild and Ampat Siku'. The former,
like. his brother chief of Sungie Vhg, is elected by the SLkcis, and by
the Bdtin dri oblu, or twelve heads of the Jacoons.
The name of the present Panghdld is Ann B r r a , or BANCEITA,
m d his title J o h U l a h Perccis~k;he resides at Nm', is an intelligent lookii person ;plain, simple, and collected in manner, and much
respected by hb people.
The iribea are those of Bododrrdo, So Meldngan, T y a , Battu, and
Mrldal.
Srfnercirrti and Jomy.de, were formerly considered dependencies of
JoMk, but now m r t their independence, as also does Corninchi. The
Pangkild, L s a a ~ rofthe
,
latter place died lately, andhis brotherMrarlrurn KARI succeeded him. Pdndok P k r , a small state under the
Muence of Srinundnti, was also a dependency of Johdk, and ia ruled
by a petty Panghcilrl of its own.
Beaides the usual rights of revenue, the PanghlrW of Johdle leviea
ten per cent. on the produce of the tin mines, together with a tax on
the gold of Gonunchi, which will be shortly alluded to.
Tra&.-The
trade of Johdk consista chiedy in gold dust ; 20 catties
of which are said to be produced annually. Tin, about 300 picule. Fruits,
n m ,jaggery, and fowls are brought in considerable quantities down
to Malacca.
Jom.le.-JompdZe was ancient1y a depeudancJ of Johdk, but is now
nominally governed by Rdja ALLANO,
a son of the third Menangkdbdroe prince. M j a HAM. The PanghtlG and Ampat S6ku exercise
almost independent sway.
The name of the present Panghu'lh ie HABSA~N
; the tribes are those
of Btidoolrda, Sa Meldngan. Andk Malaeca, and Tiga Btitiu.
Jmpd2e is in the high road of the Pahang tradera travelling across
the peninsula to Malacca; it is situated on a small river of the same
name, which flows into the Mriar river, [one of the largest streams on
the western coast of the peninsula,] by which it has communication
with the Straits of Malacca. By the rivers Seruting and Braugh, an
easy intercourse from November or October to February ie kept up
with Pahang and the eantern coast. The Rija here levies a duty on
the opium. tobacco, cloths, iron utensils. salt, &c. pmsing through
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Jompdle to Pahang, aa well as on the gold dnst and silk cloth of Pa*
returr~i'ngto Malacca.
Jonyldle produces a considerable quantity of tin, eapan wood, rice.
dammer, ratans, and a little gold, which is sent down the Miar river
to Malacca (eight days pull), and also to Pahang.
The population of Jonaplle is estimated at 2,000 ; it is divided into
three Mdk-ims; viz. those of Limbdjon, Twkntong, and Quallo Lemq.
Gold.-The following account of the gold mines at C h i ~ o s with
,
the exception of the part relative to the assaying of the metal, which is
from personal observation, is almost entirely dram from native
information.
Btikit Chimendros is a hill situated in Gomiffchi, a territory subject
to the Panghllld of Johdle, and bordering om the eastern frontier of
Naning. It is covered and surrounded by an uninhabited forest of
great extent, intersected by numerous rivulets, which derive their source
from the hill.
Veins of quartzose rock run over it at various depths (generally
from 12 to 20 feet) below the surface, forming the matrix in which*
the gold is founa in small broken streaks.
The rock is enclosed in a bed of a sort of white clay, indurated more
or less, termed Ndpal.
The method pursued by Chinese and Malavs for separating the
metal from its matrix resembles that adopted by the Hungarian
miners, with this exception, that the process of amalgamation is not
practised by the former for this purpose. The Kling assayers of gold,
however, avail themselves of it in their vocation, ae will praently
appear.
The Malay miners, as soon as the precise spot and minute have
been determined by their diviners. Pdwangs, or other charlataw
supposed to be skilled in discovering the hidden treasures of the ear&,
commence clearing the ground of trees. brushwood, &c. and then
proceed to m o v e the roota and vegetable soil by means of Biliong~
and Chonkoles. (the ~ a l a ~ adze
a n and spade.) until the bed of N6poZ
m laid bare. These implements are now put aside, b d a heavy
sort of iron crow-bar. (Perjongl is had recourse to.
The first layer of Ndpal ia soft and whitish; the second has a reddish tint. The laat is a black incrustation resembling brick in hardnees, and hence called by the natives Tambiker Qudi ;;this i commonly
two fingers' breadth, in thicknkss, and being removed, discoven the
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specimen of this rock, in which a amell portion of p l d ir imbedded, or

rather disnemhted, h.s been forwarded to the Society.

white vein of rock, the matrix of the gold, and t e t m d tbe Retin#. I t
is generally between three and fonr feet in diameter: d m t h lice
a bed of whitish earth, below which gold is never found.
The next process ie that of breaking up the B e t h , for which purpoee the Perjoy is employed. From the extreme hardness of the
rock this is a very laborious and tedioua tmk. The coarse pieces are
then pounded in a sort of large mortar m t hpLlp tba quartz rock. The
pulverized stone ie then passed through aietves (Khp) of ratan. and
auried in small basketa to a running stream, where the smaller stony
particles are washed away, while the gold dust, with .the groseer pieces,
siuk to the bottom of the conical vessel in which it is subjected to the
action of the stream.
The refuse is picked out, and the gold dust again carefully waahed
and collected in a cocoonut shell or leaf of the Pallas tree, and con,
veyed to the Boug8al. where it is dried by means of a red hot piece of
charcoal being repeatedly passed over ita surface. After the adherent
h e r particles of the sand have been removed, it ie weighed into
quantities, generally of one tael each, which are carefully folded up in
small pieces of cloth.
These packeta constitute the Bunkale of commerce.
In Sumatra, according to M A ~ ~ D Pthe
N ,parcels or Buke8, in which
the gold is packed up, are formed of the integument that covers the
heart of the b d d o e .
The Bunk& are, as in Sumatra, frequently used aa currency instead
of coin.
The weights* for gold formerly wed as C h k d r 0 8 and Taon (a
place about half a day's journey thence) are as follow :
2 rmdl s b g (Sku
~
kechil) =
8 S6ga beabr,
=
16 Mahrns,
=
20 T a b ,
=

..........
............
................

1 large dga ( a k a bedr).
1 Makn.
1 Tael or Bunkal.
1 Cattie.

The 66ga is a sort of small scarlet pea with a black spot, the
h Maculatus.
Beaides Chimendroe and Tam, I have not heard of any place on the
peninsula where gold is obtained from the solid rock. On Sumatra
it ia frequently found in this state.
The gold dust at Pahang and Jellye is procured in the same manner
as that in the mines at the foot of Mount Ophir, already described in a
paper published in this Journal ; (vol. ii. page 497.)
The mines at Reccan are estimated to produce annually about 20
catties of gold dust.

A

At Mdacc8 10 8Qa bu6r or 4 K&mga are qual to one maicm.
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The Panghdld of Goahchi first levied a tenth on the produce of
these mines, but in consequence of large quantities of gold dust being
secretly carried off, before the tenth had been levied, he substituted a
sort of poll tar, amounting to a muiam of gold per annum, from each
person working at the mines.
The PanghlilJ of Johdle is in the habit of sending five or six bdiidoee
a year to the mines, receiving for every head of cattle t a o taels of gold.
These heavy drawbacks have cawed the mines to become unprofitable to the speculators, and almont deserted. The former of these
imposts, I believe, could readily be endured ; but the latter ad W t u a
mrt of exaction destroys all hope of reasonable profit.
The following is an estimnte of the various degrees of purity of
gold dust, produce of the peninsula. I t wiU be necessary to premise,
that mGtLi, is a term denoting the degrees of fineness for gold, of
which there are 10, as fixed by the native assayere. Gold of 10 rnrihi
is equal therefore to gold of 24 carate : gold not reaching eight nlitri
is called rnao mu'&, or young gold ;and gold from eight to 10 mritJ, n
w
tiah, or old gold.
Gold of Rc-,
94 mkll

...................
....................
..................
..................

-- 1

Mount Ophir,
Chimendrm and
Tam,
Jellye,
mdnw,

95

,,
,,

9+

,,

Cdmtar,

From C d i m t ~gold
~ ) of 10 mritri is sometimes obtained.
The assayers of gold are generally CMbhs or Klingo, who acquire
by constant practice the power of determining to the fraction of a
rultli the purity of any specimen of gold dust brought from the eastward*. As they would be perhaps liable to imposition were thia the
only trial they subjected the metal to, they have recourse to the
Battn uji or touchstone. This is a roughish black atone, apparently
basalt, brought from continental India, and generally set in a amall
frame of bronze or brass.
The aseaying needlea are generally from 20 to 24 in number, ranged
on a string, and alloyed in known
of copper and silver,
marked on the surface, from three to 9$ mu'tri. The needle and gold
to be assayed are rubbed on the touchstone in parallel streaks, in the
usual manner ; a lump of the adhesive wax called Lilin kaldlu't is then
applied to the surface of the touch-atone, which brings off the two thin
lamina of gold.
The nativea are, I believe, totally ignorant of the m y by cupellation and
acids.

I

I
I

The ditference between the two being more visible on the wax
(which is colonred black for this purpose with a fine charcoal made
from the plantain leaf) than en the stone. This is the reason the
native assayers give for the removal of the streaks of gold from the
stone to the wax, though to me no difference was perceptible : possibly
the following may afford another clue to the practice of the natives in
this particular.
I n this wax the impressions of the gold, which would be lost on
the stone, go on accumulating; a ball of it, which my native informant had used for the last 30 years, he supposed to contain above two
toels of gold.
The metal is separated from the wax by means of heat applied gradually, in such proportions as barely to cause the wax to p u s off in
the form of smoke : the residuum is then subjected to the process of
amalgamation. Half of the gold thus obtained is dedicated in alms to
the poor, or on religions offerings, at the shrine of some favorite Saint
or Wali; generally to that of MIBAN
Sahib at Nagore.
The calculation of a Malay, long employed in the mines at Chimendros, makes the average quantity of gold produced from 40 lbs. of the
pulverized atone, 24 grains of pure metal. Lumps of virgin gold.
weighing from five to six taels, have been found in the alluvial soil here
and at Taon. In Jellye, a mass weighing upwards of a cattie has been
discovered : this will appear trifling if placed in comparison with that
mentions ae having been shewn to the Royal Academy
which R~nuvua
~
that when one of the highest
at Paris, weighing 448 oz. H B L Yaffirms
mountains of Paraguay fell down, about 50 years ago, there were discovered in it pieces of gold weighing from two to fifty pounda each.

Seal of Johble, dated A. H. 1216.

jTbe date on the meal is revemad, a miateke that we have not unfkequeutly
observed on Indian coins with Perdan inrcriptions. Aa this L the last Eaaay on
the Matma Sktes with which Lieat. NSWBOLD
will be able to favor w,it may
be u well to point out where the preceding u e to be fonnd :
Vidt to Mount Ophir,
vol. 11. p. 497.
Account of Naning,
,, 111. ,, 601 ; 1V. 297.
,1V. ,. 241.
Ditto the four Menangk6bowe Statw.
IV. ,, 537.-ED.]
Ditto Sangis Ujong,

..............
................

..................
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11.-intqretation of the nbetan Inueription on a Bhotian
taken in Ausam, ad preunrted to the A d i c Society by C%zpt&
Boa-.
By M. ALEXANDERCPOYAKoBijs~. [See PI. VI. $9. 3.J
[In a letter to the Secretary of the Asiatic Society ; we dao Pmcadbgs of tba
Adatic Society, 4th May, 1836.1

According to the request conveyed in your letter of the QOth April,

I have translated the piece of magical superstition which you have
faithfully transcribed from the Bhotian board. With exception of the
ralutation at the beginning and the conclusion. and a few terms in tbe
middle. the whole is in the Tibetan language. The purport of it, as
~ 1 1 be
1 evident from the tenor of the translation, is, to obtain the
favour aud protection of several inferior divinities, to increase the
prosperity, &c. of the person and family for whom the ceremony
was performed, and this mngical piece wan erected or set up.
I t may be that the flag-st&, with the wooden board containing
this inscription, was carried before the Tibetan chief in his march, and
so used as an ensign in war; but it is more probable that it belonged
originally to the house top or tenace of the prince in Bhotan : for
the houses of great personages in that country are generally decorated
with such ensigns of victory at the four comers of the terraced roof.
They are called in Tibetan ~ c P * Y rgyal
& ~ m t u h (ensign of victory).
and always contain inscriptione of similar purport with this.
In regard to the orthography of the piece, it frequently occurs in
Tibetan writings and books, that the vowel signs are removed from
their proper places, on account of the dependent letters of the line
above ; several cases of this occur in your transcript. The intersyllabic points at the end of a line are generally also omitted, except with
the conjunction 54' which will also be remarked here. I have made
a copy in Roman characters, and have also endeavoured to &e a literal translation : the words in Italics I cannot properly interpret.
Om suasti, pronounced by the Tibetians om uoti, is rendered by them

in their languagedW 9 < ' ~ 9 " ~ ' % ' om
~~
bh-legu-su
' % q gpr-egg :
" Oh may it please, may it be prosperous."
inscription on tke back of tlie wooden Board @g. 3. PI. VI.)
WTr

$'.yw)'

~ ' & . ~ q 8&U*V &T*TEv

dWg'q;' ~ w & W ' W t q ~ q a 4TQv
'
II' f

f ~

'a$*JY' Wdb4

# 9 ' ~ 5 4 'X'S01 1' 4-15

Opl r i u t i Lha Srin ad4 b g p d tluma-chad dang
talh&..i drang.vabi gzah aksr tolhb
&a u Mag kla rigs w p d d p - p gtoo ikbor
khpb-mjug (for hjag) W o l a (for LUhnla) ki-kang (for k d k u ) Via'htl d m
mfa'han
ma pi-ling kira t a ' h mop gnysn-PO hdr6 Srin damg
phy- nfa'bmr rteng hog gmr-pa rnunr dmg
khyad-par-dn nyi-ma dC-ring gng-la ~ ( nhi
1 u bdy
8-g
arid lh. asin mga thamr-ahd a r i d - p
Hnhi p h j y r g p idi-la ltoa-rbig, Smug rrid lba arin
8de brgyul khed rnamekyir, Thub-phi batan-pa
la n b - t a dad-pahi gyn abyor 8hyin-pahi bdag
po hkbor dang bchaa-pahi ta'h6 dang brod
hama dpal dang hbyoipa thama-chad
zla-va jar-gyi 60 ltar gong-nu gong-da
hphcl-zbing w a s - p a r muisad-dn gaol.Om akmi d k m ' abhila d ' d a l a
Monlreyt! Sahki, S a m marigalam.

- lo zl.'zh&-dur

0 ye divinities ! all hail !-(Ye)
all the eight &see
of the divine
imps (S. Rhkshaeae) ; also ye gods, regenta of the planets, constellations (in the path of the moon), and of the lunar days, having your
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influence upon the year, the lunation (or lunar month), and tbe different seasone or periods ; ye possessors of the earth or land (landproprietors), all the eight kinds of the Nfigas (Hydrael, &c. Ye powerful chiefa and attendante, VISENURLHULA,and the menial (istrumental cause) Vi'hti ; ye goddesses (or nymphs) +ling-kba ts-'ha,
&c. ; ye fierce inferior imps, who dwell in (or towards) the cardinal.
intermediate, zenith and nadir points (or in the ten corners of the
world) ; and especially ye divine impa, &c. who are rulere of t h e
regions, wherein the sun this day is moving ;ye all look on tbir, emblem
(seal, image, or signed writ. &c.) of Hu, the regent or governor, (or
set up, or erected by Ho.) Ye divine eight principal imps ( R & k ) ) .
rulers of the world (or keepere of light), I beseech you, that you will
make that t h i patron, the bestower of charitable gifts, for obtaining
the fruit of his works and actions, who is very faithful to the doctrine
of the Muni (SEAKTA),may together with his ho~leeholdor family,
increme more and more, and abound in life. krhme, (prosperity,)
bonour, and in all his substance or wealth, like the increasing face of
the moon. Om akani dkani abhila mandala, mantry4, Svhhi; Sama
mangalam.
Tettelia, 9th May. 1836.
A. C. Kdaber.
111.-Note on mme of the Ida-ScytAic Coiru fd
hy Mr. C. MASSON
at H e g b h , in the Kohbttb of Ku'brf. By J O ~ A N
AVDILL,
N B ~Eq..
M. A. S.
[Read at the meeting of the 6th May. ]

The resulta of the valuable researches of Mr. C. M A ~ O NDr.
,
MAILTIN
HONIOBEBOBB.
Lieatenant Buanso, the late ]Dr. GBMBD, and
& B ~ ' Y A T ALI, in the vast field of the n u m i e ~ o g yof ancient
Bactria and other parts of India, must have excited a deep interest
among the antiquaries of Europe. It must also be highly gratifymg
to the lovers of this important science on thie part of the globe, to
obaerve the unabated zeal and assiduity with which these researchen
are continued by eminent numismatologiets, with a degree of succese
exceeding their moat sanguine expectations.
Of the Indo-Scythic coine, discovered by Mr. C. MASSONat
Begldm, in the Kohiadn of Ubul, and described in the 28th number
of the Journal of the Asiatic Society, the one bearing the Greek
legend NANAIA,has, it appears. attracted much attention. He ie
persuaded to think it to be identical with Bibi Nanni, or "the Lady
NANNI."a name given by the Muhammedana to the numerous ehrines
or Zibrdto, as he calls them, found in those regione of Asia. The
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Bindas a b mem, to attach to them a peculiar snnctity, claiming in
the Bibt Nmd, a personation of their favourite goddess, Pdrbati.
Theae are all, however, mere conjectures, the real meaning of the
Greek legend remaining yet to be explained.
In a subsequent number* of the Journal of our Society, a far W e r ent explanation of the Greek legend is given by its indefatigable
Editor, which is, perhaps, a near approximation to its true meaning.
There the goddaa NANAIA
is represented to bear a close'analogy, in
name and character, to the Ancu'tis of the Greek, and Anahid of the
Persian, mythology. This hypotheeis is based upon the authority of
STRABO,
quoted by Colonel WILPORD. A goddess called by the
former ANAIA, is considered by the latter to be equivalent to the
Sanscrit Andyad &vf. But, how far the de~ty,recopised under the
one or the other appellation, can be supposed to be identical with
NANAIA,remains yet to be ascertained.
Andid was the tutelary goddess of Armenia, during its continuance
in the darkness of idolatry. She is also known in our mythological
works by the namea of Artemis and Aphrodite, being supposed to have
sprung from the froth of the sea, and descended from Ztm, Aranrclsd
o r Jupiter. Anahid or Anaid is considered by us to be identical with
the planet Venur, and the letters composing it being inverted, it reads
Dirma,'which is equivalent to Art&, by which name the goddess of
hunting is invariably designated throughout $1 the Armenian books
treating of the ancient mythology of our country.
The word NANAIA,or Nancea dietinctly occurs in the second book
of the Maccabem : " For, when the leader was come into Persia, and
the army with him that seemed invincible, they were slain in the
temple of Nan,m, by the deceit of Numa's priestst." I t waa in the
compass of the temple of this goddess, that ANTIOCHUS
the Great was
put to death. She is also called U%mGLIJANAIA,or \ u l L r r Nanea,
f i e genitive of which, according to the Greek terminstion, ia written
*,,A+
Nmea. I t has its derivation from the Persian language.
literally meaning maternal or motherly. To the honor of NANAIA.
or Nmea, many temples were raised iu Armenia, the most magnificent
of which, according to the authority of U4~p-5+Zn. ABATHANGELUB,
existed in a villuge called
Thiln, situated in Upper Armenia.
'J!hia idolatrow tcmple was r u e d to the ground by SURE GREQOR
LVEAVORICB,
and a splendid church erected in its stead. U I L ~ ~ %
+rC9"f P Y + - = ~ ~
b SW
f L ~ $,&t;L
9--=4b q ~ m p p O ~ r l n S m m 4 - % C$%.
Journal of the Asiatic Society for

September, 1534.
13.

t I l Book of the Mnccabeca, chap. i.. v.
2 x 2
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WA~.

c--%kP, L qy4ks h f-rb-[a% % r k b - C s
DL -%+ ~ 3 , t.C-3 +.IJL* JJ~+Y -+sIfi
-+*s&Cs ts-~k+-%
Jb46-%% ' rtmrLI;I, UJ-J-U
, 'C pbp n-%)h F'Ldr 6r4ng &5rr,C1
dnp+aL- ' p r,trm -p .?-.=
~ ~ c . ~ + = + u3
i
pmtp%-r,,b,jr
t+-%

L w&%hF)

+-%q.br~

.

,,-,

:*

" Saint GEEOORY
and the king (TIRIDATBB)
broke down
the golden images of the Anahitic deity, and reduced the temple to
utter ruin, having divested it of the gold and silver belonging to it.
Thence they crossed the river Goyle, and demolished the ~\'nnaiaiic
temple, dedicated to the daughter of Anmrazd, in the village of Thiln..
The m u r e contained in these two temples being collected, were
appropriated to the sacred purposes of the church of God, to whom
the spot8 were also consecrated."
By the authority of thie ancient historian, a philosophical inquirer
will be convinced of the similarity of the characters of ~ A I T I Band
NANAIA,
and of the difference of their names. It is true that they
were both the daughters of ZEVSor ARAMAZD
; but an identity of their
persons cannot be inferred from this relative circumstance. The
progeny of the father of the gods is supposed to be nearly as numerous as the offspring of the late lascivious monarch of Persia, and it is
highly probable that Anaitis or Anaid, and NANAIA
or NOI)&Q
were
distinct deities. This probability is borne out by the fact of there
having existed in Armenia two distinct temples, in which these two
goddesses were respectively worshipped by our pagan ancestors,
mder distinct appellations.

<-%.c,b,d

This is an extract from the historical work of A o r ~ a n l t o s ~ uwho
s , is the
oldest Armeninn historian, being Secretary to the king T l n l n ~ ~ rand
s , having
flourished in Armenia in the beginning of the fourth centuv. Amhitie in
a liter.1

\u%k+s,

translation of U%w4m4e%1 and Nanaiatic ir e u c t l ~rendered f w
both used in the text adjectirely.

The derivative particla 4-SB

attached to Us-'%. and
is eqnivalent to the Englirh particle tic; for
eumple, &a, Asiatic, Qager, Gaugetic, kc.
NOTE.-Mr. AVDALLwas not aware that Dr. SWINEYhad pointed out the
coincidence of NANAIAwith the Noma of Maccabeer. This fact I added to
my paper among the addenda of 1831. The name I Iherwards found in
HERBELOT'S
Bibliothbque Orientale, (folio edition,) so that the identitr that I
bad ventnred to anticipate with the A n d i d or Anair of Persia, and the A d y d
dm6 of Col. WILFOBD,wan then considered to be prfectly erlblbhed. Mr.
AVDALL'Snote w a ~elicited by Mr. MASRON'sconjectores as to the inscription
at Barnyin, referring to the same deity. In Plate VI. of the April number,
his sketch of the supposed characters is given ; but I can hudly yet feel u r u r s d
ef their being letters.-ED.
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on the Geology. 4c. of the C w n t y in the Neighbourhood of
,MmrZmymg (vulg. Motrlmein). By Capt. W . FOLEY.

N.-Notes

[Submitted at the meeting of the 6th May.]

The town of Maulamyeng is situated on the left ba'nk of the Martaban
river, the channel by which the T h - l w e n g . Gymg, and Attaym discharge themselves into the sea. Properly speaking, Maulamyeng
may be said to mark the junction of these three rivers. as the N. E.
extremity of the town approachee to within a very short distance of
the confluence of the Attayen with the Gyeng and Than-lweng; i t
would also be more in accordance with usage, if in the room of " M a r tnbm, tmn;" (the name by which it has been hitherto known to the
British,) the designation of " Than-lwmg river" was given to the
channel above-mentioned ; the Than-Zweng, being the largest of the
three rivers, is entitled to the pre-eminence of holding an uninterrupted course to the Gulfof Martaban.
Immediately opposite to Maulamyeng, and separated from it by the
Martaban river. (in thia place about I f mile wide,) are the northern
end of PhuZZugheum Island and the town of Mowtumma, backed by a
bold and interesting chain of mountains ; to the north are the !&nZweng river and Joe-ka-beng range of limestone ; while on the eastern
and southern sides, the town and cantonment of Maulamyeng are
bounded by the Attayen river, and a long line of sandstone hills, a
continuation of the Mmtumma chain, which, leaving a passage for
the river, re-appears at the Kyeit-sun-Ian Phyd*, and is seen taking
its course to the south to the right of Gnang-dey and Gneedone.
The general aspect of the country is mountainous, the mountains
w g a N. N. W. and S. S. E. directiont. The most conspicuous
of these, from its superior elevation, is the Zingyet Thowng, situated to
the N. W. of Mowtumma; it attains an elevation of 3000 feet al~ove
the level of the plain, and is seen at a considerable distance by vessels
approaching the coast; as might have been expected, the Gulf of
Martaban, with the country in the neighbourhood of the Sitang river.
w e n visible from a pagoda placed upon a pinnacle of the mountain, and
to which I had ascended on a clear day. Great labour has been
expended on this quarter of the Zingyet Thowng, with the view of
making it more attractive, and rendering the ascent less irksome, than
it would naturally have been from the precipitous nature of the rock :
stepa have been cut into the mountain, and the several projections

*

Maukmyeog pagoda.
ir excecdiagly variable; it is rometimc~N. W. and S. E.,
making a corresponding difference in the inclination of tbe otrrta,
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removed or sloped away. A brick wall (about 3 feet high) extends
on either side of the road fro'm the foot of the mountain to one-third
of its acclivity ; this is succeeded by a dry wall, composed of pieces of
rock placed loosely together, and continued to the top. The pagoda
is small and void of d ir~teriorornament ; three handsome bella are
attached to the court-yard, one of which bears an inscription, having
reference to the period of its fabrication, and the various metallic eubstances of which it is composed.
the rocks under
Adopting the nomenclature of MACCULLOCH,
review are of the primitive and secondary class ; all more or lesa distinctly stratified, and of a highly crystabne or compact nature. The
Zingyet T h m g is principally composed of gneiss, and covered with a
forest more or less thick, according to the depth of the soil on which it
reposes ; in places where the rock approaches the surface divested of
vegetable mould, little or nothing is seen save a few stunted bushes
and patches of parched grass, that had been produced during the rainy
season ; these become more perceptible as one advances towards the
summit, which. with the exception of one particular spot, the site of
the pagoda, and terminating in a peak, is either round backed o r
mistated. The interior of the gneiss presents signs of disiitegration
from constant exposure to the atmosphere ; indeed, the rock is in some
instances so decayed that it crumbles to pieces in the hand ; but for
the stratification, it might be taken for a species of fine grained
granite : if I mistake not, granite has seldom been found stratified ;
gneiss will therefore be the more appropriate name. It must, however,
be observed, that the stratification of the rock is in some places indietinct and irregular, the inclination of the strata being sometimes to
the northward, and not unfrequently to the southward, of west.
Under this gneiss probably repose the quartz-rock granite and mica
slate found extending from the sea (in a N. N. W. and S. S. E.
direction) towards the KyJkmi pagoda. I regret much that it was
not in my power to ascertain, by a personal and minute examination, whether such is actually the case; my visit to Ky&mi was
unfortunately confined to a short walk upon the beach, where these
rocks are found lying in the following order ; they are all regularly
stratified, the several strata of no great thickness, but dipping into the
ground at an angle of 75' or 80'; commencing from the jetty, and
advancing by the pagoda to the west, they were observed as follows :
1. Red iron clay (the result of decomposed sandstone ?), enclosing
nodules of quartz; this clay is cellular, of a fermginous appeanince,
and has the property of becoming hard on exposure to the atmosphere.
Q. Is this the laterite of the western peninsula ?

2. White e x - r o c k , alternating with
3. Atgillaceow d h t ; Mue or yeyellow, and slightly talcose.
4. Quarts-rock, whi&, or pale yelbw, and containing a few ecaleu

of cricn.
Talcow-schut with thin layerr of quarts, altemtiog.
A white gruaite with nim abundantly dirseminated in largo
yellow d e s .
7. Pink, or red, quarts-rock.
of
8. A grey siliceous substance (resembling c b u , with v e i ~
quartz, and succeeded by
similar to that of Zinqyd, but more decomposed, fmm
9. &&s,
the action of the salt water.-this
is probably a continuation of the
Zingyet gneise.
10. Red i w cZay; the name as No. I*.
The above conrtitute the whole of the primitive r o c b observed in
the neighbowhood of MauJamyq, and with which I am at pr-t
IK) little familiar : the rrcoldotqr rocb, or tbolre now about to ba
noticed, are of a Merent character, formed under other c i m rtanees, and at a different epoch.
The h t of theae, is the ocmdrtone of M w h m a and M a with little variation in the line of bearing, the inclination of &e sandstone strata ia diametrically o p M t e to that of the
g a e h , quartz-rook, and mica-slate. &c. It has been already shewn,
that the strata of the last mentioned rocks dip to the (ocotward at a
very great angle, whereas the dip of the eandstone rtrata ia g e n e d y
t o the N. E., and the angle of inclination not exceeding 40" or 500.
This eandetone is more frequently white, presenting spotted d b e c r ticma of a pink or red colonr, and is, in aome instances, ao higldy
imp#
with d i m , that it becomes difficultto distinguieh it from
4wrjs-roc&. The leer compact portion of the rock-ia generally intermected by veina of quartz. In many instancee, the base of the randstone is an argillaceous cement, impregnated with oxide of iron, which
given a red colour to the rock, and renders it more liable to decomposition ; large masses of this eubataMx are found either altamating
with, or resting unconformably upon, the roch of both classes ;in the
latter caae, transported from its parent rock (the sandstone above
noticed), and easnming the appearance of a hard fernginow breccia?.
The sandstone hills have an undulating appearance, being free
from the contortions and asperities peculiar to the limestone rocks in
5.

6.

w-;

See Dr. Bslrea's obsewationr on the dlon of hmatitic iron in the rienitic
granite of the Neilgfdr. TO). 1V. p. 421.-ED.
t Thir rook u the earns u that noticed rt.llybkmi, (No. 1.)

their neighboarhood. Attaining a considexable elemtion, and ranning parallel to each other with a distance of some milee between
each chain, these mountain ranges form exteneive valleys, capered
with water daring the S. W. monsoon, and devoted for the greater
part to the cultivation of paddy; what remains untilled abounding
with long grass, the comer kind nerving for house-thatch, and the leas
rpnk afirding pasture for cattle during the dry season. Ercept in
the immediate neighbourhood of the limestone, where a h e black
loam prevails, and on the bankti of the rivers and islands formed by
the constant accumulation of mud and silt, transported h m a clayslate and limestone county, the greater part of the soil found in the
plains contiguous to Maulamymg is an arenaceous clay, mixed with a
small portion of d i n e and vegetable matter*.
The only ore that has been hitherto found in connection with the
sandstone is a "SalpIkmt of Adkmy," in a vein of quartz; it is
found in the neighbourhaod of G k y d e y , and appears abundant.
Leaving Maulamyeng, and proceeding to the north, a few limestone
hummocks are seen on the right banks of the Z!h-Zwemg river, forming part of the long but broken chain extending to the routh-east ri9
Je-ka-benq. Damatha, Nymn-beng-reite,
and Kyema-rov. W i sn
aspect so Merent from that of the sandstone, these limestone rocks
present peculiarities of structure deserving mention ; although immediately succeeding the sandstone, the 6. W. chains of limeatone, or
those first seen in contact with it, (advancing to the N. E..) p m t
little or no signs of stratification. The limeatone appears in detached
maaaes, rising, as it were, perpendicularly out of the earth ; and .a
each maes preserves a similar direction with the one preceding it, the
range has, at a distance, the semblance of an extensive chain, continually broken and interrupted by some great convulsion in m e .
That the sea hae covered the whole of this country, and prebably 3
no very distant period of time, is perceptible at the first view. FOW
distinct epochs would also seem to be marked out. The two fUat
will include the formation of the p k i t i v e and seco*
strata ; the
third, the up-heauimg of these strata; and the fourth, the p-ce
of the sea upon the whole. The shattered and divided limeatone.
with its mural precipices and caverns ; the saline depositions M, constantly met with on the plaine, and other appearance of a no 1conclusive character, attest the former existence and desolating
Thim saline mntter is in aome place8 so abundant, that the soil is collected by
malt manufacturen for lixiviation ; the liquid is strained off, and subjected to the
usual proau of evmporation.

.
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pcrsrer of the oars*. As hss been M y obnerved, the ~ ~ ~ d e t o n e
&~m~lys~:thedipbeiag(genedy)toth%N.E..
.Bd its angle of i n c u m from 40. to 50' : on the coatmy, the
limestone that immediately succeeds it i (to all appaumce) unstrat&ed, or the incliqtindn of it. s t M dbcemable only hra the 8rin the r d . M) p a t , aa to merit fOr it the appdl.tion of orrticr3. it
may, however, be remarked. that this peculiarity of structure is perceptible only in the Joe-b-bag and b f d chJnr of limestone ;,
dvnncbg to the N. E.. and p w b g another range of the sandstone
before n o t . the stratihation becanen mom apparent, at the name
time, that the line of bearing, dip, and inclination of the strata ue
d
y similar to the sandatone at iU+yemg.
The general structure of the limeatme ia mural, pwsessing consi&rable height but little breadth ; the 8ngk of the plojecting pointa
ue sharp, and as the little vegetatioa produced is restricted to a few
-ted
t r e a ~and ahrube, the rock has a remarkably rugged appear.pee.

The height of Joe-h-bag, the moet elevated point of the 6. W. chain,
ie p h b l y as much as aOOO feet above the level of the plain ; it hm
8 4 pngoda on i b summit. which on a clear day is viaible at a
rl;.ta.Hu. of !20 milee; but with thin elevation, ita greatat avenge
br*
will not be more than 300 feet. The limestone is of a grey
or lavender-blue colour. emmetimes presenting spotted delineations of
white, yellow, ochre yellow, and red; of a 6ne compact textore,
rarely pnnlated; fraotwe tine and splintery; faintly translucent oq

the edges; and frequently intersected by veine of &spar, c o r n
-ding
in every essentialpoint witb the English " mountain limertone," or *< s e e d r y lincrione" of Jameson. Another characteristie
ef this limestone is that it i m m . The caves are of coneiderable
magnitude, and from their containing (occasionally) inscriptiom
having reference t
o the fabrication and sculpture of the several i m a p
.ad ternplea therein placed, are iutexesting both to the antiquarian
wd the geologist. The principal cavema are thoae at Ydtdy, Tyoka,
Ja-k-beng, Damatha. Nyovn-bmg-seiLs, and Phbia. Surrounded
+th jungle. these limestone caverns are not unfrequently tenanted by
k& and beasts of prey. A great qumtity of bat's dung h collected
The merage elevation of the plains above the level of the sea, at high-water,.
d l nor exceed rix feet at tbe present time, while it ia evident, on examination,
I

that the banks contignons to the sea, and mbject to the influeaoe of the tide,

L v e boon amtinrally m i d
aucosrsive d e p o r i t i o ~ and
,
are still receiving
deposits of silt or saline matter on every high rire of tide,.or inundation produced by the freahea during the S. '8. monroon.
2 N
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from the Qok-hla cavern, and need by the natives in the murnfachm
of 0altpeh.e.
Damatha &wm. (awedcrll mtmnce,) situated on the left bank of the
6?ymgriver, and about 12 miles distant from Maulampug.
The mouth of thh cavern is almost entirely closed by a brick wall :
a small passage on the left aerding entrance. It is spacious within,
being about 2a0 feet long. 100 feet broad, and 25 feet high. The
singularity attached to the cavern arises from its extending right
through the hill, so that entering on the western side, one may pama
out through the eastern mouth of the cave. The stokrctitm are
numerow ; several are of an immense size, and daily becoming larger
from the continual supply of water, impregnated with calcareous mot&, percolating through the hill, and giving a new crast to those
already formed. S t d u g d m likewise exist, but are g e n d y much
concealed from view by bat's dung. with which the floor of the cavern
is covered. AB is the case with all the larger dewription of caverns, that
at h t h a is crowded with images of BmWa in wood and stone ; he
is represented in his usual ritting posture ; in some instances, anuyed
with the "glories," but more frequently without them. The workmanehip is very inferior, and little attention seem to have been paid
to the poliehing of the stone, which is a fine crystalline marble, and
naturally well adapted for sculpture. Exposed as thebe rude monumenta of art are to the ravages of a damp atmosphere, as well as to
the contamination of birds and bearts of prey, such extra labour would
have been but fruitlessly bestowed ; the natural white colour of the
marble is either entirely defaced, or it has acquired the crystalline,
retidated appearance peculiar to the stalactite. Fronting the emtern entrance, and placed over the larger Phyd, is the following
inacription written in the Z!Wiam tongae, and specifying (as I am given
to understand) the time that had elapsed since the cavern was first
consecrated for the reception of the images*. The country was a t
that period in the handr of the P$-got government, and as marks
of great age are evident throughout the whole of the worka contained
in the cavern, it is probable that some centuries have gone by since
they were executed.
Passing out of the Damatha cavern on the eastern side, and following
the limestone range to the south, a smaller cave may be observed
within a few yards of the summit of the hill, which is in this place
about 500 feet above the level of the plain; the ascent to it is
extremely difiicult, owing to the precipitow nature of the rock. A
See note at the end of the paper and the inacription lithographed in
PI. X.-ED.
)Pee.
.
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kge brick and mortar image of Garzama guards the entrance of the
cavern, which measures 18 by 22 feet, while ita average height will be
as much M a0 feet. This small cove had been but lately selected by
the Phid, for the better cmcealment of a quantity of m a n d p b
written in the TAalian or m
h character, and seareted in the upper
pprt of the Duneatha cavern at a time that the country wag invaded by
the IbMs*.
The m a n d p t s were placed in wooden boxes, elevated upon rafters ; many had become perfectly rotten, and others were fwt hpetening todecay from constant exposure to damp.
It may be remarked, that curioruly carved elephant's teeth were at
one time to be found in these caverns, along with their less costly
companions in wood and stone: these are now exceedingly scarce;
the greater number have either crumbled into dust, or diveateti of the
gilding and characteristic featurea of the &rdcUirt saint, have been exposed for sale in the bazar : some few have met with a better fate, m d
are probably now adorning the cabineta of the curious+. On a survey
af the general devastation that p r e d throughout these limestone
caverns, it may reasonably be doubted, whether the hand of man has
not proved equally destructive with time, and the elements, in obliterating much that had claim to notice by reaeon of superior antiquity,
or novelty of design. The mutilated statues and broken shrines
atrewed around the caves too well atteet the intrusion of other than
B M a h h o t e m , and point out the havock provoked by avarice, a
fanatic zed, or the mare reprehenaible disregard of what is due to the
f d g a of a conquered people.
Notwithatandmg its exceedingly compact nature, perhaps no rock
powassea the property of decomposition and solubility in water to
such a degree as the limeatone here treated of. Hence the rich
plains in ita vicinity, and the no less fertile islands continually formed
and nourished by the carbonaceous particles transported from a limestone country by the Th-lweng. Gyeng, and Attaya. This tendency
to wear is particularly manifest at the Phabowng T h m g , a limestone
hill on the right bank of the Attayen, and not far removed from the
site of the late town and fort from whence that river derives its name.
A cavern may be observed in this rock that has evidently been formed
by a mountain torrent, which, coming from the interior, rushes through
Siameae.
I was fortunate enough to obtain three of there teeth : they appear to be of
an immeme age; the ivory of the amalleat tooth is complately decayed. I
bare abo some of the msnuscripb above alluded to, and reserve the whole for
pnosntation to the Asiatir Socictr. (See Proc. As. Soc. 6th May.)
)
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i t to join its waters with the Attoyen; with an average elevation of
.I5feet above the s d a & of the. water, and a diameter of nine feet,
the cavern continues to cover the stream to the distance of 80 pards
or more beyond i b place of janction with the river. In the dry season.
the stream is compmtively tranquil ; but in the S. W. monsoon,
when it is greatly swelled, and becomes tremendously rapid, it rhea te
the summit, and by its overwhelming force and the conatant attrition
of its waters on the limeatone rqck adda c o n s i d d l y to the dimensions of the cave.
Beyond the Phabovng l!howng, and on the right bank of the
Attaym river, are the hot-welh. They are three in number, and
about two miles distant from the old town of Attaym, of which
nothing now remains save a few bricks to. point out the site of the
wall that surrounded it. A dmse jungle of reeds and long gram
covers the ground, extending to the hot-p'ngu and the limestone
rocks in their neighboorhood. The largeat of the wells is of a circular form, and apparently deep : its diameter is probably as much u
60 feet. An doreacence of the salt it contained was perceptible on
the brick wall by which it is enclosed ; the hate of the salt exceedingly bitter, not unlike that of " arlphate of magnmio*." The spring
was in a state of active ebullition, and much steam arose from i b
surfacet ; on the immersion of a therm. bulb, the m e m y rose to
1370 Fahrenheit. The springs evidently contained much rain water
collected during the S. W. monsoon, and which, overtlowing the
banks, is disengaged by means of small rivulets that discharge them@elvesinto the Attqen. Within a short distance of the hot-springs,
I noticed water that had a dark colour, and a disWeenb1e fetid dour,
like that of " a l p k e t t e d hydrogen;" this water was cold, although
contiguous to the hot-springs. Both cocoanut and palmpra trees
were numerous on the spot, and did not appear to s d k r from W
i
vicinity to the hot-wells; a fine young p i p 1 tree grew luxuriantly
on the bank of the largest sprinz : on the contrary, the trees situated
near the water supposed to contain " sarlphuretted hydtvgm" were of
a diminutive aize, and had a sickly appearance.
Advancing beyond ~ o w 8 a h ,another or second range of m d k m e
is seen to cross the !l'!hun-lwmgriver, and take a similar dinxtion with
the limestone on which it reposes ; the rock is of the m e compact
or Si~kfXmI3
nature as that of Mmtumma and Mauhyc11g, but aovered, for the greater part, by an upper atratnm of red iron clay, accomA bottle of the water, taken from the hot spring, ~ I U
been prematad to tho
Ariatic Society.
t When riaitad by me in Dec. 1833, at an early how in the forolroon.

I

panied witb rladSCe, a mined not unfrequently found associated with
this clay in other parta of the cosst. This range ir less wooded than
the earidstone to the southward, and hm the ferruginons appearance
pecnlier do the roil.
Approaching to the village of " Hmaebmg," one tamnot but be
struck with the singular appearance of the limestone rock on the right
bank of the T b - l w r g : the limestone appears, M usual, in large
i s o W masses; but the form msnmed by some of these is remarkably grobque, at the same time, that the stratification of the limestane is mare perceptible at this place than it has hitherto been. The
fohwing may be taken a a tolerably correct repmentation of these
rocks, seen from the neighboarhood of Hmeebong. (SeelSy. 2.)
Still ascending the Tlian-lweny, and passing the island of Colon by
either channel, the river becomes more rapid, owing to the h e of its
bed and the limestone reef0 that m a it for several miler to tbe north ;
the ewtem channel is that generally navigated : ita left bank is high
a d precipitous, abounding with the cellular red iron clay ro plentiful
et Mcrulaymg and Kygkmi: from i b position, the clay appears to
have been trnnsported to i b present aite at a comparatively recent
period, and abaqmently to a change in the courne o f the &-lumg ,for it not only reposes hoko&diy upon the limestone rocks, but is
found reclining upon a thick stratum of round pebbles and coarse
grsvel, in every respect similar to that found in the bed of the river at
the conchion of the rainy season*. Thin conglomerate ia perhapr
?xst viewed af an escarpment of the bank a little beyond Chumyah,
and the great probab'iity of ite containing mganic remains merita for
it the psrticalar ettention of the geologist.
The limestone rock had been hitherto observed in broken but elevated
chains on eitha bank of the !lbn-kamg, and with the exception of
the few reefs before alluded to, seldom seen to stretch across and
&twb the river in ita progreae to the south : leaving Colon I S M
and proceeding towards the Ymgbieng Kyormg the clue is far different ;
the country becornea more mountainous, at the same time that the
rocks appear distorted and thrown about in the utmost disorder : it
seems a if a chasm had been suddenly formed iu the mountains, and
r paaeage thm opened to the &-lweng.
Piled upon each other in
the utmoet confusion, the limestone rocks not only form a wall on
eiker side of the river, narrowing i b bed, and thereby adding to the
Thii change of couree might hare been poduced by the sadden deposit of

the clays and which accumuhtion and deposit can only be rcconnted for in
the rune manner as reasoar are nsugned for the singular appearance of the
limeatone rookr.
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rapidity of the current, but spreading themselves across, obstruct its
passage, and render the navigation extremely dangerous at any o k
time than the N. E. moonsoon. The current of the river is very
strong near Miattg and Mye-an, but the principal rapids are met with
in the neighbourhood of Tmmg-bio-my0 : I accompauied Sir J. DICKION, K. C. B.. to this place in March, 1835. and we found it impossibla.
for our boata to proceed further ; indeed our return was not effected
without considerable risk, owing to the force of the current, and the
numerous eddies produced by the inequalities on the bed of the h
lweng, which is in this place extremely deep. Accidenta c o n t i n d y
occur : a boat once drawn within the vortex of the whirlpool is inevitably lost ; both boat and crew are sucked down, and never known to
make their appearance on the surface.
At the mouth of the Yengbieng Kyowng, a spot rendered peculiarly
attractive by the beauty of the surrounding acenery, the limestone is
aeen gradually passing into clay-slate ; the limestone has a slaty fracture, becomes earthy, and is of a darker colour ; the transition ia at
length so perfected (to the view) that but for the effervescence produced
by the nitric acid, it becomes, in some instances, extremely ditlicdt to
with
detect the presence of the limestone in the argihceom *it,
which it is intimately blended. At a short distance beyond the Yengbim Kymmg, a few blocks of a grey siliceous rock may be observed
at the foot of a hill on the left bank of the Than-lwq* ;the hill is
high; of a conical shape, and covered with a thick forest and underwood. Iron we is found in conaiderable quantities both on the hill,
as well as in ita vicinity ; and small grains of iron pyrites are abundantly disseminated in the rock. Thia is succeeded again by the
slaty litnestrme, and finally by the blue clay-slate that crosses the river
at the Towng-bio rapid. Large masses of elate repose on either bank,
surrounded by a miaceow sand and pebbles (consisting for the most
part of tdcose 8krte). brought down from the upper county during the
8.W. moonsoon. A dyke of porphyritic felspm intervenes between
the slate strata; the felspar rock ie of a deep yellow, and studded
throughout with small circular pieces of the same mineral, of a lighter
colour. I regret much that I had not leisure to pay a proper degree
of attention to the structure of this rock; our party arriied on the
ground late in the afternoon, and we left the place early on the following morning ; but short as was my stay at the Towry-bio mpi& I
haveoften since dwelled in pleasing recollection, on the wild and
'

The rock ir extremely hard, and #lightly impregnated with carbonaceoar

inattcr.
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majestic a n e q ao bountifully bestowed by nature on this part of the
gnjmg-dko.
A desire to become better acquainted with the geology of this part
of the world induced me to pay a visit to the Ay& Kuyeng. The
hlbwing notes, having reference to the geology of that country, are
extracted from my journal, with the view of rendering the description
d the r o c b before mentioned more complete.
" Leaving my boat at Mye-an, and advancing in a N. E. direction
towarda the village. of Y e n g - k , a maae of regularly strati6ed limestone
& its appearance on the left of the road ; it forms part of a broken
chain extending N. N. W. and 6. S. E. The stratification of the
limeetone in remarkably distinct ; the dip of the strata E. N.E.
*' Proceeding from thence up a dry nullah, covered with fragments of
rLte and sandatone, the aecent lay over the blue clay-alate that is first
seen reposing on the limestone at the Towng-bio rapid. The slate is
covered with a f o m t of h e young male bambus, runa p a d e l with
the limeetone, and may be as much as 900 feet above the level of the
plain."
" Bidding adieu to Y n g - h , and advancing in the same direction towanla M&yo, ll&,
(Tohangeke,) and Bo-t-,
therocbareof the
game natare ae t h w encountered in route from Moulamyeng to Tolongbio-nryo ; viz. lkatone, alternating with sondeione and clay-elate ; the
sandatone becomes extremely compact and siliceous in the neighbourhood of Bo-thwmg ; the limestone presents itself in the usual broken
masses of various extent. But the clay-slate of Bo-thoumg ditfere in
coloar from that of Tolong-bw, being either pink or reddish brown, with
a h e silky texture. The route from Tigun+ to B o - t h g is difficult and dangerone from the precipitous nature of the rock which is,
at the Latter place. as much as 2000 feet above the level of the plain.
The ascent is aleo much impeded by the leaves and clay-slate pebbles
profusely ~ t t e r e dabout, and leaving little footing for the traveller on
a path 80 inclined. Descending on the eastern eide of the hill, the
path (if it may be so called) lay over masses of the m e pinkcolaored alate, watered by a stream that precipitated itself over the
mck, and rendered the descent a matter of no smal! difficulty ; after
proceeding a hundred yards or more, in that direction, the route lay
to the left ; a second ascent was here commenced, and paseing a few
heape of atratified limestone alternating with the slate, I arrived at
that part of the mountain called B o - t h g : silver ore is said to exist
in a limestone rock at this place, and judging from tho numerous
excavations that had been made by those in pursuit of the precious
metal, no little labour haa been used in the endeavour to discover it.
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I had neither time nor opportunity for aeoertoining whether dm o m
does so exist ; pieces of copper green, iron pyrites, and lead ws*, deemed useless and cast aside by those in pumuit of silver, were strewed
around the place, and for the first time, in this part of the world, I
obsellred Anthracite dispersed in thm seams through the limestone
rock. The figure of the limestone is not a little singular ; emergiag
from the clay-slate at the upper part of the mountain, and confined to
a line of 20 or 30 y d , the strata riae at a comidernble angle, attaining an elevation of 90 or 100 feat, so that the exterior form of the
limestone is that of a huge block, resting upon the hill, nnconnected with any rock of the same clam. This structure b common to
the limeatone throughout the whole of the So-thomy chain; but
notwithstanding its peculiarity of form, the &ratification is perfectly
distinct ; the dip of the strata being to the N. E.or E. N. E. precisely
similar to that of the sandstone or clay-alate, with which it alternates."
The abcve ndes were hastily amnged on my return from M&
myeng ;my residence at that place was n e c e d y short, and I am a m
that much still remains deeming the attention of tho= who will passees the leisure and opportunities that I
not fortunate enough to.
enjoy. The field is stored with much that is valuable to the h t i p w h ,
the Botanist, and the lover of Natural Hiutory. 1 trnat that 0 t h
will, ere long, lay before the public the lmaauei it contains.

-

Note.-The inscription brought by Capt. F O L ~from
Y , the Daawtk
cave, is certainly the most enigmatical that has yet puzzled the antiquarian. 1have lithographed it in Plots X., and with the sssirtanw
of RATNAPAULA,
now furnish a copy in the Roman character :

lri kon, 39-65 n h 6 , u k M l r lri knn, 4015061, &,
& k u U kun lrl.
1.--50-45
n h l , rakkarik Iri kun, 603304 nha6, aakkuik Iri kun,
790 nhafi, aakkarkk
3.-lrl knn, 370 nhsfi, sakkarbk lrf kun, 408-409 nha6, u k M k ,
kua, 604-30 nhaii nh&.
4.-sakkarkk Irl kan, 3096-5-0 n u , r a k k u i k lrl kun, 303-60 ah&,
sakkardk lri
5.-kon 508309 oh&, aakkarfk lri kwn, 306060 n u & , aakkuhk M k u .
60--303-5
6.-nha6 sakkardk Iri kan, 407-50 nhafi, sakkarkk kun I d kun, 6030304,
nhafi, aakkar6k lr5
7.-kan 401501 nhafi, aakkarik 114 kuo, 305602 nhafi, sakkar6k lri k m , ,
503-704 nha6.

Line 1.-aakkadk

All that can be predicated of this curious text is, that it contain8
either some profound and unintelligible calculation, or that it k c
On annlgsia, it appeared to be an 1' aracniate qf I
d
.
"
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chronological ngister of mythological times :-if the latter, the names
of the reigning monarchs are omitted en immaterial, and the simple
fact announced, " in the year so and so, so many reigns ;"-but
even
this is conjectnral, and unless errors have been committed in copying
the 6 p - e ~ they
.
do not run in any seeming order. The word 8akit& is the Talain rendering of the Sanacrit nakarricj. year ; in Barmese
written rakkar2.j: the t e r n Irf htn and nhati are unknown to my inJ. P. See.
formant.

/
/I
1

/

V.-On the Revolutior of the semotw. By the Rcv. R. E v ~ n r e ~ .
In the Journal of April 1835, I gave the m u l t of a comparison of
the amount of rain-fall at Calcutta. with d i i r e n t poeitions of the
moon, as far se regardm her declination. The averages shew that a
greater quantity of rain fell on the days when the declination wan
large, say from 20' to 98'. than when it waa small. Now, as there
are some years in the lunar cycle in which the declination never
reaches to 20°, it followed, as a probable, though not a necessary.
inference, that in those years there would be a deficiency of rain.
New Spain,
Shortly afterwards I met with this note. (HUMBOLDT'I
translated by B u c r , vol. ii. page 86.) " TOALDO
pretends to be
able to deduce from a great number of observations, that the very
rainy yeare, and consequently the great innndatione, return every 19
years according tq the terms of the cycle of Saros-Rosier, J o r d
& Phy*
1783." The recurrence seems here spoken of as an
exploded error. 1 have therefore ased whatever means lay within my
reach to obtain information as to what really has been the variation
of the seasons in this country for a long time back, and I will now
state the reenlts. But I must h t premine respecting the note just
quoted, that great inundations are not a necessary consequence of very
rainy years. Should the rain fall regularly or equably, it will be less
likely to occasion an inundation, than a much less quantity falling in
a very short time. This will be more particularly the case in rocky
and mountainous countries, where the channels are more easily choltlred.
In wide-extended plains, like those of the Nile and the Ganges, the
rise of the river will form a more probable criterion of the amount of
the rainy-season, though not a certain one. To revert, however, to
the point proposed. The year 1829, was that of the minimum doclination of the moon, and from the early part of 1827, to the end of
1831, the declination is never stated in the Almanacks at above 20°
For this, or rather for a period somewhat more extended, viz. from
1826 to 1833, inclusive, we have the following facts recorded.
2
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1826,
1827, Great drought in N. S. Wales ; Lieut. B ~ ~ s ~ ~ o ~ ' a T r a v e l s .
1828,
1829,
1832. Public prayer by the Emperor of China for r k n on account
of extraordinary drought. Minimum of rain by Calcutta Register.
1833, Great drought through dl the Upper Provinces, exteuding
from Bundelkhand to Kashmir.
Let us next turn to Mr. K Y D Regirtter
'~
of the Height of the Hugll,
(see Journal. April, 1835;) and aa that hae been objected to as evidence,
I muat be allowed to say a word in its defence. It is true that the
level of the Hugli at Calcutta ia dected by the tideia in the Bay;
but according to Mr. KTD's account, such an occurrenee ia very rare,
inundation from the tea not happening more than once in a centnry.
Remembering then that the ninth year before 1829 or 1820, was that
of the moon's maximum declination, we find that the three or four
yeam immediately before or after that were lugher, on the average,
than thoee farther off. Again, if we take 1811, the ninth year before
1820,and 18 yexm before 1829, we find that m the years nearest
to it the river was lower than in those fatther d. If we take
the joint evidence of the height of the river, and the Calcutta register,
we may assume that 1813 waa the minimum year of rain ; the 10th
year after that or 1823, we# the maximum year of rain I and in the
ninth year again after that, or in 1832, came a minimum again; a
period of 19 years, or a complete lunar cycle, having intervened between
m e minimum and itu d
g one.
With a ~ e of
w ascertaining whether such a variation heM in other
loalities, I obtained from the doctor's afBce here, a memorandum
af the character of the meamno IU to rain for 21 years back. I t war
dictated from ~laamorpby M d d native afficer of the eatabliehment,
who would of oonrse have the records of the &ce to refer to ; and
these in a climate where the crops depend so much upon the quantity
of rain, would of themeelves be a tolerable guide.
I t begins thm: 1812, great drought; 1813, moderate; 1814 to
1893. (both inclusive, a period of 10 years,) four years very abundant,
four yearn, abundant, two yeare moderate. From 1824 to 1883, (both
inclusive, a period of 10 years,) one year very abundant, two yeam
abundant, thee yeam modemte, bee years, drought; m e year,
1833, great drought. The MOILS
of great drought are here placed
21 years apart, inetead of 19, ae in the former case. Evidence of this
kind, like that from the height uf the river, though not free from
objection, can hardy be deemed unworthy of credit, when it is corroborated from other sources. There is one advantage, however, which
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information of the two kinds above-mentioned, p s e s r e e over the
resulta of a solitary rain-gaage, however carefully kept, viz. that they
are an index, imperfect as they may be, to what hae happened over a
luge tmct of country; whereas the rain-guage can only inform um
ae tD one particular spot, and rain-guages in general are so much
pffected by peculiarities of sitpation, that the results afforded by any
one singly, muet be w i d e r e d ae liable to doubt. To obviate thie
objaction, I have placed together in a table all the different series
procurable, of a date posterior to 1820, (see Table No. 1.) Most of
them are to be found in the *rent
Nos. of the Journal ; and the
localities are between Dacca. (E. Long. 90°,) and Delhi.(E. Long. 78O.)
between Nagpur. (Lat. 21°, North,) and Delhi, 28' 40' (N.) To these
iue added the observetions at Madras, which I have obtained through
the kindness of the Astronomiv there ; at Macao,in China, (Journal,
July, 1832,) and at Edinburgh, (eee Bruwemu's PhilorsophicalJournal,
v i m . ) In Table No. 2, are given the only three series that J
have for the years between 1800and 1821. The two k t (Madraa and
Ma-) are merely the preceding parta of the seriea given in Table 1.
The laat from Carlamhe, in Sweden, is given in the Edinburgh Philosophical Journal for 1821, there quoted from the Bibliotheque Universelle
for November. 1820. The original appears to be given in French
inch- and linea, and I have not reduced them to English measure.
es the doing so would not &xt the question at k u e , viz. whether
some years of the l w cycle are more rainy than others. Now to
make a more correct comparison of the merent years, we must h t
reduce the numbers given in Table 1. to a common mean. Thus, we
have Daeca for eight years, (1827, 1828, 1829. 1830, 1831, 1832.
suina given is 72.80 inches ;
1833, 1834,) and the mean of the *rent
at Calcntta, for the aame eight years, the meaa is 60.37 inches. The
differenoe between these, 12.43 inches, we may reasonably suppose to
be owing to the localities. Subkact, therefore, from each item of the
Dacca series, the mean difference 12.43 ; the remainders will be
reducedto the mean of Calcutta*. Proceed in a similar way with the
other aeries, only of course where the climate is ctrier than that of
Calcutta, the mean difference must be added, and not subtracted.
The series in Tab$ No. 2, may be included in the comp+on by
treating them in a similar way, and then considering them only according to their position in the lunar cycle. Thus, if we take 1821 for
the first yeor of the cycle, 1808 (or the eighteenth year before that)
may also be reckoned ae the first year ; 1802 and 1830. will of c o m e
be the last yearn. Place the whole in columns numbered according
to their distance from 1802 and 1820. and an average may be taken
fi 'Llbe mom corraat mode would be to multiply the D r w wries by
-ED.
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of the whole, as in Table, No. 3. From this it appears that the
average of nine yeare nearest the maximum is 66.34 inches, and
of nine yeare nearest the minimum. 61.21 inches. making a difference of 5.13, or nearly h t h of the whole between the two periods.
If it be objected, that such a difhence is too trivial to be decisive, we
may answer that the di&rence shewn in the table is less than the
r e d one. In all the'series, except t h e of Dacca and Macao, a q w tity hae been added to bring them to the mean of Calcutta, and of
course where two quantities differ, and a third quantity ia added to
each, they are brought nearer to a ratio of equality*.
Secondly, if we consider each seriea separately. (see Tables 1. and
2.) we shall find that each confirms the opinion of the years of maximum declination being the most rainy, except the Macao one, in
which the reveree holds good. Thus the average of 1812, 1813. 1814,
and 1815. (four years near the minimum,) is 80.50 inchea. That of
1816,19.20,21,22,23,24, (seven years about the maximum,) is61.46.
Again, that of 1825, 26,27, 28,29,30,31, (seven years about the minimum,) is 71.00 inches. So that t h guage, se well as the OM,
favours the idea of a recurrence contemporaneous with the recurrence
in the lunar cycle. We may here remark, that the idea of certain
localities reciprocating, or experiencing at the same time convariations of climate, appears, at first sight, more probable than that
the quantity of precipitation over the whole globe should be abundant
for a series of years, and then deficient, the great cause of evaporation,
viz. the heating power of the sun, remaining all the while the same.
I t will be noticed, that among the series are two from northem
Europe -burgh
and c a r h a h e ) . The inference might have been
&-awn without them, but they were added, ae being the only others
of any length I had at hand, to complete the cycle. Notwithstanding
the teetimony of the Swedish guage, it is very doubtful whether such
a variation as is there shewn is general over Europe. I say m : Fit.
Because of the way in which the idea is treated in the note &rn
HUYBOLDT
above quoted. Secondly. From the silence of modern
writere in meteorology respecting it. Thirdly. What English regism
1 have been able to examine (and they are for short periods, not
above three or four years) do not shew a preponderance of rain towards
the maximum declination of the moon, but rather the reverse ;so that,
from that, as well as from other sources of information, we might
conjecture the variations there would rather agree with those of the
Macao guage, than of the Indian ones.
I n naming the places visited, either just before, or after the year
1829, by drought, the following was omitted: " During the three
This would bare been obrirkd by following the courre mentioned in th.
note, page 283.-ED.
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yeam prior ta 1834, there had been a complete drought, which had
brought a famine upon these islands, and, in consequence, some
thousands of the inhabitants had died."-Sketches of Cape de Verd
Islands.-United h i c e Journal. July, 1835. Ae these islande lie
in a latitude between that of Calcutta and Madraa, the fact ie interesting, but I have no accounts to refer to for the state of thiigr
during that period, in the intervening countries of Egypt. Abyesinia,
Arabia, an& Pemia.
h t l y . I t will be objected, that a regularly ascending and deacending series has not been made out.
This is true ; but as the number of series from which to take the
averages has increased, so has the tendency to it become more apparent. There is one circumstance, however, which may serve to prevent
a regular ascent and descent from ever becoming perceptible, viz.
the place of the perigee. Having been lately engaged in an examination of barometric heights with regard to this, I have noticed that the
average amount of variation from the mean, either in excees or defect,
ie greater about the time of perigee, ae it also ia about that of maximum
declination. Now there are some years in which the day of perigee
coincides about the solstices with that of maximum declination, and
these yearn are usually the extreme ones, both of moisture and drought.
I subjoin a sample.
Perigee
Perigee
and M u . and Max.
NorthDecl. South Decl

Perigee
and M u .
Sontb Decl

Perigee
and M u .
South Decl.

1814-1815.

1622.1823.
77'2
26.61
55.70

1826-1827.
55-42
88.67
51.80

1818-1819.

Perigee
and Max.

North Decl.
183 1-1832.
50-25
20.07

The three numbers in the Calcutta p a g e are, one, the highest, and
two the lowest up to 1833 ; the six numbers in the Madras guage are
the four minima and two maxima noted up to the same period. Of
the three numbers from the Macao guage, one only is an extreme,
but the other two are very large either way. Some other circumstances, also, mould lead to the belief, that peculiar localities receive
the changes both of drought and moisture earlier than others. Thus
the last drought was at its height in Bengal in 1832, and ale0 at
Madras; but it did not reach either Delhi or the Nilghemes to the
westward until 1833. This of course introduces a new source of
confusion.
There is one other way of attempting to trace the variation of the
.ew~one,and that is by a comparison of the price% of corn in different
years at ditferent places ;but this must be deferred for the present.
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---..........
Calcttq..

Dacca,..

...........

Banmom,
~ogpo~~,..
Sagar,
Futtebpore,
Delhi,

M8dr.r.

..
..

I7

18

....

....

. . . ...

....

55.42 64-56 57'29 59-73 63% 58.78 50.25 68.36 69-73 85-50
61-51 34'37 68.87 81-47 76'57 54'27 50.37 55.57

..

7i.k

di.04 5 i . k

5i.b

47.31 62-TI 48.l1 80.91
gi.71 58.60 51.16 67.33

....

......

......

....

........

........

..

40.85 72.36 44-19

53-00

..

59-90

..

........

Average,
Averup of y e w
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 15, 16, 17. 18
Averup of years,..... 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,
Hereoce,

.......
66.34
......
61.21
........................................ 5.13

,....

The lut No. of the two included witbin the h c k e t r i.for the year 1814 (rqs J o u d An Soc. mL 11, 239. Climate of Nagpore).
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VI.-Recent

Discovery of F w d Bores in Perim Islaad, in the Caabay

W L
[ R e d at the meetin# of the lrt Jlme.]

The following notice of the interesting discovery of this new deposit
of fossil bones has been obligingly communiated to me in a letter from
,
at Bombay the 17th April. Althongh its pubthe Baron H n o a ~dated
lication anticipates the arri~alof the specimens themselves, it would be
an injustice to science and to Dr. LUSH to delay for a moment so
important an announcement. The acknowledgme~bof the Societp are
for, the preference
due both to the discoverer and to the Baron H U ~ E L
given to our museum for their preservation. I hope the c i m stance may lead to fresh exertions in the valley of the N w M , where
doubtless much still remains to be explored.--J. P. See.
You will receive ehortly a few foesil bones from Perim Island, in the
Cambay Gulph. Dr. LUSHhae the merit to have found them, but without exploring them at all. I had no time to go over from Surat. where
Dr. Lvsa showed me them. I requeetedhim to send them to you through
One is an imperfect bone of a mastodon or elephantMr. WATHEN.
another the head of a boar unknown, and one belonging. I think, to a
Rongeur;' but what induces me particularly to wish them at Calcutta
is, that there is a horn in ita matrix, which, connected as these fads
must necessarily be with those of the Narbadu, might belong to that
species of BOBmentioned in your Journal : it is decidedly not of a
Buffalo. I was so anxious to reach Bombay, that I could not possibly
go to Perim myself. I did however manage to send a boat over; and
I received yesterday 4 1 pieces of fossil bones : t h e ' w y a r t belonging
to the mustodor latidens, of which the teeth, in a perfect atate, did not
leave any doubt ; some of the bones are of an immense eize, one fractured piece of the tusk measuring from the centre to the outeide of the
circle 5q which gives 104 inches diameter, or 54 inches in circumference : some of them are ip the same hard matrix you will see imbedding
the horn ; some evidently rolled by the sea. There are eome curio01
teeth among the fragments I possess, and two triangular shaped pieces
similar to the horn of a rhinoceros : the teeth are however too large to
belong to that animal. I may perhaps send the most curiou specimens
round to you ; but I am a t this moment too much pleased with my discovery to part with them. I t appears that the island abounde with fossils,
and it is a clear proof either that the Narbada must have found only lately
its way to the Cambay gulph, or that some other revolution mmt have
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aparated the little island from Kotliwh. Havinp no opportunity to
leave this for either Pereia or the Cape, I may still perhap be able to
go to Perim and
peninsula."

Gogo, to trace the fosrila on the main land of the
Hvons.

Since the above WM set in type, and just before striking off the
sheet. I have been favored with the subjoined additional information
which I hasten to make
from a new correspondent, L i n t . FULWAMS~,
known through the Journal, while I venture to m u r e him the t h a n b
of the Society for hh projected exertions to enrich its museum. Who
will not become an e n t h u s k t amid such k v e r i e s ? I t ia but four
years since the existence of strata containing fossil bones was denied
in India, or at least supposed to be confined to A e ~ m
and Ava. We
are proud to think that the Journal h~ been in some measure the
hamble means of stimulating the search which has been thus crowned
with success in SO many quartere.-ED.
" On my arrival in this part of the country in the month of April, I
heard a report that some bones, turned into stones, as the natives
called them, bad been discovered on the Island of Perim in the Gulph
of Cambay, and in latitude 21" 390.
I loet no time in going there to see if the report of foaail remains was
correct, and althoagh I do not pretend to be a geologist, or to know
much about fossil oateology, still I consider my l a b o m most amply
repaid. by my first visit to the idand ; for I obtained a most perfect
specimen of the teeth of the mastodon ; one also that I think belongs
b the paleeotherium ; and the femur, vertebre, and many other bones
belonging to mammiferom a n i d now extinct.
Being well aware from the perusal of yoor rcientific Journal, how
highly, and I might say justly, remains of thie sort are prized. I shall
take the liberty of forwarding to the Society for their acceptance a box
containing specimens of these fossil remains.
The formation in which they were discovered is a tertiary conglomerate, composed of nodules of sandstone, indurated clay, and a small
proportion of silex, cemented together by a yellow clay ; most of the
foasil remains have been exposed to vim, by the sea having washed
off the upper part of the matrix, but atill they are firmly attached to
the rock, and the only way they were to be obtained, without breaking,
waa by #tone-cutten carefully working dl round them ;large quantities
of petrified wood were lying about in every direction.
The following is a list of the strata as they appeared to me, commencing from the surface, viz.
1st. Loose nand and h h .
2nd. Conglomemte, composed of widatone, clay and sfier.
2 P
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3rd. Yellow and whitish clay, with nodulea of sandstone.
4th. Conglomerate ae above.
-ED.)
5th. Siliceous sandstone with a few fossils. (Calcareous.
6th. Conglomerate.
7th. Indurated clay more or less c h p a c t .
8th. Conglomerate, in which the best, and I may say nearly the
whole of the fossil remains have been discovered.
The deepest strata of conglomerate are about 3 feet, but they generally do not run more than 18 inch- to 2 feet, and for the most part
lie horizontal. On the western side of the island, however, the strata
are much disturbed, being fractured, and dipping at an acute angle to
the east ; on the southern end of the bland, sandetone appears below
the fossil stratum of conglomerate, dipping to the north at an angle of
25 degrees.
There is a tradition among the inhabitants of Gogah, that the island
of Perim was formerly joined to the main land, by means of a stone
bridge, which has, in the course of time, been destroyed ; remaim
of some buildings are still to be seen, running into the sea in the shape
of piers, &c. It mwt have been a very stupendous undertaking, for
there b a channel now between the land and the ieland of the depth of
75 fathoms, and nearly 500 yards in width.
On the island there are the remains of a considerable fort, and
buildings of Hindu architecture, for I observed in an old temple that
had tumbled down, the broken figure of Buddha rudely sculptured in a
sitting posture ; also the remains of a large tank wall, and W f . Among
the other curiosities of the island are two elephants cut out in the
mck ;they are covered now by the sea except at very low water ; one
is hished, and I should say, measured about 10 feet long by 8 or 9
feet high. Capital fresh water is procurable on the island, 20 feet
below the surface; it is found below the stratum of sandatone.
I will here enumerate the varieties of specimens of fossil remains.
which I think have been found. Teeth of mammoth ; ditto mastodon,
phwtherium, hippopotamus, or rhinoceros, and a number of other
mdk.r animals. The head of some large saurian animal ; part of
a tortoise; ditto of elephant's tusks. Femora, vertebrae, and other
large bones ; one shell in siliceous sandstone, and the half of a deer's
foot. With this vast variety befote me, it requires a person much better
qualiied than myself in the art to say to what particular animal the
diff;erentspecimens belong, and I therefore forward them with the
hopes of hearing the opinion of the scientific in Calcutta.
It hss occwed to me, on reading over the Journal for Aug. 1834,
that the conglomerak in which the fossil remains in the valley of the

'
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Nerbdda have been discovaed, h very nearly similar to that in
which the Perim foasil are found ; and if my conjectures are correct,
we shall be able to trace the formation dong the whole line of the
Nerbudda valley and the greater part of the Kattiw6r coast. Should
such be the case, and I have but little doubt in my o m mind that it
w i l l be so, what a vast field has thun been thrown open, for discovery
and research ; I still hope to see my conjectures fulfilled with regard
to finding cod in the Tajpipla or Kattiw6r range of hills before the
lapse of many yeare.
Not wiahing to take the credit to myself of having been the first
person to diecover these remains, I should mention that I believe Dr.
Luau was the first ;he having, I underatand, found a tusk of some animal on the island. During a second visit to the island. I was accompanied by three other gentlemen, who have most kindly given me
permission to forward any part of the specimens so obtained, that I
think may be acceptable.
Doubtlesrr on further research and on breaking up the stratum, more
perfect specimens of bones will be discovered :for I must mention that
all those sent were covered at high water, the highest point of the island
nd b e i i above 60 feet higher than high water mark ; the length of
the island is about 13 milea to 2 miles, and in breadth 4 to $ mile ;
large eand hills are formed on the south-west side, and it is inhabited
by about 12 houses of coolies, who cultivate Mjri there during the
monsoon. A light-house has been established there for some years.
and kept up by the Government, of which a serang and five lascars
have charge :the expenses are defrayed by levying a duty on all boats
ping.
Should I be able to make any further discoveries either in fossil
remPina, or as to the formation of the Kattiwfr hill, I shall trouble
yon with a further communication ;that is to say, should you consider
the present worthy of occupying any part of the pagea of your interesting Journal.
Gro. FULUAMB~."

VI1.-Tabk of Sub-Hidayan Fossil Gm?ra, in theDbd6pw Collection.
By Lid#. W.E. BAXBEand H.M.DUBAND,E~yimeer~.
Tho following table in intended to illuntrate the proportion in whi~la
the nrpective genera have been found to occur, and b deduced from
the specimens in our collection.
The reedta might have been presented in a more simple form by
the table to the two lest wlurmu, ; but aa information with
rsgord to the number of perfect and imperfect specimens on which
1P 3

the entries admitted into these columns are based may be deemed
interesting, the following headings under which the specimens were
counted off are also given.
Cranbms, which title includes all specimens showing a conniderable
portion of the head.
Upper Jaws. Allotted to such palates as poseem either one or
both lines of molars complete.
Lower Jaws. Under this heading are numbered those lower jaws'
which are perfect, and also such ae, though wanting the symphiais,
present the line of molars complete. The shape of the lower j a m of
the mminantia renders them very liable to fracture immediately in
front of the molars ; accordingly, a great number of half jaws are
found, which, being deprived of their symphisis, atrord no means of
accurately joining together such of them as may have belonged to the
same individual. Some pairs may therefore have been overlooked; an
error nearly inevitable, and which would account for the apparent
excess of lower jaws in proportion to the upper.
Fragments of Upper and of Lower Jaws. Within these columns, oe
the heading imports, fragments of maxillaries, containing one, two, or
more molars, and also those detached molars, the maxillaries of which
are not in the collection, have been ranged.
As the table enters into no detail of species, the latest discoveries
which it comprises may be cursorily noticed. These are a very perfect
cranium and lower jaw of a species of Vulpes ; an equally perfect cranium and lower jaw of a species of the genus Gulo ; also an addition to the Pachyderma, coneisting of the anterior half of a head, of
which the posterior half was unfortunately broken off; and owing to
the carelessness of the excavators, none of the fragments have hitherto
been recovered. The lower jaw is locked with~nthe upper ; so that
the exterior eurface, and the outline of the upper molars can alone be
examined ; the characteristics of the teeth being thus imperfectly developed, and the occiput wanting altogether, the specimen has been
M e d in the table under the general title " Cuvierian P a c h y d m a :"
by which, however. there is no intention of conveying the idea that it
has been identified with any of the Pachydermata of the Paris basin ;
for although it afords some analogies both to the Pdaeotherium and
to the Anoplotherium, its essential peculiarities are sufficiently remarkable to cause it to be separated from either genus.
In the present early state of the search, the accompanying List can
only be considered ae an approximation to the relative numerid proportions in which the different fossil genera existed. Viewed as such, it
tends to prove that apecies of the genera Elephae. Mastodon, Hippopotam-, C e m , Antilope, and Boe, were abundant ; that the genera

Rhinoarm, Equus, Sus. Canis, and Hyena, were of lese frequent
oceumna, and that the Camelida and the .Sivatherium were rare.

The habits of these genera may be adduced as rearone for modifying
tbis general eummary of the state of a former zoological period.

I

Nmr.- Raring been tarored witb the pernaal of the forthcoming ppen on
the Hippopobmer, in tbe Asiatic S d e t y ' r Tranuctiona, it becomer requisite to
-k,
that the apecimen placed under the genus Anthmeotberium ir t b same
u belonging t o a
which in a note at page 59, ia conridered by Dr. PALCONEB
new Kenus, Cbtrotherium. In our opinion, i t k a new rpeciea of Antbracotherium, under which we have accordingly numbered it. Mr. D A W Ehas brought
to onr notice a specimen in hia poaremion, which conaiata of the right hnll of a
n
lower jaw belonging t o the Hippopclamma D i ~ r i m i l i rof Dr. F ~ ~ c o n aand
Captain CAUTLEY.I t ia vsluable u rhowing two molars wbich hare muffered but
little detrition, and whicb, inatead of the tapering conical colliner, with mmmita
elow to ench other. as in the large Hippopotami, bar its colline apicea
widely nparated, tbe tapering taking place from the point of contact of their
buer outrsrds : the outer mide of each colliue ia nearly perpendicular, and from
the manner in which the rloping and the uprkht surfaces meet. the colline top
l o l a the nummillar ampect. aaruming a flattend almoat tranctunt form. T h e
wear indicated ia the same u that deacribad in the paper above alluded to.
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Note on the teeth of the

PAY.

VII1.-Note om the Teeth of the Madodon b h eboita of the Svdik
H a . By Captain P. T . CAUTLEY.PI. XI.
[Read at the meeting of the lat June.]

Without further preface I refer the reader to the 1st volume of the
Oremens fosailer, page 268. Figures 1 and 2, plate 4, under the head
of " Divera Mastodons."
These drawinga were presented to Cuvren by M. F A U J A ~and
, the
f w d wan found near h t i in Upper Italy.
Cnvrro merely nlludea to this fossil as one of the varieties into which
the true Maetodon B dents etroitee passes by a greater subdivision and
an irregularity of position of the mamilla. ; the proportions of length
to breadth of the tooth retaining-their full and perfect character.
By comparing the accompanying clawinga with the figurea above
.Iluded to, there can be no demur, I imagine, in identifying the Siwsrlik
variety of Mastodon now under review with the Asti foseil. I t remains
therefore simply to note the peculiarities in form of the tooth : although it may be a point of consideration hereafter, whether, ,as the
character of the tooth is so marked, and its peculiarities no rigidly
adhered to throughout the whole of the remains found in the Siw6liIrcr.
it may not be placed under a sub-genus, thnt of " cmgustideno," with
the specific denomination of M. Sivaknsis.
There is no cortical substance or c m t a petrosa ; the tooth comhting of enamel and ivory only, the former being very thick and mansive, as is normal in the mastodons.
The coronal surface consists of a double line of conical and obtueely
pointed mamilla : those on the external side being in most cases perfect, wlulst those on the inner side are divided by a fissure or !iaswea
into two or three irregularly formed obtuse pointa. These mamilla
.re not, as in the true Mastodon angustidens, placed transvemly or at
right angles with the line of aurface, but meet each other from right
to left alternately, no that tbe furrow on one side ie intermpted by
the mamilla on the other ; and the mamilla on the whole line of tooth
lock into each other in the aame way that two serrated edgea opposed
to each other might be suppos6d to do, were they placed in contact,
The outer surface of the enamel is smooth, and the apace or furrow
between each mamilla both on the external and internal surface is
marked by a small tubercle, the presence of which however do- not
appear to be constant.
The surface of the tooth of the lower jaw weare obliquely and outwardly on the grinding d a c e , as in the ruminants, in which mpect
,it ditrers entirely from the elephants.
The wear of the coronals is muked at the commencament by kn-.
gularly lobed figures, which, aa the detrition advances, humme axdim.

'

ed, and gradually unite, until the mamillae are worn away entirely.
when the tooth k left with merely a surface of ivory surrounded by
enamel.
The drawings are intended to represent the tooth at these different
stages; from the state of germ, to the old and worn down tooth,
shewing the intermediate state of detrition at diBerent ages.
PI. xi. Rg.1. Fragment of tooth in germ, with the enamel on one
of the mamillae fractured.
A g . 2. A very perfect molar of a young but adult animal, the front
mrface beiig moderately worn, and the rear portion in the state of
germ: Thie is the right molar of the lower jaw. The length of
thin tooth is 9.2 inches or -234 metres, and the breadth mmeasured
on the base or lower bulge of the mamilla! 2.95 inches or -074
metres ;it consists of sir pair of points or mamilla?, with apparently
(as the fasail is slightly fractured at this point) a bilobed talon in
the rear. The coronal swface is here shewn.
R g . 3. An internal view of the same tooth.
4. An external view of the name, exhibiting the obliquity of
wear on the coronal surface.
Pig. 5 and 6. fragment of atooth of a greater age than the preceding.
Ag. 7 and 8. Fragment of tooth with jaw attached ; this is a portion
of the left molar of the lower jaw of an animal of the eame age M
that represented in $98. 5 and 6, distinctly shewing the cup-like
cavities formed by the detrition and gradual junction of the mamilla! : the obliquity of wear towards the outer s u k e is here very
distinctly marked.
Rg. 9 and 10. Fragment of a tooth of the name age as the preceding.
The three last specimens have belonged to animals of nearly the
same age ;the mamiUae are much worn, and we see the gradual obliteration of their independent hollows, reddcing the coronal surface to
t h e appearance exhibited in $98. 11 and 12.
R g . 11. Shem the detrition at an intermediate state between $98. 9
and 10, and $9. 12. The posterior portion of this specimen still
retains the encircling lines of enamel on the worn down points.
whilnt the portion in front has arrived at its laat stage of wear.
R g . 12. May be considered aa a representation of the tooth in its
final state of detrition, when all marks of the mamillated form of
crown is obliterated, and nothing remains but an outer border of
enamel encircling a deep internal hollow of ivory.
I wish to draw attention particularly to the alternating position of
the mamillse, wFch I consider to be the chief specilic character, and
which is distinctly marked throughout the whole aeries ; and, referring

m.
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again to the Asti fossil as figured in Cvvxar, I think that a clear identification is established.
As my object in writing this note in simply to point out the distinc$ive characters of the teeth of the mastodon P dents etroites, which
have been found in the S i w m hills, it is unnecessary to make any
further remarks until we can enter upon a general description of the
fossil mastodons and elephants of theee hills ; noting however, that
from the half of a lower jaw of this species. with its ramus attached,
which is now in my possession, we may look forward to eame pemliarities of form, differing very materially not only from the fossil and
existing elephant, but also from the other species of mastodons.
Up to this period I am only aware of the discovery of two species
of mastodons in the Siw6lik hills; namely, the vmicty of M. angwfidens which is the subject of this note, and the M.Elephantoides of
Clift. The former is vey rare, and the latter in very great abundance.

Rcgwter kept at Bamgalme. By Dr. J. MOUAT.
Medico1 Surgeon, 13th Drag-.
If the accompanying meteorological table, kept a t Bangalore, for the
.
year 1835, be of any interest. you are at liberty to make any w e of it
yon please. I t has been drawn up for the medical reports, which I am
in the habit of transmitting to the heads of my department, and the
transcription of which is all the trouble it now gives. The original
table, ae kept every two hours for the entire of 1834 and 1835, are elso
at your service ;but they are two voluminous and bulky, 1should think.
for any useful purpose. The column of monthly average war obtained
by adding the state of the thermometer, kept every two h o w for the
entire 24 houm ; dividing this by 12, gave the average for each day.
These added together for the month, and divided by tbe number of
days in the month, give the monthly average noted in the table.
The wards of the hospital are visited by one of the medical pupils
or apprentices every two hours from 10 q. M. to 4 A. M., whose duty
it is to give medicine, &c. to the sick, and, at the same time, to mark
the thermometer. The corporal of the guard, when relieving the sentries.
is responsible, and sees this duty performed ; and, in the day time, the
hospital serjeant, apothecaries, pupils on duty, &c. mark it, the reat
of the 24 hours; so that every source of error is endeavoured to be
avoided. The thermometer marked S., or side, is fixed on the end of a
shelf, some inches from the wall, and by its position, screened fmm the
influence of the glare or reflected heat ; the other, marked C. or &,
is suspended from the centre of the room, about seven feet fmm the
floor, and the general agreement of the two instruments is a pretty good
guarantee for their accuracy. The apartment k the rurgery of the
1X.-Meteorologid
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hospital, 12 feet square, with a door facing the east and a window to
the north., The former always, and the latter generally, kept open. There
are also two small ventilators on the west aide, always admitting a
circulation of air.
The other table is from Sir. J. F. W. HPISCBEL'B
suggestion of
meteorological observations, &c. kept on four fixed days in each year*
and the thermometer, &c. marked every hour.
A h t r a c t of Two-Aourly Metsotological Regirter, kept a t Bangalore, 1835.

--

sultry-the

air cool.

.

eather cool and cloudyeather cool nnd pleasant,
hazy or cloudy, with freeather cool and hazy,

N. B. Tha Thcrmometera marked every two hours-the

md

Barometer at 10 A.

M.

i, P. Y.

Thia daily register of tbe Barometer, a t 10 A. x. and 4 P. u.,would be parm a r l , .eceptable, provided h e instrument was a good One, wbicli we almost
2a
w could not be the case. (See below.)-ED.
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X.-Meteorological
Observations, takcr, cwry hour, at Bangalore, in t h
H o s p i t a l of H. M. 13th Dragoons, from 6 A. M. of the 21st to 6 P. M.
the 2 2 d March, 1836, inclusive, in cosfonnity with Sir W. Haschel's instructions. By the same.

of

--

A

Range o f f
Therms.

PS
C . . -

k?
g,z

HonrsofObserration.

March, 1836.
6 A. Y. l l s t , 27,Ol
7 ditto,. .
,01
B ditto,.
,Ol
9 ditto,.
,Ol
I0 ditto,.
,01
11 ditto,. . $0
11 Noon, . ,Ol

........
....
.

.

1

P.M.....

,00
... ,00
S ditto,. ... ,OO
4 ditto, .... a!6,95
b ditto,. ... ,95
6 ditto,. . .. ,95
7 ditto,. ... ,95
8 ditto.. .. -96
9 ditto,. . .. ,95
10 ditto,. ... ,96
9 ditto,.

1I ditto,..

Weather.

O

..I

19 Midnight.
1 A. Y. 22d,
a ditto,. .

--76
77
78
80
81
82
84

76
77
78
81
84
84
84

84
84
85

86
88
86

85

88

82

86

84

86
86

81
€3

84

81
81

84

,97

81

81

,97

80

79
78
78

.. ,98
,98
3 ditto,. ... ,98
4 ditto,. ...
$8
5 ditto,. . .. 97,W
6 ditto,. ... ,00
7 ditto,. . .. M,98
8 ditto,. . .. a7,oo
9 ditto,. ... ,00
10 ditto, ... ,OO
11 ditto,. ... ,00

80

19 Noon.

83

1 ,o l

..

83

80
80
78
78

79
77
78
78

77

77

79
80

79
81

81
82

8.9
85

80

(

86

... ,00 83 86
84
Iditto,. ...
87
3 ditto,. . .. 16,98 85
86
4 ditto,. ...
87
,05 85
b ditto,. . . ,93 85
87
6 ditto,. . .. ,93 84
87
----Hourly Mean
Average, .. 26.98 81.59 82.73
I P. H..

,OO

/

Weather clear, cool, and pleasnot.
Calm; the snn getting hot when exposed o u W c
Much the same ;sun getting very hot ditto.
Ditto ditto ditto; gentle breeze.
Very hot ; some light clouds ; ditto.
Sun hot, air cool, some light clouds, wind rising.
Sun a t times obscarad, light don&, and the ah cool
and refteshing.
Ditto. ditto, ditto.
Ditto, ditto, ditto.
Sun very oppreaslve, very little rind, and very hot
nnd close ; some light clonds.
Very close ;the sun very hot. s a u a l y any wind. .
Getting cool, wind rising, and very pleasant.
Calm and plenaant ;sky clear.
Ditto and very close ; light clouds ; some lightning ;
5. E.
Ditto gentle breeze ditto ditto.
Gcntlc breeze ;some heavy clouds ; Wy. ditto.
Calm and very sultry ; some heavy clouds h m d n g
about ;some lightnin S. &
; 8ky c w , some lightSlight breeze from S.
ning, N. W.
Ditto, d e w sky ; fkequeat ; ditto ditto.
Cool and pleasant ;ditto ;gentle breeze from S. E.
Wind rising and strong from S. E.; a t timen variable ;
sky dear.
Still strong breeze from 5. E. ; at timer Wy. do. do.
Gentle cool b m z e s ditto ;d o u d l e ~sky.
~
Ditto ditto.
;
Very gentle b r a z e ;not no cool as a t 5, but pl-t
ditto.
Clear and pretty cool ;very d m , , but the m n gettlng hot.
Ditto ditto, ditto ditto.
Much the same, but the nun gettingreq hot, ocaruzIy any breeze.
Getting very hot, very calk and dear. dight braere.
Gentle breeze from N . ;sky clear, sun hot, but not
oppressire.
Calm and sultry ;light clouds ;m u getting v w hot.
Sky clear and cloudless ; dight b r e a a from N.; sun
very hot.
Ditto ditto, hot and sultry.
Ditto ditto, ditto ditto.
Very sultry ;little or no wind ;sky clear.
Ditto ditto ditto.
Ditto ditto ditto.

N. B. The observntions were made in an apartment la feet quare. One tbwmometer hung in the centre. 7 feet from the floor ; tbe other, s t the end of a rhelf,
some inches from tbe wall, and quite protected from relleetsd hut.-The room hu
a door facing the east, and a small window to the north, both left open*.
The marchof the Barometer seems so sluggi9h that we fear the observer n e leetsd to tap the t u b previoru to reading off-an bdispcnssble precaution with
ordinary in8truments.-ED.
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XI.-Hwory Ob#ntatio~taken at DcidCpmr, i m f m i t y with Sir
J o h Hers&Ps Cimlar. By Col. COLVIN,L i d . BAKBP,4
Lieut. DURAND.
Enyi-8.
p b e original, wheam we have with permiadon extracted these tables for ubllcation, hu been forwarded to the Secy. of the South African Phil. 1na.3
Barmetn'eal Obmacrtimu tokm at D b d w r , Sept. 1835.

Bewkr.

--

I

,,

4 79'4 B8'8 87'1

horizon.

,, 21 78'
,, 1 2 79'8

,,

Ditto ditto ditto ditto N E. to I. E.
A very light air from E. ditto large
white clouds on and behind the
mountain range.
,, l S 80.2 83'5 83'9 643 8 3 4 918 ,, Ditto ,, W.ditto ditto ditto ditto.
,, 4 W 4 85'2 85.5 674 84.5 903 ,, Ditto ,, W. ditto massas of ditto
ditto ditto N. by E. to 5. E.
641 86-5
872 ,, N . W . light breeze, dittoditto ditto.
1 81- '8' 87'1
,, 1 80-8 87'3 87'8 605 87.5 651) ,, Ditto ditto ditto ditto ditto ditto.
,, 3 81'9 88'1 88'b bR4 87-7 823 ,, Ditto in gusb ditto dltto ditto ditto.
,, 4 80% 8'1'8 189.4 573 87-7 796 ,, dittoditto ditto ditto ditto ditto ditto.
672 86.3
790 ,, W . ditto ditto ditto, mountnins dear
b 79.8 86' 87.
to N. cloudy to E. nnd S. E.
568 8 3 . 5
786
,, W . light ditto ditto ditto ditto.
j-..6 7 P8 P 61 .8! 4 91
O b m t i o n corn-eed
at G.O.3o' A. M. of 2lst Gpkmber, common recknn.nc.
80'
89'

80.
81.3

678 79.1
69081.5.

,,

.

916

Barometrical O k a t i o l l s taken at Ddddpr.

a00

Bmmeh.ical

I

.

If?

Obmatione

MAT,

taken at Ddckipw, March, 1836.

L1nrumcter, Mountain
by :
Bar. by
Troughton.
Remarks.

i8.

954'7:':%1
y23,ii
819 74.6

sky e l m , over head lipht clouds
ta South, Sirmur mountains clouded.
105 Wind E. light clouds over mountnina excepting the rub-Himilayas, which a m
visible.
080 Ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto.
053 Wind S. 3%. light but a k d y clouds in dl.
rection of mountains cover more of the
sky.
tJl3 Wind E. Gusty, clear over head, light

Time ascertained by one obsewation of equal altihrbe~. Observation c0m-need a t ioh. llm. 91s. of 2lst W a d , common reckoning, nud wns continued at
exact intervnls of one hoar. (For convwlenw the minuter and scconds have
omitted in the table.-ED.)

.
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Memoranda relcrtiae to the aboae Tobk of Barometrical olrnaationt for September 1035. By Lieut. DURAND.
I n a t r u m m t . mp/oyad.--Colonel COLVIN'S
Barometer wns made by CARY.
The cistern is of ivory, the Instrument is adjuated for observation 11y

bringing the stlrface of the mercury to a level with the slit in the wcket
of the stopcoek of the cistern, by means of a brans screw a t the bottom of
the ciotern. This instrument was, when compared with the standard
Esq., found to be correct.
Barometer in Calcutta, by J. PRINSEP,
Barometer is one of TROWOHTON
and SIMM'Smountain
Lieut. DURAND'S
Barometers. When con~paredwith the standard Barometer, it stood 0.043
too low.
I n order to determine the amoi~ntof c h n g e which the two instrl~ments
might have suffered, relatively to each other, in consequence of the journey from Calcutta, a comparison was instituted between the h e i ~ h t sshown
bv the two Barometers, during the month of June 1835 ; the following is
the result.

SIMY'S Barometer.

Whe~lcemav be deduced. that CARY'S biuometer suffered considernble
derangement from the inevsitablejolting, kc. nttendimt on so lung a jour' s evidently been less disordered, probably but little
ney. 1 ' ~ o u o a m ~ had
so; without a second comparison with the stondnrd barometer, however,
the co~nparativeaccuracy of T n o u o ~ m a ' arests upon suppositio:~.
Previous to the day on which the hourly obeervirtions were to commence,
C A R Y 'Barnmeter
~
was accidentally put out of order, and it became requisite t o refill the tube with mercury ;this was accordingly effected, hut
the means for safely heating the filled tube not being a t hand, and the
tube appearing to the eye free from air, it was inserted into the instrument ; the observations show the great difference a h i c l ~this untimely
accident mused in the heights of the two mercurial colun~ns.
Thlmunnelers.-The
attached thermometers of both barometers read
off t o degrees.
T h e thermometer employed as a moist bulb, is one made by TROWOHrox and SIYYS. When compared in Ct~lcuttait stood 1.3 too high ;the
~ e n l eis graduated to degrees.
~ N Srmms, reads off
T h e detacl~edthermometer also by T R O W O Aand
only to two degree divisions; when examined in Calcutta it was found to be
0-4 too high.
From the foregoing remarks on the thermometers, it is evident that the
division of the scales of these instruments did not admit any erfect accurnc in reading off the decimal parts of a degree : the de~ima!~arts in the
tabre are therefore only careful approximations, and under particular circumstances, such as reading off at night, &c. small innccuracies must have
bee11 unavoidable.
Time.-The
time of apparent noon and the rate of chronometer were
ascertained by a series nf observations of equnl altitudes of the sun, on the
l j t h , 18th, 19th and 20th September.
Looation of Inotrument8.-The
instruments were plnced in a verandah
facing the north,.perfectly shaded, and sheltered from the wild, without, a t
the same time, hindering a free circulntion of air. C.\n~'e Barometer ntood
about 4ft. 6, from the w d l ; ' J ' R O U O H ~ ~about
N ' s lft. 6, from the wall, the
q a e e partitioned off and ullotted to the instruments not admitting their
further removal from the northern front of the building.
Place of 0brmtion.-Dadupur
is situated on the right bank of the
3-8,
a little below the ju~lctionof the Sombe : the position of the Canal
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Department depot is eomewhat north of the village, and is in latitude
SO0 12 N. and about longitude 7T0 93' 46" E. as deduced from an obser-

vation of the transit of mercury on the 5th Map, 1852. The range of
low mountait~sseparated from the more lofty and oltler formations by t h e
Kyndur Doon is about 20 miles from Dbddpur. The word mountnina
whlch enters amon t the remarks on the particcrlam of the weather, mu&
be understood to .rude to the distant ranges of the RinU.yas, and'not
to the low and neighbouring mountrina.
I t is necesenry to addsthat the hourly observations were taken by Colonel
COLVIK,Engrs., Lieot. BAKER,Engrs., and Lieut. DURAND,Engra.
DddGpur, A h . !24th, 1835.
The same remarks are applicable to the March observations, CARP'S
Barometer not having been yet hoiled ; the site of the instrumeiits waa
changed, being now under a thatch erected for them in a free circulation
of air.
'

XI1.-Proceedings
of the Asiatic Society.
Wd11~~day
evening, the l 8 t June, 1836.
W. H. MAONAGHTEN,
Esq. Vice-President, in the ch .r.
Messrs. W. Bauoe and R W. G. FRITII, proposed a t the last meeting,
were brllotted for, nnd elected members of the Society.
Dr. LUMQUA,
p r o p o d a t the last meeting, was, upon the recommendation of the Committee of Papers, elected an honorary member.
The Rev. R. EVEREST,requested his name to be withdrawn from the
list of members.
Captain W. FOLEYregretted, that private circumstancesobliged him aleo
to retire from the Society.
Read letters from Colonel J. COLVIN,
Engineers, Colonel CAULFIELD,
and
Colonel STACY,acknowledging their election as members of the Society.
Read letters from NICHOLAS
CARLISLE,Eq. Secretary to the Antiqoarian Society of London, and J. FOR SEAL^,, Esq. Secretary to the British
Museum, ncknowledgini the reeeipt of iopies of the Index, kc.
Read a letter from Caotain H. HARINESS.Secretarv to the Oriental
~ i c i e t ~ , s t a t that
k ~ , arrears of
Translation Committee of {he Royal
the Societv's subscriotion were due. to the amount of f 3 1 108. from 1833
to 1835, ikclumve.
Ordered, that the rirrhrs be paid up, with an a ology for the delay.
The Secretary stdted, that upon an application $om himself on the part
of the Society, the Government bad been pleased to grknt exemption
from postage on all certified "proof sheets," addressed by him to authors
or editom for correction, aa well as on their return, similurlp attested to
his address. The Government was also willing to grant exemption from
duty on objects of Natural History or Curiosity, imported for or exported
from the museum ; application to be made in each particular case.
Library.
Read a letter from Ca tRin R. B. P E Y E ~ Rforwarding
~N,
a copy of his
report on the eastern iontier of British India, with an appendix a n 6
ma s, for presentation to the Society.
Rlso, from Dr. MCCLELLAND,
II copy of hi work entitled <' Inquiries in
Kemaon," Statistical and Geological.
Rend a letter from JAMES
R. EWAI~T,
Esq. forwarding on behalf of
Captain J. JERVIS,
a copy of his ublication on Indian Meteorol y.
Die Philosophie der Hindu Jaedanta Sara von S a d a n a n d a x Ram
Kridrnir Tirth:~von Dr. OTHMAR
F~~??~--p?f?aGntcd
by the author.
Ueber das Bild des Welthaumeisters, Visvakarma, von OTHYABPBANK
--p7&
by the author.

.

Promding8 of the A d i c Society.
The Indian Journal of Medical &ience, No. 61, June l8Ss-bg Dr.
Cmbyn tAe Editor.
The following books were received from the bookmllers :

--

h n ~ n x n ' eCabinet Cyclopedia, SWAIN SON'^ qnudrupeds.
, Greece, Vol. 2nd.
, Rome. Vol. 2nd.

Ifludrations of the Bot+ny and other brancha of the Natural History
of the Him6laya mountains, by J. F. ROYLIB,
Eq. F. L. 8. and G. 8. und
M. A. S., parb 7th and 8th.
Mweum.

Fonr gold and silver fieh, from Nipd, were presented by H ~ a Dl's,
f
Mahant of Patna
A drawing, e u p p d to be of the Allsbabad 16th; an it stood when
parfed, wan received with a note from Dr. MOUAT,H. M. 13th Dragoonr
st Bangalore.
Thir drawing accord8 more exactly with the Mth in Tirhut, for which it was
donbtlesa intended, (See Vol. 1V. page 122.)

Litmalay.
A paper on the valley of Ceehmir, by the Baron H n o u , wan read.

I

The author'r detention at Bombay h u enabled bim to communicate at greater
length the observations made during his recent visit to the valley. The Society
ir much bebolden to thii illnatriona travrller for thug disinterertedly placing at
ib disposal the rerultm of hi8 penonal labourr, notwithrtanding he hu doubtlmr
the intention of publirhhg himself on hir rctnrn to bir own country.
The latitude of K w h & town (8dmagor) in 34O 22) 58" and (if Virirabul ir
correctly h i d down in E ~ ~ e r n s ~ o rmap).
r ' s it8 loa~itndeir 75O 12' 30'' by croark u i n g taken by the B u o n from the latter place to the Pfrpqjabl pur, the
b u r l a g of which was dao taken at Kuahmir town.
In most mapa the r i m t i o n of thh phce ir 34O 40Dlat. and 75" 58' long :in HAMILTON
33O 23' lat. 74. 47' long.: and in H. T. P n r ~ s r r ' s R A N I S ~
S~rea,derived from Capt. M u u r y ' r information, 34O SD and 75O 32'rerpeetively*.
A paper by Mr. AVDALG,entitled
.nokt Armenia," was eubmitted.

#'

A Memoir of a Hindu colony in

[Thir will be printed in our next.]

An attempt to fix the epochs of the four principal Buddhas, by Captain
FOEBEE,
of Ceylon, was preeented.
Mr. C~IOMA'S
translation of the Bhotian Banner Inscription, presented
at the meeting of March, was read.
[Printed in the pnncnt number.]

F d m i l e of inscription on the Bhittree Uth near Ghbipur, WM pren,
with a drawing of the illar.
sented by Lieut. A. C m m o ~ ~ together
A memoir on the graphy of Peucelaotis, and elucidations o! ALE^.
A N D E ~ ' Smarah, toge e r with drawings of all the coins and relics discovered by hinuelf,and a map of the country from his own surveys, intended
for preeentation to M. JAWUET
of the Paris Asiatic Society, was obligingly entrnaed by the author M. COUBT,of MaMrhja RANJIT& N H *service,
~
to the Secretary, for free communication to the Society of such information
as they may think worthy of extraction.

r

Phyn'cal.

Extract of a letter from the Baron HUGELto the Society, wee read,
anwuncing'the important dimvery of a bed of fossil bones in Perim
island, in the gulph of Cambay.
[Printed in the present number.]
In the note on Kashmir published in the March No. g. 185, we raserted the
ktitnde to be 34' 35) with mcddiond (double) altitnde, 72 ID.-Wa anppored the
latter corrected to tha Sun's centre ; as that war not the care, 15' m u t be dcdneted, wbile SDmust be added for dlllerenes of declination from Qrcenwich-making the latitude M above, S I O IsD.-ED.
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Specimens of lignite and fossil wood from NipP, were prerented on the
SINOH.
part of Subadar JODA
Specimens of quartz fossil wood and shells from Van Dieman's Land,
Erq.
presented by C. K. ROBISON,
A note on the teeth of the Mus(odon angustidens of the Siw6lik hills, w a r
received by captain CAUTLEY.
Alw, by Dr. FALCONER
and Capt. CAUTLEY,
a memoir on the Felis Cri.tatri, u new fossil tiger from the Siwalik hills.
A ekeleton of a tortoise (CAREY'SKuchuya), presented by Mr. J. T.

PEARSON.

Specimens of the Indian Barbet, ( B u m I n d i m , ) Woodpecker, ( P i n u
M f ~ m i , and
)
smaller green pigeon, (Pinago Pemans,) presented by Lieut.

C. M o ~ r e l o u ,Ind. Navy.
A specimen of the wnndering Albatroa, (Diomedsa exularw,) preaent
ed by J. CHILD,Esq.
A ~pecimen of the Bald Ibis, ( I & &,) presented by Dr. A.
CAMPBELL.
Skullsnf the tiger, ( F d i r Ti&,) Leopard, fF. h p a r d w , J long-lipped
bear, (Ursus labiatue,) and Gurriyal, (Goridis Gangetim,.) presented
by Dr. hfdosn.
A specimen of the ornamented snake, (Coluber Omnta,) preeented by
Mr. KYD.
A specimen of W o vittatur (var.) by Dr. A. JAOKBON.

XII1.-Addrees
read before the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic
WILSON,
Society, on the 27th January, 1836. I]y the Rev. JOHN
President.
p i s address, obli ingly communicated t o u s by the author. gives s o valuable a
renew of all that hns%een done by the Bombay Society, tbat we make no apolog~,
bnt rnthcr feel n pride in transferring it to oar pages entire : the ratber becanse Bombay does not yet boast a Journd af its own, like Madras does. Since the establishment of the latter journal, we have discontinued inserting the Proceedin of the Society a t thnt Presidency, conceiving the means for their preservation ant
to be more appropriately provided for.-ED.]

-‘circulation

This Society has now been in existence for upwards of thirty y e u s ;
and it may nut be improper fur us, in our present circumstances, briefly
to advert to its past roceeding, and to some of the various subjects of
inquiry, and especidfy those connected with our 8ituation in western
India, which still invite our attention.
I n the discourse delivered a t the formation of the institution, by ite
first President Sir Jamm MA~KINTOBR,
that great man declared himself
c'amhitious of no higher office than that of conveying to Indin the desires
and wants of the learned at home." A more worthy " repreantative of
the curiosity of Europe," could not have presented himself in this county.
It must be admitted, however, that, powerful ns wae his influence, and
remarkable us has been ttre zeal and succees of the members in prosecut
ing some of the objects proper for investigation by an Asiatic Society,
their contributions on the topics to which he more particularly directed
attention, h:rve not 'been so numerous and extensive -sre might have been
reasonably expected.
On Natural History, on which he dwelle a t greatest len h, there are
in our Transactions only a few distinct contributions, whi e the subject
is only artially adverted to in the papere descriptive of particular d i k
tricta o f the country. This is undoubtedly a matter of regret, for the
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atudy, directly aonvemmt u i t is with the worke of God, and with the
intimation* which they give of Hie wisdom, power, and goodness, is, in all
draumeteocea, p o s d of the highest interest, and conduces both to
intellectud gratification and to moral improvement ; and in such a ma
trv as India. w vamt in ita eutent. and m nrand and multifarioue in its
pr;oductione, it is poeeersed of pecul<ar charm; I t is a etudy, in many of
r t s brancha. w intimatelr connected with nrtiond resources, and the
useful arb, and the mearb of humane amelioration, that it is powerfully
recommended to every econombt and philanthropist. It is a study in
which most who have received a liberal education may engage, and to
advance which, all who give it an ordinary share of attention, may wnsiderably contribute. The sojournere in Bombay have, in the mountains,
forests, and islands, in the neighbeurbood, innumerable objects, connected
especially with Geology, Botany, and Zoology, which both from their
comparative novelty, and intrinsic interest invite attention. The Society
cannot do better than encourage their investigation, and imitate in reference to them, the laudable procedure of the meter ioetitution in Bengal,
with regard to those of a sim~larnature more pwticularly connected with
that province, and among whose highest honours must ever be, its having
and
numbered among its membere such merl .e Roxsume and WALLIOH,
fostered their earliest attempts to unfold the benutiee and mysteries of
creation. The r e w t of ubeervation and discovery connected with them,
if given in this place, would form an agreeable entertainment even to those
who may be most tvdent and pereevering in their researches into the other
Mporknt objects of the Society's investigation. That a studious attention to both of them, by individuals, in not impracticable, ie well evinced in
the areea of JON ID^, and COLBEROOKE,
and CAREY,and others, who have
been distinguished in India both for their science and literature; and who
have been not less remarkable for their knowledge and expositions of the
thought and feeling of man, as connected with the objects of his devout
regard, or superstitious reverence, und the language by which he hol&
w m m u ~ ~ i owith
n
his fellows, than for their live1 cognizance, and philorouhic interoretation. of the varied ohenornena olnature.
'fie ~tati'Ptioeof hycountry are'intimately connected with ite Political
Eoonomv. and are conseauentlv hkhlv worthv of attention. Their i m ~ o r t
ance wasnot eo generallj a d d t t e & a t pr&ent, on the formation i f our
&ciety; but it is strikingly set forth by Sir JAYESM A C K I N ~ ~ IThe
E.
tables which he himself presented, connecbad with the population of
Bombay, and the remarks with which he accompanied them, are valuable.
Similar ones, of n later date, are deeiderata, and when com wed with
t h m given by him, would f u r n i l curious information. ~ h e R o t i c of
a
Jlrnlbusar and Loni, given in our Transactions, by L)ra & ~ A R ~ U A Land
L
COAT- ; and of certain districts of the eouthern Mnratha Country, and of
the Jhurquu, of Kach, in the Journal of the home Society, by Dr. BIED,
and Lieutenant B U R N E ~are
, good specimens of what is r uired of other
loulitiea and tribes. Without the u i s t a n a s of our liber2 Cr0vernmen8~
little can be done with satisfaction in this department. Such assistance,
by instituting special inquiries, and by delivering up documents already
in its posseaeion, or which could be procured h application to ite judges,
and magistrates, and revenue oficers, i t co d easily, and with great
advantage to itself, render*.
Only one paper on the eubject of Political Economy, aa wnneoted with

U1

A propollition hm, I understand, been made, by an able and realour otacer
of thir Presidency (Cspt. T. B. Jsrvrs) to the different Government. of India,

relative to the periodical publication of the returnr of population, rercnue, and
d t i r a t e d and warte h d r .
2 r
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India, has been laid before our Society. It is by. Mr. Bnuoc, and
transmitted to England, where it will not fail to be appreci.ted.
Of all the topice of inquiry meriting attention, that of the Hietov and
d
Present Condition of the People, in the different pmvinm, in r ~ r to
language, religion, literature, science and art, m a n s of mpport, and
manners and customs, is paramount. I t ie very extensive ; a d has met,
from the members of the Society, with a d d e r a b l e attention.
The Parmu, the great body of whom dwell a m o w us, preeent themmlves as special oh'ects of inquiry. The history of their origind country,
and on it. nncimt chmnohas been ably unfolded by Sir J o m MALCOLM;
logy previous to the conquest by ALEXAKDER,
and its state from the battle
N , light
of Arbela in A. C. 331, to the rise of A m m a m B A B ~ Amuch
hss been cast by our late learned President, Colonel VANEK ~ N E D Y .
Mr. ER~KINE'S
papers respectinp them, are remarkably interesting, containing an able review, and analyeis, of the Works of A n o o m DU PERBON, who followed Dr. RYDEas the expositor of their tenets ; the results
of his own observation ; and valuahle dinqi~isitionson their sacred book.
and ancient languages The researches of Proferuror RASE,in his p-r
given to this Society, whatever may be the opinions formed af the particular conclusions at which he hse arrived, and it must be admitted he ban
r e w n e d ingeniously in their support, are also interesting. For the original tracts, with remarks, in the courne of he in^ pnblished in Francs by
M. M o a ~ ,we owe our gratitude. The Hiatory of the E u l y Kinga of
Persia by MIREBOND,translated hy Mr. SHEA;nnd the Riatory of Vartan
and the Armenians, by Mr. N~runlrs;and of the Shah.Namah, by Mr.
Anrrreoa, for which we are indehted to the Oriental Translation Fund,
.
contain much historical information on the religion of Z o ~ o a s r ~ nStill
more may be expected from the trannlation of that singular1 curious
work, the hbistnn, which is ahout to appear. The curiosity of
public
respecting the P ~ r s i s ,however, is far from being matisfied, 8s is evident
from the inquiries which frequently reach this place both from London
and Paris. W e need a more exact tmn-lstion of the books which they
esteem eacred, than that which is furnished hy A ~ o u s r mDV P e ~ ~ o n .
Such a translation has been promiued by Profensor BURNOUF,
whose attainments in oriental literature, and ardour in oriental study, atFord good
r u n d for hope that our wishes raapecting it will he r e a l h d . Should he
il, the attempt mny bemade in Bombay. where there are eta1 a very few
Zand scholars among the Zoroaetrians to be found, and whose assistance,
M well as that to be furninhed by the translations into G~tjumthi,may be
procured*. W e require information particularly on their popular superstitions, and domeetic mannere and customs, and general habit*, as exhibited to the native community, and which, there ia reason to believe,
di5er not a little from thosegenerally observed by their European aoquain,
tanccs, and for which they have received, in the opinion of the m e
intelligent of their own number, a more than quonEam
of credit.
I t wna with the view of adding my mite to the information possessed on
these topics, nnd not becauee I conceived it possessed of any intrinsia
merit, that I lately preeented the Society with a translation of their General 8x1~~8.
There are extant narratives of their settlement and hi&q
in India, version# of which ehould be r e n t e d to the Oriental Translation
Fund. At a late meeting of the 8omnittee of Correspondence of the
Royal Asiatic Society, some of the more liberal nstivee. in Bombay, wen,
invited to form themselvse into an aseociation, with the view of aiding io
collecting information on mme of the topiee to which I have now adverted.
Littlq I fear, can be expected from them, without the co-operation ai
Si Fargardr of the VandidY can dno be procured in h u k r i b .
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Buopean &lam, or without the p r o p o d to them of special queries oalcnlated to direct &em in their communications. 1 am decidedly of o p i
nioe that i t would be of advantage to both rtiee, were eome of them
-ciated
with ou..rllra ;and I would f o n k hope that should any of
them, poswsed of competent attainments and d,
and a respectable
character and influence, seL membership of onr body, it should be readily
umrded.
Them u no institution which hae furnished more able and interesting
iUuatratiom connected with the MusnlmAns than our Society. The queg
t i eo interesting in the history of the errora of the human mind, W M
M u e r m r ~an impoetor o r an enthusiast, has been discussed by our late
-dent
Colonel VANSKENNB~Y
; and though many may dissent, as 1
myself do, from the conclusion a t which he arrives, the ingenuity with
which be conduets his argument, and the varied learning which he displays
must be readily aclnowledged. The Bame distinguished orientalist hna
furnighed a s with the most correct estimate of the literature of the M u d
I*.in f r i a , whish is extant; and baa given us a minute and preciar
abstrset of the M a h a m m h u Municipal Law, with a constant reference
to acknowledged authorities, and with an arrangement particularly luminoan, b e i q s#
by that of B L A C ~ N
in E
his Commentaries on the
Lars of England. His
per furnishes an important aid to the understanding of the state~of overnment, and society in general, in Muhammadan countries. The pointe at ieeue between the tihias and Sunnia, nnd
which have been, and &ill are, the c a w of the greatent distractions and
animoeitiee among the Moslems, are well illustrated by the translations
and ranarks of Sir J o a n MALCOLM
; and the sentiments of the Sufi and
diddioiu, by thore of the I& Lieutenant GRAEAM
and Colonel MILEU.
The ~ o o o n tof the A ~ ~ L A K . L N A ~ by
I R ILieutenant
,
FRXSSELL,
and the
t r a d a t i o n of one of the discoureea of SADIby Mr. Roes,throw much light
car the M d m $ n Economics and Ethics, both theoreticnl and practical.
W b d we chiefly want in reference to the Muhammadan religion, is a
filler account, drawn from a comparison of all the exieting authorities,
ef the atate of Arabia at the time of it0 origin, m d from which we could
form a more enlightened judgment than we do, of those great revolutions
brought .boot by its author ; of the history of its relieious influence, d i s
tiayished as much aa pomible from that of the military exploits and civil
arrangements of its followers, which hare hitherto almost altogether
e n g d attention ; of the general arguments by which ite doctors have
orged ite preteneions in opposition to Christianityg; of the Bohorast
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Some interesting information on this rabjeet, is to be found in the Controvcraid Trsetr. by the Rev. Henry M n a ~ r a and
, his opponents in Peraia, and the pmface p d x e d to them by Professor Leu, and in the IaaL of the letters addreraed t o
w, by H'A~~'YAAAMMAD
H'A~HIM,
and published in Bombay. Ar the dimssion of
the point. at issne. however. h an ancient one, it seem8 duirable that a oollcetion
should be made of the hinb respecting i t which are to be found in the MruJdn
r m h of theology.
T o any mmon, whose leisure may permit inqniry into this body of Muaalminr.
& following memomndur written b j me on a viiit io Snmt in the bqinniug of I M ~
w m . mav not be un-table.
'' The Boboras of Surnt are divided into three
..a&.
.- &&T&
d e n o m i ~ t dMi, Sulim6n. and mad. In the drat of there, them a&
only dve or six families; in the second, about fifty; and in the third. abom bre
t h d , with a pulation of about twelve thousand. They have sewonto of their
Mbs, o m of w h i c h hare scen In Arabic, which carry bnek tbeir history about six
or w e n hundred yeus. They generally support themqelver by the vending and mamfacbm of elothr, hardware, honwhold furniture, &c. T h y profess to be quite
dtstlnet from the agricnltnral Bohomr, who are to be found Ln the Bamch d i r t r i d ,
u d of whom a coneiderable number of families have now also settled in Sorat.
" The Bobonrs ue under the reliious, and, to a great extent, the civil mvernr s n t of a M a , whose hsd. quarters vsrs odgindly in Ambia. The Mull4 i n
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and other curious sectaries ; and of the peculiar p-ias,
superinduced
it in India,
probably hy intercouree with t h e Hindus, of those-who profand particularly in t h e provinces with which we are most i n t i m a b l y
connected. T h a t t h e latter euhject is not unworthy of idtermt, will appear
t o m y reader of t h e work lately published by Dr. HEBKLOTE,
and to t h e
DB TAW. From thnotices given of certain festivala by M. OARCXN
documente, RS well n~ from Colonel KENNEOY'Spaper on t h e relieion in.
troduced into lndia by t h e Emperor AICBAZL,i t appears thnt t h e followers
of Mnhammad, cannot only, when circumstancep tempt them, lay aride
their
intolerance.
hut accommodate 'themselvee to existinp: vre~udicea.
.
.- - - - .
-.
.. and indulge in t<e boldest speculations. I n the almoet 11ni;k&a1 \egle&
of h i s t o r i a l records bv t h e eubiupated Hindus. we must vrincipnllv look
t o t h e MusnlmBt~sfo; any hht&ical informetion connhcted'wiih thia
country which refers t o t h e times which intervene between t h e commencement of their conquest, and t h ~ of
t t h e European powers. T h e Hist6ry
by FERISATA,
trarislated by Colonel B ~ ~ o othough
s,
neither, a s wan to Be
expected, very philosophical nor rigid, is valuable. Captain R o w m ~ s m r
and Dr. BIRD,have done well t o translate two workn which treat of t h e
history of Malabar and Gujerat. T h e y contain much i n t e m t i n g infotinn. Another history of t h e l a t t e r province, by a very intelligent B r a man, but principnlly from Muhammadan authoritier, and which may
prove worthy of translation, was late1 presented to our Society b o u r
zealous Secretary. T h e r e are m a t e r i d t o be found, iu diEerent
s ~ ~ f f i c i eto
n t throw light upon t h e principal occurrences in almoet every
province of India.
Of various tribes of thk Hindus, ae t h e Katie, t h e Bl~ils,t h e Banjaris,
t h e Pandu Kolis, t h e Dakhan Kunbie, and t h e K a r d i Brfimann, and
t h e inhabitants of Sindh, very curious netices a r e t o be fouud in o u r
Transactions. O f many other tribes, aocounte have appeared in separate
publioations*.
Many more, however, with marked natural pecularitia,
and in a strange social etate, dill remain to t o be deecribed. Those who
-
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Surat sits upon a throne, and b hi hly respected. He la thrice saluted by r r e q
person anen he is in cathedra ;and %is attendants give him all the attentions which
the princea of the land receive when they uc h Darb&r. He has deputies in all the
towns in India where Bohoru are to be found, and even in Maskat, Basom, Jadda.
and Mokha. He has a very large income, arisiag principally from donations at
births, marriages, and d e a t b ; but from hh funds, the poor of the sect, whether
resident in Sumt or oeearional visitors, are snpplied. He nomiuates his successor,
havin a rincipd regard to his talents, information, and capacity to govern.
" T%e Kuua, or Mulliji a! he is called by way of distinctiort, reads the KO&.
and addresses the people dunng five or six dnys of the hfoharrnm. nnd one da duling the month of Ramnz4n, when hie auditors are numerous. In thepart of i n r a t
gncipally inhabited by Bohorbr, there a n many eourta, in each of which then ~EI a
11114 to conduct worship early in the morning. The people, however, eeem momt
to mlirh praying at the tombs, or p a t mausolenms, whih contain the se dchrer
of some of the ancient Mo116r and their relatives. They actdIy, .a we o!serred,
Liss the chnnam covering of the graves!
*' In regard to marriage, it may be observed, that the number of wives permitted
by the Kordu is allowed, as in the case of other sects of Mnsalmbns. The follier of
the Hindus have found a place among them, in the manner in which marriages am
a o n b d and celebrated. Girls are espoused at the early ape of five years, and
without mnch regard, on the
of their parents, to the age of those with wbom
armitact. The p m e s s r C , and feastings, are conducted m d u among tho
other classes of the natives.
" The ahaving off the hair, which Is viewed as a kind of sacrament, is performed
on the 7th or alst day after the birth, either of a son or danghter.
'' Expulsion from caste follows the practice of grors immorrlltica, and p u tieularly the drinking of ardent spirit..
'' Fnoemls are conducted with mnaiderable solemnity. Thorn of the higher cluaes are attended by the Mull6."
Among the fnllest, and most intensting of these, la the Hirtory of th. -0shir, lately publirhcd by Captain M A C K I N T O S ~ .
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u e found rwidant in tne jungles, and in mountainous districts, and who
are probahly the remains of the Aborigines of the countr are particuM y worthy of inveatigatiou. Attention to them is c a k d for, by all
r h o desire to advance their civilization, and to elevate them from their
present degradation. Dewription must precede any considerable efforts
made for their improvement. Perhaps some similarities may be dieaovered in their language, religion, and customs, which may lead to
important oonjectures ae to the ancient history of Indin. Of marly of
them it hae been already cucertained, that they have h:td no connexion
with Br6hmanism, excspt in so far as the). may have felt its unhallowed
induenee in excluding them from the common privileges of humanity,
and b . n i a h i n ~them to the wilds, or dooming them to ignorance, and
unwillin~and unrewarded servitude*.
Though on the Hindu religion and literature in generd, our puhlications contain rather scanty observntiuns, some of our membershare added
greatly t o the information communicated by the distinguished literati of
the other aide of India, and of Europe. Our Society was the first body
b eubmit to the public a proposal for a union for the promotion of transktione from the Sanekrita. I t s claim to this honour, it i~ right again to
re-aaaert. I t will be estPbliahed by a reference to a letter addrewed to
t h e Asiatic Society of Bengnl, in 1806, by Sir JAMES
M A ~ K I N ~and
~H,
published M an appendix to the first volume of our Transnctionst. Such
tmnelations were practically encouraged by the Society itself, in the case
ofthe LiSwati,a treatise onArithmetic andGeometry by BHASKARA
AcarnYA, and the P r a h d h Chandrodayn, a curious allegoricel play illustrative
of the opinions of the Vedantikes, and both published by the late Dr.
The first generd account, of an considerable size, of
JOEN TAYLOEL
t h e Hindu Pantheon, is by one of our members, wdajur E o r r a o Moor
I n Colonel KUNNBDY'S
Ancient and Hindu 3fytholugy, we have a work,
&an whicb none more important, if we refer either tu original quotations
from the Shdrtrau, or learned diequisitiona, has yet ap eared. I make this
remark with the more freedom, that circumstancee c led me, on the publication of the work, to animadvert on the estimate which it forms of the
moral character of Bramanism in a manner which gave the learned author
aifence. I n the Easay on the Vedanta by the wnle gentleman, we have
- t h e beat sceount of that very curioue system of speculation, considered in
a philosophical point of view, which hna yet appeared,-an account which
prove4 it to be n system of s iritual pantheism, and as such entirely different, except in occasionnf expnuion, from that of the M d c s of
Europe, to which it had been maintained to be similar by Sir &ILUAI
JON=, and other writers$. I t was in this place that the first defence. by
a Native. of both the exoterio and eeoteric svstems of Hinduism. in reolv
to thoee k h o seek to p m p a p t e theprinciplesof our Holy Fnith, h p e n r - X ;
and i t wae bere that a rejoinder, embracing briefly the consideration of
See particularly Mr. Bnerr's Answers b the Queries of a Committee of the
Hof h r d r on the state of Slavery in the South West of India.
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-f Pligc 310.
f In the works of the Mysticn, and of the pious writers, to whom Sir WILLIAM
Jolo~salludes in the course of hi8 releoningr, there are figures of speech, and other
sxpnssionr, very similar to those used by the Vedbtista. Otbers, ntiU more strikI q l y dmilu, could easily be produced. I give one from the Poems of RICHARD

BAXTEU.

But 0 ! how wisely haat tbou made the twlrt 1
To love thee and myself do well oonsist.
Love is the clomre of connaturals;
The soul's return to its originals :
'
As every brook is toward the man bent :
And all thin* to their proper element :
And aa the halination of the sight,
How rmaU waver i.unto the light :

both these eubjects, waa published. About two yeam ago, a portion of
the Rigwia, the most considerable which hlrs yet been printed, was p u b
l i s h d in Sfrnrktita, Mamthi, and English, by olie of our members. A
translation of the whole of this work, to which I believe Prof. H. H.
WILSON
has turned hie attention, and of 4 0 Bhagwato Purdna, which,
though it cannot claim an antiquity much exceeding that of six hundred
yenra, is certainly the grentest practical authorit at present, a t lemt in
the West of India, are greatly to be desired.
the diterent rs(.of
the Hindus, and on their provincial superstitions, much l i ~ h th yet t o
be cast. On the North of this Presidency, we have the Pairhnooru ;in
our immediate neighhourhood, the Smnrtru; and in the South, the S h a h
or Lingam&, in the practice of all their peculiarities In the Dakshan,
we hare n general worship of deified heroes,
yet unnoticed, except i n
the most incidental manner. Many curious classes of mendicants, of
whom little or nothing is known*, are to be found within the sphere of
our peculiar observation. The religion of the Jainw, on which most
vnluahls mmuscripts, procured by ,Mr. WATERIN,
are depoeited in our
lihrnry, is still, in many respects, to k unfolded. Our Tranwctions have
only one paper, by Captnin M c M u ~ w ,which refere to it. I n the posseo$ion of the Jainas, there are many worke calculated to throw much light
on the religious history of India in general, with the use of which some of
them would not be unwilling to favour a European etudent. I fondly
trust and believe, that there are among our members, thors who will continue to contribute, ae circumstancee may call them, to the expoeition of
the systeme of faith, which have MJ long exercised their eray in thin
country, and the various literary worke, which, though, unlike thore of
Greece and Rome, they are of little or no use in the cultivation of taste, are
valuable as they illustrate the tendency of these systeme in their wnnerion with social and ublic life, and aa they explain a language the moat
copious in its vocab es, and powerful in ita grammatical forme, in which
any reoords exist. Destitute of a knowledge of them? eysteme, and the
worke in which they are embodied, the native character, and the state of
native aociety, will never be eu5ciently understood, a right key obtained
to open the native mind, and dl desirable facilities enjoyed for the introduction among tbe people of a body of rational and equitable law, and
the propaption of the Gospel and the promotion of general education.
There are eome respectable patron8 of the latter supremely important
work, who overlook ~ t importance
s
; but their number is on the decrease.
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As the toncb'd needle pointeth toward the pole ;
Thos unto thee inclines the holy so111 :
It trembleth and is restless till it come
Unto thy booom where it is a t home."
No penon who is familiar with the Upmirhadr cnn fail to mark the coincidence
of the 1angoage.of Baxrsn in the preceding paorage, with that of the Transccndentalists of ladla. This coincidence of language, however, does not warrant the
infercnee that there is the least agreement of atatement. I n proof of this podtion,
we have merely to quote the lines which follow those now given.
Yet no anch union dare the soul desim
As parts have with the whole, and spnrks t o f i n ;
Bnt as dependent, low, subordinate,
Saeh as thy will of nothing did create.
As tendeth to the snn the smallat eye
Of aillr vermln, or the pooreat 97.
My own salvation when I make my end,
N i mutual love is all that I intend,
And in this closure though I hap y be.
I t s by intending, and admiring tiee.,,
Of one of these, thr Mdmbhaccu, whom I had particularly In dew in maklag this
nmnrk. I have just received an interesting account h m Captain A. M~orrlrroea,
the author of the History of the Ramoshls.
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R e y o y h t to consider that the situation of those to be inetructad, in to
be attended to, M well IM the inmtmctione to be delivered. While divine
truth must be propagated vith unwavering fidelity, and all hopes of ulti-

mate suecsr rat on i k own potency, ite suitablenem to the general character of man, and the amietanee of divine grace, judgment ought to be
employed in the mode of its appliastion to t h m who vary much in their
aecd.,and differ much in their moral pmctice. We have the higheat
authority for an accommodation suah ae that for which I plead. Though
the great truthr proclaimed by the apostle PAULwere the same in all circumstancee. thev were introduced inverv different wave to the Jewish Rabhia and people, /nd to the memhernofthb~thenin~ r t k ~ i q u Is .must hold,
that them ia no little unouitableneas in India. in addrain. a Pantheist r
a Polytheist, and o h clum : in speaking t o a Jaina M to"a Br6hman ;in
condemning that a t rmdom which the native%may suppose to be unknown,
.od in uring theological term4 and
nerd phrases, without any very
IlfYjte I
of their application by %t
mtivm themselves. The more
a knowledge of Hinduism and of Hindu literature is pomemed by eny
teacher, the more patiently and uninterruptedly will he be listened to b j
the people, and the more forcibly will he be enabled, and principally by
contrast and c o n d o n , to mt forth the authority, and the excellence, of
the dactrines of Christianity.
I n connexion with the wbject to which 1 have now adverted, I may
allude to the peculiar duty which devolves on us of collecting Banskrita
mu1uacri ts. They are to be found in a purer state in the Dakshm than
in an otter p.t of India, and the poverty of the Brhhmans leads them
to part with them. T h a u which were lately purchased by ua am
very voluble.
T h e contributione of the members of our Bociety to the elucidation of
Hindu Antiquitisr, have done much to extend and support its credit. The
p r i m i t y of the ancient excavations, which may be c l a d among the
wondera of the world. could not fail to excite curioaitv and inauirv. The
d d p t i u r and ill~rtrationsof tbas of ~ h a r i p u r ~ ~ l e ~ h aBuW
~(lj.
~t3nleette).Karali (Carlee), Vsrulo [ Ellore). Bag an dionta*. though a
hw e r r o 6 a n d ovekghta &y be detected 6 them, are hkhly ihtemiing.
Mr. Easnnrm han aatiefactorily shown the distinguishing characteristice of
thoseof them which are respectively to be attributed to the B a u d ' d h
and J.~ME,
and the Bdhmana I t is to be hoped that the inscriptiw
which are to be found on some of them, and which are in the Sanskrita
language. and in ancient characters very similar to those which have late1 been p u b l i e d in the ably conducted Journal of thc Asiatic Society of
will be a a n undemtood. m e b v . Mr. hronar h u ready
been s u c c e h l , to n great emtent, in dsoyphering, and translating those of
the temples of Karali, and thun leading to inferences b no means unimportant. Some of tho= of Kanadi, on Salaette, 1 shou~dthink, from a
partial trial, present no greater difficulties than those which have been
already overcome. The stone bearing the inscription of the templee a t
Elephenta, we learn from DIM de Coum the Portuguese Annalist, ww
rent to Joan the Third of Portu
year 1534, and is probably
now either in the Royal Museum o
the University of Coimbra
The Royal Asiatic Societ may, without difficulty, procure a transcript.
There are excavated temp e% in the oountry, such as thoee of Naeik, and
Junar, and others which have been erected, euch an thoee of Abu, Palitana
and Girnar, which have not yet been particular1 described. What we
prinaipally require in reference to them all, ie i d r o u t i o n as to the time
a t which, and the views with which, they were constructed ; an estimate
of them 8e works of art, or ae indicative of the resources of those to whom
they are to be mribed ; and an inquiry into the religious ritee and serv i m , for which they have been appropriated, and the m o d impressions
Written by Ytrsra. SALT,
EISXIXL, Col. SYKB~,bCC.
~
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which the seem fitted to make on thoee resorting to them. They a m
worthy olattention only as they may illustrate the civil and religious
history, or practices, of the country. The grants uf land, engraven on
copper-plates, many of which are still to be found in difimnt rts of tho
country, are next to them in importnnas in the advancement of?ntiqu.i.n
research. One of there was translated by Dr. TAYMR.Mr. WATHEN
hu
been successful in clecyphering the moat ancient of thorn in our museum ;
and the results, as stated by him in his communicntian in the Journd of the
Asiatic Society of Bengal for August leet, are both curious and d u l .
Ancient coins are occaeionnlly found in different par& of the Presidency,
and the Native States to the northward, which nlay aid in the correction,
or enlargement, of such Genealogicd Tables aa hare been lately published
by Mr. PRIW~RP
of Calc~tta*.
There is a small body of Armanianr in Bombay, from which something
interesting might be learnt. A dissertation by m e of them on the anti,
quity of their native language, with notee by Mr. D ~ O K I N h~ uN lately
been transmitted by ue to the Royal Asiatic Society, and cannot fail to be
soeeptable. There cannot be a doubt that the Armenians can fill up impqrtant blnnks in our Church History, which, to the undue neglect of t h e
orientals, is principally formed on the authority of the Roman and Byzantine Fathers.
The Ben;-lmad of Bombay, and the ad'oining territories, amount t o
a h t eight thoumnd. It, is to be r
that no considerable -unt
of then h u yet appeared, pnrticulay& they have been long nettled in
the country, refuse the appellation o?Jew, and are probably a portion of
the Ten Tribes, never amalgnmated, .s the body of them probably waa,
with those of Judah and Benjamin.
The reeearchea of our members on antiquities, and other wbjeots of
obeervation md rational inquiry, have not been confined to India ; but I
cnnnot longer detain you by alluding either to their results, or by attempting
to form, what ie unneceesary, and what in me would k prmumptuoue, an
estimate of the enterprize and intelligent obeervation and raeearcb of our
M A L O O L ~E~~, ~ a m e ~ o mPe ~s ,T I N ~ URKOEIM
R ~ , and BURNIPBBS.The ooatiguity of our Preeidency to Pereia, Arabia, end Egypt ;and the proapect of
increased intermume with these countries, by eteam navigation, offord
ground to hope that our geographical and hietorial knowledge of them
will ere long be greatly enlarged. There is solrroely a country of Aka,
which, even, in our present circumstances, doee not furnish visitors to
Bombay, who prove themselves ready to communicate to intellient inquirers, information on plsces never na yet surveyed by any modern European
traveller. Mr. WATHEN
hns been able, from convening with Muhsmmndan ilgrims, to prepare a brief, but interesting, memoir of Chinese Tu.!a,t
I owe to the meeting an apology for the many imperfections of the
sketch which I have rapidly taken. I have rather endeavoured to mark
our progress, than to point out, whnt would perhaps have contributed
more to our enmuragement, the advantngm and means of further advancement. Our Society, 1 may be permitted to hope, will soon again be iaepired with its pristine 4, at the Dame time that it is directed by its aocumulated experience ;maintain the character which it has earned for itself;
and prove not unworthy of ita inoorporation with the Royal Asiatic Societ
of G n a t Britnin and Ireland, u incorporation which o u s t be a d m i t 4
notwithstanding some didvantages, to be benehial, .s it recarea that
literary sympath end commuuication which is greatly to be valued, a d
the circulation o f our papers, with no upenea to ourselva, a ~ ndo r in
convenient form, throogliout the world.
* Such coins are occasionallJ worn an personal ornament# by natirsr, r h o L.rs
no idea of their value.
t See Aaiatic Society's Journal for December, 1835.
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xIV.--Mirdh&~.
Ilb Can& Vvlpsr mtm&na, or Hill h. By J. T. PJA~UO~.
Art. Surg., Cur. l u s . Ar. Soa.

[Reprinted from tho Ben@ Sporting Maguine, Jan. 1836.1
Qen. Confr, Auctorum.
C1. Mamrnalh, C w .
Subxen. Pulpm, Auctorum
Ord. C i a d r r , Cov.
8p. Canir Yulper mantanu. mihi.
Fm. C4rniaorcr. C w .
R~lfouclgrey fox, with black throat, and tail white-tipped.
p"'ption.-Size,
len h from tip of the nose to the insertion of tho
tad, n ft. a in. ;length o?tail, I ft. I in. ; height at the ahoulden, 1 ft.
1) in.
Colonr:--goner111 coloor, nifous on the upper and fore p a r k of the
bodv : beooming grisly behind, a t the aides, and at the sides of the tail :
behind the eare, rich relvett black, edged a t the outer middle third r i t h
short relvetty fur of alight Zwn mlour, and at the inner upper third, with
light rnfous ;tip of the now, as is usual in the enue, black and naked :
apper lip whib, with a few black brides, a n f a narrow band of white
extending along juat above the margin, which ia brown, to the wrner of
the mouth, where it widens and nnites with a somewhat nimilar but fainter
band from the angle of the lower jaw, from whioh junation the white
roceeda d o n g the side of the threat as far rn the mhoulder. forming a
b n d a between the b b k of the throat and the p d e fawn mlour of the
aide of x e neck. A greyish black irregular qwt,upon which the whiuken
u e aet, is situated a t the aide of the m a d e from neru the nore to the eye,
and extending behind in the form of a line to the root of the em, where
it taker an abrupt m u m dwnwarda, and ia lost under the chin ; middle
of t h e nose and crown of the head, greyish rufous ; ineide the earn, side
of the neck, and half the aide behind the shoulder, (mid-way between the
l o u l d e r and hip) and the h k , light fawn wlour, with a dark rufous
band extending from between the ean to the mid& of the back, where
it becomee 1- dietinot, and ie continued d o the upper aide uf the tail
aa far an the white tip. This longitudilaal%nd is odby another
over the shoulders, forming a well defined crow ; ahouldera, outer aides
of t h e hind legs, and eidea of the tail, dark grisly grey, partaking a t the
edges of rafous ;outer, and back part of the paws, tan, with toes of mingled rufoue and black, ; throat, cheat, fore part of the Belly and inner
aide of the thighs, dusLy black, having a few white hairs, intempered
under the throat, a white triangular spot on the ah&, an appro& to a
rufoua tint on the belly, and being boanded by a white line in front of the
thigha and hind legs. The remaining under aurfi~~e,
hinder part of the
fore-le~rs,and under side of the root of the tail, is of a light f a m , a p
proaching in some p r t a to an Isabella colour. Tail, dark rufous, waved
with black ahuve, grisly grey a t the aides, fawn colour, gradual1 becorning waved, r i t h black. underneath. and brniehed for about the rength of
three inches with a white tip.
The genernl ground colour of the fur is a dingy back, or dirty white,
according to the shade of the pnrt. I t is long, thiok, aoA, and ve warm,
nixed with.8 few etmng hain ; it r a r i a in length from an i n 3 to o r
inch and half upon the neck, aiden, and bnck. Upon the m u d e , ahoulder,
and outer side of the thighs. under the chin, and on the limbs, it lien doe.
and is ebort ; while behind the e m , it is very short, and hss the gloss and
sofin- of velvet. The tail is exceedingly buahy, aome of the fur being
full two inch- in length, and a t the tip, more than three.
The hill fox appearn to approach the marking of the C. Dscumn~
(a- fox) in the dark colour of a portion of the under parts, and in the
CF
over the back and shoulclers ; but the croes ia not black in this
species, a~i t ie deecribed in that. It ia of a bright rufoua colour in this,
ae

,

.nd is rendered paj%ia~larlydistinct by the Ught fawn colour at the sides
s f the neck and behind the shoulders. The perpendicular stroke of the
is P inche.1 wide npon the bnck of the neck, and two inchee immedintsly betind the shnalder., whilefurther hack, it is wider, but indistinct.
The crws bnnd is two inches and a half wide, and very distinct, uptil loot
on the uhoulders in the mixture of rufous and grisly grey of that part.
are, for the moet
The hill fox iq a very ha11d.rnmr animal. Its colo~~ra
part, h r i ~ h t and
,
ofien well drfinerl at their edges. offering a strong contrast with thnse ndjoining, or, as rlpon the neck and wnterior part of t h e
thighs, separated from one another by n narrow distinct line of white.
I t eeems to he intermediate hetween the Vulpet rmbnrir (common fox)
and the crow fox, which, indeed, may, after all, be prubably varietieo of
the anme speciea.
As nothing is known of the habits and manners of this animal, it i o u l d
be conferring a boon upon woln~icalscience, if anypereon, well acquainted
with the suljjeet, would describe them. I t is said to be a native of the
lower range of the Rimhlayan mountains.
%--On the Soil r u i W e for Cotton. Tobacco, Sicgar, and Us Ilbrr plant.
iYg H. PIDDW~TON.
[Rmd at tb.mrtlo(l ofthe Agridtwd Society, Much 18S]

I prefaae what I have to say to the Society
the mils placed on t h e
table with a few remarks, which I tmst mwy be thought worth placing on
reoord. My object in doing so in alpin to impress upon membere of what
vital importeooe it is to the advnncement of the agricultural interests of
speculrthe wuntry, and to the mfety and auwem of evew
tion, to procure samples of all mils from other aountries in which vduable
produots grow.
The same climata and soil bre, we know, in a greater or lesa degree the
euential requisitesfor obtaining the produotion of one country in another ;
and for our present purpoae we may perhaps my that plants9nd their tbod
in the soil, and are enabled to &pet i t by the climate. They & digest,
we know, and thin in the strictest sense of the word.
The popular ideas of climates are vngue enough, but it may be roundly
asserted, tbat ocarcely one who IIW the word knows what is redly meant
by mil ; or rather what in really meant by #' thg wme mil." This arim
from our vague notion of the thing itself. The very words used to dis.
tinguish soih express; more fre ucntly than any thing else, their appearanue, and m e of their p h y s d qunlitin ; u m l y any their m n t i a l that m
i their c h e m i d properties. W e tnlk of light and heavy, of sandy
and clayey, moiet nnd d d l e , which are d l p h v s i d properties, and two
clayey or two u n d y m x may be actual1y as diEerent n light and dark.
new from each other 1 The words ferruginous and calcareous are, i t is
true, ahemiael terma, hut nu& vague onen that they designate whole d a r . 6 ~
of mile, of which mch sort is widely different from its neighhonrs. T h e
tsn roils and the Arrewn tobacco aoils on the table are both ferruginoue
mila, but d i e r i n g as widely IQ mils can do ; for the iron in the one is a
carbonate of iron, and in the other the red oxide of iron.
Comn-Nothing then bat asample of the mil and a correct nnalpsia OF
i t aan nonure the spoulator, that while he is trving to rear any given fb
product, he is not (misled hp loone namee) absolutely blundering in
and at tempting.^ impodbility. I w n with Cotton r a most
prominent example, though my proofs on the subject are not quite eo Ml
M I wold wish ; and I shall surpries the Society not n little when I any,
that all the expenrive &wts which hnve heen made hitherto to obtain
good cotton have probably failed from this one cause, that ws Atme bema
at a m k on Us amrmg raU ! How far, with the American cottons, digeren,
WI of olimate map a l a ~hnve o p a t e d is nab here the place to examine,

Ekem,

,

but veptable p d u a t i o n e do, to a great extent, acclimate themselves ;
while it ir probable tbat nothing mu compensate to them the want of a
principal constituent of the mil. Now I have not been able to obtain ope.
cimens of the American cotton mila, but I have good authority for rtat.
fng tbat the soil of the &a Islnnds ie wholly a calcareeua mand-in other
words a light chalky a r shelly mil ; so that it may probably aontain from
60 to 60 per cent. of calcareous matter (lime generally in the &ateof chalk ,
and we have been attempting to grow this cotton on a soil which hare y
contnine a trace of i t ! The soil of the Botanic Garden, for instance, no^
containing more than 1) or 8 per cent. : lndeed we may my generally, tbat
tiH we reach the kankur districts, none of the miL of lower Benud, out
of the reach of the inundations, contain any great portion of lime. I
rhowed wnne yeam qp', that the inundations depoeit lime, and that much
of the fertilieing effect they produce is due to it.
T h e Americnn cotton in, then, on account of differenm of climate. a
arse not strictly in point, but the Bourbon cotton-grown hoth at Bourbon
and the Mauritius-which .ella for a shillinu, when the Sea Island mlls
for 1% and the Manilla &ton, which sell8 for 1 Id. when the Bourbon is
worth a shilling, are both cottons of hot climates l i k e ~ u own
r ; and hoth
theuse a m g o w n in highly oolcareour soila The soil on the table before
ou b from the Mauritius; it is aent rn by M. Gnrevu, of La Riviem
hire,one of the fin& *tea
09 the idand, r an excellent wtton mil,
m d oontains 58 per cent. of carbonate of lime, (or in plain E n ~ l i r h o, m
third chalk ;) there is, moreover, phosphate and perhspa not lee, than
per ceot. of calcareous matter ! Ite iron too is In a peculiar a t e , that
o f p r o b i d e o r the black orride of iron ; and in this rayect, it probably
m m b l e s the black cotton loils of Southern India No wonder that tL
Bourbon cotton, though i t grows well in many of our gardens new town,
where it meeb with plenty ofca~o~reoun
matter amongst the l h n r b b i s h
d t h whioh most of them are filled, ie oaid to degenerate when cultivated
in t h e open fields, whioh do not wntain S per aent. of lime. I know,
ft h e experience of eeveral yearn, that a t doen not degenersta if it ir
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m w n mile are wanting now to make mar theory on this head perf& ;
but I would d v i m no man to attempt foreign cottone in a mil containing
116 per cent. of lime, snd ita iron moetly in the a t e of protoxide
or black oxide.
To~~aoo.-Tobrmmroilr are the next, m d here we are more fortunate,
for them are on the table eoils from Arraaan (5andoway) ; n soil from
Sin~purin Burdwm, near Chandernagare, the tub.C00 of wbich, though
ofthe mum grciee as that of the sunounding country, mils a t the priue
ef the
sort ! d the mil of the best Bengal tohaccn, which is
p r o at and about H h l e e , i n the Kishnagw district, near f a w r i e s for,
w 1 y held by me. C d BASETAand Dr. CA~AROVA
are our anthoritier
for spyiag, that the k,Wmils of the Havanm nre rcd eoils, end those of
~ . R i h1. k m , are alao rad miL Now the red and reddieh brown soils
m
*
moot of their iron in the atate of peroxide, or the reddid brown
of iroa ; wbile the l i g h t - p y mila oontain it only in the &ate of
protoride, or the bl.dr oxide of iron I believe the qndity of the tobacco
&pend mainly on the state and quantity of the iron in the soil ; while
i t is i-ent
about the lime, which we have Men ie so eseential to cotton.
N- of thee0 t o w aoila contain an) lime. Their a d p i e ehows them
tom*:-

* T w . of tbo WJI. C k r r p
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-from which it will he seen that the best tohscco roil we have hitherto
found in India contains I6 per cent., or nearly one-eixth, of iron, whicb
in mostly in the state of peroxide, and that the inferior eort of tobacco
grows in a soil containing only 6 per cent., ongeixteenth of iron of which iu
moreover mostty in the state of protoxide or black oxide.
I thought it worth exmining what tbe quantity of iron in the diftsrcnt
mrts of tohaan, would be ;and I found that, while the ashem of one onoce,
or 480 grains, of Havannamd Ssndoway cheroata ve exactly 1.91 grains
or 0. 40 per cent. of peroxide of iron, the r h e a of
uos quantity of t h e
Hinglee or best Bengal tobacco only gave 1.60 grains or 0 . S per cent.,
end i t appenm toexist in the first two in the ntate of peroxide. and in the
het, no II rotoxide, of iron ; rendering it highly probable that tbe h v o u r
of the t
o
k
c
o to the smoker depends on the &ate and quantity of t h e
iron it coataim! for we have now, obmrve, traced the iron from the eoil
into the cheroot. Green co peraa water, which is a eolution of sulphate
of iron, is o f t a used by t i e American and English tobacconistn nnd
lantern to aolour and flavour their tobacco ;and this would he decomposed
the potam of the tobacm, and sulphata of pot- and carbonate of iron
be formed. Carbonate of iron h of an ochre yellow colour. I took care
t o nocertain that this prooem had not bsen performed with the cheroots
need for my experiment; and I do not beliere our Be@
cherootaukera
know of thir method.
Iloera.-Su
u seems to depend both on the state of the iron and on
lime in the aif T k ougar .oil &fore you is dm from the Black River,
(Mr. Gmrve's,) an entat0 npon which from 3000 to 7000, and even on one
spot the setonishing quantity of 18,000 lbs. of suKar have been obtained
from an acre, of from 19 to 150 baanr rnaunde per bigah !Captain S m p r u r
is my authority for them btements.
Now the peculiarity of thii soil in, you will obmrve, that it is a rad d,
I a that ite iron in mostly in the state of peroxide ;nod it cantaim moreover a b u t @ per cent. of carbonate of lime, with probably eome nu1 hate
and phmphate of lime,my perhap altogether 10 or 12 per mnt. of caf~mreour matter. W e have in many instnncen endeavoured to cultivate thii
cane on soils destitute both of peroxide of iron and lime, and we oomplun
tW the cane 11nsbeen found watery. I t is clear that the cultivator who
would s n d in sugar should pay attention to these peculiarities ;for
without doing m he may have wtuma, but often no profits. Him profits, in
a word, may depend npon his canea, hie cotton, or hie t o b , beingjbd
with the food which they require. I u ~ e dthe wordsfssd and &@ b a w o
i t cannot be too ohen repeated that plrnte are living beingel nnd that t h e
vigour of their life depends, ae with oumlves, on abundant and muitable
food.
TBAS o ~ - T h e tea soils, though I notice them laat, w e not the loant
interesting. The fir& is a mil from Asmm. for rhioh I am indebted t o
Captain JENQN~
;and the uecond ie from the Bohea Hills in China, aent
Ylortly probddc.

tc

b

round by Mr. Qoum~,
the Secretary to the Tea Committee, m d oblidngly given t o me by Mr. GRANT,
of the Honourable Company's Export Warhouse. How very alike they teem, you will a t once have noticed, and
their analysis given re followe :Tm roiln of A m m . Tea roil of Chitca.
Surface At 24 feet
eoll.
derp.
2.45
2.00
1.00
.go

Water,-----------,-------Vegetable matter-,---,------Cubonate of Iron.-,--------Alumh------,---,----sde~----------------I

Traces of phosphate and eulphate
of lime and loss, ,
,
,
,
-

I

7.10
3.50
85.40

6.70
6.45
8 1

99.76

99.05

- ---

}

.93

100.0

1
~

I

1
-

I

3.00
1.00
9.90
9.10
76.00

99.00
-----

-95

I.OO

100.00

10.000

There are two peculiarities in these eoils ;the firet, that they contain no
carbonate of lime, and only t r a m of phosphate and eulphate ; and the
next, that their iron is almost wholly in the a t e of carbonate of iron-a
widely -rent
compound from the simple oxides. They would be
p r yellow loams ; nnd cotton, tobacco, or sugar-mne would probably
-e
upon them: but we find that they mit the tea plant pafectly.
It is a striking coincidence, that we should find our tea mils and tbof
China eo exactly alike.
I fear to grow prolix, thou h I have much more to my on the subj&
e f aib ;I I a U therefore breaf o*, tnuting that fur the present I have
amply shown the necessity of a careful examination of the mil; m d that
t h e commercial public, who can do m much for U 8 in thia way, will not
neglect their own intemta in procuring specimens of ~ o i l for
r us; for t o
go to work in ignorance. of this great element of success, is a h l u t e 1 to
blunder on in the dark where chemistry m d d lend us an unhiiing li&
[We have d s o received specimens of the tea soils for analysis, but for want of
apace m w t postpone the notice of ourresnltr, which agree for the moat part with Mr.
P~norscroa's. We have also on analysis of the A a ~ m
tea .oilby Dr. MCCLIL.
~nn~.-Elb.]

3.-Action of Copper on Ink.
A mrione case lately uune under my notice of the effect of saline m o i s

I

ture and copper united on writing ink. The B e n d Bank referred to my
eramioation three bank notes eent in by n native, who protested he knew
not how the numbers and eignaturen had disappeared ; that he had left
them in a mall copper box on his departure into the country, having
precioely noted the amounts and numbers-and that on hie return they
were t h t ~ sJtered. The Secretary of the Bank disbelieved the mawellous
& a n t , becnwe the endorsements remained untouched.
I maeived i t would be very easy, at first eight, to restore the writing
by the mual method of dightly acidifying the paper, and then testing
with m s i a t e of potash, which if the smallest traces of the iron remained,
won18develq. the lettere in blue. The only effect however of the appIiwim of t h i g reagent wan to develope a copious red-brown upon the
entire snrfwe of the paper, proving how etrongly it had been impregnated
rith a mlution of copper :-in one of the three papere there was a ~ o n e r e l
faint bIue where tbe eignature migbt be expected, but not the faintest
trroe of a number or letter could be recovered. It immediately occurred'
km, th.t a mhltion of myper would in fact diesolve away the iron while
it depaitsd the oopper,. and thus leave none of the former metd to be
.ctad upon by the pwur;te. T o prove thie point beyond a doubt, I wlect-

-

ed pa r containing blneklwriting t h a t had Iltoad for many yeam uninjured

.

,

and Drcinp it between two clean comer dates. aIlored n c o m n t of acidulat.
ed water to panethrough. I n n mi;;utebr two t h e whale writin diaa pmred, and could not b rentoredby t h e prusraiate;although where $0 corour of
t h e ink was merely discharged by acid, the uaunl effect wan mnnifest. T h e
native ink being carbonnceous remained uninjured throughout ; nnd where
even a slight proportion of this inqredient wna mixed with t h e English ink,
t h e removal was so fur prevented. This circumetnnce presents a ready
mode of obviating euch accidents fur t h e future, for t h e present is not, i t
apyenm, the first occasion of the kind. A poor nntiva pilgrim took some
notes t o Jngannbth in n s m d l copper roll kept on his pereon for safety.
After the cuetomnry period of bnthinp in t h e em, h e returned, and found
his notes effnced, nor would the bank a t that time make them good to t h e
unfortunate holder.
T h e preventive d l u d d to in simply t o mix Bengllf o r Indian ink, h d f
and half, with the English metallic ink. I have long been in t h e habit o f
doing RO for the labels of mineral cabinets, where it is known that pyrites
nnd other substancer frequently obliterate the trnces of common writing
ink.
J. P. Scc.
4.-Swpauion Bridge at M b o r r g in Scm'tzmlmd.
[Harlnq alldad in the h a t number to this surprising work on the authority of
rivate deacriptionr jart meelred from mlatiws in Switzerland, we imagine oar
ft ngineer friends in thin wnntry (no many of whom we are proud to reckon
among our renders) will be curious to henr more of it. We therefore hasten b
extract the following acwant from JAXESON'~
Edin. Phil. J o u ~ ~ ' . - E D . ~
The town of Fribourg u built on the left bank of the Sarine. Both rider of
thin small stream are very steep ; nnd rise to the tieight of about 2 2 0 t tent
above itr bed ; and travellprs coming from Borne to Fribourg were formerly
o b l i p l to desceud the hill, in order to reach a small wooden bridge which
crosres the river, and immediately d t w by a rtcsp ascent of about 100 f a t b
r u c h the top of the opposite bank before ooming to the centre of the tom.
The p a q e through Fribourg thus occupied nearly an h o w ; bat the ow ir
changed rince the erection of the new ruapnsion bridge.
Thew difficulties and delaya rere long conriderad the unaioidable conrequeuce of the local rituation of the town, until some bold rpirita conceived the
idea of uniting, by means of a maapenuion bridge, the r b e p bmkr of the W n e .
I t waa neceasq that the bridge ahould prsr over a g m t part of the town iWf.
and the rcheme wan considered complete1y n t o p h ; yet certain of saoce~, the
authorities and rome wtiie citizenr detarmined to rabmit the meunre b the
conaideration of engineers of diflerant dirtricta. Variou derigna were accordinely
offered, and the government of the canton gave the preference to that of M.
CRALLEY,of Lyons, whore plan has rince been execated under his immediate
ruperintendence.
The gatewayr at either end of the bridge are of Doric architecture, and are
about 65 feet in height. The tops of their arches am about 42 feet above the
roadway, and the arches hare a rpan of 20 feet. The masonry of the gats u 46
We take this opportunity of correcting a few errors in our ob.s+rrtlolu olr the
Roof of St. PETSR'SChurah In the Fort.
I. The central vault had not opened in the vertex from rml to cad, but only a
little towards the e u t end. We.remembered hadng seen it apparently cracked, but
thir war merely from the knockin away of the aothic moulding ta examine ita
rtate-Itadrm condition should haveteen an additional argument against condemn.
in--e it.
--9. The

pmaent grolned roof of the nave ha8 not a flat roof above it, thl. ln con.
hned to the ride .Isles.
a. We underatand thnt the additional expence to &vernment has been only
abopt one-third. We alluded however only to the roof, in lnpporing that the cod
had been '' doubled or tripled."-ED.
t Ul the messurementr have been reduced from b n e h fo Englbh agmeabb to
the ration d n n in the Annuire da Bureau d e Longihrdor.
~
.

.
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feet in width, and its t h i c k m ir about 20 feet ; although the Iaqert blookr of
tbe hard limestone of Jura were employed in thir work, iron orampa were used
to complete the union of the rtoner, and above 24 tons of iron were used for
this purpose.
The width of the valley of the Sarine at the point where the bridge is built,
ar, in other words, the diatance between the inner face-work of the two gateway8 on either bank of the river. and consequently the rpan of the mrpended
roadway, is 871 feet. I t may be easily conceived that a good deal of doubt was
entertuned u tothe proptistyof trusting to a span of no great an extent. and the
idea of suepending the bridge at the middle at fimt occnmd to M. CRALLEYam
the b a t mode of forming the communication. On weighing the didiculty, however, of obtaining a rolid foundation for a p b r 220 feet in height in the bottom
of an alluvial valley, he roon relinqunhed thh idea ; and the b r i d p hu t h m 6
tom b&n conrtruotd with a ringla span of 871 feet.
The roadwq is ruapended in tbe manner now univemally known, by four
a b l a of iron wire* passing over the upper part of the gateways. Each a b l e
eondrb of 1200 wirer, each about in inch in diameter, and 1140 feet in length.
T o avoid the difficulty of moving there heavy cables, each wire w u brought
~cparatelyto itr plaoe, and they were united on the spot by the workmen, who
were suspended during the work. We are happy to add, that no accident of
any kind occurred during this operation. I t u ulcnlatad that the four nnited
a b l a am capable of ~lirtaininga weight e q d to 2946 tons.
The f m r u b h are Ibed in cbdu-pits or rhaftr cut out of the d i d rook on
either ride of the river. In sach of thew pita four mblea p a r through a vertid qlindric chimney or pillar, which bemu three heavy domes rating upon it,
and at the r m e tJme abutting a g d n ~ tpoovsr cot with much care in the rock
to rrceire the springing stoner. At the bottom of the pillpm the cables u e
thanfore, -not
slide without lifting the whole of these enormous buildingr,
rtrmgthaned u t h q are by tbeir eonnoxien witb the solid rock.
M. CEALLBY began thb work In the sprlng of 1832. He brought out of
Prmce, we think, on17 a foreman who had urirted hlm on former o c c ~ i o n s ,and
e a r n i n g inthiiarduonsentarprhs witb the inexperienced workmen of the country+
who had never seen a rmpamdoa bridge, he completed the workinspite ofallthere
ditflcultiea ; and on the 15th Ootober 1834, f i h n pieoes of artillery drawn by
forty-two homer. and ~urroundedby 300 persons, eroawd the bridge throngh ;
they united in one body u well oq :be middle as at the ends of the roadway.
Nor w u the leaat appearance of derangemeat of the structrre discovered on the
elosat examination. Some days after the whole iuhabitanb of Fribourg and its
s n h hp
d over in prooesrion, so that there were no fewer than 1800 per.
monr on the bridge at the same time; and all clures of travellers, mercantile
and curieus, have ~ i n c eunited with the nativa of tlie Swiss oantons in testifying tbeir endre ratiafaeiion with the bridge. Although the revere proof to which
comtructor of thir work rubjected it, by loading the rodway with about 20 Ibr.
on u e h qrure foot, did not take place till tbe month of October 1835, yet i t
may ufcly be mid that the colonsal bridge of Fribourg was completely finirhed
in two y a m and a half. The whole expensa was only about &.24,000.
The only bridge which oan be compared for its dimensions with that of M.
CRALLBYir t4e Menai or Bangor bridge, which joins the Isle of Auglewa to
tho main land of England. The largest vessel^ mil below it with tall e a n v a ~
set. It n u conrtrncted by the celebrated Engineer TELPOBD
; but the Mend
bridge is only 550 feet in length, while the bridge of Fribourg is 871 feet. The
bridge is about 106 feet above the level of high
roadway of Mr. T~LPOBD'S
water, and M. CHALLYY'I167 feet above tbe level of the river Sarine.

It L not perhaps generally known that in 41 the ruapension bridges in Franc4
roper formed of wires are employed, instead of the solid links used in England.
t Thii remark rernindr us of the P w r brldge built by Col. Pre~graveunder d m d t i e r so much anperior.-see vol. 11. p. 688.-ED.
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I.-NOS~ ar t i b WlddAor froa, Ceylmcr~art-,
with an attnnpt to
P+lhedataoftheclppeaorosoffib kut*;bdng
fboffk
MaM BAocba Kalpa, (br Prennt Age.) By Capkin J. Fouas,
H.M. 78th Ziyk&a&r8.
I. Of the Buddhas who appeared MOTto the MOMBbudra
&+,the
ll~merof the earlieat Buddhas mentioned in Buddhist writinp,

-

B r h Buddha.
Gautarm, Buddha..

Tu1-.
MedhmLm.
saransnlara.

The following us the names of twenty-four B u d d h ~ who
.
succeaa d y f o d d the admt and exaltation of the present Gautama
Buddha.
I

1 Dq-L.lr,
9 Kondh.~~,

12 suj.ea*
13 pi.duri,

3
I Summo,

14 Athrdurf-Atth.Au.l,
15 Dh.mnubd,
16 Siddatto,

6

m,

6 Sobhito,
I A n d ,
8 Padorno,
9 Nudo,
10 Pdumutb,
11 Bmdo,

1 7 Tiyo,

18
19
20
21

Cuuo,
Wipud.
Sikhi,
Wkbbu.

Commsncomsnt of the Mah4 Bhadm K w .
49 ~ u r d a ,
43 Kooagamma,

24 gbyiapa.

Not tbo Gaut.lpp. Buddha now mnbipped.

ar

522

Notes on the Buddhtufrorn C e y l ~ aatb-itier.
e

[Joar,

Every Buddha, on having attained the object of his ambition, not
only appropriated to himself, and received from hie followera the
innumerable titles of former Bnddhaa, (many of which were appertaining to the gods,) but by visiting the same $aces, enjoining the
same observances, retaining the same moral laws, and imitating all
their actions ; he identified himself with the meritorious deeds as well
aa with the moral doctrines of his predecessors. h m these cireumstances it is not easy to particularise the acts of any individual
Buddha; and the difficulty has been incremed by writem on this
subject, who in general have preferred aimlees dimatations to hiitorical incidents.
Of KA~~USANDA,
The $rat Buddha in the present dispensation, B. C . 3101*.
At the commencement of this the (Mahd Bhadra Kalpa) moat
aoepicioua age of the world according to Buddhists, K A K U ~ A N ~ A
BUDDHAappeared in MagadRat., when K~HSMA:
was king, and the
name of the capital was Kshemawattinnwara$. He visited Ceylon.
which then waa known by the name of Oja Dweqia, and first
manifested himself from Adam's peak, at that time called M y a k t a ,
and on the summit of which he found memorials of the religion oi
former Buddhas were still existing. The Mahamnvuna gardens (comprising the plain on which the moat sacred edifices at Anursadhapura
are situated) was called Mahitirtiwana ; and to the eastward of these
was the city Abhya, the residence of a king of the same name ; here
also was situated the Piyal Kula mountain, (afterwards called Mehintallai) and a cave whiah the Bnddha chose for hi temporary abode.
A pestilence which had swept off multitudes, having ceoeed at the
time of K A ~ U S A N D
arrival,
A ' ~ the people, believing that it was by hiia
miraculous interpositions, eagerly listened to the exhortations, and
adopted the religion of their benefactor. The garden Mahsltirtiwana
having been ofired to the Buddha, he sent to Kahemawatti to procure a branch of the Maharibodi tree ; that it might remain w *
memorial of himself, and an emblem of hie religion. a tree was
(L

The period not of his birth or death, hut of him becomiog a Bud&&
1 Magadha, Bahar.
:bhema.
5 Kshemawatimuwaraor Khema~atinuwara,pmbably Saewatnunua, or Gap ;
the p a t antiquity of which city may be inferred from the manner in which it ir
mentioned in the Rbmdpna. In the transmigrations of Gaubma Buddha,
before he attained the perfection necessary for a Buddha, he ir rdd to have bten
i n m a t e at thin time 88 this very king K s a r n ~ ,ride S i d d h a m a r u ~ ,Tha*
Wanne, kc.

I

I

I

1
I
I

rent by the king K ~ H X M
under
A charge of the priesRUCHITANANDA
and the prieet M A E A D ~ Wand
A , accompanied by numerow priests,
prieatenae8, and atkndanb; they arrived d e l y , and the tree war
planted by the king h a r a according to the privilege ; a d with the
ceremonies which had been u a d on such fortunate @om
by
former m o n a r h of the ielond. The place selected for the tree war
near the plain S k k d l a , where the Buddha had once rested himrelf.
and which in after tima became the site of the Lowa Maha Plifi*.
Having preached from wbcre the Thupa Ramat aftermuds stood,
and made innumerable converts ; KAKUSANDA
beatowed his drinking
cup M a memorial to his followem ; appoiDted RCICHITANANDA chief
W A 1000 priests, to maintain
over 500 prieakases. and M A ~ A D Bover
digion; then having seen the consecrated places of Ceylon, and
revisited Deviya Kuta, he departed to the continent of India.
Fmm these particulars it wodd not appear that the commencement
of the MUM B h a h Kdpa was marked by any general revolution in
the face of nature ; but the commencement of an era at that time may
be m t i o d y aamnnted for, by the successfulplinistry of Q r u r r ~ ~ r
BUDDHI;this would abo account for the same era being styled
KaZi yrga (age of vice) by the b t 6 h m a ~ ;and Mob6 Bih.iltrr Kdpa
(the moat aapicioaa age) by the Buddhists.
In support of my opinion for firing SO remote a period oe the
commencement of the Kcrli p g a B. C. 310 1, as the era of thin Buddha ;
I have the unanimous aseertion of Buddhist writers, that he appeared
at the commenaement of the present age, or Mahii B M a Ka+.
Si WILLIAMJONMIwriting on this subject say4 " The beat authority after all is the B h @ d itself, in the first chapter of which it
is expre8sly declared, that BUDDHA
the mn of JINAwould appear at
C*a$
for the purpose of confounding the demo-, j u t at the
w i g of the RJi yrga." Apin I quote from the same authority[ :
Bhrigu sap. From this MENUnamed Swi YAxssuva, ' or sprung
from the self-existing,' came six descendants, other Mmuo, or per.
fectly understanding the scriptnres, each giving birth to a m e of
hir o m an exalted in dignity, eminent in power-

-

* At A n d h a p l u . . In the remain8 of thir building am rtill to be mema
(1600) rougb rtone pilkrr.
t At Annraadhapm. A Dagobah and WiharC, now in roinr ; the rlcnder,
h t elegant columnr of which, have not inaptly been compared to the A m k ~
tree.

I

t Sir WILLIAM
JONES,Aniatic Rerearchm, VII. 122.
I. Bnhar.
fl &WILLIAMJonas, Lawr of Menu, Article on tLs Crecrtios, &tion 61.
2T 2

Sw6roddm,-Auttami,-T~-Raiwat.
hiwine, and C b b
doshs benming with glory. .adVrivamab child of the Sun."
cl&xhuaha ia eridently the sune name aa Kdcuuanda.the final lattetr
being a n e d honorary .fitin Cieae. He ie called by B n m r ,
Ch&mom*# by WI-BD chbhoshtBby WL-N C M k s h e , by
Co~naraon Cucuch'hmda$; he is also called Kuk~tchand),
X4admnda Dew6q, d ICt.koch.nda**; and appemd an a Mean or
Muni, (which in Cingalene b a term applied to a &int or a Buddha,)
pwbw to Vri~wata,who by mamy of the moat eminent chronob
gem hfm been considend idential with N d , B. C. 49&4.t1.
The Chgdcae work6 etate that KAKUEANDA
waa of the ~e d
BAIKATA
R6ja. The h t Menu,
the h t king, and elected by the
people, after tbey had lost immortality and become mbject to earthly

psw;-tl
At the h e of ~ K ~ A N BUDDHA,
D A
1Ld.m'~ Wa# d e d Dewipkuta, (peak of God ;) when KONAOAMMA
BUDDHA
visited it B. C.
2100, the name was Sammtltuta, (peak of Sam~n.) This appellation
I rhould infer from C i e e e history it obtained from S ~ r m $ $ ,
brother of RA-A ; whoee era is fixed by the date of the partial m b merging of Ceylon, B. C. a387, which is three year~preview to the
date of the floodlll. and thw refem KAKUUANDA
BUDDEA
a ~
period
~
precedbg that event.
The following quotation ie from TOD'BA m d ~of Mjasth6n;
8aTho+ a paamp in the Agni Plu6a indimtea that the line of
of which ICEEWA~A
WM the head, WM the k i t colony which
mtered India from Central h i a , .yet we are wmpeUed to place the
Patriarch B U D D ~MAhb cotemporary, he being stated to have come
from a distant region, and married to ELEa the sinter of IC~EWACA."
Referring to the era of R ~ MM
A already given, viz. B. C. W87, and
Bamuka on tba e m nnd d.br of the anoient Hindllr, h t i o Roa. V.

t WILIOID'BChronology of the Hiidw, h t i c h.
V.
3 ~ u r c dm
t etiow.
$ COLBBPOOU'S
o ~ a t i o n on
r the J J u , U t i o Ber. 1X.
1 -tic

Journal, 1832, p. 380.

1Ahtic Journal, 1834, p. 220Adalic Journal, NO.48. p. 87.
Dr. LLOYD'.Bible chronology.
tt J a ~ n d Pot.,
.
( C i o g h work.)
$5 SAYAN,~ C M E M A Nbrother
A,
of %MA.
111 Acwrding to Dr. LLOYD'IBiblo chronology, Nod mr born B. C. 2984,
and the flood wmmenced when Noah hul lived ri. hundred your, two montlu
and meventeon b y , Gon. TU. 11 ;or B. C. 2384.
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N o h on the lhddhau+

C c g r h e rrthdirb.:

$96

.ibrrSly 20 years aa the length of each reign of the t h ' i - s i x so.
vemigna from h'm up to Ice~wrca.would give the date B. C. 5107
u the time of Iclmw~cr,and confim? the above p a a q e n-g
B W D ~being
A contemporaneous with this monarch ; and a similrvitf
d wpnd, as well aa coinoidence of date, tempts me to snggest the
poaible identity of IC~HWACA
with KIHBMAor KSHBYAXA,
who is
h % € d&3 b&g the royd patron of K A ~ U I A NBUDDHA*.
DA
To explain why I have bed the era of RA'YA,B. C. 2387. The
Mjastates that from the time of RAWBNA
mtil the enr of

'

1

GAWTAXABUDDHA
(at which time a connected Cigalest history corn-+)
1844 years had &peed. In several Cmgalese'workr$the
pmtial a~bmergingof Ceylon is mentioned M having occurred immedktdy rdkr the dmth of RAWENA
; and the consequent deemam in
the circamferenct of the bland is stated to have been 133 yod- or
9128 milee$. It wan in this viaitation that the ~plendid capital Srf
La&-pura (which was situated to the north-weat of the p m t
idand) b anid to h.re been overwhelmed, and
' " l b w m and templa through the cloain~wave

A glimmering m y of r.dsllt npIendw ~ n . "

!I
1

Of KONA~AMMA,
lk record Bud& of t r k p r m d d k p n m t h , B. C. 2099.
At a time when long continued drongbt had c a d d t y and nickness in Ceglon, KONA~AMMA
BUDDHA
appe~edll; Bdd seasonable
& having fallen, the consequent prosperity of the country W M attriiated to his power and presence. At this time the island w a ~ ~
u&d Wara-dwipa, and the peak an which he, according to the cuetam of Bis predeceeeors, commenced his mhbtry in Ceylon, wua
Thnp W m , Buddha Wmrae, U n a n w , &ddh.mm Snmma, U j a -

i
I

di R B j a L ~ ~ .
t Tmnnlated and arranged by Mr. Tunnoon, from B. C. 543 to A. C. 1815.
f Rajawalia, IL.d.impota, L.nlrL Wintrio. T h e K d m p o b .Lo records
dmiir al.mity am ha*
rednced Lankh to itn prsrent nize, B. C. 267.
5 In G w z L A . ~ Hiitory
'~
of China, the following near coincidence d &tea
# rcyd to the deltlge occarr. '' We ue now arrived at r period which Con-

mcxrrr h i m d hr ddinatd."
r4 YAOUbegan b reign B. C. 8337."
'"l'hmo h m sltrwrdhry atutropbe mentioned in the reign of YAOU,which h one of the grmlsrt evmb in the
history of mankind, the doluge. MANO-TZS
(Monciu) in ape&@ of tho name
uemt,remarks, that at the tima of YAOUtho delage h.d not yet entirely mbddaL Dwiag the reign of YAOU,TUcommenced tho d & h g of the e n ,
u d the codning of the riven to their bedo."
Kurrxr-YVNI, Ahtic J o d , 1834, p. 200.
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called Samanta-kuta or Samanella ; from thence he viaited the cnpital Wadh~manika, situated on the south aide of the Maha-Mewuna
gardens*, which then bore the name of Maha-Antowam, and
dedicated to
being acknowledged as a Buddha the king SAMUBDHA
him these gardens by the name of Anopawana. At the request of
the prophet, the kin6 SOBHANA
sent from the'continent of India a
branch of the Udam@a tree, accompanied by many priests and
priestesses; the whole were received with due honor, and the Udambara tree planted by the king SAYUBDHA
became the emblem of the
new Buddha. K O N A Q A ~ ~
BUDDHA
YA
(after having visited the various
by the presence of former Buddhas in L a n u ) gave
places con-ted
and
charge over the priestemes to the chief priestess KANAXADANTA.
over the priests having placed SUDHAYA,
he bestowed his girdle as a
memorial to his followere, and departed for the city of king SOBUANA.
Regarding the date which I have assigned to this Buddha, viz.
B. C. 2099.
I have connected the reign of PMDYOTAking of Magadha, with the
time of KONAQAMMA
BUDDHA,
by the various accounts of the incarnations and transmigrations of GAUTAMA
BUDDHA
; these all stah that a t
GAUTAMA
was incarnate aa that fortunate
the time of KONA~AHMA,
king of Magadha, PABWATIA
or PARQUYATA~;
whom Iconeider the same
aa PBADYOTA
of JONES
and B ~ N T ~PRADHYOTA
Y,
of WIWOBD, and
PRIDOT'HANA
of TOD. n e a e authorities all agree that in the reign of
that king a Bud*
appeared, although they have all assigned different d a t a to the event. I follow that of S
i
r WM. JONES,
who give8
his authority; a quotation from the Bhagawatamrita. " He (Bddha) became visible the thousand and second year of the Kali yuga
being past."
'' PURANJAYA
eon of the twentieth king (of Magadha) was put to
death by his minieter, SUMACA,
who placed hia own son PBADYOTA,on
. * At Anuraulhapura.
t Lent the father of PEADTOTA
being a marderer, and h i m d an v,
rhonld be made objectionr agninrt thir being the king P A ~ W A Tin
~ Awbiob
.
Bnddhirt writerr haw declared that GAUTAYA
BUDDHA
WM incarnate, I qqto
the life of the moat revered of Buddhiut oorereigns, Dmrsxrrou, u it iarrittan
by Baddhfst priests, and which may be thtu abridged :
He commenced his oarow u AMXA, a prinae u d a br4hman ; mtt&ed power
by becoming a fratricide and ururper; B. C. 323, retained it aa a ralou
Buddhist, and died king of India, at Patdipura, (Patma.) Hia memory h r h a
e-lled by all Buddhist mitam, and his name and deed us rurctihcd by th.
appellation DHAUMA
(the righteous) prehad to Asoxr.
We a180 find, that GAVTAYAwas believed to have been incarnate u SAIYA,
a chief of tho Y~rsaa8,and rr ATULA
a king of the Nagar.
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the throne of hia master ; and thin revolution conditutes an epoch of
the highest importance; first, because it happened, according to the
Bhagawatamrita. two yeare exactly before BUDDHA'S
a p y c e in the
=me kingdom ; next, because it b believed by the Hindus to have
taken place 2100 B. C.; and b y , because a regolarchnology,
a&ording to the number of yearn in each dynasty, ban been eatablished from the accession of PBADYOTA
to the snbveraion of the genuine Hindu government." In the Cingalese accounts we find KONAISAHHA received that protection and assistance from the king SOBHAXA*, which his predecessor had received from the king &HEMA.
In
the list of kings of the line of Buddha, of the Ooru or Oorvasu branch.
in Coloqel ToD's tables, and about the year B. C. 2050, we find the
name of the k i n g S 0 v ~ ~ n N; and
n in supposing SOBHANA
and SOVAHANA
identical, there is neither discrepancy of dates nor d+tion,
for
KONAOAYMA
BUDDHA
only appeared B. C. 2099, and as there is no
letter v in Cingaleae. SOVAHANA
would be written SOBHANA,
that
being the nearest transmutation.
Of K ~ ~ Y A P A ,
l& third Buddha in the ptercnt dirpeffsation, B. C . 1014.
On KASYAPA
visiting Ceylon, he found it called Ma&-dwipa ; and
the capital Wiaala, situated on the west of the M a - M e m n a gardena,
nas the residence of the king JAYANTA.
The people were divided into
two hostile parties, the one headed by the next heir to the throne.
SAUIDDHO;
the other by the king's ministera : the armies had approached each other, and were only prevented from engaging by a dreadful
cdct
of the elements, accompanied by darkness, and succeeded by
showen of fiery sparks. KASYAPA
at this time descended from t h e
peak, which was then called Subhahta, and having succeeded in
reconciling the contending parties, was acknowledged as a Buddha.
and the Mah-Mewuna gardens were ofered to him by the name of
Sagam gardens. From Brahmadatta of the Okakit race, king of
Barnma#, he procured a branch of the Nigr6dho tree, which wan
accompanied by numerous priesta and prieatesses ; and waa planted
with the
in the consecrated ground of Sagara, by the king JAYANTA,
ceremonies which had been performed on such occaeions by former
kings. K A ~ Y A Pafter
A converting the people, and visiting the placee
hellowed by the presence of former Buddhas, bestowed as a relic to
hio followera, the bathing cloth which he had used; then giving
charge over the 600 principal priestesses to the chief of them SUDHAMYA; and over 1000 priests placing SARWAMANDA
to maintaih
religion, he departed from the island to return to Baranae. , Regard* SOB~ANA.
Okaka, u m e u Ikahwnka.
$ Banrrsr.

*
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ing the date which I have aaaigned to the commencement of KAer.4PA'B miniatry :In o fragment of a poem wFch hen the appearance of having been
rendered into Cingalew from S d t , called the Leechawee history,
B R A H M A D Aking
~ A ,of Baranas, b mentioned, and that Buddha wan
then raiding in that city. The date is given in mund numbera aOOO
yeara after the commencement of the Kali pga, which correaponda
with
.... B. C. 1101
Padmalurpa, LaPPa of Bh-,
dxsr the date,..
1050
The Chinere p h the birth of Bnddh..,
1036

................................:...

.....................
............................
M. Bailly*. .................................................... 1031
Matonan Sin, a Chinere H'irtorhm+, ............................;. .. 1027
,De Gnig.nea, from Mongolian record@, .............................. I027
Japanwe Encyclopedia fixes his birth, .............................. 1027
Ditto ditto bia death, ............................................. 960
I d p t i o n at Buddha GyrP, ....................................... 1014
Mongol Chronology of Pahm, ..................................... 991
Caaeiano by the d&tionr of the Tibetimu mppuradf, ............... 959
Ditto
died, ................................................ 950
Qiorgi, death of Bddhm,. ......................................... 959
ditto

La mort de Bouddha, on plutot de Shrkyunnni le premier de Boaddhu,
out plrcee par un monument d'pa. autbenticitl incontomtable, L'Encyclopdie Jmponah, en 350 avant notti bra§,

...................... 950

From there concurring data. I am inclined to believe, that the
death of LYAPA
BUDDHA
occurred about B. C. 950, and the earlier
datee given above. are either that of hie birth or of his having
become a Buddha.
Of GAUTAMA,
m fourth Buddha in the premt d b p e n t & B ~ ~ , B. C.

.

5 8 8 ; died, B. C. 543.
B. C. 543 is the era of GAUTAMA
B~DHA
and
, g e n d y uaed in the

digiouei and historical works of Ceylon.
whow moral doctrines are recognbed aa the &
I t is this GAUTAMA
of conduct ; whoee name b still invoked as the present Buddha by
the Cingaleee; and the existing m r d e of whoee life and ministry are ro minute and credible, that they may fairly claim to b
admitted into genuine history. The following are a few of the m&
remarkable eventa of hie life, particularly as connected with Ceylon.
From Sir WXLLIAY
JONLI'S
Chronology of the Hindar.
P P r n r ~ ' rChronologiE.1Tablw.
f W ~ L W O XChronological
D'~
list of the k
inr of Mqbdr.
5 M r w . B o n x r o n ~et L r r r r r .

t

SIDDEABTA,
the 8OKl of k b g SUDDHODANA,
by Oae of his
born at Kapilawasta or Kumblilwatpura, o town 06
Central India* ; at 16 yearn of age he wlu, married to the princess
YASODAX~
(called a h S U ~ E A D D A K A ~ H Cand
U ~when
N A ) .49 year8 of
rge his wife brought him a son (who was called RAHULA,
and afterrrards bearme a priest). On the name day that his eon was born,
SIDDHABTA
forsook his fkmily and country, and commenced a life of
penance and meditation, which he continued for six years in the forest
of Oorawelle ; during thin period existing solely by charity, and feeding on wild fruita. He fasted for 49 days, and after a severe struggle
and his attendant host of demonst.
having finally overcome MARYA
became a Buddha by the name of GAUTAMA.
QAUTAMA
BUDDHA
proceeded to commence his ministry, and first
expounded his doctrines at the grove called Isipatanb. in the neighbaurhood of the city of Emmas. I n the ninth month after he became
Buddha. GAWTAMA
arrived at the town of Mdwelligam: the capital
ofthe Yakshas in Ceylon, and which then covered a space twelve miles
in length and eight in breadth on the banks of the MahaweUiganga.
The majority of the Yakahas appear to hove been converted, and to
have driven those who adhered to their ancient superstitions
an
island called Yakgiri. Tradition plsces this island to the south-east
of Ceylon, and the legends which are preserved (on that coast) of
sunken cities, may refer to some territory, of which the Raea rocks
that now remain.
A portion of the hair of the Buddha was enclosed in a golden amket, over which a Dkgoba was built at MyunganaP in Mahawelligam,
and this relic is said to have prevented the return of the YakshaaU
(devile) whom Buddha hod expelled : i. e. the worship he had superceded.
frinCC

peem M i r i , was

1

II
/

Madhya-d&i~
might be tramlated overcame death m d d u d l y rin; for (man) and
(man) sigiifisr death, destroying, l u t ; also l nnme of Knun, god of love.
Cmnoa's Cingdese Dictionary.
f Where Myungana now stands in Beentinne.
5 Mynngana is still a lucred place of pilgrimage near the villnge of Beentinue; the DAgoba originally built by the chief of the converted Yak8hu1,
.Imuda enriched by the addition of the Qriwa (neck bone) relic, and enlargad
the height of twelve cubita ; it was increased by the king C a v r a B a r n to
thirty cubits, and D6tBgaimGn6, between 164 B. C. and 140, r a i d it to the.
bdght of ninety cubits.
H The mpentitioor of the Y&hm had agda become general in the time of
P A ~ ~ U K A B(100
~ Yyeur
A nfter B d d h ) , and continned to prevail until B. C.
337.

t It
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The m n d viait of GAUTAYA
B U D D to
~A
Ceylon was B. C. 581 ; on
which m i o n he reconciled two rival princes of the N&,
Caum~nr
and MAHODBA,
who had been m i n g on a deatmctive war. These
p r i n c ~were near relations, and their capitals of Kellania* and
Wadenaw6gallat were situated in that part of the western cwst of
Ceylon which was then called N&i-dihia. On the termination d
their feud, the throne for which t h q had contended, was d on
&ring to the Buddha, and enshrined by the N&& in the D6golmh
of Kellaniai to be worshipped as a memorial of their teacher.
GAUTAYA
BUDDEA
a third time came to Ceylon B. C. 577, and having revbited Kellania, from thence proceeded to Sumanella (Adam's
peak), Diganakhya in Ruhnnu, the eight places at Anvaadhapnra,
and all othera which had been rapctified by former Buddhas ; then
took his final departure from the island, and proceeded to his principal
residence in the temple of Jaitawanarama in Saewatnuwaia$ of
Magadha. GAUTAMA
BUDDHA
continued to be indefatignble in publishing his doctrines, and to be eminently s u w f o l in increnaing hi
followem, and at laat died placidly at a short distance from the tom
of KneinEir6nuwara in Malwa, in the 81at year of his age, and B. C.
643,

Of Bfrzr,
TEE EXPECTED BUDDHA,WROIB ADVENT 18 EOIBTOLD BY BIIDDAIITS.
Buddhiet, believe that to complete the predestined number of the
Buddhas, allotted for the M d 6 BWra Kalpa, and to renovate the
will be born of WIHARB
faith of a degenerating race, MAITRIBUDDHA
DIZWI,
who in her last transmigration waa the daughter of KELLANIA
T x n e ~RA'JA, and who about B. C. 220 became queen of Mhgamll.
Uld wife of ~ W A N T I B S A
~ J A .
The emblematic tree which will be selected by MAITRI'BUDDHA,
and
become sacred from the time of his appearance until the end of this
Kalpa, it is predicted will be the Nigaha or iron-wood tree.
Kellauia, Four miles from Colomba.

t Wadenawhgdl. in the Swinkorlm.
Thia Dhgoba rtill existstr.
Buddha Qya ir probably Sacwatnuwua, and conamidst itr rbrpelrmim the remaim of ( ~ A U T A Y A ' Srcaidence ; IU well u the rrrrck OF thore splm.
did temples wbich were built to commemorate his wortb, or corer hL nba.
)I The ruiar of the city of M b m , extend over a conriderable #pace, and in.
elude rmral large Digobu mined and overgrown with j q l e ; t b q M
e OD
the left bank of tbe Menick G.nga, and between Katrurd Hmb.nto#f 3
from the latter place to Mbg.m b fourteen miler.
f
(
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A singularaccount of a certain colony of Hindus, that emigrated from
India into Armenia, is recorded in the historical work of ZBNOBIU~,
a S y r b B i i o p and primate of the convent called Innalmian*, who
flourished in Armenia in the beginning of the thud century. The
narrative was evidently written in Syriac, and intended for the Syrian
nation, though the writer seems to have subsequently &-written the
same in the Armenian language, but with Syrian characters; the lettern
of our alphabet having bee^ invented a century posterior to that
period. By a very long residence in Armenia. ZINOBIU~
was succwfully enabled to acquire a perfect knowledge of the Armenian language,
in which hie history has been handed down to us. This interesting
work was published in Venice, in the year 1832, being carefully collated with five manuscript copies. written in m e r e n t periods.
I shall, in the present memoir, first give a description of this
and then an account
Hindu colony from the narrative of ZENOBIUS,
of the religious ware waged between them and the first propagaton
of Christianity in Armenia.
" Thii people had a most extraordinary appearance. They were
black, long-haired, ugly and nnpleasant to the sight. They claimed their
origin from the Hindus. The story of the idols, worshipped by them
in this place, is simply this : DSUPTR~
and I(EISAN~Y:
were brothers,
and both Indian princes. They were found guilty of a plot formed
against their k i i , DrnrsrnrQ, who sent troops after them, with
inatructions either to put them to death or to banish them from the
country. The felons, having narrowly escaped the pursuit, took a
shelter in the dominions of the king Vr~nrrarcns,who bestowed on
them the principality of the country of Taron. Here a city was
bunded by the emigrante, who called it V'ihop or Dragon. Having

.

h a h i a n , libcrlly m a d u g , nine q r i n p or fonnhinr,
which exintad in tbe p h .
t +b~bspDLYHB is a Greek name, prokbljborrored by the Hindar from
the B.ctri.ns or the dacsndanb of the troop8 of ALBXANDEB
the Qrrut..
K B ~ A U LirTderived from + b ~
Xrir, whioh both, i.

+~u~,,~

&

h e n k n and Perrian, rignilsr a ringlet or a curling forelock. Thru we have
in Brcnrrbrow
lockr fryrant u amber.

wT+dF.$

5 q+uu+b D S N C ~ BirY the name of the Indin king mentioned in Lh.
Amenha text, for which I hare in run rsuahsd in 811 old h i r b r i d rwordr
m d chmnologld ~ M Q of
I the dpmticn of anahnt India.
2 0 2
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come ta Ashtinhat*, they raised idols there in the name of those they
worshipped in India. F i years after their settlement in the
country, both of the brothera were put to death by the king, for
what fault I do not know. He conferred the principality on their
three sons, named KUAB,MLORTIand H o l m r ~ . The first built a
village, and called it after his own name Kuars. The second founded
a village on the plain, and called it after his own name Meghti.
The third G o built a village in the province of Paluniea, and gave
it the appellation of Horains.
M e r a certain space of time, KUAR,Maomn and HORAIN,of one
accord, resolved on changing their abode. They sojourned on the
mountain called Urki, which to a delightful temperature added a
fine and picturesque appearance. It abounded in game, herbs, wood,
and all that is adapted for the comfort and convenience of man. Here
they raised edifices, where they set up two idols, respectively dedicated to KEISANEY
and DLMETR,in honor of whom attendants were
appointed out of their own race. K E I ~ A N had
E Y long flowing haire,
in imitation of which his priests allowed the haire of their heads to
grow, which cuatom was afterwards prohibited by authority. This
class of people, on being converted to Christianity, were not deeply
rooted in their faith. They durst not, however, openly profas the
religion of their pagan ancestors. They continued, therefore, clis~mblingly to allow their children to wear plaited hairs on the crown of
their heads, in remembrance of their idolatrous abominations."
The description of this idolatrous colony is entirely accordant with
the colour, appearance, manners and religion of the present Hindus.
The cause of their emigration from India is distinctly stated by
ZENOBIUS,
but through what route or in what period they found
their way iuto Armenia, it ia very dificult to determine. It is, however, clearly evident that they had formed a permanent settlement in
our country prior to the commencement of the Christian era. VALABencms, under whose government they found protection; was grandion of ARSACEB,
the Parthian, and brother of AREACES
the Great, by
whom he was appointed king over Armenia, Anno Mundi 3852, or a
century and a half before Christ. I shall now proceed to give a
translation of ZENOBIUS'S
narrative of the religious wars of thin
Hindu people with the first Christian converts of Armenia.
,

~ C S ~ C \ Aahnliahat
LS
was a city in Armenia Major. l t WM

SO c d e d

from

ucsmcripce, and CUS muny : for innumerable sscrificea were offered there
god6 and goddesses of Armenia. It might, perhapa, be well compared te
to
Jagann6th or KBli Ghht of tlli8 country.

" Having taken our departure from Thordan, we intended to proceed to Carin and Harc.

St. GRBOORY
was informed by some of the

princes of the existence of two idolatrous temples in the province of
Taron, the inhabitants of which &red sacrifices to the devil. Here-

I

*

1

upon, oar course was changed to the place where these temples stood,
with a rim to dect their demolition. Having arrived in the country .
of Palunies, in the extensive village called Keisaney, near the town of
KWI, we met there some of the heathen priests. Haviug ascertained
from the prince of Hashtens that on the following day the great
and
Y h r n m were to be levelled to the ground,
images of K B I ~ A N B
they repaired to the templee in the dead of the night, and removed
from thence all the treaeure into subterraneous places. Intimation
of the impending danger was forthwith sent to the heathen priests in
Ashtiahat. who were earneetly urged to collect warriors, and quietly
join them on the morrow in order to take an active part in the battle,
I ~ Ythe apoetate
which was to be fought by the great K E ~ ~ A Nwith
princes. I n like manner the inhabitants of Kuars were also instigated
to lie in arnbnsh in the hedges of gardens, and ruffians were sent to
waylay the Christians in the forests. The head priest, called ARZAN*,
and his son DEYETR,took the command of the troops stationed at
K m t a n , and halted there, awaiting the arrival of reinforcements
from other quarters. On the following day they made a descent to
the skirts of the mountain, in order to indulge in marauding and
pillage.
" St. Gnnoorr, accompanied by the prince of Arzruniest, the prince
of Anzevazies, and the prince of the house of Angl:, a d followd by
a small number of troops amounting to about three hundred, ascended
the mountain in the third4 hour of the day, where ARZANlay in ambush. They had not the least knowledge of the position of the enemy, and never expected to meet him there. On a near approach to

UpsU$

Arzan, literally means in Armenian, atatue, imnge or idol.
Arzruniea wa8 the title of a satrap7 in Armenia, and

t upbfilbj,M

I

signifies eagle-leartra. The Satrap8 known.by this appellation, uaed to carry
eqles before the Araacian king V A L A B S A Cand
E ~ his successors.
~~~,,Q'D%sI)~c,,
AngNkn, the genitive of which ia u $ + ~ % s ~ c , ,
or vulture. This was a title of
AngUol, m e a the
~ honre of Angl
distinction, conferred on a noble family in Armenia, compared to that bird of prey,
o n account of the ugliness and deformity of their features.
g This is to be nnderstood according to the mode of the computation of
time, obtaining in eastern countries. The hour mentioned I~err,correspond.
with nine o'clock in the morning. Thus we have in the Acts : " Por these am
mot drunken, M ye mpposc, seeing i t ia but the third hour of the day."
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the acclivity of the mountain, APZANand ,DILMSTR rushed out from
the ambuscade, and on a signal being given, the trumpets of war were
rounded, and a furions attack wae instantly commenced. This wae
enough to alarm the Christian princes, whoae horses took fright &om
the sound of the trumpets, and began to neigh and plunge, and create
the greatest coxhaion. Hereupon, the prince of the houae of Angl
raised hia voice and cried, * Prince of the Senniea. step forward and
nee whether these are the troops of the prince of the north.' The
necesaay inquiries were made, but no satisfactory information waa
obtained. The prince U the Seunies returned and inaiited on the
removal of St. Gmoonr and hia companions to a secure place, lest,
he feared, they might be made primonera by the enemy. which event
would surely excite the anger of the king, and bring the Christian
princes into disgrace. ' Send then,' added he. ' a truaty pereon to
recall our troops, for the number of the enemy is alarmingly great,
and innumerable flags are aeen waving in the air.'
:' No sooner waa the warning given, than the prince of the house of
Angl, gave charge of St. Gnaoonr to the prince of the Mocks, with
inshctiona to convey him to the castle of O h , and there to await
the issue of the battle. Information of thia waa immediately eent to
the troops. The prince of the Mocks, accompanied by St. Gamoonr,
deecended the declivity of the mountain, wiehing to repair to Kuars.
They met with great resistance on the way from a party of the
enemy, but by the help of Providence. at last succeeded in effecting
their escape. We were, however,' pursued by a number of villagere,
but being mounted on swiPt homes, took refuge in the castle of
O h ,where we met with a timely aseietrrnce and protection. The
villagem having proceeded to the town of Kuara, informed ita people
of the place of our retreat. The castle of Olkan was, therefore,
instantly besieged. We wen thus seized with apprehensions for
our safety, and forthwith dispatched a messenger with letten to the
prince of the house of Angl, conveying him information of the perilom situation in which we were then placed. He immediately sent
us four thousand troops, all selected from the army, and fumiahed
with swords, who crossed the river and reached their destination on
the following day. After a siege of three days, they took posaesaion
of the town of Kuara, and reduced its walls to ruins, and razed a l l
its houses to the ground. The people of the place, that had escaped
the stroke of the sword, were conducted to Meghti.
" The Chriatian princes being apprised of this, ascended the mountain, and descried AMANin ambuecade with four bundred men, more
or less. They immediately made a sortie on the enemy, and put
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ABZANto flight. The Armenian troops having heard the din of
battle, immediately crowded to the mountain. Upon thi, A n z ~ n
began to rally, and heap on the Armenian princes torrents of abuse.
* Step forward, &d he, ' ye bane apostates, who disbelieve the gods
of your anceatom, and are opposed to the glorions KEIBANIY. Do
YOU not know that it ia KXI~ANBY
that wages war with you this day,
and w i l l subdue you under our hands, and infiict you with blindnew
and deatb ?' The prince of A r z ~ n i e s ,having shed forward, said,
Thou worthless bully, if yon fight on behalf of your gode, you
deceive youmelvea ; if you fight on behalf of your country, you only
display your own folly. Behold the prince of the home of Angl,
and the prince of the h o w of Seunies, and the other nobles. whom
yaa know too well.' To which DBYETB,the eon of ABZAN,thas
replied : ' L i t e n unto us, ye Armenian princes ! it ia now nearly
forty years since we are engaged in the service of the mighty go&.
We have an experience of their powers, and are ansured that they
fight with the enemies of their servants. We are not, however, able
to cope with you in battle. This ia the habitation of the king of
Armenia, and ye are his noblea. But, be it known to yon all, that
though it is out of our power to conquer you, yet we prefer to die a
glorious death to-day in upholding the honor of our gods, than to
live and aee their temples polluted by you. Death is, therefore, more
welcome to us than life.' Having spoken this, DBUETBchallenged
the prince of the home of Angl to a single battle.
The prince of the house of Angl haping accepted the challenge,
who idicted a wound with
made an instantaneous attack on ARZAN,
hir spear on one of the thighs of his antagonist, and was on the
point of levering him to the ground. The prince of the house of
Angl having, by an adroit movement, regained his position, t .
addre~edthe enemy : ' Know thou thii, AUAN! that this spot
must receive the appellation, by which you are called ; for here thou
art destined to fall, and be fixed like a statue !' No sooner was this
qmken, than he lifted up his arm, and aimed a stroke of his sword
on his right shoulder, by which his head, together with his left
ehoulder and leg, was instantly severed from the body. Thug fell
ABZAN,and was fixed like a statue on the ground. He was buried
on the very spot, which to this day is called, after his name,
Arm.
" Hereupon the heathen army was immediately swelled by re-inforcementa rent by the priesta from the city of Vihap. The people of Partukh, and Meghti and htaghon, a160 crowded to the spot of battle,
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and the number of the army was thus increased to five t h o o d four
hundred and fifty.
'' Their arrival in the summit of the mountain, created great noise
and confusion in the ranks of the two armies. The heathen prieata
made a simultaneous attack on the Armenian troops, and by a vigorous pursuit after them made them descend the declivity of the mountain ant fly towards the village. The villagers, who lay in ambueh,
having encountered our troops, stopped their progress, and t h w
being thus hemmed in on both sides, were put to the sword. Bnt
the prince of the house of Angl having passed through the ranks of
the heathen priests, directed his course towards the mountain, where
several men were kept in reserve, and caused great mischief by
having observed the prince
flinging stones at our horses. DEMETB
of the house of Angl ascend the mountain, left the reat below and
pursued his steps. He was immediately followed by hi troops, a l l
mounted on horses.
The battle was resumed on the top of the mountain. Our army
waited in expectation of further re-inforcements. The whole of our
troops had not yet assembled on the spot, of whom four thousand
remained in charge of the prisoners in Meghti, and three thousand
proceeded to Basain and Harc. The rest were given to pillage and
marauding in the field. Ere decisive blows were exchanged, the
approach of night put a stop to further operations. Both armies
were, therefore, obliged to encamp on the spot and wait the dawn of
the mom. On the following day the expected Armenian troops
made their appearance ; and a re-inforcement of about five hundred
men, from the city of Tirakatar, came to the assistance of the heathen
priests. The number of both armies were swelled in this rqanner.
The heathens amounted to six thousand nine hundred and forty-six
men, while the Armenians were only five thousand and eighty in all.
The trumpets were sounded, and the battle commenced on both sides.
In the beginning the Armenians proved victorious over the heathens.
But the prince of Hashtens, formerly attached to the party of DEMBTR,
but now commanding the Armenian army, deserted hie post, and
joined the ranks of the heathen priests with seven hundred men. The
Armenians met with a formidable antagonist in thia deserter. Our
troops were seized with fear and dismay a t the desertion of this
brave warrior, whose superiority in military operations was generally
acknowledged, and whose extraordinary prowess had rendered him
an object of respect and admiration with all the Armenian princes..
The rebel attacked our army with the greatest fury, and wm flushed
with the snccess of his arms. Hereupon the prince of the Seunier
'
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cried to him in a contemptuous voice. ' Thou whelp of a wolf* ! thou
beganat to display the dinposition of thy father, and feel a delight in
f-ting upon camon.' The rebel replied in a bold and reproachful
manner, ' Thou vainglonoua eaglet ! thou only piqueat t h ~ e l fon
the power of thy wings; but if thou ever f d e s t in one of my traps,
t h a shalt soon feel the weight of my arms.' The prince of the
S-w
could not brook this taunt, but furiously rushing on him,
directed the axe which he held in his hand to his helmet, and having
driven him to some distance from his troops, pursued him to the
eastward of the mountain. Here. opposite to the convent of Innaknian, he brought him to the ground by a violent shove from the
home ; and having himselt alighted, instantly severed his head from
the body, which he precipitated headlong from the mountain. ' Now,'
said he, ' let vultures behold you, and know that the eagle has killed
the hare.' Immediately after this, the prince of the Seunies returned
to the army; and the place where the prince of Hashtene fell, is to
this day called by the appellation of the Eagles.
The Armenians were emboldened by this success, and the prince
of A r m i e s attacked the head priest of Aehtishat, called M ~ T A ~ E ~ ,
whom he dragged to the summit of the mountain, commanding a
view of the battle. METAKES
here made a violent resistance, and
inflicted a wound on one of the thighs of his pursuer. The latter,
burning with rage and a spirit of revenge, levelled a stroke of hie
scymetar on hi neck, which he cut off from the body. He threw
down the headless trunk, and the spot where the deed was committed,
received the appellation of Metsakol.
Argea seeing this, consulted his eafety in flight,
I s The prince of
and secured himself in a place of concealment. The prince of Arzmniw, eeemingly not noticing thie, gently approached the fugitive, and
made a sudden and unexpected attack on him. The wretch fled into
the forest, whuq the sharp point of one of the branches of a tm,
having passed through his breast, hastened hie fall and diesolution.
The conqueror returned with the horse of the dead, and the spot
-*called the vale of Argeo.
Immediately after hie return he found DEMBTB
and the prince of
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the house of Angl wrestling together with the greatest f q . Having
made a violent rush, he chopped off the right shoulder of the former.
and threw it on the ground. The severed head he carried away in
his knapsack. The victorious Armenians put the heathen army to
the sword, and the number of the killed amounted to one thousand
and thirty-eight. The rest were made prisoners, and stripped of dl
they were possessed of. The son of the prince of the Mocks fell in
the battle by the hand of DEMBTR,
and this melancholy event spread
universal eorrow among the Armenian troops.
" The fall of DEMETB
was made a signal of cessation from slaughter.
and the trumpet of peace was sounded by order of the prince of the
Seunies. The two armies immediately desisted from the continuance
of carnage. The surviving heathen priests gladly availed themselves
of the occasion, by soliciting the Armenian princes to sanction the
interment of their dead. Their request was readily granted. The
killed on both sides were collected in heaps, and buried in pits dug
for the purpose. Monuments were raised on their graves, bearing
the following inscription, in Syrian. Hellenic, and Ismaelitish characters.

~USbPU&U'b%
9.LbUPIIP UP3Ut dPWUSbS%
nr cua usrlr ~ u z l r u c
DP CC? CrrU UPll <USUP DPhUflb*~,bb flPP
0 b AU3ll ~USDPU&WUPUrUd kllll'i 9-bUU'ibU.3 bR.fl8
bb % U h .PPbUSIliIb
ee

THE FIRST IIATTLE FOUGHT VERY

FIERCELY,

THE CHIEF COYMANDEH I N THE BATTLE W M ARZAN T H E HEAD PRIEST,
WHO LIES HERE INTERRED,
AND W I T H HIM ONE THOUSAND AND THIRTY-ElQHT MEN.
WE WAQED THIS W A R FOR THE IDOL KEISANEY
AND O N BEHALF OF CHILIST."

'

-

Here concludes the narrative of the religious war. Our historian,
it appears, was an eyewitness to the scene he describes. This rictory was celebrated by the Armenians with the greatest pomp and
merriment. The heathen temples were razed to the ground, and
the images of KEISANBY
and DEMETU
were broken to pieces. They
were both made of brass. The length of the former was fifteen feet,
and that of the latter twelve feet. The priests of the idols, with
tears in their eyes, intreated the victors to put themselves to death,
rather than destroy their mighty KBISANEY.Six of the priests
were killed on the spot, for the resistance they offered to the Armenians. On the restoration of peace. the prince of the Seunies proceeded
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to the village of Knana, and mcceeded in persuading its inhabitants
to forsake idolatry and embrace the Christian religion. Being duly
prepared for baptism, they were conducted to the valley of Ayzasan,
where they were baptised by St. G ~ r o o a r ,and thus admitted into
the fellokship of the Church of Christ. " The number of persone,"
s a p Zr~orrvs"
, christened on the first of Navasard*, including men
and children, amounted to five thousand and fifty." Females, it
appears, were excluded from thie number, and baptised on another
day, appointed for the occasion. Some of the heathen priesta and
their families, however, tenaciously adhered to the idolatrous practices
of their forefathers. The paternal persuasion8 of s t . G B E O O ~had
Y
n o eEect upon their minds. '' Remember thie well," eaid they to the
Armenian princes, " that if we live, we will make you a recompense
for your treatment; but, if we die, the gods will wreck their vengeHereupon the prince of the house
ance on you all on our behalf!"
of Angl ordered them to be taken to the city of Phaitacarant, where
they were imprisoned and their heada shaved. The number of these
prisoners amounted to four hundred.
I t is impossible to know what was the number of this Hindu colony
at the time of their emigration from India into Armenia. We are,
however, certain, that from the date of their first settlement in the
Armenian province of Taron to the day of the memorable battle, a
period of about four hundred and fifty years, they must have considerably increased and multiplied, and thus formed a part of the population of the country. No vestiges of this Hindu race can, at present,
be traced in Armenia, save the record of their exploits, handed down
to ns in the narrative of Zrr~osrus$.

\UPUUUP~. Nw(umd is one of the ancient Armmian months, corresponding with the month of August. An account of thesemonths is given by M.
B ~ o s s in
r ~the Nmacar Journal Arialiqua for December 1832, page 526.
t +U~SUQUPU%
PWlafo+an wan tho capital of m extensive pmvinw
of that name, where S A N A T ~ U
theKgreat
,
Armenian Satmp, proclaimed himself
king immediately after the death of T~nronru. It u situated on the conluenc@
of the riven Arrues and Kar.
Glak, whom St.
f Our hitorian wan also called by the appellation of
C \ % U Q ~ ~Innaknian,
&\
+LUC Glak.

G a r o o n ~appointed primate of the convent of
which afterwards received the nppellation of

&
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Fearmg that many of the inscriptions with copies of which I have
been favored by my mofussil correspondents, may be mislaid or lost
sight of unless committed to print, I am led to anticipate the full explanation which many of them doubtless might receive from those who
have learning, industry, and will, to decypher them, but want the
necessary leisure at present to undertake the task,--by
transferring
them to the stone at once, and recording them in the Journal along
with the notes that accompanied them, where they may be at all timm
available when accidental discovery may open a clue to their interpretation. Some indeed are of a promising nature, andhave been in a great
measure made out, while others have been alluded to in former Nos.
of the Journal or in the proceedings of the Society, to which reference alone is all that can be offered. I must proceed in the inverse
order of the plates, having numbered them without coneideration.
Konkan Inscription.
No. I . of Plate X . is the rednced fmoirnile of an inscription on
a slab of stone from Wara in South Konkan, presented 'to the
, the Engineers, by
Bombay Literary Society by Captain T. J s ~ v r e of
whom it was supposed to be in the CujEc character. I t waa communicated to the Bengal Society by our associate the Rev. Mr. BATEMAN,
in January. (see p. 58.)
Those who have noticed the series of ancient Hindu coins depicted
in the November and December Nos. of the Journal of laat year, will
doubtless recognize in the present inscription the peculiar form of the
N M i character on the Saurashtra group of coine. The trisul surmounting the inscription would indeed have been sufficient to negative
the possibility of its Cufic origin. From the position of this ajmbol,
which we must suppose to have been in the centre of the slab, it is
probable that a third of the inscription on the left hand is broken off,
which alone would prevent the possibility of coming at the purport
of it. This is a pity on more than one account ; for the initial invocation might have attbrded a clue to a few of the lettere, to the
language, and to the sect of Hindus that erected the monument ; althongh the latter may be coneidered to be sut6ciently established by
the symbol of Siva surmounting the legend.
The chief peculiarity of this form of alphabet is, that the tails of the
letters are lengthelied and turned up backwards in a loop. Abstracting
this portion, the essential part of the letter resembles the Gujedti
tppe of Mr. WATEEN'Sinscriptions, (See vol. iv. p. 477.) The vow&
Jso belong to the same type ; the y is subjoined to the s andother
'

consonante in the same manner; and, in Aort, there can be little
doubt that both are of one family, and that the monuments bearing
these characters may boast of M high an antiquity as haa been allowed
to the coins, (Pl. XLIX. vol. iv. page 684,) of the Saurashtra group.
Some of these, it will be remembered, have a trilingual symbol, in aommon with the oldest form of coins dug up near S e h h p u r ; and the
head on their obverse is suppoced to be imitated from the Greek coins
of Kodos, probably a Parthian successoi of some of the petty Greek
chieftains on the Indue. Other coine have a trident on the reverse.
In the first and third lines there appear to be numerals, which may
be read >>>* and >>-, 1110 and 1100: the figure one being rather
like the Beng4lf than the Ndgari form. These however can hardly
refer in any known em to the period assigned to the coine.

Mdm& I ~ o ~ t i o u .

No. II. of the sameplate, is the inscription in the Barn character
and lWain language found in the Damatha Cavern near Moulmein by
Captain W. FOLZY,and mentioned in his paper. (page 274 of the
preceding No.) 1 have appended a translation by RATNAPAULA
in a
poetscript to the same paper, but nothing can be made of such an
enigmatical jumble of figures.

Chumar Inscriptinn.

No. I. of PkJe IX. ia taken from a pencil sketch of a stone slab
in the Fort of Chunar near Benarea, by Lieut. A. CUNNINOHAM,
Engineers.
This young officer, who during his short residence at Benares has
brought so lpany facts and antiquities to light as to make me blueh for
my own inactive residence there, had eome time previously sent me a
N&i
transcript of the same inscription, in its present mutilated
condition, written out by a Benares pandit, who also eupplied the
miming part of the text from a copy taken, he asserted, some years
ago, before the snrface of the stone had peeled away. An imperfect
copy of tpe same, as it formerly exieted, waa also found among the Fort
Adjutant'r records at Chunar. On comparing the three, however.
many discrepancies were perceived, and the porition of the erasures
was not marked in the pandit's tranecript. I therefore again wrote
to Lieut. CVNNINQBAM,
who proceeded to the fort and took the aopy
himself from the stone, whence the present lithograph ia made.
Having such abnndant materiala for making out what appeared a
m i t simple inecription, I entrusted the whole to a young pandit, late
of the English olasa in the Sanscrit College, to put together and translate. He made reveral alterations in the Benares pandit'r readings,
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and substitated what he considered would better fill up the gaps ; the
that
sense was, however, so completely jumbled by these &&B,
I was loth to trust the translation to print without firet troubling our
learned Vice-President, the Rev. Dr. MILL,
to look it over : and i t b a s
fortunate 1 did so, aa will be seen by the comment his valuable notes
afford on the attempt of the Benares pandit ! As for the Beng6li's version, it was 80 much worse aa to be unworthy of notice.
I had first imagined that the SHAHAB
UD-DIN,whoae invasion and
assault brings upon him the epithet of p
r (the wicked-minded
and tyrannical Ymrma,) muat be the first Pa& sovereign of that
name. whom overthrow of Rdja B A N ~ofRBenares in 1193. A. D., is
A . date, however, which corcircumstantially recorded in F B ~ I ~ E TThe
responds with Thursday, the 5th August, 1353, A. D., falls in the
SHAH; and Dr. MILL
has succeeded in discoverreign of MUHAMMBD
ing the actual owner of the title SAahab rd-din referred to.
The inscription has some interest in a historical view, as supplying
the names of three successive rhjas of Benares in the 13th century.
of which no clue is to be obtained from other sources. Neither local
traditionnorhistoy supply any hformation regarding the holy city subsequent to f i e overthrow of the fort by CUTBUD-DIN,until a cursory
notice of it occurs aa the site of an encampment, in BABER'SMemoirs.
Dr. MXLL'Srestoration of the text is as follows, placing the interpolations in smaller type. 1 have inserted his notes on the pandit'e
version, as affcrding an useful example of the caution necessary in
such cases, and proving how utterly void of trust are the attempta of the
pandita of the present day, unless they have to deal with one capable
of understanding what they would foist upon the nnanspiciona as
faithful transcript and good sense.
Line on
the #tono. verse.
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Dunslat ion.
Om ! Salutation to GINA PA^.
reigned on the oppoI. Of him who under the name of DB'VACA,
mite comt to U s i (Benarea), the son called SBVANA
was as the sun in
t h e firmament, greatly renowned.
11. That king being celebrated as illustrious by the sovereigns of
the world. was ever surrounded by sages, ever devoted to SAMDEW
[or SIVA], as the bee to the lotus.
\
ANA
merciful, devout to the gods,
111. Of him was C H A N ~ R A ~born,
endued with all kingly virtues, lord of all, guardian of the city,
(Benares) .
IV. His younger brother S v i m RBja excels as a religious king,
gracious to all creatures, and skilfully exercising government, to the
delight of good men.
V. By MUHAYHED*,lord of the hostile Yavanaa voghals]
This war M n e r u u ~ nSan'a, the third Emperor of Dehli of that name, who
~ c c e e d e dhim father TVOELEC
San'a G ~ A Y A Snn-nla,
S
A. H. 725-eight y u p
h f o r r the date of rhi inscription-celebrated

for his frantic expedition to the
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S H A EQD-DIN*
A~
and the rest, though an enemy, was S r r a i r r t , the
treasure of benignity, employed as prime minister.
VI. (Bi him) from a (far) county (was an army sent to the bank
of the) Ganges. (The king) on hearing of this, (believed) that an
angry and invincible (enemy was approaching.)
VII. Upon this ( S v i r r R ~ J Aand other brave men), went with
horeea and men, and sound (of arms. &c.) to defend from the assaults
of the (foe, their fort) [Chunar.]
VIII. Then did all the inhabitants sleep recute, for those (mvea
of terror) had passed by: (and then the army of YAVANAS
entered
their fort by surprise or stratagem.)
IX. And since pacification] was not expedient, he [Svixr R ~ J A ]
Chineea border, his attempt to remove the neat of empim from Dehli to Doulatibid, hia application for investiture from the Khaliph of Mecca, and many extravyyncier whleh caused him sanity to be nnpecbd. m e name Y a w a , u
ia well known, in genenlly applied by the Brahmins to their Mahometan conquerora ; though ariaing from a mirconception of the term as occurring in their
own ancient bookr, where it ~~ndoubtedly
refers to the Greekr, whom P e n i w
Phanici.ns and Hebrews dwrya dtrignated by the'rame nune.]
The S a n a a n UD-nmhere meant ia nottheemperor O Y A Sanarm
~
UD-DIN,
who succeeded hia father ALAUD-DIN, A. H.716, and w u murdered after a rhort
reign of three month8 ;but mart be one to whom, a. F E ~ I ~ E tell#
T A w, MUEAMYXD SEA'Hgave the title of MALIC@y which he ia called at the clow of thir
inrcription) and a place called N u d tar a jaghir. F r r x e ~ ~ n words
's
ue

djb? !,~t~L.3
a~jl+,ltGt
3)

& !, J.J~++

d

L,

Fwther .on in the life of the ~ m Emperor
b
MAHAYMIDIn* Tuoaand nine yearn after the date of our inscription, that at the + o n of a rucceraful expedition to the Dekhan he gave to Sultan SHAEAS,who is moat
T
and thegovernment of
probably the same penon, tbe title of N A ~ A R EKRA'N,
Baider on the Indnr, yielding annually the revenue of a crom of rupees

--

LEI,

oLbrt

dtj

SJ~J

dshli.

dlF
4.G

~

dh.alb

~ idd+d+k
9 ,
*,i 1 f AU thin

,I'

4%

is eonfirmatory

of what M apparent from the inncriytion, via. that this S a ~ a n ' nUD-urn w u
the general of the anny which MUEAMM=D
San'a or his Hindu minister w n t
against the RAja of Bennres.
[A celebrated Cmi named S a r a r n UD-DIN is commemonted by ADULPAXL,
wbo WM flourishing at the time of T t ~ u a ' sinraaion at the clom of the 14th
century. But thia is somewhat too late.]
t Thin S A ~ A ' J A
I do not Bud mentioned by any historian d the time.
1 The allusion is here to the aerenl modu of dealing with an enemy enamerakd in MENUVII. 198, TIP. qmq yaelpcsfion, q q preaml8
aming dbtmriona ; either of which three ihe H'indu Iegiahtor prefers in reapect o r

abandoned the fort for some d a p ; only (praenta) hrving ban given
(to the memy, according to asage.)
X. (But once more) to protect his own people did the noble king
SV~Y
R ~I J Athe
, cruaher of the pride of alien heroes in fight, (ascend his
chariot)* surrounded by applauding heralds :but (having perceived) the
great Turkish wartior surnamed (SATA)wr [or him of the hundred
arms], at the approach of the hateful one in battle, he again left the
fort of his own accord.
XI. Thence having approached Bhagmrati [the goddess ANNA
PUXNA
lhvr at her city Benares.] having abode there, and meditated
on her benevolence, thence returning with care, he established hb
kiigdom here free from all thorns of trouble.
Sarnvat 1390. in the month Bhadra. fifth day of the waning moon.
[Aug. 5, 0. S. A. D. 1333.1 on Thursday, was the kiigdom set free
from MALICSHAELBUD-DIN, acting under the protecting favor of
S A I ~ ~J AV aforesaid.
A
RRMABKS
ON THE SANBCIIIT
RXT.
Verre I. The Benarer Plsditvrreding
rm is much n o n e in
m,beside beinginconairtent with the evident letter8 of the inreription, which
ir reqnired in Sanrcrit conrtraction by the
a n u exhibited above. The
of the next line.
XI. The B. P.'r reading 3r~w.9
though
ramerrbat smoother in metre, ir inferior in every other rerpect to thig,
which (exapt for the indistinctnear of the q in
m d of the ryllair clearly m u t e d on the stone.
bler
ir inconriatent with the ch.I n the leeond half, the B. P.'r reading
ractem on the stone.
111. I n the l u t qrurter of this verae, I wirh I could red with the B. P.
in one compound ; Virr4sa-para being a well-known name of
Be.xurea.-But the dwrga ir too c l u r on the atone to admit of that reading.
and the end
IV. In the ~ c o n dbalf of this verse only the bsginning
@ with the exception of an T in the middle, is clearly legible. My conjectural
reding of the reat in m a l l characten is accommodated to thin-whereu the B.

m:

m~

m:

-

gfvhg battle; and oar prince SVA'YI'RA'JA
reems to
prndenee, to the fourth
hare bean of the mame mi:d.
The meaning here ir however that to the firat, pawnib, he preferred the reeond, of buying 08the enemy. lf for y we read T r s
it w d d menu that be &shined from both of theme method6 : if we read q l q r ,
it rorJd m-, on the contrary, that he w u profuw in hi8 prerenb while he
a k t . i n d from making pace. The drat reemr to me the bslt reading of the
am : .rd d l of them more probable tlun
wLch '8 the mading of the
h a r e s pndit.
I 6.d no Mo&d or A m a n r v r i o r to whom thin name can be conriderd u
..ararily crppl*.
The ayllable
u t a In c o n j m l y rnpplied to 811 a
W a r on the #tom.-W. H. M.

m-
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gifbnm q-iqqt
ia O U c y e t k grrtoitou u d
P.'a gm:
irreconcilable with the yet remaining letters of the iene.
V. The B. P.'s reading of tbia V6me :
-&-I

m-Mv11

dru-'4~siv

b only the advantage of mine M to the antepenultimats ryllable of the first
.half, ti=. the 2nd Q being somewhat more like what appeam on tbe rtone. In
every other rupect where there ir any difference, any one may ree how entirely he
n r i e s from the characten there iiaible, beside being incorrect in grammar and
proaody, and quite unintelligible. Only three syllables of mine u a conjectural,
in a place where the atone ia broken,
VI. All of this verse, which is not distingoished by amall lettera, b moat
clear17 traced on the stone : but the 8. P. b u retained nothing of it but the
three first ayllablen of the second line, (in wbicli also he has t h m t in another
ayhble with r oi..rga without wur_.nt) in Pis r d n g , which ism ~ 1 ~ r . ~ lI : m ~
m : ~ q v v r- ~:P I $ X : I I
most entirely gratuitous I beside that it annexes the first to 11. 5, and begins the
6th with the other.
VII. VIII. In these two verses, between which there is an interval in a
broken part of the rtone sufficient to contain a balf-sloka or line. and which
may throw lome reasonable doubt u to the precise divisions of the rlokaa or
dirticbs, the B. P., who divides differently from me, haa not attempted to retain
any thing of the yet remaining large characters on the stone, except in the first
line, and the beginning of the last but one ; while any one who compares hi8
reading with mine, will see how much more he variu from his original. Hu
r c a d i n ~is in fire lines, M follows :
:
11 [Here moncmmoismiupeIt.]

+-$M

& $4-%&:
I [No
u on the stone.)
Slfi
3-2 qqq
11 [A falaa concord here.]
dm d~imm
m:I [All but the first aylhbles
quite incompatible with the atone.]

-4-m:

m: wb 1 1

IX. This the B. P. read quita diierently ; but any perron comparing hir t m
fint lines with mine. may judge which in the nearut tu the achul inscription.
'
H b third line h altopther grabitom.

X. In this sloka, which ia in the lyrical rnearire ccrlled S & d l o
the B. P. has made the following very mrioua mistakes, Iat, making ia
pLda or hemistich theprrt, (reading it otherwire quits correctly) to the mcluaion
of d l the legible syllables of the first phdr, wbuae p l ~ e ein the msuure t
palpable, viz. the 3rd, 4th,5tbs6th, 15th, 16tL, 17th. 18th and 1Ytl1or k t , which
are on the stone clearly aa they are bere represent4 in large lettera DavinE
Fatuitously supplied their place by l 3rd dnwllbh line to VerM IX.
2ndly.

,,

~

:

Pining a p the plaw of the 3rd .od 4th p6du by a crowded three of hir own
making entirely, except the eight last syllables of the lut-though rn much
more of them art clearly legible on the atonea at their proper intnrvth-just u
1 l u r e placed them in the m i b t of the conjectural eupplementa. The B. P. har

*

dora vd7q&um: ? Q h r f h I
~ r pe
l
l m *

I

r*:

I1

XI. Thia last verse, which is A r r r f d h , like the nine first, is r u d by the B.

P. u I rsrd it, except that the 2nd q u u b r is with him r
j
m

quite
unlike tbe .tone, and that tbe 3rd he begin* dillerenrly, riz.
borrowing to thi. place what he had omitted in the 2nd. The atone givea clearly
t h m & o u t what I have written above.
After the date and the word a?1, the B. P. h ~ g r r t u i t o dexpanded
~
the
a
reat into aloka, u follows :
d r m r s 4 l l jI
dl
stfbm I1

m-I

*

&-:

I will add, that the inscription, M it is now legible, Pttords no counteRA'JA acted
nance to the B. P.'s supposition, that the discreet SVA'MI
under hi elder brother CEANDMOANA.
He rather appears to have
W. H. MILL.
been his succamr.
&rrahdt I~cription.
No. III. of the 8Um.e phte, is the inscription from Rarahbt in
Garhlwl, presented, in duplicate, to the Society by the Commissioner,
Mr. TBAILL.This inscription alao has been deciphered in part by the
Rev. Principal of Bishop'a College, who has kindly communicated
its wntenta to me in the following letter :
I have the pleasure of sending one of the K d o r inscriptions.
that of Bard& in Garhwdi.
I t opens with the invocation ilfB73 Svadi Sri. addressed apparentd7
ly to a prince, and the firat line contains the words
* whose and where is a palace which is on a lofty peak
and splendidly magnificent.' The second line of the inscription is
a turgid verse in the, Sdrdrlla vikddita measure, as follow8 :

--

gmm#fd q & q ~ r ~ S m m

4-*m*

R.w: I

BT~
m d 3 w m h :8~h7-Uc:

v

T

;

~

(understand B*)

~

mitrmr
wmmrmm: II
** Hie son, whose ample condition was exalted by a numerow
m y , devouring the juices of the earth like the sun of summer, then
arising sat on the throne, and even with his bow unbent, still ruled with
2 r 2

sage conneela, and the abandonment of a l l selfish passions. He who
was originally by name Udiira-chrita, (the man of generous deeda,)
being skilled in all holy dutiea, did even thus at once, as the best of
the lor& of power, reduce to fragments the army oppoeed to him,
though crushing all other adversaries, chariots and all."
This is the whole of the second line. The third and last which
" the beloved son of a beloved father,
is in prose begins
and ends with the words . . . . . . ht&
d:
m:
" As long .as the sacred mark
h
v
remains in the body, so long has the glory of these two illuatrioru,
ones (father and son) been concealed: but henceforward may the
immortality of this king be unshaken !"
The meaning ki not very good, and the word B3hi/: for Illustrious.
is inusual, if not semi-barbarous, in its formation ; but I can make
nothing better of it, neither can I spell out the father's name from
the strange characten of the firat line. The second one ie the only
part on which I have no doubt.
W.H. MILL.

m-

'

Iskardo Inscription.
No. 3 of Plate IX. is a copy of the inscription on a granite rock
near Iskardo, the capital of Little Tibet, taken by Mr. ~ r o ~ s , ' t h e
English traveller, who sent it down through Captain WADEin h o p
that M. Csovn DB KOROS
would be able to decypher it.
Being found under an image of Buddha, it may be concluded that
this inscription is but an extract from some of the sacred volumes of
his followers; but it ki in too imperfect a state for M.C ~ O MtoA be
confident of the rendering, although a large portion of the letters
may be read with ease and certainty. Their accurate form would
pronounce them to have been copied by an artist, if not by one acquainted with the Tibetan alphabet.
Ajrnta Inscription.
No.4 of Plcrte IX. This mutilated inscription is from the caves
of Ajunta. I am indebted for it to Mr. RALPHand Capt. G E P S L P ~ ,
of Anrang&b6d,who paid a visit to those celebrated excavations last
year, and I am not aware that this particular.inacription has been
yet published.
state8 that it wae found " not in the largest Bauddha cave,
Mr. RALPH
but in the first which we inhabited, and the m e where a square wan
formed by four pillars each way. The letters were on the right hand
of a doorway of a small apartment leading into one containing the
figure of BUDDHA;
but here he was not represented with the two
African statues of attendants, nor is this the cave where the Grecian
helmeta are found.. The rough sketched countenances which are plac-

ed under the writing are in keeping with thoee that cover the whole of
the little chamber, at dietancea of two or three inches from one another
-these appear to be portraits of disciples s e a t e d , - 4 half lengths."
Captain GRBSLEY
has favored me with a ground plan of the cave
from memory, but ae accurate measurements were taken by Dr. BIED
in 1828, for Sir JOHN
MALCOLM,
for the Royal Asiatic Society, it is
unnecessary to insert it.
" The large cave, 40 feet square within the eight columns, has more
brilliant figures in f r e m painting than any I have visited. It ir the
one which contains what some have miscalled the zodiac, a portion of
a large circle on the wall outaide the first cell on the left hand on
entering the cave-temple. where many small figures may still be
traced." Some damage has been done Bince 1838, and it is the
opinion of these travellers that time and rain will soon render the
caves altogether inaccessible.
The k t letter of the inscription is sufficient to shew to what
alphabet the Ajunta writing belonge : it ia precisely the y of the
AUahabad and Gujerat inscriptiom ; the second letter h dh of the same
alphabet, and the third is the m of the coins of the same period,
Mering slightly from that of both the inscriptions above named.
The collocation of these three letters, agreeing exactly with the .
commencement of the sacred text so constantly found on all the
ancient Buddhist images lately brought to notice from Ava, Benarea,
or Tirhbt, Ye dhama, kc., led me to look for the remainder of the
stanaa; but it nras evident that the t a t would not bear such a cono ~ , attention has been
struction. Perhaps the Rev. Mr. S ~ a v ~ s whose
successfully engaged on the Carli inecriptions, than which however the
present seems considerably more modern, may be able to 6ll up the
chasms and rectify the mutilationr of thh short legend, if indeed it be
worth while to do more than recognine and record the style of Ndgari
to which it belongs.
No. 5 of Plate IX. ia merely a word in an inscription from the
BeAtari column, Gkugipr dietrict, conoerning which, aa it occurred
on the AJlahabad column, a difference of opinion existed : Captain
TBOYEB
reading it Y a g Kacha,
~
and Dr. MILL, Cikrtot K a c h : the
latter is evidently the moat probable, if it be not quite certain ;but I
hope to be able to insert the whole inscription (taken down with
great care by Lieut. A. CUNNINQHAM,
Engineers) in my next number.
with a full interpretation by the Rev. Principal of Biehop's College.
I had lithographed it as Plate V1I. to precede the present two, but
J. P.
the tramlation wae not ready for insertion.

I
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1V.-Ductl'ptitre &lop
of Terrestrid and Fluviatile Te~taeea,
c w f i o m the Not~h-E(uth t k of B a g d . By W.H. BBNSON,
Esp. B. C . S .
The species of land and fresh-water shells described in the following
pages, form a collection, chiefly made in the hills on the N. E. frontier,
which was purchased by the Asiatic Society of Bengal in 1833. One
of the land shells. S c a r a h triangularis, and two N A i m and a
MeIania among the fluviatile shells, inhabit the jungles and streams
of the Gangetic Delta, and were probably collected on the route to
Sylhet. Several shells belonging to the genera Cm'thium, Carcellaria.
Planiub, P h i d l a , and Pedkes, which occur in the collection, have
been omitted, as being, in all probability, marine, or semi-marine
productions procnred from the embouchures of the Deltaic rivers.
1. Vitrinu Gigas. Teati tenui, corneo-virente, ovato-depress&,
auriformi, velociter crescente, auprh planatl, rugis concentricis et
striis radiatia decassaa ; subtus tnmidl ; ultimo anfractu valde ventricoao, pen* totam testam efFormante ; a p e r h d transversa, rotundato
ovati, przgrandi ; labio mld8 arcuato. Diam. 1.15 poll.
Thia shell is so flattened. and enlarges so quickly, that it has v e 7
much of the appearance of one of the w o s t o m a t a , to which I referred a specimen from the caves of Sylhet, recently fossilized with calctuff, when I first saw it. It has only two whorls exclusive of the
apex, and differs in size, in the depression of the spire, in the very
arcnated left lip; and the more extended mouth from the European
apzcies V. elorrgata. I believe that it is the first shell truly belonging to this genus which has been ascertained to inhabit India. Since
I became acquainted with it, I have met with a second species alive.
adhering to dead leaves at the roots, and to the lower part of the
trunks of trees in the teak-wood attached to the Botanic Garden of
Calcutta; bat the characters of the animal restrict it to the genus
H e l i c h n of C n v r s ~ . Whether V. Gigm belongs to CUVIER'S
Helicolimar or to Helicarion, cannot be ascertained without an examination
of the animal; I therefore lea& it in the original genus as defined
by LAMARCK.
2. Naninu decussata. Test&come&,discordeb. sub-depress&, umbiLicatfl ; spid exaertiuscull, obtusl ; anfractibus septem supril planatis,
ultimo obtuse angulato ; epidermide supra arguti? decussata, i d r h
radiatim striatfl ; apertura transverd, lunaa. Diam. 1 poll ; axis 0.35
On a cursory inspection of this shell, I erroneously considered it
to be a vaeety of the species " vitrinoides" DEBHAYES,
belonging to
Mr. GRAY*Igenus N a n i ~ (Zool.
,
Proceedings, 8th July, 1834,) which
I indicated under the name of Mamcicknrys in the h t No. of the Jour-

'

nal of the Bsiatic Society for Jan- ry 1832, pp. 13 and 76. and which
1 altered to that of Tarjrcblamys in a paper on the genm read before
the Zoological Society in Angust 1834. Mr. G P A Y ' ~
charactere,
drawn up from specimars preserved in spirita, and from General
H n w w ~ c r p ' sdrawings, having the advantage of priority of publication, hi name, although inexpressive, will necessarily be adopted.
Several independent observers have anited in stating the neceaeity of
separating this genus from Helir, on the characters of the animal ;
witnesr the obeervationa of Lieut. H WITON, Journal of the Aeiatio
Society, vol. iii. p. 83.
The species under review W e n from N. vitri&
in aculptrue.
has a more exserted spire than the generality of specimens of that
shell, hae a more angular periphery, is of a lighter colour, and, p a aeseing the same number of whorls, ia larger and of a thicker substance.
The epidermis is apt to peel off the under side.
I have a third species belonging to this country. which I lately
took at the foot of the Rajmahal hills. It differs in its smaller size,
its lighter colour, and in the form of the aperture froam both-oitriroides and deeusecrta, and from the former it altogether differs in its
habits even when inhabiting the same spot, abounding on shrubs and
bushes, whiie N. vitrinoides is confined to the ground, to rocks, and
to brick work.
3. Helk pkctostoma. Test& r e v e d , depreaso-conoideA s u b t h
tumid8 ; s p a exsertiusculll ; anfractibua suprh planatis, radiatim plicatis, rngis transvereis decussatis; ultimo angulato, angulo subNs
marginah. A p e d IunaUL, plic8. (ut in Helice pereonata) interdurn
inconspicd, ultimo anfractui h e n t e ; umbilico profundo, anfractue
plerosque exhibenti. Diam. 0.35 poll. pado plus.
This shell has a salient plate on the penultimate whorl connecting
the two extremities of the peristome, as in H. permtutu, but differs
from it in its other characters. The peristome is more rounded than
in H. C-,
the spire more conoid, and the satures less conspibut
cuous. It belongs to the subgenus Helicodonta of DB FERUSSAC,
in the angularity of the periphery it approaches to Hclicigona.
4 . Helk Oqtes. Test& fermgineo-cornea, depress&; spid convex& apice planato ; periphserill acutll ; anfractibus oblique subplicatis.
sutnris non excavatie; peristomgte subreflexo; umbilico lato et proh d o anfractus usque ad apicem exhibenti. Diam. 1.8 poll.
In form it exactly resembles H. acumem of Dalmatia, but exceeds
it in size, and d i e m in colour, in its sub-reflected mouth, and in
sculpture, the whorls being destitute of decussating striae and of the
polish which adorns the latter. It belonga to Dn F~ausekc's p u p e
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of Helicigow, and to the 2nd division, Vorhr. I t wodd atand a
a Cbrocolla of LAYAPCK.Whorls six, exclusive of the apex.
5. Helu clkctet.ica. Tesd subdepreaa& rubths tnmidk; spird
~nb-conoidea,gradat8 ; anfractibne omnibne angulatie, snprh planatis,
argnt2 plicatia ; apice obtueb. Periphaeritl angulad. Peristomate
acuto. non reflexo. Umbilico nullo. Diam. 0.75 poll.
This species resembles H. burbata of Cephalonia in its general
habit and in the peculiar fonn 6f ite spire, which rises like a flight of
s t e p ; but the apex, though obtuse, is more exserted, and is deatitute of the httening observable in the Cepbalonian species. Whorls
eight, exclusive of the apex. It belongs to Helicigoaa of DP FPPOSBAC,
aud to its h t groupe, which is destitute of an umbiim.
6. Helix S d . TeetA subdepress&,sub-conoidek subtus convex%;
spice acuto ; anfractibus suprh confertieaim&radiatim pbcatis, mar&notia, marginibns elevatia ; ultimo anfractu i d M o r e , peripheria
marginat&, serratA. Umbiico profundo, mediocri ; peristomate -to.
Diam. 0.55 poll.
Whorls seven, escluaive of the apex. This is also a Hek'cigoau,
2nd p p e . It is allied to a new unnamed species which I have from
Malta, but h a a smaller umbilim in proportion, and a more acute
spire. It is aho larger.
7 . Helix tapeina. Testa sub-conoidei, supra convex%, subthr
tumid&; epidermide minutissim& corrugatfl; periphseria angulata,
peristomate non continuo, subreflexo. Umbilico mediocri, profundo ;
omnes anfractae exhibente. Diam. 0.6 poll.
Whorls seven, exclnaive of the apex. I t is allied to CarocoU.
Lapicida, but differs in sculpture, in its discontinnous periatome, l e ~
angular periphery, and more conoid spire. The aperture i also more
open. I t belongs to the 2nd groupe of Helicigona of DE FERUSSAC.
and to the genne Catocolla of LAHABCK.
8 . He& delibratw. Test& depresso-plan&, subths tumid&; epidermide come& deciduk ; anfractibus transvex-& etriatis ; aperturd
transverah rotundato-ovatll ; peritremate vix continuo, rdexo; umbilico
lato, anfradue plerosque exhibente. Diam. 0.9 poll.
Whorls four. Of the same type as the European species H. corm.
from which it &finin colouring and in the form of its spire, whi*
resembles that of H. deplana of Croatia ; but from this species it
diffem m the form of the mouth, and in the markings, ae well aa in its
more open umbilicus. From Helix grmlata (mihi) of the Western
Provinces, it differs in the more transveree month, more flattened spire,
and wider umbilicus, in its plainer colouring and greater size. and in
the want of that minute shagreened appearance, under the lens, which

FIuviatilc SheZbjrom Silhet.
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rmdera that species so remarkable. It belongs to the subgenus
HeliaZIa o f Dr ~ R W S E A C . The epidermis scales off like that of the
sole^., whence the trivial name which I have conferred upon it.
9 . Helix Cestus. Test& subdepressil, corned vel fuscescente.
rsdiatim striat8, subtus convex&.perforat4 ; spira sub-conoidea ; apice
obturo ; ultimo anfractn sub-angnlato, fascia m i d rufo-fuaca, media,
reliquis fascibnaturali cinctis: peristomate sub-retlexo. Diam. 0.65 poll.
Whorls five. H. cestur approaches in form and colour to a species
which I posmess from the Tyrol, and which is marked " H . zomata,"
but which does not agree weU with LAMABCK'S
charactem ofplrmospira,
oi wbich he e v e s Dm FBRU~SAC'S
zonota as a synonym. It diffC?refrom
it in not having a white or a much retlected peristome. I t belongs to
the sub-genus HelicelIa.
10. Bdimua drinw. LAMARCK.
This is the reverse variety of a handsome shell, of which South
It is perforated, (of
America is recorded as the habitat by LAMARCK.
which character he makes no mention,) and of an uniform yellow,
without bands or marks, and being weathered, no polish is obsemable.
Length one inch.
1 1 . Aclhtina tentrispira. TestP elongato tumt4, cornea, longitudinalitk striat4, versus apicem attenuatk columnari ; anfractu ultimo
interfamis
quibusdam albidis transvemis ornato ; suturie impressis; apice obtnso. Long. 1 poll. circiter. Lat. 0.55.
This AcWina, belonging to DB~?BRUSSAC's
subgentlil Cochlicopa and
to his gronpe of Hyloides, is remarkable for the attenuated colwnm
form of the terminal whorls of the spire.
12. Achatina crmsikrbris. Testa turrito conid, levi, cornefl, Iongitndinaliter &at& ; anfractibus convexis, suturis excavatis ; labm
in& incrassat0 ; columelld praearcuatti ; apice obtuso. Long. 0.7.
Lat. 0.3 poll.
This shell has the habit of a Ceylon species which I believe to be
A. nitens of GRAY. I t differs in greater size, in its incrassated outer
lip. in its somewhat more ventricose form, and in its sculpture. It
approaches to SWAINSON'S
genus Achatinella in the arcuation of the
columella, but differs in the absence of the thickened pliciform termination to it, and in having the incrassation quite at the edge of the
outer lip, instead of removed to a little distance within it.
13. Clausilia loxostomu. Test&sinistrorsA, fusiformi, medio ventricosb, comeo-grisescente ; anfractibus convexis, laevigatis, striis
obaoletis ; euturis confortissim&crenulatis ; apertu~ilelongat4 obliquQ,
bi-plicata, suprh angustiori, infrh diiatata peristomate retlexo ;
colpmelliZ prrearcuatll. Long. 0.85 poll.
'
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Out of a collection of 33 European ClauoiZia, I find none with a
similar obliquity of mouth, from which character I have named the
species. The outer lip projects beyond the plane of the aperture. q e
crenulations of the sutures T i e r altogether from the papillary appearance which is common to several species, such asppilkrris, &guttata, &c., and they are not elongated as in C. nitida.
14. ,Sctuabwr triunpulh. TestA compresetl ovato-conica, &ate
nubtriangulari, cornea, fasciis castaneis plurimis interdum obsoletis
cinctl, rugis longitadinalibus salcisque transversis, distantibua, inter~ p t i decuseata.
s
Spirfl acutl breviori ; autnris obsoletis. AnfracMs
ultimi varice saliente lamelliformi. Aperttu-4 quadridentata, biplicate ;
dentibus, uuo insuper columellarium, tribus super costulam introlabialem i t i s ; plicl unl columellarii duplici, paudatA, alted colnmella?
recum$, parpi. Umbilico lineari, trpnsverspli, pen&c l a w . Length 0.9.
Breadth 0.65 inch.
This shell, independently of its form, sculptwe, colouring, and m t e
varix, may be at once distinguished from Scarabur imbn'um by its
peculiar umbilicus ; that feature being rounded and perforate in the
Malassan species. The number of teeth on the rib, which is situated
at some distance within the outer lip, b very variable, ranging from
three to seven ; of these three are always more prominent. In weathered specimens the subordinate dentidations are generally mobservable. Occasionally the whole of the shell is of a dark chestnut
colonr, with obscure bands of a more saturated colour. In his Synoptical table, DE FBRU~SAC
mentions two species from Bengal, S. plicatwr and S. Petiueri, both distinct from S. irnlrium. As he gires n o
description, I am unable to say whether our shell is identical with
either or both : the latter contingency may possibly be the caw, considering the great a r e n c e of form observable between young and
aged specimens, and the ancertainty attendant on the species S.
Petivm., which appears to have been established solely on the inspation of a plate, no reference being made to any museum.
All the specimens of the shell in the collection are weathered, and
in that state appear of a livid purple colour ; this circumstance was,
however, amply compensated for by an excursion which I made
Dr. h ~ a e to
o ~the- alluvial island opposite to Fort William, in quest
of objects of natural history, during which that gentleman discovered
the live animal under decayed vegetation, and under bundle6 of the
b o g l a grass cut down for sale. From these retreats, which it occupied
in company with the amphibious A ~ o i ~ n iGangetica,
a
we made a
large collection in a short space of time. I have searched for it in
vain on the neighbouring mainland, in the vicinity of the Bi&og'r

+&
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College and the Botanic Gardens, aa well as on the oppoeite bide of th
river; but apeaimens of deaerted shells were taken by a friend, M
lo'^ down IU the junction of the Damoda with the Hooghly.
It i
only of late that French naturaliite have verified the terrestrial
babite of the genm. The present species ie much dietredaed when
thrown into water, and craw10 out of it when immersed. Its decidedly
amphibious companion, A88ininb G % m ~ ~ c1
a .h v e met with. on
dewy mornings, more than a furlong from the river's bank, crawling
among moiet graae.
15. Cyclosr010 iraobulrr. (MULLEX.)
This elegant species, which is abundant in a liviog atate at Rajmahal, GeQig.lly, and Potharghkta in Behar, attains a large mice in the
Silhet collection. When adult it ie always poeseaaed of a beautiful
orange colour on the peristome. I t is C y c l a s t m twpvata of Lieut.
~ U T I ~ J.
N A.
, 8. vol. iii. page 82, and is the species alluded to by
me in vol. i. page 12, in my remark8 on the genus Pterocyclos.
16. Cydostonm drhuns.
Testa albid, strigill plurimis rufoc~~~trneeis,
angulato-fleruosis pica, spiri dep~iuacultl, acuminatfl ;
an6actibm piicis pawis tmsverualibua dietantibus, ultimo mgb nnduhth longitpdidbus d p t i s ; carina medii aubacntfl. A p e r t d
ampl9, peritremate re0exo ; umbilico parvo. Epidermide rraerP, fwc&
plicia loagitudhalibw, his setie fortibue munitis, instrnctie. Diam.
10.35 poll.
I was at h t diupoued, h m a consideration of the habit of this
shell, to view it ae a variety of a Tenasmerim shell, described by Mr.
G. B. S ~ W B RinBthe
Y 5th volume of the Zoological Journal under the
name of Cyclostoma perdis; but a careful comparieon with spechem
wbich Mr. SOW~LBBY
had kindly presented to me, has enabled me to
distinguish it as o separate species. It differs in its sculpture, in ita
more developed keel, more contracted umbiiical cavity, and in the
specipossession of a singular epidermis, of which Mr. SOWERBY'S
mens of C. perdix, though one was taken alive at Tenasserim, appear
to have been destitute. In the latter species the markings are white
mottled on a chestnut ground ; in zebrinum they consist of distant
zigzag flames of light chestnut on a white ground.
Spiraculum hispidam, ~ A P ~ O NJournal
.
17. Ptrrocycbr kbp&.
of the Adatic Saciity, rol. ii. p. 39 1.
The acquisition of several live specimens of this genus (established
by me in the first No. of the Journal) during the last rainy season, at
the hill of Patharghata in Behar, where I first met with dead apecixnena of P. rupeettis, enables me to disprove the conjecture of Dr..
PEAIWON
that a branchial apparatue or projecting syphon L attached
2 2 2
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to the neck of the animal, aa well M to confirm its lginity with the
genus Cyclostoma, with which Mr. S o w r a a ~has classed it. The
'name originally annexed to the genus was altered by Dr. RABSON.
on
i n d c i e n t grounds, aa, independently of the violation of received
rules of nomenclature*, of the existence of the tabular appendage in
perfection in only one syeciea of the genua, and ita non-exinteace in
othera, the new name tended to convey an erroneow i m p r e ~ i o nof
the use of the anomalons excrescence observable in the ahell of P.
*idus.
Dr. PBAWNassumes that the specimens of P. nprtrisfrom which
the charactem of the genm were taken. were immature aheh, but- a
etrid mearch in the habitat of the species, and the acquisition of 16
specimens of different ages and growth, of which 12 bore all the
mark of being adult, dispelled all doubt of the obtainment of the
perfect shell. The retromitted and retroverted tubular wing, dording an index of a former mouth, and which does not appear to have
been accompanied by a reflexion of the peristome, exisb in that form
in P. Iiispidw only, and the sinus under the wing which c r m the
final aperture ia never so strongly maiked aa in the other species.
bearing more resemblance to the channel under the wing of GRAY'S
Cjrclostoma Peti-arum.
which shell indicates the pasage to the
Genua Cyclostoma, not only by this feature, but by the intermediate
form of ita umbilical cavity, and ita operation.
A cornpariaon of the animal of Pterocyclar (my four living
mpecimens of which I assumed to be female, from the rbwnce of the
exserted organ ao conspicuous on the neck of the male Cyclo~tomaj
with that of Cyclostoma involvulus shewed only the following di&rences. In P. rupestrk the mantle is sinuated, to correspond with the
h u m a t the crown of the aperture, and ita edgea an d e c t e d over
the edges of the sinurc, but there is no organ projected through it by
I n conferring generic names it is an obvious rule that the put should not
ba put for the whole, by designating the genus from an organ, without a change
of termination, or the addition of a diatil~guishingepithet. The circumstanca
of the feature being peculiar in the family to which the grouye belongs, will not
jutify a departure from the rule ; were a relaxation from it allowed in one
instance, we might be called upon to recognize an anomaloar form among the
mxphalou mollusca (to suppose an extreme case) M the genua " Caput 1" In
the prenlnt inatancc the effect of the proposed aubatitution, is to. set uide a
x+ue published by the first describer of thc genus, which name is equally applicable to every species hitherto discovered, as it is not contingent on the pruence
or absence of a rinua or a tabdar, or other perforation, but on the existence of
a wing attached to the otherwise circatar aperture. Hence the supposed nscerdty for r change of nomenclature is not apparent.

?he animal, nor does the mantle line the interior surface of the wing.
No organ likely to occupy the sinus is observable either when the
animal is crawling or when it is drawn out to its fullest extent. The
foot h shorter in proportion than that of Cycloetrma, hardly appearing beyond the disc of the rhell when the animal is crawling, and the
ervious cupshaped operdum ir received into the wide vortici-form
umbilicllm of the rhell. which it almost fills, whereaa the thin flat
opercnlum of C. irvolvvlu is carried behind the shell.
My living specimens of Pt. typc8trb were taken atpatharghata* during a morning shower in September. I had in vain searched the ground
and bushes among the mobt r r o h and dripping jungle, where multitudes of Cychtoma koolwlw, the reversed Helis intmmpta and
N&
vitrintides were moving about, and had nearly abandoned the
search, when 1 thought of trying an open tract of the hill whence the
jungle had recently been cut. Here, on the exposed side of the hill,
UJ well on the bare mrface, aa under leaves, I at laat dimirered the
sought-for shell. At the foot of the hill a single specimen of a small
wnoid He&, which I had recently discovered at Berhampore, was
found adhering to the leaven of a rhmb.
PtemycIod +dw,
is perfectly distinguished from P . tnpeattir by
its greater size, the flatnese of ita spire, its rculpture, hispid epidermiu,
retromitted tube, and the inferior development of the adult moutb.
Coming from a climate where it enjoys damp throughout the year,
it may possibly me the perforation for a breathing hole when itn
aperture ia closed, but in P. npeotri. the operculum is drawn in
beyond the inne, so that no such use can be made of it for breathing
air, for which, moreover, it hau probably little occaaion during the
season of drought and torpidity.
18. Ptc~ocycloeparvw. Spiraculum parvum, PEAU~ON,
Journal
of the Asiatic Society, vol. ii. p. 592.
This speciea, which is coloured like one of the varieties of P. r i p s .
trb, never attaiuu more than half the size of that speciee. The numerous e p c h e n s brought from Silhet have a l l a perfect, reflected perietome. I t is also distinguishable by the greater tendency of the sinus
being often in strict contact, though the circle is never completed by
Eesidea mome other p h t r in dower which I had not leilure to note, I
o h w e d 8 little blueJowercd IIL.deacaaPicr, a dwarf Ruellia, and a beautiful
luge-dowered Pcrl*
with spikes of dowers of a pale verdigris-green colonr,
which I had only once before wen ornamenting a corolla in a apecies of Iaia (J.
maalata 1) In December 1831, the jungle on the side of Pathargheh was flam.
ing with the rich blossoms of HolnuHoldia coeciaea. On Kotanksi, a hill
between Patharghah and Terriagali, I captured a fine npecimm of the apltndid
Bmprsrlu Chryr*..
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the confluence of the shelly niatter. The impending wing Plso shem
a greater tendency to a retroverted and tabular form.
Cyclordoma bdabbtum, from Salem
It is probable that SOWEPBY'~
in the Madras presidency, will f o p a fourth species of PterocyclQo,
distinguished by the sinuated addition at the back of the true lip.
When I examined it in London, I thought that- it was identical with
P. ntpestrir, and that my specimens of the latter had not attained
their full growth ; a further search in the locality of the species, and
the consideration that the sinuated lip must have been of previous
formation to the reflected circular aperture, have contributed to alter
my opinion on the subject.
Cycloetoma suturale has the aspect of an immature Pterocyclos. Ita
habitat is, I believe, Demarora.
I had prepared the whole of my noted on the collection both of
land and freeh-water shells dnring a period of leisure previously to the
close of last year, but I have eince then been prevented by want of
hint, in
time from correcting and arranging them. Dr. PEAR~ON'S
his report on the Museum. has called forth this f i s t brochure, consisting of the land-shells, I fear in rather an nnhnihed state, for which
I trust that circumstances will prove an apolo&.
The fresh-water
ehells shall follow at the earlikt practicable period.
V.-Description

of two new species belongcngcng
to a new form of the

M d i n e Group of Birds, with idication of their gene& character.

By B. H. Ho~oson,Esp. Resident in Nkpdl
These birds have the wings, tail, and feet of Turdw ; and if we continue the comparison fromthe external to the internal characters, we find
a similar construction of the tongue, stomach, and intestines in both.
Both, too, have a similar regimen, habite, and manners. Yet they
are strikingly contradistinguished by the respective forms of the
bid. In the thrushes that member is compressed, and has its arched
maxilla h e l y exserted from the frontal feathers, and very little cut out
by the nasal fossae. In the birds now i11 question, on the contrary,
the bill is so much depressed as to be more than twice as broad as
high at the base ; and its straight maxilla, greatly incumbered by the
frontal plumes, has the nasal fosse so far produced to the front as to
paea the centre of length of the bill.
In the birds before us, too, the head is furnished with a garrnline
crest; which is never observed in Ilrrdus. The tarsi are lower than
in the generality of thrushes ; and the tail is somewhat longer and leaa
even at the end. Like most of the Nipalese thrushw, these birda are
oommon to all the three regions of the kingdom. They u e shy ia
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their manners, adhere exclusively to the woods. live solitarily or in
paire, breed and moult but once a year, nidificate on trees. and feed
almost equally on the ground and on trees. I have taken from their
stomachs several sorb of stony berries, small univalve mollusca, and
sundry kinds of aquatic insects.
Theae birds are not generally or familiarly known to the Nipalese,
but the foresters, whom I have met with, denominate them Cocho : and
by that name, lstiniaed into Cocha, I have designated them generically in my note book.
As a Merdine genus, placed close to Turduu, the following character may perhaps serve to mark them.
Wings, tail, and feet, as in Ttvdw.
Tarsi rather lower and tail somewhat longer.
Bill straight, considerably depressed : the maxilla excided beyond
the centre by the nasal fosse : the nostrils very large, and nearer to
tip than to gape. Head crested as in Garrnlus. The two species at
present known to me I shall call, from their prevalent colour, Vitidu
and Purpurea.
The following is their description :C o c k purpwco. Purple Cocho, Mihi. Male, dark purple : cheek~
black: crest, tail, and upper apert portion of the wings, soft grey
blne, more or less purpureacent : lower part of the w i n g and tip of
tail, black; and both black internally : a white speculum on the wing,
just below the false wing : bill and legs black : iris brown. The female, brown where the male is purple ; and the upper part of the wiaga
also brown. The young are rufous below with black bars: brown
above with d e s c e n t white drops : head blue as in maturity, but
barred. The species is eleven to eleven and a half inches long by aixteen to seventeen wide, and weight three and half to four oz.
Co. Vin'dis. Green Cochoa. Mihi. Brilliant parrot green, paler and
changing into verditer blue on the belly and thighs : crest, cheeks, and
neckposteally, brilliant blue : upper part of the wings and tail, the
same, but paler with a grey cast; and both black internally, and
apertly towards the ends. as in the preceding species; throught h e eye to the nostrils black : bar of same hue across the pale portion
of the wings, caused by the long coverts and bastard wing being tipt
with that colour : legs fleshy brown : bill black : iris brown : size of the
h a t : sexes alike.-N.
B. This species is apt to vary considerably
before it has reached maturity as well as under moult, when the back
t sometimes lunated with black ; and the soft blne portion of the
wings is smeared with brownish yellow. At first, the young males are
exactly likethe female. The following more particular description of
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the several members and organs b equally and exactly applicable to
both species.
Bill to head as five to four: sometimes merely equal to the head:
considerably depressed, except near the tip ; at base more than twice
as broad as high ; straight ; culmen produced among the frontal f a thers, which are soft and turned back ; sides of the maxilla cut a t
beyond the centre by a broad membranous and plumose fosse : tom&
locked, trenchant, and entire ; towards the gape somewhat incurvedtowarda the tip, straight : tip of upper mandible inclined and notched ;
of the lower, subrecurved and subemarginated, sometimes straight and
entire. Nares nearer to the tip than to the gape ; at fore end of the
nasal fossse, lateral, longitudinal, elliptic, large, free, shaded above by
a small nude process of the fossal membrane, and set over with tiny
incumbent haire : gape scarcely to the fore angle of the eye and subciliated: wings reaching to centre of tail, firm, first quill baatard.
second long, fourth longest ; all four slightly emargined on their inner
web. Tail composed of twelve firm feathers, rather longer than in
Turdw, the four laterals gradated in a small degree, more than in

Tnrdw.
Tarsi submedial, stout, rather longer than the central toe, usually
smooth, sometimes crosseci by three or four scales.
Toes simple, ambulatory, compressed, moderately unequal; outer basally connected ; hind stouter and subdepressed.
Nails compressed, obtuse : the central fore with both margins dilated
but entire.
Head furnished with a soft, full, garruling crest. Tongue simple.
flat, medial, subcartilaginous, with cartilaginous, subjagged, tip.
Stomach muscular, of medial subequal thickness, the lining tough and
grooved. Intestinal canal 20 to 25 inches long, of subequal calibre
throughout ; close to anal end, two grain-like aeca.
The intestines are longer in proportion than those of ILrdw: but
otherwise similar.
VI.-On a New Gnwr of the Metopi&.-By
the m.
Order I ~ s ~ s e o n;mTribe F r s s l n o e ~ n ~
;Family
e
Mrropidc. Pigwd.
Order Paesarns. section S Y N D A C ~&vkr.
L ~ . Genus new. B&,

Mihi.
Generic character :Bill much elongated and arched throughout, strong, greatly cornpressed ; the sides nearly vertical, and the ridge flattened towards the
base. Wigs moderate, full, not acuminated, fourth quill longest,

one and two oonsiderably and rubequally gmhted. Narer entirely
e o n d e d by incumbent 'aetaceoua tufts. Tail longish, quadrate,
strong. Feet and tongue u in Merop. In the family of the Mero-.
pida but one genus ha8 heretofore been recognieed. If the above
characters be admitted to dXer materially from those of Meropo, and
if the birds to which they apply are distinguished by a marked and
consequent diversity of mannere, I presume the propriety of the generic
wparation will not be questioned.
Now, the bee-eaten proper, according to my experience, have
invariably a long and acuminated wing, and &rial swallow-like habita
wrresponding to that form of wing. Again, their bill is considerably
apread laterally except towards the tip ; the general form being tetrag o d , and the ridge acute.
In Bucia, on the contrary, the wing ia not so much acuminated u
in the thrushes. It ia distinguished for considerable, uniform, breadth ;
not at all for length ; and the habits of the bird are quite foreign to perpetual questing on the wing in the open country: they lead it to scek
the deep recesaea of the forest,-and there, tranquilly seated on a high
tree, to watch the casual advent of i b prey, and, having seized it, to
retwn dinctly to its station. The bill, again, ir greatly compressed
with vertical sides and ridge flat towards the base, convex towarda the
tip. This organ ia, moreover, strong, longer, and more arched t b
in Merop. The Bucia are of rare occurrence, and are solitary woodlanders ; whereas the bee-eaten proper are gregarious, and common
tenants of the champaign. Our birds are found in the lower and central regions of Nepal ; but seldom or never in the northern. The Nipalese call them Bukay-clkra; clkra being merely a corruption of chiria,
or bud. I latinise the former word to procure a generic appellation.
I have ae yet discovered but one apecies, of which the following is the
specific name and character.
BuCM Nipakll.Bis. Nipdese Bucia, Mihi. Bright parrot green, shaded on the belly and vent with bright buff: lining of the wings and
lower tail covert, pure buff: wings internally and baaally, and tail
on the inferior surface, the same : forehead and gular hacklee, blue :
the last, formed of a double series of long, composed, drooping .
plumes, ranged opposite to each other on either side the W e a ;
bill plumbeous, with black tip : iris brown : legs greenish yellow.
Length thirteen to fourteen inches : breadth between the w b p aevwteen to eighteen : weight three to four oz. : sexes alike.
The bii in more than twice aa long as the head. I t hae a considerable and uniform arcuation throughout ; is hard, strong, entire, very
moderately excavated internally ; at base scarcely broader than high ;
3 A
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and nearly twice as high as broad immediately beyond the base. The
ridge above, though narrow, in quite flat from the brow to the centre of
length; beyond it and below, convex. So great ia the lateral compreasion, that the aides are plane and nearly vertical : the cutting edger
are trenchant and unemarginated : the tips pointed and nearly equal.
The nares are rounded, lateral, basal ; the fossae evanescent ; the aperture co~eredclosely by a small incumbent tuft of se@uxous plum&.
The tongue is long, flattened, pointed, cartilqinoua, and feathered.
towards the tip. The gape is scarcely cleft to the fore angle of the
eye, and smooth.
The wings are of very moderate length, but of great and pretty
d o r m fulnesr or breadth : the tertiaries and primariee equal: first'
and second primaries considerably and subequally gradated: third
and fourth nearly equal. Fourth longest: first not bastard; more
than half an long an the fourth.
The tail is rather long, and is composed of twelve very firm,broad,
and equal feathers. The tarsi are very low : knees and more plumose :
acrotamia scaled : paratarsin smooth : toes long and typically syndactyle ; the soles being quite flat, and the exterior toe joined to the
central fore ae far as the second joint-the interior, as far as the first.
Nails subequal, much. compreseed. falcate, feeble, and acute : the
central fore with a large unpectinated comb. From the c h i to the
breast depends a row of plumes, inserted opposite to each other on
either side the trachea. They are more than two inches long, of
composed web, and medial equal breadth. Their mobility gives the
living bird a very grotesque appearance. Some such appendage
seems to distinguish one of the true bee-eaten, viz. that called
dctw.

These birds feed principally on bees and their congeners : but
they likewise consume great quantitiee of scarabaei and their like;
They are of dull staid manners, and never quit the deepest recesses
of the forest.
In the Rbja's shooting excnrsione they are frequently taken alive
by the clamorous multitude of sportamen, some two or more of whom
single out a bird and presently make him captive, disconcerted as he
is by the noise. I t may be worth while to add, in conclusion, that
the true bee-eaters are never seen in the mountains : nor the Bever. I believe, in the plains. The intestinal m a l in our birds is
usually about twelve inches long, with ceca of an inch and more in
length, placed near to the bottom of it. The stomach is muscular,
and of medial subequal thickness. Such, too, i the character of the
stomach and interhintrs in Merop.

VI1.-On a mo Pimatory Cs#r of the Strighe F d y . - ; B y the earn.
Order Rnrronns. Family S T ~ O ~ D E .
Genus new. C u l t m u , Mihi.
Generic character :Bill snbequal to the head, straightened at~far as the cere, gradually
curved beyond it, moderately compressed, strong. Winge ~aedial,
equal to the tail, four and five longest and snbequal ; three drst considerably gradated, first not pectinated. Tarsi rather elevate, pa&allp
or wholly nude, reticulate. Toes nude, and reticulate with three or
four scales next the talons ; the anteriors subequal. Talons medial,
stout, subequal, compressed, cultrated below*. Egrets as in Bubo,
disc and ears as in Noctua. Tail short.
~ B known to science an
I t is some time since Gen. H A R D W I Cmade
owl with nude tarsit. The circumstance warr remarkable, but it does
not seem to have led him to any further investigation. Some yeam
back I diecovered a similarly-characterised species, and at the same
time noted that the talons were sharpened like a knie on their lower
edge. In process of time I discovered another species with' the tarsi
half naked ; and this also had cultrated talons. But my specimem of
both species happened to have the stomach empty; and 1 had no
immediate means of observing the manners of the bide. In 1830 I
had opportunity to note that both species flew well by day, and were
constantly found on the banke of rivere. Analogy with the eaglea
then led me to slispect that these birds might possibly be fiehers :
but still, until I had seen them fishing, or had obtained specimens
with h h in the stomach. I could have no safe ground for assuming M,
extraordinary a fact. I have now, however, procured specimens with
the stomtkh full of fish, and fish onlyf ; and I presume that the eapostfacto inference from structure to habits will scarcely be questioned.
Whether HARDWICKS'BOW~
will, when better known, conethte another
genus of the-fishing owls, remains to be proved : but that bird is
wfflciently distinguished from either of mine by its shielded tarsi. In
forming a new genus for twa new species, essentially alike, and very
materially d
i both in conformation and habits from all known
b i d s of this family, I rely upon the sanction and support of men of
licience. - And I shall only add, before proceeding to give the specific
characters, that those of the genus have been derived from a freer
m e of ordinary external characters than has heretofore been made in
Henca the generic name, mltratur and wngsrir.
earlier 8 t h nudipar of Daudin, no thin^ aeemr rceurately
known.
:I have jut dincavered that they prey on crabs u well u common 6&.
B. H. H., 2nd J d y , 1836.
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nspect to the Strigine birds. Cvvmn regarded these birdn ae constituting but one genus. VIQORBr a i d thin gmus to the rank of a
left
family, advancing Covrma'e subgenera to genera. But VIQOIU
Cnvrma's character aa he found them,-whether wisely or not, I shall
not presume to say. I snepect, however, that. an apeciea multiply and
become accurately known, w o r t will be had to charactera analogons to thoae by which the Diurnal Raptores (to go no further) are
generically distinguished, if not fmm e aense of the superficialness of
the old charactera, yet from a want of determinate new ones. It is
d y reasonable to disting&h d l the Raptore8 upon similar principles ; and, as the external constmction of the Strigine b i d certainly
renden this quite practicable,'so, I believe, that the analogies thus
n e c e s d y suggested to the student between them snd the Fdoonidce,
would tend to the higher uses of the science.
Firat species : C.Fhmpe8, yellow-footed Cdtrunguis, Mihi. Head,
neck and body below, bright m t y , each plume striped down the
shaft with saturate brown ; the stripes narrower below than above :
disc and leg-plumea immaculate : back wings and tail, saturate
-brown, transvereely barred, and largely emarginated and tipt, with
m t y ; the batb interrupted on the shafta, and frequently resembling
triangular indentations : four bars across the great quib and tail
feathers ;. and the tips of both l w e l y paled : plumes of the thighs
and tarai downy: half the latter nude : nude portion and the toes,
tlaveecent fleahy grey : talons horn yellow : bill blue, with a dusky tip :
iris bright yellow :edges of eye-lids black : twenty-two to twenty-three
inches long by 55 to 58 wide. Weight three and a half lbs.
N. B. The sexes resemble each other both in size and coloum.
Second species : Cult+
Nigriper, Mihi. Head, neck, back, and
whole body below, pale earthy brown, with a fawn tinge ; paler and
albeecent on the abdominal surface ; each plame striped down the
ahaft with a saturate brown mark, which is narrower below than
above ; and each also crossed with namerow elender zigzage of
brownish fawn colour: wings and tail aaturate brown, triangularly
indented or crose-barred, snd broadly tipt, with obscure rufoua yellow.
which is freckled, for the most part, on the tertiaries, and scapula^,
with brown : great quills and rectrices, quadricinctate, aa in the preoeding : dim earthy brown : thighs pale fawn : both immaculate : thmat
white, and almoat or wholly unmarked : w i n e albeacent towards the
roots of the feathers : bill dusky horn : iris bright yellow : edge of
eye-lid black : tarsi and toes, purpureacent dusky : talons the same.
with black pointa: thighs and kneea to the front, covered with downy
plumes : tarsi and toea, nude ; size of the last.
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. N. B. This species beam an extreme reaemblanoe, in point of
coknan and size, an in other reapecte, to the St& Hardwickii. But it
m a y be at once distinguished therefrom by its reticulated tarei.
The aexes, ss in the preceding species, are alike both in u k e and
oolopra. These birds moult once a year, between June and October,
inclusive ; they breed in Febmary-March ; and are almoet equally
cornman in the several regions of Nepil, notwithstanding the great
divemity of climate.
The stmctaue of their stomach and inteatines o&rs no marked peculiarity. The intestinal canal is from three and half to four feet long ;
very thick-coated throughout ; considerably wider above than below ;
and furnished with two thin caeca, from three to fonr inches long,
wbich are situated near the anal extremity of the canal, and widened
considerably at their distad end.
The stomach is rounded, coneiderably and equally thickened in its
coats, and provided with a toughieh and rugose lining, whiih h'
easily separated.
The coats do not consist of proper muscle, but d a substance between gland and cartilage ; for which I know no name, commonly aa
it occurs. The succentorial stomach is purely glandular, with soft
papillated lining, not distinguishable from the body of the organ; the
points of the papillae being, in fact, mere excretory pores directly in
contact with the secreting substance.
The following detail of dimensions is taken from a male specimen
of Fhvipea: but so similar are the two species, and the sexea of
both, that it will equally represent the average size and proportions
of the ,males and females of both species.
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of the Society of Arts on Specimens of Rice. Wool, &c.
from N q d and Assam.
[Communicated by Government.]
The Society having received from their Committee of Colonies and
W e a report on sundry articles sent to them for examination from
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the Honorable Court of Directon of the East India Company, have
been pleased to approve the m e , and have directed their
to transmit a copy of the Report forthwith to the Honorable the C o d
of Directors, with an assurance that the Society will at all times be
happy to receive from them any communications connected with the
objects of this Society.
(Signed) A U T ~A~KIN,
R
Se.
REPORT.
The Committee of Colonies and Trade having been directed by the
Society to examine sundry articles sent to the Society by the Honorable the Court of Directors of the East India Company, and referred
to this Committee 4th November, 1835, report as follows :
I. The Soomla or Himalaya paddy, or mountain rice, received
from Mr. H o ~ o s o Resident
~,
at Nepal, appears to be of the same
kind aa a sample (comprising five varieties) sent to the Society of
Arts in 1821, by Dr. WALLICH.
From the great height above the fevel of the sea at which this
grain is cultivated in Nepal, it is suggested that it may perhaps be
advantageously introduced as an agricultural crop in the North of
Europe.
Before thi can be determined in the atlirmative, it is necessary to
prove, h t , that this grain ia capable of coming to maturity in the
climate of the North of Europe ; and, aecondly, that the clear profit of
a crop of hi-rice from a given area shall be at least equal to that
of a crop of oats, barley, or rye from the same area.
Several parcels of the former quantity of hill-rice were distributed
by the Society to persons reaiding in various part8 of England ; and
several were likewise sent to France, to Switzerland, to Germany,
m
and to Russia. Of those sent to the Continent, the Society l
received no mtelligence ; and of those distributed in England, the result
has been, with one exception, that the seeds did not germinate. A
notice likewise waa inserted in one of the French journals a few
years ago, from which it appeared that various attempte had been
made to grow the hi-rice of NepQ in some of the districts of h c e
from seed distributed by the Government of that country, but wholly
without success.
-Mr. ANDERSOX,
the Curator of the Apothecaries' garden at Chelsea.
waa one of those who undertook to make an experiment on the possibiity of growing the hill-rice in England, and was, in consequence,
furnished with some seeds of the five varieties at that time in the
They were sown in March, and some of
Society's posseseion.
each kind germinated and did very well while they were kept in the
'

.
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hothouse. In May they were removed to the green-how, where they
became stout, healthy plants. In the end of June they were transferred
b a sheltered place in a basin for the growth of aquatic plants, having
nine inches depth of water and twelve of mud; here they grew and
promised well till the beginning of August, when, the weather
becoming cloudy and rather cold, they became sickly, and were
dead by the beginning of September without having come into flower.
It seems, therefore, evident that the temperature even of the warmer
parts of Englandisnot aufficientfor the succts~fulcultivation of hill-rice.
The latitude of Sirinagar, where thia grain is cultivated, is about
30' ; that is, under nearly the Rame parallel as Cairo ; and although,
from it0 height above the sea and its vicinity to ridges of snowy
m o m t a b , the winters are severe, yet in such situations the summer8
are much hotter than on lower levels in higher latitudea, where the
average temperature of the whole year is not perhaps greater than
that of the middle of one of Europe. In Florence, and even in Rome,
frost and enow are by no means of unfrequent occurrence in the
-ter,
and yet the summers are hot enough to bring to perfection
many annual vegetable products, rice among the rest, which will
not succeed north of the Alp.
Concerning the second head of inquiry,--viz. the comparative profit
of land cropped with hi-rice, and with barley or oats,-the Committee
are not in possession of a single fact on which to found an opinion.
But they may be allowed to state that, as the farinaceom food of
Europeans is consumed chiefly in the form of bread or of dm,
md
as rice is not capable of being made into either one or the other of
these
by the simple process of kneading with cold water
and then baking, either an additional process of cooking would be
necessary in the attempt to substitute rice for the ordinary European
grains, or the new habit muat be superinduced, of doing without
bread and replacing it by boiled rice.
In order to obtain a correct opinion of the comparative value of
hill-rice with the other qualitiee of this grain in the London market,
a sample was eent to Mr. EWBANK
for examination. That gentleman
reports that fine Carolina rice, imported in the state of paddy and
cleaned here, is worth 30 shillinge per cwt. ; that fine Bengal rice
cleaned here, is worth 23 ahiiinga per cwt. ; that rough and inferior
East India rice, imported half-cleaned and finished here, is worth 14
Bhillings per cwt. This latter was purchased from the importer at
eight shillings, loet 20 per cent. in cleaning, and the cost of thia
process wm two shilling per cwt. ; so that there remained only two
& i k g a per cwt. for interest, profit, &c.
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The hill-rice is nearly of the same quality as the latter kind, being
dark coloured, opaque, and not at all calculated for the English market.
The opinion, therefore, of the Committee is, that the hill-rice cannot
be successfully cultivated in Europe ; and that, if capable of being SO
cultivated, it could not enter into competition in the European market
with Bengal rice.
11. The wool of the Hooniah sheep of n b e t consists of two
samples,--one, of the wool in its natural state ; and the other, of a
porti& from which the black hairs have been separated.
The former is of precisely the same quality as a parcel sent last
year (1834) to the Society by Dr. WALLICH
; and the market price
,
of it in London, at that time, was, according to Mr. E s s w o a r ~ of
Basinghall Street, from 10 to 11 pence per. Ib.
The two samplee, after being examined by the Committee, were
also examined by Mr. EBSWOBTH,
and by Mr. SOUTHBT,
of Coleman
Street.
the value of the wool in its unsorted
According to Mr. EBSWORTH,
state is from five to seven pence per Ib. A considerable quantity
of similar wool from India, but rather coarser, has been sold in the
London market during the last two years at from two and half to seven
pence per lb. The sorted wool is worse than the unsorted ; for, in separating the dirt, all the finer filaments have likewise been taken away.
estimates the value of the unsorted wool at about
Mr. SOUTHEY
10 pence per lb. ; and states, that i t greatly resembles a large portion
of the wool imported from Jutland and Denmark.
expression that the " wool is said to be superb."
Mr. HOD~BON'S
does not in the least apply to the sample actually sent by him ; but
as he has stated that the animal " is of trans-Himalayan origin, and
will not bear the heats of NepQ*," it seems probable that the wool
in question was grown in that country, and has greatly degenerated ;
. it being well known that the sheep of Barbary produce hair rather
than wool.
The Committee think it incumbent on them to notice an opinion
from the great attention which that
expreesed by Mr. SOUTHPY,
gentleman has paid to the growth of wool ; namely, that the Hooniah
and other coarse qualities of Indian wool, of which many hundred
bales have recently been imported, would be very materially improved
by the introduction of some well-selected rams, of whicb an ample
supply might no doubt be obtained from New South Wales.
This expreuion ampletsly confirm8 the observations previously nude
rwpacting the hill-rice of Nepbl, whi~hthus reems to grow in a climate too hot
for the production of wool.
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111. Two large pieces of cloth made from the down of the S i o o l or
heptaphyIIum, from Gowahatty in Aseam, the
Tree-Cotton. Bo&
place of their manufactwe.
Oo examining the cloth it appears that the fine short down of the
Bombar has been spun into a large wove slightly twisted cord or
roving, and that thie ia made into cloth by interweaving it with a
warp and short of common thin cotton-thread, much in the manner
of carpeting. I t compoees a loose cloth, incapable, probably, of being
washed without injury, but considerably warn, very elaatic, and light.
From the shortness of the staple and the great elasticity of the
fibre, it is not at all probable that it could be spun by the machinery
now in we for spinning cotton ; but the combination which it exhihita, of henem of fibre with grent elaatkity will, no doubt, make it
rank high aa a non-conductor of heat, and therefore M it for making
wadding, andfor stnfting m d s , and perhap mattmisea. When carded
with wool it might probably form the basis of fabrics of great warmth,
lightnew and silky softness.
IV. Sample of SafBower made at Myrung in Assam, by Lient.
RUTEE~~RD.
The Committee not wishing to rely entirely on their own judgment in this caae, more especially as the whole quantity placed at
the disposal of the Society is not enough for a satisfactory comparative trial either on silk or on cotton, have availed themselves of the
opinion of several dyera and brokers, the concurrence of whose judgment with that of the Committee induces them to consider it as
correct.

Mr. GRIEVE,silk dyer, of Booth Street, coneidem the sample to be
clear and of good quality.

Messre. RACINRand J n ~ u s a .silk dyera, of Spitalfields, consider
the sample to possess a fair proportion of colour, though not of equal
quality with the best from Bengal.
Messra. JOEN~ON
and RENNEY
exhibited to the Committe samplea
of ~ o w from
u Merent places and of various qualities. They stated
that the beat Indian comes from Dacca, of which there are two varieties, one from Paturaghauta, and the other from Billespour ;the former
of which is the more valuable to the amount of about 20 per cent.
stated, that during his residence in India he paid
Mr. RBNNBY
much attention to the preparation of this dying drug. The time for
gathering the flowers in near the end of the dry season, when the
tanks are almost exhausted; in consequence of which, the water
employed to waih the aafeower in genedly muddy and swarming
with animalcula : hence it happens that the cakes, though packed in
3 B
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close boxes, are often more or less injured by worms ; which i n j q
he conceives would be greatly diminished by substituting clean spring
water for that of the tanks. The sample before the Committee b
fair and clean, and suitable for the market, and is worth about d 7
a cwt.
The finest saillower of aU coma from China, but is not an article
of regular appearance in the market. The comparative value of it is.
as high as & 30 per cwt.
Mr. EMLEY,drug-broker, and a Member of the Committee, considera
the sample to be of good fair merchantable quality, and in value as
stated by Messra. JOHNSON
and RENNBY.
V. Two skeins of fibre made from the leaves of the wild pineapple, and two net bags made of the same material, sent from Gowahatty in Assam, by Captain J X N ~ I N ~ .
The sample is not sufficient for any fair comparative trial of its
tenacity.
The Society are already in posseasion of fibre from the leaves of the
black Antigua pine and from the Penguin pine of Jamaica, which latter
is occasionally made into ropes in the West Indies, but is not the
object of any regular manufacture, the expense of labour in those
colonies rendering it more advantageons to import from England
cordage ready made. I t appears likewise (from B u n a ~ n ' sWanderings in New South Wales, &e. vol. ii. p. 207). that at Singapore the
Chinese settlere obtain fibre from the leavee of the wild pine-apple.
which fibres are exported to Chma, where they are employed aa a
material for linen. Also in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of
Bengal. for January. 1832, is a paper by Lieut.-Col. WATBONon
Chirra Punji, the sanatory station recently occupied by the b t
India Company, in which it is stated, p. 27, that the pine-apple plant
flourishes in great abundance in the adjacent valleys., 4.200 feet above
the level of the sea, and that the leaves are gathered by the natives
for the purpose of obtaining from them, by a very simple process, a
strong fibre, which they employ as the material of the net pouches o r
bags in common use among them.
From these indications it would perhaps be worth while for the
Court of Directors to have a quantity of the fibre imported, sufiicient
for a fair comparative trial with hemp and flax.
IV. Sample of the wood of the Nipal Privet. Lipstrum Nipalense,
from Mr. H o ~ o s o ~ .
A specimen of this wood was found among those sent to England
by Dr. WALLICE,and of which a catalogue ia published in the 48th
vol of the Society's Transactions. I t appearing to Mr. AIKIN,the

I

I

I

Secretuy, when drawing up the catalogue*, that the specimen referred
to promised to be useful to engravers on wood, it was accordingly
pot into the hands of Mr. BRANSTON,
who reported very favorably
respecting it. That specimen was a piece of a bough or trunk a few
krchea in diameter, and had been taken sufficiently high above the
root to be of a perfectly uniform texture. The present sample, from
ita broad irregular rings, appeam to have been cut as near as possible
t o the root. in order to get it of the greateat size : but, in so doing.
the unifofraity of texture absolutely necessary to fit it for use by the
engraver hae been wholly overlooked, and the reeult is a sample
perfectly worthleas for the object for which it is intended.
By order :
(Signed) A u ~ a u uAIKIN,S q .

1X.-Proceeding*

of the A a c Society.
W d n e d g Ecdng, the 6th Jdy, 1836.
Tbe Rev. Dr. MILL, Vha-President, in the chair.
Captain R. LLOYD,I. N., 'Dr. D. STEWART,
and Dr. MOCLELLAND,
proat the h t meeting, were ballotted for, and e l h d members of-the
society.
Mr. Wm. SPEIRwas proposed by Mr. J. P R ~ E Pseconded
,
by Dr. MILL.
Sergeant DAWE,of the Delhi Canal Establilrbment, proposed aa an 8erodate member by Mr. J. Pnnorurp, seeonded by Dr. Pu~nsox.
Read a letter from Wm. M~crte#zrr,Eeq., stating that, in consequence
of the preeenre of business, and other indiepenable errgngementa, he WM
obliged to retire from the Society.
Red a letter from C H A R LKONI~,
EY
Foreign Secretary to the Royal
M e t y , acknowledging the receipt of the Journal, and Index Aa Rea.
The following circular, enclosed in the above, was read and directed to
bs printed for &nerd information :-

d

Roy4 Society qf hurlan, Somrrret Howre, Nos. 19, 1835.
SI.,

1 am directed by His Royal Highness the President and Council, to acquaint
yon, for the information of the Asiatic Society of B e r y l , that His Majesty the
King has been pleawd to grant two Gold Medala, of the value of Fifty Guineas
each, to be awarded by the Royal Society on the day of their Annivemary
Meeting in each sncncding year, for the m a t imporhot dircoverier in any one
principal branch of Phyriul and Mathematid knowledge.
Him Majeaty having graciously expresrad a wiah that acientific men of all
natiana ahould be invited to aUord the aid of their talenb and mearchea, I am
accordingly directed by the Council to annoanoe to you, Sir, that the Royal
Mod& for 1838 will be awarded in that year, the one to the anthor of the most
important nnpublished paper in Chemistry which may hare been co~nmmnicated
to the Royal Society for insertion in their Tranmctions, after the prucnt date
and prior to tbe month of June in the year 1830 ;-the other, to the author of
See Journal An. Soc. 11. 184.
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the molt important unpublirbed paper in Physics, which may hare been communicated to the Rojal Society for insertion in their Trauuctions, after the
present date and prior to the month of June in the year 1838.
I hare the honour to be,
Sir,
Your very obedient humble servant,
Caas. KONIO,f i r . Sec. R. 8.
To JAMESPBINSEP,Eq.
Secretary of the Adalic Society of Brngal, Calcutta.

Read a letter from H. T. PRINSEP,Esq. Secretary to the Government
of India, General Department, intimating that the Right Honorable the
Governor of Bengal had been pleased to Empower the Curators of the
Public Library to make over to the Society the Oriental books printed i n
Europe, on the same conditions, with the manuscripts and works
transferred from the College of Fort William. T h e Secretary stated that
he had in consequence received charge of three hundred volume+eome
few being, however, duplicates of works already in the library.
A letter from the Civil Auditor, desiring to be furnished with an abstract
of the eshbliehment entertained for the care of the Government Oriental
Works. Understanding the 78 rupees monthly to be a coneolidated allowance, in wliich m e no detail of its expenditure need be furniehed, Remlved to make a reference on the subject to Government.
Libraw.
Read a letter from H. T. PRINSEP,
Esq. Secretary to the Government
of India, forwarding on behalf of the Honorable t h e c o u r t of Directors
for presentation to the Society, a copy of the Catalogue of Stars in the
Southern Hemisphere, by Lieut. Johneon, H. C. Ast. a t St. Helena.
Bead a Persian note from MANULAL,preeenting a copy of a compile.
tion from standard Persian and Hindustani Poetr, published by himself
under the name of GuMsrlan f Nuhdt,-The Nosegay of Pleasure.
Rend a letter from Kumar RADHACANT~
DEB Behadur, forwarding
for presentation to the Society a copy of his great publication, entitled
Sabdu Calpo Drama, an Encyclopedieal Lexicon iu Sanscrit, vola 1, %,
and 3. The subeequent or thk remaining vols. will be forwarded when
published. Also translation of an extract from a Horticultural work in
Peroian, printed by the Roy. As. Soc. of London.
A volume of selected papere of a literary nature published in tile
Government Gazette while ~ r WILSON
.
wae Editor, w.o presented by
rur. J a m Pn'wep.
Meteorological Registere for April and May l8S6, were prerented by the
Surueyor General.
Mueeum.
Rmd a letter from Prof. GOOD~VE,
Secretary to the Medical and Phy.
eietrl Society, requesting the Society's acceptance of a pair of glazed
almirahs, their contents having been transferred to the M e d i d College
Two large chattn-hate from ksdm, were presented by Dr. W. B. &via
Various rude specimens of domestic implements from New Zealmd, by
Mr. H.T. Pritwrp.
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Ebd a letter from R D. M A N ~ L EE%q.
~ , 8ecrekry to the Government
of Bem& Judicial Department, transmitting on behalf of the R i t Honourlibh the Governor of B e d , a Cenwrs of the popuhtion of the town
of ayah and ita ouburbm, framed under the euporintendenoe of Mr. HAzaorur, the Magistrate of B b .
A note on the origin of the Armenian era and the reformation of the
HoiGnn Kakndar, by Mr. Johannu A d l .
&ad a letter from L. WILYM~N,Esq. Agent a t Bhopal, forwarding the
copy of an inscription on a copper-plate W y found a t P i p l i ~ a g a rin
tne Bhujal Perganah, by a krisan, or husbsndman, in ploughing ; with an
English translation.
Read a paper by Major L ~ Y the
D w r~ e d silken vmtr of tlie Tibetan priests, alluded to in TUMDB's Embawy. The)- nre adorned with
imagea, and have a lettered border of snored texts woven into the w f :
one of t h m had been submitted to Mr. C ~ M DE
A K&&, and by him
traluud.
p i s note will be printed in our next.]
Mr. H o ~ a e oforwarded
~
an amended list of the Ssnscrit Bauddha works
procurnble in NepP. Such M have been sent home to Pnris or London,
were noted by M aeteriek.
Phyaionl.
A note on the progreaa of the boring in Fort William wae rend by
Capt. TAYUB,
Town Major. [Vide infra.]
A memorandum of a well sank in the Chandpur bunds, near the foot of
the bwrrlik rsnge, wae likewioe communicated by Lieutenant BAKEB,
Engineers.
A descriptive catalogue of part of the Society's collection of 8ilhet
dells, waa received from Mr. W. H. BENSON,M. A. 8.
[Printed in the present number.]
A letter from Lieutenant Gso. FULLJAYIB,
giving further detail of the
fossil diecovenen at Perim, and announcing the deepatch of specimens for
t h e Society'e mumum.
[As this letter arrived while the Baron Huarq's note w.s in the prear, the
iateruting puticdnn it contained were appended to that paper ; see laat No.

i
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Mr. B. H. H o m l l o ~transmitted 97 further specimens of his Illustrationn of Nip6leae Zoology ;a h p a p s ,
three new
of thrueh.
On three new species of woodpecker.
Dr. W. C a m o n submitted hie &etch of an undeecribed hooded rerpent with fangs and maxillar teeth, aooompnnied with coloured drawings
m a large scale.
Dr. N. W A Lpreeented
~
two papers on new genera of plants, by Dr.
G a r ~ m m to
, which the author ham given the names of Buokhdia and

sedgwirkia
m e n will be i n ~ r t e din ow next.]

Prcrsnto the Afuwurn fl Ndural Hirtorg.
Specimenr of the greateared owl, (Bubo Macz+a;J
Flunmr
Fly-catcher, (MweMlrpa Fhmmea;) Curial King-tieher,*(~a.I+~ Gurial;) black-headed Oriole, ( O r W w Mslan+w
;
J Bengal wood(Piew Ma& ;
J s k d s of
pecker, (Pieur &ngahuk;)-Woodpecker,
Horr~bill,( B u m Hornmi ;) and Pelican, (Pclsaanur OnocmWu~,
J md
skin of the Amethystine Python ; preeented by W. B. Doair, E 4 .
Specimens of Silky-throat R4y6, (Ruya S s r i w ;) Nepal Bucia,
(Bueio Nepdmris;) blask-hSibia, (Sfbh N
i ;)Piaeid Sibia,
(Sibia Pieaoider;) and blue-winged Chloropeia, (CY+
Cgonuptew;)
presented by B. H.Hodgm, Erg.
The above are specimens of new genera, instituted by Mr. Howeon ;
papers on which he haa favored the &ty with ; and the epec,imens
will
- .
be figured in his great work on the Fauna of Nepal.
Specimens of white eye-browed Jnca~,(PawaSupsrcilioM,J and Girm
Teal, ( A m G n u , ) premnbd by W. C. Smith, Eq.
The internal ear of the Whale, presented by 1% T. P*inrsp, E 4 .
Specimens r e r e exhibited of Birds from Ahorah, mounted in the
Mumum ;and an articulated skeleton of the Adjutant, .lea prepared there.
On the conclusion of the ordinary buaineos of the meeting,
A letter waa rend h m the Most Rev. the Biahop of Cochin China,
(who was prenent at the meeting) reeubmitting a proporition for the p u b
limtion of his Anamitan Dictionary, and stating that in an interoier
with tbe Governor General, he had been empowered by his Lordship to
renew his application to Govt. through the Secretary of the W e t y .
The favorable recommendation embodied in the report of the Commitof Papera last year, wee qualified on one paint-namely, in .s much ae the
specimen of the work then before them wanted thechinem character, which
wos deemed esoential to ita perfection ae a literary work. This wae now
removed, and the Biehop was present, and ready to engage for ite m e e t
insertion : he would also engage, should it be determined to publiah in lithography, to write, or superintend and correct, the whole of tbe work on
tranefer paper, for the consideration of 4,000 rupeea The paper and
printingmight coetabout 1,900 more. On these new grounds it wan agreed
that there would be no disrespect in submitting a second application to
Government in favor of the proposition, which the Secretary wae requested
to prepare.
Note on the Progmu fl Ute Bmonngin Fort William. By Captain TAYLOB, M. A. 8.
I n laying before the Society the .cwmplraying section* and s@mens
of the strata found in the reaent operations carried on in Port W i h m
for the dieeovery of a spring of pure water, it may be expected that I
should give same account of the progrew and state of the experiments;
I therefore beg to ofFer the following observations.
We poltpone thin nntil the operations, hitherto so mccauful, may have
been brought to a c10ao.-ED.
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I

A detail of the early put of tbcre operations, which c o m m e n d in
October kst, would -prim
little besides a narrative ofdifficulties barren
of fact. raieotificolly interesting. I t will he rrufficient briefly to strite, that
in the first attempt a depth of 136 feet only r n s attained by boring ; when
the e r n e quicksand which in every case seems to have b d e d General
G ~ m l n ' na r t n to proceed, put an end to this also.-The tuben, withont
upport ia the loma sand, separated in several places, and feu out of the
; all attempts to rejoin or recover them fniled.
As the same strata, and wnrequently in so much an that is concerned,
the same difficulties might be ex ected to occur in boring in any part uC
the aIluvial formation of the d e k of the Gangee, i t x u not w p p ~ e e d
tbat any material advantage would be gained by changing tho site of
operations ;it waa resolved to proceed with aaecond attempt in the immediate vicinity of that where we had juet failed.
On the 88th of April another ehaft was commenced ; experience l ~ u d
euggertad r e v d improvements in the amngement of the machinery, a ~ d
tau h t us to use the tools with better effect. The inlproved skill of the
ror%men wan made manifat by the fact, that the depth of 1% feet,
which in the fir& attempt occupied forty-cleven working daye tu attain,
was now reached in eighteen with earn and facility.
So f u the etrrrb pamd tbroqyh, wrraponded preciwly, in their order
a t least, with all that had m u r r e d on former occasions. l'he eaule quirksand which caueed tho abandonment of the first attempt wan reached at
120 feet; and at this point our difficulties commenced. T o obviate the
disaster which had rendered our Labour abortive in the first instance,
the tuben were secured against dielacation in the loose sand by lererr a t
Meir jointe ; and to thin precaution must be attributed the succew of
the work MI far. The sand alluded to ie of so loom, I may M ,semitlrlid
a character, that on the removal of a portion of the water r&ch stands
in the tube to 16 feet from the surface, it immediately roee 17 feet ;and
although a t thie time the work war prooecuted night and day without
any intermission, the aand rose faster in the t u b than it could be removed; w that at the end of eleven daye and nights of incesssnt toil i t hpd
risen from 122 to 103 feet.
Hence it became evident tbat tbe only mode of overcoming the oh,
stscle~pneented by the w d waa to force the tubing down, until coming
in contact with come 6a-aatraturn, the nand ehould be excluded. By unrek i n g porsevelmce and mucb labour, frequent1 gaining but a few inches
in the day, tbe t u b a a t U attained a depth o Z l 6 7 feet. The u n d wa.
gained upon ; at 158 feet it n u obeerved to become darker in color and
coanr in grain, containing a quantity of what appeared to be m a l l pieees
of iron om*. A t 169 feet a stiff clay with yellow vein8 occurred, regembliog in appearanoe a thin stratum pawed a t 187 feet. The borer, which
during the prevalence of the sand waa always behind the tubing, somet i m a eeveral feet, now penetrated in advance of it, and in less than 24
horn reached the depth of 175 feet.
The clay at 163 feet chan ed, for a short space, remarkably in color md
ubatance; becoming dark, &able, and apparently containing much v e g b
table and poeeibly some fermginoue matter. At 170 feet it became sandy,
m d gradually pared into a very c o u w sharp sand mixed with small fiygments of quarts and felapu, which waa brought up from IT6 feet.
This gravel or shingle a t present impedes further ro reen, until as
&dl hare mado * n o anger capable of penetrating an{ liXing the atones.
Ibd wabrworm nodule8 of hydrated oxide, like the laterite of South In-
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of a Tdnk Patra,which WM f w d in 6 #?Id of the
viUage of Piplidnagar in the Sh@lput Pargau6, by a Kriuin engaged
in ploughing, a d pmentd to Mr. L. WILUNION, the Political
Agent at Bhopdl, by the Jap'rddr.
[In a letter to the Editor of the Jolund of the h & H o Society.]
It b incumbent upon the friend of reaearch to contribute every
piece of information, however tritling. thrown in his way by accident
or opportnnity, by which the future neearches of our aucceasom in
ngPFd to the hiday and chronology of thie country may be, in any
degree, promoted. With thii view I have thought it proper to form d t , you
~ the copy of m inecription on a copper plaE'lately found
.t Piplisuagar, in thie neighbourhood. For the benefit of the pure1y
E@ah reader, I have added a translation, which, if found correct,
yon can ah0 inert.
O n referring to the Chronological Table of the djaa of MAlw6,
given in the number of your Journal for December 1835, I find that
this phte confirtie the Uijain Inscription in regard to the order of
mcceseion of four princea.
Three other copper-plateu have eince been found at the mame vilbgs. I have not yet had time to translate, or indeed to decipher them.
L. WILXINWN.
inscription does more than Mr. WIUINSONallows, for it
.d&fom important names to the Uijain list, below that of JAYAVABXA, (see Chwn. Tab. 105.) and having a date A. D. 1210 to A a r o ~
the l& of the list, it exactly 4118 the blank between the former prince
(1143), and BIEBALin 1220. We have no apace for comments.
but we offer our best thanks to Mr. WILK~NEON
for hk d u a b l e
wntribution.-ED.]
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To Virtue, the k~la
worthy object of d& to mrn, hail I
1. May the beet af B&ane.
who gives happinem to the d o h
universe by accepting a small portio~of the earth tu an emblem of
the whole, give happiness to yon.
[Or, may SRBOEA,
who gives happiness to the whole world, upholding (by contact with) that portion (matting on his head), give happiaeea to you. Or, may the moon, who gives happiness to the whole
world, and who receives (in an eclipse) the shadow of the earth, give
happineas to yon.]
who
~ ~gave
A , to the Brahmans the whale
2. May that P A U A ~ H U R
earth, after it had become red M the setting sun, being drenched in
the blood of the race of C h t r i y a a &strated ia terrible c o d i d ,
ever be praised.
8. May that UXA.
who victorious in battle, quenched in the flood
of tears, caused MANDODAUI
to shed the fire that burnt in the breast
of the virtuous SI'TA,when torn from her consort, give advation
to you.
. 4. May Y U D ~ I ~ H T Hwhom
~ M . feet the valiant B a r u ~kiessd in
humility, and whom CHANDUA,
the founder of his race, formed wholly
in his own likeness, live for ever.
5. The illustrions R6ja BHWADSVA,formerly reigned : he was
the chief d the Param6r prince-a, and in glory equal to the conqueror
of.&uer. He traversed the earth in victory even to its ocean b i t e .
6. On the appearance of this glorious king, the hme of all hwtile princes in all regions of the earth faded into obscurity, as white
water-liliea in a d e d lake bowing their heada submiseively, lose
their brightneas before the world-pervading glories of the rising frill
moon.
7. To U j a BHWAmmeeded U D A Y ~ D I ~
wAh ,w constant delight was in the pursuit of pleasure. : he was singulariy endowed 6th
the virtues of a hero ; and stripped his enemiea of their glory and h e .
8. How many proud princes with their terrible armies did not thu
Rdja overtbow in ever-memorable battlea, which remnbled the w u
af ehtenb in the u n i v e d delage by the rapid discharge of hia irreahtible and faat-flyingarrowm ; or he wae like the whirlwind, which
rising up at the universal deluge by ita irresistible force, overthrows
whole ranges of t e d c and inaccessible mountains.
9. Afte.r him succeeded R6ja N~anvrmun,who smote his enemies
b death. He waa wiae and s t c d b t in support d religion and virtae :
a very paragon of excellence, and a perfect model to the princer of
the earth.

10. He restored to religion, who stood infirmly on one foot in
thh iron age of gailt, ib four-fold mupport, by making daily p n t a of

hdtoBrahnuM.
11. Y m m o n u r ~ ,the chief ornament of the Cahatriya tribe,
meaeded to him : and to him suamded AJ~YAVAEMA,
distinpbhed
by hie w d t h and v i e t o h .
12. His son VINDRAYAVABMA,
glorio- in his life, next fobwed.
He was dirtingnished for hm
i heroism, and by hie pemonal prowess,
md directed hia ambition to the reduction of the country of Guzerht.
13. The aword of this warrior assumed a threefold edge, when uprrLed to yield protection to the three worlds.
14. Hi. mn AMV~HYAYANA,
equal to Indra in glory, next ruled
the people. S U B H A T A V A
whom?
~ ~ A ,aim WM directed towardm conh n i n g the people in the practice of virtue, succeeded to him.
15. The angered proweas of this conqueror, like the fiery rap of
the nun, which exercised its thundering rage on the city of Patas in
(or citiea of) Gum&, i m witneaeed to the preaent day in the forestcon9agratione that still prevail in the country.
16. On the crecmt of thh prince to heaven, hia son, ABJUNA
Rij4 s u e d , who still hol& on hia u n u the circle of thin earth,
as a bracelet encircla the wrbb.
SINHA
Mja to flight
17. Thin prince, when stilla child, put JAYA
even in child's play ; the eight D i p & (or d e n of the eight corners
of the world) smiled at hir success. 'I'hua hir fame reached the en&
of the world.
18. He h a very treaaure of poetry and melody. S ~ a ~ r n r n * ,
delighted by the accomplishmenb of thie prince, gave him her own
lyre and her sacred volnmes.
19. To whom but to him, who is equally renowned for the threefold virtues, learning, d o u r , and generc~ity, can we attribute the
enlightenment of the threa worlds ?
To thh R6ja belongs all prosperity. By theme prerenta he inform the
oftiars of Government, all Brahmans and others, the pat+l and rayats
of the village of Piriwiri in the Shakapur pargad, that in the fort
of Mandu, this day 10th P U p n Shakla of the Samvat year 1267.
he h.s given away thin village in free gift, in commemoration of hie
.ccesaion, after the prescribed ablutions and due worship of SAMBEU,
and with due regard to the fleeting vanities of this world.
20th verse. As the clouds are drifted along by the wind, so enjoyment from the senses laeta but for an instant : the l i e of man is like
the dew-drop depending from the tip of a blade of grass ; and
virtue in the only friend that will avail in the world to come.

Thus rcdtcating upon h e v d e a of t b uodd, he &ved
to
~k the (sure thongh) invirible rewards of a futim a t a . He &refore gave thin village to the Brahman Govmor, hi pnrohit, the m n
af JAITME SINB,the son of SOYADEVA,
the son of h w AVUAmra, of the Tribe (Pram) of K ~ ~ Y A V
PA
A~, ' I I A
and NAIDHBWA,
of the family ( m a ) of K ~ ~ E Y Aand
P A a, followm of the Madhyandiha (or Wajaaaneya) rhakha or branch of the vMm. He gave the
whole village ta itm utmost limits., and all its grovea of trees, with
the full asdract of its Tents and revenues and rights, and of all the
moveable property therein, including all right to trove property fonnd
therein, that he and his father and mother may increase in good
dorks and in reputation. This gift is to laat so long a the moon.
and sun, and the earth shall eadure, being duly made with comecrated
water on a befitting record and with all reverence. Let the paG1
and all the inhabitante of this village, bearing the royal generosity
in mind, obey his ordere, and make over to him the full asafroct d
all the rights and daes heretofore paid to Government, excepting
only such endowments and grants aa have been made to temples
and Brahmans. And let my descendants, and all who may succeed
me, though not of my blood, w d l underatanding that they will thereby be entitled to a participation in the fruits, preserve and maintain
this grant in its integrity.
It has been written.** SAQAB
and many other princes have enjoyed the earth in sueoeasion. But every prince who maintains in full force any grant of a
predecessor, acquires the anme religions merit and title to future!
reward as the original donor."
And again it baa been said," The Mja, who resumes g~antaof land made as a religiose oilwing either by himself or by former Rbjas, shall bemme a vile worm
to roll in filthy ordure : and shall drag his ancestars down into the
&me po~ution. Meeting that power aad wealth and even life
itself, are aa unstable as the dmp that floats on the leaf of the lotus,
let dvery man refrain from detracting from the good name and fram
perverting the religious merits of another."
Written on Thmday, 10th P h 6 l p , Shudha of the Sampat year
1267, by the R6j-GGm MADANA,
and with the concurrenoe of the
most learned Pandit BILEANA.

II.-Note on f b white s d a embroidered Scmfr of the T&IU h ~ t u .
By Major T . H . A. LLOTD. Wdh a trmlation sf the motto OR t L
By ~ B X CBOX*
.
-in
of o~~pre8ented
to the Alt'llfic Son'*.
IIiia&~.
Having received lately. with a letter from Biltan, one of the silk
scarfs mentioned by T U ~ N PasR in nse in that country and Tibet,
which, though rather duty, is of a ruperior manufacture and more
highly qrnamented with figures of deitier than those I have heretofore
met with. I think it may be presented as a specimen to the Society.
I can fully confirm T u n ~ r n ' saccount of its general me in all intermurse, and am sorry I have not had any opportunity of ascertaining
the origin of the crtetom, which is, I believe, peculiar to Tibet, BGtm,
and S i i m . I applied to Mr. CBOYAKoaos~for an explanation
of the dentencea woven in at the ends of the scarf, and tbat gentleman'
has kindly trammibed and trandated them. I enclose his notes on.
the subject, and to save you the trouble of a reference. I shall copy
what Tnmsr .says on this subject ;to whose account I can only add
that these d e are almost indispenrable in all religious ofiringa, as.
well as on the occasions he mentions.
T.H. A. LLOYD.
IITtalyr. 31ut May,1836.

-

Etttactfrom firner's Embassy, 4to. Edition, 1800.
Page 67. a * We each advanced, presenting, one after the other, a
white siik scarf, or long narrow piece of pelong, fringed at both ends,.
M is the custom in these countries, to the Rbja, who, keeping his seat?
dl the time, took them in hb hand, and passed them to his zempi. .
Page 71. We delivered to the aempi, or master of the ceremonies,
a silk ecarf for each of us, which being thrown across our slioddeii, he dismissed us.
Page 72. An inferior, on approaching a snperior, presents the'
white iiik scarf; and, when dismissed, has one thrown over his neck.
with the ends hanging down in front. Equals exchange scarfa on
meeting, bending towards each other, with an inclination of the body.
No intercourse whatever takes place without the intervention of a
scarf; it always accompanies every letter, being enclosed in the &me
packet, however distant the place to which it is dispatched. Two
colours are in use for this manufacture, which is of China, white and
red : the latter is rather confined to the lower orders : the white is
reepectfnl in proportion to its purity and fineness ; there are vatioum
Cegrees in both. I am yet ignorant of the origin of this custom, but
shall endeavour, at some future time, to obtain an explanation of it.

asr
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P. &-I may &o mention that the kw-tow or nine prortrationa,
an knocking the head nine times on the ground, is in these countries
alwap performed by inferiors 4pproaching their superiore."

-

~01ulatimof a Bbetan d o h , fdon a white piece of Chine
8 ~ ~ fd ,k

d qq-&.p*m y : b,krashb kba b,tags,or

."

-f

of

benediction

1 ~ i q - a ' + 4 4 ~ *i1aq-+*a4'~I

i jY~~ s E ; * ~ v * ~

asw4r;* I
4 q - ~ d b s . ~ 4 * ~ sI~~b
%4~~&~- 4
8~ d w & 4 q - 9 ~ ' 3 ( 4
l%e mme in Roman Character.
Nyin-mo bde-legs mta'han bdel-legs, Nyin-mahi gang ynng b&,
legs-ehing,
Nyin mb'han rtag-tu brda-legs-pahi, dkon-chog porn-gyi bkrashin shog.
Itd~&tiom.

Blessed the day ;blewed the night ;the mid-day also being bleaaed :
may day and night, alwaps return (bring) the special favour of the
three most precious (holy) ones."
(Or thuo; the f&our of the eminent three holy o m ) the qqqqy.4 b e i i rendered, in Latin, inuiph, .&mu, &c.
Nm.-On

the cloth the

qfqq y ir not rutliciently dirtinct ; I took it Brat

for 9<v6pqy
an in the two former linsr ; but now I correct it u it probabll
rtmnda on the cloth.

30th May.

A. C ~ O MKAO B ~ I .

In.-Note on the origin of the Ammian Era, and tke rejiwmation of
AVDALL,
Esq., M. A. S.
the Hru'col~Kalendar. By JOEANNEB
While the Abysiniane. Babylonians. Egyptians, Persians, Bactrianm,
and other primitive nations of h i a , have each had their respective
epochs, the people of Armenia, where the descendants of tha second
grand progenitor of mankind began to increase and multiply, are not
without a national era of their own. I t is not my intention to enter
here into a description of the various eras that have from ancient
timea obtained among the people of the East, M they have been
m c c d y treated of in the chronological works of learned authon.
I shall only confine my obeervations to the origin of the Armenian
era, and the reformation of the Haitxu or Armenian kalendar.

Note or the mi9ir, of the Armenian Era.
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I t appears from our historical records that the Armenian era originated in A. M. 3252. immediately after the coronation of the Annenian king PAROYR. ARBACB~,
prince of the Medee, it must be
and
remembered, having availed himeelf of the wistance of PAUOYU,
a prince of Babylon, succeeded in subvertof BBLI~ISNABONAI~AU,
ing the Assyrian kingdom, and proclaiming h i m d king of heyria.
Ensigm of royalty were conferred by the conqueror on both of his
powerful allies, each of whom returned from the field of bottle to hie
respective country. This memorable conquest of Assyria was eignalked by the commencement of the era of NABONA~SAB
in Babylon,
and by the origin of the Haican era in Armenia, which dates 743
years before Christ.
The Armenian era WM from the commencement regulated according to solar years, like the erae of the Babylonians, Medes, Persians,
and Egyptiam. The ancients were of opinion that the solar year conshted of 365 daps, without paying any regard to the addition of the
six hours. which formed the concluding part of each par. Consethe third of Persia.
quently, the Armenian era, like that of YI~DBQIUD
anticipated the Jnlian year by one day in every fonr years. They
divided the year into twelve month, giving to each 30 days, and
added five days at the end, called ~ c b f i - 3 Aveliax, which signifies d e d , and is equivalent to the Greek word pagomen (rcppw.)
Thns the Armenian calendar year was made to comprise 365 daya.
leaving out the six hours. And according to this mode of computation all the Armenian years are common, but not intercalary. The
following are the names and d a p of the Armenian months.

1
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30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
5

30
60
90
120
laO
210
240
210
300
330
360
365

Here in the order of the
Armenianmonthr u e to be reen
not only the number
day8
thereof, commencing from Navaurd,which is the fint month
of the j e u according to the
Armenian era, but alsu the
total of the days of the year up
to Aceliar or Pagomen, which
inwidably conristr of 5 bp,
even in leap years.

According to the above mode of compntation, the month of Nava.
mud will commence on the 24th of Angnat in the year 1836, and
&r

Ilapse

gf four years it will

3 D

begin on the 23rd of A-t

L&u).
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I n this manner it will anticipate the Julian year by one day in every
four years, and after a period of 120 yeam tho difference between
the Armenian and Julian epochs will be 30 days. The lapse of
1460 y e a . will increase this ditrerence to a whole year, and the
beginning of N a v ~ a r dwill again fall on the 24th of August, the day
on which it will have commenced in the year 1836.
I t ia stated in ancient Armenian chronological works, that the
Armenian era was recommenced on the 11th of July. A. D. 552, on
which day f d the first of Navasard. But the want of an intercalary
day in the Armenian year creates a deviation of the beginning of the
month of Navasard from the day of the Roman month, on which it
originally commenced. We know on the authority of Armenian
authors, that the month of Areg in the early part of the fifth century
corremponded with the month of March. N r r a s ~ sthe Graceful concludes hi letter to the Greek Emperor EMMANUEL
thus : '' Written
in the Armenian era 619, in the Armenian month of Areg, and in the
Roman month of October." And in an old manuscript copy of the
Armenian Ritual is stated thus : "Written in the Armenian era 670,
in the month of Mehekan, which corresponds with the month of
August."
In the vear of Christ 551 the Armenian Kalendar was reformed by
the Armenian PontiE, Mosrs the Second, a native of the village of
Eliward, in the province of Aragazotn, and eminently distinguished
for his extraordinary talenta and profound erudition. On his elention to the pontifical throne, he devoted his attention to the reformation of the Armenian Kalendar. A council was accordingly convened
by him in Duin, consisting of learned Bishops and scientific individuals, by whose co-operation he succeeded in remodelling the Armenian Kalendar, as much as the circumstances of the times permitted.
by newly commencing the cycle. Thenceforward the Armenian nation
adopted the reformed Kalendar, and generally began to reckon their
years in accordance with the rule laid down therein. I n order to
know the Armenian era, deduct from the Christian era 551 years, and
the remainder, whatever it may be, will be the Armenian era required.
For.instance, if 551 years be deducted from 1836, the remainder will
be 1285, which is the present Armenian year.
I t is usual with the people of Armenia to reckon the hours of the
day from sunset to sunset, in imitation of the custom prevalent in
ancient times amongst the Italians. The day, consisting of 24 hours.
is called in Armenian UL~V
Aur, which entirely corresponds in sound
with the8English word hour !In the Armenian language the hours
of the day and night have respectively distinct names, which I shall
state below.

'
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m of the hours of the Day.
Names of the b u r s of the N k h t .
1. ~ ~ - - p ~ k ~Kbavarak,
1- U-1
Aig,
9. ?,.-&I
aig,
2. U ~ - ~ - - Q S
Aghjamkhj,
8 ~ p - + ~ . Mitha~ail,
3. ,glJF-+mL~
Znirasid,
4. d u ~ - @ b - ~ Charagaithail, 4. C-y-r-a
Shaghavot,
5. C-PICC~~-~
Sharavighail,
5. 4 . r J d o - r
Kamavot,
6- D+-.+.Z
Erkratea,
6. fi--4-%:
Bavakan,
7- C-Sp+:
Stranthakogh,
7. ~ u - . Q 3 b - ~ Khothapail,
8- +hr+
Gizak,
8- ( r u b p a
Hirakath,
9. 4 - p $YJLb~Lt H6r Phdlail,
9. L.rr-?fbIT:
Lusachiem,
Aravot,
10. f&p@hl' Thaghathail, 10. Unur 0-a
11- U=-Z"I
Arsghot,
11. L ~ I - + . ~ LLu~llpail,
I
12.
12. +-JL&-LI
PhailaziL
Arphogh.
It is recorded in the ancient annala of Armenia, that ARMENAC,
the
son of HAIC, had twelve brothere, who were respectively called by
the names of the twelve Armenian months. He had also twenty-four
sisters, who received the respective names of the twenty-four hours
of the day.
The Armenians of British India as well as of other parts of the
globe, have adopted the use of the old Julian etyle and months in
mercantile transactions, and in their correspondence with Europeans.
N

on the march of Akxmder. By M . COURT,ancim
&eve de l'kcole rnilitaire & St. Cyr.

N.-Conjecture8

[Communicated by Captain C . M. WADS*.]

According to PLUTABCH,
the first country through which ALEXANDER
passed on leaving Hprcania. was Parthia. I shall therefore set out
from this province, which is supposed to be the modern Khorascin;
and what confirms us in this supposition is, that to the south of
Parthia was situated Tabiana, now Thabas, which town is to be found
in this direction between two deserts. Another incontestable proof
L, that the province of Margiana, which was contiguous to Parthia, is
to be found situated in the country of Meimant?, watered by tho
modem Murg-a'b, called Margus by the ancients.
BARBIB'DU BOCAOB
fixes the capital of the Parthian empire at
Nicephorium, or Nishapu'r. But I must here notice that the town of
T h may very probably be Parthonisa, of which he makes mention ;
and if this be the case, the tombs which are here to be found are those
of the kings of Parthia.
We are indebted to the kindas88 of a lady friend for the tramlation of

M. COURT'SvdIMble xemoir.-ED.
3
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I t WM in this province that the traitor Brasus seized the person
of DARIUB,whom he snbaequently assassinated. History does not
record the spot where the assassination took place. From the statement
of PLUTARCH,
it appears ALEXANDER
sojourned for some time in
Parthia. After he left thie province his march became exceedingly irregular and confused, and dre find no historical elucidation of it. Some
is amongst
historians say that he returned to Hyrcania; PLUTARCE
those who give us this statement; others, however, relate that he
the geographer, i a of opinion, tbat
marched into Bactriana. RENNEL,
on leaving the western provinces of the Caspian Sea he passed
through Aria and Zarmgei to make the conquest of Armhosia, and
that from thence he proceeded to direct his attack upon the Bactrians.
I am led 6 be of this opinion ; and what most strongly induces me to
adopt it, is the death of PHILOTAS,
which was very much anterior to
the murder of CLITUS; and it is well known that the former perished
in Zarangai, and the latter in Sogdiana. ALEXANDEB
on leavingl
Parthia passed through Aria, which is watered by the modern Arius.
anciently called the Heriroud. and which passed by Herat. He here
built a town, which I imagine must be that called Obeh, situated ten
famange to the east of Herd : however, this latter town was built by
ALEXANDER,
according to the reports of its inhabitants ; but some
geographers refute their statement by giving as their opinion, that
Herat is not the Aria of the ancients. BARBIB.DU BOCAOE
says, that
Artacvaaa, otherwise called Aria, *as the capital of the province of
thin name. In regard to this. I must notice that in my travels from
Ispaikin to Yezd, I found the town of Ardmn, in its vicinity, in the
m e route, the equally ancient town of Akda, and quite close to this
again was another called Beni-bit. Now these three towns bear in
their namer the strongest resemblance to those called Aria. Artacvana.
m d Bitaxia, that B ~ a s r or r BOCAGEfixes in Aria Proper. This
muntry, of which I have just spoken, is situated between Ar&tcin and
the province of Yezd, and is no other than the Iaatcechca ( warocxo~)
of the Greeks, where the worship of fire and the institutions of the Magi
were established. I muat, moreover, notice that at the distance of tor0
days' journey southward of the town of Ttin, we enter the temtory of
Bucharia, and here meet with ruim. which may be attributed to the
ancient Persians ; but I must observe, that neither in this canton or in
thoee of the three above-mentioned towns, is any river bearing the
name of Arius to be found,
h m Areia, ~ ~ X A N D Rmarched
R
into Zarangaei, now called $@atan, but a vestige of its ancient name remuins in that of the
capital called Z a a ~ g which
,
ie no other than the town of Prepibio,
where ALEXANDER
put PEILOTIBto death.
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This t o m was situated at a short distance from the Etynondrr. now
alled the Hiad-mind, which river empties itself into the lake ZM,
otherwise called N k ' m , known by the ancientn under the name of
the lake Arian. Thie river receives in its coursa that which flows
from the temtorv of F a r r d , and which is no other than the Pharmacotis of the Greeks, for there ia not a doubt that F d was the
ancient Phra, the country of the famous R U ~ T AofHPersia.
From thence he went into Arachosia, a province watered by the
river Arachotua, which emptied itself into the lake Areiana. and
which is the same ae the Amamdub, which haa its rource in the canton of Nmmr, and which subsequently flows through the territory of
Chdahtzr, and from theme falls into the Hiad-mind four famange
below M U . The town which was situated on this river, wid to be
built by SBMIMMIC,
o q h t to be found amonget the ruins of C d ~
or more probably it is the ruins of that town which are visible upon
the river Arcuuaan, four faraanga below Ccudahijr upon the road to
Slikdrprr. Two equally ancient towns are b e of Eakarganj,
and of Sh-aafa, the ruins of which may be seen upon the mad which
h d a to G h d . Ae to the Alexandropolis of A m k k j e , it undoubtedly
is OM C d k a r . Nicsea appears to me to be G b i .
The Macedonian conqueror muat necesrarily have paseed through
CMdcrhir, aa the several roads branch ofT from this town which lead to
India, through C&l, G W and Bblktfrpw; and moreover all the
extent of country to the south of Arachosia, is nothing but m e desert
of moving sands, which occupy a distance of forty farsanga, stretching over as far as the country of Neukhi and Karan. which form a
of &J&h&tt611.
To the north of Arachoaia we find the county of the Par-,
s e p d h Bactriana, by a high chain of mountains, to which t
b
name of Caucoars WM given by the companions of ALXXAND~U,
out of
compliment to this prince, who wished to traverse them. Here they
found a cavern that they transformed into the cave of Promethew.
I have been assured that a similar cavern does exist in the environs of Caadahar, at the spot called Khar-Jemahid-jan. The mount a i n o ~part of the country of Parapamhi is now inhabited by
& ~ m d o , amongst whom exist a tribe of the Bactiaris, who doubtless
sre a descent from the intrepid Bactrians who offered such a valoroui~
re&tance to A~sxmrnm,and who repulsed him several times before
they were made to surrender. I preeume that this conqueror penetrated into this country, either by re-aaeending the valley watered by the
Am&b,
or by passing through the defiles of the chain of GuG
koor. n e u G h d , where we may remark some dyke8 built here by

,
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Sultan MAEMUD
GHAZNAV~.
In thk passage he had to penetrate
through heavy falls of snow before he could reach Bactria, the capital
of Bactriana, which they eay must have been the same as Bolkh.
This country. according to B ~ n s r DU
d Bocno~,extended to the south
of the Oxus, a large river which stretched as far as the Paropamieus.
It compromises Bactriana, properly so called, and the country of Margiana, of which I have already spoken.
OXPABTBS,
the father of ROXANA,
was king of the whole of thia
country.
I t wan at Bactria that ALEXANDEB
condemned Brasue to have his
nose and ears mutilated. CAL~STEENES
wae arrested at the place called
Cariata. PLUTARCE
relates, that ALBXANDBU
was on the banks or
confines of the Orus when he first meditated the conquest of India.
The route which he pursued is. I imagine, the one now adopted by
the caravans which pass from Bdkh to C&1, and which appears to
be the only passable road through which thie mountainous country
can be traversed.
This road passes through the temtory of h h a , a very ancient
town, not far from which are to be found the prodigious ruins named
Gnlgula. Six koe further, we meet with others that are attributed to
%HAK
SHAH
; and at the place called Siggan, there are the remains of
a fortress, the bnilding of which the inhabitants attribute to ALBXANDEB. If this tradition be well founded, there is not a doubt that it must
have been in this apot that A L ~ X A N Dbuilt
E U the town in the country
of the Igropamisaei, and from whence he proceeded to Cophenes.
This starting point is a stumbling-stone for geographers, inasmuch
as none of them have been able to determine ita exact position. For,
proceeding in their narration from thence, some state that he marched
to Cow, which they mistake for Cophenes; and had he done so, he
muet have qnitted the Paropamisaei, gone through the defiles of G h i ,
and have precipitated himself from thence to the cantons of Gcrdit
and Lwgird; then crossing the country of the B o n g b b he would
have proceeded to Peucelaotis by the route of Kohht. In this case
Borikrajaa must be Arigaeum, of which we find mention made in
history. But I would observe, that along this route no such important river as the Cophenes is to be found; and then again how improbable it appears that ALEXANDEB,
who had such an immense
tract of land to explore, would have ordered his generals Her-TION and PEBDICCA~
to conduct a division through a track so distant as that through Peucelaotie. I t is then more probable that
he must have taken the road to C d k l , and from thence dismissed
his generals, with orders to proceed in their route to Jrkila'bad,
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and he himself pursued that which led to Lagman, and which answer~the historical description, being very rugged and mountainous,
but still such as to allow the cavalry to penetrate through it. From
thence he mold give assistance to that division of l i s army which
were detached towards Pencelaotis.
Whilst pursuing this train of supposition. I cannot help observing
that the Macedonian conqueror must of necessity have passed through
C6bul; for its geographical position is so brilliant, so advantngeous,
that it is a military position which we cannot but suppose that he
noticed, and therefore traversed it.
It is then only the more unaccountable, that to this day that no
geographer has been able to ascertain the ancient name of this town,
the foundation of which the inhabitants attribute to KEIKOBAD.
From
the fertility and luxuriance of this territory, I om led to think that it
must be the same as Cabura or Ortospanurn, of which BARBIE'DU
BOCAOB
speaks, describing it as " a town situated upon the route
which led from the Alexandria of the Areians to India, and which wae
not very far from the Paropamiaan Alexandria."
RHNNRL'Sopinion appears to be erroneous when he says, that the
Cow-nrarl of BABERS H A His the same as the Cophenes, the principal
branches of which, he adds, are rivers flowing from the G h i and
G w r d i s ; for the river Chazni, according to the account given by
its neighbouring inhabitants, empties itself into a lake which is
situated at the south of Moukkor, in the canton of Zennele. As
to the b m c h called the Guerdiz, it is no other than a narrow
stream, and can scarcely be denominated a river. On the other hand.
he adds, that the river of Cophenes was defined as the eastern boundary of the province of Paropamisua, of which Alexandria was the
capital, I must observe, that from the direction the Cow takes in its
course, it goes too far southward of the Paropamisus to form its
eastern boundary ; what he says there seems to have a more just reference to the province of Arachosia.
I am very tenacious, then, of my opinion, that the Cophenes must
be the same as the river of C d k l . This river has its source in the
country of the H a z d a , betwixt Bamian and Cdbul; it has its fall in
the mountains of Meidan, through which mns the road which lea&
from C d M to Balkh; from thence it traverses Cdbul, and receives
below this town the river of SMikabad, which also takes its source
from the Hazar&; a little lower still it is enlarged by its junction
with the P m j e - d i r ; this takes place at the spot called T e n g - c m .
From thence it proceeds in its c o m e through a mountainona part of
the county, and emptiu i t d in the western extremity of the valley

of Lugman, where it receives the waters of the Alumkhr. which flow
downwards from that territory. We follow it from thence into the
valley of Jelbkibad, where it is enlarged by its junction with the
SurkA-a'b, which rises in Peivm; and then again it receives the K h d r ,
which flows through Kaf&t&.
In leaving this deep valley it paseee
anew through the mountains of DekAa, and empties itself at Micheni
in the province of Peehdlwr; and when passing a short distance
from A8hnugar, it receives below that town the Jind, which flows
from the country of h j o r , then passes by Nouchreh, Akhora and
Jengfr, and from thence finally empties itself into the Indue; and
here k e 1o.e it abont half a league below the fortress of AttoK". From
Ciibul to Jeldjbad it is known by the name of the river Cubul, in the
Moumeadu by that of K h A , at PishJvar they give it the name of
Nogownan,and below that it is called Landeh, by the Kattuks and
Yusufzies.
From its source to Ashnugar it abonnds in rapids, shich make it quite
unnavigable in the rainy seaeon, and more particularly so during the
heavy falls of snow, which swell it out to a prodigious breadth. I
have above concluded that ALHXANDER
took the route to L ~ ~ I M J I ,
pRer having ordered his generals to go to Pencelaotis.
The Aspii and the Thymi that he attacked, appear to me to be the
Buzbim and the Tyuis,who inhabit the mountainous part of the
country which separates the valleys of Lagman and of JelilJbad from
the territory of Cdbul. As to the town of Aripnm, which wan found
beyond these mountains, it may be Alichung, a very ancient town
~ituatedin the valley of Layman. That of Tigueri, which is here to
be observed near the rivers of Meitarlam, is ale0 of a very ancient
date. The two rivers of Choe and of Evaepla, that he must have
croee.ed in order to arrive, must in all probability be the Pemj-#Air
and AlumkAar.
The valley of Lagman, as also that of Jeldldhd, were formerly inhabited by an idolatrone people, who were driven after the first conquests of the Mahomedam beyond the chain of Hindu-kou, the Emodnr
of the ancients. They are now known under the names Si+h
or
Kaferie, and the country that they inhabit ia just below that of Ka-

fkisljn.
The latter part of ib courm may be traced on s map, which we hare ban
permitted to copy from M. C O U P T 'original
~
aurvej ou ib war to the h i a t i a
Society of Paris, and which, with a few extract8 from hie geopraphid n o h on
the muntv, will appear in our next number.-ED.
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These nations d e h that they are descendants of the Ghorfs.
which name resembles greatly that of h i , of which notice ia
in history.
At JeldZJW ruins of a considerable extent u e to be found r their
origin ie not, however, known. I t is the eame with those that may
be observed three stag- further d,near the defile of the K&#,
and which u e alled Pwhbodsk. T h a e last u e situated on the
northern range of the chain of S@&ok, and not tat from thence ir
the village of Azarro, which one meets in the road from Jekilddd
to PaMwr. In these ruins are to be found some medals exactly like
those of Maaikydh; and from thi I am led to believe that theee
tow^ muat be of equal antiquity. It remains now to dircover what
were the names by which they were then called. The Mwdrdr
appear now to occupy the country of the Asllaceni, against whom
Awxmnsr marched, pfter having crossed the Gnravln. Thh river,
which he mowed with great Wculty, appeam to me to be tbs
K h a r , a river the stream of which is very rapid and fall of
polished stones, like the Aiumkhar : it flows from Kafkiatan. If it
be not this river, it muet be that of C
& iW, which here took the
pame of Gproeus, from the Ghomus which inhabited the b&,
or
rrther the Jinde which travereca the country of Bajru.
From thence ~ X A N D E Rwent into the country of Bajra, call&
by M Bijore. This town is situated 60 kos N. N. W. of P&mw: is very ancient, and we m y there find many medala like
of M a d y a k . It re&
to be proved if it is really there that we
find the Bazira of the Greeks. This mount.inoue caantry is traversed
by the river Jidc. which divides it from the canton of 1 9 d , and.
which after having emptied itself into the defilea of the Tmyui pamea
to the west of Ashagar, throwing itself from thence into that of
C&l.
If Bqjw be the Bazira of the Cireeks, it is in this country that
we mmt search for the famous mountain of Aornua, the seizure of
which was one of ALBUNDER'.~
most brilliant exploits.
From tbie country ALExa~mapassed towards the Indue, and took
p o m d o n of the town and fortress of Pencehotis, which H I P H ~ T I O I U
and Psno~ccrehad been besieging for upwards of a month.
Several geographers think that thi province is the eame as that
of Pcbhdar. In this case the Malamantus, upon which Peuals wb d t , is no other than the river Barrd, which flows downwards ftom
tbe Khder mountains, and which loses itaelf in that of Cdbrl. RSNNIL.
led into error by FORSTBR,
supposes thnt Pakkheri, which he calla
Pddhli, was the ~eucelakisof the Greeks. This last town was
found at the weat of the Indus, whilst Pakkkerf was at the east of
3 D
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this stream, and at a considerable diatance from it, m d moreover in
a mountainous country, where the Indm hae never been able to
change its come. Beaides. Peucelaotia was contiguous to Bazira, a

town that they suppose must have been Bajlr.
From Peucelaotis Alexander returned on hie steps, directing his
march towania the north-west, in order to investigate Aornns. After
the capture of this rock, he made a second expedition into the country
of the Assaceni, between Bazira and Peucelaotis.
A ~ k g a rwhich
.
several geographers mistake for Maseaga, the capital
of the Asaaceni, appears to me to be the town of N p a . Ita vicinity
to Cophenea, and above all what PLUTABCH
s t a h that ALEXANDBE
wiid to the Macedoniana, who hesitated and seemed to fear encountering so deep a river, a l l corroborate my conjecture. I must, besides,
observe, that three kas below thii town, and on the borders of the C6is the village of Nyretta, where there are some vestiges to be found.
All the auburbs of A s h g a r are scattered over with v a t ruins, of none
of which we know the origin, and where we find some very ancient
medals. The actual fortress of Ashagar overlooks this tenitory.
In starting from thence to the Indus we meet no other river, with
the exception of a small stream which flows from the Babin'cb, and
which passes between the Hotti and the Kaporrrdigarhi to throw itself
h m thence into the river Cbbul, below the N o u c h h .
. At six kos to the N. E. of A s h g a r is the mountain of &Mi,
isolated upon a vast plain, and upon which may be remarked the
rnins of a very vast town, which seems to be of most ancient date,
and which, according to the reports of ita present inhabitants, wae the
reaidenee of the ancient kings of that country. Specimens of bas relieh
may there be found ; also the remains of an aqueduct, by which thence
the waters of A s h g a r were carried to the town. At eight h e t6
the north of Behhi we see the summit of a mountain, situated beween
the canton of the Bablzies and the meesive ruins of a fortress, whieh
was only accessible by a path cut t h r o ~ the
h rock.
Thie spot is called Pelky. At 18 koa N. E. of Ashnugar we see on
the southern range of the mountain called K o h g q a the vmt ruins of
a town, that the present inhabitants say was peopled by idolaters, and
which is quite close to the existing town Bazar. At 15 kos to the east of
Ashagor is the actual town of Kaponrdigarhi, which h m its locality
might well be the ancient Caapatyrus, the capital of the Gandarii,
- which is placed by o w geographers to the eaat of Aasaceni, on the
wentern bank of the river Indus.
I have remarked, that close to this town is an inscription in c&tare quite nimilar to those we observe on the ancient Indian medals
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of Mm%yah*. To the west of this town is the territory of Hotti or
Hoddi, which received its name from an ancient sovereign of thir
-try,
who might have beem the Oxr~xnwho surrendered himself
to ALSXANDSB.
On the wert..cn bank of the Indus ruiw may be observed at PW
Toppi, Howad, and Mahwdpur. Those of H d are all mtrihng,
and there may be f d blooks of marble containing inscriptionr
traced in charadera quite unknown to the inhabitants.
Aa for the ruins of M a h m d p w . aitnated at the junction of the
Indun and the river C&d, they are, we are told, more than two thouernd years of age. After having exhaunted the above facts relptive to
I ahall be led to form more than one
the country of the Youzo~f~ieu,
conjecture on the true poeition of Bazira ; but I have been quita perwho sap that " ALEXANDBE
after his arrival at
plexed by RSNNB~,
the bridge made an inland excursion into the country situated on the
western bedm of the Indus, to visit the town of Nysa, and that he
subsequently penetrated into the country situated between the two
riven of Cophenea and Indus."
Being quite devoid of all references or means of solving my doubts.
I am obliged to adopt the supposition of this judicious guide.
Ae to the Assaceni who inhabit the lower part of the western bank
of the Indus, they are only inhabitants of Kattnrk, and the town of
Ora in perhaps the same as Akhora. As to that of Sabissa or Capiasa.
we must seek for it in the canton of Lacbittin', or in that of Koluit.
As relatee to Aornus. which is situated in this county, and of which
~ X A I U D made
~ P
himself maater, it is probably the castle which W M
opposite Attok, and the vestiges of which we llee upon the summit of
the mountain : its foundation is attributed to Raja-Hoddi. According to some geographers, Attok is the town of Tarila ; through which
the army of ALBXANDBB
dected the passage of the Indus. If it be
not this town, we must recognize it in that of Torbiia : the locality of
the ruins which we there remark lead me to form this conjecture. It
ir possible besides, that this name may have undergone some change
in its orthography. We know that the Greeks were not exact in
their mode of spelling the names of the towns and countries which
they invaded.
We hare written to M. COURTto request, if it be p u i b l e , that facsimile8
may ba procured, both of the inrcription near Arhuagar, and of those on the
marble blockr at Hmtd. The Pehleri inscription copied by M. COUBTfrom
one of the Manikyala toper has excited very great intereat at Parir : it would
be very desirable to obtun a preciap facsimile of it.-E~.
% D 2
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Y.-~&erimental Reueatchea on the Deprnsioru af tk Wet-MbHygmPEIN~PP,
F. R. S. Sec. Ao. Soc.
. a t e . By JAMES
At the first meeting of the British Association for the advancement
d Science, the Committee appointed to draw up a l i t of desiderata
in the variane department. of ecience, included among the objeets of
~ e o r o l o g i c a linquiry an i n v e d p t i m of the theory oC the webbulb
hygrometer : and in the circular then prepared, and at the ambwquent
annual meetings repeated, the Meteomlogid Committee wan pleased to compliment with its favourable notice the papers published
anonymously on this subjeat in the Calcutta " Gleaning8 in 8cienc4."
The requisition of the British Association appears to have remained
unanswered until the Dublin meeting in An@
last, when h h r
APJOBN,of the Royal College of Surgeons in Dublin, brought forward
the nsulta of his own experiments, and expounded a simple and elegant
fannh which he had in every case found to agree with them, and'
to be practically applicable to the varioue conditions of the problem.
Dr. APJOHN'~
papers are published in the Philosophical Magazine'
far March. October and December, 1835 ; and it is principally an observation in the opening of his memoir which inducea me to revert ta
the subject. '' In the first report," he says. " mention is made of a
regirter of observations kept in the Eaet Indiea, which, ae belonging
to high temperatures, would necessarily exhibit great depreasione, and
would therefore be valuable ae a standard of comparhn ; but I have
in vain searched for the Calcutta Journal Gleuma.ng8 in Sckece.' in
which they are aaid to be contained."
In one respect we may deem it fortunate that the sluggish c i r c u b
tion of our humble periodical had not attained the shores of Ireland ;
if to the want of the data which " the Gleanings" might have furnished we are indebted for the aeries of experiments undertaken by
Dr. APIOEN; for the more varied thew may be, and the more numeroaa the observers, the more confidence may reaaonably be placed in
m y formula that may accommodate itself to the whole.
I might without vanity claim to my own share as large a portion of
the labour of experimental inveetigation M has rewarded the patience of
any observer of the wet-bulb indications ; having, with little intermission, registered daily obeervations since 1822 ;but 1 am more anxious
to claim for my lamented feliow labourer, Captain H ~ B E R T
the
, merit
of having treated the theoretical portion of the subject-I will not say
in a more philosophical manner than had hitherto been followed,
had before exercised his masterly hand upon it,
because GAYLUSSAC
but,-in a manner equally eound in principle and creditable to h i d ,

d d e r i n g that he had not the means of rdemng to the original
memoir of the French philosopher, and that he had only the erroneous
views of the Edinkrgh Encyclopedia to guide, or rather to mieguide, him.
first paper*, he reviewed with unsparing
In Captain HBRB~RT'S
criticism the paralogistic reasonings of the Encyclopedist, Mr. ANDURDON, and pointed out the true basis of the wet-bulb deprelrsion so
marly in accordance with the views of Dr. A~JOEN.
of Dr. Huusok
lris coadjutor, and of M. GAYLnssnc, that it eetablishes the general
correctnees of all, although the particular formula which he proceeded
to build upon it, naturally agreed best with the data that my own
experiments, published also in the Gleanings of March 1829, had
h i a h e d to him. He had fortified himself for the investigation by
previous study of the doctrine of the latent heat of gaseous bodiee,
npon which subject he had publinhed a brief but luminous eseay in;
the Orimtal Magazine for Geptember 1827 ; and certainly no subject'
has so much needed a sprinkling of rationality to lay the duet .bf
unphilosophical hypothesis which even yet remains to obscure a plain
question; so much 80, that Dr. H U D ~ Oone
N , of o w Dublin competitors. while he acknowledges the dependence of the problem on the
relative oopacity for heat of air and aqueous vapur. " will not dwell
on this method nor the corrections it would require, placing no reli-,
ance on the truth of the requisite assumptionst."
But before entering into a review of the various theories that havebeen adopted by others, it may be preferable to describe in as aucoiact
a manner as is conriatent with clearness, the course I originally purmed to supply the experimental requisites for calculation, and upon
which I ventwed to form a tablet for the reduction of wet-bulb indications to hygrometric degrees in 1828-95. I have recently concluded a
aecond and even more extended aeries of similar experiments, with the
advmbge of superior means and apparatus, which have enabled me
to proeecute some branches of the inquiry that I believe have not
before eokged s d c i e n t attention.
In all hygrometric speculations it ie usual to consider the state of
extreme moisture, or the point of aqueous saturation of the air, as
Qleaninp, Vol. I. p. 45.
p. 259.
1 Gimingr, Vol. I. p. 81.
Q Before thir period in 1827, I fnrniahed a " table of rnultiplierr" for reducing
the deprersiona into aqueous tensionr, calculated from three yean meteorological obocrvations at Benuer with this instrument and the hair hygrometer. The
Royal Society, who did me the unexpected honor to publish my registers, rctrenched thir table, and the notes which accompanied it. They had been, however, in
the mean time printad in the Calcutta Uriental Xagazine for March, 1827.

t Phil. Mag. Vol. VlI.

repre%ented by 100" ; while extreme dryners, or entim absence of
aqueoua vapour, is expressed by 0'. The i n m g degree^ comprehend every intermediate state of moktnre that can poseibly m,
snd conveniently express the percentage of actaal moisture preseat, or
as it is more ecientifically termed, the centearid tansion of the TO-.
The point of saturation on the wet-bulb instrument (100) is indicated
by 00, because evaporation, and the cold consequent on it, then ceames.
The questions to be solved then are, I st, What is the maximum d e p m
Gon, which corresponds to perfect d r y n w (0) in the asawned scale, for
every temperature ?--and 2nd. What is the value of each intermediate
degree (Fahrenheit) of depression of the wetted thermometer in t e r n
of the d e n i m a l tension or 100 hygrometric degrees above alluded to ?
I. There is one very easy method of attaining the first object : vir.,
by expoeing a wet-bulb thermometer to a current of perfectly dry
air of various temperatures. This was the mode pursued by GAT
Lvssra between the temperatures 32O and 70°, in 1817 : by myeelf
in 1829, between 70° and 140°, and recently continued up to 700'
Fahrenheit: it is the plan proposed to be pursued by Dr. HUDUON*.
and employed in the test experiments of Profemor APJOHNin 1835t.
In fact, this is the only accurate plan of testing the maximum depreewon, which k to represent O0 on the hygrometric wale: for the
exposure of a wet-bulb thermometer in still air dried to the utmont,
fails to produce a maximum, the instrument being necessarily murounded with a medium not perfectly dry. Dr. APJOHNmakes the
error by this method ith ; I have found it about
11. The eeeond question, as to the value of intermediate depressions ? may be ascertained by drplng the air to varioos points, as 20,
30, 40 per cent. which can be done by exposing it to vcuiom lrPline
liquids, or more conveniently to sulphuric acid of tstrength,
and then submitting the thermometer to a current of i t ae before.
Thh mode was used long since by M. GAYLossac in testing the
value of the degree8 of Saoseusn's hair hygrometer, apd it wae followed by myself in a repetition of the same train of erperimenb in
1825:.
To obtain, however, an equable current of wholly or of
partially dried air for a suflicient duration of time, is by no
easy; nor do I think that air merely passed through a tube containing
sulphuric acid or chloride of lime, without remaining in
contact with it, would be thoroughly deprived of moktnre. ~t any
rate, to ensure confidence, there should be the meens at.hmd of record-

.
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t Ditto,

p. 27 1.
*, See DPANDB'S Journal of t l ~ sRoyalInetitotion, XXII. 28.
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ing its .d..I&ate. M. GAYLusmrc merely dried hi. air by chloride'
of lime, and him d q 6 o n m will be teen to be all below the mark.

Proteasor APSOHM
states, that he pressed air from a ~ ~ ~ u t c h bag
onc
bottles, paesing it thrice through the acid
through three of WOLPE'~
on its way to the therinumeterr. Thir must have been inconvenient
md dif6cult to regulate, and the k n o w l of
~ the real condition of the
air waa withheld ; although there cap be little doubt that it war,
thoroughly dried. My own method wan to dry the air previously for
days or even weeka in a large gasometer, whence it could be driven
in a very uniform m e a t . The m e t of the facility I enjoyed in'thii
respect lay in the substitution of mxwaut oil for water in the reservoir~of my gaeom&m, which not only prevented the aoceaion of
moisture, but preserved thc gas unaltered for any length of time ;-I
have f e a r l d y lighted a jet of bydrogen that had stood two yeara in
my gasometer !
There are other modea of obtaining intermediate stages of drynw :
the most obvioae ia by wing the atmmphere iteelf of a dry or damp
d.j,fint u m t a b i n g by DALTON'Sdewpoint experiment ib actual
hygrometric state, and noting the corresponding indication of the wet
bulb thermometer; the averages of a good meteorological register
are of this kind. Again, when damp air ie artificially heated by passage through a warm tube, the capacity of the warm air for water
being increased while the dew point remains unchanged, an dect tantamount to using drier air may be obtained and exactly estimated.
The rarefaction of air a h , (in the absence of the meane of fresh
supply of water) producea a mensurable diminution of the ratio of
humidity per given volume. These simple methods have been used
by all experimenters, particularly by LESLIEh i m d , the original projector of the evaporation-hygrometer.
In describing, therefore, my experiments directed to the two main
inquiries, it will save some circumlocution to designate the methods
pnrrmed as, let, dry air current; and, current of air having given
aqueous tenaion ; 3rd, heated air of known tension ; 4th. rarified air
do ; and 5th. dew-point comparisons.
But there are other important branches of inquiry necessary besides
the above two, ere we can hope for a formula to satisfy all conditions
d the wet-bulb problem.
LII. The experimental effect of diminished and augmented atmospheric preseure ?
W . The amount of depression in other gaseous media ? and
V. The d e c t of greater or lees velocity of the air on the temperature of evaporation ? This effect has been eulEciently examined by
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DALTON
himad, as re@
the pvwrity of wa* em-.
retically, bowever, it hae no influence on ita tern-;
a d thb is
confirmed by experiment, under certain limitations.
With each an appalhg complication of influences to be traced mt,
i t is h d y to be wondered at that M. GATLuesnc himself should have
given up the prosecution of the wet-bulb problem, or that the Editor of
the Royal Institution Journal* rhould have joined in i b con-tion
at a time when the elegant method of DANISLL
waa winning general f i r
vor. Nevertheless, independently of ita direct preferability tu the most
simple mode of registering the humidity of the air, the problem i ~ l f
is of the higheat importance, in the solntion not only of very mimy
phenomena in pneumatics and meteorology,.but of each etandard d w points of theory, as the latent heat of gaees and steam; md
other0 of practical utility-as the artificial production of ice and cold.
I shall 'have occaaion to adduce a few illuetrations ere I conclude ;
but I muat now proceed to my first series of experiments.
Q 1 . On the curve of -mum
dep~esuim.
The apparatus used for drying the air ir sectionally depicted in
Hate XXI. fig. 1, where a is a dish containing concentrnted sulphuric
acid enclosed in a 120 pint gasometer. Another similar dish m t a in
the glass double bell receiver 6, wherein are suepended a hair hygrometer (the only instrument applicable as a tell-tale, and indeed an invaluable hygrometer for every purpose) and a delicate thermometer.
Through this receiver the air of the gasometer passes to the stopcock
and short glass tube c, in which ie placed a small thermometer, covered with muelin and dipped in distilled water a t the moment before the
experiment commences.
The only difFerence in the order of M. GAYLossrc's experiments,
being, as I have stated above, that he employed chloride of lime coif&
out a tell-tcrk h y g r ~ e r while
,
in my firat Benares series I employed
the same salt with t& addition, it would be eaay to apply to that
philosopher's results the correction I found necessary for the want of
complete desiccation in my case. At all events, as his series comprehends low temperatures, which were beyond my reach in Indm, it will
render my review of the question more complete to insert his valuable
table, converting the centigrade expressions into those of Farenheit's
thermometer. In the fourth column I have added the aqueous tensionet at the wet-bulb temperature ; and in the fifth, the quotients of

* Jour. Roy. Iuat. XV.
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By BIOT'Sformula founded on DALTON'S
cxperimenh, md published in
the Edinburgh Encyclopedia, Mr. ANDEB~ON'S
article Hygro&*y.

the deprsuioar divided by there tsnsions, which will be found to be.
.the key to the fad of a fonrvkr for the problem.
TAB.I . - w u i o u okewrd bp M. Qay L u u c .

. - --

8.;9

-.

Tanp. d WctbulbDepnrion Aq. tens. put ofTemp. d Wet bulb Depreuim Aq.1i t . D + I dry dr.
w a * l l b ate.
1
D
P
l.0

32.0
33.8
35.6
37.4
39.2
41.0
42.8
44.6
46.4
48.2
50.0
51.8
53.6

'

22.0
22.8
24.1
25.4
26.9
27.9
2.1
30.2
31.5
32.7
33.9
34.9
36.1

0

10.0
11.0
1.5
12.0
13.3
13.1
13.7
14.4
14.9
1.5
16.1
16.9
17.5

L

r

.139
.143
.153
.157
.I66
.I72
1 7
.1Bf
.195
.204
.213
.220
.231

72
76
75
76
74
76
76
72
77
76
75
77
76

57.2
59.0
60.8
62.6
64.4
66.2
68.0
69.8
71.6
73.4
75.2
77.0

*

"r

38.7
39.5
40.5
41.7
42.9
44.0
45.1
45.2
47.3
48.4
49.5
50.5

185
19.5
20.2
10.9'
21.5
22.2
22.9
23.6
24.3
25.0
25.7
26.5

in
.252
.260
.2G8
.280
.292
.304
.a16
-317
.340
354
.363
.380

73
75
75
75'
73
74
72
74
71
70
71
70

-

Average ratioof deprauion to q.,.t 74

It will be remarked, that with exception of the three or four lmt experiments, the depression follows a nearly uniform ratio to the aqueous
tension, being 74 times greater. The air in the hat four wan doubb
less not quite M) dry as in the others ; for in my own first seriee, which
begins nearly where the French table leaves off, the depressions are
found considerably in excess of M. GAYLueana'r results.
In the series in question the presence of the hair hygrometer enablee
me to make an approximate correction for imperfect dryness founded
on a coincidence, which will be explained hereafter, between the curve
of depressions and the curve of the hygrometer, eo that nine degreea
of the latter or -, for instance, will nearly reprerent 9 per cent.
or-in the depreesion, near the dry extremity of the d e * . The barnmetric correction will be also erplainkd further on.

+

+

TAB.11.-Muirur

Dcpteuiou determined at B e w e a .

a
75.0
78.5
82.6
83.5
84.7
85.0
86.0
90.2
90.3

48.2
52.1
54.8
54.5
55.0
55.0
54.8
56.8
56.7

26.8
26.4
27.8
29.0
29.7
30.0
30.2
33.4
33.6

.52
.30
.26
.25
.30
.30
.20
.15
.15

9.5
9.5
9.5
8.
9.5
8
8
9
8

D

29.3
e9.3
30.3
31.3
32.3
32.2
32.5
36.1
35.9

45.0
45.7
49.7
52.3
52.2
54.4
62.8
52.5
54.1
64.4

.315
.321
.369
.403
.402
.405
All
.407
.429
4

+f'
87
91
78
75
77
80
80
80
82
83

In co~ltinuationof the foregoing, I will now give the Calcutta
WM uaed in lieu of chloride of lime,

merier, in which sulphpric wid

Thii mode of correotion rru not adopted in my former papa, ~ n the
d dep m d o n r were conr#lueatly too low.

8 ?

and a greater dryness consequently attained ; though in some cases I
had not the patience to wait until the hygrometer marked 0 : in fact,
if it did, t h e n was usually enough of moisture in the pasaagea of the
gasometer to came a fall of 1 or 14 degrees in the tell-tale hair hygrometer, ere the air reached the vent.
TAB.I[. 2nd pt.-Maximurn
Tamp.of Wetbulb Okrred B w m .

Hair
Corrqetul cComfted bqusoum QUO at
at S' H~ygrom.,dsp-m.
wet-bulb tens. at t'
o)i
1'
B
H
D
D +f'

d q .It Therm. drprauio.

t

1'

0

94.8
94.6
96.4
92.0
88.7
87.0
83.1
88.2
82.6
80.9

0

57.8
57.3
58.4
56.1
54.4
54.8
52.1
54.5
51.7
51.1

Depremriw detemuhed of Calcutta.

d

0

37.0
37.3
38.0
35.9
34.3
32.2
32.0
33.7
30.9
29.8

\

'

,

29.67
.51
.43
.50

5
1?
2

.b5

3
4?
2
3
2
1

.44
.50
.46
.50
.55

3

0

0

Tn

38.7
37.7
40.0.
37.0
35.2
33.4
32.5
34.6
31.4
30.1

56.1
56.9
56.4
55.0
52.5
53.6
50.6
53.6
50.2
50.8

-459
4 7
.462
.442
.406
.420
.381
-420
.376
.384

84
NO
82
84
86
79
85
82
8a
78

The same uniformity in the quotients of the last column will be
remarked in these two tables, but the average is now 81.8, considerably
higher than the Paris result.
Having thus by the ordinary atmospheric temperature of a Cdcutta laboratory in May, brought up my train of observations to
960; and finding that the depressions so much exceeded those for the
same portion of the sexies ascertained at Benares by suspending a
wet-bulb thermometer in a vessel of sulphuric acid heated snccearively frwn 90' to 140°*, I devised the following method of extending
the dry-air current series to temperatures still more elevated.
I n the first place, the gas-pipe of the gasometer was encased for
about four feet of ita length in a larger leaden pipe connected with
my small steam engine, so that a current of eteam could be maintained in the latter during the continuance of the experiments, as
is shewn in fig. 2. PI. XXI. The extremity of the gas-pipe terminated
in a glans tube holding, fimt, a dry thermometer, and an inch further
on, the wet-bulb thermometer, ineerted through corks.
On letting on the eteam, (the two thennometera being stationary at
9P.) one began to rise rapidly, while the other fell very slowly. I
m d d not, however, succeed in getting the former to rise beyond 1SO0.
though the steam itself was at 2150. The wet-bulb then stood a t 85O.0
and it fell to 80°.4 at 1800 :-80 at 170, and 79.5 at 166. The
See Gleanings, I. 79.

I purposely exclude these mulm in the pmwnt

place, leat they rhould contune the view ; but they are, nevertheleu, valuable ia
another renre, u rhewing the difference, between the depreadon in cdm air a d
in 8 ctureut.

I

1

I

I

1

fluctuations of the dry thermometer being so considerable for a nearly
stationary temperature of evaporation, it woe somewhat difficult to
dctamiae the met term of co*;
but the above are selected
M the beet from a great many readings recorded in my note book.
I n a second experiment with air containing
the of aq. ten. at
940.3 (=
ths at 170.) the dry thermometer became stationery at
17O0, with the wet at 87O.7.
I n a third trial, aq. ten .G.i at 91.6 ( = &
: at 180) the &fionary
points were 180, and 90.
In a fourth, dew-pt. 74.3 (aq. ten. = 4.4 at 190) the same pointrr
were 190 and 92.2-Bar. 29.50.

:.

,

Buomctcr 'Themom. in Wctbulb Obwwed Cen. aq. Con. Aqwour Qwtient
mt.of air. Thermom. dcprerdon. kn8. for do. tens. at l. D +p

Observing the very rapid increase of the evaporating depression
with the rise of the temperature, I perceived that I might safely carry
my experiment to much higher limits than the boiling point of water.
I accordingly next passed the current of dry air through a porcelain
tube maintained at a bright orange heat in a Black's furnace (fig. 3.
Pl. XXI.) At the further end of the tube a lateral hole wae perforated
to admit the bulb of the thermometer, coated with two-fold muslin
that it might hold a larger supply of moisture. I t wae necessary to
watch the experiment carefully, as, the moment the water waa removed,
a sudden rise took place, whichwould have otherwisebroken the thermometer, while the cloth and cork were instantly charred withthe heat. The
actual temperature of the dry current was then estimated in the following
manner : a thermometer, with the tip of its stem left open, was held
mid-tube in the position previously occupied by the wet-bulb. In a
few minutea the mercury boiled off, shewing that the temperature
m e w h a t exceeded 6.56". A very thin slip of tin was instantly b e d :
one of lead was then held within the tube, but it required to be
paaeed a little in advance of the position of the wet-bulb ere it
melted :-we may therefore assume the heat of the dry air to have
been under 7000. Two experiments agreed precisely in giving the
temperature of evaporation 145O. With a very rapid current the'wetbulb thermometer fell to 144q but probably the air had not then time
to get thoroughly heated in traversing the furnace.
3 r 2

'
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There would have been little satisfaction in carrying thia train of
research further, becauee of the difticulty of measuring the temperature ; o t h e m h it is evident that the coated thermometer might b~
safely trusted in a much greater heat, ere it would itaelf reach even
the boiling point of water under the ordinary pressure ; an illustration
of which will be hereafter mentioned, but, not being strictly experimental, it cannot be introduced here.
Haring however accumulated abundant data for the formation of an
experimental curve, I may proceed to throw them together in the
form of a 'diagram (fig. 4.), and to compare at once the results with the
various form& that have been proposed by different philosophere.
An, however, each author has employed =rent algebraic characters for working out the problem, it will be better first to bring them
to common terms, adopting the most simple expressions : thus let
t = the temperature of the air.
r,
the temperature of a wet-bulb, or of an evaporating surface.
in = the temperature of saturation, or the dew-point.
then f, f,a n d P may be conveniently used to represent the force of
vapour, at t, t', and %" respectively. d, the depression, is of
coarse = t r, and not absolutely wanted, but it is frequently a more
convenient expression ; and D may be also used to distinguish the
maximum depre88ion in dry air, whenfr = 0.
Now supposing the increasing temperatures, t, to be represented
by the abscissae of the divided line 'IT, the observed depressiotls
may be laid off as ordinates, through the apices of which a dotted'
line being drawn, will form an experimental curve of mazimum depre8eim, for which a mathematical expression ~EI required.
Next, to collect the materials for the theoretical curves to be entered
in the same diagram, we must take a cursory view of the existing
theories.
Lsatu, who must be regarded as the inventor of the wet-bulb
hygrometer, deserves the precedence in this inquiry. His experiments were conducted by approaching a dry and a wet thermometer
together gradually towards a heated furnace in a closed chamber.
The Professor calculated the hygrometric conditions of the air as its
heat rose ; and on comparing his resnlts, he was led to the conclusion,
that as the caloric necessary to convert water into steam waa = 6000
degrees of hie instrument, and the capacity of air was +the that of
water, the same measure of heat would raise an equal mass of air.
16000 degrees ; and consequently that at the temperature of the wetbulb, t', air would take np the 16000th part of its weight for each.

-

1

degree w k e d by hia hygrometer, which is tqual to the 2880th part
for each degree of depression by the common thermometer.
Now p (Barometric height) may be substituted for the weight of
the air, and f for the saturation weight of vapour at t' : therefore by
d x 2880'
d
the above data f will be =- = - or, (as d is 'the object
30

96

eought) d (or D) = 96 f,at the preaaure 30.
This simple enunciation, making D in the direct ratio off, ilfanduly
Qiticized by M. ANDPEPONin his elaborate treatise on hygrometry
in Bnnwsmn's Encyclopedia ;but while in reality it will be found closely
to agree with the experimental data. and with the subsequent formuls
of others, the new expression deduced from " the laborioue inveetigations" of the critic, turns out to be wholly at vrui&ce with experiment.
except accidentally at the temperature of the single trial he hae himself recorded : his formula (omitting the correction for the barometer)

I

1

= (36

,

);-

(f -PI wbich, when P = 0, is convertible into

making the depreseion depend on tlie tension at t, instead of at f .
M. GAYLus8~c'smemoir should, 1fancy, precede Mr. ANDEBSON'S.
It war, written in 1815. though not publiehed until 1822. The rationale of his formula is explained in these words :a Le froid produit (par l'evaporation) eet B son mum'mum lorsque le
dorique absorb6 par la vapeur eat 6gd B celui que perd l'air pour
se mettre en Bquilibre de temperature et depreseion avec elle, plua h
celui vers6 sur la surface 6vaporante par les corps environnans ; maia
la qnantit.6 de ce dernier, loreque le froid produit n'qt que de quelquea
d&s, eat tri?a petite en comparaieon de l'autre, et peut etre negligh."
If, therefore, on one side the latent heat of vapour (1) and ite density
(6) be combined with its weight cf') ;these should counterbalance the
weight of air fp f ) combined with its capacity (c) and the number
of degrees cooled (D or t-i') ;that is, f 8 I = ( p -f) (I -t p )c
or, at 80 inches, f x.625 X 960 = 30-$
X d X.2669 and

-

depending se before onf. With dry air, the divisor in this equation
should, I imagine, low -f altogether, which would elicit the
value of dB 74.9f ;a value lower than Lrs~m's,but almost exactly
agreeing with M. GATLucs~c'aown experiments detailed in Table I.
Captain H s P ~ B ~ Tformula
's
war, founded on the proposition that
** when the equilibrium or stationary point of the wet-bulb is attained,

-
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the indefinitely small decrements of caloric from evaporation are
balanced by the indefinitely small increments arising from condaction
and radiation in the equally small moments of time." Now as Meesn.
DULON
a ~n d P ~have
~ i shewn
~
that the rate at which a body cooled below the temperature of the air (by conduction and radiation) reacquires
heat, ie proportional not to the simple difkrence of temperature, but to
that difterence raised to the 1.233 power ; hence it ehould follow that
the m%mtof evaporation should increase in the same ratio ; but,"
says he (page 191), " how determine the rate of evaporation? One of
the most striking phenomena of evaporation is the cold produced by it ;
the consequence of the absorption of heat attending the conversion of
water into vapour. This depression of temperature must evidently
be ae the evaporation; w rather the momentary depression will be
in proportion to the rapidity of the evaporation. The momentary
depression is equal to the momentary increment of heat which would
take place were the cooling power of evaporation suspended, and the
moistened bulb thermometer allowed to assume the temperature d
.the air. This is known to be as the 1.233 power o€ the total depreadon : the evaporation will then be as the 1.233 of the depression."
as the tension of the
But the evaporation is (according to DALTON),
evaporating surface minw the tension of the vapour in the air (I.0
in dry air :) then finally this tension will be au the 1.233 power of
the depression : or
1531

dm = 4p-f"
m being a co-efEcient depending on the latent heat of air and the
ratio of the evaporation to the weight and surface necessary to proda fall of one degree ; which Captain HERBRET
deduced from the experiments made at Ben-.
The complete formula, at 30 inches, for dry
air becoming

in which L (proportion of mass of water to the vapour required to be
evaporated to produce a fall of lo) is derived from a table publihed
in the Oriental Magazine, September 1827 ; it varies from 898 a t 40.
to 1005 at 90° and 1250 at 1800. The divisor 6.056 would require to
be diminished to 5.4 to suit the present experiments, but neither
would the formula then agree so well ae the more simple one of
LESLIE
and others. The fact is that the experimental curve is of rm
simple a nature, that any geometric series of moderate divergence may
wi% limits be accommodated to it by proper co-eilkients : thus my

I

II
I

merely an empiric one formed to repreaeot the
experimental data of Benares and those of GAYLussnc in the most
ready manner, expressing tl;e depressions in terms of the temperature
of the air : the former increasing geometrically with arithmetical
f 1-*7S
; but this does not corincrements of the latter. I found d =
respond at all with the higher depressions now ascertained experimentally, though it suite those of the former series. W e may. therefore, reject it without further regard : nor need we patme to eoneider
BPEZBLIU~'
more simple mle, founded, he saye, on the experiments of
AUOOST.
BONINBIRODRand o t k u . viz. that the temperature of the
wet-bulb is always an arithmetical mean between that of the air and
the dew point, or r = 2r t , which, except at certain pointe of the
scale, is utterly erroneous.
We now come to Professor APJOHN'Sformula, which will be found
not to differ essentially from those of LPSLIBor GATLUSSAC. I t is
p =f m d (at 30 inches pressure) where tn is a w-efficient as wud
" depending upon the specific heat of air, and the caloric of elasticity
of its included vapour," of which the arithmetical value deduced from
1
at 500
received data is .01149 or the equivalent vulgar fraction
own fonnala

-

-

-

-

-

Farh. Now in the cane of extreme dryness assumed for our comparison.fr = 0 ; therefore d
87 f ;an expression entirely agreeing in
form with h d s , but rather smaller in amoaat, and more nearly,
will be seen, in accordance with the experiments of Tables I1 and 111.
Dr. HUDSON
arrives. from different premises, at nearly the same
method as Professor APJOHN*. He calculates a column of the " relative quantities of heat (Q) necessary to supply vapour of saturation to
dry air at each degree of wet-bulb temperature, i, and then finding
from experiment at one point (t, = 6 lo) the actual depression (5 1.1 24
APJOEN),the depressions a t other degrees he assume8 to be direct
proportion&, o r Q (at 61°): Q' :: 51.124; D.
Now it is evident that in thin equation, as in most of the preceding, Q (whence D is directly derived) necessarily depends on
the aqueoua tension, f,affected by the indispensable co-efficient
of the latent heat of water, vapour and air, or as Dr. HUDSON
1168-t X 22ft
For
deduces from I h s p n a n ' s values, Q =
448 + t

-

-

Phil. Mag. Oat. 1835, p. 257.

t If the theory which makw tilt rut11of tile latent ind thermometric heat for
p e o n s bodier a conatant quantity be correct, Dr. HVDSON'S
expression doer

'
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temperatures, Q on an .average will be foand = 50 f

and D is assumed from APJOBN'Iexperiments

==eQ
= 1.9 Q;
25.9

so that by this formula (at SO inches,)-D = 98f,nearly ; being a
little in excess of L s s ~ ~ moriginal
's
formula. Thie is attributable to
APJOHN'Ssingle experimental depression assumed as the basis of the
whole calculus being somewhat too great.
I t cannot be said after the preoeding list, that the wet-bulb theory
has been neglected. On the contrary, it may be rather feared that
the researches of its earliest investigators, particularly those of L p s ~ x r
and GAYLUSMC,have been neglected; for it is certain that their
formulee are nearly as well adapted to the actual phenomena aa any
tbot have been since suggested. Thia cannot be more strikingly
exemplified than in the accompanying diagram, (Pl. XXI.) which
h a been filled up from the preceding data. The abscissa represent
and the ordinates the maximum depreeeiona in
the temperatures 0,
dry air (D). The experimental determinations are shewn by dots*, and
the principal theoretical curves delineated, are distinguished by the
name of their authors.
The following table also embraces a c o m p d v e view for every
ten degrees of temperature, the experimental .entrim being adapted
by interplation from the observations before set forth.

+

not raem open to objection. The udumer of air at diierent temperature
being an 448
t directly : the danritisr are an 448 t inversely ; and for
. .
f the densit, of air at t rriu be
660f
aoy other pressure
, 3 0
448
t X 30
22f
Further, allowing the atomic theory of rolumer, the d m i t y
448 J- t'
.625 X22 f
qf mpor at t will be =
Compounding thir e x p d o n with that
448+ t '
of the latent heat of rapour at t which La 1168 1 (being 956 a t 2120); we hare
u above the qorrntity of heat n c c e ~ a r yfor tbe raponr of mtuation a t t =
1168 t x 22.f'
The author haa #teered clear of what he conriden the

+

-

-

-

-

-+-

-

- -.
448 + t

dirputed poink, of the capacity of air and vapour for heat :but i t may be rearonably doubted whether the assumption of the equality of I
t be a whit more
tenable.
In the portian of the carve marked " P ~ I N ~ B Pex
' s erimenk," both the uncorrected and the corrected obnenationr are entered ; the latter, Jirtingaiahed
by a dottad line paaaing through them, are alone to be attended to. The corrected place8 of the rulphqric wid experiments have been omitted, h u n e they
are necenarily doubtful. The flexure of GAYLvnnc'r carve seems to be the
moot anitable to experiment, wen its ordinates a Uttle increased. .

+
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qf rdow formula for the deprudon qf t i e wet-bulb
thammela im a c v m l qf dry air, wit1 Ihe r m N 8 of ezperiment.

-

p e letters in eolamn 4 denote, 0. GAYL U ~ B A;C
A. APJOHN; P. P ~ I N S L P ;
8. sxpniarrata tried at Benarer, by sumpending the wet-bulb thermometer in a half
dlled bottle ofdpbmric acid ;thew Lare been augmented 10 per cent. on inrartbn :-

C. and H. Carbonic add and Hydmgen gaa heated in the ate-

pig.]

The last line may be looked upon, in nome measure, as the test line
of the various formulae : for, the hot current of air from the furnace, we
have seen, barely melted lead and boiled mercury ; its temperature,
therefore, could not much exceed 660 Farh. Let ae see what it would be
according to the principal formulee depending upon the aqueous tension
at r, which, when t' = 145" is 6.53 inches by. DALTON.
LBSLIB'Sfonnula gives 6.53 X 96 145 = 772O
GATLussrc'a (retainingf) 6.53 x 95.7 + 145 = 770
(omitting-f' in divisor)
6.53 X 782 + 145 = 655
487 +I 145 = 632
Hvbao~'eformula gives
APJOH~~'~,... . . . . .. 6.53 x 87 + 145 = 702
Formuladeduced frommy expts.6.53 X 84 + 145 = 697
ANDE~ON'.,H ~ ~ I Z B and
T * my
~ , former form* are too much at
variance at thin bigh point to be worthy of quotation. The rest
3 0

+

..
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agree remarkably well, and it does not materially signify, nor is it
perhaps possible to certify which multiplier is to be preferred. Professor APJOHN'S
has the merit of coinciding precisely a t the temperature of 190" with my steam experiment ; but for.the range of lower
and more practical temperatures it is perhaps slightly in excess.
The simpler expression of " one-eightieth of the depression = the
aqueous tension at tp" would there be nearer the mark ; and would
be eaeier of application. From my own experiments I deduced a
mean of D = 84 f with which I conehcted the table at the conclusion of this paper, but I muat in fairness acknowledge that its preference to Professor APJOHN'Orule is nearly evanescent in pradtice.

4

2.-Value

of

dtpressions &us than the maximum, in centea'mal hygwmetric tension.

We are now arrived at the second subject of inquiry, which is in
fact of more practical importance than the first, since it includes every
observation that can be made in an atmosphere never reduced to a
state of absolute siccity.
The simplest condition of the case of intermediate depresmorrs would
be that assumed by Dr. HUDSON,
viz.. that the maximum depression
beiig divided into 100 parts, each part should indicate one hundredth
of the moisture of saturation at the given temperature, or D : d ::j' :

P-f-

But such a law is not found to prevail in reality : nor is it analogone to the course of nature that it should exist in the case of the
wet-bulb thermometer, when the hair-hygrometer and the law of evaparation require different ratios. I t is more consonant with theory*, as
i t proves to be with practice, that the tendency to evaporation,
and the cold consequent upon it, should increase in a geometrical
ratio to the dryness of the air.
The depression8 will, c e t d paribw, be less, the mom aqueoua vapour is
previously contained in the air, because the epecific heat of a given volume of
vapoar being 3 2 9 (or 347x.625) while that of air fr .267, the 8pecbic hsat
of any mixture of tbe two must exceed that of air done. But the mrvatmm
imparted to the line of depressions from this cause may d y be ahewn to be trifling. T h u at the temperature of 80° wheref = 1.00 inch ;the capacity of dry
x f i whence, calling e= 1,
air being c, that of moistened air will be c x p--f '#+I?
for satarated air we rhould ham the rpecific Pheat 1.053 ;and for lulf-saturated
air, 1.031 ; and the deprenlional degree8 at those points will be invwrely no
much less than those at the dry extremity of the curve. Were the other agents
ea~ilyevaluated, we might through thb means verify the specific hurt of
aqueoa vapour.
I

--.

of the wet-Mb Hygrmter.'
Before proceeding to detail the experiments directed to the elucidation of thin point, it may be as well. as we have already become
acquainted with the theoretical expressions of other authors for the
d m , to see how they alao bear upon the intermediate depressions.
The formula of M. GAYLUSSACmakes no provision for aught
but the maximum depreseion ; but the omission may be readily supplied on the same simple principle as haa been adopted by Profemor
APJOHN
; namely, by tbe addition of --, the aqueoue tension at the
dew-point, to f : thus, by the latter author, in aIl cases d = 87 f -jk.
At h t sight, this would seem a simple arithmetical ratio, like Dr.
HuD~oN's,
but inasmuch as the tensions lic) are themselves in geometrical ratio to the temperature 0,
the same parabolic curvature will
extend to the centesimal depressions;or f -f will follow some low
power of t -r.
Captain HIIPBBRT'Sd e has the same happy introduction of fk.
We have therefore but two theoretical enunciations to put to the test
of comparison wit+ experiment : for which purpose I will now bring
forward auch evidence as I have accumulated. In this branch of inquiry
materials are so numerous in my registers kept at Bengres and Calcuttg,
that it becomes expedient to gather selected data into groupes adapted
to eluci+te various points of the hygrometric scale. Moreover, ae unity.
or the maximum-depression, varies in amount at each temperature, dl
obgervations must be bmught to common centesimal terms before !hey
can be ompared ip the manner which is best adapted to give a quick
percepti~nof the relation of such phenomena ; namely, by a diagram, as
Firat, then, to enumerate the data afforded by method 5, or
. in P1. =I.
comparison with the dew-point, of which, in addition to nay Benarea ob~ervatiomr,I have profited by the presence of an American ice-house on
the b&
of the Hhghli to collect an accurate series made thrice per
diem id the hottest period of OW Calcutta year.
TAB.1V.-Conpariron
gf intermediate D.prerrionr with o q u e o ~tsnriotu,
& c e r t M by the dew-pint method, at E m .
Nniuber of obwn, Temp. Wct Dew- Centelimd
dac of .ir. bulb. paint. tennoan.

Depra- C o m p k . Tmbalucentr
don. meor cent. dm. tension
t-r'
depn.
dodud.

Or,d
0

7 Obr. m u n ,
12 Obr. ditto,
la Obr. ditto,
6 Obo. ditto,
6 O h . ditto,
13 Obr. ditto,
8, Obr. ditto,

3 o
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Second rerier, from obwraotimr in Cdeutta.
D--d
d
7
t
P
t" y+f
.88
6 Obs. open air, 82.1 79.4 78.1
92
2.7
6 Oba. ditto, 84.6 19.9 76.7
.78
86
4.7
.73
9 Obm. ditto, 85.6 79.7 75.5
82
5.9
.66
15 Obs. ditto, 87.7 80.2 74.6
79
7.5
.58
2 Obs. ditto, 96.0 85.6 78.3
74
10.4
3Obs.ditt0,
93.8 82.9 71.2
.49
71
10.9
4 Obs. ditto, 87.3 76.4 67.30 .53
68
10.9
.45
3 Obs. ditto, 97.1 80.8 71.8
59
16.3
6 Obs. ditto, 97.3 7 s 55.5
.26
41
23.7
1 Steam pipe, 19.0 92.5 74.3
.04
6
97.5
.58
3 Vacuum-pipe 92.8 80.8 74.8
12.0
68
Third 8.?&8, extractedfrom other oBrmtiorr.
7 O b . by Herbert on river Gangen, 91.4
82.1 78.1
.66
9.3
74
6 Obs. by Apjohn
70.0 60.8 54.5
.60
9.1
64
4 Obs. ditto,
(heated air,) 93.2 69.0 53.7
.28
24.2
35

,......
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Tab. &r.
.88
.80
.75
.70
.64
.60
.58
.45
.46
.M
.57

0
4-02
+02
+04
+06
+11?

0
-01

-65

-01

.52

4 8

+05

0
0

.22 -06

I n the following series the air was dried to two fixed points of
hygrometric tension by means of sulphuric acid, of which the drying
power was known beforehand by the table which I published, from
careful experiment, in my note on the hair hygrometer before alluded
to ; but I preferred verifying those determinations by freah measarement of its barometric tension, in the mode 1 had adopted to correct
the tablee of aqueow tension during the past year ;namely, by moistening a barometer tube with the acid eolution, and mounting it in
the ordinary manner. The daily readings resatered in my monthly
tables for May-June affordeda more accurate average than a cumorg
trial could have yielded ; but the result was in perfect accordance
with my former determination*.
Fourth rc*ier--mwml
N u m k of.obmrv.tlm Temp. Wetin dmilnr orcumatmuss. of air. bulb
C

t'

Known

of air partially drlal.
Hair D.pr+ Compl*

cmt. Hygrom. doa.
tcnrIao.
t-tq

01, D

moot aot

-

T a w

e

ccacn.
,
rd

2 Obs. with guomeD
ter current, Sulph.
acid,1.344
90.2 75.3
.45 75
14.9
58 .45
0
2 Obs. ditto,
56 .43
87.2 72.1
.44
74
15.1
-01
2 O h . ditto,
90.3 74.4
.44
74
.43
4
1
15.9
56
1 Obs. ditto,
96.4 79.4
.44
74
17.0
57 -44
0
1 Obs. ditto,
94.0 76.6
.43
73
17.4
54 .40
-03
2 O h . aulph. acid,
1.48,
88.8 65.2
.18
43
23.6
33 .20
+02
26.6
24? .12
-06
1 Obs. ditto,
87.7 61.1
-18 , 43
.I8
43
22.4
32 .18
0
1 Obs. rhorter tube. 84.4 62.0
2 Obs. brass tube,.. 87.8 64.3
.I8
42 1 23.5
30
.I7
-01
I t will be seen by the Meteorological Register for May 1836, that pure
rulphuric acid caused the barometric column to be higber even than a boiled
tube. This must be attributed to capillarity, which is negative with mercury,
but acts in an oppositn senne with acid or water. No allowanca is made for
capillarity in my registers.

.....
............
......
......
.................

I

I
1
1
I
I

1836.1

of the Wd-bulb Hygrometer.

On inspection of the colnmns of complementry centesimal depreasion and centesimal tension in all the foregoing tables, the constant
exceae of the former ie their Grst predominate feature; whence the certain conclusion that the ratio is not direct. But to amve quicker at a
conclusion of what it may be, let us view the position of the whole series
in diagram 6. R.XXII. Here the base line designates the hygrometric
teneions fi+f and the ordinates denote the corresponding centesimal
depressions ~ d - i D . If amid such a straggling and scattered nebula
it be allowable to trace a normal line, the curve D d will have a preference over any other. Pursuing its dubious course, it passes through
the two principal teat groupes, upon which more dependence ought to
be placed than upon b l a t e d oomparisons with the dew-point in still air.
Now thii line D d nearly coincides with the curve I auggeeted in
1829, from my Benares experiments, making H (or fII+f) follow the
ratio of ~ y d " ' ; or, calling D = 100, H = D--d "'; in other

-

-mb

words, the ccnteaimal tension is as the difference of the actual and the
maximum depression raised to the 1 5 t h power ; aform obviously very
convenient to be worked by logarithms. This formula hae been wed
for constructing my general table ; and its errors may be judged of by
the last two columrm of the preceding experiments : but it need by no
means supersede the elegant formula d = 81f-f"
when the table
is not at hand. The curve correeponding to the latter formula at 90°
is also entered in fig. 6. At lower temperature it will have less flexure.
On the same diagram I have traced the curve of the hair-hygrometer indications, both according to GAYLneaac's data and those of
my original plate in BRANDP'SJournal, on purpose to shew that the
~ s s i m
m e passes between the two neacthe summit :-it was
hence I derived the rule for correction of the rough maximum depressions, (Table I. 11.) by taking it in the direct ratio of the hairhygrometer indications : and the near accordance of the maxima so
deduced, with the observed maxima in dry air, is an additional testi.
mony in favor of the assumed parabolic cnrve.
I t seems an unmerciful increase of the tax upon my reader's patience
to extend this train of comparison further : yet it would be hardly
fair to omit any thing that can tend to elucidate the eubject or assist
future investigation : I will not, therefore, forego, through a false and
nnphilosophical delicacy, the insertion of &I abstract I had prepared
for my own satisfaction, of three years' comparative deductions from
the wet-bulb and hair-hygrometer. I t detracts somewhat from its
value, that a constant index error of 4 degrees has to be substracted
from the readings of the hair-hygrometer during the period in ques-
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tion. This I only discovered on checking dl the instrmen& ae is
my custom, before commencing the present experiments ; but the
hygrometer hae been untouched during the interval, and as its d e
embraces the 100 degrees with as much sensibility as when it was
conetructed in 1825, there can be no hesitation in making the required
correction throughout. The extreme pointa of this instrument should
indeed be verified at least once in a year ; as the indea point ie, from
ittl delicate construction, easily shifted 2 or 3 degrees.

TAB.V.-Campariaon

qf the mmlhly averagen of the Wet-bulb deprerrior,

and the Hair-hygrometer, for 3 yearn in Calcutta.
A t 10 A. w.
Tendon,
At4r.u.
TQdon.
Temp. Dap Hgg. by Dep. by Hyg.' Temp. Dep. Hyg. by Dep. by HI*.
0

0

8.4
6.4
8.0
8.2

81
.55
.64
83
.56
80
.60
82
86
.64
87
-70
81
.59
86
.67
85
.63
88
-75
84
.65
86
.68
91
.75
86
.69
89
.74
88
.75
91
.80
87
.76
91
.83
91
.80
88
.77
92
.82
9 2 , .82
,82
92
.76
91
.75
92
91
.80
87
.i6
$2
83
87
.71
84
.69
85
.66
85
.64
85
.70
87
.67
.68
84

J.n.183368.0
1834 67.5
1835 67.8
Feb.. 1 74.0
2 74.0
3 74.3
Mar.. 1 83.5
2 82.3
3 79.8
April, 1 87.5
2 86.5
3 84.6
May, 1 87.5
2 90.7
386.8
Ju~,.190.5
2 87.0
3 86.1
J
1 86.3
2 86.6
3 82.7
Aug
1 88.0
285.1
3 84.0
Sspt.. 1 8 6 . 3
2 85.9
3 83.7
O&
1 85.2
2 82 9
3 83.3
Nor.. 1 7 9 .
2 79.2
3 75.6
Dec.. 1 7 1 . 7
2 72.4
3 69.8

4.9
4.8
5.6
4.0
6.8
6.9
7.5
7.7
5.8
6.1
6.1

Muna,

6.1 86.8

.

.
.

.
...

...

81.2

7.3

6.0
9.8
7.5
8.3
6.2
8.8
7.6
6.1
7.9
6.5
6.4
4.8
5.6
4.0
5.1
4.0
4.1
4.2
4.0
4.4

.f l

.61

-72
.59
.68
.66
.74
.67
.70
.80
.TO
.76
.74
.80
.72
.80
.80
.74
.82
.82
.82
.80
.82
.80
.72
.84
.72
.66
.68
.68
.68
.72
.66

1

72.4
71.1
70.7
78.7
77.8
76.6
89.2
86.7
83.6
91.6
93.2
88.1
90.0
94.6
88.3
92.8
87.8
87.4
87.9
88.0
85.3
86.8
86.7
85.0
88.3
86.4
85.0
86.8
83.9
85.1
82.1
79.4
77.9
74.3
75.7
72.0

.72

(

83.8

.64

.59
.63

.lo

.

1

11.6
9.2
11.5
12.7
11.6
10.2
17.3
12.2
13.0
10.8
13.8
12.7
8.2
10.9
7.5
8.1
6.1
6.9
4.6
6.0
4.8
4.9
5.3
4.3
5.6
5.9
6.8
7.6
5.0
9.3
10.1
10.1
10.0
7.2
9.0
8.9

8.9 81.5

14
76
70
74
77
76
66
76
70
79
75
75
86
80
86
82
90
85
90
90
A8
89
91
91
88
91
89
83
91
82
77
78
79
81
81
78

.47
.53
.42
.44
.48
-52
3
.52
.47
.60
.52
.52
-67
.58
.79
-70
-75
.72
.83
.16
.80
-75
.78
.81
.82
.76
7
.69
.79
.61
.57
.55
.55
.65
-57
-55
.63

.49
-52
.43
.49
.54
.52
.43
.52
.44
.57
.51
.51
.70
.59
,70
.66
.78
.68
.78
.78
-74
.76
.80
.80
-74
.80
.76
.65
.80
.63
.54
.56
.57
.63
-61
56

-63

2% actual teruion of vapolrr in inche8, found by multiplying DALTON'~
maximun tension of vapour at t by the percentage here given, is,

of the Wet-bulb Hygrometer.

1836.1
at 81.. 2= 1.040 x .71

415

.738 ;at 83'.8=1.128 x . 6 3 = . 711 (or .716 at 81Q.2)

Wig at the two periods of the day, on an average, very nearly
equal ; though, relatively, the air is much drier in the afternoon.
A similar comparison to that aftbrded by the above table would
have been published with my journals for 1825-6 in the Philosophical
Transactions for 1827, had the registers been allowed to stand as
they were ; but the columns of aqueous tension were struck out.
although from the elaborate care I had taken in valning the degrees
of my hair hygrometer they were entitled to some reliance. I t is,
however, not worth while to republish them, aa tbe wet-bulb instmment was then situated outside and the hair hygrometer inside the
home*, and the two columns are not strictly comparable. One little
table, however, deduced from four years' daily experiments at Benares,
which wan a h snppreased at home. I think likely to prove useful, while
it beam directly on the wet-bulb theory, and exemplifies the truth of
the assumption of its immediate dependence on f. This table shewa
the actual evaporation in depth per month, as measured by a small
ewporameter suspended in the open air, for the opposite extremes of
the year. The instrument is described in the fifteenth volnme of the
Asiatic Reaearcikn. I have collected on the left hand the observed
quantities, and have now inserted on the right the theoretical nombere which should express the ratio of evaporation. The resulta are
even more satisfactory than could have been anticipated ; and lead to
the following very simple rule to 6nd the amount of evaporation
ronghly in inches per diem. " Multiply the aqueous tension at the
wet-bulb temperature by the observed depression in degrees, and
divide by 34." Omitting the latter operation, the product will express
in round terms the evaporation per month in the open air, or in a
moderate breeze.
TAB.VI.--Bate qf Bvqmration ard cimuIl.ncow dcprrwion okrratd at Banar88.
Montlu. Ynr. Tern
WetDepra-0Lmvd.Eva- Ditto
Dcpru- CaLuktcd
of &. bib, dm.
pontio.
,6$on
hX ddly or
1823
1824
1825
1826

t.

r

8;.0
93.1
92.3
90.4

68q9
71.8
74.2
69.8

d

s

19.1
21.3
18.1
20.7

dZ

perm~ntb
inchinch.

13.9
11.9
14.7
15.1

----Msuu 91.2 70.9 20.3
13.9
1823
1824
1825
1826

79.8
81.4
75.1
80.8

69.0
66.5
64.7
63.4

17.8
13.8
11.4
16.4

8.7
6.7
4.0
9.8

79.4

64.1

15.3

7.3

----Means

puntion.
*rn 83i ten.ioa,
d X/.
dX /.
-M-

0.463 0.748 15.18

0.447

0.243 0.599 8.16

0.240

The Cdcutta oriental Magarins, 1827, contain8 the whob paper.
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1823 76.4

68.1

1824 80.0
{l825 80.0

11.1

71.2

[JULY,

I

per. m.
65.6
8.8
60.5
8.9
67.1
8.3

I have, as yet, had no opportunity of applying the principle as-tained from this table, to the circumstances of other places*.
3.-Inyknce of the Barometer on the Wet-bulb dipremion.
All philosophers agree in rating the influence of atmospheric preesure on depression aa inversely proportional t o the height of the
barometer; so that when the Cepression under a pressure of 30
inches ie known, it may immediately found for any other pressure by
30

multiplying dinto-. p being the observed height of the barometer.
P
That the evaporation increases with diminution of pressure nearly
in the above ratio, has been proved by various experimenta ; and it
might confidently be anticipated, from the necessary connection between the evaporation and the refrigeration. (as exemplified in the
concluding table of my last section,) that the same law would prevail
in the depressions : but the only two experiments directed to this
point that I am acquainted with, lead to an opposite conclusion.
These were cited in my former paper : but as they are not accessible to
many readers, I will here repeat them. Mr. DANIELL'Sexperiment
will be found in Jour. Roy. Inst. XVII.. and Mr. ANDER~ON'S
ip
BREWBTER'B
Cyclopedia, Art. Hygrometry.
Barometric
pressure.

1 I
Ratio.

I

Evaporation Depression
in grain# by of wet-bulb
Daniell.
bv Daniell.

I I
Inerement.

1

Depression Im
of wet-bulb ment.
br Andenon.

T 4 ebler now publimbed by the astronomer at Madrar will a5ord good
data; but bia mode of measurement mast be firet known, pr hi evaporatiom
scam double of my own.

-

NOWin these inrtanoem the evaporation certainly followed the inlaw ;but the depression was made to receive only a constant arithmetical increment for each geometrical decrement of the
p m m r e ; in accordance with which I a ~ u m e that
d the proper correc30
rather than d? ;and
tion far variation of pressure should be d

vure

JP

P

even tbia w d d require a different co-ef6cient to make it auit the two
asen quoted above. Under such an uncertainty as to the red amount
of this important eorteetion, I wan induced to direct a fresh series of
experiments to this particular object ; and as my resulta &r greatly
from what han preceded, it is incumbent on me to describe my procesm
a little m detail.
I first prescribed to myself the necessity of working with a current
of air as similar as might be to that of the maximum series. an without such a pnaution it would be impassible to enellte the permanent
hygrometric etatus of the air in contact hth the wet-bulb. The
bell glaaa uf an air-pump, under which I imagine the experiments of
DARLBLL
and l h ~ ~ to
a have
m been conducted, could not poembky
ful6l thia in+spenssble condition, since a parthl halo of moisture
d d encircle the bulb of their thermometer ;-nor
do they appear
to hare uaed a hair hygrometer to inform them how far thii lnight be
the case. Mr. Dnamra it in h e had a dew-point instramtnt fitted
into the side of the @ma receiver, but for slight queoui~tension thia
inetrument becomes wholly leel less. The extent to which his air was
dried can be calculated pretty well from his own datum that the
depression at 500 wau nine degrees, which by my table would indicate
-('
")
-42
centesimal tension -30 : or by APJOHN'Sformula
I

.357

-

in the latter caae requiring a cdd of 8 degrees, and in the former of
16, below the freezing point to produce deposition.
But to return to my own experiments :In place of the s h d open glass tube connected with the gas~meter and glaaa balloon in which the wet-bulb was ,before exposed
to the current of air. (fig. 1.) a thin horizontal brass tube (fig. 7)
was substituted, having two lateral apertures for the admission
through corks, air-tight, of the dry and wet thermometer bulbs
(t.t'). From the aame brass tube descended a glass barometer tube
@) into a reservoir of mercury, similar to the gage of an airpump, for marking the actual pressure cloee to the themornetem.
m e other end of the tube was conducted by a flexible pipe F to the
receiver of an air-pump, where a continual vacuum could be kept up
by pumping without intermimion during the course of an experiment,

Q
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and by manoeuvring the stopcocks 0, K) at the two ends of the b w
tube, the preesure could be maintained at any point, and the draft of
air regulated until the temperature of the wet-bulb had bean satisfactorily ascertained.
Finding that the labour of working the pump wan rather irksome
in a climate of 95O. I afterwards availed myself of the vacuum engine
of the coining-press room in the Mint to relieve me from this duty.
In the pipe leading from the twelve recoil-pumps of the preaaea a
inches in constantly maintained
vacuum of about (or rather 3-27)
by the steam engine, so that by adapting the tube F to thin with a
stopcock, I was enabled to regulate the pressure, and prolong each
interval with the utmost ease and comfort.
It will be seen from the table of experiments below, that
employing a current of dry air the freezing point waa readily attained
under a pressure of 7) inch-. while the dry thermometer, only o m
inch from it, marked 92' : whereas all who have tried ~ L I E ' Sprocess for freezing have found it exceedmgly difkult in the hot weather
of thii country to produce ice with a vacuum nearly perfect. Tha
reason has been already explained: in the latter caae the partially
moist atmosphere arrests the progreea of refrigeration ;wherees in the
latter, the vapour rising from the evaporating surface in continually
removed ;-it is, in fact, like sitting under a punkah or without it, on
illustration that requires no comment to an Indian reader ! Of smch
idluencg is the motion of the air in the experiment, that, aa will be
seen presently, a cold nurch below the * e x b y point may be attained
under a p r e ~ u r eof 41 inches, with cornaton air at 92O contaking sirtenths of its vcrpmr of saturation (dew-point = 75.) and without the
aid of sulphuric acid, or any other arti6cial means of previously drging
it ! This unexpected result opens a wide field for speculation as to the
possibility of modifying the apparata~of LEELIE
for the arti6cial
production of ice ; and I hope, when leisure permits, to resume the
thread of this collateral and highly interesting discovery. The nature
of the problem teaches us d priori. that if a temperature of 20" can be
attained under a pressure of 4j) inches, the cold at two inches ought
to be many degrees below zero of Fahrenheit'e scale !
Out of four experiments made with the air-pump, and eight with the
Mint vacuum engine, it will be snfIicient, after quoting the numerid
results of the whole, and referring to the accompanying diagram
(Pl.XXII. fig. 10.) for a comprehensive view of their general bearing,
to select two or three of the most regular examples for analptical &amaion.
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.
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I

M4.7
w.4
U7.8

88.5
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..

Temp. of wet-bulb, nndcr a prcaqure of
I

37.0

20.0

1a.o

18.5

20.0
97.0

..

26.4

90.0

The I M ~
experiment b evidently I&cted with eome accidental

error, since the d e p m i o n b kuu at 22.5 inch- than at 30. I imagine the external air w- admitted through an unobsewed leakage of
the tube, or a drop of water may have fallen in the tube, and thus
moistened the air before it reached the wet-bulb.
I now detached the gasometer and balloon, and admitted the air of
the room directly into the tube at stopcock k (fig. 8) keeping up a prolonged current at intervals of every two inches of pressure from 30.0
upwards to 5 inches, and then descending in the same manner : taking
&re to wet the thermometer from time to time as its water evaporated. In mending the . u l e I regulated the presnren in the barometer-gaga principally by manmuwing the stopcock (K) next to the
vacnum pipe, the orifice at k remaining constant: where- in dewending, I allowed K to remain untouched while I brought the
gage to the desired point by gradually opening the outer stopcock k.
The e&ct of thin will be understood on viewing the apparatus : the
current of air was considerably stronger in the last case than in the
Grrt, and in consequence the depressiom are somewhat greater. To
thin it must be added, that in the ascending scale the depreesions
will tend to lag below their full amount, while in descending they will
err in an opposite sense ; all of which is well exhibited in dotted curves
numbered 10. 11 of diagram 10. The mean of the two series (marked
by a plain line on the diagram) may be assumed as a good fonndation
for the analysis we have proposed.
l b p d l r u r t r 10 ad 11, on dqrmdoma under dimi&&ed premcrv.
Temperature of tbe room 92O.2 ; dew-point 74O.8 = centcrimal tension .58
Bair-hygrometer,
79 = ditto
.57

buom. Areendin re&#.

D a d n g xaia.

edt-

Temp
wetp E of dr. h l b bulb
Imh.r.

...
1

30
98
!26

94
22

to

18
16

14
12
10

2

3

91.7 80.4 89.0 rewetted)
79.7 80.8
99.9 78.0 80.0 rewetted
77.8
75.4(rewettdd
92.7
7a.o
70.3
67.7
64.0
93.0
60.0
64.9 (rewetted
48.3
rewetted

80.6
79.2
76.8
74.7
72.4

84.8
47.3
80.8
30.8
m.7

4

dXJ

I

93.0
79.9
75.9
73.8
70.1
66.9
64.9
6 1.9
57.4
8.8

11.7
11.8
13.9
15.0

13.0
14.3
15.5
18.0
16.4 30.4
19.81 23.3
12.6' 96.6
94.21 99.3
29. 31.3
93. 36.1
38.1 39.7
44.1 46.9
55.0 53.7
62.0 60 8

I

gg.2
93.2
99.5
91.6
89.8

1

12 0
13.1
14.6
17.0
19,l
11.5
94.6
26.8
80.6
34.6

I

38.9

45.3
13.1
61.4

I . . .

19.
19.9
14.0
16.0
16.4
18.0
90.0

I

99.5
35.7
10.0
36.0
46.0
60.0

g::

At the first glance towarda the final columns of this table, one might
a t i k t be led to exclaim, upon the wonderful a c w r d w between theory and fact ! The ascending series, especially, agreee exactly with the
calculation in several points, and does not diverge materially wtil the
pressure falls to sir inches, far beyond the reach of any LiJtely contingency within our observance.
But allthie seeminglyagreeable coincidence is, in a measure, delusory.
The effect ia compounded of two different influences-I, the rarefaction ; and 2, the diminution of humidity which is consequent thereon.
W e b o w from our second section of experiments how to appreciate
this latter disturbing cause, and so isolate the reduction of t e r n p a ture due to the diminished pressure alone ; but the prior experimentr
give ua an opportunity of estimating it in a more direct manner.
Thus, taking experiment 7, we have the following data : the temperature being 91". Fahrenheit. The fourth column containe the hypothetical depressions on the supposition of the inverse-pressure ratio.
Buometrieal
preranrs
Lecher.
30.0
27.5
15.0
7.5
6.0
5.5
5.4

Depression
in dry air.

Increment
obwrved.

D

D-d

o

A

32.7
35.6
42.3
61.0
70.8
72.1
72.8

++
+

++
+

2.9
9.6
28.3
30.1
39.4
40.1

Theoretied
depreuion.
d X, a0
P
39.7
43.6
65.4
130.8
165.5
176.5
179.8

Increment Calcnlatco-eaid+ :3
d

-

f,

8

$
:
+ 98.1
+ 139.8
+ 147.1
143.8
+

dent.

A+&

.27
.29
.29
.23
.27
.27

The rate of increment observed, it will be remarked, here invariably
falls short of the calculated rate in the fifth column, but it bears always the same proportion to it, about one-third; an shewn in the
sixth column : therefore in this example the law of the inverse preasurea holds good relatively, but it require8 a co-eflicient to reduce the
a h l u t e amount. Thus, the maximum depremion in dry air at any

preaaure wiU, by the experiment, be equal to d + .27
instadofd+ ( 1 : - d )

I

.

I

I

(orsimplydsO).

(r 5 -

d )

Iwillnotseektoen-

quire the a w e of this deviation from theory ; or whether it be peculiar to the form of apparatus I employed; or whether the dtect w i l l
be constant under all circumstances :-I will merely suggest that the
mpply of heat from extraneous sources-the hraer tube (only half inch
dinm.) rdiatian, &c. could not fail to reduce the cooling &ect of the
mere current of air; and here we have the measure of their united
dbtmbing power, which it is ~tiakctmyto find constant throughout.
Let lls now ses whether the same constancy can be traced in the more
e l a h t e experiment with common air (10-1 1.) The first thing n-a q k to c d m k e the percentage of moiature for each step. NOW,am
under 3@ Iaehes the centesimal tension was found to be .58 by the
dew-point, and as no somce of freah snpply was at hand, the tension
at m y other prcesure should be directly as the pressure, or inversely ae
the v h e ; since it is evident that a double space, for instance, will
require twice M much aqaeoas vapour to bring it to a given state of
humidity ; the aqueous tension, therefore,wiU- be -58 X
for this
series of experiments. Again, from oar table of depressions, (from the
diagram or fiom the formula) can be obtained, with the reading at
these variable states of humidity, the depression either in dry air or
in air of the initial ten&n -58. -1have, fact, given both in the f d loniag table, and have wt in the three last colnmns the calculated de-

6

in

With exception of the fonr lowermost entries, the three middle (or
observed) columns of this table accord wonderfnlly well with the three
last, which are calculated by the formula above given multiplied into
T, (the tabular cent. dep.) ; which is variable in the dret of them,
(that of the experiments ;) is eqnal to -32 for the cane of homidity
'58; and i of course = 0 for the h a 1 case, of extreme drpnas.
Were we to snppone that the dryness of the air did not mount higher
than -18 (necond column) from some unperceived cause, the c a l h d
depre~ionswould suit equally well from b e g i i to end; and it
mast be remembered that any disturbing force will be much more
felt in the low pressures. Moreover, it can hardly be expected that the
depreaaion should continue to follow the name law, after the evaporating surface has congealed into ice. Had the aecending eeries of depressions only been used, instead of the mean, the accordance would
have been greater towards the middle of the scale.
I t is hardly necessary to analyse any more of the present eeries,
rfter ascertaining that the same co-efficient is equally applicable to
dry and wet air. We may therefore proceed at once to the conchsion, that the deptession of t k wet-bulb t h m e t e r , cet& paribw,
varies ~ I M T M I ~or the barometric presacre, t k actual vrrtiation beirrg fot
every case twenty-seven hundredths of the calculated uariatior.
4 4.-Depreddim under augmented boromch-ic presmre.
I t w d d perhaps have been better to have preceded the'last en-dation, by a description of the experiments included nuder thin head.
since they obviously form part of the same series, and must be governed by the same law. They need not detain us many minutes.
The modification of apparatue now employed is depicted in fig. 9.
Between the gasometer and the brass tube furnished with the two
tbermometem was introduced a condensed air blow-pipe; while at
the other extremity near the discharge cock kt,was adapted a syphon
barometer capable of shewing an increase of pressure up to .I.12 inches.
By keeping up the action of the pump with the discharge cock more
or lees open, a current of condensed air could be maintained at any
pressure until the readings of the wet-bulb became stationary ; for, as
before stated, it was upon the current only that reliance could be
placed; and my endeavour was always to maintain the same rapidity
in the paasage of the air, although small variations in this particular
do not, and ought not, to produce any sensible error.
Not having used a hygrometer ip this series, I trust to the deprerrsion itself (at 30 inches) to supply the datum of the humidity ;
and here of course, under condeneation, the moisture hmer directly

I

I

with the pressure. On the dingram this is very canapicuoua in 6ge.
13. 14 ;and PI the air approaches dryness, the line formed will be seen
PmPlgamating with the curvature of the former experiments.
T A B .1X.-Depruriou under inerrwed prerrurr.

In the last experiment the air waa maintained for a long time at
each pressure, whence its results are perhaps entitled to greater confidence than the rest.

The direct theoretical depressions, d x ?
B

would be 26O.8, 22'.3, and 19O.1, which corrected by the co-e0icieit
before found, would become 26O.8, 25O.6, and 24O.7 ; these again
would have to be diminkhed for the altered humidity to 26.8. 24.5,
and 22.8; still, however, differing materially from the experiment,
which I attribute to the dGculty of keeping up a auf6cient draft at
the high pressures, in comequence of which the humidity is not fairly
estimated.
If we examine the first experiment we shall have,

.... ...... ..
.. ...... ....

The direct geometrical deprerrionr,.
,
23.5 19.6 16.8
Thm modified by co-efficient, .27..
23.5 22.4 21.7
Corrected to the inaipient rt& of humidity will be, 23.5 20.0 18.1

--

Tha o k e d dsprsrrionr being in this c u e ,

...... 23.5

2 1.5

19.5

nearly midway between the modified and the corrected numbera, and
PI much above the latter as they were below them in experiment
4 . 4 0 it will be not unreasonable to conclude that our formula would
hold good for augmented depressions, if proper care were taken in
conducting them.
We have now examined every case of depreesion that can be experienced in common air, and we may finally a m up thia lengthy
investigation by uniting the mernbera of the formula, that it may conprehend both changes of humidity and changes of atmospheric pre&
snre thus :d = 84f-fk + .27

The latter member of the equation may be converted into a table
of multipliers for heighta of the barometer other than SO, which will
leave the table I have appended to the present paper applicable to all
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The rule for its pee will be given in

§ 5.-Depmrion of wet-bulb h other gasem d i a .
I t has been seen that the theory of the wet-bulb thermometer is
entirely based on the relation of the specific heats, or capacities, of
water, of vapour, and of air. I t may be made therefore to furnish an
unexceptionable and easy method of solving the much-contested qaeation of the relative capacity of d i i r e n t gaeeoua fluids, by substituting
any of the latter for common air in the experimental determination of
the depression.
By GAT Lnssac's formula we perceive that the depression varier,
precisely in the inverse ratio of the air's capacity, c (see p. 405.)
AP~OEN'S
formula is b a d on the same datum ;thus the specific heat of
vapour at 50° being 1129 (= 967 212 50) ; that of water being
1 ; and that of air c = 0.267 ; " one part of air in cooling through d
degrees will raise the temperature of 0.267 part water through the
rime number, and will consequently be adequate to vaporize a quantity of water represented by ~;?jyNow, an -267 d (= c d ) ie a
conatant quantity, any change in the value of c must a&ct d in .n
cd
opposite or inverse senne, that is c' = -, d' being the depression ob-

+ -

'"'

&

served in other medium than common air.
Ae most likely to exhibit any difference of specific heat, and without
reference to any prior determination of the question. I selected two
gasea, hydrogen and carbonic acid, as far at variance in essential pinto
as could be wished, and proceeded with them exactly ae had been
h e with ordinary air. On amount of the mode of preparing the
two gaaes by dietillation through a water-trough, they entered the
p o m e t e r surcharged with moisture : and, aa noticed below, even
after being well dried by the acid in the chamber, they took up moieture from the discharge-pipe on their passage to the wet-bulb. I
could only apprctximatively remedy this evil by immediately filling in
common air, and fiuding how much moisture the latter also absorbed
in its passage. The error was of course leas, if a t all, perceptible at
the high temperatures, and in a fresh aerier of experiments it mu
obviated by the introduction of my tell-tale hair hygrometer.
Wishing to save the gae, it was made to pass into another gaaometer instead of into the open air ; on which account the current both of
hydrogen and of carbonic acid paeaed more slowly through the steamheated tnbe than the air had done, and their: temperature only rose
to160 and170,inlieuof 180andeven 190matfitet. Here Miow

1eS6.l
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the nadiags which were considered ae coinwent, but, as before. there
ditiiculty in keeping the dry thermometer stationary,

was

--

-.
-

Thenu. Wet- Dsprac H y p T d o a
In air. bulb. miom.
cenwdmd.
n

n

n

?
I. Throughmteam pipe. 92.0 6f8 21.2
nearly dry.
1. Ditto, rtum on.
160.0 83.2 76.8
ditto.
137.0 76.4 60.6
3. Ditto, dim,
.17 ?
93.8 67.5 26.3 44 ?
4. Ditto, cold,

..
......
......

p d o a in

dry ah.

37.1
81.5
65.3
38.1

R~tio.
dAD

.94
.93

The hydrogen of the gasometer in the Brat two experiments W ~ I S
supposed to be dry, but it was found that it acquired moisture in p w ing thrbega the pipes, which had been moietened by the distillation
of the hydrogen ; the amount of error wae estimated by filling common air in, and finding how much ita depression Mered from the full
The gos of 3, and 4 was pasaed out into a vessel containing
the heir hygrometer ; but still no great confidence was placed in the
reriee, and on two subsequent d a y d h h gas wae prepared.
S

d 8du.

.

5. Protracted carreat ofbydrogep p,.
85.4 60.0 95.4
6. Common air treated exactly in the
name manner,
90.6 59.0 31.6
Ratio of 2Y0.I to 25O.4 u

....................

= 29.1 at 85'4
1.00 to .87

This was still unsatisfactory, aa there was no mode of testing the
hygrometric state of the gas : I now therefore fitted the glass chamber enclosing the hair hygrometer, (as in fig. 1) and took the following readings after intervale of a day each. C l l c YuIrn. D e p r a .

r
7. Hydrogen, current, 87.8
8. Ditto, fall draft,
88.0
84.0
9. Ditto, ditto,
10. Ditto, ditto,
88.5

..
......

......
11.Commonair .....
12. Ditto, ..........

ol

60.5
59.7
57.1
58.5

(1

27.3
28.3
26.9
30.0

a

in
H*QB.

Ahail.

in

Qtia
d+D

.84
.86
.85
.88

8
5
4
4

29.5
29.8
28.0
31.2

34.8
34.9
33.8
38.2

4?
2

33.5
32.6

34.4
38.4

-

87.0 54.8 32.2
83.1 52.1 32.0

Still a fourth series was thought necessary ; and in tbis all access
of moisture to the tubes being prevented by passing the gas over
d p h u r i c acid before it entered the gasometer, and leaving it for a
week to dry thoroughly, the hair hygrometer marked extreme siccity :
precaution was a h taken to cool the wet-bulb with ice below the depression point, before inaerting it in the tube.

...
......

13. Full draft,.
14. Ditto,
16.0itt0,
9 r

......

I&crlh Series, Hydropa gar.
I
1'
d
h.
66.7 58.5 28.2
0
0
85.0 57.4 27.6
82.8 56.5 26.3
0

D

34.2
33.4
92.2

If
.82
.83
.6l
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This fourth series, on which every care was bestowed to ensure saxncy, confirming as it does the ratio of the prior experiments, certain1J
tends to prove tbat hydrogen produces a lees depression than common
air in the proportion of 82 to 100 ; and consequently that the specific
heat of this gas for equal volumes should be 1.22, that of atmospheric
air beiig 1.
TAB.XI.-Dcp.uriocu with Carbonic Acid.
Temp. wetHaix
Tdldu

.t

bulb.
f

1. Current tbrougb 0
o
steam pipe,
91.7 66.2
2. Do. ateam on, 161.0 85.0
3. Do.quickerdmft,160.0 81.5

..

4. common air,

..

86.8

60.8

%?

hlB.

depnricm

for dry dr.
D

o

25.5 (acquired moisture .30 ?)36.3
76.0 Nearly dry ?
82.2
78.5 ditto,
81.5)

Rae.
d

%
1

.94
34.3

26.0

The experiment with common air shews that the passages still imparted moisture to the amount of full .12, and therefore vitiated the
result as with hydrogen. The trial was renewed with the precaution
of employing the hair hygrometer. h
d
D
d+n
6. Short glass tube, 83.6 55.0
6. Ditto,
86.2 55.2
7. Ditto,
83.7 53.6

28.6

5 Corrected

30.1
32.0
31.0

32.6
34.0
32.6

max. dep. 34.8

35.0

.. ......
31.0 3 for dry
3 air or
........ - - 30.0
-

8. Common air,.

... 88.2

54.5

33.7

3

- -

.92

.W
.95

Here again the depression in carbonic acid gas is proved to be
94 hundredths of that in common air, whence the specific heat of
this gas should turn out 1.06, air being 1.00. A third aeries woe taken :

.. 88.7
...... 84.8

0. Well dried,
9. Ditto,
10. Ditto,

......

56.2
55.1
89.6 57.2

32.5
29.7
32.4

0
0.5
1

32.5
29.9
32.8

35.3
33.2
35.8

91
90
90

In the last three experiments which were made with the precautiom
, I have described, in the hydrogen experiments, (13-15) a little of the
latter gas was mixed a(,' th) with the carbonic acid ; while in experirnente 6, 7, common air may have been present to the same extent.
W e may therefore assume the maximum depression in dry carbonic
acid to be about 92 per cent. of that in atmospheric air; and its spec.
heat = 1.087.
Although them unexpected results are supported by their great
uniformity, I still feel hesitation in inviting for them the implicit confidence of chemists, in opposition to the very opposite conclusiooa of
Other experimenters. Had the specific heat of one gas proved in defect and the other in excess, it would have been more consonant with
the analogy of their specific gravity,-but that two gaaes so strongly
contrasted, should both err, on the same side, I own to be plausible
evidence against me. Still I hardly think that the 8 per cent. dismpancy in the carbonic acid experiments is within the limits of experimental error ; and the 18 per cent. of the hydrogen is certainly more
t h a n I am willing to allow to be attributable to such a cause.

1836.1
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At any rate it must be conceded that the method itself poaeesses
superior facility to the process of Ds LA ROCHEand BEEAPD*,
also followed by HAYCBAFT~,
or to that more recently followed by my friends
Messra. F. MABCBT
and DB LA RIVBof Geneva$.
I t may be ae well to recite the conflicting values arrived at by
these and other authors, including M. DULONBQ,
whose mode of investigation by the velocity of sonorous vibrations in the respective
gases, was most ingenious in itself, and perhaps better entitled to
respect than any other.
TAB.XI1.- Speei$c heat of g w l u bodirr by volume, Y n d u cotutant p r e r r r e .
By De h R a b e

By Hqcmft

and Daud.

Atmorphericair,
Oxygen.
.
Hydrogen,
Nitrogen
Cubonic Acid,
Carburett. Hyd.
Carbonic oxide,

.....
....

,.......

N i t o w gas,
-

..

1,000
976
903
1,000
1,258
1,553
1,034
1,350

-

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,060

-

Ey Y e t
and D e h Rlra.

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

By DuLong

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,175
1,531
1,000
1,160

7webbulb
*

e

m

1,000

1.220
1,087
-

not withstand in^- the tendency of m y own experiments, every one
mast feel a prejudice on a view of thia table in favor of the conclusione
of the English and the Genevese philosophers ; namely, that all
the Rases
have the same specific heat.
In such caee however i t will be necessary to aasign
- some other
came for the indubitable resulta above given, or our judgment must be
mpended, until a careful repetition of similar experiments may determine the conditions with other gasee. and lead to some de6nite conclusions for the whole of this most interesting question.
Q 5.-A fero illustrations of the wet-bulb theory.
My paper has expanded to such a formidable length, that I am
loath to burthen it with many " last words :" yet I cannot refrain
from pointing out an inetance or two of practical application, and
shewing that d and f are as important elements in the play of meteorological phenomena as the dew-point itself, and require equally to
be studied by naturalists.
1. The Baron HUGELremarked, that ice was formed in Cashmlr
with the thermometer at 4441 at an elevation of 15,000 feet : whence
he concluded that the freezing point rose as the boiling point fell.
This startling paradox is now readily explaitled : the air of the plains is
dry enough at all times in those latitudes :-it becomes relatively drier
in expanding on the mountains, while the depression simultaneously

* Annalea de Chimie, lxxxr.
f Ditto 1829, uur. 5.

U See J. A. S. vol. r. p. 186.
3 K 2

126.

t Annales de Chimie, m i . 298.
5 Ditto, di. 113.
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i n a w e s . When t = 44'. 0 = 15.5 which

[JOLT.

m
+ .17 (-d16.8
- d)

for

15,000 feet, = 18.5. so that if the air were already charged with a
third of i t . saturating quantity of vapour, the depression of 13 degreea
would etill cool a surface of water below the freezing point.
GAYLUSSAC
points out a similar fact noted on S ~ u s u u ~ s ascent
's
of
Mont Blanc. " En faisant tourner sur le Col du gdf~rrrtun thermometre dont la bode dtait enveloppee d' une Bponge, il a obtenn un refroidissement de 9O.3 C ( 1 6 O . 7 Farh.) nu dessous de la temperature de
I'air qui etait de 1O0.1 (50'. 2 F.) ainsi 1' evaporation peut concourk
svec le rayonnement pour determiner la cong6lation de l'eau B la
surface de la terre, dans on air dont la temperature serait de pluaieum
degres au-dessus de z6ro*."
2. The formation of hail is readily explained on the same principle. The drops of water passing through a stratum of very attenuated
dry air, perhape even warmer than the saturated cloud they bave
quitted, are cooled to congelation-nay,
most likely much below
it, since they are not remelted in their onward progrese to the earth.
but are apparently enlarged by deposition of fresh moisture. Hail is
seldom observed to fall in damp weather.
Thus also, frozen clouds (cirri) may be found at elevatiaas in the
air much lower than would belong by theory to a temperature of 3a0,
and their dissipation while still in a frozen state, is also accounted for.
3. The increase of rain drops as they approach the earth has been
satisfactorily proved to originate in the deposit of atmospheric mobture on the2r surface, cooled below the dew-point temperature.
4. Why is a o t the air at sea always surcharged with moistare ?
The actual tension of vapour in the air does not depend on t butt' :
now the bulk of the ocean maintains an uniform temperature, in
general a few degrees below that of the air in the day time :f therefore being then always less than f, eaturntion cannot take place,
however much water may be present. But there is another reason ;
salt-water ha^ a lower tension than pure water ; that is, were it
heated tot, its tension would not be f. I t boils at 2134,, (?) in lieu of
21 20, which reduces its tension about one part in 40--and the same
proportion will hold good, on DALTON'#
hypothesis, for lower temperatures. In clear nights the air on ship board must always be fully
charged with moisture, and hence the heavy dew on deck.
5. An analogous explanation can be given of the curious fact
in 182lt, that if a thermometer bulb coated
observed by M. CLEMENT
with lint be dipped in a saturated solution of any salt (or the salt in
powder) and be held in aqueous vapour of 2129, it will acquire itself

-
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a higher temperature, equal to what would be the boiling point of a
similar solution. Here the saline solution at 2 12' cannot support
a tension off (= 30 in.) ; deposition therefore takes place with consequent disengagement of latent heat, until the tension of the salt at
t
r finds itself in equilibria, or = 30 inches*.
6. h n ~ r has
~ observed,
s
that when water is thrown upon a heated
metal not visibly red, it ~4hsk8into steam suddenly : but when placed
upon iron, silver or gold at a much higher heat, it takes a considerable
time to evaporate. Here would eeem to be an indication that nt or
about 1200 Farh. the evaporation point gradmilly rises to exactly
2120, and that beyond this it becomes negative, or, the depression
becomes so great that it falls below the boiling pointt.
This is surely a more rational explanation than PERKINS'S,who
supposed the liquid to be prevented from evaporating from the enormous pressure on its surface :-how could such n false equilibrium hold
with free space around for the vapour to expand into ?
Many other illustrations might be brought forward, but I forbear
from exhausting the patience of my readers, and will here conclude
with the tables for the depression of the wet-bulb at temperatures from
300 to 180a under the conetant pressure of 30 inchee. Far other states
of the barometer the small table below will be found sufficient, until
my friends in Nep&l, Dehra Dun, or the Nilgiuis may furnish better
data for its correction.

+

TABU o r MULTIPLIERS,10 coavert the following Tabular D e p r e ~ i o wa t 30
inch8 (1.000) into the deprwdm a t any other premcre of the atmotphere.
P.10106

ta

hAa.

29'5
29'8
28'5
28.0
27.5
279
26-5
26.0
25.3
25-0

D a d t y of MultlpUtheur.
er
s.

1.016
1'034
1.053
1.071
1.091
1.111
1.132
1.154
1'176
1'200

Buome- Dend of luldpllrn
the
er
inch*
1+.9;a

1.904
24.5
1.009
24'0
1.014
23.5
1.019 . 23.0
1.025
22.5
1-030
22.0
1.036
21.5
1.042
21-0
1.048
a.5
1-054
20.0

2.

1'224
1'250
1'277
1'304
1'333
1'361
1.395
1'428
1'463
1.500

1.060
1.067
1'075
1-082
1-090
1.098
1.107
1.115
1'125
1'135

Baroma- Density of Multlplitsr
tbe dr.
rr
inches.
e.
1+,42

19.5
19.0
18'5
18.0
17.5
17.0
16.5
16-0
15.5
15'0

1.538
1.579
1.621
1.666
1.720
1.765
1.818
1.875
1'935
2.000

1-145
1.156

1.168
1.180
1.194
1-206
1.221
1.236
1.252
1.270

No?n.-When the depreanhn In attenmtrd air has been observed, divide i t by
the mnltipliern here given, before entering the table following to find the aqueow
tension.
A new source of error in the wet-bulb in b e w e suggested, in the substance
linen, and cotton may have different
with which the bulb is coated :-flannel,
hygrometric aUections. Thin u a A t sobject for inquiry.
) The rerynbght modification required in the theoretical curve of depressions,
to produce the eUect alluded to in the text, in shewn by a dotted line in Fig. 5 of
PI. XXI. APJORN'S temperature of evaporation only reacher 2120 at 28000.
LOILIE'B
a t 26000 ; beyond which it would continue to rise.

TABEX
of the Dnrnrnrol~rU t h e W e t - M b Themwnwiu,for degree* qftemperature, and mery twentieth part qf hygrometric r a t w r a t h .

;i

The centesimal tension of vapoar, or percentage of humidity being

$3

-

F"
0

30
31
31
33
35
36
39
40
41
42

43
44
45
46
7
48
49
50
51
61
63
M

65
56
67
58
69
60

5

0

10'6
10'9
11.9
11'5
11.8
12'1
12'4
12'7
13'0
13'3
13'6
13-9
14.1
14'6
14.9
15.3
15'6
16'0
16'3
1 6
17.1
17.5
17-9
18'3
18.7
19.1
19.6
9w0
10-4
20'8
21.3

'

0

9.2
9.4
9'7
10.0
10.2
10'5
10'8
11'0
11.3
11'5
11'8
11.0
19.3
ll'6
10'9
13.3
13'5
13-9
I
14-5
148
15.2
15.5
15.9
16'2
16.6
17.0
17-3
1
18-0
18-0

10
0

8-3
8'5
8'8
9.8
9.9
9'5
9.7
9.9
10.2
104
10'6
10.9
11.1
114
11'6
11.9
19.2
12'5
19'7
13-0
13'3
13'7
140
14'3
14'6
14'9
15'3
166
16'9
16.2
16.6

15
0

7.6
7.8
8'0
8'1
8.4
8.7
8'9
9.1
9.3
9.6
9.7
9 9
10.2
10.4
10'7
10.9
11-9
11-4
11.7
11.9
12.9
14.5
12.8
13-1
1 4
13-7
14.0
143
14-6
1
15'2

10
0

6.9
7-1
7'3
7.5
7.7
7.9
8.1
8.3
8.6
8.7
8-9
g.1
9.3
9.6
9.8
10.0
10.2
10'5
10.7
10.9
11.1
11.5
11-7
19'0
l!PJ
1 2
12.8
13'1
13-4
13'6
11'0

25
0

6'4
6'6
6.7
6.9
7.1
7'3
7.4
7.6
7.8
8.0
8.1
8.3
8.5
8'8
8'9
92
9 4
9'6
9-8
10.0
10.3
10.5
10.7
11.0
11.1
11.6
11'8
19.0
19'4
14.5
Il'8

30
-35

40

45

SO

55

60

0

0

0

0

0

0

4'8
6'0
51
5'3
5'4
5.5
5.7
5.8
6.9
6.1
6.2
6.4
6.5
6.7
6.8
7.0
7.1
7.3
7.5
7.6
7'8
8.0
8.9
8'4
8.6
8.7
9'0
9-2

44
46
4'6
4'8
4'9
5'0
5'1
5'3
5.4
P5
6'6
5.8
6 9
6'0
6'1
6.3
9.5
6'6
6.8
6.9
7.1
7'3
7'4
7.6
7.8
7.9
8'1
8'3
8.6
8'6
8.8

4'0
4'1
42
4'3
4'4
4.5
4'6
4'7
4'9
5.0
6'1
6.2
5'3
5'4
&6
5'7
5.8
6'0
6.1
6.2
6.4
6'5
6'7
6.8
7.0
7.1
7'3
7'5
7.6
7'8
0.0

3'5
3'6
3'7
3'8
3'9
4.0
4'1
4'2
4.3
4.4
4'5
4.6
4.7
4'8
5'0
5'1
5-53
5's
6.4
5.6
5'7
5'8
6.0
6'1
W3
6.4
6'6
8.6
6'8
6'9
7.1

3'1
3'2
3'3
3'4
3.6
3'6
3'6
3'7
3.8
3.9
4'0
4.1
4.9
4.3
4'4
&5'
4.6
4'7
4'8
4'9
6.0
5'1
5'3
6'4
6.5
6.6
5'8
I'9
6'0
8'1
6'3

0

5'3
5'8
6'0
5'4
5.6
6'9
6'3
5'7
5.9
6.5
6.0
6.6
6'8
6.2
6.3
7'0
6.5
7.1
6.6
7.3
6.8
7'5
7.0
7.6
7-1
7-8
8.0
7.3
7.6
8.1
7'7
8'4
7.8
8.6
8.0
8'8
D'O
8.1
9.1
8.4
9.4
8-6
9'6
8'8
9'8
9.0
10'1
9.9
10.3
9 4
10'5
9.6
10'8
9'8
11.0
10'0
11.1
10.1
1
4 10.4
11.7
10.7

-

9'9

9.5
9.7

-

.65

70

75

80

85

0

0

0

0

0

1.9
1'9

1'6
1'6
1'6
1.7
1.7
1'8
1.8
1.9
1.9
1'9
2.0
!PO
2.1
2.1
9'1
2.2
2.3
2'3
2.4
4.4
9.5
1.5
2.6
2.6
9.7
2.7
2'8
4.9
9'9
3.0
3'1

1.1
1'1
1'1
1.1
1.2
1'2
1.1
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.5
1'5
1'6
1.6
1'6
1.6
l.7
1.8
l.8
1'8
1'9
1.9
1.9
2'0
2.0
2.1
2'1
9.1

4.6 2 ' 3
2'8 2'3
9'8 1'4
2'9 9'5
3'0 2'5
3'1 2'6
3'9 2.7
3'9 2.7
3.3 4.8
3.4 2.9
3'5 4.9
3.5 3.0
3.8 -3.1
3'7 3'1
3'8 3'9
3'9 9'3
4.0 3.4
4'1 S'4
4-1 3'5
4'9 3'6
&4 3'7
4'5 3'8
4'6 3'9
4'7 3'9
-4'8 4.0
4'9 4.1
5.0 4'9
6'1 4.3
6'4 4'4
6'3 W5
5'4 4-6

.

-

0'0

2'0
4.1
1.1
2.2
2.2
4.3
4.3
1.4
0'5
4.5
2.6
0'6
8.7
4.8
1'8
2.9
4.9
3'0
3'1
3'3
3'2
3.4
3.5
3.5
3'8
3'7
3.8

- 90

95

0

0

0
0.7
0.9
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.2
1.2
1.2
1'2
3
1.3
1.3
1.4
1'4
1.4
1.4

0.3
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4

0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0-5
0.5
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.6
0.5
0.8
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6

2:0'7
0'7
0'7
0'7

Q1t m p w a l w e , a d
T A ~qf~ the
E D ~ p . r r s r o ~ s a wet-hrlb Tbermometu,fat WCM

;j
0

0

0

66
66
67
68
69
70
71
71
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
81
83

85
86
87
88
80

91

W

tY
w d k l h PW: of b p - t d c

~kmtiom.

,The eenterimal tension of napour, or percantage ofhumidlty being

(I:e
(11
61
63

~

91.7
19.9
11.6
13.1
8.5
94.4
a.9
'Lg-4
15.9
16.4
8
27.3
97.8
18.3
28.8
29.3
19'8
30'3
30.8
31-3
31.8
32.3
39.8
W.3
33'9
34.4
34.9
354
36-0
36.6

6

19.1
19'6
m.0
20-4
20.8
11.1
11.6
11.0
21.4
22.9
13.1
W.7
14.1
14.5
15.0
ab-4
25'8
26.3
16.7
17.1
27'6
26.0
2
28.9
19.4
49.8
30'1
30.7
31.1
31-6

10

16

20

%

0

0

0

0

16'9
17.3
17.6
18'0
1
18-7
lg.1
1
19.8
40.1
20-6
20-9
21.3
91.7
12'1
12.4
11'8
23.9
13'6
24.0
94'4
7
15.1
25'5
26.9
26'4
16'8
27'1
17'6
28.0
4

I
16.9
1
16.6
16.8
17'1
17.5
17.8
18.1
18.6
18.8
19.1
19'5
19.8
10.2'
10.5
40.9
11.3
11.6
21.0
21'3
22.7
13.0
23.4
l3-8
141
34'6
94.9
35'3
25'7
26'1

4
lC6
14'8
15.1
4
1 7
16'0
16-3
16.7
17.0
17'3
17.6
17.9
18'1
18'6
18.9
19.2
19'5
10'9
20'1
20'5
10'9
11.1
11'6
11'8
22'1
22.6
19'9
23'1
'I3.6
29'9

13'0
15'3
13'6
13'9
141
14.4
lC.6
14.9
15'1
15'3
15'6
15.9
16'1
16'5
16'8
17.1
17'4
1
18'0
18'3
18'6
18.9
19.1
1 6
lW8
20'7
11'0
11'3
21.6
22'0
13'3

d0
0

11.9
11'1
114
11.7
11.9
13'1
13.4
1 3
14.0
1
14'5
14.7
15-0
15'3
16'6
15.8
16-1
16-4
16.7
16.9
17'1
176
17-8
18'0
18.3
18.6
18'9
19'2
I
19'8
20'1

36
0

10'9
11'1
11'3
11'6
11'8
12.0
12'1
11'5
11'7
13'0
1
13.4
13.7
13.9
14.1
144
14.7
14.9
16.1
16.5
5
16.0
16'2
1 6
16'7
17'0
173
17'5
17.8
18'1
18'3

- 40
0

-46
0

9'9
9'0
10.1
9'1
10'3 ' 0 ' 4
10'6
9'6
9'7
10'8
11'0
10'0
11.1
10'1
I
10'3
11'6
10'5
11.9
10-7
11.1
10'9
12'3
11'1
11'6
11'3
1 2
11'6
13'0
11.7
11.9
131
11.1
13'4
13'6
4
1P6
13.9
1
11.8
1
13'0
13'1
14.6
14-8
13%
15'0
13'6
13'8
1
15'6
141
14.3
15'7
14'5
16'0
14.7
16-1
4
16'6
16.7
16-1

-

66

60

0

0

0

50

8'1 7.1
8'3 7'4
8'4 7'5
8'6 7'7
8'8 7.8
9.0 8'0
9'1 8*'1
9'3 8'3
9.6 8'4
9'7 8'6
9'9 8.8
10.0 8-9
10.1 9'1
10'4 9'3
10.6 9 . 4
10.8 9 . 6
10.9 g.7
11.1 0'9
11.3 10'1
11.5 10.3
11.7 10'4
11'9 10'6
11.1 10'8
11'3 10'9
12.611'1
11'8 11'3
13'0 11'5
13'1 11'6
13.3 11.8
13.6 11.0
13'7 11'1

-

6'4
6'5
6'6
6'8
6'9
7'0
7'1
7'3
7'5
7'6
7.8
7'9
0'0
8'2
8'3
8'5
8'6
8'8
8'9
9.0
9.1
9.3
9.5
9'6
9.8
10.0
10'1
10'3
10.4
10.6
10'7

65

-

70

0 . 0

5'5
6'7
5'8
5'9
6'0
6'1
6'1
6'3
6'5
6.6
6.7
6-8
7'0
7'1
7'1
7.3
7.5
7.6
7'7
7'8
8'0
8'1
8'2
8'4
8'5
8.6
8.8
8'9
W0
92
9'3

4.7
4'8
4'8
4'9
5'0
5'1
5.9
6'3
5.4
5'5
6'7
6.7
5'8
6'0
6'1
6.1
6'3
6'4
6'5
6.6
6.7
6.8
6'9
7'0
7'1
7'3
7'4
7.5
7.6
7-7
7'8

-

76

60

85

90

0

0

0

0

3'8
3'9
4.0
4'1
4'1
4'9
4.3
4'4
4'5
4'6
4.7
4'7
4'8
4'9
5'0
6.1
6.1
6'3
5'4
5'4
5.5
6'6
6'7
6.8
5'9
6'0
6'1
6'9
6.3
6.4
6.6

3'1
3'1
3'1
3'3
3'4
3'4
3'5
3'6
3'6
3'7
5.8
3'8
3'9
4'0
4'0
4.1

4'1
4'1
4'3
&4
4.6
4'5
4'6
4'7
4'7
4'8
4.9
5'0
5.0
5.1
5.1

1.1
2'3
1'3
1'4
1'4
1'4
1.8
1.5
1'6
1'6
1.7
1'7
1'8
1'8
1'9
1'9
3'0
3'0
3.1
3'1
3.1
3'1
3'3
3'3
3'4
3'6
3'6
3'6
3.6
3.7
3'7

1
1'5
1-13
1.6
1'6
6
1.7
1'7
1'7
1'8
1.8
1'8
1'9
1'9
1'9
1'0
1'0
1.0
1'1
1'1
1.1
9'1
Pl
1'1
2.3
2'3
1'3
2.4
1.4
1.4
1'6

96
0

0.7
0'7
0'7
0'8
0.8
0.8
0'8
0'8
0'8
0'8
0'9
0'9
0'9
0.9
0'9
0.9
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.1
1'1
1'1
1'1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1'1

T A B Lof~ the D r ~ d r s s r o ~ofs a Wet-bulb Thermometer, for degree8 of Ianpcmture, and a e r y lamticth part of hy,qromelrie raturation.
The centesimal tension of vapour, or percentage of humitlity bring
0

6

10

15

20

16

30

35

40

48,

50

55

60

65

70

76

80

85

90

95

0

18'6
18'9
19'1

lW4
19'7
20'0

'20'3
20'6
20'9
11'1

a1-5
11'8
22' 1
91'4
21.7
M'O
l3'3
13.6
23.9
17'0
30.4
33'8
37'3
40'9
44 *6
48'4
60'1

To and tpe real quantity of moilture in the sir, the cc+troimal tenrior d d w d from thlr table must be multiplied into the aqueolu tendon for
the given temperahre, extracted from DALTON'S,
BIOT'~,or Unr'r tabler.
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V1.-Proceedings of the Asiatic Society.
Wednerday Eaening, 3rd Augurt, 1836.
The Honorable Sir EDWARD
RYAN,President, in the chair.
Mr. W. SPIIRS,proposed at the last meeting, wae ballotted for, and
duly elected a Member of the Society.
Mr. Conductor DAWE,of the Delhi Cand Establishment, propeed at
le
of the Committee of
the laet meeting, was, upon the f 8 ~ 0 ~ h report
Papers, elected an q c i a t e member.
MEKBARAMENO,uncle of the present King of Ava, acknowledged hb
election .e an honorary member in a BengM letter, of which the following is s literal translation :MXKRARA
RA'JA to the learned Manbera pf the &tic Bo&ty qf Calcutta,
rommandr.

I am iuformed of the contents of the letter from this learned body, and of
the honor they hare done to me. But s o ditlicult is the attainment of knowledge, that 1 can by no means hold myself worthy of such a diatinction. The
t a lofty mountain,--he
progress of kn0wledg.e may be likened to the ~ c e n of
that attnins the rummit will gain the first glimpse of the rising run, then he in
the centre, while yet i t is hidden from the crowd at the base. The sun ir to '
them a thing entirely imperceptible. Aftarwuds, when the solar orb declines, i t
rtill remain* visible and palpable to him who has surmounted the hill, while the
othen have a partial and fading remembrance of ita glory. Thus are them
gradations in the acrluirement and mppreciation of learning, and there is no limit
to i b increase, nor can any thing compare with ito excellence.
The enjoyments of worldly life are finite, and afford little variety-riches bring
u t i e q ; but there is no satiety in knowledge. Every day brings novel food t o
the mind, and only wheta the appetite for more. I do not then think myaelf
learned, but i t is 8 law of nature that the bulk of each species should remain o n
an equality, whether man, b e a t , reptile, tree, or land itself-and hold social
commune with its fellows.
My name has been inwrted in the list of the learned men-I am glad to hear
it, for the mind that n n n o t haveme alone the field of knowledge; in company
of judicious guides, may derive instruction and advantage a t every step. I ahall
know what I have not'known-hear
what I have not heard. All my doubtn mar
be explained, my conjectures certified :-therefore am I filled with joy, for 1
would have my ignorance enlightened.
Should the Society wiah to know any thing relative to the Burmese literature
of my country, I will do my utmort to supply every information.
Aa the learned members are acquainted with variour languager, 1 have cawed
this letter to be written in the PdlI language* and in the BengbU character.

The Secretary reed the following reply from Government to the application made, in conformity with the resolutionof the last meeting, on the
subject of the publication of the Cochin Chinese Dictionary.
To JAMESPEINSOP,
ESQ.

Seerelary to the &tic
society.
Gml. Dcpt.
SIR.
I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, dated the 11th instant, and in rep1J to s t a b that the Right Honorable the Governor General of
India in Council will be prepared to sanction an expense of 5,500 rupees to be
incurred in printing a Cochin Chiueae Dictionary by Lithography in the manner

The letter contains an admixture of Pdli words, but the nubstance ia in Bengdli,
andis evidently a very imperfect renderin8 of the author's axprmsions by a BcngBU.
writ&.
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proposed by the author ; but hfr Lordship would prefer mmch, that in order to
make the work acwssible to senfaring persons m d traders as well M to the
learned, the explnnation ahould be given in Ensliish M well as in Latin, and
that a Vocabulary rendering the common English words into Cochin Chinese
rhonld be added to the volume.
2. Hi. Lordship would hope that by c o m p r e ~ i n gthe writing in the pnge
which is mtber wide i n the specimens transmitted, theae additions could be
bronght nearly within the same compass so as to occaaion very little additionnl
expense.
3. The specimen which acoompanied your letter is herewith returned.
I am, kc.
H. T. PRJNSEP,
Sccy. t o Coot.
council CAonba, the 20th J d y , 1836.

I n consequence of t h e above suggeetions, t h e Becretcuy had, in consuL
b t i o n with t h e author, returned the folloriag reply :TO H. T. P ~ I N ~Eso.
~ P ,
Sceralary l o tbe 0
-

Qf India, Qd.
&t.
6rr.
I hare the honor to ncknowledge the receipt of your letter, dated the 20th
July last, communicating the acquiescence of the Right Honornhle the GOvernor General of India in Council to the.proposition submitted by m p l f , om
the part of the Asiatic Society, and of the molt Rev. the Biahop of I ~ u r o ~ o l i r ,
for the publication of a Cochin Chinue Dictionary in 1itbolp.aply a t .n
expense sot exceeding 5,500 rnpeem.
I have accordingly placed myself in communication with the author, with a
view to arrange the preliminaries without l o u of time, as well M to provide for
the modifications recommended by hi. Lordship in Council.
The Biahop is of opinion that the addition of a column of English muningr
to the Dictionary in its present form would involve a very serious incrsare of
labour in pauing it through the pre8s ; it would also augment the bulk of the
work very considernbly ; while a very large portion of the words and explan.tions connectad with litersry and abstract terms would be of no utility whatever
to the commercial clm8 or to seafaring peraons.
The object contemplated by hi Lordship in Cotancil may, he think#, b ampplied with mom facility by the nddition of a Supplementary Voonbulnry containing all the most common word., which might abo be published in
detached form for the uae of mariner# and traders.
Thi Vocabdary the ruthor undertake# to draw np in the Engliih, Brench, and
Anamitan tongue#, daring the progress of the publication ; nnd precaution har
been tnken to include thb additional mattar in the estimates which l u r e been
called for.
Hia Lordship'm remarks on the appearance of the lithographed specimen, and
the obriow advntage, if possible, of wcuring to a standard work of t h i mtum
the advantagw m d neatneu of typography, induced me to commnnicate s p i n
with tbe Proprieton' of the Serunpore P r w , before any final arrangementr
rhould be made.
The Bishop on hi# own p u t handsomely consented to relinquish 500 rupees
out of the 4,000 rnpses of personal remuneration for which he had at fint
rtipalted. I WM thus enabled to oeer a clear sum of 2,000 rupees to Rev. Dr.
MnnsaMa~
for the execntion of 500 copies of a q u u t o volume, containing nearly
600 pnges, with the native worda in the Cochin-Chinere character. This oiTer,
although much below the usnal Calcnttn printing rater for ordinary works, har
bean in the most liberal manner nccepted by the Rev. Dr. and Mr. J. M n r s a ~ n n .
1 now therefom only wait for the anal unction of Government to p b the
MSS. &c. in their h-ds.
I am, &c.
(Signed)
JAMES PRINSEP,
Oslculta, Irt Awgwl, 1836.Seq.

PrOmdh8 ef the A&&
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T o this letter the following reply had just been received :-To JAMES
P ~ I N ~ EEsa.
P,
Secrrtary to the Arktic Eocfety.

Srn.
1'am directed by the Right Honorable the Governor G e n d of India in
Council to acknowled~ethe receipt of your letter dated the 1st instant, and in
reply to State that hia Lordabip entirely approver the arranpment made by
yon on the part of the Aaiatic Society for tbe publication at the Sarampore
P m r of the Anamitan Dictionary prepared by the Mort Reverend the B i i o p
of Iaauropoh, a t the charge already sanctioned, of 5,500 rnpesr.
2. The modifications made in the original propoaition r a m to hia Lordohip
in Council calculated very much to improve the work, and entirely meet the
wiahea uprenaed in nly letter dated 20th nltirno.
3. The Governor General in Council has much utirfaction in acknowledging
the diaintereated and public-spirited offer made by tbe Right h r e n d author,
to forego a portion of the remuneration allotted to him in order to obtain the
advantaga of having the work published in type ; and the termr acceptad hy
Dr. M ~ n r a x ~ of
r a $erempo~eappear to his Lordship in Council to be not
lerr liberal ; for the rate at which they have agreed to print the work in the
original character ir auch a, can afford them little or no profit.
4. I t ia the wish of the Governor General in Conncil that additional copier
rbonld be printed of the Vocabulary propoaed to be added ;and if thir should
occasion an increua of upenee, his Lordship in Council will have no objection
to defray the amount t t a t may be charged on this account, takiog for Government an additional 100 copier of thir part of the work.
I am, Sir,&c.
C m m d C W , :k# 3rd dug. 1836.
H. T. PRINSEP,

.

The liberality of the proprietore of the Berampore Prew in undertaking to print the work without any hope of profit, or even a t the risk of
m e d m ,wee fully appreointed by the Society, and the best thankr
of tbe meetiag were conveyed to Dr. M n n s e r r x , who was present.
A bill fromtbe Orphan ~ r e for
a printing the Id part of the twentieth
volume of Rsrurchem, 318 pages, amounting to C.'s Ba 1806 6 4,:wae p r k
rented and paseed.
OriGnkJ PiMwtionr.
The Sectetery reported the completion of the Nabhadha-Cheritra ( I d
part, 900 pages) one of the Sanecrit works trmrferrod from the Committee
bf Public Instruction ;of which copies were ready for distribution. By the
termr of agreement with the Editor, PRUA CBANDUAPANDITA,
of the
Calcutta S a w r i t College, who had supplied the tik6 or commentary, 100
copies were to be given t o him in lieu of pecuniary remuneration, which
was approvsd.
Lib*ory.
The following books were preeented :Ruultr of Astronomical Obaervationa made at tbe Madran Observatory during the yeam 1834 and 1 8 3 5 - p r W e d by the M a d r ~Gosnnment, throng1
CcDbrel Cammuant, Mil. Sec. &p. Coot.
Jahr bucher der Literatru, NO. 69. 70.. 71.. and 72--prucntd by the Baror

Jonpk V m Hamster.

Notizia di Diciotto Codici Peniani della Bibliotsca della Regia
- Univeniti di
Torino-by the 8 a r .
Memoire aur deax Coffrets Gnortiques du moyen age-by the mms.
Mamik und Afra, a German P w , translated from the Peraim-& ih8 m .
-

-

~

9 ~ ! a

Historical Oriental Traarhtiona and Researcher, 2 voh. quarto, by the BLv.
W. TAYLOR,
Madrar-pre8entcd by the a t h o r .
Journal.of the Royal Adatic Sodsty of Great Britain and Imhnd, No. 4-)I
the, society.
A descriptive and illurtratd aatdogos of the Phyaidogial Slriea of Compmatire Anatomy, contained in the Museum of the Royal Coilege of Surgeona in
London. Vol. 111. Part I.-by thr Premdent ef the CON&.
The Sixth Annual Report of the Society of Natural History of the Mruritiwbd. J u l i a De8 Jardina. SEC.
Madraa Journal of Literature and Science, No 12, for April and July, 1836by the M a d r u Literary Society.
The Indian Jourual of Medical Science, No. 8, and Review of Worka on SCL
ence-by F. Corbyn, E8q. the Editor.
Meteorological Register for June 1836-by I l r 8uraeyw General.
T h e following bookr were received from the booksellers :Lardner's Cabinet Cyclopedia-Botany, 1 vol.
-,
Foreign Statesmen, vol. 2nd.

Marsaurn.
Read a letter from J. BELL,Esq. Secretary Agricuhural and Eortioulturd Society, forwarding for theacceptance of t h e Society two blankets
and two woollen clotha on behalf of Lieutenant H. V s m a
The blanketa are made from the Sfmkl tree ; the woollen clotha are of Bhotian manufacture.

Literary Conrmlmicatiaw.

The Government of M a d m referred for t h e consideration of the
Bosiety, through the Supreme Govwnmant, a propoeitien bitted b y
C A ~ LVY~ I C A TL ~Ao g e m rPondit,
,
tore-sstnblish t h e eyatem of Hi&or i d h r c h so succesafolly pureued by t h e I.te Cd. Cmnr WAQIEIIRSXB
in t h e P e d n s u h , by wUectii inruiptlons, man+@
grul@ &a as
well aa to translate and digest t h e lease d materials already eollccted, and
now in t h e powmaion of the Royal AsiPtic Sooiety.
CAVILLY VENKATA
had drawn up a report-progrma of the reroarchu, in
which JIG states himself to be still engsged, c l ~ r i f y i n gthe different dynartiea,
ancient and modern, of S w t h India, on which light has been thrown by the
Mackenzie collection. This paper a d the correapomknce were rderred to the
Committee of Prpera for their examination and report, preiioua to dissarsion
of the que~tionin the Society.

Mr. W. Ef. MnuN~eii~m
preseoted an elaborate Memoir by h u t . C d o n e l BURNBY,
Resident in Ava, entitled " A n acoount of the ware
b e t m e n B u n n n h and China, together with t h e journalr and routes of three
different embnesies sent to Pekin by t h e king of Avs, taken from Burmese documents.
[Referred to the Committee of Papers. This aecduut has peculiar intereat
at the preaent moment, when the offer of Mr. GVTZLAFFto penetrate through
Cl~ioato Asa or Assam has been much discusned.]
on behalf of M. C. Mreson presented a third memoir
Mr. T~EVELYAN
on t h e coins discovered a t Beghram.
This paper is r careful and lnborious recapitulation of all that has been done
in thil curioas branch of diacovery, with the addition of the results of a third
year'# search. The acquisition of new coiua m d new namea naturally becomer
awry day more rare; so that notwithstanding the addition of 2f 94 coina to hia
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in the year 1835, the only r e d novelties are an unique coin of ARCHEone of DIOYLDLI(found in 1834) the confirmation of ADELPHORTO~
and
I m ~ ~ m ~ s nTbree
s.
Euthydemns', and one Antiocbns hare been gained ; the
n t i o of the more common Bactrian and Indo-Sqtbic names is much the same as
in former yeam. We shall h a t e n to publinh 8uch portiona of M. MAISON'B
moat induatriom labourn M hare sot hitherto appeared in our pages.
Mr. AVDALLbrought to t h e Society's attention n singular narrative, in
translation, of t h e interview between A a s ~ c m ,king of Armenia, and t h e
P e r h a n Monarch SAPOB( A u ~ A P . )
[We hope to and room for this curious moraau ere long.]
T h e Secretary read extmct of a letter from t h e Counrellor J O IVON
~
HAHHIRR,
of Vienna, (now Baron P U R Q P ~ Lforwarding
L,)
a continuation
I
of his translation of t h e Mohit, a n Arabic nautical work by S ~CAPLIDAN,
of which t h e first chapter was printed in the third volume of t h e Journal.
The present chapter contains a catalogue of the island8 along the shorn of
the Red Sea, and directions for thirty different voyager from Loheia, Aden, &c.
to the rarious ports of India, Persia, and the Straits of M d a o n I t is a fact
di5cPlt to be accounted for. that the learned author offered to trandate the whole
of this very acsrce and curiona work for the Oriental Translation Committee,
who have given to the world so many of lesa consideration ; bat he war no6
bonored wilh 8 reply.
Extraeta were dm read from other European Carrespondence. P m
terror Wnron reports his having forwarded t h e Society's memorial
regarding Oriental p u b l i u t i a m to the Royal h i i t i c Society, which, i n
concurrema with the Oriental Translation Committee, had warmly
eqmused t h e object of i t s prayer. T h e Foreign Societiee
had also s u p
ported it, M far M t h e r o k of protesktion and argument by a body of
the moet dietinyishad oriental ecbolarn can lend its influence.
Paris h a net 8 f u d m r example which i t would be U D ~ I Wto~ the cauw to omit
mentioning.
havingpresented to the Societe Asiatfque a German tr~nslaColonel TBOYER,
tion of the first six books of the Rdj Tarangiri, (one of the Sanscrit works
nuupended by the Oweramemt order, and lately completeml by the Society here,)
w u initsa to mderhke a Frenoh venion of the Mme for publication with the
Sammmi
test at the Society's expence, estimated at not less than 6,000 francs.
I t may be hoped that the edition completed in India, of which specimens most
soon after have nnbad Paru, will spare a portion of t h n money for the many
otber ohjeeta embraced by tbin active association.
M. J~canrrannounces the contemplated institution of a new proleasorship
of the Oriental languages in the University of Ghent, which well desire to accumulate m a n u d p b and printed work8 from tbin countr~. The late dhcovery
of e o h d instniptioms in India had excited the moat intense interut on the
Continent, hut General VLNTUBA'Scollection had not yet reached Paris, on
account of the detention of General ALLARD
by illness in the South of France.
With regard to the coins of the Kadpbisea group, M. JACQUBT
having e n
H o ~ r o ~ ~ r ecollection
~r's
would read the name Mokadphirer, which he snggcsta to he Mdltricho d the Sauacrit. We await his papers on this oubjeet in
the Journal Akatique.
LIUS,

I

L

Phy8iml.
A collection of specimens made by Captain HANNAY
in his recent
expedition up the Irnwadi t o t h e Amber mines, wan prseented by Colonel

Buunmr.
-

The collection includes many varieties of white and gray mnrblewrpentine, agatee, jaspers, heliotrope and crystal, particularly a pale
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green praee, much prized by the Chinese, and cnlled by them Yu; it ir
found about 80 miles N. W. of Mogaung. Wrist rings are cut from it.
With the specimenr war a snbtance called by the Bormene 8arlA w m , which
they say exudes from some high precipitoun rocks above Ava. They add, that
monkeyn are particularly fond of this substance, and that tho^ mimala swarm
abont the rockr which yield it. The wax han a l l the appearance of common
unbleached wax.
There waa alro a specimen of the tea prepared by the Singpbor of Payendwen ; and a poinonoan plant asad by the Minhmh, suppooed by Dr. WALLICH
to be identical with the l3&h of the Gurkhar, (Aconitum ;) another herb nnyrrca,med by the Mirhmir for the onme purpose, had more the appparance of an
Acanthaceonr plant.
The foseil bones from Perim in the Cambay Gulph, presented by' the
Baron HWQEL, had arrived. Among them is a large and indisputable fmgment of a buffalo's horn, which the Baron refere with probability to the
Nerbudda fossil bos ; two smaller horns imbedded in matrix, (a calcareous and ferruginoue conglomerate.) Also shells from a d m i i r conglo,
merate in Gogo, and specimens of the cornelinn, natural and burned,
from the R~~tunpur
quarries.
A geological aeries from Pulos Floer, Trotto, Ledah, Tingy, Pigeon
Island, Birdnest Island, and Dehli point, in the Stmite of M h , was
preeented by Dr. BLAND,of 8. M. 8. Ww,with a note of their locality,
and came remarks on the genue of shells denominated PtsrocJdot by
B m m n (Spiracukm by Punson), found in abundance on the islet of .
Sueeon, oppoeite Queda Peak.
[Dr. BLAND'Snotes abdl have early inrsrtion.]
Specimem of a calcareous and silicious Scoria, forming the mbetance of
a small hill a t Bdidigdntn near Courtney. about 11 miles west of Bellary,
wae preeented by Lieut. NLWBOLD.
[The accompanying note will be inserted.]
Mr. C. W. BYITAhaving purchaeed a collection of specimens of Natural History from the Eastern Islee, preeented the Mammalia, the d u p l i
oatm of the Birds and the Reptiles, to the Museum, on condition of the
remaining birds being mounted for him. The Mammalia and Reptiles
consist of the following specimens :-The grey Rouesette, (Ptsropw C;rireus) two specimens ; one of a species of Noctilwnina, and one of Pcrpertilionina, probably new genera; one of a species of Marten, agreeing
in epecific charactem very exactly with the Pine Marten, (Martea Y S
garis;) two young specimens of a species of Ictus ; one ,of the Barang
Otter, (Lulra Lubeoh?) one of the slender Delundung, (Prionodon
Gradiu;) one of the Sumatra Cat, ( F a Sumatmna ;) one of the Madagaecar -Bquirrel, ( S c i u r u ~ a d a ~ & c c l r i u n;
r)i ~ one of the Jeralang,
(Seiunir LsrcRaauUii ;) two of the two-banded Squirrel, (S. Bim'ttakco ;) and twosspecimensof the J ~ v Musk
a
Deer, ( M d w Jattaninu.)
T h e Reptiles are a specimen of the Eastern Box Terrapia, (Cistuda Am&in&;)
and one of the Clouded Monitor of GRAY'SSynopsis, (Moni-

tw Nebubnrs.)
A spenimen of Beogal Vulture, (Pultur Bengalenoir,) prerented by
Major FAHE

The specimens of birds presented a t the lart meeting were exhibited,
having been mounted in the Museum.
Phyaicial Conmunicationr.
A memoir on t h e Fussil Rhinoceroe of t h e sub..Him6layw,
and DUBAND,
of t h e Engineers.
warded by Lieuta BAKER

was for-

m i l , with the lithographr and engravings kindly prepared by the anthora
themselves for the Jonrnal, will be pnblished in the ensuing number.]
Mr. H O ~ B O of
N ,Neptil, mntinued his contribution8 of new species in
two papers : 1, on t h e thick-billed finches ; on two genera of Columbidre. Twenty-two ornithological plates were aleo added t o the mngnificent
wries of illustrations now under dispatch home.
A note on nest of t h e Bengal Vulture was submitted by Lientanant

HUTTON.
A Register of Rqin a t Delhi, by t h e Rev. It. E v s a e s ~ .
A living specimen of t h e new genus of venomow makes denominated
Hamadrycu by Dr. CANTOR, was exhibited t o t h e Society ;it measured
nearly 10 feet in length, and was caught in t h e Sundartmu.

VI1.-Miscellanea.
M a d m Jowral Qf Literature and Seimm.-It h u not been hitherto oar
mrtom to enter into criticism of the contents of contemporary jonrnals, but we
cannot refrain from noticing the number ismed by our aister aociety of Madru
in July, which baa jnst reached ns and har excited-not our envy, but--ow
mtonishment and o m joy.-To say that it rivab or ecliprer our own humble
production in what is called " the getting up," would be, perhapr, considered
little of a compliment. The fresh zeal and exertion8 of a new editor, (Dr. COLE,)
are not less conspicuon~in the jndiciow .elections he h u made from other
works. and the valuable n o w with which he hur embellished them, than in the
hoot of able contributors he h u summoned to hi aid ;-some of whom, alar !
we have hitherto boasted aa our own8, but whose tranafer of allegiance is bat
natnral, when ro legitimate a rival arises to claim it. The present number
(four-monthly?) containa 240 pager, price only 3 r u m . Of ita moat rich
contenta we ahould be tempted to glean with unsparing hand, could we afford
space. Dr. B ~ N E A
hm another excellent geological paper on the countrj
. between Madru and the Nilglrh. Mr. COLEhaa done a service to geology, by
an wcorate debition and description of the lalcrita formation.-Mr. TAY~ o n ' 8view of the pl-esent rtate of astronomical science ir highly interesting.
I t dews, that he is not one of those who merely keep up a rupine routine of
accusbmed observations, but that all hir observatory does ir directed to nseful
endo-to the elucidation of thore desiderata in the scienoa for which ita utuation
L bent cakulated. Nor is he a Flamalead, jealous of giving bin labonra into
other hands, and tardy in working out resnlb himself; for his third wlwme of
observations, reduced and classified in the most compendioun manner, har j w t
iwned from the Madran press. We may be indeed jealous that our Preridency
shonld bout no similar production, and that even the astronomical labours of
the Orcmd Trigonometrical Survey in the northern mountains should be ar inrecsaible and unknown as all their other operation8 ! Colonel MONTBIT~.
En&
neera, whose lurvey of part of Persia we noticed some time since, is imparting
the statistical contents of his note book, accumulated during 18 yean' residence
in Perria. An account of the Thuggee system, by Lieutenant RBTNOLDSObservations on original and derived longueges, by the Rev. B. S c a ~ r u and
, on
thdlanguage of the Battar of S~matrn,9 Lieutenant NEWBOLD,and the Rev.
W. TAYLOP,are amongst the most interrting content# of thin very creditable
v01nmt.
l Dr. BIINSA,Mr. T. Q. TATLOP,Lieut. N~WBOLD.

V111.-Meteorological Register.
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1.-Etttacir jiofil the MOHIT OAe Ocean), a Itrrhiuh work on Nmigation in the Indian Seas. TranuIated and communimted by JOSEPH
VOW
H ~ u w e n ,Boron PURQ~TALL,
Aulic ~ o u n u e uad
~ ~ ,Prof. orient.
Lang. at Vienna, Hon. Mernb. A8. Socy. &c. 4c.

,

[Conthuad from vol. iii. p. 553.1
[We know not how to express sufficient gratitude fo our illustrioue correrpondent for his oeurteey in allowing thew pagea to be the medium of
p u b l i d o n of thie curious manuecript of Sbl AY CAPUDAN. The manner
in whiah it was discovered by the Baron a t Naples, after 30 y e w ' f r u i t l w
inquiry, wae described in the preamble of the former extraat. The value
met upon it by thie eminent oriental scholar, induced him to offer b
translate the whole for the Oriental Translation Committee ;but through
rome accident, (we can ascrihe it to no other cauee,) an offer so generow
has remained unacknowledged. " Without doubt," our correspondent
writm, 6G the book would deserve much more the w e of the Committee than
many of minor intereet published by it; but although to my volunteer I got
no more answer than to my offer of an edition end translation of WAWP,
ogor h@at &lied, rur the Persian8 my, and with the aeeistance and remarks
of eome Indian nebfaring gentlemen on the parts already translated, I
bope to send chapter after chapter to your Indian Journal, and thus we
shall be independent of the Committee."
On the last occneion we derived some little aeeistance from the Nakhodau of the Arabic vessels, in recognizing the place8 alluded to in the Seo
tion on the monsoons. The same plan we have been prevented, in a great
meewre, from following now, through the absence of these tradere, who
only a m v e here towards the end of the south-west monsoon (August.
September) and return with the setting in of the north-east wind in February-March. W e have, however, been J l e to trace moat of theprincipal
named on the map, and have marked them in foot notee. The catalogue of
the names of islands in the Red Sea would be-and may, we hope, still b w
of great uae to the oficsre of the Indian navy now engaged in its survey.
3u
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W e have diwvered many of the islands and capes mentioned by SX'DI'in
the large manuscript chart sent round for tbe uee of the steamer Fodm in
its paasage up the Red Sea : but by far thegreater number of inlets remain
I ~
S f ~ f rlist might
unnamed; and to them, with a little ~ M Xinquiry,
doubtlese be eaaily applied. The book is aIm of great sewice in pointing
out the maritime channele of Arnb oommerce, at the period perhapa of it.
highest pronperity, before the Portuguese, the Dutch, and the Engliah had
diverted the majority of the Europe supply to the newly discovered mute
by the Cape of Good Hope.
The Baron' is in hopes that the presence of sea-faring Amtm will also
enable us toassist him in understanding the prior and more difficult c h a p
tern of the work, wherein is diecuaaed the manner of " making the pole,"
( a b , ) or taking the altitude of the polar star. Here, however, we have
little chance of success. The present navigators have adopted the improved methods of Europe:-they take their latitude by the sun, and
with the modem sextant ; and the richer merchants even provide their
veeaels with chronometere:-not that the Arabs yet possess translated
tables or ephemeridem by which to work the couree themeelvecl ;but they
almost universally employ an English sailing master, to whose ruperior
i n d i g e n o e they implicitly confide.
Nothing then have we been able to learn of the instrument u d by the
early navigators in taking their latitude from the circumpular stam ;o r
inch, and ita subdivision
of the measure of an arc called bwbd (PI)
into eight lDJmr
We find however on inquiry that the latter term
is dill applied to terrestrial merreurement, and is well known to
nautical people of the present day an the fifth part of a geographical
degree, (twelve nautical miles.) Though this memure does not at all
m r d with the miling distnnces quoted by SI'DI'CAPVDAN,
from well
known places, it will be men presently to correspond exactly with the value
of the celestial inch or irroba ae deduced from the internal evidence of the
work itself.
The Baron HAMMER
in his private letter to us writer thus: '# Concerning
the measure of t'>j'
the fir& section of the Illrd. chapter explains u
follows: ' The #dm,
is either the poctiml one,
or the r W
ricol,
; The practical is one of the eight parts in which day
and nig& are divided :the rhdmicul is theeighth partof an inch, el,in
It reemr we erred In giving that d-ignation to Connsellor Von H A Y Y I ~in
1833 ; but our announcement proved prophetic ; the Emparor harlng conferred thm
title on him h December 1895, upon his nucceeding to the little sbte of Hoinfeld,
bequeathed to him and his mnle descendants by the late Connters h r n o s r n ~ ~
(Cmnatoun). The present paper is a proof tbat thin accession of honom wdl not
detract from the zed of his Oriental studier.-ED.
+ We are inclined to think thnt this word dbJ
irlilcrkiy, Is an error of the

(th])

u*blt

t5,

trnnrfiber. and that it should be ~l)~*l\hrllbiy,
1110ns of the artrolabe.-ED.
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the -don,
gull and deaceneion b w l of the star.. For example, if you go north and make the #tar @&*, eight adm; it ie e l e
vated one inch : and if you go south, it is by eight a6m8, one inch deprear-

ed

Thie is the whole r s t i o n on the m u n u . of the t ' j (plural,

rJ>jl) an explanation which, however, helps me not a bit to understand
the true measure of a Mm, in the reckoning of the ahip'e course so f r e
quently employed in the eubeequent ohaptern. Nor have I been able to
obtain any explanation from our cretronomera"
W e will now venture to offer the explanation which han occurred to ourmlvea from perusal of the preaent tranelated chapter of voyager, and the
above extract oonj~intly.
1. The d m , in practical or vulgar parlance, is mid to be the eighth
part of the day and night. This, doubtless, applies to the nautical division
of the twenty-four hourn into 8 watches, generdl y prevailing among oriental nations, and e x d y corresponding with the 8 p d a r s of the HindusP.
8. Again, the zdm is seen above to be the e i ~ h t hpart of the ordinary
iwb or imabd; an the jo, or l a v a of the Hindus, is the eighth of their
mcg&I: and the lfne of Europeane is the eighth of their inch :it is, in fact,
the vulgar mhdiviaion by two and two, both of the unit of measure and
of t i e . Perhaps, indeed. zdm mny be a mere corruption of jo.
It would meem, that to euit ordinary capacitiee, both the umbd and the
#dm had been transferred to the arc of the rude quadrant or aetrolabe
need by the Arab eeamen, in lieu of the more ecientifio division into degreee rind minutes. Or i t is very possible that in still ruder timee the aL
titude of the polar star above the horiwn was actually measured by fingers' breadth#, the hand being held out a t the natural arme' length in
front of the face: for the measure of the arc thus subtended would nearly
rgree with the vdue of the MWba derived from other consideratione.
The actual value of the u8ab& in degrees and minutes may be readily
fonnd from the latitudes, or polar altitudes, of known placer extracted
from SI'DI'B work. Thus the elevation of the pole Cape Guardafui ip
always p o t e d at 4A inch; while at Jedda it is called 10 inches ; differ,
enm, 68 inches. The difference of latitude by our mode of reckoning is
910 ml-ls", oo'= 9' 90'; which given nearly lo37' for the b a l l or
inch. Now, M before rtated, we were infoimed by an Arab M d i m that
the mim aas 1s of our minutes, or 6 Pr&nr = 1 degree. Therefore, 8 mrdnu
o r 1 ir&A should be equal to 96'; o r I0 36',-so
close an accordance
with the foregoing result, es to leave no doubt of the value of the iumbh
m d d m being 96' and 12' reepectively on the celeetial arc.
I t still remains to explain the divisions of the lower arc of their rude
instrument, and the kid#, or point at which the readings of the upper and
lower index coincide, ae also the point whence the divisione commence on
both quadrants, or what may be called their index ernor.
The subdivision of the p a k into eight g k r u , is like the " eight bellas' into
which our tical watch ia counted off.
3x2

I n the description of the islands of the Arabic mi&, it will be wen that
ae the reading0 of the upper l i b inereere, thow of the lower quadrant
decrease, their sum being constantly
i r d
Thns, a t Saibbn, (Loheia,) the upper reading is 61, lower 7k,Bum 1 4 .
at Jedda,
ditto
10
,,
5,
14iIt is evident. therefore, that the k i h m u l a ot 7$ inch, or 7 i r d
1 #dm,the half of 1 4 .
Again, for the zero point we have the following data :-

14

4

habd

true Iat.

.........
.........
...........
........
......................

NIO

.91e 28'10 X 10 56' (= 16- OW) = 60 48'
By the Jedda latitude,
By the Guardafni, latitude
12 00 - 44 X 1 36 (= 6 66) = 6 24
By Darweah, or Dorlah, .......... 16 30 - 8 X 1 36 (= 12 48) = 6 41
By Loheia or Saib6n.
I6 41 x 1 36 (= 10 48) = 4 63
By W W a t , (Forsalliat,)
17 49
I t X 1 36 (= 12 14) = 5 18
By Danek,
19 31
84 X 1 36 (nIS 32) = 6 59
By Haacck sinare, (Hurik-rfmdr), 19 60 - 8 ) X 1 36 (= 13 56) = 5 M
T h e average index error or zero point is thus found to be C 81:
or in round terms 64 degrees, to be added to altitudes taken by the iuubd
scale. The only conjecture we can offer aa to the origin of such an arbitrarp arrangement is, that the zero has been tired at the lowest elevation
a t which it is safe to trust to the measurement by the polar rtar : w that
mariners, on finding polaria fall below 0 inches, would then know they
should take their latitude by Farkodain, or B and y urea minoris.
The zero point of the under quadrant may be eaeily deduced from the
foregoing to be at 98"18' below the horizontal line. This we may suppose
wag the higheat elevation of the polar etar observable by navigators in the
Red Sea or in the Persian gulph. Indeed the latitude of Sues and of the
mouths of the Euphrates, the most northerly ports visitad by their ehipe,
being SOo, the difference between thie and PBO 18' is very nearly equal to
the north polar dietance of pokzris (lo 4%) :and in the period from January
to July i t would be only the inferior meridional paeeage that could be
observed. It is generally suppoeed that the early aetronomera regarded
the polar star as ahtionary, and did not trouble themeelves to attain even
the accuracy we are giving them credit for; but an expression, which m u m
in a following page, &owe that thii was not the caae ;since it directs, that
'if it be not time to take the polar star, then another star is to be mbsti
tuted.'
As a proof, however, that no great accuracy wao attainable,it may be r a
marked that the two stars called by the A r a b Furkadain (B and y urea
minoria) are amounted to have the same altitude; whereas in reality there
is a difference of no leee than three degrees in their declination ;but i t ir
probable that the altitude wan taken constantlp by either the upper or the
lower star, although we have no data here to decide thie point.
The following table will be found very useful for the conversion of i6sal4b
into degrees and minutes. I n it the quadrantal differenoe of the Farkadain is aeeumed at 68 issob&, or 11°+ 6' SO', = NPD 16" so', which io
nearly the average north polar dietance of the two stars.

-
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D e ~ e r Mhutea.
.
0
-0
9
4
I

7
8

I0
II

13
15
16
18

19

11
9s
94

%
98

-

-0
M
SO

I

6

Elevation of Polafr.
[at h* i q u i o r d i o d p a w g e a

o

o

1
P

0
0
0

3

14

4

o

SO
6
64
18
M

6
6

0
0
I

so

6

49
18
18

Blmation of' Furkuhi..

By &muquadrant. B* upper q n o d r d .
IsnM. Wm.
IssrbA. Zhm.

1s
‘

(

1

I

6
SO
6
41
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7
8

9
10
11
11
13
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o
o
o

0

3
4
6
6
6

14
13

a
a

11
II

9

8

a

lo

10

7

a

9

9

2

11

8

4

1%

(hi M) 7

1

6

s

4

3

0
0
0

7
7
7
7
7
7
7

a
a
a
2

o

a

a

0
2

1

0

1
0

With regard to the value of the s6m in terrestrial m ~ m m e n t 1s'
, or
12 n a u t i d miles* would perhaps be applicable to many of the i~etPn&
in SI'DI"~ work ;for example, where he directs that in running down the
Malabar corrst the navigators should keep five 1~6m
dietant from the shore,
o r 72 miles, which is the common practice. But to suit other eases, the aum
must beaemmed a t halfadegree or upwards ;and this is probably attributable to the very erroneous notions of the longitudinal dietances ofplaces prevalent before good charta were formed. With the aid of a map, however,
and the bearings given by our author, it is easy to deecribe the track of
his several voyagw. W e have thus derived the probable melleurements
given in the following notee, in which r e have also given the names of
the places on our chartr where they were recognimble.-Ed.]
THE NINTH CHAPTEB.

,

Containing an ejplanalion of a m Is2ando and Voyag~?8,and pncautwas,
the knowledge of w k i d u rqwisite for Navigators in the Indian Seas.
FIRSTSECTION.-^%^ i s h d a of the Arabic ceae*.
The island Okbdn', north of which the island KatdmP, afterwards
Sil Nobd.n~,the island Stin&, then the hvo islands Badhidinb, the environs of which are shallow ; after them the islands ZiitheIJth', the

Hu the terrertrid d m any conneation with ihm jojaa or Mau of the Hindus,
which is estimabd at romewhat more than 10 miles ?
Thir enumeration of i h d a commencer from near Loheia, kt. 15O 41' on
the Arabic eout, in front of whicb lie the blands of Okblne, K o t m , and Lobaa,
with C . n o n r a little to the south. Moat of the m t arc not to bs found by
name on b p t . ELWON'Snew &&.-ED.
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bland Hawab, the island Haulas*, which is situated behind H w d ;
the islande ZL Kauubr~t through which great ships cannot poee;
behind Zk Kauudr, the island Mokammarr], and behind that the
island Hodaijes5. on which are a few trees, and no paeeage between
them on account of a great number of rocks ;the island Ho&@ is the
last towards BcikiP onthe seaside : the water ie here very unclean. On
the east side of them is a small island called Maead', but no passage
between them ; behind them the island Jihdn cl Kebfr'll, and near it on
the nether side the ieland JiMn em-euaghffl : the uea between them is
full of shallows, to east of them the ieland SdsoYowhichis a greatmountaiuous island : on the western side of it a shallow called amwiya". Approaching from the seaside the island Sdeoh is in eight before the
amutiya ;on this shoal the depth of the water is five fathoms (koildj.)
Between the two above said islande the great and little JiMn ia plpo an
anroriya or shallow. Be it h w n that the cape of Jaxcrr Feroh8"*
lies north between Shmjal' and Jar614 on the sea side are the two
inland6 Z h KAarubl'tt and Zri Saldb16. Stbob ie on the sea side of
these two ialands between wmth and west. On the sea side of Sdmh
are two islands, each of which is called Dohr jib (back of the
world.) Be it kuom that the idand of Seil Moth1':$ is the end of
the Persian islands : on the sea side and north side there is no coast
except that of the island of Imh Oz6b1..The back of Jawr Farucinl'QQ,
and the unclean places are on the side of Irak Oztib; towards the east
side lies the back of the island Rakabw ; the moat eastern of all ie the
bland JoaiJR", from thence Borrauu11~is in sight. There is a small

Howall ?

OD Abyssinian oout, 160 300, can hardly be intended.
below Camaran ; the R. maj be miswritten for K. (Sea p. 449).
$ R u Majarmla? 14" 30'.
them may be amall islands so orlled from th&
5 Holeidah Cape ? 14°4Y.) proximity to these c a p .
II Zebayr ialands. 1.5. 2': the Z is probably a miwriting of K.
G d d Zogar, or ZqAir of map, on the 14th parallel of latitude.
.Y Theran ? 1 7 O 12'.
The word &+An ir applied farther on to the
a i ~ i a ncoant,-it in probably an error of transcription.
Gorab, 170 101.
$1 Matharhmu, 1P 28~.
CO Perhap8 the Cape J a m FarrcCn which is mentio~edabbve.-H.

t Rasher ?

Am-

bank' called AkddP. After the island Seil a1 Motahan there is
nothing but sea, but on the border of the sea at the left are two sandy
At their lower extremity are the islands
inlands called FdlidP.
Jarira-i 8 m d and Zahrd. Be it known that on the sea aide of
Rakab' is a shallow in which the ground ia visible, but im eight fathom
deep. Some say that parts of it are impmable for ahips ;thim anat+#
or shallow is called OrP Fowoilidt ; after (south of ?)the Fo#clili&
are three islands called J W S . On the sea side towarde the
north is a great island called ZokdPO, and on the m t h side a long
bank, on the out side' of which are the breakemla, called Tihcilltll
Metfr'*, but the water has eight fathoms. This island and the above
mentioned lie muth on the sea side of mount Secrboyal*g. From
3?iUMerfr in the direction of the sea side and towarb the lsst is a
Mira (shallow) called Irki Isrr (Jesus's vein :) the shallowest water in
then two fathoms and a half, and the deepest eight fathoms. All these
am+
(shallows not to be used) are in the Arabic sea. After
Zokdk is a great island called M(~~bmbdC*
on which are some trees ;
on its beginning1' ia a mall ridge" called Bod6r. After M m &
are four great ialnnds, called Buhr-rEKabfr, (the great sea ;) the two
most southerly are called Lam17 and HUN':they are situated on the
aea side of mount Smbaya; after them is the ridge" AblajmH ;on the
sautb-weat of it in a great bankU called Shobi Yahy*; on the north
side of the island Abkj ia a mountainous bank, which is a long
ridge, and extende till to the ridge of KimdrlT and is next the ialand
PeMycY. Between them is a Ritkam; that ie to say, a rock. On the
sea side of the mountainow ridge is the ialand D a d s h % $ $ . On the
sea and north side ie a bankn called H e l y e $ , and on the north aide a
great ialand called Shobaim7lll; after it the island MdiohkawflT, and

Wruulat, of Capt. EL WON'^ map, in latitude 17O 44'.
f Slub el jumub, 170 34'.
f zooglh, 180 5'.
n Eklthder ? 180 15'.
1A mourtrin on the c w t ? Gabel T u e Sbume ?
M.eroba, 180 14'.
tt Aboo LOU(on the rhore.)
ff Dorirh, la0 31'.
f ( Halli ? 8. of CoorneAddrh.
1111 Shabbme, 180 4Q.
q1 MooAka.

t Simer, wrt of ditto.
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west to it lies the island SMhl*, which is aleo a great island ; on the
sea side a great banL' called Shob Smaidia ; on the north and land
side of the island Shikan is the island Zli SLjCh4t. On the western
side is a shallow' called Irk-u2-oy&rd; next to it a segmentT called
Kitaei Zaidan. Afterwards on the sea and north aide an island called
TajeddoD:, and on the sea and north side of this a ridge1'$ called
Zolirai K w " , and an island called TcrkeIkf": on its eea side a lidgel'
called Zohrai Takskfia; in 'the neighbowhood of thin are gmt
banks'' called Dakhakhf~'~.Be it known, that between the ielands of
Ddnekflll and Tajedda both are in eight, if there is no hazy weather''.
These (of DakhakRinJ run down to Danek and Tqjed& towards the
weet ; from the Dakhakhfn you eee the island Shok-rokdr'fl ; theaa
islands lie from Ddnek towards the coast of Ymas, that ie to MY.
south, on one side of Shobar-aoMr is the island WLBsrll Otnm D a h t ~ h *:
on the land side of D&ek towards Syria, that is to say, north, are in
some distance some segments (portions of rock^^ ?) called Ibn 8&.
The islands oalled Dainck are three : the tirst to the muth ie called
Shohz-wkdr, and the next northern one KhabirP, on the eea side of
it is a segmentMcalled Omm Moens, north of which lies D b k , the
greateat of all; round it are four banks*. On the landeide is a
passage between them and D h k ;they are called Mah&an~. Makirfl, Korb', and KebkP. After Ddwk are four islands called BahrezzihdP; the name of the first is MdataP**, of the second J o d o i m , of
the third MarmdM$j,and of the fourth Z d r i Mamd. On the
land side of them towards N. N. E. is a repent?'
called ZehW,
and here N. the Shob Salim, a long bank ; from here towards E. S.
E. are three islanda in sight. After Zihdr follow two banks ana
two called HOM~U*
; north of them are no islands, but only some

* Shaker, 180 53'.
f Tegdeh, l S O 58'.
II Dahnac, lgO 32'.
.* Mutatoo, 190 45'.

t Doehagea.
5 Marked dangerour p8tches in chert.
Shab Auryga, 1 9 O 22'.
f-f Jedere.
$1M w d , 2 isl.
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segments, the names of which are RddF, M a j d d P , and HakunC;
the I& lies to the land side and north to Mafilidib ;on the westam
side of Hakan is a segment d e d Magharriya4 above K-;
after it comes Tolfyd*, after it the segment Smr6rnTt, and afterw d s Shob Kmdna'!, which is in the height Mantaj*. Afternardi
Khadaai'O$on the height of Ssddma"n, after it I r k - g h o r d q ,
after it Mumini-, which is on the height of the Black Cape. R&oL
.orw8tt. These islanda are the last of the Arabian seas.
BSCONDS ~ c r r o a .Of the island. or, the Pan'anff cwrt.
The 6nt are thoae of the islmdn DaRkrk'Yb situated south ; the fir&
of thew inland0 is MokaidaAu, afterwards Mahlatcin', then the island
S Q W T afterwards
,
Zcikard Bemt Aadcial*: on the sea side of ZJbba* and
ZIkrnaA is a bankl* call&Zhlfbk&.
After Z P h A is the island
8 y i . afterwards BrlajaO; on the eea ride of it in the ridge Bmt
T u m u r W ;rftcr it comes great Hdteya and little H d t e y r ] 1;afterwards h t e , h d s Tcrtrrra", afterwards Dolikafb, afterwards
D e Y w , afterwarda N&lieD afterwards G M W , aftsrnardr
J d P , afterwards K a b i h P ; between these two is Makhddk
&rt AntaP; a h w a r d s HarmaP; this is the last of the northern
irlanb on the sea side; but there are some islands on the western
side near the rhore. Aftar H
d towards the land side, and N.
the bland R M P , afterwards Auwdli Bent Hatem-q,
afterward8
A d l i SMriP. PRerwards Sdl Katie, aftennude Bent AlnaP.

Clik
1 Cohne.
5 U1 C w r s h d r .
Urgo Gorah.
** Moormarm.
The Cape immediately roach of Jeddah.
$f By Pcrrior it may be preaumed dbyrririam must be intended. Per*
Tottsllah, 210 0.

) Serome

Us-

dL9

is a miacopy for

w'-+

H&&

or

wli4)l

65 D W c , neu Morw. Now of the bland8 of thir m
m
p
a cur lm hrea by
the w e 8 here drm, until we mar to the nerthernmort.

YU TWOhuge ishada north of Dkloc. .
qq L I W ~ WH U W O .ad
~
s-h,
160 30'.
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-&
the b b d af &$gal. This inland sion the knd side
m d N. in the last of the islands Dahbk. If yoa p
d from H d
N.E. one b y and night, yom coume I d yaa to the inlands of
T-t*,
which pre seven blands, four of which pn U&
on ths
sea side and three on the land side; one of those situated on the
h d $de is called Delkd, one Bent Hcrtm', one T & W , and one
B W ;the three on the land side are called ZtikdY; after tha
fanr islands sitaated on the ses side are on the north two idan&, a
great one called Mosdmaro8t, and a small one alled Korb'. On
the western side of Mo~~M*o, as far ae the eye can m h , am two
great ialanda and sandy shoala called L O W and Dilrs)H; after
them is on the north a great island called Zf1k$afl, and further os
three islands are seen. Next to them and at some dintance from the
shore near 26'1 arehmis an island called T ' l y . After
on the sea and N. side is a small island called T-&l4[,
there
im a bank1' and on it a rock resembling a chair. After !hmmhak
north in the i h d , little Bdr-iWlira1~.
which ia a little round island,.
on which are some tombs and trees and shroba of tooth-pikes. Ta
the N. of it, and at some distance, in the bland Bdr-MGoa KcrMrI1**,
a great island on which large treea are growing ; afterwards, towards
the land side, in the direction of W. N. W. is an islandcalledBdrkat'Yt,
and in the vicinity of it a bank" which in called Sbobi Rim@.
From Bdrkai in the direction of true west is an inland called Mdm
MmtbspU. Be it known, that if one of these two islands is seen,
the other in hidden ; but if you pam between them, both are seen.
After Bdr-Mtlsa KaMr to the N. is the island Hidj0dP:f; thin is
the lest of the northern ielands on the sea Jde. On the south side of
these islands is a great bank called the long me*, and after it a
4 one. If you steer from HiRdjodr true west, you come to the
port hf-kay, which is at the height of Smwklnm$$.

+

Dahmt Abbeed, kc. 180 15'.
Mnrurmroo, 180 50'.
Lock and UndeueUec.
( Juttat Tromba.
11 Timemheu, 18,56L.
B u m o u Sepra.
** In lat. 190 13'. .w Barkoot and its Shab.
?$ Eindea Gcedrm.
$5 Suakin, one of the chief portr.
f
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V o r r o ~fton, B6boZmandam' to mount Z o k p and Said

b#;
you go drst in the direction N. W. by N. half a I&,
then steering N. N. W.you come to cape Zokar, and mount At&
b in sight on the left side ; if from Zokm you wish to proceed to
K0111rh#, and you steer N. by W. you come to M b a T t . Here
you see for the fimt time the idand Z a W : . The oourse from
Iokar to Saibbl p e a in the direction N. W. by which you c o d
first to AbtawP, and then to Saikh#, which are seen on the right.
, if
Be it known, that if you stear true west you come to M o W ~ and
you take from Saibrin the direction W. by N. you come to the two
Htiria (the great and s d one.) If from Suibdn you f o b w the
direction W. N. W. you come to Bent Amtar and Harm4 which are
ialands of the Persian (African) coast ; from Smbbr going straight to
the pole you come to Badhicu'n :from Saibdn going N. by W. you come
to the two islauds Jebh (the great and small one), which are on the
Arabian coast.
SBCOND
V O Y A O Saibdll
L ~ ~ (LoheiaJ
~
to Jedda.
From Soibhn'to Jeddcr with an unfavorable wind, the voyage is
@armed from four inches to four.inchea by degrees in the following way. First from Suibdn where the pole1@wants & quarter to
revem incheeq, you steer four zdnu N. w. and afterwardb N. W.by
N. If the contrary wind is very strong, the course to be steered is
E. by N. and true east, or near it ; if the wind is a middle one, you
nteer N. E,or N. E. by N. If in your measurement the inferior
quadrant?' gives an inch** and a quarter, the ship ia on a spot
dietant seven inches (measurement) from the pole. If in this place
the northern wind ceases, you map lay to or tack. If it blows a
hard northern wind, you look for the Arabic coast, and go to Badhitah's
or near it. On the sea aide of BaWmn is a shoal (haria) ;that in
to say, a place where you aee the ground of the sea; with a weak
northerly wind you go to Mokammm, or in the vicinity of it. The
&d idan&. are one near the other. If the pole in seven inches and
a quarter, and the inferior quadrant seven inchestt, and a strong
northern breeze, you go to E m a n and M e e d ; and if there in but

h u b a n of map, off Ghei., 1 5 O 41'; long. 420 52'.
5 Or Loheia.
f Basher ?
See introductory remarks, = Lat. 160 18'.
U Dhlac i r h d .
f-tLat 1706'.
* Thir rhould be 74 inch-.

t Saddle irkad ia the Zebayen ?
3N 2
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little of a northern wind, you go to Jikdn and 8wiGd-rrtkd*.
If the pole ie made by seven inches and half, and the inferior quadrant 'wants a quarter to seven, and the wind blows strong from th$
north, you go from thence to fibsr, where some oh&
are seem ;
with a little northern breeze you go to Forwiliw; if the pole wanb
a quarter to eight, and the inferior quadrant shown n u and a half, and
the northern wind blows stmng, you go to Fogail&tt, where it ia
the best to remain, became on its see and north aide is inbnite mbbbh, that is to say, unclean places ; with a weak northern wind you
go to Ma(ld&V$ or to the island Lam*. If the pole is made by
eight inoh*, and the inferior quadrant marks six and a half (* I),and
the wind blows strong from the north, you go to DmwbLrll. or
near i t ; if there i but little northern wind you go to Z o o S h j e e k ~ .
where much precaution ie required on account of the bank m C .
If the pole is made by eight inches a quarter, and the inferior quadrant marks six inches, and the wind blows m g , you go to Dakhe
gRckl or to the island Tahhefs or near it.
With a s d breeze
you go to Ddnck. If the pole is made with eight inchea and a half.
and the inferior quadrant marks six inches** l e a a quarter, and the
wind blows strong you go to D&k, and with a small northern wind
to H a r d Scncir'. If the pole wants one quarter to nine inches.
and the inferior quadrant marks five and a half (Lat. 1So SO'), and the
wind blows strong, you come to H a r d Semdr, and with a s d
northern breeze to B&-~ehdr'~, with a s m d northern breeze you^
.oome to Homuw1', where you atop. If the pole is made by nine
inches and a qrtarter, and the inferior quadrant shows five inches, you
go to Homaia, with a small northern breeze you go to R h P ,
near it. If the pole is made by nine inchea and a haif, and the wind
blows strong, you go to Mujrddii'w or near it. With a emall
northern breeze you come to Ssor&14tt or near it ; if the pole W M ~ .
r quarter to tea, a d the inferia quadrant shows four and a half,
and the wind blows strong, you go to Ssorrirn, and with a small
northern wind you come to J&.
If the pole is ten id*,
and

1 Mannubah. 8 180 18'.
I( Dorflb.
Lat. 190 6'. Dahmk ir in 190 31'. Vid. sup.
tf Maharahi of tbs map, 20° 14'.
f f Serome, on the ant of Elwon, or
8arucll idand ef Honourem, 210 8.
09 h t . 210 30'.
Mathmhane.

7 Doshagfa.

t Wa~lis.t.
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the inferior quadrant ahows four inches and a quarter, yon go right
slst four zdau towards Jedda,if God please. Be it known that in
the sea of Jeddcl you find
as you find corals in the western
aeae.

T a ~ mVorraaf+orn Wdn (LA&)

to Saw6kes*.

The way in which yon perform a voyage from Saibdn to SatuMen
is the fallowing. From the place where the pole is made with seven
inches? you proceed in the name manner, that is to say : first, if the
northern gale is strong. you deer E. S. E. and S. E. by E. ; if there
in but little wind, N. W. by W. ; but the true way from Saibdn to
Sawdkeu is by Jcddo. If the northern wind blows strong you go
to Mokuidah$, and with a small breeze to Hawdeb' (the Hatpa) or
near them. Be it known, that on the sea side of the islands of DaRlska
b an d (shoal) and an a&?, that is to say, topook' or rocks
which are not seen; the most remarkable of them is the Anja
T-hP
on which the water is more or lean than three fathom
d a p ; great precaution is necemary in all these plsoes. If the pole
is made by eeven inches and a quarter, and the infedor quarter marks
seven inches, and the northern wind blows strong, you go to the
Hm~~tcb,
with a small northern breeze to Hurmal and Bent Antcrr'.
or near it. If the pole is made by seven inches and a half, and if the
inferior qmdmit shown wven inches lees a quarter, and the wind
NOWEstrong, you go to E a t Antar ;with a small northern wind to
H d ,or it is seen at the left hand. Be it known, that from Harmat
to the pole or N. by W. two rhnmbe and a half is a shod Memi
Am7 called HarWat', of which great precaution is to be ta ken.
Going along the coaat a d the pole wanting a quarter to eight, and
the inferior quadrant showing six inches and a half$, and thewind
Mowing strong, you tarn to Tabs) KAcum'8 or to the north aide of
it: if the pole is eight inches and the inferior.quadrant shows sir
inches and a quarterl. and the northerly wind blows strong, yon ga
tq Batm Hobjb,I0 with a small northern rind to Armtab". If the pde
is made by eight inched and a quarter, and the wind blows strong.
yon go to Mandel, and with a amall northern breeze to J&" or near
it. If the pole is made by eight inches and a quarter yon go true weat

SwHu by Crpf.in E ~ w o d rchut liam in k t . 1 9 O 4', Long. 37O 30'.
160 42'.
$ DUG.
5 h t . 170 54'.
N lE018.
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tb Tahtidt' or it is seen on the right; if the north wind is but
weak yon go to Tamaruheh* or Ztlkafi; on the left hand a t rome
dbtance are wen some islands, as M a s ~ ~ a rand
a Laukirt. If the

pole wants a quarter to nine,inches, and the inferior quadrant d o w e
five and a half, and the north wind blowr strong, you go to T w 8 b h or
Zhlkafi, and with a small breeze to Bdr i M h swghirj. If from
&it. i M& usaylrlt you steer true west towarb the continent, yon
go from Sotodkor or Blir i Miisa Kabir to MatiydP. If the pole
is nine inches, and the inferior quadrant shows five inches and a
quarters, and the wind blowr strong, you go to &irk& or near it ;
from Hind JodPll true west you go to Morarkd Q ;this port is on the
upper side of Scrwdken. If the pole ia nine inches and a quarter, and
the inferior quadrant shows five inches, you go with a strong wind
from H b d JoJr to Sawhkm; with a small b r e w to the superior
part of SolEdken :where is nothing but mountains. Mark that if in
these parts you gg tacking with a north wind, the rnle is to hold the
middle between the Arabian and Persian (African) coast, and that if yon
side to one of thgm you never attain your object. On the south side
the bank Rds-euhabak7** called Hdwia is opposite the island T ~ u L r t .
On the north side the end of Shabak is o p p i t e Bdr iM h .
FOUUTH
VOYAOE
from Jedda to A d a .
The way of the voyage from Jedda to Adcr, is the following. If
you start from Meumbn' you go two rhumbstt. S. S. W., afterwards
-0
rhumba S. by W., afterwards two rhumba to the moth pole, turn
then and ateer S. E. by E. fiom thence you steer 5. E. to Zokarff.
From Zokar you run one rhumb S. by W. afterwards S. S. E. to
Babel Mandam ; from thence one rhumb in the direction E. S. E.,
then E. by S. to A'arao, from thence you follow the direction E. by
N.to Adan in Yamaa, which is a celebrated port, and is commonly
called the Pearl Adent0,though there are no pearla a t A h ;bat rn it
is a great port, thi name 6-probably from its trade in pearls ;
the same way yon call the cocoanuts, which come from Bengal Kabdlim, because they come by the way of Kabll. Corneliam of Yare found a t Aden in immense quantities.

Timenhear, 180 56'.
t Ddreat Abged ? f B~rmonaSapre, 190 3#.
190 54'; 8hab Barloot ir in 19' 14'
II Hindee Gwd.m, 19 01'.
(M e r A
~ r h a , on the mat, 200 13'.
U1 Shebek, 180 44'.
tt Perhap icmu.
It Gebel Zoogar, 140 V.
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FIITHVorros from Sotcdken to Aden.
The way S d m to Adan is the following : The voyage may be
wormed in two different ways. From the 180th day till a b u t the
230th of the Yw&jerdicu, year*, (beginning with the N d z ); that
b to say, from the 45th day till to the 95th day of the Jelaulian year.
when the sea-faring shuts ; thevoyage begins fromunderneathShubaka1
and you follow the coact till cape MdrdY ; from Mdr6l two z h s
h e east, then two zdms E. by S.. then two z b @ E. S. E. ; from
thence turning to S. E. you come to Saibcin; if from S d b h you wish
make Kamrh, you go true w t , till you see the islands of Kotdm@
snd O k & ~;from thence to Kolnrdn is the S e b Dmke RobbdneP
If you sail from Rukba: one raum towards the south pole you come
to the mountain of Zokar$, and from thence you proceed in the same
manner as it haa been mentioned before.
The second way of performing this voyage iswith the monsoon wliich
r e b in with the 280th day of the Yudajrrdim year (1 2th Aq.) which
is the 145th of the Jeliilian, or near it. Sailing from Ratkci'll you steer
right east, because in this season the south-western winds prevail.
If you do not set out below Shbaka, aet out from above it, going
between the islands and Shabaka, till you are paesed the sea islands,
little Bdr-Mtbofl and such ones, you follow the course of true east.
As soon as the islands disappear you sail 6. E. till the pole is marked
seven inches and a quarter; you go then S. E. by E. to Saibdn.
This is the course with a favourable wind, but if it is not favourable
it is quite different.
SIXTHVOYAGE
from ~cn'kie**
to Kujurdt.
The way of performing it is the following. After having left Aib&
and after having passed the unclean places, you steer N.E. by E. till you
see the mountains of A d a ; from thence true east, till you lose sight
of the mountains of Aden ; from thence E. by N. three or four days ;
then E. N. E. If you do not see the mountains of Aden you go N.
E. by E. till the pole marks five inchestt ; from thence in the manner
above said. Be it known, that in Gujerdt grow indigo, ginger, cocoanuts, tamarind, and the tree TJri',,$: each bunch of which gives every
day a pitcher of wine ; there is also the Pam", that ie to say, tmbdl

7cb M a y to 26th June.
t Amarat, 180 19'.
$ Saddle bland.
5 Zoogar, the 261nmurt here be taken a t one degree.
H Trinkatah ? 180 45'; another name for Sbabak.
1Barmoou.
Zeak, e ~ rof
t Babelmandal, to Gujcrat. tt k t 130 30'. ff The toddy palm.

..

trees, and a great number of Tribav treeti m j a J * , from the branches
of which the bunches descend ae roots ; there are bats, the w i n 9 'of
which meaeure more than a yard ; there i~ also a great number of
Zoklim treest, and an infinite number of parrota and apes, ao that
you might call it the country of apes.
SEVENTH
VOYAOE
from Barbara'! to Gujerdt.
If yon &art from Khoroaid' you follow the direction N. N. E. till
you come to where the meaanre is equals, which he% been explained in
the former chapters, and from thence you proceed in the way above
mentioned.
EIORTHV O Y A Q B ~Adm
~OIR
lo fijercit.
If you start from A h , you go true east till you lose sight of the
mountaim of A d a ; you continue to hold the same route a day and
a night, then E. by N.. till the southern wind sets in, then E. N. E. if
possible, and if not, you followthe above course and go then E. N. E. ;
if th ere be little motion with the Awelam# (?) there is no harm in it ;
if a closer course is pursued you side to E. by N. and return from
thence again to E. N. E.. till the measwe'll is equal ; in this measure
Lyraq is five inches, or Sagittas six inches, or Canopus and Lyra are
equal to three inches and a half. Under this measure (height) you see in
the sea frequently sea snakes, which ought to be taken care of, as it is
agood sign ; if yon do not see them follow your way in the direction
right east till you see them, and then change again your course to
E. by N. till you see land. The beut rule is to trust to the s o u n d i w
and not to the sea-snakes, which, if they prove true, show themselves
twice and thrice a day. Be it known, that sometimes in the monsoon
Damhi the ship is thrown by the current towards the Persian shore
like mount Koholdd Dnbbayh6P ;at this time the ship finds itaelf in
the barbarian channel; there great precaution is necessary aggnst
the whirlpools ; besides this place there are such between &jw&
and Sind in the gulph Juku$**, where the wind blows c o n t i n d y
from the sea, and the current comes from th_e shore, so that waves
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The Bur or Banian tree.
t Seej or Euphorbia ligularia, Ro X B V ~ Q ~ .
h t . 100 30', Long. 450 10'.
5 The ki& or 16' 54'.
(I Lat. 160 541.
TI Them most be rome mistake in thwe stsla, ar Lyra would hare a m&onal akitade of 680 30' and Sagitta much more. Canopus also could qot be
above the horizon along with Lyra, w in the given latitude this star only h
after LJR MU; and it atCI.Inr an elevation of 190 on the meridian.
* Point Oigot, at the eatmnoe of the gdph of b t c h .
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and contrary currents are not wanting, and a ship falling in with them

runs great risk to be lobt, if it' is not saved by the grace of God; so
i t is neceaanry to avoid these places. You must turn from the Persian
shore to the Arabian, and steer N. N. E. and N. E. by N. till you
are out of reach of this dangerous place, after which you eteer again
E. N. E. Know that the wind of Canopua (S. S. E.) is not to be
tamted till the pole is made with six inches or six inches and a
quarter; the flood runs then true E. The signs of a tempest are great
distress, and the summer birds called in Yaman, $dm1, also the birds
bonimfdp and onun nl raniiaf ;these buds keep then to the shore, lying
in the summer on the sea; sometimes you see them till where the
pole is made with nine inches, (lat. 19' 54'.)
NIRTB
V O Y A ~from
E , Karhan4* to Gujercit.
If you set sail from lei be^^ you follow the direction E. 8.E. and
E. by S. during night time, when for the most part the northerly
wind ceases. From S. S. E. there is a heavy swell ; therefore it ie
advisable to keep the high sea; if during night time the wind diminishes and you find youreelves a t sea, lay to till the wind becomes
fresh again ; but if it be fair, you go twelve z6m6 trne east, return
then to E. N. E. till Sagitra is six inches or Lyra' five inches, or
Canopus and Ly+ot come equally to three inches and a half. If in
this height you see really sea-snakes, you follow the course of E. by
N.till land is seen. If the sea-snakes are not seen, you steer true eaet
till you see them, and return then to E. by N. The sign of the
presence of the sea-snt~kesare great numbers of birds, as the Sowaidp
.nd kw&im. In aome years the sea-snakes and the birds Sowaidi are
wen on the Arabian coast. If you are leaning towards the Arabian
shore, and the pole is made with nine inches or near it:, it is guessed
that you are come near the Indian land ; but this is not certain, because
theae birds do not deserve much credit, as some years they are seen,
and in other years they are not seen-; sometimes they are to be seen
in great numbers, and sometimes but few.
TENTHV O Y A ~from
B , KhlafdloQ to Gujerht.
If you start from Klialafut you keep the sea till you come to cape
F ~ t a k ~ ~from
l l , thence you run twelve g d n s true east, then to E. N.
E.or E. by N., as it has been mentioned before.
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ELBVENTH
VOIIAOE,
f h m Zojcir* to Crjcnit.
Setting Bail from Zofdr you go S. E. by S. or near it till yoa
get into the open sea, into which cape Marbdt't stmtchea ont a long
way. From thence you go E. N. E. or E. by N. till you come to
the kiJsS (Lat. 17') (the measurement explained in former chapters).
At Zofu'r grow d s o cocoanuts.
TWELPTH
V O Y A ~ E , ~KJlRir
~ O D Ito Gujerdt.
Setting sail from Kcflht: you follow a true eastern course till
you see the sea-snakes, and if you see them, you return towards the
coast, till Lyra4 is marked by fom inoher and a half; from thence
you steer true eaat till you come to the ahore ; this is the c o m e performed with the monsoon Azfb : but at the time of other monsoons
you follow the direction E. by S. till you are come to the ki6e
(measurement explained in the former chapters), from thence true
east till to the end.
T H I U ~ E NVTOET A ~from
E , Maskdt to @ d t .
If from these ports you wish to make C o n d , you follow the direction of E. by S. and east; if you wish to go to Monnnbdr$, you
follow the direction S. E. by E., you come then to the mount Karat@.
which is a famous mountain of Monembdr.
FOURTEENTH
VOYAOE,
from Aden to Monembdfl, (Maladsr.)
The course is the same which has been already mentioned before
from A h to Gujerdt ;you go on till the pole marks six inches and a
half or seven inches11 ; if from thence you can go tacking, you go in
the direction of E.by S. or true east ; if it is impossible to keep this
come, your way is E. by N, till the pole is made by seven inches and
half or eight inches ; from thence yon follow the direction E. by S.
till the pole ia made with six inchesg, then true east till land is in
sight, which is A'zidlwD** or a place near it ; you steer then towards
the shore ; what is meant by the inches, arroabp, and the pole or polar
star jahI0 has been explained in the former chapters.
FIFTEENTH
VOYAGE.
from Aden to H o r m L , {Ormuo.)
Sailing from A h in the direction true east you see the mountains of Aden, and if you do not see them you steer in the direction
of D&i Bar" which is E.N. E. till Fartakl', from thence five ~rbns~~-tq-

* Dofar,

a little further t w t of Fartak. t Cape Morebat ; h t . 160 50', Long.
:Half way between M w a t and Cape -t.
5 Malab.
9 Lrt. 150.
(1 About Lnt. 170.Ajidesv. n a r Ankola, lat. 14O 40'.
The #dm hare mlut be about 35 milan.
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N. E. by E. ; then N. E. to Bfwbe:thl and M o t t d h ~ ,(this last is
called J 4 d J from thence you follow again the direction N. E.
by E. taking care on your way of the island Hamkey&*, because on
its sea-shore is a rhallow ; it is neceMary to come forth between
Su'kad and the inland. KhdF or Mu'ria7t. After having found
Su'kma yon 4 five s6ms N. E. by E. then three zdma N. E.,from
thence five N. E. by N. to M o d # $ you may eee it or not; if you
we it, you follow the same way till the island is left behind : from
thence four sdma to N. N. E. from whence you return to N. by E,
till R m l W ; from b d U you direct yourselves to the known
Doircn' Burr" till Rus MorandemllQ,from thence to the pole to H m & .
The pearls for which Horn& ia famous are fished on the island of
Kclir"ll and BakminIa. If you wish to go from R a s o l M to Du'loind"Q
you steer E. N. E. till yon come to Poa,uni1' or near it ; from thence
to Dairai Bart", that is to say. E. by S. till R O K ~ b h i ~ ~where
**,
you come to an anchor. waiting for the fishing boats with which you
enter the port. The ancient pilots wed to sail from Cape Alhadd
to that of Karcishi in the direction E. by N. but it is better to go
with the higher wind.
SIXTEBNTE
V o ~ n o ~ , f t oDk
m to M~shkd88ly-t..
The time for this voyage ie from the tenth day after the Yasdajerdkm N m b to the 60th day (7th Nov.-27th Dec.) which is to say,
from the 240th day after the Jelalion Nmmh to the 290th. Fhat
you follow the direction W. by S. two Tsrfal', that is to say, two
inches which make the poles eight inches$$ ; from thence to W. S. W.
one T e a ; if it is the time to measure the pole (to take the height
by the polar stor) you take it : if it not be the time for it$$ you
take the height at the setting of Aquil81111by the Lyra" which gives
bLy ' rS.+
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5 Cape Murrendan, at tbe entrance of the Persian Gulph.

9 Mouth@of Indoa.

I(Kisl~ma?

" Kurachee on the northernmost mouth.

+t M.culh ? or a place nearer Morebat ?
:1 Lat. 180 18'.
55 This sentence proves that the meridional passclge of Pularir was usuallJ
obrewed.
IIH The Arabic name of the star here translated Aquila by the Baron enables
un to cleu ap the, d i M d t y in former parsag-.
I n the description of the Arabic
cdertid lobe by Dr. Dorm (Roy. As. SOC.Trans. 11. 381, the rtar
(the falling vulhue) is s h o r n to be alpha lyra, or wega of the Alphonsine tabler.
The tranrlation in the text, therefore, should be-" take the height of Pohrir
at tha
o f w q o (in lyn), i. e. of alpha Iyree.
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emen inches and a W. then yoa steer true erst to S W * , the mom-

of DdnY are r i a i e on the right ; at this time of the year it
in better to see them than to eee F d ,because the wind &ng
fmn N. N. E. is to be faued, which at this time of the year (it
being winter) is much to be feared, as it r a k e great duat and waves.
If you cannot attain S j e r yon p M d d w ; if the polar atar in
seven inches and the ship at sea with a strong wind, turn again its
head to the sea one or two days, acamhg to the strength or the weakness of the wind ; after the winterly wind sets in the monsoon A d .
and in this case yon go back as much an yon are came. If yon
start from Dim on the 70th or 80th day of the Y01Ljdiun year (6th
-16th Jan.) your m y lies then in the direction W. S. W. till you
come opposite the Cape of Fmtak, which is the SOOth day from the
JeIalim, NmrrClr or the 310th. From opposite the cape F d a k
you go true east; if the winterly wind blows, yon haul down the
sails and lay to, if possible ; if not, you go with as little sad as possible
to get the ship free of the waves. After the ceasing of the winter17
wind the monaoon Aslb sets in, in which case you measure back your
steps am much as you have gone, and this seaeon is better than the
former. Some yearn the winterly winds blow till to the hundredth
day of the Yaor&jerdian year, which is the 330th day of the Jeialian
(14th Feb.) particularly from Fartak to Zofdr; the signs of land
being near are the birds D h f i and Kwaik, and of the sea beast.
or fiahes ; the Tabbdkd and LezdK, and of the maritime plants the
Kinnith', and Kelhap.
S a v a m ~ r a ~Vorra.,
a
jhm Diu to ShAr cud Atfen.
The course liea firnt W. 6. W. till opposite Fartak, from thence
h e east till land is in sight ; this voyage is performed within the
tenth day of the Yazdajerdian year, and the sixtieth, that is to say.
within the 240th and 290th of the Jelalian (7th Nov.-27th
Dee.)
if it is performed within the 80th or 90th day of the Y(u&jerdicu
year, 'inswering to the 310th or 320th of the JeIdian (1 6th Jan.26th Jan.) the course to be held is W. S. W. till the pole is six
inches and a quarter or six inches, then true west. If you set out
from Diu on the 110th day of the Yudajetdian year, which answers
to the 340th day of the JelaliM year (16th Feb.), the course to
&,qhkaps and Shehr is W. S. W. and S. W. by W. till the pole is
marked by five inches and a quarter ; from thence yon ran true west ;
at your right the island of Socotra is near in sight; M soon as you
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see it,. if you are bound to M m k 8 or Hitiajia* you steer N. W.
by W.and if you intend to go to Shehr you steer W . N. W. till you
see land ; the sign of your appraaching Socbtra ia that you see of the
sea-plants or an infinite number of trees of the species called Kinnirh,
but sometimes you see them and sometimes not; on the coast of
S e h r men and animah live all on fish.
E I ~ E T ~ ~VOYAQ~,~*OD)
NTH
Mahamy and 8hf6p to the Arabic c o d .
The time for d i n g from theae ports is from the tenth to the sixteenth day of the Yazdrrjerrdior year, which answers fmm the 240th
to the 290th day of the JekJiw year ;the course to be followed ie
W. by S. till the pole is marked by seven inches, from thence you
steer true west. If you intend to go to Mmkkm~,S k h r , and A h ,
the course to be followed is W. by S., till you come opposite to
Fmtak, from thence you go true west to Fartuk, and from thence to
which port you please : if you set out from the above mentioned
porta at the end of the season, the direction to be followed ia W. S.
W. till the pole is four inches and a quarter or h u r inches and an
eighth, from thence you eteer true weat to KadafU'n4,cS. The porb
Maiuiirn and Shftil belong to Deccan; from this country come the
muslina called Candahariam, and those of Dmrlatab6d. BerGpf t d ,
and Bairumir.
N I N B ~ ~ NVOYAQB,+
TH
Diu to the iskrnds of D/b7, @faldivw.)
Steer first S. S. E. the pole being made by five inches, side tomu&
the land in the direction of E. S. E. and S. E. by E. till you see
the mountains of Monfbdr; from thence to Daira h a , till the pole
is three inches ; from thence to the south pole, till the fmdgad'Q are
eight inches and a quarter, then true W. to the island Foyaiku9, and
the islands near it.
TWBNTIETE
VOYAOE,
f m DaublPn to the islands of Dlb.
You follow first the direction W. S. W. till you lose the shore,
from thence to Daira S . W . by W. till land is in sight ; from thence
S. S. E. till the pole comes to three inches, from thence to the south
pole and 8. S. W. till the Farkadain ( p and in the little bear) are
marked by eight inches and a half; from thence true west to Foqrdka
or its neighbouthood. Mark what has been said above : till land ia
in sight steering S. W. by W., that means, that the land ia at hand.

t Mahim, north, and 8heoP1, south
M d a 1 and Harpioh n e u dden.
f Guardqpli, N. E. Caps of Africa, lat. 120.
of Bombay.
f Thefarlalain, or 0 and y urle minoris.
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Be it k n m to you that in mme of the islande of the Maldives the
inhabitants hunt with dogs, bred to the purpose, the Ormg-odaag
(NimauuJ and eat it. The NIs~arrsie an animal resembling a monkey. but endowed with speech; but g e n e d y monkeys are also
II)
called N h a w . I have heard from the brother of J B I ) ~ Hamza.
the late Intendant of Egypt, that coming m e day on commercial
bneineaa at the extremity of Yaman, to a walled
he alighted at a house where two boys lying on the ground were crying, and
that out of commiseration he untied their fetters. The master of
the house, returning, laughed at it, and mid, these are N-,
which
we hunt. The next day the meeter of the house took b
ie disbelieving
p e s t with him, and he raw the Nlaners hunted by doge. Some
N h a w emerge from the sea, their flesh is a great dainty ; that they
are endowed with the power of speech is even recorded in the book.
of philormphers.
TWSNTT-IIPBT
Venom, from Did to Mmk# and Hormk.
The time of performing this voyage ie from the 10th of the Ym&iwdicm year to the 60tl1, (7th Nov.-27th Dec.) that ir to say. fmm the
Hand day of the Jelalk year to the 990th ; but you mast c o n t i n d p
go tacking, becam the wind which is at thin time of the year the monsoon Axib, blows very strong ;if it is impossible to pursue your conrat
taoking, yau mast wait till the wind grows favourable, in which weyou go till the Lyral (?)is made by three inchen and a half, and the land
is at hand ; because the interior pole is near the A r a b i i mountaim ;
from thence you proceed true weat to SaatarP*, or ita neighbourhood.
If yau set out on the 110th day of the YazdojmIiaA year, which is the
340th of the Jelalian year, (7th Feb.) your way is W. N. W. till the
or its neighpole is eleven inches ; from thence true west till to ma,
bourhood ;but if you set out on the I 50th or 160th day from the Yastfqjedka Nawrrlrr, which ie the 15th or 25th of the J e h l k year (26th
March), then you proceed W. S. W. and S. W. by W. till you see the
ialand of Socdra : direct your course then towarde the north pole till
H w A t , from thence to Doira (E. N. E.)towards the Arabian coast ;
if the wind grows strong before Socotra is in sight, the western wind
Ktf8 you proceed tacking to N. W. by N. or N. W. or N. N. W. aa you
can till you see Mottuk', KhdP, or Marid:. If these places are not
seen, you must take care of GAabbai-tfn7$.In order to avoid it, you
put the head of the ship to the sen and go on. The sign that you

w,

',* ,+

'

S w d i , near Muscat.
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.'j+

t Harek.

A
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Z Curi. Mrrrir

'4y"&r*;
5 C.pr 1-2
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are new Ghebb is, that the water grows yellow ; aa soon am you see
signr of land being near you must be in guard agamst it, till Madrehl
or M ~ w f r a * . If the pole is ten inches and a half, and land is not
in eight, and no aigns are seen ; you have passed the Arabian ahore.
and then you have no chance but to steer for the Indian continent.
You follow the direction E. by S. till the pole is ten inches to Man9dor-t or Soomhit: or S A u ' W and GlilineYrc ; but take a u e not to
bring the pole to ten inches and a half, (29' 18') in which came you
necesuuily come to Jake&$ which is your damage and repentance too
late. God be your guide ! What ir mid of Indian whirlpools is all a tale.
except the whirlpools in the gdph of J e W , and in the Barbarian channel
near KardafJn, where ehip falling in are unavoidably loet ; the causes
of it are the heavy waves, the strong winds, the currents and the
breakers of the copet, no that it in irnpoesible for the ship either to
hold the sea or to land on the shore, if God does not grant hie particular grace. If you guess that you may be drifting to Jaked you
muat take before hand your precautions and endeavour to reach from
or
the coast of Ildakr611 either the port of Kalmota' or Kw*,
Kapchi Makrda8; Baadar Kawuaderll, is the place where cocoanuts
grow ; or you must try to go to Ko*clvohiv or to enta KhBrditiZ Sin@;
that in to may, the port of L h , to get rid of the f e ~ of
r J a M In
Sind are a great nmber ofliver-entere, against whom you muat be on
your care ; becauae if they meet a man who eats hu dinner in public,
they have the talent of eating up hie liver with their eyes, and no
kill hkn. This is not to be alighted.
TWINTI-~COND
V a x ~ a 4 / 1 0 1Cbdeya to Aden at the ad ofthemam.
C m b y u is the dirrtrict in the province of Gujmdt, coaprehendieg
the ports of Ahsmddd ano Pattm; from thence comes the cotton of
Patca; and Bahddir and dome Indian stuffs. In this country is r
prafusion of Babqh6ri'o and c o m b : but the best of the last
are those coming from Yaman. If you eet out from Camhya and
come to Did or its diptrict, you mast sail at night, because at the end
of the season the wind blows from the west during the day, but during the night from the shore ; with this land breeze you go an far you
can towards the south. In some yeam the wind is a strong north
western in the place of the M w w a (sea-snakes), then your c o m e ia
a 'Iri,aP
@&J+

'11,j).2

'>lid+ a+

' Ai&

')at+

" d-Jp44

Muaim.
t Mungrole, 21' 30'.
2 Somlrlrth, Choorwaur, m d Cooleynorky Pagoda.
5 Point Gigat, or Juggut, at the aouth-weat corner of the Gulf of.Kukh.
II One of the three Bunden on the cout of Gujedt.
Korachee.
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S. W. by W. Your measure (height) be the pole and no other, till
the pole rnarke five inches, then you go W. S. W. till the pole is four
inches and a quarter or four inches and an eighth, then true west to
Kwdcrf Ln. The signs of Kardafin being near are the birds Karfh'
and Manjif, but few are seen of the last, those wEch are the moet
frequent are the DagW and Kasld' ; of sea animala you see the
Tub&'
(tortoise ?) and sometimes the sea-horse ; aa soon an land
is again at a distance these signs vanish : it is also probable that the
birds here seen are those of Socotra, S w h d and Dorzbr'. God
knows the rest. If at this time of your course Socotra is on the
north, you direct yourselves to Hadiai &ocotral, and if you go to
Kardafdn, your course is along the Persia* continent. If you go
from Hqr6rs.l.to Ddrsirl0you steer W . N. W. and if you wish to go
from Mftlll to Adm you steer true west till Aden is insight, then you
follow the current, m6jri1', till Bdb Mckdanr.
TWENTY-THIRD
V O Y A Q DcibtiZ5
~ , ~ to
~ A~ h " .
If you leave DdbLl at the end of the season, you direct yoarselver
W. S. W. till the pole is four inches and an eighth, from thence true
west to Kardafu'n.
TWENTY-FOURTH
Vonom, fYm Khtlnwi 8hdobdr"H to Aden.
If you start from KdSiudabu'r at the end of the season, take
care not to tall on Cape Fdl5 because it is five inohes and a quarter
on the pole ; steer therefore W. by S. till the pole is four inches and
an eighth, from thence true west.
TWINTY-FIBTE
VOYAQE,
f r ~ mHe~Pt"lland B i f ~ d ~ k Z oto
( ~A" h~ .
If you leave those two ports at the end of the season, go from
A.zdditlg**or AngJli's side-wards, and then turn to the sea true west,
if the wind be favourable ; if not, direct youselves W. by S. or W. by
N. your utmost being S. W. by W. If you cannot attain any of
these directions, turn and steer to the pole till the wind grows favourable, then turn again and steer W. by S. till the pole is made by four
inches and an eighth, so you come then going true west to Karduf&:
the vicinity of Cape Fawl is known by the quantity of b i d and a

* African.

t Harjieh ?

f Mettc, weat of Quardafui.
11 Honawer on Malabu coost, 14' 15' lat.
Bhahkuli or Betkuldrhg, ditto, 14O.
Aujldeeva, oB Ankola, lat. la0.
tt. Probably Cotuola Sondabuut of Arrowsmith, north of Goa.

5 South of Bombay, lat. 1 7 O 45'.

greatquantityof KdlMf that is to say, seafoarrcandKernaeC, or eea trees.
TWBNTY-SIXTH
Voraor, from Calinit to Kardafiir.
If you Bail from Calic6t with a favourable wind, steer W. by S. and
mmetimea W. S. W. so you come to the island Koyaini3* j if at this
time, that is to say, on the 140th day of 'the Ya~dojerdianyear, which is
the 5th of the Jelalian (March), the sea shuts, theflood runs at this time
P.N. W. from thence you direct your course to the south pole, and go
tacking if the flood runs to the south pole, but if the wind falls lower,
then this course to S. W., S. W. by S. and S.S. W. you may follow it
a day and a night without inconvenience. If it should faU yet lower, turn
and steer to the north pole or near it, particularly if the pole is made by
less than three inches (lat. 10'). because it ie profitable to be then high
north, and the wind grows favourable ; if it be already so, yon run from
Calicrit till Kolfuini two z k in the direction of W. by S., then eight
or aine 0d.m.s W. S. W.t then you may rejoice, rn you have got clear of
the islands of Fil, from thence W .by N. and W. N. W. till the pole is
Tour inches and a quarter, and then true west to Kankrfds. Calickt is
-famous for its pepper plantations :ite Prince is the & w a d $ who ir
at war with the Portugneee. On these coaeta are'a great number of
elephants employed in dragging ships,launchi.g them into the sea, and
aimilar doings.
TWENTY-SBVBNTE
V O Y A C ~ BDiti
, ~ ~toOM~ h c a .
Leaving Did you go first 5. S.E. till the pole is five inches, and
side then towards the land, till the distance betweeu it an4 between
the ship is six zdms ; from thence yon steer 6. 6. E., becauee in the
neighbonrhood of Ceylon, the sea runs high, the farther you keep o18
the more quiet the sea grows ; yon must nd side all at 0- bat by
degrees, firat till the farkadain ( B and Y in the little bear) are made by
a quarter less than eight inches, from thence to 6. E. till the fadadain are seven inches and a quarter, from thence trw eaut at a rate of
18 & I S , then you have paased Ceylon. The eign of Ceylon being
near is continual lightning, be it accompanied by rain or without
rain; so that the lightning, of Ceylon is grown proverbial for a liar.
After having passed Ceylon you go E.N. E. and E. by N. till the
pole is made by two inches, from thence true E. till to the island of
SarjarE which is one of the Ndjbdri (Nicobarianj idands. After having left it behind you steer E. by S. till land is in sight, you go along
it to the islands Fallieanbflen6$which are nine islands ; from thence to

Cslpeni, one of the Laccadives.
.t. This course is the ' I nine degree channel" tliroagh the hccadircr.
2 SHAHAMIU?of the Bider or Ahmedabad d y n a y , A. D. 1506-49.
$ Pulo Sambelan or the " nine islmdr" on the M.ky c m t , kt 4.5'.
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the south pole. At your right some islands are seen at a distance, so
you go towards the south pole till you come to the islands to Folodjomral* which appear near, from thence E. S. E. where the seais more
than ten fathoms, if it be 11-or 12 never mind, because after 12 is
the deep sea, and you are clear of the Shob Kafaussi. You go till
mount Foldphaldr~,is opposite, N . E. till the soundinga give 24 fathome, because there is a bent sMV running out in the sea, which is to
be taken care of-wherefore your course must be followed alwaps in a
depth of 24 fathoms till you see the mount Folip&al& N. N. E. ;then
you steer towards the landand Dairai-barra (E. N.E.)till Malacca. The
inhabitants of Shuli't(?)gofrom Falbsanbih two d m s to thesouth pole.

TWENTY-EIOHTH
VOYAOB, from a d tO Sh&$dnrs$, i. 8. f0 W d .
Sailing from DiG, your c o m e , till you have left Ceylon behind you.
is the m e aa the above mentioned, then you steer N. E. Ceylon
remaining on the western side ;then N. E. by N. till you come .opposite to RaktmP$. where the pole is made with a quarter wanting to
nine, and the A& scarce with six inches ; if in this courae you see
land it is well ; if not, steer E. N. E. till the pole is nine inches and a
half, so you come to the island of Dordiw'. If you see it at this time i t
is well, if not go right east till you see land, but take care of Fmht
Hayumi%@ll, which is a desert rock, round which the water is twenty fatho~nsdeep; takecare a L e o o f D d w wherethe
~
wateris but five fathoms.
If Rakanj is in sight, go N. N. W. with 25 fathom of water. At this
time Haymaitis remains on yonr right, of whichgreat care is to be taken.
After having passed it you approach the land till your soundings give
16 fathoms, and with thin couree you come to Dardiw ;after having left
i t behind you go with 12 fathoms depth N. N. W.. there you come to
a great KhdF (?)called B~lkbl'~**,and then five capes which are taken
for islands bythosewhodon't know them ;thencomes a Ghobbal~,that is
to say, a gulph full of shallows, shoals and breakere ;this place is called
K6kw DiwJ1'-t+,then you come to the island ZenjilialyS which is facing
' In r
6 tkyblJ
s&,

*p'y

T3.aJ~ 8d,+-,pde +

a&v$+b
lo

JUQ

ll+.i

I*

I : ~ ~ .&j2+ I ~

Tbe Arroas idmdr. Mt. Parcelar is u well known land mark on the corst,
lat. 2O 50'.
t The Sholra or Marhatta traderr ?
f Chittagong,
once n place of great trade.
Q Arrakan, lat. .LOU 10'.
11 Robably Oyrter irland, a barren rock off Arracan, or St. Martin'a reef.
Probably Nordic1 or Nark01 deap of Horrburgh, off the 'I'd fiaqfentrclnee.
w Probably M d l island.
i t Cutub-deep, southof Chittagong.
f f There are now no islands seaward of the Chittngong corst to which the
sailing direction8 of SIDI will apply : but Lieut. LLOYD,of the Indian Navy,
who has ~ w e y s dthis line, inform8 us that therc ia a long crhoal coiled " the
patch," parallel mtb the tout, which ir nearly dry at low water, and may hare
formed the irlandr of Zeajilia three centuries go ; for there have evidently bee&
great change8 in thew p u b , even in the memory of our own navigatorr.
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yon, your way lies N. N. W. When yon approach this bland, side to
the sea, became its southern cape b rikkl, that is to say, a ehdlow.and
the colonr of the water gmm white ; meanwhile, on the sea side it is
seen green. Hold that course, and you'll find'better soundings by degrees
till you come to 17 and 18 fathoms. Coming to this place you find the
water again wktish, these shallows are on the south side of Ferlil G h i &, which is a desert place : here the eea b noisy, don't keep either too
near to the island of ZeAjllio, nor too far from it, but steer a middle
course ; if the aoandinge. give 18 fathoms or near it, you have pasted
Z+iCia ;then you go in the direction of the north pole, and continue
to take w&ings till you come to aeven fathome ;from thence you steer
in the direction of the north pole, and to the rising place of the B and 7
of the little bear, till your soundings are six fathoms but not less. So
you come to cape Khu'r* which is Shdtijdrm. Here you etop till
the reb&ns (tide) come, with ,which you enter the port. Bengal is
abundant in ivory and ebony ; the fineat muslin turbans, the very
beat jurdrJt, and most precious Indian stuffi come from thence ; the
h e s t muelin saehea are called dd,
and the most precious of them
d d i - u h d h f , whiph by confusion is generally named marmare-ddM
(royal marble) ; there are also sea-bullss, the beet of them are found
between Bengal and Delhi in the interior lake ; they are called sea
bulb, although they don't live in the sea, but in the interior lakes onlthe
land; but the merchanta call them so; for in the interior northem
l a b , in the mountains of the AfgMns, are also found the rhinoceros
( K a r M 6 n e , the name quite the same ae the Krokotos of Ctesiaa), but
their horns are but two palms long ; it is related that those which are
found in Abyssinia have much longer horns. Girafes are found but
in Abyseinia and never in India.
V O Y A O PMdacca
. ~ ~ ~to~Aden.
TWBNTY-NINTH
Btarting from Malacca you go first along the coaet till to the morn.
tain Fo1ip&allr7 ; there you take care of the above-mentioned
bank'. This mountain is seen in the direction E. by S., and on some
distance you see P o l i ~ o m a P; after having left it behind you your
direction is that of the north pole till you come to the island$ Fdu'sanbiknt, from thence you steer for some time N. N. W. till you come
to the islands Fitakl'$ and Ya~Yu'boto~~ll,
from thence W . by N. till to
the bland Ncijbdnl', from thence W. by S. till, the farkad& ( B
j
',

'

&j

'

,Goo ' 3.L
lo

dJJ3i

' crlJj;ls ' ;I*!,&

vv;,Y

&k&k

'I

clL+G

(Nicobara)

The word Khdr ured here and ahwhere reams a corruption of tha Bandl(li
t Chookr, a fine cloth, w
crlled from itr four threads.
Pulo Sambelan of the Straits.
II PPlo Bouton.
) Probably P.rr on the Malay pnin~ula,or Peuang ?
tsrm &A&, creek or estuary.

QPI

and 7 of the little bear) are made with a quarter las Cight ; from
thence true west, Ceylon being in sight at the right ; if you don't see
it, continue nevertheless your western c o m e till to the Maldivm, and
from thence to W. N. W. siding a little to N. W. by W. till opposite
Katdaflin, and till the pole is made by foru inches and m eighth.
from thence true west till you reach the land.
TH~BTIBTB
VOIABB,from Shdtijm, fchittagong.,) tkd w to my, fro11
Bengal to the Arabiu c o d .
Sail at the end of the mudil (flood), that is to my, when t h e
quartere of it are paeaed, and go then with the ebb W. b; 8.two
d m s , the soundings being six, seven and eight hthome ; weigh h a
anchor aa soon as the flood sets in and go to the wind, weak or stnrag,
till the ebb begins again one xbm W. S. W. then two dm N. W.
The water grows then black, and you direct yourselves S. S.W.
till the Farkaduh are made with eight ipches less a quarter, f m
thence true W. Ceylon being in sight oa your rigbt, you contintrue W. till to the Maldives, and from thenee to Kwdafu'n in the wey
above mentioned. The measure of the stars (the taking of the height)
and the distance of the inches has been explained already.

11.-Eztracts translated from a Memoir on a Map of P e s k a r m d t b
country compnpnued
between the Indw and tke Hyabped, the Peucdootir
and TmMhof ancient geography, by M. A. COVET,in the servicd
of Mahd-rcija Ranjft Singh.
I.--ON

T R E PPOVINCB OW TAXILA.

The apace lying between the Indm and Hydaspea wan first known
to the Greeks under the name of Taxila : whether aa its ancient local
title, or one given by the soldiers of ALEUNDPUfrom the town of the
some name, afterwards ita capitol, is uncertain*. STUBO
says that the
Col. WILPORDidentifier the town of T u i l a with the Toeria-rib of
Hindu ancient g e o ~ a p h y ,of which the extensive ruins were suppoaed by
E L P E I N ~ T OtoN be
~ traced at Manikyal.. The Toerho 86ila or SybL tribe are
atill numeronr in the Panjlrb. They state, the former name of their mty to ham
been Uda-wan'. (As.Rea. VIII. 42.) There in deposited in the h i a t i c h i e 9 ' s collection a large manuscript map of the Paujhb compiled by Col. (then
Lieut.) W l ~ r o n nfrom the route and compams surveys of a natire, M ~ a z nMoe u ~ B n e erpreuly
,
instructed by himaelf and employed from 1786 to 1796, in
protravelling and collscting miteriala to illustrate an account of ALEXANDEB'S
*a
;the account however doea not seem ever to have aeen the light, and it ia pro.
bable tbat the map ham thus ruffered oblivion. I t ia considerably fnller than M.
COUBT'I Sketoh, and
might be expected from the Compilerpalearning, more
coqect in the orthography of names. We regret not having collated the two
bdore lithographing M. COUBT'Bmap.-&.
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native kings a~nunedthe name on mounting the throne ; and we find
in histoy A L S U ~ B Robfiging OYPHIII,who governed the country,
to take the name d Tkxnss. The sppelfation is quite unknown at
the present day.
It appears tbat the Gmka codined Taxila proper to the central
pert of Qle region between the Indua and the Hydaspes; f& when
they passed it, the northern portion was ruled by chiefs independent of
h m ~ r s ,while the south Was h open opposition to both ALPXANDSE
and his d y .
The geographied limits of T d a are well defined on the map, by
~ ~ the cbain of Pbpnjcil on the north ;-from
this
the two r i v and
120 koe, with a breadth
range to K o & ~an the soath it measfrom AM& to the Je1im of 74 kas*.
h seems probable that the original inhabitants were Hindw of the
Pdndsw race, and Cha&ra-aa~b. With these were amalgamated
Persians, Scythians, and even Greeks ; for the GMkers, of whom so
much bas latefy been written. I take to be the descendants of the
Macedonian cdaaMta ;-thg themselves trace their ancestors to the
K M race of Persia, but the word s e e m but a corruption of Greek.
Tan'k rostaiw the traces of s nutnba of ancient towns of which the
origin is now unknown. Massive walls of stone masonry are seen,
and in some places brick w r k of Babylonish dimensions. .The inhabitants call them the ruins of temples of Dma Nugarit or S i t a - R k .
The most carious, however, are the mausolea, cupolas, or topes. In the
northern provinces are found mkmal statues of plaster, marble, and
&me, most of which have been mutilated by the bigotry of the
Muhammedam. Smaller idds are also occasionally dug up of superior
esecuoion: some I have remarked with frizzled hair. The ancient
religioa of the country was Buddhistic. The worship of Bacchun, or the
Sun, prevailed at the time of A L B ~ N D E R
and
, traces of it are visible
in the names of towns, as S u y a , Sit4 and CawaIya; the sun, his
daughter and mother (?)"
The p e n t inhabitants, being of so mixed an origin, betray striking
vetitties of character and manners. The Musulmans who border the
Hydaspee resemble perfectly the Hindus of the Panjib,-while those
on the east bank of the Indus have all the peculiarities of the Afghjhs,
whence they are descended--an elegant figure, plewing features, and
vivacity of expression. They are loquacious like the Persians :-and
though living in servitde, they retain their national pride, and submit
Col. WILPOSD'Smap mbta that the kor of thin part of the country ruier
from 10 to PP krlong, probabl~4 miles will be a fair arerage.-ED.
t Doubtlu the U&-dgad of WILFOUD; see note to page 468.-ED.
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only to the authority of their chiefs, with whom they live on terms of
equality. " I have everywhere witnessed their courage and intrepidity, in their encounters with the S i ,on whose bayonets they rush
sword in hand. Against the Hindu a fierce and implacable bigotry
is kept up among them by their Mulkre, whom they regard with supexstitious reverence. They retain many traits of hospitality : are blunt,
coarse in manner, and devoid of the polish of the Persians. Their drw
is a long shirt, blue turban and scarf, which serves the secondary purpose of a cloth to pray upon. Their women are allowed comparatively
much liberty, but do not abuse it : they perform an usual the whole
labour of the household, while the men are in the fields. Their
house% are constructed of mud roofed with timber, and again covered
with earth to keep off the rain. The tribes of the plains, having a fine
f&ile land, are in good circumstances ; but those of the Putwhr. T M ,
and Khibbi districts are sadly oppressed by the Sikhs. The mountain
tribes along the west bank of the Hydaspes are in a half savage state.
Most of them live only by plunder and robbery, and think as little of
cutting a man's throat aa a sheep's. Travelling alone amongst them
in most hazardow.
" The language of Taxila proper is the Hindustani corrupted, which
pervades the Panjhb : in the north, Cashmekn ;and on the Indue the
Pashtu' dialect, peculiar to the Afg& tribes. The Persian is little
used, except among the informed classes.
a The principal towns in the southern division are Rawel Pidi,
.l2knn, Pind-&an Khiiu. Nil14 Fdehgasj,Khibbi,and Makhadc :-in the
central division, Attok, Khampur, Iukanderpur and Noachir :-in
the
northern, Muzafmdbdd, Birrh, Pakkheli, and Knka Bamba."
M. COURTdescribes minutely the whole of these ond .other remarkable places, repeating nnder the head of Maaikydla the
of his interesting operations upon the t o p there, which was pubbhed
in the Jobnal for 1834. We have lithographed his sketch of the
principal tope opened by M.V X N T U and
~ A his ground-plan of the p h
(Plate XXVI.) to shew the situation of the numerous ruim with which
it is studded, and which he coneiders to be the sepulchres of ancient
kings. The following explanation refera to the figures on the plate :(J. A. S. 1834.)
1. Chief Cupola explored by General VXNTUUA,
2. Cupola whence were obtained the coins and relics described by M . COURT
in the same Journal for 1834, p. 556.
3, 4, 5 , 6, 7. Ruinous topes of which the foundations b v e been dug up.
8. Cupola in which M. C o u n ~found an urn enclosing glass priam.
9. Cupola wherein was discovered a box containing bit of ivory.
10. 6 m d mound whence were dug up fragments of bronre i m w .
11. Cupola which contained an urn of baked clay.
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12. Sqaam buildingo attached to many of the Cupolas.
13. Tombs.
14. Mound from which were extracted many madab of copper and of cuacoly
(a componnd of gold, silver, and copper.)

PI. XX.represents what M. COURTdenominates a " eymbole," also
found among the extensive ruins of this curious place. We do not find
it particularly described, but, from tbe general appearance of the sculpture it may be regarded either aa a Buddhist or a Mithraic monumentprobably the frame of some picture or shrine of a temple : and it is
peculiarly interesting from the collection of symbols in the upper
horizontal line, almost all of which can be recognized as belonging to
the series of ancient coins about which so much has been written.
The jar, the wastica, the sun, the altar, and especially the penultimate
object on the right hand, which is common on the Kadphises coins.
All the country commanded by the elevated summit of Manikydla
is much raised above the plain of the Panjib. I t appears to have
been anciently a vast plateau, that in the course of ages, from the
gradual action of periodical rains combined with occaaional earthquakes, has been cut into deep ravines now difficult to traverse, which
make it look like a heap of ruins. I t is covered with villages. the
inhabitants of which raise a thin and precarious crop on its very poor
soil. The neighbourhood of the mountains is covered with a thorny
and leafless jungle.
The whole district is called Potwcir ;it was formerly very populous,
as at least testify the numerous ruins of old habitations. The villager
are said to have run into one another, forming a continuous line for
, 16 kos from Manikyda to Tammicik. The mulberry and other fruit
trees used to thrive in its gardens.
The ruins of Ramma are at 13 kos S. S . W . from Mcrnikydla : they
are attributed to Sit6 Rami (?) Those of Paruala, traced to the time
of the Pandwas, are on the north a t 12 kos. At the latter place, in
the gate of an old castle, is an inscription in an unknown character;
h e s of a very ancient town. DanqUf, are met with 14 kou towards
the east : the inhabitants ascribe its origin to the Diws. I t flourished
under the Ghiker sovereigns, who resided there. Makkyala near
gattoe, B e d and PakRi were also Ghiker towns. The modern town
of BPgram is five kos lower down than Dang&li. It is now inhabited
by Ch&a-vaneis, who are descended from the former rfijas of the
county.
In the neighbourhood of Jelim (a modern town of the Peruzun
zemindara) are the extensive ruins of another castle perched on the
top of an artificial mound, where very old Hindu medals are found.

.

The inhabitants assert that a city amrounded it called Bidui-nagar.
which through the wickedness and cruelty of the rcija,waa destroyed
by an earthquake,-a fact borne out by the appsrance of the mound.
This hillock had been in generations past dug up in search of coim
and relics. The walls were of brick, very massive and large : there
were two or three reserpoirs and some wells within the enclosure, one
built of stone. The Cashmerians for twenty-five years have been in the
habit of digging here, nominally for bricks, but evidently from their
eagerness they have fallen upon more valuable spoil : the chief of Jelim
has several times confiscated pots of copper and silver coinathue dug up.
The greater part of these have a horseman on one side and a bull on
the other*. At one time a number of squared blocks of red granite
were dug up, an2 some door posts which have Men since converted
ipto objects of worship by some UdJBf fqfrs on the b h k s of the
H y b p e s . One of them is sketched in iig. 2 of P1. XX,and ie seen
to be the door post of a Hindu temple?. The fellow of it ia set up a t
Khallih, three kos N. N. W. of Jelim, by some Ben-bdk faqirs. M.
C O U ~imagines
T
this spot to have been the site of Bucephalia ; and
he would 6 x Nicea at Patti-hti near Vm~a,three koo E. of Jelim. I n
his opinion Jclirn and Aurangdbdd: are the only positions in which two
numerous armies could have encamped to dispute the passage of the
river. Moreover, not a vestige of an ancient to* is to be found on
the west bank of the Hydaspes from Kakr Mangala to D k p u r , except
at Sultinpur, where the river debouches from the hills. In face of this
spot is the fortress of Knla Mangala, attributed to U j a SARWAN.
The
opposite bank is too broken for P o ~ n to
s have manaeuvered his chariots. Below Sultdnpur, at the small hill of Bardti, the inhabitants
assert a bridge of boats formerly existed. Two kos further down, at
Mennr, are seen the remains of a castle of very ireat antiqnity : the
river once washed its walls, but has now retired half a league. I t is
accounted the customary place of crossing the riyer in former days.
Thia description is insufficient to determine whether they are of the Azoe
ponp, or whetber of tbe Rajput aeries ; but M they are caned above, Hindu, we
presume the latter must be the case ; and tbis will accountfor the large quantity
of these coins procured by K r a n m ~ rALI and MOEANLALin the PmjAb. It
may alw account for the inscription Sy&p(rti on OM dries of rbsm-" lord
of the 8yblsr," whom Col. WILFOPDKxoa a' the people & T u h , (ase above.)
-ED.
t Capt. B o a ~ n describes
s
aputcd pillar with capital very like the C&thfan
order shewn to him by M. Cousr. He says also, that the inscription on the
dab was in the Arabic character. TraveL, i. 58.-ED.
1 Erroneously written Usengabad on the map : 4 n d H m b a d of %'ELWO~D.-ED.
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M.COUBTrecognizes the place of ALHXANDEE'S
passage at K ~ Z p t m , where is still the principal ford. I t is five kos from JeIim, the
Bucephela of our informant : agreeing with the paeeage in history,
~ I X A N D P R wishing to pass the Hydaspes, ascended four leagues
higher up than where he had encamped, and there crossed hia army
at an island which facilitated the passage." This island is the one
in face of Khilipatan, for at the village of Gitiali the river divides into
two branches, one running towards JeImn, the other towards Sukckundpur. They enclose a large plain of cultivable ground. The
western branch is only fordable in November. December, and
January: it dividea again into two branches at Khitipatan, thus'
forming several large islands, the largeat being two leagues long by
one broad :-the river beds are pebbly, and the current strong. The
plain continues for four kos up to the ruins of Patti K o t i ; and here,
doubtlese, ALEXANDBE
must have had his encounter with Ponus'
mu, and with that prinee himself, who came to his aid. All that
PLUTARCH
says of the passage and of the towns founded by ALEXANm a , tallies well with the above explanation.
The celebrated fortress of Rutur, now unworthy of regard in a
military view, presents little beyond Muhammedan tombs and mosques
in ite ruins. There are. however, Hindu medals found there, but the
particular class is not mentioned.
Pind-ddden Khin, a modem commercial t o w , is the great mart for
the rock salt of the mountains on the west, now monopolized by RANn T SINQE*. Other ruins of an ancient town, Gagirakhi, extend along
the banks of the Hydaspes from near Jelilpur to Ddrapur. On leaving the district of Pind-&clan Khkn by the route which traverses the
salt range, the site of an Indian annual pilgrimage occurs, called
Kattae. Here again are the traces of an old town ascribed to the
Pandwae, where are found small images of a red stone, holding in
#eir hand the toppa of the Persians,-a species of iron club which
would appear to have been a weapon of offence formerly in use.
ALEXANDER
was wounded by one in his attack on the fort of the
Malli.
The district of Thenni bordering upon that of Pind-dddan is famous
for its breed of horses and mules. After passing ChekuvlN, Nilli and
Dula on the Suban river, a, ruined castle is pointed out where the
.sovereign0 of old used to keep their treasure. Medala are here found
See the description by Bun~xsin his Travels, vol. i. 52, and in the Joum.
hr. Socy. ii. 365.-ED.
3 Q
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in the mine. The whole country is indeed remarkable for the number
of antique ruins it presents : the most striking rn thbse of Tatta aad
Rw : thoae of Kounda are attributed to nija HODDI(?).
At Jend, 12 kos from KUbbi, towardm Ktl~WgaAis a smdl goldw a s h i i . Fatehganj, a very old town, is remarkable for its eulphureans
springe : Hansan Ab&l, for its picturesque sitnation and pure waters :
the remains of a palace built by AKBXRhere are still visible : it is on
the high road from Atlok to LaMr. Of these places it is unneceeslvy
to speak, an they have been m
y deecribed by B U B N Band
~ other
-,
travellers ; nor have we space to extract M. COURT'Snotes on K
SkanderpC. Nauckr, &c. Near the formea plaoe General VI~TUUA
opened several cupolas, and a large one at PMIer waa explored by tee
native chief.
Of the district of PakAki, called by F o a e n a Pukholi, thia &
wonld make Peucelaotia of the Greeks. This M. COURT
refptes, placm g it (as noted in the memoir published laat month) near Bqjore
(Bazira of the Greeks) on the west ba& of the Indus.
remarks
W e must also take but a very cursory view of M. COU~T'S
on the physical geography of Taxila, h q i n g to see the whole published ere long in the Paris Journal, with the advantage of the oommenta of =vans acquainted with the ancient b i r y of the province.
The mountainous tract to the north of the district boaats the boldest
and mout romantic scenery. I t i s the link between the P+mj&
range and the Hindu-koh. I n the minter months there are but two or
three passes practicable for foot passengers, and that with much
hazard. Wrallel rangee of less elevation occupy the southern face of
the principal moaatain ridge for a apace of 40 to 60 kos, forming
between them the successive valleys o f Kakabamba, P a k k W , and
Moz@rdbbd. Detached and irregular mountains and ridges moes
the main chains at various angles, or form inealated groupa, ae i
shewn on the map. There seem t o be two principal lines of upheave
ment, which it would be abundantly curious to examine g e o l o g i d y
on the principle of conternporaneoua origin of parallel ridges started
by M.ELIE DE BEAUMONT.
The most interesting lines are the metalliferous hills N. W. of the Hydaspes, in general low, eavage and uncultivated, but rich in ares. Ferrnginous, eulphweous and saline springs
are plentiful, but are not now turned to more use than the mines,
which were apparently worked in former times. The Hydaepea formerly paid tribute in the gold of its own tributary streams. The Pinddridan chain has abundance of iron. At Karengkli near Kattas are mines
of antimony :-in the GuL ih range, native sulphur : near Makhodi, native alum : and at Pind-didan, the salt mines before mentioned.
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The v d t of the large ealt mine Eell in Aortly after & pidt of M.
section s h well the pohtion of the d t , which
is, in fact, a solid rocky mars : towards the upper port it dividps bto
veins af white md red :--the latter are preferred ;' the former mneaining b e and gypem.
J A C Q ~ O N T . The

--

The weetern mine is greater in depth, but lees exkneiw than
250 steps were coagted before reaching ite focus :-the ~ h a f ~ s
were only wide en+
for one person to PUS at a time, each
ing a tlambeaa. The excavation is divided into two v a u h ; one i8 now
abandoned, being cut away to a dangerous precipice.
The lamps redered the air and heat nearly insderable w b n
Meesrs. WADEand blornnr visited it in compeny with M. CoonT.
On the surface of this chain are scattered large blocks of gypsum
warn as if by the action of the sea. Some yellow elatea are abo m n .
Vegetation ia codmed to saline plants and s few thorny bushes.
Of tbe Indus and Hydaspes ~Pfficientis already known. D A N V ~
hae fallen into an error in making the former pass by IksUaagat,
whiih lien on a small tributary d e d the Jinl.
The climate of Taxila embraces a t r e m e e , from the healthy b d g
cold of the wowy mountain to the excessive heats of the southern
+ins.
The soil of the southern portion for wmt of water, ss well M
from the presence of salt, ia little adapted for cultivation, and the villages are consequently very scant. In the beautifd valleys to &
north, however, plentiful springs and a rich aoil produce the opposite
of fertility and a den= population ; but agriculture is neglected
h o g h the oppression of the Governmmt. The p e r p e w verdure of
the hilh to the north &rda abundant pasturage for cattle.
other.

p

e

-

~I.--ON

TEE PBOVINCE OF

PBSHA'WAB*.

, the city, supposed by some geographers to be Peu-

d t i r , of the Greeks, is said by its inhabitants to be built upon the
rains of h e a n h u t &gbram.
In dimensions it certainly much surcdw, but its suburb8 and the number of gardens which extend
contribute towards this apparent magnitude. Its houses
W t l y built of brick or mud, held together by wooden frame work
memode of building has, perhaps, been adopted on account of the
which are frequent, but seldom very serious. The houses
p n 4 y p v i d e d with Surd-khdw, a description of c e l l . ~or
llll&ground room,where the inhabitants spend the day, to avoid the
In tbb part of the tmrhtion, which followr the original more c l d y
tb.n the foregoing, we u s indebtad to the .oms fur hand, to which we were
bcholden on a former oca.rion.-ED.
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intense and scorching heat of their summer. The atreeta are narrow
and irregular, and present werp where the most uncleanly aapect.
A large bezar nure across from ePst to west, commencing from
the Semi Gaur kotra, and terminating at the fortress of Balaair. A
stream which +we its waters from the river of BdrA, crosses
the town from eouth to north, and would very much facilitate the
establishing of fountains, if the Asiatics only knew the w e and
advantage of them. The population of l ' e s h b may be rated at
80,000 souls. consisting of Afghains, b h m e r i a n s . and Indians. The
latter appear to have been itr, primitive inhabitants ;but although they
are still very numerous, they live in dependence on the Mahomedam.
and are oppressed by heavy taxation. (tax& d'avanies.) All the commerce of the country is in their hands. From Cobul, raw silk, wonted,
cochenille, jalap, manna, asafetida, s&ron, resin, simplea, and
both fresh and dried fruittiall which are generally exported to
India, from whence they receive in retnrn,cambric,eilis, indigo, sugar.
and spicee. To Gashmir the exporta are gold sequins, gold and eilver
thread and lace, in transit from B o k k ; and the return, shawls, tea,
and Persian manuscripts. They exchange the d t of the Kohdt r a q p
with the rock crystal and the iron of Bijdlwr: thia last district, as
also those of S a d and Bwnir, offer a ready market for the eale of
their tiesues of cotton ;-the trades and nrta of the town are limited to
mere necessaries of life, and are principally carried on by the Cashmerians.
The Hindust6sl i~ generally ~poken,a h o the Pashtu ;the use of the
Pemian language becomes nearly extinct on entering t h i province.
Peshdm musters about 40,000 horse, a thousand foot soldiem, and
twklve pieces of cannon. The troops are very irregular, and are
badly paid.
The climate of the province is not very healthy. Fevers are very
prevalent from the summer solstice to the end of antnmn, at which
period they generally prove fatal. They are brought on by excem in
the eating of fruits, or by the unwholesome exhalations and vapom,
rising from the rivers of the Duub.
The irrigation neceseary for
the cultivation of the Turkish corn in May, may contribute to engender fever, the heat of the air being then very intense. The inhabitante, ignorant of the superior properties of qninine, make use of
a very bitter plant which grows on the banks of their etreams. I n
1835 I was encamped in this country with the French brigade. 10,000
strong. when we lost by these feven upwards of a thousand men.
Great incodvenience is also here experienced from swarms of flies,
which prevent any nowiahrnent being taken during the day; for if
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any of them be swallowed with the food, they occasion a vomiting,
attended with very severe pain in the loine and in the chest. Snalree
and mrpions are also in great abundmoe, and are often venomous.
The spring sets in early : by the end of February the peach trew
blossom luxuriantly; by the end of April the weather becomes unpleasant ; and the heat is scorching during the mouths of June. Jnly.
and August. In June the Sirnvm prevails; it is sometimee peatilentid,
resembling the desert blast 6arnicll) of Arabia. When i t blows, one
would fancy that one stood at the entrance of a hot oven. " Heaven
pity then," the poor traveller. who is overtaken by thii wind at midday in the open country! When firat attacked the body becomes
covered with blue spots, and putrefaction is almost instantaneous.
This wind generally blows from W.N. W., in the direction of Jeluldbdd, where it is frequently fatal. The hot season endo in September.
The rains are heavy in the winter, when the sky is frequently clouded
for a week together. There are intervals of rain aleo in April, but
rarely. In July and August, the rainy eeaeon in India, little fallr, in
these parts, but storm8 are very frequent, and verg severe, and are
always preceded by whirlwinds of dust, obscuring the atmosphere for
hours together; they are bronght on by the S. W. windo, and are
accompanied by claps of thunder in rapid succession. The lightning
falls with fearful flashes.
The environs of PesMvar exhibit little else but a vast space covered
with rains and tombs. I discovered and dug out eeveral remains of
Indian statues. Theae'statuee. some of which are in plaister, othem
in bronze, appear to be of very ancient date, for they are devoid of
beauty and are ill executed. They principally represent Gourakn4thi
faqirs, or perhaps Jogb, who for a long time held the country%est
of the Indna. The image represented (in Plate XXVI.)was dng out of
the village of BanamarI, which lies west of PesMwar. At a greater dietance are the ruins of Piriybl, where in the rains Indian and Bactrian
medals are to be found. To the west of P e s k r is a mount upon
which an ancient castle appears, which may be the one that HEPHJBTION besieged, and which wan re-established by Tlnrona SHAH,
and wan subseqnently sacked by the Sikhs. The Sikhs again rebuilt it in 1881, when this province fell into the hando of RANJIT
Brrro~,in consequence of a victory gained over the Afghans by the
divieion under my command. The gardens which stretch from the
south to the weet of the town preaent the appearance of a forest of
orchardo, where they cultivate the plum, the fig tree, the peach, the
pear, the mulberry peculiar to this country, the pomegranate, and the
quince :but there h i b , although beautiful to the eye, are very far
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from having equal flavour with those produced in the muth of Frame.
The grape is only d t i v a t e d at the village of S e k h I n i n MeMf.
Pmhdvm t situated in the middle of a mitt plain. which -s
towards the N. E., and which is twenty-five koa inlength from the erst
to the west, and fifteen in breadth from the south to the north. The
mountains of the Kattbks, and the A f d h bound it to the east, and
those of KoAd on the south. To the west it ia bounded by the mountaine
of the KAeibars, and to the north the river of Nequnuin separatee it
from the districts of the h d b and of the Ywafzoir. This plain in
crossed by the river Bohreh, which has ita source on the southern side
of the Koh-ajW, crcrosaea the Kheibars, enters thia district a t A'krrrP-gGjcv,
and after a short passage empties itself into the Nagmdn, rcven kolr
east of Peuhdtoar. Without it the district would be nothing but a barren desert. From June to September the river is dried up by the many
drains made to irrigate the cotton plantations and the barley fielL.
The principal wuter-couraet~ strike off at the village of Serkrd, and
are divided lower down into an infinity of lesser ones, which give astonishing fertility to the soil of thie district, and promote the cultivatioa
of rice, which is principally sown in the village of the Mriorltdrssit,
and is much prized by the inhabitants of Afgkihktdn, and the Panj6b. The river N a g ~ n h .which I presume is no other than the
Malamantus of the Greeks, formerly ran to the west of PaMwm,
and you may still trace its bed near the ruins of Rauhrki. I t appears
that aome sovereign d the country muat hive changed ita course, in
order to fertilize the hnd of the M u d , which extends to the
m t h of the town. This tribe, as well ss that of the KakeIr who inhabit the west, have often bloody contentiop~)for the water. The
dist<cts of the Dcir'kau and of Kalema are watered by the c d of
BuHkrl, led from the same river of Naglmdn; its waters are so
favorable to vegetation, that p a grows on its bollk to the height of
a full grown man. The territory of PesMuror is, genenlly qxdhg.
most fertile, rivalling the beat in Europe if it were but well administered. The harvest is gathered in the summer, and again in autmnn.
That of the summer yields an abundance of barley and corn.-that of
the autumn several kinds of maize, rice, oil reeda, a d abundance oC
cotton, which provides the inhabitants with a s p a of manufactum
suited to the climate. Wood is procured in great acnrcity from the
surrounding mountains, on which very little grows.
This country on every side presents to the view rstins of ancient
t c m s , of the very origin of which the natives are ignorant2 The
moat striking are thoae of KhoRruw, more commonly known by
the name of the Takkal, where are the vestiges of three masaive

cupolas, of very ancient date. Not far from thence are the ruins of
Rcl&kAi.
Further off the remains of the t ~ w nof Jnmrud may be
obmemed at the entrance of the defile of the Kk-ibar mountains.
Tlre route from P a h r to Michinf betrays signs of old habitations at
PirW and P-k.
The road to K o b i t presents also the remains
of B o u U n a , which may poeeibly be Embolima of ALPXAD~DEP.
Quite
cloee to thin. B l i t e r may be seen ; and further off, at the eatrawe of
the d d e of the Kohdtu, are the ruins of Kargan, Akor, Z
&
; and
in the districts of the M&run& may he also seen those of Aspkrgu.
h m a n a r , and Ormtil.
The province is divided into six districts ; namely, the Kale&
to the west, the Mu'~~udr
to the south, the Ddu'drcrie, the Dm&
to the north, the Kalu~a to the eaet, and that of Hwhtnagar to
the north-east. These several districts yield a revenue of eight
hkhs of rupees, without including the cantons of K o b d and
h c l i i i m m , which bring near two additional Iakha. Tbe district
of K&t is inhabited by the Bunyeiuh, and is celebrated for the
beautiful springe of limpid water which meet at the foot of the
surrounding mountains. A coal mine exiota in this temtory, h
t
the inhabitants derive but small profit from it. A mine of sulphur ie
also to be found there, but it is not worked; and some petroleum
welh or mineral tar, which the inhabitants use to light np their
dwellings. Adjoining to this pergannah are the districts occupied
by the !Chius and beyond this is the province of Bw'tcik.
The district of the h 6 b is so called, because it is enclosed between
the two rivers of Nagumdr and J S . I t is very fruitful in rice and
sugar-cane, and aboundm in beautiful and fertile meadows. It is
inhabited by the tribe of the Gigidam. In the district of the hhio
are the ruins of Gmnd, but their origin is not known. Still further
in the direction of Tenpi is the isolated mountain of Aaarneh, which
might well be supposed to be the Aornus, the conquest of which
waa m e of ALPXANDPI'Smost brilliant exploits. The fortrees of
Hisudr is only ten kos to the N. E. of Peuihiwr: it is situated three
kos from the river of Nqumdn, in an island formed by two branches
of the river Jind, which flows from the ontskirts of Sawdt and Bajdour. Thia fortress is conspicuonely raised on a small arti6cial hill.
At ita foot are extensive ruins of an ancient town, apparently
founded by idolaters, and upon which is built the actual town
of Hmhtnagar, a name meaning the seven towns*. Onr geographer0
Haabtnqar, meaning eight townn.
Wl~wonn'rmap.-ED.
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think that this town is the same as Massaya, the capital of the
Aosami, but I am more inclined to think that it is the ATysa of the
Greeks. Ita proximity to the Cophenee, and above all what PtnTABCH states as said by ALBXANDEB
to his Macedonians, when they
objected to fording the river on account of its depth, corroborate
my conjecture. The inhabitants of the Dudb, and those of the
mountains of the Mourmarde, appear to me to be the Aesaceni,
who were employed by ALEXANDBR
in building the veesds, in which
they sailed down the Cophenes as far as Taxila. To the N. E. of
Hahtnagar is the mountain of Behhi standing alone on a vaat plain,
and close to it are the ruins of an ancient castle which is attributed
to Rajya Varruh, and which, according to the traditions of the
inhabitants, was the dwelling of the ancient sovereigns of this
country.
There are also some basso-relievos, and the traces of
an aqueduct by which the waters were carried to the river Jind.
This aqueduct commences at the ruins of Rajir, which are situated
nearly opposite Hashfnogar. Further off in the district of the BubGzais, on another mountain, are the massive ruins of another fortreos.
which can only be reached by means of a path cut through the rock.
It goes by the name of Peli.
Three days' journey north of Hantnagar are the districts of Saw&
and Buair, where are the ruins of Gerira, Honsekhan, Zaklit, and C h h kor. Near the latter are four massive cupolas of the same kind as
those of Manikycila. The small river Panjkori traverses the district,
and joins the Jindi. It is much to be regretted that travellers do not
visit with more minutenees this portion of the county, as they might,
were they to do so, gain positive information aa to the march of
ALEXANDER
on the banks of the Indus. I t is in these districts that
BIBB~L
the
, Vizier of AKBER,perished with a whole army. The inhabitants have, we are told, cut a road through the rugged rocks,
leading to the north, by means of which they communicate with the
Tartar tribes of Rashgar and others. All that tract of country lying
to the east of Hashtnagar is inhabited by the tribe of the Yusufzais.
The Indus forms the eastern boundary of this district, and Lardeh on
the river Nagumdn its southern. To the north are the mountains af
Panjifar and Shemla. According to some historians, the province of
the Yuevfraio is the same as the Taxila of ALEXANDER,
where the
king O r ~ s x areigned, whose fidelity and devotion facilitated to h e x ANDER the conquest of the Indus. But, according to other historiane,
and more especially in the opinion of PLUTARCE,
the real Taxila was
that country enclosed between the Indue 'and the Hydaapes.

The province of the Y w f d is divided into eleven tap-vk
Ptircipal T o m .

. . . .. . .

Sedu-zaie.
Otuman-zais,
ICeder-zab,
Mamu-zais.
Five tappas, Rezers . . Malek-zais,
Aknkhelr.
Mani-eais,
Iemael-zais,
hotlPPls.
Ammais. {fiud-zais,
'Iko tappas..

Hound.
Toppi.
Khiva.
Nohdbh.
Yar-hosein.
Ismaila.
Toulandi.

I

'

:

}

Kapurdigsrbi.
Otti.
Thr(1.
All these districts are governed by independent chiefs, who live in
the greatest dissension. There are no taxes established, and each inhabitant rents, cultivates, and reaps the produce of his grounds, paying
only a small sum as tribute to the chief of the district. I t is only
since 1822 that the Mahirdja of Lahore succeeded by the force of arms
in levying five rupeee on every house and a certain number of horsee,
with which they are obliged to furnish him annually. The tribe of
the Yuuufzaw is one of the most powerful in Afghdniatdn. I t has
alwap been remarkable for the independence it has preserved, and for
some time it resisted the attach of the Mogul kings, and even NADIB
SAAH
himself, who never thoroughly succeeded in subjugating it. The
people of this tribe are vigorous, active, turbulent, and have given
proofs of extraordinary courage in the wars which they have had to
anstain against the Sikhs. When public danger is threatened, all the
districts suspend their own quarrels, and gather together to make
common reeistance. Each one provides himself with weapons at his
own expense, and volunteers as a soldier under the banner of his chief.
This soil is extremely fertile in every kind of grain, yielding a plentiful harvest of maize, beans, peas, cotton, oil seeds, and excellent
tobacco. The mountains towards the north afford excellent pasture
for all kinds of cattle. The province contains no town, properly so
called, but it is embellished by large and populous villages : the principal one amongat them is Kapardigarhi, standing in the midst of the
rub of a very ancient town, which might very possibly be the Caspatynu of the Greeks, the capital of the Gandri, whom our geographers place to the east of the Assaceni on the western bank of the
Indus. Qnite close to this village I observed a rock on which there are
inscriptions almost effaced by time, and out of which I could only
decipher the following characters. (See Inscription 5, of Plate XXVII.)
Further off, on the opposite side. d . t h e mountain of Zfohganga, are
3n

the ruins of an ancient town, which is attributed to a heathen n e e ;
and quite close to that is the village of Bazar, now inhabited by the
Kamalzais. Not far from thence is another very extennive ruin.
where several remains of statues have been found*. In the land of the
Yum-fzais also are the ruins of Motina near Yar-hoseis; those of
Gagri and Shirkand near Imaila ;Kirkand near Moqror, in the district
of Otti ;Kaleder near the stream of K&pdni ;M a u h r i - B d , oh the
river Landeh; and P 4 1 d n . opposite Me8sa. Besides these rnins
the country is covered with an immense quantity of small artificial
hills, on which there are remains of ancient dwellings, and where, in
the rains, Indian, Bactrian, and Indo-Scythian medals may be found.
Near Pmzjitar are the rnins of Nogiran, where there are inscriptione
in the same character as those noticed above.
In the district of Shemla, which is further to the north, we remark
those of Ndgari, where basso-relievos may be seen. On the banks of
the Indua are the ruins of PJhour, Toppi. Hound, and Mahmedpur, of
which I have already spoken. The river L d h or Nogtrm& separates the Y w f z a i s from the province of Katilike. This county is
very mountainous, and contains mines of sulphur, salt, springe of
naphtha, and many slate quarries. It is inhabited by the tribe of the
Kattuks and the A f d i s , intrepid mo~~ntaineere,
who often intercept ,
the route from Attok to PesMwat. Th&r chief towns are ~ z d m p u t
and Sirrf in the interior, and Akhreh on the right bank of the Nagumdn. This last t o m may be presumed to be the Om of ARBIAN. If
this be the case, the inhabitants of the mountains of the Katiliks are
descendants of the Assami. The province of the Kattub is divided
from that of Kohdt by the district of Lachitri.

111.-Fmrimika

of Ancient Insmptiom, lithograpikd by JAB.
PRINSEP,
Secy. &c.
[Continued from page 349.1
PI. XXVI. 1.-Adrgarh inwriptia

This inscription, for the knowledge of which I am indebted to the
antiquarian zeal of Dr. J. SWINIT, has been'in the possession of
Dr. MSLLI~Esince the year 1805, when, according to a memorandum on the original drawing, it was copied from a wax imp-uon of a seal found at Asirgarh by Captain C o ~ ~ e n o o roftha
a,
&ginem. By the three notes in pencil at the top, (which I have

XXVI. a bronze head dug up probably at thu
It bean a Sanrcrit imcription.-ED.

We have lithographad in PI.

p h by

M. COURT.

.

inserted), it wonld appear that the rcPl was mrmounted by three reriea
of M e s , probably cast in bronze : vu. in the centre, N d the ball,
with a statk chatta over him, and supporters on either side, bearing, the
one, a chatta and axe ; the other a eceptre and axe.
Tbe inscription, hitherto lurdecyphaed, is at once seen to belong
to the old form of h - n 6 g a r i . now grown familk to as ; and I pm
indebted to the Rev. Dr. MILL,
for the subjoined transcript ia the
modem character. M well aa for the tnudation of the text, and remarb
on the some.
From the absence of a date it is not easy to assign a certain position to the five distinct succeiiaione which it embracer; though, from
the locality of the inscription in a fort of Kbandbh immediately smth
of MdZw6, as well M from the termination of the names in Varma,they
may be msigned with some probability to the ~jjaymnidynasty ;where,
Y~UVAUY
and
A ,three
in the twelfth century, we find NABAVAEYA.
other Vannw recorded as having reigned. No one of theee namee,
however, accords with any of the present list ;neither does the modern
Ndgari of their inecriptions, of which Colonel TODhoe published facrimilea, at all resemble the seal character, whic.h is evidently of a
much mqre ancient date. It is clmtomary, a h , in Hindu records of this
nature, to commence with the reputed ancestor of the race ; but we
A
in the present instance.
find no allwion to V I C ~ A Y ~ D I TorT BHWA
and must either suppom ow eeaI anterior to these illustrious personagee-or unconnected with U i a y d . I t is certainly pwible that a
petty r6ja might have maintained independencefor a few reigns in his
hill fort, claiming descent from the unknown HAUJ-YAUYA
;but it b unlikely that he &odd have w&ed the lofty title of Maho'rJjadhir&ja.
The twice recorded matrimonial connection with the GUPTAfamily
is also worthy of remark, as it may possibly have reference to the
Canmj dynasty, whose coins havelately excited so mucbinterest. ' h e
style of alphabet affords strong evidence of their contemporaniety.
!&IuB&~~

of the Adrgarh inscription in modern Deua-ndgarf.

~awktwn.

" He w h w glory w a ~tramwendent by reaeon of his four great

.goode*,-before
whose aplendour other kings bowed, sickened with
envy,-who
was ever occupied in the juridical decisions of learned
Munies dwelling in leafy hermitages.-whose crooked ramparts were
.alikebright and impenetrable,-who was the spoiler of all such as wem
vexed with peace,-(such wm) the great king Hrisi-VAILNAN.
His
son, whose excellent victories equalled those of hie father, born of his
noble? wife ANKA-DB'VI',
waa the great king A'DITTA-VAENAN.
Hi
son again, whose exceeding joys equalled those of h b father, born of
Asrnr'sr'$, eldest daughter of the GUPTArace, was the greatKing
FSVARA-VARMAN.
His son, whose magnificence equalled that of his
father, born 6f AEIKA'RI',eldest daughter of the G U P T Awm
~ , the great
His son, poeeeased of like exceedking of kings R. SINHA-VARYAN.
EAUI',was the chief
ing joya with his father. born of BHA'RAKA'MA.
of the excellent lion-mlers, the great king of kinga KRAILVA-VAILYAX
our worthy Lord."
It is obsermble-that the title of RJja-adhircija, or king of kingsis here, aa in the Mahabad inscription, restricted to the two last of
and KEARVA-VAEMAN.
1
the line of succession-viz. SINHA-VAEYAN,
do not understand the simple letter R. prefixed to the former name.
(viz. a with a dot preceding and following)-unless it be an abbreviation for Rbja : nor am I quite sure of the three letters following the
last name, which I have made *T:
W. H. M.
Inscription on a bronze image from Peehdwar.
The head depicted in Plate XXVI. is copied from a sketch in M.
COURT'Smemoir and collection of drawings, from which extracts are
published in the present and in the preceding Journal, (see p. 482.)
The characters are decidedly Deva-dgari, but whether from their
indistinctness, or from errom in the copying, or from the language
being different, their combination does not form any intelligent
Sanscrit sentence.

+

* i. e. Rcligioue duty, grfi; raca~th,
; pkwure, m;eternal u a ~ m t i a ,
ifm. Such are the four Bhadrau or goods according t o the Hindus. Amera Cosha,
ii. 7, Q 3, sl. 57. If, however, for
we read g q with PILBYA-OBAND
4
Pandit, the translation will be, He whose glory transcended the bounds of
the four encircling oceans."-W.
H. M.
t The ordinary honorific epithet Srimzfi ia here, contrary to the usual mle,
introduced into the compound in the feminine gender. Regularly i t should either
be the crude form Srimat, or' the locative case feminine Srlmaty6m.-W. H. M.
The recurrence of the same name and clescription is singular. I t is imponrible that they should be the same person, such incest being unknonn even to
the heroic age of India.- W. H. M.

The head has ita hair gathered in a knot after the fashion of the
Hindu devotees, and it is bound together by a triple-headed snake .of
t h e cobra species-an ornament not uncommon to Jain figures, but
.rarely seen in the dmple head of Buddha. The earn seem to be
lengthened and split, in the style of the Ktinphatf sect ; but the drawing may alao be viewed aa of earringe in ears of the natural dimensions.
Pl. XX1X.-Inrctiptions on Kentaon Wdmb.
On the right hand side of Plate XXIX. is depicted the bronee
trident at Barahdt in Garhwdl. reduced from the large native drawing
presented to the Society by Mr. Commiesioner TRAILL,last winter.
The inscription on the ahaft was publiihed as No. 2 of Plate 1X. with
a translation and explanation by our Vice-president, Dr. MILL. The
copper letters being in relief from the shaft were taken off in facsimile.
The same plan. Mr. TEAILLsays, did not answer with the trident
at GopPovara, although the ancient lettera on its ahaft are soldered
on in the same manner.-The
copy taken by the eye of a native
draughtsman is unfortunately too incorrect to be legible : but the form
of many of the letters shews clearly that thii inecription is of the same
age aa that of Barahiit.
On the upper part of the trident are three or four short inscriptions
in the modem Dev6-negarl. These, Mr. TEAILLsays, are cut into the
metal. Three of them are illegible, or rather appear to be in solne
other language. One only is in Sanscrit ; but in this also 8,everal
errors have been committed by the transcriber. With the assistance
of the Society's pandit I am able to present it in a comgete form :it contains a name-the grand desideratum in sucll cases ; though too
often, as in the present instance, it turns out to be a name unknown to
fame I The verse is in the accustomed Sdrdu'la Vikridita measure, so
often mentioned by Dr. MILL. It opens with the invocation A m
Svmti.

iPrffi

II

anr 4 h i j map sartd.curfffiir W:

mi^* mmfiswqsnit?rarv
m ah?m ?n fi-4
v I ? ~
The illustrioue. .Prince ANIKMALL,
having extended his conquests
on all sides, brought together (quere, humbled or made low) upon this
The proper grammatical reading would be

maq

holy spot sacred to MehBdeva, under the emblem of a pillar, the very
sovereigns of the world whom his prowese had overcome ;" And thur having re-established this aame pillar of victory, he
acquired reputation. I t is a pione act to raise up a worthy foe when
he has been humbled."
Parcere subjectis et debellare superbos' seem to be the sentimemt
here inculcated ; and it is probable that the allegory of o e o w i n g
and restoring enemies, alluder to the taking down the pillar (which
may have been done to cut the new inscription) and its restoration.
by some r6ja who had penetrated thus far in a succeaaful expedition.
The name of MALLoccurs ae a patronymic in more than one dynasty
of Niphl. It is not impossible, therefore, that the name here written
A N ~ KMALL,may be the same am the ANTAMALLof the N-t
race. who reigned in that valley about the year 1195 A. D. according
to KIRK PAT RICK'^ Sketch. ANY*,which ia without meaning, should
probably be written ANI'K.

1V.-Sub-Hiaduyan Fossil Renaina of the Dhdgrr Colkctiom. By
Lieu&. W. E.BAXPR,dlld H. M. DUEAND,
Engineers.
m e rhonld be wanting both in candour and courtesy, were we not to point
oat to the reader, that the platas accompanying the present paper were furnished
by our zedoua contributors, and their esteemed commandant Col. COLVIN. I n
deepair of the dif8culty and expence of executing so many plates in Calcutta, it
occurred to IU that the same pens and pencila which could produw such neat original d r a r i n p , could, if provided with the reqaiaite materials, furnish engraving
and lithograph ready exemrbd for our Journal. We accordingly diapatched
some yellow paper, and a copper plate, by dPL, to Dddnpur ;and these are the
first fruits. If not quite pcrfect, i t should ba remembered that the transfen
had to travel 1,000 m i l a in the height of the runa ere they could be =cured
on the stone-and that the copper-plate, with iitr waxed and etched rurfrce,
had to be bitten by the acid aftar itr arrival in Calcutta. The wonder is, that
they should have turned out so well I We anticipate much greater success henafter.-ED.]
RB1NOC180S.

The manner in which the organic remains of the Sub-Hi&yaa
were at first deposited, and that in which theJ have been subsequently
disinterred, have necessitated a system of search mare favorable to
the acquisition of specimens than to the accurate description of the
localities in which they occurred. Hitherto the fossils were in general
found widely scattered over the surface and throughout the ravines of
the calcareous sandstone formation ;a dispersion which rendered gleaning from the hill surfaces preferiible to excavation at any one place,
&ording the certainty of a larger number and greater variety of ape-
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cimeru, than could be anticipated to result from any other mode of
collection. Notwithstanding these circumstances, however, it wa8
noon observed that the &rent pa@ of the head, the various fragments of one limb, picked up at considerable dbtancea from each
other, could with a little trouble be extnwted from the heap8 and
assorted ; the eharp edges and accurate junction of the fractured rurfaces preventing any doubt or mistake. Such restoration8 proved that
whole extremities, perhaps entire skeletons, must occaaiondly have
been entombed in the sand, and that the upheavement of the strata
causing the greater number of fossils to be traversed by cracks, divided
them into a number of fragmentn. which, on the degradation of the
dietanwe
strata, were swept away by the drainage water to variou~~
from their original sites. I t became an object, if possible, to h v e r
these sites ; with this purpose in view, many of the abrupt cliffe and
fresh slips, with which this tertiary formation abounde, were examined ;
but with mch little success as to render it evident that the gradual wear of ages could alone have sufficed for the exposure and
dissemination of so vast a quantity of these relics on the slopes
and in the ravines of the hills. The mxttered fragments were
seldom found to give any clue to the original place of deposit : in fact
it has but once occurred to us that a nearly entire extremity has been
discovered in the calcareoue sandstone. And in order to illustrate the
foregoing remarks, we have appended a sketch of these remains*; the
drawing represents them as they lay after the removal of the sand
which at 6rst concealed all but the lower fragment of the femur:
piece8 of tusk, bones, and the half of a lower jaw, were found in the
immediate neighbourhood, and indicated that the other parts of the
skeleton of this mastodon elepkntoider had originally been deposited at
no great distance from the porterior extremity which forms the subject of the eketch. The whole may be considered a fair example
both of the mode of deporition and of the subsequent dispersion
which lodged aeparate, sharp-edged fragments on the hill sides and
amongst the sandstone boulders of the water-coursee. The rsre
oamrrence of specimens under such favorable circumstances rendering
excavation a very uncertain, and ill requited labour, forced the native
collectors to be m M e d with the crop which time had exposed.
We regret uceedingly that the drawing on tranrfer paper of the fouil h
dtu w u rpoiled in puring it on to the stone. Thin war the m e alro with
P1ab XIX. a very beautiful drawing by Col. J. COLVIN: but the latter offioer
baring taka the precaution of forwarding it8 original, a tolerable attempt h u
bsa made to rupply itr plnm by M. TAII~XN.
Tho initida W. E. B. to thh
pLte hare been inwrtod by miatako.-ED.

Hence, too, the localities of fossils thus collected at places remota
from each other did not admit of being accurately specified ; a circ u m s w e of less importance so long as the species, sometimea even
the genera, exhibited charaatera distinct from the fomil and &ding
apecia hitherto described ; but-the species about to be noticed being
an approach to an existing type, we consider oureelvea fortunate in
having witnemed the exhumation of many of the specimens referred
to in this paper, and are only sorry that the limited time at OW
dispoeal was insufficient to enable us to t a b a plan and accurate
sections of the ground.
The following general description may, however, give some idea of
a locality whish furnishes an exception to other places whence foeeils
have been obtained; in this instance they have not been met with
in solitary fragments, but fouild ~nassedtogether ; and excavation has
b$en reeorted to with advantage. Though but an imperfect description, what follows may s&e to point out the rite in queetion, and
it haa therefore been introduced.
The deposit is situated about a mile and a half to the N. W. of
Maginund, a villaga on the left bank of the eaakmmort afUuent to
the Caggar. (or Gugur of some maps), immediately at the deboache
of the channel from the hills. On leaving the vllhge, crossing over
to the right bank, and skirting for a short distance in a westerly
direction the base of the hills, the bed of r tributary ir reached, which,
on being traced up, lea& to the deposit. The formation here consiah
alternately of strata of calcareous sandstone and of strata of a loamy
texture, composed of a mixture of sand and clay ; the proportiolu,
of these ingredients of course vary continually, but in general thep
are nearly equal; the clay c o l o m the strata, giving a brownish red
ehde. The calcareous matter which enten into these loamy strata
ia usually in small quantity, and they are so little indarated that some
of the blocks, although sheltered from the force of the rain itself.
fall to pieces when exposed to the damp atmosphere of a rainy day.
The fossile extracted from this matrix are more fragile than those
imbedded in the calcareous sand, and much care is requisite in dieengaging them.
A hasty or distant view of the sections which here, M elsewhere,
abound, might lead to the conclusion that the loamy strata predominate; for being, as above described, but little indurated and easily
acted upon by damp and rain, they tinge the calcareous sand strata
beneath them by covering their exposed sectional surfaces with red
or ochre-coloured particles. The consequent effect ie very deceptive ;
but on closely examining many sections, we invariably found the sand
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to predominate. The part of the hills here alluded to is barren of
wood. The strata evidently suffer very rapid degradation, in consequence of the facility with which the clayey beds yield to the abrading force of the drainage water; by means of the loose stratum.
the more enduring sandstone is as it were peeled off, and covers the
h i slopes with its debris. The dip of the stratification has a general
N. E. direction.
The circumscribed apace, more immediately under conside~.lrtion,
consists of about one hundred feet of ravine along a stratum of
loamy texture. Within this confined space specimens of all the
genera, contained in the synopsis of our collection, have been
found : that is to say, the same bed whiih yielded so many remains
of the fosail unicorn rhinoceros, likewise produced the half of the
upper and lower jaws of a young sivatherium ; many bonea of the
extremities of adult animals of that genus. or of a ruminant of aa
large a skeleton as that of the oivatherium ; the anterior half of the
head of an animal which presenta analogies both to the palreotherinm
and anoplotherinm ;and, in ahort, exemplars of all the genera excepting the hippopotamus. The remains of fish and tortoises must also
be added to the list of classes not hitherto discovered in this deposit :
aceptiom, however, which are probably accidental, as the plates a.f
saurian animals have been obtained from thence.
The osteological remains, although strangely amassed together, are
frequently perfect ; in many instances whoJe extiemities have been
disinterred; there are cases of the greater part of whole akeletons
Wig dug out, bqt th&e are rare ; whole craniums of large animals
have not hitherto been met with ; a circumstance which, considering
the number of their bones, would be unaccountable, had we not
g r o ~ ~ n dfor
s taxing the carelessness of the excavators aa in part answerable for the anomaly. Perfect craniums of the smaller animals
are of frequent occurrence ; in one block we counted jtx craniums of
antelopea, close together ; not all equally perfect, aa one of them
p a s w e d even the core of tbe horns complete, but with the molars
and greater part of the head present, so that all error is excluded.
sf the same species are not always thus heapedtogether : on.
the contrary, the relics of very d i i r e n t apecies may be, frequently,
observed in contact. One block of moderate dimensions presented
the assemblage of remains of the sivatherium, rhinoceros, sue, crocodile, of a large feline and a small carnivorous animal, of antelope, and
of an undistinguished ruminant. Another block gave the head of 8
species of gulo, accompanied by the plate of a saurian animal. To the
rhinoceros femur and tibia, (PI. A) we found attached the astragalua of
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an elephant and metatarsal of a rhinoceroe : it would however be uselem
to mention at g r k r length the juxta-position of specimens in thic
stratum; suffice it to add, that sometimes, perhaps in general, the
skulls and bones of the same species are fouud together; at others,
however, as above described, the remains of very different speciea
occur together.
There is one remarkable fact deserving of mention ; which is, that by
far the greater proportion of the craniums from this deposit are those
of young animals ; the adult bear a small proportion to them.
. From the above site the fossils selected to form the subject of this
paper have been obtained, with the exception of the following.
The cranium, P1. XV. which wae found about three miles from the
Maginnud deposit.
The separate teeth, fig. 5, 6, 7, 8, P1. XIX. which were brought at
different times and without any account of the places at which they
were obtained.
The fine fragment from a lower jaw, fig. 6.7. PI. XVI.which is in
the possession of Conductor DAWB,
of the Canal Department, to whom
i t was brought from the vicinity of the Haripur pass.
Cranium. We shall commence with the fossil, which being the moat
perfect, &or& the best means of instituting a comparison with the
skulls of described species. I t forms the subject of PI. XV.in which
three views are given, which were taken with a camera Incida-the
instrument and the distance of the cranium were so adjusted, that the
reflected image was exactly one-slth the size of the original. ThTe
u e indebted to Colonel COLVINfor the delineations in this plate.
Tht: fossil cranium is imperfect in the following parts. The extremity of the nasal and intermaxillary bones are broken off; the zygomatic arches are both fractured ; the left occipital condyle is wanting ;
the following molars have either dropped out prior to the envelopment of the head by the matrix, or have been broken off subsequently
to its fossilization, viz. the fifth of the right, the first and seventh of
the left maxillary. In addition to these losses the cranium has undergone, when in the stratum, the common fate of sub-Himilayan relics,
and is cracked in several directions : the crush, however. which produced these cracks has not materially altered the form of the head;
the chief effect produced haa been the forcing the left half palate at i u
anterior extremity a little above ita proper level ; this the longitudinal
crack passing through the left orbit enabled it to accomplish; the
displacement resulting may be best observed in the profile view of the
skull, fig. 3. The transverse c r a c b are accompanied by a small
hollow and a coneequent neighbouring bulge, both so partial and
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of such small relief, that in the profile their places can only be
observed by paying attention to the jagged outline at the depression
of the frwcals. With the above exceptions the specimen is perfect.
A giance at P1. XV. will be sufficient at once to determine the species
with which this fossil rhinoceros must be compared. The depression
of the frontals causing the deeply curved outline of the upper planea
of the head ; the slope of the occiput ; the septum and its nasal
a r c h 4 separate this cranium from the existing and fossil bicorn
species. The existing unicorn specie8 is that, therefore, to which
recourse must be had in order to establish a comparison.
In the unicorn rhinoceros of Java the height to which the crest of the
occiput rises above the palatal plane, a~ also the thickness and prominence of the naeal arch supporting the horn, are less than in the Indian
rhinoceros. A line drawn tangential to the crest of the occiput and
the highest point of the nasal bones will, in the unicorn species of
India, be more raised above the plane of the frontals than is the case
in the Javanese rhinoceros. In the foregoing respects the fossilassociates itself with the Indian, and differs from the Java species. The
comparison may, therefore, in general be confined to theformer.
With the view of bringing at once under the eye, the discordance
which occurs between the relative values of analogous dimensions, the
subjoined table is here inserted. The modulus chosen is the space
occupied by the seven molars, because on this measurement the
development of the bones of the head muat, to a certain extent, be
dependent. The measurements given in CUVIKR'S0 s . Fos. have
afforded the proportions of the existing species; and the table of
dimensions which closes this paper has given the proportions of the
fossil.
Cuvier's Foasil.
Intl.Rbio. Ind.Rhin.

Me~urement.

-------

......
......................;. .....

-

-

I'M)

1'00

...........................
.............

I'M
1-1 1

0'80
1'06
0.38

.......
....................

0.88
1.02

0'76

0'47

0'60

Space occupied by the seven molars nssumed equal to,
Height of .ocaiput from loweat edge of occipitnl foramen to
summit of crest of occiput,
Oreatcat breadth of occiput,
Least thickness of cranium across temporala,
Breadth acrosa at port orhital npophysis of h n t a l s ,
Distance from anterior of orbit to auditory foramen,.
Breadth across the occipital condyles,

........

0'45

Referring- to the table of dimensions it will be observed, that the
height of the occiput is in the fossil less by met. 0.021 than the
corresponding measure of CUVIER'SIndian rhinoceros ; but the greatest
breadth of the occiput is met. 0.036 in favor of the fossil : relatively
to the apace occupied by the seven molars, these two measurements
attain a less development in the fossil than in the existing animal.

The difference in the occipital condyles amounting to met. 0.066 in
excess of the Indian rhinoceros cansea a marked dimrdance in the
ratios of these dimensions ; but, as the left condyle and the adjacent
parts are wanting in the fossil, the measure wrrs obtained by doubling
what appeared to be the exact half dimension ; this of course in not
satisfactory as if the condyles had been perfect ; any inaccuracy cornquent on this circumstance could not, however, amount to a quantity
which would materially alter the deduced proportion. The occiput,
6ga. 8, 9, Pl. XVII. in fortunately very perfect ; from its dimensions,
wl~ichprove it to have belonged to a smaller animal than the cranium
of Pl. XV. may also be concluded, that though inferior in size to
CUVIBB'S
specimen of the Indian rhinoceros, which in greatest b d t h
of occiput exceeds it by met. 0.039, yet the space occupied by the
condyles is 0.010 in favor of the small fossil occiput. I n both of the
fossils the depressions near the summits of the occiputs on each
side of the mesial projections are deeper than those of the existing
species.
The zygomatic arches not being entire, and the matrix King
uncleared from the portions which remain, no particular remarka can
be passed on them.
The sutures cannot anywhere be traced ;a circumstance which precludes the notice of particulars frequently of importance in the comparison of species.
The least thickness of the cranium is but met. 0.001 greater than
that of the Indian rhinoceros; and therefore in proportion to the
modulus, yields a less ratio than that species.
The breadth at the orbits is met. 0.024 greater than in the existing
specie8 ; conseqnently the skull does not in this part present my
material discordance of proportion.
The length between the auditory foramen and the anterior of the
orbit is 0.043 met. greater in the fossil; this measurement affords a
proportion only Mering met. 0.002 from that obtained from the
existing species.
The infra-orbitary foramen is situated similarly to that of the
Indim rhinoceros.
i massive and much developed ; the spring of thia
The nasal arch H
arch is perpendicularly over the anterior of the second molar; that
is a little more retired than in the Java or I n d i i rhinoceros skdh.
given in CUIIER~B
PI. 4.
The breadth of the palate has not been given in the table of
dimensions, because the first and seventh m o h not being perfect o n
both sides, measurements corresponding to those of CWIKB'S could

not be obtained. I t in comparatively 1- than in the existing speciea,
but the great breadth of the teeth compensates for this difference.
Having detailed the essential differences and the points ?f resemblance observable in the fossil Indian rhinoceros when compared with
CUV~BP's
dimensions of the existing Indian rhinoceros ; we must be
permitted to add, that additional measurements from skulls of the latter
rpecier are requisite before anything certain can be pronounced as to
the amount of difference or correspondence betmeen the two species.
We are induced to make this remark, in consequence of having been
favored with the examination of two craniums which presented consiand
derable variation of proportions when compared with CUV~BP'E
with each other.
I t appear8 to ne desirable, therefore, to ascertain the limits within
which individual variations range before any thing positive can be
aswted. The foregoing remarks will have shown a great general resemblance, accompanied by a departure of proportiom in some corresponding parts : the latter may be s d c i e n t for the establishment of a
new species.-at least for the present, until more data are obtainable
whence to determine the bounds by which the individuals of one specier
u e limited in their variatiom ; for the sake of distinction, therefore,
and present convenience, at the same time keeping in view the type
to which it ia a near approach, we have termed the rpecies under consideration the R. Idemfw'lio.
Teeth. The remark has been already paared, that the greater nnmber of fwsils obtained from the Maginnud deposit are the remains of
young animals : with the rhinoceros this has been particularly the
caee. We accordingly find ourselves better able to illustrate the early
stage of dentition than that more advanced.
Fig. 1, PI. XIX. represents the right half of an upper jaw, the left
half being in this inrtance omitted, aa a h in 6gs. 3 and 4, in order
that the aeries may be brought under the eye in one plate. Fig. 1
containa the four milk molars of the left maxillary ; the fourth being
but just cut ia unworn ; but the palate being broken away from the
base of the tooth, more of it is seen than would otherwise be the caee ;
in the right half of the specimen, where the palate ia whole, the fourth
molar is more concealed. The first molar is also unworn, but the
aecond and third have sutfered detrition. The two rows of teeth have
their internal bane line8 parallel to each othe~,and the lines which
would circumscribe their exterior much curved, in consequence of the
d&rence of breadth which exists amongat the teeth. The upper
part of an unworn tooth, measured exteriorly, is much longer than
the lower ;for the anterior of each molar projecta beyond the posterior

extremity of the one immediately in its front by the gradual mkrgement of the external line of enamel from the baae to the summit. As
the molars wear down, this outer devel6pment is reduced. the internal
sides of the teeth come more into use, and breadth is gained in
compeneation for the diminished length of surface in wear.
Fig. 2, P1. XIX. ie a fragment from a right maxillary, containing the
lst, 2nd. and 3rd milk teeth, more worn than the corresponding
molars of fig. 1. The 1st teeth in these two specimens are diesimilar ; but that of fig. 1 not having completely disengaged itaelf from
the jaw-bone, a strict comparison cannot be made between the two.
The detrition which the remaining teeth have undergone does not
prevent the trace of their enamel from being found to agree with that
of the analogous molars of fig. 1.
A still further advanced state of wear is figured in fig. 3. which im
taken from a cranium to which the occiput and anterior of the nasal
bones are wanting. The 5th molat is here on the point of appearance ; the fonr first are much worn, particularly the first and second ;
but there is no difEcnlty in tracing the correspondence between the
molars of this and of the preceding specimens.
- The above three exemplars of the deciduons dentition we assign to
the fossil Indian rhinoceros, from the circumstance of their having
been found in company with bones the forms of which clearly pointed
out the species which they must have resembled. The disposition of
the molars also corresponds with that observable in the cranium PI.
XV. where the same parallelism, of internal base line and arched external bounding line, exists. To which may be added, that the frontale
of the cranium to which the molars of fig. 3 belong, evince no sign of
having borne a horn.
B:.tween the worn state of the deciduons molara exemplified by
fig. 3, and the worn state of the permanent molars figured in Pl.
XV. we have no connecting links, excepting euch as may be obtained
from a few detached teeth which appear to have belonged to this
species-these are,
Fig. 5. P1. XIX. The sixth molar from a left manllary. The spur,
which occupies no inconsiderable part of the hollow between the
anterior and posterior transverse hillocks, is here leas c w e d than that
of the Indian rhinoceros ; and there is wanting altogether the small
salient of enamel, whic5 in the Indian rhinoceros occurs between the
starting point of the above mentioned spur and the point of junction
of the exterior and anterior main lines of enamel. I t may also be
mentioned, that the exterior and posterior lines of enamel being leas
thick than the corresponding parts of the sixth molar of the Indian
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rhinoceros, there ia a greater space between the two. Such modifications of form are howtver fortuitous, differences of equal amount
being obaewable in the teeth of animals of the same existing species.
This foseil measures in length, in. 2.50 met. 0.0645
2.62
, 0.0675
in breadth,
Fig. 6. The 5th molar, derived from a left m a x i l l ~ . The outline
of its enamel accords with that of the similar tooth of the Indim
rhinoceros, the only difference being in the dimensions and in the
enamellated edge of the short beading at the anterior side of the
tooth.
It measures in length, in. 2.08 met. 0.053
, 0.0835
in breadth, ,, 3.27
Fig. 7, is the 7th molar, and from a right maxillary ; the point of
the small spur is broken, as also the anterior extremity of the external
line of enamel ; but the tooth ie sdiciently perfect to show a close
resemblance to the analogous molar of the Indian rhinoceros.
I t measurea in length, in. 2.88 met. 0.0735
in breadth.
2.53
,
0.065
Fig. 8, is the 7th molar of a left maxillary ; the diierence observable between this and the foregoing specimen consists in the great
development which the small anterior spur here attains ; in the former it is scarcely observable ; in fig. 8 it b very prominent. Variations to an equal amount may, however, be observed in the minor
saliants, &c. of enamel in teeth appertaining to skulls of the same
existing specier. No weight can therefore be attached to such unimportant d c a t i o n e .
' X U foseil measures in length, in. 2.95 met. 0.075
in breadth, ,, 2.55
,, 0.065
Fig. 5, o f re a good e x h p l e of the Werence of length at the
upper and lower parts of the tooth ; the greatest length, which is that
taken near the top, is given above ; the least external length taken at
the b a e would have been in. 2.04. or nearly half an inch lees than
the top measurement.
The cranium P1. XV. has its molar teeth so much worn down, that
the confi,&wations of the enamel cannot be traced ; the table of dimensions gives the length and breadth of each tooth, and shows thot
although the lengths do not materially diirer from those of the corresponding teeth of the existing species, the breadth erceed t h e of
any hitherto described.
Without complete illustrations of the milk-teeth of exi&ng specie%
it would be dangerous to attempt a comparison between them and the
fossil Indian rhinoceros. We have therefore avoided the endeavour ;

.,

,.

but we must be allowed to notice the upper jaw fig. 4, PI. XIX.which
o a r s peculiarities when compared with figs. 1.2, and 3 (of the same
plate) deserving of remark.
The right half of the specimen is figured in the plate, the I& half
having lost the lat tooth. With respect to age, thin jaw nearly corresponds with fig. 3, the 6fth molar being in both on the point of
appearance. The following departures from the tracing of enamel in
figs. 1,2, and 3, may, however, be observed. The second molar of fig.
4 has this peculiarity,-that instead of the anterior portion of the tooth
being one continuous &et from tbe exterior line of enamel, it only
assumes that appearance after considerable detrition, consisting at
first of a short offiet and an isolated pillar, as shown in the drawing.
The two sides of the jaw have been very unequally worn, in conequence of which the opposite side to that delineated has the pillar and
offiet conjoined. The third molar also presenta a marked Merence,
when placed in juxta-position with the corresponding teeth of the
other three j i 1 ~ ;8 the two spun which occupy the central hollow cd
the tooth are of a m e r e n t shape from that which occrye in the other
specimens. In other respects fig. 4 corresponds with them-its row8
of molara are parallel to each other, and the dimensioni &er but
trifling variations. The modifications of form above alluded to, unleer
fortuitous, which is perhaps improbable, denote the existence of
another species ; a fact corroborated by the examination of the milk
. m o h of the lower jaws in our possession. Upon the consideration
of these we now enter, but are able to offer but few and unsatisfactory
remarks.
Lomr J-.
With the exception of the fine fragment, fig. 6, PI.
XVI. submitted to our inspection by Conductor Dnwn,and the fragment fig. 9, the specimens of lower jaws are all from the Maginnad
deposit, and all the remains of young animals.
Fig. 1, Pl. XVI.representa a fossil which has lost the anterior of its
eymphysis, the second molar on the right, and the first molar on the
left side of the jaw ; as also both the rami, which are broken off. Four
molars have appeared, the second and third of which are worn, but
the first and fourth have their enamel intact ; the sections of fracture
expose germ teeth. The two lines of molars have a gentle convergence. which is effected, not by a curve in the rows of teeth, for these
are set in a perfectly straight lime, but by the gradual approach of the
two rows, which make a small angle with the medial line of the jaw.
The section shown by the break of the symphysis and the interval
between the front molars, argues the existence of a prolonged s p phyaie. The fourth molar is characteristic, having an isolated point
or low pillar in the centre of the chord of ita porterior crescent.
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Fig. 6 u a iingment contrinmg two molars, appmmtly the third
and fourth milk ones ; the outer enamel of the latter is mutilated, but
the interior is perfect, and presents the isolated pillar of the posterior
crescent, noticed as remarkable m fig. 1.
Fig. 4 is the right half of the lower jaw of a young rhinoceros,
but of one romewhat older than the animal to which 6g. 1 belonged.
for the fourth molar has in fig. 4 suffered detrition. Notwithatanding
the ditference of age being in the favor of this specimen, the space
occupied by the four molars is less t h that of the four in fig. 1,
The fourth molar is here devoid of the low isolated pillar in the pootenor crescent, and has the central enamel, or junction of the two
crescente, larger than in fig. 1. There are no meam of aeccrtabing
whether or not the opposite rqws of molars were parallel, but in
position of symphysis and set of th&teeth in a perfectly straight line,
this specimen corresponds with the foregoing.
Fig.3 is the exterior view of fig. 4.
Fig. 2 has its fourth molar just disclosed and rising into the line
of molare : it is devoid of the isolated pillar ; but in size corresponds
with fig. 1, inatead of fig. 3, to which latter it assimilates itself by the.
fourth and second molars.
It is difficult to ascertain the degree of importance to be attached
to such points of difference : in no specimeu from the jaw uf an adult
animal has any trace of the isolated pillar been hitherto found : occurring as thin peculiarity does in a deciduous tooth, should n o t h i i
similar take place in the permanent tooth which replacer it, the only
chance of determining the question will be the discovery of an entire
head. We have noticed an upper jaw, fig. 4, P1. XIX, which indicates
the probability of the exietence of two speciee.. The examination af
the above lower jaws rather conhms thia suppoeition ; but in the
event of such slight modifications denoting specific distinctions, we
are unable, in consequence of the paucity and incompletenees of specimene, to decide which are the milk-teeth of the fossil Indian rhinoceroe. Nor are we fortunate with respect to the lower maullary of the
adult animal ;figs. 6, 7, and figa. 8, 9, being all that we can bring forward. The sections of these two fragments differ in oonsequence of
their being derived one from the posterior, the other from the anterior
part of thejaw. which thickens as it approachw to the symphysis.
These two specimens resemble the corresponding portiona of the
lower jaw of the Indian rhinoceros, but are too imperfect to d o r d
any satisfactory measurements for gronnds of comparison.
Ant& Ertremity.
A scapula in our posseesion is not sufficiently perfect to give w u 3

T

rate measurements, but it bears as great a g e n e d resemblance to
that of the Indian rhinoceros as do the other parts of the skeleton.
The humerus, figs. 1. 2, PI. XVII, having its radius and ulna attached, was discovered by ourselves very close to the place whence we
excavated the femur and tibia forming the subject of P1. XVIII. With
the exception of the deltoid crest, thishumerns is perfect, and has &rded the dimensions which enter into the 6rst column of the table. For
the purpose of comparison tbe following five columnsxue here added.
The proportions of the Indian and Snmatra small species of rhinoceros are deduced from CUVIPR'Stable ; those of the fossil specimens
are of coune from the table of dimensions. The length of the bone
is amumed as the unit, and the measures of other parts referred to it
in order to obtain their comparative values.
r: -Ld
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Mcamuements.

1 i d:d
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.... & k.,-=*z - 6iri
-z8
;%d Z1,
;,kl, .I "

.%e $23: $2
64 I B " ~ r*
------

Length of humerus from tuberosity t o externd
condyle.
Ditto ditto ditto iulernal ditto,
Greatest anter. post. diameter a t top,.
Breadth acrosa mndylea,
Mtto of artidatin pully,
Least diam. of tbc%ody of the hamenu,
Length of radius,
Breadth at top.
Ditto a t bottom,
Length from articulating head t o bottom of
internal condyle,

................................
...........
.....
..................
................

....
.......................
..........................

.........................

1'00
1.03
0.44
u.36
0'95
0.15
0'79

0'26
0.25

1'00
0-05
0.30
0.31 1
0.19
0.13
0'75
0'20
0'18

...........................

1-00
0'91

..

0.35
0'21
0.14
0.76
0.23
0.13
0.69

I

1'00 , 1.00

0.94
0.44
0.37
0.12

( &;3
1 ..

0.25

.. 0.16
....

.. .. .. ..
0.61

.

0-87

The Sumatra rhinoceros (small species) concurs with the fossil
Indian 'rhinoceros in having the length taken to the external condyle
longer than that taken to the internal. The Javanese and the larger
Snmatra species also accord with the fossil in this respect, but not so
nearly as the small Sumatra species. which has consequently been
introduced into the above table.
The length of the fossil humerus, figs. 1. 2. PI. XVII, exceeds that of
any of the existing species : its thickness is, in proportion to the
length of the bone, intermediate between the Sumatra and Indian apecies. The articulating p d y also possesees a development intermediate in value to those of the two existing species. The breadth a t
the condyles i in the same proportion or nearly so as that of the
Indian rhinoceros. The radius is in length, considered with reference to length of femur, a little less than in the Indian and somewhat in
excess of the small Sumatra species ; the remaining two dimensions of
this bone yield values intermediate to those of the two existing rhinoceroses. These remarks apply to the deductions for fig. 1 ; nor wodd it
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be necessary much to alter them in speaking of fig. 5 ;but fig. 6 presents such a close approrimation to the Indian rhinoceros, that it is
much to be wished that the specimen had not been so broken as to
prevent additional measurements from being derived from it. Except
ing in the length from the articulating head to the bottom of the
internal condyle, it does not much diier from fig. 5. The bone, however, being imperfect, must be omitted in drawing a comparison between the foesil and exieting species.
Fig. 1 , varies moat from the Indian rhinoceros in the proportion of
the length taken to the internal condyle ; an anomaly difficult of explanation. \Ve must here repeat, that there exists a necessity for a greater
number of tiblce of dimensions taken from the skeletons of the Indian
rhinoccro* : the anterior extremity of a rhinoceros, with the examination of which we have been favored, yielded proportions so nearly
correspbr~dingwith thoae deduced from the fossil humerue, figs. 1, 2,
as to prevent oor drawing more positive conclusions than those expressed at the close of the remarks on the cranium, PI. XV.
Posterior Estremity.
The femur and tibia, Pl. XVIII, were dug up in such cloee proximity
to the humerus and radius, fig. 1, PI. XVII, that little doubt could be
entertained of their having belonged to the same animal. Being perfect,

Meunremenb.

--

Length of femur from articulating head to bottom of
internal condyle,.
B r e d t h from head to most salient part of great
tmchsnter,
Breadth ncross condyles,
A ~ ~ t e r post.
o . diam. of intcrnsl condyle,
Ditto ditto ditto of extarnal ditto,..
Distnnce between bottom of 3rd trochanter and top
oflst.
Ditto ditto ditto small t h a n t a r and top of head of
femur,
Diam. of articulating head of femur,.
From lower side 3rd trochanter t o bottom of esternal condyle,
L e n e h of femnr from articulating head t o bottom
o f 3rd trochanter,
Lcncth of tibia from nnter. tnbero. t o anter. edge
of inferior articulating anrfaee,
Greatest transverse diam. a t top,
Anbro. post. diam. from antero. post. tubero. to
post. ext. of iuterunl condyle,.
Transverse diam. a t bottom,
.
of internal aide,
Diam. ~ t e r o post.
Length of fibnla,.
Breadth a t bottom,..

.............................
...............................
........................
..........
..............
......................................
......................................
.............

1.00
0'38
0'29
0-34
0.27
0'59
0'46

0' 18

...................................

...........................
................ 0'67
............... 0'25
................. 0'29
.................... 0'21
.............. 0' 14
............................... 0.62

............................ 0'10
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except at the lower part of the great trochanter, tbe specimen aftbrdr
ample means of comparison with the femur of the existing species.
On reverting to the table of dimensions it will be observed, that this
fossil exceede, as did also the humerus, any of those in CUYXBP'~
tabla
of existing species. The preceding columns show in what wpects the
proportions of the bone vary from those deduced from CWIBE'~
Indian rhinoceros. The length of the femur ia here the modplue.
From a comparison of the two h t columns In the above table t h
results,that the foeail has a greater development at its upper and a somewhat less development at its lower extremity than is the cese in the Indian rhinoceros. The third trochanter is set lower down, and the inferior
extremity of the small trochanter higher up than in the existing specie8 ;
the articulating head is larger in proportion in the f w i l than in the
Indian rhinoceros. None of theae modScataons however are exceaive ;
on the contrary, they are leas than thoee whkh exiat amongst the
fossils themselves, which are all three undoubtedly of the same egecies.
From the manner in which the lower and exterior part of the greet
trochanter is broken, there is every probability that a descending
point protruded fmm the fractured sarface towards the third trochan,
ter, the ascending point of which is very perfect.
The third trochanter, however, differs from that of the existing species
as figured in CUVIEU'SOss. Foss. in not possessing the double point
for it has a single well defined ascending process, without any sign of
the bicuspid termination. The lower edge of this trochanter, instead
of ascending with a gradual swell towards the point, as in the existing
species, has a counter curvature to that of the upper edge. The chief
dissimiiritp between Covr~a'splate and the fossil occurs in this part
of the bone, the third trochanter assuming a diiTerent shape, and
'offering a variation more distinctive than any other presented in either
extremity. This circumstance, together with some of the proportions
of the cranium, has led ue for the present to distinguish these remains
by appending the word fossil to the name of that species of which
they are the prototype : but we dwell on the necessity of more extended research, and the collection of a greater series of tablea of
dimensions of the Indian rhinoceros, before any thing absolutely conclusive can be pronounced with regard to the fossil and existing
species.
We have had no hesitation in ascribing the two limbs dug up in
such close neighbowhood to the same animal ; an additional confirmamation of the correctness of the assumption may be derived from the
proportion which exists between these two extremities, when compared
with that which occurr in the Indian rhinoceroe.

Ind. Rhin. femnr and tibii, met. 0.960 humem and radiua, met. 0.868
F o d h d . Rhin. do. do.
1.056 ditto do.
0.947
Ln the fir&, the humem and radius are to the femur and tibia in
the ratio of 1 : 1.10; in the fossil the ratio is 1 : 1.11.
The analogy which exists between these fossil extremities and those
of tbe Indian rhinoceros being no less striking than that which wan
obeerved between the cranium Pl. XV. and the skull of the elisting
rpecies, we have w i d e r e d such correspondence sufficient to prove,
that the foasil anterior and poeterior limbs appertained to an animal of
the aame apecieu, and of about similar size to the one of which the
d u r n in question is a relic.
Even in the event of a much closer approximation of symmetrical
proportione than that given in tBL paper being .obtained, we are aware
that identity of species oould not be presumed. It could not be
assumed that the skin, the external appearanceof the animal, WM
pr&y
similar to that of the erieting speciee. The fossil Indian
rhinoceros must, however, have presented a figure bearing a s t m g
general resemblance to the uncouth symmetry of its preaent representative.

.,
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h r k a on part of the specinma delinsated in Plde XVII.
TKtten deecribing the specimens of upper and lower jaws, the pwsibility of the existence of another species was noted. The fossil
femur, of which figs. 3, 4 are representations, would be corroborative
of the fact, were it not for a peculiarity which renders it somewhat
doubtfnl whether or not it may be attributed to a species of rhinoceros. On comparing it with Pl. XVIII, the diesimilarityof the two
bones will be at once apparent. The third trochanter is in fig. 3.
placed about the centre of the femur, in which respect it resembles
the unicorn of Java, thus described by CWIPR: " Le femur B son
troiaieme trachanter p l d au milieu de son c8te externe, large, recourW en avant, ne remontant pas de sa pointe vers le grand trochanter lequel ne donne non plus aucune pointe pour venir B sa
rencontre. L'echancrure entre eux n'eat donc pas cloee en dehors ;
maie du reste elle aet anssi g r a d e que dam, l'unicorne. La t&teinferieure
est plus enlarg4e en orriere." The latter remark, however, does not
at all apply to the foesil, which has its inferior extremity much compressed instead of developed ; ao much so, indeed, that but for the
other parta of the bone it could not for a moment be a matter of doubt
whether or not it came from a rhinoceros.

Figs. 10, 11. Axis of a rhinoceros : the spinons process appears
shorter and deeper than the one figured by CUVIER,and the main
foramen more regularly circular.
Figs. 12, 13. A calcaneum which appears not to W e r from that of
the existing species.
Fig. 14. Tarsus and metatarsns. In this specimen the medial
metatarsal bone is not so long as that of the Indian rhinoceros, bnt
longer than that of any other species given by Cuv~na. The general
form corresponde with that in C u v t ~ a ' splate.
Fig. 15. Metacarpal bones : the medial one in rather longer than
the same bone in the Cape rhiioeeros, and considerably longer than
in any other species.
Figs. 16, 17, are the external metacarpal of the left side.
Fig. 18. An astragal, which differs much from those figured by
CWIBB,being higher, narrower, and more compressed.
Fig. 19. Tarsal and metatarsal bonesof a rhinoceros, with the
lower portion of tibia attached.
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V.-Noto or tik States of Pkcrk, S r f i d n t i , and other State8 in the
Malay Pcrimda. By T. J. NSWBOLD,
Lieit., A. D. C.to Brigadier
Gencrd WIL~ON,
C. B.
P~'PA
r.
P M icl separated on its northern frontier, from W d a h by the
Krirm river. which debouches into the Strait0 of Malacca, in about
5' 10' North. On the south it h divided from the, piratical state of
Sahym, by a river of inconsiderable magnitude called the R d k p
which lies a little to the north of the &marr river, in about
59'
north ; interiorly, by the choin of primitive mountains, that run down
the centre of the Malay peninsula to Point R o d near Singapore, from
the states of T r i n g k and Pahhg on the opposite coast. According
to Captain G L A S ~the
, territory nnder the sway of the P h k chief
extended about 50 leagues inland: its length dong the coaat i
upwards of 120 miles.
The principal town is situated a considerable distance up the P&ak
river, which is one of the largest and moet rapid of the s t r w of
the peninsula that flow into the Straits of Malacca : according to
A N D E ~ ~ it
O will
N , admit veseeh drawing 12 feet. The channel, how.
ever, is tortuous and intricate. The bank0 are generally covered with
jungle, having but a few villages at considerable distances. The places
PcUtOng P ~ j a n g and
,
Pdasir
of most note are Kota Lkmul, B&,
Gdrm, about 30 miles up the river. The chief generally resides at
Pcbtir Suydng or Pihair Pulye; places about three or four days' pull
from the mouth. It has been stated to me by natives, that there are
several stockades commanding the approach by water to these places.
Produce.-The principal products of this &ate are tbi, rice, and
ratane. The present produce of tin ie about 8.500 pic& annually :
this goes for the most part to the Pkang market : latterly some of it
bas found its way to Singapore. Mr. A N D R I ~ Ostates,
N
that the RQja
MU'DAand TUANKU
H A ~ ~ Isona
N , of the late chief, TAJ-UDDIN,
established poets a few years ago, about 30 miles from the river's mouth,
where they levied a duty on all tin exported. These posts have since
been abandoned. The chief himself derives most of his revenue from a
toll on the tin produced : so much, it is said, as from four to six dollars
per bhar of 3 piculs. The Dutch enjoyed, for upwards of a century
and a half, during their sway at Malacca, the monopoly of the tin.
They had a factory at Tanjong Puttis on the river, and a small fort
on the harbour between the Dinding Islands and the main. The
cultivation of rice has, of late years. been on the increase. I was
aesured, by some respectable Pkak traders, that more t h spftiCjept
for home coneumption waa now grown.
3 v
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Popularion.-The population of P b a k is roughly calculated a t
35,000 Malays, professing the Mahomedan religion, not including the
aboriginal tribes ; a few Chinese. Arab and Chliuh (Malabar ?)settiem.
History and G o u m . - P k r r k was formerly tributary to the
Malayan sovereigns of Malacca, and afterwards to those of the kingdom of Achin. Since the decline of the latter, however, it has become
in some measure independent; although Siam has, at various periods,
wserted her claims to sovereignty, and demanded tribute. In m e quence of the spirited resistance of the late chief, TAJ-UDDIN,
to these
arrogant and groundless assumptions. P k a k was overrun in 1818
by the troops of the Rdja of QLedah, who had invaded it by order of
the king of Siam. In 1 822 the Siamese were expelled, and the rightful chief restored, by the powerful assistance of the late warlike chief
of Salangore, Rdja IBRAHIM.
The government is despotic. P h a k has been ruled during the last
three centuries by a race of chiefs, under the title of Sultaa, who were
connected with the ruling dynasties in JoUre and Achin. Under the
Sultan are five officers of state, forming a deliberative council, viz :the Bandahdra. Tumungong, Rdja Mtida. Mantri. and @rang Kdya
Beair. Besides these there are six PanghiIris over the sir Bongmu
(V-)
or classes, into which the people are divided.
The succession to the throne is generally hereditary. Sub MANsu'u SHA'E11, who died in 1818, was succeeded by hi son TAJ-UDDIN, who died about four years ago.
His nephew, the present chief,
U j a CHO'LIIN,succeeded.
Political mul Commercial relatwna with the British Gbemmd.-L
1818 a treaty of commercial alliance was concluded by the British
on the part of the Company, with the
Commissioner. Mr. CBACEO~T,
,
with the view of
then Rdja of Pkok. Sultan MAN~W'E S a i ~ chiefly
preventing the monopoly of the tin trade by the Dutch, who were. a t
that time, about to resume possession of Malacca. This treaty provided
against the monopoly, and eecured to British merchants the privilege of
being allowed to trade on equally favorable terms with Pthk as MI,
other nation.
treaty with Siam in 1826, it was agreed that
By Major BUBNEY'S
the Rdja of Phak should govern hia county according to his own
will ; should he desire to send the gold and silver flowers to Siam, as
heretofore, the English would not prevent him. That if Chow Phyd. of
Ligore, desire to send down to PPtak, with friendly intentions, forty or
fifty men, whether Siamae, Chinese or other Asiatic subjects of
Giam, or if the Rdja of P h k desire to send any of his ministers or
o5c.m to seek Chow Phy6 of Ligors, the English should not forbid

,

,
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them. That no force should be sent by either nation to go and molest,
attack or disturb PPrak. The English engaged not to allow the state
of Salangwe to attack or disturb P k o k ; and the Siamese, in turn,
engaged not to go and attack or disturb Salangwe.
The Siamese also stipulated in this treaty, that the present ex-king
of Qriedah should not be permitted to live at P r i c e of Walea' Idand
or Prye, or in Phrak, Salangorc, or any Bnrmese country.

SEI'YLN~NTI.
Srfnuna'nti. though formerly considered as snbordinate to JoMk,
asserts her independence, and has tacitly assumed a place among the
four elective states, though her claims are not distinctly recognized.
The Panghlllcis of Srfmenbti, not being descended from the nine t o
whom titles were given by the Sultan of JoMre, assumed by the
sanction of the Panghtld of Johlk, that of 86th McrAJt@'a. Since
this, seven Panghrildu have ruled in Srf&i,
the six last of whom
were Nahum. Jallam. Allrm, Pompom, Tallrin, and Tdib.
RJja RADIN,one of the eons of the fourth Mmangkdbhe prince,
S I N ~ ALAUT,
N ~ assumed similar powere to those exercised by the
Eang depertcian m6da of Rumbdwe i.1 this state, which he still retains,
though now opposed by another candidate from Menungkcib6we.
There are twelve S f k u i over the twelve tribes in S r f d t i ; their
names with their titles are as follows :
Amin, Baginda Mahbrdja. Olay, Sendra Mrida, Molay, Mah6riija;
Mwti, Paddka be&; Lattih. Orang kaia bongac; Arrih, Sempdnrcr
Mahdruja; L4sdh S m k kaia; Aggah, S t i Mahdrdja ; EyftSt, Orang
kaia kechil ;.Bandin, S w m r aAngkea ; S i Main. Mahdrdja Lbhh ;and
Rqab. P e r d a ~ .
The names of the twelve tribes are. Sri Lummah Pahang, Sn' Lummah Menangkdbdwe. Bath Ampar, T a n ~ Dattar,
h
Sa Mel6ngan, Tiga
baffn. Payakumba, Muncal, Anak Achi, Battu Balang, Tiga Nenik, and
Bddoanda Jacoon.
Srfmendnti is the place of residence, burial, and contains the A : t i i ~
of the princes deputed from Menangkdb6we.
I t is bounded on the north by Jhompdle; towards the eouth by
Ulu' Mdar and Rumbdwe, (from which it is separated by the mom.
taim of Lqmt Cajang and Grimng f v o h ;) to the east it8 boundary
with JoMk is the hill of Bcikit Peela; and to the west the Paro
~treamand T d c l u divide it from Stingie-ujong. The extent of
S r f m b n t i is supposed to be about equal to that of Rumb6we: ita
population is estimated at 8.000. The principal villages are those
of S r i d t i Pinang, Saribti Peela, Pdndok Passer, and Teruchi ; the
3 v 2
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two latter places now claim their independence. L i e Srfmmbdi
itaelf, they were formerly subordinate to JoAdlc, andhave been governed
for seven generations past by their own Paagh6ltSn. The name of
the present chief of Ferdchi is SLlong, and under him are six tribe..
The Panghu'ld of Pdndok pas& is named Ambong : it waa with thie
chief the ex~Panghtil6of Naming sought and found a shelter after his
defeat and expulsion in 1832. Part of Terbchi was formerly subject
to Su'ngie-ujong ; but during the late internal commotions and struggles for power, by which the Menangku'bdw dynasty has been rooted
out, leaving the interior in a state of anarchy and confusion, the
minor chiefs eeized on the opportunity to assert their independenoe.
and in this unsettled condition they remain up to the preae.nt time.
The mannen! and customs of the inhabitants of Sdme~dntl,i b
revenue, internal administration, and law of inheritance, are much the
same as those of the natives of the three states already described.
Its produce is tin, sapan wood, wax, ratam, and rice,most of which
find their way down to Malacca.
A fresh tin-mine has been lately opened at a place called PkRpayr,
the podice of which during the last three months has been SO b b
of metal.
States of Calang Jelhbb, Ulu Pahang, JedYr, a d 8egckct.Of the nine interior states, or Negri omnbikm, formerly tributary to
the Malayan dynasties of Malacre and J o e , fonr already noticed,
with their dependencies, acknowledged the sway of Me~ngkdbdwe,
or rather of its deputed prince. The remaining five, viz., Ukr Pahang,
Calang, Jellye. Jellabd, and Segdmet, with their dependencies. adhered
to Joh6re : this kingdom, however, wae too weak to retain them all.
Calang was wrested from her by a colony ,of Bdgfo, who atabliahed
an independent government at Salangwe towards the beginning of laat
century, which has rendered itaelf formidable to ite neighbonrs by the
hardy, warlike, and piratical habite of its chiefs, but is now faet declining.
JellabJ haa been taken possession of by the descendants of the
jt.ferrangkbbdroe princes, and is now ruled by an Emrg Depertban, named
RJja SABU'N,
son of Bdja ADIL,the eecond chief from Ilderurngkdbhe.
This chief is looked upon by the superetitiok Malays aa a living
Krdmet, from the circnmstance of. his having " white" or very Light
blue eyes, with jet black hair.
Jellabd was governed formerly by ita Panghdlh and Ampot Slkd.
These still retain considerable authority; the name of the p m h t
Panghila is AXDUR
RAHYAN
; his title AMir Z m d n ; the titlea of h
e
Ampat SlikG are Dattu Menniang, Dattu M&',
m d Mah&+ Sen&.

.
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The tribes under them are those of B-,
T d Dattm, Muncal,
and Bathr Ballorg.
,
The forms of government, laws, &c. obtaining in JellaW are much
the same as those of the staten already dercribed. Its population,
which in divided into reven mfikims, ia estimated at 3750, not including the aborigines.
The produce is gold, ivoy, tin, (about 200 picala annually), aloe4,jaggey, ratanr. &c. ; these generally find their way to the Pahrq muket.
The boundary m a r h of JellabP with Pahang are nine Meranti trees,
(Meranti SambiIdnJ growing on the right bank of the JellabP river ;
with Slmgie @nag, a hill called Bukit !l'angoh and Dhalu Karu Bandm
Barungw ;with Jompdk, the hill of Bvkit Dejdla ;and with Cakap, the
hill of Oyinting Perhi.
Ulu P a h a g and Jellye are now tributary to the BadaAdm of
Pahag, a chief nominally feudal to the k i n e of JoMre. Jellye in
immediately governed by a Pongh6ld styled M&irc$a Pwba. It
produces a coneiderable quantity of gold and tin, wkich go to P a h q .
Both thin state and Jetlabti, on account of their remoteness from the
British frontier, have had little political connexion with the aeveral
govements at hfalacca

VI.-Pwceedimg#

of the Asiatic

wE ~ h g tk
, 7 U &pt6mba, 1856.
The HonomBle Sir EDWARD
RYAN,President, in the chair.
The P r a c s s d i of Imt meeting were read.
Lieuterunt NEWBOLD
wae pro@
an a member by the hxetary,
arconded by Dr. MILE
Lieutanant 8. TIOIPLL, propoeed by Dr. PMMON,reoonded by Mr.

-. Mr. Vmmm
,
TRMMAB
nu proposed ae an honorary member by Capt.,
A. C u ~ m n o a n m
~ ,n d e d by the Seorehry :--referred to the Committee
of Papera
Read, letter* from Dr. R. HABLAN
and Professor LEAof Philedelphia,
acknowledging their elmtion M honorary msmbera, and p m n t i n g ruiOM w o r b whioh will be hund under the head of
Library,"
Rad, a letter from Mr. J. K. KANM,
Secretary Amerioan Philosophical
Wety, Phiielphia, aokwwledging rsoeipt of ReMlarchea, Vol. XVII I.
and I*,
and Journal, Vol. 111.; and presenting publimtionr in return.
. h o pletters from M. P. H. Fuu, &rotary of the Imperial Academr
of& Petenburgh; md from Mr. G A B B ID~BREIUTW,
~
&oretay of the
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Bongarlm Wetp at Peat, (in the Hungarian, Win, and ~ n ~ l llan&
guage~,)noticing the receipt of M. C&un'e Tibetan Dictionary and
Grammar.
The following letter from the Honorable O. Tonlrow wm read.
Kondy, July 8, 1836.
81n,
Various circnmrt.nces have concnrred to prevent my presenting the Ariatic
Society with the accompanying pmphlet rooner. Itr completion h u been
delayed, partly from want of leianre, and also in aome dcgrea from my having
&@red more fully into an account of PLli Buddhistical litemtnre, and published
more of the M d w . in~ this volume, than I had designed when I .ddrsred
you on the 10th July. Lut ymr.
In presenting a copy of this publication to the Governor General and tb.
Qovernorr of the rsveml Presidencies, I have mentioned that I had adopted thia
preparatory course, with the riew of eliciting the critieiam of oriental Soci&a
and wholam on this portion of the Mahdworuo, before the principal work bned
from. tha press ; and of thereb at once, obtaining either a aonfirmation or
refutation of the erpeetationr 1;ntertain u to it. pointing out the road to a
new and interesting field of remarch in Aria. I t wonld be rtufactory, thenfore, to me, if this pamphlet were referred to the Commiths of Papers, for its
judgment on it. At the rirk of k i n g conridered dected, I repeat, that it is on
the original work and on the general references thenm deduced by me, that I
court criticirm. I cannot athch mnch importance to a trml.#on, hutily made,
of a work composed In a language which I have hitherto rtudied m t k r with tho
riew of gathering information regarding the native institutionr, Lhan of f.miliarising myself with its philological nicetier.
The firrt volume of the Md6waruo h u been printed. I have only to maut
the introduction, and prepare a &louurry,to admit of itr publication.
If the contributions to your Journal offered in the introduction (p. 110)
would be acceptable ; as a preliminary step, I would m g l u t your transferring
to it^ p a p , from those of the Ceylon Almanaa of 1836, Mr. A u o o n ' a trans.
lation of KITCTIQAMA'SErray on Buddhirm, as well as his prefatory letter.
The author of that Essay was a Buddhid prier& of distinguished reputation for
learning<and Mr. A n v o n r is unquestionably the bat European Singhrlm
wholar in the Idand. The comprehenrire form in which the r m m of Bnddhism u recognized in Ceylon ir prersntcd in that Eruy, and the definitions
there aflorded of particular term#, will both save details of s x p l u u t i w in my
analpis, and serve to render i t more intelligible.
I have the honor to k, Sir, &c.

QEORGB TURNOUR.
To the Semt8ry h g a l Aaiatic Boeiety.
Mr. H . T. PIIN~EPin reference to the above rtated, that the h r e r n o r h e -

. r d had empowered him

&o to solicit the opinion of the SocietJ on the &tcr d the Ceylonese Historical Annab, to gnide his Lordahip in Council
to
the extent of patronage to be accorded to the work by the Government of I n k
In compliance with the wirhes of the Governor Ganeml and of the anthor
himrelf, Mr. T u r ~ o u m ' oIntroductory Essay, Historical Epitome a d tmnshtion,
were referred to the Committee of Papers to examine and report the* opinion
of the authenticity and value of the P6li annals, which the author has underto the knowledge of the learned world, u well M upon the
taken to introd5delitJ of the translation, confronted, ad it ia, line by line with the P.li o r i g i d
in Roman chuwter.

The Secretary rend the following report from the Committee of Papera
on the proposition of C A V ~VENKATA
Y
Laaaux'~, referred by Qovernment to the Society at the k t meeting.

Proceeding: of the Ariatic Society.
Propodtion.qf CAVLLLTVLIKATA LACRMI'A,
Pundit, to the Msdro1 Gwencmt.

To Hir Excellency Lientenant-General the B i h t Honorable Sir FISDIUCX
AUAM.K. C. B., Governor in Council, kc. &c. &c.
Pbrt S t . George.
R ~ o e HOXOBABL~
r
Srr,
Par. 1.-I have the honor to snbmit respectfully, the accompanying copy of a
letter addressed to your Excellency from the Royal Ariatic Society of Great
Britain and Ireland. for the consideration of your Excellency in Council, of
which Society I am a cotrerponding Member, whereby it appears that tbat
Society ir very derirom to receive every literary information in this part of the
world, with a view to complete the late Colonel M A O K E ~ ~ Xcollection.
L'S
I
most snbmissively lolicit, that your Excellency in Coundl will be pleased to
m c t i o n every support from the Government regarding those researches, yarticularly to anthorize me to open a general correspondence with the gentlemen of
literary endowments, nnder this Presidency, in the revenue, judicial and
military brsncl~esof the rervice, to enable me to procuts every information on
the subject of the History. Antiquities, LC. of India.
2.-1 beg leave to anbmit the enclosed copy of an abstract, comprising a brief
idea of the nature of the work in wbich 1 am engaged. I leave it to your Excellency in Council to jndge what may be estimated to be the expense and e r h blishment required to bring it to a completion. I t would, however, be prernmptive in me, at the present stage of affairs, to suggest any specific amount. But
tbe work conriata of twenty-one different ancient alphabeta and fonrteen languages, ancient and modern, of various parts of the Peninrula ; consuqnently, I
would observe, that I will have occarion to employ in every zillah, on the rmallest scale, two intelligent acbolam, one versed in Sanacrit and the other must be
proficient in oriental literature, whose office it will be to collect ancient inscriptionr from religious rtmctures and holy temples, which will prove the best
guide t o ascertain the accnracy of the chronology and history of the country.
If the collectors undertake a part of thin laborioul task, I shonld imngine that
it will prove less expensive : yet I am led to fear greatly, that they can hardly
aAbrd to give m y attention to it, with the exception of some few of tbe m6st
literary characterr. For the materials tlrus collected, I would require an establishment of pandits, translators, &c: to arrange and bring down mch information that may be collected and approved of.
3.-lt never can be expected that the postage of the vaat correrpondence counected with this arduour task, whicb are necessarily reqnired by the above
Sooiety, can be carried on at my own expense ; I therefore most rapactfully k g
the favor of your Excellency in Council to pass all communicrtiona to and from
me, as a corresponding member of the Royal Asiatic Society, free of postage, in
time, relative
the name manner M was pasled in the late Colonel MA~KENZIR's
to which the enclosed in a copy of a letter from the Port Master General of this
Presidency, dated 8th March, 1809, for the information of your Excellency in
Council, and in the same manner as the Madras Literary Society is still enjoy!ng
this privilege without any interruption, as stated to the Resident of the Madras
Hindu Literary Society, in your Chief Secretary's letter nnder date 22nd Febroary.
1834, whicb is abont to be ditcontinued. But I would faitbfully promise that no
abuse or advantage shall be taken of the confidence tbat may be repomd in me on
the subject.

I have the honor to be, Rigbt Honorable Sir,

C.rrap&g

Your Excellency's moat obedient humble n r n n t ,
(Signed)
CAVLLLY
V ~ N K A TLACHMI~A,
A
Member ef the Royal An'atic Society of &eat Britain
awl zreiund.

(A true Copy),
Madru, 16th Jmw, 1835.

Chid Secretary.

P r o d y a of ths Asiatic Society.
Report qf the Cann*tiw qf P g w r o r Crvmrrr VEXKATA
Lacant1'~'m pmpored r-d
fl Col. M8cknrtir'r irw8tiqationr.
The reference from the Madrar Government, for an opinion OI the merib of
VBNKATA
LACRYI'Apndit's propodtion.howe~cwcomplimeatary t o oar Bociety.
might perhaps have been a d d r w r d with bettar elleet to tbe MadLiterary
Society, wbich most be far better acquainted than we c m pretmd to be, both
with the character and attainments of the individual, and with t h o n duidemtm
in the History of the Peninsula, which he undertaker to elucidata.
We, however, enjoy one advmtnge in the porsemion of Mr. now Profeuor.
WILBON'SDescriptive Catalogue of Col. MACXENZ~E'S
Collection, wbich, aided
by other published works on the history of the Southern Hindu States, may
enable us to form a tolerable opinion on the question.
on the anbject of
I t might be supposed from the entire silence of VSNXATA
Mr. WILSON'Slabours in the rtutement he has handed up to the Madras Governof the Researches" Q which he u engaged, that he WM
ment of the '' Propa total stranger to the descriptive catalogue ; although the brief notice he giver
of each state and dynasty, appears bued upon the rurnmary contained in the
introduction to that work, both as to arrangement and detail; and certainly i t
adds not one iota to the information made public by Proferror WILSONin 1828.
The object of Sir A ~ ~ x ~ n Joo as nnr ~ o N in
, penuading the Pandit to fonnd
a native literary society at Madras. war, doubtlesa, that through the matuitonr
aid of those best acquainted with the langunger and traditions of the country,
and having connectioor or friends dispersed over the P e n i n d a , the learned
world might be put in omession of translations and digeats of the man of
MISS. collected by Col. K l c r s n z r r ; at the =me time tbat other materials of
a similar nature might be sought out and accumulatedo. The Vice-Prerident
of the Royal Asiatic Society doer not reem to have contemplated the organiution of an extensive paid ertahlirbment of collectors, pandib and copyiah;
otherwise it is probable he would have addressed himself to the Government
itself, either directly or through the natural channel of the Madru Auxiliary
Society. For be would have anticipated that such an extensive scheme would'
need the control of a master head, accustomed to generalization, and upable of
estimating the value and drift of inscription and legendar). evidence. Ths
qualificationr of CAVELLY
VBNXATA
for such an office, judging of them
bin
abstract," or indeed of any native, codd hardly be pronounced qual to much a
task, however naeful they may prove as aoxiliarier in each a train of reaaarch.
Tbe pandit's original and mifhmeticsl mode of weighing authorities, of which
examples may he found in every item of his stitemeut, is any thing but d m lated to contradict this arsnmption. Hfr remarks on the first, or ancient
Nondoaorrnm dynasty of Ardhra, may be cited as an instance :
" As this is a very obscure dynasty, confidence can only be placed in the
inscriptioor. From the materials already pormeased in the collection of Col.
MACXBNEI~,
I suppore one-eighth of the hiatory of this dynasty is complete,
and the rmoirder ahould be completed by farther rmarch."
The M A C K E N ~Manuscripts
IB
(embracing, as CAVLLLYFLNKATA
r a p in hi6
letter to Government, using the words of tbe late Colonel himselff, no l u s than
twenty-ow different alphabets and fourfen ditrerent langoages) have heen for
some time at Madras deporited in be College Library. We have no mean8 of
knowing whether during tbat period the pandit (himself aservant of the college)
has publirhed or undertaken the trandation or analyaia of any part of its contents. In the absence of any ruch testimony of his competence, contrasted with
what will be presently urged, it seems imporsiblo to recommend any large
outlay of public money in the way he pro1)omea.
Not that it is unde.aimble to complete the examination of the MACKENZIX
papers. On the contrary, all who have read Mr. Wrrson's atalogoe, will grant
that to be an o b j ~ c tof high, of national importance; especially when it is
asmrted that matry of the volomp are going rapidll to deccly:, rod m y not be
See Mad. Lit. Sac. Jonrnal, No. 12, p.
See Preface to WILSON'~
Den. Cat.
f See T n r ~ o a ' rHiat. cr. Man.
l
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available a few ynra hence. The British Indian Government has apent a lakh
of rnpeer in pnrchnring these ancient recorda : to refuse the reqnisite aid for ,
their examination and conversion to public use when t h q are known to contain
a vast store of carious and interesting matter, would be falre economy, only
equallrd by the crre of the BUCHANAN
Ms. in Calcutta, which coat men a
larger sum. and which the Government has recorded its unwillinpws to print
even free of expense, or to take a dngle copy of it printed by otherE."
But happily. in regard to the M A c x s ~ z l rcouection, such neglect cannot
now be fearad. Independent of Mr. WILSON'~
able mmmary, we are a w a r e that
Csphin A A R ~ B S SSec.
, of the Roy. As. Soc., has undertaken to translate and
of Parir has iutldigert a portion of the manlueripts in London, m d M. JACQUBT
mated that the mars of the Colond'r iuseriptionr, to which the Hon'ble Court of
Mrectora have handmomely allowed him free access, are to be included in the
Ckpw h n r l p t i o n ~ mZ d i e o n n , " upon wbich he ia now barily engaged ;
while in Madras itself b u lately appeared an able and zealoum expositor in the
,
previous study of, and publication on, the
Reverend Mr. W. T ~ r m n whose
history of the Peninsula, added to his acquuut.nce with the Tamul and Telinga
lmngoya, eminently 6 t him for the m k , m d point him oat as the propereat.
i
r
if not the only, individual upable of firldlling the grand object proporsd by S
A. J o a n s r o r .
has
already
gone
deep
into
the
rubject.
At
a
great
expenca
This
and sacrifice of time, he h u publhhed a variety of " 0rient.l Hutorical ManWenp11'' in the originel character and in. translation, with a connective commentary, rhewing tbeir hearing on the general history of the country.
The Editor of the M a d m Jonrnal, indeed, announces -that Mr. TAYLOR
h u further undertaken a cueful d l u t i o n of the whole of the College
MSS.. and that he promises '' a paper or aerier of papera on the aubjectf."
I t would certainly be moat dsrirabls that ruch examination should not be
cursory or incomplete, that i t should not leave any thing to he done by otbera,
who would have again to traiel over the same ground of previous atud y to be
cnpable of undertaking it. I t would, in rhort, be most expedient to secure the
servicw of Mr. WY. TAYLORpublicly, for the thorough examination of the
M ~ c r r N z r Brecords; to allow him much assistance as he might require for tbe
period. (with him necessarily ro much sborkr than could be allowed to any
other,) which he might fix for the task ;to unite CAVLLLY
VLNXATA
pandit with
him, dould he be desirous of assistance, (although from an expresuon at page 63
of hir second volume, it may be imagined that he would not count much on the
aid of the late Colonel's native establishment,) and to sanction the publication of
thorn recordr, which he might relect as the most valuable, either in elucidation
of history or native acience, philosophy, religion, customs, &c.
For the collection of new materials, the zealof the numerow members of the
English and native Literary rocietier of Madras, (scattered through the varioas
dirtricta,) will need only the auggestion~and direction of a leader so well qualified, to accumulate them, without any neceadty for a p d d establishment.
The circulation of a scienti6c journal throughout the preridency will materially
contribute and donbtless har contributed to excite curiosity to mch objects
among the g e n t h e n qf literary mdowmcnt~," whose correspondence either
with Mr. TAYLOR
or with CAVXLLY
VLNXATA,
might advmtageoualy
- be allowed
the indulgence of exeml~tionfrom postage.
Withont first ascertaining Mr. TAYLOR'Swillingnear to accept the o6ice here
chalked out, or consulting him ou the extent of the aid he would require. i t is
impossible to estimate the probable outlay ; but the Government records will
furnish comparative data, in the sums paid for the " oriental translating establishment," entertained for a period under the late Secretary of the Aoiatic
Society.
See Mr. Secretary B U ~ ~ B Y
Correspondeace
'B
with the Editor of the Gleanings
in Science and Journal Aaiatic Sodety.
See Sir A L ~ X A N DJOENSTON'~
~U
address to the Royal Asiatic Society.
1 Madras Literary Journal, No. 11, p. 173.
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The volnmer of M n c ~ m a r rpapen in our library might a d v a n t g e o d y be
added to the other documents for the proposed scrutiny*, ro that the whole might
be published continuoufily ; but these detaile will uatnmlly come under con&
deration hereafter, rhould the Government agree in the view tnken by the
Ariatic Society, and resolve to entrust the undertaking to the indiridlul
pointed out, either directly or through the medium of the Society, (here or a t
Madras,) which might exercise its judgment as to the final publication, r h o d d
Mr. TAYLORconsent to labour under its auspices.
( s i ~ d )
J. PBINSBP, See.
Pbr the Connrittee of P o p m .
20th Augwt, 1836.

Redmi, That t h e Society concur i n the view t a k e n by t h e Committee
of Papers, particularly w t o t h e expediency of engnging t h e eminent eervices of Mr. W. TAYLO~,
for t h e examination of t h e M A ~ K ~ MNm~,E
and t h a t the Secretary b e empowered respectfully to mmmunicmte thin
opinion, in reply, t o t h e Government.
BROWNLOW
submitted t o t h e Society t h e following proMr. CHARLW
position, relative to a complete copy of t h e
Lsib, or Arabic original
of t h e 1001 nights entertainments, lately purchveed by h i m from the
&ate of Major MACAN,well k n o m an the Editor of t h e Shah N o d .

&if

TOJ A Y B ~ ~ ~ I N BE.Q.,
L P , secretary ~ d a t i Bocictv,
c
qc. ec.
SIB,
Having become the possessor of tbe original of the complete Arabian Nights
Entertainments, formerly the property of Major MACAN,apparently the Brat
that has ever reached India ; I am defiiroua of adding to orieutal literature a
work which h m long been a derideratum with Eastern scholur8. by its immediate publication. I trust that my view8 regarding the importance of this
work are not unrCaS0n~hle; at least I am not alone iu my opinion, for n o
book extant hru ever enjoyed such nniversd lwpularity ar thir, even i n
ib tmnrlated form. Much of itr narrative depicts, with miraculous fidelity, that most difficult class of incident6 to deacribe with interest-the
incidents of common life; and, beneath wen its most grotesque and impossible circnmstancer, there i r a moral beauty-a
knowledge of humanity
discovernhle, which comes home to all, and throughout, avivid power of description, which is nnequalled in any other production, and addressen itself to the
mind with an eflect almost pictorial. I t ir the remark of an orientalirt of high
repute, speaking of this unique and extraordinary work, that " we here behold
a genuine portrait of the spirit and cllaracter, the common life and domestic
manners, of a once powerful nation, which excelled in arts as well as in anna,
in three quarters of the globe ; in these tales we ree tbe Arabs, depicted b y
themselves, in the tents of the desert, and in the courts of the Caliphs. W e
mingle among tlieir merchants, join them iu their travelling caravans, v i d t
them in tlieir social circlta, and even penetrrte into their harems."
If the book appeal tbus powerfully to the European render, whose sympathies
are weakened by dietanre and difference of habit, how much more emphatically
mnst i t address itself to the inhabitants of the East, in the oredowing and
beautiful language i n whicb it was originally written I
My chief object in this paper is to draw public attention to the document,
and to give mch evidence regarding its authenticity as I have been able to collect,
under the very difficult and embarrasring condition of having no othw complete copy to refer to. My nttention has been directed, i n the first instance, to
tbe MS. alone, whicb contain8 tbe unbroken series of one thousand and one
nigbta ; next, to its quality, which is reported on by competent persons to b e
clear, and remarkably free from literal errors.
See printed catalogne of the Library hriatfc Society.

My next I b p was to examine the MS. with the printed edition of the " -0
Hundred Nights." pnbluhed some yean dnee in C d m t b . whence it appearr
that the latter ir a w t of excerpb merely, made, in many instances, without
regard to the litemq valne of the wlection, and in some, overlooking even the
integrity of the tales. There lhgmenb have been arbitrarily renumbered .a
the "~Iraltwo hnndred nighb."
I have been fortnnate eaongb to obtain a copy of that edition of the original
now in the courn of publication at Breahn, by Profemor H A B I C ~ Tan
, orientalist of high attainment. ; he baa devoted hir life (and it had need be a Ion8
o w to enable him to fnlfll him task), to the plrbliution of a eomplete edition
of this work ; he has procured copiu of the MS., perfect and imperfect, from
Tnnia, from Cairo, and from the library of the Baron S r ~ v m m nr r SACY,and
is proceeding with the pnbliration, rnbjeat to thecritical collation of there MSS.
I find. on comparing the MS. in my hmdr, with the edition of HA.BICUT,
M far
as pnblirhed, i. e. to upwards of tbree hnndred and fifty nighto, that no important
dircrepanciea occur, thnngh, in transcript. of thir length, t h e n will alwap bs
foaad wnridernble dikrencer. Tbir hat ir euriourly illartrated by the German
Proferror, who hm wefully act forth the variations, omiariona, rednndanciea,
and inversions of order, fomd oo comparison of his various MSS. I t is like~ ,his preface to a recent Freoch tnnalation of
wise stated by M. T n r r a a r ~ in
thin work, (pablirhed in 182!#,)that ha oolla8ed tmlve manuacripta. and among
them thow of the King's Library IU Paris, and the Bodleian copy, which pmwnted continnal dircrepancies, both as to rtyle and the order of the taler, which
every copyist had arranged according to his own taata. These differences, tbongh
t b q would be important in a historical paper, are of little consequence in a .eries of iictiooa. They have manifertly resulted from the careleasnear or caprim
of the transcriber. and do not affect the value of the work. All that can be
done, under these circnmstances, ia to adopt the reading moat consintent with
the context.
Beyond the print to which H ~ a r c u r ' sedition extends, thwe exirt hcrs no
means of continuous compnrinon. The evidence of genuineness is strengthened,
however, by finding, that the portion of the original already known in the Cal.
cntta edition, is found in tbe maoumript in my pomession, except that the
&ones, in the latter, stand in their natural and proper connexion with the re.
mainder of the text. The tales generally correspond in tbeir order with those
fonnd in SCOTT'Stranslation of 1601, taking into account those contained in the
anpplementary volnme, (translated from W O E T L ~MONTAOUB'S
Y
MS.) and allowing for the omiasion of thore which the trandator has deemed it k t , from
motives which he asmipa, to p.ss over.
A remark made by the Baron P U R Q ~ T A L(VON
L
RAYMLB)on the sub'S
is another strong proof of the authenticity
ject of G A ~ L A N Dtranslation,
of the mmnacript before me. He s a p , " the MS. wed by GALLAND*
was far
from complete ; and if he published no mom atones, it war not becanae the re.
munder were less deaerving of tnnalation, bnt becanse he had no mom in hie
poemeraion. The imperfection of his mannacript compelled him dm to invent,
M he hsm done, a conclnaion to that story of tbe Sdtan of the Indiu :-we rball
find that S a ~ a s ~ z was
a ~raved
r
from death, neither by her many amiable qniUtisr. nor by her inexhaustible tales, but by her having, during the ' thouand
and one nights,' borne the Snltan three children I" Tnraorrsr'e translation,
the result of the collation of twelve of the but mannscriptr in Europe, con6rmr
this : it is a literal tranrlation of the one now under conaidemtion ; the pcuu(ls
occurs at the thousand and fint night, and is uoquertionably one of the molt
pathetic and bsantiful in the whole work I To the above m q be added the
atrong int-1
evidence deducible from the uniform character of the style
thronghout. The manuscript is open for general examination, and I r h d g n b
fnUj rpprsci.te the opinion and advice of competent orientalists.
With reference to my intention of publishing, we have great advantag- i s the
mechanical facilities, which we a n so readily command, in printing o r i e n a
TEIBUTI~Nh.s since examined the MS. ared by GALLAND,and 6ndr that

he pomwmd d y two hnndred and eighty-four nishts.
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works in this country ;and a work of t h b kind, which would take many y e w in
Europe, might be readily produced here in leas than twelve months. We hmve
our disadvantages too : for it is far from probable, that any editor could be procured bere, possessing the high qarlifications and the indefatigable industry of the
Professor before named. united with the leisare neemury for the undertaking ;
one who would carry throngh the formidable labour of cohtion, of elabomta
verbal criticism, and tbe compilation of a lexioon of words found in the originai
Arabic of thim work, but iu no other authority extant! We may despair of this ;
but it is not too much to ray, that an edition, accurate in d l areatial puticrlars. may be brought through ;and I will not concaal, thmt i t would ba a ro~rce
of great gratification to me to be the meana of giving to the duriM literahre
of the East a book, which, while it h u enjoyed throagbout Asia u d the civilized world a reputation equalled by none, baa b a n , heretofore, in ita wmplete
and original form. but a mume !
C. Blowmow.
Calcutta, September 5, 1836.

Rcrdaed unonimoruly, That Mr. Bnomrmw is entitled to the warmeet
thanks of the Society, and of dl interented in oriental literature, for hi
dieinterested exertions in regard to the Alif Leila, and for hie laudable
winh t o make public the valuable and oomplete edition he baa become
posnessed of. A6 i t wems poeeible, by further comparieon of the m a n a
k i p t with the ncent tranelation of M. T a ~ l l v n m ,and with the Arabic
printed vereion of Profeeeor HABI~HT,
and the incomplete volumen publish& in Calcutta, to add in nome degree to the guarantee of itn authenticity, the Committee of Papers in requested to enter upon this examination,
and report upon the extent of patronage to be accorded by the Society to
Mr. BROWNLOW'S
laudable enterprise.
A letter from 3f. E u e m ~OEMOULT,
Director of the French Journal
antitled 'c Inrtitut," a d d r e d to the Preddent, invited the Society to
communicate copiee of ite proceedingo and publications to this Journal,
and to subecribe for a copy of the work. Referred to the Committee of
Papere.
A letter war red from Dr. F. MOEL, one of the Secretaria of the
Asiatic W ~ e t y
of Parie :Referring to a prior official communication (not yet received) o5ering to n n i h
with the Ben@ Society in the expence of completing the oriental publications
abandoned by the late Government of India, and iu furthennos thereof requesting a supply of the works dreuly finished for sale on the Society's acconnt, it states that the five copies of the Mahabhlrat sent home under c b s g a
of our associate M. RICEY,had &n sold in one day, and it WM calculated that
there might be a demand for 100 copiee of this work on the continent, and f o r
half that number of other Slnscrit works. The money realized h.s been paid to
the Society's agent i n London. Dr. M o m concluder :" Noun ferons ici tout ce que nous pourronr pour r e p d r e ,ces o u v r y s en
France et en Allemagne, car nous sentom tous vivement le service qne I.
Societe de Calcutta rend ;5 la litCratum orientale ;et s' il m ' a t pcrmis de puler
de moi je ne dtrire ricn plua ardemment que de pouvoir lni etre utile dam cette
circonstance, ou elle a prim si energiquement et u honorablement l
a inhret.
de la Iithrature orientale."

Library.
The following books were presented.
TranucLionr of the American Phil. Society-by
*a.

t h Society, tk*mgk dli.

I
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The Amerian Almanack for 183G-by ditto.
H n r ~ r n ' sMedical and Physical R.edearche.--bjl the Author.
Tr-tionmof
the Geological Society of Pennsylvania. vol. i.-by the Society.
T r ~ n c t i o n of
s the Bunguian Society of P u t - b y the Society.
Trannctionm of the London Society of Arts, vol. i. pt. 2-by the Society.
Yuden'm Numismata Orienhlia, 2 pts. in 1 vol, 4to-by the Author.
Not80 on the Indica of Ctrmiae-by Pmfearror Wilnm, the Author.
Epitome of the Himtory of Ceylon and Translation of the Mahiwanso+
the
Hon'bb a. l b a o r r , the author.
Second Report on the State of Education in Bengal-by Mr. W. A d a .
Bell's Comparative View of the External Commerce of &ngal, durjng the
y a m 18.34, 35, and 36-4~ M e Author.
The India Jonrud of Medical Science and Scientific Review-by Dr. F.
Cbrbyn. Editor.
The Meteomlogicd Register for July 1836-by I& Suraeyor Omcral.
The following book from the Booknellera
Iardner'r Cabinet Cyclopedia-&ebbing'#
&formation, vol. i.

Muocum of Antiquilico, lp.
Read, a letter from J. BELL, Eaq, preeenting varioun articles of food
and clothing, in uee among the savage tribes inhabiting the ma& of Dampier's Stmite., brought to Calcutta by the Ship Bumbay Caetle.
The Becretary prenented in the name of Lieut. COLIN MAOKENSI~,
various weapone taken from the Mdny pirates;--among othere a long
bunbu tube, through which light poieoned darts ant blown by the mouth.
T h e alight& wound -inflicted by them ia eeteemed f a d . Lieut. Mnolrsnne .lea pregented the head of a pirate chief killed in the late expedition.
The Secretary called to the attention of the membera present, a very
curious pieee of sculpture, sent down for the expraee inspection of his
associates by Colonel STAOY,
a Member of the Society.
This wulpture (of 2-3rdr sire)--cut in the spotted red candstone of Agra and
Mathnra. I t wemr to represent Silenor or Bacchor, his brown crowned with
vine laves, and supported by bamh.1~1attendants. The d r a w of the bgures,
of which there are wverd on both u d a very well proportioned and bronpcd, i r
decidedly not Hindu but rather Grecian, having a tunic of plaited foldr gathered
round the waist by a band. The figurw and foliage. snpport a large circular
b o n , which may have been for holding sacred water, or connected with a
fountain. We mort endeavour to make a d r a i n 8 of th* very interesting gronpe,
and p u b b h it, with the xedoor proprietor's account of it. dbcovery.
IActmy Conmunicalionr.

A memoir by the Hon'ble G. T o m o u r on the authenticity of the early
Buddhiiical Chronology, developed in the P6li a ~ & ,as compared with
t h e R#a Tmwcgini and other authorities, was submitted.
[This w i l l be printed in an early number.]
A nota on t h e &fwrState, being the conclusion of his series of essapa
on the native diviaiona of the Mday Penin@ula, and an outline of their
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mveral political m d commercial relations, W M m i r e d fiom Lieut. T.
J. Nmwnow, A. D. C. to Brig. Gen. W I ~ NC., B.
Extract of a letter from Mr. V. Tamrnn wan r e d , offering A d d tbe
Society wbh it, t o f o n a r d t o Calcutta t h e Bhitad W, containing the
important inscription which t h e Vioe-Presideot Dr. MI= in now -ed
in deeyl,hering.-an it is held in no reverence o r consideration by t h e
people of t h e neighbourhood.
Some conversation took place on Mr. T ~ a o r n r ' s propoaition. which KU
letter explained would not have ban made, if it involved tbe removal or dentruction of an object of local interert or veneration. The pillar nu at present
isolated, half buried in the ground, and in no nay regarded by the people. By
tranrferring it to the mumum it would be pmaerved from further injury, and an
inscription of great historical importance would be rendered permanently
accessible to the antiqnuian. I t war the concnrrent opinion of the memhcrs
preoent, that if the removal could be ellcetcdat a moderate aoat, Mr. T = ~ e s ~ r ' s
obligiag offer rbould be accepted.
Adverting to the neglected condition of the pillar lying half buried in the
ground in the fort at hllahabad, and the great interut which the inscriptioo~
i t containr had excited among orienhliits in Enropa, i t war
Moved by Sir J. P. GBANT, recondod by Dr. C o r a r n , that a rerpeetfd
rrpreaentation should be made to the Government of Indu. on the q d i e n c y
of taking mmrurea to p r m e the anciant ronuauent a t Allahabad from further
decay, by wtting i t up, with a pedeat.l and raiIing, in rmch paition within the
fort or elnewhare u may appear most appropriate.

A letter w.s read from the k k u o t q to t h e M e d i i and PbW e t y of Bombay, forwarding a memoir by Dr. Luea, o n the F

d

r e a n t l y diecovered i n t h e Golf of C a m b y .
The fosrilr have been ~ l rto
t Calcutta by the Chief Secretary Mr. W A T E ~ N ,
and may be daily expected, when the paper will be printed.
Mr. J. Taornlr prceented oome specimens of t h e fomil bonse recently
dimwvered at t h e Cape of Good Hope.
Mr. T ~ o r r ~ anote
' r inform8 the Society. that Mr. Porr, the modert diroorerer
of thia new fossil deposit, had kindly promiaed ta collect a more numerow m r i a
for the Society's mureum, to be presented in tbe name of hie lady. and thrL
they may be noon expected. l'hs rpecimenr now prerented conrirt of vertebrr
and frqmentr of ribr of rome large animal, whirh from their mutilated rtata
cannot be identified ; they are tboronghly fossilized and very hard. Mr. POPI
U J they
~
are found chietly in the bed of the Ganka river, whither they ham
been washed from the ritd of their inhumation in a '' sandy and alate rtow"
roil: one rpccimem in hia po-ion
na8 found imbedded in this hard slaty
matrix, from which it required a m w h r to utrut it ;it w u u o w d i d rock.
Tbe vicinity of the dirtriet e d e d the '* Oomph*' abounds with rpecimenr ; the
country ir rtony and barren, and much intersected with dry nviner. I t L
situated between the Z d e k y and the N h w h y a , t
h
put of tL.
~pc.lolp~,L8L3P8.MdsP.p3.w.
Lac.
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A memoir w t h e f d remaim of the d e r C a m i r o n of t h e S u b
Him6layaa, by Lieutenants W. E. B ~ a md
r A. M. D u i u n ~ Engineern,
,
with a lithograph, WM aubmitted.
Dercrifiion of w m e new npuoi- of t h e Strigine family ;m d indicrtion
o f a new gcnnr of the Picids, by Mr. B. 8. Howrow.

A rpscimen of t h e m a h o r w ( H ~ p ~called
]
by the Mag inhabita n t s of Runrl a young Npoga,o r " v o l y n o serpent," w u p r e w n k d by
C n p b i n D. WIILIAY~,
Senior Aleidant Commissioner i n Arrocan.
Dr. M&LE~.LANDexhibited t o t h e Society t h e wlleations d e by him,
of Zoology and Geology, in t h e .late e x p d i t i o n t o t h e Tea province of
Adm, and nubmitted two written notices, one of which he rend in elucidation of t h e geology of t h e K a d a range.
Dr. M C ~ L ~ L L A
abtdd,
N D that the foasil ahella were found in auch numbera
and variety at CAha Pultfi. u to afford the moat unquestionable evidence of the
tertiary nature of the Illri. mountaina : and further, that when the apeciea
ahall be rigidly ibntified and compared with thore of the London and Paria
and the anb-hppenine beda, .a well an with existing apecisr in the India.
HU,i t
y be p u b l e to find their place ia the Roeme and Plioccu diriaionr
of LYELL.
This he considered the 6mt inahnca of any extenairo deposit of f a i l ahella
having beem found in sub-Himalayan bed#, calculated to throw smficient light
npon the period of upheavement.
Mr. Cnncmorr, and long before him Mr. Scorn, had indeed made known the
cerithia and turriliter of Chirra, and a variety of the n~mmulitsrof the Sylbet
limestone, which is in fact made up of ahella and nothing elre; but to Dr.
MCCLBLLAND
be10y the honor of bating found 27 rarletiaa of abolla in the u m e
limestone; &o. of having found an extensive deposit of marine ahelln on the
S. W. face of the mountaina quite distinct from any limestone whatever, bnt
imbedded in a soperdcial layer of partially wruolidated undy matter, which
reom the surface of rndatone covered only by the 4 1 . and of haring
exhibited 100 apeciw nearly of these rbellr for the fimt time to the Society.
Tbe great extent of the collection and the variety of objecta of natural hittory
puticnbrly--embracing 120 daben of the Brah~naputra; W ~ d birda,
a
quadrupeds, inrccts, ahells, and a re ry numerona and regular rerier of rock specimens
taken from the whole line of journey.-did
great credit to the induatry of
Dr. MCCLBLLABD.A vob of thank* w u unaoimo~ulyy s a r d t o him for the
opportndty he had ao kindly affoded the Society of inspecting hi* portion of the
f d u of the h t e expedition to Adm. The dsrcriptive eatalogusr of the whole
am now in a state of forwardnear, and rill, it u presumed, be incorporated in a
general report to Government by Dr. WALLICH,who conducted the expedition,
and it ia hoped be eventtully published for general information, either in a map r a t e volume, or throuch the medium of the Sofiety'r Hewuchea.
[We ohall buten to insert the two notes u soon as apace lwrmitr.]

" Appendix No. 7, to Professor WILBON'SEssa J .
I'

T h e pansap in the text adverted to (page 23) reqnirer a little consideration,

both u to its meaning and the chronological r i m s to which i t has already given
rime. The text of the original runs thma :TC Tnmshk6nwaybdbhfitd pi pnpybsrayi ~ r i p & Snshk.krb&tddi dCs&hn mawaebity6di chalrrid. RlljJC rljyakshanC tesfin, pr6ya K.smimmard.l.m bh6j~am u t i sawamldh6nu p n v n j p r j i t a tCja-.
Tat6 B b y w a t r h SA'KYASINIIASYA
p n d w r i t C U P i m M& l6kdbatan ddbnm ##hasdam h&t
Bbdhi..taucba
d kbmln net. b h d s w u 6 bhut, a d 8 N ~ ' o ~ ' u u r uulmb
e
rhm$uhtwa 08
unp~b.
" There are in thir pusage some obvious inaccnmciaa, and some compounds
of a pnrport abaolmtely onknown to the moat lamed Bnhmmr. Taking it u i t
stood, i t appeared to involve the position that the M k u princu &ed
SA'KTA SINHAby ahove a century and a h d f ; and concluding the G A ~ T A M A
of the sixth century before the Christian em to be intended by the name SA'KTA
Slwan. which ia always ennmemtad M 8 m p ~ n b the
~ , dab of GO-BDA 111.
WM
adjmated accordingly in the p r m d n g
end pl.osd 640 B. C.
An opportnnity having mhaeqwntly oecorred of oonaultiq Burma priest,
and a man of some leaning, on the subject, t h m appeued good grounds for
revising tbe p q e , and altering the malts, in consequence of nhioh a w e d
paga p m r i o d y printed off have boon candled, and i t is only in the m u g i d
dates of the 6rat dynasty that m y tr;.ou of the error have been suffusd to
remain. There are of comparative .nimporL.nas, and w i l l ha readily ~ o t i f i e d
by adverting to the table. We have now then to offer a tramlation of the p a n g e ; premising, that the term Pvtrmbatii& shomld be Patinirwii&,
the d r t h
cue of Pan'#'m.ti,
or in PALI, Parinibhti, the ordinary term wed by the
Bauddhu, to exprue the final Nirmiilh or emancipation of their Bnddtur or
saints in its fnllest sense ; Pan' being added as an intenaitire prefix. The nae
of thii and soma other peculiar expressions, which .re at prerent qmite maintelligible to the ablest ocholarn among the b r h a m of Hindustam, but ue fathe author
miliar to the k h a n s of the Barman empire, provu h t KAL~A'NA,
of the Caahmirian History, or at l e u t hb guider, were well mqruinted with the
Isngnage, and, probably, with the system, of the Baaddhas.
' T h q (Horhka, &c.) of Z b w h k a d u a n t , were princu, asylums of v i d e ,
and they fonnded colkpx, and planted mered tries, in Swhka and other places.
During the period of their reign the whole of Cashmir waa the enjoyment of
Bauddbu, eminent for ansterity. After them, when T50 yeam h d elapsed from
tbs enuncipntion of the Lord SA'KYASINHAin thiu euence of the world, a
Eddhuaiwa in the country named N n ' e ~ ' u u N * , w u BAaminrura, (Lord of rhe
urth,) and he was the asylum of the six A'rhatwae.'
* I Aa the prevalence of the Bmddhor and consequence of NA'QA~RJUNA,
ifnM
subverted, were at least checkedin the ensuing reign of ABEIMANYA
;a d ,the
parsage expressly states that the circumstance occurred after the -r)ke
primes, the 150 yeam subsequent to SA'KTA SINHAmwt full within the l i d t a
of ABRIMAN~A's
reign : it is therefore necemry only to 6x the date of Sa'rm
SINHA
to determine that of the several reigns occurring in this portion of our
history.

w,

Aeeuming that this S ~ YSINHA
A waa the BUDDHA
of 542B. C. he
venturee to correct thereby KALE~NA'B
more dietant epoch :3 r 2

a8At the Elme time K A L H A I ~wall
A , informed u be L k
rapsotl. L.r
evidently contonnded th8 ~ W OpWiOd8. .ndb..os m e d to ~ A ' S T A S ~ N P A .
date cornuponding to at l e u t 1333 B. C. rlthottgb apparently designating the
pt.non who iloui.had B. C. 542. We may thuqforc acrdrre lo -mt
hv c h with rcfcmce lo :Ad htler date ; although until we can be u t i a h d that
t,h S A ~ K YSA~ U of
A the NOrth-rat w u one individual with the G A W T ~ A
of M e p i h 6 , we a n n o t rentnre to 8ttach
tbiog like out.i.ty to tlru emmdation. Some cirmmat.ncea tn hv01 of tLs dato laid down are drerted to ir
the coadwtidg obrerratiow ; and we may hue dd, tbat there . e w 8 to be
rtnnga oonnaion between the circnmrtaneu and data of the Zmlmhl8 of
P d and the Bmdd&cu of Indh, which d e n n a a more parti& inrertigatiop
&an we have bitherto bad materials to undertake.
I' !
I
%
p a q e relating to t h e e qf the! &rldlof&h in h&nir
kchrdn the tamlion fl an kdWdwf, waosr araonr rr rwLcr AO o ~ . c m r ,
1 W N M A 8 IMPORTANT, Am TEAT OW BUDDHA.
N ~ ~ c r r * w uu
ma BodhkdwU, (Me note in pye 21,) m q be either a re&giom or a ncular chmcter : be *n p r o h w &he former, u a hlerych, the
p1oto~peof the modern Lama of Itbc( ; hi other title, bowerw, B1may mmn a prince, md har probably indaecd Mr. COLE BROOK^ to h n d a t c the
text (lenerally thar :a' DA'YODA~A
w u roececded by three k i n of
~ the m e of M h ,and
t h q were followed by a boki(ntW, r h o m t e d the empire from them by the
rid of S A ' K ~S I ~ ~ nAd, imtrodaad the religioa of JAIU. into thhir.
He &pad a hundred yeus, and m foU&
by Abhi#yr.*'

*ow

-

After carefully considering a11 t h e data acceeeible t o him, Prof-or

W ~ L ~decides
O N o n adopting t h e above Buddhietical record of t h e
age in which these three Ibushka prince8 and N i a i r ~ nflourithe&
~~
the most authentic nutho*
available for making the first adjustment in hia chroaological table ; whereby h e reduces, at the ten&
mtion of his " iint pni~d."the date of Gomaor lII.'e reign hm
B. C. 1182 to B. C. 388, ahowing an anachronism in the
Taranghi of 794 y e a n .
Thie circumstance alone, even if n o new light could be thrown on
tl& interesting question, would sfford a powerful argument in a11pp-t
of t h e opinions I entertain of the euperior accuracy and authenticity
of Buddhistical over Brahminid chronology. We should beu in
mind, too, that the R& T a r m i ie admitted t o be ** the onlp
samcrit compoeition yet discovered t o which the title of hietory

-

61 Iwara," (PUi
Illord,") and l a 9-6,"
am often conferred om Budtiml ucerdotal characters who hare gained p a t uccndancy. Vide cbap. v. of a
.
~ d 6 w m w o . *' A&A&an m f a d d d 9h-d lanN SA wr~6." Cbap. ~ r .
0-6
p a t M di: Dfpd, hwmh' I S ~ A ~ A
" Thin
~ . ~
umanbo rilltbi
ver~
day become the muter of my p.l.w." The land will be ur@
by
pe"O8
.
: they rrill become the lor& of this bland."
(Note by Mr. T.)

1

1

It im not a little remarkable, therewith any p q r k t y be applied."
after having thw recognized the correctfore, that Profemor WILDON,
near of the date assigned to Sicrr SINUA'sdeath, and a d d himself of an event connected with Buddhiitical history to correct the
should have entirely lost sight of
chronology of the R@a Taro+,
theae circumstances, and been led, in analyzing the !lXbeto1)works, to
say thnt " any thurg like chronology is, if poeeible, more unknown in
Buddhiatial than Brahminid writing, and it ie in vain to expect
any mtisfsctorg specification of the date at which B U D D ~SA~ Y A
ffoIUi8hcd."
The object, however, which I have more immediately in view at
present, b to point ont, that the correction adopted by Profasor
W I L M )in
~ ~thin table, which redaar, the date of the nign of G Q N P ~ A
111. from B. C. 1182 to B. C. 388, invitas criticism and reconsidemtion, M being apparently inconsbtent with the most approved data
previously cntablished, in both the Brahminical and Buddhiical
chronologies ; and also to endeavour to prove that the imperfection of
the adjustment proceeds from the omisdon of a k y l e letter in the
pamaage of the &Irorrit text quoted in his appendix. Whether the
omirsion of this single letter hao ariaen from K A L H ~ N
Pandit
A having
minmdentood the Buddhiatid authority, from which his information wan derived; or from the h a u w a q of some transcriber of his
work, will not, perhaps, ever be ascertained; unle-ea. indeed, some
copy of thii history be hereafter found. exempt from this minute
inaccuracy, the d i i v e r y of which would 6x the erratum on the
trpnscriber.
Before I explain the grounds on which I jwtify the addition of
8' to the numeral " SdrdMa wsrda ratall," it will be proper to
notice, why the adjustment, made according to the praent reading
of that numeral, is inconeistent with " the preaent moet approved
data of both the Brahminical and Buddhistical chronologies."
According to the Brahminical chronology developed in the Prr&nw,
am analyzed by S
i
r W. JON.#, Colonel WILFOXD,
and other oriental
U B.
P TC.
A
scholars, the date assigned to the reign of C H A N D ~ A ~b
1502 ; and whether we regard him M the contemporary of AwxmD m t the Great, or of Sx~xucusNICATOR,the Brahminial date
w i p e d to his reign will have to be reduced to about B. C. 325 ;
making an adjnstment of about 1177 yean ;in comparison with which
the foregoing adjmtment of 794 yearn at the reign of G ~ N E ~ A
111. is deficient to the extent of 383 yeam, and to that extent,
therefore, it is at variance with the present cardinal point of B r a h i n i d chronology, the age of C n ~ n ~ n r o v r On
r ~ .a careful cornparisan
*#

.

I
of Professor WILSON'S Table with Sir W. Jo~mr'sh y , it
think, be admitted that K A L H ~ N
Pundit
A
did not depart materially
from the fictitious scheme of Hindu chronology contained in the
111. ; and that it was
PrrJmw, until after the reign of GONEUDA
subsequent to that date. that he attempted to correct progressively
the Hindu anachronism. According to the P h ,C n r m ~ r a o r r r
succeeded to the Magadka empire about B. C. 1502. Admitting
(for reasons hereafter explained), that MKA
of Cahair ia identical
with A B ~ KofA Magadha, the grandson of C H A N D B A ~
weU 8h.U
~,
then have a series of nine (three of Magadha and sir of Casknit)
princes to fill up the term of 320 years intervening between CEANDRAo n r r r B. C. 1502, and GOXUBRDA
111. B. C. 1l8a. giving a somewhat high average, certainly, of 35 yeem and seven montha, but still
not greatly ont of proportion with the term a c W y assigned in Bnd&tical history to the reigns of the three Mugadha kings, (viz.) ;CEANDMOUPTA.
...... 34
BINDU~ARA,.
......... 28
A~O'KA
,............. 37
99 + 3

= 33 years for the averrge

At d events, it must be conceded that a seriea of only nine reigns.
comprised within so limited a term as 320 years, can by no a d m i i b l e
process of adjnetment be extended to 703 by the addition thereto of
383 years short deducted at the age of GONBRDA
111. Such an
addition would make it necessary either to throw back the reign of
CEANDUAGUPTA
to (B.C. 1182
703=) B. C. 18M. which would
disturb the whole scheme of Hindu chronology, or to bring the rep
i
of G O N E ~ D
111.
A (B. C. 1502-703) to B. C. 799, which KALEA'NA
had not done.
It appears to be requisite, therefore, that the adjnetment made in
the date of the reign of GONBRDA
111- should be nearer 1177 than
794 years ; and, indeed, I conceive I am justified in asserting, that
this position admita of almost arithmetical verification, from the inequalities of the averages produced in the reigns of the three abdcpent " dynasties" in the Chronological Table of the Rdja Taran9ini.
I t will be seen in that Table, that Professor WILSON
does not -cape
from hie chronological embarraeemente till the close of his third
dynasty ;" aa the averages assigned to two of those dynasties are, by
his own a~knowled~oment,
inadmissible. According to his m c f d
chronology he has

+
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3 1 Princw is 378 yura, arerage 18 years.
I n the second dyouty, 6 ditto io 192 ditto, ditto 22 ditto, 8 monthr.
10 the tbird dynasty, 16 ditto in 433 ditto, ditto 43 ditto, 34 ditto.

37

-

1003 geoerd average 27 yearn, 1 month.

If, instead of resting these adjustmente on conjectural grounds, we
substitute the precise correction ancertained to be necessary in Hindu
chronology at the reign of CEANDU~UPTA,
being about 1177 years,
we shall then bring the reign of GONERDA
111. from B. C. 1182,
down to B. C. 5. The general average of the reigns of the 37
Kaahmerian princes from GONPRDA
111. in B. C. 5 to the end of the
in A. D. 615, will then give the satisfactory
reign of BA'LADITITA
result of 16 years and 9 months. The necessity of all further adjuetmente of the Cashmirian table, subsequent to the age of GONXRDA
111.
d be thereby got rid of. The clumsy expedient of KALRA'NA
Pandit
for making those adjustments, by assigning prepoateromly protracted
terms.-in
one instance of 300 yeam.-to the reigns of the princes of
the three subsequent " dynaeties." may at once be rejected. Hia
chronology down to the reign of GONERDA
111. will be rendered con&tent with the Puf6naa ; and our adjnatrnente will be in accordance
with the anachronism m r t a i n e d to exist in the age of C R A N D ~ A OUPTA.

Aa regards the Buddhistical chronology, I have it in my power to
add& direct evidence, independent of hypothetical reasoning, in support of the proposition which I have advanced.
I t can hardly be necessary for me to bring forward prooh, beyond
thoae exhibited in the foregoing extracts from Professor WILSON'S
h y , to atablish, that Aso'a~," to whom the crown of C m M r reverted on the demise of SACFIINAU without issue, was the Magadha
prince of that name, the grandson of CHANDRA~UPTA
and non of
BLNDUSA'BA,
who became the great patron of Buddhism after his
accession to the supreme sovereignty of India. It is found in the
Att&ki on the Pitahtaya (the commentaries on the Buddhistical
Gcrires) as well as in the MUM W w * ,that this prince administered the government of Uajkni, by the appointment of his father
B ~ ~ ~ u s a ' nthe
o , emperor of India ; that he succeeded to the empire
Vide Ch. V. Aa Aaolxr's son, MAEINDO,w u born while his father IS
administered the government of Wjhi," and ar MAHINDO
is atatcd to bare att.ind
his twentieth year in the seventh year of Aso'rr's mle in Magadhu, ASO'KA
must have governed @chi, for his father B I N D U ~ Aat
~ ~least
O , fourteen years.
It is inmaterid, u r e y d s the foregoing compntntion, whether his accession to
CuAnJr preceded or followed his .cceMion to the Mapadha empire, M my dcaLtlom u e bued on tha data of the "Thkd Convocation" in B. C. 307.

in the year 218, &r the death of SA'KTA,
or B. C. 3% ;that he
bccame a convert to Buddhism four years &er his accession, and that
the mieeion for the conversion of Cu4mfr WM deputed by him, in the
18th year of hi reign, after the termination of the third convocation.
ia) A. B. 286 or B. C. 907. The particdam given of the rule of thi.
prince in Cuhntfr, concise and imperfsct u they are, entirely rcoord.
as far am they go, with the foregoing &etch. Acwdbg to that
sketch, Asdrn is not the direct descendant of hie pwho
reigned in Cadmfr ; " he w u originally a piow wonhipper of S h ,
but subeequently invented or originated the J k & b u d 8 (religion of
Jim or S6kya) ; and, according to the A+ Acbui, " abolished the
B ' ' 'ad rites and substituted thoae of Jina." With the= -Led
features of reeemblance, of peculii and prominent importance in the
tableau of Indian History. which are not recognizable in, or a p p k
ble to, any other Aeiitic monarch, it appeara to be impoetaible to
withhold the admission that tbe Aso0n of CuWr, and the Aso'rn of
MugadAo. 8nbeequently called L)hamn&ka, the emperor of India, are
identically one and the same individual.
If on this hyptbticd masoning, the point of identity may be
considered to be atabliehed, (and I observe by your Genedogid
Tables that it is there admitted,) we have to add 20 yearn for the
~ s i d u of
e the reign of Aso'rn, from the date of the Buddhist miesion
to Cahmfr in A. B. 235, or B. C. 807. to complete his reign of 37
years in Mug&.
which bringe ne to B. C. 287, leaving a turn of
282 years between that date and B. C. 5, to which the reign of
GONE.DA111. was brought. according to the foregoing adjuetment
(made on Brahminical chronological data) to be divided emonget the
$X princes who intervened between Aao'rr and GONO~DA
In.
These numbers will give an avenge of 47 yeam for each reign. which
is certainly inadmkible. This d k q m c y , however, only aervem
to give me greater cvn6dence in the views I entertain ; and, indeed,
if such a result wan not produced, in this parti& portion of Buddhietical chronology, the whole of the reasoning entered into in the
introduction to my pamphlet, on which I have attempted to prove
*< that an intentional perversion to the extent of about 60 yeam hrs
been adopted, to anewer some national or religioun object, which in
not readily d i v e r a b l e , between the date of SA'KTA
SINHA'Sdeath
and that of the accession of C E A N D ~ A ~ Uwodd
~ ~ A .be
" nullified. By
deducting these 60 years, about 222 yeua will be left to be divided
among thoae a x princea. which gives an avenge of 37 p n ,which
.Iso is far from being a eatidkctory result. But a mingle pmhcted
reign, in w limited a number M nix monarch, would be d c i e a t

1
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to d a c e the a ~ e m g eof the other 5ve reigns to an admbi'ble turn,
and would, at the same time, d+t the date of ~ o ' K A ' sreign in thb
RJj, Tororqiri to the date atwiped to it in Buddbistid chronology,
as well u prodthe same d with that arrived at by the foregoing djastment of the Brcrbminical chronology,-viz. fix the age d
GONEBDA
111. to about B. C. 5.
In the translation of the foregoing Sarurrit qmtation, on the
authority of which Professor W~uoxu's djwtment of the age of
(;ONEIDA
111. from B. C. 1183 to B. C. 338 is founded, I bave
tentad to make a few vabd alterations, unconneoted with the date,
in conformity with the meaning which Buddhiitiad phmaeology
would saggent. IRom the context with the other portions of the
work, it may be @ d y just to apply the term "pravrc$yq'itaU
to " Bmddhas" uolPsively; and M. CSOYADB K 6 d c o n
bomtes. from Tibetan authorities, the inference th.t these Tartar
prinas were of the Buddhintiad faith. Bat that term in Boddhistiml literature aignihn, in the most general sense, " metic," without
.. .
duhmhm af any *lu
religion. The impression conveyed to
my mind by this p a n q e is rother to the e f h t that '' Ceohmir wan
under the spiritual umtroul of (Brahminical) ascetic sages, eminent
for'their rigid piety." than that " h h i r was the enjoyment of
Bnaddhan eminent for ansterity" during the reigns of the three
Tarashke primeo.
. The correction made by Professor WILSONfrom P~ranirwitt4"
to " Patini-t&" ia indispensable ;and had the Burma priest, whom
he consulted, called to his recollection that M a h t i k o t b did not
repair to Cmhfr for the purpose of converting it to Buddhism, until
IS6 yema e
m the death of SA'KTASINAA,
he would doubtless have
dm pointed out that, according to Buddhistical authorities, there waa
M gnat an irrelevancy and inadmissibility involved in the specified
date of 150 years, an in computing that date '' dm'w" instead of
*sp&k'l
to the death of BUDDHA.
This manifest inaccuracy is to be rectified by
" 6'to the
scitdhon marsh wtan." and converting it into '' dashahan varsha
~tan*." In moLing the addition of thin ningle letter, it must not be

I
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I
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I

I rhould here note that I hare never met in my P61i reading, nor h u any
matire whokr k e n able to d e r me to, the numeral " SaddAan-rcrta" for one
hundrad ud ilty ;" dthoyh, a o c d b g to ppmmaticd rules, the contraotlon
into +' SuldA.r-rcrta" appun to be perfectly admtwiof 8.rk-ddUI-d~"
bb. W h m the numeral"a"'
contraoted from " Dan-uddAcCIW/." for " haU a t b d . " i m in c o n t i a d ma. It ir reputedly met with h
the YaMwam, Ch. L 8N/q.Un#J hwdUurk /#ad."
Im

3

8

.

I

in arbitrary altemtion on my part. It is a comction,
regarded
the adoption of which a n n o t be resisted without impugning the
authority of authentic Buddhistic history, in which " NA'OA'UU~A"
daa Prof-or
Wrwow him& surmises) under the nune of " N A ' ~ A
SE'NA"
enjoyn a distinguished celebrity. He does not appear erer to
have visited Ceylon, and an the Attdathd extant h e n only comprise a cont&uour record of Indiin eventa up to the period when the
third convocation wan held in A. B. 236 or B. C. 307, while he
himself flourished in A. B. 600 or B. C. 43, the only m r d of
NA%A#
SE'NAin this ialand, (aa far as I am aware,) excepting mme
umnnected alluaione to him in Brd&gh41&
Attakatrlo'. is the
Jfilindapaano (commonly called M i l k p p t ~ h m o ) a
, work which deriva
ib title from his diaketic controvemy with MILINDU
the d j a of S d g d
In that work, from which I ahall presently make some extracb, it b
specifically stated that he appeared (in W m e n t , of course. of ai
amumed prediction of SA'KYASINHA)
$me hundred years after the
death of BUDDUA
; and that work, moreover. contains the namea of
the .itArhtlwr, (PaAruhantJJ who. most fortunately for the iUostration and rubatantiation of my case, are referred to in the four
a p ~ n t l yinsignificant words with which this Sunucrif quotation
concludes. In Professor Wr~solc'e tmnalation of theme four word.,
the negative " M" har been overlooked, and he has rendered them
into " he was the asylum of the six Arhtacrs," instead of hanahhg
them "he did not recognize," i. e. he denounced, "the h

hahwr."

With theae explanatory remarks, I venture to offer the f o l l o w k
translation of this valuable Sansm't quotation.
'"I'hey (HUSHKA,Joe-,
CANISEKA)
of T u r u h demmt, r e =
princes mylurne of virtue, who founded mllegee and chetiyas in S&
other countriem. During the entire period of their rule, the whole of
m i r WM under the rpiritual controul of -tic
ey~ee,emiaeot for
their rigid piety. Thererfter, when (half a thoueand) five hundred J-hpd elapeed in thh (land), M well M the whole world, from the period
that the wctified SA'KYA
SINHAattained Parinitwitti, tbe pre-eminentl,
endowed BMhisatw, NA'QA'~J~NA,
became the (rpiritud) lord of thh 4
many other lands. and did not recognke (i. e. denounced) the rit
(who were h h conkmporariee)."
a NLga kin@orn, brlf a thonaud (fire hundred) y6j.nar lo extent, h d e d b
the ocean." Cb. V. *' Putirhmh dwdikdki #.tihi paiwmito :"" atby
retinue of five hundred men." I am not aware whether thL remark q o p h ble to t l ~ eSmrcril lasguyle also ; nor d a r it appear to me to b.
~ L U A ' N A probably quota from a PJi Bmddhutial Wrkr

-

The g m e d hietory of NA'OA
SB'NA,
to which the MiZrefem.
rlthough it c d throw no light on the history of Budcthism in Ceylon, in as much as Buddhism was established in this island 264 y e m
scfm the period of his ministry, and as he himself never appeivs to
have +ted it, is neverthelees a work, the value of which, ae regarb
the Bnddhiatid history of India, cannot well be overruled, and for
the recovery of which, if still extant in the regions mentioned by
Colonel TODand Limknant WEBB*.no pains should be spard. I t
b rueonable to infer, from the tenor of the Milindap4~0,that his
r6ja
U was either his principal achievement, or
triumph over M I L ~ ~ D
that which most contribntcd to him renown ; but the mention made of
him in the *a
Torongirri prements c o n c l ~ i v eevidence of the sphere
of his idluence and minietry not having been confined to that triumph ; and the circumstance of the Milindapanno commencing with a
quotation fmm a more g e n e d work, aftbrds equally conclusive proof
that such a history of his life had once been extant. The M i l a pmro being incomplete, neither the date at which, nor the individual
-by whom, it WM compiled from pre-existing works, is specified in it.
T h e fo110wing b a literal translation of its commencement.
aC Adoration to him, r h o in the ..o&ed,
the deibed, the omniscient,
sopreme BODDRA
I
sr In thb 0qit.l dty, Sdgdd, M r w m approached NA'PA
Sr'nr. M a
river a p p d a a the oemn. That monarch having relooted him who war
todored with the power of enliihtening the duknsu of @onwe, M if
he rere a m e t e o r - W , p r o w oart.in profomd q u d o (to
~ him)
involving the great principles of right .ad wrong."
ac There (in reference to that quotation) do ye (my hearers) devotiq
roar omdivided attention to, and preparing your minde to be favorably
impread with the subject, listen to these profound and doubLdiapelIii
dimertations, which, as well from the question8 snggeetsd M from the
mlationa rendered, their deep import, and ~ ~ e ~ consietency,
t e d
their
w e n e e over the p i o m and chars to the ear,(are) unprecedented, and
m&e tbe hair stand on end (with am-ment) ; portraying them, from
the rImitudes and parabler d by N ~ b ~rE ' N A , aa if immerwd in the
(.*atem of) the 'dWtkmm0' and ' W w , ' ssoured (at the same timp)
in the meaher of the net of the 'SUkn8.'
" The rubjeat may be thw ret forth in due order."
Aftu deacribiug themagnificence of Srlgoki, and giving an account
of both NA'OA
S ~ Nand
A MIL~NW
in a preview existence, the foM a &maem, and the latter aa an Ujwmnpda, the narrative thus
proceeds.
. fluding to the aimtenoe of an axtensire Bauddha library in Jmalmir. The
r& of t h u aountry is, we heu, pmsionately addicted to torniog, and might
buter all his books for r good la& I-ED.

37.2

"

Thereafter, in whatever manner the appearance of the W * Af@

liputtatinm WM foreaeen by our Blhgcrwd, in the =me manner (the a m -

ance of) them two pernonagen also waa foremen by him, for he had t h w
predicted: Five hundred years after my PatinibbJna~they will be born.
Whatevei dieconme them map be propounded by me, which, from it.
'conciseness may appear entangled and confused, these penkns will, from
the mode in which they will conduct their interrogation and illustration,
thoroughly unravel it. Of these persons, the Saman6ro will be born in t h e
character of MILINDUr6ja in Sdgalinagora in Jacnbudipa, rrccornpliahed
in learning, skilful in conduct, gifted with judgment, powerful M ;
who, both in the conception and execution of bie dedgns, whether
.regarding the post, the future or the present, will exert a rollmi and
deliberate judgment. T o him many endowments will be a t t a i n a h ,
viz :the ' Shte,' ' Sammati,' ' fhnkhya,' 'Ybga,' 'Nlti," Widhika,' ' G ~ M
k6,' ' Gandamba,' ' Tikeohchha,' ' ChatubWa,' ' P u r h g ' ' Itibiog'
'Joti,' 'Mlya,' ' Hitu,' Mantnn6,' ' Uddhh,' 'Cbhanda,' ' Samuddha.'
H e will be cnpable of confuting sages versed in the nineteen vd&,
ihviricible from his own gifte, and held in universal eatimation, even
of those of antagonist creeds. I n the whole of Jambudipa. there will b
no one comparable to MILINDUrhjn, in the aforeanid partkulam cif
power, energy, enterprise, and wiedom. H e will be endowed with ride&
and worldly prosperity ; and guarded by military power in a atate ef.tbe
utmoat efficiency.'
On a certain d o n , M-DD
raja, dssiroru of impeding Jlirmili
tary array, wmpoeed of every b n m h of the foar constituent hosts of arr
army, p d n g o u t of the apitrri, and h v b g aured them to be count&;
this monarch, a prpfaund disputant, and vgreed in the phrawology and
science of tho88 learned in the SakLkiyata,' looking a t (the podtion oC)
tke eun, tbue addressed hir attendant ofscere of etata : 'There is a long
day before ua yet : how & d l r e psee it ? Were I to return inskntly to
the town, m
i there any sage, whether sacerdotal or bdhman, the heed of
a great sect, having a fraternity of hie own, and being a preoeptw himmelf,
who maintains that be irr ardtd and an omniocient Btlddha, who w d d b.
willing to enter into a disputation with me, for the purpose of rdriqg
doubta'
On baring thns erpreseed himeelf, hfr fire hundred Y d 6 (ahi&)
replied te MILINDU dja in thew wordr: Mrhirbjs 1 t h e p am .it
(m&) vts: tPunfnorkarsopo, MokkWi-,
MpnNlgwrla-ndthptts, t j b .
jdgo b k t i putto, &ituk&akambdi, and PdkWhkdd6jam, who are bed.
of~M.L
&a, having fraternitiee of their own, and are pwoeptoro themrelres, of great oelebrity, having nunmoue aongregatiom, s e c b r ' i in
Vide Chapter V. Bfah&wo~uofor this prediction.

t Thae ar6 also the dnignations of certain wntampocq dLaipk of Corntam,&

I
I

pckiple, the b t of a great *ion
of the' human rrras. MahMja !
lsek them ; enter into a controversy (with them) and wlve doubta"

The narrative proceeda to describe the. disputation of MILINDV,
&at, with Purb*a-kamp, and then, w i h Mekkhalqdrcilo, and represents that M the monarch confuted them and similarly overcame
every other disputant, all the ot&t prieats absented themselvee far
tarelve yearn from Sdgaki, and retired to the vicinity of the Rakkfitatato
mountain in the H k a a t a regions. At the interceaaion d As~Ae n n r th6r0, in behalf of the Buddhiatical prieathood generally.
~ A K K E A , the oupreme of dbwas, ia represented to have invoked Nl'oi
SB'NA,
who w in the K4tmati heavens, and called MAHLSIVNA,to be
born in the human world, for the purpose of confuting MILINDU
;to
which Nr'ar SE'NAdtimatdy consented. Accordingly " he ia con.
ceived in the womb of the wife of the bdhman named WNPTOAM.
an i n h a b ' i t of the village Kq'angalia on the border8 of the Hbaw e mom^." and becomes highly accomplished and perfect
master of the three &.
Doubts are then engendered in hh mind
u to the comctneaa ofthe doctrines contained in those ddao. While
in this frame of mind, RoaANA th6ro. aa predestined, enters into a
eontrovemy with him, converb him. and removee him to RakkhitataZa;
There he is admitted into the " Samarko" order of the Buddhiatid
prieathood, and acquires the A b ~ ~ i t d and
a ; ia ordained
Upman+&
priart at the age of 20 yeare. Ha ia n e .
.a
placed under tbe tuition of A s r ~ e n r tbCro,
r ~ apparently in the oeme
d a g e , for h e months, where he h t athim the anncti6cation of
&%&putti." At the termination of this period, he M sent to phca
himself under the charge of D E A Y Y A ~ A ~ K
Wro
H ~ of
TA
the Ardk&dmO
ttmpld in Patalipmtra, which ia stated to be distant *' one hundred
y 6 j a ~ a "from KgiMgalla, the bii-place of Nioa SE'NA.On the'
moed he meeta with a Setthi, who wan travelling also to Pataliputto,'
with a trnin of five hundred carts. This Sctthi maintain8 him on the
At
road, and hears hi8 dkwuim propounded h m the Abidhum~~~.
drbk&c&u a,
in the coorre of three month, he acquires tho
M a t t a p by heart, and in three more, m&
their import, and
attains " Araftat." He b then silmmoned to appear before the
A d a t priesta, who had retired to l2akkAitat.h mountain in Hinwr-a;
and he repaim thither. He in there enjoined by them Arrbat
primtr to p
d to 8dgcJb and c o p with ~ ~ ~ I L I N DdUja, whose
triumph over dl other t h h a had driven them to the Him-

* Vide Ch,V. of the MaMumw, for the coutruction of thb temple, by
DBAYYA'BO'KA.

work. He consento to ~mdertakethe enterprize. con6dent of o m coming him, and dl -other opponent8 ; m d d i k e tbe reat of the
A m b t a to precede him thither, without h. They do so, and
Sdgdk ie represented to " glitter with yellow mbeo again." MIUNW
then enters into a disputation with AYWP~TA
th&o of &tnkMya psiu k on the q-tion
am to whetha the priesthood poeaam my spiritual advantage over h y asceticu, reedting from their ordination. it
-does not clearly appear whether A r o r i w b one of the priesta who
came from Hhemuta or not, bat he b rlso col~fntedby the djr
The royal mite, compoeed of the a f o d d five hundred YadU
nobles, do not participate, however, in the mowch's exultation, and
attribute the discomfitara of the t h h to hia individual inapecity.
At this p r t i c u l juncture,
~~
N i o r SB'NA
makes his appearance .m
Sdgold. and establishen himself at the SadlydpothoPno with a mcadotal retinue. which ie exagprated into 80.000. The dlilhl.pouo
then proceeds to d d b e the preparation for, and the actual i n t e r v i e w
between MILIND~
and N i o r SP'NA,
qnoting d o d y from the
work before referred to. MILINDO.on thia d o n , 1hh former
confidence in himself, both from the fame of N i o r SL'NA'~
repubtkm.
which had nlready reached him, m d the ampornre with which h
received him. I t is finally .greed upon, thrt the dinputation sb.U be
carried on in the king'r palace, in the p m n c e of ten r e l d t b h m .
The diiputationr are then entered into accordingly. The Mihdupovo extant in Ceylon colltainr 26'2 dissertatio~,an well aa the
deaignatiom of the d k r h f i o n a that an m k h g , being 42. In the
Singhalese vemion of the M i a n n o , from information etrted to be
derived from a IY)d brought from Sima, which I have not met with,
it is mentioned that there di.lectica terminated in MIUNDObecoming
a convert to Buddhism. then a priest, and ultimately m Arahat.
These extracts and abstracts, whether viewed in connection with
the events recorded in the Cashmirim history, which Plro beu teatimony.to the partial subsidence of the indnence of Buddhiem in Northem India, and of the congregation of the heado of that fsith in the
neighbowhood of the Himhlayan mountPine about the third century
B. C.. and the eubsequent revival of that influence in the days of
N ~ O ~ I J U and
N Athe h h k a princes, who .arelikewille represented
to have resorted to Cuhmir from the same qnarter ; or whether we
llegud them in connection with the incidents contained in the
&tory of Bud&agb&o in the 6i2h century of o w era, M illmtrated
in my pamphlet, together with the data contained in Tibetan annals
as noticed by Mr. Csour, are replete with historical importance
m d engrossing interest. I shall not, however, ventnie to specdate

,

an data, which are an yet but imperfectly analyzed, and on tho
authenticity of which oriental scholars have still to form a judgment.
&sating, therefore, to the consideration of the Coebmirian Chronological Table, I have to obaerve, that according to the Miliadkpmz,
N ~ O SY'NA
A
flourishedabout 500 yerua after the death of S ~ K Y
SINEA.
A
or B. C. 43. If his visit or mission to Cashfr took place towarda
the clw of the reign of the three I L M h princes, the rule of their
hmediate mcassor, AB~IMANTA.
who restored Bdhminism in
Caahmfr, muat also have commced about the same date. By your
Genealogical Tables, that monarch reigned 35 years, which term
deducted from B. C. 43 leaven B. C. 8 ; being nearly the =me date
MI thorn to which I arrived, by the two foregoing computations, in
which 1 have attempted to recon&! my adjustment to the most
approved data as yet established in both the Bdhminical and Buddhistial chronologies."
t
of evidence of which I have to a d
The next and l ~ source
' myself, is derived chiefly from your valuable researches in nominmatalon. At the end of the second volume of Lieutenant BUINPS' tram
V&
into Bokhdra, mme observations are famiihed by Professor WILson and yourself, on one of the Bactrian coins fonnd by that enterprizing traveller, and portrayed in the engravings attached to his work*.
The points you seek to establish in regard to this coin are, that it
belongs to KANI~RKA,
one of the three %w& princes above named ;
and that he reigned " near the end of the second century B. C." and
these points are apparently corroborated by the foregoing date assimed for the age in which NLOAS ~ Nlived,
A viz. about B. C. 43. Bp
yow Genealogid Tables these princes are represented to have reigned, a~chronoualyabout 60 yeam : that computation, dso, will bring
the txmmmmd of their rule to B. C. 43 60 103 B. C. or new
the end of the second century B. C."

+

-

S- the second rolnme of the Journal, page 314. Mort of our readers are
aware that the date auigned in our notice of Lieut. BWENBI' coin, w u after.
wbrdn in a meuure abandoned, on the ground of itr being found in mociation
with Sassaninn coins of a much later period.-The reading of the letter P iu
IUNHPKOZ w u .Ira codrmed by a muIiitude of specimens. No argnmcnt,
therefom, a n d e l y be built on the evidence of this coin u to the period
of NA'QA'LJVNI'II miuion, but there nrrminr ample authority without i t in the
written birtoq of the Buddhist church.-The
typographical error in Mr. WIL.
ron'r Chronology of Cuhmir I could not fail to perceive when drawing np my
own tablar ; but for the r e u e n abore given, I did not thiik i t worth while to
notice it.-ED.

. I cannot. in this place, forbcar noticing that. mided by a

atight

derangement of type in the impression of the Profeuor's Chrondogical Table, you have also in this note been betrayed into making ao
ondeservedly disparaging remark in nspect to Buddhbtkd M w m pared with Bdhminical chronology. Under the impremion th.t th.
date assigned in the Rija T*.ogr&i
to the taminrtion of Ammrulurrr'e reign was B. C. 118, you oonaider the acctuacy of that chronology to be erroneoady impugned by being thrown back-toB. C. 388,
by Professor WILSON,in defexellcc to Buddhistid authority. Ths
date aaaigned for that reign, however, in not B. C. 118, but B. C.
1182, in the RJja Tarangki; and by that adjustment, nads or &II
dhhtiwl amthrity, though the correction, from the circumatancer explained, is insaUicient, still an islJrorJaJ a d oahwMc carscrior i.
#~cted to th? #&?Idof 794 y-8
I have thus, from four souroes of informrtion, totally ~conntcttd.
arrived at one and the same conclusion. corroborative of the authority
of .the Mibdapamo, on which I have added the eingle letter " a' to
the numeral '' &t&-8atan."
The chronology of the &@@ Tonrrgiru'
is brought, by the firat. to coincide with the adj~tadHhda ehronology in the Purlnau-by the recond with the At&kuthd of tbe Pitfakataya and the Mahdvmm-by the third with the age of Niaiuowa.
or Nion SVNA,as given in the Milindopwno, and the rwieed Sunswit
quotation from the Rdja Taranginl: and by the fourth. with the agr)
of the coin of K n ~ r a s r n; with Tibetan authontita adduced by Mr.
Cso~;
n and with the epoch of the overthrow of the Bactrb dynmt~r.
aa given by SCSLB~PL
and other authoritiea.
In computations of thh nature, exact precision is not to be attained, or expected. In rpeclfying the age of N i o i u o ~ n in
, each round
numbers as 500 yeua after the death of Bi=rr, it ir menifeetly an
approximating rather than a specific date. If from the p a n l tenor
of the RGa Tarangin{, and the Tibetan authoritiea referred to by M.
Crorn, it be clearly shown that the !hwhka princes wen Buddhirta.
and that N i o i a r u ~ nappeared in Cauhsntr daring their d y n a a ~ ,the
only alteration rendered necessary in the foregoing computatio~.
would be that hi visit to C m h f r ~houldbe considered to have taken
place about 460 instead of 500 peare after the death of S . r r r . Mr.
CSOYA'~
unpublished life of S n ' n ~ n to
; which you refer as containing
data connected with Buddhisticrl history. derived from both 8agd ZSbctaa works of the age of KANIIHKA.
f d h e r another important and encouraging evideaee of authentic annals ofBaddhiatial
history having extended in Continental Asia beyond the age of
h d ~ n .

11.-!l!hid Memoir on the ancient CoiM disat tAe d e calkrl
Begbdm in the Kokbtdrr of Kdbd. By Mr. C a r ~ ~MAMON.
rs
Dated Kdbrl, May, 1836.

Two notices on the site of Begbriim. and of the nature of the coind
found at it, have already been made public in the pages of the Jmd
n d o f the Auicrtic Society of BengaZ. The collection of its antique
treaanres having been continued for three succeeaive seasons, the
results may be worthy of being presented in one view, both for
exhibiting the exact state of discovery up to this time, and for
providing data on which to found inferences or to hazard conjecon the curious and intricate subject of Bactrian history and antiquities.
I t is not the object of this memoir to convey a fulJ account of the
preaent etate of knowledge on these and other pomte, upon which, in
truth, light ia only beginning to dawn ;but simply to narrate the'fruitr
of our own labo~x,happy if they prove useful to those, who, with
superior advantages, and when eufficient materials are collected, will,
no doubt, favor the world with some important work. We have,
therefore, only to descant upon the coins found at B e g b h , and such,
allied or comected with them, which may have been pracured by
ouiaelves in Afghinirlda, and refrain in the 'same spirit from the
delimeation of any coins not actually found by us; and if such are
d u d e d to, it is from neceesity, and to direct attention to them.
The site of Beghrdm, whatever ita original name may have been.
and whoever may have been its founder, yields evidence h m
the coins found a t it, of its existence as a city, which must,
a t least, have flourished from the epoch of E o m r ~ r u o s ,the king
of Boctria, to that of the Mahommedan Caliphs-or for aped
riod of 900 years. We have speculated on the probability of i&
pointing out the situntion of Alerandria ad C C Y C ~ Bor
I ~ ad
, cale m ~Caaad,and see no reason to change the opinion, viz. that
the honor of being considered such, must be aeaigned to it, or to
Nikib of Gbrbund. The detection of a coin of one of the Antiochi,
may prove that it flourished prior to the age of E ~ T H ~ P M
Yit~ ~ ,
undoubtedly will have done,--and certain Hindu Brahminical wine*
described as Class Brahminical, may perhaps verify that it eristed
subsequently to the Mahommedan Caliphs, or to the duration of their
all events, it would appear .to have been
sway in AfgqAjnist6n:-at
destroyed, in whatever manner, before the era, whea coins with
Persian legends became current in these regions; as our aggregsta
collection of nearly 7,000 coim from its site, has not been contami-

Of the Wpat, or bull and h o m w goupe.-ED.
4-A

sated with a single Pemian coin-unless fig. 9. of the just noted
Hindu series hsve a Persian legend, which may oeem to intimate
tbat the city's extinction WM about the period of the introduction af
the language, which may have been contemporaneous with the rLe
of the Mahommedan sovereignty of C h m . The mine of ita princa
have Persian legends, to prove which. we have inserted a silver coin
of the celebrated Saltan MAEMUD:none of his coins or of hb
father, SAIIPKTBOIN
KEA'N,have been found at Beghim, where thore
of the Caliphs so numerously occur.
Although Beghnh, inferring from the presence of topea or sepdchrd monuments on its site and in its vicinity, may be supposed
at mme period to have been a capital, which its name testifies, it d l
generally have been only a provincial capitaband thia in worthy of
note, because there may be reaaon to suspect that many ofthe f o r m a
d e n in these corntrier, particularly the Greek-Bactrian princes, hid
distinct provincid minagen.--Certain
coins of APOLLODOTU~,
h r K I D B ~ , Enrrros and E U C ~ A T I seem
D B ~to countenance the suapieion.
I t is presumed that coins constantly found and in number on any
known spot, d o r d proofs of their having once been current them.
and that the princes whom they commemorate, whether ra pmunount
I
or tributary sovereigns, held also authority at that spot. The npmberg in which c o b may be found, may perhaps hmiah a criterion
upon which we may calculate, first generally, the duration of the
dynaatiea denoted by the variom types of coins, and next particularly
that of the reign of each individual prince. A collection of one year
would not h b h thin criterion. a collection of many yearn might.,statement ia therefore annexed, of the numbere in which the e e v a d
1
descripti0IM of coins found at Bqkdrm have, during three ye^^.
been obtaided ;-and
if it be seen, that they are found annually in
dne numerical proportion, it may be of aervia in our speculations.
rssisted by the coins themselves. Indeed of the recorded kinge of
&rctria, the coins are found in jwt the numbem we might expect,
.nd confirm what we know aa to ttie length of their reign8 ; and in
some other instances of ~nrecordedprinces, their coins .ad the fnquency or rarity of their occurrence corroborate the conjectures aa to
the extent of their reigns, which other accidental dimveries m x m ~
to authorize.
The coins of Begbrdm fartunately admit of ready clasmi6cation, and
may be reduced to five grand h e e s : 1st. Greek-Bactrian ;2nd. IndScythic or Mithraic ; Srd, Ancient Persian. whether Parthian or hnian ; 4th. Hindu or Bmhminical ; 6th. Kufic or Mahommedau-tb
b t clasr may chronoiogically be entitled to stand before ita p&
cereor the Brahminical one.

1

1

These c l a w at once point out the general natnre of the d o n
of sovereignty in this co~lntry,from the age of E o r ~ r m ~ n
tos th6
Mahornmedm era. To define particular alterngtiom and revolutions
in authority. which w i l l inevitably have happened, more knowledge
b reqabite than we poseem, or are likely to acquire. Yet some of
theae may be conjectured from the faint lights discovered coins impart, and many more may become obvioua, as reeearch advances, and
as we progress in acquaintance with the subject.
From the historical records of the went we learn no mwh as, that aa
independent monarchy under Greek princes was established at &&ram
or the modern Baikh, about 250 yeam before Christ ; end from them we
are led to infer that it ccssed to exist about .I30 years before Christ,
having than flourished about 120 yearn. Fmm the name records we
learn the nunes of seven of its princes. T a ~ o w r vI.
s the Eamda,
his son and sacceMor Tsnooo~os11. the usurper E n r a r o ~ n n sof
~ e p c & Z , his son h a r r r n ~ v r A
, P O L L Oand
~ ~ MENANDBR,
,
famed
h r exploita in India, and mentioned conjointly with Encrrrx~rs,
wrnamed the Great.
The actual coins, incontastible evidences, recently discovered of a mnlr
titude of Greek prince%,respecting whom hiatory is silent, not only aeem
to intimatethat the &rch.im, empire may have had longer duration than
nuppoaed, but farther to establish the fact,that a variety of independent
Greek principalities were erected abont that time in Central Asia,
eome of which, judging from the coins of the princes, rivalled the
Bactrior, in power and splendor. Theee principalities, or eome of
them. we infer to have endured up to the firat century of the Christian
ere,-probably to the middle or close of the second century, about which
period Greek authority would appear to have been displaced by the
race of p r k hitherto designated Indo-Scythic, of whom K A D P H I ~ E ~
and h n s u o s are pre-eminent and have the precedence. Their mcceaaora appear to have mled for a very long period, according to circumstances, independent or tributary to paramount governments ia
Persia or India,-perhaps very close to the Mahommedan era. We
may very close, because before the last mentioned era, a Sassanian
dynasty or dynasties must be introduced, and possibly may have ruled
at that epoch. This speculation may be confirmed or otherwise, by
consultation of the Arabian historians, eome of whose works will
doubtless inform us from whom the armies of the Caliphs wrested
these countries. Beghrdm has not yielded one coin of the Arsacides,
or one coin that we dare positively to affirm to be Parthian. Coins
with the Saenanian symbols on the reverae, or the distinguishing fire
dtat, are very numeroue ;but it may be queetioned whether they ard
4 r 2

ooib.&the Sasmich of Persia, and whether they may not lrtber rdu
-

b diitinet princes, that we believe Persian authentic h i s k y a t b t a bo
hmve tlwtiebed in the&' countziea, as at ~ahdi&b. &c.

T k ceeracters of the inscriptione on the Begk.611 & mme of
which command attention from their pecuhrity, may be rJeo d
in determining the periods at which pvticular diald and
became used in Afghhbtdn. The earlier Greek-Baoftien sovemigm,
as E w r ~ r o s ~ obeinggnidd
s,
by coins hitherto found, p h c d o n their
monies only Greek inscriptions ; some of their au.an E o c u n v m , have coins bearing in the some manner onlrGreek legends. and
sthem exhibiting both Greek and native legends : while others, and
the majority of them, as A P O L ~ D O T
MZNANDB~,
U~,
&c. have on their
ceim invariably both Greelt and native legends ;no one coin of these
sovereigns baving been met with bearing simply a Greek inscription.
The opinion might be advanced, that native legends were 6rst adopted
by those princes who extended their empire by the acquieition of
distant province@,and their absence on the coinstof E o r a ~ ~ r x n s
will not controvert. it, as it is nearly certain that he eodd have
uded~hiiarms across the Cavwnrs or Hinck Koosh, ordy towards
the close of his reign. Another quation will then arise. whether the
~ ~ a r a c t e rofa t h e native l e g e n l refer to a lurgurge common in
W r i a or the oountriea north of Chxuw, or prevailing o d y in
the Indian provinces south of it :--the latter may be sllggested, by tbore
who suppose MBNANDPI.
to have ruled in India. before he conquered
Bcrchi. ;for if he did, so did A ~ o t ~ o r n;nand
s on the coins of these
princes, these charactem will then be fimt noted. It is not, however.
poeitive that MSNANDB~
preceded EUCMTIDB~
;for dthough g e n d f
believed, the scant h W c a l data left us are as much against the
belief an for it. The language itself, that of thin p r t of Asia, two
~ a t n r i e before
s
Christ, will not have become o h l e t e until the peri
or nearly so of the Mahommedan ern ; for although the ooine of L
,
VESSBO, whose epoch we would fain believe wan about 200 A. D. ur
tbe late& apparently which exhibit them,--excavations near JeMIdbdl,
in the burial grounds of the ancient Nagma. have elicited inscriptions
ib the same character, which may aafely .bea s s 4 to have beep
depmited at some period within the wtuy preceding tbe M k medan era. Indeed, if the famow Manikydlo tope be an &
subsequent to this era. as we suepect to be proved by some of the
coins extracted from it, the langnago may-have continyd in use .tor
much more recent period ; and dl these circu-nuq
be a d d d
to support the opinion, that it b of Indian rather than of Brrebien
origin. Mr. P~INIRP
has admirably commenced the invwtijptb~~
of.
'
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~ labpage,
d
and to umirt in the ahinment of an object, from
which so much advantage io likely to be obtained, we have,

this n

that ~ t l e m a n ' splan, given the names, titlw and epithetr of the
Baotrian kingo, &c. M we find them on coins befwe us. Thb might
have bear mom mtifpctorily done, had we, for the porpolh taken tidl
dvantage of all the coin. which have passed through our handr :b
e
aa they have been traneferred only to receive superior attention, the
matter occmshn no regret, and ie noticed to excuse individaal neglect in this h c e and in another. viz., the p w b g slighly the
chastens on our Saasanian wins, which, while they exhibit some
varieties, appear singpkr and different from the ordinary forrno of
Peuwi.
The coins of Aonrmocms and PANTAWON
have native legends in another peculiar character. eseentidly distinot from that found on the
coins of the other Bechian princee. and both of them on every 8-t
must stand high in the royal lints of these countrieo. The,-c
Mr. P ~ I Nsuggests,
~ P
is .that of the inscriptions found on the colrrmn.
of DcZAi and of other placea in India,character also that of the
coins of the early h i e princes, and eingular it h that a connection
may be traced between these coins and thore of AOATHOCLES
and

PANTAWON.
'
About the period, or a little anterior thereto, of the Mahommedan
invasion, we find the first trecea of Nligvi, but on coins which we
an not positive were cummt at B e g k k . The Caliphs introdaced
K*, shewn by their coins, and on the inscriptions of the columns at
C M , tbe e a t of their government. To them succeeded in authority the Bnhminical ~ ~ ~ v e n i gas
n rwe
, suppore, whoae & have.
again N6gari legends, and thew were expelled by the Mahornmedun .
princes of G M . when modern Persian became the geneanl and
written langnege of the country, am it remains to thb day.
I t may be proper to note, how tenaciowly the Oreek lanSluge was
preocrved on the coins of this oountry, up to a period within a century
or two of the Mahommedan era, and employed by the whde eeriee of
Iudo-Scythic kiw excepting LDPEISBB,
to the exclusion of the native
dialect. While there is mtlticient tertimony that the Greek language
wm rt.died end well known by the foehionable and hiiher orders in
India during the h t and second hiskies of the Christian era, the
ht&r coin^ of the Indo-Scythic princw, seem to testify, by the very
corrupted c
W they bear, that at the period of their coinage
the knowledge of it wao very trifliog, or limited to the power of
determining the value of its lettero,-Greek artists would then have
been out qf the qwrtion ;md without name such knowledge it is diffi-

At to conceive how Indian artiota conld have -a
in GietL
clwmctem ouch word. aa AeW. MIOPo. +APO, OKPO, dco.
r-p&
so o b v i d y rhewn to the Greek language may suggest the opinion,
t h t coinage waa considered cminemtly a Grecian art, and corrobo-tea the notion that the Maoedoniu~~
introduced it into theme p e
of Aeii.
The several dcvicen of the Bactrian coins, whether Greek or IndoScythic, are intemhg from their vuiety, aad iwtmctive from the
information they convey as to
poinb, particularly the religion
of the times. Of the Greek, some dieplay the deities of the c
W
Greciu). mythology, as Jupiter, Minerva. Apollo, Hercales, hc. repreeented in the attitudes, C O J J ~ ~ ~ Gand
B . with the attributes commonly
e e d to them in the Weat ;--rome have animlla. an elephrats, horn-, balls, camels, kc., from which may be implied lbditiea of rale ;
have warlike devices, u, homemen at chuge, seeming to in&a t e the personal character .of the prince, and othem appear to
commemorate some remukable incident in his career. aa victory presenting a chaplet, or a figarc trampling upon a wn@hed foe. The
Indo-Scythic coins have univmaIly devias, whose accompanying inrcriptions, as fnlly and eddnctorily shewn by Mr. Pnrws~r,prove to
be pusonificntiona of the ran and moon. I t may excite rurpriae thnt
the peculiar religion to which such personifications refer, should have
been ro exemplified on the coins of princes, whom we have eomidered of the Buddhiet faith. I t WM. nevertheleas, the religion of old
standing in these countries, the supremacy over which, if acquired by
B~ddhiator Lndo-Scythic princes. d
l have been acquired. IU supremacy ever is, by c ~ n q ~ e s t .Of thb an&-t digion, besides the evid w fumiwhed by coins, we have that e r d e d by the templee and
p b of sepulhue. That the Buddhirt faith Plso prevailed. while agreeable to hietorid record, b dot contrary to hypothesis ; and the conquervm of that persuasion may, from policy, have placed on their coins
the emblems of the national religion of the vanquished. AE Buddhism
.rill
have gained gronnd by a correspondent decline of strength ia
th religion which p d e d it, it is natural that superatitions and observances of both should be blended.
The regions spreading from the rource of the Oxus have claims to
be considered the birth-place of that peculiar form of the. Mitiuiao
religion, which wag at one time adopted in all the countries between
the Indm and the Bospholum-and of which vestiges are still eecn in
the temples and sepultures of its votaries. Persia presents the superb
proofs of it in the wonderful ruin6 of Per~epolu,and Afghhistdn displays them at &mn'611. Numerow are the places of minor comidarr-
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thn in Afghddtda. Tbrkidda, mad BsddMdn,whicb w m .like eacred,
but in a lemr d-,
which pet plainly indicate the stnmgho1L of the
drith they commemorate. The distinguishing feature of theee raend
places ir the mnwch, or cave. dwavs found with them, .ad which
decides the identity in chvacta of the honey-combed hilla 'of &niJI,
in AfgMnktck, end those of ZVkimw in Asia Minor. It ir a&wd
in the Ayia A k M , tbat there are 1!3.000 of thsse e u n d e o in the
hills of AfgMnMdn :---the number is not ovenatcd. There ir no rearon to suppose that they were ever the reridemus of a r
n111-m
community, engaged in the ordinary occupatiom of life ;--it is obvi.
ow, that they were the abodem of priests and aacetica connected with
the temples of religion and sepulchral monuments. So plain h thir
fact in AfgMnbtdn, tbat, if a solitary a m a c h or cave be dincovered,
it is merely necessary to employ the priirilege of sight to detect the
mound or tumulue relating to it ; and vice vemi, if a tumulur be fint
descried, the sight directed to the nearest eminence will not fail to
discover the cave or caves belonging to it. I t is alwap the w,
that these monuments and caves are found at the sLirb of bib. #hewh g that they were remote from the inhabited -,
then M n ~ ,
and in conformity to the spirit of d & m , enjoined by the reIigi0~
of the day. It need not, therefore, be deemed that the cavea of
AfgIdnisth were the dwellings of a rude Trogloditic nation ;--on the
contrary, they are works of art, the mlllts of mt labour end erpenditure, and must hare been formed under favorable cimmmdm- of
national prosperity. Let no one imagine he beholds in them t k
retreats of the Mardi. The most prominent of the sepulchral monnmenta of Afghdnistb are unquestionably ito topes or royal cenotaph
with their tumuli : the latter so perfectly agree in form with the
Buddhist &hgqpa that it would be d i c u l t mot to allow them to be the
name thing. The most ancient of the cenotaph8 hitherto exnmined in
Afgh6aiatdm doee not appear to attain the antiquity of the Cluhim
era,-most of them certainly fall much short of it :it b true that every
tope has ita cayes, but there are caves. aa in the conspicaoun imtana
of B a d n , which have not topes : B d n * , like every other rp*
There ir m error in our account d the rite of d l a u d r h ad alcem C.U.
.ul,oontdmed in o w memoir of 1834 dative to the river of Bemiin, whioh
it ir wcsrury ahodd be 8otf~d. We hare made that river pus by Ohorbad,
which we nuppod it did, contrary to the reporta of the natirw-thay u e wr&, and the r i r a flowing norther1J f d h into the strum of Kundlir. ROLBYT,
we believe, hu an upper and a lower NiUM, when noting the country a k t
dkcrrdrie ;and they a n -cell
be other rlrM t h n thorn of Q h k r d ,and
-8Hr.-May,
1836.

-

in A f g M d h , l
m ib norm& or ancient b d phres. The
templea may
be cxmeidered, in some irmt.nces, more
than the topes. whose age h within the reach of e m ; .nd
while it may point to the H
o
d of &e intmdactlon of Bud.ovenigntp in AfgMnirlbr, that of the a r e tanplea mwt be d e d to
the psriod when the nligioa, in whom eemke tbey were cormhad ita rime or was pn-eminent. Of this religion the &&-,
at thie day, evidenae, aa u e p d l y the *bitante
of C u f i i d r .
Aws4icbm. of which -try a m p
~ a memento
b
; while a dintingaiehing &atwe of primitive BuddMnm would be alro a condition
of the more ancient Mithriac faith ; for
k relyon a tomjam pmddt dam ~ l i t . i n r . ~

.

Benrting6mm thir digmamion to the mim to which the term I&
Seythic was once conoidered u, apt3y applied, and nboee o o v ~
we Iud oonsjdered, in deference to hietorial evidenoe. to h v e been of
the Buddhist *on,
if it r h d d be ultimately found that they were
of another faith, yet the Buddhist nligion w i l l have been widely disrsminrted in Afgh&i&n,the i m q a of Buddha and other idoh to be
fornd in abundance being Looepted aa proof. The apparent traces
d the Uthr of Mithra and Buddha ohewable in the antiquities of the
ao~~ntry,
are only nahual consequences ;in
like mnnner, at Moraao
baiwe its dastmction, might be meen the moeqnee of Mahommeduw
rrumommted by the oroas. en at the present day at Cord.lriroplc my
be witncnsed the temples of Christianity surmounted by the Cracent.
The t e r n applied to designate the nun and moon on these Indo-Scythie
or Mithraiccoins, may suggest rome refl&tiono, mme of them appearing to have been derived fromthe W a t , am Hnroc, NANAIA, e m , Bc.
and others from the eeet. aa MAO, OKPO, &c.
We bad hoped to have obt.ined a sufliaent quantity of coins from
wme k n m spot north of the Caucuus, which could not fail of throwing additional light on Bactrian numismstology ; but not having ban
able pemonally to attend to the point, dependence upon 0th- h u hitherto frustrated our object. Even at Begbarn we have not met with
dl the wins that pmbabiitp would lead us to expect ; at 1-t we dam
not appropriate any of them to the PMda,a dynasty. which governed in the Paropmdw at the period of the invasion of ANTIOCII~
the Great. It is but reasonable to suppose that n h r the M o n i m
invasion, dl the native princw had distinct coinages, a d , of ooutoe,
this dynasty among the rest. Greek historians have preserved the
name of S o ~ a ~ o ~ s rwho
~ u establiehed
s,
himself in the Paropamhu ;
and Sansait records, as Colonel Too informs us, givea the name of
hir aon GAJ,both valuable ; Gaj accountingfor the etymology of

u now cdled Glud; t a d S o r ~ ~ e r r r ~aheying
no,
the name
both of the prince and of hie nation. The former, Colonel Too telh
or. w a S d b or Subhag ; and M for the latter, we l w n from P L ~ N T
that the k~
peopled three citiea, their capital beiig BrcepWia ; tha
rubs af thia city may atill be seen on the Ji?lum river, in the Psnjib,
and the Yadu or Yidu hills, from which SUBEAV
h u e d on his career
of conquest, still p-e
their ancient Dune in Jid or r i Thi
branch ofthe P
a f a d y b e i i cotemporaneow with EUTHYDBvvr of Bactria, who is supposed to have deprived it of sovereignty in
n of U j a GAJ; it b evident, that the m a y of the two k t
the p
Bactrian king, T H I O ~ I.I and THBODOTWS
11. did not extend south
of tbe Cauca~u8;--it dm b manifeat that EUTHTDPUU~
codd have establirhed hie m y over the Po*opcrrrinu only towardo the cloae of hir
reign ;for at the time of the expedition of A N T I O C ~ S
Uo~ r. ~ ~ e n r r ~ u s .
u the Gmkr have it, the father of Gu, was livixig. PLINTin mentioning the ABENI,u speaking of the natiow which inhabited the modern Panjib, but it bprobable that he gives the information he derived from a u t h m who flowiehed two or three centuries before him ;
and thio ranark may correctly apply to dl he advanupon India..
fit o b r m t b on
~ B.ctri.E., Muginin, &c. he rvom to have colk&ed h m DEMONAS
; his testimony is not the less valuable on this
acco11nt,and this slight notice of the A~SNI,leads ua to the knowhad been subverted or
ledge, that the kingdoms of Ponnr and TAXILP~
had
into other hande, that the P A N D A Vhad
A ~p o s 4 themd v e a of the hilly regions, weat of and contiguous to the Aceoinn ;
and that BwsphaIia had riaen into importance, and had become the
apital of a d y n ~ t y .
We had nearly omitted to refer to the monograms of the Beghrdm
coins., The Greek-Bactrian have chiefly alphabetical ones, which conceal much information, never likely to be ascertained. As the same
monognune occur eometimes on the coins of more than one prince.
they may be pmumed monogram of 1 d Q . a ~ dmsy be ueeful
to eshblieh a connection. when other indications are wanting. The
Indo-Sqthic w i have
~ also monogram, but not alphabetical ones.
being apparently emblems of authority and religion.
We refrain in theee preliminary obeervations from many speculatiow to which the subjecb referred to might lead,-because it is porible t h t future discoveries may tend greatly to clear up the difficulties
which attend our present investigations into the antiquities of Bactriir,
and which may induce very d i h n t conclu~onefrom those we now
arrive at by oonjecture. In the memoir of last year we indulged too
M Jin such speculations, which occasions regret. Nev@helera, in
m, or

+
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the subaequent a d y e i n , we h e v e n t a d to point out the id- ibrt
have suggested themmelvee upon reridng each +cPlar
species of
coin, not that they may be implicitly adopted, but under the hope.
that while liable to correction, they may conduce to promote i n q w
and elucidation, snd this perhaps is dl that can be done until OW
knowledge is more matured*.
E d d , Deccnbrr 31, 1835.
No=.-After
meting these obeewations, a copper coin of one of
the Arsakian princes apparently, hPs been picked up, in which the obverse legend is in the exact corrupted charactere of the Greek legend
of the Kadphises coin, the basileus an3 the first letters of besile8n being distinct : while the reverse legend presents the charactere we call
Bactrian, but not no clear from the coin being worn, as to allow their
transcription with m y advantage. Of the characters there is no doubt.
Mr. M n n s o ~confesses in this memoir that he h u been too ready on f
o
ocanionr to draw inferencer which subsequent rerarchea hare dther hiled to
coa8rm or have overthrown. Tha more he avoida much apedationa, t
h more
con6dence will be placed iu hi. molts, became they will be freed from the
ranpicion of any bi. We codd not, however, hare ventured to prune bL a r y S
without danger of cutting off what w u really valmble, or of robbing him perhaps of aome happy conjecture which might hereafter prove well founded. On
the aame groundr we have formerly allowed names to stand on bin lirt. (like Aadw. kc.) which were evidently wrong, and which 'hi8 further search hrr led
him to correct. His present elaborate memoir is hudly free from tbe same objection, for i t h yet too early to g e n e d i m : nmertbelaa we do not like to keep
back a line of hia introduction, replete u i t is with n l u a b b infarmation.
W
list of coins to which it ir a prelude includea the whole of his former adleetion,
with the additional light thrown npon them by other ernaya published in the Joarnd. ' I t would be an ruelees and expensive repetition to republish t b c drawin@
~
at length, especially when we have not the coins themselves to engrave from.
We traat, therefore, the author will excnre our limitin8 UI insertion of 6 p a
and deacriptionr to thore that are new in nmme or in type. At the =me time we
shall take the opportnnity of adding a few coinr from M. Counr's exallcat
drawinn, a8 well u, with permission, aome of K ~ A ' M AArr'r
T
reoosd d i s p t d
(lately purchased by Dr. SWINBY)
which have not yet appeared :alwap k-8
in view the arrangement of our engraved plates for a general compilation o n 11dian Numismatology hereafter. Mr. M ~ a s o n ' rcoins have, wepresnmc, 1018
d o t e been despatched to the Hon. Court of Directorr through Col. Ponsnorr,
and we have little doubt that accurate e n p i n g a of the whole will there h m.dc
by the new r u l i n ~machine. We moat not omit to make pnblic, &at Col. POTTINosr most courteous~yoffered to send them & for o w inrpcction en r o u b rn
England, but we felt it unfair thus to detain them on their journey, whih n e M
Mr. MA~SON'S
ample investigation before PI.-ED.

~

Rnmvntior qf Cbiu eolkeledfiom Begbr6m daring the year4 1833.

.
Greek Syria- Baelrian.
Antiochus ...................... ..................
Recorded Greek Badriar .
Enthydemur.......................................
ApoUodohu. ......................................
Menander .........................................
Eucratides ......................................
Unruadcd Greek Bactrian.
Pantaleon .........................................
Agathoclu .......................................
Lysius.........................................
Antilakidcs.......................................
Ermaios the Elder.................................
Ermaios the Younger, ( ? ) ..........................
Emuios.........................................
Dicaio, ( ? ) ......................................
Lion and Elephant coins...........................
jp, Symbol coins. ..................................
Unadpherros ....................................
IUEM€~CB A C I U W N CWTHP MEI'AC ................
Andogom wins, 6g. 104 to 6g. 106.................
Ditto
fig. 107 to fig. 110.................
Ditto
fig. 111...........................
Brmaioa of Nym, and hb family.....................
Archelins .........................................
Diomeder.........................................
I p a l i r i r.........................................
~
Antimnchus.......................................
Adelphortor . (Spdyrlna, J . P.) .....................
hblisua ...........................................
b o a * ..........................................
Ikdo-8eylkic or Milk& .
Kadphisea .........................................
h e r k o s .........................................
Kanerki family...................................
Seriea 3. Obverae.fignre seated in native fashion .....
Series 4 . Conch.lonnger . one foot up ...............
S e r i u 5. Elephant rider ...........................
Series 6. Rcrcrse. ball and prieat.okro ...............
Seriu 7. Very rude-reverse, female with cornucopia..
.nd 1835

...

;

.

Parthian f and Suratian
SmaU. head and fire-altar
and brge. of all types.
a fig. 4 0 0 51
Kufic and Brahminical

. ..}..................... }

An .0g. 1 to fig. 16

.

122

171

I t is a v e y remarkable c i r c u m ~ n c ethat none of the wins of Asor. which
were so numerous in the Ventura collection from the PanjcU. should have been
met with at Beghr6m.-ED.
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111.-Nno Vmietieu of h t r h Cob, engraved or Plak X X X V . froa
Mr. M A ~ ~ o N
drawing.
's
end ether 8owceS. By Jurrn P~xNsnr,f k .
$stead of pm&g Mr. M A ~ S O N
recapitadation
'~
of d the coin8
hitherto found by himself at
we have preferred decting
fbose only which were new in name or type for illustration ; ao the
present -ion
confining ourselves to those beuing Greek bmxip
t i a s of the earlier class, and laring the Mithrinc, of which our author
producer wme highly interesting noveIties, for a mbeequent plate.
similar in & u a & ~ to the
E f g . 1. A dlver coin of APCBELIUS,
coips of M ~ N I N D Eand
R Apa~~ow~na*.
Oherue. Bust of king; bead bound with illkt or diadem, l q p ~ d

&oh,

BAZIAE~Z(aua) IOT NIKRMPOT APX~AIOT.

Rewrrc. Jupiter tonans, seated, holding roeptre in kft hand.
Compound monogram : the legend in the Bactro-pehievi ehvractw is
P ~ 3 2 7Pl>hA PBUJ
3 PAlZu. The name h faint in the drawing.
but ie read with confidence by Mr. MAWN kom the coin its&. It
may be read A'lakiyo (or jo) ;bot, if the second and third letters can be
Y l , the word will represent verp tolerably Me p3ronnn&tk
of the Greek name A'kaliyo. The equivalent for Niccphoror ie .p
old acquaintance, Ajalado ; but the middle letter is d t .io
'fie remaining epithet P ~ w which
)
1have euppwd to be represenw
in the Greek by dikaim, in in fact found standing for thin title " the
just," in a coin of the Vnmwna collection figured as No. 9, of Plate
XXI. Vol. IV. A more peifect and legible specimen wiJl be noticed
below in Mr. Mnseew'a series (fig. 6.) m which the second myhbic letter UJ, (mi) decides the identity: but the initial ie more like E, r ;and the
h 9 instead of .h;but M the rowel 9 (.) recording to our
former observation, hever occurs in the ‘middle of a word, it a h o a
probably be r e d 1 (d) and we rhodd thus have additional e+idence
of B baing the same letter affected with some vowel mark.
Mr. MASSON
remarks on this coin: "Thia silver draciuna is rre
unique epecimen found at BegArtins in 1835. I t ~IJ eident that %
Aucnswus must stand high in the list. hut t b ia di-tp
locating his empire: if it be extended to Beghcin. why do we not
m q t ;With his copper coina?"
The same epithet, as Mr. mas so^ points out, may be observed on
one of the Azos p u p of coim having the horseman obrtzpe (fig.22
Col. S r h n writes, while we are cwractiag tbi.p-f,
that he L.cl jut
added roother name to tbir group. BAXIABO*NIKATOPOt AMTNT..
b&
of thii we srs p r o m i d outr in 8 day or two a it is too I.te for the p m m t pl.ta

.,
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of Pl. XXIII. vol. IV.) In our coin the legend wan indistinct at the
top, but in his drawing it in clearly
PA? PY?qS?f%UlF P l Z U PYl'LU.

In this the thirteenth letter should probably be P.unl- by some rule
of orthography the epithet "just" is combined by a permutation of
its final, and duplicated with the commencing consonant of the following word, which may be recognized without dii6culty as the
representative of MegJoy. the great. We are indebted to Mr. MnrION for tbe restoration of the inscription. which we have introduced
in this place, becatwe no other opportunity may occur of noticing
thin Azor coin.
Fi. 2. A silver drachma of ANTILAIEIDBS,
dimcovered by Mr. MASSON in 1835.
Oboeroe. Head of the monarch, with the peculiar hat or helmet
s,
MEN AND^. kc. but
common on coins of E u c n r r ~ ~ =Palcoxlnvs,
rather,Wer : mnstachios on the upper lip ( ?) ; legend as in the copper c o k of the =me prince,
B U I U NIKHWHBT ANTIAAKIAOT.

Rcaa~e. Jupiter eeated, holding a small victory in his right hand :
in his left a q t r e or trident : monogun compounded of the Greek
letten pand K :native legend .... fu(19.3.. . PA1.Zuas on the
copper
Dr. SWINBY
posseaaes in the collection lately purchaeed by him
ALI, a duplicate of thin coin, which shews the cornfrom KBBAMAT
,
pleted Pehlevi legend to agree with that given in my former notice.
The device on the reverse of the square copper piof thh prince,
two beehive4 and palm branchen, denoting, aa Mr. h i a s r o ~conjectnras,
plenty and peace, han been met with on a similar coin of EUCRATIDB~
:
in whose neighbowhood, therefore, it is probable the unknown ANTrLanIDas ahodd be claseed.
8. An unique coin of DIOMBDBI,found by Mr. MAsro~in
1854. and deecribed by him in the present volume, page 24. In the
memoir now before M he applies our r ~ s t e mto the reading of the
native name, which he makes out P ~ w A ~~,
?
and
thence
t h 3 the Sanocrit equivalent for DIOMBD
may be hn-MBDHA,
a prince
of the lunar race, who reigned at Canya-cubja. " This remark." he
writee. " is elicited from an observation in Dr. MuL's h b t o r i d note
on the Allaimbad pillar, (July 1834,) that the Chronicles of Marwar
represent NATANA
P ~ aa
L having conquered Canwje in the year 470
A. D. from king &I-PLU, a deecendaat of k m - r r ~ a n .We here find
a dynasty bearing the common name of Aja (identical with the Greek
Azor), and sunpeqted by Colonel TOPto have been of Scythic origin."

&.
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We may remark, however, in opposition to this ingenious conjecture, that the Sanscrit name Aja i. but a corruption of Ajuya, the
unconquered, and therefore might more appropriately represent the
Greek ari&tor than Asor, which latter I have indeed elsewhere conjectured might be foundln the Yww-cub of Hinda tradition*. Moreover, the firet letter of the presurt legend may probably be 3. which
would give the reading PrJwhrJ daya-mi&, in exact occord.nce, u
to pronunciation. with the Greek.
fig. 4 is taken from a drawing by M. COUBT.who has been
fortunate in finding a new type of this curioua copper coin, .the
reverse of which usually presents the figure of a naked horae. (See Val.
IV. page 345.)
The present reverse exhibite the prince holding an olive b r a d
and epear, implying peace or war, in either hand.
From the
collation of many specimens of the h o w variety, and one smdl one like
the above, Mr. Bdnaeo~makea out the full inscription to be ~ l u BAEIAETS AIIA~T the H apparent at the commencement of the lower
line being the missing a of the word B A E I ~ T S .Thia reading ie confirmed by more than a dozen examplee, but it etill leaves ua with a
oMst unpronounceable appellation. I t may poeeibly be only a perversion of the epithet AIKarm. In MAM's emall coin the lnonogmm
m appeara to be the triple blade of a trident reversed, which the
figure is holding.
Fig. 5. An unique, ia also extracted from M. COU~~T's
collection.
It assimilates with the numeronr clam of Azor coins, having on the
obocroe a horseman with extended arm. The inscription has much
the appearance of Pehlevi, but thia may proceed from the i n d i s t k b
ness of the Greek lettera. The monogram in very peculii and
curio^, from the circumstance of its constant occurrence on the degegroup.
nerate gold coins of the KADPH~SES
The reuerse ia quite in the Roman taste. Two soldiere seem to be
crowning their eacceedul chief, who restxi on a kind of club. The
name in the legend below is happily most distinct. Pl%2'+iA; the
fouth lettu is doubtful, but if read S the combination may be heaitatingly transcribed Y a t i ~ .
Of fig. 6, three examples are known : one in the VBNTUBA
collection w a ~depicted in Vol. IV. P1. XXI. It was copied haetily, and I
In tbe Crshmlr list of the R6jtaraginf. there ir
prince named Aau
(transcribed Aj in the Permian of the Ayfa Akberi) whore date by WILSONu
100 B. C. but when eoirected for the epoch of Aaoka, about A. D. 180. He,
too, may be one of our AlOI family :-but if we l p by rs~mbLnceof .ma only,
we ahall be liable to lay h a & on the great Asorr h i m d u tho founder of tho
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have now reaaon to think I mmt have omitted a letter, having then
engraved the name u p o r .
The two new drawings, one'
by M. COVET,the other by MAWN, (both agreeing perfectly.) from
which the prenent engraving bss been taken, leave no doubt of the
correct
being x n u v p r m ancaror AAM+OTTOT B a r m E n x .
' S P A L Ythe
~ Ijuat,
~ brother of the king.' The first letter may
peeibly be oa E, or it may be supe~IIuous,and the name be read
PaZyriw, but the v on the right hand of the coin is too distinct to
permit Mr. M A ~ o N ' sreading of the name AAMWM, or my
former reading BALIAEfIZ N I K A ~ W S AAEAWPOT.
It is a very
&om
c i m t a n c e that the prerogative of coining should thue
have been delegated to a brother, and we have unfortunately no
ftuther means of ascertaining who thie indulgent sovereign may have
been, further than he probably belonged to the nameroue dynaaty of
Azos and the " great Icing."
. 00the rcoe*sc we have either Hercules with his club, or more probably, from the attitude, a mnsician playing on a kind of guitar. The
Pehlevi is very distinct on three sides, and in conformity with the Greek
on their parallels, the wonl for " king" ie wanting. It would doubtless have been found in the lower compartment. The remainder, borrowing two firet lettera from M n s s o ~ reads
,
Pu'llq491P9t~FP W l Z
(49). All that can be certainly extracted hence is that P ~ w F ,M
before noticed, ia equivalent to arra~or. The name is unintelapproaches to no fraligible, and the word for brother, Ulaf-,
ternal etymon with which we are acquainted, unless the firat letter
,
d, with a vowel mark, which would express something like the
be I
Greek itself, deZphnno !
Fig. 7. Here again our author'e labours of 1835 have enabled
him to clear up one of oar doubtful names (Pl. XXI.fig. 6,) and to
correct his own reading of last year, (see page 25.) where he supposed
it to be nMHPKOT. From the native legend 1 had euppoeed the
word might be read Wiffizou. The real name and title is now
made out from six very distinct samples sent to Mr. MASSONfrom
M&mcr
of Lughmdn, which were in excellent preservation, having
still upon them the lime cement which had been used in depositiag
them in some tomb. I t runs thus; B A ~ I A ~ W N B A ~ ~ Ar Ee rWa~a a
InMIpIcoT, a name which betrays a kind of patronymic affinity to
the last mentioned Spa1yriu.s; while in the style of coin there ia also
a remarkable similarity. The divinity on the merue is, however, a
Jupiter in his celestial chair. The native legend i s easily brought to
agree with the Greek, through the facile mutation of letters of acknowledged similarity ;thus the % w,muet be a F, p :and the +I di must

be 'h ti. .nd thm the context will become Pn%YF P'h'lZv 'PS'\ZU
maZaku'o d k a pak'njo, the epithet rrcg.lo* men18 to be omitted.
-8.8
and 9. There two c o b , mule known in Mr. Mrmor'r
drst memoir, I have now had an opportunity of eagravbg from
specimens in Dr. S w r r ~ r ' pwcbased
r
crb'iet. The PANTALIEON
of
fig. 8 is quite legible, and the curio- and unknown letbaa of the
reverse are dietinct, and perfectly accordant with M*MON'~o
w
drawing. The word ~ r ~ m w < rhowevex,
rr
is only puti.Ily viniMe
on fig. 9, and is completed on his authority. In other rnthe
two coins are identical, having a dug or panther on the &emL
and a clothed femaIe on the roverme, with a flower in the right h
d
.
The similarity of the native chumcter to thealphabet d t h e Indian
lhths has been before noticed, M wdl an the @wnt ooamence
of the symbole $ and'& on coins of this group (we Pl. XXXV. of
Vol. IV.)
E f g . 10 is introduced from M4sso~'splates M a more perfect
specimen of the Hercules-reverne type than any in my former Phte
(XXIV. of Vol. IV.) an regards at least the Greek legend, which ia
here evidently BAIA~IU xmms sv ~ ~ M A I O V This
.
E m d i h
h m hie n a m d e by the reverse, and by the geat cormption'of the
Greek; but it is pwible that the piece may have been omtemporaneouely struck at a provincial mint ; and in mch case, if oitiea may
be recognized, 8s among the Greek coins, by their tutelary deities,
we shall find a clue to the appearance of EUYASUS'
name on tht,
following coin, fig. 11, which beam the reverse of the naked home.
It might perhaps be allowable to a ~ i g nthis home re the cumorid
symbol of B w x p ~ ,while the H e d e s might be attributed to
some town conspicooua for his worship: victory to Nicea; and Jupiter
to one of the Alexmdrios (being the general reverse of the ALEXANDUINX coins.)
The native legend on fig. 11 is the genuine Pehlevi one of
E a ~ ~ u sbut
; that on figme 10 L of the modi6ed chuacter m
puzzling to the decypherer. It paemen unaltered through a nuaxamon
of princes, and may perhap therefore embmm only their Wem.
Pig. 12. I t was from dubioua authority that I added the name of
Resevches have now given
gaa+~xny,to thie group. Mr. MAMON'S
-thentic evidence that I did SO justly. He hae, thh year, fallen upon
two mine in which the name is quite distinct. I t is nmorloble.
however, that the title of ~ r n e nist here for the first time omitted.
and the foreign expression X O P A N ~ Tintrodnced. Thh, it d
l be
remembered, is precisely the transition that i tnroed in the IndoScythic or Mithriac &em
of KANBBKOI
; and thus we have p r e t ~

rtrang p u n & for inferring that the change WM simidtanedy
effected in various provboes of the empire of the foreign, (or domes.
tic,) usurpem who m p p h t e d the dynasty ofBactrian deacent.
Thve is, however, another very curi~llscircumetnnce to be n&
in regard to tlg. 14. The OreeL legend is ~osovno
slla*rzov
m p u r m . Nor, M good luck will have it. Mr. NBAVB,
of the C i d
Service, has jpst favored me with a few old coim picked up in the
m&i,
among which M one in e h t pwrv.tion md w&
aecuted of the S U A + E ~ . . - kind described in my fonner paper
(Vol. IV. Pl. XXIV.) The n a m on thu ooin (which I k.ve engn~d
as fig. 14,) b very dearly EOU)M KAAA+. . . which isjwt smch a
deviation fram the arthojpphy ef Y A M O
coin,
~ xororno w*Izm
ao a provincial dialect, added to the didedtp of expressing mtii0
names in a foreign alphabet, would justify and explain. The name on
two of the mino of Plate XXIV. Vol. IV. may be a h read g o ~ o a
Among s e ~ e r a lcoins of the name c l w in the colledions of Capt,
CUNNINOEAM
and Dr. SWINBT, w d
in MAIISON'S
plater, other
d
bof the spelling Omm, KOLXTAO--KOU1VA0. &c. until 3
the word becomes utterly illegible.
In a private letter from M. JAC~VIT,of the Paris Asiatic Society,
tbt gentleman erphis conviction, after seeing Dr. MARTIN
Htmloa~re=~'s
coin, that the name we have called KAA+IZHSshould
be written ~ o u + m swhich
, he supposes equivalent to the Sanscrit
&f&trbY; but I think we have abundant evidence against such a
cxmchnian, since we can now produce at legst three individuals of the
M y amme of Kadpk~m. ThuaJ5g. 13, copied from a drawing in M. COIJRT'Smemoir, has the
legend z~ecm-A+(OW) X O P A N ~
;while on the gold coins, we
already adduced numerous inetances of MO, ooswg, or OOKMO,
attached to the m e . We shall take eome future occasion to place
all there varieties under review together ; meantime the French ships
of thr seeclan will, it is hoped, enable ue to profit by the disquisitions
of the learned of Paris, on this highly interesting question.
-8.
15, 16. Small coins found by Mr. M a e s o ~in 1835, at
The execution is neat and evidently Bactrian, but the
&&in.
p
m are dafaced. The caducene of fig. 15 is to be met with on
coins of $~PNAIDILB, and particdarly on those of Maroa.
I t muat not be eopposed that Mr. MAEIWN'Slabours d~lripgt&
pun yeor have been productive of no other novel results than tho*
&ore mentioned. He has brought to kght many new types of the
Mithriac aeries, which I shall m
e ~ Q Fa future plate ; besides a very
numeroan tmiea of what he he d
p &mp$e@I*-S-

.

.
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coins, to which hitherto we have paid too little attention. To make
their study nsefnl would involve the neceseity of reviewiag c a d d y
the well known ,%umkn coins of Persia proper; a task. datanately rendered h o o t h o w by the great indiotinctnem d paplexity of the S
M alphabet. I must not, however, on this
account, keep back the new and cluious wins with N6gari chart..cterr
of which the &9hk collection bouts.
In conclusion, I mmst onee more offer the tribute of adPnirrtion for
the indefatigable and e u d u l exertions of the collector of these
Bactrian relico, and expnss a hope tbat his extensive collection, n o r
combting of upwads of 7000 coins, may be deposited in our national
muueum by the Eut India Corapany, to whom it is presumed they
have been annually conrigned.

1V.-Pocuimika

of Ancimt Inacriptio~,lifhograpAui by i r e . PUNSBC.
secy. &c. &c.
[Continued from page 486.1

Immpti4nefron lXncomalee, in Ceylon.
Dr. W.BLAND, of H. M. ship wolf, to whom 1 am indebted for
copies of the three fragments forming figs. 1, 2.9 of Plats XXVI., hrrs
favored me with the fallowing note of their d k v e r y and p-t
situation :
" The three inscription8 are at present in Fort Oatmbargh. w&&
stands on a high rocky tongue of land, forming the south side of
entrance to Trincomalee harbour; these three wpmte stone8 ban
been laid down to form part of the platforms for the gans of the fort.
Anciently on the site of this fort stood a venerable temple of the Buddhists, which was destroyed by the Portuapeae. and ita remains
in the construction of a place of defence. No. I is 165 inches 10%
and 11 inches broad, the letters 1# inch long, with a groove be*each line two inches apart. No. 2, the same size, and ite c o m p o s i t i ~
the same, and although found in a difPerent bastion, hrs ail the a~.
pearrulce of having at one time been united. No. 3, 14 incbes long,
and 12 broad, lettern one inch long, all distiactly cut in the stone, b e
appeara to have been formerly much larger. Gnat care baa b
taken to give an exact facsimile of the inscriptions. The slightly muked letters near the end were more worn, and made so in copying. &
this may meet the eye of some one convereant with ancient S.&
or
its cbpate dialects, you will oblige those interested on such matt- bl
'publishing thwe inscriptions."
.
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The origin of the fragments of inscriptiom found at ' R i n c o m h isimilarly explained in Sir A. JOHNBTON'E
note upon a much longer and
more perfect inmcription from the same place, publbhed in the k t
volume of the Roy. As. Soc. Trans. page 637.
The whole of the ancient pagodas or temples of Trincomalee were
destroyed .s above remarked by the Portuguese in the 16th century,
and their materials were ased in the construction of the modern fortifications. The late Chief Justice of Ceylon adds :'* The race of people who at present inhabit the province are completely ignorant of the character inwhich the inscription is written :they.
however, believe from the traditions preserved amongthem, that it is the
character which WM in me throughout the whole of the northern and
eastern parts of the island in the age of the two kings of Solamandelam,
MANUMBTRY
C A N D ~ O L Aand
Y , his son KALOCATA
MAIIARASA,,
who
are stated, upon what authority I cannot ascertain, in dl the ancient
historia of Trincomalee (of which I have in my poesession both the
Tamul originelm and the Engliih translations) to have reigned over
the muthem peninsula of India and the greater part of the island of
Ceylon about the 612th yeu of the Kaliyug, or 4400 years ago*,
and during his reign to have constructed not only these magnificent
temples, but also the equally celebrated tanks or artificial lakes called
K a t t w x d , Psdrrilcda, Miaerie, and KandelII, the remains of which
m y be considered as some of the most venerable and splendid monuments ever discovered."
There are three traditions respecting the contents of the long inscription. 1, that it contains an account of the taxea which the
prieeta of the temples of Trincomalee had a right to levy, and of the
upenaxe incurred in the buildings : 2. that it contains an account of
the construction of the great tank : and 3, that it contains the heads
of the civil and criminal laws of the country.
However this may be, it is not likely that we shall very speedily be
able to bene6t by the prenervation of this curious document, unless an
actual facsimile be substituted for the manual copy published in the
Transactions. I t is evident from the form of many of the lettera in that.
m d in Dr. BLAND'#
fragments Nos. 2 and 3, which have a strong
resemblance to it in the lines drawn between each row of letters, that
these are in a form of N6gari not very diierent from that of our early
kith inscriptions, and there is little doubt that an accurate tranumipt
would prove legible. Dr. BLAND'#NO. 1 is apparently much more
The nrmw above given are doubtlsg T r r n ~ n o CANDA
r
SHOLAN
and CnmrCALA of the Sholan dynuty of Karnhta, of B V C ~ A N AAccording
N.
to TURNOVB, the S h o h conquest of Ceylon took place in the y c u 104 B. C.-ED.
4ca

modern--it hi Lo like Tamul in many letten thnt I think r M.drro pndit would h d little diaculty in decyphering it.
Other irrm~knwftomcyzon, PI. XXVI. XXVIII.
The preceding note has called to my n c d e c t i m a number of 0 t h
c b C t e r which
fragmenm of inscriptions in nearly the
S
i
r R-W-Hen**.
sent to the 80ciety in 1833* by Hie
!l"hey were collected from varions spots in the Match district
Captain Fonnrr, as marked on the aceompenling plate: .pd.
Excellency @aye,thousands of the Mme nature exist on the idmd.
The inscription from Hcrbrrari o h the beat chance to the d v
pherer from ita very perfect state :-In the 4th line I read with uw
the worb pammara Mahdmja .Srt rccd V ~ q Patkam
4
p l f . dZD..
The same word 0 E ~ vijaya
J
occurs very frequently in the coune of the
inscription. It is a name of great celebrity in the Ceylonese &tory,
M the founder of the earliest dynuty. The opening letten of the inscription are precinely such as appear-on ow h t CknoIlj coins :--they
run Mqjhgama..
I am not a-whether
the inscriptions so s
d
y deqphasd
by Mr. AEMOVE,
and published in the Ceylon Almanac, i d & any of
thin cl~ee-but I preeume not, as they generally refer to perk% mud
more recent. M the reign of S ~ r n a rMALLA,in the lBth cent9r~.
when we know by the coina dincovered at lkddkh. that the Nhardly diered from the present form. Moreover, they ~1.e-o
k,
be in the Cingalese langmge.
Irrsmiptkm from the C a w ofdj~nla,
PI. XXvlli.
When 1 inserted in a former Plate (IX. eea page 918) .& &
famimile of an inscription taken for me by Mersm. & u p d 1
GILPBLBY.
I forgot that 1 had in my poseeseion .tieved d
nature collected by the some parties during a visit to t k am
yeare ago, which were in vain @hewnto the pan& of
md
the Secretary of the College there.
by a.
Not being aware that the measurements and dranrin~&=
BIRDfor S
i
r JOHN
MALCOLM
have ever seen the light, M e the bra
notice and rude sketch published by Liemtenant
in
second volume of the Roy. As. Soc. ' h w . k any thing but
tory, I think it but tardy justice to put on record
ro
kindly communicated to myself.
One inscription (6g.11) was taken with red p&t an do& fnom
baae of a large etatue of BUDDHA,
and, curiow enough, we hae .g.ia
trace the three initial letters " ye dbmo" of the Baf-A 8 but
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the remainder is unintelligible, elthough the value of many individual
letters can be readily assigned.
The fragment (fig. 10) in the parallelogram-headed character, (of
which an alphabet will be furnished under a subsequent heading,) is all
that remains of what W M once a long inecription in the zodiac cave.
It is therefore uselem to transcribe it in modem character. which
might easily be done for the major part of the fragment.
But it will enliven the dry recapitlalation of such particulars to
introduce the reader to the romantic scene whence these antique relics
were derived, in the very language of Mr. RALPH'B
most animated and
mnic correspondence-written as he clambered up the precipitous
md crumbling entrance. and threaded his way through the recesses
of the hollowed hill by the light of the brahman'e torch.

" On the 6th of the month I left Auru)ebd, and went maven marcher u ~ t ward that I might join Captain GIULLY, and indnce. him to come hither with
me. When I found him on the 13th, we were near 50 miha from thu place, to
which we cune in two breakneck marches, galloping over rtony mula and rocky
torrent. at the rate of ten m i l a an hour. We then r a t e d onr day, a d om the
18th arrived here at 9 A. M. During the two l u t d.Js GIULBY h u been with
me, amd hia exdamatiom of admiration and regret, the mere variationr of wonder,-would 6U three pages. ThepJntinga, which are f a t fading and falling
away, demand mdderation. There ir nothing in India like them. T h y give
or dimpwa 01 a former worldLbmt, a h I how indwtrioprly theae v d u b l e amd
beautiful remum have bwn by violence butroyed I I rhdl now rapidly throw
together my c o m p i o n ' r olmervationr, among which us dl mine, i. whieh hr
a p e d . YOUknow I h e ao knowledge of painting or derign-only a peresptiom
of w h t u b e r ~ t i f n l ;but you m u t have r e m u k d i n rkiU in drawing u d good
t u t e in every tbing.
" Them u v a are beaoming daily morr diffictdt of accera. Yon para along nu.
row goat ptbr with a cbum of 50 or 80 feet below, the footing not nine inohbroad, with .euw any thing to cling to. The rain8 yearly making the pauagw
wone. G. and I admired the f i r u oa the hill above w : qw and loaver bmrning
dl night. What followed ? Why. k t night every homr and oftener, rtonrs and
b u d rubbiah,
~
hrgm logs b l t conrumed, rolled down cloae to the tant, and thir
morniry the ueent proved mom dScult. One u v r u i n d b k , and n v e r d
are approached a t the risk of life.
What a wonderful pople t h a e muat have been I Remark the head dresses.
Now, is t h t a wig or curly hair ? All the B h h W , the curved figmoaof B V D D ~ A
have them. How a n I my ? P i n t r i p were made to reprerent bur, and then hair
d
d to look like rip. 'Tu the rhape of your Welsh rig. and r o w of ctvk
d l over. Then tho bead drerrer and ornamentr are different from every tbing
r e now aer. Thew us ahiedy domertic rcsna-raraglio .cena;-here uu
fenulcs and m a h every where, then proemuionr and portrutr of prinosr
which are d n y r l q e r than the rest. The aubjecta are clorely intermixed ;--a
med.llion ir twelve or U t e inch~
in height ; below and above, closely touch.
ing, are other rubjwta. I have reen nothing monatroua. No, w r h i n l ~ ,
there t nothing m o u t r o u except whom wo nee nome figure oridently daigned

for ornament, as in the aomprtmenb a( the d i n g . The asilly--.p, every
thiog bat the Uoor and larger r h t o a and 4 1 f i g u r a - e v a 7 tUy h.r bea
painted. I t is done whila the plaister is wet-it ir fnrco painting. I Lam sem
the operation while going about in Rome. I t h u been d y oli,
d
koocked off with iron idrtrumento. See how the atone itself hu bean b m k a 8
Now, RALPB, look h e n : can you me tbis dgllm ? No. Bring the torch n e u a .
Give me the torch. You can we i t better mow-hvdly 1 Let u light dry gram.
Bring y. now : place it hem. Now watoh rhi tbs light k m b m p t r p a a n y
now ow the whole figam. Thin io a prince or aome ehid. It is a portrait.
O k r r e how well fort-ohortcnod that limb I.--yeo, I cu re i t .or ; kt tLra
water on it-now the coloarr ue more rind. H e n is a lovely f . ~ e - . Mad01u
face. What e y u l She lookr towudo the nra. Okerve, tbae ue all Hind.
facer-nothing foreign. AIL the rwet countmancer am of OM aompldom.
R, now remuk. Here am evidently three beauti- in thio a p u t m e n t o r a u
A f r h n , one copper-oolonred, one of a &Impen eomphrion. Yar ; Isd how
frequently um sm t b a e intermixed. Sea tbb, R b a fair man-yen,
I think he
b a emmuch. Anotba : - h e Lu his L d round her d t , u d rhe om? kd or
bin rhoalder. Obwwe ; mmy low raner, but little groa or g m d y idaceat:
no nuditier-nothing like the a h o c k i ~mculphra on the outaide of tho b p I a
in Teli0ll.n~. Tbir muot be the inaide of a a d d . H e n & 8 woman on a eh+&
or lome rtqa with lago : See, they are bathing her : do you obrerre the 8of water in tbe woman's hand abow ? How well es!cuttd th3 e
a
r
o is ;t
k
fom-rbortsaiq of the .mr ;the waist-are not her h c h a r too full ? Xo. O.
farther oU, and you will me tbe dgnre in a better light : it t correct. Tbi beam@
h u dellerte drapery-nearly
W i to the knee: it is tmnnpueat, Eke &ycoloured gauze.
Obrctre that AbpinIan black prince mtsd on a bed;remark hio ommumto. Now the roman mated on bir left h s s rbom h
mbmcea u u fair u ~ o r or
r I. Did tbaM M o m get Georgian dava ? H e L
two b o p or p q p to fan him. I wirh I c o d make oat thio r t o q - t k a a a r h i d y
h a story. Hem ir a fair man of tpll age, dreued in a robe and 8 a p lib
oome monk or abbot. Here u next to him a half aaked b d m s n copper-~01oud,
with shaven crown and the single lock on hi# head. Hem u a man presenting him
with a m o l l on which wawthhg i s llnjttm. He is ia a crowded wwt-he hu
come to an audience. What can all this be ? Thir u a procerrioa :--the dophanb u e paging under the wimdowo, and women am looking om+ I think tbq
evidently exprsrs alarm. That one h u her band up, u d m g mom udumaiao.
How often we w e people of three complerionr In the n m e p n e l ! Now tLir
io the moat extraordinary thing we have foaad. Hem are three placid po-they ue CAimue. Nothing can be plainer :-obrene the rtyle o l tbe hair ;the women hare lock8 brought down in ringleto over the eur fon to the
neck, like some of the Hampton Court beautier. Obwme the h o d d v :
them ir something like a bandeau-ja.
a muolin M,
or the i d k l i . . of a
turban by Eng1i.h womem. The cap worm by the chi& or nobla or princa io
a tbm W e d with peulr mostly c o n i d . Round the waint ir a cloth, brrt it io
not MI Id1 u a Moti. A wrt of jhcrrgfs w o n by the women, c o m i n ~nearly
to the knser, and this drapery often tramparent. Am thae pintimgr u d
done u Europaar could hare execoted ? I n the m p m d o n of the corrtcertainly they are. The pompactive u r o t good, and the piecer am eroded :yet here i n a MU WIding, the p w p a c t i ~of~which in qrU? wrroot.
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Facrinilu of Ancient Ilucnptbw.
8 4,-b
much n am open to a garden with k h t pillam, ue the princip.l domestic rmnm : few or no trew. I n two ple- are partier in a boat-the
prow .nd r b r n both very high. Here i. a h m t ;-here ir a Loneman and dop.
I do B a t like the h e m u we me-rather poor. There uc elephant-ilghting ;-that
bsud b rublime.
NOW. R. m u k th" f.ddls ;-hem u a led horn. and the n d d b exactly ruch
am w aee in England with a cloth below It-nothing larger-and the bridle too.
Thb i.a war some-hue uw many rpearr.
Tbu w d i c . u they call it, ir very elaborate. Why they oall it zodiac I
h o w not. There ir in one p u t a bull, and in another d e r . We mrut get a
Iddm to res i t clearly. I t might have bwn called the rhield of A W c m u
well u 8 sodlo. Tlws h e bean eight grand computmentr and nixten
amallor on-bow
fall of littla figurer 1 I think t h u ir the beat example in the
whole m r i y and evidently done by the u m e paidera who worked in what we
4'pmr emll.rec' the painted a v a . There m&Uionr in the roof am very handmme. I think they ruemble compartments in a Tnrkey carpet, or what we ree to
a kaleideacope-wruthr and coloured radiated patterns. Here u e 6.e womcn
with their feet dl t o n u & the centra of the circle :-their
he& alone parfeat.
Are they uyeL ? There us no winged and no two-huded f i y u anywhere.
The rodiao i r incomplete. 1 think abont a third of i t in wanting. and the
lower p u t of the cirale conld never have been complete, for It mart hawe k e n
over thia door of tho cell. Q. Perhaps they coverecl tbe top of the doorway with
mmething in order to complete the cifele. R. YOUadmire i t ao muck : you u e
willins to rappose it mast have been complete.
Whnt a l w e l j female. 1 Yen, the lart one we direover aeemr always the rwactat, Here is another haavenl~hce. Thu man i r her lover:-a handromo
fellow. You have hu profile boking to the left. How sya-how full of
~rdentMre I The woman hu jut tnrned her face toward. him, and Looka
with timid utlrhction and nlf-approving coquetq. I t u excellent. But here
ia another benuty :-uhe u entreating: her head in turned towarda wme ono
above. la rho ruppliating or i. prayer? Shorn to the villains who hrre
destroyed thsre paintinga I
Tbrm mrut have been conventr, and there decorations to attinct the multitude at fativalr and to bring p i w m r from afar. This a v o
never half
lairbed. I a n h a y that the rib of a cave mr granted to a 4rocistJr of m o n k
with k a d r for their support. Then, according to their abiiQ, made it large or
d l , filled it with p d a t l n p when able to Incur the expenme.-The
fewer
theoricm you form, the fewer blundera and dreama you will make.
R We rnut form theories-we a n n o t remain awake and not do w.
Q. Some nation of conquerors who landed at Elephant., coming from E m t ,
f i n t began them, and then got 2 or 300 miler to the eutward. T h e n ir nothing like theno in Telingana or to the south.
d
CSV~
R. N d y mme very rmdl avcm with acdptpre, mde ~ n old,-the
boiq u big u one of thers ten cells. But tho fewer theoria you make, &.
Now. B~r.rn,look at thir I Why, you are hdf dead--n,
not hrlf d d , but
and have
hooked up. When p u have 2!i yeam added to TOW p m n t
completed 39 y a r r in India, will y a labour ro well or have 80 much sad ? 'Tir
Lve to one y i a r t my belly alive.-But
do get up and come hither. 'Phi.
ruL
to rrrirb WJ i o m ;-ha hu a w d , too, in hir b d . Here
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am &armed

men. I r itthoracking of a d g ? 8 s e h o w t L e r n t e r b r i q s
out the colo~,-bmt J have given hmrcs~rmore than two hoara. Hawe t h y
brought the oil? and the ladder,-they are all hem.
SIN.--A Dr. B I from
~ Sattarah, the Ibrfdency -on.
come with a dmign
to draw up moms .ccount of the a r a , diamounta from hir horn at 8 A. r.
Mutual greetin&a. In tbree minutea my new acquaintance praiaw Mr. Barof Bombay ; q u o t a him and wear8 by
u d t a b tab, ' Tbas am Jua a r e
temples, and, like moat otherr in tbir put of India, am dag im krlt. Tlt
b amTgdaloid h a l t : you ra it iacloser mura of quarts.'
Dr. B. u y r he h u brought a learned pandit to enmine the iaamiptions ;
that he is about to draw mp an amount for the London Adatic Society, and
carry away rome of the paintlap by taking from the wall. Can you draw, Sir ?
4 No--I am rorq I cannot.'
Those who came hem rfth that q&atior
am
diaheutened by the dimculty, or ham other o c c u p a t i o ~which demand their
attention, ( u 0.)-Aa for carrying away the paintings. p a can do ro fa porda.
I hare uccrtained that they will not qait the rrllr in lamiam, bat crpmbh
under the touch.
I am sorry for that. I think a native painter might rneead in copying them.'
Certainly he mig4t-but p a mvrt attend on your natim painter, to give him
confidence. This b a wild secluded opot, 4 t h a mils o r two of the trontier i
barren rocka and chaiia of hih 8. u d W. The nausrt inhabited phoe ia a
poor hamlet thrw milea otf. We find mvtr of recent dra in the c a m md
carernr, and know that amall partia of migratory predatory Bheak who
lijY in thwe parta, haunt the cares. which ue r e v d d o m rlaited*.
Dr. Brm'm s o - d e d pandit p r o r u to be a Marhatt. brahmaa : - c a n nuke
nothing of the inmriptionr-mppoaea them 4 t h hy the Jainr.
a. For my part, I think i t fa the character I hare reen on the pillar a t A&habad, aad oh the column at Delhi, which no one a n deeypher. On the left of
. the portico to the zodiac a m h u b a n an Inscription four feet high and one -4
a half broad-the left and lower part utterly s(l.eed by the weather. What re&, may aUord a few whole worda to one who h u the key ;(ra Plats XXVIII.'
No. 10). Under the foot of a colorul rtatm, them is p u t of aa iurcription,
perhapa half a mame :--outaide another care. I n the zodiac them is a o a e
writin8-and in the u m e care one %ore hold. oat a raoU on which the writin6
may be legible.
M A L L X f~i p
' ~e a in the M a t i c b e a r c h e r would lead a atranger to expect
rtatuer-bat the Q n r a are entirely in alto rctim. Atmoat the only norel& b
the thing I d
l an altar : it ir nine feet high. There are four altar car-, or, o
f o h call than, ca*pentdrt u r w . The firrt baa the figure jurt mentioned at
the back. In the recond the altar diffen in having an intermediate cirels or
section of a cone-another globular mur.

*.

[* Capt. OVANO
visited in March 1817 ; Mr. Lnrsc saw two h July ; Capt. O.,
Mr.

Q. G r ~ r m r r rand O m l r s ~ r were
r
here In Februry 1890 ; Mr. u d I n . XL om
the 8th of that month ; Q. and R. lath and 19th of the a r r a n t month; md. M y .
Dr. B I ~ an
, inblligent young Yedlclrl nu from hatbay. Lkmt. ALSXANDES
d the Lucm virircd them in JRM.]
t Fra thm t W I o u r c y d l n g VISVAKABYA'Sbring cowtmctd t h a b e
JgU. .Sa 61r Waw~hmM*LLBT'Sd-iptioa
d Wan, b. Bm. TI., J08-
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.In the tbM aPJl omw. 45 or 60 lbet by 10 to 24, i. r more ohborab- Jhi
(-1,
ha*
three globe# auperpoaod, and each s t y . orlummted with four
p i l h - o n the top foar fipra, now much worn, ampported a canopy, (evidently
the ordinary BuddhLt CUtya.) But all them dsrnltoq dwcriptiona and fraglppsntr of oonmr88tion un be of no IIW but to atimuhte you to come hitber,
&a. b."

I

In tba mme p p b elyh our vbitor d d b e a the Land or revoir at the foot of dilb 2(i0 iBst in height-and the Dehgopa or
Buddha an. Dr. Brw found no leas than 25 chambers, aome in an
un6niahed state. and now corered with earth. Notwithstanding protestatiom about defacimg monuments, thb visitor contrived to peel
OSfour painted 6pmn fiom the zodiac or shieM ! To have copied the
whole, even had he been an artist. w d d have taken twenty dap. Of
tht fmim figures, in three dirisione. of the shield, were extant in 1898.
73 figares varying from 5 to 7 inches hiih. It M a a t pity that
none of our European tourists, whose pencils every year prodwe such
exqniaite bijoux, can be perenaded to make a visit to Ajanta, M r e the
remainder of these tremorea of antiquity moulder away with the damp.
or fall a prey to the b.nd of the spoiler.

V.-Sketei of tAe State of Mtkrr, M&y Peninanla. By T. J. NBWBO~D,
Lieut., A. D. C. to Brigadier General WILBON.
C. B.
The information contained in this paper km obtained partly from
p m d* d o n ,
and p d y from inqoiriee made while on a viait
to the chief of the u ~ ~ n t at
r yOrcsn'k, on the Mdot river, in 1835.
I
I

I

The &ate of MPa* lies to the south of the Malacca territory, from
which it is divided, towards the coast, by the Comang river, and interiorly by a suppositious line drawn betwan Bankon, Cbondong and
Wwt Ophir.. The Surting river seperah it from P*.-P-t
&put from the tract of Dattu Kdyu Pa--and
tbe Mwb6we &-rat&
from J o U .
Paplatfor.-The interior of Mdar is generally termed Sagdnut.
The united population 6 stated not to excued 2,400. Thia appears
extremely scant compared with the extent of territory ; and arise
from the miogoverameut and apathy of the feudol ewereign, the
blkn of JoMre--whence peqetual broils among the petty chi&;
cawing inreanrity of penon and property, and e n n M l y desertion of
tle soil by most of the cultivating and trading claases of the community. The hopat peasant, in many instances, ir compelled from h e r
peoeseity to
robber ; and the w t s , ipsteod of bebg crowdad
4
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with bhermtn, awann with piraw. Thme remarks m y be applied
g e n d y to the whole of the peninsula under native sway, though to
Mdo* more particularly ; the whole of which country appears to be
one h o e t uninterrupted m n of~ jungle and swamp, if we can except
a fw straggling villagem and clearings. Cultivated rice grOpnds
heve degenerated into barren mumhetian encumma forest, abounding with wild elephants, over ah ad ow^ a soil natorrlly rich and pmlific ;
while the gaunt rhinoceros and uncouth tapu stalk unmolested over
spots which, if tnulition belies them not, were once the eites of large
and populous to-.
Snch hthe melancholy picture of the &b of miarde which this uuh p p y country preeenta to the eye of the traveller, who cannot avoid
being sensibly touched by t h i m foreibk. thongh ailant, appeal for melioration.
The principal w e 8 am B o b , Langkat, Crcroik. Ring. Segdnwtt
P a p i and Pangkdlang Kdta, the reeidence of the chief, on the river,
P d w e and Rcoc#re.-The produce of the country coneiets cd a
little rice, mgo, ivory. ebony. gold dust, tin, wax, aloe-wood, gum
benzoin. camphor (small in quantity and of inferior quality), ratana
of the kinds Bath and Jaggo, D o l ~ e rBattu, &mnm Miniak,
jaggery, Lakko wood, and Gulijyao. stones extracted generally from
the heads of porcupines, and in much repute among Malays for
medicinal purposes.
to levy
The chief has been empowered by the late Saltan of J&
.bimpost npon e v e l h r b of tin exported*of 14 Spaninh dollamOne hundred bundles of ratana, . . . . . . . . 1 do.
do.
One bhar of ebony. .................. 14 do.
do.
One koyan rice imported,. ............. 2 do.
do.
One koyan salt ditto. :................ 1 do.
do.
do.
One katti of opium ditto.. ............. a0 do.
On smaller articlee he levies a duty of 5 per cent. He has the
power of exacting the gratuitons labour of his eubjectm, and derives
Lome emolument from the fines he in9icte on them at ple~anre.
Goverrunmt.-Mdr is under the m a y of a chief bearing the tide of
,
*
T
who is a vassal of JoMrc. Under the Tanhgoag
eight Panghlilb, four of whom are etyled Ampat de I i b t h e
der, Ampat de UI*. Tbe former are the PaaghiiIcis of Greuik,
Rdya, Liang Bath, and Ring ,-the latter, thoee entitled Be-, T41jong, Daggang. and Mmcal. There is nominally a mosque under 4
Pwgllilzi, but in that of Unbum alone is the Juma-aAod held. Thb
is in the jluisdicticm of the Panghtlic k a r . The customs enjoined by
the code termed L7drmg Umhg ddaldym ;a d the Mehonmedan la+.
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of wcctmion obtains, to the exclneion of the D6rbo P&a p r e d g
m the four Mmmykdb6ae states.
Hutmy.-M&m, like the rest of the Malay peninsula, was formerly
o
w aboriginal tribea, among whom the Jammu seem
inhabited by s
to ckim the saperiority. With regard to its oggin, it is stated in the
86th MddJrv that Sri Iwander Shah, the monarch of Singbapdm, on
his city being taken by the B i t k af Majapdt, 0ed to M h r . This
event took pl.ce about the middle of the 13th century; and it i
.Marted that he left one of his Ma&
in the interior of Mcia*.
NO more mention is made of this state until near the middle of the
14th century, when tbe Liagdom of the Saltan of M a k , Moznmn
S a ~ awan
, invaded by the Siamese under TEAWI
CHACEI.
The Saltan
on this occasion direetsd a levy of the popnlatioa of Mkar to be made,
and the iahabitanb to be amembled at M a k . According to the
Malay uuula, the war between Sian and Malacca " eontinned for tt
k n g time. and great numbem of the Siamese periahed ;but MJcrem
nae not reduced. At last the whole Sirmeee army retreated, and u
they toak thdr deptuhm? thef threw down large qnantitiea of their
haggage ratam in the dietrid of Mder. where they all took root ; and
that is the origin of the name Rotan S h . Their stocks, which were
h e d of fig-tree wood, likewiee took mot in a place in the vicinity
of Mdat, where it still exists. The rests for the Siamese cooking
plaas ale0 took root and grew up. and are to be sten at this day at
the place named !&mag Siem." I nss unable to find out the lyality
of the plaas here mentioned by the author of the S+w MJlyu,
though every inquiry WM made near the spots where there scener
are said to have occurred. The tradition, however, of the defeat of the
Siameee was u n i v e d y current. In 1511, AEMBD,
Sultan of Mdaccu.
on hi city being taken by the Porttagnew, retreated up the .MJcD.
river to a place called Puyoh, about 15 or 16 milea from Gmri), n o r
under the PangRJli beuar, INCEI
MUIT. sultan MAEMU'D
remained at
ZWtu Hampar.and founded a fort at Bentaym. According to the
8qdra Mddy*, the Portuguese pnrsoed AEMSDup the river, attacked
D further up to p d g r m , near Jompdk,
and took Pagok. A H M ~fled
and thence, accompanied by MAEMUD,
repaired to P w . The latter
subsequently established himself at JoMre. Many of their adherent.
remained in Mdm and Segcimet, and in courae of time erected a primitive form of government, directed by four elders, styled Tuab Campongs,
who ruled under the Snltans of Jollre until 1119 A. H. The four
campomp werethose of Pagob, Smqie Ring. Snngie T q ,and G r d .
A. H. 1119. A M w i of high h i in JoMre, named SAGADS
R64 obtained a grant of the temtoy of Mtiar from the then Snitan
4
~
2

o f ~ d a r , d . ~ u , J u m S n ~ r r nH
I .e l e # k d r t a p i m e a l b a M
Laycmq om the hnLs af tbe rim,and ruled till 1145 A. H.. when he
died suuxeded by bis son PADU'XA
AN ; who, on hie p m c d h g to
the court of J o k , on the occasion of hir father's dernk, wan ined by the Saltan A.MLJALILwith the tide of !lb+mg
P.llliiLr
3Lar. He died A. H. 1175, d e d by his mm B u m or Anor.
who was confirmed by Sultan AWALJAULSarm IV., then redeat

at Rhio, whither he had removed from JoMre. Bunorr d i d atTonjong on the Y6w river in 1114 A. H. lea*
two wms, Komx
m d IBUHIM.The former went to Linggcr to pnsent himself to Sdtra
M a e ~ u ' DIll. by whom he waa acknowledged an tbiad Zb&ymy of

M*.
KONIKdied in 1246. A. H. leaving a eon named Srnn, the preaeat
chief, who succeeded him : he alao left a daughter. SYBDprocescled
to Siqapore, where he was confirmed by the late Sultan, Husmxr
&AH
I., whom the English had recently plrced on the throne of hh
ancestors. From him he obtained the title Ibrahgcq lktk Spd. It would appear from what has been advanced above, and by the
subsequent Boundary treaties, that M3.r hrs always been f e d to
the Sultan of JoMre since the time of their anccators, the ancient
sovereigns of Singapore and M k a . The Dutch, however, when in
po~essionof Makrcca, appear to have chimed Mim, aa in the mqm
of VALBIOTIN
tha boundary line of the Dutch territory ia made to
txtend M) far beyond the Miar river as the Rio F m .
The ~mlkrgoag'usway is confined to the villagee immediately on
the bankn of the Mhr river and on thoee of the etrenm of S e g k r .
which emptier i t d f into the Mtlw about 12 milee above PamkdZamg
K6ta. He appeam to be popular from his m y temper, and the inhabitants feel alarmed at the idea of any change being made in the
government by the Sultan of JoA6re. We had an interview wit& thii
Malay chief at a village, about 18 milee up the river, died Greuik.
He acknowledges himself a v w a l of JoMre, and eende a n n d y to
the Sultan the mount of a duty levied on the ho.aee of the ee#let-a
.t PodaAg (one dollar per house) and 200 gwaph of ria.
Malayan Albino.--On landing at G r e a i k I
etruck by the ringutar appearance of a Malay lad, a . Albina, etanding under the shaec
of a tree on the river bank. Hie skin was of a deb white, witb
blotches here ana there, and thinly m e n d with short white haire.
The eyes were emall and contracted ; the iris of a v q light v w d a r
blue ;the lids red, and fringed with short white b h e s ; the epcbivwa
mt and of the same colonr ; the pupil much contracted from the
light. On calfing him to come near he appeared to be ubunod.
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He evinced an e x w e eenaibility to the stimulus of light, froni
which he almost constrntly kept his eyea guarded by shading them
with his hands. He told me he coald see better than his neighbourn
in impede& darkness, rod bent by moonlight, like the " moon-eyed"
dlhw d the Isthmm of Dariea.
He b morbidly renritive to heat : for this reason and on account of
the supemtitiow respect with which the Malays regard him, he b
leldom employed by hi frimda in outdoor labour, although by no
msrns deficient in physical ntrength. The credulom Malays imagine
th.t the Genii have some furtive share in the production of such
curimitks, though this they tell an a great secret. To this day the
tomb of his grandfather, who wao also an Albino, is held sacred by the
nuives, and vows (niyatu) made at it. Both his parents were of the
usual mlour. His sister is an Albino like himself.
Albbas. I believe, are not common on the peninsala, nor are there
m y triba of them as, aceording to VOLTAIU,exist in the midst of
Africa In the ondy two instanI recollect observing, the eyer
were, in both, of a very light blue ; the cuticle mughuh and of a
may blush, very &rent
from that d the two African Atbill01 seen
and described by VOLT AX^, and quoted by L A W B = N C*I~Leat
;
blanchem n'at pas la nbtre ; rien d'incanrat, nul .m@langede blanc
et de bnm. c'eat une coulenr de linge, on plutBt de cire blanchie ;
leare cheveux, leers sourcila mnt de la plus belle et de la plua douce
noie ; leme yeux ne resamblent en rien d ceur den autrea hommeo,
main ils approchent beaucoup des yeux de perdrix." Essai ewr lea
Marrr.
W n r m t ~ wAINILH,in hie description of the AIbiaoa of continental
India, ascribcs to them the .same delicacy of constitution and shynew
observable in the Malayan Albino, and that they are seldom known to
live to m advanced age. The females, he remarks, rarely bear children ; Imt when they do, their offipring in of the natural colour of
the cast to which they belong.
O k r r v h or the M*
riuer.-The Mdar river at the mouth has
an apparent width of about 600 yards, and at Oreseik 18 miles up the
stream in about 100 yards broad and 7 fathome deep. The mundinga
at the bar varied from $ to 4 fathoms low water. The current ran at
the rste of !3# miles an how. I t han i b rise, according to the natives,
among the mountainn of JeHaboo, and falls into the sea about 30 miles
mmth-errst of MJacm. From these mountains the Serthg river.
which diaembogueo itself into the China sea at P&g, and the Wan9
river, which dom into the Straits of M a h near Stahgore, have
also .their rise. The generJ direction of the Yl(ar river from the
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mouth to Gmmbd)k
we found to be N.E.-its
wnrse ~ O P I ) ,the bmLs
for the moat part low, muddy, and covered, with the exception of the
vicinity of villages and a few Lodmrg c l e a r i i with deame jmgk
Among the trees near the river's margin we obnerved the mangrove,
the Nipah palm, (the Nypa ftvticano of Tauw~rno,)the Niberg. (the
A m TigiUaria of Dr. JACK.)the Api-Api, (PywWhw $
the Pedada, the Nm-di, and the Blita-Bliia.
The water of the river waa more turbid than that of the Liag6t.
which might be owing to the freshen from the hills. The paucity at
cultivation, thinnem of population, and the almoet total absenoc of
trading b a t e and even fishing canoea on the river, could not fail to
rtrike the most carelesa observer. By this river there is a communication, almost all the way by water, with the a t e r n cogst of the
penineula, frequently adopted by the Pdang traders. The navigPtion
was formerly under the oontrol of a Bugis chief named UNKU'KLA'NA.
who eettled at the mouth of the river ; and, after him, under his son
a j a Jean : but on the return of the letter to Rhin in 1826, it reverted
to the Tumdngong.
In farmer day. the mouth of the river was a noted phce of rendvow for the fleets of the Siamere, and in later times of the Malay
princer, in their attach on Mu&cca during the Portuguese and 1administratione. The last inutance occurred in 1784, when It@
HADJI,the Mdda of R b ,anchored there with a fleet of 170 prom
on hi way to invade h f h ; an enterprize in which he lost his
life.
Gold Miner of Bukit R6ya.-Gold
dust ie found a short diat.nee
from the left bank of the river at &kit R i a , a low hill covered with
forest, which was pointed out to ~s by the guider. There were, we
were told, formerly gold mines on and at the foot of thie hill worked
by Malap, who were compelled to quit them through the expctiaor
of tlie petty chiefs. The Tuaknqmg had brought down with him in him
-*
own boat to G r d , two Chinese miners, with the view of a m x d a m q
whether any mining speculatione there would be likely to tom out
profitably or otherwise. I have not heard the result. Tin ia also
found near Bukit Rtiya.
From Greseik we saw a range of hills at a great distance running
down the peninsale in a south-easterly direction, one of the higheat
of which ia called Siong-battu, the Cave of the Rock. From tbis
mountain, the nativea affirm, flow the rivers of B4ttu P a , (the i&
Fonrmo of the Portuguese,) Pontian, Uad6we,Roompin, Bennoon, and
JoMre; the last of which stream6 empties itaelf into the sea a t the
extremity of the peninsula : on ita l& bsnk stood the capital of the
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Malay empire of J o h h . 'Ibh range.o f mountah seem to be a
contination, if I may w term it. of the broken chain running down
the peninsula through the States of ~ d a h P
, d . S w o r e . Stingicujonq, h d d v e , JeUaboo, and SrimmWi, tembting near Point
Romania, a d probably having their origin in the lofty ranges which
overlook the vaet rfcpper of Northern Asia.

!
I
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VI.-Note on the &wwy of a mIic of Cnwim~Sculpture in Upper
I d a . By Lied.-Col. L. R. STACY. PIate X X X I .
[In a letter to the Editor, dated A l l y b , 29tb February, 1836.1
I h e the pleasure to enclose two sketches exhibiting the obverse and
mvem d whet rppevsto me a W i n ptrirranterion (ncpmProp(1)
in stone (Italian, a*The
)block,
. which M three feet in width,
three feet ten inches high, and one foot four inehen thick at the base,
i s of the hard red e a n h n e with white spotr, which is found so
plentihlly in the Agm district, pnrticlllarly in the neighbowhood of
FdieApGr S W , and of which the greater number of the ancient buildhy at A p a are ronatmcted.
This relic w a ~given to me by a friend at M a t h : it is in a very
mutilated state, but fortunately s i c i e n t development of it remain8
to determine, I think, its original character and use.
r &g
on a
The obverse represent8 SILRNUSinebriated ; he is &
low seat or throne, supported on either side by a young male and
support the heen : the attitude
female Grecian. %o minor 6of S m m , the drooping of the head, the lips, and powerlers state of
the limbs, give an extremely accnrrte representation of a drunken
man. The Qwea of the youth and maiden are a h in appropriate
keeping. The whole is evidently the work of an able artist, who could
not possibly, in my opinion, have been a native of Hindustan.
The reverse appeare to have been executed by a less slrilful person,
and the figures carry an Indian style about them. The back-groud
represenb a grove, and the trees are loaded with fruit. Four f i g u k
me conspicnoun in front : on the deft hand a Grecian girl, with short
tunic and looee drapery falling to the ground ; her sandals are ornomented ; her right hand is p p e d by the right hand of the figure
next to her, a young man, whose apparel is confined to a j+f:
he
hy a kerchief round the neck with a tie in front ae worn by d o n .
Next to thie ia another female in a Grecian dress : ehe would seem to
right, who is in the act of putting on woman's attire. The bracelet8
. (1) Vide POT&. Gmian Antiquitie,, rol. i.pp. 224 and 262.
Vide MOTS' Antiqua V w r , PI. 95.

be highly uuoed with the person (a young man) immedimtely om her
of rhi. h a l e & hlf way to the elbow, and are m a t al&cmtdy
and beautfilly executed, but the appeuana of this -re
ia lerr
el-t
tbam that on the extreme left. At the feet of the groui ur
gobktcl. The hadr of the 6gwa are bound with vine laves.
The 6 p n s on the obverse-are an a larger d e than those on the
rev: the de6cie.ncy on the reverse is aupplied by treee, forming a
grove. The whole supports a circular b w n or font mumwing sixteen
i n c h in diameter, and which must have been originally about eight
inchem in depth. An already noticed, this relic is d y mutilated,
and it is probable the higotry of Muhammadans, (who perhapa waaidered the work connected with Hindu idolatry.) occasioned the injury
done to the faom and breaata of all the 6gurea and a great
of
the h
1
.Enough, however, remains to identify it as qweaentiag
a scene in the Baach.acrliu festivals.
l h p l y add, that should thin piece of d p For the present I d
ture prove to be whrt I conjecture it to be, the comctners of WLLTON
and JONBE'
(2) opinion8 will be strongly evidenced, when they
a similarity of the gods of the Greeks and Indians, and that this led
to intermarriages, and thus the former merged into a d were fimately lo& sight of in the Indian community. (3)
NOTE.-The diaoovery of a piece of sculpture bearing evideat
reference to Greek mythohgy, if not borsting M unequimdly of
the beauty and perfection of Grecian acalpture, might excite h
surprize after the elaborate display we have lately bad d &
found in Upper India and in the h n j & with Greckn legend., .nd
a combination of Hindu and Greek deities. Yet, in fact, the lrthr
o& no explanation to the former--on the aontray, they relate
exclusively to a period comparatively modern, when the worship of
Mithra spread through the world with the rapidity of the elemeat of
which he waa the type, and superseded in a great mmure the marr .p,
cient superetitions ; whereae thewomhipof Bac~hue-orofSILXNUS,
him
wine-inspired counsellor, must belong to a much more remote periodnor can we trace any clue to it in the preeent mythology of the
Hindus. True there have been traditiom prewved m the Went, of
R~ccavs'expedition to India, and of the errs7 conqpest every where
following the stepa of the hero who could make riven ran r*
w i n e a n d fought with an army of laughing Baachantam .9d

-.

Vol. i. p. 221, Asiatic Reaearchea.
Thia opinion of WILTON'. i8 quoted in CONDEB'. Hhtory d I.diL
cannot immsdhkly say in which -01. of tlm b.h . r r b a it k to k hand.
(2)
(3)
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The Dionpiaca of Nonnns have been quoted by Colonel WILVORD,
and d p e d by Profensor W I L ~ Oin
N our Researches-but without
hinting at their hero having been grafted on the pantheistic system
o f India. Nirhpw. Dha-Nahhnayar, and other towns, have been
pointed out ae the site of Nysa, N k ,or Dionysiopoli., where the
extravagant rites of DIONYJOB'
worship were celebrated with the
greatest pomp :-where, according to some authorities, he W M bornwhere, according to others, he founded a city in honor of a damsel,
NICBA.whom he encountered in his expedition through Persia and
Buctria :-hut all is vague and uncertain on the subject. The Indian
origin indeed of the religion of B n c c ~ u s ,long ago afiserted and
believed, has lately come to be suspected from the want of any
arguments in its favor but a few slight resemblances of names and
expressly denies in hie
ceremonies. Professor A. W. SCHLBOEL
Indian Library, that the Greeks had, previous to the conquests of
ALXXANDER,
any idea of an expedition of Bnccans to or from India*.
The author on whose authority thia opinion is repeated, Mr. T.
KBI~ETLXT,
thus traces the origin of the confusion :st When ALEXANDEB
and his army had penetrated to the modern
C&Z. they found ivy and wild vines on the side of Mount ~ e r u s
and on the banks of the Hydaspes: they also met processions,
accompanied by the sound of drnms and parti-colored dresaee, like
h e worn in the Bacchic orgies of Greece and Leaser Aaia. The
flatterers of the conqueror took thence occasion to fable that Dlo~rerua
hod, like H ~ n c n ~ nand
e their own p e a t king, marched as a conqueror
thronghout the &t : had planted there the ivy and the vine, had
b d t the city of Nysa, and named the fountain Mmrs from the circumstance of his birth from the thigh of ZEUS. At length, during the
h e of the Gmco-Bactric kingdom, some. Greek writere, on whom
i t is probable the Brahmane imposed, as they have since done on the
Englbht, gave out that D r o ~ r e o swas a native Indian, who having
m g h t the art of wine-making in that country, made a conquering
through the world to instruct mankind in the culture of
the vine and other useful arts. And thus the culture of the vine
to Greece from a land which does not produce that plant !
This last is the absurd hypothesis which we have aeen renewed in
our own days, and supported by all the dorta of ingenious etymology !"
Colonel STACT'S
p u p may throw a new light on this curioua
queetion. There can be no doubt as to the personage represented
by the principal figure-his portly carcam, drunken lassitude, and
K r r e n ~ ~ r r 'Mythology
r
of Groecs, 170.
4

r

t A l l ~ d i to
g Col. WILPOBD.

wine-wreathed forehead, stamp the individual : while the drapery of
his attendant, pronounces them at least to be foreign to India. whatown
O costnme.
'
which is certainly highly
ever may be thought of S ~ ~ N U
orthodox and Brahmanical. If the sculptor were a Greek, his taata
had been somewhat tainted by the Indian beau ideal of female beauty
--inother resped his proportions and attitudes are goabnay,superior to any specimen of pure Hindu sculpture we possess : m d considering the object of the group-to support a sacrificial vase (probably
of the juice of the grape)-it ie excellent. I t would be time well beatowed to survey all the temples and antiquities of Mathum, in search
for other specimens of Grecian art. Colonel STACT
can have no
greater inducement to undertake 6
'1 pleasing task, than the possesaion of the highly interesting relic which we have made a faint attempt to introduce to the eye of our readere in the accompanying
lithograph.--ED.

MI.-Description of some Grasses whichform part of the Vegetation m
the k Z s of tke dktrict of Sylhet. By WILLIAXG a x ~ ~ ~ rEsq.
as,
Assistat Surgeon, Madras Establishment.
ZIZANIA
P CILIATA. Spreag Syst. ii. p. 136 ; Kunth Agr.p.10.
LIIRMXA
CILIATA.
Roxb. FZ. I d . p. 207.
P n ~ ~ CILIATU~.
na
Retz. Oh. 5. p. 23.
Gramen in aquoab proveniena, d m * &libns bssi longe repentibua, articulis cylindraceb pubescentibus, caeterum laevibw.
Folia subglauwaentia, linearia, acuta, supra lineata et ttcta ecabmarghe subsimplici scabro.
Spicae p u c e , diatantes, subsecunb, in panidam nutantem alternatim dispoeib.
Spiculae solitark, in apice cyathiiormi pedicelli carvati articda-,
subseeeilee, unifloroe.
Glumoe nullie, niai cupdam membranaceam apicis prdicelli glumam
existimee.
Palea 2, chartaceo-coriaceoe. compresso-carinatae, mutim, obtmucronatae, brevissime etipitata, etipite craaso rotundato ; erteriw
5-venia, ven% media (carinb) duabusque marginalibus denticnlatociliatie, duabue intermediis subglabris, interveniis ecabrie ; interior
3-venia, paullo brevior, carinn denticulato-cilia* interpenio mbm,
caeternm laeviusda.
hdicdae 2 carnosix, acinaciformee, integrae, glabroe.
Stamina 6, antheria longe ixseertie.

Ovarim ovata-oblongum, glabmm. Styli 2. Stigmata plnmoss,
divieionibue ramosis, ratione stylonun longa.
Caryopis . . . .
Legimun in aquosis Jumalpore, in plagis inundatia. k&
venud e dictis. Sy 1het confinibm ; in collibus K h i m a i b n a prope Nunklw ;
et nuperiue in regione Assmnico alta ; a n i s 1835-56.
With regard to this grass, we have Mr. BROWN'sauthority (Prodr.
Fl. Nov. Holl. ed. Neee 1. p. 67, sub Leptqide) for its being
totally diitinct from P h , to which it was originally referred
by R r ~ z m s . Mr. BROWNlikewise points out Ooc. cit.) that this and
the succeeding, if not retainable in Zizania, will constitute a distinct
genus. I t will be seen that I have ventured to go farther, and I am
only deterred from characterizing this as itself distinct, by the difEd t y I find in distinguishing it from Leersia, with which genus I am
oily acquainted through M. KUNTH'II
Agrostographia. Its obvioua
&itp ie with O y z a , from the awnless varieties of which it only diff e n in the total absence of glumes ; the presence of the membranons
cup terminating the pedicel in O y z a proving, that it ia not to be considered as a modification of theae envelopes.
POTAM
OCHLOA. Grif.
Syst. Linn. Huradria Digynia. Order. Nat. Grorninea. Jnss.
Spi&
nnijlom. Glumae nnllae. Palem 2 membranaceo-cham,
carinatee, ape*,
exteriore in aristam product&. Lodiculae 2. Stamina
6. Styli 2. Stigmata plumosa.
Caryopds. . .. . .
Gramen fluitans ope vaginarum cellulosamm, dense crespitosum.
F o b lato; ligula obsoleta. Panicula effusa erecta; pedicelli infra
medium constricti.
POTAMOCIILOA
RPTZII.
ZIZANIA?ABISTATA. K d ,Agr. p. 10.
LEBR~IA
A R I ~ T A T A . Roxb. Flor. Ind. 2. p. 207.
Palnos ARIBTATUS. Retz. Ob8. 5, 25, eZ Kllffth.
Hab. In aquie stagnantib~m prope J u ~ l p o r e ,et copioeissima
in inundatis, J k b dictis, S y l k t confinibne. I+mm
florentem
Septembre, 1835.
m m i emersi vix pedalee, glabri. Immersi Iongissimi, hinc iliinc
radic&8 capillaceo-divisas emittentee.
Vaginae immereae vel semi-immerse quam maxime celluloaae, in-saw
et quaei inflatse ; emewe longiorea cylindrame, minun
cellul-.
4r2
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Folia in exemylaribue spontaneia semper emersa et erecta*. lanceolata, basi cordata, obtusa, apice sub-cucullata, rigida, sup& tactn
scabra.
Panicula erecta, axi ad ejus originem subito angustat&; m i infimi
~ubverticillati,divaricati, auperiores alternantes, ascendentes.
Spiculie r m i s adpressae, eubsecuud;e, inferiores geminatze, i n q u a liter pedicellatae, superiores solitariae longius pedicellate.
- Pedicelli clavati, infra medium constricti, ibidemque annulo rubro
insigniti, apicularum infimarum curvati.
Paleae sessiles, apicum pedicellorum continuae! vix compress9 ;
exterior major 5-venia, venis denticulato-ciliatis, caeterum parce hirta ; arieta continua, recta, scabra, paleam excedene ; interior mutica, acuminata, 3-venia, carin& denticulato-scabrk, cenis lateralibus laevibus,
pallidis.
Lodiculae 2, mbacinaciformes, mwae, extroraum gibbosae et anoaie, introrsum sub-membranaceoe, glabm vel apice ciliak.
Stamina 6. Filaments longe exscrta. Antherae liueares, 1ong;e.
Ovarium oblougum, glabrum.
Stigmata ratione stylorum longiuscula.
Caryopsi non visa ; stipitata ?
I t is this genus that appears to me allied to Zizmia. It differs.
I conceive, materially from the preceding in habit, in the shape and
consistence of the palese, which are open during the period of infloreecence, and in the outer one being awned.
Vossrr . Wall. et Grtf. Mss. .
Syst. Linn. Triandria Digynia.
Ordo. Nat. Graminee, Jussieu.
Char. Gem-Spica compresea, nrticulata, rachi flexuosil excavatfl
Spiculae in singulo articulo duae, altera sessili, alter&pedicellati, bifl-.
Glumae 2 dissimiles, exterior cbartaceo-cartilaginea, plana, apice in
cuspidem producta ; interior chartacea, mutica, carinato-navicolaris.
Flosculi hyaliui, mutici; superior (interior) hermaphroditus (in spicula pedicellata sr~piusmasculus), bivalvis 3-venius. L d i c u l r e 2,
cuneate, dentake. Stamina 3. Styli 2. Stigmata plumosa. Caryopsis. .
Floeculus inferior masculue, bivalvis, bivenius !
Gramen procerum, fluitans, caeepitosum.
Folia longissima, acuminatissima, plana, v e d
Culmi 3-4-stachyi.
centrali crass&albd. Ligula indiviea, dense ciliata. Diximns in memoriam b. Johannis Georgii Vossii, poetae Germanorum dulcissimi, eruIn exemplaribua in horto botrnico Calcutttc cultin natanth, oblongiorr et
teneriora.
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ditiseimi, poematum graecorum et latinorum, imprimis Georgici Virgiliani translatoris et cornmentatoris locupletissimi, rerum botanicarum
et agrestium insigniter periti.
Voasrn

Wall. et Grif. Mss.
R o d . Ffor. Ind. ed. Carey. 1. p. 325.

PROCBRA.

~ ~ C H S M U McUBPIDATUY,

Kunfh, Agr. 1. p. 516.
Hab. In inundatis vernacule Jkels dictia prope Hubbeganje, fluminis B d , Bengale orientalia. Florentem invenimua mense Septembris. 1835.
Gramen glauceecens, in aquia stagnantibus leniter fluentibue profundis nascena. Culmi immersi longieeimi, craasi, cellulosi, radiculae capillaceas ad geniculae ernittentes, emersi 3-4-pedal-,
vaginis laxis, compreeeiusculis, tactu scabria undique tecti. Vaginarum axilk gemmiferae ; colla dense barbata. Ligula brevis tmncata.
Folia lineari, eneiformio, basi subcordata, longissime snbnlato-acuminata. 2. 2+ pedalia, 811p1-a parce pubeecentia, infra glabra, veni
centrali craasll, albii, nupra plani, subtus prominul8, marginibna cartjlagineis antrorsnm denticulatie.
Spicse terminales,
vel terns?. rarina quaternz, digitate, 6-8uncial-, patentes, sabnatuntes, laterales subseesilea, rudiment0 alterins
interdum adjecto, terminalis pedundata, insertionibus cartilagineis
plus minus hispidie. Rachis introrsum planiuscula, extroreum convexa ;flexuria dextrorsis sinistrorsisque, marginibue ecabris. Spiculse
pedicellatae, infimae summseque tabeecentes. Pedicelli s p i d a r u m inferiorum articulis panllo longioree. Gluma exterior dorso plane, venosoetriata, apice productrr in cuspidem ensiformem, longam, glamam
ips- fere bis snperantem, redam, v d subundalatam, venoeo-striatam,
marginibua denticdato-acabris.
Interior navicularia, carinP obliqu8 a media suprd ecabra, breviter
macronata, irregulariter venom, venA centrali nunc incomplet8. intermediis incomplctis et saepius, praesertim spiculae eessilis, cum vena centrali arcuatim confluentibus.
Paleae floecnli exterioris maeculi membranaceee, complanatae, hive& !
exterior apiculo brevi pubescente : marginibus mutuo involutii subciliatis.,
Lodiculae 2, carnose, maximae, cuneate, nngustioree quam in f l o e d o
hermaphrodito, dentake. Anthem longe exsertae, linearee, luteae.
Pollen globosum, imqnale, loeve. Rudimenturn fceminei nullurn.
Paleae flosculi interioris hermaphroditi con simile^, sed exterior trivenia. Lodiculae staminaque ut in mare. Ovarium subobovatpm,
glabrum. Styli duo, umbone null0 interjecto.

.
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Stigmata ratione stylorum longa, ramie denticuhtis. -opsis.
..
Spiculae stipitatae floeculi minores, et superior interior rarius hermaphroditua.
Obs. Genua habitu quodammodo Tripsaci, Hemarthriae d e n s ,
sed discrepans pnecipue pedicellis flosculorum exteriorurn glumisque
interioribus apidarum eessilium solutis, nec axi adnatis, tloscnlisque
cxterioribus bipaleaceie maeculis, nec unipaleaceie neutris.
Ab
Ischaemo differt praecipue palei exteriore floeculi hermaphroditi (superioris) mutid.
PANICUM
BRUNONIANUM.
Wall. et Gri$ Ma.
Panicdl effus5 spiculia 1 vel 2 infimis sessilibua et in axis excamtionibua seminidulantibus, reliquie eraertie saepiasime solit-,
r
a
c
m
in aristam s p i d a m duplo superantem p r o d u d , f o l k linearibua 8veniie vaginieque glabrie, liguhs 3-dentab.
Hab. In aquis leniter currentibus profundis plagarum B k k dirum prope Cwlnagar ; h e n s Septembre..
Gramen fluitans : culmi longiesimi, compnesiuaculi, ad geniculos radicantes. Vaginarum colla nuda. Ligulae dens intermedius minor. Folia
linearia. 2-3-uncialia, obtusiuecnla, 3-venia, marginibus subeimplicibpa
dentidatis. Panieula terminalis, ambitu ovata, subglabrs. ari inferne
tetragon9 et excavat9. Spicule. 1 vela infimae in excavotionibua seminidulantes ; reliqw exsertae acepieeime soiitarim ; rachilla scabra dtm
spiculam qunmque si unica, ultra terminalem ai geminata, in ariatom
subulatam, antroraum denticulatam products. Glnma exterior minima.
membranacea, evenia, subcrenulata, decolorata ; interior lanceolata,
~ u t a ,mntica, venoea (sub- 13-venia,) w g i n i b u a parum involutia
aubciliatia. Floaculi diesimiles ; exterior maaculas, duplo triplove
major : palea exterior glumae interiori aimilia, sed scabrellaet margines
magis involuti ; interior duplo minor breviorque, membranacea, &bra,
spice bifida, Zente setiformi minim0 interdum intejecto. venis 2
indistinctis infra apicem evanidir. Lodiculse 2, pale= interiori omnino
*me,
oblongax, eubrhomboidese, i n t e p . Stamina 3, antherb
mbro-sanguineis. Paleae floris interioris fceminei membranaceze, mut i e , ovato-lanceolab, exterior evenia ! interior latior, magie obtusa e t
involuta, incomplete bivenia. Staminum rudiments tria. Lodimhe
2 angustce, interdum coalitee ? Styli 2, i m l basi coaliti, longi ; stigmata
plumosa, purpuraacentia, ratione stylorum longitmima. Caryopain non
visa.
This speciea belongs to the last section of this extensive genua, aa
given in Mr. BROWN'S
Prodromua ; it ie interesting, ae it aeema to be
the only specie* of the section hitherto found out of New Holland.
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I n the disposition of the sexes it agrees with Isachne, but differs
from it in habit, in the relative size of its glumes, and in the consistence of its p a l e . From Chamieraphia this section diiers only, we
are told by Mr. BROWN,
in the number of its styles. The curious
prolongation of the rachilla beyond the terminal spicula likewise
occms in some genuine Panica.
PLICUBNCBI.

.

.

P&te XXIXI. Vosaia procera. Figs. 1, 2. Portion8 of a #pike viewed on
different faces. 3, Spicula detached. 4, Exterior g l m e rimed on its inner
face. 5, Onter palea of the inner hermaphrodite dower three-veined (by a fault
in the transfer the central rein in tbe original drawing haa been left oat.) 6,
Inner pdea of ditto two-reined. 7, Outer palea of exterior male dower, tworeined. 8, Inner ditto, two-veined. 9, Inner glame, viewed laterally and on itr inner face. 10. Pollen. 11, Ovuium, or rather Pistillum, with the two lodiculte and
the three filaments in aitu. 12, Onter view of lodicula. 13, Inner view of
ditto, the lateral stamina reparate with these. 14, Portion of a branch of
the stigma.
PWe XXZV. Left half. Z i n n i a ? ciliaris. Fig. 1, Spiculla. 2, Apex of
pedicel, much enlarged. 3, Ditto with lower portion of the outer palea. 4,
Lateral view of inner palea. 5, Lateral view of lodicula, stamina and piatillum ;
palee removed. 6, Pollen. 7, Pirtillum. 8, Portion of a branch of the atigma.
9, Genitalia, relati& situation, from a young spicula; anthers removed, and
the lodiculre displaced.
Tbe .ame plate, right hall. Ph.moehlm Retzii. Fig. I , Spicnla with its
pedicel, that of the neaond pediml removed r t the time of expansion. 2, P o t i o n
of the pedicel, shewing tbe construction. 3, Outer palm, dona1 face. 4. Inner
ditto ditto. 5, Ovsrinm, rtamina and lodicnla, the two former in aitu, the latter
displaced. 6, Pollen. 7, Ovarinm, atylu and stigmata witb the lodiculc in situ.
8, One of the divisionr of the stigma. 9, Lodicula, inner face.

VII1.-Notes
m Delhi Point, Pulo-Tinghie, %c. and ou some Pelagic
F&l remains, found in tAerocksofPulo-Ledab. By WM.BLAND,
Eq.
Surgeon H. M. S. Wolf.
[ h o m p r a y i n g specimens presented to the Aa. Soc. 4th July, and d e p u t e d lo
the Museum, next to those presented by Dr. WARDfrom Penang and Queda.)

Where the Malay peninsula terminates in the China sea, there is
tongue of land, called by the natives Delhi Point, somewhere about
104 E. longitnde, for it is not very correctly laid down. Reefs are
found here, running to the southward and eastward, upwards of a
mile at low water. Along shore, for the #pace of two or three mles.
is strewed with large maaaea of scwia many feet thick, hard, and
emitting a metallic sound. Specimens Nos. 1 and 4 will ahow the
kind of vesicular masses mentioned ; long lines of perpendicular strata
are found s t r e t c h ' i generally parallel to the shore, from three to

.
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eighteen inches in thickness, of which No. 6 is a specimen. Indurated clayslate, No. 9, is likewise seen in layers running parallel, and
in juxta-position to Nos. 1 and 2, of a few inchea in breadth. Quartz
was found, No. 5, in layera from one to two inchea in thickness.
accompanying the others and occasionally crossing them, and again
continuing its course : imbedded massea of siliceoas matter ~ ~ c m r e d
both in the scorice and in the strata. A nucleps, five or six feet in
diameter, was examined, which presented the appearance aa if lain a liquid form had been forced up from below, with a gyrating
motion ; circular layers having different shadee of d o u r becoming
wider and more extended, and were foand edging away into straight
lines parallel to the other strata. Of the tabe marked No. 2, many
were found from half an inch to two inches diameter; whilst No. 3
was got at the outer edge of the stratification. Of the remarkable
specimen No. 10, abundance were seen, always standing up a n edge :
above the general level, and occasionally many feet in length, a piece
might be found large enough to furnish forth the reticulations of a
good-sized Gothic window.
At the N.E. point of the reef, within a few yards of the aandy
beach, and dry at low water, waa found a fossil tree, of which No.
11 is a ~pecimen,standing at lemt 15 feet hizh and of considerable
diameter, attached to a mas8 of rock of the same kind, and so good
was the resemblance to a decayed tree, that some of the seamea
called out, * Come and see a tree grilled into stone by the heat.' The
fossil in quection must hare been in a decayed _state previous to its
exposure to the mineralizing process, and it is the more remarkable,
ae it now stands, to all appearance, as it originally stood when alive :it is the same as No. 9, composed of argillaceous schist. A specimen
of coral No. 7, qpIlich has been exposed to the same general igneous
agency as the masses scattered around, and found in the rnthemselves, Madrepore No. 8, but the whole of the reef has coral of
recent growth scattered over it, in all states and ages. Our stay on
this point only extended to a few houra : little opportunity was given
for minute observation, but it is a field well worthy the attention af
f~ituretravellers in that quarter.
Pulo-Tinghie will be found in the charts to the northward and castward of Delhi Point :this island rises to a considerable altitude, and
terminates in a graceful truncated cone, with alower cone seen t o &
southward of the former. The general surface presents irregular ridradiating from the cone m a centre, running down to the circumference, i. e. the water's edge, which disposition of eurface often o b h w
in volcanic islands. Be this, however, aa it may; we found Wo-

Zkgh12 densely covered with jungle, most difiicnlt to penetrate, without more time than our public duties permitted ; hence the specimens
are not numerow, and were found along shore, generally from massea
lying about. No stratum was wen. The island terminates to the east
nard in a high reddieh colowed cliff, but a t which we had no opportunity of landing.
Nine specimens marked Pigeon island, from a moderately high
.ad clSy islet =me milea to the southward of Pulo-TirrgAk, obtaining
itn name from the abundance of a tine cream-colonred pigeon, having
the wings and tail tipped with black; the same bird which is found
on the small ielands on the Tmuuerbn cosst. No. 25, from a large
mass partly beneath the surface of the ma. 21, high clifFB around.
ae well as No. 22.
Returning from the eastward, we had an opportunity of examining
a group of small islands called Pub-Rollcmria. Theseislets, about
two miles to the southward of P o d Rommrio on the Malay peninsula,
are partially covered with wood, and appear to be formed chiefly of
granite of two kinds, which was seen checquered by fissures in all
directions, and intersected by Nos. 34 and 35, found standing above
the general level in narrow ridges, the granite being more easily
disintegrated than the interaections themselves. No. 31 found in
layers of various [thickness, and No. 29 in large irregular masees
eome 15 feet in length, on shore or partly immersed in the sea.
Encloeed are thirty specimens, from a remarkable g r o ~ ~ofpislands.
lying between Jm Sakug, (Junk Ceylon) and Pulo-Pinrmg, parallel to
the kingdom of Q d h h and in sight of the mainland. Paaaing over many islands visited, all of which will be found worthy the attention of the
geologist, and the ?mithologist, as well as the conchologiet, I s h d
only mention Pub-Leslah, as one of considerable importance, from
the circumstance.of pelqgic foseil remains being found in the rocks.
Pub- L d h ~ r a t . l i t e r a l l yintheMalay language.' Tongue island in
ahore,' to distingnish this from another Pub-Ledah de laut, or ' Tongue
island at sea.' This island is about a mile and a half in circumference,
and riees to the height of 4 or 500 feet, crowned by a castellated
looking rock with perpendicular strata : the whole appears composed
of limestone. having a considerable proportion of siliceous matter
&posited in it, with veins of quartz a few inches in breadth occasionally intersecting it. The general k k was found stratified from
w e to three or four feet in thickness, lying at an angle about 45*
dipping to the eastward ; all the surface, wherever exposed, is rough
uneven. of which Nw 15and 24 are qpecimens. Numerous caverns
were found whose roofn not being so exposed were. more emootb,
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which cavcs h.rt been evidently formed by the d o n of the waves
impinging against the r& ; which action is still going on in arhin
sihutions. Some caverns were situated higher up, and not now e x w
to the same agency, but it WILE noticed in a t
h of them tluat the
entmncen w e n smooth,similar to thoec in vUiopl
of the world,
which have been med, and smoothed down by the iogreu and
d wild animale : it turned out, however, in thii casc, t
b
t the q t
that had worn these entrances N man himaelf,
ava
frunih him with troglodytic aboden during the WPMP for COW
the nesb of the Hirundo eacd&.
Your -tion
may be more puticlllorly caUed to the north side
of -&did,
where will be found l u g e mamen of tha same d.
from 20 to 30 feet in length and breadth, and 10 feet in t h i c k .
lying in juxta-porition. and no doubt o r i g i d y d e e t e d en m,
but having been raised unequally, have been broken into their p m a t
form and appeormce. These maues were f o d rich in f d remains ;
quantities of testaceous deposit. were ma in all directions, partly
above the general surface, undergoing diaintepahn aloag with the
matrix in which they were imbedded. Of the food nautilus, No. 16,
many were seen, as well aa some others, concerning which aome
doubt may remain whether or not they are ammonites. As
the
~ u t i l mno doubt can exbt, for the plain concave sepb dividing the
chambers of the shell are well marked. with the siphunde in the
middle. Had time and better tooh permitted, better rpecimenr w d d
have been procured ; but the matrix was found very indPrrtcd, md
it requires time to take such specimens out of hard atone, in a pafsct
state. The labourer, dwaye worthy of hie hire, would here k r i a y
repaid for hi time and trouble.
I add the rough sketch of a shell as it w u found l y i q in the
matrix, and of the natural aize, which gives a tolerable id- of its
general appearance. Siliceous cylinders No. 13, occur fnqaently,
and a back bone waa found in a fowilized etate : from the rorurd cop
like appearance of the vertebm, it ie mort probably that of a hh.
Pub-Ledahis one of the h c a v i e a , as well as Prb-3fotto. (Giantm=
island,) an ieland, high, mountainoue, and worthy of being k#er
known ; and Pulo-net-(Egg ieiand) is a emall one ;but the wh& 4
the ielanda in question will be found interesting, aa on this s n b j a
of fossil remains many of your compondents in India w devoting
their time and attention with great success. l am s o 9 w time
among the islands mentioned waa so lim~ted,but it is enough b t I
have pointed them out aa a field worthy of future m,u w&
the main land opposite.

1X.-Foddl.2 Remairu of the r m a h Carnivora from the Sub-Hirndlayaa.
By Lied. W. E. BAIBP and Licut. H. M. DUIAND,Engin-.
The specimens which are the subject of the following note farm 8
part of the DadGpGr Collectian, and wmpriee varieties of the p m ,
Felk, Canis, and &lo.
The cornparisan of such, with their existing representatives, muat
necessarily be k s s eatisfactory than that of the large Pachydermatow
genera, which being local in their habitats either contain few species,
aa the Elephant, Hippopotamus, and Tapir, or when, aa in the Rhinoceros. the varietiee are more numerous, the size of the animals, and
the etrikiog peculiarities of their osteology have claimed for them a
minute description and comparison from Covrra. On the other hand,
the smaner carnivorous t r i h have a far wider distribution. and their
apeeier cue es numerow and aa varied aa the climates under which
they are found ; their distinctions me chiefly drawn from the external characters af the animals; Minute Merences in their osteology,
if they exist at all, escape the attention of the naturalists who dwdribe
them, and would, in fact. poseear little interest except for the fosailist.
W e should not be warranted in pronouncing any particular fossil to
belong to an extinct species, without having previously compared it
with all the known varieties of its genns ; and even were such extendve means of comparison in our power, its result could not be decisive*, so long aa there remained unexplored regions, whence new
varieties might be derived. We shall, therefore, content ourselves
with negative conclusions drawn from comparison of our fossils, with
the skulls of those ~peciesonly of their existing congeners now inhabiting the neighbouring districts, none other being at our command.
Such conclusione. we hope, will not be without geological interest ; as.
if we succeed in establishing one or two points of marked difference,
they will be wfficient proof that the animals now inhabiting these
provinces are not the lineal descendants of those whose remains are
entombed in the strata of their soil, and thence may be inferred the
occurrence of some great geological change during the lapse of ages,
which have intervened beween the periods of their several existence.
FPLIB. '
Of-this genus there are traces of several varieties among our fossiJs.
but as the larger ones, with the Hyena and Canis, may form the eubject
For inntance, in the 520d No. of tbe Journal A#. Soe. Mr. H o s n n o ~deacriber two new species of gal0 and one of felit.
4 r 2
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of a future paper, we will confine our presept notice to the Cat. - The
cranium represented in fig. 1, P1. XXVII. though somewhat mutilated,
is sufficiently perfect for comparieon. The most aerious injury which it
has suetained (as being the only one-affecting the measurements) is a
slight crush or cornpresaion, which has apparently flattened, and perhaps widened the cranium. The proportione between the fossil and the
skull of a common-sized wild or jungle cat are M follows :-the length
from posterior of occipital condyle to anterior of canine tootli being
taken as the unit or ruodulu~. and those dimemione only being collated, in which the greatest differences exist. The two ekulh may be
understood to correspond in other respects.

Length from post. of occipital condyle to ant. of eaniuc
tooth, aasnmcd at
Grentest b r d t h of cranium opposite mastoid promsees..
Height of occlpnt from lower margin of foramen magnnm
to to of transverse ridge.
Bma4tp m o s s the occipital condyles,
Ditto m w d externally mroas most prominent part ol
line of molars,.
Height of arbit perpendicular, but measured in plane ol
orbit's mugin,.

...................................
..........................
..................

....................................

.....................................

The Werences of proportion exhibited by the foregoing comparison are, as will be seen, very trivial. Setting aside the excess in
breadth of the fossil's cranium, which if not caused ia at leaat exaggerated by the c r u h before alluded to, there will remain no remarkable
points of difference except in the diameter of the orbit, and in the
width across the occipital condyles. The other variations probably
exceed not what may be detected in the skulls of cats belonging t o one
species. There are, however, othe: differencesof form not shewn by the
measuremente. In the fossil, the post. orbitary apophyeis is mare
developed, and the plnne of its projection more continuous with that of
the frontal bone. The depression of the cranium in rear of this apephysis is more marked, giving a greater width to the temporal f-;the bdae of the mastoid proceases have a more elongated shape, m d
are generally larger ; and the transverse ridge of the occipital boneis
higher, sharper, and more prominent. All, or nearly all, these differences, tend to shew a greater development of the predacious fac&
ties in the fossil.--a circumstance further confirmed by the teeth,
which, though precisely corresponding in form with those of the
cat, are somewhat larger and stronger.
n e lower jaw occupying the central place in fig. 2, muat have
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belonged to a smaller animal than that which owned the crauinm : it
presents no difkrence worthy of note, from the lower jaw of the wild
cat. The humerus, tibia, and metatarsal bones, forming part of this
intereating little group, appear to have belonged to the same individual as the lowrr jsw, aud it is curious enough that their present
bond of connection is the plate of a emall crocodile. The carpal, metacarpal and phalangal bones represented in fig. 3, obtained from the
same locality, though at different times, may possibly be aseigned to
the Eame or a similar animal.
GULO.
Of this genus we possess the fossil skulls of two individuals, one of
which, represented in fig. 4, is nearly perfect : the lower jaws have &en
separated at their symphy~isand otherwise somewhat mutilated, but
as they were not fouud attached to the cranium, we may consider
ourselves fortunate in having obtained them at all. The second cranium,
fig. 7, has suffered considerable mutilation, and is without the lower
jaws :we have, however, inserted it in the plate, because though otherwise less perfect, it has escaped a crush, which appeara to have flattened fig. 4. Some differences of~roportionbetween the two fossils
would be accounted far under this supposition.
The recent skulls with which we have compared the above mentioned f o s s l belong to an animal known by the Hindustani name
B+ +identical, or nearly SO. with the Cnpe Ratel, (Gulo Capensis,
Desm.)
In classing the Biju and Ratel under genus Gulo, we follow the
mmmon system of arrangement ;though, as remarked by CUVIBR*,
both the number and character of their teeth would rather place
them with the Mwtela Putoriw. They appear, in fact, to be indebted
to their plantigrade motion alone for a place among the Gluttonu. The
fos8ile now under consideration correspond in dentition with the Ratel
and Bijtr, and the following table will shew that their resemblance to
the latter in most other respects is very Strong.

n eonvient d'autant mieux de compuer le Ratd au Glouton, que car den.
quadrnpMer ront A peu p d s de meme t d l e ; main outre que le Gloutoa a air
molairea de plua que le Ratel, Is trine de eeld-* eat plur large en arri&re,ron
front moinr Clert. ron orbite moinr erne, ow arcader rygomatiquea moinr
ba~tea,et I'apophyse coronoide de r mrcboireinRrieum beaucoup moinr haute,
pllu l y e , ct plua obtore. Lea mpporb du Ratel avec le putoil, d'aprer rer denb
e t ra @to, ront certainemcnt plur importans que lea diffbrenccr de marche. Ourmew formkr.-Tom.
IV. Chap. VI.
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Extreme length from posterior of oedpitalwndyles to anterior of Incisors, taken ns the modulus, and assumed at
Breadth msuwed w r o u martoid proceaaes,
Greatest breadth of crnniom opposite martoid processes,. .
Leaat ditto ditto at temprnl fonne,
Height of occiput from inf. mugia of foramen magnum
to sup. ofocdpitd ridge,
Breadth of ditto from point to polnt of rqlold pmcessee,
Ditto acroas tbe occipital condyles,
Ditto of frontal from point to point of post. orbitnry apophyse~,..
Ditto greatest across zygomatlc arches,
Ditto exterior acmes the superior canine teeth,
Perpcndicular?iameter of o d p i t d foramen.
Length from anterior of canine teeth to post. of t u b e r a lous teeth, measured externally,.
Bnmdth of upper jaw measured across carnivorous motam,
Greatest antem-posterior diameter of cmiw tecth,
Width of tuberculous molars,

............

1,000
0.681
0,467
o,lH
0,318
0,335

....................
.................... ......
.................... 0,%3
........................................
0,1%6
................
........ 0,546
0.920
0,088

...........
..................... 0,282
0.347
......
......................... 0,058
0,081

LSerr.

pig. 4 . - ~ g . 7.

1,000
0,592
o.ss3
0,958
0,307
0.~61
0,241
0.391
0.543

1.000

0.610

0,474
O,%¶

0,Uf
0,-

O,WS
0.~13

0.~6~

0,138
0,M)l

0.936
0,108

0,287

0,339
0,071

0.187
0.395
0,4167

0.073

0.069

The two fossils, though difTering considerably from each other. agree
in the following pointa of dissimilarity from the recent skull. Their
canine teeth are larger and stronger, and their tuberculous molars
smaller ; the two lines of molars converge towards the muzzle considerably less in the fossil than in the recent, and the individual false
molars are set less obliquely to the line of maxillary. The frontal
is wider between the orbits ; the post. orbitary apophyaes more prominent, and the depreesion of the cranium in rear of them less deep ;
the exterior portion of the mastoid processes has a far greater development (fig. 8) ; the transverse occipital ridge is thicker, more rug&
and more prominent, and projects considerably beyond the plane of
the occiput in the prolongation of that of the parietal bonea (fig. 5).
Measurements of the recent and fowil lower jaws exhibit no di%erences save in the canine teeth, which severally correspond with t h e
same teeth in the upper jaw. There is, however, in the
(fig. 6)
a deep depression in the ramus, which in the recent species is nearly
flat. In our specimen this depression is aa marked as in the tiger
and other feline animals. The differences above noted, aa before ~p
marked with regard to the cat, tend to prove that the ancient species
was even more powerful and savage than its present representative, the
Biju itself, by no means deficient in these qualities. The three recent
skulls examined on this occasion had all suffered more a r less from
the violence to which the vigoroua self-defence of the anim& had
obliged their captors to resort.
CANISVULPZ~.
The specimen represented in figs. 9 and 10, though fortunate in
possessing both limes of molars complete, ham suffered much from a
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armah by which the whole posterior portion of the head has been flattened apd didgonod. The dimensions selected for comparison in the

following table are those least likely to be dected by the accident.
001recent speaimen belonp to an adult male fox, of a species common in the N. W. provinces of India. Its size, the colour of its fur,
and other erternal characters, appear to correspond with the description of C. Coruac PAL LA^), which CUVIBRis inclined to identifp with
c. &ngakRt?hl of PBNNANT-figuredalso in " H ~ n ~ w ~ o rIlluStran's
tions." PI. 11. Fart~XV. and XVI.
.

.

Length from o&pW

Recent.
--Fossil.

condyle t o mtuior of canbe, taken
as rnodnlos, and assumed a t . .
1,000
B d t b marared amass mastoid promres,
,390
Laast bresdtb of praaiwn at the temporal fosae,
,905
Breadth from point to point of stploid processes,
,253
Ditto m o s s o 'pitrl condyles,
,10a
Ditto of f r o n a from point to point of post. orbitarp
apophyses,
,187
&catat breadth ~pusarcdexternally across both lines of rnol~s,
,338
Horlrontal diejmw of occipital foramen,
,130
Length oecapied by line of molan and canine taken t o p ther,
,800
,410
Ditto ditto molara alone,

........................

............
........
........
......................
......................................

1,000
,433

,906

,'ma

.261
1-5

...........................................
.............

,319
,133

..............................................
............................

,470
,416

The chief differencea here exhibited are those of greater breadth in
the posterior portion of the fossil's head, and must. though they
appear natural, be liable to the suspicion of having been caused more
or less by
crush before alluded to ; but there are some points of
dissimilarity which must be considered free from this objection. The
transvcroe oocistd ridge is thicker and higher in the fossil ; the post.
orbitary apopbyses are altogether broader and more prominent ; the
hollow or kpreasion in their upper surface, forming a valley between
the outer edge of the apophysis and the swell of the frontal, (constituting one ~f the distinctions between the fox and the other varieties
of canis] is in the fossil more marked. From the rear of these apophysee start two ridges, which at first converge towards the bcciput in
a curvilinear direction, until the distance between them is reduced to
about half an inch, after which they run nearly parallel for some distance, and then converge again, till they unite near the occiput and
become bJended with the parietal crest. We have been particular in
deecribipg this formation, as a very similar one was observed by
Cuvrlrrr in the skull of the " Renard Tricolor," C. cinereo-argcnteus,
Linn. It will be observed from the table of measurements, that the
length occupied by the molara and canine teeth together is less in the
fossil, while that occupied by the molars alone is proportionally
gnatex. This difference in only apparent, and is caused by the ad-

vaneed poeition of the first fPlse molar close to the root of the canine ;
the tooth b probably a deciduous one, not yet replrobd by the permawent molar ; the unworn state of the other teeth rl.o &&sting the
youth of the fossil, at the period of ita demiae. The lover jaws, figs.
11 and 12, are not sdliciently perfect to afford any d b f i c b r y measurements. Fig. l l is the external view of the l& ;and fig. 12 the
internal of the right lower jaw.
To the foregoing o b s e t . ~ a t i owe
~ have nothing further to add than
that, in our opinion, they point out suflicient proof of specific daferelices between the several objects compared ; but, for the reasons before adduced, we must limit our conclusions to this, and cannot therefore venture upon giving new namea to our foesil apecies.
M e m r d qf f i r d Skull., kc. reprercntedi m PI& X 2 T L U . w 1 k 10.
I
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Extreme len
from post. of ocdpital condyler to
anterior o incisor teeth,
Ditto ditto ditto canine ditto,
Breadth measnred across mastoid processes,
Greatest breadth of cranium opposite mastoid procease$,
k t ditto ditto a t temporal fosse,
Height of occiput from lower margin of occipital
foramen to top of transverse ridge,
Brendth from point to point of stvluid processes,
Ditto across the occipital condyles,.
Ditto of frontal from point to point of post. orbltary
apophyses,
Greatest breadth across zygomatic arches,
Breadth measured cxtern~llgacross superior canine
terth,.
Ditto ditto most promiactat points of line of molars,
Perpendicular dia~ueterof occipital foramen,
Horizontal ditto ditto,
Length from exkrior Of incisor8 to anterior of palntrl sinus,
Ditto from anterior of palatal sinas to lower marqin of occipitnl fornmen,
Ditto occupied by molars and canine teeth, tuken
together,
Ditto ditto molar8 nlone,.
Diameter of orbit perpendiculnr, but mensured in
plane of orbit's margin,
Ditto ditto from point of post. orbitary npoph y3i3 to
ant. margin of orhit,.
Greatest antero-posterior diameter of canine tooth,
Width of toberculous tooth. (in Fclu and Gulo.)
L w Jaw.-Length
from posterior of condyle to
anterior of canine,
Ditto from ditto ditto to posterior of molars,
Ditto occupied by molars and canine teeth, taken
tn,q.zthcr,
Mtro ditto molars nlone.
De3th of lower jaw taken in front of carnivorous
moth,
Greatest antero-posterior dlameter of canine tooth,
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of a Paper ( J o u d . May,1835). on tke Heights
of tke MOO^. By t b
Rev. R. E v n u s ~ .
In a cornpariaon of the heights of the Barometer with the position
of the moon in declination, (See Journal, May, 1855,) I stated that
it appeared, that though the greatest depressions coincided, or nearly
m, with the tima of the moon's maximum declination, yet that many
of the greatest elevation8 held a similar sitnation. To ascertain
whether this idea was well-founded, the daily barometric heighfs
were taken from the 4 ;
. u. column of the Meteorological Registera
of the Journal; then the differences either in excess or defect from
the monthly mean. were noted and placed in diEerent columns according to the state of the moon in declination, as given in the Nautical
Almanacks for noon of the same day. Then the average of each
column was taken for the year, and continuing the process for the
13 years of which the Meteorological Registers are extant, a general
average was finally taken of the whole, which came out ae follows :
Moon'r Decl. .. .... .. ..
25.
20'
15'
10.
5'
0.
,
Avemie am'- of variation}
.Os5
.OJ(
.051
.051
.m2
from tlre month1J mean,
X.-Cdimrtiar

of r b

I

,

,

:

;

1

I

~o*onclc+ or ~ r c ~ d
tke*P

..

j

I I I

1 1

If it be objected that this difference, between the two extremes of the
line, of -008, be small, we may answer that small M it is, it is nearly
4th of the whole amount. The heights of the barometer at London
for a period of 24 years w e n then exunined in a similar manner,
only that instead of klclaasing the differences in columns according to
the number of degree8 of the moon's declination on the same day,
they were claesed according to the distance of the day on which the
observation
taken, from the day of maximum declination. Thus,
the number of days from maximum north to m h m u m south declination being nearly 14, the diKerencee were ~ ~ a n ine 14
d columns,
numbered in this way :
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4
a d M a whole revolution from one time of maximum declination t o i b
succeeding one in something less than 28 days, a column waa o c m
sionally left blank to keep the maxima always in the let and 14th.
This method is rather less troublesome than the former one adopted,
but it does not answer so well for a long series of yeare, as the
=-'a
maximum declination is very different in different yeam :--for
e-ple.
in 1820, it was between 28' and 2g0, and in 1829, between
180and I 9'. The average, therefore. was taken for the eix yeam in
which the declination was greatert, viz. 1818. 1819. 1820, 1821,
1822,. 1823. The maximum declinatioswse then alwqp above 250,
4

0
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so that the fiist column would ~ m s p o n d
with the left-hmd a h m
of the former classification. Narth and sodh d&iuation were them
put together, and the r e s d b came out thus :

.....................
........ }

I I I 41.1 : I.I; I

Dap,
7
Average amoastof variation
.841 .323
from the mean.
-%IT
The average wps next taken for nine years, in which the declination
was at a medium, say between 26* and .
'
1
2 so that the k t column

would nearly correspond with the eecond column of the former clssibcation ; the seventh column being, as before, that on which the declihation was least. The years were 1814, 1815, 1816. 1817, 1824.
1825. 1826. 1833. 1834, and the malts were :
Days

...................
.........

Average amohnt of variation
from the meen,

The average ww again taken for nine yeers, in which the declinaleest,viz. between 21' and 18";that ie to say, 1810. 181 1,
tion
1812, 1813, 1828. 1829, 1830, 1831. 1832. The first column, in
this case. would nearly correspond with the third in the classibcnti~p
of the Calcutta barometer. The reaulta were am fdlows :
Day'.
Aver*

.....................
amount of variation

from the mean,

.........

.20i1

1 1 1 1 .2z1 .=,,

7

.22:

.21:

.22:

In this laet caae no increase of variation ie perceptible towar& the
maximum, but then the maximum did not u~~ually
eraeed mO,
w a
the moat 21°.
I have M yet said nothing about the perigee, because it h.e
roved in Europe that the perigee produces some d'ect on the w e .
With a view to &n
whether the e i h t produced wan the m e
that occasioned by the incrmee of declination, I took the anme v-tiom of the London barometer. as before, for 24 .yearn, and arranged
them in different columns according to the state of the moon's
diameter on the days on whioh they were taken. The g e n d a ~ m age came out thus :
3's h dkm. 10b0" 980' 9 W 070'
Ar.Vu.B.r. 4 7 94 -207 .PsB

SV

PW

OU)"

WO"

.Pnd '919 .PI6 .PI4 .%lD

OPQ'
810" 98'
-294 +XS 918 -911

Here there appears a tendency to an incresse of variation with .n
increme of semi-diameter ; but on examining the diftb.ences of the
Cdcntta barometer, no such increasl could be made apparent. It
fi&ns, thelefore, in doubt whether, in this climate, such an
&- & 4 r
whether, owing to some mistake, yet undetected,
it has not been made apparent. I am inclined to the latter mp*
tion-from this consideration-lst, If no increase exista, no mdt.
could be traced from it ; kdly, If an increaae &eta, though not, rt

8

praaent, apparemt, mms remote r d t n would probably be obauved.
which might be amxibed to it, aa their c a w .
Thnr, with an increase in the variation of the heights of the baro-

meter, an increase both of dryness and moisture would follow. Ae
an i n m e -of rarirfton also attends an increase in declination, it is
probable that the greatest effect w ~ u l dbe perceived when the two
causes were in co-operation together. Now aa there are certain yeam
in which the moon's perigee fell on the name day with her maximum
declination, either north or soutb, it k probable that, in those yeare,
@ e x t r e m ~of venther, both of drgnese rpd moistwe, would be
experienced. Is this then the case ? Are those yeara in which the
day of perigee is the same ae the day of maximum declinatiop, also
thoee in which the extremes both of drought and moieture
By such reaulta let these speculations be hied. For our present
purpose, which is only to obtain eome useful indications, the W r ence between M a h l u t e mar and a barren verity irr not worth
~sntioniD#J.

XI.--Proceedings of the & d o

Society.

W*y
Evening, tha 6th Octdk, 1836.
The Rev. Dr. MILL,
Vice-president, in the chair.

honorary member.
Mr. G. F. M ~ o C r s r m o rwaa propami by Mr. M ~ m ~ p a a d
a, c d
by Dr. MILL
The Secretary then read the Report of the Committee of Papern on
Mr. C. Bnow~~ow'e
proposition relative to the publication of the dlf
Leila

[See below.]

&adad--That the Society approve and adopt the Report of tbe Cornmittee :- that it feels honored by Mr. B M ~ L O W 'desire
S
to publieh the
work under ite auspioe ;and that in addition to it8 own subsrription, the
pnoepectus &dl be circuhted among individual membere, and the patronage of the Government shall be rerpeotfdly rolicital to Mr. Blovnw ' s undertaking.
Library.
The following books were preeented :A Diicounr concerning tho indpeaee of A m r i a op tho mind, bein8 the
Annual Oration delivered before the American Philoeophical Societr op thq 1st)
October, 1823, by C. J. Inaruro~~,
E s q . 4 ~the Society.
Notice Hiatoriqus mr CHARLIS
R W AEIn%~
. ,Fondateor et Pnaident do
h Bedot4 d1HiUdro Neturell~?&e Pile Maurice, drc. Lc. ; by lld. JWLXBN
Dss
SA~DUIO--)I
the A J b r .

4 0 2

-& the d d k .

Ooisiolu on d o u n
,
dediatsd to the Imdutriolu Prodmara; by
WX:M ~ c m r r r .-.-by
the d d h
The Iodiu J o m d d M.dial and P h y ~ a lSeiacs--by F. Cerhp, 4.

Editor.

GAT'. Pablsr tramslated into &@
Poetry,
i by Y.hirlja KALI Kasmrr
Bsbdur-by the l'huWor.
ConcleluSom d the G.Ideat.b. or N q y d PLCUM, by M b d ~ MAl
LA'*
the A m t k .
Map of the lodm River m d of tb -8
eomtria. from tbe
sumera. comoiled in the S u r t q o r G a e r d ' s Weedy dfr. Tadu
&;I;"
~ h ~ . y Bot..y,
a n
9th putfthe h & d h v Read a letter from the trewrsr of t h Aademy at Bordeaux, Mr.
foIIV8rdi by the had. of Dr. I r m r r packet d
e for the Botanic Garden of Cdentta, and requestin~in return much
& from Tibet or other wlder parta of India u are likely to thrive in
France.
The d h n o been p.ds over to Dr. WALL~CU,
who d l k i d l rep1
~ y em tL.
subject to Borde+nx.
LitctaryondAd@dan.
An account of rome of the Petty S t a b lying north of the Tenacnerim
Provinces, d r a m u from the jonrde md reporb of Dr. Iloeanneow,
d m i t t d by
E A. ~mnm-, c o m m i i o n e r of these new pl
viama ;.Ira a &etch of t h e bintory of &bong, by the same.
C q t . A. C o n r m a a r r , Engineem, -4. D. C., presented to tbe Society
t h e very extennive collection of etatues and other
imene of Band*
mculptute discovered by him in hie exploration of c w . U known .ra
ment or tope in the mad between Gh&
and Benuen The folloriag
note on these interesting r d i a w r reat$?
~OVILLEO,

d

d.

I' The stone fignrea, bas-reliefs, and inscription# were all found sear Sirritb.
a Buddhist monument about eight milea from Beurea. The g m k r -be=
were dug ap within a small space of 10 feet nqnare, and nearly all in a s upright
position aide by ride. Along with tbem were 40 or 50 othen now Iying n c u
Sirnbth. and which wen left behind from their being of the rrme description u
thorn now prerentod to the Society, and from their being in a I n u perfect stae,
and from their wanting hacriptions.
I luraed from a v i l l w r that when JAOAT
SINOHthe Dewm of Cmrra Snrae,
w a of Benuas,
digdng near Sbrnlth for building materids for tirs -3
nhich n o r burr his name, his workmen lighted on a rmrll temple the w.U.of
which they carried awa~-and it WM within that temple that there figares were
then scea ; but owing to some superstitious feelingr on the part of the workmea,
no steps were taken at the time for their remond.
. The three mted female figarea, one bearing an inacriptlon, were found ip
the ruins of a small temple nrriating of only two roonu, and the lonu h.relief containing the alligator's h a & war discovered in a stone tank 13 fm
nine inohemrquus, upon cleuing away the rubbib from the pakka tern
which surrounded it.
I am induced to offer them figurer to the Society, in the h o p that the inscriptions upon their pedatal. may be translated, and help to throw some light
npon the Buddhist religion. u nell M upon SIrnLth and the ruins of the m m ent buildinp in iu neighbonrho~d.~
The epecinl t h d e of the Society were voted to Capt. Cnrcnuseanr

for &is valuable contribution to the Museum.
Phy#i&d.
The Secretary prerented o n the part of Mr. Dnm, A m . Mem., 90fine find e p e c i m e ~lately ob(riaed by him from the bed or tmnkg &
the Jumna river.

i
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Mr. DIAN had maintained for oome time 8n envoy to sxplom rncb p.~'bof
the river as he had not been able hilnself to examine. Ont of the produm of
this adventure he had ae.lected the specimens now trammitted. bceauae they
served to settle the question of the existence of three animab in a foaail state,
which had hitherto been doubtfn1.--or rather which had h n for tbe fimt time
rdvanctd rith hesitation from his former collections in the Jumna ;-the
camel, tbe buffalo, and the antelope.
They consist of the femur and cranium of the f ~ ~buddo,
i l about me-sixth
; toma of the
Iargur than the prtlent ram ;-fragment of the femur of a
horns of an antelope, and wmterworn portion8 of the horn of the uu.
To make the nco~;oitiouof there f o d b u c h r u po~ible,Mr. DBANhad
placed ride by rids of each the correrpoading recent bone, no tbat no doubt
could rern.in of their identity. The splendid discoveries in the SivLlik rm(ls
h.ve mantime r r m w d dl uncertainty on tt.8 subject, and have eve0 poinM
out two distinct speciu in the fossil camel, on which a paper h u j u t been print.
ed in the Researches.
A paper bv Memm. F ~ u r a ~ land
m CAUTLEVwaa mbmitted on thefd
barr of the hivaik range, with drawings pointing out vmiationr from
the existing species.
The koowledge of thin d m d u derived from two fine frylmsntr of the bmd.
The chief p e d a r i t i a .re o b w a b l e in the teeth, which u e conrtructed mom
after the type of the higher carnivora thnn an other dwcribed a p e c i ~of &
genus.
A paper entitled gc Some remarks on the development of PA," nu
mbmitted by Dr. W. GIPPXTEI, Mad. Jht.
Indications of a new genua of iaesreorial bi&-by Mr. B. H. RO-~.
A Table of the breadth, current, and depth of the river Satkj, from
Hmi kc patan to its junction with the Indua a t Mithankof, waa communicated by Capt. C. hi. WADE
Also a note on the spring of Lohand XU-by
the name officer.
Two large oases containing a fine collection of butterflies, moths and
other ineecta from Silhut, WM presented by Mr. Gmnoe Looa, C. 8.
Observations concerniq certain interesting henomena m a n i f a b d in
individuals born blind, on their restoration to 6% t, were communimted by
Dr. F. H. Be-.

.

t

R m a r of tha Committee of Papera on the A ~ r LAILA.
s
T h e Committee having deputed the examination of Major MAOAN'~
manuscript t o thoee of ite Members most eminent for their knowledge of
t h e Arabic language and literature, think it will be more eatisfactory t o
eubmit the separate minutes of thoae gentlemen t o the Society than to
embody them in a general report.
. They are unanimous in their opinion of the genuineness, general earrectncee, and value of the manuscript, ae well ss in advocating the sup r t
of Mr. BROWNLOW'.
undertaking: and they think the atronage ogh.
Government sbodd dm be mpectfully eolicited. For tKe correction o~
t4 press, they believe Mr. BROWNWW
to have made the best arrengcment ;-nevertheless, ee he has eolicited permission to publish the work
under the auspices of the Society, it may be proper that a file of the sheeta
M rinted should be furnishedto the Secretary to be occeeionally submitted
ta eembsn of the Committee and other competent judges of their a c c u r q .
T h e consider the price 6xed by Mr. BROWNWW,
48 Company's rupees,
royal octavo voluma of 600 p q p , to be r e m o d e m , and t h q
for
hlt he will experience the advantage of it in a full?st of subscribers.

b

For Is Committea,

J. PBINBBP,
5 ~ .

Minuts by bi*. W. 8. Mamagbr.
Of the genuineneee of Mr. BPOWNLOW's~ ~ n u e c r i p there
t,
cnnnot,I
think, be the elightmt doubt. I have compnred the third volume of tbs
#' Contm Inedita,"
by M. T R E B ~ Ewith
N , the fourth volume of the mr.
nuseriyt, and, M far M I oen judge from reading three or four of the
commencing and concluding paps, and looking over some of the intarmediate pagee of m h of the llix lort tales, I believe tbat they awrs
spond dm& euotly.
I have dm enrefully looked through tbe third volume of the MSS. The
aaecdotas which are a t the end of the third volume of the French trsne
lation, are contained in this volume ; but they do not, in the Arabic
M88. a pear t o be eo numerous. The are chiefly introdaced between
t h e Mr!ee 11ty1sd Himtoire #Adjib ot de Gherib," (the last story of the
first volume of T n r s n n m ~ , )and that styled " Dee rums de Dalilah et de
la fille Zeinub," (the first story of the second volsme of Taewnnr.)
I have not had t ~ m eto compare all the " Anecdoks." They ue net
entered i n t h e same order am in the French verdon, owing to which the
comparison would necemarily be a work of time-but
I have been able
to compare the anecdotes etyled ''Divorce e t aecend marlage de Hiad
bile de Naaman," page 464, and that styled '' Conduite du Vier Iba
Aamir," pnge 487, and I find that they minutely corrsspond with fhc
Arabic MSS.
etory etyled Histelre d' Abd.ll.b 1' habitant de la
I nu much stroek with tbr
habitant de la Tarre*,''
mutilated atate of the +ory M a n b i n d i n the F
&
re&-.
I mb
join a version i n English of tho Frencb m d of the Arahio ateria. It
will be seen a t onae, how mu* the former h @beerr
~ &om of ite fair
proportions.
Stotyof ALddM t h e f ~ n t q f U s S e a , a u l s f AMa&h tkiQf

tha Lad.

There WM once 6ahernrn. called AMaIhh, r h o rru father of a arm.reu
family, All his richer comaintad in h u m u , with which br; went evu). day to
the ru shore to supply the nrntr of hi fatnily J he l i d in thir way from L r
to day. Hir wife war confined for the tenth time of a boy : tbat r e v day
there WIU nothing at all in their house. The wife told her husband to trike hir
neb, and to throw to the good luck of the mew born. The f i a h e r m ~took bi
nets, and threw them in with prayem for the happineu of his mn. When be
drew them out the firrt time, they were filled with sand, grercl, reeds, end
mud, and he did not find even om abgle fish. It w u the u m e .Ira the .acod
and third time. In rain did the poor ficberman t r enother
~
plrw : tbc u8ht
orertook him before he had caught the lmt thing.
Great God 1'' cried he. '' is this the luck of my new born I bas thou arcated him that there may be no happiueaa for him I I t cannot be no : h e who br
opned his lips to form a mouth. has taken care of his exintenoe..*' Overcome
with andnew. he thrcr his neb upon his abonldem and rlowly took the 7 b
h b dwdling. thinking what he could ray to him rtarving cbildren a d hii Ilyin wife. He p a w d before tbe shop of a baker where he war wont b b a y kJ.
S d d by the rmell of the hot bread, poor hbdoU.b #topped brbm tb .kC.
and d lookr of starvation on the brad jmt brought fnw th.wssr, D o
wish for bread ?" ukad the baker of him. " I wopld rrilliagly b u e wme for my
poor children," replied the brhermm. ' I but I have no moner b p.y h r it, fpr I
have not caught a single fish to-da~:~wvertheleaa,if yon u e willin& I rill l a r e
my nets in pledge." " How," replied the baker. " could yop sva money py
me, if rou leave me your nets in pledge ? Hold, here are ten loaver, what yon am
accnrtomcd to take, a d , moreorer, ten pieces of money which I bPd yon. If
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you are r ~ e s r hin
l y o u Isbing t o - m o m . you w i l l pay me, and if not I will
give you credit." " God will reward yon," mid the drhsman, takinu the ten
loares : sad he r e n t to the market to buy rome rqetabler. The next morni*
he want out very early, and t h w hi n e h all the day withont atching m T
thing. I n return in^ home that evening he did not dare to approach the baker'r
mbop but the latter having wen him, called him and e r e him, M he had done
the night before, ten l o a r u and ten yieea of money. T h i q p went on in th*
way for forty days, and the firberman was in despair to .ee his debt8 thus inc r e ~ i a gd t h o n t any meam of dischargin~them. The fortJ-first day he mid
to hir wife, '' I am going to tear my nets in pieen ; becanoe I we that I o ~ h t
no longer to reckon on gaining my lirelihood in that manner. I am Uh.med
of being such a burden to the baker, and I mlut do wme other huainew to pry
what I owe." " God is great." replied the wife; " and dnoa he bas dven w
roch a ganetona benef8ctor, he will grmt ns ah0 the means of clearin8 omrwlrem
to him. Do not derpair then, continue to throw your wb and put w n d e n a in
6od."
The fisherman followad the adrice of his wife ; he threw hi. n e b in
the mame of God, and maid, '' Be fmvourable to my fishing, 0 thou who dimp n w s t the gift of datiny I If I catch a mingle fish I will carry i t to my benefactor." The n e b thia time ware of u extraordinary weight. Abddlah worked
with all his strength to brim8 them to the shore, bnt the or fisherman, to him
great dospdr, fonnd nothing hut a dead u s , which e x h a l x pomtilential mell.
" There is neither might nor power, but in Qod," cried Abdallah, in clsuing his
n e b of the careclae. I t is my a c e a d wife," added he, " who e r e me thin 5ne
adrice ( I told her that I waa going to give up the bruinew of 5sherma11, bat no,
God is p e n t ; do not dapnir, oontinne to throw your nets.' 9es what i t is to
follow women'r advice t Nerortheless, I am p i n g to tempt fortune again to-day
for the last time."
The firberman ronght another place to avoid the h c h of the a n , and
threw bin n e b : they wsre still huvier thii time thu the fint, and AM.11.h
found in them a M n g with a hnmaa form. At fimt he thonght it war one of
thome p n i i that Solomon had cant into the depth of the rea, ofbr baring shut
tbom up in brazen r e n a l . He, therefore, a r i d " P d o n I pardon I 0 GenY
of Solomon 1"
Feu nothing," replied the 5gure in the net, '' I am a human
being like tha ;the only difference which exist. betwesn ua, ir that 1 lire in tho
depth of the rea, and you inhabit the earth." "Then," replied the firheman, re.
-red
by thew words, p a a n neither a p i i nor a demon ?" '' Not mom th.
one than the other," replied the inhabitant of the sea ;" I believe in God and h h
Prophet." IdBut who threw t h e into the wares ?" I am,by natars, an
of the wa, and I m m God. When I WM caught in the neb, I war t r f i q to be
wdhl to tbw, and I allowed m p l f t o be Wken ; beauae it m a l d not hare
bccn difficult for me to bmak your neb, if I had m r b d to -ape I but I n.
oogoiked the fingor of God in this event, and I rce that we have both beem erst.
td to he broths- and friends. The earth ptoduar g
r
a
m meloor, puckem and
mg(ranatc8 : tbe 8ea abounds in c o d , in p r h , in e m d d m , and in mbiu.
riog me frnit, and I will fill your buket with the prceiow stoma whlch u,
fonnd in tho aea." '' This proposition s d b me mureIloPrly, my brother,'* a d
the fisherman ; '' swear to me that you will keep your promte, and recite tho fid
chapter of the Koran." When the first chapter war recited, the 6mherl.id
down his netr, and asked hin companion his name. '6 I am alled Abdallah of the
H.;
and thou, what is thy name ?" " I t b truly extraordinary," mid tho
dahbrnao ; *' my name Is alro AbdaU~h,and to didtinguish UIone from the other,
I *ill d l m p l f Abdallah of the land." I' Very well," n p U a Ahddh~bof
ma ; " we brrs been created one tor the other ;-At for me h e n an instant, I
g o i w to rearoh for something whioh I WU
to make p a 8 p m n t of I" At thwords he plnnpd into thc wm to the p t grief of the tirhsrman, who r
q
(
n
u
having given him his liberty. 'I If I had kept him, t h o q h t he to U m w , I
conld hare shown bim for money M a cwioaiQ, and in that manner I might hare
gained my livelihood."
An inatant afbr the inhabitant of the ma re-a peared, with his hand. filled rritb
rubha, poarh, and e m d d . . 41 Do not take it$" said heto tha fir ham^^,'^ that
1bare not brou&ht you more of them ; I had notbing to pat them in, ht I rrill
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give yoa u mamy to-morrow again, and every day, if you m i come Lae at sunrlrs." Tnnaported with joy, the firherman went to tbe lmker'a. to whom he gave
dl bir p u l s and praciou stones, tb-king bim for d tbe hvora which be had
bitberto b-ped on him. After that loaded with u much b m d u he could
arry, and after having bonght with the moaey wbich the h k a bad given him,
m a t , fruit, and regetahb8, the good AW.ILb ran borne to inform him r i l e of
the happy adventwe which h d happened to him.
" Keep well your rccret." u i d his wife to him ; '' i t is a thing tbat ought r o t to
k rehted to every one." " If I muat conceal it from every one," replied the
hkermsn, " I cannot at leut make amptory of i t to the baker my b e faator."
Tho next day, having got up very early, the fisherman went with a bcket of
f i t to the wa shore, which he ruched before 8un-I-&. He cried tl~m
: *' Where
art thou, Abddkh of the ru ?" " What will you ?" replied a voice from tbe
depth of the wava ; and at the aame inahnt tbe new friend of the 6aherman a m e
out of the n a with a load of emer.ldr, rubken, and pearl.. After baring brakfasted logetha. they retired ench p i n g his own way. The fisherman gave, in
puring, two more neckl.cer of pearla to the baker. and carried the rest home.
H e weat afterwar& to the b u r , and #hewed all the pearla and pmcious stones
to the syndic of the jewellers. '' Stop him," cried the latter ; '' he i a the thief
who has stolen the queen's peula I" Abdakh allowed h i m d f to be loaded with
bonda. and to be conducted before the king without saying a word. Tbey pwr n t e d to the queen the pearls which they took for hen, but she declared t h a t
the pearls w e much handsomer than thoam which had been atolcn from her ;
that they did uot belong to her, and that ahe would bay them a t any price.
'' Retire, infamma informerr." mid the king ;" M if God codd not give riches to
the unfortunate also I Rctire." When the jemllea had deputed, the king turned
towudr Abd.llab : '' Now inform me from whenos did you gct this ttewnrt. I
M a king, and 1 do not poaaesa such precioua atonen."
Thrn Abda1l.h related ta
him hi conneetion with Abdalkh of the rea. "Venerable mau." raid :he kina.
"richer ought to be joiaed to power ;-aslong as I reign you need not f a r violence ;
bnt I woald not be anawenble that after my death my auccemr will not cause
you to be put to death to d s e on your trslrures. I wish, therefore, to give you
my danghter in marriage and to make you my vizier. M, that after me cuvy may
not a d you." After that tbe king ordered Abddah to be conducted t o the
batb, and mured him to be d r e a d in m y l i b a n t clother. They scat lettern
fo?hi wife and childreu, who were loaded with marka of honour. The contrmet
of d y e wu d r a m up according to all the forma. A b d d d of the l a r d
gave u portion to the princcm' all the trurnren which be had received from
Abdallab of the sea. The next day the kimg having ohawed the dzier betnke
b i n l f with a M e t of trait on his head to the rca ahon, mked him what he
meant by ro doing. Abdalhh replied that he was carrying breakfaat to A b d a ~ u
of the am. The n m m r diiplwed the king. " Thia conduct, my son-in-law;'
said he to Abdallah, '' ia not anitable for a vizier. Take yoor choies to remain ir
the palaw. or to drop instantly your load."
Up to this point t h e French and Arabic versions correspond with great
minuteness. T h e French vereion, however, terminates in a very abrupt
and unnatisfactory manner. It conveys no moral, and leaves Abd.lkh the
inhabitant of t h e land to enjoy hie good fortune, notwithstanding his i
titude towards his benefactor. T h e French version proceed-!'
~ b d x
liking bettar to preeerve his p l w and t h e favour of t h e k h , retarn4
no more to t h e aea shore and lived happily to t h e e n d of hi# daya"
T h e Arabii version in a l t w t h e r diberent, and if i t pome~slleaw 0thmerit, i t baa a t least t h e advantage of conveying a moral and
obeerfal resignation t o t h e will of Providence : i t proceeds thus :" Abddah uid, I fear to break the promise which I have made to him. I
shall then be accounted a liar, and the world will accrw me of falaebood."
king replied, '' You are right. Go, and God be with you." He then w e r t into
tbe city, and the people recopbed him. He overheard them nying, Tht

~

king's relntive :he ir goin# to e x c b m p fruits for jewels ;"but they r h o w e n ignorant and were not acquainted with him a i d , 0 fortunab man, . h y a little,
and let me form acquaintance with yon." He paid no aUention, howmar, to any
one, and proceeded onwards till he joined A b d d l ~ hof the sea, and presented him
witb the fruit and exchanged them for jewels. Having w done, he returned to
the baker's .bop, which he found c l o d , and learnt that thia had been the case
for ten days. He then proceeded to coDrnmmate hia marriage with the daughter
of the king, with whom he lived on terms of abction. He went drily tu the
man of the sea and returned by the baker's shop, but fonnd it alwava locked.
H e wrl at a loss to conceive where the haker had gone. and asked ihe meighboors where be had gone. and wbat had happened to him. They told him in
reply, that the b k a h d fallen rick and could not leave his house. Haling
inquired where hi8 h o w was ritnated, Abdallah sought him out. His friend
seeing him out of the window bearing a full buket, on his head, descended and
opened the door, and tl~rowinghimself upon him, e m b r d him and cried. Upon
this, hbdallah said to him, " Where have you been, my friend, this long time ; I
bave come daily to your shop, but have fonnd i t shut, and have been unable to
find you. Are you in distress ?" The baker replied, " No, but 1 heard that the
king had meired yon and charged yon witb being a thief, whereupon I became
afraid, and ahut up my shop and conceded myself." Abddlah answered, This
is true ; and then recited his adventures with the jewellerr and the king. and how
he had married the king'. danghter, and had been made his vizier. He further
desired him t o take as bir portion wbat was in the baaket, and not to be afraid.
Saying thir, he left him in a happy mood, and returned to the king with his
basket empty. The king said to him, " 0 I kinsman. I fancy that you oould not
Lavt met your friend Abdrllah of the sea to-day." He replied, '' I did meet witb
him. but what I obtained from him I gore to my friend the baker, to whom I am
under an obligation." The king asked who is thir person-to which he replied.
he is a baker by profession, and behaved to me in aneh and such a manner
daring the period of my distress, and never neglected me. The king naked his
name. Abdallah, said he, is called Abdalhh the beker-my nameis Abdallah of
the land, and the name of my companion is Abddlrh of the sea. The king
rejoined, My name also in Abdalkh8, and the servants of God rre brothers; send
and bring him. we will make him our second vizier. Then were rent for him
the vizier and the nobles, who u m e d him to be clothed in the habiliments of a
vizier, and brought him into tbe presence of tbe king. H e was than made the
second vizier, Abdrllah continning the first.
Abdallah of the land, the first vizier of the king, continued after thir fashion
a whole year, and never omitted for a dngle day togo with a basket of fruitr and
t o return with a basket of jewels and precioas stones, and when fresh fruits were
not procurable he wed to carry raisins, almonds, ualnuts, figs, and such like.
Whatever he took WM cheehlly accepted, and in return hi basket was 6lled
witb j e r e b according to castom. One dry it happened that he took a basket
of sweetmeats. Abdnllah of the ma accepted it, and took his .eat upon the land
by the s a shore. They entered into conrersation and mntudly told stories,
when the following didogne occurred. " Is it true, my brother, that tbe prophet
(on whom rest the p a c e and blessing of God I) is buried nmong you on dry Irnd,
and do yon know where be is buried .' I do, replied he of tire land. In what
place ? In a city called Yusmb. Do the inhabitants of the land go to visit his
tomb ? Yea. Happy then, exclaimed Abdallal~of the sea, are yon daoizena of
the earth, that you are enabled to visit the tomb of this gracious, clcmc~~t
and
merciful propbet who intercedes for all those who perform the pilgrimage I
Have you, my brother, ever visited his tomb ? No, I was a poor man and had not
enongh to pay my expensea on the road, but since I became acquainted with you
and you bave bestowed upon me thir uceeding prosperity, it is a duty incumknt
upon me to do 80. I have a strong desire to viait the holy city, and nothing but
thc s W i o n 1 have for yon prevents my doing so. 1 cannot, i~oaever,bear to
put with you for a dngle day. Do you, said he of the sea, prefer my friendship
to that of the prophet (on whom be the blesring and peace of God), who w i l l
I
k
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pled for you w i t h the Almighb.on the day o f n r u d o o ? who will n v e yo8
from the b,and d v e you d m u a o n into heaven by his medimtion ? Do y m
abandon tho p i l g r i i to the shrine of the Ropbst Mahomed. (on whom lm
pemcc and blsr*y of God) tbrowh lore of tbs world ? To LLL he of the l a d
replied. '' No ; I swear that I shonld prefer the pilgrimage to all t b i y ; 1 only
require your permiusion to perform it this very year." " I have granted you per-

miuion," rejoined he of the aca ; " but when you arrive a t the s h r i e , snbmit my
ralntation. I have an agering to present. Enter with me into the ocun. 80 that
I may take yon to my city and admit yon to my horns--that I may entertain you
and entrust to you my odering, in order that you may present it at the shrine of
the holy Prophet. saying. This is an ogering from Ahdallah of the sea. d o
convey him salutation, and inbeats your intercession (:, save him from hll

am." -

The d r y proceed# to state t h a t the fecua of Abdallsh of t h e land haring been remored by t h e ~ ~ c of his
e companion,
a
and his body ha*
been rubbed over with a certain ointment which gave him the power of

1

living in t h e water, he entered the ocean with hie marine friend. T h e n
followe a long deeeription of t h e wonders of t h e deep ;Abddlah haring
eaen '' wedges of gold, great anchors, heaps of pearl, inestimable shoes,
unrivalled j e w e l s - 4 scattered in the bottom of t h e sea*'-and
many
o t h e r t h i n e undreamt of even by CLABENOE.
T h e d o r y concludes thus:Having taken leave of the king of the ocean loaded with jewel., Abdalhh of
the lea took his companion back towarda his city. On the road he put into his
hand a packet, mying, Take tbis,andpre)ent it as my offeringat the shrine of the
holy prophet. Abdallah of the land took charge of the packet without knowing
what i t contained. Abdallah of the sea then proceeded to convey him to the
rhore. but on the road there appeared an assembly of persons rejoicing and
singing, and enting and making merry. Upon witnusing this. -4hdaUah of the
land said to his companion, " For what are these people rejoicing ? Is them r
marriage among them ?" His companion answered, " No-but eome one among
them hla died." ' I What," said he of the land, " do yon eat, drink, and m d e
merry on the occasion of a death ?" " To be nure we do." said the inhabitant of
the sea : '* do not yon do the same on land ?" " Not we indeed," said his cornand
panion ; I' on such occmiona we cry and weep. and the women beat their -f
tear their clothes, and make all rorts of lamentation." On hearing thesa words,
Abdallah of the sea exclaimed, " Deliver up my offering." This he did with few.
and having got upon dry land. Abdallah of the sea uid, " I have parted with
your friendship-you shall never see me again, nor ahall I ever again hebold you."
" On what account is this ?'I
asked hip companion. " I t seenu then," replied
Abddlah of the sea, " that yon dwellers upon earth, whose life is amere deposit
by your Creator, cannot endure its being token back. but you must weep thereat.
What then would be the care pith my deposit for the Prophet ? When a chid u
born you rejoice that God Almighty h~ endued it with life ar a deposit, but
when that is taken away again you feel it as a grievsnce, .ad you cry. grieve, m d
lament. I have no occasion for such company." Saying this he vanished.
Abdnllah of the land having put on his clothes and taken his jewels, procseded
to the king, who received him with much joy and gladness, and asked him how
he was and what had befallen him. Abddnh then recounted h b adventures,
and mentioned all the wonders of the deep which he had seen. The kiog w u
astonished, but upon hearing what Abdallah of the land had said to him of the
ru, the king observed that the former had erred in making the commuuicrtiom
which he had done. For a long time afterwards Abdallah continued in the
habit of going to the sea r h o n and cdling upon his former companion, bat b.
never re-appeared.
The khq and his friend lived happily nutil the dertroyer of delights-tho
spoiler of a11 things came, and they both died. Then praise be to God r h .
never dies, who is the living God, Lord of kings and ~ g e b and
, who h.r p-a
over a11 things I
A t the conclusion of the tale which immediately precedecl t h e above,
and which in styled " Hietoire D'AbooLir et D'Aboussir," M. T ~ B E ~ T I
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rarmion, m, " Abonuir l e fit i n h u d e t lui eleva o n monument snr lequel
on gmva une inrcription qui nnfbmait un mu h.88 mornl." I n the Anbia
MS the inscription is given a t full length. I here mbjoin a trandation
of the Elegy, which is not without elegance in the ori@nnl, but which
meemu rather intended to inculcate the advantage of prudence, sod t o
convey the moral that " honest is the beet policy," than as a suitable
epitnph on the tomb of the t r a c t e n u s friend over whom it r a n erected.
After a seriee of efforts to ruin his friend nnd benefactor, the treacherous
man came to an untimely and ignominious end, while he whom he
deeigned to ruin, m d who buried his c o r p (which ww found tied up in
a bag on the wa shore) attained the summit of prosperity.
" By his deeds a man is known among his quala.
'' The qualities of a free-born and noble person resemble his origin.
" He does not revile, though he be reviled ;
*' For how orten what a man M J S recoils upon himself.
'' Abahin from evil wordd a d use tltetn not, whether engaged in serious or
tritling matters.
' I How many a great man bar been subjected to a b w ,
" From one whom value ia not equal to a fragment of hi. rhoe I
'' Wbat is triumphant exultation ? even the lion is taken in the toil throngh
i~norana.
" The sea hears on itr surface the rotten mrcnns. But the pearl liea reopleudent in its lowermoat rands.
a I never saw a sparrow oppoae a hnwk. but I thonght of its inripifianca
aod waut of ondentanding.
It is written on a lofty pillar in Hindustan, Whoever cnltirates virtue shall
be neomyeored in the like.
'' Abstain from the attempt to make sugar of coloquinhda;
For awry thing muat partake of the nature of its origin-"
&am, in the Preface to hie translation of the Arabian Nights Entertainments, hse obeerved, ".The etanms, elegies, and other poetical quotatiom which EO frequently occur in the original, M. GALLAND
his indeed
omitted, but such omision (3lerst in the humble opinion of the Editor)
is not t o be regretted, for he thinks that t o the European render their
insertion would hnve been an intolerable interruption to the narrative."
M. T~MUTION
d m not neem to have been generally of this opinion,
for he h m on moet owasions fuithfully rendered the v e m M well oa the
prese. Where he has not done so, t h e fault, I suspect,wne in the original
-not in the translation.
I have compared the MS. of Mr. B m w s l o r with the printed edition of
HABI~FITand the l i t h o p p h e d work edited in Cnlcutt., M well ne with
W s nnd GALLAND'S
tranelations. The comparison wan made with orne
of the old tala, and I took a t random the first voyage of Sindbad the
Sailor. Thin examination hna afforded ndditional prmf of the genuinenean of Mr. Bnow~mw'sMS. M. HABICET'Sedition mmes next to it in
fulnees and accuracy. The Calcutta edition is very faulty and defective.
I cannot help thinking that nn entire and correct translation into Englieb of them beautiful stories is ntill a desideratum, and that nu better
o r i g i i l oould probably be procured than that belonging t o Mr. BROWNLOW. Soon's, which ia the beet ttmnslation, seems very inaccurate. Take
for inrtanoe the following prreeage in the story of Sindhad the Snilor.
Rellecting on the time he had lost andthe profligacy of his paat life, he
.aye that he called to mind the enying of Solomon, that three thinga are
better than three things : " 'l'he day of death than the day of birth-a
living d q than a dead lion-the grave than a palace."
This hoe been tramdated b SOOTT, '' 1 remembered the saying of the
great Solomon, which I had &uently heard from any fnther, that death
M prsfrnble t o poverty."
4
~
2
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I leave t o other Memben of the Committee t h e trsk of u d i q tk
first two volumee of the bISS. ; if indeed any further examination ba
thouuht necessary to eutnbheh the genuineness of t h e work. 1 cun quite
ntijfied rn t o that ~ ~ o i nfrom
t,
the exnminntion which I have made of the
third and fuurtl~volumes. T h e etoriee of Sindbad the Sailor s r e intra.
duced at the con~mencementof the 3rd vnl. of the MSS. ;consequently it
may be nesumed that the " Conw Zneditu" which I have not compared
are to be found in the first and wcond volumes of t h e MSS. and a wmpurism of them with the Arabic might be 8tiu more satisfwctory.
Upon the whole, I have no heeitatiun in stating my opinion, that t b e
MS. copy of the Alif 1m.h now submitted to the Society b a mwt valuable addition to the literatureof the h a t , a n d worthy of every encouragement. I have little doubt that the work would find a ready wale both in
Asia and in Europe. I do not believe that Mr. BROWNL~W
requires m y
pecuniary aid from us. As a Society. we might subscribe for a certain
r~umberof copies, and individu:~lly I should h o p we & d l not withhold
our aid from thie highly pnhlic-al~iritedand meritorioua nndertaking. T o
Government, I think, we slroulcl make nn earnest appeal for support, founded on the credit which must accnlr t o our nation, from presenting t o t h e
Sfussulman population uf India, in a complete and correct form and in
their own clpssical and beautiful language, theee enchanti tales, which
even in the estimntion of Europe enjoy d m a unrivalled a e b r i t y .
Our Maulavl, if competent, might be desired to assiet in mmedhg
the press, and I for one should he very happy t o aid in thin duty, .a Ear
.s my limited abilities and leisure might permit.
W.H.M ~ m r o a m m S@. PO, 1836.
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~Uinutebg Mr. 1%

T.Asnap.

I have examined the four volumee of the Alif Laih an far as my time
would permit, and an1 able t o confirm entirely the testimony given by
Mr. I~AONAQETEN
in favor of the accuracy and completenew of t h e oopp.
So far as my exnminntion haa gone, the tale% and anemiotas given in t h e
list a t the commencement of the firet volume of the " Contes Inedit.are all t o be found in the Arabic, a t ~ dthoee that have been t d t e d a m
more full and complete in our cop than i n the Fmnch version. 1 did
not find the numbering of the nigbte exnctly to correnpond. Thus tL.
a n d o t e of Zobeide in the bath ie between the 38-d and S8Srd nighta, .ad
the eecret entrusted to the wife nt the end I the 384th ; whereas, rc
cording to the French list, these ought to have been found f i e im tbc
384-386th, and the other in the 387-388th night.
T h e French version of the " Contee Ineditu" is not, it b to besbserr,
ed, a very close translation ; nor does it ve in regular order the tan
w i t t e d by previoun tnnalntors. I t is stilf!merely a selection, and
not exclusively with reference to merit or the interest of the d e a It i
evident, however, that the original muat have corresponded very olwith the cop brought to India, by Major M r c m , and ram probrbly fnn
the rum..
G h e t h e r i t ru as complete in d l mpkts, and r -J
made, may well he doubted ; for the getting up of this manuscript ie ofa
very superiur description. I do not find that the G e m edition in the
original Arabic corresponds exactly in the arrangement of the tales ria
our copy, hut the text doen not materially d i b r of the same tale#, wbieb b
an additionnl confirmation of the accuracy nnd genuineness of the v q
eumplete set of thew tales now lnid before ue.
I join heartily in the wish expreaeed by Mr. M A C N A ~ T Mtht
, r
plete edition of thie work in the original Arabic ma be printsd in
wuntry from Major ~ ~ a u l copy,
.e
1 doubt not J
.( many
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may be found to contribute towards the expenes of a r r y i ~ git t h m g b
the ptees, if this should bs deemed nemmary. The offer of Mr. MAG
N I G H T & to correct the press with the aid of the Maolavb of the Persian
office, is one that will be appreciated by all who wieh well to the literature of the Enst, and i t ought to determine those who hitherto have felt
hesitation a t the idea of nttemptiq m great a work.
I am afraid that no capable perwn hns leisnre here in India t o undertake the translation of thcee four volumee into English. But certainly i t
would tenit equally t o the credit of our literature were it poasible t o put
this also in hnnd. Were I myself an idle mnn, I ahould like no better
amosement than to take up such an occupation.
R. T. Pmsm.
SepC. 25, 1838.
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Minute by the &a. Dr. Mill.
I entirely agree with Mr. ~C~AONAQHTEN and Mr. H. T.PRINIBP M to

ihe undoubted genuinenese of Mr. B R O W N ~ W
MS.
' S The style of them
tnles is very strongly impreased on the memory of every one who llas read
any large portion of them in the original: and on comparing the detached
portior~sI bare rend from this MS. during the three da e it has been with
me, with the m o l l e c t i o n ~of the Voynges of Sindbad wbch I have repeatedition (Paris, lsrno. 1814)-there is the
edly perused from M. LAXQL'M'
~ ~ delightful
n e
ease and simplicity of style, with the total absence of the
rhetorical effort so general in other worka of imagination in the name language,-the Bsme purity of Arabic idiom, with the free introduction of
e. g. the Peraim S M - foreign nouns, which (even independently of the
khdnaA
Oar Own we11 external evidence) beam witnees to the common
known
Mmb'-jCc
partidple
with n lhrlcish origin of all. This !MS. is apparently much
terminntion) wGch I ob- closer in its order and rend*
to Baron Von
serve i n Night 284, vol. 9, HAMMER'S
Cairo MS. (hought at Con8bntinople)
of this MS.
from which M. ' ~ B E B U T ~ E N ' ~ ConInedits"
u e published, than to the Tunis MS. from which M. HABI~HT'S
complete
edition of the original is now publishing a t Brealau : and for thin reaeon,
amongst others, I do not think that work need preclude the publicntion
of this.
The part which I have taken almont a t hazard for critical examination,
is the part shortlv orecedin~that which has been so ablv examined bv
Mr. SI~CNABRTGN. '1t is thgcurious adventure (near the biginning of t h i
JLnd volume) of 1of Mousul the musician, and the wuseauent introduction of the Khaliph M6mdn t o his futuribride, the dau -hter of hie
Vizier H m n be" Sehl. This occupiea from the middle o f night 277
t o %tlO in the MS., but from 279 to 282 in TREBUTIEN,(this slight
crifferenee arising rather from a different division than from any deficiency in thb MS. as the collation of the preceding tales shews.) A cornparison of this story with t h e name in T R R B U ~ E Nthird
'S
vol. (p. 289996,) has convinced me that the text of MACAN'Snnd HAMXRE's
MSS. is
an nearly identical as those of m y two ordinary MSS. of an oriental work,
and that whatever discrepancies appear between the Arabic and the
French in thin part a t lenst, arise from the translator rather than from
his text. An example or two will beet prove this.
M S . (literally trarulafed.)

Iltebrticn.

There appeared something hanging
from theadjoiningbouses,andloI alarge
h k e t decked with silk at the four hand l a . I said to myself, '' Surely there ia
acauwfor this," and I nmuned amazed
mt my adventore. But intoxlation

Je regarclai ce que ce pourait &re,
et, A ma grade surprise je via une
sorte de corbeille garnie de roie.
Comme le vin que j'avais bu dm8 la
aoiree m'rvait un p u troablk Is cerveau, je me plapi d b s oette corbeill*

so f u traumporbd me, thnt my mind r a r rroir em y e je f&u.
at R
u i d to me. '' Sit down in it." Accord- d m e i n d o t je ma sentie salsru en
ingly 1sat down, and when thome wbu haut. Je tPI r e p aor la terramm p u
let down the basket to me felt I wns qnatre bell- esckver qui m'engsgbwithin, they drew it up to tlre top of tire ent descendre danr In mairoo. L'uw
wall : and behold four damsels wbo u i d , d'ellss marcba devant moi, u s #ambeau
Alight freely and witllout restraint." P In mnin, et nle conduisit dma une
And one of tbem walked before ore aalle, dont la magoificena ne pourut
with a taper till I entered into a houac: &re cornpark qu'l cclle dea apparteand there were sitting rooms strewed mens du p l a i r du Khalife.
out rnch an I had never meen even* in
the Khaliph'r palace.
T o t h e methad sn appnrent in t h e almve extract, of s e i d n g only t b e
points of t h e nawatiac, and neglecting t h e orientalismr of etyle and r n a a
n e r by which they are introduced, I should .scribe even t h e plwhere
t h e two copim nppenr discordant ;M, where in T a m m n l r w (after t h e long
interview with the lndy doecribad in aubeknnce exactly as in t h e MS.) Imam
is made to go down by t h e bneket as he came:-"
O n m e descendit h
l a corbeille;" r h e r s u , t h e Arabic MS. distinctly says i n t h a t p l m , ' I A
duneel went down staim with m e and o ned [the door1 to me, and I
went out and wallred to my hbaee." (N&
979): r b e r e it aa to me
at leaat an robable that t h e translator hastening with t h e story a f t e r h i s
and d d e d 'danm la a r manner, 1 A out t h e circumrtancea of d-nt
beille" crfteruards, on revising his French, than t h a t h e found t h e b d e t
in hie original. T h e conclusion of t h e etory furnishes another striking
example of hie manner, and of t h e d i i v a n t n g e which thew tales d e r
by being MI translated.

MS. (Ii&&.)

Itrtutin.

Then we went out: and he said,
Nour rorttmu de la mauoa, Le
" 0. Ishak, do not tell this atory to any Khalife m' ordonna de ne p a p k r
one ;" ro I concealed it till the death de ce qui venut de re passer; etj'to a i
of MAmfin. Never had any one an garclC le sceret j q n ' a u mort. Ces
interview roch aa I had during t b e ~troir nuitr, dit Iahak de Mosaout, je
four daya,ritting in the day with Mhm6n Iw mettrai tonjonrr au rang d a plus
and in the night conversing with Kha- ylrCables qoe j'aie jamair p u & r dans
dija. By Allah I never saw any one 1.plua aimable aocietb.
of men like Mamtin, and never did I
bebold a woman like KbadijB, who even
approached her in wit and undrrrtanding and eloquence. But Gud
knows heat.
Similar conclusions were obtained by comparing t h e preceding #tory i n
t h e Znd volume of t h e MS.-the adventure of Abddlah t h e m n of AhuK o U b , and his discovery of t h e paradisiacal cit of Sheddad t h e eon of
Ad-occupying from p. ~34-%39 of h d u t i t n [who calla him Abdal1.L.
eon of Kotaiba, and with whom his n&d o r rheoamel is a mule). T h e
t e x t of the two Egyptian M8S. of M. T~EBUTIEN
and Major MACANmust
b e dm- entirely t h e name.
Very diierent, however, is the text of Profeesor H ~ s x w r ' medition, which,
if i t contains either of t h e above Anecdotes" of 1M. Tamwnlslr, must
place them in a very different place from t h a t in which t h e numbere led
m e to senrch for them without succem. And this is not wonderful, aa the
arrangement of the nights is altogether different in the two editions. For
example, the Voyaaee of S i n d b d in both t h e Egyptian MS. (MS. vol. 3.
and TREBU~EN,
Preface p. xlvi.) occup night 556-566, but i n the
Tunis MS., Night 260-271, r appears in k m u r ' s Srd and 4tb volumes.
The diacrepancv from the French may here very pmbablJ arise from the o d e 5

~ o ofu the word 11 by the eopist-but
the other side.

the mistake may just
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On the other hand, the firet of the unpublished Tales in both the Egyptian
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MSS.-where it occupieo from Night 34-36 MS. vol. 1 and Treb. p. xli.)
m p i e m all from the 139th to the 918th in Asroar (iii. 66 -166). It u
not, however, actually longer in the latter than in the former: and as
this tale, vis. t h e Hietorv of the two V i e r n of Mohnmmed Ibin Soleman
Aldnl [in HABIOAT'' Alraei"1 ha8 never baen trandated either by GAL
LAND or TIUBUTTLN,
I aelected it for the wllation of the two Arabia
texts. Here, though I found the printed and MS. text to tally in the main
from beginning to end, not only ae to the succession of incidents, but in the
poetical paamgee interspersed throv~phout, the variations were very considerable both in the prose and the verse: whole claum appeared in the
one which were not in the other ; the advantage of fullneee being wmetimes on the side of Mr. BPOWILOW'~MS., but more frequently on that
of the Brealau edition.
On the whole, I mhould strongly recommend the publication of this text
without any reference to that of M. H ~ ~ ~ a n T - e vine the
n part. which
offer of ~ s i a t i o g
might be compared with advantage. (Mr. MAONA~HT~N'S
in the correction of the p r e r is one which should be most thankfully
embracecl, however leaned may be t h e Maulavi en aged for the purpose.) When both text. h l l have been published, (begonsing, an they do,
apparently to two very di5erent edition* or recendons of thelle celeb*
ed talee, one long current in Egypt and Arabia, the other among the
Maghrebin Arebe of Barbary and Spain,) they mny enable the critica of
Europe to form perhaps a judgment ns to the true original text of both.
T h e work of a translator is one of greater difficulty: and we have none
probably in India, pomeaeed a t the name time of nhility and leisure for a
work of this description.
The ease and vivwity of M. GALLAND'S
tranrlation, so dmrvedlp popular among Weatern renders, would be a
good model for imitation--avoiding, however, his libertiee with his original, exLpt, indeed, in the too frequent caaer where decency requires
curtnilment or omimon. M. Tntmonslr is far more faithful in giving the
whole of hie original : but in the mode of representing it, a due medium
between hi too occidental style of pnraphrsee, and a servilely literal
version of the Arabia text, would be, in my opinion, a t the same time
more accurate and more plesring.
W. H. MILL.

-

Minute by Mr. J. R. Cdrrin.
I have no pretensions to tbe name of an Arabic scholar, and ahall not
prerume to offer any opinion of my own on the genuineof thew
volumen. But I can bear teetimony to the late Major M~orn'oopinion
of their genuineneea H e was a highly competent judge, and had made
inquiries which satisfied him on the point before he bought the manuscripts in England.
I cordially join in the wish to give encouragement to the publication
J. R CULVIN.
of a complete edition.

-

l

I
I

Minute by Mr. C. E. T r w a n .
Neither have I the least pretension to be called an Arabic roholar, but
it ir not neceesery to be oue in order to appreciate in some degree the
beauty of the Arabian Nigl~ts. I think it very desirable that a correct
version of the original Arnbio ehould be published, and etill more eo that
i t ahould be well trnnslated into English. Such a translation, if it were
well executed, would be a most valuable d o n to Engliah literature,
and I believe that for one person who would read the book in Arabic,
five hundred would read it in English. Nobody, in my opinion. is no
eminently qualified for thin taek M Mr. MAONA~HTEN,
and if he could
be persuaded to undertake it, h e would lay ever
reon who reado
Fsglinh under an obligation t o him.
TUV.LYAR.

J. E
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I.-An a c d of 80M of t b Petty Stater lyhg north of the Tmar#n.ml P r o v k e s ; drcnon q from the J o y d and Reports of D.
R ~ C H A ~ I Eaq.,
~ O NSurgeon
,
to the Commiraioner of t b Tm(usenenm
Provinces. By E . A. BLUNDPLL.
Euq. Commiaaioner.
m
e d 6gmw refer to the .acompanying Plate, where the native wordr a n wrreetly writtan in the Bnrm~ncharacter.]

I

Of the numerous petty statea north of the Teaasam'na provinces,
those only of Zimmuy', Labong' and Lagon', on the east bank of
the Solween and the slip of country on the west bank inhabited by
a wild, barbarous, but independent tribe of mountaineers called Red
Kayenss, have hitherto been visited by Europeans. Of the vast extent
of country between the SaIw& and Cmnbodiu rivers, we know little
or nothing, though it is hoped the expected opening of an overland
trade between the frontiers of China and the Tenasserirn provinces will
extend our knowledge of the intermediate country.
The town af Zimmay (or Changmai) is situated in Lat. 20 N.
and Long. about 99 E. That of Labong ie distant from Zirnnrajy
only 10 miles S. E. ; Lagon about 50 S . E. from the same. The
several states are named after these towns, but their respective
boundaries are not well defined, and, together with those of MoragpayT and Moung-mam, appear to be the patrimony of one family. About
fifty years ago, when the whole of thia country was under the dominion
of Av@, seven brothers succeeded, with the assistance of Simnlo,in
throwing OK the Burmese yoke, ejected them from the above named
towns, and having been confirmed in the government of them by
Siurn, have continued tributary to that kingdom, and successfully
resisted all the attempts of Ava to regain posseaeion. The elder
brother waa invested wi* the title of Chow-tchee-Weet, or " Lord

.,
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of Life." with the supreme authority over the others. and the title
hae descended to each brother successively alive till i t reached the
youngest. whom Dr. R X C E A R D ~
found
O N on his first and second vipits.
but who died at the advanced age of 73 years. during his third visit.
It is now in abeyance in the family, and await. the decision of the
court of Siam.
Of the original inhabitants of this country but a very small portion now obtains,-perhaps not above one-third of the whole, owing
to the great number that were carried off by the kings of Aw when
they overran and eubjected the county. The remainder consists
chiefly of Burmese". Peguersls and Shansla, from the different states
tributary to Ava; either refugees or slaves ; for alavery exists in this
country in its worst features. The unfortunate wretches are k i d n a p
ped and seized by the hill tribes on the west bank of the Salves.
of whom some &count will be given, and eagerly purchased from
them at very low rates, by the people of this country. Dr. R I C R A R ~
EON was unable to form an opinion as to the amount of t h e pop&tion. He was told that the towns of Zimmay. Lagor, Moung-and Moung-nam contain each about 20,000 and Labang 14.000, bat
he thinks these numbers exaggerated.
I n person the Shans bear a great resemblance to their Bwmese and Siamese neighbours, though somewhat fairer.
nelr
are muscular, well formed, and healthy in their appearance: eyes
moderately linear; nose small rather than flat; the mouth large,
. and disfigured by black teeth and gums, which they cherish as
a beauty ; the hair is long. mtraight, lank, and almost always black.
They tatoo the lower limbs, but to less extent than t h e Bmmeae. Their dress consists of a cotton putso or cloth r o u n d the
loins, generally blue, a blue cotton jacket reaching well over t h e h i p ,
and a coarse red cotton turban ; though many go uncovered. me
dress of the chiefs ia of the same description, but the materials
more costly.-Chinese crape or satin jackets, with gold or silver
the p t s o of silk. The women are fair and good-looking, and thek
dress more becoming than that of Burmese or Siamese.-not
open in
front as with the former, nor tucked up between the legs a s with &
latter. I t is, however, fastened in the same way round the body
without pin or string. Old and yciuog have the bosoms bare. w b a
partially covered by a small scarf thrown round the shoulders. Mmr
of the women are disfigared with goitre, but it seldom attains a
large size. The people are a quiet, mild, good-humoured ran, m d
not addicted to many vices. Opium smoking and gambling
ecarcely known, and drunkenness is uncommon. The religion is &t

of Buddh, and cunsequently their ceremonies and festivals difler in
no matetial manner from those of the Burmese, which are now well
known : indeed there is little other difference between the two races
than that of dress and language; which latter is a dialect of the
Siameee with a dietinet alphabet, bearing in the formation of the
letters a great resemblance to the Burmese character. Of the
reeources of a country so thinly populated and so constantly subjugated to the devastating inroads of both Siamese and Burmese,
according as one or the other of these powers held the sovereignty,
v
it ia not practicable to form an estimate. Speaking of the soil and
says-" The soil in the low paddy and
cultivation, Dr. RICRARDSON
garden lands is a rich black loam apparently inexhaustible, in which
the crops follow each other i~ uninterrupted succession. Cuttivation is conducted with a good deal of care by irrigation and trans*planting, and the return on good lands is about 120 and on inferior
&bout 75 fold. The general seed-time is in July and Au,wt, and the
harvest in December and January, though e o w descriptions of paddy
ore perfected in three months. Their plough cloeely resembles those
used in the south of Scotland without the culture or ploughshare,
and is often drawn by one buffalo. The principal articles of mltivation are the canth-brier, or glutinow rice, cotton, maize, sugar-cane.
tobacco, ground nut, chilli-, eeveral kinds of pulse, radishes, and
turnipe. Of grain, wheat, and other corn they have none. Pepper,
cloves, and all the h e r species of apices are unknown." Both the
soil and climate seem well suited to the cultivation of Pernambuco
cotton, which is now being introduced into the Tenasserim provinces ;
and it is much to be regretted that the seed with whioh Dr. RICEA~P.
BON was furnished on hie last viait proved bad, as the people evinced
great desire to oultivate ao valuable an article. If the oultivation of
South American cotton is found to answer in the Teneaserim provinces, of which great h o p are entertained, every exertion will be
made to introduce it into the neighbouring countriee.
Tin, iron, and lead ores appear to be abundant in the country, and
some of them very rich, thongh it does not appear that the extraction
of the metal is engaged in to any extent. Dr. R. w a informed
~
that
t h e tin ore yields 80 per cent., and some iron ore that was ehown
him seemed equally rich. There are extensive teak forests in that
part of the country immediataly adjoining onr provinces, but owing to
the difficulty of bringing the timber down the Salwem river in consequeaae of rocks and rapids, it is doubtful whether we 8h.U be
enabled to avail anrselve~of that eupply to any extent. The country
abounds i s cattle, to prooure which originally, and aubatquently to
412
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ensure the supply, has been the object of Dr. R.'s several visita. An
immense saving has been efected to Government in obtaining from
thence s d c i e n t cattle for provisioning the European troops on the
coast, in lien of procuring them from either Bengal or Madras.
The trade of the country is unimportant. An annual caravan vieita
it from the frontier provinces of China, bringing silks, satins, velvet
and woollens, (the latter chiefly English,) cooking vessels, muak, and
trifling articles of Chinese manufacture ; and carrying away chiefly raw '.
cotton, the produce of the country. I t ie expected that a portion d
thie caravan will this year extend their journey to MauIamyK'4. and
hopes are entertained that this will lead to annual visite in increasing
numbers, and the opening of an important overland trade between
China and our poeeessions on the Tenasserim coast. From McwJsgK
are received British piece goods, chintzes, muslin%, hardware. &c. in
retorn for cattle, ivory, and a small quantity of stick-lack. With the '.
hill tribe on the west bank of the Solween they exchange cattle, grain
and betelnut (the latter from MmrZaqne and Barrkok), for h v e s ,
tin, lead, and stick-lac.
It is evident from all that Dr. R. observed and reports, that both
the chiefe and people of this country are not only desirous of continuing on the most friendly and intimate footing with us, but that they
are really grateful for the immenee benefit which our presence in
their neighbourhood has conferred upon their country ; and there is no
-doubt that should any future danger menace them, they would gladly
place themselves under our protection, and eee their country under
our rule. Our occupation of the
hae spread peace and
happiness over a wide extent of country entirely independent of our
authority, by putting an end to that ruthleea and devastating system of
warfare that had been for ages carried on between the Burmeae and
Siameae, whose object waa not coaquest, but solely to plunder and to
carry off the defenceless people into irreyediable slavery. On many
occasions, as Dr. R. passed through the country, the common people
and cultivators expressed to him how different was now their state to
what it was in forper years, when they scarce dared leave the waUs .,
of their towns to cultivate their lands ;, were obliged to be armed and
constantly on the alert, and to leave their wives and families in the
town ; whereas now the country is in eve#y respect equally secnre, and
they are enabled to follow their avocations without apprehensions of
any kind.
The fact may be observed here, that our occupation of the Ten-rim
pbvincea has also proved of incalculable benefit to a large portion of
the population of%urmah themselves, as it is well known that the
'

authorities in that country in our immediate neighbourhood,-Rangoon
for instance,-have found themadvea obliged to modify their exactions
and oppr&sions, and to govern in a better spirit of justice and humanity, being well aware that the people have a refuge to fly to should
they be driven to desperation.
The following extracts from Dr. Rxcer RDBON'S Journal will show .the
route travelled by him, and give an acc~tmtof his reception by the
chiefs whom he visited.
Dr. R. left Muulamyne on 11th December, 1829, and proceeded in
b a t e up the Salween river for about 100 miles, and landed on the
14th on the m t bank at the junction of a s m d stream called the
henca he started on the 16th.
Y e d ~ n e ' ~From
.
Journal.
16th. Direction North, 70 E u t . Time, 3 hours ;distance, 7 mila, 4 fw.
lonp.
8. 30. Proceeded along a p o d path practicable for bnllwks, elephants, &c.
'a g. 35.
At the bottom of a short and rather deep deacent crossed the
Yedyne river, about 70 feet broad, running South. 45 Eut-11. 40. Halted for
lake :the path has been good and gently
the night on the banks of a amall g-y
amending ; the jungle ofbamboor and common jungle trees, thick and impenetrable, owing to the creepen ; the march, though on1y aeven miles, w u mada with
dlfBcJQ, owing to the thicknems of the jungle.
D i d o n North, 80 E u t . Time, 3 hours ; dirtonce, 8 miles.
s6 17th.
7. 30. Proceeded for nome way along a path of the u m e character u
pterday.
'6 8. 15.
A l o n ~a swampy path at the foot of a nearly perpendicular rock,
but covered with verdure to the top.-8.
35. Another rock like the former,
( d e d by the Careens Leh Kom ;) path better.-8. 45. Cromed a mall stream
with steep banks at the site of a r i l l y e d w r t e d laat year by the Careens (who remore annually to a new position). I t u now overgrown 4 t h tall jungle.
" 9.30. Crossed the Ykdyne river, mde 30, deep 3 or four feet ; clear,
30. Path soft, along a
rocky bed, swarming with flab. H d t for an hoar.-10,
valley winding amonpt the hi& with long @naa and dwarf bamboor, much
intersected by b o k s of elephants, rhinooerol~,and wild hog.
10.10. Again crossed t h e y d y n e river, wide 40 feet; course Sonth, 20 East.
i joined
11. 30. ~ a l t e don the euteru bank (eotlm S., 65 Eut), where i tm
by a small stream called the Mnn Kmm", running S. 50° weat ; the path nearly
u yesterday ; continued to aacond. Here we were joined by the C a r e e ~
from the raeond villages, and d i r m i d t h w who accompanied lu the last two
marches.
18th. Course Nortb, 80 E u t ;diatana, 10 m i h 4 furlong.
6' 7. 30.
Crossed the Meam Kcvr four timeb in 20 minutes, and proceeded
along a rock y path throngh thick jungle.--8, 20. Crossed YM-la-gom Kcw"
20 feet wide ; clear rocky bed.
Y
river.
".9. Came again to the banks of the " 9. 10. c r i d a #mall etream f&g into the laat.

Path mft through l o w gmw rarrouded by bill..
9. 40. Along the rock y bed of the Yea-la-poor-tnu, (waterfd .traaL)
Arcended with some dime&)- the
10.30. Halted for half an how.-11.
face of a broken rock 3 or 400 feet in height, over which the water of the Ymfa-goon daring the rains fa1lr.-11.
30. Halted at the top of the waterfall, within
monad of another which we heard tnmbling fram the Lilk above ua te tbe arLwud. The path to+
aontinmd rresndii and very bad, dtber .oh d t l bw
qur. or rooky and uneven a d extremely tortpour ; but the Carens r y it im
the only p u r through thir part of the hill. ; that elephanb, honer and buUmia
formerly travelled it with I d s , and that i t w u the route of the B u n u m y
in 1790. Passed rome of the large bamboos peculiar to this conntry, some
catechu, atrd rome of the tree with the u p of which the Careen* poton their
urowr. The reat of t b jmngle aonri.tdd d common jungle t m s , immense
creepern, and the c o m m a bam-r;
tracksof elephant. and wild h a g w w o
numerous, but no markr of the rhinoomor. which u confined to the more level
p u t of the conntry where grur ir abundant.
" 19th. Direction North, 55 Wert. Time, 3 hourr, 15 minutes; distance,
8 miles.
" 7. 30.
Path along the sto.ny bed of a rtream.
'' 7. 55. Skirt a ravine to tbe eastward.
8. 30. Crossed the Keuag Ca)le,or crooked stream, eight or taa tima
running in rnrig~nrdirectionr.
. " 9. Path a little better. bnt repeatedly a o u a d by the K m g k k .
Halted on the bankr of the W u a Wee1*, a amdl s t r u m I5 or 20
" 9. 55.
feet wide, which fall. into tho Tkaang-Bin* to tbe north-eastward. The pr6
to-day war wet and bad ; the jungle thick. No marks of iahrbitants. Waro
joined in the evaning by four Muaulmanr, r h o , together with seven who amomp n i e d ur, and tibe ~rpoyr.make the party amouut to forty-troperwnu. Those
who juiued or to-dej came by the Gymea' road in nineday. from ,
M
h e
by water to Duggut", and four by had. They reprersnted the road u bad,
+nd hilly, only acceuible to people unincumbercd, bat inhabited by Careenr, five
or dx of whose villages they had parsed.
" POlh.
Direction North, 35 Eut. Time, 2 hours ;distance, 4 miles.
" 7. 30.
C r o w d the Weem Wee, and ascended a rather r b p hill and prod e d dong an ascending path, which appears u if cot along the face of c&
hill on the bank of a ravine 300 or 350 feet deep, but clothed with a m d l
and rerdnre, u are d l the hills, even those which am nouly psrpsndicd.r.
.'' 8. Descending dong a similar path through a jangle of the l u g e barn;
paths particularly good.
" 0. 45. Descended along the rather steep bed of a rtrmm, water mcle dwp;
path extrcme\y had.-9.55.
Came to the bank of the Thing-( d e d by
the Shanr May-pmie) river, wide 160 or 180 feet ; moved a rhort way down
the werterrr bank, north 20 a r t , in the direction of itr cowm, and 4
over to the cutern ride by aasirtance of a boat and rome bamboo rrfb. I h d
been lad by the guide to hlieve that we rlrould be met here by rome chieh of
the Zimrry country with elephantr, k c . to ~ s s i r M
t in trolnporting the lmggage aud p m n b . and to accelerate OPT movements towardn their upitd; t h y
9.30.
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m i o n of their sheds, which w a the lint human habitations we had reeu sines
leaving the boats. The Thdrg-Bir river ir tb old boundary between the
and is now the Britnh boundary in thir dimctio=
Burman and Siameao -tries,
with the kUu nation. It uiscs in thia range of hills about eight or ten dayd
march im a south.c.stsrly dimtiom from this, about one day's march from ths
coarse of the Qyru river, nod falls into the M d - l n j * c t w (called by the Shans
Mun-nnnn) two dap wwt from thin. The naited rtruma fall into the 3'hhmP
mme distance above a c a t a d im the latter river, which entirely c u b o l aU
water communiution with the country abote it, and in which evan timber ir
ahattered to pieces that happens to get hto it.
'' 2 1 d . Felt the fint ellects of being in tho Siamme country, in being obliged
to halt till the road war cleared by tho Careear. There war an evident desire
on the part of the Careens, who met M hem, to detain tu for a day or two r
they indeed privately declared tbeir orderr from CEOW HO Kfo, thechid whe
w u to have met M here, to do w. I, however, intimated my intention to proceed on the following day. We were hem famiahad with 6 pig, rim. and fowlr.
22nd. D i c t i m North, 20 Emrt. Time, 2 honrr, 38 minutea ; distana,
6 miles, 2 furlongs.
" i A. Y. Proceeded dong a good path thrangh a patch of cultivated gronnd.
where the Careens grow the hill rim, which is h e and rmdl in the gmln.
'' 7 . 15. Arecndd.-8. Cmmcd the Mey-tha-wo@ river, wide 60 f a t , clear
stony bed ; abundanea of fish.-*.
45. Path dong the side of a bill of the name
character as lnnt march. Oc the top of a steep rocky hill above the road h
perched the timt Careen v i l w we anw. The hoa~11,are entirely compcned of
bamboos ; the roof, with a very little slope, is made of two r o w of split bamboos; the first row with the concave ride up. and their edges touching the
recond, with the convex side up. and their edger in the trough of the first,
embracing the two contiguous e d p . There were only three h o u m in the
village, the inhabitanto of which, old and young, might amount to forty or
people ; abuudance of pigs, poultry, rice, &c. The people am dirty in their persons, and the skinr of the men genemllr rough and scaly from erpoanre ;-they
were much alarmed at o m fir& approach, but we gradually gained their confidence.
12. 30. Continued our much, and at 1 halted on the side of the May-thewoe (which we frequently crorsed in the courre of to-day's much) in tl~ick
jangle, within round of a buvy fall of water.
' I 23rd.
Direction North, 20 West. Time, 2 honra, 30 minutes ; distance,
5 mila, 6 fnrlonga.
" 10 A . Y.
Having rent the coolier on three hoan before, on account of the
rteepnear of the hilb :proceeded along a pretty good elephant path up the rtccpeat hill we had jet .scended.-10.
45. A plantation of small seed cotton.
" 11. 50.
Reached the top of the ascent, from which we could connt seven
ridges of hills which we had croased, r n n n i ~ gnorth, 20 eaat, to sooth, 20 west,
but very irregular and broken in the b a t .
" 12. 5 . Croaaed the Zbia-ckdn. (Elephant's tuak) rimlet. wide 15 or 20
feet.-12. 30. Halted on the bmkr of the stream at the foot of an extensive hill.
covered with paddy rtnbble ; the Careena say they reap 30 or 40 folds ; and
the riae u the fineat I have averseen. almoat trnlrparent, and when boiJed beautifully whib. The Careem of the bills have no cooking or eating apparatur ;
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the riee u d a rort of vegetable rten am boiled in a joint of the haboo, and
the latter m e d np in another rplit in form of a trough, round wbich they
quat with their rice on any leaf thq can find l q e enongh ;them ir one .bell
rpoon in the stew wLich mwem the whole party. TWa day's march ru one of
much labt o the &li :many of tbem m m amen h o w on the rod.
24th. Pinotion North, 20 West. Time, 3 horn, 15 minuta ; dutu~ec,
7 miles.
7. 30. P r o d e d a l q a row path than n d , over a ~ c c e u i o nof hill..
many of them covsred with paddy to the t o p , which mmld indiats a w q mriderable Careen population. The greater part d the h i a this day were o t
10. H a l M by a amdl rheam at the foot of a bill.
primitive sandstone.-11.
" 25th. Direction North, GO Eut. Time, 4 hour8 ;distance 9 m i k .
a rather steep hill along a path mmch the aame u we had
7 . 30. A-nded
t r a v e M for the lut few dayr.-9. 25. Marched along the bed of a s t r u m abort
knee deep ; the bottom rocky and broken, the water extremely cold, and the run
hot and benting on our heula till 11. 30, when we halted on the b a n k of the
Moy-Glown river, (wide 150 or 160 f a t ) r u n n i n ~to the morthward and falling into the Meia-+hi
about one day above where the !Kkug-Eim faUa into
d
the rame river. No marks of cultivation throughout thia d q ' r march. P
a mumber of teak and 1hal-tee trow : of the former there ir an extemive krut
on the eubrn bank of the Moy-Gnow, but the fall. of the !l'haldm render it
~ b e m e l dimeolt
l~
to tmnaport it to the cout. Tbe famous I&$-lee varnuh i.
merely the jdw of the tree, which exudes from notch- made in the b u k into
v s r r b pl.oed to motive it, and ia fit-for use without further preparation. Ths
tree has wmewhat the appearance of the bastard teak. Saw also several amall c u roway t r m in the jungle.--One o'clock. After a flourish of g o n g in the jangle
on the other aide of the river, reveral Shans made their appearance, and a Burman .,
of the party parhed over to our ride of the river on a bamboo raft, and lfhr
ucortaining t h t I wan not accompanied by an army, as had been reported b,
the Careens, commusicated the fact to those on the other aide :four petty chiefs,
the h e r b of the party, then came over ; they said they had been rent by the
chief of Z.sn.y, to welcome me, and ollered ua their asoistana for t h e '
rest of the march. They dispatched a letter to Z a m a y to announce o u r
arrival, and beegad PI to remain one day on the present ground, ~ l r i n m
ge
that they had five elephants for my c~se. These elephants were a very seamonable relief, as the people were much knocked up, and the nature of the p a t t ~
over steep hill. or rtony beds of small rtrums, had precluded the possibility
of my riding for a ringle much.
'' 26th. Halted till nome bamboo rafts were made to transport part of th
baggage, which could not he carried on the elephants down the M o y - h . I
found that the chiefs who met me were part of the licensed robbers of La+,
and one of them (a Burman former1y captured in oue of their predatoq expeditions) r a a exceedingly anxious to excoM them for carrying off some of 0people laat year, as they were mistaken for Burmma. The Careens b r o ~ b t
t h m pip, rome fowls, and rice, enough for the whole party : the Sham w o d d .
not d o w me to pay for them ; hitherto every thing had been paid for that nu
brought to us.
" 271A.
Direction North, 30 Wwt. Time, 5 h o r n , 30 minuter ; dirtan-,
15 miles.
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" 9. 30 A. Y.
Marched through a beautifdforeat of tsaL and t h c n g h trees,
on both banks of the river, which we c r o w d no l e u than nineteen timea, occaaionally following a path, more frequently withoat any, and the river in many
place8 just fordable by the elephants ; the whole of the baggage and most of the
people were conveyed either on the elephmta or on the bamboo raftre--3 P. M Halted on the urt bank of the Moy-Ooolo, having crossed one or two trifling
hills in the course of the day, bat the march war on the whole a alight deacent,
u we followed the coarse of the stream throagh the hilla torardr ita mouth ;
the country wea entirely unculdvated, and destitute of any aign of inhabitants.
The wild elephants are much more acnrce on thir than on the wootern ride of
the Moy-Onow, and even there much lean numeroua than on the Britirh aide of
the Thaung-Bin. Tigers, deer, wild cows, &c. kc. are, however, numerocla here.
The Shans march without tenta or coverings of any description, and make little
h n b of branches after each march in the aame manner .s the Burmwe.
" 28th. Direction Nortb, 30 West. Time, I houra, 15 minuter ; distance,
12 miles.
" 11 A. Y. Crossed the river ten timea, and proccsded along the banks
through a country of the u m e character u yeaterday, with .cuccly a rign of a
path, and learned that thia road ia never travelled except by the cbiefs when
collecting the tribute from the C u a n a , who, in the neigbbourhood, are tributary
to Ponya* or Bmya-tche, the principal of the four little chiefs who came to
meet me.-3.
15. Halted on the e u t bank of the river, about the u m e width
.s when we first came on its bank.
" 29th. Direction Nortb, 25 W a L Time. 2 h o w ;dirturce, 6 miles.
" 9 A. Y. Continued our march along the banka of the Moy-Qnow till abort
10 A. M. when we left it to the wertward, and, croraing a rather rtwp hill, came
at 11 o'clock on the banka of the Mek-lun-gke (running to the aonthwarti ;wide
about 120 feet) a ahort way above where it is joined by the Mcy-how.-11
A . M. Crossed and halted. Saw numerous marks of elephants, deer, elk, and hog,
in a roft part of the jangle to-day : the Shana ray that they dl a t that sort of
mud, a kind of black atiff (probably anline) loam or rather clay ;-killed a a m d
animal to-day called by the Burmans P o p , and of which I do not recollect to
have seen any demription. The hend is large and round, like an otter ; the cutting teeth like a rat, and feet slightly webbed, somewhat resembling in appearance,
though inferior in strength, to the moles. The fur exactly like that animal, but
larger in the staple, and, I think, even finer-it is little larger than a common
English mole, and burrows with great rapidity. There are two kin& of the rame
animal ;the other differa in being much larger, and the hair coorae and h a d ,
like the bandicoot. I regret that the specimen8 I obtained were both lost.
"30th. Direction North, 30 West. Time, 4 hours ; distance, 12 mil-.
10. 20. Continued to march along the Mein-leu-ghee in the u m e way as we
bad done along the Moy-Onow. Crowed twelve timea to-day. Itr average breadth
130 or 140 feet, and depth about six feet. Its coume continuu amongst the
hills, which are covered with teak and that-tee trees, as thoreof the Moy-Omow.At 2. 20 halted on the western bank of the river in 8 ~ m d lpatch of paddy
in a plain of few milea extent ;the first lowland paddy we have aeen aince lawing the Thulween, and the first of any cultivation aince joined by the Shans.
31.1.
Direction North, 20 West. Time, 4 houra, 10 minutan; dirhnoe,
12 milea.
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8. 15. Marched to-day along 8 path batter t h m m y rs hare seem h
crorming the Moy-O*oo.
" 11. P a r e d the d h g a of B o w t d ; 12 or 14 h o w a rurrouuded 8 4
patch of cultivation. Hrring cromedtbe Mein-lmg-hccriver fo~ times to-day.,12. 25. Halted in a rather extensive patch of p d d y atnbble bclonghg to the
K@,
which in dlrtant l mile and a half. Neuly the whole of the m m qbetweem
this .ad the village, whleh L in 8 mall valley, h n h t y e u b n under cllltimtion ; dl the rice in the country ia of that gktinona d d p t i o n ailed by tb.
B-anr
lunghayeem J the only b u d rice that a n be obtained u from the
Camnr, who I& lu to-day, and by whom we hare been aceompied f r m the
neighbourhood of one village to that of another since &ring the Thhem. T n q
are a fair, well-limbed, athletic race, auperior in appearma ( t t n e d y to the ,
Taliner and Burmmr, but have b a n oppreud from time immemorial by Talinu, '
Bmmana, m d Ebms, whoever happened to have the uaadanee. They b e
been ob%d to h m i h prorision8, erect buts, cut the jungle from the edk.of
the path, and furniah p i k a to dl traveller8 c r o d n g the hill.,the latter of .,
which rrvices they performed for ao, and were much ourprized at k i n 8 paid
fqr whatever they furnirbed lu. Tbey annnally d d l their babibtion, and if
they pitch n p n 8 rim n e q 8 path, it ia immediately ahat up. I. addition to
the other inhabitants of the jungle, we to-day 88w m u k r of rabbita in con&
demble number.
Jmmay l r t . Direction North, 20 West. Time, 4 h o r n , 50 minutes ;dktanca, 14 mil-.
9.45. P r d e d along 8 good path through the paddy groun& of t
b
rillqa of Kqo, which W e pUWd at 10. 20, ~ 0 n 8 ~ t i Iof
t g about thirty o r f ~ ,
~ O ~ C
p O
& d ~i n the Burman style, wlth one or two h a g & b o q but n o
pa@,
&o.-11.25.
h m e d the 6mt pagod. we ham seen since leaving T I . E
ween, perfectly dilapidated. Near 8 small rillage MW 70 or 100 h a d r of
cattle in a rather exte.naive paddy field.-2. 35. After h v e m n g a gram,
intsrrccted with belts of jun8Ie. halted on the south bank of a m a l l .w
ming to the westward and falling into t h Mein-lung-hee river about q
of a
mile from the rfllage ofdlcin-hmg-AM. Tbe p.th to-dny w u well marked, and then
war more appearanma of c~~ltivalion
than we had hefore seen. We only -ged
the M&n-bag-hn river thrw times. The rise of water in the r b , from the m d r
on the trees and banks in thin river, cannot be l u a tham 30 or 40 feet.
11 The Shana being anxious to detain me on the road till an anmer i r r e c e i d
to the letter notitying my arrival, dinpatched on the day I met them, 1 ham
mnrented, as I cannot well procesd without their usistance, to
hue ho
dap."

-.

The town, or rather village, of Mein-lung-ke at which Dr. R. arrived
this day, is a collection of huts about 200 in number, scattered over
an extensive plain of 3; or four miles in width, through which the
river of the same name runs, having its rise about fifteen or tarenv
days' journey north, and pnrsuing a southerly c o m e nearly p d d
to the Salween till joined by the Thug-yeen,when the united stretake a westerly course and enter the Salween. The town is mder
the jurisdiction of L a b o n p , from whence a governor b ap+fad,
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who levies contributions from the Kayen tribes in the neighbourhood.
and is not scrupuloue of occa~ionally extending his exactiom into
our portion of the country. Such is the wild life-md timorous nature
of these tribes that they submit to any one who appears invested
with m y authority, and it b &cult to induce them to visit M w k q n e with their complaints. Meis-lua-ghee being the h t frontier
rtation, is generally passed throngh by the traders of Mdamyl)d.
and the Shan States also by those of the latter, who vbit the country
of the Red Kayens to purchaae slaves. An effort was made to detain
Dr. R. here, till an answer should be received from Labong regarding
him ; but on evincing a determination either to proceed or to return
immediately to Mwlmryne, ekphant. were fnrnished him, and he
resumed hie route on the 6th.
"6th. Direction South, 80 E u t . Time, 3 h o v r , 30 minnta ;diatanct, 10
mila.
Six elephants "en produced, and at 10. 20 we proceedad a m o n the valley
to the sonth-eastward.-1 1. 12. Commenced the ascent of the euterrn b i b , which
ir gradual but considerable.
1. 15. Croued the Hey-KonicU within quarter of
mile of a fall 60 or
80 feet to the 6. W. of the road.
",1. 50. Halted on the bankr of the Moy-Konie. Three of the dephanb
bad four young ; dl born in captivity, which the Sham speak of as a thing of
coarse : one of them had two, one about six yeam old, the other about 2) or
m d tbe
3, still sucking. We here left a11 the little chide, bat B~UTA-OHI
Burman who n u taken prisoner twenty-five yean yo. The road t o - b y (one of the
principal router to the Corcen Uea (or Red Carssnr) c o m t q ) nugod, and the
h f i not very rtatp.
" 7th. Direction South, 80 East. Time, 7 h o w , 50 m i n u b ;Woq 14
miles.
Steep ascent for two honm ;great part of the wry in Rtr as d ~ Up
' I 8. 55.
the elephants' backs worn by the mountain torrents.
" 11. The mist on the h i and valley below i s with a h u t i f d o l u r su&
on it, had exactly the appearance of mow. A cold piercing wind from the cantd - . . Narrow road along the dde of a hill which riaea pmrkp. 150 or
160 feet above it, with 8 deep ravine below to the eutwud.-12.
Corntinned
cold and chilly ; left the elephant ; steep dememt for nearly am hour.-2.
45.
Halted on the bankr of the May-li@ (which falls into the Mein-lrlcgh8 about r
day below the village) on a beautiful little p u n surromnded by high hill., and
bounded on the south-west by the stream 10 or 12 feet wide.
" The march to-day war almort a continued ascent ; some of the hills r e v
deep ; the elephants frequently obliged to atop from fatigue ;the paths tolerabb
good, evidently much frequented, and said to be cut by 8 Shrn king* of mt
power, but evidently the tracts of elephant. deepeaed by the t o m a h , in many
placer as deep as the backr of the elephants, not more than 18 i n c h wide a t
the bottom, and just clear of the howdshr at the top. The elephant from which
I dismounted at 12 did not come to the
dl1 4. 45, and was eonreqnently

"
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8 houn, 50 minutes on the road; some of them did not urive till an h o u &orwards from the difficulty of the ascent.
Direction North, 70 East. Time, 5 bourn ; distance. 12 miles.
' I 8th.
" 9. Continued to ucend the hills in a path rather better than that of yesterday ;free from ruts.--10. 45. A good broad road dong the dde of the h i h
Halted on a small plain near tbe Lmw vid
for an hour or two.-2.
Meimg-,a~-betnm
containing five or six h o u r . The nights hare graddky k
becoming cooler as we racended, and there are seven of tbe people ill with fin cowequence. The thermometer stood at 46- in the tent this morning at

1

1

8 A. M.
d' Thc jungle
p~antain, thct-tse. bamboos, and pine in luxuriance, the latter
forming the principal part of the jungle (or forest, for it h u lort mnch of its
density in t h u e upland regions ;) the creepem hare dmoet disappeared, and the
trees which form the crest of tbe hills to the westward may almoat be counted i n
the afternoon, and might be t r a v e r d with little difficulty.-At 11.15 to-d.y from.
the top of one of the high b i b nothing could be seen as k r u the eye could
range but masses of L i b rising one above another, wvered n t h the slw
description of jungle to their rummits, but no snow to be seen ; if they can be
mid to be disposed at all into ranges, i t is between S. S. E. and N. N. W.
the y are extremely irregular and broken.
9th. Direction North, 45 East. Time, 6 hours ; distance, 10 mila.
8. 55. Continued to amend.-2. 30. Open forest. compored entirely of
fir trees, tall, stnight, and free from branches, to the height probably of 50 fat.
Halted at the LowP village of BoM, sihuted in an open p u n ip
11 2. 55.
the forest, perhapa of 12 or 15 mike in length by five or six in b d t b , as hm
been the c u s ever since krving the Mein-lun-glee. Our march h u b a n a c o n t i n a d
ascent, but graduall~surmounting hills in succession, with oevenl d-ept.
throughout ; we are now said to occupy the highest and wldsrt halting ph
on the road ; tbe fir h u been the most nnmerous tree throughout the much, a n d
the only one during the latter part of the day. Thevillage of Bo c o h b of 60 or
80 houses : the people are a11 ironsmithe, and are exempted from dl lerria kt
furnishing elephanb' chains, cooking pots, spears, and other i r o n - r u s t o the
Shans during war, or for military purposes ; the iron ore is a red oxyd, and I.
found in immense maares in a hill to the north-westward lew t h o one day*.
journey. I t is browht to tbe rillage on elephants and melted in a simple fPrnace-~ields nearly 50 per cent. of metal, soft and unfit for knives, p l o q b ,
&ears, &c. &c. ;they have not the art of hardening it. The people M s.id tq
be riclr, particularly in elephants, of which there are not lar than sixty o r m a in the village.
101A. Direction South, 65 East. Time, 5 hours, 40 minutea ;dirt.nes, 14
miles.
10A. M. Amended by a good path, mnch frequented thr0ugho~t.-10. 20,
descent.-1. 25. Saw the May-ping" river, which falls into the sea at mo).2. 20. Rocky steep, difficdtde~~ent.-3. 15. Crossed the May-papie river, bee
deep, running easterly.--3.40.
Halted on the banks of the May-papic o n
grassy plain. Since 12. 20 we have bcen descending; the road &mgh
rocky lias been pretty good, the air is decidedly milder, the pine tu
6.dlrally dimhishiug in numbers, and now not one is to be seen ; the jungle j u
llere is very close; the rocks throughout the latter part of the much old
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u n h t o n e , previonm to which they have been granite with a large portion of
felrpr.
" 11th. Direction North, 80 Esmt. Time, 4 hours ;dirtanee, 12 mila.
'' 8. 40. Crorred the May-popie : good p t b and l e a precipiton8.-11.50.
Crolued a small dry rivulet in which rubies of rnull value are found.-12. 5.
Crossed the May-HdU about knea deep, by which the paddy between this and
the village is irrigated ; nearly dl Lqe paddy in the plairu of the valley of Mayping is cnltiivatcd in the u m e way.-12.
30. Halted at the village of MaingH a r l u (pronounced by the Burmans Mrin- Wool) on the nert bank of the Mayping, which runa to the southward and fillr into the wr, at Ba)ok after joining
th. May-nam*.
" The march to-day continued to dueend gradually, with a fen trifling acclivities till 12 ; since which nenrly level ; the climate proportionately improved ;
the jungle hu usumed the u m e character u on the other ride of the hills, but
more open.
" We are now fairly in the valley of the Mey-ping, and have the prospect for
the next three or funr dap of seeing something of the level aouutry, but the
whok extent of the couptry between the Thalweea and May-ping, with trifling
exceptions (ruch an the little valley of the Mein-lun-ghee), is one aucecruon of
momt.ins ; nearly dl of the primitive series, principally gravel p e h trap, lime
and undatone.
'' We crouedthe May-papie thirteen times to-day. The villnge Man-Hami cont a i u about sixteen houser of the most uncomfortable appearance ;it L about 12
d q e from Bmkok, with which the communicntion is frequent; the river hem
i s about 200 yvda a c r w , and rather rapid; there are a number of palmyra,
coco.nut and other frnit trees, both here and on the opposite side, where there
la a h a small village.
" The river h u e L a little wider than above or below the vihge, and jmt for.
dable by elephantr ; there are f o r fiah in the river, and the people almost ignorant of the art of catching them. On endeavouring to proenre boab u the
eariwt conveyance for the oick, I war not a little s a r p r k d when only one small
canoe could be procured, in which only one of the wont cuer conld be rent
forcrud.
" Remained here one day at the requat of the p e ~ ~ w aceompay
h o
me, in
order to tranmit intelligence to Labrmg of oar approach.
" 13th. Direction North, 20 Enst. Time, 5 hours ; dhtance, 15 mil-.
Road lies along the foot of the weatern hill ; the river tarns towards
" 9. 15.
the cutern hillr, which are distant about 20 miles.-11.
55. Crossed the
Naa~My-tchem*, wide 100 yards ; fordable by elephants.-1. 45. River 200
yarda wide ;fall of shoals.-2. 5. Crossed the May-ping, and halted on ita matern
bank in m open jungle, where. a housen had been bnill for our reception. The
road to-day has been nearly level and much frequented ; the whole of the valley
was innndated lut year to a greater extent than is recollected by the oldat people,
the paddy being a w ly all destroyed, and the people obliged to take to the hills.
*' 14th. Direction Nortb, 30 Eart. Time, 5 hours, 15 minuter ; diitanw,
16 miles.
"8. IS. Road good 1erel.-9.
55. Gramy plains.-1.
30. Cromed the
May-li@, which fallr in the May-piy four milea tn the westward, wide about
thirty or forty yar& ; halted on the ecutern bank at the village of Naung-lonflv.
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15th. Direction North, 60 k t . Time, 7 h o w ; dbtuae, 21 rila.
20. G r w y pJaina in9. 5. Road good, paasable for b.ndia.-12.
with jungle.-I. Western hilla distant 20 mil- ; &ern hills, 4 m i l a ;hilh
n aight to the northward.-1. 30. Paddy p o n d ; apnbsrr d bm#aha d
black cattle.-2. 10. Halted between the rillage of Bnuackaoy" and A i a *ouptrr" on the western bank of the M a y - t e , a rmaU rtrenm, which hll.iPto tb
May-parm$0 about a quarter of a mile from this. r n d h m thence into the Magping a quarter of a mile fnrtber to the south-we&.
'I Tbe road to-day baa been very good, mnch frequented and p..uMs for 8
bullock cart ; throughout marka of recent inundation are atill very rtibk ;
o m p , pummalocr, pine apple, mangoe, palmyra, cocoanut. ~MVM, mad otLa
fruita are abundant ; the first and the cocoaant are the on1y two now in -n.
The people ham much improved in appearance; rome d ths womeo m d oLildren arc nearly aa fair aa Europeuu : many of the h t t e r with light b.i ; tk
eyer are hrge and expreerlve, not at dl like the Chin- ; the n-,
howwar, &
amall, like tbe Burman.
" They have had a report c u m t here for the h t month, that tbe
wen coming up with 1,000 men, which h u aLrmed then a good dd. A letter
has been dispatched to the people here to-dmy, telling them who I am, and aQring them to supply me with every thing I rrmt; and t h e m m g c r beg&
I would remain hem h o or three day,till the road w u made rmooth ud waq
tblng ready for my reception at the capital. Tbere ir no way of a d m g t&ir
ridiculous delays."

~~

Dr. R. was delayed here a few days, on the plea of preparing for
his reception, and ascertaining from the aatrologere a lucky day for
his visit.
20th. Direction North, 20 Eut. Time, 2 h o r n , 10 minutea ; d * t u c e ,
6 miles.
10. 20. Started on homeback with ten or twelve elepbotr, aeb hariag r
little either of my bqgnge or pre#nb. At 11. 35 I W8. met by tb4 .sewd
roo-in-law of the Twboo, the 3rd chief of the prorince, with 6fty elephmtu. Or
each were mounted aome of the numeroue rehtiona of the chief*. TbeJ hd
b r o q h t a rpare elephant for ma, on n h i after complimsntary s p e e c t a d
welcome, I mounted, and we continued our march ;the elephaat on which I rode
being lut. In t h b proceraion we proceeded slowly tow=& the town, occuiorally stopping to let the elephants pull the pine apple plants and pkntnim trsar
out of the gardena of the poor people, with whom the chiefs chatted on the
most familiar brma.
At 12. 30 we arrived a t this rpot, about a mile from the town, w h i tbey
had fixed on for my encampment. My tent waa already pitched in a l i e
aqnare of sheds, which they had built for the people. The chiefs remained
with me about an hour, mamined the musketr, talked of our soldiem,
and
then took their leave. Ou inquiry I found there were two chi& from LaJa.
but none from Zimmay preoent. There is only a rmdl portion of the r& af
the fort viaible from this, and none of the homer; and from the i-ra
number of c~coanutand betelnut tress growiq inside, i t h a more the *par.
rncc of a forest than a fort ; the topa of two pagodu (OM of which t gilr) m
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rhible w e r the tops of the trea ; the whole country ir so covered with wood tbat
not twenty h o w are to be wmn from thin place : there am as many round the
Fort u them are in it. I t stand. on the right bank of the M a y - q u w , which
4s here abont 30 feet wide and three deep at this season, though navigable for
boob of some burthen daring the rise of the river. The Mappranp falls into
the Moy-phg abont U f a mile from t h i (1. the vdley of which h e r both this
t o r n and Zhnny a n mitoatad), which punner ib conne amonjpt the hilla from
this to within a few day' of Barkok, where the hill. terminate, axid the country
apreads into a plun populoar m d fertile. The r d e y varier in breadth from
10 or 12 mila to 60 or 00 ; the mil in a rich sandy loam, and from the bed. of
the river apparently of p a t depth ; the hills are of very considerable height,
but no snow is d b l e from thia, though the thermometer at 7 o'clock is
~ l d o mabove 5%. The distance from this to the frontier towns of Chino L
about 40 elephant marcher (probably of 12 or 15 miles each) over the northern
b i b , and throughout that diitance no snow is said to be encountered ; but to
what other muse
snow the rise of the river cm be attributed. I am ignorant ; u i t is thonght a hear). monsoon if there are three or four days of hear J
of the river ir considerable, and l u t year w u
m n in a month. The mnu.1
ro excegive u to drive the whole population from ita bank.
" 1 have had no communication with any of the chiefs to-dq, but a letkr
mr r m t to the person (a Beuya) left here to provide any thing I might want, to
keep the Pongees and the people from crowding round my tent, in consequence of
a repreamtation of mine psterday. The bearer of the letter sald it WM the
winh of the chief that I should be presented to-morrow. and begqed that I would
not bring any pocket pintols or any other hidden inrtrnmant of death ; I reqnerted to know if I rbould weir any sword, M it wru looked on by us .B a mark of
nspect; to which they a100 objected. The materials have thin evening been
brought to build me a small house.
'' 2lat. At 12. 30 sixteen coolies with seven large silver, and nine copper
cdats (salrem). and a body of peom armed with s p n , came out to carry the
presents and conduct me to the pmence of the chief.
'* The walls of the fort are formed of the red ferrnginons porona rtone common
in Bnrmmh at the bottom and the top of bricks of the most slender conrtrnctioa ; the sides of the stmets for a few yards m m 1he.d with the common people,
bearing mnskets; the shed (about qnarter of a mile from the gate) in which the
ehief received me. was about 60 feat long and 20 wide, with three sl~edaat right
angles bnilt for the occasion, occupying the whole of the front, all of which
were filled with people ; many of them near relations of the chief, and all in the
crouching position common with the Burmans ; nearly all armed either with
swords or muskets. The prerenb had already arrived, and were placed at the
upper end of the centre shed. Having made a bow to the chief, I went immediately up to his scat (a small light chair) and presented the letter. I raid that
I was fortunate in being the flmt to open the road of friendship b e t w ~ ~the
n
two countries, that it WM the wirh of the Engluh Government that the mer.
chanta of each should be as uncontrolled in the t e d t o r i w of hi neighboar aa
if they were in their own, (Lo. kc. He answered, he L d long turned the eyes of
friendrhip toward. us ;that he WM happy the gold and dlver road had been opened ;that he hoped we should now be as one people, bat that the preaents mmut be
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rent to the king of S i , whoae inatmetions wonld be taken. He rirhed to
know what terms we nus on with the Burmue. I raid on t e r n of friendchip :
that after a war of two jatr t h q had rued for peace, and had obtained it-that
t h q had nearly fuldlled the terms of the treaty, and that i t war a principle of
t b English to forget an injury u soon M reparation was made. He aaid such
n u not the c u e with them ; that t h q had been at war with the Burmaar for . .
w,and that they killad or made slaver of them whenever they had it in t h a t
po~er-that the Burrmor were equally inveterate. He then asked if I tbooght
I could obtain an order from the Commissioner of M a ~ p for
e the Burmers
to give up some tribm of S h r who had oriqially formed part of their kingdom of Siem. I mid the y were Burman subjectr ; and though we had conqnued the +r
part of their kingdom, i t had bean rertored to them, and that we
had now no control over them. He mid that we had the T h e a i d or S i h ;
'
S b r with IM ; that they were originally from C m q - C h d ; and that if the,
nubed to return to the laud of their forefathers, he hoped that they would not
be pmrcnted. I said, that they were our subjectr, and t h 3 if they wished b
return, every facility for doing ro would be afforded them.
" 1 thought this too iavorahle an opportnnity to be missed, as I knew w r l y
every one in c o d nu, aware of my being acquunted with the circumstance of
thirty or forty families of Burmans having been carried off by hh p p l e r h e a
coming to Md.~))ymwitha pma from Su A. CAMPBELL.
Seeing tbe person .rho :
auried them off in court; and a Muosnlman merchant being with me who h r d
represented the impropriety of tbeir proceedings at the time, and fearing t h a t
.n unfavorable construction mi@ be put on my silence and a precedent for
like enormitim in future; knowing abo that Major BWENEY
had demanded
and obtained from the court of Sior the liberation 'of several hundred peopk
w r i e d off by tlre Siamese from abont Mugni and Tenau*erim ; I thought it
my imperative duty, M the bnainesr had already in some degree been agitated,
to endeavour to obtain their release, notwithstanding my iuarructime were n o t
to interfere in tha matter if i t mold be avoided. I therefore said, I hoped
e q d indnlgence would ba granted to the Talirc people who had been taken
with the British General'# yam. He denied having seen the pss, though I
believed at the time and have since beard that it was shewn him when m v e r d of
the Zimmuy and Lopam chiefs were present-that
their liberation was a g i u
and oppoaed by the Zimaeay chiefs. The chief who carried them off being
court, rod having been before pointed out to me, I immediately put it to him,
and he nckuowledged that the p a war still with Kim, but no one p m t
understood Englirh; that they were ignorant of ita contents, but i t shoal& bc
bronght to my tent in the evening. Caow-TO~E-WTET
raid i t should he m&
'
known at Siam, and that they murt abide by the insMctiona from theace, I
mentioned the circumstance of Major B U ~ N E Y
miarion,
'~
and u i d I WM
it only reqnired to be made known to his Siamese Majesty. The old chief W=
rvidently much embarramad during thia part of the conversation ; however, ir
came of an J thing further being done towards their liberation, he a n s o t
plead ignorance. I repeated the h o p that onr intercourse might bs f4
unrertrained, and WM again told that they most wait for inrtrnctioas from S i a .
I maid that they might come to our settlement ou the coast with the same fdOI
they would go to &gm or Zirnmay, and requerted that Powra-rcnr (who h d
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asked me to make the reqsest) might be allowed to accompany me to Y o u h y r e ,
where he wonld see the facility with wlrich busiueu, n u carried on amongst ar,and
the advantage to both conntries which would arise from aa unrestrained h d e . He
said he was about to aend him to BudoA with the presents 1 had brought in the
course of next month. I hoped he would find it convenient to send some one else,
and from the great number'of chiefs I there saw round the hall, I thought i t c o d
easily be managed. I then took my leave, and in the evening PONYA-TCUE
called on me, expressed liirnself much disappointed, and begged 1 would not give
up t l ~ epoint. He wan persuaded if I repested the request he rhould be lllowed to
accompany me, and as he is one of the most intelligent persons I have met
here, and the ultimate object of the Mission likely to be forwarded by hir accompanying me, I promised I would do so. I asked him if them war m y
objection to my riding tl~roughthe to&. kc.
fle told me CHOW- car-WEET
fad desired him to tell me I was at liberty to go where I pleased in the day,
but that the p t e r of the fort were shut at night, and that it w u rather expected
I should call on some of the lesser chiefs, his numerous relations. I p r o p o d
calling to-morrow on bir son-in-law, and one or two otherr of the chieh who
met me on the road and remained here the day 1 arrived."

&.
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The following are extracts from Dr. R.'s journal during his residence here, which are the most likely to interest the general reader.
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They had no idea that any European would attempt to crosa t h e hills. I
visited CHOWHour". ; he is an intelligent man, about 10, of quiet and agreeable manners, to whom the cl~iefgovernment of the province is entrusted. The
whole couversation wan of the war with the Burmaus, their hatred to wl~omis
only exceeded by their dread, and their expressions of friendship for us proportioned to their idea of our power from havin6 conquered the Burmese. The
Z i r o u y chief who is nephew to CHOW-TCBE-WEET
in by no means ro friendly to
lu u the others, a ~ r dthere is some sparring between them now, about my being
dlowed to come here. On my return in the evening I found C H O W - N ~ - Y O I - K ~ I ~
a t my house with two of the first chief's river and uveral musicians, waiting to
entertain me with a n i k h and ringing; the mnaic was particularly pleasing.
One man, a northern Shan, sang remarkably well, both as to taste and execu.
tion, much in the gtjle of the Chinese, bnt much superior to any thing I ever
h u r d in that country. I presented a cotton handkerchief and a Madras m p m
to each, with which they were high1y pleased.
Rode round the fort to-day, which is of an i r q u l a r form; the
L* 24th.
1.rg-t
end t o w d s the south. The a t , west, and southern facer are newly
of the m~aelength (probably 15 or 1600 feet) ; the north end not more
1,000. The wall is from 15 to 23 feet high outride, and from 13 to 18 inside,
m d of the most liimay possible structure, with four gutes in the east and two.
h the south, two on the webt, and one in the north face, surrounded on three
s i d a by a wet ditch of 60 or 70 feet wide and in good repair. On the east
ride thd river flows : at this resson it is not more than knee-deep ; at the gate#
.re glurds of half a dozen m o l i a without a r m . On the eanlern bank of the
river opposits the fort are the remains of an old stockade of equal size with
t h e fort, with brick anglcr and bastions. The hoare more numerow without
within the fort. On the western d o u an cutenaive p h h of r i d
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paddy ground u far u the eye can r u e h from north to oouth, and five or six
m i l from
~
eant to west covered at this acaaon with many t b o w d h d of uttb,
bnlalos, aho elephant. in considerable numbers. Saw morns of their hndies,
which u e the b a t specimen of their rorkmanrhiy 1 h a ~ wen
e
; the wheels are
exactly like, and q u d to tl~oreof a common English cart.
I' 25th.
I have heard to-day that orders hare been given to the people not
to buy m y thing frolo the merchantr who accompanied me, and not to come
about my house. Yesterday they endearonred to exchange their good8 for u t i l e ,
but the people dare not sell witbout order*, though anxious to do ro. I .ent the
interpreter to Ceow-TCHE-WXET,
as in the cortom here. to intimate my intentiom
of calling on him. He excuaed himsel on accunnt of indisposition. I told Lht
interpreter also to uy I was anxious to return on Saturday or Sunday a t far&*,
and to inquire if there wen any objection to my going to Zirnmay, to which 1
received no answer.
C.lled on Caow RAJAWOON,
an elder brother of CHOW-rcar-W~rrr'a,bpt
by a concnbine ; be lives in a small bamboo honrc outside the fort. b u t h u
gold betel appurtua, the gift of tbe King of Siam, which u only given to
chief# of rank. He h u twenty-eight river, and cold me with evident e x d t r t i o o
that they were all taken p r h u m by bimrelf but one. He was chief of the Dummyu, or licensed robbers, for many years,+
situation of some honor a d
danger, whrre the most barbarom system of border warfare is carried on with tbe
most rancorous bawd, and where the State looks upon the p r i w n m hken by
these treacherous midnight robbers u a principal source of it. population.
'' I repraented to CHOWHoun the inconsistency of the friendly explrsdonr
towards IU,whilrt the very object of my riait, from which they ought certainly
to expect much advantage, was defeated by prohibiting their people from pmrchaaing the thing8 they were anxion8 to be iu po~ersionof, from the few poor
people who had accompanied me ; that it w u bad encouragement for future
vans on a larger s a l e ; but to convince them we perfectly trurted in them, tba
merchant. would remain till their things conld be disposed of, and that I w o d d
give a note of their names and numbem.
" 26th.
1 received a *it
from CROWHOUAto-day, the purpose of which
was to induce me to remain here for two months, till the presenta I had brou&t
were sent to BuakoP and the Kiig's sentiment* known. I told him my reaption had been much that I conld have no objection to remain twelve rnonas, h
tbat the purpoae of my vuit hnd been to .srure them of oar friendly d i s p i & .
towards them, and open a friendly communication between MolJo11yrc and tb.
Shm country ; that we had been on the most friendly terma from time immorid with the King, or I could not hare been rent to any of hia
a
dependencies ; that they were now aware of our rer~timentsand oar anxi*
be at puce with all our neighbow, and that I wiahed to n m on Sm*
the 316t.
29th. Paid my second visit to CROW-rcae-Weerto-day, who rent i n tic
morning to nay he =odd be glad to see me ; 1war r d v e d rs before. bat d&
leas sti5ness and more cordiality, and there were no armed people in the .LHe repeated his declarations of friendship towordr the Englirh, which I
room to doubt ; and said the only reason we were not on the urme teu
' natives of the country, war the bad feeling of the Zi-y
chief tonudr w, .111
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tbat they had rent to Sian to endarour to bring him under the king'r diaplmrure for haring reedred me aa he had.
I begged to know if C u o w - ~ r - ~ o ~ - K
and
o xPONTA-TCHS
~
would be allow.
ed to accompany me, and told him I ram anxioua to stwt on Sunday 31rt. H e
u i d in that ease it would be imposdble for them to .ccompnT me, and hoped
- I would wait nine days, when every thing would ba ready, md a lucky day, and
they rhould then proceed along with me. After some comideration, I said that
though my instrnctionr were to return immediately, 1 would take on m JMU to
remain. ' Then,' said he, ' emry thing Ir rettled v e q soon ; if you have any
thing to luk or mmmunicate, do it without rtrerre.'
I then produced th.
General's pus, which mentionr 1100 psople, though there am now scarcely 100
1mmaining, the otherr hadog wcaped M opportunity offered ; and asked what
r e r e him intentiour regarding those people ;m d u I had little doubt of hi8
lug to libcrab them, and I had mo anthority to demand them, I added, that u
our frienhhip wu a d e d and they were apprehensive of the Eing of S b , I
did not wish to ptheir immediste releus, but begged he noald d o r the
he& of the villager now left (who wan the p n ~ nthey had relected to bring
tha letter to Msuhync) to aceompauy me, and communicate his cane to the
I
Commi~ioner,that from the constant and fiimdlj intermum we had with tho
I
King of Siana, and hia having given Up our people who were carried off &om
Hergui, 1 had no dmbt d the mdt. He
a g r d to the man's aecomI
p y i n g me, but begged jocularly tbct I would not give him up to the Burmaor,
1
who m m
thorn in their eye, whlch rcemed a signal for the convenation to
:, become general ; among~tother things he told me he had 80 wives, 18 was, and
1
16 daughten, of whom one L m inferior wife of the King of Siorn, but h u
.nCrtunately no children; that him relation8 in the three towns amount to
upwarda of 700 ; that them were 30 m n s in thil t o m , and 40 in Lagon and
Zieach ; (a Bwman prironer here hm offered to eat a11 above ten in t L
V three pl;) that them am 4,000 inhabitantr in Moung, 40 or 50,000 CE
m h of the other townr :-thin ir a100 of cuurre very much exaggerated. The
I
people r h o accompanied here to-day. after many pro' and con., received an order
s.
to buy forb-two bullocks for camage. A Chinese who is here (father-in-law
C&-TCHX-WBBT) ir to start to-morrow for Zhmay, to bring up rome of
the principal Chinese tradem said to have arrived then, and I hare rtromg hoper,
from the enterprising character of the Chinem, they may be induced to riait
the c o a t
invited into the fort at 3 P. M. to m entertainment, m d had the care1
monj d e d " Pwkl'* performed ; beyond which I am told them u no p d b l e
mWk of frienctrhip. I t consisted in h o old men saying a prayer of some length
for long life, riches, and happiners to one of tbe English Chiefs of elephrnta and
hoand conqueror of the Burmanm, m d tying reven threads of white cotton
round my wrists: the latter ceremony war also performed by CHOWRAYA
Woo*, &e chiefs elder brother, and by Cmow-NI-nor-Korw, and I rehrtned the
compliment to them. Two large bouquet of lowers. one ornamented with a num.
her of thin silver plates, and some of the tlowers being of very considenble but
: kppreuive frqrance, were presented. Sweetmeats were also llerved up to me,
and rim with various carries, both to the people who accompanied me and to
the mtiver, in large silver bowb, to the number of probably fifty, varying in ri.r
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from a foot and a half to a few iwher in diametu 8 the workm.ubip ot m y
of thoae of the leaaer dw was remarkably good, nearly a11 gift. from the K i q
of Sum; after which r v e n of the chieh' wirer danced to the music of the
W o k band, by which they #st great atore, and the mnaic ia certainly m q
plewing. Many of tbe wonen paw- a v q conaiderable s h w of Aoiltic
buoty : tbeir eyes in puticnlar are l a r e amd expromite, w i h m t r ~TSCC of tL.
Tartar ; their akin remarkably fnir, aod Iud i t w t been for tk little Bmn o r , wme of tbem would have b&n redly haadsome. There wn p r o h b l y J
1
less than 300 people preacnt-dl the chiefs of U r n s , mamy of tb.
I
Lagon, bat none from Zi-y.
'' Febmary Btk. I barn a t lea@ prepared to atart in the m o r n i w
tk
shortest and best route to M a u h n y u . The only reuom for not .t.rtimg to-&y
is its being a bkck me, and i t would be disrespcctfol to me, u welI u dmquona to themaelrra, to b q i n a j o u n y to-day. I took l a s e of the chief ta&,
and have bcen lllowd u an eapeoid favor to buy o w ( a d Ceow-rcrs.W.rr
hu prernted me with motber) young femlls e k p b n t , and acnda o m as a preremt to Mr. M n ~ m r .
Had mother visit from aome Zinmug p e w te-&y, who y a 6 t h rb.
,
othera M to t k v q friendly faelimg of the people thm tomrd. na. They
they ao fully expected me there, tbat h o w hare been ready for the Iw tc.
days. On bking kave of Caow Hovn he gave me a r h h o a r c x born. or which
be seemed to set a grmt value, ar a charm cyiamt c r q evil ; and u I
u p r d aome impatience at their &lay8 and sumpicion, he begged I Wrwpect them of aoy want of frieubbip in .o long withholding
purehue bullocks and trade with their people ;tbat ow a b a ~ ~ t e r # ~ b .
new to tbem ; that ther were like ,an elepbant oror*ng tba rfrsr;-d,,,
moat feel before they proceeded; that tbtir difficnlty war .on got o v a ,
were aof o w intentions being good ;and that we ahodd now Ca e M e terms M aubjectr of Sian.
" In proof of thefr rineerity and the tmut thw reposed in ma, B m m ~ - ~ .
would a c o o m p y me with 50 or 60people, 2 or 300 a t t i e , and a n m h 4
elephnts; tbat they all lived by trade or agrioultnm. m d that .a- 4
Caow's rona would certainly next y u r riait o w settlement on the
H~
invitsd me to r e p a t my viait next dry ac~on."
On the 9th Dr. R. started on hb return : he gives the f&-
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pcco11nt of the route he took, which, &ti1 the 16th. wan the came
which he had travelled on his way up.

bi

15th. Direction South, 30 West. Time, 4 holm; dhtance, 10 mila.
12.35. I started : most of the people haring gone on before me.
Came amongat the hills m d commenced to ascend.
a1 1. 30.
2. 12. Broke off from the old Man-hn-phee road, leaving it a little to &
wmtward.-2. 20. Crosaed the May-yqia in a few incher of water ; path narrow,
through low bamboo jungle ; hills range about south i O weat, north 70 em&3. 45. Crossed the M a y - G w F and halted on the western ride in long grass ;
the bed of the atream rocky and wide 20 or 30 feet, with but little water a t tLi.
amson. Saw two wild cowa and a tiger this eveniog.
=rectiou South, 50 West. Time, 6 houn ; diatanoe, 13 miles.
c s 16th.
9. March dong the b k a of the M y - @ l o o t , and continued b ucend with
4 1
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few decliritien ; the path rocky.-10.
Rocky steep ascent for half an hour.--10.
55. Saw the fint pine treed.-11.
30. Left the May-Gnoot.-1.
20. We entered
pine forest, and no other tree in to be seen hut a few stunted yews.-3.
Halted
on the N. E. hank of a small stream called tbe May-lie, which falls Into the
May-pimg to the eutward ; the path has been pretty good, and though rocky in
many places, I think l e n difficult than the MA-lm-ghcc road : it is the old road
to Martaband', and has been little frequented for the last seven years ; the rocks
in all the high hills are granite of very dark colour externally. A good deal of
thnnder a d rain this evening ; this h&.ing place id farnoun for tigers ; seveml
people have been cnrried 06 from it.
" 12th.
Direction South. 30 Weat. Time, 3 bourn, 20 minukn ; dLtance,
11 miles.
'' 8. 30. Crossed the *-lie.-9.
30. Proceeded by a nearly level path
donx ths top of a small conneetiag range of hills in a noble pine forest.-11.
30. h a n d e d . - 1 1. 50. Halted on the h a n h of a small stream, the May-tom@.
Path remarkably good and nu+ level for the last two and a half hours ; wme
af the pine trees measured eight or nine feet in circumference, and are much
taller and atraightor than tbe aame trees in Europe.
'' 10th. Direction South, 45 West. Time, 3 honrn, 15 minutes ; d i c e ,
14 m i k .
' 6 8. 45. Crowed the May-tome, and continued along a good path ;descending
15. Crossed
b r nearly half an hour.-9. 30. Crossed a small sham.-11.
another d l strum, and ascended with ocasional small dacent. till 10, when
we halted on the wuthern baak of the M a y - t d . running to the artward.
" The whole march to-day through the rume fine open forert 6f pine; the path
p o d and the hillr not at a11 steep. Shot 8 jungle w w to-day : these a n abun&mt in wme of the valleys near onr route ; the &ah w u harder than the wont .
buEdoe. Tigers and the common deer are abundant.
*' 1Wk. I have bein obliged to halt to-day to refresh the elephants, as thg
pmama are mid to be difficult and no forage for tbree days for them : (there are
rsrentaen large and fair small ones.) We are now on the site of s o old city".
formerly inhabited by Talinos (to whom all the country to the rutward formerly
belon8d) and more lately to the Shans, bat baa been deaerted nome yeam on
account of the devastation committed by the Burmans ; the vallq ia of,some
few mila in extant, and throagh i t rnus the M a y - t u n river, which at this Wson
ia about two feet deep, and u it falla into the May-ping, was formerly navigable
for small canoes to Bankok; itr eourm is extremely winding.
'' 20th. Direction South, 50 West. Time, 6 hours, 30 minutw ; distance,
30 miles.
'' 9. Arcended dong a rugged bad path.
" 10. 17. h a n d e d . The fin which have been @ d l y diminishing in
nnmbers through the whole of to-day's march, ard now only to be seen in single
t r w towering above the other trees of the jungle.-3.
48. Halted in a mdne
of wry thick jungle on the west bank of the May-tam, running to the northward.
"Th. march to-day h u been the longest aa to time, the most toilsome and
diaagmeable dnce leaving Maulany*e ;the path ha# been either np or down steep
bib, or along the bottom of r a ~ a
into which the a m can only shine a fen
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hours in the day ;and since half pant ten through a thick jnngle. Our cwrsehr
been all round the compsu, and I hare b a n obliged to note its direction na
less than eiglty times to get at m y thing like a correct general direction ; re m
,
1
again on the banks of the river which we left this morning, the course of which
is even more tortuous than the r ~ we
d have come. We am encamped on r
small level spot of a few hundred yards, surrounded by high hills; tbe jnngk
extremely tlrick, bnt abounding on the hills with deer of all sizea, cows, b&
loes, tigers, leopards, and rhinoaros. We pased the end of the road, which
runs more to the eutward;along which the bnllocks are to coma ; path u mucb
better, but there a n no inhabitant. in tbat direction.
" 2lrt.
Direction South. 65 West. Time, 7 hours ; distance, 15 mila.
" 9. 15. Proceeded along c narrow mending path in thick jungle.-4. 45.
HdCd on the May-Romng"S, wide 30, deep 13 feet, pebbly bed, a rbort way
from Kmoa, a Careen rillye. T b e march to-day has ban over a m d n
ofhils. some of which were nearly peri~endicular,and 1 should think almost impaanable for a loaded bullock, though the elephmb hare tnvellcdrith sac. Tbc
path is well shaded, and there is abunclmce of water :indeed thejungle baa g e n d r
been so thick tbat r e codd only see a little of the path before as, and a nvim
or a hill close to the road ; the march ou the whole wu l a r d i . y n u b l e thu
ywterd~y,having been more on the h i h . Between 10. 20, and'lO. 40. pmed
a hill, on which there are a great many lofty cinnamon trees, the only onem L a m I
by the Careens to exist on any of the hills, and u e not at all prixed by tbm;
the bank is about two inches thick, m d of good flavour, when f r d , but q d u
a bitter taste when dry. Passed soma immense trees, &d
by the Barmw
Cowck-Moo". of which the canoes u e made ;mid to be large enough to maker
canoe for 5 or 600 basketa of paddy.
'' 22nd. Dinctior South, 40 Wed. Time, 2 h o w , 30 minutes ; h e ,
7 miles.
'' 9. Path pretty level ; jungle extremely close.-9. 20. Along the bed of
the Hay-Koung, pebbly with large rolled moaaea overhung by rocks 1 or 200
feet high.-10.
Jack trcea ; mid to be the dta of an old city.-11.
30. tklkd
in a thick jungle with some betel-not trees on the western bank of the YqX m g . March nearly of the onme character u the l u t two days, b a t the hills
l c n steep.
" 23rd. D i i t i o n Sonth, 55 West. Time, 8 hours ; distance, 1 7 Qila.
" 8. 4.
Aaccaded.-9. 10. Wound up the face of an extremely steep biP
from eaat to neat, in a southern direction ; and at 9. 20 aaceaded do.& tbs
brow of the hill.-11.
40. Croued the M a y - W , and proceeded along a ravine.
-1.
Recroned the n o . - 4 . 45. Halted on the east bank of the M q - O b r ,
wide 90 or 100 feet, mnning north, 20 west. The h i b to-day, with the exception
of those on the Olst, were as a k p u any we have c r o w d ; and our p
w ;'
slow and difficult ;some of the. hkhest hills to-dar had been c l d for paddy,
and the ground is raid to be productive. Met a Zimmay s!are merchant mtum- '
ing by the routs ; he lud &-slaves, three of whom are about fire years of
for each of whom he gave four bullocks.
'' 24th. We have been obliged to halt to-day till the old road b e h e n Martuban. and this, which hna grown up from diaum, ha a little clared by the
Careens for the n u t two marches, when it again joins the mate followed by a
in our much np ooa day from the TAawmg-Bin.
'

,
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25th.

lying north of the Tenaaserim Provine&.
Direction North, 80 Went.
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Time. 2 hours, 30 minntea ; distance,

7 milea and 4 furlongs.

" 9. 45. C r o ~ r dthe May-Cmw several timsr along a level road. At 10
passed a small Careen village, and leh the May-Cnow to the northward. The
Carcena had cleared the path throngh long grass, along the banks and in the
bed of the May-Sat.rgb, a small stream of a few inches deep. At 10. 15 halted
on the banks of the May-Satang, in thick jungle with wild plnntains. The path
to-day h u been nearly level down the course and across the valley of th8
May- GMV.
"21ith. Direction North, 65 West. Time, 3 honm ; dirtsnce, 7 miles.
" 9 . 30. Proceeded dong a pretty good path, crossing the May-6ataag.10. 45. Dencended and crossed the May-Satang, the last time.-11.
40. Side
of the hills lers rteep to-day than some parts of our march, but path very
narrow on the brink of a precipice.-12. 30. Halted on tlre brow of the hill.
The road which we have come to-day will be good when more frequented.
Except a very rteep hill at the beginning of the march, the Careens declare
there ir no better path through there hillr. A considerable part of the march
to-day waa through an old paddy hill on which the trees had not yet acquire&
any riae, and many of the other hills had been cnltivated to their mmmits within
the last p a r or two. The Careens in thin part of the hilla must! of course, he
pretty numerous.
" 27th.
Direction Soutb, 70 Wmt. Time, 5 houn, 13 minutes ; distance,
11 miles, 6 furlonp.
Started, and trod severd hills, or rather heights, on the. hills.9. 0
25. Hdted at our
2. Came on the pathr we mvelled on the way up.-2.
The path to-day
former halting p b on the banks of the Seindzoy-Ifcum".
bar been good for elephants. m d r e v p m h l e for bullocks.
28th. Direction South. Time, 6 houn, 40 minutes ; disbnce, 12 miles. '
9. Croreed the Beindzoy, and proceeded dong the path pnrrned on our
P w e d our old halting place on the May-tha-woP1.-3.
40.
way up.-1.
Halted at our former hdting place on the bank8 of the Tbmnp-&inn.
l"l'he fimt hdf the mareb to-day, which was extremely distreming to the
elephants from the rteepnenr of the b i b . w u performed in two hours and a halt
o n our march up, and t.k ur four hourr to-day. The l u t half of the much w u
more level dong the little valley of the May-thw-woe, which we c r d 8 or 10
h e r , and rru performed in very little (10 minuter) mom time than we took in
the way up.
*' March lrt. Halted to-day on the banks of the T h a w &in. To-morrow 1
ahall proceed done, and the Shana will wait for the remainder of the cattle on
their own ride of the river. The golden sword-bearer is to accompany me on.
march with four elephants.
2nd. Direction South, '20 West. Time, 4 hours, 5 minnfes ; dirtance,
1 2 milu.
10. C r o w d the Thaung-.&inat an elephant's ford about f of a mile above
d
Wee", our old halting place.
rhore we c r o w d before.-12.
10. P u ~ WeenHdted on the old ground at the top of the waterfall".
'1 3. 5.
61Thr path f o r muoh the longer proportion of thia m u c h waa good and per.
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fectly level ; the elephant. conrequently proceeding npidly, and wem np with
the people.
" 3rd. Direction Sorth, 20 West. Time, 4 hours, 20 minnta ; distance,
10 miles.
10. 20. Deree~dedthe wattrfall.-1.
15. +bed the Ym-+*
river.
-2. 45. C r o d the end of the Yum-&yue path, by which r e marched om onr
way up, and halted on the beginning of the l h g y u e ~path, near our f o r m a
halting place.
"The dement of the waterfall was lers di5cult than I bad anticipated. The
bullocks Len Ween-Wee this morning, and were np a short time .Aer om. T h e
road on thii side of the TAuurg-Bin, thongh still amongat the hills, is lcsa mourntoinom than we have travelled hetween Mda-Wool and that river.
"4th. Direction South, 45 Weat. T i e , 2 hours, 45 minuter; d i s t a n e ,
7 milea, 4 furlongs.
9. Crorwd the Mim-Kourrgn, t l ~ epath g o d hut narrow, from not having
been cot by the Careens.
45. The whole jungle of short bamboos intersected in all directions
with elepl~ant.' tracks.-12.
30. Croaaed the Chliae-BoyF river, now with
only a few inches water, but the bed of the river is 80 or 100 feet aide. with
deep b.nks, probably 18 or 20 feet.-1.
10. Halted on the north bank of
~ ~ ~ - - g
or hobaloe
w f l stream, 10 or 12 feet wide, running to the wutwrrd.
The path to-day was particularly good and level, but not cleared for a few mil-.
Some ot the people saw to-day a herd of 20 or 30 elephants, amongat w&=h
there were m e r a l males, and some young ones.
5th. Direction South, 45 West. Time, 2 hours, 45 minutea ; dishace,
7 miles, 4 furlongs.
" 9. Crorc~dthe buffdoe stream and marched dong a good level path.-] I .
Halted on the hanka of the Or-koeo, after searching half an hour in vain f o r a
p t h ; the Cueells who were rent for this morning at daylight have not jet
arrived. The path to-day good, open and level, and, u jutcrday, much interreeted by elephantn' tracks.
"This part of the country waa formerly inhabited by the ha-Taiimer". and
the plrcer still bear L o w namea ; the same race extended to the M o y - n n l ,
before the country war devurtated by the Burmans, w h m blood-thinty r a p r a g
hPs depopulated the whole of this part of the ancient Tdine kingdom.
6 1 6ih.'
Direction South, 30 West. Time, 4 hours, 15 minutea; d i s h .
12 miles, 2 furlongs.
Rcmaios of
"8. 30. Good path through open jungle and long gm~.-11.
Careen ril1qva.-11.
20. Plains of consillerable extent ; marks of wild cattle.
-12.
W. Halted in consequence of the jungle in advanca being on fire.40. Proceeded, and at 2 halted on the routh-nutern bank of tba
Chlirc-Boye (which f a b in the GynP. a s h o e distance in a South 70 Eaat
direction from thi.) Suck is the level nature of the- country that mme of tha
stream rnnr into the Chline-Boye in the beginning of the rains, m d out of it after
they have fairly set in. The bad of the Chline- Boye, which riaen 20 or 25 feet in
the rains, is here 80 or 100 feet wide, the water about knee-deep 'in Iome plroa,
in othem of greater depth, and frequented by dligaton ; and that of the CAIiaeputty about 30 wide and 25 deep :they were both choked up with t.Uen tresr, and
the latter dry at thia -on.

].
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"The march to-day hu been through l l e d country ; the jungle open with
long y.,and four or five amdl plaim covered mth rmall bmbooa much cat up
.
by the j q l e cattle. Elephmb' trackr atill inkraecting in aU direetionr. 8w
Mme rhinoceros8 marks to-day ; their feet. .rs .m.Uer than the elephanh, tom
more .put, and the naila longer ;--rent od two rick people to prwcsd do- the
Qhine in boat., nnder charge of the haad Careen.
" ?th. Direction Sonth, 20 Eut. Time, 2 b o w , 30 minntea ; dLtuaq

7 mila&

" 8.30. Proceeded dong a good path and level.-9.' 30. Plain ritb 10.8
Fur. At 10. 45 luge plain .ad paddy rhlbble covered wtth a p d d two
hdd bnidoe8 belonging to the Cuan rillage of twang-dgbt or thirty
h o w akd ! b h e - w o d or Zbb-kt.-11.
Halted a t the cad of plain.
"8U. Direction Sonth, 35 Wert. Time, 2 houn, 20 minuter 8 dirtan*
10 mil-.
" 10. 10. Proceeded dong the l e d path, through a eonntry of the n m e
chuacta u pstarday.-2.
Bed of the 23am-bouO river.-(.
30. Hdted at a
broken bridge over the A t e river on the hi& rod from M a r t a b to the
torn of Cyme,abont ten mila from Oyu. and at an qd dintance from Donu'.
I P , m d within round of the eveniq gnn of Muu&n~yae. The town of Gyru
d d o p l in a revolt of the Talinea about twenty yeam q o .
" The road today @ and b v d 1 very baantii.l pl.inr, leaa water than w d ,
but plenb for a t t l e and panengem.
" 9tA. Direction Sonth, LO Wut. Time, 6 houm : dlrhace, 17 mile..
" 8. 10. Roub continu- tbrongh level v y plain with occssional patehm
of jungle.-11.
11. Paddy stubble.-2.
10. Halted near the ~
- villye of N q - l m r g " , containing abont thirty horlrer, and probably about 200
inhabitnab : fonnd here a body of abont one hundred of the annual d ~ . v a n rof
the 8 h - Q m ~ r g - b n n
Shrnr, who have been nearly four month8 on the road from
their own oountry in the north. The mad to-day level, and genanlly free from
jungle, thromgh pl.inr of fine long gram. The path ham b a n eztremely tortnow,
and for the krt two hoarrmort unnecenarily rindingin d l manner of directions
through a plain of rhort gram or paddy stubble. The whole of the plains in thit
neighbourhood are coverad with rich green y r , enough for the rubniitenee of
an immense nnmber of cattle throughont the dry reuon. The watem of the
monroon recode very late from this part of the conntry, and at that uuon
boab pole a c r w thlr plain to Y m - d i d ' , and from thence np the creeka to
8 b -Qhfnm. md I b * y o o W .
"The path along the plain w u much exposed to the run, and many of the
Talinu, who a d k more from the run than the rutlva of India, were ten hourr
on the march.
Direction North, 20 Eut. Time, 8 h o r n ; distance, 26 mil-.
I' 10th.
'' 7. 15. Marched dong the continnation of the plain till 1. 45, when
.we halted a few hopn at Ihodi-beenS1.b.30. From thin proceeded in boab to
LCanlumyar, whom we rrrived at 9. 20 r. M.

l
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TI.-Outline of Political and Commercial Rektiom with fAe ,Vatbe
Stater on the Eastern and Western Coarta, Malay Penindo*. By T.
J. NEWBOLD,
Lieut., A. D. C . to Brigadier General WILSOA.
C . B.
Note.-It .will be convenient to preface. that the snbjoir~edoutline follows
the gcogrrplical order of the States on both coasts of the peninsulll; commendng on the north-rut with Q d h h . and proceeding southerly down the
b i b of M a k m to Point fhmmia-thence
turning ~~ortherly
dong the casto m c a r t up to Pot&.
TLe folloning is the order of the States, with their suppostd bounduiu .nd
a h a t e of population, chiefly derived from native sources in 1835.
Q&dt-from
the r t q river, in 7 O 20' N. to the
5 O 10'N.
Popu.
ktion 50,009.
pkc3-from the KricM to the RLmkLp, In about S 59' N. Popdntlon S S , ~ .
S&&rc-fmm
the Rasp to the Lingie, lo about P 35' N. Population 19,000.
YaI.Cca-(British territory,) from the Lingie to the Cauang. Popdation, (I-1834,) 34,333.
JoMre-from the Caumg to the S d R y , on the E u t wart, T IS' N. Popplc
tion rW,ooo.
Pah6ag-from the ScdiIiy to the K d m u n g , lo 4.16' N. Popdatim 16.800.
Kenhang-Is
dk.tad a mile or two up the river, little or m tcrribry along LLe
amat. P o p ~ 1,000.
n
!thglru--from the K d - g
to the Barut. Population S0,090.
CalAatu-from the &rut to the Barfrra. Popdation 60,000.
P.c&cfmm the Ber6na to Tuna, in 70 40' N. Population 54,000.
The popddon of Pinang In 1853 amounted to rO,S(ll,-that of Province W&l
q to 49,653,-and that of Singapwe, in 1834, to %,slg.
Q&ah, Lfgdre, Patdm, Merdilow, Junk Cylon.-The upper s t a b

-- ~

of tbe p e n i d a , viz. Qdtiak, Liglre. P a t h i , Merdilow, and t&
idmd of Junk Ckylon. are con~ideredin the treaty concluded by Major
BU~NEY
with
, Siam. in 1826, as provinces of that empire,---.
cession to that arrogant power, scarcely just or politic.
QuL&A.--Our relations with the latter four states are merely of a
commercial nature,-an
unrestricted trade with the ports of Sirgapore, Malacca, and Pinang. With regard to Quhdd, it is stipdated
in the above treaty, that the Siamese shall take proper care of that
country and ita people, and that they shall remain there: the i d
bitants of Pinang and Qu4daA enjoying mutual trade and i n t e r c o m
~s before.
The Siamese engaged not to levy any duty upon S-I
and provisions; such as cattle, bufiloes, poultry. fish, paddy.
rice, which the inhabitants of Pinany, or ships there, might hava
This paper, thongh rather more of a political mtum than is h b b to
scientific Journal, cannot be refurad publication, aa i t formr the rind-rp to
series of noti- of the Malacca States already printed in oar pqp.-ED.
.t. ~t m ~ sbe
t borne i n mind, that IItract of the Qm&a~ mast, called p r o w
by 4 broad, atmdhg from tho clllkcdkr of
Wellerle~,about 35 w s
x~do
to that of the Kr*n river, b under the Pbuy Q m t .
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occasion to purchase in Q d d d : and the Siamese should not farm
the mouth of rivers or any streams in Qukdah, but should levy fair
and proper import and export duties.
The English engaged to the Siamese not only that they n?ould not
attack nor disturb W&i, bat that they would not permit its depaed sovereign or any of his followers to attack, disturb, or injure in
any m n e r the territory of Qa&d or any other territory subject to
Simr. Tbey also engaged that they would make arrangements for
the ex-kmg of W d a h to go and live in same other country*, and not
at Pinnng or Piye, or in Percik, Salangbre, or any Burmese country.
In case the ex-ling did not remove, the Siamese were at liberty to
levy the export duty upon paddy and rice in Quddah.
W J Quidah
~
fw Arlo-Pkmg w Prince-of-Wales Island.-Pu~oP k q was formally ceded to the British on the 12th September,
1786, for the annual sum of 6,000 Spanish dollars, by the father of
the present ex-king of Qukdah, through the agency of Mr. LFHT,to
whom it had been presented the preceding year as a marriage portion
with the Malay king's daughter.
. In 1808. Sir G r o ~ a nLXITHfinally arranged that the English Company should pay annually to His Majesty of Putlie and Qukdah 10,000
Spanish dollare, as long as the English should continue in porsession
of Pcilo-Pinmrg and P r o v i e Weliesly. This last is the line of
coast, on the opposite shore, on the main, that lies between the river
side of Qualla Mdda on the north and Qualla K h on the south;
measuring inland from the sea side 60 orlongs.
The Company are bound to protect this coast from all enemies.
robbers and pirates that may attack it by sea from north or south. .
The treaty consists of fourteen articles, and terminates with the
following remarkable paragraph. " These fourteen articles being settled
and concluded between his Majesty and the English Company, the
countries of Purlis and QaJdah and PuIo-PiAang shall be am one
country ; and whoever shall depart or deviate from any part bf this
agreement, the Al~~lighty
punish and destroy him; he shall not prosper."
Pinang was formed into a regular government in 1805.
Pkrak.-PPrak is the next state, on the west coast, south of Qut?&h.
A notice of its relations has been already given.
8ahgdte.-A
treaty of commercial alliance, precisely similar to
that entered into with P k a k , was concluded with Salangdre in 1818
by the British Commizioner, Mr. CRACROPT.
He resided and drew hi pension ia Mal.eer: till the done of 1835, wbcn bs
left it onkmibly for Delli in Sumatra.
4 * 2
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By Major BUENBT*~
treaty with S k . 1836, tba British pe bound
not to d o w the State of SaIangdtcto attack and disturb that d P t f d .
The Siamese are likewise bound by the &ame tmty not to go md
to
attack or disturb Salaagdre. In 1786 the Dutch dictated a
the then Rija (IBURIY), by which the lattu WM compdied b
acknowledge the rovereignty of the Dutch, who wen then in
don of Malacca. and to hold hie kingdom from them m a 6ef. I.
1818 the Dutch wished to renew thin treaty, but the SJ..g6n chief
refwed, relying on hb newly acquired relations* with the British.
Job for tk occwpation of the UWof Sirgapm.--Ia 1818 a
commercial treaty WM entered into, by the then Resident at M . h c a ,
Major FARQUEAU,
with the monarch of Job, who war admowledged by the Dutch ;viz. Sri ~ v l l ~ m ~ ~ s s o r6nim.
u a r b $hatht
time, however, the elder brother of this prince wan eet up and ackmouledged by British policy M being the rightful s u c c c ~ ~ andin
r,
order
to obtain a legal title to the island of Singapom, which, on wiU k
shewn, was ce&d to the Company by the latter. By Major F~RQV~AB'.
treaty with A R D U E ~ H M A
SEA'A,
* N m u t d h i y of navig8tion 4
commerce in the ports and dominions of Jok6re. P d h g . L+n. R&,
&c. wee eecured to Britieh subjects, or persona under the p r o w
of the Company, on the footing of rubjects of the most h
e petions; the subjecb of Johdre enjoying s i m i i advulhges and prid e p in the harbour of Fort Cornwallis, and in all other
depmdent on the British Government of Pi-.
Sir STAMFORD
RAWLILII,
in a letter to Ijir ROIIEETH. I i r a u ~ .
Dutch no sooner obtained potireasion of M h , (in &pthat
k m k , 1818, the month after Major F A B Q U ~ A R ' ~
~ D U E ~ S~ u iXa had
~ N
been concluded,) than, notwithstanding am
M e s , which had been publicly communicated for their
an the cemi0.n of Makrcre, they eent an overpowering force to
where A m ~ n n m a u resided
i~
; declared the chief to be their m,
treated our negotiations with him contemptuorrsly, and dictated
treaty which excluded the Britieh trade from the port. &c.
In consequence: partly of the delivering up of a place, eo
bgeouely sitaated ae Moklcccr, to H o l l d , it WM deemed pditic by
the Marquis of HABTXN~B,
in order to protect the British trpde, &
to secure one of the two p l l ~ o g e sto the Eaatern Archi*
C h ,to attempt the improvement of our relations with A& a aa

u,

&In,&,
formerly renowned for ih warlike 8d entetprliy &m7
&
&rpir, hu dwindled into 8 w e d , piratid stab. Ther rere apprehemdimg a d
ptapuio(r for u attack ltom 8i.c in the middle of h t jw. The p n n n t chid
i s not mmuksble for talent or enterprime. fflr nuw u 891th Jbrmorrr.

northem entrance, and to form a settlement at R h . an island .dmbgeomly ituated near the southern extremity. For these and other
politid purpowa, Sir ~ T A M T O B DRATTLMWM appointed and d
i
ated with the Resident at Makrcca, Major FAPQU~~AR,
by his Lordrhip, and proceeded on his miasion from Bengal in December 1818.
On arriving in the Straits he found Malocca and Rhb in the hands
of the Dutch, M already alluded to ;4onsequently, Holland ot thir
time held in her handn the keys of both those gates to the China
seas, the Straib of Malacca and S d a .
The Corirron inlea and that of Singapore were almost the only eligible spots now left. The latter, with the concurrence of Major FA^ooanr, and, some say, at the suggestion of Captain Ross. was judic i o d y selected by Sir STAYVOPD,
and the British &g there hoisted
on the 29th February, 1819. The new settlement was plaoed in
charge of Major F n r e u a ~ n; who, from hie great popularity among
the Malays, and local erperience. was admirably fitted for the &ce.
It a p p e a ~that
~ Sir STAMFORD
when off Singapore wae visited by the
3tnrurgdrg. of Juh4re. a chief inimical to the interests of Holland, and
by no means friendly to the claims of the Sultan newly elected by the
Dutch, ~ D U R B A H M ~ SHA'B,
N
with whom a reluctant and d n e i v e
treaty, M far aa regarded the commerce of other European powera, had
been concluded by Dutch agents at Rhio, which gave them possession
of that island. The !hmrrrglng represented to Sir STAMTO~D,
that the
British were still at liberty to establish themselves on the island oi
6 C g q w e under the sanction of the legitimate soyereign, whom he
MA~OYE
San'a,
D
whose
considered to be the elder brother, HUSEIAIN
l a m claims had been set aaidt! by the Dutch in favor of those of hie
younger brother, ABDURBAEM~N
SHJH,
with whom they had concluded
the ubitmry treaty already mentioned.
h the resopition of H u e s n r ~San'a a8 lawful sovereign of Jolldre
waa aneceeeary preliminary to treating with him, he wan now invited
over from Rhio to Gingapore by the British Commiaaioners, and being
acknowledged by the two hereditary elective officere of the empire, viz.
the &mdoMm of Pahdy and the k u n g 6 n g of JoRdre as their law.
fal chief, was recognized and treated with as the legal sovereign by
the Commiesioners ; who forthwith entered into arrangements for the
of the port and the establishment of a settleimmediate -pation
ment at Singapore, pending a reference to the Supreme Qovernment.
. By the arrangement with Husanx~S a i a . of the 26th June. 1819.
which appears to have been rather loosely dram up, it wao decided
that the Britbh jarisdiction should extend only over a limited part of
Tdy'ong Mdlang on the west, to Tq'ong
the island; viz.-from
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-tang
on the east ; and interiorly cre far cre cannon-shot range all
round the factory. The council for the government of the island to
be composed of the British Resident, the Sultan and the T u a r n g a q .
This state of &airs continued with little alteration until 18'24, when
find arrangements for the entire cession of the island to the British
w e e d e . and a treaty of friendship and alliance concluded by the
then Resident. Mr. CEAWPUUD,
on the part of the Company, with their
highnesses the SvUor and Tunurgong of JoMre. Thie took place on
the 2nd of August. By it the inland of Singapore, together with the
adjacent sear, straits and islelets to the extent of ten pgrnphieal
mil- from the maat of Singapore, were given up in full sovereign^
mdpropertg to the Emt India Company, their heirs and successon,
for ever.
The Company agreed, in consideration of this ce?sion, to pay to the
&It- the sum of 55,200 Spanish d o h , together with a stipend during & n a t d life of 1.500 Spanish dollprs per mensem; and to the
--the
sum of 26.800 Spaniah dollars. with a monthly stipend
of 700 Speniah dollara dtuing his natural life.
In event of the $&an and the Tunwrgoy, their heira or successors,
*referring to reeide permanently in any portion of their own estates,
and to remove for that purpose from Singapore, the Company
to pay the Sultan, his heira or successors, the sum of 10,000 Spanish
dourn; and to the Tummgong, his heir or successor, the sum of
15,000 Spanish dollars. The Sultan and the Ilmungong, in return,
relinquishing for themselves. their heirs and successors, to the Compan?, their heira. &c. for ever, all right and title to every description
of immovable property, whether in land, gardens, houses, kc. of
which they might be possessed within the island or its dependencia
at the time of their withdrawal from Singapore, for the purpose of residing permanently within their own states.
I t was also mutually stipulated, that neither party should be bound
to interfere in the internal concerns of the other Government, or in
any political dissensions or wars which might arise within their re
spective territories, nor to support each other by force of arms against
any third party whatsoever. The Sultan and Tumttngong bound themselves that, as long as they continued to reside witbin the island d
$@opore, or drew their respective monthly stipends from the Cornpany. they would not enter into any alliance, nor maintain correspondence with any foreign power or potentate without the knowledge and
consent of the Company, its heirs, &c. ; to maintain a free and unshackled trade every where within their dominions, and to admit the
trade and traffic of the Britiah nation into all the.porb and harbow d
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the kingdom of Joh6re and its dependencies on the terms of the most
fovored nations. Such are the conditions under which the British
hold Singapwe from the Suit& of Joh6re.
f%ui&g.-Paking,
though virtually independent, is nominally a dependency of Job; governed by one of its elective officers, the Bcurda.
h6m. I t has consequently been included in the relations with that
state.
Tringcinu mad Cakmtan.-By the 12th article of M t t j o r B o ~ ~ r r ' s
treaty it is stipulated, that Siam shall not go and obstruct or interrupt
commerce in the states of Tringdnu and Cakuntan. English merchante
and subjects ehall have trade and intercourse in future with the same
fility and freedom as they have heretofore had ;and the English e m
not go and molest, attack or disturb those States upon any pretenca
whatever.
Pathi.-Pathi has already been adverted to as having become a
province of Siam, on which empire it borders.
Present condition of the Malay State3.-Having thus traversed both
the -tern and western coaet of the Peninsula, 1 will briefly advert
to the political condition of the Malay States as it existed at the time
of my quitting the Straits in 1835. The Siamese retained. in +te of
their struggles, firm hold of Qu8dah and Puttmi, which are still groaning under the yoke. The rightful Rhja of Patdni remained a close
prisoner in Siam, and his country in a state of depopulation and distmaa under a Siamese governor. Tringdnu and Callntan, being less
under the withering influence of the monarch of the White Elephant,
ore in a more prosperous condition, carrying on a considerable trade
with Singapore under their own princes. Both Tringdnu and Col&dal(
have been lately menaced by Siam, in violation of their treaty with
the British, by which they are interdicted from interfering with there
States.--Knn*
is a small state, lying between Tringcinu and
PuhLng : of the former it is nominally a tributary, but bears a
f m a on the score of piracy,--a practice said to be countenanced by its
chief. The pirates are chiefly tempted by the prows trading from
Patdni, Caldntmc and %ngdnu to the port of Singapore. Palidng
is
a peaceable and flourishing state under its h d d d r a , carrying on a profitable trade with Singapore, chiefly in gold-dust. The shores of JoMre,
though nominally the poeeemione of our stipendiary the Sultan, am
miserably neglected ; the creeks, bays, islets, and rivers of this extensive tract affording safe shelter to the hordes of pirates that threaten,to extirpate the native commerce of Singapore. The atates in the
interior of Malocca were, by the laat accounb, still in anarchy and confusion, arising from the fierce feu& and broil8 which have for some y-
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Sdbgdte was labouring
under serious apprehensions of an attack from S k on the opposite
coast of Sumatra, the chief of which was said to be collecting r fleet
of prdhw for that purpose. The U j a of Solmpdn wan employedin
repairing his fort, and remounting the nu me row^ grins that lay e a t ter* on and around the hill on which the fort stands. PCir3 was
quiet, and occnpied in agriculture and the tin trade. Our old ally, the
ex-king of QarPdai, and the Sultan of Jobdrc were living on their hmdsome pensions at MuZacca. The latter has since died (September 2nd.
835). Near the close of 1835 no steps had been taken with ngard to
the succession. According to treaty. the pemion WM to expire with
the Sultan; but out of considention to hi widow and children, .n
allowance of 100 Spanish dollars per mensem hw been pantedher by
the Straits Government, pending a reference to Bengal.
The late Sultan first married with the preeent Badtkim of Pe
kingPo daughter ; by whom he has no iesue. By his second w&,
the preeent Tumdngong of Siagapore'r sister, he had a son. s w d
besdr, who married one of the Ilhnhgong'a dmghh, bat
died without issue. His third wife was a woman of low b i i by
whom he has a son now living at Singapore, named AEDALJALIL. Re
is about 21 yeara of age. Not being of noble blood bp hie mother's
side, his claims to the succession are not considered good by the
Malays. By the fourth and present wife, who is of royal extmction, he
has two sons, fine lade,-and two girls : they reeide with their
mother at Malam. The eldest of the boys is considered the b
Sultan's heir.
The ex-ling of Qukdd, I believe, left Malacccr towarda the end d
1835 for DeUi in S u m a h . He had, in 1833, expreseed to m e his
determination of doing so, being disgusted at the answers given ta
hi earnest and repeated applications for redkm against the Siamese.
and to his request for permission to reside at Pisang, which had then
been recently refused by Lord WILLIAM
BPITINCK. He said that he
had many friends at Dclli, and hinted at the possibility of his ding a h a l attempt to expel, with their assistance, the Siameae from
his dominions. Phuk and the whole Malay population of Qddd,
and probably that of Patdni, are greatly under his influence ; and it
would require but little persuasion to excite the whole of the neighbowing Malayan States to take lip 'arms against their h.ruc\ty
oppressors.
With regard'to British influence over the Malay States, it mi.rLr
hnquestionably be much greater than it is ; and indeed we m:ciit
posseer almost sovereign power over the whole peninsola. wexe
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only to exert the political means already nnder our control. Of later
independent
powera ; while the chiefs themselves, from a combination of circumstances too long for detail here, are for the moat part with difficulty
and unwillingly brought to consider themaelves so.
Experience has shewn the necessity of the existence of a predomid
g power, capable and willing to afford e&ctual mediation, to
which theae divided States may look up in their frequent disputes.
The Dutch during their ascendancy were folly dive to, and took
every advantage of, the intluence their commanding p i t i o n h v e
them ; as the numberless treaties concluded with almost every petty
chief on the peninsula and in the Archipelago fully evince : but, by
a =rim of tyrannical and impolitic acts, more particularly the diagraceful system of forced labour, they alienated the atfections of a
generow race of men, and lost, aa a natural consequence, the fruit8
of their able, though selfish negotiations and political alliices.
Britain now ooonpies a prouder situation with regard to theee Eastern
States t b Holland wer did. I k o princes, representatives of the
two most noble dynasties, Q d M and Jo&e, derive a handsome
subsietence from British bounty. British colonies occupy, and carry
on an extensive commerce from the site of those two ancient seats
of Malayan empire. Malcrcca and Singapore; while British ships
retain undisputed pasession of the seas. It alone remains for a
wise and liberal Government to consolidate and uphold the moral
iduence of public opinion.-that extraordinary talisman by which is
held together the greatest of colonial empires. In the face of such
considerations, deterred by the fallacious theories of non-intervention
and non-territorial extension, we are incurring the heavy moral
reaponeibility of permitting so great an extent of power, delegated.
no doubt, for philanthropic and humane purposes, to lie inert.*
power which, if wielded with discretion, would not only strengthen
our political and commercial relations in this part of the globe, but
effect the decided amelioration. 'and, eventually, the radical extirpation of the evils under which these oppressed States now groan.
The absence of the strong hand of power, guided hy the dictates
of humanity and common sense, to settle the endless feuds of the
native chiefs, which are too often excited and supported by the criminal cupidity of native merchants and others residing under our authority (as in the case of the late massacre at Llkdt, and the disturbancea still prevailing at Lingie) ; the morbid dread of intervention,
exemplified in our late treaties. and in our systematical non-support
of the native established sovereigns in just authority over their rebel4~

d.ys the fashion has been to treat with them

liom vamah ; the worse than uselensneea of B*h
law. applied to r
rtate of society for which it was never framed, are, it is my h n amviction, the remote causes of the preaent system of piracy now prevailing; of the numerous unpuniabed murders and outrages which
dinot only the temtoriea of Malayan chiefs, but duo territories
lying nominally under the protection of tlte British &g ; and of the
imporaished and disorganized condition of the Malays in general.
The resources of the soil have been almost hermetically sealed to
the occupier by the frequent and protracted feuds already alluded to.
Heace the peasant, driven from his village md lawful means of sub
riatence, and tempted by the smooth seas, the favorable navigation
and shelter from pursuit afforded by the unerplored rivers, creeks,
and numerous islets of the Straits, and by the charms of a life so
wngenid to the free and restless spirit of a Malay, is i n d d to
rconr the water for a precarious subsistence by fishing or plunder, or
by both, -aropportunity chance to present*.
Tbe prMw nacd by Malay pirater are from eight to ten tou LPrtLcc
extremely well manned sad remukably faat, p r t i c d a r l y with the pddlaa CODmonly &.
Tbey arc generally umed with swivels om their bous, ccntm
u d atern, of amall calibre, but long range. When preparing to attack. atroq
b d w u k a of wood called Apilau are erected, behind which the crew enmm
tbemaelvea. fighting .nth their long gunr until their prey ia d i u b k d ; or till the
~ o r round
g
the signal for boarding. But what they mainly depend upon for safety
and ruccess ia their skill in paddling, (Malay pintea rcarcely ever atdmdng the lull between the land and o m braere, or i m r d m , ) the rrifhar of
their boats, and their knowledge of the intricate channelr betweem the LL.dr,
or over the b u r of the rivers into which they g e n e d y contrim to asp.
bafin~their pnmera, and often leaving them aground on one of t h e n w oua rhoala or mud-banks which their own ruperior knowledge enables tien
to avoid.
The prtfhmr of tha BGll and I U h l n pirater are much larger and better .+p
yed than thoaa which oommonly infmt the Stmits. Tbe Malay
P.tc
tbeir rttacka and more in r m d fleeta of from a h to twenty p h .
During the months of October, Norember, December, and J a n n a q ,
fl
be found cruiaing up and down the neat coast of the pcninaula and the op@p
rhore of Sumafra. From June to the eud of September, they are oft- to b.
aeen among the irleb south of Singapore. and in the creeks and r i v e n & &
JohQrr cout. February. March and April u e apent in firling, c o l l e c t i ~wweed, and preparing for future piratical expeditionr.
The crews am armed with boarding apeam (some of v e q
lor*),
)r*m. Malay hatchel and awordr (tbe p r q and kkyoaag), muskets, blderbnaaes, and a variety of misrile:, such .s aticka pointed and b n r a t at &
end, stoner, &c.
The most noted haunts for pirates on the Western coaat of the peni-ol.
-(according to information derived from a Malay of SaImcg~r~,
r h o bad in hi.
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I conclude with a few suggestions touching the suppression of
piracy now existing to 80 alarming an extent in the Straits. Its
remote causes. I have already remarked, are alone to be removed by
the adoption of a more enlightened policy towards the native powers ;
and, it may be added, by the gradual spread of civilization and di&sion of useful knowledge.
1st. The employment of one or more small armed steamers,
together with eight or ten large boats, of the fastest possible construction, (particularly for rowing ;) manned fully with Europeans, and
well armed for both close and distant fight.
2nd. A discreet runwillunce over the conduct of the present
T-ong
of Johdre ; who is more than suspect4 of being the mainspring of the daring system of piracy which has eo long been an
opprobrium to the eastern extremity of the Straits. A threat of withdrawing the stipend he enjoys gratuitously from the British Govemment might be useful.
3rd. A careful survey of both coaato of the peninsda, the =explored riven, creeks and islets. This, in addition to other obviom
advantages. will afford opportunities of observing the character and
purenits of the natives inhabiting the eea-shore and banks of rivers,
who are always more or lean in league with the piratee, and of collecting information of piratical haunts and places of ~ Z V O I U .
4th. The suspected native chiefs should be peremptorily called
upon to lend their assistance and information : particularly the chiefs
of KemJmrmg, Saldngore, Pkak, and Cal6ntan. And lastly, the cooperation of the Dutch Government should be secured.

II1.-A

brief a c d of MA~u'D,known by the name of Fdd Shakarganj or Shakarbbr. By MUNSEI'MAEANLAL.

[Dated Derah Ghht Khdn, 10 milee off from the right bank of the Indas, 10th
February, 1836.1
When we reached Rimti, a village on the left bank of the united

streams of the Hyphadis or Bibs, and Hesndrus or SdIaj, about 150
youtb exercirsd the profeuion h i m d f ) are the Bhtimg, Awe, Cbnb, Pfew
Dinding and S & q
i s l a ; t h o r on the Sd.yore cocut, and the isleta
between Cape Rachrrdo and the JZngiu river. The riven M i r h e , B i r n a ,
Prrak, Puleh, K m , M6ar, Rio Formosa, or the J3attu Pahat river, and formerly the t i n g l e river : the Straib of Ca14n9 and Dryos, Point Rom6nl. and
f b vicinity, m d the b i o n islea to the south.
On tb. eastern c o ~ am
t the creeks and rmall riven of J o W up to Pak6ng
the K e m h m g river; t h m of m b r v a d CWddm, d m the i h & &
Tinoag, P d o TVugie, Rrdung and Aw.

4

~

2
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miles S.-W. of L O W . we heard that between the two wuttera of
the Hyphasis and Aceeines is a town called P i t Pata. It m b d t in
ancient days, and is looked upon as a place of devotion, dnce the body
of SHEKEF A P ~reposes
D
there. We crossed the river in a small boat.
and bent our route to that direction. The road commenced in a fearful forest, and ended in an extensive hard clayey plain. which environa the above town. I t is constructed on a precipice, which is
70 feet high from the surface of the land. The houses are a d
both of burnt and unburnt bricb, and the b
h are narrow, contriPing some poor shops.
In the year 600 Hijrf, or A. D. 1255, the town wau debrated
the name of Ajuddka, and was governed by a Jogi of tht name.
tributary to the neighbouring Mahomedan chiefs. When SEEM
FAUI'D
(whose original name was MASU~D)
after t r a v e h g into Asia d
Arabia chose hie residence in this town, with the power of bim piety
he persuaded the Joyf to believe in the true faith of MUHAMMAD,
d
changed the name of the town from A w d h to P6k Patan. Pdk
in Persian means holy, and Patm in Panj6bl signifies ferry, (holy
feq.1
I t is added, that after passing some period, the SHBKH
wished to
undertake the M u j d M , which, I t h k , imports to labour in defence
of the faith, and asked the permission of his iWwAid, or the guide to
salvation, who resta now in the charming place called Qrtab, .boat
nine miles S.-W. of D e M f . SHBKH
QWTBUDDI'N
B A K H R ~ R83
, he b
called, answered his pupil SEEKH
FAPI'D to make a " t d ' or fist ibr
did accordingly, and ate nothing for the fixed
three days. FAILI~D
time. On the eve of the third day some person presented him with
a few loaves, which FAPI'Date, thinking that they were sent to him
from the invisible world, or " Ghaib." Meanwhile, a crow holding
the polluted intestine of eome dead animal in his beak came and sat
on the bough of a tree. FAPI'D, on the very first sight, felt an abhorrence in his heart, and, ejecting the bread which he had eaten a few
minut, before, h i stomach became quite empty. He told the drcumstance to QWTBUDDI'N
B A K H T ~hia
~ Uspiritual
,
guide. who replied,
that God has bestowed a great favor on him, otherwise this meal
would have hurt him. " Go now, MASU'D,and fast three days more."
As he had not eaten any thing from sir days, he became very wed,
and the heat of hunger began to bum his heart. He stretched hh
hand on the ground, and, taking a bit of clay, put it into his month,
found that it tasted like sugar. This waa the e&ct of hie pure
mouth. The following verse s a p ,

,

&J/P

JJJrtf

,I

LS~+
Lt(j
J

Sang dm dast o guhar gardad, Z a b u dar khm o nbaksr gardad.
Stone in bir band becornea pearl, and poison turaa angar in his month."

FABB'D
attributed this favor of God to the tricks of man, so he threw
it out of hi mouth, and fell deeply again into the contemplation of the
Omnipresent. At midnight hunger rendered him weaker than before,
and he again got some pieces of earth, and after putting them in his
mouth d i v e r e d that they were as sweet M sugar. The same
thought of deceit came again in his memory, and he threw them once
more. out of hi mouth, and engaged again in prayer as before. By the
reflected to himself, that the feebleness caused
end of the night FARI'D
by hunger might render him unable to stir, so he picked up again some
bite of clay and they became sugar in his mouth. He thought they
might have been sent to him by God, ate them, and broke his fast in
~ ~ N .the sun
the manner he was directed by his guide Q ~ T B U D DWhen
m e he went to QUTBUDDI'N, who told him. " F A ~ I #you
D , did well to
b r e d your fast with the sustenance sent to you from the invisible world.
Go : you will be sweeter than sugar." Hence he was called " FARI'D
SEIAXABOANJ SEAKAEB~B,"
or the treasure of sugar.
Books have been written of the miracles wrought by FABI'D.
TU~ELAQ,
a man of obscnre origin, and the inhabitant of Abrir, seven
miles from Pik Putam, presented him with a load of fuel, and asked
nothing for its price. The only petition he made to FABI'DSarrnB~ A N Jwas, to plant him on the throne of Dehli; and it happened so
~ Breign
.
by the benediction of S ~ A K A R BThe
of t h b person may be
remarkable for other thiage for aught I know ;but the large and
strong fort he constrncted now preuenta nothing singular to the view
except heaps of rub.. I t wrs called lbghlaqa'bdd, and is situated
dx miles south of Dchlf.
. FARI'D
S H A X A R had
~AN
many
J followers ; one of them war NlzairUDDI'N.
His body rests in the most handeome place out of Dchlf.
He was the patron of the f a m o poet
~
AMI'RKHUBRAU.
who. by the
Persians, wan denominated " Totlr Hind," or the parrot of India, and
deeps on the atme charming spot.
SHAKABOANJ
b visited by the pilgrim
The mwolenm of FARI'D
of different quarten. The Hind- of thin c o n n q believe him to be on
inspired man, and pay mpect to his monument, like the M
*
.
After descending a few steps we came into a quare laid with bricls,
and entered the cupoh in which the FARI'Dis interred. I t is floored
with marble slabs. and o p by a door towarb the erst. On h k left
hand is the tomb of his son, SHIKH
BADRVDDI'N,
neither differing in
&a nor in materiale. Over them is a pompom canopy of green
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brocade tied with atring againat the roof of the monument. A amdl
window covered with oil and duet ia made in the direction of the south.
I t is called the " DamJzd Bihisht." or the door of Paradise, and is
opened every year on the fifth of the mouth of M d u m u n , which
is the death day of that holy man. Tbe people flock on that day.
and, pushing each other forward, rush in at the h 3 s d BiAirk, and
come out by the next door. By doing this they have been persuaded
to believe, that they shall have the firet place in heaven when they
depart for the next world. The monument is 20 paces in circumference, and 30 feet high. I t waa erected by hie diaciple SHBKH
NrzirUDDIW, Auliyd, or the Saint.
I t is whitened with lime, and hrs a
beautiful appearance when nearly viewed. FARI'Dw a born in 569
Hijrl, and died of colic in the year 664 H., at the age of 95. The
following verse gives the above dates.

p e ra5l *b d,i & L.9

y

-J

&,JL

&

Rahm farmL rhud tarJ1ud ibid bid.h umr,
Shad FuldnllAh rPk rddatc M u 6 d mar.
The words RaAm fd
we sbodd take ior the date of bir
m, ( L i p . ) 1 40 a00 80 40 8 200 or 569 Hijrl. The wo*

bhth,

A'U

a&hetakfmtheyeardhiwe,u
(r~lj1+1.)70+1+2+4
1
7 1 + 4 5 = 95. Shud Fanilulkih shews the date of hir

+ + +

+

death as (dl+ja2) 5 + 3 0 + 3 0 + 1 + 4 + 1 0 + 2 0 0 + 8 0 + 4 ~
SO0 = 664. " F a d mi" or the gem of the time, is aubther date of
bis death aa ( d .+ J ) 10 200 4-90 + 70 + 4 + 10
200
80 = 664 H.
Next to this monument in the same square is another dome b d t
ALAH-UDDI'N,
by TUGHLAQ
S a i n . It contains the tomb of SHEIKH
YOI~~UDDI'N
and SHXXH
FAZL,&c. &c. the descendante of FAXUP.
The height of this dome ia nearly 50 feet, and the circamference 36
paces. I t is larger than the former, and has a door opening to the
south. I t looks older, because it has never been repaired. All d
the graves were veiled with dust, but a few flowern lying over them
ahowed that they are Plso occasionally visited by the people. The
accompanying ia the drawing of the F A ~ ' Dmonument,
'~
whieb 1
have done by the means of a camera o h r a * .

+

+

+

~~

Onr young friend hsr eridsntly not yet
the knack of the
obamra (lucida ?). Out of conrideration therefore for the memory of Dr. W&
Luton, itr inventor, we omit tir unmocarrfnl attempt to UM it.-ED.
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i of be~M i t M c (oi hdo:Sqthk.Ssri.r -ofGiina iiRd
the&i d ~ l o r u .
.Trike.Plh~srr,See; Ad. Soo. &e. . ;
..

Prom the va&ty of the Mithrnia reverses already made hob. -it
might have been imagined that tite seriee
nearly'exhmukd. Every'
p a r , hdwever, addr a few new typeo t& on; previous ,list, $r produces
finer barnples oY the* hhertdconsidered ..&distinct. l&multiplied.
indeed.
reaodrr!es 4t t h i prerent timer that,ae & &rd to be'
fastidious; wd n.ot only reject coins of the b-r. metals. bnt limit'
the .&dsion
'even. of golden novelti& to those of one size, weight
and d u e !
:, M y ohject in Ratk m V I . ia to develope more f a y the traneition from. the Mi-&nic or I&-Scythic cuinage to the Hindu series..:
n n m m w frien* hciv!! furnished eveh more unequivocal'
for which
l i n ~ s ' t h a n t h o i e ' e h ~ ~ vine d former a t e . (XXXVIII. of Vol.'N.)
- .I must begin. however, with a few novelties of the true Mithra iype.:
. E f g . 1 is the first to rivet our attenfidn and curiosity. I t is anpaiqnci d Mr. MhSS0Bf8 discovery. The obverse has the mud stand-. ihg figure of .the
@i6ciig. with t+e legend PAO ~ ~ A N O P A O '
. . ~ A W A P K IKOPANO. The h&mqe has 'hn ;rued figure, q&rly the'
'. dotinterpart of the other, but wi&&t
any altar, and with the -@ddI
' .mapagram : thelegend being i i MAS SO^'^ drawq.'
OW+~WO. Nbt'
having the coin itself before me, the reading I venture,to substi;tute.
fqr .&b, is of course liable t a correction ; but the etrong similitude
.-. bekken the co&nce*t
of this legend and of tbk 'two curh~$~
. o h f o k e r l y nbticed, mlmely, APAOXPO and APAHePOi leave' fit*.
. .
dodM .in my ' d n d that the one before T& s h d d be read
' .
A P A A ~ N O ; the word ~ N represknting
O
the danscrit' ~ Ag-6'
f i ~
thtj god of fire ; whodn. we may reasonably duppose to be .substituted
fdr Pihra, aa the Sanscrit &iAtka has. been for Mithra in the Indian-'
..&d designation, O ~ P O . The Pehlevi atfix APA' Arda ( g e n e d y
Atten
by.&? Greeks) implying the great,'.bearb ak, e+idefit
, . connection with. 4 drya, a cornSsnecrit epithet of t%kiamB"
eign&&ob, "excrenent;' or
A'V, hdy, v e n d 1 6
'the em.' ' &$
cl+yav&tn, the holy had. (India) d.:
Aria also occurs in combination in Pereian names beginning &&'
.
ae ~hba+iunes.khg of. Armenia,+
derivative fmfrom'
.
, flerh; tbL p
~
Jupiter
h
of
the
Mithraic
system*.
. -~
. . m i r :-&,
should th- - conjecbres be
gcnmde& d i B
;r&bly
bring.6 light d n e with the Pingle appellati~lArU.0, which
. ..- ..
has not hitherto been observed.'
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Fig. 2 is &placed : for the imperf&tion of the at.eeL legend on
the obvetre, ought to condemn it to a lower grade in chrondogicnl
order. All those legenda which have the family nune of K m B P K I
are clear and better formed than those of OOHPKI to which this coin
brlongs. The latter, too, have generally the bunt of the eovereigo
rubstituted for the full length racrificer. The name on the rcwm af
$9. 2, *AX),
is new ; nor is it at firut very o b v i m what meaning it
may be intended to convey. I t cannot well be a conuption of ~epo,
because the standing figure facea the opposite way-holds a F,
and wants the flames on his shouldera. Mr. M A ~ W obstrves
N
on
this coin : " Here is another peculiar legend, but evidently signifpiry:
the sun ae source of light and majestv. Pharos was the term applied
to the Alexandrian light house, and P h d ia the well known Scrip
turd title of the old k i n e of Egypt. The bust on thia coin a&mb r
remarkable contrast to other coins of the family." It i certainly
probable that the word haa some affinity to the Greek OW,W.
dies, aolis ortw, but no more than is naturally found between languages of common origin. The word P h , or somethiog like it.
certainly existed in the ancient h g u a g e of Persia, as the peraonifieation of light or heat--analogom to MitAra, the sun*. I n compound.
it is frequently found, as in Phraat~d,Phraortes, Farrram, and P h d a t e s ;
the latter being altogether congeneroue with MitAradatu, or as the
Greeks translated the name. Apollodotos. From the same root are
descended the modern Persian verb
to inflame, whence j:yl
illuminating, so often employed in compounds. Perhaps the uncouth
name of Unad-Pherrm, on a numerous clasa of the deteriorated
Bactrian coins, may spring from the same root.
VAILLANT,
however, gives a diierent and, I think, aleas sotidkctory
etymology of the above c h of names in hi history of the Areacide.
Phriapates seu et Phrapates, idem ac Aphra Pdes, sen et Papothr ;
nam apud Persm idem Aphra est, ac Pa apud Turcae Scythasqm.
scilicet elevatus, supremus, maximus, quae nominibus propriis u t et
art prseponontor." (Arsac. Imp. I. 2.) Now if the word aphra be merely
an intensitive preposition, like the Sanscrit PT para, the Persian f l
ber, the Greek raper, and the Latin prce or per, the word to which it is
afTixed should be a significant adjectival noun, aa ~ l mparhkramss,
:
the
very heroic ;$&a)
A r h M r (Artaxerxes).the great lion, or very
&c. The participial noune M i l h d t r s (qumi
the given of
Mithra) and Phradutes ( ~ 3 1 3 9 the
I e v e n of Phra) require the first
member of the compound to be a noun.
PArc in Emtian h u precirely the reme meaning u nihr in Perd.0.
king,prince.'

,

Fig. 3. A type familiar to us, in copper-and known before in gold
of a smaller size. I t was, in fact, one of the two coins first extract6d
by M.VBNTWRA
from the Manilrydla tope. In Mr. MASSON'Scoin
the spelling accord6 with the vernacular pronunciation MIIPO, and the
solar glory is irradiated on its edge, to shew more plainly its reference.
4 and 5. Two more gold coins of Mr. MAE~ON'S
collection,
having the legend of the reverse respectively NANO PAO and NANA,
both proved to be equivalent to NANAIA by the peculiar attitude of
the degoriad image. The introduction of PAO in the first of the
two wodd almost seem a rpietake of the engraver. who had in his
mind the P A 0 N m O PAO of the obverse. I have nothing to add to
my former remarks on the word itself, except to draw attention to an
extract from the Armenian Chronicles with which Mr. AVDALL
-hgs
favored M,proving that NANAIA and the Persian ANAHID were not
positively identical, each having her separate temples and votariee
even in Armenia.
" Anahid was the tutelary goddess of our county, and was known
e q d y by the names of Artemis and Aphrodite in our mythological
works. She wae always considered identical with the planet Venua,
though posseesing all the attributes of Diana." Ae N a ~ e a ,on Mr.
AVDALL'I authority, means maternal or motlietly, it wodd hardly
be proper to ascribe such a designation to the moon, the chaete
Diana; neither hoe her effigy on our coins the lunar emblem, so
distinctly portrayed on the MAO and some other types. Rather
then let her be constituted the Vema of the group, who plays an
equally conspicuous part in the Mithraic system*.
Fig. 6. 11a gold coin 'from M. COURT'Sdrawing, of the A ~ P O
WCC.
The O ~ C legend
C
h P A 0 NAN0 P A 0 OOHPKI KOPANO.
PZig. 7 is l i k h s e from M. COURT'^ collection. In it 1 vros struck by
the strong resemblance of the head-dress to that of the Parthian or
Satmaninn coins. The legend is wanting, and that of the reverie k
quite illegible, though the monogram and device are in a perfect state.
Fig. 8 has been already engraved in my plate of the Manikfila
relics ;but or, one of the most interesting of the Mithmic aeries, it could
not Be denied admission in a plate exclruively devoted to them. I wished further to plece it in juxta-position with the sitting figure of the
AEAOXPO revem, became it might be conceived to be the parallel
Hindu hm ooin to that form of the Hindu r o b efIigy. OKW.

m.

The Baron H ~ ~ v says
r n that the word Neiti of the Egyptians ir eiidestly
-the anme u 'the Perdan Nahid-whence also m y be traced tho G e m n N a c h t
- and the Engli8ll Night.

4 o

Like O K ~thb
, figure has four anas, and b therefore 1ndi.n: fidber
it is a male divinity ; and thirdly, it is identitied with MAO, the mom.
by the crescents of that luminary arising h m itn e h o d h . It
must therefore be Soma or C h d m of the Hindu pantheon, who is
represented with all these characters in Moour, though a later work
by Mr. C O ~ M A
malcea
N him to be a two-handed divinig,
The appellation MANAOBA~O, which ao ptuzled me on the forme
occasion, has at length, I think, found a satiafoctorg erplaartioe
M+, &h in Persian, is an ancient name of the m-,-d
in S-crit, means splendour, glory ;and is given as a synonyme d
the moon .s well as of the nm. In the Zend. then, the link behear
the Persian and Sanscrit, we M y natunlly look for a compound d
am ~0 m,such M numw-bago. It i8 well known that the myaology of the Saxom waa derived from a Scythic 01cemtrd-A&ic
no-,
and their d deity MONA (whence our modem tenm. moonq,
hrs been by the learned referred to the Persian M a g . I hare, how.
ever, found a much more convincing pmd th.n t h a d o @ a d '
that aoch is the correct explanation, in the h n VON H a n u d e
PrizeMemoir ' nt k cwlte dc M i i k m . m ~*,a
b , c 0 &a vttrm,'
Pa&, 1833 ;for a copy ofwhich I am indebted to the leaned aqthor'e
perasai of my obeervations on the curioua relics from the PPaj6b.
In the catalogue of Mithraic inecriptio~diecorered in various pub
of Europe, the Baron points attention to one in pti&tmoq
Gunmu's collection, in which the word MENOTYRANNUS denota
the deified moon :
" Cette inscription w t une dw plum l n t m r n n t e s A c n l w den d e ~ .knob dr

~

~ m o l p u n n wst de Penidicns : le dernier indique l'origiw penane dm &b &
Mirhra :lo Menotpnnar peut w tradrdre p u , seigneur dn mou ; xn& ub(
]en objoctioum da M. bile contra l'erttsnoe du dim Lwru,p mi.+
uietcncncs pout trbcbkn Ctre prom&, no. r e J s s e n t p u tom lea m o w
~tmnomiqueaden oricntaar modemu, &n. 1-al
la low art
row la -re d'un jeune garcon de quatorxe ans, mah ancore par la c o i n d w
de 1.m ythologie Egyptieune danr laquelle la lane, d'aprh l a decou.&
de M.
Champollion, eat one divinite mhle. Enfin le mot MHN dLnr h.d M.
Rolle ne voit qne le nom d ' u mois, set ellectlvoment un nom petan & h
1 c'ert lo noa chr An08 b rurd dam
qui s'appella rruh et
w n e l r I d ont consent! son genre orient&"
0' In like mmn& I feel stron~ly
dfrpord to conneat the d r m g e 0 ~ 0
dm
coina WUCMfu or Wodn of tho Suormyth08,
wlnowledgad d e r f a m
h ~ ~ rg~
i Buddha,
t
Merclrrj. I t is not a little &om t h t the rarb.lrod

+

.of tno'of our p~srantd r p of the week, Monday .nd Wednerd.,, ahonhi
'dineovered among r puccl of old coin6 dng np in tho Panjib I

b
I
I

Af&r this we can have little heahtion in tmnelating M A N A O B A ~

' lad of the mmthr :'--indeed if we f i v e e m from the P-i.n
or
S e w &60..' lord or prince.' we ehrll have preaietly the cor-ding
term to tymmu.
Aig. 9. )A@d coin d Kuraaxoe from a drawing byM. Comr. The
rue in thir eeeme to h m a ars for his bow strung behind hie boch. The
rweme h mmilar to tb.t of a h e coin of OOHPKI in General V n ~ r r m ' r
e&em (fg. 9. ad P b XXXYIII. Vd. N.) which however Mere in
hatiag the brut in lieu of the full le+
of the prince. The 1-d
APAOXO hu been bdors explained ao " the great em*."
One d
his attributm it bay be p u m e d rather than the god himaelf, ia
intended, .by the faDlult holding the armaucop-g
the fertility he htc4we on the euth.
- - Rg. 10 is a mart important aqubition to our Mithrric aeries, u
being the very link of ammoti011 betweem them and the Cunoaj c o b .
lmmtal.tcly after the p u b k t i o n of my former plate, Lieut. CUNYameHAu wrote to me from -8,
pointing out a 6in hie cabinet

dtbeWIh.d-ad,kbh.*theeertcdmekah
oblpumpia, but more
thn t h e e 1.b.daagravad, inaamuch u
the .legendto the left was v t d and l e b k u APAOXPO, the mane
ae that of the landing figrue. A dup*
of the mme ooin m

~~

in Odonel Sz~cr'aasbi.net, -and on
to the LLietio
&marches, Plate I., the letbers of ApaOXFO weze aleuly legible om the
twum of 6g. 6, a gold coin p m d by Mr. Wruols from iin bed
of a tank in the Hdgli districtTBe cornucopia aa a devia aeema to have been copied h t h a
Bnnan coins of the Empmm. It is &om or never to be oean on
the genuine Gmdt c o i n b w r is it found on our B.ctri.nh e n until a
sge of Aror (with exception of the copper coin0 of A m r n ~ o a o sand
Parmxm~ne,the date of which ia ~~nartain).Whether it betun anjr
direot allmion to the legend may be doubted,--at leant each dmim is
-tirely loet sight of. the.moment we paas the boundary into the Indian

Beria.

H i d & h h t s d fton the Ardohro type.
my former paper on the G q t o c o b of h
j appeared,.vcry
imp-t
aqubitionr have been made to our knowledge of.thi.
before known dynaety. through the medium of coins md of in;
k both 06 whioh .we
&nmt entirely b & & h to the
reaemhes of Iieut. A. CUNUINGHAN
and Mr. V. Tnneun in ,&e
ne;gMcmd of Baare*.

-

The OPOOKPO of the -per coins may k deemad a still clooer imibtbn
ofthe &.rorlt
h i r k a . A?& in* Psntur orthompby.
4 o 1

4

.

.

The.h&ption in an ancient chanuter upon the adamn at-ii
interpreted by Capt. T ~ o r n nand Dr. Mxw, in the 3rd vd. J m . As.
Sot. had made ua.acquainted with the four first of the f&miIJ* ;m y ,
1, GUPTA,
a U j a of the solar race : 2. G U A~ C~ H A ,his ron :3.
CHANDM-~U?TA,
b son : 4, SAYUDM-~UFTA;
the ffaPrth ilk m
t:
a n d there the Allahbad record broke off with an iotimrt;on t h t a.
eon W M @.qMctsd.
The B U m i ZdtA brought to notice by Meeam. h t u r and Cun,
wwoaru, iilla up the line of a d n for three generatifprthr.
(aee Plot. XXX. of the present NO.). W e mny so frr anticipate tbe
translation of thia highly important record promised to ua by Dr. M m
for. the illuatratim of ow subject, as to atate that the infurt of SAYUDBA W M named CHANDM-GUPTA
11. Hia cum WM. 6, KO-GUPTA ;after whom followed, 7, S S A N D A - e u r r ~ - m
there
d again dais
new authority breaka OK.
Now to dl of these (excepting perhppa the brst) we can at preacnt
awign their rempective coins from undoubted and numeroue qecbuu,
and the a u ~ i o of
u the devices on the ob~ereeand revwill be
seen to f d o w juat that modifioation from the original Mithraic modela£
the Ardorkro coin,aa would be expected when the sowaa a l p forgotten, end Hindu idem became predominant. Moreover, we can, fmm
our mine, add the name of M A e ~ ~ ~ u - a u Prod
r a , perhapa of hQ U ~ Ato the list, and there is presumptive evidence of a aeoond
SAHUDBA
M of a eecond CHAWDP~.
Altogether we may d o n upon
nine or ten generatione, which at an average of eighteen yearn w i l l 61l
a apace in Indian history of nearly two centnriee, of which no writtan account can be met with ;d e e m the p.aesge in the V i i hh d a a t ,
that the Cupla, a Such famiiy, reigned over a part of Magadhe. at
the.time of its compilation, be regarded aa alluding to our d m .
The aitea whence their coin8 have been moat frequently o b t a i .
certainly agree with thia deecription ; but the date awigned to the
Pnrdrur muat in this case be carried back a few centuries, and by
the M k e b of the Indue muat be understood the InQScytbirurp
rather than the Mnealmane. Bat I had intended to condne myself
to an enumeration of the new coina, and to poetpone apeadation until
we are thoroughly acquainted Gth them. To proceed therefore :
Fig. 11. One of two gold coins of Capt. C U N N I N G R Acabinet
~'~
(the first procured at Bcnvee, the aecond in ColcuUa, now with Dr.
SWINBY).I t is a duplicate of my own (from Lieut. CONOUT)with
unintelligible legend, engraved aa 6g. 23 of Plate XXWX. It
See Vol. 3, page 344.

t

Sea Wruon'a rnrlpir of the T i h u A K h , Sour.

b;SQO. I. 440.

then daded to sb having the let*
a little di&rent h m mine, m d
WM read K r e t a Panaga (ptcr). Upon frill c o n a i d d o n of d.
individual letter as compared with thaae of other coins. I do ndt
think the eecond letter a g ; it i rather a bk, and the reading altoge-.
t h a WW,
Krbkdvu p r a g u j a (adding the j a h m the obverse
of my own coin, where it h quite W n c t ) . Now we have @ned experience enough from our reading of this class of coins to expect that
the legend, where it does not merely embnuz the titlea of aove*ty, will express some extravagant epithet. The h a 1j a rlso (imply-.
ing born of,) shews that the said epithet belongs to hia father; and
this will account for the omission of j a on one side of the coin, which
wuald'have the ettect of making the epithet apply to the son also.
present compound may thus be made up of 5 ku, a diminutive parMdva, the mind ;w upa, a particle implying similitude ; QJ
ticle ;
Rugu (for RAQHU)
the grandfither of RAMA,and wja, born of * or, Mited by KubAdv-upamga-ja 'of the humble-minded, resembling-Raghuborn.' The name is unfortunately cut OIT fnrm the margin. Two letteie of it are visible under the Gja's arm on the obverse, and look like
Asa : but on referena to my own coin, I have there no hesitation in'
reading it
SAYUDUA.
The coin ia in this case wrongfally p l d
at the head of the group in the plate, but as there are two coins to one
in favor of the reading Aui I still hesitate to remove it, for Asma-.
g y l t a is a known name in the Caehmir list; and it is, moreover, M,
like our Azos, that one feela inclined to diiover in it a coin of YAVANroo himself, the supposed founder of this C m w j dynasty.
l%g. 12. Thie beautiful coin is an unique in Mr. ' h s a r ~ r ' rpwsession. It is valuable on every account: as giving an additional
link with the Mithrsic coins (fig. 9), in the standing cornucopiafemale'; as adding a new and much desired name to the coin list ;
and an teaching a good lesson, in the most unequivocal and well form;
ed N h ~ r fof
, the style of legend adopted by the- sovereigns ;to whom,
whether frdm their extra-Indian, or their low origin, or their limited
sway.- the panegyrist seems to have avoided applying the usual epithets
of royalty, m I k k d j a a r d j a .
On the revere theending seems to commence, d m Scnoordjodltra, the chatta or overshadower of all the RbjrsY-then, on
the right of the obverse,
a.... Kdm-notrttmna-ja Gh(tdt P)'and under tbe left arm, written perpendicularly in the Chineat
fuhion

bar.

a

80n-of-an-uceUent-rnan-resemb~ing~~~~~

I have worked oat thii rolution, dictionary in hand ; for the Psnditr o d d
mot aid mo im'the leut :i t t thuclom quite OW t0 orithim.

-

&t~(mt)I ~ ~ E A . ' aaly portion af thin imaipthm m;.drP u
taiseoocldqllabIeofGhcat, which~ylnreplmmdwitheorddmak
The Mja is .raifieirrg on thc d Yithmic dtu, u d is drersd
wch in tb,3 b e x k m Wle,thoagh more fiehi*.
PLj. 18. Next in a m c a d a n to &crr armem C n r m u . Of hi.
odns I have .Lccrdy supplied mud snmplea, (nee Not. 1 W , bg.
18. rbo MrBaUmN MLVII..) h t t o I m p .p the c o q a r h n of thc nrslaer, I here fnrat a very perfect L.Pple from fimt. Cmmmam~~'a
dip-datYb-.Legendon&obrrn.-iyi.

8riC h d r a (the rest only partially visible). and under the arm agein

=s

C M ; o n t h e r e w r r c f t f f r C p S d P i . Ida8otdindanyiar t r o a of the name athis form of coin bsisg written CWa-gap&,
dtbough it is dbtinetly MI on the p i l l a r - ~ p t i e n a . He ir the bt.t
to change the trident atandud of OOHPKI for the (quai) aomM
&e.
He rlro preform the bow to the spear.
R g . 14. ~ t . . C u l c ~ ~ ~ o nfrom
~ u Gap,
' a , .im;lrrto my -(Copt.
Wr~r's)of fig. 16, Plate XXXVIII. Val. IV. 26g. 17 of that plate i
mother ;d seven u e now known of the m e type, dbpemed amue :bot few, if my, have the mPrginal hxiption w wall d e d e p d
Am all the coiw baariog rimply Vikmm on them may.be a t down to
C H ~ D M - o u n rw, 4 having m:
Paruknam may be uaigned
to him son SAU~DM-ourrr
the b t . 'l'hlegend is attoahcd to the
name aitting female M before on the reverse. The 84ja on the o p p
i t e face. is just like hie predeaa~nain costume and attaode, with
@pearand erg18 standad.
By means of Mwm. CUNNXN~FIAM'~
m d h r o s r r ' o coina, added
b my former specimen. the long l e w d on the obverre can be nearly
ollnrtored; i t ~ p p e u s t o b e F i r r m t i m
Sarm
-a
@J.. . . which may be translated ' having the st^ ab
100 mwi elephta,' and on the o p w t e mugin mjwotsr.. ..In
my former specimen, however, the final portion read Aparly'ira
Under the arm the word
S A Y Uk
D written
~
in the papcndicular farm, the u being apparently placed .boor the m, became t,h
d had taken ita proper poeition below.
bar, d
15 b mother ChIdtW-Orpk, from CO~.STACT'B

....

1

1

....

w.

m.

*.

Mr. T u a u r has 8 dapliate. Another M empved in MAMLVIII. From the alteration of the device, and pmhddy
the omiouion of the fite altar on thin coin, we might with pkuaibili~

-,

it down to CEANDM-QVPTA
the ~ ~ ~ ~ donthe
. d p t
opight aubtwo ~ V D U;fm.thue
~
prinoeb #em to have hiktd

erre~~ro~~sfht~e6a4~&~dtbsll/jrro

(2) like that of the U j a and eagle standud, repeatedon the m.
coin (fig. la,) and at a later pviod on a coin ot SKANDA-OIIITA
(6g. 24, of Plate XXXM. Vol. IV.) with a change of coattune.
The Mja's name on thi. coin ia d i s p e d in t ~ opapendidar
.
liner

one on each .ih of the spcv

:I!

-gupla-&e

-nd

~ w ,

not very clear in Col. Srrcr's coin, is quite distinct in Mr. TBR~BAR's,
which reached me jut too late to be snbstitnted in the engraving.
On the reverse, the cornucopia lady ie seated on a sleeping lion-if to expms ' all w i l l go on prosperously if ye rouse not the wrath,
of yourruler.'--On the left hand are the words W T: ~
in the ancient
ehuircter. The upper prolongation of the p, perhaps, indicates an
anrman, and thus the reading may be f ~ t : Panch-chhavayaa.
q
' the
eve exctllenciea ;' to wit, of akbg.-Then is a fault in orthography.
bowever, here, M in the'legcud of GWot k h :the worde 8houl.d be
written
m:P o n c b a - c ~ a y t u . Whether the word chAavaya.
' ligh(.' may have any allusion to the five luminaries of the Mithraic
m l u p ; the sun, the moon, fire, Jupiter, and Venus, it is impossible to may :-but that a king should posaems five virtues. we learn from
vuiotu Hinda .aathoritieu.
PFg. 16. An unique in Captain CUNNINOHAY'S
collection from
Gap. The female of the revem having in the last quitted her Grec h w a t , hae been here installed in one of a more geouine Hindu
lotun flower. There is a pecaliarity hin her atlit&, both haads being turned up, and the elbows rating on the
ba?a. Tlte legend is unfortunately cut of. On the obocne, howerei, to the l& of the nsual u j a , we have in very conspicuous
ktkra muperpad in the mud style WR : K*rcrra--proving that
thia m a ooin of K U ~ B A - a u r r athe
, successor of CHANDMeumA the second. a d thus far in accordance with the Bhitari
monument. Lieut. CUNNINOHAM
has another of the same prince, of
q& a di6imnt type, (deecribed in Vol. IV. page 637.) but what
con6mu Knunu's succeaaion to CHANDIAthe second, is, that there
are &vices common to the two which belong, as far aa our researchen
y& go, to no &em.--u
if on the accemion of the new prince the
nomine, until anmint M oontinued the preceding device, muother wan subnaquendy selected by the riring monarch. ( h e 6ga. 27.
and 28,.Phtr XXXIX. Vol. IV.)
Ags. 17 opd IS. For our 8cqlldntmca with the owner of the
next coin in our 6we are entirely indebted to Limt. CUNNINO~AM.
He fint m.
hi. name from the Bbbi-Liti i n n c r i p t i o n , 4
~ u e ~ & tnoed.
I y it on thre two Pniqun coina in hi. own, and 00

-
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.one of my, collection, already published ; @g. 24. of Plate XXXK
Vol. IV.) Fig. 17 is' from Gqa, and fig. 18 waa dug up near a village
four koa from G k i p u r .
On the o b w 8 e , the general attitude of the U j a ir the eame at
usual-the waiat a little more fashionable, the gaitere abaolntely those
of the last century ! and the hair or wig commencing to be curled
in parallel rolla, M will be more fully developed hereafter. The
liame perpendicularly dispoaed under the arm of both figuresis q*
clear, or girq: Skrmda ;while on the reverse of Fig. 18. it is as decidedly (in the old charader) &?QW Stl Skaa& gqta, the very name d
the Bhitari-16th eucceesor to KUMLM.
On comparing the plates in the Researches and Journal of the coin
given to me by Mr. BACON,
many years ago, and then thought rather
suspicious, Lieut. CUNNIN~HAM
soon found its legend to be identicd
with his own,--a fact fully confirmed by re-examination of the win itelf. These three, however, are the only coins yet known of this m e .
One of them No. 17, exhibite a new name on the reverse, for,
unlike 18, it iu certainly not Skarzda-gnpta, but m:
Kmmmaa&.
which may be looked upon as a rhyming epithet-''
equal to (or empassing) Ma&" (Saturn or Yama). Mr. T m o ~ l a
bps lately got a
duplicate of this coin-in which the reading is rather
and both m a y possibly be intended for
Sri M a h d r a .
Figs. 19. 20. We now pass to another new acquaintance mede
out jointly by Lieut. CUNNINGHAM
and myeelf on a general inspection of the Gupta coins. Fig. 19, is in the Society's collection, and
is engraved ar, No. 14 of the Plates in the 17th Vol. As. Res. 4
by professor WILSON. Upon recognizing the h a 1 letter q rdrs.
we aoon perceived the preceding letter which I had before mistaken
for a ph, or ii, to be the old V, h, and thus with the vowel above it., the
name wae immediately cleared up aa
Sri M a h d r a . A m
ther coin from Gaya, belonging to Lieut. CUNNIN~HAM,
turned out
to be of the same individual as to the reverse. with some Rlirtion in the legend of the obverse. Under the arm.of the lattrr,
the letter + ku seems to denote a Kunurra; but on the mar@
are evidently the worde -it
Jayat6 M
.
On th
Society's coin, fig. 9, the marginal inscription ia mom complex-,
as yet unintelhgible ; then between the feet I?t Sri, and
near the hand the letter 4gu (of Gupta) the intervening name beiDg
cut off.
Pursuing the examination, we found the coins 29 and 30, of Phk
XXXIX. .Val. IV. with the U j a on homeback, and the s@ed fern&

m.

m:

e
e

&ding the peacock, to belong also to MAHXNDM-ewrm.
' Afita Mahen&= on the reverse and Mahmba-gnpta on the obverae of 30, .re

I
I

I

(

quite clear. I was before only misled by the letter h, which I read
M tbe nasal n of the W h alphabet.
I shall have occasion to recur to this name in the next plate,
which containo those new f o r m of the Cuolg' coin that are without
the cornucopia female, aa.d have not such direct analogy to their
Mithraic prototype tia is palpable in the whole of the revuses included
in the lower half of the present plate.
P&e X X X VIII.
Ffgg. 1, 2. These two coins, from Mr. Iheox~r'rcabinet, are
-ti&
only of the original coin given to me by Lient. CONOLLT,
celebrated ss having opened the door to the understandnow *me
ing of the whole group. In that coin, however, the archer holds his
bow in the wrong hand, whereas in the two present coins, and the one
following, the position is rectified and the lion is better developed,
particularly in Fig. 2. Besides adding these fine specimens to our
series, Mr. 'I'naorn~has made out the true reading of the legend on
tbe reverse. Inetead of Saccika or Pradya the word is fii-I
6ida Vikrtma, 'the lion hero,' which is consistent 'withthe device,
for it may be also understood as ' conqueror of the lion*.' To whom,
however, this title ia to be applied,' would still have remain&
doubtful, but for the fortunate diiomry of another coin by the eame
indefntqpble collector in the prolific neighboorhood of Jwpr, whik
even I WWJ engraving the present plate.
PSg. 8, the coin here alluded to, beam precisely the same device,
with variation only of the attitude of the warrior. The legend is
dierent, the part visible being on the obverse, -2. . d q
Srf. . tr
Mahadm joya, and on the reverse,
Srf M n h d r a S i n k .
Whether.the Maliendm here designed be distinct fmm the MAHENDEA
OUFTA of the cornucopia reveree, remains to be ascertained.
.
. :
#fg&. 3, 4,5. From Mr. TF~E~BAE'S
&n&on.
These three coins
bearing the R6ja on horseback on the obverse, and a female seated
sideways on s morha or wicker stod on the reveme, are eeeentislly
the eame as were published in November last, (figs. a9. 30, Plate
XMIX. from- Lieut. BURT'Sand my own coins) which I wan then,
h & k &unable
,
- to read satisfactorily, from misapprehension of the
I t ia remarkable that in moot caw.a the word Simh (or more proper1y Simha)
tr A t e n with an unknown letter raperposed to the p. This most be the naul
r.for which the aawccot. is now rubstituted. In 6g. 2 the letter is palpably
an
=,to *hkh M rubjoined the h 9 ; but in figs. 1 and 8, a d in my coin, the
brtqr +.the form of C
.
.

z,

.

letter A.

The l y p d ir in

all exactly the utmo an the revera,
Tbs
Ajik M d d m : * the mamqueredMamw-.'
femde holds, in her right hand, variody, a tlowcr, a maae, or fad
far an attendant peamck, like that of .the Kirfi6rcr C0i.s.
On the ohmrr the legend is more rubble.
JnNo.3,wehavetheh
*w ....
....
In No. 4,
not legible. . wf%
In No. 5,
W
. . not legible.
Aig. 6. (Tlueur). This coin reaemblea in dl re%the fexcepting M to the legend, which ir on the o h m ? , beginning at the
Para*
(wra ? C h or n o & ) lldnr-gpta. On the
top m.. .
nrarre (the m a d letter being very clear on a duplicate coin in apt.
Cuwnx~earu'rcabinet) v f h m.Ajita Vikrcnncr. Thb,name w
closely reeembleu the common pronunciation of Vicramq'if.(coneetly
mitten VIXUY~DITIA,)that although it may not belong to tht
celebrated sovereign. it b very poseible that mattem appertabi~gto
the hirtory of the one may have beentronsferred to the other, and hence
unne of the confoeion, so perplexing to the historian, have originated
Rig. 7. An unique lately procured by Mr. Tnoorr~. Tbe R&a on
the obuerse is of a peadul h o t e r , with hand extended but no a&u.
A diminutive attendant holda a chatta over his head. The lettera oa
the margin are not legible. On the reverse is the standing comuuqb
female holding a well depicted lotus Bower, with a lateral kcription
which may bp read
V W d i t y a ;but although the length
of the subjoined y exceeda that u d y found in the 4 and the
diis not much like the cb, it b probable that the word b Pfter dl m l y
Vikrama Chan&a : and we must not idlow our longrrinc
i e a t i a n to rejoice in having at length hit upon a veritable caip
of the author of the Stmud era ; against which there h also q cogent
chronological obetacle, in the date hitherto aasigned to our dynasty
Cuptor'.
IGg. 9 ('IY.) ia introduced an a new variety of the cI1.lldiu-gqk
coinage :only differing from the nuueroua class before described i~ tlu
legends. which are very clearly on the obverw, -.
Sn'w
dra-ppta. (the titles not legible,) and on the r e w m 3filiP:

.

m:

...

-v

Fq. 10, of Mr. Tnrolrm's collection, was engraved ara a dOllbtSpl
name, but I think it may be set down ae belonging to SXANDA-enm~.
Ags. 11 to 15. Thii curioua clans of copper coins haa not yee
been brought to notice. They are indeed much more aoarce than the
gbld wine of the oame age, and hitherto only those of one indiMr. T.;reBAn h u mince written that on re-oPIDid00 tk w a d &
Vikrandil#a.

of the family have been met with. It was-not until Mr. TEPO~AB'S
highly curious specimen, fig. 1 I, had famhhed ar with the style of
C a a ~ n u ' rcopper coins that ue were led to re-examine our sevem1
collections, in which wem found, and became legible, a few rare apecimens of the eame ch-.
B y . 11 hss the portrait of the R6ja on one side, with a smaller,
perhaps female, figare on hie left hand. On the reverse a front face
of him is presented, leaning, M it were, on a window sill : below which
in very well defined chuacters.. .. .vmw
(Srina) &6ja
894 Cbdra-gupta.
Rg. 12 is a demi-coin of similar stamp, one of two balooging
dm to Mr. Taaar~r: but on the nverae of this, as in dl that follow.
the device, is a bird, the same that @ares on the military etandard of
the gold coins, and which Mr. Wltsor sap ** looks more like a goose
than a Roman eagle." The inscription b very well pmerved,
Sd Chmira-yupta.
8Tg. 18 is from Col. STACY'S
cabinet : the obverse, well executed,
represents the bust of the Mja holding a flower ; beneath,
8rf V i W ;the next letter may be 7 or w ; but on the reverse u e
distinguishable the initial lettem m.. Gri Ch.. . . proving that the
coin belongs to CHANDM-eom~.
Fig. 14 ie from Col. S W I N I Tcabinet,
~~
in all nspects a duplierte
of the last, bat the reverse legend is even more didbotly . .
the lower part of the ndm only ia efked.
EFg. 15 hod escaped notice in my o m cab'iet :-the head b mom
h i y f i n i e d than in the other specimens, but the legend Auld not
ddhove bem understood withont their aid :-it ir . .
gupta.
Before quitting this very interesting gmnp of coins, 1 munt not
omit to notice the only silver specimen which h a yet come under my
observation :it belonga to Dr. SWINET,and is . . . . a forgery !-not a
modem me, but an actaal false coin of the period when it war
strack. I t is of copper thickly plated, but the silver plate is worn
through in several places, exposing the interior nucleua I have
depiated k in Plate XXXIX. Fig. 2 1.
Obuer~,the R6ja in the original sacrificing attitade; under his
left arm the letters
Ajqa or
RQ$~
y..
Rcerrre. Goddese ( h g a ?) rested in the native faehion with cornucopia (or flower) and glory--.
small elephant with trunk uplifted
for protection, on her right shoulder. The marginal inscription
.8ri Prakunau. . . . the la& letter may be double n,but in &er
I~UDIICQdoes it pmaat pa intelligible word.

m.
.

.

..

.

m..
...

4 r l

v..
..

&eodSaicrofidkliau.
We now p a n to mdhsr mien of aim evidently &ceded fror
the rune ' Ar&krop type coin to which the early h o u j group hu
been so adductorily bPced. In the latter caee we have aten that
the Hindu artists noon quitted their original, and exercised a fertileinvention in raying the device during s e v d generatiom of prinm:
but in the coino we have now to notice, no drimn to ingenuity clrn be
dvanced ; unless it be for gradually barbuizii and disgui.ing tl
original type, so that it would have been absolutely impoenible to
recognize the character of the extraordinary aymbola on the later
pieces, had we not a numerous trainof specimens to produce. in evidence
ofthe gradual deterioration. I had already more than Gnce engraved
thinking them to be merely the link
specimens of this curious SCAM,
wins between the Rao MJIO n o and the early C-j
aeries. Among
the Monikyilo coins was the only eilver coin of the mt on which I hd
particularly remarked legible Sanacrit charactera ; which were cd s
form and age differing essentially from the Canouj coio alphabet (so
CM&
BtXUtbv d
4 4 ) . But nOW through Capt. CUNNSN~HAU'S
our available collections. I am enabled to produce a host of variable
legends, which may be the means of developing by and bye a second
royal dynaaty of some other Indian locality. aa euccessfully 9s h u
been the case with the GUPTAfamily.
Henceforrmrd my readers should understand, and they will. doubtless, soon perceive the fact, that my coin eeaaye are joint productions,
and that I have as auxiliary at my elbow, far better acquainted with
the contenb of, I may aay, all the wllectionr of coins in India, tb.n
I have leisure to become. With his zealous aid in hunting out &
pnpublished varieties of every clans, I hope to make these no*
complete an far aa discovery has yet proceeded, and to do fuller
justice to the numerous contributions I continue to receive fmm my
numismatic co-adjutors in the interior.
That the present class is totally distinct from the last, may be
argued on many grounds :-those are discovered in greateat qnmttiq
at b j . Jorpw. Gap, and even occasionally in Bengal,--these ur
chiefly met with in Upper India. and in the Ponjdb. Capt. CAW*
han sent me one dug up in the fomdations of his reaideace neu
Seharanpur ; Mr. DEANdug up some at 8 a u h near DeUi
the most important fact in their history in the extra&~~ of one d
the lowest members of the group from the M e & tope by General VBNTUEA. Mr. M~eson'elarge collection in AfgRbai#t&
.not contain one of this type,nor any of the first or Canouj series, mq
ue, therefore, p d y of Indian growth. To Upper India, the P q . 0
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or Cauhmir, then we must turn OPT view in seeking the focus whence
they were issued, and fortunately we have authentic lists of the aorereigns of some of these placea to consult.
But first to enumerate the coins :fig. IS. A gold coin (STACY)weight 120 grs.* deserves to be
mentioned first, because the workmanship is neareat in pcrfectionin inpcrfection we might rather my.-to the ' nono rao.' or * Ardokto'
The legs of the couch, cornucopia, and drapery, are well
The Aja on the obverse hu his trident standard, and h.
right hand outstretched as over the fire altar, but the altar is omitted.
Under the right hand of the Aja, both in thin coin and in figs. 16
paaa either side by side as in 16, or suand 20, occur the letters
perposed aa in 20. Under the left arm. which is elevated to hold a
spear, is another perpendicular combination of two or three conmnants, apparently i.
and with the vowel T e. The same monogram (or rather polygram) continues t h r o b the whole aerier. I
formerly took it for a sword handle, which i t exactly resembles when
the lowermost letter is hid.
Fig. 20. (STACY)
the next best in execution. has the letters
Sri Kri. . . . visible on the left of the female.
. EFg.
19. (Taratru :-duplicate, CUNNINOHAY)
continues the
word ;'Krigodh6yo ? or KdhodA6ya.
Figs. 16 and 17 of my cabinet have the lettern a l f f i f . . . . Srf
Vieva. . . or Vikha on the former, and w... . Paula.. (or perhaps
V b d a 7/ on the latter.
Numeroua other specimenr in gold might be enumerated.-but
they generally contain even less satisfactory fragments of names than
the above. AU that can be positively asserted is that the letters are
Sanscrit, and, on these at least, of the same alphabet as that we have
designated No. 2 of the Atlahabad 16th.
The silver coins of this second series are much more scarce than
the gold and copper ones.-The three I posseas, represented in figs.
1, 2, and 3, appear also to be of a very debased standard, and to belong to a much later period. None of them retain more than the
rudest semblance of the dja figure-and atill less of the goddeas ;the latter has even been taken for a dagger, the former for a scorpion !
The letters also are of a more modem formation, not differing much
from those of the tenth centnry, fonhd at S d d t h and other places.
Captain C u ~ ~ r w a a ahv t pointed out to me the words
8rf
Prarapa.. . . on figs. 1 and a.
The weight of all them coim u nearly the m e , being in fact the df-

.

drachma of the Greek&

.

.

. .

.

PktrXgXIZ.
.:
.
.
- .! On.j g . 3, on a former dccasion I had already read ma.. ..
Yq.. but ae there are traces of a c i o a - b e to the b o p of the '&id
letter. I am inclined to adopt father the reahing 3q. . .. Pa...
lfom glory, forming in composition many Indian names, as Yoor
Vigraha. Yar o Vanna, Yar o Pdla, Yakoust, &c.
' ,The two d i e a t spcimeiu of the copper a+&,
-. 4 and -5:
from Cd. Smcr's nod Capt. C O N N I * ~ ~ A
cabinets
~ ' B fcsptidy.
.

.

The 6rbt has beoeral letten of the old chatacter :-uhder
the kft.
arin
perpendicutarly
m.
.
Sayadha;and
on
the
exterior
rra..
d.
* .
Fig. 5 in, in reality, a forgery of a gold coin : the remains of the
d e n t gilding are still perceptible in the angles. The m-0dog.m
b the same L m fig. 18. of the last Plat&.
- . P F ~8. amd 9 are dected from ~ o l .S~ncr'sbox ee' ezgarpbl
d.tben e e of *)~wN,
Si.C Prathpcr, in the two form of al-t.&'robably they. belong to Merent individuals of the same M y
name.
Fig. 8, b a valuable unique ip Col. ~ w r ~ i r &air%
's
krurritude of letters that have usurped the *atural positioa afcornucopia, throne, and all soch apputtenan'ces!4 the -obvame
?ktletten aq jaya: on the opposite ace,
Srl Vinackr or ftn
V k a . . and to the right w ( ?)
maadld.. ,
9. The word Srf is still perceptible.
.-.-I0 h but-introduced .(from my collection) to &&F the ,am;..
plete barbarism that finally prevailed. Such -mde' pieces are tQ b
had in plenty, for one that contains trace of 1 R t ' i .
L .'
the commonest b e on those that are by any means legible.

..

*.

:
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Third Series of irnitdw..
The next five coins of my Plate represent a vet^: nuqwgrawof Hindu coin?. grotesque but wry bold in ex~@io%. mds
~efinementin the position of the right hand of *e
aitting posture of the reverse.. Having pointed out the prototype d
the European coat, pantaloons, gaiter and wig on one aeries, I mud
not pass unheeded the qaaletta so faithfully and qPriolrelg
?p the &verses of this s
e
w ! I am induced to consider t.htq +. . ::
h.tance of imitation of th.ArdRtn type horn their gwwd
ettitodea :-moreover the cornucopia is traceable in the eadi.P.
;w.6ge. 13 (STA.)and 14 (J. P.) As they dateriomte, the lib.lopped off aa usual to make way for N i g d char+xtem1 Thie ir rdl
exemplified in. fig. 1 l (CUNN
.) q ~ d12,(STA.) Fig. 17 (Swx.) -7
b regarded M the ultimate degradation of the type. . .
-.,-
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Of legends we have in 6g. 15, on the margin .
.yo.. On fig.
16, nverae, the letter r ja. On fig. 11, on either arm of the sitting
Sti di ? and on fig. 12 several uncertain letters scattered
Ggore
In the h t of the set, the letter u atands alone.
about ~lP ' 1 q.
~
It would be in vain to attempt my explanation af such vague
symbols. Of this eeriea of m i n e M. COUET'Sdrawings contained
many good aamples. They are plentifnl in the Pay'ab. lesr so in
Upper India, and comparatively rare in Afghirirtds. Mr. M ~ e o o w
han only given one. and that very degraded.
Fourth stria.
n e a e shadows of the Xumrkm king are alike DUN CAN'^ hue," a fourth ?--start eyes ! what will the line stretch out to the crack
of doom 1 another yet ?"--Such is, however, the singular fact ; whether they " reigned in this kingdom" consecutively, or in rubdivided
portiom of it, then can be no doubt of the common source whence
these numerow progeny have borrowed their family features. Amid
the hundreds of each kind, now open to our examination and sebction,
the progress of deviation am readily be followed : md it is sot
little curious to sea the Merent resulta of corruption arrived at by
di&.rent engraven or m o n k . in the mume, perhapa of a few generations. In one case we come to a kind of dagger-ia another to a
Lw dob and strokea-and in the preaent instance to a kind of heart,
formed of the knees and petticoat of the seated female ! The beat of
Ln%'r colthe three c o b depicted in the engraving are from MOHAN
W o n ; the worst from Capt. CAWTIBY'S disinterred Bekt relics,
whem a large proportion of these h r t coins was found in oseocia.
tion with the suppoeed Buddhist C O ~ deJcribed
,
in my essay of last
November. I can find but ope approach to a letter on any of them,
oiz. the fi to the left of the well fonned R6ja in 6g. 16. I t b
hardly snfficient to confirm them Indian origin : and it mnat be noted
t
u thi species is found in abnndance farther to the north-west t
.
any of the others.
Thw Mr. M a e s o ~says of them : " t b series is very extensively
fd
in western AfgMaiutdn. The obverse ham a rude figure of the
prince, clad in Ppail with the accompaniment of the fire altar," (not
visible in o m , bat c l w l y 80 ip M.'s drawings) " and on the reverse
a fignre seated on a throne with her foot on a footstool. On no
one coin of the c h have I be- able to detect the legend. althongh they appear in some instamen to have lad characters intended
for such. F i . 61 to 63," (those that shew the chair. the cornucopia m d nooae) " are g e n d y found at B e y k , figs. 64 to 66,"
(those having only the outline of a heart,) " are the t p prevalent

-

•

on the bmkn of the hdua and in the Pmj&."and, as we have
stated above, near Scbarunpmr in India broper. This seriea has. Imdoubtedly, a better claim to be considered the genuine descendant d
the Ardokm coin in rihr than m y of the thr& precedingeeries.
To sum up my review of theoe coins. I cannot h d p remarking how
great an analogy exists between the circumstance of t h e even1
adoptions by subordinate imitators, of a predominant form of coinage
that had perhaps prevailed for centuries under a paramount ruk;
m d the nearly parallel ease of the SEA'EAILAMcoinage of the lant
centnry. the very words and form of which were copied by the numeroua djaa and n a d b s , who assumed the privilege of coinage upon
the dismemberment of the Ddhi-monarchy. In many phcea, a few
yeam only, have sutKced so to disfignre the Persian letters. am t o render
them quite illegible and barbarous.
Phh or Dkvcr d p a d y of h j .
By way of filling the plate, I have engraved at foot, two new specimens of this dynasty, brought to light since the publication of PUc
L. Vol. IV.
Pfg. 19 is taken from a cant of a gold coin, in Col. T. P. S ~ r r a ' a
poeeeesion. Some of the letters are new in form, but they may poaaibly be read
WTSrf mud Vipbapdla dmo.
Fig. 20 ia an unique copper coin of Capt. CONNINOBAM'S.
O n the
obverse, the four-handed god is crushing a demon-instead of being
seated in the usual serene attitude. The legend on the other aide
may be read.
Srf ntur Prithi dmo,a name Mxwing in the
DelM list as having reigned at k h r e A. D. 1 1 7 6 1192 : but nd
to be found among the many names which inscriptions have given
us of the Bhpcila family of Canouj and b a r e s .
Mr. MASSONhm figured a third new name of the same group,
which I have inadvertently neglected to introduce in this platens
I had intended. The letten, that are visible are qir....-(I
. . gq Srima. . . . mframua.. h a . The tint and last lettera cue hrlf
cut off, and the vowel may be an 6. s o that the reading m q
possibly be Srl m(at Ks)mdra m d ( 6 Rdja) dmo. Mr. MASSONq~
that " at K 6 h l coins of thib peculiar type are met with o c c a ~ i a d y
in the b a r , generally of gold. A luge parcel wae dug up out of
the soil, three or four y4?8rf4 ago, near Kotindrr a village of Eddcman." He places them ae the last of the Indo-Scythic series. not
having, at the time of writing, seen what had been made of them hae.
If indked the eitting female be a far demndant from the
goddess, the long interval of six or eight centuries will M y m m t
for the magnitude of her transformation.

*

I t is a great pity that the horde ditkvered at dorin&r
not
d at once. It might hare contributed very materially to our
d.asi6cation of this second Corouj dynasty. A great mang s p e c i 1 ~ ~ 1 ~
of the same mrt must also be scattered about in the cabinets of retired
hPB
Indiana at home ; and we may hope now that Professor W I U ~ N
commenced upon the task of examining the coins in the Royd Asiatic
Society and India Home collectiona, specimens will flow in to him
from alI quarters to be decyphcred and described.

a

V.-Fachniles

of vatiow An&d I ~ c r a p t i mlithographed
,
by JAM^
PILINBEP,
Secretay As. Soc. Qc.
[Continued from page 561.1

Inecriptw~~
from Buddha-Gaya, PMe XXX.
The neighbornhood of Guya has long been known to be proliic of
inecriptions :-yet, notwithstanding the various notices of them which
have appenred in the Researches, of the Bengal, and of the London Societiea, the theme b, as yet, by no means exhausted. Mr. H A B I N ~ ~ N
fumiihed our Society at a very early period after its institution with
copies of two inscriptions from the principalcare, lying in the hill of
Nagtqkma, (the name, it will be remembered, of a celebrated Buddhist
patriarch.) one of which was decyphered by Dr. WILYINB,and proved
to be a record of the excavation of the cave by ANANTA
VARYA,
the
grandson of YAONA
VAUNA.The date is not given, but the character
(No. 2 of the AUahahd Zutv ahews it to belong to an early century of the Christian ern. Mr. H A R I N ~ T O
mentions
N
several other
mvea and inscriptions which have not yet been examined.
also translated one inscription copied from a stone
Dr. WILXIN~
by Mr. WILNOTin 1785, (As. Res. vol. i. 284,) dated Samvat 1005,
purporting that AMAMDEVA,the author of the Amera kosha, built
the temple of Buddha at B u d d h - 9 9 .
Dr. HAMILTON
(Roy. As. Soc. Trans. vol. ii. 44.) in his account of
the ruins of Buddha Gaya, alludes cmorily to inscriptions on two
imof Cartocna, recording their erection, one by JAYA
SBNand
KUYA'M SIN,sons of PUNYABEADRA.
80n of SAYANTA, untitled
p-0: the other by Mja V ~ J Y A B H A D
of~whom
A , nothing more h
known.
The Burmese inscription found by the Embassy in 1831, WIU of a
more interesting description. I t in described in the Journal (vol. iii.
p q e 214). and more f d y by Colonel Bnmrnr in the laat volume of
the Researches. It was upon the occasion of my requesting Mr..
HAT~OBNP,
then magistrate of Gaya, to take a duplicate of the Bur-.
4 9

m w fackde, t h t thh gentleman went beyond bia commkh. a d
kindly furniihed me with facnimiies of s e v d other inscriptiom in
the najghbourhood of the ancient temple, dl of which, he sup, ur
quite illegible to the learned pandib of Gqu.
No. 2, (No. 1 being the Burmeme kcription) be writes, ia aa
stom lying near the Mahd Bud& temple." A aipy of this. notad by
HAM~LMN
.a an inscription of considerable length.' s p p a r s to be
dqmeited in the E. I. C.'s Mumum, labelled No. 113, but no farther
pcoount of it is furnished. I t in this inscription which I have litho; but before proceeding to its diecllsaion, it win
graphed in Plate
be better to notice the other items of Mr. H A ~ o ~ Ndispatch.
B ' ~
'* No. 3 b an inscription on a stone, inaerted in the wall of a Brnhman's home erected on the rite of the old fort, Mid to have belonged
to Rhja AMI'BSINE,who went over to the Burman empire, became
converted to the Baud& faith, and died in that country." This is
evidently the inscription translated by Wr~xrrrs;the Rhja Anxa
being the AYAM above mentioned. :and the story of hi conversion
has merely been altered a little in repetition, and mixed np wit& the
more recent collisions between the Burmese defendants of the shrine
and the Rajput expeditions against theee infideb in the 12th and 19th
centuries. Perhaps the similarity of the name to the celebrated HAM I ~ A
SINHof Chitor may have helped to confound tbe tradition. It
b unnecessary to republish this inscription.
" No. 4 is inscribed in a circular form over an image of D d in the
Makni's garden." This, again, is alluded to by Dr. HAMILTON
No. 99 of the India House museum. " on a nale figure n o r CpIled
Sarclsvmtf (a goddeas). is the usual pious eentence of the Buddhist."
It in melees to lithograph this inscription, which does not ditFer even
in the form of the letters from the " Y2 d h m a lick, &c." ofthe
Srimdth and nrhut images.
NO. 5 is a word engraved on a pillar which now forms one of the
~bmchionsto an upper story in the convent. The character yon fi
observe assimilates to the ancient inscriptions." Thi I have found
room to insert in Plate XXXIII.. but it is impomible to de
anv
thing of it: perhaps it formed part of a longer inscription ia the
oldest 14th character.
No. 2, then, b the only one of the aeria which r e q h fcvtba
observation. From my acquired experience in euch matten,
little diiEcnlty in transcribing the whole from the h i m i l e fithographed on a reduced scale in Plate XXX.)into the modern Nggarl,
nor in preparing a trandation with the assistance of the SocieqBs
padit, and of RATNA
PAULA,
whose acquaintance with the B I I ~

-

tenets enabled him to correat tha former in mend doubtful rendin@.
The character may be properly deaigneted an the Cavt alphabet,
the parent af the modern Bengcili form. The speeimen is chmnolog i d y valuable to the invcatiption of the gradual altemtiom it hos
~ d e r g o n e ,became it conbins a dUe. Sanwd 75 or 74, of an era
that h~ been tbe rubject o f m e miaapprehenrion. Mr. C O L P B M D O ~
rectifiedDr. W I L ~ Nmiatake
~'
in suppoeing thi rmnbut could refer to
tbe era of Vrrn~uiLnxm~,and a s s 4 a position for it 1000 yearn
more modern, in connection with the Gopale or B k p & d y n ~ t yof
Gorr. The document before ua comboratcw thin view ;but by the upreseion. " after the expiration of the reign of LAXXANA
SB'NA,"it
would seem that the term mnwat applied g e n dJ to whatever epoch
might be mentioned in the pnscediag mtence. Lnxrrnn ~E'NA,the
son of BSLALSEN, who built the city of G a r , reigned in A. D.
1116-- 1 123 : so that the date of the inbcriptian on thin muppition
would be A. D. 1197, only three y~ prior to the derhctiom of the
monerchy by the Mudmans. The fgatee, however, are unfortunately
doubtfnl, jnst where their identification im of the greatert comequence :-the first might be read an the N@rl 1, were not the nnme& of the month so clearly of the Beng6ll form. If counted from
the foundation of Gbur in 1066, the date would fall in 1140. Wen
there any possibility of assuming a h o g point on ~ t i r h t ~ ~ ~
data, the day of the week, Thursday, wodd &rd a eure test of its
being correctly fixed, by the calculation of the luni-solar period
elapsed : but according to the formula in my calendric tablee, neither
of the epocha above selected will bring about such a reeult.
The following is the transcript of the face.imde in modem N6garf.
One letter after NamobvddAciya is illegible, and the next word ir consequently doubtful : armma ie substituted for 8.

!nWMlatior.
Mutation to Bud&.-May
this votive ampiration of the devoted
v o w to MaAdvire Swu'mi*-(Of
him who is) in holineaa like the
blne-bee rteeped in the honied loha of the f a t of a diriw pe-,
and in might l i e the lion triumphant over the infuriate elephant.
who reigns over the royal and paisslrnt progeny of Hnlkva B ~ o r r ' u ,
named KE~SENA
Nurrnrt and GA~UDANA,RATANA,
hie inveterate Pnhc
gonietn-who in himself the gracious father (protector) of t r i b u w
k i n p w h o , adorned with such might and virtnea, sways the imperial eaptre over 125000 kingdoms well people with mountaineer
r a m o r t i t h e king of kinpp-the anspicious and high in dignity
Aeorr CEANDEA
DPVA
.-(of the aforesaid R&japs)younger brother,
D A S A R A TKUYA'RA,
~A
supported and maintained through the lotus of
his gracious feet, his dependent trerspnr, a conscientious Bodhisrtm
-the light of his tribe and family, by name S a a n s r r r r * ~ ~
son
. of
the dignified 6n1' CRA'TAB ~ A E Y and
A , grandson of M B I ~ HBRAEWA
I
--may (this hie holy act), united with the virtuea of his teachers and
gum, his mother and tither, enable to attain the fruit of immortal
wiadom, salvationfrom passions and delusions of mblnnary exietcnce,
and absorption of his mnl in the Supreme Being."
# e Written after the conclllaion of the r e i p of S n ' d LAXMAN.
SENA
DIIVA,in the year 74, on Thnrsday, the 12th day of the dark
half of the month of V o i d L . "
*I

The inversion of the sentence, and the multitude of epithets applied
to each party, rnakes it difficult for an English reader to follow the
sense through such a labyrinth :-in a few words, it prays that soma
good act (probably the building or endowment of a temple) may
~~edound
to the eternal welfare of one SARABRAPA'DA,
the treasurer of
DA~ABATHA
KUMA~RA,
the younger brother of Maharhja ~ O K CEAXA
DM DPVA,the reigning prince of a dynasty that had supplanted by
conquest some descendants of the BHUPALA
family, (of Guur doubtless,) by name KRXSENA
and GARUDANA'RA'TAN.
All thew n a m a
ond pemom I believe are new to history : at least I find no k o r r
unong the successors of BRLA*L
SI'N. From his assumption of such
a name it may be presumed that he was of the Buddhist faith, as the
invocation shews to have been the case a h with hia officers of state.

BUDDHA,
the tnnacendently iiatoriour hero. The comtruction of the seatmce, which it ia endeavoured to follow c l o ~ l y ,will be hardly intelligible
without explaining that thin fint epithet belonp to SAHAERAPA'DA,
whose
name occruc lower down.

Bhitan' Lcith.
On the same plate I have lithographed from n drawing by Captain
C U N N I N ~ ~anA elevation
M
of the Bhitari 26th in the G&ripw district, of which so much have been raid. I t was Mr. TRXOBA-R
who
first brought it to notice in 1834 ; he eent me a rough pencil sketcb,
and promised further examination. This was accomplished in com;when on clearing away the earth
pany with Captain CUNNINOBAM
from the lower part of the shaft a long inscription was discovered.
It WM immediately seen to be in the name character an No. 2 of the
~ i l a h h o didlh-and wbile taking a copy of it in pencil, the names of
u j a s SRI'G u ~ AGEATOT
.
IACHA, CUAND~A-OUPTA,
SAMUDRA-OUPTA,were found following in succession, exactly ae on tbe AUahabad
inscription-other names, CBANDRA-OUPTA,
KUMA'EA-OUPTA,
and
SKANDA-aurm,
succeeded ; proving that this pillar had been erected
wveral reigns subeequently to the other, and confirming in an extraordinary manner the concatenation of the Canmrj coins of this very
Gupta family, as has been noticed in a preceding paper.-More need
not be raid at present, aa the inscription iteelf will appear next
month with Dr. MILL'^ interpretation and valuable commenb.
There are two other pillars near G b i p u r , at 2-d, south of
the Ganga, from which great expectations were entertained, of our
making a further acquieition-but we have just been disappointed.
Col. POTOLBEI
writes me, that Mr. MURRAY
has closely examined tbe
principal pillar without finding any trace of writing on it ; he is
about to dig around it, however, for the square portion of the b h f t
.
may posribly be buried below the soil. This is our only chance.

VI.-&b-Him&yan
Fossil Rnn& of tL Lhhbpkr C?olkelion.
Link. W. E. Bavrr a d H. M. DWRAND,
Engineern.

B3i

GBNUESUS*.
CUV~B
has
R confined his remarks upon the fossil remains of the
genus Sw to a brief notice of their existence, in consequence, it
appears, of the fact that up to the time at which the Recherches 8ur
Zes Ossemens fossiks were published, the instances of the occurrence
of fossils of this genus were rare ; and of the small number discovered
the greater portion had been found in peat. The tables given in the
The Plater B and C meatloned in the enming dwmiptionr, hare been Incorporated in Phts XLIV., and bad b a n merredfor the RsMucha, onaccount
of their dimenrionr ; bat we .ec they are - r u y
to the utide, and havo inlithograph-ED.
serted them with Col. COLVIN'S
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latest geological manuah show, that in the interval which h ckps
ed since the publication of Cuvur'r work a few sites have .fforded
specimens, but still the remains in comparison with tbof otba
genera are far from being abundant. By reference to the table d
Sub-Himhlayan foasil genera in the 69rd No. of the Jo-al
of the
Asiatic Swiety it will be observed, that. although bere found in
greater quantity than inEuropean locrrlitiea, the relica of the genu an,
in comparison with those of most of the other Pachydennata, scarce.
Notwithstanding their small number, the specimens in oar poseu&om,
happening in general to be tolerably perfect, form a series which,
though not continuous, is sdciently perfect to illnetrate the dentition
of one of the species.
To the conaideration of this species we without further introduioo
proceed ; premising only, that with the exception of the &am
of
which 6g. 6, P1. B, is a reprementation, the whole of the apecimm
referred to are from the M q i d depoait, a general deacriptioo of
which prefaces our notea on the fosril unicorn-rhinoceros.
CBANIUX.The foeail, of wbich 6go. 1 and 2. PI. XXXIV. are representations, is the &om
of the sow of the apecia to be deecribcd
The specimen haa be-en Irss crushed than i mud, but hre not dtogether escaped. The nasal bones am not quite centrid, and in their
natural p i t i o n , being thrust over towards the left maxillary by
crnah which acted on the right eide of the head. The mastoid .papbysea and the deecending tubercles in their front are broken d ;
the
cxtremitie-a of the ptery p i d apophyais a n abo mutilated :--the w
maticapophpsb of the temporal, ifperfect, cannot be cleued c o q k t d ~
from the matrix which adheres to it, without the risk of d e s h q i q
the process itself and the adjacent parts : both jugala a m impafcEt
being broken off (M ahem in the profile view of the s k d ) i m d t c ly after their deacent from forming the post. 01apophyris : tbe
canines are wanting, but their alveoli are very dietinct, though a m d l
for the size of the head ; this circumstance, in conjunction with thc
minor development of some parts of the occiput when compared
with other specimene, indicates the sex of the cranium.
With the view of obtaining the merenee of pmportiom conse~umt
on di&rences of sex, the meaaurementa which form the third -1of the subjoined table were inserted ; the half palate of the craninm
from whence they are derived is given at fig. 5. PI. B, but the occipd
and n d boner being imperfect, it wan not deemed n#xseup fo
delineate the specimen either in plan or PO&.
The second column of the table is occupied by the propdeduced from the dimemione taken upon the ctanium of the sow ;md
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the drst column by those obtained from the head of a wild boar
killed in the neighboorhood of Ha&. These two skulls denote. by
the state of their molar teeth, very similar ages, the exihng being
k t little younger than the forsil species ;they are therefore well
adapted for a cornparkon.

-

Fossil
rpcdes.
Female.

Fossil
spedtr, Yale.

1,000

1,000

1,000

2.671
0,110

P,6M
0.193
O,,=~ S O
O

0,257

0,826

0,gn

..

3367
0,876
0,358

1,940
0,135 1
0,241

0,gm
0.~01

Exlmting
apedea.

--

S p a ~ ~ ~ ~bypmu
i e dmolur meuorcd on medal
lines.
Rom lower edge of foramen magnum t o extrcmlQ
of lnterrnuillary.
Space between the 9th molars a t their anterior,

........................................

I- -

............................
....
............................
MUo
Diet.ncs
marillaq,
dittofrom
1at
....................................
ditto,
)at molan to extremity or interMtto from lower dp of oodpital foramen to p a -

.....................
....................................

terior edge of 7th molars.

MUo from rummit of occiput to extremity of Inter-

muillary.
B d t h of frontal plane a t post. orbitary apophysia,
Ditto of parietal plane at aurowest port,.
Greateat breadth acrora rygomatic proceaa of temporalbonea ,
From anterior oforbit to extremity of intermaxillaq,
Prom anterior of orbit to polnt of post. o r b i t q
mpophyda,..
Diameter of orbit perpendicularly to line of molu,
Prom point of pod. orbitary .pophyISI to l o w b edge
ofjngal,..
Helght of occiput from lower edge of oecipltd foramen to summit,
Breadth across occipital wndylw,

........

..
..

0,418

0,858
0,371

..

..................................

......-..-.--.....................
....................................
..............................
................

..

....

Hsving anly one specimen of the exiating species, we shall draw no
ooaolusions from the difference of size observable in the two species,
aa shown by the tuble of dimensions which closes this paper ; but,
codning ourselves to the diirdancea displayed by the above table,
in which the length of space occupied by the seven molars is chosen
M the unit of comparison, shall notice the following circumstances.
The molars with reference to the length of the head as measured
from the foramen magnum to the extremity of the intermaxhiem,
occupy more space, and are aituated at a greater distance from the
foramen magnum ;there is, consequently, a lees interval between the
anterior false mdar and the extremity of the intermaxillarias in the
f d than in the existing speaies : the palate is also eomewbat
narrower.
The mesial line of the occiput is in tbe forail nearly perpendicular
to the plane of the palate, agreeing in thia respect with -the cranium
of the hog which forms the subjoct of CU~IBB'S
description : but in
the wild bog of Haridad thia mesial line makes an obtuse angle
with the palatal plane ;thoe cowing the dimemion from the crest of
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the occiput .athe aderior extremitg of the i n t e r m a d h i e s to be proportionatelf grkter than in the f&i.
I t will he observed, that the male, with exactly the same apace
occnpied b ~ i t amolars an by those of the sow, haa a greater frontal .ad
parietal breadth of upper plane of the head. In both f a d s there is,
in the frontal plane, a total absence of convexity : as this plane .
ascends, there iu a tendency to concavitv, in mnseqnence of the pax+
tal crest0 being more strongly marked than in the existing &
ceps.
and thus producing the appearam? of a gentle hollow where in thi
common wild hog there'would & a p n t l e mell.
The orbits are in the fossil propdrtionately less, situated'bigher,
and more forward in the head ; .their horizontal is greater.th.afh&
perpendicular diameter, where& in the &sting species thesea&&uly
eqnal : the post. orbital apophysea of-the frontals are not.- -to
m d those of the jugd bones rue less 'dietant from tbe
tl#
. . .
..
..
orbit than is the case in the existing' s M e a .
Considering the sex of the fossil cninium, the d i e n c y of th.:ipga..
matic atchee correspond in the two.apecies.
On reference to the table of m+auremdbta, it will.be!i:.&t the
occiput of the specimen tbird in the tabie is;ia c o n e - & . having belonged to a male, larger than that of fig. 1. Plate
The
specimen here alluded to' ~poa~eming:;q~~ly
one .molar,' *,not
. . h mbeintroduced into the foregoing. table of-proportions :mqqahng
ever, the space occupied by i b ' m o l e 6 have been 'equal to that of
fig. 1. Plate XXXIV. add fig. 5. %fe B, tiie height of Weaeiplrt
yields a proportion of 1.07 1, .which.is very aimilar to that obtraqd fioP
the existing species. The br&dth ~ 0 8 the
8
condyles is cor+&v+
less in the fogsil; but the.tranaveme breadth of the +t
&'the
broadest part is more developedthan in the existing,sp&&
i.
l . :2..
.
No sutured can be traced in the fossils. From $he.
marks it is evident that in several respects the a p e c h M w
now proceed to examine the dentition; which ptesee.*
,
. :.ir.r,;.*:'.
cations worthy of notice. ' ..
-. . .-r
The
plane
of.
the
palate
extendr'
-I
U'jams.
the seventh molars, even further.than in the corn& hog. :' .!.
The teeth correspond in number with those ofthe e&&~apecim
the incisors being :canines t;,
molars ;-f.
. .
With e ~ e ~ ~ lofh rthe
s earlieratagea d-the dehtithii in the tapper
maxillaries, we are not well p r o f i d : a small frogrhtkt - containing
the 3rd and 4th molars but slightly worn, shows that the 4th milL:
tooth resembled! that delineated.by Cevrra in his Plate I , fig. 6 ;
but the 3rd molar, though composed of similar parts, i s a little longer

.-

.,

'

-.

s
'
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the occiput.to thi? aderior extremity of the intermadariea to be propartionateli grirsllter than in the f&il.
It will he .observed, that the mak, with exactly the name .pee
acenpied by.ita m o l e as by thwe of the eaw, haa a greaterfrontd d
parietal breadth of upper plane of the head. In both fossiEs there is.
in the frontal plane, a total absence of convexity : as this p h
ascends, there ia a tendency to concavity. in consequence of the par+ .
tol crests being more strongly marked than in the-existing
and thus producing the appearance d a gentle hollow where in
common wild hog there would & a genkle emell.
The orbits are in the fossil' proportionately less, situated'bigher,
and more forward in.the head ; -their herizontal is greater-thlafheir
perpendicular diameter. where& in the &sting spkcies the~e&.&rij
equal : the post. orbital apophSises opthe frontals a n not no.&t.
and those of the jugal bonea are less 'distant from the ante+r:d the
. .
-.
.. . _orbit than is thecaee in the erieting species.
Considering the sex of the fossil cranium, the a n c o
f~'w
.
.*
. gomatic atches correspond in the two species.
. . .
On reference to the table of meaeurersints, it wiWba.i&;:tbit
the
occiput of the specimen third in the table is; in c o n s e q e * ha.ing belonged to a male, larger than that of @. 1. Plate--.
The
specimen here alluded to ' p ~
~qtlly
~one. ~ I'
O ~ W .Md':mot
'
. ,...h mbeintroduced into the foregoing - a l e of-proportions :-sept~lllbag
ever, the space occupied by ita~moluistbhave been -equal to &at of
fig. 1. Plate XXXIV. add fig. 5. Plate B, tlie height of &b d p n t
yields a proportion of 1.071, .which. is very similar to that o
u fop
the existing species. The breadth acroas the condylb i s co~+&vel~
leas in the fosnil; but the.transvetee breadth of the occiput. &:;':the
broadest part is more developed'than in the exiating s p k h . :.'&.
No suhved can be traced in ' the foasils. From.
w
n
marks it is evident that in several resipects the apeckdX=
now proceed to examine the dentition; which p~esen+~
. .. ,
..L-~?I
.-- "
cations worthy of notice. '
Upper jam. The plane of. the palate e x t e n d s ' . b a c w -d
the seventh molars, even further.than in the co&
bg. :.' .:
The teeth correspond in number with those of . b , e r h b gspeeiq
the incisors being :canines
molaA ;-f.
With exempl&rsof the earlieratages d-the dentition in the n p p v
maxikies, we are not well pros+ided: a small ft.gm&t - oont.ioing
the 3rd and 4th molars but slightly. worn, shows &at the 4th mi&
tooth reaembled!that de1ineated.b~ CVVCPR
in hie Plate 1, fig. 6 ;
but the 3rd molar, though composed of similar parta, ja a little l o n e
'
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and more tapering than the one in fig. 6. Between this the initid
rtep in the dentition, and that in which the 6th molor is making it,
appearance, we have none of the inter~eningstager. A craniud
which haa not been drawn in consequence of the mutilation of all the
molara except the 5th. shows the 6th tooth in the act of cutting the
jaw : the anterior extremity of the intermaxillary being broken off,
the incisor teeth are not perfect, but by the fracture the permanent
inciaora are in part laid open, ro that the milk ones must either have
already fallen or have been on the point of so doing : the latter ir
the most probable, an the lower jaw of this cranium, of which fig. 2,
Plate C, is a representation, has the first set of incisore still in the
jaw, though much worn ;of course the state of detrition of the molar8
of the upper comaponds with that of the teeth of the lower jaw; the
4th molars are very much worn, the 5th has commenced to be in IW,
and the 6th is showbg the summits of its collines ; it appears to be
during the progressive wear of the 5th and the descent of the 6th
molar that the milk teeth are ehed and replaoed by the permanent
ones ; for 16%. 1, Plate B, which repreaente the right half of a epecimen, has no vestige of the milk teeth, but shows the permanent molare Nos. 1. Z. 3, 4, and 6 unworn.
As the animal increased in age and the 7th molar gradually descended, the teeth already in use aaromed the appearance exhibited
by fig. 2, Plate 8, which represente the left half of a fossil upper
jaw : this and the foregoing specimen, fig. 1, show that the 1st, 2nd.
3rd. 4th, 5th. 6th molars, excepting in size, correspond with thoee
of the existing species, each tooth being compounded of the same parts.
even to the emall external interstitial pillars of the 5th and 6th. The
7th is in fig. 2 quite untouched, only the anterior portion of the
b o t h having, in fact, been exposed ; although in consequence of the
breaking away of the posterior part of the specimen the whole of the
molar is now exposed. Compared with a germ of the existing species,
it is found to be composed of analogous parts, the general shape of
the fossil tooth being at the same time modified in consequence of
the greater size to which the posterior collines or mamilk attain :
hence the tooth is comparatively longer and lees tapering.
Fig. 5, which represents the left half of a fossil cranium, shows the
7th molar in great part brought into use, and the corresponding progress in the detrition of the other teeth. In fig. 3, Plate B, which
is a view of the left half of the palate of the cranium fig. I. Plate
XXXIV., the whole of the laat molar has been brought into uee. The
l e t molare are in thie specimen mutilated, the other8 evince the wear
4 r
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Fobn'Z Remains of the DJdtpdr Coilectib~.
due to a more advanced age than that to which the fossil fig. 5 bad
arrived.
Fig. 4 is the left half of a fossil cranium, in which the two rowa of
teeth have accidentally worn irregularly ; the left side is given, being
the one in which the enamel curves of the last molar have assumed
forms which, on comparison with the foregoing specimens, will be
found slightly to ditrer. The corresponding tooth in the right maxillary
is both considerably longer than ita fellow, and bears a greater similarity to those of the other skulls. The canines of the male were
large and ribbed on the upper surface, but the fossil upper jaws presenting none perfect, their shape and direction are not ascertainable :
a detached fragment indicates a wear similar to that which arm in
the tUpk of the mild hog : from the lower jaws little can be deduced,
fig. 3. Plate XXXIV., being the only adult one which possesses the
canines perfect. This specimen would have accurately indicated the
wear had it been possible to clear the canine of a thin hard coating of
the matrix, which, though not sufficiently thick to pffect the general
shape of the tusk, conceals the worn, and does not &ow it to be distinguished from the unworn, surface.
The &.nes of the female were small, ae may be aeen by the alveoli
of fig. 3, Plate B.
The incisors in fig. 3, Plate B, are much used : only four a m
visible ;the matrix, which cannot be altogether cleared from the anterior of the palate, probably conceals the alveoli of the posterior incisors.
Lmer jaws. The early state of the milk teeth when the 4th or tipartitioned molars is commencing to be used, is exhibited in the fwment of which fig. 1, Phte C, is a representation ; the 5th molar is
alm here seen prior to undergoing detrition.
The next stage exemplified by a specimen, is that in which the 5 t h
is a little worn ;the 3rd and 4th are a good deal so, and the 6th is just
showing the tops of its collines ; the central &ly incisom are much
used, but not yet shed; the posterior ones are already replaced by
their permanent successors, and the canine is showing its point : thk
jaw, ae before remarked, was found together with its cranium.
By the time that the 5th molar is m:~chused, and the 6th a little
so, the milk teeth are all cast, and the permanent ones in use. Fig. 3,
Plate C, exemplifies this step ; here the 7th molar is h:df developed.
the 2nd. 3rd. and 4th are slightly abraded ; the canine, which is broken
at the point, rises with a gentle divergence, and instead of the triangular section observable in the tusk of the existing species, has one
nearly elliptical, being only somewhat flattened a t its p t e r i o r edge.
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The specimen, not coming from an adult animal, affords no trace of
any friction having commenced to take place between the upper and
lower canines. the latter being intact : in this respect the foasil corresponde with the existing species, in which, to judge from a skull in our
possession, the canines do not meet until the development of the 7th
molar. The posterior incisor is present in neither half of the jaw,-a
circumstance which fig. 4 proves to be accidentnl, and that the shape
of this incisor ia peculiar and distinctive. The central incisore are
large. and protrude more horizontally than in the existing species. The
right side has been crushed towards the left side of the jaw. so that
the angle formed by the two halves at their symphyses cannot, from
this specimen, be aecertained.
Fig. 5 is a fragment in which the 7th molar is nearly clear of the
jaw, and has its anterior portion a little worn, but the central and posterior parts untouched. Nos. 3. 4, 5. and 6 are of course in a more
.
advanced state of detrition than is the case with those of 6g. 3.
The next condifion illustrated is that in which the 7th molar ia
completely devefsped from the maxillary and in use; No. 6 is much
worn. No. 5 nearly obliterated, and Nos. 2. 3. 4, and even No. 1, are
in progressive wenr. Fig. 4, which illustrates this state of the teeth, is
from a nearly perfect fossil jaw ; the specimen has lost the left condyle,
and haa the parta adjacent to the right one broken off, as shown in
the profile view fig. 6 ; the left canine is snapped off close by the
bone, and thus presents a sectional view : the left hind incisor, though
not actually affixed to the specimen, was found in the aame block.-a
fact which in connection with the general state of the specbeno,
argues quiet deposition.
Tbe molars of the lower jaw. like those of the upper, bear a clone resemblance to those of the existing species ;the inchom and the & n a
are, as above noticed, distinctive ; and by reference to the table of di+
mensions it will be seen that tlie symphysia is in the fossil shorter in
comparison to the length of the jaw, and the angle formed by t&e two
sides is also less acute than in the common wild hog.
From the form of the cranium, the shape of the canines and incieors,
and the other points in which the fossil differs from the eristing
species of the country, a specific Werence may be inferred; for the
dissimilarity, although less than that which occurs between the &+
-a,
the Lamatur and the Sw smofa or common hog; is too remarkable, particularly in the ahape of the canines of the lower jaw,
to admit of the foeeil being considered aa a mere variety of the Sur
rcrofa.
l a 2

.

Beeides the foregoing fossil species, the existence of another is indicated by a cranium, of which fig. 6, Plate B. represents the left half
of the palate : the fossil is unfortunately imperfect ; the molara of the
right maxillary are all broken, and of those on the left side the 6th
and 7th are alone perfect. n e s e are smaller than the anaIogone
molars of the former,-smaller even than those of the existing apecies.
and also present other differences beaidee those of length and breadth :
their detrition does not take place in the aame manner ; for the 8th
molar is but little worn, notwithstanding that the 7th is fully dweloped; in the larger fossil species the 6th wodd have been much
worn down. The 9th molar resembles in its tapering form that of the
common hog, but is posteriorly much less complicated, fewer tuberclee entering into its body ; it ir not in the foeail quite perfect, one of
the anterior collinee being broken off :there is, however, sufficient of
the tooth to warrant these remarks. The 6th molar is compoeed of the
same number of colliies as that of the common hog, bat these, aa
elso the inner side of the tooth, generdly are less channelled. The
head appears to have, been short, for the nasals gain breadth more
rapidly aa they ascend, and the anterior extremities of the channels
from the foramina on the frontale are perpendicularly over the 3rd.
instead of being over the anterior of the 6th molar, as in the S m
mrofa. The occiput being broken off, the length of the head
only be guessed by paying attention to these minor considerations.
The above specimen is the only one in our collection of this variety ;
we shall therefore content ourselves with noting ita existence amongst
the foseil species ; and in the event of further discoveries adding its
exemplars, we Ad1 recur to the subject.

-
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VI1.-Note on the occurrence of Volcanic Scoria in the Southern P&wla. By L i e . NEWBOLD,
A. D. C.
I have the honor to present to the notice of the Society. specimens
of a calcareous and eiliceoue scoria forming the substance of a s m d
hill at Bddfgcinta, near Courtney, about 11 milen west of &I+.
This hill is situated cloee to the road, at the summit of a small
over a range of hille running S.E.by which it is emboeomed. Its
apparent height is about 40 feet--circumference. 420 feet.
The summit ie rounded. and surface partially covered with long
dry grass ; amid which project in every direction masses of tcmio,
p w i n g round the hill in almost regular eocceeaion like steps. Towar&
the top the scorie appear to be more friable-the base is cavernom,
and the masses more vitreoue on their surface. and stalactitic in shape.
The hill when struck by a heavy stone or the heel of a booted foot
emitted a sound as if hollow. Similar sounds were produced in
riding a horse over the base. I found two pieces of the scoria several
hundred yards from the spot : it is, however, probable that these
may have been conveyed thence by the traveller. On the summit I
picked up a piece of clink-stone and one of hornblende rock : the
latter appeared to have been excavated by art. Around the base
m s e s of scoria intermixed with the schistose sandstone, greenstone,
and quartz of the surrounding formation were strewn together. with
fragments of tmp and iron ore.
The bed of the rivulet that washea the foot of the pass I found to
be compoeed of greenstone. A partial stratum of kallkar is here
with, covered with alluvial soil.
The surrounding hills are greenstone slate, in which minute
of mica are found dieaeminated, capped by a schistose sandstone.
The mound of tcoria has from a distance a singular cineritioappearance, strongly contrasted with the fermginous tint of the
B m o ~ d i n ghills. By many it baa been thought of volcanic origin,
but I could discover nothing like a crater ; nor any traces of l a m
ob%idian,augite., olivine or other volcanic matter.
The oldest natives can give no account hew these sco& we=
UX:-ulated, beyond the vague tradition founded on an episode in the
M ~ M G of ~their
~ being
,
the burnt bones of a Racsdsa of a former
age (-dpar
Yug) ; nor am 1 aware that euch # c o r k are produced
by any furnace used in the country in present times.
B o c e r ~ n ain
, his geological account of the range of hilla
Rajtn&l to Bwdwan, describes a calcareous matter, in mass,
~surliar,or giant's bones.

'
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The similarity in the names given by the natives to these two
eubstances (Racrdsa also signifying a giant) has stmck me ; although
BUCHANINdescribes the Rajmahal formation as deposited from
water ; whereas the specimens now sent appear to hav8 undergone
the action of fire.

-

P. S. Since writing the above 1 have received a letter from the
President of the Madrae Hindu Literary Society. C A V ~ L L
VBNYATA
Y
L ~ C H Y I who
* ~ , informs me that there are mounds of 8coria of a
similar description at Rcidibetta near Chittledru'g,at BCdihaI, in the
My*m codtry, and at Bliditipprr in Srirdah, near the Ntyger frontier.
Regarding the origin of these ashes he gave no further account save
the local traditions ; viz. that some were the ashes of religious sacrifices performed by the holy Rishir in their hermitages, and some the
f u n d piles of remarkable heroes and other noted persona.
Bddigunta, the name of the place wbence the specimens sent yon
were procured, signifies in the Canarese language the " hill of a~hes."
VII1.-Postscript to the account of U r s i t w s printed in the 19th
Vol. of Researches As. Soc. By B. H. H o ~ o s o a ,Esq.
. I have just procured another very perfect ekull of the Ursitax,
which exhibits the =me formula of molar dentition as that described
4.4

in my paper or xiIt is the cranium of a mature subject, but less old than the preceding, and I am thns enabled to correct that portion of the generic
character which aecribea an almost ursine flatness to the crowns of
the molar teeth.
In the present subject the coronal processes of those teeth are
distinctly salient, with an obtusely conicd form. A similar process
rises from the inner heel of the great carnivorous tooth, above ; nor
is the transverse tubercular, next to it, wholly without symptoms of
such a process.
The generic character should be corrected as follows :
44
' Cheek teeth -;T strong, broad, low, and furnished on the crowns
with obtusely-conical processes : the tubercular of the upper jaw,
transverse, narrow, sub-parallelogramic, smaller than the carnivorous
tooth, and essentially a grinder : no tubercular in the lower jaw,' et
a t . sicut prius ecripta.
I t haa been suggested to me that our animal is a Glutton or a Ratel.
But the dentition of .the former, according to the Regne animal, is

,&d.
, of the latter is

; and

I posseas aeveral species of both con-

f o r m b g to those formulm. The peculiar dental syntem of U m i u
is in harmony with 0 t h material peculiarities of structure ; and the
animal therefore seem abundantly entitled t o generic dietinctness.
A s to the dpccies, that is probably identical with the Ursns I n d i m
of SEAW.
the Indian Badger of P ~ N A Nand
T ,the Bijn of Hindusthan.
bnt which still wanta (I believe) a scientific name. I snppoee, therefore, mine of Inauritas will b e recognkl, unleas we are to persist in
incumbering the science with the wgne narnea and descriptions of r
half informed age.
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Weiinudoy Evening, t b 2nd Nommbe, 1836.
T h e Honorable Sir EDWARD
RYAN,President, in the chair.
Mr. G. F. MCCLINTOQU,propoeed a t the laat Meeting, vrss balloted far,
and duly elected rr Member.
H. WALTER~,
Eeq. C. S., Dr. J. M. BRAYLEY,Dr. D a u u o m , Newab
TAHAWUU
J u n a BehadBr, and Sh6h QABIU u a r k were propoeed by
,
by Sir EDWAWRYAN.
Mr. JAM- P P I N ~sec~nded
Dr. J ~ a r e o nwse proposed by Dr. P E A ~ N
esoonded
,
by Sir EDWARD

RYAN.

Read a letter from Mr. VINOBNT
Trtleos.~, acknowledging bis elec
tion ae an associate member.
Read a letter from Mr. C. BROWNLOW, returning thanks for tbe 64
ciety's patronage of the AUf hi&,and agreeing to the stipulation for
the depoeit of a file of tbe sheets, as printed, with the Secretary.
Read a letter from J. C. C. SUTHBRLAND,
Esq., Secretary to tbe Ga
neral Committee of Public Instructian, requesting to know at what
price the Society would supply twenty-eight coyiea of tbe N
and of the Rdja Tamnginl, required for the use of the Government Surw i t College.
Mr. W. H. M ~ c ~ n o u r moved
a n that the books ahonld be given gmth if intended for deposit in libraries, M the enconlrgament thus given to the study
of these works wonld promote the sole object the Society had in v i e r ia camyleting their publieation. The Secretary explained thatthey were required u
books ; that the present application would doubtless be followed up by a eonstaot periodical demand for this and other works; that when he guaranteed
the Society against any risk iu undertaking to finish the supended roluma,
he calculnted on the necessary school demand for many of them M one of the
means of repayment ; and the price6 fixed were calculated O O ~ Jto corer the
gross amonnt expended in their completion : he propored fnrnirhing them at a
reduced price. Sir BSNJ. MALKIXand other Members objected to a retdmction of price, and it was resolved by a large majority that the ordinary selling
price should be charged.
The Secretary wbmitted correspondence with the Secretaryto t b e Committee of Public Instruction, relative to the Oriental works deposited for
d e at the London Booksellers, which the Society's English Agent
from a misconception had authorized to k transferred to the %ciety'm
amount, and to be eold a t reduced prices.
The tranafer had been countermanded u soon rs known ; bat tbe Cornmirefused to sanction any salea that might mean time have been made at the reduced prices, awaiting the report of the circumrkncce from their bookoeAler.
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8ab.tnnee of the 8-h
of Canmtmo PV~TOW
Coom,
u
the Rev. Cenmr8n WBLL~BLOVIID,
i m the mit of h A-e,-het.l
v8 8 0 m ~ .iostitntad in the High Court of C b a m g , nrIady 8sarrr8s
Fommdationa ; I pamphlet.
Memoria du Cornmima6 d a Arquiva dn Gnu Bmt.mhn d w & a a Cutoruioa Bibliotbearioa e Antiqrurioa de Portngal, p U o qua m ~ u t ror
a
thoa e Exmom da mama Cornmi-6 ; 1 pamphlet.
Proceeding and Odmances of the Priry Coumcil ofEyl.nd, 5 w o k .
R d i Curir Regis, 2 rols.
Rotuli de 0\11atiaet Finibur in Tum Lomdinersi. 1 -01.
Rotuli Selceti Ex Archivir in Dom. Cap. Westm. 1 vol.
Exeerptab Rot ulia Finium in Turri Londinetui aasenath Hemrim Tertio, 1 ml.
Finer 7. Ric I. 16 Johra. 1 rol.
Rotnli Normannir in Turri Londinensi. I ml.
Statutes of the Realm, 12 101s. inclnding 4 rolr. of Index.
Mnnuucripts iu the Cottonian Library, 1 vol.
Cnlenduium Rotulorum Patentiam in Turri Londinensi. I 101.
CnlriJariam Rotulornm CLarhrnm et Inquisitionurn ad quod dammum, 1 rol.
Taxatin E r c l r d ~ t i c aAn~lileat Wnllicc, 1 vol.
&.d a letter from Mr. H. A. HURNBYAN,
forwarding for pres~ntatioa
n mpy of t h e fimt numher of the Numimmatic Journal, o n b e l d f of Mr.
JOAN Y O N OAxcnunn,
~
F. S A. t h e Editor.
M r t e o r n l o g i d Register fur September, 1836, w u presented b~ U.
Suraeyot G d .
S m n d A n n ~ ~ Report
al
of t h e Statintiad Society uf Loodon, p r s l l s o a

by D?. D. sawart.

Lik%~Tya d Antiquitia.
&ad a letter from H. T. P R I ~ ~Eq.
S P ,fbcrotary to the Government
of India, General Department, furwarding copy of a report furnished
t h e Government of Bombay from Culonel CtIIWNCY, of t h e proof t h e EuPhmtes expedition, in itn various departments
F 1 . e mubstnnce of this rrpnrt is published below.]
A memoiron the Antiquities of B a n ~ i hw w submitted by Mr. TV ~ T A N ,on t h e part of Mr. C. MARSON.
T h e same member presented a h a notice hy M u m a t ' Moerlv LA*&
of U& ShsrE II town 11ear the junction of the five strcams in t h e P a n e ,
celel,mted cle the place of sepulture of many Mahommedan m i n k
Mr. 8. G. HICATI.Yp r e s e ~ ~ t et ldt r o ~ ~ gDr.
h COABYN,t h e first of a
of mathematical emays on t h e use of function0 in geometrical a d y a i a
Phyriool.
A h r ~ few i l fragment of the acetabulurn of a n elephant w u p - n a
by Dr. S~rreaon~,
fuund by him at Sagorni, the place wbere Captrio
S L E E ~ discovered
AN
the first indications of the Nerbudda f w i l a
Brigadier ANUUREQ,
E n ineers, pnteented on t h e part of Mr. S m ,
.AH,
mrne i n c r u u d petri&iona of leavea horn U,e a l a u e o u q r i q
in t h e Dchra Dun.
A gpaeimen uf t h e red-billed parrot (P8ittanu Sinmiu) r a a p r e n e n t d
by Dr. B U ~ U N Iand
,
a woodpecker by t h e curator, both mounted in tb.
museum.
T h e Secretary rend t h e following extract of a private letter from Dr.
W.GIIPPXTE,dated Sadiyn, Amam, 1Wh Oct.
I hare mneh pleasure h infotmhg you that I bare lately completed tb.
arrangement of the co1leerions of the Mumi and H e p a t i a made during o m r hD.
depuqation into h m . The wllection of the former amounta to 154 @a,
or to about nn eighth of the whole known number. I t iududea trenty-asrrr
enern, of which I have ventured to chuacterire two ar new. That of Hepatics
fncladea forty-eight rpecies, of wbicb thirty -one belong to Jaw
alone, and ten genera, of which five appear to be new. Almost the whole af
both these collections were made by m y d on the KAuiya Hi& between

I
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uul N d b w , and within a paid of sere. rseks. Both t h m ordsn
~
hare hitherto been dmoat totally neglected by Indian Botanist. ; and the
greater part of the few that hare been described seem to have been sent from
Nipdl by the Honombb Bfr. GARDINLS. Hence, owing to the imponsibility of
obtaining advice, and M my situation obviously p~*dudes me a t present from
consulting tbe requisite authorities. I hare determined on unding the MSS. and
drawing to England, accompanied with a complete series of both collections.
By the adoption of this plan the stability of my rarr nmerolp. new specics rill
&ly he &terminedc."
I.-A G
d Stafnrclll Qftha lo)o+. a d ymeedirpx qf the Erycdilim lo the
Euphralex, under the command of Colonel CEASNBT,Royal Artillery, F. R. 9.
The object of the present commuoieation is not to anticipate the interat
which must he felt, and especially by the members of the Geographical Sociev,
as well as other public bodies, not only in the progrsss of the Expedition ta
the Euphrates, bat also in the resnlta obtnined to science and general knowledge ;for, to render these of any real value, they must be accompanied by the
details of the means by which they were acquired. I t is rather, therefore, with
a view to the exhibition of how those means hare been hitherto applied, and
bow the capabilities of the Expedition hare been directed, that the preaent
statement is made ; not, however, omitting tbose dehila which a brief notiae of
this kind will admit, when touching upon the lahow, the progress, and the pre.ent condition of the enterprise i t d f .
Tbe voyage to Malta from Liverpool occupied a period of twenty-nine d a p , a
great part of which time mu taken up in working oat the detnila,and consolidatiaq
the original plans of our commander. Among the scientific labours, independently of questiooa of general navigation and drilling the men, were the rating
of the chronometers, obaemtions in meteorology, the temperature of the sea,
and rerearches in natnral history.
At Malta, aome time was devoted to the determination of the inteosity of
magnetic forces, and the amount of the dip of the needle. The cylinders
rued for the former experiment. conristed of two pair that had heen tried by
Captain SADINKin Limm'ck, and another obtained through the kindness of
Professor LLOYD,T. C. D. and tried at Dublin previous to departnre. The
whole set being snbsequently experimented upon in London by Lieut. Momrar,
R. E. and also at Liorrpool.
An e x p l o n t o ~tour w u dao made in the interior of the islands, MaUo and
C u a , with the view of recognizing in a general way their geological strueturn
and natural productions. Some f o d l shells of interest were obtained, also the
p h n h of the -on
(March), and aome specic. belonging to the clasnes Tkaicata,
Acaleppa, Malacodmne and Polyp-.
Doring the stay at Mall.,Colonel C a a s ~ u was
r
much oeenpied with the
general object. of the Expedition, more particularly about the coostrnction
of fiat boat.. The George Canning had been separated from the Alban Steamer
her consort, by rude weather, off Cork, and i t war found impocaible to remedy
this loss at tbe Mediterranean station ; bat the Admiral, Sir J O ~ I ROWLST,
AB
allowed the C o h b m e sloop to accompany the Expedition to the mouth of the
O+mlex; and there w u certainly every reason to rejoice in this arrangement ; for
not only was the George Cunning taken in tow hy the brig at all times when
the weather permitted, but Commander H m ~ ~ n and
s o ~his officers recured
the gratitnde of erery member of the Expedition; by the most e5cient and
realom services in landing the stores.
The difficulties and opposition to the landin(t of the s t o m are already known
was only obrrJnJ
from the various reports that hare reached England. Snhere in the first instance by the bold step of an immediate hnding without a
reference to the authorities of the country, and by exposing and remonstrating
We hope soon to reecive from the Tea Committee some account of Dr.
G n l r r l r a ' r previous labors. We hear that the several reports of Dr. W ~ t ~ r c a ,
Dr. G n ~ r n mand
, Dr. M&LBUARDhave been some time rent hi.-ED.
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in the second, again& the system of mbterfuge carried a n by t b e Sfim Gorerernent towuda the espeditiam; rud ite cornmrader .isital J~tnatu
PACE*a
mpeh',in tbe hope of perroadin6 Irim t o give. mt least for a time, t h t udsb.a
which had been premiud onrccervcdly by the Viceroy himself.
T l ~ econnrxion between tbe Gtorge Cunnfng and tbe aham baring baca
rrtabliailed by m u m ef an hawser extending from the d i p a c r a r the b.r of
the Oront-w. a diataoee of 1200 yards, parties were unt OD .bore from the
C o h r r k e and Ceorpe k f m g with tents for tbeir .ecammad.tiaa. mad t k
cli.ernbrkation u u carried on with auch spirit md adivity. tbat the rim
designated aa Amelia 1)epbt" soon beurne a littlr- a m p with a very mixed
q ~ e c t replcte
,
with bustlc and uuful nccuption. The bar a t the mouth of &
river was a t timed
and on oneoccarion Commaoder H s n ~ r u ritb
o~
bia boltt'a crew lrnrrowly amid a w a t q grave.
Tbe observatory being now 6 x d , Lientenant M u a ~ n applied
r
hirnrelf to utronomiul observutionh mom eytccially with the fine tramit inntrument that h d
come nut with the Expedition. T l ~ survey
e
.ns mnn uherrsrd. began umdu
. Lieutenant MWUYY. Mr. Tnouson, and Mr S ~ ~ a u o w s(who
s . was sent by
tile Admiral) at W t s p ' a (Irodicu), but WM limited to a determimatioa of t&
nutline of tbs eonat with its soundiup, and an examination uf tlre cout itself.
Mr. bxnswomrw d s o accompanied the party for purycnw of n a ? d histoq.
The rite. of Heracleum and Pouidivin were rseogaired. On tbeir rctrro
w u made to the armmait of PLINY'S wonder. Mmmt *or
G M
. The a u m a d o n of the varioua forms of vegetdion was noted. 'I'he pafly L i r a &
ed n c u the summit, on wl~ich.April 28th, them still rernaied wme pda d
800W.
The results given by the Barumeter, which wmn observed a t rkriou
he@hk. cvmpared with a register kept a t the aarrre tirrre by Mr. ED== ip
the Drldt, coiwided cloaely with tl~ora obtrinrd trignnomctrinlly by M
.
.
MUSPEY, and which gave fsr the tlevatim above the sra 5318 feet. But
this mourtaio. notwitlrstrsding it. great height, is eotirely w m p o m l of rnymcretaceous limestnnrs. cl~aractcriredby cones and crritlui. At itr north--foot is an extsodve deposit of higbly cryata)line gpl~rum,and to the w d eaat diallaze rocks and wrpentioes brerk tlrrnngh tlre same formati~iupa,
. c c o a p n i e d by laauatrine marlesand silicrous iiareotonea.
On the 24th of April. a party consist in^ of Lieutenant ~ U W P R T .Mr. AIMSWOBTR. and Mr. TBOYBON,
left tho h t m in a courrtry boat to w r n u e m x
mwey of the Gnlph of Sccndcroor anditn ociglrhoorio~a b r r s . The first p o i n h
visited wrre Arm- and Rhooat. An u c e n t was tben mads to Gded Ka*rrir,
ita ncighbonrhood
on wbiclr thry bivouacked. Next oume Se.MCnrem, and i@
Jacob'. Well. the u t e of dlyriandror; b tlre suutlr, the p s r of Jlrl4 6s- d
&ri.(PTOLEMY).Amanion cater (STSABO).a defile in tlre mountaim up.lrtiq
the Anonw from tt.a Nhoror, and ledrng from Myriordr~into the p t r &
Antiock or 0-k.
T o the north the rernmioe of r marble gate ray, commonlj alled J a m '
Pillars, (Cilio'a Gates of P T ~ L K Y Y
Q.. C u a r r u s and A a r r n ~:) this nu
tho m i d n i ~ b thalt of ALEXANDKS. Tlre description of Z ~ N O P B Orefore
N
b l
barrow place cuntiguoua to tlre sen ; that of ASRIAN to the ~ a a oft the h i h
that &Put up the same plain contigoour to the sea. Tlre latter applies iMf
dirtipctly t o t h e n ruirrs. Half a mile uorth of the C'ilician Gate*, is the
Markohaye ( K m r ) , and beyond a wall terminating in the oa with a to-.
At tbe foot of the mouutaim. tlre Krrnu p a r e s between two walla nemr the
tillage of .tfwkett. This is the wall and gates of Z a . u o r ~ o n . They are built
of ,&tone. Furtiler north & Hyav (Barp. Anton. Itiner. b : y r c ~ ~ d r of
o t WILLXA~.*
Gcogrri~lryof arlcieut Aaia) and therenre several polrulous rillbetween Sju
and the l u ~ (Pixarum).
r
At a subsequeut yerind. in o o r n p y with Colon&
C~H~NU
this
Y ,river waa examined in detail. u also t h e ruim of a comdderrbk
town near some Itills which enclosed the Isdc plain to tbe aurth-rat-the
(;iamr Dagh, or Awutnnr. being the enst pass of Dnnrus, Armeoiaa Gaten o f Amn1a.u; tlre whole correspo~rdiug closely with the latit mentiuned aatbor'r &sctil>tion. Where the galph runs to the west, there are r u b of form, auk and
gateways. Prom thence proceeding north-west by Kurd K w k c (WolPa ears)
(Jordquiea of D'AIYILLP and h a h - ~ L L
to) UUCU(&&) at a y.o hllih
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1Cbpet.r of the E;krta Espdh'iar.
low bins o t madstone, a m the remains d a read m d a r c h m y comtrnctad in
pafi of nadstona, b a t ehledy of polygonal massea of bamalt and l a v l , w h i i n o
doubt have given rin to its name. D s n k K.par, Iron Gate, and K w a K-,
Black Gate,-tbe Armenian Gatea of P r o ~ r u r ;A n c a k m 4&of Colonel
L B A ~;E
Upper Armebian Gate#, RSNNBLL; l h r a r r K q o n , or the Gate of T.urlru,(Xheeeitinersry by Qmgrai>hicd Society of Paris.)
From hence the
party *sited Aysr(Aqe) the mouths of the fihoxn (Pyramos), w h e n an i a t e d q
examination took place of the progress of alluviml depcnib. The moat werterly
poiat reached woa K a a d a h , the site of Mallw and h f v . The d o l e d
the party being lick, the p a n of B y l m w u the only @tiom uamined on t h
return to Anlioch.
10 the neigbbonrhood of Amelia Depbt, the points of mwt inter& were tbe
conme of the Orostm. examined by L i t e n a n t CLEAV~LAND.
Menm. EDEN.
C a ~ m c r n o o o and
.
PITZJAYSS ; and the rains of S h c i a Pie& dm made tbe
object of intemting rcrarcl~cs. About the same time. varions otber nlmdrtakings w e n in program. The gentlettien already named, in eonjunction with
Mesors. H a c r o r end BELL, were in tarns employed on different points, repairing and widenin5 tbe r o d from the mouth of the Ormie8to Antioch ; a work d
coaridemble labonr, especially in makinq tbe fords over the rivers pncticable
for waggona. Captain E U T C O U ~and
T Dr. S T A U N . had
~ ~ ~gone ou a jomrney
of remonrtrance to the Civil Governor of Syria a t &mamu,-visiting
u they
r e t n r n d B w U k and the cedars of Lahaw. Ueutenant L r a c e was empbyod
i n impruvinq the line of route from A d i m h by Gezev N e d t o Bit :and. hstly.
Lieutenant C o c x ~ u r uw u employed (after Captain K r ~ w u a r ' m vhit to
R u c e i ~PICHA a t Diarbek) i n tlrrowing n p some slight field works. and cou.trueLing slips at a spot ~ l e e t e dfor this purpoae, 1) milea below Bir on dm
right bank, and now called Port William.
T o avoid the miwhimour eff6ct. of idleness. as well as to carry the heavy
weights to Anlioch by water (wl~en denied d l otller local means by Governwas pnc t o g t h e r on the O r o d a during the month of Y a y
ment), the
when the
a s a working ahell, in whicb stnte ahe was steaming cxperime~~tally,
P ~ c e withdrew
r
his outward opposition on the 3d of J m e . Tow& tbe middle of that month eo~mmenredtbe diaptch of the light atores on cmmel~a d
males. and towards Its c l o mme
~
trains of waggonss p d tllrongb Adioeb
oarrying heavy weights, bat this being found a dilatory oliemtion, the water
aamrulmicrslon warn looked to once more, dong a new line whicb premised many
advantages. The OraJer, the Lab qf AntiocA, and the K a m - m , me, therefore, eumiocd ; and upon the reportr m d m a p thus obtaimed, tbe Commander
ordered a D e H t (the 4d) to be formed st Goo~elBrrgc. pre? tower," a
village o n the Oronla 3 miles above ArlioeA, when the i a d n i b variety of w:.riel, including the mom poaderana objwts, meh u boilem, the eight sectionr
(into which the T i M had been divided,) diving bells, &a. w e n t o be pat o r
rafts, &t boat.. and pontoana, in order to be trrrnnportad by the O d a into
Km-roo. (black water,) and a b u g this navigable atresm into tbe Lake O r f .
Dn& (white sea,) keeping along its western side on aceonat of the deeper
watet, and nltimately uoending the Ullre Kea-roo to a apot a l k d Moored
Puha, near the Village of Orla &ehee, " bead of the warerr," a little beyond
the junction of the Anwad and Yy. rivers, the wbole distanoe being f o a m
bourn from Goozel Burp. The abnndant spring aalled Gmls P a c k issuw out of
a paeudo-volaaic mound rising out of the plain. The Bridge of Moorad Paaha is cbirdy a cameway r a t i n g on the soil, but in yarta saplmrted by urohes.
and erouing that part of the plain of U d whiah is most liable to be inndared,
for a diat..ce of about three miles. This plain is ial~abikdby putom1 and Nomads Turcomans living in tents, who are a quiet people. The ancients a
bare known in this tract the rivers Oinaparu, Arcenthus. L b o t u ,
and the ditch of Meleagma. The actual dnents of the Lake are the A d ,
o r h d , the Y.pr. (uuiting to form the Kara-roo) the Aphma traversing
t h e Cyrrb-tcea, the r i d e t of Harcum and the Orater, but the 6rst mentioned
bave vuiuus tributaries to the north, with different appehtionr. On the road
Twenty.seven vehicles of different kinds were eonatmeted a t Amelia Dcfit,
usd tbere werc t h i r t y - W , IPJuding the a~tillrrywaggons, from England.
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tbr.ll.f of the 4pAweaua rame T L e r m a l n p l y , E l Brrum,"tk
&tho," ianning at the p o h t of jnnotion of phtonie rooks witb b c t h q ddomiter. The waters of them s p r i n g u e mid to h.rc wigbated with
earthqmkes. and prslent corresponding d i h r a n a a of
It is a dimtance of about I1 1 milea a c m the no dlai '' Syrian W' from
M o o d Pacha to Port William. Tbe 6-t put of i t is hilly bat mot infatilq
between E l Hammwn end A r w , o r Art.oa Mcnnixn d Aat. LrLcruJ (MSS.
of Colonel C a a r x ~ r ) .The second part from luu to Port Wiam n for t
h
moot part level, at the best unddating. eomtaining tbe v & p of tho E.raL
(Chslus) and the &our.
Thane p l a i u mm e v e q where fertile. for the mad
art cultivated, and mbonnding in popdons rilloges, conaiating of Fellah Am&,
Eurds. Turkish trike. and mixed
poucrning tmliocka in great &.duo.
along the whole of the dim& line which paued a l i b way m n t h r u d of A h W .
the ancient Antiwho. ad Taarum, and now a p c r h n c d town of h g e &
amd rome eommerd.l importance.
The general arrangement# for the trnnnport were, that Lientenant C ~ s r r r LAUD and Mr. C ~ A U L E W O O
were
D t o c u r y the boilern, k.to +re1 k g e . from
wbence they were to p r d under Mr. P ~ r c J n u mto M
d P a c k by rater,
to be u n r e y e d from thence to Port William by c h p h i n E~TCOUBT,nsnbted by
Mr. EDEN;and u them wnn a line of wagpnn coanwting the boatr with the .a
on OM aide, and to the Enphrattw on tbe other, the thme portionn of the g m d
Yue were simultaneously in operation. and duo a fourth. rig. camela and ms;b.,
w r y i n g the light s t o w direct from Amelia Dep8t to Port WJ*.rby the As.
tioch route throroa(lh DjezerHadiJ'.
At fimt every thing went on well, and promired a rapid condudon. Limtsoant C ~ n r r r ~ a nobtained
D
bullwirwith m nod m t e degree of dif8onIty. and his ingenuity and pcrscreruu!et did the rest
by removing every thing t o Ooozk h r p , r b m they mew 8 M d y
embarked for Moorod PacAa, but here tbiogo were immediately a t a #toad a.
and dthuugh the strongent ordera (in appearance) wsrs constmtly ksrcd by
I~BA~
P rIoM
a r . very few bullwks could be o b & d even a t the highest primn by Captalu E r r c o o r ~ w
, h a e unwaried e60rt. could o n l y m u r e the hot.liziug but ingenioar rarnlt of an abudauce of bnllockn .low t h e w b d s
line.
t h e m and l u t a t y c r 8 conmqu+tly the boilern wlrioh hub re&
4for ten o r twelve weeks on their urrhgen, mi& have continued a t MUrJ
P o c h nntilnor, if we had not exerted o n d v c r to bring them on, one a t 8 twith our own horses, i m t d of bringing on a nrurber of the heavy weighteat tk
ume time witb the bullocks; and t l ~ e r t m l t w rthat
,
the oMcewamd men hdte t d
along the great line of r o n b from ~foorodP&,
u p o d for WJIath. b tbe gmmt
h a t . of aoon. the chills of night, and to the baoefd efacts of what I3uumor~r
expressively c a b an cutreme climate. the thermometer baing M high u
1loa in the ahade, (July) and .s low u 8. i n the winter, dating which rome oi the
bailem were flooded, a d the diving-bell actually lost in an a k ~ i r ebsct
e
of
water near El Hammun. This had been in d l likelihood the ori&d object d
the Pneba, and the BqArdu being d m d y mmplete, bullockn were &en o
perform the impomible (.a wan thougl~t),t u k , of bringingon the Zip+' b o i i ,
which ware warped out of the lake by mantul labor, .nd ultimataly taken to
Port William by Lientauant CLEAVELAND,Me-.
EDEX, CPA~LBWOOD
d
H r o r o r , the only officers i n the Expedition then effective. Not ow iadL
tidual o s c e r or man employed on h i e enterprise. escaped at l u o t u.cc aeriorr
illwu, nor is it a t dl surpridng that nome5 fell victimn to trials no 1% c o u i med, and t o a climak w often replete with morbid miuma u M m r d P d r ,
the worst of the rtatiom : yet the malaria only proved f a d when other camcombined to render i t no ;nor need the splendid ffienery, nor the -66ko
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Eight hundred and forty-one camels and 160 mules were employed in dl,
the greater part of these caravans were stopped on the frontier by the Pacha, m
onler to eauee delay by f o r c i ~ ~usg to bring others from the Sultan's territory.
t In addition to pullies, &c. the boilers were actoally moved up the hills im&
by lneh with jack screws by Yr.CHAPLRWOOD
and Lleutenmt C L B A ~ ~ L A ~ D .
f Mr. H ~ c T o rfound the divlng bell by means of long pdes, and Ucr mllcdi&
under water for the most part h d f a mile to its earriagee.
5 Seven men of t h o Expedition m d one workman.
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alimate of Byria, be appronchad with (ur, for ita malath is mot a pertileam, and
the circunutaneea ander which the Expedition was placed. toiling ou lakes and
r h n , dwelling in the mush. with almost rceklen exposure to the sun of tba
b y . followed by the dew of the d ~ h t ,reqnim a separate consideration ;and
parhapa the surprim will then he, th.t a greater fatality did not occur amomgst
a bod y of meu (about 85). in general unrsuoned, during the laborious and almost
nnexampled tnnsport of two large iron vumls, which, t b n k s to the care of all,
have since been met up*, and are now steaming with their boilerr, engines,
qaite u n f e and men more perfect in their working details than wl~enrent out
of the maker's hands at tiecrpool, notwithstanding a long journey, with all the
dilhculties which could he thrown in the way by the Local Governmentunderhand.
Previous to taking m e d i d charge a t the station at Moored PucAa, Mr.
Alwsro.re had made m examination of the l e u freq~entedcoontries immediately.aouth of A n t i o d . He c r o d the mounhina at Beit El bfoie (tho
Daphne of P o c o c ~ e , )and entered forests which covered a great bnain of tertiary
rocks chicay ceritl~ialimestone, silicious limestone and lacnmtrine marlem, witb
gypaum e r e q where broken up and dislocated by eerpentinw and diallage rockc
I t is only in the valley of Antioch. that the Pliocene formations shewed tbemselves, and enabled Mr. A. to determine the period of the elevation of the plutonio
rocks of tile silico-magnuian &em.
From Lattoqth, he followed MAUND ~ B L L 'route
S
by the country of the M d t c t and G c k l K r d , the northern
proloogution of the Awmmrmmountains, and by the valley of B&M, ricb in
summony ~eonaolmrlwe~onmmmia)to that of the Ormter, which he joined at
D j e z u SAoghu, the LarLt. of G o s a c ~ r and
~ , Sekuew &Eu of D'ANVILLS. A
Roman road led to Roakt el Medyk, where are ruins of a highly ornamental
cl~emter. Part of the town ia enclosed in en mcient cantle sitnate on a hill ;
the other rnina lie in a plun part of a strong wall. and an archway still exist, and
also the nrndns of a temple. In the adjoining lake are the celebratad black
fish, the sources of a distnnt commerce, which wen ncognized to be the Mae r o p t e r mapr
~ ~ of natnralistr. From Medyk he visited the little centre of
prilnltive Christianity in the mountains of ReiAa and Edtip, abounding in monuments of a then new hierarchy, returning subsequently by the borden of the
great plain to h t i o c h .
A t this period, A n p t 1635, Lieutenant M u n ~ a rc o m m e n d the grand line
of Isvela whiah war to be cnrried from the Mediterranean to the Enphram, 6 t h
reference to canals, nnd many other objects of deep Lterert con.cdtal witb
science and cdcnlated to encourage this extensive work.
Many obrtaclea occurred st first ; prolonged malaria had unfitted dl.for expomure to the sun. Lieutenant C O C K B U ~ and
N B Mr. T n o v s o ~a b r a ahort
tiom were both laid np. Lientanant Mumear wsa also seriously ill. Ultimately
a f b r an01her beginning, the last mentioned industrious olllcer left for Port
WilUem, whom he m required in the observatory. and I d l i n g w u continned
by Mr. Tnomon, who har just completed tbir importnnt part of the original
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Nearly a t the same time 1party composed of Lientenant L ~ n c a his
, brother,
Mr. STAUNTON,
mad Mr. ELLIOT, met out on a mission of a frieadly and
conciliatory nature to the Arabs. They tiaited the tribes of Welda, Anixa, Qcru,
the Born-mipahi and some of the Tarcomans, from all of whom they met a
fkvonble reception. The A n i u done shewed a doubtfd diapoeition, a d the Bore.
aipabi, one f their tributaries, wooded one of the servants severely. T b n
batiligy d i g not, however, appear to be directed againat the Expedition so
much u witb the view of plrtndering thoae gentlemen wbo bad ventured amongat
them, m d the Sheikh immediately o f f d t o compromin the matter by prementr,.
which were dmlind am a matter of policy, in the hope that an onsettled a h i r of
blood may tend to keep the Anisa in batter order u regnrds their future iatercoume with the Expedition.
In tbe early part of January last, Colonel C a r a l r r r left his bed, and was act d l y pot on his home to prosecute a scientilc journey to the Tmnu,and part of
The labor fell chiefiy upon Ca Wn E~TCOUBT
of the 43d Light Infantry, Lient.
CLPAIELIRD, Measra. EDEN,8annLrwooD and F x W ~ u r a R.
, N.

h i e Minor. He w u 8ccompuie.d by Lientenant Mvnrar and Mr. Armwo.ra.
both invalids; a h Mr. S r r o n r o n . The party proeseded by A t & to F i .
end thence to the Eastern acclivities of the A-,
in the parallel of tbe I-.
kt mo p " ~ ewuld be e6ectad a t that r u s o n of the year. Rcpdul to rBe
mmth, themouatnins were passed by Pegree, t h r o u ~ hthe L)sila pus. to &ah ~
from whence
,
the p u l y proceeded by the Cilician G a b and B g u to the
plain of the L o u . Sufficient time having been devoted to the euminntion 01
fhe vtrious qneationa of historical gsography. connec~edwith thin m a t intereatlag d~strict. the gut road towards Conofaatiaople nu followed by D e n a
K q m to Kurd dlulre,"the Wulf's ear." (Jardiquiea) and by the plain of
Tachokarr &a. " the valley of the ditcl~." Croasing the Gebel E h r . the
mountain of the light. h r i n g on its rocky summit to the north. 6 M Memr,
" the C u t l a of the Serpent," and along the left bank of the J a m , Djdtm m.
" the river of the world," to Mbu,the aucient Moysutrh. now almost i n mior.
but ooos (like Tarsus) one of the chiefcititr of Cilieio. From M u n ' ~the party
continued, c r o the
~ phin by A h a (bead-qarrters of the Pwhdic) t o the
lut mentioned tctwn, where they found the Preneb Consul. Mom. Grrrr.
a w e d i n excavating a monument c l o u to the p h , of great nolidit!,
and
apparently very remote antiquity. I t coolists of a n enclosure in the form of a
parallelogram, with two transverse m.srea of aimilar form a t one extremity ;
the walls aud masaes were of Ute most solid construction, without t a e lean
qpenrance of any thing 11ke a mpnlchral chamber in m y part of thia e r t e ~ ~ r i v c ,
mus,---at least aa Low down as the level of the ground around it.
The r o d followed on luaving T.rrw led over the sub-alpine country a t &a
foot of the T a r u , conaiating of tertiary rocks in great variety. N a r the
a n t r e of .the Taunc chain the l e d mines of KIJC B o g h were visited : tbey
occur i n limestune belouging to the cretaceous rwisa, rod u e in the vaUey
w n ~ of
h the grand pam of the eame name, hut worked moat inj~diciously.
The pam i&lf was theu examined almost to the summit level. and the p t r t y
rqained the more level cq~uotryon the suuih aide of the great mount.iru, ir
order to virit the town of 8u,and the border territories of the Sultan a n d
P a h a . Here the i~~habitanta
had so bad a name, that uo muleteer o r gnide
muld be induced to proceed along tbe mountnins in that direction, and whibt
o v v m i n g the difficulties made by the alarms of the people. Colonel Curszarr
and Mr A r ~ s w o n r awere separated from the rest of the party. and ~ u d their
e
way to 8u on fuot by one line, whilst Lieutenant MUSPEYand Mr. S r ~ v m r
machal i t by another; each traversing a romantic and beautiful country C u r d
by tbe wooded abutmeuts of the Tanms, and well peopled by the best dislwwai
p e u a n b imaginable, instead of being all robberr, M they were reprewnted. During
abont 125 milea of country, co~nporedalmost entirely of tertiuy sandstosr.
(ostracite ~andmtoneof K o r s r r ~ , )they c r 0 ~ p d
the Seihon. the JdAosa. tk
I
Cwrykooa, and oevual ~maller,yet good sired rivers watering this intercuing
mumtry, which Brminate a t Su, the ms~denceof an Armenian Patriarch, tbe third
h importance at the yrucnt day. with a respectable palace, and a large conr-t
in hi. charge ; wl~ilstat Sir an incursion wiu made into the Tsarus and the
mountain of Kara Si., Bkck Sit ~ c e ~ ~ d e after
c l , crossing a part of &a
crystalline plutonic formatiour. The reaearchsr were then directed towards
,
d-ih
on the plain. The ruim of the city are still extant, backed by ur ioruhted monntain, bearing a castle of various architscture. Snch solitary hills duog
o a t of the plains are not unfrquent here, and they mostly b u r c u b l l . t d buildings on their sum~nita,nn Sir Shah MM, To-,
A-idr,
andothem. From
Aruoida the party crosaed the plain of the village and district of K m , r m d
1
there enreked the monntainour country which led by A&
to M a w L The
chain wur not c r o w d without much di&ulty ; the nurow pathway w u curird
.longride, and down pmipices that were very steep; so much so, that it became necesury at times t o nnload the horses, and carry the baggage over the
molt daugeroua places. The culn~iuatiagpoint of this part of the Taarmm ir
d l e d Lhrrdoon Dayh. The ctrdn is c o m p w d of m i u slates, clay slates, with
graphite or plumbago, quartz. schbta, qulrtdtes, and dioriw. -6 up1iR.d limutona belongiug to the supra-cretaarour scrim. The great 4
masrive moon*
which rims above Mararh, and is there known by the mame of
8

I

1

Report of the Euphrates E t p e d i l h .
d r g a DogA conaiats of tertiary sandstone and limwtone tilled up by and rew i n g on serpentine and diallege rocks, which would indicate different geographical connectiom. Tbe direction of the Arga D q h ia nearly from SW.
to NE.; that of the shistose chain of Durdoon Dsgh, a little south of e u t ; that
of the 0ia.r Dagh (Amanus) is the same aa Arga Zhgh. Colonel C a r a ~ r ~
retarned to Port WUiam from M e w h , leaving directions for the remainder of
the party to proceed in the d i i t i o n of Bemat, Orja, &c. ; but beiug thrown
back on Romkah by the swollen rivem, they returned to Port William, surveying the river between those placw. Dnring the h o l e period of their progress
the positions of the principal placer, ancient and modern, were determined aat r o n o m i d y by Lieutenant M U ~ P E Yand
, careful itineraries kept, in addition
to bearings taken, when practicable, with the theodolite ar Kater's compass, according to circumatancea. The r u a l t r of thene laboom has heen, in the first
place, to connect the survey of the coast of k t t q u i a and that of the I'
with that of Captnin B r r u r o n r ; and, in the second, to join t h o n nuwep to the
Euphraten. There are ample materiab for laying down a map with such a degree of rccnracy .s will, it is hoped, enable the learnad to dotarmine many
pointr of ancient history and geography, especially those depending upon the
length of the stadium, the paraaang, and other scales of mwurement tued by
STBABO,PLINY,and HLRODOTUI).
On the day following the return of the fimt party, another wan rent out by
the commanding odicer to finMh that part of the plan which had been intermpted. Thia one consisted of Lieutenant LYNCH.Mr. EDEN,R. N. and Mr.
U AINBWOBTH.Agreeably to the instrnctions received, the party took up the former work at Romkala, proceeding from thence along the left bank, carefully rnrv e y i n ~the river as far as Bammt, the birth-place of LUCIAN. The ruins of
this celebrated place are jnst recognizable. The modern town small and poor.
but the valley itself fertile, as it ia described to have been in former times ; and
ferry-boats are still kept up to p u s the river to and from w a . The conrae
of the Euphrates from this ancient Zmqma, to that above Bir, diUers from
what has been repreaented on most mapa: it tlows, in fact, in the general direction of south-west, and is not turned, an an incorrect reading of STRABOwould
infer, ( R L N N L L D'ANVILLB)
L~~~
to the south-erst.
Samosat having been Gxed, i t mthen connected astronomically as well as by
an itinerary, with Orfa, (Calli-rbve, &ha Orfah, in i b progreaa of corruption,
Ed-,
and Antiochea under succemive masters.) To the north of the city are
eridencea in conic lines, and circles of elevations of paeudo volcanic action. The
fish veuerated no much in ancient timw, are still preserved in the marble
h a i n r of the moque of Abrario, and were recognized to be a kind of Barbel.
From Orfo, the great Mesopotamian plain was crossed in the direction of Her" Carrhu clade craasi nobilen," acd still more intereating as the red.
dence of A n n ~ a n m . Harran was also connected withits rival in antiquity, 8erug, of which scarcely a vestige remains. In the plain around the ruined r i b
of the latter place, the party met two colossal lions, ncnlptund in bamlt with
refined taete (Barmite baralt,with disseminated rugite) ;theae may possibly be the
CAPACALLA
to uaert that
remains of that vanity which prompted ANTONIU~
lion Bad fought by his aide in his Parthian wars.
-tor
HBLIER having been aeparated from the rest of the party when proceeding towards the Taurue, a journey made by h i to the Salt Lake south.
enat of Alqpo, led to the discovery of an ancient city near a b a d t i c range,
four hours S. E. of the Lake. There are some remains of a temple and several
Greek inwriptiona which have been furnished, with a detailed description of
thin hitherto unknown place, by Mr. HELFSB.
Early in February an opportune reinforcement arrived,consisting of four sappem
from England, and sir seamen from the Columbine, which rertored the Expedi.
tion to its original strength; and the pendulum, dipping needle, and other
cxpcrimcnts being completed, the Expedition was pat in motion on the 16th
March. The Buphralet taking the lead to survey, and give the benefit of the
r o x h charts, and a pilot to the Ti&, in order that she might follow at one
or at most two moves, and thua apare fuel as much as possible.
4T

-,

Prsvioru to the whul d-t,
the E q ~ h t e 8p u d up r a h a Ld npil
and stemmed the strong current as far u the town of Bir in the most rrtirf.etorl
manner, displaying the Sultan's stmdud, and uluting him with 21 guns, which
were returned from the castle a d by the acclamations of the utonubed
Moslems, who crowded both benL to be realIy certain that iron conld be m&
to float, and to snrmoumt the force of a current. now osc+eonufw t h e f l n t t k ,
and God was blessed for such a creation, and sending men arnoegst them, ten
of whom could take their town, wss added.
Since the departure, 101 miles of the river bare been carefully surveyed in
the following manner. A boat was dispatched ahead nsuaUy for a dist.nw of
twenty or twenty-fire miles, rounding, and taking bearings, which being p l e d
on paper when the officer returned, he beceme pilot to the v ~ cfor
l the
distanea examined ; a d a second set of bearings, with a double set of roundinp,
were taken from the vessel's deck. Simultaneously with the weteroperrtio~s
thus carried on by Lieutenant CLPAVXLAND,
Me.rrr. EDEN, Car.~nwoo~,
F~T~AUE
and
S , Hlrcron, there were two other *b on land ; viz. a chain of
pond trigouometrical angles dong the principal heighb, based on a s t r o a o ~
points, by Lieutenant MUIPAY, R. E. ; and a smaller one, with a w c w i o n of
short base line8 from bend to bend, by Captain ESTCOUIT,who is now laflag
down a map with his details of the ground, kc., and also embracing the labom of
111 hi. coadjutors : so that it is hoped, that the map of the important part of si.
great river will be sent home almost immediatelg*. A dmihr method of sum,.
ing is to be organized immediately on board the Zlgrk, so as to carry the work
on to Bwrora in the sune manner, each velsel taking a separate section of tha
labor.
Our land parties, as well as tbe water, naturally involved much intercowith Arab, who have shewn themselves well disposed. except in one jutan-,
when it became necneary to fire a 9-pounder blank to aave Sheik, their enemy,
wbo was attacked whiht in our boat.
The state of the river is very favorable, although we run aground, owing
the deception ceased for the moment by a bright meridian sun : but the deep
p t of the river WM 420 yards ride at the spot in quntion, where we remained
gome days digging the vessel out, nor did she auffer in the slightest dy-.

XI.-T%e Grousmo* G e n d r con^^.
O n Tuesday, t h e 9th of November, rnn held t h e first of a mria of
entertainments, which r e hail ss t h e harbingers of n new e r e for S c i ~ m
and Research i n India.
Acting on t h e examph of t h e DUKE
OP Ssex, President of t h e Royal Society, Lord A U C ~ A ~asDPatron
,
o f the
Asiatic Society, has expressed a desire to asnemble around him at t b w
p r i o d i c d parties, in a social nap, not only t h e members of t h e Society,
but all residents and visitors a t t h e metropolis, who a r e known to c u l t i vate the fine arts, the acienees, o r literature, and t o collect on his tables
for their inspection and amusement, in t h e languag? of our m o t t o ,
whatever is performed by man or produced by nature.
Thus withopt
interfering with t h e formal proceedings and records of t h e several
scientific bodies, those who contribute thereto will have t h e mtiafection
of knowing t h a t their donations or their inventions will be likeaim
viewed by t h e head of t h e Government, and by a much more numerow
nseemblage than could ever be enticed t o a n ordinary meeting. D i s h $
merit will feel that i t is sure of appreciation, and ambition secure of m k
riety. Schemes for scientific exploration-plans of national improvement
-useful mechanical invention-promieing talent in t h e fine
&
B r o q h t forward, canvassed and encouraged, where encouragement ir due
Also the specimens already collected in the different scientific d e m e P b &
geology, natural I~istory,&c.
t Thenbove report was addressed to the Bombay Government,
s of UIurme,
to the diaaatrnu hurricane which rrecked the Tigris, and
ma,
Lives.-ED.

-,--a

g::2s

Governor Gemerdt C~)(mtaxkmQ
and tbe rtirnl~lurwhich h m been wanting mince t h e day8 of M m ~ o
and
MOIRA,will again be restored.
W e have hardly room t o describe the conduct of t h e h t meeting, nor
do we think any formal repurt of a soide, intended t o be private, a n d
sums formalite, would be becoming. It is more to eatiefy our distant
readers an t o t h e nature of t h e parties, which they can eo materially
benefit, to epeak parndoxicnlly, by M r abrmce, t h a t we venture to i~
aert t h e brief notice, which appeared i n t h e daily papers.
The south-west or drawing-room wing of the Government House w u t u b .
fnlly laid out with all the noveltier in the arb, in antiqnitiu d i n natural
hirtory, that could readily be bronght together. On the pier tablu of the corridore leading to the roomr, were disposed very numarom rpecimena of the
phntr now in dower at the Botanical Garden, each ticketed with itr clusical
name.
On entering the ante- room, a very rplendid collection of h c t s war rwn
displayed ou the tnbler and against the walls, in convenient cabineb :the newest
and of the
addition to these, (which comprired a portion of Dr. PEAB~ON'S
Asiatic Society's u b i neb) was the donation of Mr. G m o n ~ Loca
r
of the Civil
Service, to the Asiatic Society, at a recent meeting. A h e collsction of rhelh
just received from Hir Excellency the Governor of Ceybn, waa diatributed on
the dde tabler of the principal raloon. I n an adjoining apartment were selected
fragmenb of the rich and highly cnrionr Bnddhiat sculpture, dircovered by
, neighbourhood of the SA'RNA'TH hmulnr near
Captain C I J N N I ~ ~ H AinMthe
Ben-,
and presented by him to the Ariatic Society. On another table the
b t fossil discovery by Dr. SPIL~BUBY,
the socket of the thigh-bone of nn
elephant from the rock a t Segornf, whence Capt. S L ~ E M Afirat
N brought to
ligbt tha fosrils of the Nerbudd. valley. By itd ride were pi-d
the femur of a
modern and of a fossil elephant (the latter of an animal 15 feet in height) to
shew that the present rocket must, from i b clunttus, have helonged to a still
more monrtroar animal I
'' On the round tables of the drawing room were spread out nnmerom buntifnl dramnp-of Mr. Hodgson'r Nipd Zoology ;of Dr. C ~ ~ . r o n 'collection
e
of
Indian Snake8 ; of Dr. M c C ~ r ~ ~ n w Asaunena
a's
Zoology ; and all the dsrigna
rent in to the Committee of the Metcalfe Library. In other convenient apot.
were dirphyed a wax magnified model of the human ear : W e d object. of
natural history, and model8 of Malay prawn, presented by Capt. CHAD#,&c.
I' After the company had nvetnlly made the round of them objecb, their
~ prepared
attention war drawn to the table which Profetmor O ' S a r v o a ~ r s sbad
for the exhibition of hi# very ingenionr model of the application of the late
galvaao-magnetic dincoveria t o the practical attainment of a working power.
" I t would be impossiblehere to describe fnliy the construction of this cnrioas
wheel :-a number, of horn-shoe magnets of soft iron, with wire coiled round
them, were arranged on itr spokeo, w M to p r e m t their poles succeaaively in
rotation before the opposite poles of a more powerfnl magnet (also artificial)
6xed on a atand at the side ; the wires of the several wheel magneb were conducted in a manner not readily a a n , w u to terminate in mercurisl cups, into
which were dipped the two
of a 8m.U galvanic battery ; on charging the
latter, rotation ensued, and by a contrivance, as each revolving magnet arrived
by the force of attraction, at the fued msgoet, itr polee were instnntaneoualy
reverred u, as to u u n repulrion; while the next magnet above wu attracted.
W e hope to r w a fnll account of the Profemor'r succeaaful adaptation when hi8
mpparat~~s
ir nutarad. Tha model worked r t e d y with 10 ox. power.
" The converse of the problem, or the development of a galvanic force from
t h e ordinary magust, waa them exhibited on an adjoining table by a beautiful
appantnr helongiag to Mr. JAYLB
PBINBLP. Water was decomposed by the
magnet ; a candle wu lighted by it ; and m electric shock WM administered to
many of the apectatom, among whom the native gentlemen in particular b e t r g ed conriderable ~toniahmentat itd effectd.
" At the CICMof the evenimg rcfreshmentr were partaken of in the marble hall,
and the gnesb retired at half-past eleven, apparently much pleased with the
novel entertainment prepared for them
their illrutrioua hort."

XI1.-Meteorological
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I.-Notice ef t k VALLABEX'
d y w t y of Sarranhtra; eztracted from
t&e Buddbkt mwda of the Chhese. By M. E U ~ E NJACQUBT,
B
Mtmbcr of t k A#. Soc. of Paris.

i

I

SOCIETY.

A new ~ ~ v ofc information
e
on the darkest period of Indian history
cannot bat be most acceptable to all who have perplexed themselves
in attempting to reconcile and connect the scattered and contradictory traditio~of the Rajpit bards with the iwriptions found in various
parta of weatern India ;and to aesign specific dates even to sovereigm
whoae names are most familiar and notorious. While Mr. T U ~ N O U P
is throwing bght upon the earlier periods of Buddhist rule, from the
authentic chronicles preserved among the Ceylonese priesthood, it
bss been retxmed for a distinguished orientalist at Paris to render.
us an e q d y eminent service from an opposite and more remote
quarter of the globe ! M. KLAPROTE'~
tables of Buddhist chronology,translated from the Chinese and Japanese authorities, had proved
the intimate connection that existed between India, Tibet, and China
for the firat eight centuries of our era, and had encouraged the hope
of gleaning a f m clvsory notices of the state of the Buddhist portion of the continent of India from the annals of some of their common patriarch, whose head-quartera were variously located in Mag&,
Capiia-vcuhr, Cabul, and Ferghana, during that long period.
Man than this is, however, likely to be realiied :-the narrations of
Chinwe pilgrims and travellers have been happily preserved, and,
more happily still, have found their way to Pa&, where alone, perhaps,
& the concurrence of talent and research capable of turning
th-valuable
records to their beat purpose. The specimen we have
now the ~tirfsctionof introducing to our readera has been elicited,
4. u
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m.

the author writes us, bj a perusal of Mr. W A T ~trrnslation
' ~
of thc
Gujer6t inscriptions in our laat v o l n m e , a -tion
which M. Jm
Q U l T does not heaitate to pronounce ' 8 ce que 1' on a encore public &
rnieux en ce genre dans 1' Inde hl'ezception put-&re & q*
monuments traduits par votre admirable COLIBUW)~."
We cannot deny ourselvesthe pleanure of adding his fnrther tertimog
to the great utility of this important document. " J 'ai 6t6 d'aat.ot
plus rotisfait de voir ce Shtisana ai heureusement interpret&, que je
poss6de. dans le petit nombre des copies d' inscriptions rassembk
par TOD,nn Skbcua non datb, ecrit dans le m h e m t C e ; et q r
j'ivais dechiffr6 de manidre B obtenir un alphabet abeolnment oonforme B celui de Mr. WATHIN.C'est encore cet alpbabet qui m' a don&
le moyen de dechifier lee legend= des anciennes medaillen indienner.
et de reconntlitre le nom alter6 de Ckardraguptu dans I'im&pth
de BhiIm, publib dans votre journal d'apres le facsiimile de Mr.
Ho~oso~."-In fact, M.JACQUBT
at Park ha8 been pursuing step by
step the path we have been following in India ; and while this fortonate
key has opened to him an insight into the Bhilm i~crim
tlte
,
self-same has led Capt. C U N N I W ~ H
toAdiscover
Y
the titles Maha&$
adhi rbja, kc. in the inscription from the Khadgiri rock, published im
STIPLXN(I'saccount of Cuttack. The copies are both too impeded
to hope for further duccesa until the originals can be re-examined,
and this has been undertaken by two friends upon whose zed we
entirely confide.-Mr. L. WILKIN~ON
of Bhopal, and Lieat. IGmr,
whose regiment has j u t marched to httack.
But to return. In addition to inscriptions and coins, we may n m
look to the geographers and historians of C k , for an insight into
the middle ages of Indian history; and the latter hare thin
advantage over the former,-that they have ecrupdonsly pmsend
dates in their records, and that they, ae M. JACQUIT
jnatly
font le journal de I'Asie'depuis le second sitkde avant n o t n h.'
In hie very interesting article inserted in the Jotrraal
an tbe
recent Bactrian and Indo-Scythic discoveries, we are promised furtk
and more copious extracts from the Chmeae relatively to C.hrl and
the adjacent wuntries.-"
Les thoignagea dea auteur8 orientaus.
et en parti~ulierdee historiens chinois, snr lea monnaiee dea
peupla qui ont snccessivement ocmp6 lee contrbs de l'Aaie cenkale ;
leatemoignages des m@mesauteurs, sur lee languee et lea hitmes
de ces peuples ;"-these are included among the objects embraced by
the learned author in his intended publication. ' C e v 11uwipthm Indicamm,' the appearance of which, our readers will regret to
h m , irr -voidably
delayed beyond the period at .first indicated. It
*#
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from a Chiuae work.
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i only to be b p e d that the health of the single individual upon whom
this mighty labor has devolved by the lamented death of M. KLAPROTE. will not succumb under so vast and important an undertaking.
We trwt no apo~ogyM necewny for insertion of M. JACQUET'~
note
in its original language.

ED.
" Je trouve lea renseignements suivants sur la contr6e de
ValkrbMet sur l'origine des roie de cette contrk dans la relation
d'uu ieligieux Bouddhiste chinois qui visita la Transoxitme, la Bactrim e et I' Inde dans les ann6es 632 et suivantea de notre &re.
" ' La contr6e de Fa la pi, aussi nomm6e contree septentrionale de
Lolo, a plus de sir mille li de tour. La ville capitale de la contde
a plus de trente li d'enceinte. Len productions dn sol, lea conditions de la temperature, les maeurs, et le nature1 des habitants aont
lea mbmes que dam la contr6e de Ma la pho. Le nombre des habitants eat considerable ; lea famillea sont opulentes; on y compte en
d e t plua de cent maimns qui ont cent labha de fortune ; d' immenw keeors viennent des pays les plus lointaina a' accumuler dans
ce royaume. On y tronve plus de cent M n (monaet8res bouddbiquea ;)lee reliieux y sont au nombre de plus de six mille ; ils etudient
pour la plopart la section dea kritureu nomm6e la parfaite meenre
@ appartient an petit y6na. 11 y a quelques centainea de temples
consacr6.s ape k ;
k s heritiques y sont en grand nombre. Buddha, du temps qu'il etait dans le monde des hommea, a plusiewe fois
vkiU c&e con*;
aassi le roi Wm-ymn a-t-il eleve des athoupa
anpres de tous lea arbres soua lesquele Bouddha s'etait repose, pour
les faire reconnattre. La dpastie actuelle est de la race des cha ti Zi;
Sancien roi etait neveu de Che lo 'o ti to. roi de la contree de Ma lap b ; celui qui gouverne presentement est gendre de Che lo 'oh' to roi &
la con& & Kie no ltiew t c k ; il se nomme Thou lorn pho po tcha..."
"L
e religieux Chinois ajoute qui c' etdt un prince t d s genereux,
tr& sage &c. car il avait m e grande veneration pour l
u troiejoy(Ebuddha, la loi, et l'aseembltk.)
" Fa la pi transcrit Vallabhf;et Lolo gla L&a ou M a , la LaJ.iqye
dts a d e m ; Malapho eat pour Mdlmra, et Cha ta li pour Kchatriya;
C k b 6 ti to eat la forme Chinoise de Sliildditya ; Kie no kieou-tcb celle
de KanydkouMja ou K a n e : et T h lm p b potcha rkpresente rewl2mment Dhrouuabhat)a. Qaant au roi W m ymn, ceest B dire 8chagrin, c'eot Ash6ka deguid sous une traduction Chinoise.
" J e dois d' obord observer que now avom ici un roi de Makrtra et
un roi de K d n y ~ tous
a dew nommth SRiladitya ; (et ile paais4 u 2

sent dbtincb der roix de VoUobU qui ont port&ce nom) qui ne aont
p citb dans lea tablea genedogiquea den rois de PInde recpeillim
jaaqu' ice jour. La relation ne fournit ancon renstignement m u
ShiMtya roi de K d j ; mab on lit danr un a ~ t nendroit que Shi-

.

roi de Mciloua regnait sohaute a m avant I'arrivk de notre
nligieux dans PInde. Dboumbhafia eat c e t m e n t le h e nam
que D&rowdm; b k # a , et skaa atant dm titrea de K
C-..
dr
m@me valeur et preaque synonymen, qni s'employent indii&remment
l'un pour l'autre, rpns que l'identit6 du nom propre auquel ib s'ajoutent en p u k e Btm compromise. Ia b t e genedogique des r& &
Vallabhi, extmite par M . WATEBNdea *~ptions
qu' il a ai h
ment interpretks, now fait connaitre deur D h r a n r k , dont I'un at
le q d e m e et l'autre le onzikme prince de la dynsrtie dee Bh&&ILs.
I1 n'est yaa probable qua le D h m w a b ~
de la rektion Chinoiae m i t
Dhrouuorba I : l'iumcription que no- connakwm e f ~ ta a ~
fait mention de l'honneur qu'avait en ce prince d' d t n alliB i
farnille royale de K o w ; un etat qui n'avait 6tk elevB au
de
royaume que eons le fr6re et le predecesaeur de ce prince, n'but fl
d'ailleura &re parvenue si rapidement P la haute proaperft6 et 3L
de puia&ce ou le trouva le voyageur Chinois. Ce qu'il rapporte d.
Dhwab%p s:applique donc i DArorvork*a 11, et l'm des poinw
&onologiques lea plus importants de l'hiatoire de l'Inde &dmpent &tre determind avec assez de precision par cette identi6de deux noms dont un eat datb.
L'iaec~iptionpubliQ par Mr,
WATHBN,
et rediee par l'ordre du septihme prince de la dynastiespeat-.
donc Btre apprarimativement rapport6e P l'annk 650 de notre
:
cette date s'acorde mieux aveclea d o n n h pal6ographiqlles qpe &
de 328, deduite t r b ingeniensement d'aillenrs par I'autepr, dm
tions ningnlierement suspectes dea Djafna.

account of sorne of the Petty States lying north of the hProvinces ; dram up $-om the J m m h and Reports o f D.
RICHARD~ON,
Esq., Surgem to the Commissioner of the Terao#rir
ptouinm. By E. A. BLONDELL,
Eq.,C m m h u e r .
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[Continued from pago 625.1
6XCOND VIsIT, 1834.
The object of the second visit was to ascertain the truth of the mmows that had reached Maulamyne, of some dissatisfaction existing
among the Shan traders on account of the bad market they had erpsriehced latterly for their cattle, compared with former yeam, md to
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obviate my bad feeling that might have arisen in conwquence.
None had vieited Mdamyne that season, and it wae said they declined bringing their cattle down any more. I t was important that measures &odd be adopted to ensure the continuance of our supplies
from that country, and Dr. R. wan directed to extend his vieit on
this o d o n to Z b n q .
He started on the 6th March, 1834, and hvelling nearly the same
route as that by which he had returned from his first visit, he reached Labong on the 1st April. having. when near that place, encounter.
ed the same petty delays as before, on the ground of preparing for his
reception, and ascertaining from the astrologers a lucky day for bir
wival.
On the 1st of April mrted in the morning for h h p ; and though the
!booarrr of P a m @ w u with me at startiry, neither be nor any of the
nei&bonring bad-mao .eaomp.lried ma. OM man r m bcfom to ahew me the
r o d . Baebed Labong h u t noon, m d on uriring at the temporary h o u w
or tqe, for which 1 had waited thrse day#, found only three small onea for
the people, which might have been put up in three houn. No home for m p u ,
and n o one there to receive me. Thb wu dl ra unlike my reception on my
Last vidt, that I sent the interpreter to CHOW-HOUA
to ray, if they did not
rLh to lee me, I w u ready to return. He asrumad aagm and rurprin that I
hd a m i d without his being made aware of i t ; mid ha had ordered the h a d
people of tha villager to accompany me, and when half m y to rrur out and let
him know, when he wodd be at the tayr in time to raceits me. The u m e
reason w u givea for not building me a h o w , u on my h t viait; r l x . that .s
I had r. tent, they did not think I would occupy i t ; but he immediately called
.the people who had put up the sheds, and gnre them orders to sat about a house,
which they c o m m e n d at once.
'' The CHOW-HOVAwnt some office- to wait on me, with a request to know
when I wished to sss Caow-TCHB-Wnrr. I expreaned a wirh to me him
to-morrow, u the approach of the rains would necessarily make my atay ahorter
than I wiahed. I hear loud complaints ou all aide* of the r a d i t y of the Beng.lar who have come up lately from M a d 0 1 l l p to purchase cattle, and the
people who last vidted Mcnrhayme am very inveterate against the contractor
(SHESABDULLAH)
for supplying cattle to the troops, and declare their deterrnination never to return so long M he contiuuea to be the " Gomonie,"-M
the
fint bnllocka were taken by the CommLsarirt on the Company's account;
m d he being now the on1y purchaser, the y believe him to be the Company,

(-&I.
On the morning of the 5th, the o5cers of the court, and nome people with
letter, came to
silver calatr (salren) for the preneub and Mr. BLUND~LL'S
conduct me to the Teo- BOA^. They preceded me, followed by tke people who
accompanied me, about 40 in number, drewaed in their gayeat putam, thirteen
of them a c h carrying a musket. On arrival at my former place of audience,
I found no sheds erected, m d that I was to be rewired in the house (query,
palaoe ?)of the ehief. I dismounted at the gate Chow Rqjrrboot ;tbe K l r r ~ r o v ~ o

.

Tro-BOA u d otberr eus owt hU way to meet me, (the whole dirt.na about
sixty pacer,) and preceded by the letter, (the plarenb having stoppal 3 th
gate,) they led me b a rut on the chiera right. I bowed b c b n b k i i my
mat, rmd w d n g my boots waa aever objected to. He w u seated on a #dd
pehtal Cyoz.)ok.E) about two md a half or three feet high, d before him .'
the chiefs of hi. principality on carpets r p r a d on the mats with l u g e t r h p lrr piUowr to I a n @ ~ t , ornlnented with gold embroidery. b worn ma n
were mted, the presents w e n brongbt in and pl.eed before LSm. H e put the
o
l
d qmtiona r q e c t i a g the Kin6 of England, the Governor Ousrrl, &c drc.
the length of my jonrney, and the di6icnltiu of tha r o d ; m u b rome excmw
for mot meeting me on the r o d ; mentioned the. duth of hia son and ae+w
with much feeling; and erprsraed good-will and friendahip towuda IU.Indad,
nothing mald be more friendly or fatherly than my recaption altogether. and
certainly with e r s q appearance of sincerity. I t w u evident at a glance hia
Illneu mr no formal srcors for not d
l
y ma ; he ru much unrol.bd. and
evidently very weak. I waa r a t e d nearly opporits to the door of tbe prim
apartment, which ru crowded with women and childran, who mat me out a
prwent of fruit. There was no dancing an on my former vieit, but a mde and
two female ringerr ruted immediately within the deor ef the private qmrtment,
mng a soctof metrical Lirtory of the exploits of the Tro-BOAand hi. rL bratn which the anceurful inrnrrection of KAWEBLA,the eldest brothw,
the Bumese rixty y w s ago, and the carrying off the people from K e w t - W , '
K r i r t o u ~ and
, M e i n - N e , by the p m u n t chid, held the molt do-oar place ; and though many of the nnfortunq& s d e r a n rere present, m y omlideration for theL f d i lsemed never b enter Us .old m u ' r loid : yet tb.
upreasion of hia countenance and manners altogether ir b e n e r o b t ; -hi&
1
character he beua among the people. The voicea of the pertorboth k
sweetness and c o m p w were, beyond comparlon, nuprior to m y thing I ham
heard out of Europe. After sitting about three-quartem of m hoar, he r&iml
on plsa of weakners ; Lia feet were awelled, and he tottered a good d d M o m
reaching the door of the inner apartment. After spendiug some time in eon-.
ration with the chiefs I took my leave, intimating my intention.of c a l l i q i.
the morning on CHOW-Hour, by whom all b u i is~now t ~ ~ n u d m t .
The chief's houre is utruted n u r the middle of the tom in a lqp rtocka&
inclosure, rnd rurrounded by a garden. The wooden hall in which I w u p b a i d
i a about sixty feet long by thirty wide, and ornamented with three IUMU Chchandelierr, rome paltry Chinere and India looking-gkna end Chi- b
u
m
,
rome of g l ~ and
s rome of paw ; a picture of the g r u t pagoda of
one of a Chinere jou, and a portrait much resembling one of o w Royal Fw,.
The moat valuable ornamenb were the muskets I took up in my l u t tieit, which,
with rome Chineae-looking rcimitur and rwordr with long d v e r hu~dlm,
pbted the d c c o n t i o ~ . The white umbrella waa not unfurled; thc flow in
front of the yozabolkn or throne w u covered by the carpets and tri*
pillows of the chiefs, who assume 8 much more manly position than in ths
presence of some of the lowest chiefs of B a d o k ; though I am told t h t . c r ~
to the RIja of Ligore, thir is the highevt Chief in the kingdom. On the 6&,
according to my notioe of ysrterday, called on Caow-Hour, and h d a
c o n v d o n on the dutier being taken off their elephant-huntem in o u pro- ,

-
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a

doom. He e
y agreed to the fme d e of b d a l a r , paying an export doty of
~
and reduclng that on bullocks to the old rate of one
half a tid of c o v silrer,
quarter. I brought to hi notim tbe complaints of the Bengalee cattle-deders, of
the refaul of the court-088cm to interfare in their oomplaints oydmt each
other, and called h t attention to the 10th paragraph of Colonel Bonrcr's
treaty of J h k o k in 1826 on the rubjeet. He complained of the total want of
principle in them people, with one or two exceptions, (which all I 'have beard
b m themelver ten& to confirm ;) mid he wam glad the subject had been mentioned ; u, though the y had copies of the treaty, they were afraid to pnniah oar
people, and had, M d a , another didiculty to contend with, in the offenderr
emaping from one territory to another ; and that though they hrd the power,
t k e wam mu indelicacy felt in apprehending them in the Zimmay diitrict. They
h.d now my opinion that they rbould act according to the treaty, and would do
u, in fuhre, and hoped there would be no farther mnn of complaint. He uid
he had no objections to the Zinuruy oaicers following offenden into th* district,
urd tlmt they would do the mame from th*; but bogged me to impresr the
ncenity of it on the Zfrmnoy chid on my visit there, to prevent mimuderstanding between relations ; u Caow-TC~IWBBT is now r rery old man. I fonnd
by this, that the viait I had intimated I intended to make to Zimmey w u taken
n a n t t l d matter, though they had rtrenuously oppored i t on my uking to do
mo in my luL ririt.
On the 10th I received an indtation, or rather a request, from Caoww~e-Wrn
to attend his son's faneral. He begged I would come early, and
the whole ceremony. I accordingly went at 11 o'clock, and remained till 2.
On my arrival, a Pounghee war mated in the centre of the rhed reciting, in a
monotonow sort of chaunt, a blessing on all present. He ceawd roon after
-nl,
and a danghter of Caow RAJAW o o ~ oof Lags, a rery pretty girl
o r 18 or 20 years of a@, played for some time on the ke wine, (brnzen circle,)
instrument comporcd of small grdaated g o u p hung horizontally in a circle,
in the centre of which the musician r i b and beatr with emall rticks. She
pbyad evidently u a proficient. Thir waa followed by a boxing-match, in which
the b o p , when once come to bloW8, hammered away at a c h other's feces much
like two little English fellows of the same age. There w u a good denl of
shnming before the finit blow was atrnck. They were followed by two men who
fiourished their arms about within a few inch- of each other's face8 under a
mont overpowering mn, for half an hour, without, however, hurting each other
much, thongh they were exceeding nriolu and inbnt. Caow RAJABOOTthen,
dmrsd in a white rohe, ucnnded a small platform about seven feet from the
and showered, or rather pelted, a h r g e u amongst the people. On the
platform rru an artificial bamboo-tree, with perhaps two hundred limer, in each
of which WM a 8m.U Siamae coin of two or three anmar hanging from the
braeher, which he pulled oU, and with them pelted the people below ;-though
t h a e was, of co~ura,great rtrngflly for the timer, there w u little noise, and
the l w t quarrelling. Caow-Houri's wife then begged I would allow the
B u r m w to exhibit their dance, and u there were two profewd damcen of the
p r t y and one or two muriciaus anxious to acquire merit by aristing In the
ammment, she w u gratitied; after which they commenced to drag out the car
d t h cof8n. I t nu burnod witb i-ooketrin the urns manner as a Pounghee,
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eutdde the town, about 4 o1c1ock ; most of the rim of the h a d m e me
prsrent, and the whole of the osmmonia were gone through without q
d
and in g a t good humour. The deceared w u the same whose house w i b n r n t
during my last visit here, and who rent'out to by me to look through a MU
l u t a n t I had been Men using, and tell Mm r h o had h e n a ring he loat on
the omanion. I left the shed when the colhm w u moved, and prepucd to s M
for Ziin the morning, aongrattllating myaelf in getting off a day sooner
than I had anticipated; but about 9 o'clock, B ~ N YTAc a r a m 8 o a t to my
CHOW-rcax-Wrrrbagged me to remain one day, u he nu anxioar to ses w
to-morrow before 8tarting for Zfmmq. After many complainb of loam of tima
and f e u of the rains, I w n obliged to conaent to remain ; and on tbe mornLy
of the l l t h , an ommr -me out to the enumpmeut to u y CHOW-w-WB.~
wished to we me. I prombed to wait on him immediately a f b
0.
uriring at the h o w fonnd a large asmmbly, and the on1y communiutior th
old man had to make, Was a reqaart to d
n till after the new y d , r firthlorn of three days. I at drat nfured, but on Mr urging his request, and dsct
ing that nothing would be done at either place during the hrirri, I agreed to
remain on condition I w u not detained here on my roturn. The R BOA smb
wma demnr, u in duty bound, as a good Buddhist, about the ule of the cattle;
he w u , however, &ly u t a d by transferring the sin to the d e m ral Cnow- \
How*, who u n c t i o n 4 it. He w u as kiad u arnal, always d d r a s i n g m e n
his luck Chow hgrit," literally, " ran chief Engkh."
He
of a 6
.
once to Baakok. which I naid WM unnecersaq a f b r the treaty of 18-26,and k
w u y a i n utirhed. He is quite in his dotage, and reputed the same tli.g
over and over: the people from their respect for him shew him, h w m e r , mu&
conmideration. He uked if them wm any diierena in the d u e of him prarsntr
and tho- to the W . M ~chief, and resmed pleued when told t h t hi rnra tk
most valuable.
" After breakfut, on the 13th, two oliicen, d r d in white robm P.bd im
nligioar eeremonie8, crme out to my Lent by the Caow'a ordar8, to conduet me
rbere the oeremony on h b granhon antaring the prierthood w m t o be parformed. I found a luge uurmbly of people in an old rayaF near the pThe CHOWw m mated on a mat near the centre of the place,-the other chicfa
a w him, hi8 wirer behind h i m - 4 d
d in white. I found a carpet
pillow for me clore to CHOWRAJABOOT. A Pounghee w u t a t e d im the middle expounding the hw, and C H O W - r c ~ r - Whad
r ~ ~told him to cootinme tiU
my urival, as he wished me ta see the whole ceremony. hr I w u told I . r o d
be expected to contribute, I rent the interpreter to the CHOW with 10 npem ;
and he soon .Rcrwardr went out to the open r p c e before the zsyat to i n q rate the boy (about 7 y s u r of age) in hi holy
The olanronr i s tho
mame u in Burmlh and other Buddhist mantrier, h v i n g the head, b.thLI,
evesting with the yellow garment. Whilst ha w u gone, hir .on told me
-an
ru a h o to* mired to the 05- of high priest, (8sr-&~)'~
; tht tk
C a o w before investing him with him olhos ukr him if he w i l l ohey hi. kwfal
mderr; which being anmered in the a h n a t i v e , he m.Lu over to him JI

1
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I afterwards learnt that the reaeon of bir rcqncating me to stop w u f a r M
I rhould be iuaulted, or the people get into m y quurcl with the Zhaq
during the holidays at this joyom muon.
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authority over a11 ranks of the prientbood. The high-prieat then u k a the
TEO-BOAif he will b t e n to his i n t e m r i o n in favor of criminnh condemned te
death when i t shall appear to him that the punishment is too revera for the
o l n c e ; to which he ysenta. On the return of the Tso-BOAto the rayet he
aalled my interpreter and told him in a whirper the money 1had given w u too
little for distribution, and denired him to ask me for 13 rupees more ; which I
immediately sent. In the meantime, an old priest invoked a blesdng on all
p-nt
by name, amonget which I discovered my own ;m d the Sea-don who hu
been raised by the voter of the priwta for his strict ob8ervance of the preceptr
ef Budh, promulgated rnlea and ordinances for their pidance much stricter
than thoae which have been known here for come yeara, where the diacipline h a
been exceeding Lax. Sent the interpreter to inqmire how the Caow-HOUA,
who had been ill, was, and to rqucat BBNYAPA TO ON^'' to call on me. The
former a o better ; the latter promised to call in the morning. BBNTAPnroow
edled on me thia morning ; he is about 50 yearn of age, and an exceedingly
intelligent pernon, Hia father came originally from Pegn to Z i m w y with about
3000 other Taliens on 'the destruction of that eity b j ALOYPBA.A. D. 1757.
A short time aftnr their arrival here, an army of B u m a m encamped to the
northward with the intention of attacking Zirnrnay. The Taliens were promised
this,-if they beat off the enemies, they should henceforth lire free of t u e r .
They attacked them, and were succeashl, and for a time were well treated ; but
i n three or four years, whensgratitude began to cool, they were taxed without
mercy ; and on any expression of discontent, numbera were exccuted under protence of secret conspiracy. The Taliens in fear and diagnst mmoved farther
northward to Keintheu under the Burmese ;-the BLMTAand-some otber y o n n ~
men r e n t afterwards to daa, from whence he was sent to Keiatiru on cr royal
mesage, and with twenty-five others was caught by a alave-catchiag party, and
from thir place sent to Bankok, where he soon came into favor with the king,
who raised him to his prtrent rank, and rent him up hem to look after the
Siamese interest at all the three towns. He gives a shocking account of t h
bmtal rapine, and destructive wiute of human life in the petty border-warfare and
elme-catching incumions all along the frontiera, that hu kept down popuhtion,
laid entirely waste many large towna, and retarded civilization and dl the arts
of pcrrceful life in thir unhappy country to a degree that could not be exceeded,
1ahonld hope, in the annals of any portion of Afri?
All of this hu been
dmort entirely put a atop to by our occupetion of the provincw on the oout.
H e gives a somewhat different reraion of the Cochin-Chinew, war from any I
hare heard. He said the Cochin-Cbinese endeavoured to save the town of
WcrJfanam, Chandopoora or Lingm, when the Siamese attacked i t seven y-8
a@. The S i m e w would not attend to negotiations on the destruction of the
city when horrid cruelty appeared to have been perpetrated. One of the aons
of the king found hia way to Hue. The King of Cochin-China1= sent an m b a c
u d o r to Shrn to say the prince had found his way to him ; but ea he wirhed b
avoid a war, under certain conditions he would give him up. T L S h e r e
~ h e r o u a l murdered
y
hi8 a m b u d o r , aying be had given promtion .Ild
e n c o r u ~ m e nto
t rebels. The Cochin-Chinese, enraged at thia piece of per6dyr
M oommenced the war. The k t s r t account8 u i d tho Sirmero had tha bsrt of
it, a d warn y t of the Cambodia river.
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"h
ft & d o n # this m o w (l5tb), a t 6 A. M., and in five hour8 and a htl
ruched Z W y abont N. 3(r Wat of the former p h a . The M d n N a a q
Tao-BOAcame to m ru oil, and browht with him a penon sent aa a guide,
4 h o y h m u y of tbe p p l e with me were known to be .epnainted with the rod.
H e took nn through the &Ids, a path he evidently did not know himaelf, ppQr
pretence of b r e a k t ~ tbeing preperad for the people at mme village by the way,
and I u l t i l ~ t c l yregained the road by the direction of some Talien people re
met. The whole of the r o d Lay through a rich and cultivated country, irrigated
by a water-course from the May-piag, the nuin trmnk of which is wme swen or'
e h t miles in length, and thirty or forty feat in width, by eight or nine i.depth,
u far u we travelkddong the bank of it. At 8 A. Y. came on the banks of tie
water-conme, and at 10 c r w d the May-piag at a ford of cooriderable bradrq
but a t this reanon only reaching to the p o ~ y ' saddle. On the T
i.
i
l
found rome officer8 waiting to wndnct me to the zayat or tay, which we fommd
to be a rattle-trap of a wooden building, forQ-tire feet by twenty-five, starrounded by an eight feet verandah a foot lower, with four smdl rooms oa each side,
in which the people were hoased. T b u e buildings shut out every breath of
air ; which, as the thermometer WM 10.30 at mid-day and 80 at 8 P. M. ru
,
thing but comfortable. The floor WM of split planks l u d on without rails or
futcning, and u the people crowded up to look at me, the nttling WM u m n p
portable. As 1 would get no relief from this annoyance by complaint. I ru
mltimately obliged to drive them down by force ; after which they did not mture further than the rteps of the rayat. The sayat, which u ahout a q P u t e r d a
mile from the town, was snrroundcd by drunken holiday-making people. umgiw,
and hdooing, and ahonting till abont 12 o'clack, one of whom came close
the rayat and ahnred ua. My people pursued him to a neigbbouring h,
which 1 war just in time to prwent them breaking into, and I denounced ch.
occupier to the police in the morning.
On the 16th, tbe brother-in-law of tbe CHOW-HOUA
and someother 06paid me a visit of ceremony, bringing a prsrent of rice, rugnr-cane, &e. with tk
gratulations of the Tso-BOAat my arrird, and axpressing hi and their good-rill
toward. the English. They remained about an bow. Before they left. I
plained of the annoyance of the rabble, which they promised to remove. Tk
forcible ejectment of the rabble yesterday left me at tolerable peace to-&,
the evening, when the wife of the Ken-Toung Tso-BOAcame to visit ma, and =&
a number of women came nuder her protection that the floor of one of t h
pusages gave way with them, bnt fortunately no accident occnrmd. 1 bar
nothiog hut complaints on all sides of the rascality of the cattle-merchmb
employed by the contractor to buy his cattle. They are old boat ,-I
di.ebuged peons. and thievesfrom the juil, to whom ha hoa had the folly to en*more money than the? ever saw before. Considering themlclvea rich,
have bought wives and slaves, and disaipated part of the money; and u
cannot return to Maulamyac, they sell the property at what they can get for it.
Some of them have picked up the Shan language, and act rs interpretern to
strangers arriving from the coast, get their property into their haah and ampriate the proceeds. The preaeots they are enabled to make at this (to them)
ebcap rate, and the knowledge of the language, seta h e m above the f a r of
punishment. On the morning of the Nth, in conaepuence of my c o m p h t d

-*

y a t s r b y , a pernu w u rent out to keep the people from coming up in the
-t,
and a nttsr cune to hang up a notice to the name dcet. I have hem
MI te m v l f dl day. The poor woman into whoae house the person who m b n d
me on the night of our arrival rm for shelter, u m e to-day to beg my intercerrion. She ia a rtrangercfrolmBadok, aad, as rhe could mot point oat the offender.
in threatened with a 5ne. As they have shewn a diaporition to punish the person, I promised to intercede for her.
At 10 A. Y. en the 1 6 t h CROW n8 RAM MAMANnur and some other
otlicern -me eut to conduct me to tbe Too- BOA*^ home. They p r o p o d
that 1 should halt for some time at the court of justice, which w u m u
given np on my p d t i v e nfural to do ao, and I proceeded in the same order
as I had done at L o w . The Tea-BOA came in after a few minntu and
muted himrelf on a cushion a t the foot of the my4boJbr; I war rented immediately in front of him on a pretty large Persian c#rpet with pillowr. I
i n q a i r d after him health, y e , prosperity,
and explained the parport of my
visit to he a winh on our pa& to cultivate hir frisadship m d open the gold and
ailver road, that, u at Lcrbwmg, we night exchange o w superflmom produce to
mutual mdoantrgs, &c. &c. B e replied, that to aH proper subjects of tmSc there
war no restriction. I =id I wan glad oar custom8 agreed, and hoped that there
would be now no farther objections to the export of cattle and buffaloes, which
r r s what we principally wanted from chi; m e t r y . The Caow-Houn, a b o u
s t Wmtng, tranncta all tba business, and whdis raid to be the only one opposed
t o the trade ia cattle, objected on the more of the great mortdig which sometimm takes place h o n g them, in which care I obrened the price wonld r i n ,
m d still only surplus cattle would be sold ; that I did not urge him to give the
people an order to rell, but permission to do so. He made some objection, hdf
exprerrcd, on the reore of fear of the Natr or prmiding rpirita of the country.
I pointed out the fact of their beiqq sold to the Red Cuwns, to which he made
no mply ; hat, Bnddhisb u they are, the question of the life or death of the
animal has never b a n mooted by any one wcdpt C n o w - r c a ~ - W . r ~i n t r ~ c
f e d g the rin of selling to the Ceow-HOUA. The Tso-BOAthen heard the
letter read, ordered in rome sweehnaata, desired IU him children to continue oar
businear, end retind on plea of rre.rinsrs. The hall I w.o received in, is a brick
building about 108 feet by 50 ; the walls panted with an extraordinary jumble
of cloudr, trees, temples, &c. ; on the window-shutters natives of dikrent
countries in the act d salutation. Among other* I obssrred two Europeans in
the costume of tho time of George XI. Below the windows a sea with boats and
the white nmbrella (emblem of royalty) of reren tiers af coarse cotton cloth.
diminiabiag in mze to the tep (like an old fashioned dumb-waiter,) WM fixed
above the royabolh. I did not arcertun what chiefs were prelent, h a t the
Tso-BOAand the CeowdIoun were the only ones with whom I had any coavermtion. The Tso-BOAis 80 years of age, but look8 much more b d e and
robust than C a o w - ~ c a lWEET.
He was raised to the Tsobwhip by the king
of Bankok, from his merit as a soldier, though he can neither read nor writ%a very unusual thing in this country.
" On my way to the fort tbia morning I called on CHOW-HOUA,
and found
Lfm as much diapowd to be friendly as he had been the rererre o n the b * ~
t p m e r m u i o n n . He agreed to the truce boigperfectly free and rurrortricted.

&.

4 x 2

No dmty"inklmkdcn~p..b. T h d a t # m e a t h t o k u . t ~ . *hb.~.tial; b r w r h d d ~ t y m
; u a k e t a a n d a h a a m ~ ~

d bdyt.Lurortdthreou~;4~aCmfromIrk.y.h.nbe~~
u d t b e p g p h o f t h u d L t r k t ~ t h n p . n l b s d . H e P i d o u ~ ch
o f m u k e t s w u aeert.i.mrkof ~ p , u d t b a t b e i m t c n d d t ~ . ~ d
c & l e t o t h e C o a m t d o . a ; mduIaddnottakethcmwitbme, h e w '
d t h a t ~ m i g b t ~ t o ~ e a D m 8 0 ~ t O t m k e ~ o f t h u .
24th. I rat to take L.rs d tLe Tw--A, who d w d me @ h
huoPtslU1; me1~blcttsrfortLeCo.~ntdo-,udru.poltfridly in Lb protadam. Hb hmrc d t .of thra wooden nagem of aboet &fty
ridq (their length I wuid not ra,) tLe brick hall standing across t8e a&,
tn which I m, f o d y received, and tLe a d one in which I maw him to4.y.
Boon after my retam to tho tuydrr a ryJ. CROWMAHANBW enme with
8 message from CROW-Hour to mt my m i d at we nydiy the a
t
& a d
tradegenerally; that ma). facility shouldbegirentopurchuecattk.dtb
~ g h d b e p e r f o c t l y f r e e u d p u e r b i c t s d ;thatit runotLmcomimgtok,
by promiaa, but that we would ree hereafter the atnngth of their frienda p . Ha regratted that he had not r a n me on my krt visit, that my stay tLir
tiam was u, short, and requutsd 1 wornid return for r longer stay next fine w a ther, &c. drc. I left Zi-y
at half prst 4 r. n. on the 24th. and reached h)ollg at 10. The walls of the inner torn of Z
i are 800 fathom from sa
r& and 10- from north to m t b , dl of brick, aad a d i i and rampart
.~l
d.
The outer wall, which rereha from the north-east b the wmtb-rat
m a r , ir circnlu and ~ p r n r d rof 1800 fathoms, one-h.ll of brick, the other of
w d with a rampart round the brick p u t , and a ditch wromding the w h o k ,
B e ditcbu when in repair, (which they do not appcu to be now,) can
from the river. The town is mibated four or 6m milea from the emtarn foot d
the ~ y a - t h - D y Phill, the highat in the range. and between i t ~ . the
d
b
mother small single-walled fort about the drs of hbmag, called Mourg-8d.n)ab6,
(dty of the lower garden.) All the houaw in Zinmuy above the peasrt of the people am mrroonded by wmpoondr fenced in, in which am c a w . t ,
&a,betel, bamboo, and other lwful trar, with a great variety of d0.r- 4
flowering shrubs, which us watered by a stream of clear water brought fm
the hill. The valley in which this town end Lubouag both rtand, b lit* 1than one dry from east to wert, and little more than three from north to m t b .
Much of the d e y near the town i? under cultivation, which in all p m p ~ ,b
d
irrigation, and the grain is traneplanted, yielding upwards of one hundred-f&,
tho& the fields are never left fallow."

,

Dr. R. quitted Laboung on the 29th. On the 9th May the lains
net in, and continued almost without intermission during the remainder of his journey. He arrived at Maulamyuc on the 21st Map,
nuffering greatly from the exposure ; most of his followers iU. (several of them died shortly after,) and t l ~ eelephants completely knocked
up by the difficulties of the road.
DR. nrcaanqsoa9e Taxnr, vInn, 1835.
Dr. R. was directed on this occasion to extend his visitb to
of the other Shan States, and also to the tribe of Red KafFe11slo"on the
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.recrt bank of the &hen, who, sometime previous, had sent a mee- .

sage to Mmrlamyne to say they should be glad to see an European
officer in their country, and to open an intercourse with us.
Dr. R. started on the 29th December, and arrived at Laboung on
the 26th January, 1835. Here he found that his old friend the
" CHOW-TCHL-WEPT,"
or '' Lord of Life." was dangerously ill. The
old man. received him, however. Dr. R. says--" On entering his
house, I found the chiefs and elders assembled and a curtain acroes
the room. After some conversation, chiefly regarding the war to
the eastward and the great blessings conferred on this country by
oar, occupation of the Provinces, the curtain was drawn aside, and
showed us the poor old man evidently on his death-bed, with his
children and grand-children around him. H e spoke but little ;mid he
was glad to see me again, and handled one of the muskets I h.d
brought with me to present to him."
After staying a few days at Laboung, Dr. R. proceeded to Zimmay.
Here he had some long discussions with the CHOW-HOUA
of that
place relative to some impediments and restrictions he had placed on
the trade in cattle, and to some late attempts on the part of the frontier Shan petty chiefs to levy tribute on the Kayens residing on our
side the boundary river. These matters were. however, amicably
adjusted, and much kindness and attention were shown him. I t wan,
the period of an annual festival, for which he was urgently pressed
t o stay. He says" One of the amusements at this festival was the letting off of h g a rocketseach rocket being honored with some name, and supposed to appertain to rome
chief or great pereonage. One was appropriated to me ; and my coolies and
ser-tr
being joined by a number of ~aukaminetradere then in the place, who
entered into the spirit of the thing, my rocket WM well attended to the ground
with dancing and singing, to the delight of 'the SLans, to whom Burmese mueio
and dancing WM quite a novelty. The rockets were a11 of wretched construction, but it so happened that mine performed its duty in a style infinitely snperior to any on the &round; and such is the superstition of these people, that I
feel confident this incident has made an impression ou their minds of the superiority of our nudon which w i l l not easily be eficed."

Here Dr. R. met a large portion of the annual caravan of Chinese
traders, of whom he says-

" At Zinm~crjrI found the caravan of Chinere traders, consisting of 200 males
and horrer. Three hundred more were s u d to be at Bfoungnan, where cotton i.
abundant. They had arrived in the country a considerable time before me, and
w e n prepring rhortly to return home. I had a good deal of conversation with
the two heads of the caravan, who seemed to be intelligent, enterprising chuac.
ten. They mid t h q had long entertained the idea of visiting M a d m y a e ; and
now that t h q wrro invited to do 10, and were unwed of protection, they wonld
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andonbtadly do so next reuon ; the p r m m t o n being too far d n a c e d to .Ibr
of their incraring their distance from home. Thy req&
that u
that he B d
ahoald m a t them at Zi-y
; - a n d from their reputad
Lm at Z i u m q in all November, in order to accompany thee do*
I feel amr i n d these people will be at M a h y a e before the end of the year. With tbc
chiefs I foand no diffidty whatever in obtaining their consent to their p m d q '
through the country : no objection ruever hinted, nor bare i reawn to expect
that any d l barafter arise.
The i m p o r l by thac an- eonsilt of copper and iron ramla, silk. (m
aud nunnfickued,) utina, gold and silver thread and k c , musk, w d n u b , car.
ptr, and vermilion. They export from the S h m country cotton, ivory, akinr,
borna, drc.
Fnnn the information which I could collect, the urnvan usem- I
bled at M a a g k o o , dirtsot from Zim(10y about two monthat journey. Tbeir goods
u e conveyed by malem, and they would appear to travel rapidly ; u theJ awertrd
they would not be more than twelve days from Zin"dy to Mudump@. l8q
dlow nothing to detain them on their journeyr. If a nun fall sick. o r is &
ahled, he is left behind ; and if one dies, they do not even atop to bury him, but '
cover hi. bod J with a cloth and continue their route."
Dr. R. left Zimmuy on the 23rd Febmaq for Lagon.'" a t o m

&.

he had not hitherto visited. The following is his route :23rd. Direction 8. 65 E. Distance, 55 miles.
Started at 1 P. M. and reached Pabounglo' at 3. 30. Thia i s a a&
village of 01-11
y twenty-four homes, but the Thongyee, or head-man. has dtogether about three hundred houses under his jurisdiction. The road r.s l e d , .
through padd y fields, interrected by small nlipe of jungle.
a 24th. Direction S. 20 E. Distance, 168 milea.
Left Paboung at 7. 35. At 9 crossed the May-quang, which rpn. put
Laboung and falls into the Moypiry to the southward. At 11. 40 we b . l ~
the village of M a - ~ a s - t e h u y ~ ~The
. road throughout the day w u g ~ o d
pleasant ; considerable cultivation, and the inhabitauta numerom. T b e peopled
the rillage where we have halted are a11 captives from Mcir Neanng, who, n m = ,
having seen an European, were very cnrioua, but, at the same time, e x d e ,
civil and hospitnble, having provided a dinner for my followers. Au old man d
the village remarked to me, after we had been encamped a few minutes only,
that a Burman chief, travelling aa I was doing, would ere thin hare tied
and ,
flogged some of them to shew his authority, and that neither he nor his father had
ever heard of a person travelling through a country merely to make friend..
He.
wished I would open the road to his native place of l e i n Nauag. '
25th. Direction S. 20 E. Distance, 13 miles.
The road to-day waa through a teak foreat and over reveral small hills lJin8
from a few yards to a mile distant from each other. Our guide to-day W" a
Doctor, who waa quite an amateur in his profession, and spread out ell hi. mdicines under a tree and began prescribing gratis for our people. H e bad in hir
store of medicine the thigh-bone of a dog, the jaw of a monkey, the vertebm of
''I

A amall party of them have since arrived at Marlamym in company with
the men sent to meet them. They made the march in 15 daym and erprar'
t+rnselves ~atisfiedwith the market here.
'
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a 818, part of a grinder of an elephant, the fore-tooth of a rhinoaeroa, some
bone of a tnrtle, and two or three pieces of broken china. The rest of his collection consisted of little bit. of sticks, and roots of all colors. to the number of
two hundred and eighty-one, (I had the curiosity to connt them.) the names and
rirtuss of all which he profelsed to show. Not the least curious part of the
collection war his mortar or anbatitate for one ; i t w u a turned wooden bowl
ten inches in diameter, with a handle to it, and inside opposite the handle a piece
of coarse d i n e sandstone fixed with lac about four inch- square, and sloping
towards the bottom of $he bowl : on this-the various articlm are ground d o m ,
in rometimes a quart of water if the patient is very ill.
' I 26th.
Direction S. 70 E. Distance, 16 miles.
" Theroad to-day was very tortuour and in some parts cteep and rocky. NO
inhabitants or cnltivation were to be seen,
" 27th.
Direction East. Distance, 15 miles.
'' Started at 7 A. Y. March lay along a good road in the jungle till 8.30
when we passed a lut year'r clearing with h u ~ o e and
s other signs of inhabibd
country. At 8. 45. cromed the M ~ y t u n ~a ~conddenble
~,
stream in the
raina, now not ancle-deep, and on the eastern bank at B a - h u n g - ~ t ~a ~ ~ ,
rillage of some size ;-found they had received orden t o hare breakfast ready
for the people, which was fortunate, as there w u not rice for half of them at
starting. Here we halted fifty minuter under the tamarind trees, whence two
hours marching bronght ns to B o r t r e , ~ lon
~ the burkr of a streun of the
same name about the size of the Mayton. The road har been good throughout
and the conntry level. The people of this village have orders to supply us with
every thing, and take us into the town to-morrow ; theJ brought out dinner for
the people soon after our arrival,-rice and vegetable stews, ready cooksd, each
howe furnishing a portion, as is the custom in Burmah. Thew were brought
out by the women of the village, young and old ; the former, an usu.1, uncovered
t o the waist, and finer bush are not to be found in the world, and many of them
fair as Europews.
" 28th.
Direction S. 70 E. Distance, 4 miles.
'' Reached h g m at 8. 20 A. M. There are tbree tornr close together, two
in &he
o n the north and one on the south side of the river May-Wang,
laat of which most of the chiefs lire. The river between the towns baa a courw
nearly east and west, and, dividing, forms a little sandy ialand nearer the south
ride, on which sheds had been prepared for our receplion. The whole breadth
of the river is about one hundred and forty-seven paces, but at this searon there
are only twp small streams near each bank about knee-deep. During the rains
even, i t is seldom full, and consequently for the greater part of the year is qot
navigable for boats of any sire. Neither is it favorable far purposes of irrigas
tion, and u the r u n s are often insufficient, i t ir a far less favorable rite for a
town than Loboug or Zimmay, though contsining an equally numerous popdation. hr the trees in the town and neighbourhood are luxuriant, and the soil
generally appears productive, it i~ probably the fault of the people themselves
that provisions are rcuce."

The following are Extracts from Dr. R.'e Journal during hie utay at
Lagon.

. " 3rd Y-k.
Visited r t r d of the chiefs to+.
They dl apm&d &arelva most friendly to or, and spoke openly of a diffient feeling ui.tiy d
~ i & . An my visit wan entirely conciliatory, I avoided the subject, merely
uying, that we were gratefd to o m friends, and that I b e l i m d the general feel- '
ing of the people of Zi-y
w u friendly towards w, in which they agreed, and
.aid they raw I was a n u e where the bd faling lay. I .pent r e r e d horn
with the reverttl chiefs, and altogether purcd a very pleasant day, owing to their
&d reception and the abrence of all ceremony.
'' Uh. Went over to one of the towns on the north side of the rirer to rLit
a chief reaiding there. The whole of the town is e n c l d rithi. old 4%
the river face of which is mnd, the remainder brick, but in a wry ricketty candition. The path8 from one houae to another, which are all far .put, ue
more like the paths in a common village than the streeta of the torn.
'' 8th. There are fewer elephanb here than at Zi-.
The king of 8ia
called for a retnrn of there animals last year, when thres hmndred were found
hare and near one thouand at Zi-,
large and s m d . I learn that there u a
no taxer on specific articles hen. Every cnltivabr, without exception. a t tkz
doae of the harvest, pays into the Government van- a q u ~ n t i t yof grain o q d
t o what he may have sown, and each h o n pya
~
half a t i d of awn dlra M
I
acconnt of racrifices to the Nalr, or protecting rpirits of the country. Tbae
mcrificu are another name for pnblic feast. aa the buffdoen, p i g 6c.. tog
t h w with the spirits that are provided, are aonmmed by the p p k . The U
ir the property of him who clean it, and any one may cnltimtc moecPpia
land, provided he pays the accnstomed contribution to the public granary- Tbr
penon BO clearing and caltirating land may dispose of i t in m y
he lib,
and cannot be arbitrarily d i r p o s a a d of i t by the chiefs, M in B
d the peb
ple are gLad b plux themwlrea under the protection of some chief and
followerr of his family. They work for him, and are often lent by him on tnding excnraions, receiving occasionally a portion of the profits.
" 10th. Received a vieit from No. 1 wife of the Crow-Hovn. .eoomprPLcd .
by her two daughters and several female attendanb. She MJII she rill k
obliged to leave her daughters behind when she accompania her h&d
to
m k , (whither a11 the chiefs are bound, on the occasion of C a o w - T C E I - W U ~ ' ~
death,) as the king might take a fancy for one of them. T b ,she mid, r o d
be d l very well for a year or two, after which she would be dincarded and mgIectad, and then her life would be one of mbeq."

i

Dr. R. left Lagon on the 10th March, and arrived a t Luboung on
'
the 13th. a distance of 44 miles ; direction N. 70 W.

" Here I found tbe chiefs of

a11 tho associated States, arssmbled to w o r m
the funeral ritcsover the body of Caow-TCBS-WSXT,the acknowledged h a d of
their family. I had to enter into long and diaagrmble diseasriou rdulre to
the three elephants which had been stolen a t M a l a m p on w e d occujop.,
and which had been traced to Laboung and the thieves dilcovered. The diecnlty arose from the thieves being proteges or dependento of Cmow-Hour d
Moung, who alone opposed restitution of the property, or the puuiahmert of
the thieves. I at last threatened, that unless I could report that this buinesa
was ntbfactorily wttled, it would bc referred to B d o k . Thir darned them

I
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u,under present circnmatancsr, t h y must deprecate any reference againat them
to the king of Siam, who might take adrantage of the opportunity to p h a
r
w in the ritnation of the decaued chid. Still the settlement w u put OL
till the arrival of the chief of Zirmury, who had retwmed to hir town for a few
days, and I n u obliged to quit withont knowing the result of their deliberatioa.
I learnt, however, by a messenger who met me on my return from the Red
Kaysnr, that the &air had been terminated to the utirf.ction of the owncn ef
the e l e p h t r , who had accompanied me from MuJ#yae.
" At this urembly the chiefs seemed on very bad term8 with each other, and
their deliberationr r e r e conducted with mnch acrimony, and on one ocmdon
with personal violence. The Ceow-Hour of h b m y appeared to have given
~ e n e r adiuatirfaction,
l
though he w i n w u full of compl.intm against the othem
Thir mutual bad feeling war rheum in the inditing of the letter brought by me
from the chief8 of hbouy. I w u informed by one of them, that when it war
read to Ceow-HOUA,he ordered ti8 name to be struck out without uri&
any reason. When I d l e d on him to bid him farewell, 1 uked him why he had
done dia. He bagged me to be a m r e d that no diuapect ru intended by i t ;
that tbe letter had bwn w r i t b n without, i n the Ieut, cona~lltinghim ; and thongh
i t war a very good letter, yet he declined to have hi name in i t under much circarnt.ncu. He then went on to my, that the death of the old man, whore
obmequia they were then celebrating would, he fared, ba the came of muoh
evil and mirev to the m u t r y , owing to their own diawnrions.
" Having at l u t obtained the letter, and having been trunbhed with an order
lor guider
from the frontier to the
K g e n country, I left L.dwrg on the
45tb Much."

The route usually travelled tiom Laboung and Zimmay to the country of the Red ~ a i e n on
s the r e s t bank of the ~ a l & m ,is through
Mein-loon-gyee, towards which Dr. R. bent hie course and arrived on
the 31st March. Here he remained one day in order to procure rice
m d other articles for himself and followers during
- the remainder of
the j-ey,
aa no villages would be fallen in with for some days.
dp+il a d . Direction N. 15 W. Dirtancs 15 mil-.

TL

road lay p e r a l l y along the b u k s of the Mcfr-loorcgyre rivet,
ing occu&..lly from one ride to the other and through a magnificent wrorert.
" W. Direction N. 39 W. Dutancs, 20 mila.
6 1 m e rqCd mwh the anme u yerterday's march.
C r o r d the river twelve
t i m a d d n g the day with the water sometimer over the raddle flaps.
16 u
h. D j & o n N. 75 W. Distance, 17 miles.
1. hfi the Mein-loon-gyee to the eastkard,
and proceeded dong l r o d of
much -re q g e d character, up a r m d l stre- which we C ~ M Mueve~ty
~
or
eighty times. The hills are here more close and precipitona, bat the topr of
of them am cleared for grain cultivation, the only rign of the C O U I I ~ ~ J
being inhabited. Met lifte8n elephant. returning from the country we are about
to ddt, with rtick-lac.
" 5th. Direction S. 80 W. Dirtance, 12 mila.
Id
Crorcd the highcat part of th* range at 7 A. u. from whence the water
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mnr weatwud into the &Imd c
u
m into the Mein-loen-yyee. 'lb
rod to-day h u bean the m r s t we have travelled ; the hills very trying to the
elephant., and the stony hanks of the atrama to the h o ~ feet
'
Met t
w
poor little children recently purchased from the Red h y e n a ; cot for six bd- i
lockn ; and the other, a very inkrating child, abort 7 yeam d .ga, for 10.
6th. Dimtion W. Dishnee, 11 miles. .
'' Fimt part of the road over a atecp hill ; remainder over low land bmaa
with grua, formerly cultivated.
*' 7th. Direotion W. N . W. Distance, 15 milee.
Wmt part of the road the same rs the l u t of yatad.J*r, along low d y
ground, following the conrm of an inconsidemble stream. At 8. 39 a m c to a
pu between two hills, which, in cane of a-k,
i n defended by the Kaby
~ ~ l l r i nlarge
g stones with ratanr and bamboo work om the top of the 'bib ;the ratana are cat, and the stoner roll down OD the invdem. I t n about one6fth of a mile in length.
" 8th. Direction W. N. W. Distance, 12 mil-.
" The country more level, with some d o n d cleuings and a few hoThe jangle to-day was unnadly alive with phmunts, pea-fowl, pvtridgea, dse.
'' 9th. Direction W . Dirhnoe, 14 mila.
Halted on the bamkr of
' L The country of the rame character u yesterday.
the Sdmsm abmt fonr hnndred yudr wide, running a rapid stream in a narrow
valley or ravine, except at the r m d plain where we are encamped, and m o t h
on the oppoaits aide on which standa the village of Baurmg 10' q.r Y w m g , eonaiating of about twenty-6ve hoorcr, having the appearance of a common Brvmu
village. Met 20 or 30 bullocks to-day with stick-lac and eight slaver eo rmte
to the Shan conntry, making in all fifteen rinca leaving Loboug. One frrail, d
fonr were bought for ten bullocks, the father m d mother and two children two
and three years of age. Thereare lome others for sale at the village. I n the mning the son of PHA-sao,one of the chiefs of the Red Kayens, an exceedingly dirty.
rtupid-looking lad of about 18 or 20, came over with a relation r h o i r bud-,
of the village. They appeared to have lome difficulty in making up their mia&
who war the proper representative of the tribe. At l u t it w u decided titat PanBONO wan too young and comes to PRA-saoto consult on s h t e rn.tbrr ; u d
that M PHA-saow u the person who sent the mersllge hut year, i t in detar- .
mined I ahall go to him. He resides three day' joume). on the other sidc of
the river. There have been about fifty or sixty Kayena about my tent this .ftanoon, (none of them appeared to come avowedly as the young gentlenun'a a t
tendant' ;) they do not differ at all in pemonal appearance from @e cornmom
Kayefis of the hills, except that they are perhaps l e ~ rgood-looking. .
drew conaists of a pair of short trowsers of generally red (particnhdy &
chief's), colored cotton of domestic manufacture, coming about half way d m ,
tbe thigh, and every one had either a piece of book marlin or an Enc o m
handkerchief round his head.
" 10th.
Waited some time for the boatr. At l u t the young I.d of ptcnd.J
croried over, and on my interpreter compluning to him of the delay, he
the Kayeus were never in a hurry. He rucceeded, however, in getting them rt
12 o'clock, and every thing war crosred over that evening. We were i n .pplrrhenrion of a rcorcily of provisions, u the old head-man of the village d+eLiaei
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mpplying any. Par-neo'e son howwer, procured wme rice ; u to egg8 or
fowlr, t h q were out of the que~tion.
" 11th. Direction N . W . Distance, 9 miles.
IL
The r o d to-&y wan either rockyor covered with round water-worn pebbles,
and 1.I M o n g low rocky hills scantily covered with vegetation and rtunted
; scattered tree*. Per-DUO'Sron war engaged in u t i n g a buffaloe, which he bad
rcribced to the Nalr, and did not accompany us. He rent a guide, however,
and L to follow PI to-morrow,
'' 12th. Direction W. N . W. Distance, 15 miles.
" F i n t p u t of the road rocky and bad as yesterday, but the latter p.ut more
level and leas stony. Paued one or two rmall 'villager, around which war
a liktle of the most rlovenly cultivation, chiefly cholnm. Halted at the village
of Baatoe, 'Og of about thirty h o n m under the nephew of the laot PRA-anno
(a obiePr title). At this village there war a poor woman brought in two days ago,
from a party of about three hundred people mixed by PEA-nmono from-the
village of Tongpa) 100 (Burman S h n r ) which they left a smoking rnin a few day8
ago. The rtory which she told in the fullnerr of her grief L replete with d l the
horror8 that us attandmt on rucb diabolical acener. The Kayem attacked the
village, i t appeara, with bravery, (but the Shanr are cowards,) and her hurbmd
WM cut to piece8 in her armr, and rhe kicked by the ravages from hie bleeding
body. Idmy of the Kayenr were killed, but they rncceeded in carrying 06 dl
the iahabihntr. She raw her two danghterr in their rapid flight, but war separated from them two d a p y o . The respectable individual at the head of thin
. rillye took her as his tanth of the aptiver taken by hir people: She do- not
know where her danghterr are curied to. What add8 to the helplerrneu of
her rituation, b that she is far gone with child, and ir the only one of her
v i l b here.
13th. D M o n N . W . Dirtance, 14 miler.
I' Reached PEA-nao's d d e n c e (called &on !!'dm)'loto-day after travel.
.
ling Over a ruccereion of hiUr on the worrt porrible road.
4 t h . Sent into the villqp to ray I wished today to deliver the letter
.nd prennta from the Comm*sioner, and P ~ A - D H requested
O
me to come when
I felt inolined to do IO. I accordingly went in sher brukfart a h t two hum.
d d y u d r to the rillye, which consbtr of reventy honns in the worrt Burman
the chierr much the name as the rest, but made of wood rplit and f ~ b n e d
togsther by wooden pem. There is a rort of open verandah, if it may be
r t ~ l e d ,without a roof, at which we arrived by a rough sort of wooden laddcr of
sh or eight step#, dl of which were loole. Here we rtoo@pedonderthe roof
which
within four feat of the verandah or platform of loone boardr, md
two p e r brought ur into the door of his Majerty'e manrion, from which one
h p landed or to the royal presence. This, however, I did not for rome time
w v e r , u the door at which I entered was the only opening in the room, or
rather house, except the crevicsl between the boardr, ro that for wme m i n n a
. ~ eentering
r
i t war perfectly dark. I could abrolutely see nothin6 but a little
bit of fire that war in the middle of the floor. I seated m y d on a carpet, and
t h e p p l e groped their w y in with the presents, and aftw Bitting a few minuter
I rm able to dirtingutla by degreee objecta in the room ; not, however, ro ar
to b r a r e o o p h d the old gentleman if I had met him tpn lPinnter afterward8
,

'I

.
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intheday-light. I t o l d h I m I h d c o r e u k e b d m q m a t e d . u d u t k e C a .
midoner of M e m k m w bad prolnired L.t pu,from wbom I hd brought a
letter and prersnts, and w t b d to o p the geld aad d r e r d botwccr u, .ad
be Men& witb the &yen rution,
&c. B e gave me m o p p o r t d t y of rrfi- ing, n he uid nothing for a q m e r 01aa hour. At lut he r q u t . t s d to haw
fhe letter mad and explained, which w u done. B e tbw raid him o b j e d in rrquesting an OW
to viait him wu to knew if the Em&& would form u .Ili- ,
mce with him,-for
the purpoaa of nuking r r r om the Burmum 1 I d&li,
ed the honor of a warlike .UiuDee, but told him omr vie- were dl pea-&,
a d that we never mde w u u n b r injured, when 'ccqpnca was inmtaa1 begged him protection for oar traders, (LC. &a. drc. He uid if w r d d n(
'
make w u along with h i , he. must m l e frieda with as, n s r e d d e u ; h
t
war witb the Burmann ru him object in =king a viait, a d that he would w d
for Iome chieh from Ngoay Dora, and make known my visit, u d the wish for l
friendly intercourse. He promiaed hi protection to traders, and w n o &idthb she of the roo-it
w u .bout
l y u pouibb. By this time I could
QktJ feat by forty, and a bow end where thedoor entered. The fire ru in
mid& of the room on a little aquare place imuhtsd from tho h
,
b.q
raised an inch or two from i t m d rupportod from Mow, the roof a p l e n w y
runinhad with root. The old man wu alone when I went in ; tbe roo- ~y
however, noon crowded, but their whole demeanour wan civil a d reape&t&very different from what the Zhmuy c h i 8 wished me to believe. In the m a ing t b old man'r factotum cune out to hag me to delay sir or eight d a m r w
I declined, and hogged to be dismissed on the 17th. T h i old mm, w h is
,
mp-country Shan, after giving a rpleudid Mcount of thhurnbem of the KaF
'
.nd &ze of their townr, mid some of thah town8 had four lroldndholua, &
country war nix d s p ' journey from north to south, .ad four from -t to
P a r - s a o discourager men-catching, hut the people pay no regard to hi.
There i r something like law amongst them ; for, on inquiring the mm
of the firing of muskets that took p h thin morning, I w u told i t ru m*
,
who had' been ranromed by hL f ~ n for
b two k e k e a "1 (copper d m ,
of (png) and 100 tickab c o a m silver. Found oar height by the th-to-day to be 1021 feet. The Iht on which we u e enoamlsd, and on which eb.
. a y e in ~ i t n a t d ,is about 610 pama wide and 600 or 650 long. Th-i.
another about 600 feet higher of the same rise, and atill further up &
platform 2049 feet above the W and .bout two milea qlurs, pwfeutlybrel, ritl,
rich mil, all under cultivation, watered by two rtreuna which rPrh doa.
perpendicular face of the mountain from above and irrigate tbs two
plrt
formr. The mountair is of l i m a t o ~ ,and ib rteepat d i v i g a p p a r r to
on thin ride, though the prasncs of the bs~tifdstream on this faoe -4
hdioate the oountry.
Had a vidt from the old chief to-day, a dirty rhabby old K q e p r h
48 15th.
rw by daplight. The only indication8 of hir cbieftainrhip wers a p l d mnl
and a silver betel-box, both of which he carried himaalf, and hir only
wm the old Sham mentioned yesterday. He w a s u rilent as before for
d
time. He at l u t began to #peak, and c o n t i s a d talking for ahout m hthe origin of the buman raw, to prove what I h d @aid(on his qnmtioniy) th.t
the English were the moat powarfd nation h the world, to be i-r-4
.t
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ad to know distinctly if we cowidcred him our dabtor for tbe thieg I h.d
u he fearcd it might be broaght agnimst his children or grand-chi; rYcL
is by no means P g r o ~ fear
~ amoagat
s
thenuelrer, for I ruw on my fuat rioit
to 2Zmnwy a little chid who had been wised and rold by a creditor for a debt i
contractad by hi? grandfather for a gong. I arrured him his feam w e n perktly
gronndlea, m d explained what was usual in other conntries. He wished me to
remain tomorrow, on the chance of hi getting a horse to retnrn for the ~ t s .
As r e have the greateat difficultyin getting-in fact cannot get-rice, and s h d
we be caught by the rains on this side of the cantern hills, we shall bs obliged to
belt without provirioru till they u e p a s ~ b l e ,I intimated my positive intea- ,
tion to start with the moon-light early in the morning to rare the ekphanb
crossing the hills in the h u t of the day.
17th. k t night at 11 o'clock the old Shan came out according to hh
promise, bringing a letter for the Commi~ionerwritten on two shabby l e a v a of
an old Burman black book, md a little pony, for which my servant had kw
bargaining in the comm ef the day ; itr price WM about forty-6re m p e a . I
believe a man from Mauhnyme who rurobbed and is now -king
j d o o ha,
w u the writer of the letter ; and M they have no written character of their OWD,
it war writ@n in Burmrre."

-

-

Dr. R. quitted D a r m g Talwee this day, and arfived at MaYIarnyrrc on
the 10th May, having returned through Mein-loon-gyee by the route
already described. He thus sums up the result of hie last mission :I' I need not deacant upon the great importance of opening a market with the
frontierr of China for British goods by mcanr of the caravans of Chinere trade=
I t is probable that on the first r i d t of these people to Maulamyne their numbem
will be few, but when once aware of the safety and freedom from all resations a d
cxactious with which their risita will be attended, and of the ertendve muket
eristing fot their goods, I think there can be no doubt we shall see them baa
in fntnre yearn in great numbers. I learnt from the people, and also from o t h r
quarters during my travels, that no d i ~ c n l t ywould exist in our traders visiting
the frontier towns of China. The Chinere rsserted there were no gnud. awl
no r-trictions in their towns, and a person of some rank a t Lebm p
d me ts
accompany him next year on a trading expedition in that direction. I cannot
but think this subject is worthy the consideration of Government ; and should
any thing of the kind be deemed advisable, I nhould be moat happy t o offer my
rervices.
" An extensive opening for our inland trade has been mule by recaring the
good-will towards os of the Red Kayens, and it ie possible that the intawoarso
with these people now commenced may lead eventnally towards their cirilizatiom,
and that o w influence with them may hereafter be succamfully exerted in puttimg
an end to their system of kidnapping and selling their neighbow which n w
forms their, I may ray, sole occnpation. I learnt that from three to four h l o dred unfortunate beings are annually caught by these people, and wld b j than
into perpetual slavery. I met many of them on my joarney,-some juat purchased, others on their wny to be sold.
66 The kind feeling of our north-mutern Shan neighbonrr towardr US, have
been increased by my late ridt. The mixture of 6rmnerr and owciliation which

.
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I bad it in my power to exhibit towards them on the poinh disommd, has tended
to convince them that we arc firm and consistent friends, not desirous of aggrandizing ourwlver at their expence, but at the ume time not to be imposed on or
trifled with."

1x1.-Notes

on the Antiquities of Bdmfin. By C. MASSON.

Bdmidn is situated in one of the ParopdmitPn valleys, distant about
80 or 85 miles from Cablil. bearing N. 75 W. The valley is deep,
the enclosing hills on either side exhibiting, to a greater or less extent, perpendicular walls of rock, whence their convenience and
adaptation for the construction of caves. The rock is called Mung,
being a conglomerate of small pebbles, sand and divers colored earth,
remarkably compact and hard. The length of the alley is about
nine or ten miles, in direction from east to west. Its breadth is
inconsiderable, but greatest at the particular spot in it, pre-eminently
called BcimMn, and where the statues and principal caves are found.
At this point also the streams of Su'rkh Drr, and Jtif FolJdi, by their
junction, form what is called the river of &nick, which flowing eastward down the valley, receives at Zohik the waters of KuIJ, after
which winding to the westward of Irak, Bkbu'ldk, Shibr, Bitchlllk, &c.
and augmented by their rivulets, eventually escapes from the hills,
and passing G M falls into the river of KundPz.
The appellation BJmfdn may perhaps be equivalent to high region
in contradistinction to Damidn or Damdn, the low region, or that at
Bbm" signifies " roof," and when it is
the skirts of the hilis-"
remembered that Asiatic roofs are flat, as are in general the summite
of the mountains in this part of the country, we are at no loss to
account for the name, once probably universally applied to it, though
now retained by a particular locality ;--and when we further consider
its elevation above the surrounding regions, we may admit the figurative and emphatic interpretation of B d m b , as dorded by some of
the inhabitants, who render it the " roof of the universe."
The mountains among which B d m f i n is situate, are no doubt those
designated by the Greek historians and geographers Paropdmisrrs,
as opposed to the true Indian Caucasus or Hindu Kosh, from which
they are distinct. The term has been cavilled at, but without justice.
I t was no creation of the Greeka, but the native name for the hills ;
nor need we doubt this, when we find it made up of par and
p h , signifying "hill" and " flat." Paropjmisus may therefore
be tranelated the region of flat summitted hills, and is a term peculiarly appropriate to the countries on which it was conferred. Knod-

ing the etymology of Pamphhw, we leun that of PAMIIL,
ths lard
of hills.
The principal antiqnities of B&&
are its idols and caves, which
have manifestly a connection with each other,--the castle of Z a .
so called--and the remains of the city and citadel of GiCli@dek.
The evidences of GRu'k~hhkiCare numerous and extensive, proving
that it must have been an important city. Refmining from specoltion as to its origin, we know from authentic history that it was destroyed by GENOFIIZ
K E ~ in
N 1220. A. D. The natives of I&id&I hivc
a tradition, that it was re-edi6'ed. and again fell into decay-which in
probable, there being many Muhammedm tombs referring to it,
which have a less antiquity than six centuries, if painted glazed tih
to be seen in them, were confined to China, until the era of G ~ ~ a a n
K ~ Nas, supposed by some authors. The most striking of the m
mains of GliciZghLZeh is the citadel or place, the walls of which
encompass an isolated eminence.
The fortress of Zohdk, so called by the natives and by ABULFAZIL,
o c m at the eastern extremity of the valley, where the rivulet of
Kald falls into the river of Bcfnrfctn. We have not inspected it with
sufficient attention, to decide upop its character, or to venture to
advance an opinion on it, which future research may controvert-we
therefore merely observe that, agreeing with ABULFAZIL
as to its
antiquity, we differ both from his notion and that sanctioned by
tradition that it wan a place of defence.
The caves of Bdmicin are found in the cliffs or perpendicular fronta
of the hills on either side of the valley, and on the northern aide
they uninterruptedly occur for a distance of six or seven miles. At
the spot called Bdmidn, the elevation of the cliffi, being most considerable, there are found the greater number of caves, or s ( w c h u as
called in these countries, congregated as in a focus. Among thcaves stand in niches the two large idols long known in Europe, and
between them are two other niches, in one of which a1.e the fragments
of a former idol, and the other as certainly once contained one. Op
posite to these, diverging to the south-west is the valley through
which flows the rivulet of Jil Folddi, and eastward of the citadel of
GhLlghkkh is a valley stretching to the south-the hills to the north
and east of both these valleys are also perforated with cares, and
among those of the latter is a'large idol inferior only in size to the
two superior ones at BdmfJa.
The idols are cut or hewn in the rock., and have been covered with
a surface of cement. They are erect figures, with their hands extend-
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ed, and supporting the folda of drapery with which they have been
clothed. Their features have been destroyed, by removing one-half
of their herds, or as far aa the lips, leaving the hinder halves with
the ears, enormously large, appended*.
The work of mutilation waa one of aome labor, and having been
executed with precision, will have been directed by authority, possibly
by that of the Arabian conquerore. A subsequent and less systematic mutilation has been practised on the idola, by breaking off their
hands, and fractaring their l e e , for the merita of which JENQHIZ.
T I M ~ PAUBANOZZ'B,
,
and even TIMU'PSaLn DU'E~NNI',
who are all
rccnsed, may dispute.
The idols stand in vast niches formed in the rock. whose sides on a
level with the necks of them have been embellished with paintings.
These consist of bmts and sated figarea, both male and female. The
niche of the superior idol haa on each aide a line of twelve female
figurer, and. what is of great importance, at its summit, over the idol's
head, is an inscription, obviously intended to m v e l the mystery.
The niche in which stands the second idol in importance has no
inscription, but on either qide has lines of twelve male and female
busts, among which is one so valuable that we need not regret the
absence of a literal testimony ;over the head of this idol is a painted
full length female figure. The niches of the other idols are also
embellished with paintings.
On either side of the niches are series of stairs, cut in the rock,
which conduct to their summits or to the heads of the idols-each
series of ateps leada to a small square apartment, and these several
apartments have been superbly decorated with gilding and lapis lazuli.
T o illumine these passages, apertures have been cut through the rock
towards the idols. We ascended to the summit of the second idol by
the passage on the one side, and walking round the hinder part of its
head, descended by the steps on the other side. Near the summit or
above the lines of paintings the nichee have been widened, and on
either aide hae been formed a takht or sofa, obviously for the convenience of sitting upon. The superior idol haa or had the same facilities of ascent to the summit, but at the time of our visit the lower
caves near it were occupied by an pnaccommodating Tajik, who had
*towed in the passage his stock of provender. We could not prevail
upon him by menace or entreaty to open the path, and he evaeively
a m e d that he had never heard of one. We did not ins& with him,
relying upon making a further vieit, which until now has not happen.
Sse a rkebh of them publiihod with Lieat. Bvmss' Darcription, J. A. S.
rol. ii. 561.
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ed. I t is a great point to gain these upper stations, aa from them -7
be profitably inspected the paintings.
Between the legs of the superior idol are entrencen wndncting into
spacious apartments surmounted with domes-and
there are many
other caves at B h t d n which display the dome or cupola :--these we
imagine to have been particularly temples. They, in common with all
other caves, were covered with cement, in which the lines of moulding
their circumferences, with the ornaments a t the summits
of the domes, have been formed. The interiors of all of them are ofa
g1ossy black color, from the smoke of fires whichwere or have beenkept
up in them. Many of the caves at B d d & are remarkable for their
dimensions, and have other peculiarities in their form and embelli&.
merits. The most curious are found above the superior idd, b* in
another cliff rising backward; SO that in walking from them to the
front or south, we reach the edge of the perpendicular wall of reef
in which that sculpture is cawed. In these caves we saw the namm
written with charcoal of W. Mooacno~r, W. Tarencr, and G.
GUTHEIE
! They are gained by an ascent a little to the left or
of the idol.
There can be little doubt but that of the vast number of cave,
which do not terminate in cupolas, many were the residences of a e
priests connected with temples ; others may have been the ama of
ascetics or monastic classes ; and ae we find in Afgkhiatair, that the
care ia invariably the companion of the sepulchral tumulue, withopt
reference to i t . nature, ar whether it be a tomb or cenotaph, we IMJ
suppose the majority of the excavations at Bam'dn to be of the =me
~haracter. When circumstances permitted the erection of a h u l r u ,
it became neceseary to excavate a cave--and we need not be ~9ed at the vast number of caves at Bdmidn, when we have under
eyes the ruins of a large and once flourishing city, or when r e
consider the spot was a sacred one, possibly the most sacred, of
professors of the then existing religion, and whither the dead of fie
surrounding regions might, from pious motives, be carried for deposit.
The inhabitants, in speaking of the three superior idols,. call
the father, mother and son,-presuming
the second in cons-to be a female ; but there is no distinctiop in the figure to w
m
the supposition that its sex varies from the others. Of whatever
the whole may be, there ia little reason to doubt but they are of one
#
and the same.
W e visited BcimlJn under the idea of meeting with Bnantiquities, but it became evident that they were of another &ma*.
The inscription was in characters anknown to us, and continued

-

until we were favored by the alphabets of the Pehlevi and Zend from
Mr. PRINSLP,when we ascertained it to be a form of PeNevi. The
bunt of the Ling among the paintings in the niche of the second idol,
we had found to bear en exact resemblance to the bnets on a series
of coina constautly and numerously found at Beghrh,'and which we
called Parthian provisionally; but the characters of the legends on
inscription.
these coins were very ditferent fmm those of the Bd&
A t length, however, a coin wee found of the same class, with the
charactera plainly similar-in fact comprising three of those forming
the inscription (see Plate XLIV). We now began to suspect we had
su0icient evidence to assign the idols of W d n .
Under the idea that the inscription might be rendered NANUA,
we had ventured to communicate our suspicions to Mr. PBINBPP:
should they be confirmed, the idol might be .supposed to be an image
of Diana or the moon, called by the old P e r s h NANAIA-but we
are not yet confident of the reading ; 4nd viewing a succession of
idols, it occum to reflection that they may possibly commemorate a
serien of sovereigns : and this, even if the reading be allowed ; for we
find over the second idol which has no inscription, a full length female
~ ,the first idol has no figure, but a
figure, which may be N ~ J I uand
name in ib place. W e must confess, from the general appearance of
the idols, we should suppose them to represent male personages.
The coins referred to are probably of that, description marked by
Colonel TOD,when he enumemtes among his collection "rare ones
of a Parthiun dynanty unknown to history." The term Parthian may
oease to be applicable, but we doubt whether the kings commemorate d by thse coins, and, as we suspect, by the idols of BJm~dr.are unknown to history. We take them to be the Kidniar dynasty, whose
recorda, more or less authentic, are to be found in Pereian authors ;
and whose deacendanta, if their own accounts be, credited, still exist
in the pereons of independent chiefs in Seistdn. The Tiijiks, so numeroudy diaperad over AfghdnieLdn and Tdrkistbn, and no doubt the
more ancient inhabitants of the countries, represent the nation, in
olden time, obedient to the princes of this dynasty. For a series of
ws, in A f g W d n at least, the TQjikauthority has been superseded ;
and, within memory, the proprietary rights of the Tajik to the soil
have been seriously infringed by the encroachments of the Afgbhs.
He preserva few traces of hi8 origin or descent, and ae a convert to
the uncompromising tenets of Islamism, recollects with horror that
his country was once governed by infidels-while, as at Bdmfdn, he
resides, and follows the ordinary occupations of life, in the temples,
4 2 2
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from vhence his anceabn, in dl due solemnity, invoked the glorious
mn and dazzling hwta of heaven.
Admitting the evidence upon which we s e c n i the idols of B d d b
to the princes of the Kidnidr race, without prejudice to their id-,
vidual chuacter, or whether they be idols of Nirroi. . a d 0th- dor statues of sovereigns-we n d l y tmn to connider the p o s g i
epoch of their construction ;and this, if not absolutely to be k e d , ir
brought within a certain and comparatively recent period, or one wbv e n t to the destruction of the Gmk-B.ctri.n monuehy. Thb
monarchy, as J u s n n t e s t i k . m a overthrown by the Parthians. .ad
the fact is pahapa as easily to be credited an that ita snbveraion nu
&ted by the Gets ; though it must be allowed, that in support of
the latter opinion, STBABO
is very grave authority, particularly when
he enumerates the hordes or nations that e&cted the subversion, the
Asii, Pssiani. Tochari, and Sacarauli. It may be, an S c t i r ~ rhits,
~
that both had a hand in it ; but the conclueion by the same learned
author that the Getce remained in poawaeh, may be liable t o doubt,
if we recognize the Bdn& idol4 to be memoriala of the Parthim
(qy.) conquerors of Bactricr. I t is proper, however, to note. that
about this time, the A Z O t dynasty, whose coins we have, s e e 5 entitled
to be considered ; and if that appellation have any connection with the
name of the first of the f i r &tic hordes, as, we believe, Mr. PPINsuspects. both JUSTIN
and STMBO may be reconciled ; for, according
to every appearance, the Azos dynaaty originated in the regiom bordering on the Indua towards ita source. At the same time, it must
be remembered, that we suggest the possibility only that the Bdh6da
idols may refer to the P d i (qy.) conquerom of B.cfrie. W e
have remarked that the year 56 B. C. han been mentioned aa the
epoch of the construction of the idols, (that will be of the more ancient one,) and this epoch might coincide with that of the m-im
of the Greek-Bactrian monarchy ; but when this date is quoted as
being found in the Mahabhdrat, either the authority of that work hu
been carelessly advanced, or the work itself muat considerably b t e
its pretensions to the antiquity conceded to it by some.
We feel repugnance to renounce old and favorite theories, but
they must yield to facts. W e had plausibly enough given the Gmeh
in Bactria for successors a race of Getic or Indo-Scythic sovereigns,
a, we conveniently called them ; and we concluded them t o be of t h e
Buddhist faith, because we have read that such faith was prevalent
in Central Asia about the commencement of the Chnaian era. Without deeming it necesearg to contest the latter fact, in favor of which.
indeed, eome proof may be adduced, we have graddy, horn,

.
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grown sceptical M to that of Baddbist supremacy in t h w regim ;
and the term Indo-Scythic has yielded to that of Mithraic, which may
safely be adopted, as clearly indicating the religion of the ruling
pawem, while it affecte not the question of their race or descent.
It may be observed, that the later antiquities in Afghiuthr and the
Panjrib, or in the countries along the course of the Indore, are apparently mixed Mithraic and Bnddhist ; nor is it improbable that the
two systems, if they were really generically distinct ones, ehould have
been blended in the limits to which both extended, and were both
met-it being considered that Buddhism will have been propagated
with vivacity when Mithraiem was languishing in decline.
Our objections to the term Parthian, as applied to the coins provisionally so called, and to the p r i m commemorated by them,
and possibly by the idols, arise principally from the impowibility
of deeming them Aroartimr. Under that powerful dynasty, which
so long controlled Persia, it ie generally understood that the
worahip of Mithra waa discouraged :-we know not why it should
have been, and might aak in return, of what religion beaides
the Mithraic could the Araakian monarchs have been professors ?
It may be, that aa Parthians, who have been euppoeed to be of
Scythic origin, they were followem after the manner of their forefathers, whose rites it is one of the objects of the Zmfme8ta to
depreciate and to condemn : while with the virulent feeling8 common
to sectarians, and in posaewion of the necessary power to allow their
exhibition, they might have neglected no occasion to discountenana
the oppoaite rites and observances in vogue with the people of Crmus
-whence may be accounted for, dnring their sway, the neglect of
Persepolis and the fire templee of Iotakr. The fire-altar never occurs
on any of the c o b of the Areakii princes, while it is seen on thoee
we suspect to be referrible to the princea commemorated at B h G . The
eame emblem, indeed, distingaiehes the c o b of the Sassanian princee
of Persia, rnccessors in authority to the Araakian line, and who rekindled the sacred fires throughout the land, which had been extinct
for centuries-but on their coins, it is always accompanied by two
guardians or defenders-which are wanting on the coins of our princes ;
and as the more simple may be presumed the more ancient form,
we might deduce from the circumstance a corroborative proof,
that they are prior in date to the Saseanian monarchs of Persia.
Should this view be correct, we learn that cotemporaneoua with a
portion of the Arsakian dynssty, a powerful and independent sovereignty exiated in Bactrio~a,whoae princes became of the orthodox
Mithraic faith, or that so lauded in the Zendavesta. It is obvioue

also that they must have been subsequent to the Greek monarch^
and who they were, and whence they came, can only be pr06Eably
speculated upon, when we become acquainted with the antiquitis
hidden in the regions north of the I n d i i C a u d . It ie an dmtage, however, to poseees the knowledge of their existence. the&
coins and memorials, which display alike their langoage and religiua.
The height of the larger idols has been estimated a t 120 feet and
70 feet respectively ; the third may be about 50 feet. and t h e tm
others were 35 and 25 feet in height. Surveying them, in cotion with the theory that they serve to commemorate eovereigns, the
gradations in size, as well as their numbem, may be turned t o p d t ;
the former denoting the degrees of prosperity under which they were
formed, and the latter authorizing us to infer that there were at kmst
as many sovereigns aa idols. It ie also probable that theee idols, 6 t h
their accompaniments of caves and temples, are not poethpmoun wmorials, but that they were constructed during the lives of the manarchs who projected them. That they are the labon of a series d
kings, is an inevitable conclusion, from the moral i m ~ i b i t that
y
they could have been formed by a single one.
Supposing that Bdrnfdn was peculiarly a eacred place, and o n that
account pre-eminently selected for the burial-place of the s o v e n i p
of the age, we may inquire what evidences we have of their sepdchres. Some ancient authority,-we believe Cmslns or D ~ o w a n e , describes the mode of interment of the old kinga of P-which
was by lowering down their remains from the summits of precipk
into caves hewn in the, rock, and then closing up their entranca.
Some of the caves a t Bdmfdn are so situated, aa exactly to come
within this description; they are now inaccessible, and from tb&
small apertures could scarcely have been intended for dwellings,
while without some such contrivance, as lowering down w o r b
from the top of the eminence, it is difficult to imagine how they c d d
have been hewn at all. I t is proper to observe, that at B h f & there ue
none of the structures now familiarly known to us as topea, and which
are so abundant in the regions east and west of the Indus ; and
absence might suggest the idea that they were a later mode of d i i guiehing departed royalty, and originated at the period when the
Mithraic and Buddhist practices became mixed. Snch a conclusim
might be convenient for adjusting that epoch, and to sanction it, &
whole mass of AfgMn topee might be adduced as proofs, exhibiting
the chaitya and the cave : but there is no reason to suppore a
t
chaitya exclusively a Buddhiet form, and topes are not i r r e c o ~ c i l e r b l ~
with the mode of commemorating Pemian monarchs-if the menu-
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ment at Mdrghdb, north of Perrepolis, be really the cenotaph of Craws,
it being nothing but a chaitya or dahgopa ; and we hesitate to believe
it not to be the tomb of CYRUS,
having the hints of ARRIANand ARISTOBOLUS, and the interpretation of an inscription (we believe found
on some contignous monument, which renders the subject doubtful)
by Professor G a o T r m i ~ ~ Moreover,
.
if it be, we may inquire, where
are the dabgopea of the successors of C ~ n n ?s
The most ancient of the topes of Afghhnbth, which have been yet
examined, we think may be referred to the close of the first or commencement of the second century of the Christian era. While we
sappose that B 6 d Q nmay be the burial-place of a dynasty of kings.
h e mean fiat to infer that it was also their capital, rather supposing
that it wm not--although the comparatively recent GhlllgtiIeh may,
nevertheless, be enpposed to have been the representative of a preceding ancient and considerable city. The Parophmisus had been, previous to the conjectured period of the formation of the Bdmldn idole
and caves, the seat of a considerable power,-that of the Pandava prince
S n ~ ~ iwhose
o , mn GAJ,the founder of Gajni (Glkrmij, loat his kingM Uhis
S sons.
dom to E u T ~ ~ Y D ~and
I t has been usually conjectured that Bdrnidn is the Drapsaca d
A-IAN, occurring in ALSXANDER'S
route from Bactra or Bvlkh to Alexd r i u ad Cmccunmr. Dtopsaca is called Dtaetoca by PTOLPMY,
which
WILTORDt e h us is a substitute for the Sanecrit Drashatca, or " the
stone city." Admitting the etymology, we need not credit the accompanying assumption that " towns before were only assemblages of
hub"-an assumption founded on the caves of B&f& being hewn.
as indeed all caves are, in the rock-and thereby forming a stone city.
If our preceding deductions be correct, they never, strictly speaking.
formed a city at all ; although one naturally, and as is proved by its
remains, grew up and existed in their neighbourhood. Farther, if our
conclusions as to the epoch of the formation of the idols be wellfounded,they consequently did not exist at the period of ALEXANDBE'S
expedition, which may account for no hints being given of them by the
claeeical historians and geographers of the West. We are not certain
therefore that Drapsaca was Bbmfiin, or that a city existed there st
all, admitting the probability that a valley so conveniently situated 'and
fertile, WM even at that time adequately peopled. The stone city was
a term applicable to any eubstantial one. TIMURin his march from
h l k h to India halted for some days, as SHBRIP-w-DIN says, at the
I' fine city" of Khu'h.
This is an ancient site, and with Hybuk,
Kundur, and any other locality in the route, may have a claim to be
considered Drqoaca. BhmMn haa also been suggested 30 represent

Al&wdi& ad Porophnisuu. The last word appePrs to be a carelesl
introduction of the geographers for Ccarccrrrr. We believe i t wea not
n d by the original hiatorians-uamable however, when we consider
that the ancientr deemed the Paropimieus a continuation of Cauuw,
and the paaeea of the hills between Cdkl and Bdrrfda, are to this day
+en
of by the nativea as passea of the Hindu Kwh. which, 0-J
apeakhg, they arc not. Ak+mrdrirr, it k cleu, waa built at the
routhew baae of MU, indications of i b l d t y more M y ma w e d by G b h d and Bqhrdm. &in&& may be termed southbut widely-of the true H i d r Kwh, and, we should think, baa lit&
prdenrion to be considered\ A k s u d r h ad ,-C
beyond the
doubtful one conferred by vicinity.
Esmining the pretensions of Bcklcfr to be considered in an&
point of view. aa a racred locality, implied perhaps by ita being
d aa the burial place of kings, we have WILIO~D'O
authority, that it ic
represented in thebooka of the Budaa the source of holiieas d
purity. Thia may be of some value, as ahewing that the spme +
waa held in the anme venerated light bpCthe followers of two relgenerally understood to be very oppoeite ; and as the antiqaitiw
oertainly Mithraic, we might draw the conclusion, that the Buhave appropriated the property of others, and that the books * i
to W J n are comparatively modem--or we may suspect that Badhism waa originallv merely a m&cation of Mithnism. W e j+
it unnecersary to detail the Mahommedan traditione respecting
Ik, which &be, however, the idols to SA*L~A'L,
whom they gene+
aaaert to have been a giant infidel, first vanquished and then caned by A~ABBT
ALI ; nor need the Buddhist and Brahmanical traditiaw
be noted, with a view to comment, which consider S H A ~ M
or A
tb
patriarch SEEMto be the founder of Bc'Pnia.n,-because we have no
proof that he was, or waa not ;-but when a writer so talented u
W I L ~ Basserts
D
with apparent gravity, that B i d ia the MosaicJ
Eden, it may be uaeful to review the grounds on which he bamea hie
~ i o and
n makea an assertion ao singular. He is compelled to r
e
in the LcurdAi Sind Helmend, the rivers of K d w and BaIkA, the P$L
mu, GiRon, Frat and Hiddekel of the Mosaic accounts-bclt
it h
plain that he dependa upon the statementa of the P u r b and &d.vesta. The former contain so many evidences of modern composition,
that they surely ought not to be brought into competition or c o q rieon with records of high iintiquity, as are acknowledged to be aof the Pentateuch. The age of the Zendavesta has been much &
puted, some conceiving it of unfathomable antiquity ; others,
whom i our countryman HYDS, ascribing it to the epoch of D ~ m m

u-

+-

4 3 v s r r s ~ ;~ swhile others hare deemed it of comparatively modem
origin. W e are free to confees that we espouse the latter opinion,
and the very posnges cited in favor of ib remote age, we think. are
decisive @nst it. We advert t o this enbject the more willingly,
because we cansot help snrrpecting the possibility, that the Z m h w s t a wan compiled in the court of the sovereigns commemomted at

&bnf&.
I t is worthy of note, that the Brahmanr, Bnddhisb ahd Mithraists
bare the some idear as to the locality of paradise, shewing that they
must hare acquired them from each other, or from rome common
source. l t is not improbable that the two 6mt adopted them fnorn the
laat, and it may be conjectured, though it will t d i i t t l e ior the antiquity
of the Zen&westa, that B d m h may have been clothed with a s a m d
character, from the very circumstance of i b having been made a burialplace of kinge-for so the .%nthowta itself commemorates. when it
describes G k w t m m (Bdmfdll or ite vicinity) aa a terrestrial paradise.
C
m d revealsib nature when rt figuratively and rigni6cantly adde, " the
abode of the Supreme Being and the Bk8wd." There can be no
doubt but that the larger idol of BJmicin is also the more ancient,
and with its accompanying caves became the nnclena, around which
all the other cavea and idols were submequently and succersidy
formed ; and it is a fair inferenoe that, prim tothe construction of the
h t idol, &ere .was mo burial place of kings at &Imldn, and none
w d h y of emphatic panegyriem by the author of the ~'erhuesta.
The remote antiquity conferred by some antiquarians upon the
Zedmesta is not claimed by itr author ; and why he should be called
ZOBOABTBB
who called himrelf Z n n ~ ~ s eies only to be accounted for
by the desire of theorists to identify him with a celebrated p e m n
of that name, who existed, according to authentic history, some
centuries before him. Z B R D B so
~ Hclearly
~
narratea the details of hi8
career, that it is impowible to misunderstand them, and they cannot
be more correctly or more concisely represented than in the elegant
Lnguage of Professor H ~ B R E None
, of the most able advocates of
the impenetrable antiquity of the Zendaw~ta. The Professor write*
**Theworks of Zoaonsrlrn ( Z a r ~ 6 s a abound
~)
in details relating to hie
offm person, as well as the countries and kingdom, which were the first
w e of his career as a reformer. He provea by the clearest geographical data, that hi native country was Northern Media, Aterbijm,
o r the territory between the river Kur or Cyme and the Araxes,
both of which empty themselves into the Caspian. Here he first appeared as a legislator and a reformer ; bat soon quitting this district, he
p w e d into the countries eaat of the CaapianintoBactra, the residence
5A
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of kmg GUSTA~P.
who became his dbciple and admirer. The original seat therefore of his new religion or doctrine waa B&m, whenee
(under the protection of a u n ~ n s r it
) was d i i m i n s t e d over fm."
Z s a m r ~ in
~ , giving the name of the sovereign of &dto, h h prtron, poasibly gives that of one of the rovereigns commemorated ut
Bcinrfu'n. If it be so, we may associate with him Losmnsr hh predecessor, and it is deserving of particular notice that the romantic history of Pelaia ascribes to Loaansr the construction of a hermitage,
to which he retired, abdicating his throne in favor of G o e r r e ~ .d
from which he was called forth to repel an invasion upim Mk,
( G U ~ T Abeing
~ P absent at the time in $&a,)when he fell in battle.
We perhaps gain from this history a hint M t o the origin of the 1
caves and idols of Bbmfdn. Having coim with legends, which it is not
too much to hope may be interpreted, we may ultimately amxrbk
these facts. when we shall be &rded triumphant evidence of the age
of the Zendovesta ; and it is cheering to r d e c t that records
preserved of these kings independent of the Zsndauertu, itself a momt
important and valuable one. Tbese recomb are within our reach. d
we have only to dietingoisla tiction from reality, and hietory fnrm m+ 1
mance, to acquire a full and satisfactory knowledge of a hitherto dark
period.
Z a r ~ r s m r h a reecuratelJ described the extent and partitiom of tbt
kingdom in which he lived, ae justly observed by Professor H n w ,
and what he describes we shall allow the Professor also to stde for
ua. " The opening d his PerdiBrrd coataina, a catalogme of the pmvkrces end principal cities of that kingdom ; and this record, SO inluable to the historian, is so clear and complete as to leave M, room
for doubt. The chid provinces d places, rixteen in number, are
registered according to their oriental appellations, and for the molt
part are easily to be recognized. We learn hence that, except Aonc
bgm, to the west of the Ceapian, all the countries east of the w,
M far as northern Hindustan. were, together with the latter cwnh~r.
subject to king Gusmer, at whotae court the sage resided. The
whole of K L r h b n is here enumerated, with the several provinces d
which it is composed-Bactrhna and Sogdicara, Aria or SelCnOa.
CabnZ. Arokhge; the confines of Hindustan, and h d y l h h i~
n tb
Pmja'b, are all euccessively mentioned."
E Tindeed historic all^ wlnrble, d deThe record of Z E ~ D B ~is
scribes the extended empire of Bach.ia as it probably existed
EucxATr~m,and as it may possibly have fallen into the hands af tk
KiSniane-in many of the countries as we know, and very p r o w
in all of them, are found their coins m d memorials. It nill be ra
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membered that Atiwe or Kbdodx, fonned s portion of the Bactrian
empire, as recorded by STMBO.Profemor HBBRMremarks-" Nothing, however, is said of the two chief province8 of the Persian empire, Per& and Swirrna, .or of their capitals, Petsepolio and Sara, nor
of Babylon. which, nevertheless, were the customary residences of the
kingo of Persia, and in ~ a r t i c d a rof D A B X V
H~r e ~ A s ~ r s . ".SO femarkable an omission will cease to surprise, when probably at the
H Tmay
, suspect those provincw. and also Babylm.
epoch of Z B ~ D B ~we
were under the rule of the Amkian princes-and therefore could not
be enumerated by him am forming part of the kingdom of GU~TAEP.
They were also under the spiritual iniluence of those false Magi, ip
the estimation of Z ~ e ~ r aagainst
a ~ , whom he is so severe, and whom
term for infidel preserved by Mahamh e stigmatizes a kdfrmter-a
medans of this-day in kafr. The possible fact of a powerful indepen-.
dent monarchy in Bactris subsequent to the Greek one, gives rise to
many singular reflections on the probable relative position it m u pied with respect to the Arsakian : and we may divine other reasons
besides those already known, which induced some of the latter Arsakian princea to fix their capital at Babylon, or rather Ctesiphr. W e
feel, however, that the time has not amved for delicate speculations,
neither can we ventare to fix with certainty the epoch of the Kaihnian m o d , but we do feel confident that materials exist to fix it,and we do cherish the hope that it is possible to destroy that flagrant
monster of fiction and prodigy of national vanity, Persian history. If
the Loanreps and Gusrasps prove to be Bactrian monarchs, as in.
deed Z S ~ D S ~ B
tells
T us they are, we may ask whether Queen HOMAI
may not be S B M I ~ A Mand
X B RUSTAM
,
may turn out to have flourished
a little before the age of MUHAMMED.
The same sources of information are open to us, as were to SHAHI S M ~ E
when
L he wrote to
SEIIIBANI
KHAIN, *' That if the right of succeasion to a throne war
decided by hereditary descent only, it was to him incomprehensible
how the empire had descended through the various dynasties of Peshdadians. Kaiinians and the family of CHBNQXB
to himself SBBIBANI."
As for the Zendcruesta, however, it may be admitted that a ZsaDnuT flourished i n the reign of GUSTASP. I t is by no means certain
that that work as now preserved was written by him ; on the c o n h rp, the dialect in which it is written, would seem to be proof thst it
was not-for it must assuredly be the moat recent of all the dialects
of the Pehlevi-if
Pehlevi at all ; and accordingly on reference to
coins. we discover the first traces of it on the very last of that series,
(whether Saesanian or Peshdadian) which bears them, and then not
in the legends of the coins, but as marks manifestly punched on them
after they had been in circulation !
6 A 0

8 We bubmit'thtxe- n d e s on the
tione - o e d o n e d by. them, in all d
thdridee in - t h e inscription, figuP.ee
bared our conjekures, that others llpoy
.Bow far
correct ;mxl it m w t be noted that the coi
the ch'nuitera of:tbe Bddslr inecription, do
&&m
' ast r e d n t 'oP'the c h s to d i c h they' belong. . %s we ~ n a i d a
;rother fortunate thmi'othemise ;for if they are M l Kaiinhi do Pahdadiin. we may be able to find other cave's end hermito* LonBASP and G b s ~ h % ~ - i tbeing remembered that we are yet *-ding
- .
. .
on the. t h e d o i d of .discovery,
. . - ..
.
~ a b t dJ, w ; 1836.
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fypeu of'Bacttian and Indo-$cythic Coins.
XLIX.
SAY*? ~arNssP;.Set. &c.

By

&-*

- I did not expeet to be ag.ain bo soon wmmon& to
graver in the department of Baotrian medals; but to do eo when
novel and &terestiog specimens are banded to me, icino .leas. &
ligation then a pleasure.
.. The two *in attractions of pop present plate rre r(pre&ted
.~lntpulous:regard to fidelit?, from the coins thecnselpb, & h a -'
entrusted to me for the purpo8e.b~th&r fortunate pma~taaopae they wrre discovered.
No. 1 is an unique of Amyntar, a name entirely new to &rc(ricr
ir
a q u a r e qoin. of bronze lately procured by Cohel.&@r. hmtbc
Eun~:cib,in excellqnt preservation.
.
..
Obverse. . Bust of the prince wearing a rurionzr cap, :uw&
possibly represent the head of an elephant, but from the worn a&&
cannot exactly be. made .out-legend .A@ thr* -.sides of
s-uEnr NIKATOPOZ AM^ (ou).
?$ar?rse. A standing figure of Minerva.

+

c

..

epi%et corresponding to v u a ~ is
~ the
p ~ same
v
as that for
the coin of A a p ~ n ~ r published
os
in my Se~tember.number,
.pd before &i*the coins of ~ T I A L K I D E U. a d ,
exception only, qf.the 6rst.letter. The word wan
&e iqifial 9 4 being substituted for S, or.broaddd
4myrtas coins. The third letter in those cases ia slso

-

.*u

on

t
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Z, than 3
,, of which the &dne is as yet unknown. I have called it I
ad interim.
Fig. 2 is, if pwible, a more valnable acquisition than the above,
being the first queen of Bactrk yet discovered. Dr. SWXNSY
obtained the coin among K E R ~ M AALI's
T
collection. I t was thickly
coated with the rust of ages, and, from the helmeted h e d on the
obvelae, was looked upon as a MBNANDPI,until the Doctor set about
cleaning it carefully with a hard brush, and, perceiving a variation
of the legend, shewed it to Captain CUNNINOHAM,
who immediately
recognized with a feeling of intense curiosity the undoubted title of
a female sovereign BAZIAILZAL e E o T P o n (VT) A ~ A ~ O K A E I A Z - " of the
queen AOATROCLIA,
the ged-nourisher." This very cnrhus epithet
em-. a word not to be found in the lexicon, must have been coined
on purpose for the queen-mother, after the oriental style of flattery,
in allusion to her royal offspring.
Rmerse. Hercules seated on a rock (or a morh),resting his club on
his right knee-monogram
The Pehlevi legend is moat unfortunately so indistinct in one or two places, as to preclude the poseibility of our making out the true reading. The first word seems to
differ in no way from the ordinary PS'IZu malakcio, king : and the
second would appear to be P'I1'1 radako, s m p r ; then follow two
short words PYX PLhw which I am totally at a loss to expound.
though the individual letters are clear enough.

s.

To these two uniques I have subjoined some new types of EUTHYDEMue, MENANDIZR,
and E U C R A T I D
which
~ ~ , have not yet been engraved, though some have appeared in the lithographs of MASSON'S
drawings.
Fig. 3. A silver tetradrachm of E U T E Y D ~ Mnow
U ~in
, Dr. SWINBY'S
cabinet, having a standing Herculel on the reverse, in lieu of the
aeated figure. The coin must have been originally very beautiful.
but we learn from the memorandum of K n s i r r r ALI,who purchased
it a t CabuZ, that it was taken to Dr. GYRARD,
who deemed it spurious
or not silver* ; this induced the vender to put it in the fire (cased in
clay) to ascertain the fact, and the snfoothness of surface, and clearness of outline were thus destroyed. The beaus rester are still sufficient to excite admiration.
Fig. 4 ie' from MA~SON'S
drawing of a small copper piece of
E U T H ~ D ~ The
M Ureverse
S . has a naked horse pranchg. Legend am
usual, B A l I N n t ET~TAHMOT.M n s e o ~haa another similar, but larger.
Robbly it nu coromd with r coat of muride, lika my EUT~YDBMPS.

Ffg. 5. A squve copper coin of M m n ~ s r r ,p r o d by Dr.
S w ~ n r ar t A p ; in good pmervmtion.
O b u e r ~the
, usual helmeted head with the legend BAXIW mmma
MENANAPOT.

Ruuerue, the circular shield of M i n e m with Medwo's head : the
features of the face only worn smooth: legend in Pehlevi Pilu
Pl17 PY1Zu.
Fig. 6, from MASSON. The reuerae here presenb the bird of
Minerva. so common on the Athenian coins ;in all other re.spect~the
coin is similar to the last.
Big. 7. Obvc~seof a smaller copper coin from YAMON.
I n the
centre is a wheel with eight spokes, distinctly so delineated, otherwise we might have supposed it the shield with Medusa's head ; the
Greek legend surrounds it. The reverse is the same as that of fig. 9.
gives, an
Fig. 8. In this'larger square copper coin Mr. YMSON
a new reverse, a dolphin ;but from the appearance of the sketch it
is poesible that the original may have been an elephant's head--.
common devioe on hiawrar~~n'a
coins.
E g . 9. On this the sovereign's portrait is replaced by a boar's head
according to Mr. MASBON'S
sketch, and on the reverse is a simple
feather or palm branch :monogram H-legends Greek and Pehleri ar
110081.
figs. 10 and 1 1. Two specimens from MAEISON'S
collections, one
silver, one copper, to shew that the coins of EUCMTIDB~
sometimw
bore the emblem peculiar to ANT~ALK~DBS*,
two c o n i d beehives pod
two feathers o r palm branches.
Fig. la. An addition to our Indo-Scythic group of the elephant
rider, or Kenrenos. Col. STACY
has j u t obtained four from the Punjkh ;
all evidently from the same die, bnt not one containing the legend cornplete. To aave space I have filled it up from the united specimens,
t d there can be no doubt of a single 1etter:barbarous as the context
appears. Obverse. R6ja astride on a small elephant, legend (cornmen.
cing from the right of the head) o m n H OXAPOIAHIAHPOAI~E,
of
which nothing can be imagined but a barbarous attempt at s - 1 ~ ~
BAlIAEON ZnTHPOZ, the syllables m,nl, or nN, and PO being the
only happy conjunctions seized by the ignorant die-cutter.
'On the reverse the standing figure of A ~ P Ois depicted, with the
common monogram, but the legend difefers; being ,+om, or invert&
Thia name hrs hitherto been alwa~awritten (on Mnssox's anthorig)
A N ~ L A X I Dki.
~ Jncaua~
~.
corrected it from the VSNWBA coins, and on ra~xamina~ion
of the silver coin in Dr. Swrrrr's poaoeuion, hia teading i. mIt aIao corre~poadabetter dtb the P e h I d which ir
quui, at(-alikudo.

roborated.
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Tbe same in met with on one of the couch-lounger coins
from the ManLyPa tope. (see fig. 29, P1. xxii. Vol. 111.)
It may poeeibly be a pervemion of the tri-literal -0. But the horns
of the moon do not appear on the ehouldera.
Fiq. 13. A rare and valuable variety of the Kenranos coin in Dr.
SWINSY'scabinet, of which Captain CUNNINQHAM
has a less perfect
dnplicate ; the obverse legend, hardly legible, muet be PAO NANO PAO,
&c. The reverse has the standing female figure with the horn of
plenty, and legend APAOXPO, aa on the gold coins of the same device.
Fiq. 14 should have been introduced in my lest plate, among
what I have s u p p e d the fourth series of APAOKPO imitations. T b
ooin, of which Dr. SWINBY
possemes several equally legible, has the
legend APAOXPO quite distinct, proving that this group must be
regarded, not aa an imitation but the direct demendant of the Mithraic aeries in the Kanerkan lime. The appearance of N4gari on one
af my coins must be regarded therefore aa Greek. I t is curious that
MASEON
should not have detected a single letter on all the epecimens
he amassed. Some faint remaine of them are traceable on those from
Behat.
Fig. 15 is a duplicate of M A ~ o N coin.
' s fig. 15, of my last Bactripate, in Dr. S w r ~ a r ' spossession. A few of the Pehlevi chaacbn,
are better made out, but the proprietor of this coin still eludes m.
Fiqt. 16, 17, 18. I terminate this plate with three coins of K8des
in tJapt. CVNN~NOEAM's
cabinet purchased from the late Gene&
ARNOLD'~
collection, of an entirely new reverse. They are
of
milver, deeply indented to throw the head out. The letter0 K ~ A . .
are visible on the smallest of the three, which is otherwise of the best
execution. The horse'm head of the reverse gradually deteriorates unta
it can be no longer recognized (as in 18) without the earlier coins
objects of comparison. On cleaning one of my KBdea coins, it ww
found likewine to have the horse's head reverse; and the horse hm .
been since traced to the C h k a Dooka, or degraded Sarvrshtra seria,
in some specimens also purchaned from the eatate of the lnte General
ARNOLD.

ROV.

1

I

I

I

'
I

I

I

I

Port8cript. I cannot delay one moment announcing a very rnccersfnl reading by Professor h s s S N of Bonn, of the native l e w d
on the coin of AOATHOCLIII
depicted in Vol. 111. PI. ix. %. 17, by
M ~ m o a and
, again engraved last month as fig.9 of Pl. XXXV. The

following is an extract from the Professor's letter this moment receivfl. '' The legend ou the coin of A ~ A T E O C LisBin~ ,my opinion, in
mother character, and I think we may recognize in )( A
35&

9
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the letten ,
Agathkla w j a , readiig from the left to the
right. The first two letters are self-evident-the third ia simillr
enough to the Tibetan and PILli forms of th with u below: the fonrth
letter expresses kl quite in the Indian manner. If I am right in tb,
it
will be necessary to give to AOATBOCLBS
a very different position from
that assigned to him by Mr. RAOUL
Rocarn~."
The principal objection to this highly plausible solution of the
Agathoclean legend is, that nearly the same characters alw appear
on the colns of PANTALEON.
There are difkrences to be sure, and it
might be possible to assimilate the word to the Greek, on the m p p
aition of the first syllable being wanting-thus A J 6 will form
. . trrlava or . . talao.. the next letter on MA~SON'S
coin is a 6 . j . a d
on Dr. SWINXY'S
a t or n, but on both coins there are three ietten tu
the left of the female which still remain an enigma.
I have also just had the opportunity of perusing M. Jncomr'alht
paper on the VPNTURA
coins, but a13 this merely enumerates their
Greek legends, postponing the consideration of the Bactm-Pehlen,
there is nothing in alteration or correction of my own list excepting
the termination of Dome of the names. KO&#, Lysiar, Yonoms (1) for
Nonws, Ares, &c. 'M. JACQUST
had remarked the connection of the
Hindu coins with their Indo-Scythic prototype when examining Cd.
ToD's collection, but had not published his sentiments.

.

{Couli.ued

kom page 661.1

Stone Slabs in the Sociefy'r Mwmm.
Many of the inscriptions in our Museum bear no record, eitha of
t h e places whence they come, or of their respective donors. Unla
therefore they contain in themselves such information as may supply
a clue to their origin, the greater part of their value is lost. Pol&cation may in some cases lead to their recognition, and this is one af
my motives for including them in my present series of lithographs; I
stronger motive is, the example they furnish of the variation af
Devanhgari character prevalent at different epochs ; which it is desirable to place in an accessible position for reference, before we am mdertake a comprehensive review of the paleography of India.
The inscription, marked No. 5 , in the Museum (PI. XXXIII.) h
.neatly cut on a stone, about 2) feet long by 13 feet bmad. It h
marly in the same character as that of the SAekmoan inacriptian, pub
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liahed in my 1-t volume. There are, however, some peculiar forms, .a
the kh, the gh, the a, kc. Hardly any of the letters in the whole
inscription can be regnrded as uncertain ; I have had therefore, no
difEculty whatever in preparing the following transcript in modem
Devdgan'. But as to the interpretation, after receiving a f
d
ce&c.te from the pandita of the College that, with exception 04 the
vaner at the commencement and coaclueion, the body of the inscrip
tion waa not Sanecrit, or was ao ungrammatical as to be qmite mintelligible, it may be conceived that I was somewhat staggered! However, on conning it over word by word, with a pandit better versed
in the out-of-the-way terms employed, the general drift was readily
made out, although the connection in many parta etill remained
broken, and the senso do~btfnl. As there ie neither date nor allusion
to any reigning monuch, the fragment is of no historical value ; but
i t may be a curious study for the S k a c r i t scholar.
Trmmpt is rnedrrn DFbMdgarf c b 8 c k r .

--
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Translation.
Salutation to the divine sori of V ~ s nDzvr, ( K s l s a ~ ~ . We
) adore
w i t h becoming reverence N I R ~ Y A N A , lord of lords, creator of the three
worlds, source of the holy precepts of the vMas, whose praise ie
b e y o n d speech and thought.-For
the abode of the eternal? day by
day the pious offer up lamps of oil; of eaffront and asafoetida four

t. A Vailnarl temple 80 called ?
the wholoof thia purage ir vary obacure, and full of

This should be fiq.
f Kwnrtrma-dr6mar

mrthographicd errorr.
6 n

W*

: of i n m e .
fl0~eIB.ghee. a d i k a (myrobalm fmit) r dr
waght ; r n ~ r pulae,
i
a s&r; of dry-wood perfume ( 8 8 ) ; &wha
0)16 pans.-(Here follows apparently an enumeration of landed property belonging to the temple or V i s k - k P t r a m ) - A Z Z o 9 ~ u i k e (?)a
r&,--upa
alloiko, a small village, with a good tank having fourpuh
fib. They say on the south is a bar tree ; on the east a boundary
wall ; on the north the wall of U P A L ~ K * vi!lage ; on the west a banr
and old tank, where k also a wall. Between the bay and a gnJ
many mango trees are 13 ketakit trees. Also hard by, a well with r
cattle-trdugh attached. On two sides d the bay tree a chabutra is built,
on the west a boundary wall: farther 05 to the south, a tamarid
tree, on the south and west are two roads, and a police c l a M :fnrther on a drinking trough. On the north of the tamarind tree. I d
a trough ;item two rows (shops) built by LOKIKA
;whose EOO, n d
MITBATA,
built a row, a cistern, and a handsome d h a r d a . Another lane also, two houses and four bazan, for the fihu-klem,
bounded to the west by aeveral large hills,-four
m m r ~ atrees, two
po&ry and distiller's shops (?)were severally given by SNARAU,
mother son. (Verse.) Whatever ha8 been thus pnsented to V i a
may they for ever bold sacred ; and let nobody e b e t r w tbe h o w . the
bazara, (300 1) nor the numerous trees.
Seod grant, Plate XXIII. et q.
For this anuient document I am indebted to Mr. D. M. M C L ~ D ~
msistant to the Commissioner of the NerbwZda temtoriea, who stated,
on sending me a copy of the first plate, aome months ago, that it WI
one of five in the posmsion of a gative zelsindar in the Seonf distrid,
supposed to be a jatqs or $mad confirming lands granted by forme
Goand chiefs, butwholly illegible to the pandits of the N C T Wd&
trict. Recognizing the character as identical with thet of the CMtizg0.1
inscriptions, published by Mr. WILSONin the Aaiatic &sea&es, roL
rv. page 507,I supplied Mr. M c L ~ o owith this alphabet and with 8
transcript of the plate in modern NSgari, of which the sense, henna.
could not be wholly made out for want of the context. Through absem
of l e h r e , and illness of his pandit, the discoverer has been obliged tn
his laudable desire to decypher the document on tbe spot
("here he might, doubtless, have been aided by the names ofthe comr.
tries and "illaged mentioned in the grant,) and to entrust a faiw
mpy of the remainder, made with great care by his young natin
friend M1a J ~ P I R
ALI. (who has performed his task r e m a r h b l j re&)
,,t ow more hazardous attempta in Calcutta.

ficond
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Received only within the last week. I have been so hurried in transcribing, translating, and lithographing, that I fear full justice han not
been done. The order of the plates having been lost by taking
them from their binding ring, I had to guess it from the connection
of the reading-and on revising the first translation, with the aid of
K ~ N T )1, found I had inverted the
a second learned pandit (KAMALA
order of the two sides of the second plate in the lithograph, which I
was unable to correct, before printing it off. I have also omitted the
first syllable sth6 of stMnb where thi* word is repeatedin the firat page
of the lithograph. The rest is, I believe, pretty correct.
The character in which the S m i plates are written, when deprived of the open parallelogram at the head of each letter, is so closely
allied to No. 2 of the Allahbad 14th. that there could hav6 been but
little difficulty in decypheting it, even without the aid of Sal V n n x r
SUBI'S alphabet, which Mr. W r ~ s o nseems from his words to have
applied with considerable distrust at that period*. There are indeed
notable deviations from the Chattisgarh type? in several letters, an well
PB invariably in the application of the vowels. I had inserted VAIYA
SUUI's alphabet in Plate XXXIII. with a few variations marked. I
have now further noted some of the chief peculiarities at the foot of
the last plate.
Concerning the purport of the inscription little need be said. I t is
an ordinary grant by one U j a P R A V A SENA,
~ A of a piece of ground in
a conquered district to his officiating priest, in perpetuity :-but neither
the country nor the boundary villages mentioned, nor any of the said
Uja's family can be recognized ! The dynaeties of Cuttack, the nearest resembling fiikcilaka in sound, exhibit no such namea as P R A V A ~ A
SENA,
RUDIASWA,PBITEIVISRNA,RUDRA
SBNA
;and 0g8in PRAVAIA
SBNA,
who successively reigned over this unknown province. That
they were of an inferior grade is shewn by their simple title of M&rcijo. while DRVAGUYTA,
whose daughter was married to one of the
11. is styled the paramount
line, and was mother to RUDRASPNA
sovereign (Mahardja Adhfrdcja). This is the second instance within
a year of our finding the record of a matrimonial alliance with a
Gupta family, which we can suppose to be no other than the one now ,
s o well known to us through coins and pillars. The present name
D r v GUPTA,
~
however, is an addition to our still growing catalogue.

" After two mootbr the pandit was again called on without previous notice
or preparation to read hir copy of the original, whilst his reading waa checked b~
careful reference to the Deranigal? trmscriyt." As. Rer. XV. 507.
M. J a c e n r ~has rent me from Paris the facsimile of a plate in the Ton
cobction, which correapondr more clorely with the Cbattisguh.plater.

+
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What would have added still more to the value of the present docsrnent, is the exact date it cites. were it not unfortunately in an unknown
era, entitled Pravarddliamdnmajge Sumvat :it may, however, bear the
interpretation of " date of the growing (or current) reign" which 1
have adopted in the translation. At any rate, the omirrsion of the now
common dates in all these early records proves that the VikranuSdtye
Sumvat wae not then generally in use.
The omission of a benedidory invocation at the head of the inscrip
tion is a curious circnmstance also noted in the CAattiugwhgrant. The
initial word D r ~ s t h a e imay
, possibly be equivalent to " Take heed''or " By these presents." Some of the epithets, especially those applied to the piece of ground, are too far-fetched even fora gmes
solution by KAMALA
kin^ and RAM GOTXNDA,
whose ingenuity hrs
good reason to be admired even in those I hove attempted to rmder
into English. They refer to practices of petty exaction not uncommon among feudal chieftains.
Trtmmpt of the i m p t i o n C cnadctr dm&=.

1

lhmslation.

Of the uml. The irresistible edict

of the illllstrio~
prince of hereditary lineage, the ornament of Vdk6f.aka.U j a PRAVAU

SENA.
Of the abppsr plattu. Driohmari ahma*. The illwtriour Maharbja
P x u v a u S w n of the race of VUHNU-suoaathe rirhi, performer of the
.ever81 mcrificea of ApirNoma, A-,
S ~ ~ i r d P r Pdja*,
a ,
PrirApati, Scrdy~kro,and the C b r o r o a m H I . , mled over the entire
(province of) V6k6pku. In hin place ( s u d e d ) tbe amperhive lord,
devoted to Bhalrava-happy in being the vehide of the moon-lik* S i v b
lings,-the great king of P i , SrL RUDM Smr, grandron ot
GoT~rn;the daughter of the great king B a n v m ~ ' e n $who w u d e m e d
ed from araca of conqueroreentitled to be inaugurated with thr unmllied
water of Bhagimthi, (the Ganges,) and who had bathed in the sanoti6ed
water of the D(u(uwn&ha sacrifice,-the Bharaeiva race. To him
wooeeded the diligent worshipper of M ~ a ~ e v n a a $the
, juet, upright,
benevolent, brave, heroic, moral, humble, high-minded, strict in religious
obeervances, victorious through faith, of a mu1 free from blemish,--ea
dowed with all these virtues ;--(who wae) b l e d with a cent+
store

* This might porribly be an inrooation in the usual form, but no divinity
of the name of ~ A t a m u d of
, which the lettars are quite distinct, i
known.
iWhits. The epithet sipiilcr a devoted wonhipper of Siua.
Or Bhrvurltha? 6 Sir..

of treawres, of the benefita of civil polity, of warlike armament, d
children and grund-ehildren-who was sa celebrated ar Y o ~ a n r a l u ,
the greet prince of Vdk&uka, S d PRITAIVI
S=A.
TO whom eucoecded,
the protected of the discur-holding divinity*,-the
most opulent M U
rija of PJkJtalw Srf RCDBA SENA :-who was followed by t h e ma d
PRABEAVATI'
GUPTA',the daughter of the conformer to anceitorial fa&
tomn-the upright conqueror bf his enemies-The great king of kin@
8rl DEVAG u ~ A , - t h e protected of Siva,-possewing the firmnem of the
Ujne of the Satya yuga,-wrparising d l of the race of Vdkjtaku princes,
MahAdja Sri PBAVARA
SENA; whom edict is (sa f01~ows.)Emna Kdyyamtciget in the 18th year of his reign'$? on t h e l%h
day of the light h d f of the month of P&gum,-to DEVASARYA'CEA'R~A,
chanter of the U m a vCda, of the Modgda tribe, and Taitrigo aect,n
w t e d with the ceremoniee of sprinkling Ganges water, K h t n (?) and
distribution of 100 pano,-the village of. Bmhnapura, situated t o the
north of V i p u r a , to the weat of Kinauhi-adlak to the south of Pawaatok, and to the east of KoUupur; demarked by thew. several
brier, and seated on the banks of Kumnju rivulet (?)
Be it known to all our subjects, our functionaries, and agents, t o all &
dieot ryots now and hereafter, soldiery, spies $-That with the usual intent
of ouch grantr,for the increase of our virtue, life, power, wealth, and prsc
parity, here and hereafter, as well as for the divine favor; in the holy dk
trict recently conquered by us, (the mid village is bestowed) free from military-billeting'll(?)-where the rtija's deer and cattle shall not grase**not subject to provide flowers and milktt. Where shall be neither rp~r,
nor royal-chair, nor magazine '$3.
. $8 ? in which tL
inhabitnotr rhall not be liable to b&dr or forced labour;-along with im
buried treasures and such like:-and with all its stock and tbe liLe;--.l
long as the sun and moon shell endure, to be enjoyed by him, hi# ao,
and descendante. Let none prevent or oppose.; but defend (hin poscce
rion)--und let him enjoy all incrense by cultivation. Whoever
.disobey this order, or make encroachment or abstraction by hirnaclfm
tbrough others, shall bs liable to fine or punishment before t h e jauthorities.
Written by the pandit of the general BAPPADUVA in this court d
justice (Dhannadhikomuml). Whatever pious fame h r s accrued to p r i m

...

-

......... ... .. ..

--

Viahnu.
f The rense of thir pasluge ia obscure--one pandit by .
1
tion to d T r n T % would make it exprear " at a aokr aclip.e"-a
period for dating rimilar documente.
f Pravarddharndn rqiya Sarnaat t
6 Bh~rtar'chhd~Au
7 Aoalacchafrapr&v~ya-.IItile succeeding epithetr l a m & t o q oi tie
are equal1y far-fetchcd and obscure.
W Ap6ramparagobalioarddah.
i-t A H P . b k m Achdrlranaaamangara (for 6g6ra). It w u cuatomq with r Q a to bq
an A'ron or throne, a spy rnd armour at each village.
f f A l i o a n a t l i n u a k r e n i ~ r a? S a h i f i *
-p
t

:r

of yore from similar acts should be remembered, and those who come h e r e
aRer bhould uphold them-(?).
The holy VYAShas the following two
ramr to this dect :'' He who bestoweth land on brahmans shall enjoy 60000 yeare' happiam in heaven; and he rho reeumeth it ahall abide an equal term in
bell. If he take away either by himself or by others, his sin is equal to
that of the slaughter of a hundred thoumnd core."

I l ~ ~ n p t hNo.
n 6, of the Asiatic Society's &fweum.
I have inserted this inscription in my wries Pecause it possesses an
exact date, and because the original was not given in facsimile by
r
he transcribed its contents in his notice of vaMr. C o w n ~ o o r when
rious inscriptions in the ninth vol. of the Researches, page 433. There
are, moreover, several letters misread in that copy from an imperfect
acquaintance with the changes they have undergone in the course of
ages: of these the bh is the most prominent, being taken from an s*.
The Skadlh inscriptions of the same century have tauglit ns its real
value.
Still with theae emendntioos the context hardly bears compiete
explanation, though the general object is clear. It states that in
Sumvat 1093 (A. D. 1035) on the 1st of the light half of A8Ck.h. the
paramount sovereign Y ~ s P
o ~ L of
A KJte at the village of PayaAdsa
in the kingdom of Kawambhf (or Delh7 issues commands to the principal persons. . . . The following is the transcript IS recompared with
the original on the stone.

4m-\.eq wum Vft t
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3mr.lrl.. .. . . . . i
Inscriptwnsfrom CAunar.

The two fragments inserted in Plates XXXI. and XXXIII. were
ptellented by Capt. C U N N ~ N ~ Ealong
A X , with the atone in more perfect preremation published in a former plate. All that can be said of
either is, that as the name of SWA'MI-RA'JA
appears on one, they probably relate to similar objects described by the larger one. viz. the
=pairs of public buildings in the fort of Chunar.
g q a inscription of Plate XXXIII. was alluded to in my
The
last notiqe.
The r of thii oh.Roter mebled ma to r d romr Ceyloa cob of tho rune
mtq.
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remarks on the deveIopment of P o l h . By WILLUMGBIP
Assistant Surgeon, d d a d r ~Eutablirhmt.

PITH,

Pollen of Pudamthua C h i d . Knn. Nat. Order I+.
At the earliest period submitted to examination, and when the
perianth scarcely exceeds half a line in length, the anthem are w i l e
and nearly perfectly formed. The cells, of which (as is perhaps the
case in all b i l o d a r anthers) there are four, contain a solid grnmoma
semi-opaque m w , which is easily detached from the d by slight
pressure. This mass inder a lens whose focal distance ia one-twentieth of an inch, shews evident traces of &llnlarity, but the outlime
of the celle are very faint. They are entirely filled with exceedingly
minute granular matter. At a somewhat later period the oellularity
of the mass is more obvious, but no separation of the component pats
has taken place, and the cella are still entirely occupied by the granular
matter.
When the perianth has attained the length of a line and a half, tbe
mane will be found to have become externally of an orange colar.
and traces of a proper enclosing membrane, the cells of which are
extremely indistinctly marked, are now visible. The membrane appeora to have no connection with the interior of the loculus. The
cells composing the mesa have undergone some separation. They
consht of a hyaline membrane which appears to be of some thickness;
it is generally of a globular form, but often attenuate at one or both
ends. The granular molecular matter which originally filled the
whole cavity of the cell, now occupies a portion only, and never ap
pears to lose its spherical form. When the perianth is two l i n e
long, the proper membrane of the mass has become more distinct ;its
cells contain a good deal of granular matter of a reddish orange
coloar. The cells of the mass have become more separated, but have
otherwise undergone no change ; the semi-opaque nuclens preacnta
traces of division most frequently into four, often into three, and my
rarely into two portions. The division is more distinct tolrrords the
circumference of each cell ; it may be observed in the same mass in
every stage, from the commencement of the d i v i d i i lines to their
meeting in the centre. The smaller masses or nucelli resulting imar
this division are each enclosed in a proper cell, but as yet have undergone no separation.
In the next stage the perianth had increased two-thirds of a line in
length ; the maas presented externally the same appearance. TBe
mmponent cells had increased in size, and the divisions of the nuckPs
had in many casw undergone complete eeparrbion from eaoh 0 t h

mnd in all were separable by slight pressure. Each of these divisions
ia at thin period a young grain of Pollen. On making their escape
they leave their proper cells attached tu the interior of the parent cell,
which is hence divided into as many & aa there are diviaima of
the nuclene. The young grains are oblong-ovate, flattened on their
contiguoaa or inner faces, and open along the centre throughout the
whole length of their outer faces. They are even at this period reticulate, and have rather a papillose appeanyce; they are lined by an
inner membrane in the form of a hyaline sac which bulges out
slightly along the opening just mentioned.
When the perianth ia three lines long. the g r a i ~of Pollen have
undergone complete separation ; no traces of their original e n v e l o p
being visible. They vary much in size, are rather opaque, minutely
reticulate, and marked along one side by a longitudinal semi-tramparent line, which indicates the situation of the original opening, now
cloeed up by the inflection of ita edges. Immersion in water producea
ecarcely any action on them. At a later period, the perianth measuring
five linee in length, the grains are conaiderably increamed in size. Immersion in water cansea the inflected margins of the furrow to secede,
until they become widely separate. Through this the inner membrane
b d p out to a considerable extent.
Perianth about six lines in length : the Pollen ie now perfectly
formed ; the grains vary much in size, the smaller being probably
abortive, but theya 11 undergo the aame changes on immersion in
water. Thb cauaca the outer coat to be puahed back by the mpansion of the h e r , which is now nearly N e d with minute granular
matter.
At the time of dehiacence of the anthem the grains vary much in
- rize : the more perfect an lanceolate in outline, of an orange coloar,
distinctly reticulate or cellular, and open on one aide along the centre.
This,however, is perhaps to be attributed to the exceeaive moisture of
the climate. Immersion in water c a m the very rapid bulging out
of *e inner membrane, which pushes back, and at length nearly en.
tirely off. the outer one. This is filled with minute granular matter,
the fovilla and buret of the immersion ia somewhat protracted.
Stigmatic action causes the production of a tube or boyau fronthe
inner membrsne, the head of which tube continua to be covered
partially by the outer coat.
Thia instance ie interesting aa an example of the development of
Pollen by the division of an originally simple nude- and of perfect
utd b o a t apontaneow separation of the outer coat, and lastly as
5 o

pointing out clearly the nature of the longitndinal b m of &
common occurrence in the ordinary fonns of P o l . .
In the two other instances which I have selected aa d
%
the steps are much the same. Care must be taken not tb dad
the appeuance presented by the Pollen of 4 6 faetido at a h
e
period of its development, and whichevidently arises frnm the ntmqg
inflection of the outer membrane, with tbrt occasioned by the d
earlier dividing process.
In Hedyehitun I have been unable to examine the development rt
a sdciently. early period, but it appears to me the divigiom d
the original or parent cell form the outer coata of the c m k q ~ m t
grains of Pollen : thii is certainly not n s d y the case. The Polk
of this plant is remarkably simple, for it ia neither provided 6th furows nor apparent pores.
The inner coat,-for I am dh#
to believe that it has o~e,--.dheres strongly to the outer, and none of the ordinary means
s d c i e n t to ensure itr sepmtian.
I have, since a portion of the above was written, received nberg of the Annalee des Sciences h h r e l l e a for March and April
in which occur extracts of considerable length from the wri*
of
Mr. Hum MOBL,who has publiebed Lately (1834) at full lengb
this important organ, it may not be amiss here to state the
resulk to which this botanist has arrived ; noticing, however, &
those which relate to development and structure.
After pointing out that in by far the greater number of -,
&
inner membrane, which contains the fovilla, b endoaed in p .eamd
membrane, M. MOHLproceeds to a detailed accopnt of
membrane. This is represented as being alwap 6ner
the
inner, and as generally determining the form of the grab ;aad h t it h
to the liquid secreted by it that the oolonr and viscosity of the
is to be attributed.
The pmctnation which frequently exiat in this m e m b e
rupposed to be rudimentary celldes ; hen- the comparison of
coat to a simple cellde is altogether inexact ; it &odd be c
&
~
as an organ compoeed of cdules or the rudiment of cell*
md
homogeneous uniting membnme, and hence it should be cornwith compound membranes ;such, for inetance, aa thoae of the o d .
I t is only in a small number of plants that this coat p r e s a t . &
form of a perfectly closed, continuow, sphaerical sao ; in most qaa it
is either furnished with f o l b or poree, or both.
Up to the period of M. MOEL'Bpublication nothing whatever
k n o m of the nature, funchons, or number of these folds; most bo-

-

m fu at least w may be judged of from their description8,
considering them to be solitCrp. M. MOELremarh, that in monocotyledonea they are generaUy single, bat that in dicotylt?done~the nunber ir generally increased, and occasionally exceeds twenty. The
portion that is folded in hrs alweye a different structure from the
remainder, and is generally smooth and transparent ; and it rarely
ever happem that in cellular Pollen the idected potion is itself
celluhr. He suppoaea that in all cases the outer membrane forms a
perfectly closed w, although in some Pollen the idected portion hanore of a gelatinous than a membranous consistence, and is ruptured
by immertaion in w a r . The apparent pores visible in the Pollen of
m y plants, M. MOHLstates to be in dl caser, covered over by a thin
memLman+to the exiotence of this membrane over the larger pores
he speaLs positively. In those cases in which the membrane covering
the pore qaratea in the form of an operculum, it is attenuated alone
dong the margin of function or continuation with the remainder of the
outer coat. Theee statements accord with the author's views of the
nature of the rupposed porea of cellular h u e ; views, however, which
have not been generally received, and which in the case of cellular
tissue are open to weighty objections. The inner membrane is represented rs alwaya having the same rtrncture ; it is alwaye completely
homogeneous, very thin, and hyaline, and always exists as a ehut sac.
It is particularly repnarkable for the facility with which it abeorlu
water; thie M. MOHLlooh upon rs a physical action and ae attributable to endosmosis.
The production of tubes (boyam) by immersion in water, (and
which are prolongations in all cases, except perhaps in -Cbnifne,of
the immediate covering of the fovilla) never takes place in thoee
Pollens, the outer membrane of which is perfectly closed. or the fol&
or furrows of which are nuprovided with pores. But in every Pollen
$hey are produced by stigmatic action. The action likewise exerted
on the grains by this portion of the female organ is more energetic
than that of water, prodncing twelve or fifteen times the diameter of
the grain ; while the longest, M. MOHLobsemed, produced by the wtion of water only exceeded the grain in length once, or once and a
half.
I may here rtate, .that M. MOHLha8 understated the length of the
tubes arising from stigmatic d o n . The length will depend upon
the distance between the part of the atigma to which the grains are
applied and the foramen of the o d u m to which they have to be applied. Thus, for example, in Zea mays, the length of the tubes must
be enormous, since the style itself ia about a span long. It may be
5 c 2
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objected, that there is no proof of the universal necessity of the a#-

ation of the tube to the foramen, or that portion of the ovdum
responding to this. Still there is ample proof of this neceseity in
Asclepiadeiz ; and, as I have observed it in Sotbee, G d k ,
Nclunboree, and Lcgumiroaa. I have no douht that the a p p l i ~ o baf
the tube to the foramen is absolutely necessary to i n m f ~ d a ~
And with regard to the lengtli produced by the action of water. I hare
seen tubes produced from the grains of Pollen in a specie8 of Ispstiens, I believe the Impatha trapetata of Roxburgh, exceeding sir or
eight times the long diameter of the grain ; these tubes, however,
never even after protracted immersion contained my granules. Their
growth in the above instance may be actnelly watched, the apex a#
the tube creeping along with an exoessively slow vermicular motion.
M. MOHLstates, that AselepMdea alone have no outer membrane.
The existence of thii membrane aa a distinct integument has been
proved by Mr. B m w ;
~ although in almost all the species of
frmily, the outer coats are in a state of mutual adhesion*.
Conifere are said to have three coats ; the intermediate one mbling the inner membrane of ordinary Pollen, especially in ita grerrt
extensibility ; in thie property the innermost, although it has the ordinary structure of inner membranes of other Pollens, is deticient.
Aa I have mentioned before, this author considers the outer membrane as the secret0ry one, and he denies the possession of s - q
powers by the papillae ; an opinion stated to be advanced by Mr.
BROWN.M. MOHLprovee that the secretion of oil is not limited to
any papillosity of surface ;of this P a r ~ h r m
C h i d is an imma.
This botanist doubb the proper activity of the m o l ~ d e aor grand=
contained in the fovilla. and he adduces the authority of M.Fun#ROPER as to the utter impossibility of preventing current8 in liqnids.

~ I

I 6nd that the cells of the anther of 06y8ttlmaRiOtmr~tem
a m at m atremely early period lined by a free rinple MC aontuning i m g a l u m . u a d '
opaque granular matter ; soon after, this cell appeun to be filled entirely uia
the granular matter, by which it is rendered somewhat turgid. I n thia stabs it
is detachable with extreme difficulty. When the flower bud u two l i n a long. the
mass has become cellular, and the granular matter corresponding1y subdivided.
The subeequent changer consist merely in the increase of size and c o n r i r b q
of tlre parts, and perhaps in the development of the inner membrane. W e may
heuce be allowed to infer that the mass, from wbich all Pollen pains swm
be developed, is in A8ekpiadem reduced to a single cell : and that the
by its indefinite division. The only material objection to rhir
are
sriats in the original cell itself entering into the composition of the
Pollen ; and in its not dirappearing, .s appear8 to be generally tbe w.
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Still I conceive it impoesible to doubt the inherent mobfity of them
granules. In some oily Pollens grannles may be observed by the
sider cif erceaaively minute drops of oil, certainly not exeeding the
lrvger granules twice in diameter ; and yet the granden will be seen in
d v e motion, and the oil perfectly stationary. M. MOHLcontradicts
p i t i v e l y the curious fact advanced by M. A ~ O L P HBBONONIABT,
E
that the g ~ d e a
are in some plants of the same size. Of this I certainly have never met with an instance. He likewise doubts the curvature of some m k u l e e ; but an Mr. BROWNand M. BP~N~NIABT
speak poaitively on this point, I should prefer adopting their testimony.
I t in, likewbe, said, that the idea of the granules nourishing the t u b a
ir untenable, and founded only on c o n j m . But an it invariably
happens that the longer the tube is the fewer the grand- are, this
opinion, which was I believe h t indicated by the h i h e s t of all authorities, Mr. BBOWN,cannot be said to be destitute of foundation.
With regard to the development of Pollen. M. MOHLstates that
his observations entirely confirm those of M. BBONONIABT,
and that
the Pollen is formed from the granular matter contained in the cells of
the parenchymatous mane, which &ta in each cell of the anther.
certainly appears to have been the fimt
But although M. BBONONIABT
t o have observed the formation of pollen by division, yet his account
in his " Memoire s w la generation et le developpement de Pembryon dans lee vegetaux phanerogames," is certainly not characterbed by
that precieion which exists in the account of the development of the
Pollen in l h i a c a a t i a virginiccr by Mr. BBOWN,and subsequently in
that of Cucurbita P q o by M. MIRBEL.
This latter. indeed, was the first inetance examined by M. BRONQNXABT, who stat- that what are now known to be lines of divkion
result from pressure. I t still remains to be proved whether in any
says it does,
instance the formation takes place, as M. BUON~NIABT
in CYcyt&o P e p , by the cellules of the maas contained in the cavities of the anthers becoming directly grains of pollen. M. MOEL
mentions many instanw in which the quaternary division is resorted
to ; it is owing to the continuance of the original adhesion that the
pollen of many plants ie compound. The number, however, ia not in
every case thus limited: the generality of the species of Mi-,
Acacia, Inga, have pollen compoeed of siheen cellules. But on the
development of these no direct observations have as yet been given.
The number of masses into which the originally simple nucleus may
be divided, ie almort ae frequently three as four. Of the binary composition of the mature Pollen Podoutemon affords the only inatance

yet known to me. bat this m y obviuusly ariw ae well frwn a quatunary as a binary division of the nucleus.
M. MOHLrejectn very properly an highly improbable the opinionof
M. BBON~NYAPT,
that the grandem of the fovillaare ramled by some
part of the inner surface of the cells of the anther, and that they
reach their destination, the cavity of the inner membrane of cecb
grain, by absorption. It must. however, be remembered that M.
BILONUNYART
alludes to thii mode of formation and tmmsmitjtjion .rib
considerable doul~t.
h t l y , M. MOHLnoticea the extreme similarity between the fornmtion of the pollen and that of the spornler of the more developed
Cyptogamia. I am not aware who fuat pointed out this &om
analogy, which cannot wdl have escaped any one who haa examitd
both formations at a sdciently early period. My k t knowledge d
it is due to M. MIPBEL,who pointed it oat to me early in 1892*.
%planation of the figurer, Plate XLZ.

1 . Portion of a mrsrr extracted from a locdnr ; perknth 1 line in length:
2. Ditto ditto ; perianth 14 line in length.
3. Three of the component oalls of a marr ; perimth 1) line loag.
4. Pour similu o e b more developed ; parianth about 2 l i a a low.
5. Portion of a m ~ enveloped
s
in its membrane, exmcted from the all of am
mther ; pcrianth 2 line# in length.
50. Two of the component cella detached.
6. Four of the cell8 detached: (perianth 2f linw long:) viewed in dilemnt
.spectr :-from one, three nuclei have srcclped, and the fowth ir half m.
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Equuelacea do not, M migbt be anppoaed from tbeir late elevation i.(o
an order of Gymnorpetma, differ from the higher forms of C r y p t o g a d a in the
development of their sporula. The spiral fibres, u might be expected, a m d
eomp.ratirely l a b appearance, and they are developed on or in a b o a
blrnons coat, no tracer of which are to be found until the qorula hare asmimed
proper form. The librer rnbrequently, and about the time of the &
lopment of the fibre8 of the cells of the inner parietea of the capada,
free, the membrane to which they were attached remaining M an ennlope @
the aporule, from which i t subsequently becomer separable with facility.
panuler are of still later appearance.
To the correctnere of the chief portions of the above statement I a n rpetL
with tolerable confidence, bnt I only infer that the hpline emJvelopa of the paf& rporule ir the matwe atate of the t h e , to whioh the rpiral fibra
origin.11~ attached.
Tbere would hence appear to be no foundation whatever for the adoption of
the idea of the s e x d i t y of &uirctaeea,-an
idea very likely to meet with .dtoc a m from i b extreme ingenuity. The analogy of the 6bres or s n p p d &
menb is to ba looked for in the elaters, and of the tunic or envelope i.the
tunic of the spomltr of m a y Hapatier.

a
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6u. Ia-1
view of the nnelei or youaE g d n s d Pollen.
66. Vertical view of ditto on itr outer face.
7. Pollen immature : the periauth being 3 lines in length.
78. Represent. what was the inner face prior to the escape of the nacletu
from the cell.
8. Pollen viewed variously ; perinnth 5 lines in length, shewing tbs m i o u r
degre.cn
- of expamion of the 6mme according to the length of immerrion.
9. Pollen : perlanth Gf lines long. 9a Inner membrme escape.
10. Perfect Pollen. loo. Omin viewed u an opaqw object.
,Plate XLII. A.
Polk8 of Lybaf~tida,
1. Portion of a m u r extracted from one of the ceh o t an anther: flawbud one and half line long.
2. Portion of a mars more advanced : the component cells adhering togsther firmly. Flower-bad about two line8 long.
3. Cells of r mass more advanced : they cohere very rlightly. Perianth two
and half liner long.
4. The name submitted to slight p ~ ~ f l l r eshewing
,
that mch nucellas b
contained in a separate cell.
5. Cells more advanced.
6. Pollen perfectly formed. but dutitate of -dm.
Flower-bud about
three and half lines long.
7. Three grains of Pollen considerably more developed ; in the centre of
r w h fold there exist8 a pore. Plower-bad four line8 long.
8. pollen : the folds hare dimppearsd. Flower-bud five lines long.
9. Perfect Pollen.
magnihd, and all examined in water.
~ 1 mom
1 or

.
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Phte XLZI. 3.
Pollen of a apecia of Hedye*.
Fig. 1. Fire d g i r o l cells in various stater of compoaitioa and ~ 0 h - i ~ ~ .
Perianth three linea long.
2. Qrrinr of Pollen resulting from.the complete rep am ti^^ of the abom; m
inner disc is visible at this period. One grain h u burnt by pr-.
3. Two grains of Pollen, one abortive. Perianth o w inch long.
4. Perfect Pollen : one grain ruptured by pramre.
AU more or less magnified, and a11 viewed in water.
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VI1,-Sub-Himdlayan Fossil Remains of the Dciddpr Collection. By
Lieutu. W.E. Ba~lraandH. M. DUBAND,
Engineers.

LYPLL,when combating the inconclusive evidence advanced in
support of the theory of the progreesive development of organic life,
notices the absence of remeins of quedmmanom species in a fossil
state, and the hypothesis which this circumstance has by eome geologietr been considered to countenance. He, however, draws attention
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to the fact, that the animals which are found in sub-aqueous deposits,
are in general such aa frequent marshes, riven, or the borders of
lakes, and that such as live in trees are very rarely discovered ; he
adds, moreover, that considerable progress must be made in ascertaining the contemporary pachydermata before it can be anticipated that
skeletons of the quadrnmauous tribes should occur. Considering the
great number of relics assignable to the Pachydmwta. R u m ~ a t i a and
,
Ferce,which the Sub-Hidayan field has produced, it ia not therefore
surprising that at length the half jaw of a quadrumanoas animal
should be brought to light : the circumstance, however, being interesting in several respects, we have not deferred its communiatiou
until further research should put us in possession of more perfect
specimens ; the chances are against the probability of more being
brought in for some time-in the interval it may be as well at once to
add to the Sub-Him6layaa lint of fossils one s p e c k belonging to the
order of the quadrumana.
The specimen ih question was found in the hills near to the Satlej, and it appears from the attached matrix to have been derived
from a stratum very similar in composition to the one described as
occurring at the Mginund deposit. The fragment conaista of the
right half of an upper jaw ; the molars ee to number are complete ;
but the first haa lost some of ita exterior enamel : and the fifth h.s
likewise had a portion of the enamel from its hind side chipped d.
The second and third molars are a good deal worn, and the state of
the fourth and Uth such as to indicate that the animal was perfectly
adult. The canine is small, but much mutilated, its insertion into
the jaw and its section being all that is distinct.
From the inspection of the molar teeth, the order to which the
animal belonged is snfficiently evident ; but there is enough af the
orbit remaining to afford additional and very satisfactory proof; the
lower part of the orbit and the start of the zygomatic arch being w y
distinct, would alone remove all doubt from the subject ; the orbits of
the quadnunana being peclllipr and not easily to be confounded *th
those of other a i m & .
On comparison with the delineations of the dentition of this order
of animals given by F. Cuvxzn, the fossil bears some resembl~nc~
to
the genus Seranopitkcus; the section of the canine and the f6m
and size of the false molars are very similar to the exemplar taken by
F. CUVIERfrom a head of the speciee Maurus, a speciee found in
Java : had the drawing been taken from the EnteUw, a species which
inhabita India, the comparison would in this instance have been more
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satisfactory; the Yaww being chosen as the type, and no mention
made of other difiermce except length of canines, the various species
may be supposed to present no material departure from the type in
form of molars. The thud molar in the fossil in so much worn as not
to admit of being compared with drawings from unworn teeth ; the
fourth h like that of the Marrue, bnt the fifth does not resemble the
analogous molars of any of the existing specie8 pa represented by F.
Cw~m,for the f m i l tooth possesses a small interstitial point of
enamel at the inner side. which does not appear to have place in any
of those delineated. The incisors are absent, but the intermaxillary
is clear1y distinguishable.
Were it not for the size of the canine and the fifth molar, the
specimen presentl, some resemblance to the genua Marecue, given ae
the type of the genera Macow and C~locephdw; the smallnem of
the canine and the large size of the molars causer the?ossil to approach more nearly to the S m n o p i t W than to the Macacw; the
difference is, however, great betweem the two, for the E&llur ia said
to attain the length of three and a half feet, whereas the length of
the fossil animal, if the space occupied by the molars and their size be
deemed s d c i e n t ground for a conjecture, must have been equal to
that of the Pithem Satymu-the
space taken up by the molars is
2.15 inches. This circumstance, and the differences before pointed
out, clearly separate the foenil from the speciesbelonging to the genera
Cynocephlw or SenulopitW. The specimen is imperfect, but it
indicates the existence of a gigantic species of Quadrumanous animals
contemporaneoumly with the Pachyderms of the Sub-Hidayas, and
thus supplies what has hitherto been a desideratum in Palaeontologyproof of the existence, in a fossil state, of the type of organization
most nearly resembling that of man.

-

Nmr.-Pig. 2 in the Plate ir a little forwhortewd in order to rhor the
bottom of the orbit at a, which in an accurate profile view $a hidden by t b
ucending part of the orbit, the ~ c t i o nof which in reen at 6.
Both figurer were taken with the camera lucida.

VI1I.-Demptive
Catalogue of a coUectLm of Land and fresh-water
ShelIs, c w y contained in the Museum of the Asiatic Society. Bg
W. H. BKNSON,
ESQ.B. C. S.
PART2.-FLWIATILIISHBLLB.
(Continned from page a58.)
19. Planorbis umbilicalis. Testa quasi dextrtl luteo-cornefl, polid,
leviter radiato-striatd, infrh excavate-depress&, anfractibus omnibar
versus umbilicum profundurn spectantibus, ultimo interiores pen)

I

tegente ; m p r i convex&, vex& a p i a m planat$, apice mncavo. mnibus anfraetihs eatis apparentibas : peripbseri% oh&
anguld.
Diam. 0.3 poll.
This shell, belonging to the same division of Ranorbis as the Britinh species PI. fmtmw, (PI. nitMkU. ~ M A R C Kin, whicb
)
the whorls
on the inferior side are nearly covered by the succeeding ones, may
easily be distinguished from that species, which it resehbles rrlsab
d o u r , by the greater convexity of the iast whorl towards t h e phi.
phery, and by the dope towards the penultiraate whorl, on the under
aide ; while in PI. fontanus the convexity is next to the pen&whorl, and the slope teuds towards the circumference. Tbe d i s p i tion obnrved in PI. umbilicalis occaeions a great cancavity on the
under side of the sheH. The superior margin of the aperture, no C
most of the depressed Plnnorbes, projects mach behind the i&nw
w g i n . occasioning a great obliquity from the plane of the axis. Thte
Nmth American species PI. dcfeztrs and PI. erameus of SAT,mom
especially the latter, have an affinity to this shell, which is pmbably
an inhabitant of the streams of SilAel.
20. Planorbin frochidens. Testa quasi dektril dirphan4, subtrocbii
formi, supril g l a l d , rotundato-convex&,apice concavo-depresso quasi
ombiicali ; anfractibua omnibus paribn apparentibas. satut4 e x c a d
divisis ; infrh radiatim ctriad, truncatb, planat& umbilieo contrado.
Anfractu ultimo majori reliquos amplectente, supra pea&, infA a m ~ i n v
obtegente ; periphaerit acut8.
The last whorl altogether conceals the other whorls on the lower
face of the shell, leavmg merely a contracted umbilictm in the centre.
towards which the flattened surface dedinm. On the upper side only
a small portion of the depressed spire is shewn, the whorls being rather
compactly woand. The species differs from all others hitherto d e
scribed in the singular truncated form of the inferior d a c e , and in
the circumstance of the last whorl winding closely round the axis. 8s
in many Helices and Trochi, without the intervention of the preceding
whorls, none of which are visible in the very contracted nmbilicns.
The only shell of the genus which bears any very near resemblance
to it in the formation of the under side, is PI. fantan- of British
authors, (Pl. nitidus of LAMARCK,)
the umbiiime of which is unusually
contracted when compared with other species of the genus, but still
exhibits within its vortex the whole of bhe preceding whorls, and so
does not deviate from the recorded generic character ; while the species now brought to notice renders nugatory, as far ae it is concerned,
two important characters of Planorbis, viz. " anfractibus omnibus
utrinque conspicais," and " a p e r t d ab axe r e m o t k i i l " For tht

prwnt, considering that a similar variation of character in Trochua
and Helix has not prevailed to separate.species from those genera, I
have not thought it necessary to detach PI. trochoideusBfromPlanorbie, but am inclined to consider it as one of the terminal species;
merely prefixing to each of the characters above quoted the word
" crebrihs."
As this form does not belong to the Silhet collection, and is an
inhabitant of the neighbourhood of CcJatta. I intended to have indnded it in s paper on some other new Dengal species ; but as it ie
desirable, in consideration of its inkresting and anomalous structure.
that its publication should not be delayed until I can devote leisure to
tbek- description, I seize the present opportunity for making it known.
The only specimens met with were taken by me, in August 1835,
is the gad+ of hrrackptir Park, near a tank, on the margin of
which are sowe artificial ruins. They iuhabited large earthen vessels
filled with water, containing aquatic plants, and rrdhered to the prone
surfaces .of the floating leaves ia company with a small Planorbis*.
and a small lengthened Lymnaea which approachea in its characters to,
L. c&azy8 of this catalogue.
2 1. P ~ r b i coapred$w,
s
HUTTON,J. A. S. vol. iii. p. 9 1, No. 1i?.
The SiZhet specimens scarcely differ from weathered individuale of
Lieut. J~UTTON'S
shell, in which the extremely delicate carina, which
w r g i n o &e angular periphery in perfectly fresh specimens, ie more
usually found to be obliterated. The depressed whorls are equally
vkible on each side, and are highly polished in recent examples.
They occur in great perfection near Bandrat, adhering to the floating
foliage of Trapp natrms, and occasionally swimming at large on the
rllrf8oe of jhils. Thie is the species alluded to by me aa Planorbk
B. in page 264, vol, i. Gleaning8 in Sciace, and figured as No. 10,
Plate VIII.
22. PZunorbis I~dicus. PI. corneus? HUTTON,J. A. S. vol. iii. p.
90, and BUNSON,
Gleanings in Science, page 264, Plate VIII. fig. 6.
Teeta discoidea albidfl vel cornea, supern2 plano, sutnris excavatis.
nmbilico depress0 ; subths planato-depresd, lath umbilicatd ; anfractibue ventricosie transversi? profund2 et eleganter striatis setate varicibw munitis. AperturA rotuudatl, auriformi, minim2 obliqutl.
PI. Indieus is scattered over the whole of the Gangetic provinces,
and scarcely a pool of water can be found destitute of it. The ~ h h e t
epecimens prove to be a small corneous variety occasionally to be
* I oqtittrd to take speaimenr of this shell, which'ir either PI. comptclrw, of
HUVON,or anew Calcutta species, PI. nanw miki, which ir r u y similar to tho
Bfitirh npecies PI. albw.
5 D 2
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met with to the westward. In some w a k a tbe species
a
size. being 0.9 of an inch in diameter, and n d y eqmlling in mugnitude Pi. eorruw, which it reaemblea in general appearuroe, but
from which it will be found to
in the deptb and m p k i t y d
the strire, in the annprratively lesa profound excavation of the wtora
on the npper side, and lew profoundly sunk apex, as well as in beiug
somewhat less ventricose. The lnimal b moat c o d y of a bhek
olive colonr, occasionally dark momon red.
Tn the foregoing descriptiom of Plauorbii I have d the rrord.
upper and lower with reference to the faces of the disc w b k h adjoin
respectively the back and foot of the animal when creepimg. Tbs
animal of Planorbis is undoubtedly sinistral, but if the shell be viewed PI such practically, and placed with the side which wtmld in
sinistral shell be accounted the apex uppermost, it will be f o d
that the animal is on its back, and that it will have to twist its body
half ronnd in order to gain theground with ib foot ;and that in oPda
to creep with any ase,it must nverre the po8ition of ib s h d . 'Ihir
will be more especially observable in the h t t e r and more ohliqw
mouthed species. I propose, therefore, to comider that face as omtaining the apex, in discoid sh&. which b contigaoua to the bocL
of the animal. This side may invariably be Lnona in Planorbis by
the greater projection of the lip in that part, by the deeper depre~iom
of the central umbilicus, and by the more considerable involution of
the who& occasioning a greater depth of suture.
Observers have, m general, adhered to no fixed d e on the subject,
and have been guided chiefly by the aspect of the shell. Torron'r
characters of Pi. f d a n w and Pi. cmtortu. a&rd an instance of the
same dde being considered the upper in one speciee, and the lowex
in another. LAYARCK
was more consistent, and w m e he rightly viewed the shell as sinistral, called, in every speciea, that side of the ahen
which is contiguous to the back of the animal, the lower faa. O n
the other hand, it ie evident, from SAY'Sdescription of PC. &&SW
and PI. corpuknhrs, and from hh denominating those species dextral,
that, in 'those shells at least, he has followed the contrary rule.
23. L y ~ chiamy8.
w
Test&translucente, corned w t cas&ne4
elongato-~vat8; spira gracili, breviore, acuminatfl ; anfract~ultimo
infr(l praecipuh ventrimso ; snturis
depresais ; apertPri inM
patente, basi leviter evash.
The Lymnaa in the Silhet collection is the c h e s t n a t - c o l d rarietJ.
The paler kind is met with in great perfection in Leudm jhQ, n a r
bandra#, in company with Planorbii compresew, and mother h e
Lymnaea which I deeignate aa L
m Butta. The B&t rhsll
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eroded spire, and consequently wants the graceful appearance of the
western variety. I at fint described it as a distinct species, but a
comparison with a good series from Banoirm, where the species is v~
variable, has led to their reunion.
Lieutenant H n r r o ~has referred the specia with a mark of doubt
to L. limo~a,which-it in no wise resembles. In perfect specimem
the spire occupies about one-6fth of the total length. Greatest length
of the shell 1.4 inches.
24. P a l y d i ~osytropi8. Testa tenui ovato-conid olivacetl, decassatim h a t &; anfractibus supernb carinis plurimie fuscis ornatis,
ultimi carin&medii saliente subacut4 ;infernb -ie
quibuedam elevatioscnlie fnsais ; suturis inconspicais ; apice acut4 ; canali umbilicali
excavato ; apertnrtl inths violace&, peristomate acuto, nigro. Long.
1.7 poll. Lat. 1.3.
This is a very remarkable and elegant species. Some of the apecimen8 are, 1 believe, much larger than the one described.
25. P d u d i ~Lecyth. Test& tenui, globoeo-conid a m p d a d ,
olivace& glabd, rugis obsoleth decussat8 ; s p a o b t n e i u a d ; anfractibus valdb ventricosie, rotundatis ; suturis excavatb ;
intb violace&spiram longitudine superante; peritremate nigro, s u b
0exo ; umbiico evaneecente.
The striae of growth, or rather the indications of former lip, are
very frequent and prominent near the back of the outer lip ; the rert
of the shell presents that f&like
appearance which b so remarkable in some Lymnaeae. I was at firat inclined to consider this shell
to be GMY's Pal. Chin&,
figured, but not described, in Gnr.rr~$'s
Covxsn; but our shell is much more ventricose, the sutures are
more pronounced, and it is deficient in the angular appearance observable at the base of the aperture in the Chinese species. I t ie a very
thin hell in proportion to its volume. The epidermis ie greenish
olive in young specimens, reddish ftuf~ll~~~lll
in the adult. Long. 2 poll.
Let. 1.7.
254. Pahrdina Beagcrleruir, LAMA~CK.
Idem. wr. balteata, f&
elevatiueculia.
a6. Pahi&a Cra88a, HUTTON'S
MSS. and J. A. S. vol. iii. p. 90.
No. 5.
TestA ovato-conoidd, ventricosL solid%, pallidb virente, obeolet&
fasciata, rugis exiliaaimis demsati ; anfractibua tumidb, sutmia excavatb ; spiA obtustl ; umbilico mubcanaliculato ; a p e M intb lac.
tcrcente. Long. 1 poll.
Thim specie8 varies in con6garcrtion even in the same waters, some
@em
approding to a mbgloboae form, while othem have a

more lengthened cawid spire. It is very abundant is the river
G h t i at Jbnpur, where it is paler, and hae a more yellowish tinge
than the SilAsr variety, which, from having an eroded summit, appeara
to have inhabited s t a q a n t water. It has a singular habit, for the
genus, of burying itself in the mud or sand in shallow water, often in
large eocieties ; other species conceal themeelves in the mud in the
rePson of drought, but P. ctwaa does so from choice, and is i m 9 e d
by no such necessity. The shell of the lately excluded young is m
depressed and globular, that it might be easily mistaken for a ywng
Ampullaria. The adult shell attains a degree of thickness unusual in
the genw.
27. Polwdiw pulcLUa. Valvata, No. 9. HUITON.J. A. S. vd. iiL
p. 90.
Test&ovab-conic4 leviter striau, epidermide olivece8 ; aafractibua
rotuqdatie, rutoriq depressis. Aperture peritremate nigreecemte;
nmbilico arcto. Long. 0.3 poll.
Ajwture occupying half the length of the sbell.
28, Anpullaria. The specimenr of this shell. which is common
io BB&.
are much superior in size to any which I have met with
rert af the B-.
Ae I hovs reawn to believe ttbs & qe&a
is described. I shall content myself with this ellusion to it. 1 shodd
hare considered it to be A. fmcida of LAYABCK.
were it not tbat
that rptcies is said to have a comeoun opercultun.
29. Mskuicr uariabilio. Test& elongate-turrid solid& olird pice&, sub e p i d r d d e albid8; anfractibus convexis t r w v e r &
liratb, loagitudinalitar atriotis et coatatis ; coatPlie anfractiir dtimi
wpern* nodulosis ; apics plernmque t m c a t o ; suturis excavatis. Apert u r O intus violaueil, columellm basi s i n d .
I ~ b b i t othe river Gtirtf at Jdrpwt, and Tolly'e nullah o a r
Cukytta.

Var. A. Anfractuuminferionun liris elevatir. nodulis elevatioribw.
Inhabits river H6ghli at Calcutta.
Var. B. Liris, median& ereoptfl, o b l e h ; nodub rubs*
carinam humeralem coronantibus.
Var. C. Laevis liris costulisqae obeoletie, a.nfractfiD ultimi rwdie
a u b c a ~ a t o adulti
,
nodulie humeralibue frugaliter sparsis.
Vw. D. Anfractuum superiorurn coatulia obsoletis. ultimi et pen&
tivli liris traneversis coatdie longitudinalibluque supenti? serie duplici
oodulosis.
Varieties B, C. and I)are in the Silhet collection. The type speof several of these varieties would, if viewed apart, be d y
m k l c e n for distioct speaieb, but they melt into each other so g m b

ally, occasionally shewing the charactera of more than one variety
combined in the same shell, that no doubt remains of their Mending
in one specie&. In Tdly's Nunah I took larger specimens than any
in the collection ; thoagh at bast four twists of the spire were defective, one individual mesmved 8.4 inches in length. 'fhe Gtirntl specimens are less liable to truncation, and in young specimena the
apices u e nearly perfect. 1 have not o h e d more than 12 whorla
present in any specimen. I described the type of the species without
a hame as species A* in the 13th No. of the Gbaniys in $cimce. It
was figured es No. 7, in a t e VII. vd. i.
50. Melania Steplbntw. Test& ovato-conic&, gradata, plenimqw
dein& trnncatfl globoso-ovatb, o l i v a d anfractibus ctbsoleU fasciatis,
t r a n r v e d sulratia, supernb planulatis, spiris brevibus validis coronatie ; apertad albidl subrotnndatll, supern& fwb angulatl ; labro
snbdenticalato.
This hell, which ie very solid, approacbea in fonn to M. Ammula.
but W e n from it in the configuration of the aperture, and in the
comparative sshbrtnesa of the whorls, sa well as by the dentioulatioae
on the inner edge of the labrum. Among the numerous specimene
which I had an opportunity of inspecting, only a single individual
waa perfect, end the greater number exhibited only two whorls, the
remainder being truncated. This character I find to be an uaaal in&
cation of habitation in stagnant water. The sulcatisns on t b whorls
are sometimes obsolete.
81. Melmicr zoaata. Teat& om-coaietl, l m i , loagitudinditer
striatt, olivace3, zonis tribus bmnneis fa~cist0; admetibus leoiter
cowexis, sntnria mini& profundis ; aperturh albidh wato-oblong$
infrh anbanplat&. Long. 0.85 poll.
This a very distinct and pretty species, with a strong epidermis,
I t is generally eroded at the apex.
82. Melmria Tereha. TestA elongate-Wit&, olivmeo-brunne%,
l m i , polit8 ; anfractibus turnidis ; suturis excavatis ;ainu inter basib
h b r i columellamque ndlo. Long. 1.05. Testa tmncata.
I t is distinguished from the young of the smooth variety of M.
va+iabil& by the want of angularity at the cen2re of the lower whorl,
by its polished epidermis, more tumid whorls and more deeply sunk
suture%,as well as by the absence of the sinuation ,of the inner lip
which characterizes that species. The apex of the shell ie more or
less truncated.
93. MeIania &a.
GRAY? Testa adidl, globoao-conio8, loaglmdi.
naliter d a t A pkrumque transvend obsolet& s h t i ;anfffctibue, ultimo
ventricoso caeteris rapid* diminnth ; arturir bena sign& ; apertvalt

ova* i n a s albid4, faeciia quibuadam artonein omat4 ; Irbm in&
denticubto.
Thin specie renembla no k l y the figare given in Gmrmm'r
CUVISB,Pl. 14, f. 3, M M e b k cordcs of G u r , tbni I un unwilling
to describe it M new, in the abaena of a ape+
dumctex of that
shell. G u r ' r figure, however, does not exhibit the OM&
sdatkm
of the shell under review,omiesion which may be attriited to the
brown incrustation with whi& .they are ordinarily obscrued, nor tb
mmoothed denticulatiom which ornament the interior -gin
of the
right lip in our shell. Should it eventually prove to be distinct, it
may be named M. &&data from this chatacter, wbich is a h pac
waed in a minor degree by M. StepRamr. The spire is eroded in
all the specimens which I have examined. Length one inch.
34. Neritima depraau. Test0 adid& sub-convolutA t r a ~ d
ovat& gibbosl olivaceb longitudinaliter purpnreo-frwx, la6 &rigat&
strigin versus apicem angulato-flexuosie ; spira deprewi ; a ~ 6 a c t i b
sub-bib ; peritremate integro acuto, sub-orbidari ; septo coZloPa
magno ; a p e M pan&,lunat& auraatih ; labio sub-recto, medio emuginato, ibi denticdato.
Greatest traneverse diameter 0.8 inch. The peritreme which surrounds the aperture and shelving callus ir nearly free, and ocu+
nearly the whole face of the shell. All within it, including the sep
tum M well as the aperture, is usually of a drill orange colonr. W h s ~
weathere$ the shell is whitieh, with pink bauds and zig-zag l i i ; dm
deuticulationr of the inner lip are ocaurioually obsolete. The indiriduals in the Society's collection are probably from the S r d r r l r
rivers, M the species is common, adhering to wooden piles and brickwork in the Hhghll at Calcutta, as well as in watm which have
periodical commnnication with it. The following species is m nearly
allied to N. dqwssa that 1 shall describe it here for the pnrpaae d
instituting a comparieon and pointing out the distinctive cbnracters,
although no example of it occurs in the collection.
35. Neritina cornucopia. Test$ solidineculA, convolut&, rmbsymmetric$ transverse ovato-acutQ,gibbosk pdide virente, p m d a minimis nigris, interdum coduentibus, lineia longitudinolibus dispositia ornatP ; sped valdh depresea ; anfractu pone callum ~~~~~,
sub-mediano, minime obliquo ; peritremate acuto, libero. ovato, peas
totam testam circumcludente ; callo magno ingrescente ; a p t a d
lunatA mediocri ; labio recto -totA longitudine denticulato, medio
emarginato.
sben
~
Greateat tramverae breadth Ch7 inch. At the h t glance t h i ~
would probably be misdken for the last described specias, from
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which it d i more especially in the greater proportionate size of
aperture, in the perfect parallelism of the inner lip with the axis
of the shell, its denticulation nearly throughout its whole length. inof merely in the centre ; in the compression of the whorl a t the
back of the callus, and its subcenhical position, thereby occasioning
the approach of the shell to a symmetrical configuration. and finally
in ita suite of coloum. I t is much less frequent thin N. depressa. I
have met with only two specimens, in the Hhgll at Fort William,
and in Tolly's Nullah, adhering to piles and bricks. The aperture is
livid white, with blackish shades. The operculum, followiog the form
of the aperture, ia broader than in N. depresw, and its two costate
teeth are more developed.
36. Neritim tigrim. Test&globoso-conoide4, corne4 vel olivacek,
liieis subtilissimis, faeciis angulato-flexnosis, macnlieque n i g h longibdidaliter strigat4 ; suturis obsoletis ; anfractu ultimo ventricoso.
infrh suturam excavate-depress0 ; aperturfl obliqua, intils alba ; callo
wlumellari macula lute& notato ; labio medio emarginato, infd proj e c t ~ ,emarginatione 'projectnrflqne ambabua denticulatis.
The specimens, in the collection, of this very handsome species are
of an ordinary size. A fine individual which I took adhering to the
piles which defend Fort William from the action of the Hhgli,
measures 1.35 inches in length. The operculum is very strong, and
besides the two exserted mucrones at the lower part, have two strong
radiating curved ribs on the inner surface, the central one of which
forms, at its termination, a third macro. In addition to the living
examples which I met with in the River HGglf, I hare a beautiful
specimen which I captured in the aqueduct that supplies the old
Course at Calcutta. When decorticated the ground of the shell is
white ; and the black markings assume a purplish hue.
Two other very distinct species of N d i m with oblique apertures
inhabit the water8 around Calcutta. 1 propose shortly to describe
them as N. retifefa and N. obhrscr.
I n all the species of N d i w of which I have seen the opercdum,
that accessor); piece is smooth and polished, exhibiting only faint
radiating striae or striae of growth; but in a ribbed Nsrita which
occurs at the embouchure of the HGgli, the exterior surface of the
opercnltun is granulated like shagreen. Is this latter character perv e n t in the genua Nerita P if so, it will furnish an additional mark
$o distinguish the two genera.
37. NaviceZ& compressa. Testa transvereb elongat4, compressa,
lute& a l b i i , vel come% lineia munitissiml transversis divers* colo5

0

mh,
elmato; limbi

I

m

.tterrutL n d i a n t h a decoloratia piclb; dono
i l i s emrrginrtir.
0. 85. Let. 0.45

w.

pollFrom the peculiar form of the aperture of this shell, it is e
v
w
i
m t o m e d to adhere to the convex aufacc~of cyliidrical bodiea d
rm.11 diameter, probably the stems of shmbr gro+ng in the water,
to which the einwus disk w d d exactly conform. The numereria
specimens m the collection all possess the same feature, wbich it
never obaewable in
twelluts of L~YAPCX.
The laat mentioned shell I discovered adhering in abundawx to piles in the
Htighll river under Fort William, and more d y attached to brieL
in Tolly'a Nullah. I have retained the name propoeed for
sew
speeiee by Dr. J. T. Prrrnos.
ACBPEALA.
58. Anodollta 8 o h i f d . T e d elonga%m&,
portid? ant a a , extremitate rotundattl; antic& latiore, sub-al&&, - e
oblique truncatll : Natibw complenatb. inconspicuis. eenectute ob&
teratis, decorticatis ; epidermide junioris MvidA, prater an*
nmbonis viridi. salcM illuc vink impred, &ate fuad. k g . '6
poll. Lat. prope apicem 1. 2, Lat. prope dam 1.5 poll.
Thii is a very interesting shell, being, in proportion to ib length,
the most elongated of the genus. The pearl of the interior is b l d .
with a ealmon tinge in old specimens, which are likewise much
on the exterior surface. and have their posterior muscular i m p d
very deeply marked, and, aa it were, carious. The anterior mu,uskr
impression is coneiderably dongated under the transverse dirsctiop.
With the exception of a minute species which inhabits ponds in Ik,
delkhand, thie is the only Anodonta hitherto met with in this Presidency.
89. Unh ccmlnrs, LEA. Trane. Amer. Phi. Socy. pol. 4.
A compreseed variety of this shell occurs in the collection.
40. Scaphala celor. Testa elongatll, tumid%, laeviuecpl&,
angulata, inter nmbonem extremitatemque anticam dto
e d ;
carino umbonali compreeeo, coatdP obeoletk contigd
Scaphula : BBNSON,Zoorbgical Journal. Vol. 5, page 464-5, pad
Gleanings in Science, Vol. 1, Plate VII, fig. 2 and 3.
One or two examples of this rare fluviatile genua of Amaua fi&
I firet discovered in the Jumna, and eubeequently met with in thr
river Cane, occur among the ehells brought from the E
s
iP
m
frontier.
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an Zoological Nomenclature. By B. H . HODGEON,
Eog.

If I revert to the comments of your anonymous correspondent upon
my Ccnnrr Blaphokfen, (No. 5 2 for April,) it is because 1think that a
question of some moment hangs npon the judgment pronounced in
this cane, ru. the right to designate speciea, and the coneequence of
doing so from very imperfect knowledge.
According to yoar correspondent's own shewing, CUVIBRnever
procured more than the horns of thie deer ; and, ro conscious was
Cuvlrn, ultimately, of his inability to fix the species npon a just
h i s , that, in his last edition of the Rkgne*, all mention of it is
omitted. Meanwhile, however, he gave it a name, upon retaining
which your correspondent ineists, although your correspondent, in
the very same page, exhibits the following practical conaequence of
auch proceedings.
The 6rst writer of the age upon the tribe of animals to which our
Cmw belongs (H. SMITE)is entirely miukd by Cuvxon's insufficient
deiinition, or rather designation, and ascribes this deer to the Rws
group ! Now, it ie a well known fact, that, although the more skilful
general writers upon zoology have, of late years, omitted half the
recorded species from inability to verify them, yet that, amongst the
epeciea inserted, no careful etudent can satisfactorily refer to one in
ten ! Le this system to gcx on ? and, if not, is there any cure for it
but a general resolution t o admit no names of species which thee
nomendator haa not, at the time, or oubsequently, verified ?
Your correspondent has only to turn to those recent and costly
worka upon Indian Zoology, G o u ~ n ' sCentury and H n n ~ w ~ c r a ' s
Illustrations, and he will find that the multiplication of idle names
a n d of fictitious species is still p i n g on, under the auspices of perm s who neither have, nor ccrn have, competent means of at once
ondoing past errors and preventing future ones. Presa or picture,
it is the same thing. Neither ought to be devoted, in permanent style.
to the propagation of delusion and inconvenience ; nor any adinterim
laboars of any man recognieed, (except such as he haa ultimately
himaelf completed), if their recognition have that effect, at the same
h e that it interferes with the just reward of the ripe and adequate
labours of others. Fink coronat opus: and, though it may be reasonable to admit temporarily all names, as an index and etimdus to
discovery, ae well aa to sustain eventual claims, if advanced, yet
thoee names done are entitled to permanence which the &era.
m n e r or later, connect with indisputable specier. Cuvrrn himself
A new !nd amended lirt of dl mthentic apecier is given in this editibn,
5x51

abandoned his name, beauae he could not eventudy M, connect it:
urd I confess I do not perceive upon what sound principle yolu
cormpondent insists upon the revival and retention of that name.
I beg to acknowledge the courtesy of y w own note appended to
the communication in quemtion, and to state my conviction that DU
VAUCBL
most probably obtained the horns of the Cerws -0-h
from me.
The observation of your correapond~~~t-that the " anborbitar
depression on the skull of our deer ie perforated by a very large o d
hole, which is not found in the skull of the Jar&-*ants;
I beliere.
c o n h a t i o n . Such holes an very usually found in the nk&
d
both species ; bat, so fat as my experience gms, they are not proper
to the &eet
skull of either*. After considerable inquiry amongst
my friends to the westward, I have determined to retain the name d
Bara Sinha for the CrrYrr E k r p h ; t h e of Malia and M
a for
C m B l a p m h ; and that of J a d for the only type of the Raau
group known to me. This animal is the Cennrs Jar& of Honosox,
precieely because he has found it utterly impoesible to tix the shatiog
and imnfticient specific indications of H. SMITE-a mdty,by the
way, which your comeupondent seems to 8hm. if I p a y judge by hm
somewhat looae alluaiou to " Cmnrs Hippelaphua and Aristotclir a
Rw8as" (in the plural.) May I hope for his valuable mistance in
my endeavonra to decide, whether there be really more t h one 8pb
ciea of Rusa in the Bengal Presidency ? and which of the sewed
it or they be? Let me request your cormyonnamed by H. SMITH
dent to test the above remarks on nomenclatore by applying them
t o the very difficulty j u t cited. I am content to abide by the
hue!
[We hare to apologize for so long delaying the publication of Mr. Heron'r note, which has been lying in type at the printer'r some month.
are very rnre the correspondent to whom he appealr will usirt in the
object of identifying and fuing Indian Species.-ED.]

We

dat.m

.

If they were, we should be in the wry of ascertaining the pmhable or p
rible truth of that atartling assertion, that breathing taker place thromgh b
ruborbital sinur. I hare examined repeated1y freah heads of s e r m l rpeeid
with a view to thir w e r t i o n : and my conclnsion is that i t cmaot be m e ,
unless breath can pas8 through bone and akin too : for, in the perf- s k d
there is no rolution of continuity in either ~uhstance, within .fie limits of this
u s . Without and abwe the sinus, tbere is something extremely like sprh
solution, in the sculls of Elaphns. Ratwa, J a r 6 and Elapboidea. Bet, e~cm
here, a pcrfeolly frerh head will exhibit orseour or quui o u e o u continuity ;
and the skin-fold ir ever uninterruptedly arried t h r o ~ g hthe d n y & o m
with much attenuation a t the bottom of it.

Procding~of the Arialic Society.
X.-Procdbg~ of tbe A ~ a t i cSocie?y.
Wednuday Evening, the 7th lkmmbm, 1836.
EDWARD
RYAN,Preeident, in t h e chair.
H.WALTCR,
Esq. C. S., Principal BRAMLUY,
Dr. J n m e r DRV~MOND,
N a m b TABAWWR
J U NBehadftr,
~
S h i h QABIRU'DI'N, and Dr. R A. J A ~ WN, proposed at t h e last meeting, were M u t e d for, and duly e ~ e o t d
Members of t h e Society.
Mr. W. D m was propooed by Mr. H. T. Pumasr, sewnded by the
T h e ~ b n o r a b l eS i r

Becretary.
Mr. MAN-, p r o p o d hy Dr. STEWART,
eeconded by Mr. BAILLIE.
M u HSBAMEANA'TETEAKUU
was appointed t o officiate aa Collector
to t h e Society, during t h e abaence of Babu RAMCOMUL
Sm, on a visit to
t h e Upper Prorincee.
T h e following reply from Government regarding the Alif Inilcr ru
read :
T o J A Y IP~I I ~ L Rae.
P,
I
Secrefaty to the Adatia Society.
G d . Dqt.

st.,

I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter. dated the 7th ultimo.
w ,pnhlisb at hia own private
relative to the proposition of Mr. C. B a o w ~ ~ o to
LEILA,or Arabian Nigbtr' Entertainments,
rirk a complete edition of the ULIW
i n the original Arabic, from a very complete manuscript pnrchued by him from
t h e estate of the late Major MACAN,and requesting the same support to thir
work as has usually been accorded both by the local Governmenb, and by the
Honorable Court of Directors to literary undertakiags of a similar description.
2. I n reply, I am directed to &ate that in compliance with the recommendation of the Asiatic Society. and in consideration of the manner in which the
publication of this work baa been undertaken, and of the credit that will attach
t o it* completion in the manner propoaed, his Lordahip har been-induced to
mubrcribe for 6fty copies at the price stated, viz. 48 rnpeer per copy.
3. The copier when printed will be appropriated for distribution u prirem
i n the Seminaries of Education at which the rtudy of Arabic is cultivated. with
t h e reaenation of rnch number u the Governor of Bengd may prerent to the
h b l i c Librarier and Institntionr of Europe or of thir country. Mr. BPOWNLOW .
may be derired to deliver the fifty copier at tbir office, where his bill for them
will be discharged.
4. But tbe R i ~ h Honorable
t
tbe Governor or Bengal cannot close the reply
t o this reference from the Aaiatic Society, without expressing a rtrong desire to
learn tbat the translation of the complete work is likely to be undertaken by
some competent rcholar of this Pnaidency. Him Lordship will be glad to be
informed of any rcbemc for prncuring the accomplishment of this desirable
object, tbat the Asiatic Society may be able to suggwt and think deserving of
encouragement.
I hare the honor to be,
Sir.
~ o u r ~ m oobedient
rt
servant,
Fort WdIiam, the 2nd N w . 1836.

a. T. hunrr*,

Sm. lo G w t .

R s r d d , t h a t a copy of t h e reply be transmitted to Mr. C. B~OWNX,OW,
t h e pablieher of t h e work in quertion.
It w u intimated that a gentleman in the Civil Sewice, eminently quali6d
for tbe tart, had volunteered to make an English translation of the portiolrr of
the Nightr* Enterkinmentau a8 yet ueclited.

The following letter from the M
e &duty ef Pub, bromght oat
the Chevalier General ALLAED,w u .lea red:
Sdtd ,
P d , k 1 M u s . 1836.
M m r
Lem eacuumgamemr qua le Qoovell~memtAa&b d.u 1 ' I d 8 .acordC.pr&
qne en tout t e m p i la publication den oarmgea o h d q . u d u u l a lugcl.
r a ~ a a t e rde l'orient O I I ~toujoom 6b4 regard41 en Europe, cornme u n de wr plu
beaux titrea de gbiua Car pnblkatibm oat pmbmmntmt aid# au &ment qae lw Ctnda h i i r i q u e r e t philologiqua ont prt @ m i ~ Is oll..lo
ment de ce riecls, at eller ont r e m a rC andre le gout d a lettm orirmhla
Ainri la ourrages ehsiqder pnbllCr par
ComitC d*Inrtruction publiiue dr
Calcutta. quoiqme dutinCs imm6diatement a u &oh Indienna oat n d a .a
Ccoler de l'Eorope lea plur g r u b lerrioa. I L out o o m m a d L r e m & k i
la nret4 der manuwrits srsrcrita en Europe. et out facilite IICtude d ' u e littshture dont l'lmportance pout l'histolre de l'asprit huuuin n ' a p c e d d e S*.G

$

d

,

t

~

.

Le Comite avait donn6, danr ler demim temp, Psrpoirq.cPm

venrit

r'ygrandir le eercle de res entreprires. I1 wait annond qae k M.hSbhk.t.
le Rlja Tarangin1 et p l u ~ i ea u~t m ourragu de la plus haute importamx,
&dent row prome, et qu'il pdpamit des materianx pour nne &ition des Ved.r
et den liirer uor4r dea Bomddhiitea. Cer u n o n a a oat Cte requa e m Barape
avec an inter& marqu6, i t lea ravanr out rniri aiec nne grmbe aollicitnde h
progrk d e a r oairages. Mais on a appru derniCrement, que le G o u v w ~ t
dn Bengale a cru devoir rnapandre t o a h Iw imprenionr en langma Oris t destine lee fonds gal derlient y ponwoir, i am but dim&tlat.
I1 n'appartient p.a ti nne SociCte littbraire de juger der r.iponr politiqy. r
financikrer d'un gouiernement Ctranger, mais la SociCtC Aniatique -it p o a d
exprimer ses regrets qu'on ait abandonn.6 der entrepriru qui aomient remi l
a
IntCretr de la rcience, et qoi auraient honor6 la nation qui lu a r k t oarmender. Aussi, a-t-elle sincerement applandi & la dCtermination que r o u a m
annoncak, Mesrieurr, de reprendre la publication de ces o a r r y . , e t ella &ite
rirement pouvoir vous dder danr l'accomplirsement dc rotre plan. Elk ToUre en condqaence ds servir d'intermediaire entre roar et l a S a r w d.
Conlnent. Elle espGre ponioir troaver un nombre plnr on moiar comsid&ablc
de muacriptturr anx diffCmnt ourraps que ions arerl'intention de faire ~ M L Si roar yrCez ee plan, elle ioru prie de lui communiqner la lLtc d a oomagm~
P pablier, et lec prix approximatifa de chacnn. La SociCte Irdi(lsrrit
u
proEramme et nne circulaire, pour faire appe.1 h ser membre. at a= d i m
corpr u i a n r , a bn d'exciter rutant qae p h b l r 1'intMt dn public pou b irportantes pablicationr de la SociCtC.
I t ert impolsible d'apprbier d'avance le resultat de &te demuohe, a& 1.
SociCtC croit ne fairs que son devoir en donnmt aux uvantr EwepCcrr
meyens de r ' ~ r o c i e rh v o t n gCnCrenee enireprim.
Nous arour l'honnear de vow offrir, Mcaaieurr, l'.a~:wnce de notre L.LI
comid~ratio~.
P. Aurorr J A U B ~ P T
Pr&H.rl&
,
k &&$#A
Ewe. B u m o v ~ ,8dl.irt 1.k Sod&&.
W o s d , that an appropriate reply k returned in the same form to tk
Asiatio Society of Parie, accepting witb pride and sstirfaction its &&I

o h of aid in promoting the cempletion of the ahdonod oriental mr4
and of d i n g rs the ohannel of their circulation and ode on the aoPritrad
of Europe.
A letter from Major TEOYER,
tendered, in the mame rpirit, bi.rrrrio(
u .gent to the Society at Paris, end acknowledged mipt of
tfoa sqiss of &&t works.
Ert& of letters from Mesera BURROUP,
JAOQU
and
~ , Pro*
f..ra,oomected with the name topio, were 4;
rlro fnw M m C.c

,

am,.geat .nd booluellw to the brio

gOOiet~, mggedng ar-g-wreguding t h e prices of the s t w d worka
A letter from M. R o n .
D Rooa~~u
President
,
of the G q p p h i d
8ociety ef Paris, shted that a resolution of the 3ociety bad determined
to prersnt the Asiatic Society with a complete series of t b d r Bulletin,
anterior t o the period when ib redations with Calcutta had commenced.
R m d d , that t h e compliment be returned by prwenting a copy of such
former volumes of the Rewarnhem aa are in atore.
A letter from Mr. EDWA~D
TEOMAS,
C. 3.a t Almorah, preeented three
manuecript volumem in 1 o r t h u r d of the late Mr. LAWUY.

They mppeu to be private note books, and memoranda of the author's reading-not in the common form of atsaography, and therefore illegible.
Dr. D. STEWARTpmmnted copiea of the Proceedings of the S t a t i s t i d

-

Society of London for 193556, nnd aeries of questions and f o r m for circulation, with a view of extending its information on subjecte connected
with the acience.
The P n ~ r r ~ r nfounded
r
upon them documents, a motion for the formation
of a Commitbe in the Society, which rhould direct its exclusive attention to
the Shtbtica of India, both by inviting returns to circulur m d i to snit the
circumshncu of the country, .nd by m c b i n g , with permimion, the recorde of
Qorernment.
Mr. H. T. P R I N ~ Zurged
P
t h t the magnitude of the object wan beyond the
power of a Committee ; the Government had at one time expmuly commend
srch a reoerd, and Lad given it up .Aor spending a hkh and a h l f of m p m on
three amdl dirtricts.
Dr. STIVMF thought that the materiah coUecbd might be examined and
abrtracted by the Committee, and, without aiming at minub detail, much u d a t
infomath might ba obtained on tbs population and mortality, for instance,
of the principal towns. He had himaelf lately roughly estimated the mortditr
of Cdcott., and w u appalled ar'6ndin8 it 1 in 26, the highat rate almost
on record. After some d i r c d o n it waa
ZZueuZwd, that a Statistid Committee k formed, conristing of Sir B.
H a m , Mr. J. G.Gomon, Mr. W. ADAM,Mr. B m , and Dr. D.
STWART, the latter gentleman kindly undertaking the dutias of 8 s c r ~ .

wLlbnnJ.

.

Tbe following books ware presented.
Tbe Arohaologia, or Tramactio~~s
of the Antiquarian Society of London-by
the society.
Truuadbnr of the G d o g h l Sooiety of London, rol. fii. part 3, and roL
ir. put 1-&y the Society.
Jown J d the Bayal h t i c Soaiety of London, No. 5 6 1 t k S d e t y .
PFocecdinp of the Qeological Sooiety of Lo.don, Nor. 40, 41, 42, 43, 44,
and 4 5 4 the Society.
Sir PUILLIPQPLYEOBBTOM'B
C a W g w of F a d fuA in b$ owa rPd Lord
COLB'SC o l l d o n - 4 y tR. Artkor.

'

A d d m delirered at tbe Annirerrry Meetfng of the Goologid Society .
I
London. on the 19th Febmary, 1836, by CIAILU LIU,
M. A.. P. R. 9.
Prwident of the S o c i e t y 4 y t h Society.
Memoirw de la SociCrC de Phyrique c t D'tlirtoire Natunllt de G e d v e , tor
vii. pt. I-by the Society.
Two Tibetan block-books, nligiow h o t s , entitled Bror-&-)l#h-tlar-aby0rb.i-rr >n-bngo-ba ; a n d ~ B r ~ - l d . n - ~ - c l ~ - . c h u - r o b ~ ~ i - p h - t
irpoi~nim~-po;
printad at Leiprig-by 34. Juqmet.
Glyotita Clorianur ;Codicir Glagolitici Autiquirsimi, Leipanon f o l i o r i a
n n a t u m in Bibliotheca Paradir Clor Tridentini, by Burt. Kopitar. Contor d
the Imperial Library at Vienna-prueated by the Artkor.
Gefchichte der Oamanifshen Dichtlnnft-by the &ra V m H-a-PvJ.toll.
Lecturer on Comparative Auatomy, by Dr. ROBERT
B.GRANT-6y tlc A d h .
Bulletin de la Socibt.6 de Geographie, rol. i. iii. ir. to r. and xri. co n. of
the l i n t seriw; and rol. iii. ir. of the aecond uriw-by tke Society.
Abr6g.6 dn Roman Hindorhni intitau h Ron de Bakawdi, pu M. G~mcrr
DB TASBY-by the lkarukrtor.
Mode d'Exprcrrion Symboliqne d a N o m b w employ4r par les I n d i a a , k.
Tibehiur.et la Jaramis-by M.Jaeqret.
Journal Asiatique, Noa. 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, and 96, for 1835, utd h'a.
1, 2, m d 3, of the New Series for 1 8 3 6 6 the
~ Aeietic 8ocirty of Pair.
Madmr Journal of Literature and Science, NO. 1 3 - 6 9 the M
&
LitEoeiety.
The Indian Journal of Medical Science and Scientific Bsrim, No. 1 2 4
Dr. F. Corbyn, the Edilor.
A copy of the Old Testament, trandated into the Bcvmsse Lnpagq by
Rev. A. JUD~ON-tArougARew. Howard Makom.
GAY'#Fabler, tranrlated into Urdh Poetry, by Raja L ~ ~ u r s s Bebulurnr
the II).mulator.
" Mashtor," or the Ritual of the ~ r m e n i a Church
i
;in two rolumu, prfntd
in Calcutta, andptamted by the Editor, Mr. A W ,
The Meteorogical Register for October 1836--by the Gr-OT
G
w
The following books, eelected by Pmfeasor WIISON,were & v d
the Bookeellers:
~ c h h o f fParallele dea languer de L'lnde. Puir, 1836, ropl4to.
Preytag's HamCarmina, 4to. (in Arabic.)
Amrulkeiai Moallakab, Arab. et Lat, ed. J . A. HBNOETSIIBB~O,
Bonn, 18s.
Kosegarten, Amrai ben Kelthwn Taglebihe Moshkam Abn Aw.lk, at*.
Humbert, Arabica Chrestomatbia Pmilior, 8ro.
Rorenmuller, Institutiones ad Pnudamenta L i n e r e h b i a s , 4to.
Bernrtcin, Hetapadaesi particulr, edidit et Glosar. Snrerit, 480.
Wurtenfuld, Abulfedm Tabole q u d a m ,
8vo. Gott. 1835.
Flugel, Coraui Textur Arabicur ad fidem lib. MSS. 4to. alf u d kttw&
Prrrroarw's Egyptiau Mummies, 4ta. ditto.
G o ~ r ~ r r r Voyage
'a
to Clrina, port 8vo. ditto.
AUBER'SBritirh loterrnorm with China, &o. ditto.
DE LA Brceu's Geological Manual, 8ro. ditto.
Y c C u ~ ~ o c n Commercial
'a
Diction y,8vo. ditto.

&.
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Moor's orhbl Fmgmemts, pod 8m. ditto.
Wxoar u d A . n a n W rRodromu, 1 roL 8ro. ditto.
G l l l ~ m r r ' sHitory of Cbina, 2 rob. Bro. ditto.
BBNMSTC~~
W . ~ & d n pis New South Wales. 1 mls. 8ro. ditto.
8m1m and Dwremr's Mhiouwy Baarcher in h a d o , 8 ~ 0 ditto*
.
Romrar's I ~ o nof s6.nd Geriphua, Bro. ditto.
W I L U N ~ ~ NTopography
'S
of Thsbes,
8ro. ditb.
Bxrmn's sOUldi.a& Sketches, Bro. ditte.
HOUIN'S Travels in Ethiopia, 4to. ditto.
~ B X B T '%emu
~
&. of Hindomtan, 3 rob. post Bro. ditto.
WBLL~LST'S
Dirp.tehu, rol. 1. ditto.
MALCOLM'S
Memoir of Lord CLIVX,3 vols. h o . ditto.
LADOPD~*B
Mount Sinai and P e b , 8ro. ditto.
C ~ r r r ' sMemoir of Dr. CAREY,Bro. ditto.
RICE'S Koordttan and Ninweh, 2 vols. 8ro. ditto.
Edinbnrgh W n e t Library-China, 3 rob. 12mo. ditto.
ABSBL'S Residence in China, 12mo. ditto.
N.k and D-ptl,
by MILMAN,imperial 8ro. ditto.
A r u y ~ n w ' rCatdogma of R o u e h i i s , 2 rob. 8ro. ditto.
MADOX".Excnnion in the Holy Land, 2 rob. 8ro. ditto.
LANQ'SHistory of New South Wales, 2 rob. post 8ro. ditto.
SBALE'SGeopory of the Irlmd of St. Helena, Polio, cloth.
Wxoar's Contribationr to the Botany of Indk, 8vo. d and btbmd.
DAVIS'S Chinese, 2 rob. post 8ro. ditto.
Antiguw8ond IweratUre.
Mr. WALTEBE l m , in a note, advertui to Mr. TMIU'I drawiug,

&.

of

tbe G a r M tridents.
The proportions of the trident of M 6 t
i.ncorro&y l y e for the st.&
(sea Plate XX1X.)-the 4 8 s of the axe should be at dght q I s r to the trident,
and consequently not risible hterdly on the sketch :--the letkrr of the inacription a h do not project from-the d m , but sra indmted. Tbe words sm
suffieisntly cornet.
Lieu+ Bnnmu, on hi deputnra for Europeybegged the Society's ?PO
mg!of a copy in mmuecript of BABADU'U
Life of SAWU ;a h of N A ~ .
m w ' e awunt of the Campaign of 1805, printed in Arabic at A l e r a d h
Captain J m w s forwarded a O O P ~of the A b ~ mdpbobet, m p e d
with the Bor Khamti, Shyin, Laoo, a d Burmem, with -ry
notea

by Rev. N. BEOWN.
~ bd p hi a h~t brs been a desifor same time, and ss rerl few inof the inhbitantr of hare now .oqudnted with thh extinct churcter, pro.erred chi*
on the coina of the indiinoua r Q u , an opportunity had bean
.ought in vain for rowrering it, until Mr. Blown's residence and study brought
him in eommunhtios with some panditr r h o hare given the desired infor.mation. We hope to pnbliah it in our Jmuuy number.
Mr. d. G. HUTLY submitted a mwnd paper on A d y t i c Geometry.

Pbyn'aal.

Cealogicd specimens from Bemaon, with a dewriptire o.tdogu~.-

Alro,aM oftlmrocklpedmew *the
K&p r m q p uddrr,
formerly deponited in thb M w u m , praswtsd by Dr. MdA fineeerie0 of buttedsb, moth*, and insdab fhm Jllpt w m
bytheSecrebry, b e i i part of a rich collecrton i a r r r u d e ( ~ o ~ h
Major H E A B ~ Commanding
~,
Pnd h e a l Horse.
Volcanic ashee picked up at taea by Captain F s n s ~ l s o ~of, the uEp
Hmqt Tanner, preneated by Mr. T.L. RElnw.
" The podtion in which then ~ h e awere picked up n u 35 miles South !&
and 15- 50' wwt long. The sea w u in violent agitstion.
On 8 former ropge by the ume commander, in nearly the nme pLes (LL 1.
35' 8. and long. 20' 453 much alum rru crated on b o d by a violent nm.
bling nolre, the captain and officem belieriry the rhip to hare struck ud
grating orar a wlrl 4:
no bottom, however, mu found on mounding.
In the same latitude and about a degree more euterly, there ir a m b o d hid
beuing the name of m e vessel, but conaidered
The uhw ue black, and m r n b l e cinden or pumice in eonsistenee.
A co~~eotion
of iiohem from the Hhn&pcr Mountnine, was premnbd kr
the Mweum, by M a SIDDON~
A *en
of Adjutant, ( C h i 4 A@, J praeented by Dr. O%arces.
lll~,
and mounted in the

Mumum.

A r p e c i m e n o f L L e Y o d a n C ~ a f ~ m u mpmhwdeadmounted
,
in the M m .
Net&-The latter of t h e ' h v e specimenr k gonerdl7 conddsredu tbe
bird d the former, alLrrru thi.lu it a dinhat a p d u . The &tentiam
'mf a k m e h b r q m d ~ to
d the point.
A sLaeCon of the Hind6st.M BullockJ pramenbud by Captain kUBmBT, and dodated ia the Muwam.
A dttto ditto, p r u m d by M*
TarA rtpl4ad @em
of Albatroo, (Diarsdwr &,)
p-bd
by Mr.
3. W. h m of~H o d .
A @en
of the Nip1 Musk Deer,-and of the Aikvnr PL4pu r
gt Wsh" of the BboUahs, by Dr. A. C
ef &traudhL.

-

of Bahti"m$ .@!nu of Ptaqad~nrM d l m i8hrl;r;Dc t
h
jjoat~einIndian ooaa,by w.8. Bmoll, Eq.

NotlcsofttrsMpadesrofNLpll,tsken.ca~ap.rrbr
tion, by Dr. A. CupChermtlona on - the anatomy of the e t a of the order H
*
.c
coqaded with a &a of k t i f u l I ~ ~ o S n p hdi cm r i w d rpsdPa
of the 'three eectiona J-b,
Mwdanti6.nd m,
by I k
WM.
GA-m.
RsmarIrs on the S i w o r m and rillcll of A m , with rpeabPsar at
moth, w-,
c b y d i , cocoon and milk, by Mr. T
m Hueom,
drawings by Mr. Bnwoa, Deputy Rsrenoe &lmqerJ rsrr kd e d by Major J-,
Governor M d a e t in A Raving been placed in the hands of Dr. J. 3. HSLFSE*
a
.ad emunhation, that gentleman mad at the d~ of the M
a a p)a
on the i n d i i ~ dk-worm
~s
of I n k

) ~

-

Br. if-m
b y r wriw d obsexvations on the importance of silk
a$ m article of weuing apparel thronghout the globe. He atcted that the discoTT
at Iadh and C h h ruduab1. to the uoient Greeks and Romans, Ehiedr
0. w r n t of the precim web of the Bornbykia, called 8 8 or Srr, whence tho
merlr dlrcorered countria derived their nnme of Swim. J u s n a ~ ~said
n , Dr. 8..
&hindan insight into the went of its mmnfactnre from two Persian monk4
fabricated at ~ s m C i r r . Dr. HBLTBBfollowed tap his subh
t silk
ject by stating, that the Sicilians in the tfme of Roern I. became wedthy b l
the intredpction of silk into Palem~~,-that the Venetians acquired riches by the
trade of silk d t h the Levant, and that in oar days it t u onlimited roonz of
income to eountriem cultivating it on a large scale. Fnnm h e sported i8
yeu 1829, 130 m i l l i o ~
of francs worth of a*, md E n g W comaumes UIa d y 4,700,000 poands, for which it ir chiefly indebted to foreign comntrier.
Dr. H I L ~ B
considers India particularly suited for the cultivation of silk, and
W it v q intneatiq and important, that this country pouaer dready e l m a
ksora diderent kin& ef silk-wormr, producing in rbnndmw silk of diffmmt
qdities, and having by thia the internal meam of providing a11 Europe with thb
pmoiotu makrid. He cnmmerrted h e eleven didknnt @a, of which sumo
@eqh d k fror thsn hu hean mmufaclaucd), never hare been mentioned
Wra. . m e subject n u illuntrated by the exposition of dl the diferent qnalitia
at a,
tbc ~wedoaoChl,eecoom,chgmlis, and egg^) R o d t h dk-rorm
sp&m, the Twaeh and Arrindy, were known in India, and tbel.dlk WM aonsidered h g n k ereugh in Ewop. d mgarded u inferior &of
the m n l b q
m i l k - w ~ ~ n Dr.
g h Roxsonas~dDr.Buc~~~~~,hadlomgyopnblirhed~
reoonnt of them, f i i h
H. qwbG 'Rro diLemnt a@
were dilooraed h l
Dr. H. ;four athen were mentwned as probhmtio, and thres other new lpqk
.slit bmn d m n by Clpt. Jmux y sccompanied
a rcq inkrdhg memod a m . Dr. It deems those neat from A w m uoeedingly vduable, u the coCOOM which they produrn are camhkd by Mr. W
. PHNBW,
excwdinglj fine.
Dr. HI&em, &r giving r sptematic duoription of all the new apedo,
went &to the q.ertion M to whether the milk of India b nabrally inferior to
tLt of other oonntries. He regards the quation u undecided, and considers that
mcq t b g arrt d.pad upom the raring of the worm in how-upon the qnal&y of their food-upon the first chryulic operatio-nd
upon the rrrmner of
working 0 0 silk. He p r 0 p ~ e dthat a l l moths producing cocoons-which, judgiy by analogy, he computed at upwards of 130 kludsin India,--should be examheal, and speoimonm of raw and wrought silk rent to Enrope ; and he thinks it
certain, &at, by the mannfactun of i l k on a large ecaIe, a r a n t m e a n e will rcerw to thii country. Be referred to the rallle set in Europe upon the m ~ u t
anaterial p r o d d by thebrrindy N k worm. The Doctor cowluded hb very
inbsreslng discourse by narmting a Irot communicated bj Dr. Q ~ n sof
s Bwm.
It appeared that Dr. G. had n u t rpedmenr of the milk to England : when it nu
shewn to the diiremt manufactwen tbqaarwered, that the people in India h d
beon d d v i n g them by statiw that the h e Cuhmere dmwla we mandactured
from the wool of the goat : it w u plain to them that the ehawlr wwe composed
of the dllr. d tIuq 4,
that, with W material, t h q , the English mannfac-,
comld make better sluwls th.any which arme from India.
TLe President, on b e W of the W y , .ckaowledgad their obligations to
9 r . H ~ V I Ifor hi( intereating paper.
we s h l l hutan to print it when the drawinp of hfr. HUDSON
a n be
-wnvw

&.
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I.-Ccdepicol Notu on the North Conkan, and a nnollportia of
Guxerat and Kattywcir. By CHABLISLUSH.M. D.
[Communided by the Medical and Phys1a.l Society of Bombay.]

In a paper which recently appeared in the Journal of the Asiatic
Society of Bengal by Dr. BBNZA,
on the ~ e o l ofo the
~ ~N i h e r y
hills, it is remarked that " the elevation of this plateau, and probably
the whole chain of the Western Ghata, of which the Nilghenies are
the southern termination, happened at a period long anterior to the
existence of life on our planet."
This appears, at first eight, a bold and sweeping conclnsion : but I
apprehend that those who have travelled in the Dekhan, .the 80iltherm
Conkan, and that part of the Carnutic termed with us " S o u t h
Maratk country," will not only be ready to concur in this opinion,
but perhaps to extend it so far as to doubt the existence of any formation containing fossil remains in any part of Western India to
the southward of Cutch.
In that province, it has been stated that oolite occurs. I believe,
however, that no sufficient investigation has been made into this
fact, to entitle us to aasume the identity of such shell-stone with the
recognized oolitic formations of other countries, so as to satisfy the
rigorous views of a modem geologist.
There is a new era in geology. I t is xiow in the power of any
person who travels through countries where " the crust of the globe
is untouched by the hammer of the geologist." to contribute to the
advancement of this, the youngest of the nciencer. By avoiding
5
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speculations, not even giving a name to that which is found,-by
carefully noting the sitc of specimens collected, according to th.
directions published by the Geological Society of London,-by for, warding collections to those persons who are best capable of comparing and identifying fossil remains,-materids
will gradually bs
formed for a geological map of India. an well
for the development of sound doctrine regarding the mode and date of deposits.
Let the trnveller who goes northward over the plateau of the D e k h
or who follows up the coast of the Conkan, conclude with Dr. B n ~ v
that the primary, the trap and the latetiterocks-nay, even b e a1laPi.l
covering these, are antecedent to the existence of animal life on om
planet. But, on finding in parts of the souther^ Conkam, and apecially in the island of Bombay, horizontal strata of sandstone con%ing shells, it would be well to look with more suspicion to the
northward, and to be prepared to doubt the non-fossiliferone c+
ter of the rocks. The shell-stone of Bombay will. I hope, be i n d gated agreeably to modern rules, and materiah farnished to those
who are capable of deciding whether any, or what proportion of the
shells belong to extinct species. I t is eaey to name this stone " 4
rag," and it would cost no labour to speculate upon its being simply
a deposit actually going on at the bottom of the Bombay h h w ;
deposit here and there brought to light in consequence of portions af
the present island having been gained from the eea eince the place
became a settlement. This question can only be determined in m e
mode ;-by
the examination-and comparison of a few hundreds of
species of shells. Decide then whether all are existing, o r p&
extinct. Leaving this ilnportant matter for the investigation of some
persons at the Presidency, I proceed to copy a few notes collected in
tour through the Northern Conkan, part of Guerat, and K r r t t M m e most;emarkable geological feature in the N o r t h &l)w
between Bmsein a d Surat, is the extensive degradation and partjd
reproduction of land at different periods. Occasionally, denudedstrata are met with, the date of which can alone be determined by
the nature of their organic remains. The first place at which I r m ed strata of sandstone similar to those of Bombay, was at M&,
( N o r t h Codan.) There is a low cliff of from ten to twelve feet in
height, composed of horizontal strata from one to three or four incher
in thickness. On leaving the town of Mahim the road passes o v e r
bet of some extent formed of these shell strata, which after some
intermediate alluvial, which conceals the nature of the subjacent farmation. reappear at the coast under the fort and public bungalow of
Seergaum.
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As there hap been a great destruction of land at this place, the
cliff under the bungalow may be viewed with interest. I t averages
about 20 feet in,height above the ordinary level of the tides. The
upper five feet is alluvial, the lower fifteen feet consisting of horizontnl strata of sandstone in different states of aggregation. Nearly a t
right angles with the fort of Seergaum, a point of land runs out
towards the eea, of the same general aspect as the strata just deacribed. This eeems to have been once continuous with another portion
reaching out from the coast, at a distance of about five miles to the
northward. The natives atate that the whole bay wee once land.
The destruction seems to have stopped for the present at a Mnssulman burying ground, where human bones may now be seen exposed ;
and which the fossil seeker must be careful to distinguish from
'' organic remains of a former world." If after another shifting of
place between sea and land, a deposit should be formed above, so as to
press and solidify the eand, containing skeletons, a mistake of this
kind may as easily occur here, as it did at Gudaloupe.
- The road through Taraprir, D m 6 and Jyebrirdf affords many
opportunities of seeing sections of these strata,-all horizontal and
evidently above the trap. Trap rocks still form the gradually diminishing hills inland, being the continuation of the Western Ghat
range. Where the trap is exposed, as in some of the numerous
creeks, it presents the same weather and water-worn appearance as
in the rivera of the Dekhan.
I t has been assumed (seemingly by Professor JAMBSON*)
in a late
summary of the geology of India, that the trap formation reaches to
the Nerbuddrr. I therefore presume that there exists no written
evidence to the contrary. This mistake has probably arisen from
rolled pebbles of trap having been seen in the bed of the Nerbudda.
oppoeite the Knbbir Bar a few miles above Broach; or it may have
been a simple conjecture. The fact is, that the trap ceases on the
coast between Balscir and Gandduie. The last hills being those called
Ddngd, a low range near the village so called, scarcely more than
100 feet in height and composed of porphyritic trap. The well known
bill fort of Punera, near the town of Balda PJrC, is the last trap hill of
any height in this direction. At Ganddvie are strata of clay, containing kankar, and from this point we take leave of trap, as well as of shell
&tone
:ksnkar, and clay of various forms now present themselves in
the only sections seen from Gandduie to Sumt. The form and situation of the ktmkar at Ddmus demands future notice. The point of
geological interest about Surat ie the constant destruction and partial
Vidr Briti~hIndia, vol. iii. Art. Geology.
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renovation of land. But especially we note hem d e a h d i m and
degradation by fresbes and spring tides, where the water m dl p a fnl, and there are no " antagonist forces," such aa are imagined by
,those wbo are indined to slight a c t d cawsea. and to controvert the
principles so ably developed by Mr. Lmu. I cannot avoid h e
r-king,
a6 it is a point so bpropoo to the country under c o b tion, that a strange assumption haa gone forth with regard to tbe
powera and magnitude of tropical vegetation and ita agency on the
c m t of the globe; aa if it were a general law of nature that tbe
nearer we approach to the eqnator, the thicker the vegehtion. 60
that tropical vegetation mwt have essentially a greater power of
reskitonce to the destruction of land than extra-tropical. Such a
position is manifestly untenable on the old continent. whatever ground
there may be for the opinion in tbe W& Indics and &t& Arwria.
In Guzerat and in the D A k bareneas of natural veget.tion ia the
pravPiling character ; while even in M W ,where the most nmk
vegetation existre, I have been shewn such devastation &om the
done. that I am inclined to think that no " mtagonbt power" d
vegetation can be worth considering. An eminent geolo@P, adverting to the doctrines of Mr. LYRLL,&, *<Arethere no antagmid
powera in nature to oppore these mighty rsvagea ? w amservntivc
principlee to meet this destructive agency ? The single o p m t h d
vegetation is a vast counterpoise to all." (!)
Should we interrogate natnre in 6kserat,especially about the TcpW
and NerkUa,we shall find that the conservative principles of vegetotion stand no chance against the destructive agency of water.
On the plateau of the D e k h , degradation can only be slightly
repaired in one $ace, by the operation of degradation from a highlevel and subsequent deposit below. At the level of the sea in the
N o r t h Coakan and in Gwerat the rains carry away vegetable mould
and vegetation with it. The denuded tracts support no vegetatian
eapable of protecting the land on which it grows from farther loas.
The tides with the small portion of sediment they deposit, ?ring no
contribution to vegetable soil. Should they throw up a shoal bethe periodical rains, the next fresh would certainly carry it a m ~ .
The antagonist powers" are here fnebee and tides, but they both
tend to the destruction of vegetation, and to throw insuperable obstp,
ales in the way of it8 renewal.
Proceeding from Swat through OoZpar to the Kim river, nothing
but black cotton soil occurs until you croes the Kim, at the

of K*ma,-there

sandstone and conglomerate pro e x p d at the

Bluface.

aivrr Kim, rection of the right bank.at S a d .
No. 1. Alluvial containing irregularly imbedded mama of conglomerate. 6 feet.
No. 2. Three feet of horizontal strata of sandstone from ono to
two inches in thickness.
No. 3. Five feet of sandstone varying in hardnesr.
No. 4. Bed of the river, consisting of coarse conglomerate, oweer
than the imbedded maasea No. I .
There is no sign of stone of any kind on the left Odpar bank of
the Kim. This formation of conglomerate and eandstones, is only
known in this tract of country to extend from the village of K&,
through E b and Saval to S6d.
There is reason to believe that the same rocks form the Raj-$pla
range of hills and portions of the peninsula of Katfpdr. The central
ridge of Kattpdr, of which the celebrated hill of Politnno forma a
part, ia undoubtedly trap, the usnal varieties of which are met &th
at Bumagar. The moat remarkable part of this formation (of w d stone, &c.) is the cornelian deposit at the celebrated minea n e u the
Nerbmddu at Rattanplit. These miner were described by Mr. COPLAND,
-8.
Lit. Soc. Bombay. The general account is correct, but Mr.
C. in in error with respect to the appearance of igneous action upon
the hill of Bawa Goma, which consiata of eandetone and conglomerate
rocks,-but not a trace of trap.
Leaving the town of Okleyrir on the south bank of the Nerbdde*.
on the road to the cornelian minee through SaraplZr, ClareviUI and
fippabdrt, the flat black cotton soil plain gradually begins to nndulate ; and in a nullah near the new village of CkrmriUe I naw,the f i s t
qpearance of stone (kankar of course excepted) even in fragmente
mince crossing the Kim. The leasea were sandstone and conglomerate. The soil now mixed with sand here gradually loses ita tamity
and fitness for cotton cnltivation. At length, under Rattap&, the
place where the carnelians are brought to undergo the procew of
baking, a clear d o n occprs on the bank of a nullah or s d river
of rather Baltieh water oppwite the village, shewing under a super6cial stratum of alluvial, 5 feet thick strata of sandstone, 25 feet deep,
inclined at an angle of about 70°.
From H d t to 8ugdd (and I prerllme hrther) m q be reen a drerted bed
of the Nnbrlda, the bank r q i n g in height, aon*rting of cky with regulu
horixont.1 deposit8 of kaaku. Tho L r p tank at BIjdd ir evidently Iportion
of tha old bad of the river.
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fossil shells ; so that if the people could trace them to the quarries,
i t might lead to some interesting diecoveries in the Raj-pipla range.
I saw no sign of this formation from Broad to the MDiM river,
oppoeite Cambay, nor on the Tankeria Bvruler side of the gulf.
The next point at which I found conglomerate rock was at Gogo
in Kattyrobr, where massee. of rock containing shells are dug out
from the beach, the upper portions having been carried away by the
encroachments of the sea.
This formation will, I hope, be soon traced op the south-eastern to
the western coast of Kattywdr. I before observed $at the rocka at
Bumnogar are trap. Now these conglomeratee appear to contain
fragments of a , great variety of mountain rocks, always excepting
trap. This circumstance afFords suspicion that the trap was thrown
up subsequently to the deposit of the conglomerates. I say merely
suspicion, as I know of no evidence of upheaving, nor the nature
of the strata at the points of junction. These, between Gogo and
Bwnogal, are either obliterated by extensive degradation, or concealed by deposits of mud.
The .island of Pdrn in the gulf of Cambay, d o r d e d me a better
opportunity of examining the conglomerate than the denuded beach
of Gogo.
Peritn is about three miles in circumference. About half the island,
proceeding round the western side towards the southernmoet point,
consists of strata of conglomerate rock much acted upon, but forming
cliffs in several parts to a height of about 30 feet ab0v.e the sea, the
upper strata being of compact sandstone.-all
perfectly horizontal.
The conglomerate contains shells and other fossils, some nndoubted
bones, &c. which have been forwarded for identification to Calcutta.
F i e sand.-partly
from the decomposition of these rocks, but
chiefly, perhaps, thrown up by the tides from the opposite coast,
-appears to have been blown by the south-west monsoon, so a s to
form dunes of very eingular aspect, mostly rounded at the top. I n
one place a sand hidl has a quadrangular platform-like summit.
These sand-mounts seem to have formed a barrier to the farther
encroachments of the sea. There is a valley to the eastern side of
the island partly in turf, and some part cultivated open to the sea,
where one may walk with a firm footing, while the sandy dunes of
the higher level give way in every direction.
Proceeding from the south point towards the eastward (the open
valley), layers of kankar are met with below the sandstone,-beyond
thi~
ia a low cliff of sand,-the valley completing the circuit.

In the hope tht m e of our members stationed in Grrrrrrt w i l l
a r r ~on the inveatigstion of the f d , not only of Pair, bat of
other puta of the formation in Kattywdr, I h v e hastened to lay
bcton them this imperfect &etch. without waiting for a nport en
the ndvrs of the fouilr found, or presuming myself to offer any
opinios, or to draw a conclpsion on that part of the subject.
11.-Note

om Matodolu of the Smdilb. By Copt. P. T. CA-T,
Sup&&t
of the Dab Cad. PI. XL.

I n the present state of the r e r d e a into the fossil remain8 of
the & w a b , it will be intereating to note any dimvery of peculiar
interest, without entering upon a dentiription in detail. Such a description rimy, with propriety, be reserved, until the possession of a more
perfect and a more nnmerom collection d remains enables us to
enter upon the description k t h greater confidence: whilst, in the
mem time, to thoae who are interested in the study, the periodical
announcement of pmgrers made in our operations, cannot be devoid
of intereat ; under thin idea I did myself the pleaenre of forwarding
to your Society the note on the dentition of the Mc10to$ma Anguticlaro (variety of), and now send yon one on a sLall of another d e t y
of Mmtodon which hss been lately received. The sketches are d r a m
on trPnsfer paper, and will, I hope, be intelligible.
Fig. 1 and 2, are representations of the faail skull-Fig. 1 being
the front, and Fig. 2, the profile or aide view. Fig.3 and 4, are similar outline8 of the existing elephant, on a scale d one-eighth on linear
memurement.
The fossil is exceedingly perfect in some respects. The left or&
and m d a r i e s are as sharp and well defined as in the recent s k d l ;
the frontal and nmah are tolerably perfect, the specimen is fracobliquely, removing the temporal swellings and diploe of the &,
together with the bccipit.1 condyles and foramen magnum ; th+
curve of the occipital on ita external surface is however retained, and
although sutures are altogether wanting, and the alveoli of the trrab
are mutilated, the specimen may be considered as sufficient to give 8
perfect idea of the form of skull; and, pa a form perfectly unique
amongat the proboscidean pachydermata, will be looked upon with
satisfaction by all those who take interest in the additions that have
of late years been so rapidly made to palaeontology, and the d o p e
of animals now no longer existing on the globe. The present skull
derives additional intereet from. ita being so different from the only
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d the umb gmum or co-genw (for i t may be permittsd ro to
bithe elephant) which ham beenleft to us-w *rent
indd.
u to completely m d i the construction of tlte head, and the
v
t of the d and h h y matter tbet mast have belonged to it.
Without entering into m y mnutim of detail on the pecalmrities d
the head, of which the h w h p will give 8 representation, and which
detail will be m e w e d until our collections enable M to bring under
one view all the varieties of this genw that the Sewaliks may contain,
i t wil) be sufficient, in annoanciog thir very interesting addition to
our cabinet, to draw aUantion to a few lending paints.
I@ the skull d the misting elephant, the excess of longitudinal
m e a m r ~ n t over
,
that in the conbsry direction, owing to the great
development of the rapcrior portion of the cranium, is one of the
m e t marked peahritien of ita form ; the height from the external
norel o p s d g M the top or apex of the cranium in immcnre, althwgh
undergoing modification from qp; this exceaaive development not'
being derived from m y increase of size to the cerebral cavity, but to
a vide rpcroe compoeed of cellular bone or diploe, giving an external
and deep coveripg to all that space occupied by the brain ; the size
of the orbit is small with comparison to the temporal region; the
large external nasal aperture is situated between the orbits ; and the
front in the Indian species is slightly depressed :--now in turning to
the fossil, we find that the whole of there pe,cnliaritiea, are either
reversed, or modified in an extraordinary degree.
The eleveted and massive cranium does not exist, the elope towards
the occipital and forsunen msgnnm commencing from the top of the
external nasal opening. and falling off to the rear in an abrupt angle ;
the eize of the orbit is large. and it8 encircling bones massive and
prominent; the spaoe between the orbits to the front continued up
t o the nasal opening, is depressed to an enormous extent, and the two
lines of alveoli of the tusks strongly marked ; the temporal foesae are
coqwatively small with those of .the exiating elephant, and the
temporal bones; which although broken off in the epecimen from
which the drawing ie taken, exists in another sknll in our possession,
appearing to be large and compoeed of cellular bone. The angle
formed by the tuake. with the grinding surface is more obtuse than in
the exioting elephant, and the form of head, instead of possessing the
proportion aaeimilating the rknll of the elephant to that of man, may
be considered as nearly square, or perhaps poseeseirlg a breadth in
great. proportion than the length. The height of the merillary
boner which is g e n t in the elephant, is here much exaggerated, and
5 a
type

the hrm and profile especially in ao pediar, that a gba .t
sketch will, by compuiaon with that of the eristing e l e p h t SO
given, be sdEciently striking.
The suborbitary foramen is by no meann large ; the proportion of
diploe in the upper part of the cranium bears no comparison rith
that in the existing elephant, these diUkmcea wmbiied with the
peculiirity of form and paition of the e r t v n a MM
Pperture,
I may,
in d l probability, modify the extent to which tbia variety of MastodOP
WM provided with trunk ; but to forbear from surmiaea or .peculPtiour in the present imperfect state of the inquiry, it will be m5cient
to place this aa a second to the angwtideu formerly noted.
P. S.-A letter thin moment received from Captain CAVTLBIannounces the discovery of a superb specimen of the Mottdor crrprPb
dru. 8 s k d with both h e s of molam, palate, and one orbit entin :
he ad&"
We have much still to learn of thew Mat&
;witb
regard to the M(utodoa e l e p h a s t d h of CLUT,there are e d e n t l y t.ro
opeciee, of tbe sune character aa to dentition, but with a d b l e
di&rence in the form of cranium, one of which baa the h t and the
other the elevated crown." A very perfect head of a hone hu alao
just been extracted by the Sewalik working partier, from the hud
~ndstone.-ED.

1. Indimtior, of o new Gmiu of Insea&
Birdr.
C O N I B O ~ TStumidb,
R~,
haprotm'ae ? Drmrrormrs. Men&&,
Crateropodine P
In the suite of specimen6 of Nipdese b i d forwarded by me, thnc
years ago, to the Zoolopal Society of London. were three or foar d
the subject of the preaent article. They were marked in the imperfect list obligingly .returned to me aa " a new form nearly allied to
Pator." But, if Pastor memu be the type of that genus, I
I cannot perceive much aflinity with our bird, either in atructpn 01
in manners. And, if a strong, arched, eolid and comprbin,
united with gradated wings, and very strong feet, be the mPrts d
the Croteropodi~~~,
to that sub-family, 1 conceive that our bird s h d
be referred ; the more especially aa ib shv and retiring habits at
alien to tho= of the whole Comidie, and in a yet more p&&
manner, to those of the Sturnine branch of it. The Indian StBeem to have perplexed systematists most wofully, though, 1 fmq,
there La not one of US exiles ' in the land of the sun,' but reodilp

1

rccogniaes the propriety of the ratbe genus Maha. All the Mainar*
have a preponderant similitude of g e n e d strachuc and of habib,
M m e t h h g generic unity, if such a thing there be; and placing
these bub, in a natnrrl syatem, close to the Eoropean genus 8twmw
(-dam
L k u m ) ; unless indeed that single genus should not
rather embrace the whole of the M h sub-generically. Yet, according to the latest and most accredited systems, these birdr am
llcpttered at random amongst the Lamprotomime, the Pdo*
and
the Cowcia=, constituting the Sturnine genera DiZoph, Acridothem, and Paator, and the Cormorm~
genns G r d we1 Eu&8 /
Should we feel disposed to tnrn from English to French systems, the
matter is no way mended: for Ccvr~r'sDentitortre1 and M d k
Gmkk8 are sundered, toto mlo, from hie Corirortral and Corvhe
Starm; and TBYMINCK's
type of the genun Putor is dissevered
widely fromall its congeners ! If the first men of the age can so err
for want of local iaformationf, it is to be hoped that some of them
will, ere long, see the necessity of methodial co-ol#ratbn with thore
who are capable of supplying that information, end who. I will add.
ore most anxious to supply it, upon fair and gentlemanly terms of
participation.
We have wven rpecier, d l abundant in Nip&
I. Religiora.
8. Cristelloider, (nob.)
3. Tdrtoider, (nob.)
4. Sylvatria, (nob.)
5. Affinia, (mob.)
6. Communir, (nob.)
7. Terncolor, (nob.)
Of then, 2 and 3 are very nearly allied to Crirtrtella m d Trirtin ; 4 and 5
to Pagodornm and Mdabarica. The 6th incliner much to Stnrnur ; md the
7th, a very oscnhnt apeder, hsr very conriderable rsremblana in the fonn of
i ~winp,
.
tail and lega, to Cincluliloma.
f- So mdtile and varionr are the relatiom of birds to ome mother, that no
euccerr can attend the ambitiour project of r general clasrification conformable
t o nature, unlerr, to the intimationr derived from external rtrncture be added
those derivable from internal structure and from habits and rnannerlil.
Bnt how rhall the most able man of science at home procure an adequate
mpply of thelatter aort of information, unlesr he will arrociate to himself rome
intelligent and perrevering local stndentr ? Dried rkinr are but dried rkinr I
And why have we Zoological Societies, unprovided with travelling natnralililtr,
if not to accomplirh rome tort of adequate union between domestic d i l l m d
foreign opportunity ?
So long or the closet and field departments continue separated, so long will
t h e mnltiplication of idle n m u and vague rpecier go on, whilst no effecturl
progreu will be made In the noble attempt at a natural clu8ification.
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What sddr to my dilBcalty in attempting to clsss the bird. aow in
cplertion is. that the m-dled Putor ltriUii (very abundant ia
Nspel) is, in my judgment, a typical Oriole ;whilst the hapretomb
qibpterrr (alw common here) is not w d y referable to Tnwmrwcr's
genus Lanprord.
Mr.Sw~maor.who bu very recently revired the S W & d our
modam Engluh selool, churcterieee tbe sub-typical or Lmmpdorr&c group of them thw.
Bill more compressed and thrash-lib,
itr bese not angulated ; the tip of the upper mandible distinctly
notched." In the above charaotera I perceive some faint mar Of
ow birdt but when 1 turn to the indication of the entire family, tbosc
traces eeem obliterated, for " the conic straight bill, naked nostrib,
a d lengthened painted wihg." of the 8tutnkk. ementially
I'

with the rtructnre of OPT subject.
With these prelimmuy remarks I ehdl now attempt to chpracterim oru bird, u the type of a nem genus or sub-gearu, either of
the h p r d o r n i a e or of the Wsropodhe, aa the learned ohall pleua
Ccilicr nobis. Klrtye (quaai Peda&@ of the Nipaleae.
Bill equal to the head, at base higher than b d , &arched
much compressed throngbout ; strong, entire*, obtuse. C h k m
riderably carinated between the nares, but not much produced among
the soft and simple frontal plumes. Tomioe erect. rather obtuse, and
near to the palate. Nares broad-lunate, sub-bad closed above by
nude un-arched scale. Rictus moderate, smooth. Orbits and
plumose. Wings short. but firm ; 5th quill a~uallylongest; 2
strongly-2 next. slightly gradated up to it. Tail short, pmd*
and firm. Tarsi sub-elevate. very strong, nearly smooth. Toes
~ r a s e dand ambulatory ; lateral fores unequal, connected w b ,
the outer one as far a6 the joint ; central not elongated ; hind vq
large, sub-depremed and exceeding either of the laterel fores. N&
compressed, strong, moderately bent, rather b1unt-f.

-.

--

-

Entire in the majority of my full grown specimenr, but In 0th- them ir a
faint notch. Thi liability to vary perpetnally occun in Cinclur, ip Cbd..
roma, in Cacnlnr, and in Timdia (not to mention more) ; mndariq & t d
of characteriring j u t l y , a work of time and labour in compariwa..
t So won sr the family m d mub-family of our genus be dotermind, l
part of the abbve generic delinition may be omittad relatively to .P& debrnination. At prerent tLe larger division8 mdly outran the char-"
ahauld accompany and d d g n a t e them. Vide S a ~ w ' rGeneral Z d o W ,
13 and 14, when few of the larger diririonr hare m y characterr
t.
I
,
i e them. Vide xlao the Regne Animal, Aves. wherein the rabdiviuou .
cated, pucia, by two or three vague worda I
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Type Cktir Nipleu&, nobin.
Nor. 964, 365, of themw. specimens and drawingo in the pmwrsian of the Zoological Society. In order to illustrate the affinitier of
oru bird, I proceed to compare it with ParLot twaw and with Lamprotornu dfndfn10ptetw.
In P a w romw (as in all the typical P~utorsm my poulession)
tbe bill in longer than the head, straight, conico-cylindric, and eoft
and feeble towards the +e.
Its gape is anplateti; and the plumes
of the head, d e d forwarde to the anteal extremity of the oval
nares, are pointed, gloesd, and elongated. The ample and pointed
wingr, have the 1st quill bastard; the 2nd. very long and nearly
equal to the 3rd. which in alwayr the longest. The tarsi are rtrong,
elevated and heavily rcaled. The toes have the laterals and hind
equal, and the central fore considerably elongated. The outer fore
toe haa a basal connexion with the central, but the inner is free.
In Lamprotomia qpiloptavs the wings have exactly the same form
M in Pootor roseus; and, as this identical form is ale0 found in
litdabso religiooa. (not to mention more typical Pastoru,) it would
seem to be characteristically and extenlively significant*. The bill
of h p . qibptm,, which is scarcely longer than the head, uniformly sub-arcuated and not angdated at the gape, so far agreer
with our Caitiu. But ita baee ie distinctly depreesed, whilst forward
it has a very alight compreesion and sub-cylindric outline, It is,
besidea, r k p l y pointed, uali.ntly notched, and its trenchant fine
t o m b are &qdy irt.tl0Ck.d. Carry these peculiaritiee a little furthg
and you have the bill of Chloropio. which genus further agrees with
Lamprotornis qpiloptaw almoet entirely in the nature of the food of
The generic character of P u t o r giver ' remex prima longiuima :' but it ir
n o t 80 in my apscimen of the type or Roaaw : nor in any other typical Partor,
'if Pastor be the equivalent for Mafna. On the other hand, if Amdothuea
held t o be t h t eqnivalmt, the ' p n a plan minurve nude' ir true of 3tirt&fa.,
r o t troe of W M m , which two rpcciea are, however, M nearly allied u poll.
mible and perpetually wociats together, every large flock of the former having
many individnda of the latter. I n other wordn, there genera are artificial and
f&a: neither of t+m M n g capable of comprising consirtently half a dozen of
t h e moat aimilar birda. The cheek piece cannot be an influential character, or
one of the above named two apeciea would not have it, and the other want it.
B y conoeqnence, I ahonld may, the g e n u Eulabea is purely artificial ; for, bating
t h e cheek piece, there ir nothing left to distinguish the aingle apeciea ranged
ander it, bat a greater d w c e of thicknear in a bill of exactly the same erwntial
cbuacter.
Commend me to the old gennr Qracuta, rub-generically divided.
O w Maha ir tho prototype of the French d4arlh m d of the E n g t i ~ hMinor.

.
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the species, and in the structure of their stomachs. On the other
hand, the harder, blunter, more solid, and uniformly compressed bill
of Cdtia, associated iu it is with a subtriturating stomach and a d i d
consisting of hard insects and reedr, seeme to atIine our b
i
d to
Pumatmhinws and its allies.
In Lompdomiu gpiIoptetw the nares are atill short and round,
though there be somewhat more approach to a nude membranous
tect than in Psstor rosrur.
In Lamprotornu p i l o p f e w the tarsi an rather low, and the feet
suited more to perching than to walking, the solea being flattiah and
the nails very acute. The lateral fores (of which the outer one only
hm a basal connexion) are shorter in proportion to the centtal, and
longer in relation to the hind, than in our bird, which, by its longer
legs, and fdl soled stout toes, provided with straighter and blunter
nails, proclaims its more terrestrial habits, notwithstanding the basal
connexion of the fore toes. Lastly, the pointed and burnished feothem upon the head of Spiloptmss are wholly wanting in our bird.
In Spiloprnvs they seem to intimate relatiomhip with the St-:
nor is the intimation unrequired ; for the babits and esllential strPcture of this species*, when viewed in relation to whatever hath been.
or can be juatly, alleged of the S t u n i h , savour more of contrast
than of similitude. As for our Cu'tia, amidst all its anomalies (w to
speak) of external structure, there is certainly something Sharkc in
its aspect ; and, by the formation of its feet and wings, m well aa by
its variegated plumage, it bears some resemblance to S t w m d a ; a
genus " leading directly to the true starlings."
Species new. Nipalenub nobis. Nipnlese Cdtio, nobis.
Habitat, central and northern regions : adheres to the wilds, and
feeds on hard seeds and hard ground insects.
Colour and Size. Male. Above, brilliant rusty yellow, with jet
black remiges and rectrices : cap, and a large apert central portion
of the wings, slaty ; the former, confined all round by a black band

* Quod eat, atrncture of the chylopoetic viscera of the bill, and of the
tongue, taken collectively.
In all there respects there ir a strong tendenq towards boa. Chloropsb,
Hypsipetes, m d others of the frngiroroua arboreal and abort-legged d o n of
thwe most anomalonr thrushes, the other or long-legged divirion of which 8t o make some auch approximation to the Conirostres, aa the ahort-legged aectiom
doeti to the Tenuiro~tres. Cuvrra's Philedonu, of which our Sibia mar be
taken ar a perfect type--appear to unite these two very oppodte asetiona.
Sibia Picaoidea hae the tail and feet of Pica; and the bill and tongue of Chloropsir I But these are mysterie~for the amply rtored Mucleum and L i b r a q to
solve l

1
I
I
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proceeding through the eyeo and ears from the nares. Below, from
chin to lega pure white, from lega inclusively to tail, flaveecent : the
h n k s broadly mom-barred with black: a spot of the same hue at
the base of the maxilla : most of the quills and the lateral rectrices,
tipped with white : lining of the wings and qniue internally towarb
their bases, elbeecent : bi above blackish, below plumbeoar : lqp
orange yellow : iris brown. 7 inch= long by 11 wide, and 2 oz. in
i: central toe :;: hind toe :8. The female
weight : bill 4 : tarsus 1,
is a trifle leas in size : her mantle ia variegated by longitudinal black
drops ; and her cheek-baud is brown inatead of black.

+

2.

Indication of a a Gmw of W a h , belonging to the Charadriatic

F d y.

Most Indian sportsmen are aware that there are two species of
wader, known to the natives by the common name of C m h k or
Carbdnak; one of which frequents dry sandy plains, and the other.
randy banks of rivers.
The former bird belongs to the genus QCdYcnevnurr or Thick-knee,
rcarcely differing, as a variety, from the European 'typeof that genus.
But the latter, though possessing the same figure (even to the large
head, with abrupt elevated forehead and great staring eye), as the
other ; and though, moreover. resembling the other strictly in the
form of the legs, wings and tail, yet differs from it totally in the
structure of the bill.
This member, which in t W i c n e ~has very much of the P h e r
form, in the river-haunting C31rv6nak exhibits the strength and size
so conapic1101111 in the S t o r h and Jabirue.
I find no generic mention of such a form in the works of Ornithology accessible to me ; m d I therefore propose to characterise it ar
a new genus ; subject to the correction of those whose acceer to
libraries and museums qaali6es them to lay down the law in matterr
of thia sort.
Family
X ~ ~ CEARADXIAD~.
.
Genus Cwvdnoca,nobis.
Order G ~ A L L A T O
Character.
Bill twice as long as the head. sub-remrved, rtrong, convex above.
considerably compremed ; the base thickish and rounded ; the t o m b
very trenchant, locked, and denticdated and notched towards the tip,
as in Ardea. Nares broad-linear and placed forward in a wide
membranous fosse, extending 4 from the base to the tip of the
culmen. Tongue long, narrow, fleshy : towards the point carti-nous, and the point itself sub-bid. Form of the head and body, of
the feet, wings and tail, as in (Edicnemw.

.
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Type Contdrcrc4 %, nobin. (Ediaunru M.qn**.
lidwickii ?
Specific character.
CuruJnac. Above. a sky grey : below, together with the h t d
zone, white. Brows, ear-coverts and m u s t a c b , blackkh. S h d h ,
false wing, and coverb next them, together with the q*
.ad tip
of the tail, blackish. W i n p and tail irregularly bat b& b.nM
with white. and both white for the most part, below. Length of ths
bud 20 incher. width 36, weight 14 lb..
The marks. This species inhabits the Bengal Pnrid-ey, v q
generally, being always found on the wide sandy bankn of the larger
rivers during the cold months of the year. I t migrates to Tibet in
mer, and passes over NBpal on its way to and fro. Its food COD^^
of crabs and other hard-shelled fish. Its intestines are from 22
to 25 inches long, with two cseca, each 3+ inches, p l d at 5 inches
from the lower end of the gut. The stomach is a strong tritPRting
gizzard, fitted with the aid of gravel, to grind the hard pPrb of the
bird's food.
Manners cannot well be more dissimilar than those of the desert
and ripuary Cartniaacs : the former adhering to dry arid plains, very
much like the Indian Bnatards* ; and the latter, as exclusively to the
beds of rivers. Whoever will refer to the English Covr=it, (A111. 307,) will perceive that our species is probably not unknown to
science. Is it not the (Edicnemus Magnirostria of Hardwicke ?
At the place quoted, two other allied ~pecieaare cited, and t h e
three may constitute the new genus or sub-genus C d m , distinguished from (Edicnetnw by totally diierent manners, and by a truly
dtirostral bill.
I t were well, indeed, if all new genera rested on d i d t i e s DO
marked as these-the manners so admirably tallying with the &mctnre of that grand instrument of sustentation, the rostrum. Oar
genus, moreover, appears to me to constitute a remarkable and distinct link of connexion between the Ardeide, by means of Myct.ri.
and the Chradn'ade through (Edicuemw. And it would, in my
judgment, be quite as consonant to nature to co'dound
with Charadrius, as Carvbnaca (nobis) with ( E d i c n e s ~ .
The only consequence of HAEDWICKE'S
species proving to be the
same with ours, ought therefore to be-not
the rejection of the per
genus, but-the
merging of my epecitic name of Grireo in his d
Magnirostriu: unless indeed, the latter term be not held to have h
t
It ir frequently called by ar tbO B u k r d Fbrimm.

1
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its significance in relation to a genus as much distinguished for the
strength and size of the bill, aa any one of the whole order.

3.-Indication of a rreur Genus of the Fdconide.
FALCONINA~,
Vigora. Genus new.. Bdza, nsbis.
C m ' c chracter. Bill as in I a r , but somewha? longer : upper
mandible. with two sharp teeth on either side the hook, directed forwards : lower mandible with three or four smaller ones, on each side,
correspondent to the former. Nares transverse, long. and linear.
with the cere behind them membranous and free to base of bill. Leg8
and feet short and thick. Tarsi low, half plumed, coarsely reticulate.
Toes short, cleft, inner fore and hind somewhat depressed and the
latter large. Aeropodia wholly reticulate. Talons sub-equal, acute.
squared below.
Wings long, equal to tail : 3rd quill longest.
Type. Bdza Sydma, nobis.
In addition to the above significant particulars, (some of which may
hereafter be omitted in the generic character,) 1 may add that the
orbits, lore, and sides of the cere are clad in soft, composed plumage ;
that the cere is ehort and nude above ; that the bill has great breadth
and depth at the base, corresponding with thc broad flat head and
large eye of the true Falcons, and, both of which distinguish our bird
no less ;that the first and second quills are but moderately gradated*.
and all three pretty sharply emarginated towards their tips, thongh
not so near aa in Falco or in Ieras; that the tail is of medial length
and square ; that the tongue is bifid ; and that, lastly, the feeble feet
are remarkable for the sub-equality of the toes and talons, the roughness and levelness of the soles, and the size and depression of the
thumbs. The complex afliuities of this singular genus are obviously
with Cymindis, Hatpagus and Ieras. It is more nearly allied to the
last, and its position (in V~ctons'arrangement of the Falconida) clearly
is at the head of the Falconine, and leading from the genus Gampson& to the genus Ierax. It differs from Zeras by its cymindian
nares, its long wings, and its cleft toes, with unballed and depressed
soles.
Species new. Bdza Sjrima, nobis.
Black, glossed with changeable blue or green : the belly and sidee,
rufous white, crossed by five or six broad bars of lake tinged ochreous
red : outer i e b of the secondaries, the same h u e - o f the tertials,
1st i~ 13 incher, and the 2nd 3 an inch, lerr the 3rd : the reat rapidly
fall off; and the prirnarier exceed the tertiarier by nearly three incher. The
scapukrr are of good length.

5
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white : scapulars and long coverts nearest them, whitened internally :
a broad white gorget on the breast : remiges and rectrices plumbeOM, for the most part, on the lower surface : legs and bill plumbeo m : talons and tip of the bill, black : iria brown : a long slender
drooping crest from the occiput : 13 inches long by 30 wide and 7 to
8 oz. in weight: bill, :: : tareus, 1 : : central toe. 1.
Remarkr. These birde are peculiar to the great forests of the
lower region, so far as I yet know. The rexes are alike both in size
and colours : both in young and moulting birds the leaden colour of
the legr is lost in fleahy grey-that of the bill, in dusky g r e ;
~ and
the powerful complex dentation of the bill, (both mandibles) is in the
juniors only traceable as a festoon upon the upper mandible.
4 . - I ~ m t i o n of a IKD Genus of the Piciak. dl description of tL type.
A nev spcciu, alao, of two mew p e ~ i e 8of the Gems Sitta.
YUNXINS,Swainson. Genus new ; Sa&, nobis. Saqa of Nipal.
Generic character.
Bill equal tb the head, conico-compressed, pointed and eotire : the
bsee furnished with tufts of hair as in Bucco.
Nwea round, basal, lateral, remote. and concealed. Tail short,
mft and s q u a b ; wings equal. to the tail, full, soft, first quill subbmtard, 5 and 6, longest and equal ; tertials sub-equal to primaries.
Feet three-toed, hind toe stouteat, sub-equal in length to outer
fore ; inner fore connected to first joint. Nails somewhat str+he
ened and obtuse.
Tongue a8 in P k .
Type, S u i a ochracea, nobis.
Species new. Ochracea ; Ochreoua red Sericr.
libmn. I t has been described above. I n further illustration of it
we may, however, add that this singular bird has a close relationslip
with our Vivia. from which it differs by its ratherlonger andperf&$
wnmgulated bill ; by its ehorter, even tail ; by the Bucco-like tPftr
of its bill; and, above all, by its three-toed feet, the nails of which
have hardly any of the awnsorial falcation and acuteness. Its orbits
nude, and it has a transverse corneous opercule before the eye.
&lour and Size. Subochreous red, with greenish yellow cap and
w i n e ; a wbite streak from behind each eye ; and jet black unmarked tail.
Wings, internally, dusky ; on their lower surface towards the baser
of the quills, as well as the lining of the wings. buff. Lqp fleshy
yellow : bill plumbeous with a dusky ridge : orbitar skin plumbeow :
iris brown : size very minute, 34 inches by 7, and 4 oz. in weight ;

:

tarsus ;: antes1 outer toe #, : its nail ,',: sexen dike : Habitat,
forests of lower region.
.
Remarks. On a recent occasion I quoted Vivia Nipakrrsio, (nobir)
rs the amalleat of the family*. The above singular bird is rtill
smaller, and both by itm extraordinary form. and by ita dimmative rize,
confirms the assertion then hazarded, that the vast forerts of Nipal
, yield to none in the world in the number and variety of the Woodpecker tribe.

-

C P ~ T R I A DGenus
~.
Sitta auctorum. Specier new ; Cordima,
eoral-billed Sitta, nobis.
Form, as in Caetmeoventrist, but considerably rrnallw in size.
Above, soft sub-cerulean blue, tinged with lilac on the cap : below,
sordid greyish : chin white : forehead black : great quills and lateral.
rectrices, blackish ; the latter, white-tipped : legs plumbeous grey :bilI
intense coral red ; iris straw yellow : 4# inches long by 83 wide, aad
4 OZ. in weight: sexes alike. Habitat, central and northern regions.
Species 2nd, Nipalewis, nobis.
Above, saturate blue, darker than in Ctutaneoventtir and with a
purplish tinge ; below, d e s c e n t deepening as you deacend the body,
and showing full rusty on the lower flanks, vent, and inferior tail
coverts : from the nostrils through the eyes to the ahoulden, a black
band : quills and lateral tail feathere, blackirh : a white spot at the
base of the two central rectriees ; and the lateral ones blanched towards their tips : legs fleshy grey : bill d ~ k yblue, changing to
fieshy grey towards the base : iris dark brown : sexes alike : size of
the precedent, and habitat the same.
5 .-New species of Hirurdirida.
CTPSELU~.
Chatura.
Species 1st. Nkdipes, nobis.
Form and size. Bill typically cypeeline with large vertical name.
wings exceedingly firm and long; let quill longest, more than two
inches beyond the tail : tail shortish, quadrate, longer than the
coverts, compocred of ten very firm square-pointed feathers, the rigid
straight shafts of which are produced into naked acute spines. Tarsi
longer than any toe, nude, smooth. Toes longer and more unequal
A mistake, I bnd : for Picwr Afirvlw ir but 34 inches long, or, precisely
the rize of our preaent subject.
) Also a Nipalesc specie8 : and thew hi& have therefore afforded thrw
apecier to a genus previoorly limited to o n e - o r , at mast, two, if Pcclorelu
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than in C H w , with the hind one distinctly versatile.
Talonr
strong and scansorial ; 83 inches from tip of bid1 to tip of'tail, and a0
inches between the wings. Weight 44 oz. T m u ;t, central toe
Cdow, head as far aa the eyes and ears (inclueive), dorsal neck.
sides, mmp, upper tail coverts, wings and tail, dneky-black with a
changeable blne or green gloee : chin, throat, and most part of the
neck ih front, conflnently white : bottom of the neck, on the entea
surface, hreast, and body below, sooty brown : v&t. inferior tailcoverts, and a lateral stripe from the thighs, backwards to them.
white, more or less picked out with blue glossed black : back m d
scapulare. whitey-brown: inner web of the last tertiaries, pure
white : legs purpurescent dosky : bill black : iris dark-brown : eexa
alike. The young want the blue or green gloss of matnrity : the dear
whitey-brown of the back and pure sooty brown of the belly are in
them blended into an uniform dusky hue ; and their throat ia of a very
sordid white.
Remark. This singular species, by the structure of its feet, opens
a passage from Hirundo to Cypselue. Though variously allied to Pelugia, Acuta, Ccrudrrcuta, and Gigantea, it exhibita, I believe, a distinct
type of form-being certainly not a C k t w a as defined by STIVRNS.
nor a Cypsel~~~
of ILLIQEB; far leas a swalbw. I t climbs with great
power aided equally by its talon^ and its tail. Its habitat ie the
northern region, whence it eometimea wandem into the mountains d
the central. avoiding however the open and level country. I have
set it down in my note book as the type of a new g e n u , called Hirund-apw.
Specie8 2nd. Cypselw Nipakds, nobis.
Sooty hlack, glossed with green : cbin, throat, and top of the n&
in front, confluently white : a white bar across the rump : talons and
bill, black : iris brown : nude part of toes, d u b - g r e y . Size a d ;
53 by 124 inches ; and barely one oz. in weight : sexes alike : mWre typical : tail, short and even.
Remark. This is the common Swift of the central regon, where it
remains all the year, building under thatched roofs, and a @ ~ tthe
beams of flat roofs. It lays two white eggs and breeds repeatedly.

<.

-

Genus H i d o . Species 1st. Nipalcnsis, nobia.
Cap, back, scapulars and wing-coverts, brilliant deep blne : q a ,
tail feathers, and the longer tail coverts above and below, dnsky : a
narrow frontal zone, cheeks, neck, and body below, as w d as the
mmp and lesser tail coverts above, sty; paler and striped 6 t h
narrow lines of dusky hue on the whole abdominal s h c e : dad
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neck, more or less blotched with blue ; rump, immaoulate : bill,
black : iris, dull brown : legs, fleshy-grey : sexes exactly alike : structure typical : tail long and deeply forked : size of H. Rustica.
Remark. Thii is the common Swalloto of the central region, a
household creature remaining with us for seven or eight months of
the year.
Species 2nd. Rupicola, nobis.
Earthy grey brown : below, from the chin to the vent (exclusively).
d e s c e n t white : legs fleshy grey : bill black : iris brown : sexes
alike: larger than the last, 64 by 14a inches, and weight 14 oz. :
structure typical: wings exceeding the short and subfurcate tail.
Habitat, the central and northern regions : not migratory : adhere8 to
t h e mountains, preferring rocky situations.
N. B. The remaining Hirundine birds of N b a l are Hirundo Rwticlr and the Sand-Martin ; both of which, but especially the latter,
are common.
1V.-Description of the Shell and Animal of Nematura, a new Gmuo
of Mollwca, inlbiting eihratiow subject to alternationo of fresh and
h k b h ~ U t f f . By w. H. B B N ~ OE
N s, ~B.
. C. S.
Animal.--Capnt tentacds duobus setaceis oculis postice prope bases
tentacnlornm sessilibus ; proboscide elongat$, cylindracel, exteneili.
Pea ovato-oblongue, medio ventricosns, postice angustatus, acuminatus, processu hrevi filiformi aabito desinens ; antice expansus, medio
profundb emarginatne; a l l utroque latere porrectl late angustat$,
acnminatl.
Test$ ovaa, ventricosi, B latere compresd, ultimo anfractu insuper
aperturam angulato, deflexo. Apertnrll integrd constrictl, orbiculari,
supril vix angulattl ; peritremate acuto leviter intus incrassato. Operculo tenui in spiram planam convolato.
The snout is capable of great extension, and the animal is able to
lick the.eummit of the shell with its extremity, which is armed within the mouth with a pair ,of strong vertical jaws, each apparently
consisting of two pieces : these are constantly in motion in a vertical direction. The centre of the foot has a rounded peltate appearance, occasioned by the adaptation of its form to that of the operculum, which is visible through the transparent foot when viewed on
t h e under aide. The singular short filiform process attached to the
extremity of the foot appears to be the termination of a nerve or
minute canal, which is seen extending directly up the centre of the
foot until it is lost under the operculum. The excrement is voided
from the right side of the animal.
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The shell is compressed laterally in a direction p a d e l to the
axis and to the plane of the aperture, as in .cmcrbrr, bnt tbe prominent edges are rounded, and the former lips do not leave a ridge
or keel at each semi-turn as in that genus. The sudden deflexion of
the last whorl above the aperture, and the consequent depression and
conetriction of the aperture is a singular feature in the shell, and, in
conjunction with its compressed form, led to my pronouncing the
species to be a type of a distinct genns before I became acquainted
with the animal or the operculum.
The first specimens which I saw, were shewn to me by Mr. CMcaom. who found them destitute of inhabitant or operculum in the
Sunderbans east of the Jabuna river. He was nnable to state whether
they were land or water shells. Their occurrence in the delta of
the Ganges so near to Calcutta, spurred me to diligence in the search
after the species, and, about a couple of months subsequently, I
discovered it alive between high and low water mark in pools, and
on wet mud recently left by the tide in the river Hooglily, immediabe
ly opposite to the Esplanade. Here they were accompanied by
Melania luato* and Melamia m w * . Dr. PEARSON
mbaequently
found them in the mud deposited by the aqueduct which pansea in
front of the Town Hall. Here we found them accompanied by w i mini8 faeciata, and by small specimens of novacnlina gangetica. I
took apeci~nensattached to a floating bamboo in the Salt-water
Lake in company with Neritiaa
Though found between high and low water mark like assimini.
fasciata, nematura does not otherwise resemble it in ita habita. ae it
never attempts to creep out of the water in which it is placed. bnt
m u d i n g to the surface swims with the foot revereed in the same
manner as lymrrcea, planorbis, pddina, and the smaller me&
use
to do.
I have named the species on which the genue is founded
Netnutntrt Deltce. Test& ovato-corridl. B lateribns tumid$, lutescente, ultimo anfractu ventricoso, majori omnibus oblique minut)
striatis ; spirt brevi; apioe acuto ; umbilico avaneecente. Long.
0.26 poll.
9 Melaaia lirata, described M rpecies D, and melrmfa pyremi# u apsdcr B.
in Qkaning8in Science, vol. ii. p. 22. Speciw A of that paper, I hare elmewhere more fally delcdbed aa M. oariabiU., and I hare named apeciar C

-.

bf. o ~ a n a .
t LAMARCK
har a genus of inrecta nuned Nmwwa fCOm
61and 03pA
canda; but os be neglected the ralaa of composition the appellation of the
prmnt genus, while it expreerer a ningnlar feature in the m i d , rill rnn ne
rink of being confoanded with that of the eminent nrhualint.
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the Genus Pterocyclar of Mr. BENSON
and Spireculwa of
Mr. P B A ~ S O NBy
. Dr. WILLIAMBLAND.

On the 27th of May last, I was fortunate enough to fall in with
a shell of this genus, on the islet of Susson, one of the Boonfingroup,
opposite to the peak of Queda, and in sight of Pulo-Pinang.
Although the general description of my specimen answers to those
above-mentioned, yet in some particulars it differs from both. The
mouth is cifcular, ita upper half marked inside by a double slightly
raiaed line, from whence the pterygoid process is sent off which
o v e r h a w and forms the sinus, but the inside edge of this procesr
shell, and
does not touch the penultimate whorl as in Mr. BSN~ON'S
i t certainly differs from those of Mr. PRAMON. I s the specimen of
.P&-Swmm, the einnn is 2. of an inch from the rings above-mentioned to the outaideWch, and from this arch to the extremity of
the wing which overhangs and forms the sinus is h th of an inch;
the wing in breadth is 6 th, mouth thickened, which thickening is
carried on to strengthen the wing on its upper part. Shell one
inch in diameter, with dark orange zig-zag lines across the whorls.
and a band of a darker colour running longitudinally on the centre
of the last whorl. Animal recently dead, but in a state of decay, so
that nothing could be made out of it.
As one drawing is worth many descriptions, I have cut a leaf out
of my book, having two figures of the natural size of the shell in
question. No. 1, for your inspection ; and, to assist in elucidating the
history of this genus of beautiful shells, I have added another figure,
No. 2, found at Trincomalee.
This shell has a small pterygoid process bending down, and in
contact with the penultimate whorl, extending 4th of an inch in.
front of the circular mouth, but no vestige of tube or sinus obtains
i n this specimen ; lip thickened and reflected ; the shell having all the
appearance of maturity ; diameter ,r8 th of an inch ; operculum convex.
horny-formed, of circular layers.

Note on Dr. BLAND'SPaper.
The Susson species appears, from the drawing forwarded with the
description, to belong to the typical group of Pterocyclos, which
includes P . p a m s and rupestris, and to be intermediate between the
latter species and hiupidus. to the last of which it exhibits an approach
in the irregular aperture and dilated and thickened wing ; but in the
absence of a specimen for comparison. no specific character can be
assigned with eafety.
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The %ncomalee shell is interesting as an arborant form, indicatmg
the passage to Cyclostoma, which it approaches through the alate
species. C. petiocrianum of GRAY. I t appears to poeeeea the convex
operculum composed of spirally concentric and exerted laminse which
characterizes the typical species of pterocycloa. This character seems
to be gradually developed in the opercula of the Cycloetomnda as the
umbilicus widens. and the shell becomes more discoid ; varying from
the flat operculum of C. elegans through that of C. irwolv.krs. where
the edges of the laminae are partially disengaged, and that of C. t u mistriaturn, which is thickened and shews a strong spiral keel. to the
convex and spirally laminar structure of the pterocycloid group.
The species of Cyclostoma from Neemuch, described by Lieutenant
HUTTON
as NO. 26, in page 520, vol. iii. J. A. S. I have ascertained
by a comparison of specimens to be C:snnishiolum of Sowensr.
whose examples were procured from Poonu.
Query. May not the impression of a supposed species of Cirw
noticed in Dr. WAED'Bpaper on the geology of the Elephant Rock
in the Queda country, printed in the second part Trans. Phys. Clam,
p. 166, be that of one of Dr. BLAND'Sspecies of Pterocydos from
Pulo-Susson ? A reference to the specimen No. 4 will decide.

on the Nautical Instruments of the Arabs.' By JAM.*
PRIN~SP,
Sec.
Since the amval of the Arab vessels which annually frequent the
port of Calcutta. I have made diligent inquiries concerning the instrument in use among them for the measurement of the latitude, in
hopes of elucidating thereby the Baron VON H A Y Y K ~translation
'S
of
the " Mohit" (see p. 442). 1 have been hitherto unsuccessful, the English quadrant or sextant having generally superseded the more ancient
and clumsy apparatus. One Muallirn, however, seemed to recognize the
instrument perfectly by my description, though he could not explain its
construction ; and promised to bring me one on his next voyage :-be
stretched out his arms, when I inquired about the i a d d division,
and placing his fingers together horizontally, counted with them the
height of the polar star, just as I guessed must have been the early and
rude method of the Arab navigators.
At length in a vessel from the Maldive islands I met with an intelligent navigator who brought me the primitive instrumente with
which he was accustomed to work his way to Calcutta.-and as I do
not think they are generally known, while it is certain they .re of
Arabic origin, I hasten to describe them as lithographed in Hate
XLVIII.
V1.-Note

~
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3 7 ~ 1.
. is the J
6
1
,
an instrument for taking the altitude of
- Uh
the polar and circumpolar atam*, in its most elementary shape.
I t coneieta of a em& parallelogram of horn (abont two inches by
one) with a string (or a couple of strings, in some instances), inserted
in the centre. On the string ere nine knots. To use the instrument
for taking the height of pee, the string is held between the teeth,
with the horn at such a distance from the eye, that while the lower
edge seems to touch the oceanic horizon, the upper edge just meeta
the star : the division or knot is then read of7 as the required latitude.
The mode of marking of theae knob is curious. Five times the
length of the horn is first taken, as unity. and divided into twelve
parts: then at the diitance of six of theae parts from the horn,
the first' knot is made which is called '* 12." Agnin the unit
is divided into eleven parta, and six of these being measured o n the
string from the horn aa before, the second knot is tied and denominat,
ed " 11
The unit is thus.successively divided into .lo. 9. 8, 7, and
6 parts, when the knot tied will of course exactly meet the original
point of five diameters : this point is numbered " 6." Beyond it one
diameter of the horn is laid'off for the " 5" division, and one and a
half again beyond that for the " 4" division, which usually terminates
the scale.
I t is easy to determine by calculation the value of these several
divisions, measured from the centre of the horn or diameter b d, and
at right angles to it. They represent the tangents of the angle c b a.
to radius b c, or cotangents to the complem'entary angle e b a :but e b a
ii equal to b a c, which is half of d a b, therefore the divisions represent
--gents
of half the angle of observation. To judge then of their
ocMvalue, expressed in altitude, we have but to convert their numerical ratio to radius, by a table of natural cotangents, into degrees
minutes ; and to take the double as the latitude in each case :thus,
the horn being equal to double radius b C, we have

."

.

11
10
9
8
7

-

6

5

4

Lot.

+ 12 X 6 = 5.00
a 22-38'
10 +- 11 % 6
5.45 g 20 46

m e 6mt diridon, NO. 12 = 2 X 5

10
10 x 6
10
9
6
10 -t 8
6
10 1 7 x 6
6 x 6
2
10
5
10

4

log

+

+

6.00 2
6.66
7.50 ';;
8.57 $
10.0012.00
15.00 11

18 54
17 4
15 12
13 18
1124
9 32
7 36

Dill.
52'

: i:
!:
53

52
56

be geen by the last column that the harmonic progression
~t
of the div*ions obtained by this eimple rale, agrees very closely with
The man asnured me it war for h k h g the l o n ~ i t ~ dand
e , promised to corn.
one night and are it in my pmeoee, bet failod.

5 u
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equable increments of the angle of elevation, filling somewhat short d
two degrees for each division. Further the highest number; 12, gira
nearly the latitude of Calcutta, or 2 2 O 38', the most northerly ktitode
for which the Maldiue navigators have any occlleion ; while the loweat
mark. 4, gives the latitude (nearly) of the southern point of Ciylor. or
the average of the Maldive islands.
I t is a circumstance worth noting, that if the unit had been d
at 6 diameter@ instead of 5, there would have been obtained a Klier
of divisions almost identical with the irsabab of lo 36'used by the unvigators of the fifteenth century* according to the Mohit. The uria
may also be extended both ways without very much deviating from
the same progreasion : thus, commencing with
12

,

x

6

+ 16 =
15

4.50 Cotang. of half angle.
4.80

I n thin manner a atring, or a st&, may be marked off into tangcatin1 divisions, equivalent to the wsabah, from zero or sixteen i0Sab.b.
or up to an altitude of 25 degrees, within a limit of error by no
means appreciable to the Arab nakhoda, and hardly of corrwpuena
t o the refined navigator of modem times. Whether the practical rule
thus developed' was or was not resorted to, it is very plain that it
might have been so adapted ; and dl the latitudes in Sx~r'a work
,might have been worked thereby ; and the lowe: series of d i v k i o ~
might be nothing more than the m e divisions numbered inversdy
on the lower side of the square sM, a s will presently be noticed.
Fig.2, the bilistyt is an evident improvement upon the original cord;
a square rod of ebony being substituted for the stretching cord. and the
radius being made to slide thereon at right angles. There is economy of
space also.-the four sides of the wooden rod admitting of four 6
of divieions, adapted to four sliders of different sizes, so d to inmeue
the scale without lengthening the rod inconveniently. Still the string
sec pm&a445.

t*
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has the advantage in point of portability. The rules for dividing the
wooden bar are the same as for the string, but the marks must be laid
oiT invertedly, beginning at the eye end, which is in this the fixed
point.
Ag. 3 is an instrument still wed by the Arabs for taking the sun's
altitude. I t is exactly the same in principle as the above, but to
obviate the inconvenience of looking at the sun, the eye is directed to
theopposite point of the horizon, from the lower end of the cross bar.
while it brings the solar shadow of the upper end of the same to meet
the horizon by adjusting the slider d to or fro on the divided arm.
The mode of dividing this arm, M performed in my presence by the
mudliar, or pilot, is represented in the plate ; but it is obviously incorrect. A space c e is laid off equal to radius a c; from e a perpendicular e f is raised, and with the same radius a quadrant e g is drawn,
which is divided into eighteen equal portions (of five degrees each) ;
through these points are drawn radii to meet the tangential line;
and the subdivision into simple degrees, and sixths, is either done
by the eye, or by a continuation of the same rule. I t will be seen
on inepection of the figure, that aa the angle g f d is equal to the sum
of the angles f d b and b d e, while b d e is equal to Mfthe angle of
observation, angle g f d can only be eqnal to angle of observation when
f d b and b d c are equal, and that the 90" point is therefore the only
true one on the scale of divinions. The true mode of division is, as in the
caseof the string, to describe a quadrant from centre b, and to draw radii
through each semi-degree of the arc from 4 5 O downward, became the
mgle of observation a d b is, as before, equal to twice the angle f b d.
of which c d (c 0, c 10, c 20, c 30. kc.) are respectively cotangents.
To ascertain whether the fault lay with my Arab informant, or
with the instrument, I compared the actual divisions on the latter
with a scale of cotangents, and found the following results, cdling
the radius a c = 1.00.
Angle of Angle
rltitude. muked.

-

90'
85
80
75
70
65
60
55
50
45
40

Length c d or True angle

O0
5

10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50

.

t

angle. deduced.
1.000
900 '
1.096
84 46
79 48
1.196
1.3011
74 46
69 44
1 435
1.557
65 26
60 22
1.719
1.911
55 14
2.142
50 01
2.418
45 0
2.759
39 50

wt.

Error of Error if f d n mode
diviwiou.
bad been wed.
0°

O0

-0 14
-0 12
-0 11
GO 16
+O 26
+O 22
i - 0 14
+O
4
0
-0 10

'

-0

30

-3

30

-7

27

-10

23

It is evident from this comparison, that the instrument waa divided on
correct principles, and that the m a N i m had ventured upon an explana5 n 2
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tion withont duly qualifying himself by consulting his booke. I t is h
clear that the name set of divisiins may be made to suve for night
obeervations by placing the eye at d : but as they only embrace altitudes exceeding 40 degrees, the inetrnment would not be applicabkto
the polar star in equatorial latitudes.
In conversing with the same rrraUim on the track taken in *rent
monsoons, I remarked that he always talked of sailing upon dwerent
stare, in lieu of different points of the compass, as we should expreaa
onraelves. It immediately occurred to me, that this might explain some
of the obscurities of the Mohit, where, for instance, that work directs
the polar altitude to be found 7+ inches at the setting of A+
;"
it
might mean that the ship should steer upon the setting point of Aqrikr.
until the pole should be depreesed or r a i ~ e dto the altitude indicated.
I endeavoured therefore to procure an Arabic cornpaas, but not one
could be met with in all the vesse1s-d length my friend STBDHosmm
SIDIfound a drawing of it in one of the practical works on navigation.
(the mdjid kit&*) in possession of a rrclkloda, and without ceremony ton
out the leaf to shew it to me, ae .$he captain wm afraid of p h g
with the volume. without which doubtless he would have been greatly
at a loss on his return voyage. I immediitely made a lithograph
drawing of it (fig. 5) exactly as I found it, with the circle of English
numbers, shewing it to have been copied from a European card, around
which the names by which the Arabs " box the compaea." had been
entered as more conformable to their own practice.
These namee would seem to point to a time anterior to the invention of the magnetic compass, when indeed the only way of ascertaining the relative position of a ship at night in the broad oceau wna by
observing the pointa of the horizon where prominent strvs rose urd
set. The system could only have been adapted to intertropical narigation, wherein no very great variation occurs in these azimuths, and
it is necessarily but an approximation to truth, as hardly any of the
prominent stars selected rise or set at the precise azimuth named frmn
them. By the positions assigned to some of the sonthem stus.
muat suppose that it was framed rather to suit placea northward of the
equator ; but in drawing out the following comparative view, I have
thought it preferable to enter the azimuth of each star on an equatorial projection, when of course the azimuth is equal to the polar distance, and the cornpaas card thus affords t o the Arab nakhda a rn&

* "UJI~or, an my Mrldire friend facstioarly e x p n w d

it,

the '* Jkb

Hamilton )itdQn of the Arab. It would be a work of great utility to prht an
edition of thir volume, with emendation# and aJditionr nuitad to the people, rho
depend upon it u wo do on our Q ~ r r i o Ephrrnorir
h
I
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table of N. P. D. by which he may, if he please, take hie latitude, with
the simple instruments above described.
The card may be divided into two great portione, the eastern and
western, in which the same names of stars occur in a direct and inverse
mutalb, or " rising place of ;"
order--on the east with the prefix
on the weat with that of
&h{b, ' I setting place of :" the northeastern quarter har written on its circumference,

--

&

*ju -

&A
@ I ~ A
J?> @I,
~ . &$'I j
Prom the north towards the earl, AfulakA4 Shim&l~,-(thenorth-rartm,
quarter,)-latitude increasing, longitude increasing."

"

The south-eastern in like manner has the wordo :

V.+eq.Lk.

+'j
d + l , ~ " &'+JIG+

&Id

"From the earl towards the routh, Mutaldl Janlbl, (or the rorth-wtem
quarter,) the latitude diminishu, longitnde increases."

The north-western :

p'lJ+l;

+lj(ilJIdW

sqlj+

-@Id

Prom the wut to the north, the north-wertm, quarter, Maghfbi BAindU,
latitnde increasing, longitude decreasing."
The south-western :
' I

From the earth towards the wmt, Mghfbi Jandbi, the rorth-verta,
quarter ; longitude d e c r e w and latitude decreaser ;-when you are to the
north of the line."

The final words, wibr yaw se to t h north of the line, apply equally
t o the remarks on dl four quadrants ; for example, when you sail on

any point of the compass between north and west, you increase
your latitude and longitude-and so forth.
The north point, or pale, is called, as in S I DA~d s work
jdh, a
word pert (o be found with this acceptation in our dictionaries ; nor
59 d putb, generally confined to the south pole, but rather the
contrary.
Ch
matld, the rising place, and wb maghib, the
setting place (to wit, of the sun) are the terms used for the east and
west cardinal points. I t will be sufficient to enumerate one series of
the intermediate stars in the order of their occurrence on the card.
the setting point of fwqad,
1. N. by W. 11 15'.
the calf; one of the two stars known by the name of fivpadcrin, Op et
7 ursse minoris.) s approaches nearest to the required north polar
distance.

&>+,
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30'.

d .

* e,

ID*-

the setting of n b h , the
bier. This constellation comprises the four s t a n of the belly, both
of the small and the great bear, but generally and in the preaent
instance, the name applies to the latter, of which, however, the pmition is nearer 30 degrees than 224 in azimuth.
3. N. by N. 30° 45'. d u e , the setting of dqeh,the sbecamel, probably the same as Gal, the goat, of Dr. DOEN'Scelestial
globe, the middle star of the tail of the great bear. N. P. D. 34..
4. N. W.45O0,
G e e , the settingof djdq,the Jiitteu.
u o v ~of the Greeks, or capella ; whose north polar distance is in fact
444 degrees.
$))#, the setting of ~ 6 9 4the
,
5. N. W. by W. 56" 15'.
vulture, wega of our astronomy or a lym, N. P. D. 514 degrees.
This is the star translated by the Baron HAMYEX
as A+
; but the
azimuth shews it to be Lyra.
d
L
e
,
the setting of s i d , con6. W. N. W. 67" 30'
tracted for y ~ & *h d k rl dmd, the spear-bearer. Arc-,
N. P. D. 700. It is Aeeimech aremeah of the Alphomine tables.
b I ; J l e , the setting of may&.
the
7. W. by N. 78" 45'.
Pleiadee. The north polar distance of these stare diffen! so much from
the azimuth here assigned, (being only 67",) that the name is w b l y
applied to Aidebaran, (N. P. D. 79" 60') although the latter is the
true Arabic denomination of a Tauri.
8. W. 90".
the setting place (of the sun), nearly constant in the equatorial regions.
9. W.byS.101°15'.
~&l~,theaettingofjui,acontraction for
the giant's foot, known to Europeans as B i i l
in the right foot of Orion. N. P. D. 98.24.
10. W. S. W. 112" 30'.
the eetting of tir. I do
not find any star of this name on the celestial globe described by
Dr. DOENin the Roy. As. Soc. Tram.. nor is theword Arabic. The
similarity of sound and near coincidence of azimuth might incline me
to consider it as Antares, (1 1 5 O 4W.) were it yowible that the word
nir, bright, in the passage quoted ~ ~ D Ofrom
R NEBNM u a r r r w ,
,could be changed to
the name of the star before US : the passage is 0s follows :

*,

341~)

M1*,

#

The constellation of the scorpion is known-to every one : on the
buttock there M a bright reddish star of the aecond magnitude,
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which is the scorpion's heart." If the Arabic name of this etar be
qalb ul dgmb, whence w a ~
our name of Antares derived ?
marked as Atair
The only other resembling tfr in sound is
on oar globes, and comprehending the t b r 4 bright stara of Aquikr ;
but the position of this conatellation pnts it out of the question.
11. S. W.by W. 123" 45'.
the setting of AkleiZ,
the crown. Then are s e v e d constellations so named. Cwora
bweolb is called &ill, and ie much too far north. There. is another
akkil Cjd~u'M)the southern crown, situated abont azim. 130" which
is nearer the mark : but the constellation intended may possibly be
331511, the crown of the scorpion, the 17th lunar mansion
H
notwithstanding its error of azimuth. In poaiof U L V ~BEO;
tion. the bright stat Fomalhaut
of Piacea A11stlrlis
comes mach nearer the mark, (121') and it seems curious that it
should have been set aside for a less conspicuona group.
12. S. W. 135'.
u?*,
the eetting of dqtab, the &orpion. We shall see presently that d a r e s is the star of this constellation here intended, although it is far too northerly for the position.
But for such c o n h a t i o n we might have suspected dptab to be a
comption of
alghorcib ;the crow ( ~ 4which
)
liea in 134' azimuth.
13. S.W. by S. 146615'. &
,L@
the
, settingof Ham4reia
the two w e e . This name in not to be found in the globe. The neatest
to it in situation are and B Gruis.
14. S. S. W. 157" 30'. &p#, the netting of Sokil,
the well-known rtar Canopne in the constellation Argo. Alua#n J of the Arabs. The north polar distance of this star, however, is
only 1434 in lieu of 1574. I t would set in azimuth 1574 at a place
situated in north latitnde 28O ; so that if this be taken ae a clue, we
may trace the origin of the cornpaas scheme to Lower Egypt or Syria.
15. S. by W. 168' 45.,*
the setting of oalibJr. As r e
proceed eouthwarda it becomes more and more f i c u l t tb find the
n h intended. Canopus indeed is almost the only one familiar to us.
Salibch. is not to be found on the globe, nor in the dictionaries : but
,
it ie the very word translated Lym by the Baron H A M Y ~aUnorthern
constellation, which would be quite inadmiesible in the southernmost
situation of the compass. There is a constellation somewhat similar
in sound on the brass globe described by Dr. D o a ~ ,called t+J)
Alrobd, the beast, lying close to the Centaur with which its mtare are
mixed.-Again, should o Centauri be the etar intended, it would be about
the right distance in azimuth from Canopua-but this star is called

mw,

up]

(-&it)

VY

.

*,

,.J$,~&

with its fellow in tbe other leg of the Cenhnr,
~
~
d
uhacun on the globe. The only other star of n o t e f a b g .riate limit of distance is a Eridani, or AcRrrror of o m globe, whi& is a
corruption of
a k h - a l ~ k' tba end of the ? i v ~ . ' - m ever star may be meant by wlibdr, it is mrely m a r sopthedy tbn
Canopus, and by no means Lyra. The two or t h m k t e d
from the Mohit equally confirm this. and m i r e i l 1 u s - h
fit. In the voyage to Grjerd (page 456) the -.tion
a r ~ #
la *
this measure (the fib. or lot. 16'54' north) L p
fire
inches (13O 30'1, or Sagitta ( s e h d )
six i n c h ( 1 5 O 6'). o r
and Lyra are eqnd to three inches and a half (1 lo0."The -nd
~aragraphin page 455 is expressed almost in the same words. Norr
if for
ul sahm be read 9 1 ul J I U ~(a Eridani), and for dbdr we take 1 Argonavis, the above conditions may v q n h
be complied with ; for, in north latitude 17.. Canopm pnd Argo
will be seen at an altitude of 12" together, on o p p o ~ sides
t ~ of the
south pole at the how of 10 p. m. in the beginning of M d .
The north polar distance of a Centauri (150') would better sPit the
given meridional elevation (13" 30') than that of Argonavis : but in
this case it must be al& and not sdi*
which must be coupled with
Canopus at the equal altitude 11° 6l: and the text would need a
m n d alteration.
Again, in page 456 (the latitude by position being about I @ ) tbe
translation says-"
If it be not time for taking the polar star, take the
height at the setting of Aquila (raa-~&&
by the Lyra ( d i b d r ) whieh
gives 74 inches (or 17O 30')." Now first correcting vega, w h i we
know to be a Lyrae, and not Aguila, we shall find that at his
the star above pointed out as akhir-ulnehr, Achernar, c o m a to the
eouthern meridian, and beam very nearly the altitude required.
Here then salibcb would seem to be a Eridani, whereas in theotha
two canes it may be r Argo. Until we get somebody to point q t the
actoal star in the heavens, it will be impoesible to decide betwear the
two ; but a considerable step towards the solution of the M d i l p
blem hae, at any rate, been made by the discovery that SUS
belong8
to the southern hemisphere.
If the Baron will favor UB with a tramlation of the firet chapter
which treata of the names of the stars, the division of the circle of t
h
skies, and, above all, of the cardinal point8 of the compass, we nhd
doubtless be able to clear up d these poinb in a Lmtkdbcby nmaner.
The navigators of the Maldive islands follow the Arab8 in tbeir division of the compass which they call v g d L l

-
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taken from the Malobar word, romoukkd, for which M. Ktnraola is
ot a loss to discover the origin*, though it seems obviously a corrupdmabdu, the loadstone. The
tion of the Sanuxit term ",Maldivh alter a few of the names, particulvrly towards tbe south.
Some of these variations serve to throw light upon the doubtful parts of the Arabic list. The orthography also, ae written
in my presence by my intelligent friend M U ~ A M M A
better
D , known
among his island countrymen as Uitcfd-muallim, the master-pilot,
differs conGderably, being d o r e of the Malay style :.one letter ad
& with a dot under it, is, he tells me, peculiar to his idando ;it has t k t
pronunciation of gh, not of
wh'ie 3 is pronounced more like g. The
Pollowing is his catalogue :
9,
pronounced g h , the north pole--of unknown derivation.
farglia&m, a corruption of farkadain.
n h h , the difsubstituted for ain.
wG
331 d y o ~ k ditto.
,
g6siZ. used for Lyra in lieu of
or Wega.
k d g , the 3 used for d.
t h i c f n , a corruption from sway&.
r r r g h . the west-derivation unknown, perhaps corrupted
, from maghib,-itDM is the east.
ljtZ jozd, the star Rigel.
tir. Can this be Sirius, which is the next coaapicuoue star

,

i,

ea.9

sL
d(y

more southerly than Rigel 3 Its Arabic name is &+I.

ujl agrab, in lieu of akleil, shewing that the crown intended is
t h e ukkil u l 4 m b of the globe, which consists, according to ULVOH
Bra, of 8. 8, and of Scorpio ; B has a N. P. D. of 1la0 only, which
would give an azimuth of 115O in latitude 28O north.
galb. If this be correct in orthography, it would denote

4

e9IG qalb a1 dqrab, the scorpion's heart, or Antares : but if intended for & the dog, it may stand for Sirius. The former is, however, most probable, because it confirms the Arabic name for the same
+,
or simply the scorpion, of which the principoint which is u
pal star ie Antares.
~,h
kmdrfm, the final m substituted for n.
3- ail, pronounced rilli, an unknown substitute for rohtil, which'
will be seen to be removed further south ; perhaps it is the local name
ofCanopw, corrupted from the Arabic.
KLAP~OTE
mr l'iniention do la bosunole, p. 32.
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&

8oheil, Canopus, is used by the Mddive sailors ss the south
cardinal point.-for what reason I was unable to dircover. They also
use the Indian word dokhan.
Note on the MuHve A@h&t.
While conversing with the Uhikmuallb one day on the above
subject. I got him to write down the names as seen above in the Arabi character : being curious, however, about the modification of the
& .i.introduced. I inquired whether the Maidive population had any
distinct alphabet of their own, to which he replied in the afiinnatire,
and gave it me in writing just M I have lithographed it in Rate
XLIX-a most whimsical system. and calculated to puzzle antiqunrians egregiously should they chance to stumble upon an inscription in
the Maldives without possessing the key to it !
At first he told me they had but nine letters, (the second row in the
plate,) n,pi, d, t. 1, 9, n, 8, d ; but on my observing that he made
use of a letter not in this list for the k of Wmtta, he said-" Oh p.
there are the other nine" (the upper row)-meaning, aa I presumed
that they were not indigenous but extraneous signs introdnced to express foreign sounds :they are, in fact, the nine Arabic numerals with
a dash above them to distinguish them from the ciphers. He wrote
with greater fluency in these his native characters than in the Arabic.
The system of vowel marks is partly an imitation of the Arabic md
partly of the Indian method ; the long vowels being denoted by donbliig the diacritid stroke : the nasal n is marked like the S a n d
arusumra, but the letter in also inserted. I t was striking to obrerve how readily his ear dietingnished the m n d of a diphthong,
and how correctly he expressed it with a double character. Tbe
order of writing is from left to right, contrary to tbe h b i e
mode, and none of the letters admit of being joined together or
abbreviated; but I pretend to no more knowledge of the alphabet, or language, than is comprehended in the plate itself. and
need not, therefore, attempt to expand the materials of a short interview between two parties but imperfectly under~tandmgone an+
ther, into a treatise on the unknown and. perchance, non-existent lits
rature of these simple islanders.-It will, doubtless, srnprise many tb.t.
they should have arrived at all at the possemion of an alphabet ot
their own. Among the specimens in the plate I have introduced th
names of the cardinal points as given above.

I

VI1.-Faeamiks of Ancient Inrrriptiom, ZithoyrapRsd.
(Continued from page 731.)

Inmiption en a Cannonfiom Goa.
At the foot of Plate XLIX. I have inserted the copy of an inscription which, it seems has long puzzled the sovans of Lubon. Mr. J.
G~vunn?,chief interpreter and sworn translator to the British Government at Penang, Singapur, and Malacca, has addressed the Rev.
ANaImo Yseaos, Vicar General of the Singapw Mission, on the
subject, aflording, as he conceivee, a full explanation of ita puporti
but either the charaotera must be exceedingly perverted in the copy.
must have a powerful imagination, to convert, as he
or Mr. GAUD~BT
does, such hieroglyphics into the following Sanecrit sentence :

which he translates, " (cette) heureux (et) puissant manufacture
appartient au boa Roi R i x le 12 de B6lier 728."
The r$ja here designated as the proprietor of the gnn (id the read..
ing be conceded) the translator explains to be Rtima warma vira Mar.
t& Pmmal Taawri. who reigned at Calicart from the year 718,
(A. D. 1548,) to 736' (A. D. 1561,) of the Parasurdma cycle. He
was en&.
in severe struggles with the Portqguese, and it is
probable that the piece of ordnance thus fell into the hands of his
enemies.
Of the letters themselves those only that bear resemblance to old
Senscrit, are the lst, 3rd, and 4th. The rest appear purely conjectural.
Inucriptwn at Kadarpur.
Lieutenant KITTOI, already well known to my readers for his
mtiquarian and architectural zeal, has, on his recent march with hi!
regiment towards C'ummrr, taken every o p p o r t ~ i t yof examining
objects of antiquity in hie route. The only inscription he has yet
met with k shewn a t the foot of Pl. XLIX. " It is (he writes from
Cuttack) contained in two compartmenb of a very ancient and unfinished temple on a rock in an island near A'tgarh ; at a place called
Kludharpur or Karukrlprr." The characters are of the old Bengill
or Gaur type : and may be thus transcribed in modern Deva Nbgari ;
p: the divine lord of biauteous variety,
the variegated ornament"-being the epithet, doubtlees, given to the
form of Siva, established or intended to be sthifpan'd in the temple.

*-:
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VII1.-Desm'ytion

of UCE-SEARI'F. By Munshl MOHANL ~ L .

[Dated Stt Pan, on the joint rtrcama of the P.njLb.1

Uch, surnamed CTch-Shad/, or holy Uch. which being near the
junction of the united s t r e a r ~ sHesudrus, Hypbasis, and Hydraotee.
Acesines, and Hydaspee, attracts tbe notice of geographers, contains
numerous sepulchres of the Muhammadan saiuts. The ddest of all
is that of S a i a S i w U L H i ~ ~ i abut
f , it dwindles into obscurity. A
misuable wall without the roof environs the dust of the above saint.
If I write the respective names of the saints of UcA, along with
their incredible miracles, L fear to enlarge my remarks : however.
I presume to lay before you the endeavors of my feeble pen in reand
L his reputed descendants. He died
gard to Sairr Sino J A L ~
600 years ago, andis said to hare lived to the age of 150. His
tomb, which is inside a large but gloomy room, is elevated about
five spans from the surface of the ground. I t is a very simple building, adorned with the poor frail and old canopy. Both of his sides
have ten graves of his offspring. They are distinguished by one
rising above the other, which fill the entire position of the room.
None of them have any kind of inscription.
Sairr %AD J A L acquired
~L
a very great fume by defeating the
Hn~b'ssu*,and converting his son B o ~ i o n into
'
Isl6mism. He wos
the ruler of Betdwahi, near Bahdwalpur.
JALXL had three sons. AEMAD
K ~ s i a .BAR^ UDD~N,
and S ~ A MVD
AMM MAD. When the first of the three was about ten years old, he
happened to meet a man in the bazk, whose son had died of
some disease. He applied to AEMADK A B ~to
R restore hi dead son
to life. The young saint, after making ablution, turned his face
towards Mecca, and repeated the words " Qum bi izn AllAh*." which
literally means, Get up by the command of God.
Such ia the wonderful miracle described of AEYADKAB~R.WLm
he grew older, he hecame the father of the two reputed sons. S i n
J A L ~ LU D D ~ N and S ~ A M
D U R A M MR~~DJ u ' . The former was d e d
by the name of MAKRDU'M
J A H A JN A
~ ~~GASET,
NN (or the traveller
and the Lord of all beings ;) and the latter, ~'Ju' Q A ~ ~ (or
L ,the
MjG slayer.) Numerous miracles were wrought by these two broth=.
They went to pilgrimage through Persia, &c. &c. &c., marrying a
great number of wives, and leaving children in every country, whi&,
tradition says. amounted to 12,000; but I doubt the authenticity d
the inform;ttion.
The power of raising the dead by saying the above mentioned word, I
hitherto knew was only peculiar to Jesus Cbrist.

When the MAKRDU'Y
reached Madmi he waa suspected to be a common Musalmdn and not a Siad. On this he stood out of the door,
cried as follows : " Assaldm
and, lookiig at the tomb of MUHAMMAD,
aldkfkl yd jaddi" (or, Peaoe be with you, 0 grandfather) ; when came
the answer " Va alaiki ussakirn yd vaLiI," (or, Peace be with you, 0
son) out of MUHAMMAD'S
tomb, which convinced the men of the shrine
that he wae a real Siad. People assert that this proves his being the
respected and first A n t of the M d m i n s . On receiving the intelligence, I desired to visit the monument of such a renowned holy man
of Uch.
I n company with my countryman and school-fellow, Pandit KLs a i ~ i ~we
e ,proceeded to the town of Uch,and passed through a few
narrow streets on our way to the shrine.
On coming to the door, which has dwindled into the most rainoar
state, we descended towards the west, and turning to the south entered the room where the body of the M A ~ H D Urests.
'M
The tomb is a
very poor structure, but raised about seven feet high from the ground,
which ie concealed by numerous other graves. There is nothing
.
smull openings give
admirable in the shrine of the M a n a ~ u * ~Three
light inside the apartment.
The following Persian iuacription written on the door, presents US
with the date of the MAKHDU'M's
death.

'' Tirlk p a h t jumlah jahin be jamdl Shbh,
Tlrrikh b6d haft mad o harhtld o panj dl.'!
When the world war covered by darkners mtllout the countenance of the
Shbh, (or Makhd(~m.) The date wan 785 of the Hijrl era.

'

The mausoleum of MAKHDU#M
J a n i ~ i Ji A~ H ~ Gas
N AT is annually
visited by the pilgrims of the distant country. I t is a popular belief
in this region, that a fool can get restored to perfect sense by eating
the earth of this tomb.
I t is very odd that the tombs of the saints of the holy Uch,who
such boundless reputation and respect in days of old, have
been not adorned with any kind of architectural beauty, either
b y their posterity or believers, except that of " Bibi Jind Vadi," (or
the lady of the long life.) I t is situate on the verge of a precipice'
which commands the old bed of the Panjdb rivers, and gives a romantic view.
The southern part of this magnificent sepulchre has been unfortunately swept away by the late inundation of the above streams..

-

Beriden this, it s d r s a good deal by the neglect of the M u m l d ~ .
who do not repair it. The door, which ham been entirely eaten by
wormo, opens towardm the east, and has a eight of the o t h a two
cupolas. They excel in material and handsomeness the o t h w of
Uc& except that of " Bibi Jind Vadl."
Bibi Jind V d " wan one of the dercendanb of Saie S ~ A D
JAILL, of whom I have already spoken. The dome in which she sleepr
is erected of burnt bricks, which are cemented by mortar. The
whole of the edifice is ornamented by various hues and lapis laEIlli
of the celebrated mines of Bdakhhdn. The size of thia grand
building may be estimated at about 50 feet high, and the circnmference 25.
Thongh the clouds had unluckily obscured the light of the day.
&ill we endeavoured to take a sketch of the Bibi J h d Vadi's m a d e o m by means of the camera obactua. I herewith e
A s copy
of it-[which we omit for reasons given on a former occasion.-En.]

IX.-Spen'nwn# of the Soil and Salt f.m the S b , or SQlbIvr
lake mlt-work#. Collected by Lie&. ARTHUR
CONOLLI,a d a u d g d
by Mr. J . STBPHBNOON.
.
I t ia now more than a year since I received from my friend Lkr&
A. CONOLLY
the specimens n ~ m e dat the headof this article. They
rere on a very large a d e , and packed np so anfulty 9s to exhibit
on arrival, almost aa perfect a picture of the p
~ and progmm
s
d
the salt manufacture at the oelebrated lakes of Sdnar. aa could be
obtained by a personal visit to the spot.
At my request, Mr. STRPHBNUON
submitted such of the specimens
aa seemed to require it, to chemical examination in my kbomtoq,
and where the remults were unexpected. I vedied them myself by
re-examination. My sole reason for delaying the publication of
these very interesting memoranda was, that I was in hopes L i d .
CONOLLIwould favor me with a full account of the rnandactute.
which, however, public business and subsequently ill health obliged
him to postpone---and thus time has crept on until the specimem
themselves have nearly dissolved away in the damp air of the lurt
rains ;and unless I place on record what I already posseam, then w i l l
hereafter be no means of consulting the perishable mstviols to prapare another report.
The labels which accompanied the parcel were BO full and expliat,
that, when followed by the chetuical notes referring to the numbered
specimens, they formed nearly am comprehensive a view of the opera-

I

tion u could be wished : I d l therefore first place these before tbe
reader.
Note on Sdaar lake wN and earth, by Lieut. A. CONOLLI.
While acting as Salt Collector for two months at Smnbhur, I
employed part of my time in putting together o5cially some interesting notes, historical (semi-fabnlous rather) and statistical, concerning this marvellous spot, collected by my friend N. B. EDYONsmNx, Esq. Superintendent of Ajmfr, when he went to take posseasion for the Honorable Company at the beginning of the year (1835).
Connected therewith it would be desirable to have scientific examination of the produce of the mines, for which purpose I send them
to you under charge of a servant ; and will here detail the contentr
of the boxes.
A 1.-A

long box containing a quantity of the mnd which forma the bed of

8arbhrr lake, and which yields an often u i t ia covered by (a few inch- depth

of) water, and acted upoeby a hot atmwphere. Thir mud war dug oat before
" kiy&r" (or rat) juat after i t had yielded a good crurt
of u l t crystals, when i t war of thb conrirte~eyof a stiff jelly. The mnd near.
u t t o tbe mrfam war pnt w x t to tbe part of the box at nblch the lid is laid
hold of, (in order that it may be drawn out,) and so on downwar& till the box
war filled.
A 2.-A box divided into three partr, containing ar many r o r b of m t h .
lot. Some of the blmk mud jmst mentioned, which h u the depth of about half
a gor below the surface of the lake. 2nd. A bluirh earth which noon harden0
into a friiblc calm and seems a compound of what liam above and below it. Tbir
hu a dapth of half a g u under the black mad. 3rd. A whita undy earth, which
h u a depth of from 6ve to aix por u n h r the w o n d rtrat.. Thir I learned from
the Sambhrr Sherihtahdar who rent the rpecimenr after me to JJdpGr on the
l e a Jdy. Hc wrote " under rtrata No. 3 liea white atone from which c h u n m
is made." I tmmcdiately r m t 06 an upre88 to ray that I would make the
fortme of any enterprising digger who wonid dire for some of thin atone, but
the 8eriahtahd.r retuned for anewer that the attempt had been made in rain,
(mn) watur h r m g covered the whole aurfaee of tbe murh. He dug on the m v
edge of tbe lake, where there ru no black mud, but only the earth No. 2, .nd
he found nothing hut thh @e wrote) to the d e p h of 6 gor, when the i n f l uf,,
mter obliged the diggera to give over work. He wrob moreover, aome of the
oldert inhmbltantr ray that dl parb of the lake are not alike ; that in Wme
phcea you d i and
~ find the three rortr of earth rent ; in otherr, below the mud
only rmg i )uchdD (?) In othen again only mud that h u no bottom."
I may farther mention that the M r h t a h d a r wrote-" The people d l t&
@I irfd,
Pirdole (fI.) and make whitewash from it." Thir inducing a klid
that i t contained lime, I p o d vinegar on a hit which immediately sffewam&. I
h n c y this sort of earth u used to make the very delicate poroua rerreh out
d which the better rort of natirer drink in summer.
A 3.-Thme piema from the rurface of a Kybr (vat) off which a crop (cnrt)
of u l t brd jar; been raked.
me from the bed of a
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A piece of ditto, on which, apparently, the salt did not come o a t well.
A piece of ditto, near the edge on which the salt did not form.
6. A piace of ditto, the r l t of which got mixed with scam while forming.
7- A piece which seema to hive been similarly mixed, but nhicb waa cut
from another kiydr, and mid to he five or a i r years old. It harr evidently been
rained apon, and i t WM taken from nnder a sheet of rain water, by which more
of i t would have been melted had i t not been old and p d k l .
8 -.A
piece on the rcum of which crystals were formed after rain bad fallen
upon it.
8 b.-A di:to ditto.
8 c.-A ditto ditto.
9. A piece the salt of which got somewhat mixed with mud when being
formed, (probably from itr heing agitated by a strong wind) sad on which a
craat of acum aettlad.
10. A piece of crust, chiefly rcum, much aa is thrown aside u naelus.
11. Other r e f w pieces taken from a kiylrr in which they h d been l y i q
neglected for, perhaps, some years.
12. Pieces of crust of ralt from the rurface of a kiykr.
13. Ditto ditto. N. B. Thsrs have been more o r l e u smoothed and thinned
by having been rained upos.
14. B i b of a fine crart of malt with a little mum on the top. Thir ru cut
with a phaurlr from the surface of a kiyPr.
14 a. Three other bitr of a different kiybr.
14 b. Another of another.
The above five items are merely varieties to enable you to traca the p m a u
of formation.
A 15.-" BclckJ," or infant crptalu, aboat the rmallert s u e in which rh
mineral particles oome to view on the surface of the u l t mud, after the partial
evaporation of a body of water covering it. Thcne were taken from under a
sheet of water six fingers (or three inch-) deep.
16. Crystals abont two d a y old (after first formation) mix 5ngera' depth of
water at firat, 1* fingers* depth evaporated wheu cryst.dE taken out.
17. Ditto about three days old ; or when two of sir finer.' depth of water
had evaporated.
18. Ditto about four days after first formation, or when thme of six fingem'
water had evaporated.
19. Ditto of a fair (common) size, produced after about eight dap' m p o r a tion of six fingers deep water.-N. B. There crystals were found during the hot
winds, when the day's heat wan intense, and that of the night conniderable.
20. Crystair which formed on a stick after it had lain 8eV0. days i n the six
finger water from which the 1-t mentioned (19) were taken after eight days.
21. Ditto. The concretion is more rapid on a thread, or .tick, or any thing
that the water can get round, than on the surface of the mud.
22. Crystals made in a kiybr in 20 days during the hotteat season. 12fingem'
depth of water at firrt, four remaining when crystals were taken out.
23. Crystals taken from the lake after a complete and uninterrupted m p o rakion of a body of water 6ve or nix, or perhaps more, inches deep.
24. Pink crystals from the surface of the marsh ;formed by the rapid eraporation of a ahdlow deposit (or puddle) of water.
4.

5.

th SJmar lake 8olt-warks.
A 25.-Good scm)ksv d t , moh M a byopbr4 would e d l pakhd, m d rtadily buy.
26. Superior ditto, such as a byopiri would cwet-a year or so old.
B 1.-u Tbe grandfather of all ralt" (the literal expression of the man
who brought it.) A lump taken out of m old pit eight cnbitr dsep, r i d to have
bem re-opened after a lapre of 100 yearn. In this may be oblsrved several
layen, but for which I rhould have been ready to believe that the diggem
had arrived at the top of an under p m d chain of r l t mountains, such as thwe
beyond the lndur, which E t r a r n m o w r dereribea, and that they had just chipped off a p k . YOUmunt know that the bed of the 8ambkrr lake is, for the m&t
part, u shallow as a dish, and that a h the rain8 it gradually becomes dry;
when dry tbe nativer dig p i b a fkw cubita' depth in the bed of the marrh, and
pour-the salt water that they thus obtain into m t s (made with large staker,
pur,andearth), in which i t evaporates in from eight to fifteen days, according
the depth of its sheet, and the state of the weather. A pit ir dug for a f e i
rnprrr, so m old o m is not 118udy rcntond after tbe rainr : the water deporitsd im i t dries into a cake of u l t at ita bottom ; then a little u n d ir blown in.
and then amother rainy # U S 0 8 comes, and a second layer ir formed, and ro on
for parhap many m a s , when, the pit becoming filled, d1 trams of its contents d i u p p r till the sinker of a fresh well hits apon them.
2. Another lamp taken ont of another pit three or four cubita deep.
Jj3.-Another
from another.
4. Another bit from another pit.-N.
B. All four apecimenr were extracted
when r a t e r w u above them.
5, 6, 7. Lump crystals and intermediate atrata of earth from other pits. 8 and 9. Loose cry8tala from a pit four cubits deep.-Ditto from ditto, eight
cubits deep.-N. B. You will o k e w e that nearly all the Gembhur aalt crystals
#row into the shape of a four-sided pyramid. I see im the Cyclopedia that the
cube is given u the ascertained primitive form of 11 minerah, of which u l t is
one; pleue to dirrect a cryakl till you arrive at its nucleur, and if you have
lairure, tell me the procerr of structure, for " BakmbnJ: jf,"+e tutelary
goddeu of the Chouhan Bajp6t8, for one of whom she im the year 608 S. mira&lonnl, made the Us, appears to reverne the order of architectin put.
ting together her mineral particles, cawing them to rim from a point to a baas*.
10. A piece from a pit, the crystals of which are slightly coloured.

ion of 8elected Specimewfi.om the above. By J. STPPHINBON.
A No. 1.-Mud from tkr bed qf Sambhwr Luke.
An average portion digmted in diatillcd water, and the 6ltcre.d rolntiom
(which appeared of a reddirb brown colour), rubjwbd to the wud tab, gave
the following results.
Nitrate of barytes,
Copiour white precipitate.
Ditto flambent grey ditto.
Nitrate of silver,
No change.
Prauiate of pokrb,.
Oxalate of ammonia,
Ditto ditto.
Litmar paper,
Ditto ditto.
Turmeric ditto,
Ditto ditto.
The pyramidal appausnw is merely from truncation of the cube. The solla
&8
of the cube wcmr to rei?.int rolution more tb.p the reat of the crystal. -En.
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krt
300 grain8 mpuimd b a gentle beat in order to drive off the
107 = 35, 6 per cent.
100 grains of the dry mud m a now put into solution, and the insolubk matter
oolbckd on the filter, wuhed, dried, and weighed, gave 70 grains.
The filtered sointion truted with nitrate of barytes threw down a precipiMe
of eulphate of baryks, t o g e h r with the colouriog matter, whichafter wuhins,
drying, rod weighing, gave I7 grains = 10.4 sulphate of soda.
The solation now freed from the aulphate war next treated with nitntn of
ulver, from which a precipitate of rnwiate of ailver was obkiaed, weighiw 42
grains = 19.5 mnriata of soda.

......................................
.......................................
...............................................

Snlphata of sod.,
Mu~taofrod.
Loss.

10 4
19 5
0 1

Eramination of the imol8bb matter frem A No. 1, after the sepcurtioa,
as above, of the alphatea *and amriatea.
Fifty graina of the insolnble earthy mrtter now freed from the extraneom
A strong e6emescence took place, and
the digestion waa continued for 12 hours. IU there was r e w n to suppou that
cubonate of lime was pesent. I t wan now rq~eatedfywashed with pore water.
and the remaining earthy matter, which the acid hrd not dimorred, reparated
and collected on tbe fnter, well dried and weighed :i t amonntd to 37 gmim.
The muriatic solution was now treates with oxalate of ammonia, which t h m
down a copious precipitate of oxalate of lime. This being well r u t t e d , a d
dried. weighed 11 grains = 8.6 carbonate of lime.
The remaining ~olutioncontained a considerable portion of loose mnriatic
acid, which being neutralized with pure liquid ammonia, a portion of alumin.
(tinged with yellow oxide of iron) v u precipitated. This being aepankd by
the filter, washect, dried, and weighed, gave.4 grains.
Calculating tHen for per eentage, the compsilion of'tbir earthy matter d
l
stand aa folIbwr :
Matter insoluble in muriatic acid (silica,)
74 0
Carbonate of lime,
17 B
Alnmina and oxide of iron,
8 0
Loss,
0 8
d L . w u treated with muriatic acid.

.................
......................................
..............................

................................................. -

100 0
& No.. 1O.-Thh I found to be chiefly compored of mlphata of soda, with
the cubonate and muriate of soda in considerable proportion.
A No. 15.-This gave a trace of aulphate ; otherwhe good salt; tho*
the
cryst& are small.
A No. 22-When tasted gave traces of aulphate.
A No. 2 4 . - C ~ b l s of a pink colour, which disappear in the filtered mlitiom ;
the colonring matter appearn to be volatile--aulphata of soda predomin.tr ip
this rompb ; no carbonate of soda present.

B Na 1, from am eId &cp pit r e - o p d after 100 yeare. Essfitinatlon by Imtr.
Nitrate of rilvcr,
Copiooa precipitate.
Very copious ditto.
Nitrate of baryter,
Oxalate of ammonia,
No change.
Prnwiate of potash,
Ditto ditto.
Litmns paper,.
Ditto ditto.
Turmeric ditto,
Ditto ditto.
A fair average sample w u taken through the whole thickness of the lnmp.
100 grains exposed to a gem& h a t lost 5.5 grains moisture.
100 grains treated with nitrate of barytes gave a precipitate, which after
having heen well wuhed and dried, weighed 136 = 8 3 sulphate of rod&
Tbe filtered solntion treated with nitrate of rilver produced a precipitate of
chloride of silver, which after harimg been well wuhed and dried, weighed 22
grains = 10.4 muriate of roda.
The composition of this nmpla is then u follorn :
Insolable matter,
1 6
M-oi6ture.
5 5
Snlplrate of soda, (and carbonate?)
83 0
Mnriate of soda.
10 4
Loss
0 1

............................
..........................
........................

.........................
..............................
............................

......................................
.............................................
......................
.......................................
,.................................................-

100 0
A No. 6.-The salt of which got mixed with scum while formin#, a p p e u d
very wet.
When tested, thin ample appeared to contain a conriderable portion of alkali,
'espsaially the reddish coloared part called reum in the list.
100 t d n s dholved, and the inaol~lblematter meparated hy the filter, wuhed
and dried, gave 2 grainr.
To the fltered rolution nuadded acetie acid till the alkali became nantralized ;
after which it w u t r a t e d with nitrate of barytea ; the sulpbate of barytes was
precipitated, and having been well washad and dried, weighed 84 grains = 51
sulphate of aoda.
Nitrate of silver threw down a precipitate of chloride of silver that weighed
(after wubing and drying) 30 p a i n s = I4 muriate of soda.
In order to aucertain the quantity of alkali in this ample, 100 grains were
dusolved in pure water, and treated (drop by drop) with snlphuric acid of speci6 c gravity 1.116 till the exact point of saturation was ascertained, by frequentl y testing with litmus paper. Towards the point of saturation a strong effervMcsnce took place. Tbe solution w u neutralized after 96 grains of the acid
teat liquor had been used, which is equal to 10 per cent. of carbonate of soda.
This sample being very wet, the moirture w u rmcertained in the usual way,
and amounted to 23 per cent.
This ample. or rather what is called rcvm in the list, is composed of
Sulphate of soda,..
51 0
Muriate of roda,
14 0
Carbonate of moda,
10 0
Iluoluble matter,
2 0
Yoirhue,
23 0

.....................................

.......................................
.....................................
......................................

.............................................
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Slmplsr A Nor. 25 and 26, o d d good and mperior nlt in the list, w h u
tested, p v a t r a w of rulphate ;with this exception tho crydab u a good
pure.

The conclusions to be drmwn from the preceding details are somewhat at variance with the general impression re@ng
the Sumbkw
malt lakes. At lemt my own idea, derived from c o n v d n with
natives engaged in the salt traftic. wtm. that the lake water wan a deep
saturated brine, which left so thick a rake of salt on evaporatioa in
the hot weather, that it was cut out in blocks on the margin and
brought away on bullocks.
I t would seem, however, that the shallow kke. or inundation
would of itaelf, leave a deposit too thin to be profitably worked;
and that it is customary to dig reservoirs or kiyb.8 wherein several feet depth of water already nearly concentrated to brine. are allowed to deposit their crystals on drying; QI. the evaporation i s
aided by the introdaction of sticks, up which the saline incmtatioa
rapidly creeps.
The velocity of the spontaneous evaporation under the fierce slrrr
and scorching winds of the western desert, is well exemplified b~
apecimens A 15, the h h e h or infant crystals of one day's growth,
through 16. 17, 18, to 19. the 8th day's produce; in the last the
crystals are cubes of full half an inch base. Again we find crystals
of the same size in No. 22. from the evaporation of 8 out of 12
fingers' depth of water in 20 days of the hottest season. In No. 25
the crystals from 6 inches depth of water are of $ inch base. The
size, however, of the crystals depende greatly upon the undistnrbed
continuation of the process, and does not give us a clne to the q w tity of salt deposited from a given depth of water, whence we might
calculate the saltness of the lake itaelf at various periods of the season. The rate of evaporation itself may be estimated from the above
12 h g e r s in 20
data tolerably well ; thus-" 6 fingers in 8 days"-"
daysm-will be nearly half an inch in depth per h ! The pits dug
for the recepbon of the brine eeem sometimes to be very deep, 10 or 12
feet ; in these when deserted the deposit proceeds for several pears.
forming solid strata of salt separated by a streak of earth d e d in
during the rainy season. The accumulation i s then dag out in m w :
but in general the salt for sale is collected 8s it forms in the brine
pits in a granular state, by which meana it is freed from the more
~olublesalts with whicht it is accompanied. The @A& salt of tk
$9pbris or traders (Nos. 25, 26), is of a large grain--the latter
indeed in half-inch crystals,--and not very clean.

,
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A circumstance of chief importance elicited by Lieut. CONOLLT'P
rpecimens, is the preaence of the carbonate and sulphate of soda
i n considerable abundance among the aaline products of the S a m b k
lake. The greater part of the substance described by the manufacturers M +e
or scum. which is stated to be thrown away as
nseless, tarns out on analysis to be carbonate of soda, contaminated with sulphate and muriate; and it is well deserving of inquiry,
whether the diocovery of so extensive a store of matron in a state of
great purity, play not be turned to profitable account. In all the
strata cut from the neglected kiydrs the carbonate is seen overlying
the mixed sulphate and muriate, of an efiiorescent snowy eonsistence.
Sometimes the fopation of the ealt is prevented by its abundance as
(in A 4. 5, 6) ; No. 5, 1 find on analpis t o contain 40 per cent. of
carbonate, with 30 of each of the other salts-and a little care in
separating the cryrtals of these would leave it nearly pure.
Spicdar crystals resembling nitre are seen in some of the specimens (A 11) ; they hear a very small proportion to the general maae.
I t is but necessary to refer to Mr. S T B P H P N ~ O
examination
N'~
of other
specimens, to form a clear idea of the oonditions beet suited for the
separation and collection of the different salts ; thus in the old deeerted pits (B No. 1). the sulphate is obtained nearly pure: in A 6, 10,
it is mixed with carbonate ; in A 5, the latter predominates. As for
the muriate. from its inferior solubility, this salt is readily separated
in a state of parity from the brine.
The small proportion of lime in the earthy residue of A 1, from the
bed of the lake, rather militates againat the expectation entertained
from native report, of a subjacent stratum of
by Lieutenant CONOLLT
this mineral.
descripThe points now wanted to complete Lieutenant CONOLLY'B
tion of the Sambhur salt manufacture, and the questions naturally induced from the information he has already given, are :
1. A topographical account of the lakes, their extent, general
depth, position relatively to adjacent plains, sands, or hills.
2. The extent of the manufacture, produce, possible increase, price,
and other statistical data.
3. Whether the carbonate and snlphate are worked and used?
the quantity and price of these.
4. The exact process followed by the native manufacturers or
collectors.
5. The specific gravity of the water, both of the lake and of the
brine pits, at d f i r e n t seasons ; which may he found in the absence
of the meam of determining it on the spot, by bottling off a portion
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at stated times. Tkis would also enable U 8 to -certain whether the
carbonate existed in the water, or whether i t was formed during the
evaporation, by the action of the lime or other earths. The presence
of magnesia, of potash, and of iodine also remains an undecided
point, se well as the nature of the pink or amethystine colouring
matter remarked in some of the specimens (A No. 24).
To conclude this hasty note. I may mention that I have found BQ.
GATLvssnc's alkalimeter a very convenient instrument for examining there mixed salts. By preparing three standard bottles of dilute
nitric acid, nitrate of barytes, and nitrate of silver, adapted t o his centesimally-divided dropping glass, the per centage of carbonate. solphate, and muriate, is obtained succeseively from the aamc specimen
with great ease and rapidity.

J. P.

X.-Remarb on a collection of Plants, made at Sadiyd. Upper Assass.
from April to September, 1836. By WILLIAM
GRIPPITH,
Assistant
Surgeon. Madras Establishment, on duly in Upper Assam.

.

The following remarks may not be uninteresting. as they c o n m
a portion of India of which, especially so far aa regarda its nahrd
productions, but little is known. I must beg, however, to point oat
that they must be considered as outlines only of a slight sketch;
since the amount of plants collected in Assam does not probably
exceed 1,500, and this can scarcely be considered more than onefourth of its whole Flora.
The greater portion of Assam that I have seen, may be compared
to an extensive plain, intersected in various manners by belts of jungle.
the breadth of which. although extremely variable, does not, except
towards the hills enclosing the valley, seem to be often very great.
But aa we approach towards the eastern boundary. the spots unoccupied by jungle become fewer and less spacious: so that between
Kujoo Ghat on the Noa Dehing, and Nungroo on the Booree &king, cmd
in the whole of that direction,' the country is almost exclusively occupied by jungle. The characters of a plain interaecdd by narrow
belts of jungle is very obvious about Sadiyd, a t which place the
collection war, almost entirely formed.
The peculiar feature of Assam, especially its lower and cenhPl
divlions, consists in the vegetation of its chum, or tracts of sand, very
often of great extent, which are stretched along the Bur*-.
The breadth of theee tracts, taken together, is, in some placer, from 8
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t o 10 milea. They may be said to be throughout their whole exteut
excluaively clothed with dense grass jungle.
Up to Rungpoor the eye meets nothing but grasses, and an occaaiona1 Bombax, a tree remarkable for its ramification, the branches being
nearly approximated in whorls, and forming right angles with the
trunk. About Bnggooa Mookh belts of jungle begin to appear, here
and there approaching to the banks of the river. From this place
npwarde the belts increase iu extent and number, and from Seleni
Mookh, just below the confluence of the Dihong with the Burhampootur to Sadiyd, they proponderate much over the grassy tracts. Above
Sadiyd these tracts recommence at least on the northern bank, but
they disappear soon entirely; the grasses that clothe the churs are.
especially throughout Lower and Central Assam, of gigantic size,
some of them often measuring 20 feet in height. They cousist of
four or five species of Saccharum, the kuggra. mog. (white,) molaha.
(red) and telee, (blackish,) of the Assamese, and a species of Amndo,
which is perhaps the longest of all, the nu1 (or podornolee*) of the
natives. Towards Sadiyd, however, very large tracts are covered with
Imperata Cylindrica, the ooloo-kher of Assam, which grows to tbe
height of 5 to 7 feet. As the genus Saccharum far preponderates
over the others, and is perhaps during its inflorescence one of the
moat conspicuoue genera of the order, the appearanee presented by
the chum during the dowering of their occupants, can be more eaeilp
conceived than described.
I t may perhaps be convenient to consider the botany of Assmn
under the following heads.
I. Botany of the Burhampootur, including the chars.
Of these, Gramineae form, rre I have said, almost exclusively t h e
Nora. Of the immediate banks, the predominant order is,--Compoa*, Polygoneae, Scrophularineo, Gramineae. (among which is a species
of Alopecurus,) Boraginete, have several representatives : from Jorbdth upwards to Diboroo Mvokh, a large annual Ranunculus occurs extenrively, and throughout the same distance large patches' not uncommonly occur of a species of Irematodon. (I. sabulosus, mihiJ s
qeciee of Polentilla is also not uncommonly met with.
11. Botany of the plains.
Predominant plants. Gramineae ; of these the most common about
Sadiyd are Imperata cylindrica, Saccharum spontaneum. Saccharum
fnscum (Roxb.) in wet places, and a probably new, large and coarse
rpecies of Panicum. Among theoe may be found two or three Orchid-. Polypnee, Leguminosae, Cyperaceae, one Viola, and a species of
Exacum which is particularly conspicuous from its bright blue flowers,
See BUCHANAN'S
Din&ur, p. 168.-ED.

'

Those parts of the plains which have at a previous period been
cleared for cultivation, but are now unoccupied, present the waal
tropical features ; and we occupied chiefly by Cyperacea. among
which occur one or two Graminee, several annual Scrophukrinee.
a n d small Alism~ceae.
111. Botany of the belts of jungle.
IV. Botany of tbe foot of the boundary hi.&.
On this last I am not able tooffer any remarks. i t will be found
excessively rich in fernr, and next to these perhaps in Cyrthandracea?.
The only opportonity that has hitherto been allowed me of visiting
any portion of these boundaries above Gawdattf, occurred at G
b
P w W ; and I was then fortunate enough to meet with an Alsophila
30 feet high, a Sollyana, (mihi,) and Kaulfussia Asamica Of the third
division, the botany is very varied; so much so, that no one prominent feature seems to present itself. i t is to this section that bpfar the
greater number of species contained in the collection will be found to
belong ; and I shall hence pass in review the orders composing itreserving the few ebeeroations 1 have to make on the most intemti.g
plants to a subeeqnent part of thia paper.
To those orders, the presence of which indicate8 the climPte of
northern latitudes, or of a tropical one at considerable elevatiom, I have
appended an nsteriek; and to those which, though aeually tropical, include plants which have hitherto only been found at compamtively
hjgh elevktiona, I have appended a cross.

Dicot yZedone8.
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*Ranuncul.aa,
*Magnoliacer
Anonacese
*Urnbellifere
Aralincw
Ampelidre
'Onagraria,
Loranthaccr,
Alangiec
Mdastomacec,
Mcmeqler
Myrtacee,
Cucurbitacer,
Begoniacec,..
*Crucifer=,..
Cap~aridec,..
*Violariem
Guttiferm,
Vemstrsrniacer,
Sapindrcee,
*Hippocastaner,.
Herculiacea,
Bythneriacw,
Malvaceq
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.......................
.................. 11
.....................
8
....................
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I
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5
................
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Dipterourpee,
Tiliacue
Ekocuper,
Lythmriee
Melircee,..
Amranti-,
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.................... 36
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................... 1
................... 2
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.................. 11
.................... 14

Vhymelese,
Proteaces,..
Lunrines,
Amaranthacwc,..
tPolygones,
tMenirpermec
*Primdaces,..
Yyrsioes
Styracer,
Convolrnlace~e
Rnbiaces,
Lobeliacrs,
*Campauulaces,
*Sa~obncea
*Viburuer,
Cyrthandracea,.
Verbenacea,
Labiats,..
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8
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Aunthaccr,
Scropbnlarincr,
Orobanchem,
Composite.
*Plantaginee,
*Gentianec,
Apocynes,
Asclepiadue
Oleins,
Jmmiuee
*Boraginee,
Cordiaces
Ehreliaces,
Solanes
Gnehcer
lncertr nedis, including Roydda,
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..................... 1
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...................... 61
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Total,. . 523

Monocotyledones.

,.................... 9
....................... I
..................... 1
................... 1
.............. 1
....................... 4
.................... 7
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Scitamincte
Caanea
Hypoxides
Amaryllidee,
Hydrocharideo,..
Arordes
tSmilaces,
Dioscoreise,
Ponlederese,
'Orchidera
Polamogeton
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................... 2
......................
3
....................
1
..................
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................ I
..................... 37
..................28

*Jnncea,..
Palma,
Tnpistm,..
.tButomes,
Alismacer
Eriocaulooes,
Graminese,
Cyperaces,..

Total,.. 126
..................... 15
................... 1
Acotyledones.
Eqnicletacee, .................. 1 Filicer:, ...................... 34
Lycopodiacese, ............... 5
Total,..

40

Of Anomucea I shall only notice Sphorostemma, BLVMB. In this
genus the connectivum is highly dilated, and the cells of the anther at
a considerable distance from each other ; and yet from the arrangement of the stamina, bilocular anthers with contiguous loculi result.
I t affords another instance of the exietence of the peculiar tissue,
until lately pupposed to be characteristic of Gymnoepermae. In addition to this singularity, its medulla is traversed longitudinally by
bundles of dense, occasionally branched, woody fibre, which consists
of a superposition or " emboitement" of several layers.
Cuclrrbitacea. Among these plants occur two genera which appear
to be new, so far at least sa the Prodromus of M. DECANDOLLE
is concerned ; in which book the article on Cucurbitaceae, (by M. SBRINGY,)
appears to me to be very unsatisfactory. Of one of the above genera,
I have only seen the male ; it is remarkable for the involute, or rather
gyrate involution of the petals. The second I propose calling Actinostemma : it is chiefly remarkable for the complete separation of its staf Chiefly from the foot of the Abor Hilln, on the Dihong.
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mina ; for the " dehiscentia circumcisa" of the frnit ;end,above d,for
the ppnddous direction of the seeds. I t approaches in eome points
to Zanonia. I am not aware whether the peculiar nature of the 4of this order has been explained or not ; i t is a separation of h t
portion of the tiesue originally eurrounding and in close contact with
the ovula. Hence i t is a shut sac ; and hence, too, it i s wanting in
Actinostemma, in which the cavity of the ovarium is not filled by o
production from the placentae.
Conaria. In Conaria, of which I have one species from t h e Abor
Hills, the raphe is certainly external with regard to the axis. I have
not been able to ascertain whether this depends upon any torsion
of the funiculus, which Mr. BROWNhas ~ t a t e dto be t h e case in
other instances of a similar anomalods situation.
Of Snururea Houttuynia is the only example. This plant, which was
originally described by T a u ~ a s a o appeare
,
latterly to have been more
misunderstood than by the original describer. I have had n o opportunity, however, of examining the work of TEUNBERQ
in which the
plant ia described. And I ought, perhaps, to except M. MBTEE,r h o
has published '' De Houttuynia atque Sdurureie," with which work
I am unacquainted. 1 find each flower throughout the spike, except
perhaps the terminal one, to be subtended by a very small bracte.
Of these, the four lowermost, rarely only three, are highly developed
and petaloid, formini the epatha.
The number of stamina to each flower is, excepting those a t the
apex of the epike, almost invariably three, and always equal to the
carpella entering into the formatidn of the female organ ;and of these
the third is always next the axis. The terminal flower h m from firs
t o seven stamina ; the spuce between this and the uppermost hiandrous hermaphrodite (I)flowere is occupied by an ~saemblageof male
flowers, with a variable number of stamina, but never greater than
three, and usually. 1 think, two. That such is the structure af t h i
portion is proved by the presence of bnactea, similar to those of the
.lower portion, interspersed among the stamina. -Dr. WALLICE=ye.
in Flora Indica, I. 362-"
I n the numerous spadices which I hare
examined, I have with Father LOUREIRO
invariably found three ataminas, and as many styles attached to each ovarium : the former above
the base, the latter at the apex of its angles. I have not, therefore.
hesitated continuing this most interesting plant in the very claw
and order where it has been placed i n the Flora of Cochinchina. h
there is no reason for coneidering it a t all different from the original
Japan plant, I am a t a loss to account for the difficulty which t h e
Chevalier TEUNBBRQ
experienced in determining it.
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station in the sexual system ; nor can there be a t present any doubt
of its neither belonging to Heptandria. Polyandria, or Moneecia."
T ~ o w a ~ was,
a e however, so far as I can eee, right ; for he paid, in all
probability, exclusive attention to the composition of the terminal
tlmer, on which, in certain cases, the Linnaean rules lay mdch stress.
Taking this into conaideration, Houttuynia may be referred to Heptandria, Polyandria, or Montecia; most correctly to tbe latter, and
least correctly to Polyandria. Rut as,-ao far a t least as regards the
Linnaean system,-the most obvious characters are the best, it is advisable to keep the plants still in Triandrir Trigynia The structure
d the seed has been likewise totally mistaken. I n the Flora Indica.
loc. cit. the embryo is placed at the wrong end of the albumen, and
is mistaken for the embryonary sac. The real embryo is a much
more minute organ contained in this, " the vitellns," or membrane
. H o o t ~ ndescribes Dr. WALLICH'S
of the amnios of Mr. R ~ O W NDr.
account as most correct; but he does not define the situation of the
embryo otherwise than by saying that i t is situated at one end of
the seed. Lastly, the plant does not belong t o Aroideae, nor even to
Monocotyledones. Notwithstanding the apparent solidity of true embryo, yet the more important nature of the structure of the stem ir
sufficient to point out that it is Dicotyledonous, or rather Exogenous ;
and among these. its true place is, beyond doubt. Saurureae.
Of Thymetea one species only occure. which is apparently refemhle
to no published specie0of the order. To this I have attached the MSS.
name of JBNKIN~IA,
in compliment to Captain F. J a ~ n r ~Agent
s,
to
the Governor General on the North-East Frontier, to whom Botany,
among other sciences, is considerably indebted.
of Menispermea the majority are interesting. Cissampelos is the
only genus with which I am acquainted, in which the ventral suture of
the ovarium is anticous, or not next the axis. 1am not certain whether
the most correct way of understanding the curious structure of the
female flowers is not to assume the aggregation of four flowers, which,
in the only epeciee I have examined, appears constant, as a complete
qmternary division of one only. I t remains to be ascertained whether
the singular reversion of the situation of the ventral suture is more
.nncommon in aggregate than in solitary carpella.
Of the genus Slmmlonia, Ausarn has two species, but only one is
contained in my collection. The anomalous structure of thefruit has
no doubt been explained by Dr. WALL~CE
in his Tentnmen Flom
Nipalensis, in which it is published under the name Holbollia, but
which I anr at present unable to consult. 1 find that the placentation of this genus is similar t o that of Racourtianeoe, with which
5 N 2
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order I am not acquainted, and to that of Butomea ; and hence the
anomalous situation of the seeds. At the period of expansion of the
flower, the ovule are much less developed than is almost universally
the c.me : they present indeed the appearance of o d a at the earliest
stages of development. I refer to this order a plant with long racemes of ternarily aggregate fruits, notwithstanding that it has milky
juice, and that the Cotyledons are large, foliaceons and obliquely
situated with regard to each other.
Among the Cyrthandracea a species occurs. (Chiliandra obovata,
mihi,) remarkable for the structure of its mature anthers. These dehisce in a labiate and incompletely bivalvular manner, the lower and
smaller valve being alone half retlexed. This valve is compound,
and due to the mutual adhesion of, the originally distinct inner locellus of each loculus. To this formation 1 have adverted in a sh&
memoir on Rhizophoreae, published in the Transactions of the Medical and Physical Society of Calcutta, altbough I was at the time
ignorant of the exietence of an example. Assam contains another
intejeeting species of this family : this, which is remarkable for ita
pentangular petaloid calyx, ~ n the
d " dehiscentia circumcisa," of its
h i t , in which it approaches to Aikinia of Mr. BROWN,I propose
calling Cyananthus.
Scrophularianee afford one new genus, (Synphyllium torenioides.
mihi,) nn account of which will appear in the Journal of the Madran
Literary Society, edited by my friend Mr. COLR.
Asclqiadea contain some interesting species. of which one constitutes probably a new genus, unless, indeed, it is referrible to Dr.
W I ~ E T ' BHeterostemma, from which it would appear to differ in the
valvular aestivation of the corolla. This species is remark~blefor the
aliform processes running along the larger veins of the under surface
of the leaves.
To this order, or to Apocyneae, is to be referred a remarkable plant.
distinguished by the numerous longitudinal foliaceous alse of its
follicles, and. I speak from memory, its serrated leaves. This plant.
which I have seen near Mergui on the Tenasserirn coast, seems to
have been sent by Captain JBNKINB
to Dr. WALLICHwith many
others, none of which appear, however, to have excited much attention.
Among the Boragincq we find one Myosotia and a species which.
with the habit of some Anchusat, appears to be not referrible to any
genus of the order. The " umbilicus" occupies the centre of each
carpellum, and is surrounded by an osseous elevated margin. The
origin of this is totally distinct from that of Myosotis, and is wholly
independent of fecundation. The radicle is in addit~oninferior.
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The Monocotyledonons forms are chiefly those of other parts of
India. Among the Orchidee two species of Calanthe, and two of Pogonia occur, as well as one species of Spiranthes. Among the Gramineae the most interesting is a Diandrous species of Alopecurus, which
genna ia, I believe, new to India ; a t least to any portion of the plains.
Of the Cyperaceae, I shall only advert to the existence of four
rpeciea of Carex, two of which are, however, from the Abor Hills ;
a third, which was originally sent by Captain JENKINSto Dr. WALLICE, appears to be widely distributed, extending from Gawaliotf to
Jorhdk ;the fonrth ; I have only met with about Sadiyd.
But perhaps the most interesting plant8 of the whole collection are
contained among those " incertae sedis," a division, always to a be.
ginner, of great extent. Most of these are from the lower ranges of
the Abor Hills; and the appearance of theae is quite sufficient to
ensure their being of great interest.

XI.-Note on a Remnant of the Hun Nation. [Vide Chap. 26 of t h
'* Decline and Fall of tAe Roman Empire" under the head of
On'giml Seat of tAe HUM:''] By Captain W . FOLEY.
One of the princes of the nation (Hun) was urged by fear and
ambition to retire towards the south with eight hordes, which cornposed between forty and fifty thousand families ; he obtained under
the title of ' TANJOO'a convenient territory on the verge of the
Chinese Empire." (A. D. 48.)
Now, there are a people located in various parts of the Baa
(Burmese) and Shun (Siamese) empires, who are distinguished by
the appellation of " Ton-$00" or " Ton-dzoo :"they have a language of
their own, and differ in feature, dress, and domestic manners from
the inhabitants of the county in which they reside; they never
intermarry with their neighbonrs, and assert their descent from a
WAO came from tice north;" they are an ugly, swarthy race ;
both men and women closely resembling the picture of the Huns
drawn by GIBBONin his immortal history. Broad faces, flat noses,
amall eyes, short, squat (but athletic) figures, are the moat prominent
beauties. The men wear their hair long in common with the Bama,
but their dress, which is always of a dark colour, much resembles the
garb of the Chinese: the women have a tillet of dark-coloured
cloth (generally with a red oy white border) tastefully arranged as a
head-dress, and falling down over the back ; a mantle of the same
colour and material extending from the shoulders to a little beyond
gc

the knee, is the only remaining garment. Their legs, which
exttemely thick, are covered with a number of metal bangles ; tbec,
with the exception of the ear-ring ( d - d d n ) are the only 0b
worn by the females of the Ton-soo race.
I am persuaded that these people are the descendants of the ** TAW
jou" described by GIBBON.
a remll(UL of the ancient f f ~ l I~ [d pm
served during a lapse of 1788 y e a s uncontaminated with t h e b w d
strangers ! !
Taming over the pages of GIBBONvery lately, I happened to not&
the subject. I regret exceedingly that I was not aware of this s h
gular coincidence duri~tgthe time of my temporary residence in the
neighbourhmd of .this people-how much might hare been elicitad !

XI1.-Table shewing the breadth of the river Satlaj and the rate of ilr
current at d~f'ent stages from Harrfke Paftor to its jvnctior ah
tile Indzu at Mithnkot.
[Commanimtcd by Capt. C. M. WADE*.]

Names of the S w s .

-

At Hnrrike,
., Bundili,

-_-

............

-................

..........

............
...

............I
........

,, ChGlld,
,, Aachawali,,.
,. JhGln5.

............

,, Akoki, ..............
,, Khajh Baxldphr. ....

............

,,Nhkeh ,

418
164
484
571
198
966

I 35
1 13
1 41
1 OO*
1 41
1 00

..........
.......
..........
............

71

I 04

,, Sitphr, ............
,, Shydm6. ..........
,, Mithnnkot, ........1

605
577
579
859

s

,. .frPfi..
,, M.kkhanbcl&, ......

00
1 40
1 01
I 13

W e were in hoper ere this t o lpve beau favored with a copy of Caphis
Sallaj, for publication. Specimens of
the soil and rockr on the banks hare been long in onr possession, a r u t i y farther illoatration, which want of leisure baa doubtlers prevented.-ED.

WADE'Sjournal and survey of the river

1836.]

curd velocity of the Satlaj river.

TABLE, No. 2.

s k.
S h e w b y the distance of fliCStayes in Miles, and the S d n y o * of the
hie
River from stage to stage.
82.
hs d?

Names of Stage¶.

--

....
..,,
,.
...,

I-I

.......
.....
.......
.....
.......

BnndUi to
Firoz 6r to
~am!ot to
Kh6 hgi to
~arAanto
L a d u e to
Jagvair4 to...

.......
....

,, Juwunda

BGng6,

,, Chdnni t o ......
,, Bnehawali to.. ...

..

sounding.

IA~.

-,--

14 feet.
lO,8,11,16,12,11.12,1O,l1,9,1t,I4,12.
108
Il,ll,l4.lr,l4.l2,12,6,5,6,6,7,8,12,11,14,6.
10
8.8,12,6,6,6,6.5,13,8,5,5,5.19,14,10,
8
IO,l8,16,22,11,10,11.9,12,2,
13
l1,1¶,11,9,9,7,14,11,9,11,15,6,15,l1,15,8,7,15,17.l4. lli
7,6,5,13,5,11.10,11.19,~,14,9,20,9,12,14,1'1,12,11,
10,14,14,6,6,14,10,11,5,3,5,10.
11
8~14,14,14,6,6,14,10,5,5,5.
9
11 8,10,l4,10,l2,9,12.9,10,8.7,7,13,6,12.12.
10
13 8.11,13,12,8,7,6.6,3,5,8.l1,19,14,14,8,8,8,6.
9
16 8,8.9,9,6,14,1S,14,8,7,12,16,11,16,15,15,16,12,12,14,
9.1 1.6,7,6,6.
10)
13 6.14,14,15,1a.9,11,11,11,11~,SS9,10,7,18,14,8,3. 114
15 12,11,9,8,6,7,6,5,9,11,13,12,8,7,6,6,6,5.
I1 5,4.6,7,11,12,14,3,3~,3,4,7,II,i1,24,4,4.
8
13 14,14,11,7,16,12.8,11.8.8,9.9,6,7,12.13,18,11.
10)
24 11,16,9,7,6,7,13,14,15,6,7,9,20,8,6,8
7,8,12,14,15,6,
7,9,15,9.~0,10,11,7,14,16,16,16.
113
20 7,10,6,1l,12,18,14,12.1R.9,16,1~,11.12,11,6,8,12,l1,
7,5,12,10~11,11,9,14,11,13.
100
10~9,11,~4~~5,14,15,1~,~~,11,16,7,6,~5,8,7. 119
14 7,5,11,6.7,11,16,9,12,I8,19,11.11,9,7,?0,8.
114

13
10
14
13
9
13
23

..-....
,, Akokito .......
,, Khajh Buidpir,
a
,. NLukeh t o .....
,. P l l a t o .........
,, NGrp6r to .......
,, Khyrplu to .....
,, NGrmohamad, ..
*, G6ldera to ......
,, Bahawalp6rto ... 11~11;9,8,16,18,13,9,13,14,18,18,8,9,11.
114
,, Nihnrwd6 to ... 1 1 19,13,7,12.11,9,6.9.8,7,6,9,ll,l8,9.
10
,. Budduke t o ..... 5a19,12,16,16,13,7,~.
116
,, MLrpfirto ....... 14 7,6,14,17,16,13,7,11,20,16,14.13,14,12,12,18,12,11,
14,12.
16
,, Makkhanbal6, .. 13 9,7.1619.7.9,12,19,15,9,18,14,18,24,21,19.
I4
S i t p h r t 0 .......
14,11.17,18,14,19,14,18,7,9,11.
13
Jhfilnli to

....
,.

Shydan4 t o
Mithankot,..

.....

....

10

14 24,14,1~,~3,rr,9,1~,1~,~4,12,1~.12,12,12.11.13.
15
14

15 11,9,8,14,12,12,13,24,l7,l2,13,14.17.18,15,24,47.

TABLE. No. 3.
Shewing f L distances both by water and land from Ropar to fL principal toaons on the SatIaj M f a r ao Mithankot.
Akbari Kos.

Statute Miles.

----

I

I

Names of places with their distance from
By water. Byland. By water. By land.
Ropar.

.
.............
.............
.............
............
............
;.
...........
..................

From Ropar to Lodi4ni or Filor Gb6t,
,. Ditto to H d k e , . .
,, Ditto to Firo fir,
Ditto to ~ a m x t .
,. Ditto t o Ganrji6n4,
,, Ditto to Fatehpfir,
,. Ditto to Wawalpfir,.
,. Ditto to CPch,
,. Ditto to Mithankot,

..

............

There ronndinge were taken between tho 1st of Jan. and 7th of

the river u a t it. loroat depth throughout.

March, when
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XII1.-A

Comparative vim of the daily p g e of. the Bar-&
ferent part8 of India. By JAMES
PBINEBP,
Ssc. do. Soc. hc.

-

1Sf-

The friends who have for the laat two yaare favored me -with
copies of their Meteorological Regieters, have doubtlees a
d me
of a most ungracious requital of their labours, in the long dam*
to which they have apparently been devoted in my editorial emutoire ! Such is not absolutely the true state of the cane ;but the number attached to the aocompnnying plate* will, I fear,testify against me
to the extent of having kept baek for nearly a year, the curitma fadm
that had been elicited from the possession of so many vahtable records of the weather.
The fact is, that the prompt attention with which my p p p d N
answered by observers of the weather in nameroue parts of India,
served as a check to the immediate publicetion of the mfterials supplied. The very voluminous dimensions of such registers, and their
dry and unpemaable nature, even by the few who w o d d like u d to
consult them, set me about contriving some method d condensing
their results into convenient compass, and exhibiting them to the eye
in a manner more perspicuous than could possibly be accomplished
by a mass of mere %ores.
The usual form of a diagram of zigzag lines from point to point
would apply tolerably well to n series of single daily observatim.
taken at a particular hour, and would trace out in a gently undnlsting curve, the course of annual variation ; but if made to embrace the
double daily oscillation, now well known to be aterrdil; pursued by the
Barometer in intertropical climates, it was evident that the rlternatiom
would be too confased on a small scale to be followed pleasantly by h e
eye. A alight moditlcation suggested itself, as calculated t o r e w e
all objections to this mode of displaying the phenomena, withkt taking
in any degree from the accurate notation of the fixed points of obaervation, while it represented more palpably the amount of daily oscillation. The modification to which I allude will be readily understood
by inspection of Plate XIV. It consists in breaking the axweetion
between the consecutive days, and merely laying off, in short parallel
lines, the interval between the maxim~mand minimum readinga of the
instrument. The proximity of the lines enables t h e eye to fsllcJ
an imaginary line drawn cetltrally through them to represent the
mean course, without the necessity of drawing it. whiie errors of the
tenth of an inch, so liable to occur, and so difficult of detection in a
series of figures, became at once obvioua and remediable. The chief
It w u firtt printed M Plate IX. mbseqasntly altered to XIV.

.

advantage, however, of the plan of parallel lines was, that q p e might
be adapted to express the observations with as much facility as to a
figured statement. Having the brass rules of my calendric scaler
already divided according to the days of the year, it only would be
requisite to cast a quantity of rules of the thickness of one day, and
exactly one-tenth of an inch in breadth ; the printing surface of soma
being retained of the full length, and that of others reduced successively one hundredth, two hundredths, three hundredths, &c., so that
nine varieties, and a large supply of blanks or quadrates of the same
dimensions. would be snfticient to lay off any series correct to the
handredth af an inch, which is ample for most purposes. I here give
a sample of this mode of registry in type, although, as I had previously engraved a copper-plate divided for the purpose, I have not, on the
present occasion, made any use of the typographic plan, in spite of the
far greater expedition and precision of which it is capable.
Madras. Calcutta. llrb6t.
s0.0

99.5

99.5

29.0

Cnwnpore. Simla.
29.0

23.0

Nlpd.
25.0

I t is merely necessary to denote by figures at the top, the value of
the neutral line from which each set of readings is to be estimated right
and left. Pn some even division of the inch, as 29.50 inch for Calcutta ;
29.00 inch for Tirhut, or 25.00 for Nipal, &c. To reduce the lines into
figures when requisite, an ivory inch scale may be applied, but this
will seldom be necessary if such linear tables are accompanied by
monthly abstracts in the ordinary form : the chief advantage of the
lines being to shew at a glance the variations of pressure or other
phenomena, during the month, in a very emall compass, and for many
localities at the same time.
Having thus explained the principle8 upon which the accompanying
plate was filled up,-a work of no small patience by the way, seeing
that it contains 13 columns of 365. double entries, or nearly 10.000
individual meaauremente laid off by scale to the hundredth of an inch,I will proceed to notice, first, the authorities whence the various
columns are derived ; and, secondly, the instructive and highly curioue
facts it discloses.
The Madras column is extracted from the registers published by
Mr. TAYLOR,
the H. C.'s Aatronomer a t Madras, in the Jouinal of the
Literary Society at that place. For the Bombay column I am indebted
5 o

to my &b
Assay Maete.r, Mr.
of some registers made mostly during h
in m&y-places, and the observatiws between June and Oc
1834, were evidently taken by an inexperienced hand. The
line marked Socotra is from tbe mgi
while engaged in t h e survey sf the i o h d . +a -the
him were not those of the maximum and minimum.
to confine myself to the noon readings as a mean
Calcvtta columns are taken from my own registers, published in
Journal. The TirMt diary was kept a
DASHWOOD.
Judge
late Mr. THOMAS
nnremittedly for three years and a half, indeed until a very few
beforq his sudden and lamented death*. One year of this seri
already been published et length in the 2nd and 3
Journal. For the Campore regis
Locr, C. 3. of the artillery. This seriea is unfo
tent, from his having been obliged to send his ba
in Deceneber, 1834 : whkh. however, furnished a n opportu
paring it with my own standard. A little to the right of
pore lint for 1834, are entered the observations of Mr
Bancoora, for April and May, also abruptly termin
untimely victim to the climate.
The last series to the right 1 owe to Captain ROBIN~ON
of
Nip111Residency ; it was made part1y with his own and partly
instrument, which will account
Mr. HODQSON'S
index paint in June, 183.1. I n March also two adjustments
attempted by boiling the tube. Th~sodo not affect the utility o
register, when once noted. Captain R o a l ~ s o a ' stables are inval
from the number of periods during the day they embrace, but
will be alluded to heredter in samming up the Bgured abstracts.
I was disappointed of getting
hills, (the aeat of the grand trigono
forward in those parts,) until after
and the whole edition struek OR,
Moradabad kindly transmitted me a file of 'ebs
brother, Mr. S. M. BOULDERSON,
at Simla, between May a n d
ber, 1834. Rather thanlose the valuable edditiwal evidence w
this regieter, at a p d i a elevated abeub
miles to the weet of Katmandhu, would a
An apoplectlo fit terminated hir life of exernelav pub* nerrice -and
rats worth, at the very moment of hir quitting employment, and retirim= h
to devote hi8 h t k r day8 to the education of him fimily,in England.

-

.
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inserted, under the Bancowa column. heading the index Iine 23.50,
to conespond with the average range of the barometer at Simla*
and have reprinted the plate.
The first feature in the table that attracts attention is an almost perfect parallelism in the march of the barometer at Calcutta. Bancoora,
Mozaf'kpur, Cawnpore, Nipal and Simla-places
situated many hundred milea asunder from 22g to 28O north latitude, and 80° to 88O east
longitude, with altogether differently prevailing winds and climates,
and opposite geographical features. The same parallelism continues
even aa far south as Madras, bnt the escur8iona are there much subdued in every respect, and occnsion~ldeviations are observable, which
seldom or ne+er occur in the three Gangetic lines, except from such a
local hurricane as that experienced in the immediate neighbourhood
of Calcutta on the 3rd August, 1834. Between Bombay and Calcutta,
little conformity of detail can be perceived, though the general direction is symmetrical. There is, however, considerable accordance
between Bombay and Madras, the former having from its higher
latitnde a wider range of oscil\ation, both annual and intermediate.
The direction of the wind (at least of the lower stratum) alone
seems quite insufficient to account for the barometrical variations, although it is genernlly true that the mercury rises with the prevalence
of northerly, and falls with that of southerly winds, as might be expected
from the different specific gravity of a warmer or colder atmospheric
c o l ~ n . That the moon also has no regular influence appreciable on
the scale of my table, must be. I think, also granted ; for as many
instances occur of a falling as of a rising barometer at the changes of
lunar phases. The course of the thermometer, on the contrary, seems
to have a decided connection with that of the barometer. This is
exemplified in the comparative uniformity of the Madras line, and the
increaeed curvature at other places. For convenience of division I
assumed the tenth of an inch. as representing 10 Fahrenheit degrees of
temperature. Had I taken double that amount, the general thennomeHaving the former copy of the plste at hand, 1 have dirtributed it detached
along with the other, hoping i t may attract notice and procure me a fuller
collection for nome future year.
I have been all0 favored with a daily barometrical serier for 1836 at Bangalore,
by Dr. MOUAT,but 1 hare reanon to think that the inntrument wed war aluggirh
in itrmovements. I trunt, bowever, for the euaaing year, the labourr of this zed0obnerver will be made available by the porresrion of better inrtrnmentr. I
hare further many other broken series from drram, Kyouk Phyoo, Candy, &c.
but they are generally wanting in the barometer. A rhort aerier war alro kept
for me by Lieutenant M o r i ~ a r o 1.
~ , N: at the head of the bay in January and
lebmry, 1833.

6 0 2
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tric curve.for the year would have been nearly symmetrical with tht
of the barometer, except during the rainy season.
I t should be remarked, that the daily undulations of temperatnrefor
Calcutta and Tirhu't, are the extremes indicated by a regiater themnometer exposed to night radiation and noonday sun : tboae for Mrdnr
are only the variations of morning and afternoon heat in the shaded
air. They both, however, but the former more distinctly, aherr to the
.eye the influence of cloude and rain in diminishing the d i d acursion ; and in this reepect a direct accordance is alao observable in
the reduced diurnal motion of the barometer ; ae I long since pointed
out to be the case in regard to the &nares tables published i n the
Aeiatic Researches, vol. XV.
Another material point to be noticed in the plate ie the gale of the
3rd of August, when the Calcutta harometer dropt down to 28.8 inchem
paasing (on the plate) through the TirAitcelumn. which i s o n l y p l r t i d y
affected. There is in all the lines a decided fall at the same period. bat
only of an ordinary extent, apparently unconnected with the d i a t p r b i i
cause of the Calcntta storm. Any who have witnessed the gathering of
a north-wester during the calm serenity of a eultry evening. and here
watched the turbulence of the cloude and commixture of upper currents prior to the sudden and furioue generation of tbe whirlwind
below, will be prepared to consider the hurricanes and gales of longer
duration as equally insulated in their origin, only upon a much larger
scale of operation. A sudden condensation of aqueoua, or perhapa of
gaseous matter, whether by electricity or eimple cold, would, bydmwing upwards toward the vacuous space, the under air, cauee a fall in
the barometer as certainly ae if there were an absolute r e m o d of
superincumbent weight, for which there would be no mode of amounting ; and this upward current could not take effect without the production of a horizontal current of corresponding degree and velocity.
The last point of instruction to be gained from the present plate.and it is a very important one.-is the reliance that may be placed oa
the measurement of barometrical altitudee taken by comparing the
observed height at places so distant as C a m p r e , or in the mountainous regions of the Himdlayaa with the register of a stationary instrument a t Calmtta. I confess I always had misgivings on the camparability inter se of such diitant readings, until aa it ware my hurd
refuted the doubts of my mind. The engraving shews that a d o n n
contemporaneous observations (that is, observations not made at the
instant, but at the eame relative hour), would be ample for fixing
the altitude of a place within moderate limits. Moreover, it thews that
no reference of an observed height to a fixed unit (or 90 i n c h ) , u

rrpmed M the barometric zero a t the level of the sea, can possibly be
trurted: hence the advantage of maintaining a constant register at
one or several 6xed spots ; nay, it map be almost regarded as a public
desideratam, where, ata in India, the Government hoe so much to learn
of the phyical geography of its vmt territories.
Want of space has prevented my including in the plate the thermometric columns for 1833 ; but the temperature does not require such
minute discussion ae the pressure, for obvious reanona. The hygrometrical phenomena also are rather unsuitable to graphic illustration.
The monthly averages to which we most now pans will, it i s hoped, be
sufficiently comprehensive in these departments.to cause no regret at
the unavoidable suppression of the daily registers.
Beginning, then, with the Bombay and Socotra series we have the
following
Abutract of Bombay Obaematiorofot purt of 1894, by M r . HBNDBE~O?~:
for 1835, by Mr. S. FEAZE..

/ 1 1 1

Barometer meorneted.
~OA.Y.
Noon.
~P.Y.
18.94.

Jnnnary..)
February,.
Id~rh,

30.06

30.03
W.00
S0.01
99.97
Barometer rcdmxd to JIO.

..

~0.03

..

......
.......
..

.

Au@,

29.974

.a98
-875
.a90
.779
.610
.668

A63

September
October,. .
November,
December,

.730
.823
.985
.98O

..

29.894

Me8llI3,

.851

.759
.639
.605

.662

99.889
.MI
.788
.7 90
,739

29.939
.907
.837

77.5
78.7
85.1

i9.1
80.0
81.0

I....

SandnyOba.arent.
ditto.
from 13th to 16th arent.
I6 to 10 ditto.
9,3, 8 to 10 dltto.

dl9

.MI

29.800

Thermometer.
Noon.
3r.n.

-579
.630
.616

.?a7
.7M
.957

16.5
77 9
19.5

8

39.95
S9.93

1835.

Janunq,.
Febmry,.
larch,
Aprll,
.
May, .
Jnne,
July,

10A.Y.

.

:.POI

--

)

30th Oct. to 3rd Ncr. w e n t
from the %th euent.

29.763

Mr. NOTON,fancying I was only in want of the barometrical eries, has omitted to eend that of the thermometer or of the weather
in general. His own observations for many years on the climate of
Bombay are, however, publiihed, and will supply the deficiency when
we come to take a general rwiew.
Abufract of Obonvafiona taken on the c0aUt of Socotra, on b o d the
H. C. S. Palinrmu, H.B. HAINLS,C o n ~ n d e rin
, 1834.

Tbe last two months' journal contains alao the r e d i n g r a t 4 A. m. sanri.., 3 p. M.
and s m c t ;bat neareuily on boud a m p in h 0 . v ratla,the h . 1 -tiow
cannot fddy ba estimated.

We may now purnue the same course with Mr. DA~JEWOOD'S
tables
for TirLd, from December, 1833, (prior to which they have aIready been
inserted.) first only reducing the barometric altitudes to 3z0. Mr. DASEWOOD, following my recommendation of tapping the tube before reading
off,has, as I expected, made the daily oscillation considerably greater t h
i.r his first register. Thos also my new rtandard barometer is f d to
o ~ c ~ l l a tfull
e a fifth more than the old, so that the red e x b d change
c , i pressure during the day is hitherto only approximately known. and
Llny ~erhapebe nearer I4 than 1-tenth of an inch.

Monthly Abstract of Metmlogiccll O b e ~kept, drily at i%foz+pdr
in Tirhu't, from the 1st Drcerbrr, 1833,' to tAe 3182 May, 1836, bg r
k
late THOMAS
D ~ a s w o o.Esq.
~ , C. S.

1 1

Baromekr
in doorr.

outside.

Winds
Number
of days.

?W.

:E.

The !iwdil Barometer had not h e n compared with my rtandacd.

wutbu.

The W p m table needs no particular remuk. -The daily notiar
of the wtather are very full, but unfortunately there is no possibility
of abbreviating them. I have attempted in some measure to meet
thin di6iculty. as in the Tithit tables, by numbering the days of each
prevailing wind. and of rain. The predominance of easterly windo
otrika me as rather anomalous during the hot season ; but I have witn a ~ the
d same irregularity at Bmre8. The hot westerly wind is
purely a day breeze, and very rarely extends to the night, which ir
generally calm, or has a light air in the oppoeite direction.
dbrtrrct qf a daily Register of the Weather at Cavnpore, kept by
Col. G. POLLOCK,
C. B. during t l year8 1834 and 1835.
in

lnsr.

A.

x.

4 P. M.

inchea

Col. PolloeklaBarom.

99.573
.6*0 74.e

Dr. Dtmprtrr'm do.
Mr. Campbell's do.
Col. Pellock'r do.
Dr. Dmpmter's do.
Yr. Campball'r do.

-791
.b7

.70 70.0
.78?

The error of Colonel POL LOCK'^ instrument when compared with
my rtandard in April, 1835, wan only .059. I t is difficult therefore
to account for its standing so much lower than Dr. DEMP~TBR's,
and
Mr. CAMPBBLL'S,
unless some accident happened to it on its return to
Campore.
The &urcoo~aseries, being limited to two months, will not admit
of an abstract ; we may therefore pass to the Nipal tables.

-

,

Abrtraet of Doily Banmdrkd ObserarrtioM, ma& at Ketmadh in -62,
G. H.ROUNSON.
I
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April,. 64.1
May.. 69.3
June,. 73.3
July, '73.8
Ang.. *73.0
Sept. .*71.4
Oct *64.O
Nor. e55.4

..

...

.

M..'50.6
.

The item8 marked with an anterlsk were taken half an hour later than tne hour Indicated at &
to of the wlnmn.
i n J d y , Angust and September, 1833, the redeter notes only tbe minima and madma-but to rare room I hare supposed these to seccrd with the hours of 7 A. r.and '1 r. r.

Of the two barornetem regbtered a t Katmaadh, t h t of the Reeitube for that
dent has been preferred, for 1834. Capt. ROBINSON'S
year stood a quarter of an inch lower, and was hardly sensible to the
diurnal oscillation. After boiling it in the month of September, however.
it roae to within .02 of H.'s, and exceeded the latter in oscillation by
.03. This and the circumstance of the how of maximum 9 to 10 A. M.
being unfortunately omitted among the numerous p e r i o l of the day
eelected for register, render not only the abeolute amount of diurnal
motion still uncertain for Nip&, but also prevent our calculating
the annual average. I hope the series I am now promised by Dr. A.
CAMPBELL
for 1837will supply the want.
1 reserve for a separate notice the calculated elevations connected
with the Nipdl series, aa they are dected by the error alluded to in
the preceding remarks, of assuming 30 inches for the barometric
zero at the level of the rea.
The state of the wind in the valley has not been noted, but the fall
of rain is recorded with precision, the average amount being about
5 0 inches.
The series for Sirnla does not comprehend an entire year, and will
not therefore furnish averages. The temperature appear$ to be that
of the interior of the home.

Abstract of Meteorological Register kept at Simla, from the 15th May to
the 21st November, 1834. By S. M. BOULDEZ~ON,
Esq.
Barometer at 31O.

4
p

Thermometer.

h

------ &
Yay ...............
Month.

..............
..............
...........
........
...........
........

June.
July,
Augu~t..
September,
October
November,

10a.u. 4p.u. 10p.u.
'23.816
.781
.794
.a17
.908
24.013
.094

.773
.713
.729
7 7
.a31
.941
.041

.804
.774
.784
.SO3
.874
978
.W3

.Q35
.O61
.066
.O5O
.076
A71
.051

-

l O n . u . 4 r . ~ . 10r.u.
74.0
70.8
67.4
08.5
67.4
61.6
67.1

74.5
70.6
67.6
67.9
66.0
6.7
67.6

73.9
69.4
66.9
65.9
66.4
68.1
54.1

The rmga at 7 4 A. Y ; i8 dm given for the month of May, the mean of the barometer being 19.798; which proves the regularity of the nocturnal tide in t h e ~ e
elevated regions.

I must, for want of time, leave to a future opportunity the further
analysis of the above tables, and the deduction of general average results from the Calcutta tables for the past five years. Meantime, 1 will
conclude with the insertion of a table of the temperature at Kandy in
Ceylon, obligingly contributed by Captain OED, R. E.,and a note on
the temperature of t h e ' ~ r a h ~ u tinr aAssam, compared with that of
the air a t the eame time by Dr. W. G R I F ~ T R .
5 P

Abstract of Meteorological Tcr(rkei
Ertractfrorn 4 Meteoroloqical Journal kept at K*.
by Captain OBD,
B. E.

[Dsc.

I a 1 d of CcyZtn.

(To complete the y e u 1834, broken off In the Extract ublished in Joarnal. No. 48,
December 18.93, page 109.f
Thermometric Range.
Greatest Range
in 24 hours.
Max.

----

Least Range
in U hours.

Max.

Max.

. Rain W e n i n
fallen. ?4 h o n n
Mean.
Temp- In the M u .
month. .ed
inches. Him.

I - ! Dec.

..

67

N. 8. Highest range in the shade daring the year

1834,88,

temp. 7s. 1.
Total quantity of rain fallen during the p a r , 96.7 inches.

lowest 670, mau

-

Extract from the same Journal for tL year 1835.
Date.

W'

I

Thermometric Range.

I

Monthly
hnge.

I

Greatest Range
in 24 hours.

Least Rsnge
in 94 hours.

-1

Rain-guagc.

Rain F d e n in
fallen. 2 4 bows.

I-

, Mean
Temp. In the
Max.
month
nod Rnnge.
inches
Min.

- --,

-

8-65

Mu.
amd

:'
Mia.

7

0-7

70
78
70
78
70

6.4

; .a

6.2

9.7

00
;7

5-8

9

4.8

;

-

5

74
70
734
694
70
79

7.15

'

20.6
6.8

1

a

1836, 85*, lowest, &&@,
mesa
................................................................
59-44
t"$ enn of max. and mln. for the 1 @am, ............................. 72.1s
Ditto of ealculnted mean temp. for ditto. ....., ......................
72-77
(Too high, in wwequence of employing the hours of 8 instead of 10.)

N. B. Highest range in the shade during the year

Total quantity of rain fpllen during the year, 76'9 inches.

XIv.-POSt8~n'fl to the YGdir OM the
of the wd-klb
~ d n , p b ~ i s h ine the
d Jdy number. By J ~ s . P . r a s ~ r . S c c .&.
I have only fonnd leisnre to repeat the experiments forming the
final section of my former paper, on one more of the simple gases.
namely oxygen ; of which the specific heat, calculated from the data
thus supplied, has not been fonnd to differ materially from tbat of
common atmospberical air. I t follows necessarily, that Pzote most
have the name speci6c heat, since the mixture of the two causes no
alteration in the observed depression. The experiments 'were conducted in the same order ae before, except that the glaaa exit tube
was somewhat narrower, and the dry thermometer was 6 x 4 in it half
rn inch below the wetted bulb. Some trials, with common air, w e n
first made to ascertain whether this arrangement produced any material
di&rence of result.
Depression8 6 t h O r y p gas.
Bu.

t
0

&pt.

21 common dr,
O C ~ .2 Ditto,
4 Ditto,
11 O ~ y g e ~ ,
2 1 Ditto,
Nov. 3 Ditto,
6 Ditto,

I

19.65
'29.78
'29.76

gP.0

30.00
19.90

83.8
89.5
82.0
81.2
89.8

'29.88

83.4

19.81

.

1'

65.0
61.6
54.3
51.4
63.4
64.1
52.2

d
36.8
32.4
35.2
30.6
27.8
30.7
31.2

.

M u . dcp.

h

for hyg.

a

6?
0
0

39.0
32.4
35.2

2

31.9

2 ?

98.3

0

30.7
31.9

4

In the first experiment it is evident, that the hair hygrometer had
m t reached its full contraction for the actual siccity of the air enclosed in the gasometer. The trifling inferiority in the depressions for
oxygen, I am inclined to attribute to the more pparing hand with
which it was expended :--the difference of four per cent. ie c e r t a i d ~
larger than ought to be conceded to experimental error, but I feel
sure that a more careful and longer series would have brought out a
nearer approach to the depressions observed in common air.

XV.-Proceedings

of the .Asiatic

Sociely.

Wednudoy Ewning, the 4th Janwry,

1837.

me Honorable Sir EDWARD
RYAN,President, in the chair.
Messre. W.DENTand M. MANUE,propwed at the last meeting,
ballotted for, and duly elected Members of the Society.
Captain EDWARD
SANDER#
was proposed by Major TAYUOI,
~eatmhi
by Mr. W. H. MAWAQETEK.

I
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Mr. JOHN
CURNIR wan propwed by t h e Secretary, seconded by Mr.
B~asm~r.
Captain F. J m r m r , propored by t h e Secretary, recunded by Sir E.

RYAN.
Mr. GEORGEHILL, proposed by Dr. Pmama, seconded by the Secretary.
proposed by Mr. BELL, seconded by t h e PreMr. RICHARDWALXEB,
_sident.
B6bus RA'MNA'TETAGORE
and PRASARNAKTJYA'R
TAGORE,
propoeed
by U b u Rusonov DIJTT,wounded by t h e Secretary.
Mr. P. A. LAIR w w propoeed a oorresponding member by Mr. J~rris
PRIN~EP
;t h e nomination wan referred t o t h e Committee of Papeia
T h e meeting then proceeded to t h e annual election of oSw-bearerr,
when t h e following gentlemen were elected.

*

Sir J O ~ N ' P . GRANT, Sir B. H. MALIKIN,
the Rev. Dr. A~ILL,W. H.
MACNAGETEN,
Eq., H. T. pa me^^, Eeq.
Committee of Papbl~.

w.,

J. R. C o ~ v m Eq.,
,
C. E. T B ~ ~ L Y A N ,Capt. PIYBBPTON,
Capt.
FORBES,
D. HARM,
Eaq., J. T.PEAM~N,
hq.,
Dr. WALLICE,
Capt. CUM,
NINQEAM, RAXCOMUL
SEN.
T h e Secretary read minutes from the Report of t h e Committee of p~
pers on t h e Honorable Mr.' T n ~ n o u n ' epropoeed publication of t h e M a h d
vullri.

Miruts &yDr. MILL.
In presenting to the world both the text and the translation of these extensive
historical workr-and in thur rescuing them from what i8 in many respects worse
than total oblivion, the confusion and mirapprehension of their real testimony
which a former very erronebur publication on the subject in England was
calculated ta produce,-Mr. T n ~ n o v nwould have conferred a very great benefit on the historical literature of tbe East, had his merit8 even stopped at thin
point, and had he not further shewn by bin comments, how admirably qualified
he is to illustrate the work he editer, and enable every reader to profit by itr
contents. The literary benefit is very far from being confined to the single
subject of Ceylon : it extend8 to the whole of India : and yields in importance
to nothing that has yet been produced on that moat perplexed and generally
unproductive subject, the history of India prior to the thousandth year of our
era.
How these documentr hear on the general history of the country, will he very
evident to a ~ one
y who followr tbe able editor in hir preliminary remarkr, as
ar in the specimen he has already given ru of the firat book of bin seriea, the
M a u o n u i . I t ir enough to remark, tbat the peculiarly interesting connexion
between the bistory of Ceylon before the Christian era, wit11 that of Magadha,
or that part of Northern India which we now call Behot, ir atteated by tho
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very languageo i n which all there books are written : and t h a t i t originates
with wlrat is undoubtedlv the most striking and important mornl p h e n o n w a i m
t h e history of B o r l m Asia, the rise of Buddhism from the centre o f that great
Gnngetic kingdom. And i t is observable, that tbe same d y n u t y of s a r s d y
of that large district, reigning at Palaliprtra, o r Pdibothra. the present P . i u .
-from the midst of whom GAOTAMA
BUDDEAarose nearly six ccnt9riea before
our Lord.-presents
us not two centaria afterwards, in the age of A ~ r x a x ~ r r
and S ~ ~ ~ m c owith
n u the
s one solitary point i n which the binof India

The P a in whieh these bi~torierlbooks w e n i t h n , and which is tbe
of Budbhimt literature and religion, u well in Skm, dm, Nip&, and Tibet, ~s
im
Ce~1on.-is in fact no other, u Mr. T u m c o u r shews. and the text of hi.originals
whibitr to every Snnscrit echolar, than the MagadAa P r o d , - t h e - i d
form in
-dent Behar, of that very ptculiar modidcation of Sanscrit speech which enters n
largely into the drama of the Hindur (thouqh in a di5erent ray) .a did the Doric
&.leetinto the Attic tragedy in nnaent Greece. Kow, all the variations of M
t
words that occur in these Pracrit dialects, answer cloaely to the forms which tbc
same words exhibit in the vern.eular Hindu1 of that province, and the yet mom
northern dlatricts of India, as far a s the Himllaya : (e. g. the omission of tk r,
tbe changingof l h to h, kc. dce.) and a n totally unlikethe forms of the same words
exen in the province of Bragal, o r M infused into the Ianof the Sotatham
peninsula, and of Ceylon ihelf. And whenever corresponding words in the P W a d
Singhalere occur, aa they do every where, I believe It will be invariably forud tL.t
the latter, (the vernacnlnr words of the people of the Kandhn and maritime provisocr
of CeylonJ reremblc most cbaelg the 8nnscrit:origiual of both :-whereas the forma,
the sacred language, takes in all words that admit of it, the name sort of p b ~ p l i ~
v.rirtIun which belongs to the tougnes of northernmost India,-shewing &at#,
that It was thence, and not from Ceylm, that the peculiar language u well ol institutlons of Buddhism came to the island,-u the Mah&wui I t ~ e I f d i s t i n c t.
lr
~ m.
To take but one out of the many instances that might be alleged, we may
of the most remnrkable and early namea of the iehnd, viz Tamba-pamp,
u &
Wi name is given in p. 3 5 of th1s specimen of the Mah6wmi, vir. B e '6 vpalmed ;" in Sanscrit Tamro-phi. Now this S.l.erlt form, so die-t
fmr
the Pali, isactunlly the present Singhdeae for the anmething, M I was
by
competent scholar on the island : and a aery convincing proof that i t h.s -r
so, may be seen in the name by which the island wan nni~ertmllyknorn to
mcienta and to C o s r n a lndicopleustes when he visited it, viz. T--.
Greeks would be just as uolikely to introduce thir r where i t did not &at, ol my
other languages of Indin beside the northernmost ones would be to drop i t rh
i t before existed : but thir is n universal charncter of the Pr.eritand of & p-t
Hindui. (8s seen in this word, tamba, copper-k&m " work" for k-,
&.,..
h.1
This real origin of the celebrated name T a ~ ~ ~ b a(whatcrer
nr
may
thmght of
the story wnnecled with it in the Mahhonsi, and which may
probability to have arisen from the f a u n - m a , or copper color*, of I&
cliffs near Malura, so well known to n a ~ t o r s ) - i s one of th pd.& 01 esm
interesting informatilln which we owe mainly to thin publia.tion of^^. muroo,.
Whatever hnd been before suggested u the probable origjn of w-,
ro
little now known except in these Buddhistic hooks, u one of the heprr
the great islnnd of Lanca or Singhala-dm'p, WM in the h i ~ h *ed
f
Improbable, (ex. gr. the Hindd Thd-Rabaa, or the island of
'

-

-
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aoincides with that of Weatem Asia and Europe, from which in every other point
(before the Mahometan conquest) i t is so remarkably and totally reparak.
The g u t v d a e of these works, as containing correct chronological history, M
well establiebed from this unerring test by Mr. T n R ~ o u a . And he most
ably vindicakn the Buddhist authom of Ceylm at I w t , from the general censure
p e e d on them by Profepsor H o a r c r WILSON,-in reviewing the Tibet documente of M. C s o ~ n
KOn8s1,--of being, if p s i b l e , more regardless of chrunology than even the Bdlmans. The degree of amuracy, indeed, with wbich, in
the midrt of this long eerier of kingn, the age of CEANDRA-GnrrrM a u n r r is
marked,-even admitting an error of sixty yeam from hi8 proper age, as a cootemporary of ALBXAND~B
and Sr~aocus,-is yet most wonderful, wben compared with the only olher chronological Indian Listory yet produced-the history of Cadmir, called the R6ja Tarcngimf. (which we owe to the eminently
learned orientalist jrut named.) WLOKlists would go to antedate that celebrated
king by nearly twelve centuries.-On all these points, Mr. Tuaaoun's observa.
tione are very valuable : and even when they may fail to produce conviction (as
in some parts of the diaaertation inserted in the Journal As. Soc. of September
last). the learning and candour with which he proeecntes the iuquiry, and the
abacnce of all undue prepwesdon in favor of those authors w i ~ hwhom heir
n e c e r d l y most conversant, ever entitle them to the utmost consideration.
I t would be undervaluing these works to suppose t5em to be merely a dry
chronological catalogue of sovereigns and dynasties : tl~oughthis is frequently
a11 that an inquirer into ancient India is able to meet witn ;where, between fable
on the
on the one hand, and the strong national tendency to abstract s~~ecula~iou
other, the literature of the country has so little to aid a hidorical student. These
works apparently contain much that may well be deemed vnlnable by a pbilosophicd inquirer into httory : and the details, in particular, of b e contest between the autagoniet principles of Brihrnanism and Buddhism, are often cnriourly
iIlurtratire of the geniur of these two systems, which have held, and still hold,
such away over large portions of mnnkind.
W. H. MILL.

-

Minute by tie Secretary.

h l l y subecribing to the eulogy recorded by our Vice-President on Mr. TOP.
noan's labom, which a11 who have read his specimen-volume and prelimi,
nary treatise will acknowledge to be most just and well deserved. I have merely
to notice, that the typographical execution of Lia PPll text in Roman character
has been examined by .a competent n%tive echolar residing in Calcutta, and
found to eontun hut a trifling list of errors, and those chietly of the accented
Iettem. Tbere are blanks in the manuscript which i t might be possible to restore by collation with the copier of the Mabluonrf in the Burmese character,
w i l y procurable at Aaa. I have rent the specimen to Colonel H. BUPNEY,
who will, doubtless, be happy to contribute his collateral aid to this meritorious undertaking.
An opportuniQ has lately fallen in my way of verifying a portion not of the
'great Pall History, but of its Singbaleae continuation translated in Mr. TUBNOUR'S Tabular Epitome of Ceylon Dynasties. Captain Oao baring lately

S
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called my atbation to tbe form of a l e t t e r on one of the ancient coios of
Dambadinna hitherto bat imperfectly deaypherad, at the moment when I w u
traorcribing a DeUi iarcriptiom of the deveath century ; the form of other
latterr rtruck me ar very 8imil.r to that type, m d hence, on re-examining d
the coins I possessed, and the dmwinp of othen rent me by Captain Om. I ru
forthwith enabled to rceogmiw the name# of no lcw t h six kings, all
in Mr. Tumovn's lirt mthio the two ccnturia immediately snbaeqmnt to the
Sholim cooqaertt, and thm forming a chronologicll link 6 t h ooe of the
dynasties of Southern India, wbich baa bsen but very imperfectly lifted from obwlvity by the rereucher of Colonel M ~ c r r ~ z and
r r others in India proper.
J. Pmws~r.
T h e Society concurring entirely in t h e Committee's view of t h e value of
Mr. TURNOUB'S
intended publication, particularly in regard to .the light
it throws on t h e early history of India, i t was resolved to advocate ia
patronnge by t h e Government of India, t o t h e fullest extent t h a t i t may
have been usual fur Government t o subscribe t o private entezpri- of
similar importance i n India itself.

Library.
T h e following books were preeented.
Catalogue of 7385 Stars, chiefly in tbt southern hemisphere, by Mr. W.
R~ca~noeox-prerentedby the Lor& of the Admiralty.
Memoires de l'hcademie Royale de Caen, 1835-1849.
Annuaire da Calvados for 1833-34-35, 3 rolr.
Ersai sur lu Combnstions Hamaines. par Pierre-him6 Lair, I roL (3 copies)
and various tracts, ersays, notices, by Mr. L ~ r and
n other M e m b s n ~ d
&y the Royal Society qf Caen.
Memoircs rar La Conformit6 Orgaaiqae danr L'Echdle Animale par Ant.
Duges-+rerented by MOM.J. C. nlfaire, Surgeon QltAe French Cwwette d d e .
WARDon the Hindur, 2 vols. (purchased.)
Extract of a letter from Dr. WALXVJB
t o Captain CBAIPWRD
(recently
arrived from Egypt) wsa read, expreming a desire t o plaoe t h e L i t e r q
e n d Antiquarian Society a t Cazm, instituted by himself, i n mmempondena
with t h e Asiatic Seciety of Bengal.
The Secrekrry stated that he had opened the h i r e d intsraoom by addremi*
to Dr. WALXEcopier of the Arabic works printed by the Society, and of the
Etl~iopilrninscriptioar printed in the Journal, in hopes of h e i r beingd e c y p h d .

A

variety of specimens of Native ornamenb were presented

By B6bn

H~EAJIBANA'TE
TUA'KUR.
The drat letter of the 3rd line h tlm eoin 5g. 94 of Pl. L., in ml. i ~ . rhi& m u
read tr, but ought to be h, being joined on the left and open on the right.
t Sri Vijeya Vahu 1071, Srl Parikmma Vaha 1165, Sri d j a Uhmtl 1197, Srl
Rrithi Nikanga 1IS?, Srl mat Sahb. M a 1906, and Sd LaWnrur 1910.

-
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Phy8iad.
Extrack of letters from Lieutenant G. FULL JAY^^ and Captain A.
BURNBE
were read, announcing the dispatch of further forsilr from P h ,
in the p l p h of Cambag.
Mr. H. WALTBRS
pre1100tbd a very large fragment ef a foseil tree from
Bfdhkm, upon whiah t h e n appeared a cut
of a hatchet, made before
the wood ram petrified. (?)
A letter ale rend from M. J u l g DBB~ARD~NB,
dated Maurice 08th September, 1836, forwarding meteorological obeervationr made from April to
August inclunive. and promiuing to continue the series if acceptable.
A note from Dr. S I ~ B U R Y
explained that the large fossil acetabulum
of the elephant, prenented a t a former meeting, was not found a t Scgouni,
(whence the femur of 1834 WM extracted,) but from the hill cloee to
~ u b c ; l ~ u twhich
-,
Captriio SLECYAN
firut brought to notice. The poritions,
therefore, of these large fragment8 were 60 miles -under.
Another fragment on a still more gigantic wale, the lower end of the
humerus, was now presented: and Dr. 9. announces three more largo
fossils on their way to Calcutta, from two spots vieited by Major 0vnct&.
The skeleton of the Sumatrun Orang-otang-which lately died in Calcutta (wanting the hands and feet) was presented by Mr. R. W. FRITH.
A large oetnrceous ahell was presented by the Rev. M. HILL;

-

The Secretary read his Report on the put year's proceedings, of which
the following is the eubstnnce.
Tha number of new Members added to the list in 1836 had been
24
Ordinary Members,
hsociate Members,
2
H o n o r a r y Member,
1
The lou by death, 2 ; by dbpartum to Europe, 1 ; and withdrawal,
3;inall.
6
The financial operatiour of the y e u were M follows :

........................................
........................................
.......................................

-

..............................................

Payment&.

I
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The p b l i a t i o w by the W e t y and nnder itd auspicw hsve k e n Lhir year

unprecedantedly numerous. Of the Researches. two half volnmea bare been a m pbbd, o m literary and one physical: the latter containing s o lew t h a m 21
pktar. Thirty, indeed, have been engraved, but nine a n neresaarily kept back,
from the text being jet unfinished. It is my duty to bring to the notice of
Memben in what manner I have been enabled,to publish. so many finished plater,
engraved in a style mncb superior to those of former roinmes, withont satding
an expense much beyond that of the paper on which they am printed.
"The lithograph8 of the snaku and some of the botaniul platmwere k l d l y d n n
by Dr. Cnarron ; the remainder of the htter by the artirte of Dr. W A L L E C ~ ' ~
eatabliahment: one or two have llro been execntcd by myself: but by f u the
greater portion, including nine mezzotinto and six line engravings. have bscm
executed on holidays and at early leiswe hours, by KA'SINA'T~,the c h i d dia anpaver of the Mint, who moat liberally refnses to accept any. remuneration f w
them, conridering himself nnder rome little obligation to the SocieQ and to mlalf
for having bronght hia talents to 'notice. I trust the Society will testify in n
appropriate manner their acknowledgment of such a disinterested and noble act.
h i d e s these works, the Society ha8 w i t n e ~ e din the c o m e of the p u t year,
the completion of the Fatawa h m g i r i , the ~ c o n dvolume of the Mahibh4rata.
(of which the third volume is a h f u advanced,) the IUja Tucmghl,the S W ta, the Naiabadha, and the Auis ul Mnshurahln, l u r i n g only the rsmainda d
the MahLbMrata and a few pagw of the Khazanat ul Ilm, to be accompliohad, of
dl the works transferred from the Committee of Public Inrtrnction*.
'' Collateral1J the Society has taken under its anspices the pnbliution of tb
Cocbin-Chinaxe Dictionary, of the Alif Leila, and of an Anglo-Burmese Dietionary of which the manuscript ordered to be printed under the patronmge of
Government, h u been placed in my hands by Mr. LAMBits o o m p h , om b n
departare for England; meantime our representative in England, Prderor
WILBON,is engaged in psuing tbe M o o ~ c n o r pr n r n a h through the p m at t
h
rink and credit of the Society.
" I n this sketch I do not allude to the jonrnal m d tbe appendica p b l i s h d
there+,
although it must be well known to aU that thiu work o m its priaeipal and moat valluble contributions to its acknowledged connection with th
Society.
In reference to the expectatbn held out in last yearr'r report, the Government

.
"

Tho Inaya baa been transferred to the Editor, Bhbu R A ' r ~ n uSxN, udm
a#roament that he shoold' complete it.
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has, in the comm of the present year, transferred to tbe Society the two branchof the Oriental Library of Fort-William, mauaacripts and printed works, and
has liberally granted a monthly allowance for their prererration. Further donationa of a valuable uatare have been made by the French Oovenment ; the
Lor& of the Admiralty, the Commissionem of Parliamentarj Recorda, (through
r other private individuals, in addition
the Government,) and by Dr. L u ~ o u and
to the cwtomary tribute from the learned Societies of Europe and America.
" The Maaeum haa continaea to increare rapid1J ;but ita menns of doing jurtioe
to objects presented har been limited for waat of funds. The forsila particularly require more cabinets and more apace. Captain C U N N I N G ~ A U
preaent
'S
of
S b 6 t h sculpturea formr the chief object of notice in the antiquarian museum.
Depndationr to an uafortanate extent have bean lately made by aome of the rerrants of the bouse, in articles ornamented in silver and gold ; wbich the Librarian partly attributes to the opening of the rooms at 80 early an hour. Inquiry ir
now pending at the police, and measures mast be devised for better securing our
increasing property.
" Some propositions hnve to be nubmitted for the publication of further oriental
workr-but the first to which I would beg the Society'a attention are the cata.
l o y w of the College maaascripts wbich have been prepared for the parpon by
the Pandit and Maulavt in their respective languages. To the former of t b e n I
would recommeud that Mr. H O D ~ B O Nrevised
'S
catalogne of Buddhist works extant in Nipdl should be added.
" There are in the Society'r portfolios a considerablenumber of original drawins8 and inscriptions, Pesides several boand MS. rolumea of the M A C K B N Z I ~
drawings) which it would be extremely desirable to publinh at the present time,
when an e6ort seemn to be simultaneously making in India and in Europe
t o read the history of ancient India through the medium of her monnmental
recorda. The Ceylon portion would serve to illrutrate tbe great work upon
wbich Mr. T u a ~ o o ris engaged ; while thow of the peninsula would form an
appropriate appendix to the review of the MACKSNZIE
MSS. at Madras, which
the Society hm recommended to be undertaken by Mr. T a r ~ o n .Were a singb
competent native draughbmau added to the Government Lithographic E s h bllhment, this object might be attained at a comparatively trifling cost : and I
tbink i t would be worthy the Committee of Papera to suggest rome measure of
the sort to the present Ruler of India, who has accepted, not ar an idle honor,
the high post of Patron to our Society.
"The lart act of the past year bas been the establishment of a Committee for
statistical inquirier, of the succesr of wbich it is yet too early to speak, but not
too early to augur well from the known zeal of thore who hare undertaken the
Herculean task."
A n application signed by all t h e student8 of t h e Sanscrit College, for
t h e Society t o print t h e Magh kuvya (of which t h e edition published by
Mr. COLGBROOKB
some years ago is now extinct) waa referred to t h e
Committee of Papers.
T h e same rbeasure was taken regarding a n application from MADHV~U'DAAA G c m n pandit, in favor of printing t h e Sanscrit translation of
HOOPEU'~
Vade Mecum, suspended by t h e Education Committee.
F
i
f
t
y copies of t h e SusrBta (9 vola) were voted t o MADHUBU'DANA
for
his trouble in correcting t b e proofs of t h a t work.
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